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l\iiNUTES OF EVIDENCE 
TAKEX BEFORE THE 

ROYAL COMMISSION UPON DECENTRALIZATION I 

BALUCHISTAN. 

SIXTIETH DAY. 

QuETTA, F1·iday, JJJ.arch 20th, 1208. 

PRESENT: 

C. E. H. HOBHOUSE, Esq., M.P., Under-Secretary of State for India, Chairman. 

Str FREDERIC LELY, K.C.I.E., C.S.I. 
Sir STEYNI~G EDGERLEY, K.C.'V.O., I.C.S. 
R. C. DuTT, Esq., C.I.E. I 

W. S. ~!EYER, Esq., C.LE., I.C.S. 
W. L. HICHENS1 Esq. . 

Mr. A. WILLI..UIS; I.C.S., LL.M., was called and examined. 

37423. (Cltairman.) You are the Revenue and 
Judicial Commissioner in Buluchistan ?-Yes. I first 
came to that appointment in April 1905, and have 
been substantively so ever since, except that I have 
twice officiated· as Resident in Mysore. I have pre
viously been Under-Secretary in the Foreign Depart
ment, Deputy Secretary in the Legislative Department, 
and in the Home Department, of the Government of 
India. 

The Re,·enue Commissioner in Baluchistan is also 
the Judicial Commissioner. As Revenue Commis
sioner he is the adviser of the Local Government in 
financial and revenue matters and; subject to the 
Agent to the Governor-General and Chie~ ~o~
sioner, generally controls the revenue administrat1on. 
He combines the functions of Settlement Commis· 
IJioner, Chief Revenue authority for Stamps, Com
missioner of Excise, Inspector-General of Jails and 
Registration, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths and 
1\Ianiages, and Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. 
He exi!rcises the powers of a Local Government in the 
administratio~ of Local Funds, and has general super
intendence over forest and educational administration 
and of the measures adopted against the introduction 
of plague into Baluchistan. As Judicial Commissioner, 
he is in charge of the judicial administration of the 
province with the exception of. the proceedings under 
the Frontier Crimes Regulation, the general ad.minis· 
tration of which is in the hands (If the Agent to the 
Governor-General and Chief Commissioner. He is 
the High Court for Baluchistan, but sentences of 
death passed or confirmed by him require the sanction 
(If the Local Government, and in proceedings against 
European British subjects the Punjab Chief Court is 
the High Court. , 

37424. In his memorandum the Agent of the 
Governor-General asks that the Local Government 
should be allowed to frame its own budget ; could 
you tell us exactly what that means ?-At present we 
do frame a budget, but we send it to the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries ; generally speaking, most of the 
Local Governments send their budgets to the 
Accountant-General, who is stationed at the head
quarters of the Government; here, however, we send 
it to Calcutta, to the Comptroller of India Treasmies. 

37425. Have you an Accountant-General here?
No; it is the Comptroller of India Treasuries at 
Calcutta who does everything for us ; we have no 
Accounts Officer here at all. Under article 153 of 
the Civil Account Code, the Accountant-General of 

1230 Wt T L 261 12108 D &; S 6 33376 

the Local Governme'nt is specially precluded from Mr. A. 
making alterations in. the budget ; he can advise the William~ 
"Local Government, but can do nothing more. The 
Comptroller of India Treasuries, on the other hand, 20 Mar., 19 
alters our budgets without reference to us, and very 
often very considerable inconvenience is caused. 

37426. What do you mean by" framing your own 
budget "?-When it is transmitted from Calcutta, we 
wish that it should not be altered by the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries ; our suggestion is that it should 
not be altered, provided it is within the standard 
limits of expenditure. 

37427. Have you certain standard limits of expendi
ture laid down for major heads ?-It is laid down, but 
I would not confine it to that ; as long as we do not 
exceed our 36 lakhs we should not he interfered with, 
unless, of course, we do anything wrong ; then they 
could come down on us. 

37428. It is said here that two sub-divisions and so 
forth have come into existence which have tended to 
increase the expenditure on travelling allowance. 
Were those sub-divisions, and the settlement opera
tions referred to, created under the orders, or with the 
sanction, of the Government ' of India ?-Yes ; they 
must have been. ' . 

37429. They were known to the Government of 
India ?-Yes; and not only that, but the very budget 
in which our travelling allowances were reduced 
showed the increase of establishments ; the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries passed the increase of establish
ments, bot cut down the travelling allowances, which 
were necessary in consequence of that increase. 

37430. Then you say that if you had acted in strict 
accordance with financial rules yon would have got 
into difficultiea. I take it from that, that in some way 
or other the financial rules were evaded ?-That is so. 

37 431. Has that been found frequently necessary? 
-This is the only time that I myself have been cog
nisant of it ; but not to have done so would have 
stopped the settlement proceedings at Nasirabad at 
once. 

37432. Then it is said that 11 A complex system of 
excise administration, suitable no doubt to advanced 
proYinces in British India, is being thrust upon this 
proYince." What does that mean ?-We have to 
introduce a still-head duty and vend fees, instead of 
our present arrangement of simply putting np the 
excise for auction and selling it as a whole concern. 
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l\iiNUTES EVIDENCE 
TAKEN BEFORE THE 

ROYAL COMMISSION UPON DECENTRALIZATION. 

BALUCHISTAN. 

SIXTIETH DAY. 

QUETTA, F1·ida.y, March 20th, 1~08. 

PRESENT: 

C. E. H. HounousE, Esq., M.P., Under-Secretary of State for India, G11airman. 

S1r FREDERIC LELY1 K.C.I.E., C.S.I. 
Sir STEYNlSG EDGERLEY, K.C.V.O., I.C.S. 
R. C. DuTT, Esq., C.I.E. I 

W. S. MEYER, Esq., C.LE., I.C.S. 
W. L. HICHENS, Esq. 

Mr. A. WILLIAMS; I.O.S., LL.M., was called and examined. 

37423. (Chairman.) You are the Revenue and 
Judicial Commissioner in Buluchistan ?-Yes. I first 
came to that appointment in April 1905, and have 
been substantively so ·ever since, except that I have 
twice officiated· as Resident in Mysore. I have pre
viously been Under-Secretary in the Foreign Depart
ment, Deputy Secretary in the Legislative Department, 
:md in the Home Department, of the Government of 
India. 

The Revenue Commissioner in Baluchistan is also 
the Judicial Commissioner. As Revenue Commis
sioner he is the adviser of the Local Government in 
financial and revenue matters and; subject to the 
Agent to the Governor-General and Chief Commis
sioner, generally controls the revenue administration. 
He combines the functions of Settlement Commis· 
Mioner, Chief Revenue authority for Stamps, Com
mi8sioner of Excise, Inspector-General of Jails and 
Registration, Registrar-General of Births, Deaths and 
Marriages, and Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. 
He exercises the powers of a Local Government in the 
aclministration of Locnl Funds, and has general super
intendence over forest and educational administration 
and of the measures adopted against the introduction 
of plague into Baluchistan. As Judicial Commissioner, 
be is in charge of the judicial administration of the 
province with the exception of. the proceedings under 
the Frontier Crimes Regulation, the general adminis
tration of which is in the hands 0f the Agent to the 
Governor-General and Chief Commissioner. He is 
the High Court for Baluchistan, but sentences of 
death passed or confirmed by him require the sanction 
llf the Local Government, and in proceedings against 
European British subjects the Punjab Chief Court is 
the High Court. , 

37424. In his memorandum the Agent of the 
Go,·ernor-General asks that the Local Government 
should be allowed to frame its own budget ; could 
you tell us exactly what that means ?-At present we 
do frame a budget, but we send it to the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries ; generally speaking, most of the 
Local Governments send their budgets to the 
Accountant-General, "'ho is stationed at the head
quarters of the Government; here, however, we send 
it to Calcutta, to the Comptroller of India Treasuries. 

37425. Have you an Accountant-General here?
Ko; it is the Comptroller of India Treasuries at 
Calcutta who does everything for us; we have no 
Accounts Officer here at all. Under article 153 of 
the Civil Account Code, the Accountant-General of 

12:i0 Wt T L 261 12108 D &; S 6 33316 

the Local Governme'nt is specially precluded from Mr. A. 
making alterations in . the budget ; he can advise the William 
"Local Government, but can do nothing more. The 
Comptroller of India Treasuries, on the. other hand, 20 Mar., H 
alters our budgets without reference to us, and very 
often Yery considerable inconvenience is ca118ed. 

37426. What do yon mean by 11 framing your own 
budget"?-When it is transmitted from Calcutta, we 
wish that it should not be altered by the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries ; our suggestion is that it should 
not be altered, provided it is within the standard 
limits of expenditure. 

a7427. Have you certain standard limits of expendi
ture laid down for major heads ?-It is laid down, but 
I would not confine it to that ; as long as we do not 
exceed our 36 lakhs we should not be interfered with, 
unless, of course, we do anything wrong ; then they 
could come down on 118. · 

37428. It is said here that two sub-divisions and so 
forth have come into existence which have tended to 
increase the expenditure on travelling allowance. 
Were those sub-divisions, and the settlement opera
tions referred to, created under the orders, or with the 
sanction, of the Government· of India ?-Yes; they 
must have been. · . . 

37429. They were known to ·the Government of 
India ?-Yes; and not only that, but the very budget 
in which our travelling allowances were reduced 
showed the increase of establishments ; the Comptroller 
of India Treasuries passed the increase of establish
ments, but cut down the travelling allowances, which 
were necessary in consequence of that increase. 

37430. Then you say that if you had acted in strict 
accordance with financial rules yon would have got 
into difficulties. I take it from that, that in some way 
or other the financial rules were evaded ?-That is so. 

37431. Has that been found frequently necessary? 
-This is the only time that I myself have been cog
nisant of it ; but not to have done so would have 
stopped the settlement proceedings at Nasirabad at 
once. 

37432. Then it is said that 11 A complex system of 
excise administration, suitable no doubt to advanced 
proYinces in British India, is being thrust upon this 
province." What does that mean ?-We have to 
introduce a still-head duty and vend fees, instead of 
our present arrangement of simply putting up the 
excise for auction and selling it as a whole concern. 



4 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE: 

.. 117·. A. It will entail either very extensive alterations of the 
Williams. distillery, or, more probably still, the erection of a new 

distillery at the cost of Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000. 
0 Jllar., 1908. 

37433. Is that against the wishes of the provincial 
Government ?-Yes. While quite admitting that our 
excise arrangements were very faulty in a way, yet, 
considering the consumption here, and that the general 
population are absolute abstainers, we thought it 
might be passed:over. 

37434. Is the matter finally settled, or is it still 
under consideration ?-I believe it is finally settled ; 
the only thing is, we have at present no money for our 
new distillery ; if we could get the money we should 
introduce the alteration. 

37435. Even against your will ?-Yes. 
37436. With what. department of the Government 

of India do you deal in that matter?-With the 
Finance Department. 

37437. When you say that this has been thrust upon 
you, what department of the Government of India is 
more particularly concerned ?-It was not quite by the 
orders of the Government of India ; the Excise Com
mittee came here and said, " You must do this" ; we 
said that we would rather not do it ; they said, "If 
you do not do this, probably something worse will 
·happen." 

37 438. Therefore, if any blame is to be attached in 
this matter, the fault is that of the Excise Committee? 
-It is the Excise Committee carrying out the principles 
<Jf the Government of India. . 

37439. The Excise Committee had no authority. to 
<Jrder you to do this or to refrain from doing that ?
The opinions' of the Excise Committee have been 
accepted by the Government· of India in their Resoru~ · 
tion. 

37440. When yoil use this phrase, that this was 
"thrust upon the province," were you acting under 
orders from the Government of India, or were you 
merely doing what you think would be approved of . 
by the Government of India ?-In the beginning, it 
was doing what we expected the Government of India 
would require of us, and as .the Government of India 
has accepted the Excise Committee.'s report as regards 
this province, it is now doing what the Government of 
India require us to do. 

37441. But you have not received any orders from 
the Government of India to introduce .a system of 
excise ,which .you think· unsuitable to the province ?
I think it is contained in the report of the Excise 
Dommittee. It is understood that we have to intro
duce. it.. In fact, there are a variety of Resolutions, 
and 1t lS :understood that we have to introduce the 
system. 

37442. Then you say the Government of India have 
~ondemned what is called Mamal salt as unwholesome, 
without any enquiry. Was no reason assigned for the 
closing to the local population of a source of salt of 
which they approved ?-lt is done in the interests of 
xevenu~. The reasons are given in the Government 
of Indxa letter. The first was that earth salt :is 
generally bad and dear, to which the answer is that 

, in this case it is go()d and cheap. The second wa~ that 
a.n isolated factory was dangerous, to which the answer 
is that we have a!l isolated factory at Segi, which is 
very much more 1solated than Mamal which is only 
four miles from the sub-divisional he~dquarters and 
when we imposed the tax on earth salt ther~ the 
!!overnme~t of ~ndia b~esse~ us altogether ; they said, 

They not1ce wxth sat1sfactwn the endeavours which 
the Local Administration is ·making to improve the 
salt revenue in Baluchistan, and I am to express 
the hope that it will continue to take measures to 
the furtherance of that end." 

37443. Was this order, good or bad imposed upon 
you after consultation with the Local Government ?
It was first imposed upon us without consultation 
with the Local Government ; afterwards we were 
unable to do ~nything ; we made representations but 
they. were dxsregar~ed. The principal reason for 
maki~g representatwns was that the Marris and 
Bugtxs, who are rather a troublesome tribe here are 
extrem~ly ~ond of t~s ~alt, aud they dislike tb~ sea 
salt whxch 1s made m Smd and which they are com
pelled to ~se, because it is very briny ; they also say 
that the Smd salt produces boils and blains. 

37444. Where are those labels affixed at the present 
time ?-At Karachi or at Labore ; the Punjab Bank
ing Company tell us that they send to Karachi. 

37445. You think that that could be done here?
Yes. 

37 446. With regard to the Director of Criminal In
telligence, the Agent to the Governor-General says 
that he bas cause for serious complaint ; complaint in 
reference to what ?-'-He was making certain enquiries 
about the character of certain people here without 
giving any information to the Agent to the Governor
General. 

37447. Did he come down here himself, or did be 
send an agent ?-He sent agents here. 

37448. Did they communicate with the local police·~ 
-I do not think they communicated with the local 
police ; they certainly did not with the Local Govern
ment. The Local Government is also the Inspector
General of Police. 

37449. It is alleged that the Director of Criminal 
Intelligence sent agents down here who entered into 
relations with the local police officer, while the Local 
Government were kept in ignorance ?-I do not think 
they even entered into communication with the local 
police; they made their own enquiries, a la Sherlock 
Holmes. 

37450. Was that merely an infringement of the pre
rogative of the Local Government, or did it also in 
any way injuriously affect the local police administra
tion ?-What caused a certain amount of resentment 
in the mind of the Local Government was that ap
parently nobody was left in the province with any 
reputation at all. 

· 37451. No inhabitant of the province ?-I think it 
went beyond the inhabitants .. 

37 452. The officials of the province ?-Yes. 

37453. Allegations were made against their effi
ciency?- And worse than that, I believe. 

37454. Their honesty ?-I think so. 
37455. Are you sure of this ?-I only know what 

Sir Henry McMahon told me, but I am sure that the 
Inspector-General as Head of the· Police was not re
ferred to. 

37456. When circular letters are sent down, which 
have no reference to anyth4Jg affecting the province, 
what action is taken by the Local Government about 
them; are these circulars sent on to the local officers to 
enquire whether they have any information, or is a reply 
merely sent to the Government of India that, '' This 
circular has no reference to any state of things existing 
now" ?-I think they fairly often come on to me; I do 
not think they go much further. If it is for an opinion 
on a Bill, I generally reply that the matter has no 
relevance .to this province, because the Act which the 
Bill is to amend is not in force here. 

37457. It merely entails your sending one letter 
back to the Government of India ?-One letter from 
the Government of India to the Agent to the Governor
General, and one letter from the Agent to the Gove:t'nor
General in reply. 

37 458. The Agent to the Governor-General says 
that officers have, as a rule, sufficient knowledge of 
the vernacular ; what does he mean by the word 
"sufficient" ?-Sufficient to speak with the ordinary 
people that they have dealings with. 

37459. Can they read or write the language as a 
rul.e ?-The Pushtu language is not, strictly speaking, a 
w11tten one, 

37460. Are there a great number of languages here? 
-There are; I do not know that our officers can read 
or wri~e ; certainly not write very much, but for con
versatiOnal purposes they know all that is required. 

37461. Are there many petitions received in the 
vernacular~-Yes ; practically all vernacular petitions 
are in Hindustani. 

37462. Can the local officers read Hindustani?
They can read sufficiently well to know whether the 
petition writers' hand-writing is being correctly read 
to them or not. 

37 463. Practically for all written communications in 
the vernacular they have to trust an interpreter?
Yes; a very large number of petitions, of course, are 
received in English .. 
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37464. Is that on account of the necessity of com
municating direct with the superior officer ?-No; I 
{lo not think so. 

37465. The petitioner cannot write in English him· 
self ?-The petitioner never writes the thing at all; 
he goes to a petition-writer, who writes in Urdu or in 
English, as the fancy takes him ; anonymous letters 
are mostly in English. 

37466. It is stated that the number of the cadre 
here is. and has been, deficient. Does the deficiency 
of the cadre sometimes do away with the desirability 
of selection when officers ha'l"e to be appointed to a 
post ?-The selection is made by the Government of 
India, not by this Government at all. 

37467. Has this Government no power to appoint 
or transfer or promote its own officers ?-Not as 
regards the higher class of officials down to Assistant 
Political Agents. 

37468. That is to say, officers of the Imperial 
Service ?-Yes; the whole thing is done by the 
·Government of India in Calcutta and Simla. 

37469. Have they any knowledge of the local 
·circumstances here ?-That largely depends on the 
pmonnel of the l:''oreign Department for the time 
being ; at present there is an officer in the Foreign 
Department who bas served in Baluchistan. I think 
he is officiating as Deputy Secretary at present. 

374.70. It would be a matter of chance whether he 
had any knowledge of local circumstances or the fitness 
of the officer for the post for which he is appointed? 
-Quite a chance : he bas only just gone there. 

37471. Are officers often sent to you by the Govern
ment of India who have n() knowledge of the frontier? 
-Sometimes. 

37472. How long does it take them to learn their 
work ?-As long a time as they can manage to stop ; 
but I should think a couple of years. 

37473. Transfers in this province are very frequent? 
-Yes. 

37474. As soon as the frontier officer has become of 
any use to the province he is removed elsewhere?
Yes. 

37475. Is that detrimental to the proper administra· 
tion of the province ?-Yes. · 

37476. You think the Local Government could be 
trust~d to do its own work in that particular ?-That 
goes rather further ; as much as we have asked for is 
about posting, and that we should be consulted before 
an officer is sent here. 

37477. Has the Foreign Department, as a depart
ment, any knowledge of administrative· matters ?-Its 
knowledge must be made up of the knowledge of its 
Secretaries. 

37478. You were in the Foreign Department ?-Yes. 

37479. Has it any knowledge of administrative 
n;tatters ?-I went there from being Deputy Commis
sloner at Lahore. 

37 480. It depends entirely upon the personnel?
Exactly. 

37481. The Local Government can transfer tahsil
dars ?-Yes. 

3i ~82. Can it appoint them ?-Yes. Some are 
nppomted from among the clerks and some from 
nmong the naib-tahsildars. 

3i483. Are they ever appointed direct ?-I will not 
say that they never are, but I cannot recall a case. 

37 484. In the opinion both of yourself and Sir Henry 
1\Ic:Mahon, the jlrqas in ~his province may be looked 
upon vf'ry much m the hght of what is called a pan
chayat down coqntry, for all practical purposes?
Yes. 

37485. (~ir ~·rccl~ric Lely.) Are you of opinion that 
your exammat10ns m the vernacular are a thoroughly 
successful test of a man's proficiency in the colloquial 
use of the ~ernacular ? -,They ~re bound to vary a 
great deal Wlth the exammers ; 1t is scarcely possible 
to be certain that the examiners will always apply an 
absolute standard. 

37486. Are the examinations always held at Quetta? 
-Practically always, unhJbS a specml Board is con: 
vened ; for iosrance, if all the candidates for an 
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examination are at Sibi, if we can raiae a special 
Board there we do so, rather than bring them all up 
here. 

37487. One wit:uess here rather implies that the use 
of English is rather pressed upon an office ?-1 do not 
think it is ; in some offices perhaps there is too much 
English used, but as regards the particular statement 
that English-knowing is a ame qua non for the position 
of a sharistadar 1 have certainly known sharistadars 
in the Chaigai district, and in Khelat, who have not 
been. English-knowing, and 1 am at present in corre
spondence with another district where the Political 
Agents consider that the skaristadar should be English
knowing, and. where I am disposed to consider that he 
need not be. 
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37488. Is not the subordinate officer who does not 
know English rather an exception ?-No; the bulk of 
them, certainly the naib-tahsildars, do not know 
English. 

37489. Is there no tendency to unduly press the use 
of the English language in official work or in intercourse 
with the people ?-Certainly not amon~ Executive 
Officers. Possibly in the English officer's own office 
there may be a little tendency that way, but not 
among the Executive Officers-the Sub-Divisional 
Officers and the Tahsil Officers. 

37 490. Would the District Officers generally of 
their own accord conduct their proceedings in the 
vernacular, or would they rather tend to use English? 
-1 went out in a district the other day, and I really 
do not know whether the tahsildar knew English or 
not . 
. 37491. Does that apply to the average officer?-! 

think so. 
37 492. Is not the practice to be deprecated of insist

ing on English or even encouraging the use of English? 
-Certainly. 

37 493. You give taka vi on occasions in this pro
vince. Who has power to make grants ?-Political 
Officers up to a certain amount ; we have just extended 
the rules by which Sub-Divisional Officers can make 
grants. 

37 494. It is stated by one wit~ess that the Sub
Divisional Officer cannot make grants of takavi ?
Yes; but we have just made rules by which they will 
be able to make grants up to Rs. 500. 

374115. Are the arrangements such as to allow of 
the grant of takavi without any formality and 
promptly ?-Yes ; there is no undue' formality ; of 
course one has to look out for the security. 

37496. Is each village represented in a jirga ?
Hardly each village ; it is more the tribe or sect than 
the village. 

37497. They are appointed by whom ?-It depends 
what sort of jirgaa you are referring to exactly ; if . 
the Political Agent makes a case over to a jirga, ve~ 
likely the members would be of the same village as 
the inhabitants belong to who bring forward the case. 

37498. For instance, a civil dispute would be handed 
over to ajirga of the village ?-Of the village or the 
neighbourhood, or you may say the vicinity. 

37499. Who would appoint them ?-The Political 
Agent himself. 

37500. From his knowledge of the village ?-Yes; 
either that, or on the application of the parties. 

37501. Would the parties be consulted in the 
matter? Would they have the 'power to object to 
any particular individuals?-They have no legal power 
to object, except in criminal cases, but the Political 
Agent would undoubtedly give attention to any 
objection put forward. 

37502. The whole thing is regulated really by 
custom rather than by formal laws ?-It is provided 
for in the Frontier Crunes Regulations. 

37503. Are full provisions to be found there ?
Practically, yes. 

37504. Do thesejirgaa generally give decisions that · 
give satisfaction to the people ?-Yes ; I think so. 
Then there is the big jirga, what is called the sliahi 
jirga; that is really composed of the big men of the 
place ; it meets twice a year, once at Quetta. and once 
at Sibi; it tries really important cases. 
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Williams. not of the villages ?-If I were the Political Agent 

.,..-- and an ordinary civil diSpute were brought to me, I 
20 Mar., 1908, should say, 11 This must go to ji1•ga," and I should 

appoint a,ii1·ga; but if it was a serious case between 
big men I should say, "This must go to the shahi jirga" 
that is really practically composed of the heads of the 
clans of Baluchistan. 

37506. Then this higher ii1·ga is not higher· in the 
· sense of being higher in the scale of Courts, so to 
speak ?-It is not a Court of Appeal; it is a special 
jury, not a common jury, composed. of men of a higher 
social rank. 

37507. There is no attempt at forming a superior 
ji1·.qa containing representatives of the different 
villages ?-This is more than the representatives of 
different villages ; it ~s about 70 of the biggest men 
in Baluchistan, taken from all over the province. 

37508. Is it understood to represent the villages, or 
'only the higher classes of the community ?-I do not 
quite know what is meant by the higher classes ; there 
are the different tribes ; there are the big men of the 
tribes ; the principal tribesman is only prirnus inter 
pares ; he is not of a bigger class than his tribe ; ,he is 
the head or father of the clan, but he is of the same 
caste. 

37509. (M1·. Dutt.) The LoQal Government desires 
to have the power of sanctioning its own budget, 
supplying a copy to the Government. of India, but 
with regard to purely imperial revenues and expendi
ture the Local Government desires · to adhere to the 
present practice ?-We do not mind about that; there 
is,practically nothing in it. · 

37510. In that case it comes to this, that the budget 
should be made in two parts, one for imperial expen
diture and income, and the other for provincial expen
diture and income ?-In practice it would not rea:lly 
'.:lome to that. Imperial expenditure is practically the 
pay of the Agent to the Governor-General and of the 
1mperial Services, that is all ; the Imperial receipts are 
only from loans and talcavi. 
· 37511. You have no divided heads of revenue?
No : such small things as we are able to raise all go to 
-ourselves. 

37512. · HaYe not the terms of your quasi-permanent 
settlement recently been altered ? Instead of having 
to meet all provincial expenditure, you have to meet . 
only half now?-Yes. 

37513. You do not think that even that is quite 
satisfactory ?-I do not; because, if our increased 
revenue is nil, it does not matter ; our increased 
expAnditure may be nil or twice nit. 

37514. You desire that all inm;ease in expenditure 
should be met by the Government of India ?-I do 
not say that ; I say unforeseen expenditure. For 
instance, take the Gazetteer ; we never knew at the 
time the last quasi-permanent settlement was entered 
into that we should be saddled with a 3-lakh 
Gazetteer. 

37515. So that if the Government of India met all 
such unforeseen expenditure and alsG all expenditure 
incurred under the . orders of the Government of 
India, that would satisfy this Local Gover~ment ?-
~~ . 

37516. You say there is only one municipality in 
Baluchistan, at Quetta. Who is the Chairman of that 
municipality ?-'-The Political Agent. The Assistant 
Political Agent is Vice-Chairman. -
. 37517. Is it constituted by law ?-Under the Quetta 
Municipal Law of 1996. 

37518. Is the revenue mostly octroi duty ?-Very 
largely. 

37519. Is the budget submitted to any higher 
authority, or is it passed by the Committee itself?
It is submitted to the Agent to the Governor-General ; 
it is not passed by the Committee .. 

37520. Are the members elected, or all nominated? 
.._They are all nominated. · 

37521. Ar~ they the principal residents of this 
place ?-Yes. · · . 

375.22. ~s there a jh·ga in, ~very district ?-Not £!. 
standmg Jll'ga. · · 

37523. Do these jir.gas meet in a district whe~ever 
there .is occasion, or do they me~t at stated periods?-

They do not meet at stated periods ; they are not a 
standing body at all. A person presents a petition to 
the Political Agent, and he appoints aji1·ga . 

37524. It may be a jirna of the whole district, or
only of the particular village ?-He can appoint it 
from anybody in the district, but generally it is. 
appointed from the neighbourhood. 

37525. Would it be possible to have a sort of 
standing .iil·ga for the whole district ; would it be· 
useful in judicial work, and also in the way of helping 
and advising the administration ?-I should doubt it~ 
personally. · 

37526. With regard to the appointment of an Extra
Assistant Commissioner in a grade above the lowest, 
you desire· that the Local Government should have 
complete power without the' concurrence of the 
Government of India. Why do you say a grade 
above the lowest ?-Suppose, for instance, we had a 
person in a clerical appointment who was drawing pay 
higher than that of the lowest grade of Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner ; if he is made an Extra-Assistant Com-

. missioner, he has to go down to the lowest grade of 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner and lose his pay, unless 
we get the sanction of Government. It is only to
meet cases of that kind. 
· 37527. If you want to appoint him in the lowest. 

grade, yon have the power to do so without reference 
to the Government of India ?-Quite so. 

37528. Are the local limits of the jurisdiction of 
Courts lower than that of the Judicial Commissioner 
fixed by the Government of India, or with the sanc
tion of the Government of India ?_;Yes; they require
the previous sanction of the Governor-General in 
Council. ~ 

37529. Are they permanently fixed, . or are they 
frequently changed ?-They are not frequently changed,. 
but there have been changes. 

37530. Are those changes often necessary ?-They 
are quite infrequent, but. they are things, .whether· 
frequent or infrequent, that the Local Government 
might be trusted to do on its own responsibility. 

37531. Would it not be tantamount to the change
of a district boundary ?-Yes; except, perhaps, that it. 
is less important. 

37532 .. In any case tho~;;e refer~nces do not give the· 
Local Government very ·much· work?- Not this 
particular one ; it is only the aggregate. 

37533. At present disforestation of all reserved 
forests requires the sanction of the Government of 
India and it is suggested that the Local Government 
might be empowered to pass orders ; would you pre
scribe any limit as regards thE! area within which the 
Local Government should have that power ?-I hardly 
think it is necessary. 

37534. It has been suggested to us in· other ·pro
vinces that, within certain limits of area, the Loca1 
Government might have the power · to pass orders, 
but that where a larger area is to be disfprested, it. 
might be desirable to obtain the orders of the Govern
ment of India ; would you like to draw any such 
distinct10n ~-1 hardly think so; it is the Local 
Government that afforests areas, and I do not see 
why it should not' disafforest areas. 

37535. Are the forests here of great importance?-. 
Not very, in Baluchistan; there are some pistacio and 
chilgoza forests, also juniper, but on the whole we are· 
badly off for forests ; there is little chance of any 
land being disafforested, ~:xcept it might be for· 
political reasons. 

37o36. What is the land revenue system in British 
Baluchistan ?-Some land is under settlement, but in 
some we take batai. Quetta-Pishin is under settle
ment, but generally we take batai. 

37537. Where it is settled is it settled for a number· 
of years?-Yes. I think it was ten years in Quetta; 
we are just starting it; the Pishin term was 20 years,. 
and Quetta, which was the first, was ten years . 

37538. In both cases was the revenue collected by· 
the tahsildars ?-Yes ; the rnalilcs are responsible for. 
taking th~ revenue of the vipage tp the tahsil. . 

37539. Is there a m~lik iri each village ?-One or: 
more maliks. · ·I· . 

37540. Has t~udahsildar got a treasury of his own?: 
-Ther~ is a treasury in the ta7tsil. . ·. . 
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37541. Has the system worked fairly well ?-I think 
110 ; we pitch the cash assessments low in order not to 
frighten the people. 

37542. I$ the batai system working fairly well ?-I 
should say so ; but where I have been Political .Agent 
(which is in Quetta-Pishin) it ~s.onl:y over a very. small 
:area : it wants constant supervision If you are gomg to 
have batai all over a district. 

37543. For large ~reas tb~ ?ther system w?uld be 
more suitable ?-I thmk so: 1t IS more convement for 
the zamindar ; they have not got to. ~eep. the grain 
waiting before somebody goes out to diVIde It. 

37544 Is the public feeling generally against the 
batai sy~tem ?-I would not say that, because it is 
·customary, and people generally agree to what is 
customary. 

37545. The only hardship they are put to is that 
they have to wait for some time till the .measurement 
i!'l made ?-They may ; as a matter of fact, from the 
District Officer's point of view, he is pressing them to 
get it into the grain heaps and batai it ~s quickl_y ~s 
po~sible ; it gets blown about and the birds eat It if 
you do not hustle them. 

37546. If the produce is good they pay a good 
revenue, if the produce is poor they pay a poor 
revenue ; from that point of view, is it not rather an 
advantage to the cultivators ?-Yes; it naturally con· 
forms to the actual produce, but at the same time it may 
be very inconvenient ; for instance, if one does not 
actually take the grain on the threshing floor, if one 
says, "you must bring it to a particularspot"-~f course 
it is inconvenient because you have to take hits from 
every village ; that very much affects the price. 

37547. (Mr. Hiche11s.) Has the .Agent to the 
Governor· General the powers of a Local Government? 
-I think he has all the powers of a Local Govern-
m~ . 

37548. Has he the same powers as the Lieutenant
·Governor of the Punjab ?-Practically so. 

37549. Where are his powers laid down ?-He is a. 
Local Government and has the powers of a Local 
Government. In whatever Act "Local Government" 
is mentioned, that .Act includes the Agent of the 
Governor-General, assuming that the .Act has been 
extended or applied to Baluchistan ; it is not in one 
.Act. 

37550. One witness states that for the purposes of 
Baluchistan . the Foreign Department is the Local 
Government; that, I gather, is not quite the. case ?-It 
may be in one or two extraordinary instances, but I 
·ca.nnot recall them. The .Agent to the Governor
General is to all intents and purposes the Local 
Government. .As to the transfers of officers, most 
Local Governments have their own cadre and transfer 
{)fficers, as they please ; we have not our caclre, but 
that is not a statutory power of the Local Government.· 

37551. You administer both British territory and 
.Agency territory. Is there any difference between 
them ?-Practically none; there is a little incon
venience ; you require two sets of notifications ; for 
instance, the officer who is a Political .Agent at 
Quetta is also Deputy Commissioner of Pishin ; he 
practically runs the two as if they were all British 
territory, but if one wished to raise nice points of 
law about the matter it would be easy to do so. 

. 37552. The only essential difference is. the title?
-Yes; if that is an essential difference. 

37553. The .Agency territory is leased, I understand?. 
-Yes ; they are perpetual leases with full juriS,diction, 

37ti54. That is the difference, and the only 
·diff~rence ?-Practically the only difference. 

3i555. What is the extent of the area of the ad
ministered territory in comparison with the British 
territory ?-The .Agency territory is the bigger of the 
two ; but it is so much administered in the same way 
that. it does not occur to anybody to consider the pro-. 
port10n. 

37556. How many Native States are there under 
your control ?-Under the .Agent to the Governor-
·General there are only Kalat and Las Bela. · 

37557. You control the Local Funds, what do they 
~onsist of ?-There is ~he Municipal Fund of Quetta 
and then there are certain Local Funds that are called . 

Excluded Local Funds ; they would practically be Jv~Fzi1,;,. 
Municipal Funds if the places t!l w~ich they relate 
were municipalities ; they are raised m s!llall towns 20 ,liar., 19os 
and bazaars in the same way-mostly octroi. 

37558. Is there nothing at all corresponding to a. 
District Fund ?-No; we shall have one, I expect, for 
Nasirabad. We have not got it yet. 

37559. Is it in contemplation to make a District 
Local Fund there ?~It will be a ~ahsil Local Fund 
because Nasirabad is only a tahsil. 

37560. Is it proposed to go on the model of other 
provinces ?-We have hardly settled that yet; we are 
only framing the law at present. 

37561. You will take power to impose a cess ?-Yes. 
37562. Will this cess be of a. fixed amount ?-It' is 

not more than" one anna in the rupee of the revenue: 
37563. You would not give. any power of varying it 

to any local authority that might be constiiuted, in 
the same way that a municipality bas power to vary an 
assessment rate ?--No; this Regulation only autho
rizes the levying of the cess ; it says nothing about the 
authority by whom it will be disposed of. 

37564. Is it proposed to introduce that system else-. 
where ?-I think not. 

37565 . .Are the present Local Funds utilized. in the 
smaller towns where they are collected for sanitary 
purposes and so forth ?-Yes. 

37566. Do they cover roads ?-To ~ certain extent 
-:-certain roads ; other roads are repaired from other 
funds · there are civil works under Civil Officers, and 
main ~oads under the Public Works · Department 
Officers. 
- 37567. Is a large amount spent by the Government. 

here on local work such as educat;on ?-It is not a very 
great deal ; between Rs. 30,000 and Rs. 40;000 on
education. Education is in ·a very backward . state 
here. 
· 37568. (Mr. Meyer.) You were about three years in 

the Home Department ; can you tell us whether yo\t 
agree with what bas been said occasionally that the 
Home Department interferes with the Local Govern·. 
ment unduly in the matter of details ?-I may be 
prejudiced, but I shoul~ not have said so. . .· _. · 

37569. Speaking generally, the Home Departme1:1t 
exercises the control which under present arrange
ments a Central Government must exercise ?-Yes, I. 
think so ; it is generally understood that it is very 
much better not to interfere with Local Govern· 
ment. 
· 37570. It has been alleged n.s an instance of undue 

centralization that the Home Department practically 
imposes a uniform European Schools Code over India, 
that is to say, that the southern provinces had to adopt 
the Bengal School Code ?-Th11t was actually done 
after I left the Home Department. 

· 37571. .Are you prepared to say whether that was 
expedient or not ?-It does not affect us in this· 
province, and I do not know that I have ever had any 
need to go into the question. 

. 37572. For practical administration ,a Loc~ .Adminis- · 
tration generally stands on a lower footmg than a 
Local Government ?-It is generally . a Chief Com
missioner that is called a" Local .Administration," and 
a Governor or Lieutenant-Governor is called a" Local 
Government," but the General Clauses .Act makes no 
differences between the two. · 

37573. In this province the Head of the province is· 
the 11 .Agent to the Governor-General "?-Yes ; and 
Chief Commissioner. He is Chief Commissioner in 
British Baluchistan and Agent to the Governor
General in the other part of the territory. British 
Baluchistan covers an area of 9,476 square miles ; 
.Agency territory covers an area of" 44,345 square 
miles. 

37574. He is directly subordinate, practically, to the 
Foreign Department of the Government of India?
I am not quite sure; I rather think that the Govern
ment of India recently issued orders that as regards 
certain matters we should go to the Home Depart. 
ment. 

375i5. With an ordinary Local Government, such 
ns the Punjab, it cannot be said to be under any one 
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department of the Government of India ; it is con
cerned with the Home in certain matters, and with 
the Financial Department in other matters, and so on, 
but the position used to be, in reference to this pro
vince, that it was under the management of the 
Foreign Department?-Yes. 

37576. You have told us that the Foreign Depart
ment even transfers and posts all your subordinate 
officers?-Yes. 

37577. That being so, is it accurate to say that 
the .Agent to the Governor~General here stands on 
the same fo.oting as the Lieutenant1Governor' of th~ 
Punjab ?-I especially drew that distinction about 
appointments, and as regards the rest, the action 
generally taken by the Foreign Department is to refer 
any matter of business that comes up to it to the 
department which would dispose of it if the matter 
occurred in British Territory, and if it had been 
referred by a Local Government. 

37578. But in practice, does your .Administration 
not refer to the Foreign Department a number of 
matters which· the Government of a major province 
would deal with itself ?-I am inclined to think not. 

37579. You have a financial settlement of a sort, but 
. it is really quite different from an ordinary provincial 

settlement·?-We are a deficit province; that is ad
mitted ; that is the root difference. 

87580. The ordinary province is assigned a certain 
amount of the revenues levied in the province, and the 
rest goes to . the Government of India for imperial 
purposes ; here, you get all your revenues, and only 
bear a portion of the expenditure ?-Quite so ; but at 
the same time if we had a revenue of 50 lakhs, instead 
cJf a revenue of 13 lakhs, Wl:l should be treated in the 
same way as in other provinces. 

37581. For the purpose of giving the' .Agent to the 
Governor-General certain financial powers in different 
branches of expenditure, certain items are classed as 
quasi-provincial ; but in the Government of India 
accounts they all figura as Imperial ?-I do not kuow 
very much about the matter. 

37582. That being so, your provincial expenditure 
and receipts materially affect the surpluses and deficits 
of the Government of India?-They must, because we 
are invariably a deficit province. 

37583. Therefore the Government of India must 
surely scrutinize your budget figures ?-i entirely 
agree. I have suggested that the budget should be 
examined by them. 

37584. That is not quite the suggestion made by the 
Agent of the Governor-General ; he suggests that you 
should merely send copies of the budget to the' Comp
troller of India Treasuries and to the Government of 
India, .and that the Local Government should have 
full liberty to draw up its own figures ?-But that is 
subject to the explanation which is given, namely, that 
" at the same time precautions are taken to prevent the 
Local Government from taking an unfair advantage 
of the liberty thus accorded to it." If, on getting a 
copy of our budget the Comptroller of India Trea
suries saw that we were spending all the money on 
Public Works, or spending it in an unthrifty manner, 
he would have the right to complain, and we should be 
taken to task. 

37585. It is not merely that money might be 
wrongly applied ; it is a question of the accuracy of 
the estimates for accounts purposes and the budget ? 
-1 think it will be found that, generally speaking, 
our estimates are more accurate than the figures of 
the Comptroller of India Treasuries. 

37586. You have mentioned one or two matters in 
which you say the Comptroller of India Treasuries 
has cut you wrongly, but taking your budgets as a 
whole, as drawn up by you and as finally passed by 
the Government of India, are your budgets more 
accurate than those finally passed ?-I fancy we should 
find that that was so, on the whole, over a series of 
years. 

37587. Will you give me the figures for three or 
four years ?-The figures ~:~how that after eliminating 
(1) cases in which alterations were made by the 
Comptroller, India Treasuries, based upon orders 
pas.sed after the submission of our budget and of 
whtc~, therefore, we could not be cognisant in 
frammg our budget, (2) cases in which the alterations 

merely amount to re-arrangement under different 
heads, and (3) cases in. whic~ we have actually had 
to restrict our expPnd1ture 1n consequence of the 
Comptroller of India Treasuries' retrenchments, we 
have been more accurate in 22 instances and the 
Comptroller of India Treasuries, in nine, during the 
last five years. 

37588 . .As regards the cutting down of travelling 
allowances and so forth, when you sent the budget to 
the Compbroller of India Treasuries, did you explain 
that there was a new and abnormal element of expendi
ture introduced for the year in question ?-The· 
budget itself contained the increased establishment ; 
the Comptroller of India 'l'reasuries passed the 
increased establishment, but cut down the travelling· 
allowances ; that was as regards several items ; as 
regards one item of Rs. 2,000 out of the Rs. 6,000t 
we stated definitely that it was based on the actual 
allotments which we had had to make in the previous. 
year. Whereupon he cut us down. . 
. 37589. Meaning, I suppose, that the allotment of 

the previous year had not been fully spent ?-Of the. 
previous three years. In the actual previous year we 
had spent more than. the allotment ; we had had to 
make a re-appropriation. 

· 37590. You had had to make an additional allot
ment?-YeFI, and we stated that in the " remarks" 
column. 

37591. One of your objections is that after the
Comptroller of India Treasuries has altered your 
figures he does no~ send them back again to you ?
Yes; we are at a considerable distance from the 
Comptroller of India Treasuries. 

37592. You are aware that the Government of 
India,· in the interests of accurate estimating, alterS
the budget figures of the large Local Governments?
Yes. 

37593. You would hardly claim for yourself a 
power greater than that given to the Government of 
Madras or the Government of Bombay ?-Not at all;. 
probably the greater Governments are asking to be 
relieved from that. 

37594. With regard to the distillery arrangement 
you refer to, the Excise Committee pointed out that 
the bulk of Baluchistan was inhabited by a teetotal 
population, and that nothing fresh need be done there ~ . 
they said all that was necessary was to introduce im
proved arrangements into certain centres, cantonments, 
and railway stations ?-Not quite that. The dis
tilleries in Baluchistan are, one at Quetta, one at 
Loralai, one at Fort Sandeman, and one at Nasirabad ; 
the distilleries at Quetta, Loralai and Fort Sandeman 
are necessary, because Loralai and Fort Sandeman are· 
a very long way off the line of railway, and they all 
have cantonments and are the headquarters of the· 
districts, and the officials and their families certainly 
consume a certain amount of liquor, which the natives 
of the country do not. Nasirabad, on the other hand, 
is close to Sibi, and there the Muhammadan popula
tion certainly drinks a great deal more than I have 
found anywhere in India. When we took over 
Nasirabad from Kalat, there were no less than 40· 
drinking shops in the tahsil of that Muhammadan 
State ; that number we reduced to 14. We wish to 
retain that distillery at Nasirabad, but it is an out
still, and therefore has to be done away with, and 
Sibi has to be supplied from here. The out-stills at 
Loralai and Fort Sandeman are allowed to remain. 
There is a certain amount of inconvenience in sup-
plying Sibi from here. . . 

37595. Your chief grievance is with regard to the 
arrangement at Quetta ?-In that is involved the 
destruction of the distillery at Nasirabad, because we 
shall now have to supply Sibi from here. 

37596. Quetta was always a large cantonment, and 
it is now very much larger ?-It is increasing. 

37597. The Excise Committee also pointed out that 
excessive drinking took place mostly in cantonments? 
-I do not remember their pointing that out to us. 

37598 . .And therefore they urged that it was neces
sary to adopt special precautionary measures in 
cantonments. This distillery system of yours is an 
extremely primitive one ?-Quite so .. 

37599. You have no guards over the distillery?
No; because we are not concerned with that. 
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37GOO. You will perhaps admit that the new system 
is the better one ?-It is less primitive. 

37601, It will not merely tend to greater tempe~ance, 
but will give larger revenue ?-I do not see how 1t can 
lead to greater temperance, because the population 
here is teetotal. 

37602. There ia the cantonment population ?-In 
the cantonment actually there are no liquor ~hops. 

37603. Where do they drink then ?-In the city, 
37604. Then it comes to the same thing ; the 

cantonment people drink ?-Yes. I do not see that it 
will give us larger revenue ; the Excise Committee 
told us that it would give us a large revenue ; I said, 
"Will you guarantee that,'' and they said," No." 

37605. However, your chief grievance is not so 
much the matter of princip!e as that you have got to 
expend Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000 in building a distillery, 
and you do not quite know where the money is going 
to come from ?-That is so to a considerable extent ; 
it is putting ruffies on us when we have not got a shirt, 
to introduce this highly civilized arrangement. 

37606. Is not salt an imperial matter?-No; it is · 
provincial here. · 

37607. But speaking for India as a whole, it is an 
imperial matter, especially under the control of the 
Government of India ?-Quite so. 

37608. Did not the former .!gent to the Governor
General start the earth-salt experiment at Nasirabad 
off his own bat?-He star~t!d it after we had con~ 
suited the Collector of Cnstoli.ls in Sind, after we had 
consulted the Commissioner in Sind, and after we had 
consulted the Commissioner of Salt Revenue, who is 
the Executive Officer of the Finance Department of 
the Government of India. 

37609. You did not consult the Finance Depart- · 
ment of the Government of India itself ?-We con
sulted the Commissioner of Northern India Salt 
Revenue, and not only that, b'ut we had the benedic
tion of the Government of India in the Foreign 
Department on our developing our salt revenue. 

37610. In this particular place, Nasirabad ?-It was 
in a worse place, Pishin, which is far more isolated, 
and in which the earth-salt is certainly not of the 
quality of the Nasirabad salt. 

37611. Anyhow, Bombay complained that this 
earth-salt was likely to endanger their position in 
Sind ?-I do not think they did; they were so 
extremely thoughtful that they blamed us for intro
ducing a bad and dear salt ; they said that earth-salt 
was bad and dear. 

37612. Did they not say that they had suppressed 
~arth-salt in_Si~d, and now they would have 1t coming 
m from Nasrrabad ?-What the Government of 
Bombay said was that they had suppressed earth-salt 
in Khairpur and Bahawalpnr, and as those were both 
Native States in which it was impossible to have any 
control over the salt administration the circumstances 
were essentially different from a Government factory 
in N asirabad. 

37G13. Then the matter was taken up, and the Com
missioner of Salt Revenue reported very strongly in 
favour of closure of your works ?-But was there not 
some amount of secret history about that? 

37tH~. I will not press the point. Yon speak of an 
expenditure of 3 lakhs upon Gazetteers which was im
posed upon you by the Government of India ; was not 
the bulk of that expenditure incurred on a series of 
district and State Gazetteers ?-I think that is so. 

. 37615 .. These. district and State Gazetteers give you 
mformatton whtch has never been oompiled before?
I 9ui~e agree t~at. it is extremely useful; my only 
pomt ts that to .ms1st upon our meeting that 3 Jakhs 
out of our growmg revenues was, to put it mildly a 
hopeless expectation, ' 

37616. Was not tbiq idea of provincial and state 
Gazetteers originated by one of your own officers, and 
approved by the then Agent of the Governor-General? 
-I think it wa!l considerably resisted at first· it was 
ltefore !DY tilne here, but I have an impressio~ that it 
was resrsted ; at any rate, the proposal to throw it on 
to the provincial revenues was resisted. 

37617. And triumphantly resisted as far as you were 
concerned ?-Eventually, yes. 
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37618. (Sir Steyning Edgerle.!f.) You say that, when Mr, A .. 
the Comptroller of India Treasuries makes · these Williams. 
cuttings, money has to be found by more or less incon-
venient re-appropriations; therefQre, if the figures at 20 Mar., 1908. 
the end qf the year show that the estimates are rather 
more accurate than your original ones, what it proves 
is that you have lived throughout the year on an in-
adequate fund to keep within your total ?-No ; 
because one can always cut Public Works ; the Public 
Works are being starved absolutely. 

37619. The effect that the final figure .approximates 
more nearly to the figures of the Comptroller of India 
Treasuries than to your own is therefore obtained ~~ot 
the expense of Public W o:r:ks though necessary, and 
does not prove that there has been any real benetit to 
the province or any real accuracy of estimating ?-I 
should not say so. 

37620. Suppose the Comptroller said that lie never 
interfered unnecessarily and so on, would you be in
clined to agree ?-Not as at present advised. 

37621. Yon do not think he would be the better 
judge about that?- I do not think so. 

37622. Presumably if the Home Department wer~t 
asked if they ever int~rfered unnecessarily they would 
say "No" ?-I do not know ; I do not make any refie(}.o 
tion on the Home Department. . 

37623 •. But within limits they would probably say 
"No." .Are they better judges than the people on . 
whom they operate. I only put the general question? 
-It is rather difficult to answer it generally. 

37624. If yon bad to forn1 an opinion on a point of 
that sort, you would, of course, enquire of the Home 
Department, but yon would also enquire of a great 
many people besides. the Home Department ?-Cer
tainly. 

37625. :You suggest that prop~sition statements 
should be checked in Baluchistan ; who do yon propose. 
should do that ?-The authority which has power to 
sanction the revision under consideration. · 

37626. That might possibly· be the Secretary of 
State?-Yes ; but it is in fact very often the Agent · 
of the Governor-General, sometimes the Revenue 
Officer. · 

37627. Yon do not think that audit verification is 
essential in such a case ?-Not in such a case as that;. 
I have never known of one being altered here. 

37628. How is legislation supplied for the province? 
-As regards Agency territories, by notification of th& 
Foreign Department ; as regards British Baluchistan 
under the Scheduled Districts' Act. · ' 

37n29. Here, the unit is not so much the village as 
the clan ?-It depends for what purpose; for revenue 
purposes it is the village. For administrative purposeS. 
it is more the sub-division than the clan. 

37630. When you want to deal with the people do 
you go to the Head of the clan or to the Head of the 
village?-Yon would go to the principal men in the 
district. · 

37631. (Chairman.) You have said that there is a. 
distinction between a Local Government and a Local 
Administration. Does that technical difference of 
nomenclature make no difference to the difficulty which 
reference to the Government of India in minute details 
imposes UJ?On you ?-1 think not ; the only difference 
I know of 1s that Governors and Lieutenant-Governors 
are generally called Local Governments · it is a. 
terminological difference. ' 

37632. It makes no difference whether a Local 
Government or a Local Administration has to go to 
the Government of India in matters of detail ?-I do 
not think it makes any ditference. I am not aware 
that the Central Provinces differ in any respect· from 
the Punjab. 

37633. Yon have a Public Works Secretary in the 
person .of th~ '?fficer Commanding the Royal Engineers. 
There IS a Ctvil Engineer also. Does he, when a pro
gramme of w~rk_s is drawn up, submit that to the 
Deputy Cpmmtsstoner in the district ?-It is largely 
~repared m the first place by the Deputy Commis
stoner. 

3i634. H~s the Deputy Commissioner any right to 
say that th1s or that work should have priority of 
completion ?-They are always consulted and so is the 
Revenue Commissioner. ' 

n 
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Jlr • .A., 37635. But has he any right to say that this or that 
William~. work shall be completed first ?-He has not got the 

- final word ; that would be with the Agent of the 
20 Mat·., 1908, Governor-General. • 

37636. When the budget for each district is made 
out and completed, has the Deputy Commissioner the 
right to say to the Executive Engineer or whoever it 
it, "This is the work which you shall commence," or 
11 That is the work which you shall commence ; " or 
does the Executive Engineer choose out of the money 
which he can spend what works shall be begun ?-The 
Deputy Commissioner has no absolute right to lay . 
down to the Executive Engineer the order in which he 
should carry out works. He is, of course, fully con-
sulted on such questions. . 

37637. Has the Local Government much correspon
dence with the Cantonment Magistrate ?-Not a very 
g~eat deal. 

37638. Who conducts what correspondence there is? 
-The Secretary to the Agent of the Governor-
General. · 

37639. Does that take place from the point of view 
of the Agent of the Governor-General being a Political 
Officer, or his being the Chief Commissioner ?-It is 
more with reference to his being Chief Commissioner, 
or the Local Government. 

37640. Are these Excluded Local Funds raised by 
cess, or by taxation ?-Largely from octroi receipts 
and from gardens, and things like that. 

37641. Under whose direction are they spent?
That of the Political Agent of the district, as Deputy 
Commissioner. 

37642. Op. what are they chiefly expended ?-On 
roads, hospitals, gardens, sanitation-general local· 
objects. 

37643. With regard to the election of offiQ.ers, there 
is some considerable difference between this province 
and others, in that you are all officers in the Political 
Service. Is there any period for Political Officers at 
which selection begins.· Does a Political Agent begin 
as an Assistant Collector ?-Very likely he would not 
begin here ; they are first probationers in the Political 
Department and they generally undergo training either 
in the Punjab or the North-West Frontier Province. 

37644. Then he comes up here as an Assistant 
Political Agent ; a vacancy for a Deputy Commissioner 
or a Deputy Political Agent occurs ; should the senior 
nian be promoted as a matter of course ?-Generally 
spJ:~aking, we are supplied from elsewhere. 

37645. Suppose you had power to appoint your own 
officers here out of your own cadre, would you promote 
the senior officer, or would you select the most. fit 
officer ?-It would depend a good deal whether there 
was a great di:fference. 

37646. Ought the process of selection to commence 
at the stage of Deputy Commissioner ?-It certainly 
ought to be enforced there ; if a man is not fit to be 
Deputy Commissioner he ought not to be made Deputy 
Commissioner. 

3764 7. As a matter of :fact, are officers passed over? 
-I have known officers reduced in status. 

37648. As an exceptional mark of displeasure?
Yes. 

37649. Is that just?-Yes; I do not think it was 
expedient ; because if one has a man of 25 years' ser
vice serving as an Assistant Collector he cannot be 
very useful. 

37650. Do you think that an officer so superseded 
should be retired?-Yes. 

37651. Mention is made of the transfer of Balu
chistan railway lines for various purposes to the 
Bombay Government by the Government of India. 
Was the Local Government consulted· before that was 
done ?-Orders were issued by the Government of 
India in the Home Department. 

37652. This Government was not consulted?-No. 
37653. You are quite sure of that ?-The Commis

sion did not come here. 
37654. Did the Government of Jndia consult this 

Government before they issued these orders ?-To the 
best of my belief they did not. . 

37655. (Mr. Hichens.) Does all correspondence with 
regard to the administered territory go from the Agent 
of the Governor-General to the Foreign Office who, 
acting as a post office, send it on to the department 
concerned ?-I have an impression that recent orders 
came from the Foreign Department that in such 
matters we were to address the other departments of 
the Government of India as if this Agency territory 
was British territory. 

37656. (Mr. Meyer.) What are you going to do with 
Nasirabad in the matter of Excluded Local Funds?
We have a draft of a Land Revenue Regulation, and 
one of the clauses in the draft provides for the levy
ing of a cess of one anna in the rupee for local 
purposes. . 

· 37657. That is to say, it is to be a rural Board?
There is no question about a Board at all. 

37658. It will be as in Burma ; they levy a cess 
there, but the Commissioner administers it ?-I think 
that is so. 

37659. Some of these other Excluded Local Funds 
are practically working in the cantonments ?-That 
may be so in the case of Loralai and Chaman. 

37660. Might you not develop, or pave the way for, 
local self-government by associating committees with 
the District Officers in the administration of these 
Excluded Local Funds ?-As regards that, we say 
" The question of introducing legislation for smaller 
areas such as Sibi is now under consideration." 

37661. Does that mean that you are going to de
velop these Excluded Local Fund areas into embryo 
municipalities?-We are thinking of making them like 
what are called " notified areas" in the Punjab and 
Sind. 

(The witness 1vithdrew.) 

DIWAN GANPAT RAI, C.I.E.1 was called and examined. 

Diwan 
Ganpat Rai. 

W Mar., 1908. 

37662. (Chairman.) You are an E~tra-Assistant 
Commissioner ?-I am. I have been Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner since 1890. Since 1901 I have been in 
charge of the Sibi Sub-Division. 

It will tend to the reduction of office work and 
saving of time if Sub-Divisional Officers are given ex
tended powers relating to the revenue matters noted 
below:-

(a) Suspensions of revenue. In the case of 
severe or continued calamity to harvests and 
when assessments are paid in cash, Sub
Divisional Officers should be empowered to 
grant suspensions of revenue up to a certain 
amount, and also the amounts due on account 
of grazing tax. They should send at once a 
report to the District Officer, who may cancel 
or modify the orders as to him seems fit. 

(b) Sub-Divisional Officers should also be em
powered to grant advances under the Agri
culturists' Loans Act for the purchase of 
bullocks and seeds in times of scarcity or 

other calamities. This will save much time, 
and enable the people to set to their work 
without delay. 

(c) Sub-Divisional Officers should also be per
mitted to suspend recoveries of instalments 
of talcavi advances, sending reports to the 
District Officer. 

Similarly Sub- Divisional Officers may be autho
Tized to incur expenditure on civil provincial works 
within the sanctioned allotment without further 
reference to the District Officer. In respect to 
Municipal and Excluded Local Funds, Sub-Divisional 
Officers who are administrators of such funds should 
be permitted to incur expenditure up to budget 
estimates and without any other reference to the 
District Officer. The Executive Officers (Europeans) 
have not sufficient opportunities for personal contact 
wibh the people. The reason of this is that they have 
got very heavy office and political case work. If an 
additional assistant is given to the District Officers in 
Baluchistan for headquarters work (and the former 
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1hould not be in charge of any su~>:"d_i~ision), and if 
extended powers are given to. Sub-DiVISIOnal Offic~rs, 
District Officers will be relieved of much routine 
work, and will thus have time to meet the people of 
the district. 

Transfers of District Officers and othe! Eu~opean 
Assistants are unnecessarily frequent, ch1efly m the 
Sibi District. . 

The Sibi district is not yet advanced for creat10n of 
Advisory or Administrative Councils. The present 
jirga system is practically doing thA work of these 
Councils, and is best suited for Baluchistan. 

37663. Do you reside in your sub-division ?-It is 
the headquarters sub-division. 

37664. ~re you in charge of the whole sub-division, 
or in charge only of certain subjects of work such as 
revenue ?-I am in charge of the sub-division so far as 
concerns revenue, judicial, and political cases. 

37665. Can you suspend any revenue ?-No. 
37666. Therefore yon cannot remit revenue ?-No. 
37667. Ought you to have powers to do that ?-I 

think so in the interests of the people and to save time. 
37668. What limit of power ought you to have?

There should be one uniform sys~em for suspension 
for the whole district ; up to Rs. 50 in each individual 
case, from and Rs. 500 to ·Rs. 1,000 in all. 

37669. Ought you to have any power to remit ?-I 
think so ; half of the power of suspension. 

37670. Can you grant advances under the Agri
cultural Loans Act ?-No. 

37671. Ought you to have power to do that ?-Yes; 
say, up to Rs. 2,000. e 

37672. Who bas power in this province to grant 
takavi advances ?-The Political Agent has some 
powers up to a certain amount, and beyond that he . 
goes to the Commissioner. 

37673. Does the Political Agent carry the cash 
about with him ?-Whenever be goes on a long tour 
be does ; but ouly for his office expenses, not for 
advances. 

37674. You suggest that you should have power to 
suspend the repayments of talcavi?-Yes, up to one 
year. 

37675. Up to any amount ?-They have once been 
sanctioned, and now it is a question of recovery; the 
amount would be fixed in that way. 

37676. Have yon any power as Assistant Commis
sioner with regard to civil works ?-None. 

37677. Can yon sanction any works ?-No. I can 
only send an estimate, and sanction comes from the 
Political Agent. 

37678. How far is your sub-division from the head
quarters of the district ?-There are two tahsils ; one is 
the Sibi tahsil, and the other is the Koblu sub-tahsil ; 
the Kohlu sub-tahsil is about 100 miles from Sibi. 

37679. Is Sibi the headquarters of the district?
Yes; in winter, In summer the headquarters are at 
Ziarat ; there is the railway line up to Kach, and then 
it is about 31 miles from Kach to Ziarat. 

37680. If any small work has to be done in the 
district, you have to send, at all events in the summer 
season, about a day's journey?-Yes; something like 
that. 

37681. As a rule, have Executive Officers a good 
knowledge of the vernacular ?-Some have, and some 
have not. 

37682. Do the majority have a good knowledge of 
the language of the place in which they are working? 
-The majority have; they are supposed to pass the 
examination, and only those Political Agents who 
know the language are sent there. 

37683. I am talking not only of the Political Agents, 
but of all the officers of Government ?-The majority 
of the nati\'es know the language, and the Europeans 
know it so far as their examination is concerned. 

37684. I am not talking about examinations, but of 
their power to conversa with the people ; is that 
sufficient ?-Not quite. It might be improved. 

37685. (Jfr. Jlf!yer.) What is the character of your 
sub-division: how many tah~ils does it consist of?
The Sibi tahsil, and the Kohlu BUb-tahsil. 
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37686. Is it the general arrangement that each Sub
Divisional Officer has two tahsil& ?-Some have two, 
some have only one ; I think most of them have 
either one tahsil and a BUb-tahsil, or two tahsils. 

37687. Are the sub-divisions changed at the Deputy 
Commissioner's discretion ; can he give yon one tahsil 
at dne time, and two tahsils at another time, or do 
they remain fixed?-They can be changed with the 
sanction of the Local Government. 

37688. Are they frequently changed ?-No ; there 
has been a change only once, some five years ago, 
when the new district of Loralai and a new sub-division 

·of Nasirabad were created. 
37689. Do Sub-Divisional Officers live in their sub

divisions ?-They live at the headquarters of one 
tahsil; for instance, the SibiSnb-Divisional Officer has 
his headquarters at Sibi. 

37690. That is also the headquarters of the district? 
-Yes; in the winter. 

37691. Take the Sibi district ; how many sub
divisiona are there ?-There is the Sibi sub-division, 
the Nasirabad sub-division, and the Shahrig sub· 
division. 

37692. Where does the Sibi Sub-Divisional Officer 
live ?-He lives at Sibi. 

37693. How long does he live in his own sub- , 
division ?-He always remains at Sibi except when he 
goes on tour to the Koblu BUb-tahsil, or some other 
part of his sub-division. 

37694. Where does the Nasir8.bad Officer live?
Nasirabad; there is only one tahsil in Nasirabad. · 

37695. The general system is that the Sub· 
Divisional Officer lives for the most part of the year 
in his own sub-division, though sometimes he goes for 
a few months to the district headquarters ?-No; he 
remains always at the headquarters of the sub-division ; 
he goes to the district headquarters whenever he is · 
called for, that is only for a few days, not months. 

37696. Is that the generai rule throughout the pro
vince ?-Yes. 

37697. Who appoints tabsildars and naib-tahsildars? 
-The Jievenue Commissioner. ' 

37698. Who are the naib-tahsildars ?-Some are 
appointed direct, some are promoted clerks. 

37699. Are the bulk of them natives of this pro
vince, or do they come in from the Punjab or else
where ?-Most of them come from the Punjab ; the 
local people have not got so much knowledge ; are not 
so educated; they have now commenced to give 
appointments to the local people who are fit for them. 

37700. In time do you think :r.ou will be able to 
recruit from them satisfactorily ?-Yes; after they get 
educated. 

37701. Has a Sub-Divisional Officer all the powers 
of a District Officer ?-He is a First Class Magistrate, 
he is a Sub-Divisional Officer, and he is an .Assistant 
Collector so far as revenue is concerned. He bas also 
powers in civil cases up to Rs. 10,000, and he hears 
appeals from the orders of the tahsildars and naib
tabsildars. 

37702. Where does the District Officer come in ; 
does he hear appeals from the Sub-Divisional Officer? 
~Yes. 

37703. Has he any part of the district nnder his 
direct control, or is he simply the Controlling Officer 
over the sub-division ?-He is Controlling Officer over 
the sub-division, and he has power to hrar appeals as 
Deputy Commissioner, but he bas delegated these 
powers to the Sub-Divisional Officers also. 

37704. You say the Sub-Divisional Officer should be 
allowed to deal with Excluded Local Funds ; does be 
not deal with them already ?-The Sub-Divisional 
Officer keeps the accounts, but he bas .to submit the 
accounts to the Political Agent. 

37705. Can he not settle what works he is going to 
undertake out of his money ?-Not without sanction. 
He should have power as regards any works that had 
already been sanctioned which are in the budget allot
ment ; once they have been ordered and sanctioned 
they should be within his discretion. 

37706. You have now to go up twice and you think 
once would be enough ?-Just so. 
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... ni~1-n . . · 37'707. You say .. tbat he should also be able to deal 
Ganpat Rai.' with municipalities i but there. is only one municipality 

· in the whole, pro 'Vince ?-I was speaking of the Local 
20 .if~, .. , 1908. Fund at Sibi. · · . . · · 

37708. Is that just the same as the other Excluded 
Local Funds at present ?-It is under a different 
name, t~at is all. · · ··. · · · 

37709. (Mr. Hichens.) The Excluded Local Funds 
. are only collected in the towns ?-:-In small bazaars. 

37710. Are they spent in places. where they· are 
collected?.....:. Yes. · · 

with the Khaja school, arid if it proves a success it': is 
' possible that we shall do the same in other schools. 

The difficulty is about the boys ; the zamindars, so far 
as Sibi-is concerned, cannot spare their children from 

. the work of cultivation ; as a rule, they do not send 
many boys ; out of 100 perhaps they will send one
fourth or one-fifth. · · · 

37726. Do you sometimes have occasion to execute 
local works in the villages, wells1or small roads ?-We 
have roads. They are made from the Excluded Local 
Fund. .Some roads are provincial roads and some 

37711. Po you make u'p a budget for each small 
- town within your sub-division?-Yes. I~ is submitted 
· to the Political A gent, and he sends 1t on to the . 

Revenue Commissioner for sanction, I do not know 
whether it goes up to the Local Government or not ; 

. as.far as I know, it goes from the Political .Agent to 
the Revenue Commissioner. 

· are Local Fund roads ; those that are within the 
area of the towns are kept up by Local Funds, and 
those outside are kept up from provincial ~unds. _ 

37727. Do you gl.ve such work out on contract, or 
do you ask the villagers to undertake it themselves?
We give them on contract generally . 

37712.' Is Sibi the largest . town with the largest 
budget in your sub-division ?-Yes~ The budget is 
about Rs. 25,000. 

37713. When the budget is once passed, you still 
have to go up for sanction to carry out certain works? 
-Yes .. I have power only up toRs. 25 at present. 

37714. (Mr. Dutt.) You have one tahsildar' under 
you. What is his educational qualification ?-The 
present man does not know English ; some tahsildars do. 

37.715; Is he. a local man or a man from the Punjab ? 
-From the Punjab frontier. 

37716. Does he do most of his work in Hindi ?-In 
Urdu; that is the Court language. 

37717. What is his pay ?-He is on the graded list; 
the pay of tahsildars is from Rs. 125 to Rs .. 250 ; I 
think he gets Rs. 200. 

37718. What is the pay of the naib-tahsildars ?
They have grades also ; the present man gets about 
Rs.65. ' 

37719. The population of your sub- division is 
mostly :Muhammadan ?-Yes; with the exception of 
the Sibi bazaar. 

37720. Have you any indigenous schools, called 
Mullah schools, in the villages?-Yes ; in the 8ibi 
sub-division we have four village schools. 

37721.. Do you maintain or support these village 
schools ?-Yes ; those are village schools, and we 
have one big school up to the middle standard at Sibi 
itself. 

37722. Beyond that have not the villages primitive 
institutions of their own where they teach the Koran ? 
-Yes ; they teach the Koran and we also try to get 
them to have a .Mullah who can teach not only the 
Koran but a little secular education as well. 

37723. Are these Mullah schools pretty numerous 
in the villages, or are they rare ?-They are frequent, 
almost in every village. 

37724. Is it possible, by giving some aid to those 
Mullah schools,. to include some sort of secular 
education ?-We are trying it as an experiment. 

37725. Have you some chance of succeeding?-We 
· are not quite sure, but we are trying ; we tried in 
other places but did not succeed ; we are going on 

· 37728. You cannot get some leading men of the 
village to come forward and take the money and do 
the work themselves ?-We tried several times, but 
did not succeed; they are not yet advanced enough 
for that. 

37729. There is. no sort of village organization? -
· No; we have always been trying to give it to the 
·local people as far as possible. 

37730. Do you often have to refer cases to jirgas 
for decision ?-.All cases between local people a):'e as a 
rule referred to the jirgas. 

37731. Do they do useful work?-Very useful work. 

37732. (Sir Frederic Lely.) When aji1•gas has to be 
appointed, do you take any part in selecting them?-
1'& Political .Agent selects them· and nominates them. 

37733. Does he do it through you ? Yes. There 
are two kinds of jirgas-one is a local ji1·ga ; that 1s 
done in the place itself, and all the headmen of the 
villages take part in it; when any case is referred by 
the Political .Agent to a local jirga it goes to those 
people unless there is any objection raised by either of 
the parties. . 

37734 . .Are these local jirgas appointed from a list 
of the leading men?-Yes. 

37735. You do not select them for each particular 
occasion ?-In certain cases yes, otherwise the local 
jirgas comprise all the leading men. 

37736. Would it be possible to increase the powers 
of the ji1·ga, for instance, to enlist their aid in looking 
after schools or in keeping up the roads ?-The men 
who are on the jirga are the lambarda1·s, the headmen 
of the village ; their help is always invited in the 
matter of schools in the villages. 

37737. Are there factions in the villages of your 
sub-division ?-Yes. 

37738. Does that not make a di:fference at times to 
the impartiality and competence of thejirga ?-No; 
because wherever any case goes to them there is always 
a Government official with them, and they always take 
care that their decisions are impartial. 

37739. It is chiefly owing to the influence of the 
Government officer?-Yes ; he is always there to see 
that they do their work properly. 

(The witness withdrew.)· 

KAzi MUHAMMAD JALAL-UD-DIN KBAN, C.I.E., was called and examined (through an Interpreter). 

Kad JalaZ- 37740. (Chairman.) What is your present occupa-
ud-diln Khan. tion ?-Political .Adviser to His Highness the Khan of 

- Kalat. I was previously Settlement Officer in the 
20 ~ar., 1908, Quetta-Pishin district. 

The provincial Government should be; given the 
largest possible powers in financial matters and autho
rized to work within the allotment according to his 

· discretion, without exceeding allotment. The provin
cial ·Government should be given further financial 
powers of creation of new appointments and enhance
ment of- salaries, subject to the conditions laid down 
in the Civil Service Regulations and Civil .Account 
Code. In the matter of new appointments preference 
should be given to the natives of the province. The 
provincial Government should be given powers to such 

an extent that it may become nearly independent in 
all administrative matters of the province. 

The departments of the Government of India are 
bound to follow the laws, and therefore their influence 
depends upon the rigidity or uniformity of the law. 
If the law is rigid, the influence of the departments of 
the Government of India will naturally be towards 
rigidity. This can be reformed by relaxing the severity 
of the law. 

It is better if the Government of India keeps on 
a big scale the right of appeal to itself. .A. certificate 
is not, necessary from the authority passing the order 
appealed against. 

There is no Board of Revenue and there are no 
Commissioners of divisions in Baluchistan. There is 
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(Jnlv one Revenue Commissioner, who is also the 
Judicial Commissioner in the province. There is one 
Political Agent in each district, who is .co~ector and 
Deputy Commissioner as well. The provmctal Govern
ment should be authorized to invest the Deputy 
Commissioners of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grades with the 
powers of Commit!sioners in their districts, whenever 
it deems fit to do so. The Assistant Commissioners 
and Extra-Assistant Commi~sioners of the 1st and 2nd 
grades should be gh·en the powers of a Collector. 
The tabsildars of the 1st and 2nd grades should 
po8sess the powers of an Assistant Collector of the . 
1st grade, and the naib-tahsildars of 1st grade those 
of an Assistant Collector of the 2nd grade, provided 
these officers have served for more than three years in 
the district. All Assistant Commissioners and Extra
Assistant Commissioners should be considered as 
Assistant Collectors of the 1st grade and all tahsildars 
as Assistant Collectors of the 2nd grade. The Com
missioners and Collectors should be given further 
powers to control expenditures in their divisions and 
districts. 

The Local Government should not be further 
deprived of its financial powers. The Financial Com~ 
missioner has got extensive powers, and he has already 
relieved the Local Government from the financial 
powers in several respects, and that is sufficient. 

In Baluchistan the Commissioner possesses the powers 
of a High Court in judicial matters. But the Local 
Government should hear appeals against orders passed 
under l!ections 61-62, chapter 3, sections 121-130, 
i:hapter 6, and sections 161-171, chapter 9, of the 
Indian Penal Code. In political cases appeals should 
be made to the Local Government, as at present. The 
Revenue Commissioner in Baluchistan is also a J ndicial 
Commissioner, and presides over the highest Courts in 
the province. His influence is, therefore, sufficiently 
strong over other departments. 

The Political Agent, who is the real Executive Officer 
in a district, has no time for personal contact with the 
people. He is busily engaged the whole day and night in 
the office correspondence. The correspondence work is 
rapidly increasing day by day ; especially since Lord 
Curzon paid his attention towards it and issued strict 
orders in the matter. Since that time the correspondence 
work in offices has increased to an enormous extent. 
The Sahib's office establishment is also fond of cor
respondence. "The Sahib should have knowledge of 
all affairs "-this sentence is apparently very sweet, 
but actually it is a poisonous one. The Sahib is a 
human being ; be naturally requires some rest, and 
cannot go to the bottom of so many matters brought 
to his notice. The clerks then prove the excess of 
work by inward and outward registers of correspon~ 
dence, get more men employed, and thus make the 
way clear for them to reach to the officers' grade. 

The next obstacle which keeps the Sahib back from 
personal contact with the natives of the country is 
that all his office work is done in the English language, 
and the de!lire of doing everything in English is 
unnecesMrily increasing day by day. For the same 
reason a condition bas been laid down for the appoint
ment of a llli.arishtad.(}r that the candidate for that 
post should haYe knowledge of English. In short, the 
Sahib does his whole work in the English language, 
remai~s surrounded by English-speaking people, and 
for him the appointment which be holds in .Asia is 
just as he is employed in any capacity in London. 
Under such circumstances, how can he venture to learn 
a foreign language. If for any unavoidable circum
stance!! _be finds opportunity to meet a countryman, 
he considers that a waste of time and pa.6lleS those 
mo~ents hatefully. Gradually Rnch things become his 
habit.. The country people also feel thi'i, and they do 
~ot WISh to be an mstrument of wasting the Sahib's 
t1me. The gt_~lf of unfamiliarity between the ruler 
and the ruled is thereby becoming more wide. On the 
face of these facts it is a mistake to call the Sahib an 
"Executive Officer." He is actually at a clerk's table 
and. the title of a "clerk'' suits him well. The fol~ 
lmnng are the suggestions by which the defects which 
forbid the Sahib to hMe personal contact with people 
can be removed. 

(a) The head clerk and 1-hnrislitadar should not 
be let Joo8e in executive affairs aa they are 
at present. There are several other ways 
of giving them promotions. A. clerk can 
rise from the post of the sharisl.tadar of 

a tahiJil to the post of mir'munshi,and that KM_i.Talal
of. a Native Assistant to the Agent to the U:~rlur. Jl.Jwl_n 
Governor- General. There is sufficient ·-
field for clerks. 2() .lfar.; 1~08. 

(b) The ·Sahib has two offices-English and ver-
. nacnlar. Much work should be done in 

the vernacular office, and the restriction tlf 
keeping an English-knowing shari8hf.alla1· 
should be expunged, so that he may not 
convert the vernacular office into an English 
one. 

(c) The Sahib should trust the subordinate officers 
under him, and treat them well ; and. they 
should not be disheartened by interference 
in their lawfnl powers. Then all of them 
become the Sahib's good and faithful 
assistants, and he will then himself find 
opportunities of personal contact with the 
people. 

Preference should be given to the natives of the 
province. This shortness is admitted, but nothing is 
practically done, How can this be done when the 
conditions of 11 ability'' are attached with each and 
every appointment, and the " ability" nowada.y8 means 
"knowledge of English." This is a wrong idea; 
11 ability" .is one thing, and the knowledge of a par
ticular' language is another. A man can gain ability 
in any language. From a political point of view, also, 
it is not free from danger to give so much pTJ.blicity 
to the foreign language, and to consider it " ability " 
fot each and every appointment. ·The respectable 
natives of this province do not know English, and it 
is most probable that in this respect they ~ remain 
backward for several years to come ; however, thElir 
influence in the country is sufficiently strong, and in 
executive matters their ability is natural. The Sahib 
should boast if he finds such subordinates working 
under him. On the contrary, if the respectable natives 
of the country will keep aloof, and the Salrib remains 
surrounded with so-ealled B. A. subordinate officers, 
who are more ignorant in the matters of customs of 
the country than the Sahib. and who bear no estima
tion in the eyes of people (though they visit them 
fair without and foul within), I may say without the 
least hesitation that the Sahib's office records will of 
course remain in good order, but the walls of the 
buildings of his administration are on sandy soil. If 
the house does not fall on the Sahib's head, he is for-
tunate indeed. · · 

Some. officers possess knowledge of the vernacnlar 
and some not. Great care should be taken and atten
tion paid in the selection of Collectors. 

Transfers are unnecessarily frequent. A good officer's 
frequent transfer from one place to another is really 
bad, but its remedy is not difficult ; because officers get 
the pay of the grade and not of the post. It would 
not be unfair if certain districts were reserved for the 
officers of special qualifications. For example, the 
Quetta district should be reserved for the senior civilian 
officer in the province. 

In Baluchistan local bodies are in a preliminary state 
and require no change. The supervision and control 
of local officel'!\ over the municipalities in Baluchistan 
is snflicient. There are no village communities in 
Baluchistan. · . · . 

The creation of Advisory Councils ·in districts is 
most necessary. Through this system the resjlectable 
men of the country will render assistance in the 
administrative affairs, and Administrative Officers will 
be in touch with the public. The appointment of the 
members should remain in the hands of the . Local 
Government, but in no subject should responsibilities 
be given to such Councils. The Political .Agent should 
get their 8SI!istance in whatever matters he thinks 
the members fit. A high Advisory Council should also 
be created to 8SI!ist the Agent to the Governor
General. 

In the Police Department the Executive Officers 
should be given controlling powers. The Honourable 
the Agent to the Governor-General should be con
sidered as Inspector-General, and the Commissioner as 
Deputy Inspector-General. Political Agents should 
be considered as District Superintendents of Police ; 
AESist.ant Commissioners and Extra-.Assistant Com~ 
missioners as Assistant and Deputy Superintendents ; 
tahsilda.rs as inspectors, and naib-tahsildars as deputy 
inspectors. If this is done the police· will render 
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immediate assistance whenever required. At present 
there are always misunderstandings between the 
Executive and Police Officers. Also the police of one 
district should remain in the same district, and the 
natives of the district and men of good character will 
then like to serve in the Police Department. The 
several defects in the police will thus be removed. 
Political Agents should not be given the powers of a 
Sessions Judge, because they form their opmion before 
hearing the case, and do not pay sufficient attention 
·towards the proceedings. As very few Sessions cases 
come up in Baluchistan, a separate officer is not 
required to bear them. 

37741. How did you arrive at the assessment of 
revenue in the Quetta-Pishin settlement ?-The revenue 
was levied before by the batai system ; returns were 
prepared for the last several years, and the average 
revenue was obtained; the land was also measured and 
a statement of irrigation sources was prepared, taking 
into consideration the past average revenue and the 
condition of the land and the amount of water. The 
distribution was made of the assessment over that. 

37742. What amount of the gross revenue was cal
culated as the cost of production ?....;.The batai pays a 
certain rate, which varies from one-sixth to one-third ; 
that represents exclusively the Government share ; ·out 
of the remainder the zamindars incur all expenses, and 
in fixing the assessment I only took into consideration 
the a:ctual revenue realised by Government, 

37743. Were there many appeals against this settle
ment ?-Very few. 

37744. Who decides such appeals ?-They were 
settled by the Qllief Commissioner. 

37745. You suggest that in the matter of new 
appointments preference should be given to the native 
of the province ; for what sort of positions ?-Revenue 
Officers, such as naib-tahsildars and tahsildars, and also 
in the police. 

37746. You do not attach much importance to a 
knowledge of English ?-It is not necessary here. 

37747. If a knowledge of English were .excluded, 
would there be plenty of people for the positions of 
.tahsildars and naib-tahsildars ?-Yes. 

' 377 48. Yon say there is an unnecessary increase in 
the use of English in office work; is that a real detri
ment to the administration of the country ?-1 think 
it is a great detriment to the administration,. The 
officer who has to carry out the administration has to 
spend most of his time in English correspondence, 

377 49, Would that not be the same thing if the cor
res~ondence was done in the vernacular ? - The 
ma..Jority of the correspondence is originally in Urdu; 
it has to be translated into English again for the benefit 
of the officer, and in that way the time is wasted. All 
petitions sent by the local people are in the vernacular, 
and they have to be· translated into English for the 
Political Agent. Most of the officers understand Urdu 
but very few can read it. They like these things to be 
put into English, and the office people endeavour that. 
they shall be put into English, so that their work may 
be increased. 

37750." Who translates these petitions ?-Either the 
sharishtadar, or. there is a translator attached to each 
office. 

37751. What part of the country does the translator 
come from ?-The majority of the translators are from 
the Punjab. 

37752. So· that this custom of conducting all the 
work in English shuts out the natives of the province 
from employment in the province ?-On account of 
this system most of the local people are deprived of 
Government appointments. · 

37753. Do a considerable number of the people keep 
aloof from the Political Agents because they cannot 
read or write or thoroughly talk the language ?-What 
I mean is that most of the Political Agent's time is 
occupied in office work, and the people think they will 
be wasting time if they go to him ; that is why they 
keep aloof. 

37754. (M1·. Dutt.) Was the old system which pre
vailed at Quetta-Pishin the batai system ?-The greater 
part was under batai ; in a few places there was a fixed 
assessment. 

37755. Where the batai system prevailed, was the 
amount taken about one-third of the produce ?-One· 
third, one-fourth, one-fifth, and, in the greater part, 
one-sixth. 

37756. In reducing that into payment by money, did 
you keep up the same rates, or did you make any 
deduction ?-In cases. where batai was taken at one
third, one-fifth, or one-fourth, it was ordinarily reduced 
to one-sixth. 

377 57. Is Urdu generally the language among the 
upper classes in these parts of Baluchistan ?--Not of 
the local people. 

37758. In what particular vernacular should accounts 
and records be kept ?-The language ordinarily spoken 
is Pashtu, Baluchi, and Persian, but none of these are 
suited for records and office correspondence ; I think 
Urdu is nearer to Persian, and that is what should be 
used. At present the tahsildars and naib-tahsildars 
keep their correspondence and accounts in Urdu; I 
suggest that the correspondence in the Political Agent's 
vernacular branch should be done more in the 
vernacular and not so much in English. 

37759. You suggest the creation of Advisory 
Councils in districts ; what kind of men would you 
select for them ?-They 11hould be selected out of the 
leading men of the villages, preference being given to 
those who are somewhat educated. 

37760. Who is to select them ?-They should ·be 
selected by the District Officers in consultation with 
the people concerned. 

37761. Are there recognised headmen in the villages 
in British Baluchistan ?-The leading men are recog
nised and known. 

37762. Are they the leading men of the different 
tribes, or are they the leading men of the different 
villages ?....:.They represent the villages and tribes living 
in those villages : the villages are composed of certain 
tribes, and the leading men of each tribe are known 
and recognised. 

37763. Would these meri be of any help to the 
administration in village affairs, such as schools and 
roads ?-Gradually, when they are trained they will be 
able to do that. · 

37764. (Si1· F1·ede1·ic Lely.) As a rule, do officers 
speak the language better now than formerly, or not · 
so well ?-One man differs so much from another. 

37765. Where does the average District Officer get 
his advice from as to native customs and native wants? 
-From the leading men of the tribe. 

37766. Does he generally get good advice ?-Some
times. 

37767. Does he sometimes make mistakes through 
not getting good advice ?-If enquiries are made about 
customs at public meetings where there are several 
people present he is not misled ; but if he consults a 
single person it is possible he may be misled. 

37768. Does it often happen that a District Officer 
takes his opinions from a single person ?-They 
generally do not depend on one man's advice ; even if 
one man gives advice the officer will Qonsult several 
others before he acts upon it. 

37769. Is there anything you can suggest to bring 
the officers of Government more into harmony with 
the people than they are, or is there no change which 
you think necessary ?-It is absolutely necessary that 
there should be more contact between the officers and 
the people. The more the people of the country are 
employed the more they will have confidence in the 
officers, and they will come more to mix with the 
people. 

37770. When you were conducting the settlement of 
the land, did you take the opinion of the jil·gas or of 
the people in any way ?-Leading men were consulted, 
and in that way there were very few appeals. Although 
the revenue was raised, the people were consulted and 
matters were discussed with them, and there were very 
few appeals. · 

37771. Did you do that in informal conversation or 
by holding a formal assembly ?-I visited each village 
and collected all the people who had any interest 
and explained everything to them ; everything was 
thoroughly discussed ; I explained to them what was 
the amount of land and water, and then arrived at a 
conclusion, 
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37772. In a free informal talk ?-Yes. • 
37773. (Mr. Meyer.) Were yon not a tahsildar and 

an Extra-Assistant Commissioner here before y~u took 
up your present position ? Have yon served m ~ny 
other province ?-In Kandahar, under Colonel Oliver 
St. Jolin. 

37774. You mention Commissioners of division~ and 
Deputy Commissioner:s ; .have you ever worked ~th a 
Commissioner of a diVISIOn ?-I have worked With a 
Revenue Commissioner. 

37775. You say here that Deputy Commissioners .of 
the first second, and third grades shonld have the 
owers d£ Commissioners ; what do yon mean exactly 

Ey that ?-I mean a Collector of the first, second, or 
third grade might be given the powers of a Commis
sioner in respect of land revenue. 

37776. As if he was a Commissioner in another 
province ?-Yes. 

37777. You say the Political Agents sit at their 
desks and are becoming head clerks ; do they not travel 
about a good deal in their district ?-Though they go 
about the district, even then they have so much to do ; 
most of their time is occupied in writing. 

37778. But do they not talk to the people and meet 
jirgas and enquire into things themsel!es ?-:-They 
seldom go to jirgas ; they have not sufficxent tlDle to 
talk to the people. 

37779. Does what you say about the Political Agent 
apply to the Sub-Divisional Officers too ?-Generally 
they are natives ; they have more time ; people can 
come at any time to them, and they have more oppor
tunity of talking to them. 

37780. You make a distinction between a native 
gentleman and a European; there are European Sub-

Divisional Officers, Assistant Political Agents, and so 
forth · have they not time ?-In my time there were 
no E~ropean Officers in charge of sub·divisions, so 
that I have no personal knowledge. 

37781. But surely men like Barnes Sahib, and San
deman Sahib, and Browne Sahib went to the people, 
knew the people, and conld talk to the people ?-They 
were not so much tied down by correspondence as the 
present officers are. . 

37782. In what language is the work of the sub
divisional office done ?-The Sub-Divisional Officers 
who know English carry on their correspondence 
generally in English. 

37783. You say that Advisory Councils are re
quired ; why is that necessary when you hav~ got 
the jirgas ?-:Jirgas are only. mtended f?r part1c~r 
cases ; if there are to be AdVISory Councils they will 
be able to advise in all matters. 

37784. Conld not the jirgas be used ; could not the 
Political Agent say to the Jirgas1 "Now, I am going 
to make a fresh settlement, and I am going to consnlt 
you about it " ; or " There is plague there, and I want 
you to get the people inoculated " ; conld he not 
consnlt • them about matters of that sort ?-The 
Political Agents generally consnlt the leading men, 
but if there were a Council appointed the people 
appointed to thO(!e Councils would feel their responsi
bility, and wonld prove themselves more useful. 

37785. You will still have these jirgas for these 
particnlar cases, and yon wonld have a Standing 
Advisory Council in addition ?-When the Advisory 
Councils are appointed, members of the Councils conld 
also be appointed to the jirgas. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Kazi JalaZ
Ufl.tli11 Khan. 

20 Mar., 1908, 

KHAN BAHADUR BURJOBJEE DORABJEE PATEL, O.I.E., was called and examined. 

37786. (Chairman.) Have you been living in Quetta 
long ?-About thirty years. I am a merchant, and a 
member of the municipality. 

The present administration is very well suited to the 
requirements of the province which is essentially a 
military frontier. The prominent defect is that the 
transfers of officers are more frequent than is desirable 
in a rising young province. On this account, very 
often, officers are prevented from taking that interest 
in people which is expected from them, and besides it 
tends to retard the progress of the place. The 
Government of India should select senior officers of 
mature experience with an understanding that they 
should remain in this place at least for a period of five 
years, if not more. In order to compensate them for 
certain disadvantages they may suffer from, on account 
of such a long stay, their salaries should be so fixed 
as to induce them to stay longer and thereby give them 
full opportunity to leave their mark on the administra
tion of the country. Though there are frequent 
transfers amongst officers, strange to say there are 
practically no transfers amongst the subordinates. 
This, in the long run, works great injustice to them 
especially when the climate is severe. It should not 
be difficult to transfer a Baluchistan man to Peshawar 
or any part of the North-West Frontier Province. 

No lawyer is admitted to plead in this country 
except by special permission of the Local Government. 
Looking to the present condition of the country, if it 
is not considered advisable to throw open the country 
to lawyers, at large, about half a dozen persons of 
good antecedents and training, if perlnitted to practise, 
there would not be much fear of litigation increasing. 
On the other hand they might prove a boon to the 
Bench and the public. This practice already prevails 
in the North-West Frontier Proviuce. 

In the absence of Iaw:yers there should be a separate 
full-time officer to pres1de over the Judicial Adminis
tration. At present this work is done by an officer 
who is also a Revenue Commissioner. The Head of 
the J ndicial Administration should either be a Barrister 
Judge or a Civilian Judge, with at least five to ten 
years' service as a District Judge. 

Every Head of a district and province should know 
the language of the country nnd be in a position to 
11penk w the people without the aid of an interpreter. 

KJum 
BahaiJ;ur 

B.D. Patel. 

In matters municipal or municipal administration 
the official control should now be less. A greater 
opportunity shonld be given to the town people to 
run the show, and the elective· principle shonld be 
introduced. 20 Mar,,l908. 

The aloofness between the rnlers and the rnled is 
the principal cause of the so-called unrest in the 
country. During the last 25 years, Indians have made 
considerable advances. Educated men, who are the 
products of the western system of education, have 
learnt to respect themselves, and in return they 
naturally expect that the rnlers should treat them 
with a certain amount of consideration and give them 
some of their confidence. The change of condition 
has not been properly guaged by the rulers who, as a 
role, are tied to their desks. I wonld suggest the 
following remedies :-The Head of every district 
should be relieved of judicial work so as to give him 
more time to meet the people and exchange views on 
questions of administration and other matters. say at 
least once in every week. The visits of the non-officials 
of position shonld be returned. The Head of a district 
shonld be made to stay therein from five to ten 
years and be bompetent to speak the language of the 
district. 

37787. Is the Deputy Commissioner the President 
of the- municipality ?-Yes. The Assistant Political 
Agent is Vice-President. 

37788. Yon say that there have been too many 
transfers of Political Officers. How long should an 
officer stay in a district before he is moved ?-At least 
seven years. The maximum shonld be ten years, and 
the mimimum five years. Here sometimes in one year 
there are about half a dozen Political Officers. 

37789. Is this a particularly difficult part of the 
world for an Executive Officer to become acquainted 
with ?-This is a new province in a frontier country, 
and if an officer can stay here longer he will have more 
opportunities to introduce reforms. 

37790. But is this a more difficult part of India for 
an Executive Officer to become acquainted with, say, 
than Bombay ?-No, I shonld not think so; of course 
he will have to study the language of the country ; I 
attach more importance to the post of Deputy Com- . 
lnissioner ev~n than to that of the Commissioner from 
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this point 'of vie:w. If a Deputy Commissioner was 
well acquainted with the language and was not saddled. 
with so much work as he is nowadays, he would have 
more opportunities to mix with the people of the 
country, and thereby he could help to make the British 
rule more popular, . 

37791. Does the more or less unsettled condition of 
the· country make it more difficult for an Executive 
Officer to become acquainted with the people ?-Theye 
is not much unsettled condition now ; the country 1s 
well settled. 

37792. I will put it, the wilder nature of the 
country ?-It is a wilder country. 
· 37793. But you do not thiuk it is more difficult th~n · 

places like Gujarat ?-No, because the people are qu1et 
here : it is not like the Khyber frontier. 

37794. Have the Executive Officers here a deficient 
knowledge of the vernacular ?-On account of the 
frequent sudden changes, they do not possess that 
knowledge which they ought to possess in order to 
administer well, and to bring themselves into contact 
with the people. 

37795. Is a knowledge of writing and reading as 
necessary as a knowledge of speech ?-If it is necessary 
for natives to study the English language in order to 
discharge their dut1es properly, it is equally necessary 
for British officers to know the vernacular language if 
they want to make their rule a popular one. 

37796 .. Is the ability to write and read as necessary 
as 'the power to converse ?-Quite as necessary ; in 
order to do this European officers should be given 
better pay so that they will be induced to learn and 
master the language. 

37797 .. How is the revenue. of your municipality 
raised ?-By octroi. There is a separate conservancy 
tax. 

37798. What is the revenue of. the municipality ?
It is about Rs. 1,20,000 a year .. 

37799. What is it spent )lpon ?-Improvement works,· 
such as roads, drainage, and lighting ; half of it goes 
to. the cantonment,· because they say that Quetta 
is a town depending on the cantonment; they say that 
if there were .no cantonm,ent there would be no town. 
In India no such high proportion is given. . 

37800. Do you control education in the municipality? 
-Yes, primary education. 

37801. Have you any secondary education ?-Up to 
matriculation. . 

37802. Is there a college ?-No. 
;17803. Are all the schools controlled by the munici

pality ?-All the Quetta schools are. controlled by the 
municipality, not the outside schools. 

37804. How are they inspected ?-There is an 
educational inspector appointed by Government. 

·. 37805. (M1·. Meyer.) What proportion of the educa
tion expenses is contributed by the municipality ?-I 
do not remember the exact amount. 

,37806. Does the Municipal Council or the Chairman 
appoint the masters in these ,schools ?-Yes; the 
Assistant Political Agent is the Vice-President of the 
municipality, and at the same time manager of the 
schools, and he, with the concurrence of the Education 
Sub-Committee, appoints the masters of the schools. 

37807. Have you a Finance Committee to look 
after the budget ?-No, we have no separate Finance 
Committee. 

· 37808. Do you support dispensaries or hospitals?
There is a certain amount contributed towards the 
dispensary and hospital by the municipality. 

37809. Is it managed by the Civil Surgeon ?-Yes. 
37810. Do lou desire that the whole· Municipal 

Council shoul be elected hereafter ?-Not the whole, 
but it would be better if a part were elected, because 
it would leave no room for people to think that the 
nominated members simply worked with Government. 
People seem to thinlt that if members were to go 
against Government in any way they would not be re
nominated next year. It would remove that impression 
if the elective principle were introduced. 

37811. Bow long have you lived at Quetta ?-
30 years. 
' ~7812. Bow long has the municipality been in 
exlstence ?-About 12 years .. 

38713. Is it popular?-It is popula!:', but the peqpl(l"· 
have flome grievances. They say that the President is 
an official, and therefore the Vice-President ought to 
be a. non-official ; if there is no Indian qualified for 
the post, they should have. a European non-official. 
Moreover, the doings of the Municipal Committee are 
subject to tb,e approval of the Deputy Commissioner, 
who can veto anything he likes ; therefore it would be 
just as well not to have a Municipal Committee at all. 
In the first place the President and the Vioe-President 
are official ; in the second place, if what is done by the 
majority is to be vetoed, there is no use in. having a 
Municipal Committee. 
· 37814. As a matter of fact, does the Revenue Com
missioner often exercise the power of veto r-Be does. 
not very often exercise it, but he has the power. 

37815. You send. your budgets up to- him .for ap
proval ?-Everything goes to him for approval. We 
do not particularly object to it, but it is the principle. 

37816, Do you maintain that the municipality should 
be absolutely independent and not have to submit its 
budget to anr, outsider ?-The budget certainly should 
also be submttted and passed. 

3'/817 .. Then in what particular matter of control do 
you want relaxation ?-Th'e first is the elective prin-
ciple. · 

37818. You say that in many matters you are so· 
controlled by th'e Revenue Commissioner that you, 
might just as well have no·municipalityat all; in what 

·particular matters do you want relaxat~on or control ?· 
-The Commissioner has the power to veto anything 
done by the Municipal Oommittee. 

37819. Does every resolution of the Municipal Com
mittee have to go to him for approval ?-Yes. -

37820. Does it not come into effect until he has 
approved it ?-Yes. 

37821. Then would your position be that he should 
still see and approve the budget, an,d _that he should 
get copies of your proceedings, but that he should not 
interfere unless there w.as something in which he 
thought he was bound to interfere ?-Anything that 
was carried by a majority of the members should· be 
upheld. 

37822. Suppose the majority of the m~mbers got 
tired of keeping up schools and said they did not want 
any more of them ?-If the majority gave it up 
altogether it would be a different thing, tut whatever 
was done by the majority should be upheld. 

37823. You believe in the sacred right of the 
majority ?-I do. 

37824. Should there be other municipalities in the 
province outside Quetta ?-It is not time for that yet. 

37825. You object very much to the constant trans
fers of Political Agents. Have you any remedy to 
suggest?-The only remedy I can suggest is to offer· 
them higher pay so that they may be indn<)ed to stay 
here longer, and to relieve them of some of their 
judicial work ; they are saddled with so much work 
that. they have scarcely time to mix with the people. 

·87826. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You say that there· 
should be more transfers among the subordinates ; 
whom do you me!ln by the subordinates ?-Clerks, 
Subordinate Judges, tahsildars, and all the people 
under the grade of officers. 

37827. Would that not result in a tahsildar often 
being in a district where he did not know the language?· 
-As a rule, the tahsildars come here from the Punjab, 
and they all understand Hindustani. 

37828. But Hindustani would not carry one very 
far in many districts of this province ?-The people of 
the country are getting educated, and in course of time 
they will provide tahsildars, but at presflnt tahsildars 
come from the Punjab. 

37829. It is important that a Deputy Commissioner 
should know the language, but it is still more important 
that a tahsildar should know the language ?-Certainly. 

37830. Would you propose that tahsildars should be 
transferred to the North-West Frontier Province, for · 
instance ?-There is not scope enough here for their 
transfer. Officers are subject to transfer in other 
provinces, and in the same way subordinates might be 
transferred to the North-West Frontier Province, as
the language of Qoth the Provinces is the same. 
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37831. (Mr. Dutt.) You have told us that the 
Revenue Commissioner has the power to interfere :with 
all resolutions of the municipality. Are you quite sure 
of that ?-I am not quite sure; but I believe it is the 
case. · · 

37832. Take a concrete instance ; the municipality 
passes a resolution that Rs. 250 be spent on the repair 
of a road, and a copy of this resolution goes to the 
Revebue Commissioner ; does any section of the law , 
permit the Revenue Commissioner to rescind that 

, resolution or interfere with it ?-I have not gone 
through the Code. 

37833. Yon have spoken about the Educational Sub
Committee, are there any others ?-Yes;. there is a 
Public Works Sub-Committee and a Sanitary Sub
Committee. 

37834. The Public Works Sub-Committee looks 
after all the roads that are executed ; do they also 
check the acconnts ?-No; they do not check the 
accounts. They approve of the plan ; they go to. the 
site and look at the building and approve the plans. 

37835. What are the duties of the Sanitary Sub
Committee ?-The Sanitary Sub-Committee, assisted 
by the Civil Surgeon, inspects drainage and other works 
of public utility and buildings. · 

37836. A great deal of useful work is done by j irgas' 
-Decidedly it has been done. I should like to say 
upon that point that in this country no lawyers are 
admitted except in special cases. The local people have 
tha jirgas i. the Europeans have the Lahore High 
Court. Although the law is in force in Baluchistan, 
we have not got lawyers to guide us. Therefore I have 
laid stress upon the necessity of having lawyers ad
mitted into this country. If you think the time is not 
come for that, in that case it would be better that 
Indians should also be allowed to have their jirgas, 
that is to say, their panchayat, headed, if possible, by 
some Judicial Officer, so that they can have their cases 
tried in the same way as the local people. 

37837. The Indian population in British Baluchistan 
is small ?-It is small ; it is principally in Quetta. 

37838. Is there a fairly large population in Sibi ?
Yes; but not so big as in Quetta. In Sibi and Loralai 
there are Indians, but Quetta contains the maiority. 
If this system·of panchayats was introduced in Quetta 
and worked successfully, it might help to extend the 
system even in India. 

37839. Your propos!ll is that a panchayat of Indian 
residents should be established at Quetta and that all 
petty cases should be referred to them for dispos.al ?
Yes ; and then the Judicial Commissioner s Court 
could remain as the High Court. 

37~40. That. could be tried as an experiment?
Exactly ; and m that case there would be no necessi~y 
for lawyers; but if we are to be tied down with .the 
raws and at the same time not allowed the assistance of 
lawye~s, it is very hard lines, b~ca~se we have nothing 
to gu1de us, and of course 1t 1s always said that 
ignorance of the law is no excuse. 

37841. (Mr. Hichen.~.) What are the revenues of 
the Q~etta ID;Unicipality ?-Altogether 2 lakhs ; the 
actual mcome 1s Rs. 1,20,000 ; the other is house rent · 
the Quetta municipality owns ~ l~t of house property ; 
then there are other taxes, brmgmg up the income to 
about 2 lakbs. 

37842. Half of that, let us say a lakh, you give over 
to t~e cantonment ?-Rs. 60,000 out of Rs. 1,20,000 
we g1ve over to the cantonment. 

37~~3. ~a the cantonment quite separate from the 
mummpahty ?-Yes. There is another point · on the 
Cantonments ~?mmittee there are no townsp~ople to 
represent the 01~1zens; although wt;~ give half our income 
we have not a smgle representative on the committee. 
.37~H. Is the half that you give them spent entirely 

wtthlll' the cantonment area ?-Entirely · and we do 
not know how they spend it. ' 

37845. They do not give you anything for it ?-No. 
37846. What is the reason of the contribution?

It is understood that if it were not for the Quetta 
cantonment the town would not have existed It was 
so once on a. time, but circums.tances are very ·different 
now on account of the openmg of the Seistan route 
and .the extension of traae with Kandahar. · Once, 
cerh\!nly, the town depended on the cantonment, but 
that 1s not the case now. 

aaaiG 

37847. Have you heard of a place called Johannes
burg?-Yes. 
· 37848. Near there are the mines; withouti the mines 

Johannesburg would never have existed; would it be 
reasonable to ask Johannesburg to contribute half their 
revenue to the' mines on that ground ?-I think in that 
case it is fair to give it certainly ; I do not say that we 
should not give our contribution, but we should have 
some representatives on the committee .. 

37849. Has. the municipality any powers to make a 
fresh appointment without consulting the · Local 
Government?-No; the Local Government has,.to be 
consulted in every case. I · 

37850. Would you give small powers in that way to 
the Municipal Council ?-I would give the sub
committees power. · 

37851. Would you give the Municipal Council power 
to make appointments such as the appointment of a. 
peon ?-The President makes the appointments subject 
to approval by the Revenue Commissioner. 

37852. Would it be a sound thing if in those towns 
where the Excluded Local Funds were collected a 
small committee was appointed to administer them?-
It would be better certainly. · 

37853. Are you acquainted with the system of 
District Local Funds in other parts of India ?-I know 
something about it. 

37854. Is there no such thing in Baluchistan?-
There is no District Local Fund here. . · 

37855. Would it be a sound thing to start ?-It 
would be better if it were introduced here. · · 

37856. Would you introduce it in the various 
districts gradually?-Yes. . 

37857. Would you combine with that the appoint
ment of some public body to assist in administering it? 
-Certainly. . 

37858. Are there districts or tahsils'where it would 
be feasible to appoint some form of Council in order to 
administer a local fund ?-It is hardly advisable for a. 
tahsil, but I should say it would be for a municipality. 

37859. I was talking not of. municipalities but of 
District Boards, or tahsil Boards, and whether you 
thought it was advisable to start Boards of that sorii 
in some parts ?-It would be advisable to have them on 
a small scale. · 

37860. You say the municipality has a considerable 
amount of house property in Quetta. How did yon 
acquire that ?-The buildings were put up in the old 
days and we are getting rent on them. 
' 37861. Was a considerable land endowment given to
the municipality of Quetta by the Government ?-Yes. 

37862. (Chairman.) Who gave you the land ?-The 
Government purchased it in the old days and gave it to
the municipality. 

37863. Did the cantonment authorities give you .this. 
land ?-No; not at all. · · 

37864. Have they given any land to the municipality? 
-No. 

37865. Do they give yon anything in return for this 
Rs. 60,000 which you give them ?-They give us 
nothing whatever. · 

37866. Have they given you anything in the past?
Nothing. I am quite certain the cantonment has no
separn:te octroi. 

37867. The octroi circle includes the cantonmenii 
and the town ; which is the larger, the cantonment or 
the town ?-The cantonment is larger. The population 
is about the same, 15,000 each. 

37868. Therefore you collect the octroi' and give 
one-half to the cantonment ?-Yes; but the canton~ 
ment do not pay any octroi ; for instance the goods 
which they get for the Government Depa;tments are 
exempted from paying octroi. · 

37869. Are the troops exempted from paying octroi? 
-The troops pay no octroi at all. 

37870. Are you sure of that ?-Yes; I am quit& 
sure. • . 

37871. Do the families of the officers and officials 
connected with the troops pay no octroi ?-If they get 
any goods from the shops they pay octroi, but not 
on private personal things. . 

(Tll,e witness withdrew.) 
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MAJOR A. McCoNAGHEY was called and examined. 

37872. (Ohai1·man.) You are the Deputy Commis
sioner for Quetta.-Pishin ?-Yes. It includes the old 
town of Quetta as well as' the district round-Pishin 
and Chaman. 

Legislation to curtail the right of appeal s.eems 
undesirable and likely to be misunderstood. I would 
not interfere with the general right of appeal. The 
growing tendency on the part of junior officials and 
especially clerks to appeal without good reasons against 
orders affecting them personally could be more 
satisfactorily checked by Heads of Departments. 

Executive Officers in this district have not sufficient 
opportunities for personal contact with the people. 
The chief obstacles are the amount of office work, 
which does not allow sufficient time for interviews, and 
the frequent changes, which do not afford officers 
sufficient opportunities to become acquainted with the 
district and the people. These remarks apply more 
particularly to the Political Agent and Assistant Poli
tical Agent, and an improvement could be effected if 
they could be relieved of civil judicial work, and if the 
transfers were less frequent. Three different• verna
culars are spoken in the different districts, and if 
officers are frequently transferred they are unable to 
acquire a good knowledge of any one of the three. 
Transfers of officers are frequent. For instance no 
officer held charge of the Quetta District continuously 
for six months between November, 1903, and March, 
1907. As regards my own case I held the following 
charges between January, 1904, and March, 1907:
Political Agent, Ohagai, Quetta, Kalat and Sibi; 
Gazetteer work; Political Agent, Zbob ; and the same 
at Quetta. It is difficult to suggest a remedy. An 
improvement might be effected if less regard was paid 
to seniority. 

The grant of larger powers to the Quetta munici
pality seems undesirable under the present conditions. 

The creation of Advisory or Administrative Councils 
iio assist District Officers seems inadvisable. 

There are no village communities, in the strict sense 
of the word, in Baluchistan, their place being taken by 
the tribal system. . Pathans are more democratic than 
Balucbis or Brahuis, and there are no leading chiefs in 
th!3 district, but the position and standing of the heads 
of clans and sections are fully recognised by the tribes
men, and the work of the district is carried on with 
iihe help of these headmen and malilcs. The levies who 
take the place of rural police are part of the tribal 
system, and in the district, as opposed to Quetta town, 
practically all cases, criminal and civil, are referred to 
the local jirgas or Councils of Elders. No further 
'powers appear necessary. 

37873. Can you clear up this point we have just 
been discussing about octroi?-We collect all the 
octroi, both in the town and.in the cantonment, and we 
give a half share to the cantonment. 

37874. Have you received anything in return ?-No; 
except that the mere fact of the cantonment being here 
(that is the argument) increases our octroi, and if there 
were no great cantonment ther.e would be no Quetta. 

37875. Do the people in the cantonment pay octroi 
duties ?-They pay a certain amount ; they mostly get 
their provisions in the town ; the native soldiers pay 
octroi on their food ; a great many come and buy in 
Quetta. ' 

37876. So far as octroi boundaries are concerned, 
there ls no distinction between the cantonment and the 
town ?-No; we have one circle right round both. 

37877. Are you Chairman of the municipality?
Yes. 

37878. W onld it be possible to find in a place like 
Quetta any substitute as Chairman for yourself in the 
person of a non-official ?-At present it would be 
better to have an official ; not that it need be the 
Collector, bnt it would be better to have an official 
just at :fi.ist. 

37879. The municipality has been in •existence 
12 years ?-Since 1896 or 1897. 

37880. What is the number of members ?-We have 
20 on the Committee. 

* Pashtu, Baluchi, Brahui. 

37881. Do you work by sub - committees?
Altogether. 

37882. Do the members attend pretty frequently?
The non-official members attend very regularly ; some 
of the officials who have a good deal of work cannot 
always come. 

37883. How often do you sit ?-Twice a month. 
37884. Are you Chairman of all the sub-committees? 

-No; there are different Chairmen; the Civil 
Surgeon is informally Obairman of the Sanitary 
Oommittee ; he does the work. - . 

37S85. And the other sub-committees ?-The Build
ing Committee has no Chairman ; the City Magistrate 
is informally the Chairman. 

· 37886. Practically the work of the municipality is 
done by officials of one sort or another?-Yes ; a good 
deal. 

37887. Are the non-official members who attend 
regularly capable of doing the work in place of the 
offic.ials ?-I thi~ so; I do not say so as regards the 
Samtary ComiD1ttee work, because that requires 
special knowledge and none of them have it ; but in 
the other committees they help a good deal ; we 
always try to have non-officials on the committees, 
because they can keep in with the people. 

37888. What is the area of your district ?-About 
5,00Q square miles. 

37889. How long have you been Deputy Commis
sioner ?-A year, in Quetta. 

37890. How long does it take tb get round your 
district and get to know it thoroughly ?-It may take 
a year to get round it, perhaps more. 

37831. Were there many transfers in the post of 
Deputy Commissioners before you were appointed ?- · 
A good many just the year preceding, or rather the 
year before that. . 

37892. You say that no officer held charge con
tinuously for six months during the preceding three 
years and a half ?.....:.That is so; there were always 
changes. 

37893. Was the administration of the district when 
you took charge at all in a slack condition on account 
of these constant transfers ?-I sboul«l not say that 
it was. 

37894. Had it suffered in any way by the constant 
tre.nsfers ?-I think so ; the people did not know their 
officers so well ; they did not know who tho officers 
were perhaps. 

37895. Was that an unsatisfactory state of things? 
-I would not go so far as that. 

37896. During the three years previously you your
self had held five distinct charges?-Yes. 

37897. Could you get to know anything of that 
number of charges ?-I could not really except very 
superficially. 

37898. Do you have to tour in your district?-Yes ; 
there is no regular touring season ; but I try to get 
out every month for a certain time. 

37899. Your subordinates are posted to the district 
by the Local Government ?-Yes. 

37900. Can you transfer them when they are once 
posted ?-No; none of them. 

37901. Not the tabsildars ?-Down to tahsildars and 
naib-tahsildars I cannot do anything; bqlow that, 
patwaris and so on, I can transfer within my own 
district. 

37902. How many tahsildars have you ?-I have 
two tabsildars and three or four naib~tahsildars. 

37903. If for one reason or another you think it 
better that they should be put to work in another 
district, you have to go to the Local Government ?
I have to go to ·the Revenue Commissioner ; be can 
transfer tahsildars and naib-tahsildars. 

37904. Amongst the proposals which the Local 
Government makes is tbat of the right to transfer 
subordinates; would it be a good power to have ?-I 
think not for Deputy Commissioners. The Revenue 
Commissioner might have the power. 
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37905. You think it ought not to go lower ?-I 
think not ; the Revenue Commissioner is the best 
judge as to the conditions of all the districts. 

37906. Have yon any power to suspend or remit 
revenue ?-No. · 

37907. Is it desirable that you should have that 
power?-ln a small way it might be given. 

37908. Up to what limit?-1 might have it up to 
say Rs. 200. 

37909. Under both suspensions and remissions?
Yes. 

37910. Yon would not make any difference between 
the two ?-No. 

37911. Have you the forests under you?-There 
are some forests ; they are not very important, 

37912. Is there a Conservator in Baluchistan?
Yes, and an Extra~Assistant Conservator. 

37913. Does the forest officer conduct his corre~ 
pondence with the Conservator through yon ?-There 
are only rangers below the Extra-Assistant Conser
vat~, who is in charge of forests ; there is no other 
man below him. ' 

37914. The Extra-Assistant Commissioner, so far as 
forest matters are concerned, communicates direct 
with the Conservator ?-He is a Conservator too ; 
there is only one. 

37915. (Mr Dutt.) Is not Quetta~Pishin really two 
districts?-It is two separate sa~visions in charge 
of the same District Officer. • 

37916. You have got three Sub-Divisional Officers . 
under you. Generally what class of men do you get 
as Sub-Divisional Officers ?-As a rule the Quetta 
Sub-Divisional Officer is a European; the other two 
are not; they are Extra-Assistant Commissioners 
belonging to the province. 

37917. Are they generally chosen from the Minis
terial Service, or are they appointed at once to a 
higher grade ?-I think they come both from the 
revenue and the ministerial ranks as it happens to turn 
out ; there is no rule about it. 

37918. Are they all appointed by the Local Govern
ment?-Yes. 

37919. Are yon satisfied with the class of men yon 
get as tahsil~ and naib-tahsildars ?-Yes ; I think so. 

37920. Do many of them come from the Punjab? 
-A great many. 

37921. With the increase of education, will you be 
able to select more local men here ?-Yes·; there is a 
tendency that way ; a few more local men are gradu
ally being taken on as they learn. 

37922. Have you, as District Officer, anything to do 
with education in the district outside the municipal 
limits?-Yes ; the primary schools. 

37923. Are there many primary schools within your 
charge ?-There are four or five schools. 

37924. Is there any immediate prospect of increasing 
that nnmber?-Yes; I hope to open two this year, 
but it is very gradual. 

. 37925. One witness told us it might be possible to 
a1d some of these Koran schools so as to induce the 
Jb4llahs to include secular education · is that a good 
idea ?-Yes, that might be tried. ' 

37926. (Mr. Hichens.) There are a certain number 
of recommendations attached to the memorandum of 
the Agent of the Governor-General in regard to giving 
further powers to the Chairman of the Municipal 
Committee of Quetta; may I take it that this is as far 
as the Government are prepared to go in the matter? 
-Yes; I think that is qnite enough. 

37927. They make no recommendation for example 
with regard to appointments ; would yo~ be prepared 
to give them any po~ers in that matter, subject to the 
cont~ol of th~ Chairm_an ?-We always discuss the 
appomtmen~ m co~mttt~e ; . w_e never make an ap
pomtment Without discussmg It m committee first and 
taking a vote ; then, if a new appointment is on the 
cards I forward it on to the Commissioner with a 
recommendation ; the Commissioner very seldom in
terferes in these matters. 

37!:128. If the municipality wanted to create 11 fresh 
post of a very humble order, should it be possible for 
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them to do it without reference ?-Yes ; perhaps ·so in 
the case of small posts which did not really upset the 
budget to any extent. 

37929 •. What powers have they of carrying out 
works ?-They have practically all the powers within 
the budget ; if the list is submitted it really rests with 
the Committee to a great extent ; it is formal. 

37930. Have you any Excluded Local Funds under 
your control?-Yes ; I have one-the Pishin Fund. 

37931. Does the Sub-Divisional Officer control these 
funds in respect of the towns within his su~vision ? 
-No'; they are controlled_ by me; the details. are in 
his charge, but the expenditure comes to me, Wlth the. 
exception of small amounts for the bazaars. 

37932. 'they have extremely humble powers in 
reaard to expending money on works for example?
Y;s ; but the towns are extremely humble too ; Pishin 
is only one little street of about 10 shops. 

37933. We had an example of a town with a r~v:_enue 
of some Rs. 20,000 per annum. and the Sub-DiVlSlonal 
Officer was not allowed to spend Rs. 25 on a work 
without getting sanction ; is not that a trifling sum?
Perhaps it is. 

37934. When you have scrutinized and passed th& 
budget, would you be prepared to allow them to carry 
out the works contained in the budget without further 
sari.ction ?-It would be better perhaps to retain the 
formal sanction ; as a matter of fact they carry out all 
the works. 

37935. Would yon raiSe their powers at all ?-You 
might give them certain powers up to, say, Rs. 200, to 
be spent locally. In a place like Chaman, for instance, 
a man might get Rs. 200 a. year to spend on small 
things. 

37936. Are there any towns where they have small 
sub-committees to assist the officers in working them ? 
-I think not. 

37937. Would it be a practicable thlng to appoint 
small committees of that kind ?-I do not thfuk it 
would be necessary or even advisable. In a place like 
Pishin there is no one. to form a committee ; there is 
no one except a few small shopkeepers who have no 
local interest in the place ; they are all outsiders. 

37938. They live there ?-They live there, but the1 
are all aliens ; they all come from Sind or Sukkur ; 
there are very few people who belong to Pishin itself. 

37939. That would not prevent them taking an 
interest in their sanitary requirements and so on ?-
No. · 

37940. You think there are no towns where this 
could be beneficially done ?-I think not; I have only 
Pishin and Chaman in my district, and they are both 
small. 

37941. W onld it be more desirable in a place like 
Sibi ?-Yes; they might have a committee there, or ·at 
any rate the panchayat might have 8omething to say to 
the matter. 

37942. ( iJfr. 'At eyer.) Is it a fact· that resolutions 
passed by the Municipal Council in Quetta have to go 
to the Revenue Commissioner for confirmation ?-No, 
not quite. All resolutions go to the Revenue Com~ 
missioner, but they do not require his comfirmation ; if 
there is anything objectionable in a resolution he can 
take exception to it, but I have never known of such a 
case. 

37943. Are they simply sent for his information 
then ?-Yes i and since I have been here I have not 
had any sent back. 

37944. Have you always had an official Vice
President here ?-Yes. 

37945. Would it be possible to try a non-official 
Vice-President?-Yes; I think it might, because the 
Vice-President is appointed eJ: officio, and has a good 
deal of District work to do, so that he cannot alway& 
turn np. 

37946. Who makes appointments under the Muni
cipal Council?-They are talked over by the Committee, 
and if it is !I question of a new appointment it must go 
up to the Commissioner, otherwise the committee can 
appoint. 

37947. If it is a. question of filling up a sanctioned 
appointment, can you do it ?-Yes. 

C2 
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.llajor . 37948. ·But if you were to decide on having a new 
McCoMgh8y. chaprassi for instance, would that have to go up for 

sanction ?-Yes i any new appointment has to go up 
20 Ma~., 1908, for sanction. 

37949. Is that necessary ?-Smaller appointments 
such as those of chaprassis might be filled up by the 
Committee, but the bigger ones might as well go to the 
Revenue Commissioner. 

3i950. Where would you draw the line ?-Up to 
appointments under Rs. 25, or perhaps even Rs. 30. 

37951. You said that you had not to send up any 
works for specific sanction outside the budget. In the 
budget do you give a detailed list of the works you 
propose to take up ?-Yes. 

.37952. Supposing you were going to t~ke . up a 
drainage scheme, would you have to get your est1mates 
and plan sanctioned ?-Yes; if it was a big scheme 
involving a certain amount of money we would send it 
up .. 

37953. In that case would the local Public Works 
Officer deal with it ?-The Mumcipal Secretary is also 
the District Engineer and he w~mld deal with it. ~ 

37954. Would he look after the works ?-He is 
Municipal ·Secretary and also .happens to be District 
Engineer. · Be is a local man, paid out of provincial 
revenues. 

·37955. 'Generally, are ·not your civil works in this 
province ·executed for you ·by the Military .Works 
agency?-Yes. 

37956. Is Quetta 'an exception ?-No; but we have 
two kinds of works, one done by the Military Depart
ment, and smaller things which are done by the 
District Officer himself with a special allotment. · 

37957. How does the District Engineer come in ? -
He does the works which are not fortified works, the 
nrlnor works, the funds for which are given to ·me and 
not to the Royal Engineer at all. 

. 37958. Your limit with regard to those works has 
been Rs. 250 ?-Rs. 200 ; but now it is to be raised 
toRs. 500. 

37959. You spoke ofthe desirability of the transfer 
.()f tahsildars remaining with the Revenue Commissioner. 
You have a couple of tahsildars in this district ; suppose 
_you thought it would be better that they should change 
places, why should you not be able to more them 
_yourself ?-Perhaps there would not be any very great 
objection to that, but the general list should go to the 
Commissioner because he then sees how all the men 
.are posted, and is in a position to move them about, if 
necessary. 

37960. Have naib-tahsildars any jurisdiction, or do 
they simply assist the tahsildars ?-Some of them have 
;separate jurisdiction. 

37961. Does the Revenue Commissioner post them?
Y:es. 

37962. There again might you not post your naib
tahsildars within your district ?-Yes ; we might· 
within our own district. 

37963. Your Extra-.Al!sistant Commissioners are 
paid according to a time-scale ?-Yes. 

37964. The Local Government in its statement talks 
.about the power of appointing Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners in a higher grade to start with ; does 
that mean that they commence their pay at a higher 
rate than they otherwise would ?-Yes 

37965 .. If you put a new man into an intermediate 
;grade under an ordinary.grade system, that means that 
some one below has his promotion deferred and there 
is no extra. cost, whereas under this system there is 
·extra cost?-Yes. . 

37966; Is that the reason why hitherto reference has 
been required to the Government of India ?-Yes. 

37967. You say that you control the primary schools 
fu the district ; do you refer to the appointments of 
teachers and so forth ?-The personal assistant to the 
officer in . charge of the ·duties of Inspector-General 
generally recommends them, and they come up to me 
for conformation, but I could appoint them. 

37968. Are the sec~mdary schools managed by the 
Educational Officer?-We always consult him and he 
could appoint a man·, but all appointments come to me 
for confirmation. 

37969 . .What sort of secondary schools have you?
There are both English and vernacular schools. 

37970. What is the length of your service in the 
Political Department ?-Sixteen years. 

37971. Have you spent most of it in this province? 
-All of it. 

37972. Is that a general thing?-No; but I have 
always somehow managed to be sent back here after 
my furlough. 

37973. Are there other officers who have spent a. 
good many years here ?-Yes. 

3797 4. In practice, is it the fact that . officers do 
remain in Baluchistan for a long period of their 
service ; or. do you get men in Baluchistan one year, 
and sent to the Persian Gulf the next?-We have had 
many changes, but there are a few of us who have 
stuck here. 

37975. (Sir Frederic Lely.) Does ·the Cantonment 
take a certain proportion of the octroi revenue?-Yes. 

37~76. In return for that does the Cantonment 
Committee become responsible for conservancy, roads, 
and other municipal arrangements within the canton
ment limits ?-Yes. 

'37977. Is that not a perfectly fair arrangement?
We think we pay too.much, but that is a detail. 

37978. But still it is a give-and-take 'arrangement, 
the exact proportions may .be open to question, but the 
nature of the arrangement is unobjectionable ?-Yes; 
I think so. . 

37979. Are you on the cad1•e of the Indian 'Political 
Department ?-Yes. 

37980. Is it 'not in consequence of appointments 
being made from ' the Political Department that 
transfers are so very frequent in the province ?-Yes; 
it must be that. · 

37981. ·I£ it was possible to limit the area would the 
transfers probably not be so numerous ?-Probably . 

37982. (Chairman.) Would it be possible to confine 
the appointments in Baluchistan to the officers who 
are already serving there, or who are on leave beyond 
the province ?-It would be rather 'too small a cad1·e 
for that. 

· 37983. Can you suggest any via media between the 
present arrangement whereby the Government of India 
appoints the whole of the staff and a restric.tion on the 
existing personnel ?-No. I have not considered that. 

37984. You attach great importance to the right of 
appeal being continued as it is ?-Yes; I think it 
should be continued. It might be misunderstoo.d 
if there was any diminution which might create 
difficulties. 

37985. Do you refer to revenue cases or disciplinary 
cases ?-I was thinking more of disciplinary cases in 
t},lat . connection with regard to the establishment 
generally. 
. 37986 .. Where do appeals with regard to subordinates 

end ?-In the lower grades they generally take the 
Political Agent's decision; occasionally they go up to 
the Revenue Commissioner against the decision· of the 
Political Agent. 

37987. Does that not rather poin~ to the fact that if 
there was one clear appeal from the original decision 
it would probably be sufficient ?...:..It might ; but some 
of the cases are so small that the officer just above can 
probably dispose of them, just as in my case I could 
probably dispose of appeals against leave without 
further reference. 
· 37988. Is that satisfactory ?-I think so. 

37989. That would give one clear appeal, or a clear 
gap between the original decision and the appellate 
authority ; is that sufficient ?-I think so. 

37990. Might not that amount of curtailment upon 
the right of appeal be found satisfactory ?-I don't 
know ; I should feel inclined to give a man a chance 
of going up if he wanted to ; it is not done in practice 
much, but still a man likes to feel that he can appeal 
to the highest authority if he wants to. 

37991. We were told by another witness that the 
stay in one appointment ought to range from five to 
ten years; would you agree with that ?-:-No, that ill 
unnecessarily long. 
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37992. What limit would you suggest for a man. to 
stay in a division ?-In three years he ought to get to 
know a place well. 

37993. Would five years be too long ?-I think so, 
if it was made a necessary rule; it would be hard upOJ:?. 
a. man because he might want to go on leave, or he 
might be ill. · 

37994. Have you anything to say with regard to the 
knowledge of officers of . the ;ernacular ?-:Every 
&strict almost here bas its own dialect, and 1t lB very 

difficult for officers to know them all. The longer they 
stay in the province of course the better chance "they 
have of getting to know the dialects. 
. 37995. D~ you look upon the power of being able 

to read and write it as essential ?-It· is desirable, but 
I am afraid that many of us cannot r~ad or write it. 

37996. Is it very desirable that you should be able 
to do so ?-I do not know about very desirable, but it 
would be better. . · · 

(The ·witwss withd~w.) 

Mojo1' 
.McConaghey. 

20 Ma;r,, 1908, 

Major c. ARCHER was called and examined. 

· 37997. (Cluzirma11.) You are at present engaged on 
special duty on the completion of the revenue settle
ment of the Quetta tahsil?-Yes. 

An extension of financial powers is not required 
in this province so much as . a more liberal pr.ovisi~n 
of financial means. Baluchistan, as a provmce m 
which the revenues. fall largely short of the unavoid
able' expenditure and are not capable of any con
siderable expansion, has suffered from the rigid 
application in the quasi-provincial settlements made 
with her of the rules which presqribe that the standard 
of expenditure fixed for· a new settlement shall be 
regulated by the sanctioned estimates for the last year 
of the expiring settlement, and that increased expendi
ture during the term of the settlement must be met 
from savings or from development of revenues. The 
result here has been that the objec.ts which provincial 
11ettlflments are intended to serve have not been fully 

· attained, because the provincial Government has been 
unable to meet the natural and unavoidable growth of
expenditure during the course of the settlement, and 
has been compelled on the one hand to cut down 
·expenditure on Public • Works below the minimum 
necessary for efficiency, and on. the other hand to make 
repeated applications to the Imperial Government for 
.additional assignments. This state of things conduces 
neither to efficiency nor to economy, and entails much 
needless clerical labour. If the system of provincialized 
finance is to work satisfactorily in the case of Balu
chistan, the assignments from imperial revenues should 
be :fixed on a scale which· will admit of reasonable 
expansion of expenditure during the currency of the 
settlements. In the settlement which will come into 
·effect from the 1st April, 1908, the Government of 
India have decided that "while the whole of the 
revenue hitherto treated as quasi-provincial shall be . 

. included in the provincial assignment, the provincial 
responsibility for expenditure heads shall be limited to 
one-half." It is not quite clear whether the powers of 
the provincial Government to sanction expenditure, 
etc., will remain the same under this new arrangement 
as under the old. If so, the change should effect a 
considerable improvement. There cannot be any more 
complete separation between the finances of Baluchistan 
and the Imperial finances, seeing that Baluchistan is, 
and, so far as can be foreseen, must remain, dependent 
on the Imperial revenues for making up the large 
·deficit left by the excess of expenditure over revenue. 

Borrowing powers are not required by the Local 
Government of this province. 

I am inclined to doubt whether any delegation of 
further financial powers to provincial Governments in 
regard to the creation of appointments or raising the 
pay of existing posts is possible or desirable. It would 
be advantageous if the Local Government of Baluchistan 
were given larger administrative powers in the matter of 
the grant of assignments of land revenue (mafts). At 
present the Local Government can sanction the grant 
.at a laml revenue settlement of fresh mafis not exceeding 
Rs. 100 per annum in value each for life or for the 
term of settlemen~ ; and, with respect to grants other 
than. those for v1llage service. or. for a religions, 
charitable or ?th~r analogous mstltution, it has the 
~ower o~ contmumg s~c~ grants on lapse for'a single 
life, subJect to the proV1S10n that the sanction of the 
Government of India is necessary when the amount of 
the gmnt to be continued (a) exceeds one-half of the 
sum enjoyed by the last grantee and is more than 
Rs. 50 Jil'l' amwrn; (b) does not exceed one-half of the 
11um enjoyed by the last grantee and is more than 
R~. 1,000 per amrum. The Lo~al Government might 
smtably be gwen power to sanction ot any tinie assian-· 

'ments of lnnd revenue not exceeding Rs. 200 per 

annum in value each, a tabular statement of all such Majt»'Arclw. 
grants being submitted annually to the Government of · 
India for confirmation. As regards renewal the rules 20 Ma1'., 1908. 
might remain as at present, with the substitution 
of Rs. 100 for Rs. 50 as the limit prescribed by 
proviso (a).. ·· . 

Section 10 of the Baluchistan Forest Law and 
Rtgnlation requires that the Agent to the Governor
General and Chief Commissioner shall obtain the 
previous sanction of the Gov~rnor-General in Council 
before declaring a forest area- to be no longer a State 
f9rest. . This restriction . might safely; be removed, the 
matter being: one th!lot might well. be left to the dis
cretion of the Local Government. , The relaxation 
could best be effected by an amendment of the Forest 
Law and Regnll!-tions. . . · · 
· The influ~nce of ~he departments of the Government 
of India tends at: times in t:\le direction of excessive 
rigidity and uniformity. .The ·tendency is, of course, 
not invariable, and many instances could be cited 
where ~pe .Governm()nt of India has permitted devia
tions from. rigid .uniformity in. deference ·to repre
sentations based on local requirements and conditions. 
An instance of this kind waa the cancellation, on the 
urgent representation of the .Local Administration, of 
the orders issued in 1905 transferring the Baluchistan 
Railway.Police to the charge of the Bombay Po1ice 
Department. A recent instance of the enforcement of 
exact uniformity at the cost of administrative and 
political inconvenience is furnished by the orders 
passed in 1905-06 prohibiting the local manufacture 
of earth-salt in the Nasirabad tahsil of this Agency, 
which orders have been maintained in the face of 
strong representations. by the provincial Government 
of the inexpediency of the measure. The remedy 
which suggests itself is that there should be established 
a freer and more .frequent interchange of officers 
between the Secretariat and the executive branches, so 
that a. more intimate and living realization of the 
importance to be attached to local conditions and con
siderations may be maintained in the Secretariats of , 
the various departments. . 

The Government of India appears a.t times some
what too impersonal. I do not think that Government 
usually gives too• much weight to considerations of 
revenue ; in regard to which its policy seems a.s a rule 
liberal and even generous. In so far as there is a 
tendency to. uudue rigity and impersonality it is more 
often due to a too strict adherence to what are known 
as 11 established principles of the GovernJDent · of 
India," which are founded on the practice of the past, 
but are not always applicable to the conditions of. the 
present or the future. . 

I would not curtail the right of appeal to the 
Government of India now granted in respect of 
administrative action. Such appeals give some trouble, 
but they provide a valuable safety valve, and in some 
cases, however· rare, they ma;r lead to the removal of 
hardship or the redress of inJustice. I do not think it 
desirable that a. rule should be laid down requiring a 
preliminary certificate as to the admissibility of the 
appeal from the officer whose decision is appealed 
against. Few men or authorities can fairly be expected 
to judge impartially whether reasonable grounds of 
appeal against their own orders exist. For ·similar 
reasons I would not curtail the right of· appeal to the 
Government of India now granted to officers of 
Government. . 

The returns and information called for by the 
Government of India frotn the Local Government 
frequently have little or no relevance to the conditions 
existing in a new and backward province like this. It 
would save a considerable amount of correspondence and 
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MtUorArolter, would relieve District Officers of a certain amount of 
unnecessary work if it were understood that when in 

20 Mar.,1908, the opinion of the Local Government it is impracticable 
or undesirable to render a return or furmsh any in
formation required, its opinion to this effect should 
ordinarily be accepted, without an elaborate statement 
of reasons, the compilation of which sometimes gives 
trouble . and consumes time which might be lUOre 
usefully employed. 

There are no Commissioners of divisions in Balu
chistan. In one or two minor matters large powers 
might advantageously be given to the Revenue Com
missioner. For instance, he might suitably be 
empowered to sanction local printing, and also to 
sanction additions to and modifications of the list of 
Baluchistan Agency standard. forms. Deputy Com
missioners (Political Agents) might suitably be given 
a freer hand in regard to the expenditure of the grants 

· placed at their disposal for Public Works. Under the 
new rules which it is proposed to introduce in respect 
to loans to agriculturists under the Land Improvement 
Loans Act and the Agriculturists' Loans Act, Deputy 
Commissioners (Political Agents) will be empowered 
to delegate to Sub-Divisional Officers the power M 
granting loans under these Acts on certain conditions 
and within certain limits. Certain powers vested in 
the Local Government by the Civil Service Regula
tions or other financial rules have recently (1905} been 
delegated to the Revenue Commissioner in Baluchistan 
with the sanction of Government. I do not think ' 
there is any pressing necessity for the delegation of 
further powers •. 

· The influence of the provincial Government of · 
Baluchistan has rarely, if ever, been in the direction· 
of excessive rigidity or uniformity. The provincial 
secretariat does not tend, as a rule, to regard matters 
too much from a departmental standpoint. The 
Baluchistan provincial Government has, I think, never· 
been too impersonal; nor, except in the case of one· 
administration; now at an end, too much dominated by· 
considerations of revenue. 

The opportunities enjoyed by District Officers for 
personal contact and intercourse with the people are 

· fewer than they should be, owing to their being too 
• much occupied and tied to headquarters by office work.· 

The evil is most marked in the case of the Political 
Agent, Quetta-Pishin,. who has much heavier judicial 
work than any of the other District Officers, and who 
has, besides, heavy and hampering work as President 
of the Quetta municipality. The Revenue and Judicial 
Commissioner has also too much office work to permit 
of his touring as freely as he should do. The office 
work of District Officers might be lightened to some 
extent by refraining from calling on them for reports · 
on matters referred by Government as to which, in 
the opinion of the Local Government, returns or 

• information cannot usefully be furnished, and by 
modifying Article 1162 of the Civil Service Regula
tions and Note 2 to Article 91 of the Civil Account 
Oode so as to permit District Officers to delegate the 
duty of countersigning travelling allowance bills and 
detailed contingent bills to qualified gazetted sub
ordinates. 

Executive Officers usually possess a fair working 
knowledge 'of the vernaculars. The only instances 
known to me in which ignorance of the vernaculars 
has been a serious drawback to an officer's work are 
cases of officers transferred to executive posts after 
being so long in an Indian Secretariat as to have lost 
touch with the people and the language. 

I do not think a general increase of the adminis
trative staff or a general reduction in the area of 
district or other charges is required. Additional 
Assistant Political Agents might with great advantage 
be appointed to the' Upper Zhob. and probably also 
the Barkhan sub-divisions. But what is most urgently 
required is that steps should be taken to ensure that 
the posts which already exist shall be continuous'ly · 
and effectively filled. It is seldom that the Govern
ment of India in the Poreign Department (which, in 
such matters, is our Local Government) is in a 
position to supply the province with its full com
plement of o~cers. One or other district is almost 
permanently sho:fthanded, and this shorthandedness is 
most injurious to efficiency. The root of this serious 
evil lies in the· faulty methods of organization and 
recr!lit.ment of the Political Department. As a 
palhattve measure at least one junior British officer 
who has passed the departmental tests, should b~ 

attached to the headquarters of the province iu 
addition to the ordinary Secretariat staff, so that the 
provincial Government may be in a position to fill up 
at once any vacancy in the districts for which the 
Government of India finds itself unable, for the time 
being, to provide. 

Transfers of officers are undesirably frequent. It 
has been a common thing for an officer to hold three 
or four different posts in the course of a year, and 
St;lveral cases have recently occurred in which junior 
officers who had just learned to know their districts or 
sub-divisions and had begun to be of real use, have 
been transferred, much against their wish, to political 
posts in Persia or elsewhere, in which their adminis
trative training was of no use to them ; their appoint
ments here being left vacant for long periods, or at 
best filled by new officers who had still to learn the 
district and the work. Against this evil, too, the 
provincial Government is at present powerless. The 
only effective remedies would be :-

(a) The re-organization of the Political Depart
ment on the lines of an ordinary tndian 
Commission, the methods of recruitment 
and promotion being adopted which have 
been found necessary in the case of such 
Commissions, and a sufficient reserve being 
maintained. 

(b) The clear recognition of the fact that a large 
proportion of the appointments in the 
Political Department, including nearly all 
the Baluchistan appointments, are now 
partly or wholly of an administrative 
character, and of the principles that 
frequent transfers of officers holding 
administrative charges are particularly 
harmful, and that whenever possible, the 
fresh calls which must from time to time 
occur for Political Officers should be met 
from among the ·incumbents of purely 
political posts. 

(c) A more careful observance of the principles 
laid down in Article 197 of the Oivil 
Service Regulations regarding the grant, 
etc., of leave, and particularly of the pro
visions of clause (b) ; 11 Th.e Local Govern
ment• may refuse to grant the full amount 
of leave applied for in any case, .and should,· 
by the exercise of this power, so regulate 
the date of an officer's. return from leave, 
as to cause as little change as possible in 
administrative arrangements." 

I do not consider that larger powers are required 
for the Quetta municipality, the only one now existing 
in Baluchistan, or that its functions could be suitably 
extended. We have at present no District Boards. 

The institution of ji1·gas or Oouncils of Elders, 
which is indigenous to Baluchistan already furnishes 
us with Advisory Councils. These Councils sit almost 
constantly at the headquarters of each district, sub
division or tahsil, and any matters which the local 
jirgas cannot dispose of are referred to general ji1·gas 
of the notables of the whole province (known as shahi 
or royaljirgas) which meet in the spring at Sibi and 
in the autumn at Quetta. The duties of these Councils 
are primarily judicial, and they are often convened 
under the provisions of the Frontier Crimes Regula
tion, but in fact their functions are not confined to 
those laid down in the Regulation, and they are of 
great value as Advisory Councils in matters of general 
administration and as interpreters of the ·customs and 
wishes of the people. In addition to the formally 
constituted jirgas, it is a well-established practice for 
District Officers when on tour to hold informal 
as~:~emblies (which are called" darba1•s ''but have none 
of the formality of an Indian darbar) of the notables 
and headmen of each locality, and to discuss with 
them freely any local affairs which require settlement. 
Such an assembly, where, owing to its public and 
comprehensive character, facts and feelings cannot be 
misrepresented without the practical certainty of 
immediate detection, is a much more effective instru
ment for arriving at a clear and sympathetic under
standing of the condition and wishes of the people 
than would be a selected or elected Council, which 
could hardly fail to lend itself to faction and intrigue. 
To endeavour to formalize these indigenous institutions 

* i.e., in this case the Government of India in the • 
Foreign Department. 
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by embodying them in rnl~s or enactments wo~~ be 
very likely to destroy thell' usefulness. The ;trgas 
may be regarded as Administrative Councils m the 
sense that they take part in the judicial admi~trati?n· 
I do not think any other form .of .Administrative 
Council is at present possible or desU'able. 

I do not think that village communities as such 
could be given greater powers in the disposal of local 
affairs. 'l'he most important members of such co~
munities already exercise not unimportant pow~~ m 
criminal and civil cases, as members of the Jlrgas 
referred to above. 

37998. You heard the evidence of the former witness 
as to the method of land revenue assessment ; was 
what he said correct ?-It was practically correct. 

37999. How long is your settlement for here ?
The settlement just expired was for ten years ; the 
one which I am now carrying out has not been fixed 
as to term, but I shall have to make proposals on the 
subject. 

38000. What length of time should a settlement 
stand good for ?-I intend to propose only ten years, 
in the case of the Quetta tahsil, because I do not think 
the conditions are sufficiently permanent to make it 
safe to have a longer term. 

38001. Is that from the point of view of a possible 
increase or decrease ?-From both points of view. fr 
the number of troops increases largely here there 
would be a possibility within ten years, in some parts, 
of a consi(lerable increase ; on the ot~er hand every
thing in thls countrr depends on irrigation, and there 
is very little certamty about the irrigation sources 
over a term of years ; we have not yet been long 
enough here to know precisely how they will act in 
the long run. 

38002. Is the whole of the crop here irrigated?
Practically ; in a. good year there is a certain amount 
of rain cultivation, but only in good years. 

38003. Might Assistant Commissioners and tahsil
dars be given any power of remission or suspension ? 
-I hardly think it is necessary. I think a mistake 
has been made in the previous evidence as to the 
Political .Agent's powers. The Political Agent has 
power to suspend, and does suspend, subject to report 
to the Revenue Commissioner, and communication is 
so rapid and easy between Political Agents and the 
Revenue Commissioner that I do not think there is 
really any necessity to give local officers powers of 
remission ; they have simply to represent the matter, 
with the necessary details, and orders can be given at 
once. No Political Agent would hesitate to suspend, 
pending reference to the Revenue Commissioner. 

38004. Do you say the same with reference to 
takaai ?-Yes; I do not think there is any necessity 
for au extension of the existing powers. There is 
very little rigidity in our system of collecting takavi ; 
we do not press a man who is really unable to pay 
punctually, and it is only a question of a little more 
interest accruing. 

38005. But what do you say as to making advances 
originally?-There is a proposal to give certain powers 
to Sub-Divisional Officers to grant takat:i, which I 
think is desirable. 

38006. But you would not delegate the power as far 
as a tahsildar?-No; it should stop with the Sub
Divisional Officer for the present. 

38007. You say that you have been obliged to cut 
down expenditure and that you have had to make 
repeated applications to Government for additional 
assignment,_s ; have you generally got those assign
ments ?-No; we have sometimes got them, but not 
a.s much as we have asked for, and in other cases they 
have been refused. 

38008. Is the pre!'8n~ settlement, that is to say the 
1908 settlement, ~h1ch 1s now coming into operation, 
on the whole satl~actory ?-I can hardly judge. I 
confess I do not.q.mte u_nderstand what the working 
of the new conditiOns will be, but, of course there is 
much to be said in favour of the view that wh~re there 
is practically no increase in revenue, it really does not 
matter whether you have to meet little or much of an 
increase in expenditure-you cannot do it. 

38009. In the case of any future increase in expendi
ture are you to bear one-half and the Government of 
·India the other half ?-Quite so. 

38010. Is that an improvement on the existing state 
of affairs ?-It will be so, if at the . settlement a 
reasonable margin is allowed for the necessary growth 
of expenditure ; that is, if in the standard which is 
fixed for our assignment by the Government of India, 
a reasonable allowance is made for the necessary 
growth of expenditure during the currency of the 
settlement. 

38011. But this settlement would not come to you 
in the course of your ordinary work unless you were 
conducting the negotiations at the time you were 
acting ?-It was I who sent up the proposals for a 
settlement. 

38012. And in that settlement were the Loc!J.l 
Government fully consulted, and given reasonable 
opportunities of presenting their case?-The procedure 
was that I submitted to the Local Government pro
posals for a settlement, asking 'for a certaiil standard 
of expenditure and a certain annual assignment. The 
Local Government forwarded my proposals, with its 
own comments, and the Government of India passed 
orders, reducing our proposals to a certain extent and 
making this new condition as to meeting half the new 
e1'penditure. 

38013. Why do you want larger powers· as to the 
grant of assignments ?-That.is what are called mafia. 
Certain persons are allowed to go revenue free, or the 
revenues of certain villages are assigned to influential 
men, and under the present rules the Local Government 
has only power to grant this at a land revenue settle
ment, such as is for instance going on here, and then 
only within certain very nanow limits ; not exceeding 
Rs. 100 per annum in value each for life or for the 
term of settlement ; I would give power to sanction 
up to Rs. 200 each at any time, without reference to 
whether there is a settlement in progress or not. 

38014. How many such grants would yon. make in a 
year ?-Probably very few indeed; it is more the 
power than anything else ; their importance in the 
eyes of donees is far in excess of their intrinsic value ; 
they are looked on as a mark of honour. I do not 
suppose in the whole of Baluchistan there would be 
occasion to make more than half a dozen such grants 
a year. 

38015. Would not such a grant be debited half to 
the provincial and half to the Imperial Government?
No ; it would come entirely against the provincial 
Government ; it is a mere deduction from revenue ; it 
is not expenditure in any way. 

38016. You say that there ought to be a freer 
interchange between officers of the Secretariat and 
executive branches ; do yon mean the Secretariat of 
the Government of India or the Local Government?
I mean more especially the Secretariat of the Govern
ment of India. 

38017. Were you not in the Government of Inrua? 
-Yes; as Assistant Secretary for a year; but it is a 
long time ago. · 

38018. Was there a sufficient knowledge of local 
conditions in the Secretariat, or were people rather apt 
to be bound by paper regulations ?-I thought so. 
One thing that struck me at the time was (of course it 
is something that might not occur now) that as to the 
only province I knew anything of at that time, namely 
Baluchistan, no cases concerning it ever came near me 
at all, and I dealt simply with provinces as to which I 
knew, first-hand, nothing. I did my best to express 
my opinions on the subjects brought before me, but I 
felt a.t times that the want of tirst-hand knowledge 
hampered me considerably. 

38019. How long ago is it since you were at the 
Government of India ?-In the year 1891, 17 years 
ago. 

38020. And things may have altered since then?
Very likely. 

38021. You also emphasise the fact that District 
Officers are not in sufficiently close touch with the 
people ? -Yes ; their desk work ties them too much ; 
they do not have enough time to go about. 

38022. Do yon think the last witness was correct in 
saying it would be impossible, in the case of the officers 
in charge of the Quetta district, to give up the 
Presidency of the municipality in favour of a non
official ?-I think so at present ; the Deputy Com
missioner must remain President. 

MaJor boll.el'. 

20 Ma,.,; 1908. 
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' MajiYI'.AroTter. , 38023. With regard to the V:ice-President, would you 
·--' .' agree that some one could be found to take his place?~ · 

~0 MM,,l908. It would be difficult. There is one thing in favour of an 
official Vice·President, namely, tb:at it avoids all chance 
of local. jealousies. · Another point. of importance "is 
that the Political Agent must occasionally be on tour 
and so forth; and in his absence the Vice-President 
takes the chair at the municipal meetings, and it 
certainly is of importance that the Vice-President 
should know the Political Agent's policy in regard to 
municipal matters and should endeavour to carry it out. 

38024. Is n~t the' Quetta municipality the most 
important in Baluchistan ?-It, is the only actual 
municipality in Baluchistan. · ·r · · · 

·. · 38025. A~d .with the possible exception, perhaps, of 
Sibi, there is no other centre of municipallife ?-No .. " 
· 38026. With regard to the vernacular, you say that 
officers possess a fair working knowledge of it ; what 
do you mean exactly?-They have a knowledge which 
will enable them to get on in talking with the common 
people· about the common matters of every-day life. 
Officers very rarely possess the power of reading Urdu, 
or writing it, fluently. , · • 
· 38027, Is it desirable that they .should' have that 
power ?-It is a counsel of perfection ; it would take . 
an enormous· amount of time to learn to read and 
write it sufficiently fluently to carry on one's whole 
work oneself, and it would probably ruili the eyesight 
of a great many officers ; it is very desirable ~hat a man 
should be able ·to read a thing if necessary in or.der to 
make quite sure that he is· being told the truth, but to 
gain sufficient knowledge of the vernacular so as to be 
able to read easily all the vernacular work which 
comes in would mean a very long course of training, 
and to try to do it without great fluency would be an 
enormous waste of time. 

38028. Was it done formerly ?-I should doubt it 
very much. 

38029. Was it not done in the times when there 
were no English-speaking clerks ?;-There never has 
been such . a time in Baluchistan ; there have always 
been people available who could translate iihe vernacu
lar into English. 

380?0. (Sir Fr.ederic Lely.) You advocate dis-
. afforestation at the discretion of the Local Govern· 
ment ; . most of the land under forest in Baluchistan 
is not very good land ?-No; it is usually hilly, rocky, 
mountainous country. . 

38031. To fore~ee the time when it may be covered 
with trees requires a good deal of patience ?-Yes. 

38032; ·Supposing an area has been reserved for 
30 or 40 or 50 years, and a crop is just beginning to 

· appear, would you put it in the power of the Local 
Government to give up that area ?-It is very unlikely 
that the Local Government would ever lose any chance 
of maintaining a really· useful forest area, and I can 
hardly conceive their doing such a thing, especially in 
such a country as Baluchistan, where forests are so 
very rare and very precious. The· real case· I had in 

. mind in making 'the suggestion was the case of a tract 
. what we call a grass ?'Uk-neai: the Loralai cantonment, 
which was reserved under the Forest Law with the 
idea that· cavalry might get grass there ; but it· was 

. never of any use for such a purpose as the grass did 
no't grow sufficiently freely, anq it was agreed that it 
should be disa:fiorested. The people considered them
selves injured with regard· to the matter and were 
perpetually petitioning about it, so I recommended 
that it should be disa:fiorested; but before it could be 
done the whole case had to go up to the Government 

· ofindia. · · , 
38033. · Where action of that kind involves the 

abandonment of a policy which has been followed' for 
.. many years, should not every safeguard be adopted to 
prevent any sudden and ill-considered change ?
Possibly in theory it ought to be so, but in practice I 
do not think, in this province at any rate, ~here can be 
any possibility of any valuable forest being given up. 

38034. Would you approve of an arrangement that 
the Local Government might have power to disa:fiorest 
an area limited, say, to 200 or 100 acres, which would 
provide for all small cases ?-This particular case I 

. rl)fer to w.as a matter of ·a good many square miles, 
alth?ugh 1t was absolutely worthless land except for 
~raz~g purposes. The question is largely academical ; 
1t m1ght not occur once in ten years that there was any 

proposal of the sort.· 'It is somewhat incon~istent that 
the Local Government should be able to reserve forest 
without reference to the Government o£ India, and 
~liould not be able to undo its own work, so to speak., 
· 38035. Would. you advocate dividing the. cad1·e' of 

the Political . Department into two distinct divisions, 
administrative and political ?-No; not at present. .l 
do not think there should be water-tight compartments 
between the two branches of the Service, but a general 
recognition of the fact that it is desirable,. where 
possible, to use men who have . held administrative 
posts for administrative work and 1Jice versa. · 
. 38036. Is it not a fact that a great majority of the 
natives themselves are not able to read ordinary 
official manuscript ?-Quite so. I ·have very often had 
to help niy sharishtada1· to read a petition when he has 
gone wrong simply through reading the letters and not 
foll~wing .the sense, while I, knowing the sense, have 
been able to suggest the true reading of a word which 
he had taken for something else. It is an exceedingly 
difficult thing to read anyone else's writing in Urdu. 
· ' 38037. Therefore would your attitude be that 
though you woUld encourage men to practice the read
ing of manuscript, you would not make it a sine qua 
non ?-I do not think it should be. · · 

38038. · Butit is a most useful accomplishment, once 
a~q uired ? -Most useful, undoubtedly. 

38039. (Mr. Dutt.) How is the land revenue fixed~ 
is it field by field, or estate by estate, or village by 
village ?-Estate by estate ; what we call .a1 mahal. 

38040. What is the average extent of a mahal ?
They vary enormously ; some of them run to 400 or-
500, or even 1,000 acres, and others will only be about 
6 acres. 

38041. Is the whole of a mahal owned by cme pro
prietor ?-No ; usually by several, and sometimes by a 
large number. 

38042. Do you fix the revenue payable by the mahal 
as a whole ?-Yes; and then assist them to distribute 
it over the holdings. 

38043 •. When you have fixed the rates is it made. 
known to the people, or done in consultation with 
them ?-The procedure is that you first· get sanction 
to the total assessment of· the .tahsil-what you think 
the tahsil can pay-within certain limits. Suppose 
orie says, " The revenue which I consider after full 
enquiry this tahsil can pay is between Rs. 40;000 and 
Rs. 50,000." You then set to work to distribute it over
the mahals ; you have the people of each mahal up and 
talk the whole matter over ; you tell them what you 
think they ought to pay ; they state what they have 
to say in the matter, and the thing is finally settled. 

38044. If in the course of discussion you find the 
original estimate is too high or too low, do you modify 
it accordingly?-Yes ; you modify it slightly. 

38045. Then is it sent up to the Local Government. 
for sanction ?-Yes; through the Revenue. Commis
sioner. 
' 38046. Is it sanctioned ult~matelv . by the Local 

Government or by the Government of India ?-The 
former settlement was sanctioned by the Governni.ent 
of. India, but the Punjab Land Revenue Act has now 
been applied with certain slight modifications, to the 
Quetta and Pishin tahsils, and this present settlement 
will be sanctioned by the Local Government and re
ported for information to the Government of India. 

38047 . .After the'settlement has been proclaimed, if. 
anybody has any objection or appeal·to bring forward, 
has he a chance of doing so ?-Yes ; there are certain 
provisions to that effect in the Punjab Land Revenue' 
Law. 

38048. Does the appeal go to the Revenue Commis
sioner ?-Yes; the Revenue Commissioner. exercises 

· the functions of Financial Commissioner under the 
law; 

38049 .. · .Are there any large irrigation works 
executed by Government?- Not in this tahsil i in. 
the Pishin tahsil there are. 

. 38050. Is an irrigation rate . imposed ?.,..... Yes i on the 
land irrigated by those works ; the revenue 1s . taken 
by division of crops, there is no fixed ass~ssment, an~ 
the rate is a third instead of a sixth, as· 1t usually lS· 

elsewhere. That is in consequence of the irriga~ion 
being supplied by Government. · 
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38051. Have you no irrigation works in any other 
place where the revenue is taken in money and not in 
kind ?-In the Nasirabad tahsil, which has b~en 
recently taken over, which is ~ga.ted .from the Sm.d 
canals there is what is called an xrngat10n rate, that IS 
to say there is an irrigation settlement. The area 
under ~rop is measured, and according to the crop on 
land a certain rate of revenue is charged, half of 
which goes to the Bombay Irrigation Department, and 
half as land revenue to the local revenues. 

38052. In those cases is the irrigation rate consoli
dated with the land rate?-Yes. 

38053. (Mr. Hicl!ens.) What is the rule with regard 
to appeals by officials?-The first appeal would lie. to 
the Political Agent against any Sub-divisional Officer's 
order. 

38054. Do you mean if a Sub-Divisional Officer 
dismisses a man ?-He could not dismiss, only the 
authority that appoints can dismiss, and the. Political 
Agent is the authority that appoints. 

38055. Can the Political Agent dismiss a man ?
Yes. ·An appeal would lie to the Revenue Commis
sioner and then to the Agent of the Governor-General. 

38056. What are the rules as to appeals to the 
Government of India ?-I am not sure. 

38057. At any rate, whatever they are, should they 
remain as at present?-! think so. I do not think there 
is any harm in appealing to the Government of India. 

38058. If there is at present an appeal to the 
Government o~ India, you would keep it, and if there 
is not, you would not grant it, the idea being that it 
is not worth while altering the existing state of affairs, 
because it would create discontent ?-Yes; it would 
create a certain amount of discontent ; and there is 
also the possibility that the lower authorities may· have 
overlooked some point which ought to have been taken 
into account. 

38059. Is it necessary to go beyond the Agent to 
the Governor-General in the way of appeal ?-As a 
m~·ter of practice people very seldom do, but I should 
b inclined to leave the power. 

\ 38060. Even if there is not a power of appeal, it is 
\ o en to anybody to send in a petition ?-I do not 

'lhink you can restrict the right to send in petitions. 
· f 38061. Then you could hardly prevent either the · 

Local Government or the Government of India from 
· considering those petitions ?-No. 

38062. Therefore you would not gain very much 
even if you did restnct the right ?-No; any one who 
imagines himself aggrieved will usually go on to the 
very last authority he can reach, and it rests with that 
authority what they will do, with his appeal or 
petition. 

38063. Do you agree with many of the other 
witnesses that transfers are very frequent ?-Yes ; very 
frequent. 

38064. Do you agree that three years is a reasonable 
time for an officer to remain in one district ?-I 
doubt the possibility of laying down any hard-and-fast 
rule in the matter, or at least of laying down any rule 
that will be conformed to. The exigencies of the 
Service will require that an officer shall be transferred 
before he has done three years' or five years' service, 
and it would be impossible to keep him for any fixed, 
time. I would suggest that more attention should be 
paid to recruiting, so that there shall be sufficient 
officers for all the places, and not too many officers, 
and that care and attention should be given to the 
principles governing the grant of leave. 

380?5. Would you ret~n the present arrangement 
bywhtch officers are recrmted for Baluchistan ?-Yes· 
I think so. I 

38066. You would not have a separate Commission 
for Baluchistan ?-No; the cadre would be altogether 
too small. 

38067. Is it desirable, where possible that officers 
should remain theirwhole service, in Bal~chistan from 
the point of view of the Public, or even fro~ the 
point of view o~ efficient work ?-I should say not ; I 
should say certamly that officers should not remain all 
their time here-there should not be a sort of s11b-cadrs 
for Baluchistan. Exchanges between provinces within 
limits are decidedly desirable. 

38068. ~o~ long would it take ~ man to get to 
know a d1stnct ?-.Be should know hlS district pretty 
well within a year. 
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38069. Including the language ?-Not. if he has not Major Archer. 
known the language before. . 

38070. Are there objections to an officer remaining 20 M®'.,.l90S, 
say ten years in one district, from the point ofview of -
the efficxent administration of the district ?-It is such 
a quite unlxeard-of · contingency that I really hardly 
know what would happen. 

38071. It has been stated on more than one occasion 
that an officer might get into a groove, and it would be 
desirable to transfer him ?-In his own interest it 
would be desirable, and probably; in the long run, it 
would be in the interests of general efficiency, because 
no doubt he would get into a groove. 

38072. So that you think in the interests of general 
efficiency it is not desirable to keep a man for !J. long 
time in one district ?-I think not; the term which 
was suggested by a previous witness was di~>tinctly too · 
long when he said that five years should be a minimum 
and ten years the maximum. 

38073. What is the control of the Foreign Depart· 
ment o.ver the British districts of Baluchistan ?-The 
Foreign Department has the same control as it has, for 
instance, over the North~West Frontier Province. 

38074 •. In practice, do they exercise that control, or 
are they merely a post office ?-,-In a sense they are 
largely a post office no doubt. · Questions concerning 
law, for instance, would go to the Legal Department 
for advice, and in the same way, the Revenue and 
Agriculture and the Finance Departments would be 
consulted, and the Foreign Department would, as a 
rule, follow the isuggestions received from these other 
departments. 

38075. A part from political questions, all the 
Foreign Department is really. concerned with is the 
appointmeot of officers ?-Yes; that is the only thing 
they really control. ; Of course they very often modify 
the suggestions of other departments ; I do not say 
they are always accepted in their entirety· at all; I 
have frequently myself modified a draft sent to me 
by another department, which I s,aw would not do •. 

38076. Then the Foreign Department does exercise 
a certain influence ?-Certainly it does. 

38077. Is that desirable ?-Certainly ; mo.st desirable. i 

38078. Why ; what special knowledge can it have? · 
-It has the advice of its local officers, and it has their 
special knowledge at its diaposal. 

38079. But not more than any other department of 
Government ?-But it can judge of the weight of that 
knowledge much better than any other department can, 
and is less influenced by special departmental considera
tions and more by political considerations. 

38080. Taking British Baluchistan proper and the 
Agency territories, to all intents a.nd purposes are they 
not in the same position as, for instance, the Punjab, 
from the administrative point of view ?-No; I think. 
not. 'fhere is a very marked distinction in the fact 
that a great deal of the law administered in Bal,uchistan 
is not British Indian Law at all, but .. customary local 
law-the law administered oy jirgas and so forth. ' 

38081. (Mr. Meyer,) It has been stated that there 
have been many transfers in the province from one 
district to another; is that the case ?-Yes, there have 
been many transfers no doubt. . · . 

38082. What is the object ofthat? Your pay is by 
personal grading, so that, so far as pay is concerned, it 
profits a man nothing whether he is at Quetta o1• 
whether ·he is at Sibi ?-At present it does not, but 
formerly there used to be certain local allowances 
which were larger in some districts than in others. 
They have now been abolished. · 

38083. Have the local allowances had anything to do 
with transfers ?-Nothing whatever, I should think. 

38084. A man was not transferred to a district in 
which there were considerable local allowances because 
he was a senior officer, and the district was popular ?
No; as a matter of fact the largest allowances were 
made for the outlying and unpopular districts. 

38085. One can understand the Foreign Department 
finding it expedient to move a man from here to 
Rajputana and vice versd, but why should they be 
always moving him about within the province itself?-. 
I cannot say. Changes in which I myself have been 
personally concerned have been between the Politio'\l 
Agent's office at Quetta and the Revenue Oommhl· 
sioner's office. I have been Political Agent at Quetta 

D 
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Major Arc!Mr. and officiating Revenue Commissioner alternately 
tP-!1 II eleven times during the last four years; those changes 

~0 Mar., 1908. were involved in other changes in the department, and 
were partly officiating appointments, so that, every 
t1me I went to officiate as Revenue Commissioner, 
someone had to be brought to officiate here as Political 
.Agent, which would account by my case alone for a 
considerable number of changes; probably there are 
many other similar cases. 

38086. As regards the suggestion that greater 
stability might be secured by having a separate cadre 
9r sub-cadre for Baluchistan, you said that the number 
of men was too small; but might that not be remedied 
to a cert!J,in extent by a time-scale ?-It might, as far 
as promotion is concerned, but then the question of 
getting into a groove comes in. I doubt whether it 
would be advisable to have such a very small Com
mission, and it has, I believe, been found undesirable . 
elsewhere. . 

38087. Do you share Mr. Williams' scepticism as to 
the expanding character of the provincial revenues? 
-I am afraid they will not expand. 

38088. Have they not expanded in the past ?-The 
chief expansion has been in excise revenue, which is 
one that, it is to be hoped, will not be carried much 
further. There has not been any really large expansion, 
I think, in land revenue. · · 

38089. I find from the Gazetteer that at the time of 
the settlement of 1897 the provincial revenue was 
supposed to be 9! lakhs, while at the present settle
ment it has increased to 13 lakhs. So there has been 
an increase of about 50 per cent. ?-Yes, but a large 
tahsil, the Nasirabad tahsil, has been added, which 
accounts for perhaps a lakh and a half, and there are 
also great fluctuations in the revenue, which goes up 
and. down. There is another factor-a smaller one
in that expansion, namely, that the receipts under 
police have been nominally raised by a change in the 
system of accounts ; all receipts from municipalities 
and so forth are now shewn in the accounts as receipts, 
the corresponding payments being shown on the 
expenditure side. 

38090. Then: you think the province has not a 
' good economic future before it ?-The only possible 
· directions I ·can see in which it has are excise, and 

probably mining-one cannot say positively as to the 
latter, but no doubt there are possibilities in that 
direction. 

38091. The Local Government proposes to pro
vincialize takavi ; that means that the Local Govern
ment may get a profit out of it, but on the other hand 
it is responsible .to the Government of India for any 
bad debts ?-Yes. 

38092. Would it be safe for a Local Government, 
without any expanding revenues, to undertake that 
responsibility ?-1 should doubt it, if at present we 
were not responsible for bad debts. I think the 
Comptroller of India Treasuries has charged us with 
all takavi loans which have been written off. 

38093. Is it part of your settlement ?-No ; it is not 
part of our settlement ; it is nominally an imperial 
head, but I remember some correspondence in which, 
I think, subject •to correction, they charged us with 
certain items which had been written off as bad debts. 

38094. I suppose· you objected ?-No doubt, but 
what the result was I do not know. 

38095. Is it correct to say that the Revenue Com
missioner appoints tahsildars and naib-tahsildars ?
No ; he . does not actually appoint them ; the Local 
~overnment make the appointments in both cases. 

38096. What pay does a naib-tahsildar get ?-From 
Rs. 65 to Rs. 85-there are three grades. 

38097. And the tahsildar ?-From Rs.125 toRs. 250. 
38098. Might not the Revenue Commissioner have 

power to appoint these subordinate officers ?-It is 
better on the whole that it should remain in the hands 
of the Local Government; political considerations are 
so bound up with admmistration here, that it is very 
important the Agent to the Governor-General should 
have full knowledge of who is holding executive charge 
in each tahsil of the Agency, and, when necessary, 
should express his views on the subject. 

~8099. Who posts them from place to place ?-I 
thmk the Revenue Commissioner has that power, but 
~ am not absolutely certain, because the orders have 

een changed several times lately. 

38100. The last witness said he saw no reason why 
the Political Agent or the Deputy Commissioner should 
not transfer tahsildars and naib-tahsildars within his 
own district; do you agree with that ?-No; I think 
the Revenue Commissioner should continue to do that 
for several reasons. The whole cadre is arranged by 
the Revenue Commissioner, subject to the supervision · 
of the Local Government, and he really is the best 
judge in the long run, as to what man should go to 
any particular place, and be always does consult 
District Officers mQst freely on the subject. If a 
District Officer made a suggestion that a man should 
be transferred within his district, I imagine in almost 
every case it would be acted upon. 

38101. That. be~ng so, why. should you not give 
. power to the D1stnct Officer de JUre as well as de facto? 
-In nine. cases out of ten it might be all right ; but in 
the tenth case there might be a serious objection. 

38102. Can the District Officer appoint his own 
establishment ?-He can appoint it all except his head 
clerk and sharishtadar. 

38103. Are they separate officers ?-Yes; the head 
clerk is in charge of the English part of the office and 
the sharishtada1• is over the vernacular part of the 
office ; they are appointed by the Deputy Commissioner 
with the sanction of the Revenue Commissioner. 

38104. The Sub-Divisional Officer has no power of 
appointment ?-1 think he has none. 

38105. Might he not appoint his junior clerks and 
his peons at any rate ?-I am not sure about peons
whether he does not as a matter of fact appoint ; but 
as to clerks I am afraid it would not do. The recruit
ment of clerks is a very difficult matter here. In fact 
there are orders that no candidates even are to be 
admitted to work in offices, without the sanction of 
the Local Government, or it may be now the Revenue 
Commissioner, the reason being that when a man, gets 
a footing in an office it is exceedingly difficult to 
prevent his getting a permanent appointment, and it is 
impossible to do what is very desirable, namely, get' the 
people of the country into Government employment, 
if large numbers of outsiders obtain a footing in that 
way. The outsider is nearly always the cleverer, and a 
Sub-Divisional Officer would naturally prefer to haY·' 
an efficient man rather than an inefficient one. If h{ · 
were allowed to appoint his own men, we should never 
obtain anything like a reasonable proportion of local 
men in our offices; 

38106. You think the Sub-Divisional Officer would 
appoint the more efficient outsider ?-As a rule he 
would ; but at present he can only appoint from 
candidates approved by the Local Government : there 
is some limitation there. 

38107. When you have finished your settlement 
report, will it go to the District Officer for his remarks? 
-No ; I do not think it will; it will go straight to 
the Revenue Commissioner. 

38108. Ought not the District Officer to have some 
say in a settlement that will affect his district ?-Yes; 
perhaps he should. 

38109. Do you generally have special Settlement 
Officers, or is the settlement usually done by the 
District Officer himself, or one of his assistants?
Hitherto the settlement has been always done by the 
Revenue Commissioner, in addition to his own work
that is to say the actual settlement. 

38110. But the work in the fields and the local 
enquiries cannot be done by the Revenue Commis~ 
sioner ?-The actual measurement work and the 
preparation of the records is in the hands of an 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner, in charge of the Settle-

. ment Department, but hitherto, whenever a cash 
assessment has been imposed, which has only been as 
yet in four tahsils, it has been fixed by the Revenue 
Commissioner, 

38111. So that the District Officer has not been 
informed of what is a matter of vital importance to 
his district ?-1 have no doubt he has been freely 
consulted unofficially. 

38112. Are you in favour of his having more voice 
in the matter?-Yes; I should certainly not propose 
that the report should be made to him in any way, but 
he should see it and comment on it, if he thinks fit. 

(The witnesslwithclrew.) 
Adjourned. 
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NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE. 

SIXTY-FIRST DAY. 

PESHAWAR, Friday, the March 21th 1908. 

PRESENT: 

C. E. H. HoBHOUSE1 Esq., M.P., Under-Secretary of State for India, Chairman. , 
Sir FREDERIC LELY1 K.C.I.E., C.S.I. • 
Sir STEYNING EDGERLEY, K.C.V.O., C.I.E., I.C.S. 
R. c. DUTT, Esq., C.I.E. I 

w. s. MEYER, Esq., C.I.E., LC.S. 
w. L. HICHENS, Esq. 

Mr. A. H. GRANT, C.I.E., LC.S., was called and examined. 

38113. (Chairman.) Yon are Secretary to the Chief 
CoiillD.issioner of the North-West Frontier Province? 
-Yes, since the formation of the province in 
November 1901. I have charge of the Political 
Department, that is, frontier work and the postings 
of Gazetted Officers, all Gazette work connected with 
the officers of the province except tahsildars and 
Mnnsifs (who are managed by the Revenue and 
Judicial Commissioners); and all questions relating 
to the Jail, Police, Education, and Medical Depart
ments, and the general administration, come from the 
Heads of the Departments through me to the Chief 
Commissioner. 

My duties comprise all the matters dealt with by 
the Local Administration, except revenue questions 
and Public Works. The most important matters 
dealt with by me are political appointments, jails, 
police, education and medical. 

The districts and agencies forming the North-West 
Frontier Province were separated from the Punjab with 
effect from the 9th November 1901 and formed into a 
separate Administration. Tho object of this change 
was briefly to bring the control of frontier affairs more 
directly under the Government of India, and at the 
same time to secure for the Frontier Administration 
the best expert adviser available. The province con
sists of (1) five settled districts, viz., Hazara, Peshawar, 
Kohat, Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan, which are 
administered more or Jess exactly on the lines of the 
ordinary settled districts of the Punjab, except that 
the existence of the border involves certain political 
considerations which do not come within the scope of 
ordinary district work in the Punjab ; (2) five trans
border agencies, viz., Dir, Swat and Chttral, Khyber, 
Kurram, Tochi and Wana. These agencies comprise 
(a) protected, (b) unprotected areas. In the former 
(a) Government maintain peace and order either in 
accordance with the regular law of British India or 
with the tribal law of the locality-the practice vary· 
ing according to the nature of the case ar1d locality. 
In tbe latter (b) Government merely exercise a general 
political control without attempting to maintain 
mternal peace or order. 

The Head of the Administration of the North-West 
Frontier Province is the Chief Commissioner and 
A&'ent to the Go~e~or-General. In the first capacity 
thiS officer administers the settled districts of the 
province ; in the second he conducts the political 
relations with the tribes living between the adminis
trative boundary and the Durand Line. He is assisted 
by a Secretary, and Assistant Secretary, a Personal 
Assistant, and a Native Assistant. He has also a 
Revenue and Financial Secretary, who is in his 
executive capacity Revenue Commissioner. As 
Revenue Commissioner he controls all the Depart
ments usually superviaed by a Board of Revenue or a 
Financial Commissioner, viz., Income Tax, Excise, 
Registration, Stamps, Registration of Births, Deaths 
and Marriages, Joint Stock Companies, Government 
Litigation, and Land Revenue. He is also Director 
of Land Records and .Agriculture, and performs the 
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functions of a Divisional CoiillD.issioner as regards Mf' • .A. B. 
District Boards, · Municipal Committees, and other (}ramt. 
executive matters usually dealt with by such officers,. 
excepting crime and police. 27 Jfaf',, 1908, 

The Judicial CoiillD.issioner is the controlling 
authority in the Judicial Branch of the Administra-
tion. 

The Secretary, Public Works Department, who is 
also in command of the Royal Engineers of the Mili
tary Commands which are comprised in the North
West Frontier Province, is the adviser of the Chief 
Commissioner as regards all civil works, and as Chief , 
Engineer is also executive Head of the Public Works 
Department. of the province. He has under him a 
staff of Royal Engineer Officers, who are also under 
the dual control of the civil and military authorities. 

The Inspector-General of Police controls the civil 
police forces of the province. 

The Administrati;e Medical Officer combines the 
functions of Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 
Inspector-General of Jails, and Sanitary Com
missioner. 

The Inspecting Officer, Frontier Corps, is responsible 
for the general control of the various Militia Corps 
and for the inspection of the Border Military Police. 

The post of Inspector-General of Education is at 
present vacant, and the duties of the post are carried 
on by an inspector of schools under the general super
vision of the Director of Public Instruction, Punjab. 
The question of the reorganization of this department 
is at present under consideration. 

The Accountant-General, Punjab, is also the 
Audit Officer of the North-West Frontier Province. 

The archmological. work of the frontier is in the 
bands of the Superintendent, Archmological Survey, 
Frontier Circle. 

The province is officered by-
(1) A Com:xi:rission consisting of 42 officers of the 

· Political Department of the Government 
of India to fill 34 cadre posts and leave a 
margin for leave and deputation. 

(2) A Provincial Service consisting of 20 Extra 
Assistant Commissioners to fill 18 cadre 
posts and allow for leave and deputation. 

(3) A staff of tahaildars, naib-tahsildars and 
Munsifs. 

Wider powers should be given where appointments 
are paid from provincial funds. The limit of the 
Local Government's resources will be a sufficient check 
on the exercise of such power. I would advocate the 
abolition, or, at least, wholesale curtailment, of the 
proposition statements prescribed by Article 57, Civil 
Account Code. These occupy an immense amount of 
time in the district and other offices-also in the pro
vincial Audit Office-and serve frequently to delay 
important appointments. What other purpose they 
serve is not very clear. 
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28 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE : 

Mr. A. H. There is a distinct tendency· to rigidity and uni- always expects a quid pro quo for his friendship. 
(}rant. formity in the departments of the Government of Sooner or later he comes with his petition. If 

India. Precedent is paramount. Shades of diller- granted, his neighbours are jealous. If refused, he 
27 Mar., 1908. ence obvious to the Local Government, frequently are probably sulks. A knowledge of the people, of their 

not ~pparent to the Supreme Secretariat, and what customs, and of the vernacular is without a shadow of 
has been done before must be done again. Stereo- doubt essential for the· ruler in India. But it 11hould 
typed methods of disposal are followed-e.g., 1 Sent to"··-be gaineii in the early years of an officer's career. As 
Chief Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province, an Assistant Commissioner, with but little power to 
for report, or for information.' :r'~e Secretary con- make· or mar, an officer should move freely .among 
cerned does not always fully consular whether the the people and learn as much as he can. But Wlth the 
matter is worth tro~bling about, or ~h~the! .. the ·- District_ Officer the case is di~erent. His powers to 
information conveyed 1s worth the paper it lB wr1tten make or mar are very extensrve. He must be above 
on to the addressee. This system of throwing out · all things impartial; and he must command respect 
useless information broadcast causes an immense rather than affection. E longiquo re'Verentia. Our 
amount of unnecessary w~rk; .We are told Na~ive b~st District Office~ is not a S~rickland, who can pass 
States must not make certam rallway contracts With· h~mself off as a nat1ve of five dllferent kinds. At the 
out the permission of the Government of India. We same time a District Officer should be accessible, he 
have no Native States, but departmental rigidity· should move freely among the people, give them 
insists that we must be informed. Rulings on obscure opportunities of verbally presenting their complaints, 
and phenomenal circumstances are sent to us by the and, above all things, should keep a watcq, over his 
score-only to be noted, and placed in the record .native subordinates. But beyond this, 1 personal con
room to be an incubus,·and'doubtless forgotten in the 'tact' iS neither possible nor desirable. Indeed the 
almost impossible event of their ever being required. 'discussion as to whether our officers have sufficient 
A more careful discrimination in the demand for 'opportunities for personal contact with the people is 
report and the endorsement for inforrp.ation would, academic for another reason, viz., that however much 
induce routine work enormously, without impairing · leisure we give the ordinary Executive Officer, he will 
the adnrlnistr~~otion in the least. But more fruitful · not spend much of it in cultivating the society of the 
than these in the general waste of official time is the people. With increased facilities for visiting England, 
incessant call 1 for opinion.' Secretariat rigidity and our present westernised standard of living, the 
demands that no Bilt · should pass, no important custom of keeping native mistresses has disappeared, 
Resolution be effected, no new rule of movement be and with the improved morality so effected there has 

. brought into force .without the formality Qf calling been a marked falling off in the Anglo-Indian's know
for all available opinions on the subject, whether ledge of native ways and native character. The breach 
worthless or ·not; . Provincial Governments receive· between East and West has widened, and, except for 
the call from the Supreme Government and echo i't to the few native gentlemen whose birth and education 
the districts, and it is often re-echoed by the district give them the ent1·6e into our society, we have practi
office to the tahsil. Hundreds of inexperienced officials cally no relations with the Indians that are not official. 
spend hours of valuable time in formulating opinions The East and the Wes~ will not be brought nearer 
on matters of which they know nothing-opinions by reducing the office work of the Collector. This 

, which are doomed to the darkness of the . district can only be effected by the gradual breaking down of 
provincial or imperial record room, as the case may be. the social barriers that intervene between the races, of 
Indefinitely greater discrimination is required in which perhaps the most formidable is the purdah 
demanding opinions ; and opinions called for in this system. Whether such a change is ultimately desirable 
way will carry the greater weight and be of the greater is open to question. In the meantime so long as the 
value. English in India faithfully and disinterestedly bear 

Imperial Departments are hampered by their :finan- the burden of administration-a burden which the 
cial limitations. This ·leads .to more deliberate Indians could net support alone for a week-this whole 
departmentalism than any other cause .. The Army matter might be left to evolve in its own way. 
Department must refose an overworked Cantonment No increase is required in the administrative staff of 
Magistrate the necessary assistance to avoid cumbering this province, The Peshawar district is overworked 
the military estimates with such a charge, and the anq unwieldy; and the question of its partition is now 
civil estimates are called on to bear the cost. Similarly under consideration. 
a. ra~":ay g~ard-house must ~e a charge. against the The grant of wider powers to Collectors will not 
A~mstrat10n and not agamst the railway. ~he necessarily involve any departure from the rule of 
~eBlre to show a l~rge profit often actuates the Irng:a- appointment by seniority. For the appointment of 
t1on D~partment m the same way. Apart from ~hlB, Commissioners the rule in most provinces is at present 
there 1.s no.t a .m:u-ked tendency to depart~en.ta.hsm. seniority tempered by selection, and should remain so • 

. :W:hen 1t ensts, 1t 1s the out~ome genera~ly of mdiVldual Transfers are never unnecessarily, but often unde· 
idiosyncrasy. ~he remedy 1s a change m t~eperso?nel sirably, frequent. If we were always allowed our full 

· ?f the Secretar1at concerned. . As f3:r as thlB proVlnce strength of officers, and i£ the Government of India 
IS co~cerned, the G?vern?lent of India are not markedly could leave the personnel unchanged as far as possible, 
dommated b~ cons1derat10n~ of revenue. . frequent transfers would be obviated. 

The function of IIU!pecliors-General and Directors l·am not in favour either of Advisory or of Adminis-
und~r the Government of India ~h?uld be purely trative Councils. 
adVlBory so far as departments adnumstered by Local . . 
Governments are concerned. The appointment of 3811.4 .. Does the work of the Revenue al,ld Fman01al 
such officers has caused a considerable increase in .the Comnusswner c?me throu~h. you ?-No, hlB work goes 
work of District Officers, and more definite rules direct to the Ch1ef CommlSBloner. 
regarding the correspondence of suc'h officers direct 38115. And of the Judicial Commissioner ?.-:.The 
with the district are required. · Judicial Oommissioner's work, .so far as it involves 
. The idea of 'personal contact' with the people admini~tr~t~ve questions, come t~roug~ ~y office; his 
threatens to become a fetish, and · a gre.at deal of ~ctual JU<'J!.Clal work con~ected Wlth pet1t~o~s for mercy 
extra.vagant nonsense is · talked about 1t. In no 18 dealt w1th by the Ass1stant Secretary m my office. 
country can the peasa~try and their rulers-whether 38116. With what department of the Government 
?£ . the same or of . dllferent races-;-~e ~n terms ~f. of India does this province correspond ?-It corre
~tima~y. Class, apart from race, distmct10ns ~ake .1t sponds mainly with the Foreign Department ; that is, 
~mposs1~le. . The people themselves do .not like 1t. on all questions connected with the frontier and 
~he. Wilt.s~:tre yokel resents the attentions of .th~ political matters ; but for the last year or two we have 

district ':B~tor. M.uch more so does the PunJabl been -allowed to correspond with other departments, 
peasa?t !fullike a prymgSettlement Officer. M?reover, the Home Department, the Revenue and Agriculture 
re~ mt~m~y, .the re~l con:fidenc? of equality and Department, and so on, direct on subjects connected 
fr~en~ship, 1s lmpractHJable. Str1ve as be may, a with them . in fact, the Foreign Office now merely 
p1stnct O~cer. can never know ?lore than a few men d ls with dur political and Gazette work. 
lD each 1 village. These very likely belong to one ea 
faction, ~nd unconsciously the officer becomes affected 38117. Where a~e the ~fficers o~ the cad1·e of the. 
by the Vlews of that faction Indian society as we North-West Front1er ProVlnce obtamed from ?-They 
kilo~, is from the top to th~ bottom a net-~ork of are all members now ?f the Political Department ?f 
~act1?n, and one cannot mix with it without unawares the Government of India, who make us over a certam 
tending to take sides. Apart ·from this, the native strength, a strength of 43 officers to man the 34 cadre 
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posts of the province; as a matter of fact, they do not 
generally make us over the full strength for various 
reasons; we are short now.. · 

38118. If an officer goes on leave, have you to supply 
the vacancy out of your own cadrd ?-Yes, they give 
us a strength of 43 officers to man our province and to 
allow for leave and deputation ; the Chief Commis
sioner is allowed to work that entirely himself, subject 
to the reservation that four appointments, the Revenue 
Commissioner, the Judicial Commissioner, the Political 
Agent, Khyber, and the Political Agent, Malakand, are 
to be made by the Government of India. 

38119. Outside the 43 officers ?-No, from the 43 
officers, but we have to obtain the approval of the 
Government of India ; otherwise we make our own 
appointments direct. 

38120. Of these four appointments you have men
tioned, the Chief .Commissioner selects out of his 43 
·officers an officer he thinks suitable, and he is appointed 

# subject to the approval of the Government of India? 
-Yes, or rather the Chief Commissioner recommends 
to the Government of India that the officer's appoint
ment be sanctioned and the Government of India 
sanction it ; it is the same thing. 

38121. If you want a new officer, yQn have to obtain 
him from the Foreign Department ?-Yes; they con
stantly take an officer out of our 43 if they want an 
officer specially for Baluchistan or some place, as. they 
often do, and they send us new officers whom they 
cannot otherwise dispose of· from ontside-officets 
returning from lea~e and so on. 

38122. So that the 43 are only nominally yours ?
.They are a changeable quantity, and that is what gives 
us a great deal of trouble and causes a large number 
of undesirable transfers. 

38123. Then you say that there is too great an 
attempt on the part of the Foreign Department to 
administer the frontier in detail ; what do you mean 
·~xactly by that ?-If a petty raid, for instance, occurs 
1n the Peshawar district, the Foreign Office will very 
often wire to us to ask for a more detailed report than 
we have perhaps already submitted ; they will wire 
down and say, "Have you taken precautions to send 
out Border Police; what steps were taken to cut off 
~be raiders ; what information was given," and so on ; 
m fact, they take up the case of an ordinary raid with 
which the Chief Commissioner is obviously com-f,etent 
to deal, from the executive rather than the secretariat 
standpoint, and attempt to deal in detail with a 
matter which the Local Administration is probably 
best qualified to deal with itself. 

38124. After a raid of this sort do they say to you 
11 You must have a police post here, or a post of obser~ 
vation there" ?-They would hardly pass as definite an 
order as that, but they would write to the Chief Com
missioner and ~Y,,"It seems tha.t your police arrange~ 
ments are qwte madequate, will you kindly let us 
know what arrangements you propose in order to pre
v.ent,~he recurrence o~ a raid in this particular direc
tion, and call upon h1m to devise proposals perhaps 
t~at he has ~eady been considering, or tb~t he con~ 
Biders undes~ble for some pa~tioular reason. Of 

·course, when 1t comes to a quest10n of the movement 
· of troops and so on, we perfectly realise that the 
Supreme Gove~ent ~ust. have the last say, but in 
matters of detail there ts a little tendency to interfere 
or rather I should say there was. ' 

38125. Has there been a change ?-In the last few 
months there has been a distinct change. 

38126. How long would you say ?-In the last two 
months, l!lly. 

381.27. Does this refer only to disturbances on the 
frontier ?-It. ~efers \I> political matters of that sort 
and ~the~ political J?l~~t€rs, too ; for instance, as to the 
con.stitutlOn of. a Milit1a corps, we may make proposals 
wh1eh are designed to meet definite local conditions 
and the Government of India will examine these and 

·say," lib, no, we do not do this with the Brahui levies 
or the Zhob levies, or some other corps and we do not 
see w~y we should do it here." It is ~ot so much the 
que~t10n of expense, but the desire to get uniformity 
in these things, and very often we find ~bat both in 
on.r Border Po~ice and our Militia and so on, there is a 
hilure to realise that our proposals are based upon 
some definite local exigency. _ 

· 38128. Then you say that ·there is a continual.de- lt!r • .A. H. 
mand for reports ; is that also by the Foreign Depart- thant. 
ment ?-Yes. It has been markedly less of late. 
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38129. Again within two months shall we say ?- ilf:::..l • 
Two years ago the Government of India called for a 
report upon every offence that had occurred in the 
last ·year of Lord Curzon's Viceroyalty. The lin~! was 
rather taken up that we bad not kept the Government 
of India fully informed of the state of lawlessness 
which had existed on the border.. As a matter of fact 
that was due to a misunderstanding ; there had been 
full reports. Since then there bas been a continual 
call for, first of all, a telegraph report of every frontier 
incident, to be followed by an exhaustive report in 
detail by letter. That, of course, in a matter which 
is likely to lead to the eventual use of troops, is abso-
lutely nece8sary, but where the incident is more or 
less a police matter, or a small m:atter which the local 
officers could quite well dispose of themselves, it 

· obviously wastes a good deal of valuable time 'writing 
these elaborate and detailed reports ; the Politica.I 
Officers concerned would be much better employed in 
seeing thejirga and settling the case. 

38130. You think that there is clear line of de
marcation between what are called police matters and 
frontier matters ?-A very clear line. ·. 

38131. You have something to say to us aboutj~gir 
· grants ?-Jagir grants where political conaiderations 

enter in, come into my branch as well as to the 
Revenue Commissioner. The Local Government or 
the Local Administration has infinite power of punish
ing and infinite power of degrading and so on, but 

. very small pow.ers of rewarding. Especially on the 
frontier, where special service is a. thing often of the 

, greatest value to ns in times of emergency, it would 
be of great value to the administration to have the 
power to grant life pensions, or more especially jagirs, 
which carry :with them a certain status. 

. 38132. Up to. what extent ?-The actual 'financial 
limit would have to be carefully considered. If we 
were allowed to make grants up to a value of Rs. 500 
annually that would meet the case ; it is a matter of 
detail that would require consideration. 

38133. Does the question of .opium come before 
you ?-I~ bas a political ~pect inas~uch as opium 
18 an art1cle largely grown m Afghamstan, and if we 
do not let it in lawfully it will certainly find its way 
in unlawfully. 

. 38134. Doesit as a. matter of fact now?-Yes, there 

. is no question that it does. I have not seen the last 
statement as to the quantities, but it .has for years 
past come in in large quantities. 

· 38135. You say that a practice of appealing has 
: grown up which does not come under Ie!ml restrictions 

or regulations ; do you deal with that? -When 
appeals come to the Chief Commissioner, I deal with 
them. 

38136. Do a great number of them come to the 
Chie~ Commissioner ?-No, not a g~:eat number, but a 
certam number. In the case of men dismissed from 
Government Service and degraded from Government 
Service, generally after having appealed from the 
authority that dismisses them to the Head of the 
Departmen~ . con~rn.ed, they very often put in a 
further pet1t1on-1t .18 more or less a memorial-to 
the .Chief Commissioner moving him to take· action in 
the matter. The number varies ; I should not think 
there are more than perhaps 30 in a year. 

38137. Do they give much trouble ?-No, not at all. 
38138. Do you think it would be unwise and unde

. sirable to curtail the right of appeal ?-I think it 
would be the greatest ·mistake that we could make. · 

38139. So that whether it gave trouble or not or 
. whet~er it comes under legal definition or executave 
practice, you would leave it alone ?-I would leave it 
~lone ; it would be very much resented if we altered it 
many way. 

38140 .. Is there any rule here about employment of 
offi~rs m the Secretariat ?-There is no limit of 
penod ; the general rnle followed in most Local 
Governments is followed here, that an officer puts in a 
certain term of service. 

38141, Does any rule govern the· tenure of the 
appointment of Chief Secretary here ?-No. 
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38142. Then the Assistant Secretary?-There is no 
rule governing the appointment of Assistant Secretary, 
but it is a generally understood rule that he should not 
hold the appointment for more than two year~. 

88143. With regard to the Revenue and Financial 
Secretary, is there any rule ?-No, he is the same as 
the Revenue Commissioner .; he holds the appointment 
indefinitely. 

38144. Then the Public Works Secretary ?-There 
is no rule as to him ; his appointment is really more in 
the hands of the Government of India than ours ; he 
is also the Officer Commanding the Royal Engineers 
of the military districts ; we take as Secretary of the 
Public Works whoever happens to hold that appoint
ment at the time. 
· 38145. That practically covers the Secretariat here? 
-Yes; there is also a personal .assistant to the Chief 
Commissioner. 

38146. That is a purely personal appointment?
Yes. 

38147. Therefore we may say that there is no rule 
governing the appointment of officers in the Secre
tariat ?-No.-

38148. You have no Commissioners of divisions 
here ?-No, the Revenue Commissioner acts as a Com
missioner of a division throughout the province ; there 
iS no Divisional Commissioner ; the Deputy Commis
eioners deal directly with the Local Adminis~ration. 

38149. (Sir Frederic Lely.) Do most of the men who 
are sent to this province remain for life in it or any 
long period ?-;-~he.pro~ce has only been_goin&: since. 
1901, so that 1t 1s xmposs1ble to say; the m.tent10n is 
that they should not remain for life in it-that they 
should have. a spell of service elsewhere under the 
Political Department in Persia or Baluchistan or 
Myso~e or in the Central In~an Agencies ; but a 
Frontier Officer as a rule, haVIng acquired a know
ledge of the language and the particular local know
ledge required for. frontier work, should certainly 
spend the greater part of his service on the frontier, 

38150. Does it. often happen, or has it happened, 
that a man who has been trained for years in strictly 
political work in a Native State is' transferred to this 
province and put chiefly on administrative work ?-It 
has occurred. Within the last year. we have had two 
or three officers transferred to this province, men of 

. considerable standing, whom we found it impossible 
to provide for in suitable posts without giving them 
eit~er · administrative or judicial appointments, for 
which they ·were, we must frankly admit, not alto. 
gether qulllliied at the time, but owing to their stand
ing in the Service it was impossible to provide for 

. them otherwise. What we would prefer would be 
that as a rule the new officers sent to us should be 
young officers who could be put into subordinate posts 
and could learn their frontier work, the special expert 
work required, and gradually, having acquired that, 
could go into the higher posts, and that our higher 
posts should .be filled from inside. Of course, that 
cannot altogether be carried out with fairness to 
other Administrations, but that would be the ideal 
arrangement so far as we are concerned, rather than 
that we should have senior officers with no knowledge 
whatever of administrative or frontier work suddenly 
dumped on us. 

38151. May not the work of the Indian Political 
Department be broadly divided, into administrative 
work and political work ?-Certainly. . 
. 3.8152. Would it be possible and advantageous to 

diVIde . those two departments between two distinct 
branches, so that a man may have a training in one 
only and remain on that work throughout his career ? 
-No, that would be a great mistake. The exigencies 
of the service demand so frequently that men should 
move from one to another, that it is necessary that 
~hey should acquire experience in both. 

38153. If a man was not able to move from one to 
. anothe~ that would avoid difficulties ?-Yes but there 
would meVltably arise the difficulty of pro~ding ·for 
them. We have on this frontier now one of the 
finest P?litical Officers probably in India· he is a man 
~! con111~erab~e s~an~g ; the. difficulty 'now is what 
lw do With ~~m m thts frontier ; he· cannot remain t· ays !!- Poht1cal Agent in an out-agency because the 

. Ime will .Pome .when he is too senior for that. ~t 

might be possible to move him down as a Resident to 
a Native State elsewhere, but he likes the frontier and 
would prefer to remain ou the frontier ; the difficulty 
is that he lacks the qualifications for advancement on 
the frontier itself, where the highest posts must neces
sarily combine political and administrative functions. 
The Chief Commissioner himself, for instance, must be 
a man of wide administrative experience as well as 
political experience; if you were to isolate the two 
departments you would never get a man who was 
qualified to be Chief Commissioner here. 

38154. Would it not be possible to disintegrate 
them ?-I do not think so. 

38155. Is t~at not a practical drawback?-:-It is. 
Under the present system of training they send the 
most junior Politicals to us here to be trained in ordi
nary ad~strativ~ work ; they go th~ough a settle
ment trammg, they try second and third class cases 
and by the time they have worked two years at that 
they have a good administrative groundwork · then if 
t~ey go for a few years into purely political V:orlr. they · 
will retain enough knowledge of administrative work 
to fall into it again when they are brought back to that 
work eventually. 

38156. Is that the best system ?-I think it is much 
· the best system. 
· 38157. You object to the practice o~ calling upon a 
large number of people for. their opinions. I suppose 
you would admit that if the number of people called 
upon is limited to a. very small number some men who 
would give a useful opinion may be left out?..;... Yes, 
one would be risking that, certainly. 

381.58~ Outsiders, who perhaps may see most of the 
game?-Yes. 

38159. Would not the difficulty be met if it were 
understood clearly that no one should respond to a 
call for opinion unless he had something really to 
say ?-I am afraid that the tendency on the part of all 
officers, especially youngish officers in districts, whether 
they know anything about the matter or not, is to 
was.te time in trying to formulate an opinion which 
may gain them .credit afterwards. 

38160. Is that not because they are expected to say 
something, whether they have something to say or 
not ?-That may have a great deal to do with it, but 
there is the element of personal vanity coming in. 

38161. They do not like to admit ignorance ?-They 
do not like to admit complete ign'lrance, particularly if 
they are very junior ; a man likes to have recorded 
something, that may or may not be wise. 

38162. If we take the course you suggest it will 
happen sometimes that valuable opinions will' be lost? 
-That may happen sometimes, but if the Secretariat 
use a wise discretion in the selection of persons from 

·whom they call for opinions, as a rule they will get 
the bulk of the best opinion on the subject. It is 
very easy for a Secretary simply to say, "Send t() 
everyone for their opinion" ; it is much more difficult 
for him to sit down and say who are the people whose 
opinions should be asked ; but if he is to do that 
and to formally note, " I propose to ask so and so and 
so and so," there is no doubt they would very soon 
come to a stage in which it was known in each 
Secretariat where the most valuable opinion would 
come from. 

38163. The subjects are very various ; some would 
be able to give an opinion on one subject and others 
to give an opinion on other subjects ?-That is true ; 
still, the mass of time wasted and the mass of unneces
sary record that has got to. be waded through in the 
Secretariats under the present system, are a greate,r 
evil than the chance of occasionally losing a valuable 
opinion by calling only upon a selected number. 

38164. Would it not meet the case to add to every 
call for opinion an express prohibition to responding 
at all if the person called upon had nothing to say?
It would certainly meet the case to a certain extent, 
but I still think you .would find the other the better 
course. 

38165. At present does not a sort of impression 
exist amongst Government Officers that when papers. 
like that are sent for their opinion they are expected 
to say at any rate something, and tha~ they will be 
put down as rather inferior officers if they sent down 
no opinion at all ?-No d~ubt there is that tendency, 
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38166 . .And it would be well to remove that im
pression at any rate?-Yes. 

38167. You compare the feelings of the people 
towards the District Officer with the resentment felt 
by an Englishman at the visits of a district visitor in 
England, but is that. a fair comparison ?-I did not 
mean it to be absolutely a close comparison ; I meant 
that the things were parallel. 

38168. Then upon the same subject you go on to 
apeak of the " prying" Settlement Officer. We 
associate the word "prying" with impertinent curi
osity-is that a fair epithet to apply to a Settlement 
Officer ?-Not in all cases, but in several settlements I 
have known it so. The Settlement Officer very often 
resolves to write a book on the manner!! and customs 
of the people with whom he is dealing, and he becomes 
necessarily prying then. 

38169. But do you mean that it is a usual thing for 
Settlement Officers to write books upon their work ? 
-In the case of nearly every settlement the Settle
ment .Officer brings out a volume of what is called 
tribal law, or local law or ethnology, or a short mono
graph of the people amongst whom he bas been work
ing for six or seven years, and in order to compile that 
book he does become, what I consider, prying. 

38170. Is that a typical thing for a. Settlement 
Officer in the North-West Frontier Province ?-I have 
experience with regard to the Punjab and the North
West Frontier Province, and I think it is quite a 
usual thing. 

38171. Has not the typical Settlement Officer to find 
out as much as he can of the people in order to make 
a just ·settlement ?-Certainly. 

38172. Do not the people realise that, or do they 
reg?l'~ his e~quiries as promoted by impertinent 
cunos1ty, as 1s suggested by the word "prying"?
Does the word suggest so much as that ? I certainly 
had no intention of applying the first epithet. I think 
that the people, to a great extent, realise there is an 
honest effort being made to understand their circum
stances to the fullest extent, but a great many of them 
regard it as an actual nuisance that a man should 
come round and sar,, " Do you wear a blue pagri when 
yo~ are married ? ' and ask questions of that kind 
whtch are, no doubt, of great interest to the ethnolo
gist, but which are of very little interest in a village 
itself. · 

38173. Is there a general feeling of resentment with 
regard to it amongst the people ?-I would hardly go 
the length of saying it is resentment ; it is more 
perhaps acute boredom. 

38174 .. Wh~t~ver meaning may be attached to the 
word prymg, ta 1t not the fact that a great majority of 
District Officers are not Settlement Officers · do you 
apply/our remarks to District Officers gene~ally ?
No. do not know that all District Officers are 
prying ; the whole. drift of my remarks is that there 
ts a danger of settmg up a false ideal of the District 
Officer ; that the District Officer of the John Nichol
son tyJ.le, who ruled from the saddle with a rough and 
ready Justice is an ideal which it will be just as well 
to put aside now, and there is a very prevalent idea 
amongst a great number of people that if the District 
Officers lived up to the ideal of hobnobbing with the 
people W? should not have had any of that unfortu
nn.te feeling of ~nrest which was so markedly notice· 
nble last year m India. But my view is that the 
absence of this old intercourse between the District 
Officer and the people has had nothing to do with any 
nnr~st1 nn~ th~t . w~th ~be advance of our present 
admimstrntiOu 1t 1s mfimtely better that the District 
9fficer should be rather more aloof than he used to be 
1n the days of our predecessors in India. 

3.8175. But would you not admit that it is very 
destrable he should be entirely accessible to the people 
and also that he should have some intimate knowledge 
of the people ?-Certainly. 

381 ?6. That does not necessarily imply the con
fidentml relati.ons. to which you refer ?-Quite so. I 
say tha~ a Dtstnct Officer should be accessible ; he 
should live freely amongst the people, and above all 
t~at he shou~d .keep a watch over his native subor
dinates, but 1t 1s wrong that we should allow this 
outcry which has occurred in so many articles which 
have been written on the subject of unrest, and to 

allow the idea to remain that it is want of personal 
contact between the District Officer and the people 
which has led to it. 

38177. I was rather trying to get your view as to 
what should be the attitude of the District Officer?
I think the District Officer should be accessible, and 
that be should allow the people to come to him on 
offici'll matters, that be should hear ·patiently their 
complaints out, that he should not do as one of our 
ideal District Officers here once did, namely, Atart 
from a place in the middle of the Punjab with simply 
a sponge bag and no other luggage and ride to 
Peshawar, taking altogether three weeks to do it, with 
no money,· or anything else1 living at guest houses, 
washing when be could fin<t water, and living more 
or less among the people as the people themselves 
lived. 

38178. But was he not eccentric ?-He was a man 
who has been held up as rathe:r an ideal tYIJe of what 
the District Officer should be, and it is that ideal which 
I want to protest against. · 

38179. Then you go on to say that the ideal Officer 
should command respect raliher than affection ; do you 
suggest that it is not possible in these days to do 
both ?-I think it is very difficult. to command 
affection. · . 

3~180. Is not the sort of man who can pass himself 
off as a native of five different kinds, possessed of 
histrionic qualities and rather wanting in robuster 
qualities usually ?-Possibly, but even if he combined 
the higher qualities, I belie~e we should prefer that he 
should not have the histrionic qualities for the pur-
poses of administration. · 

38181. Would not the very best officer be all the 
better for knowing one or two languages ?-Certainly, 
and I have said that a knowledge of the vernacular is 
essential to a good officer, but I do not think a 
knowledge of the vernacular, as well as the people 
talk it, is at all essential. 

38182. (Mr. Dutt.) You said that the Revenue and 
Financial Secretary bas the powers of the Divisional 
Commissioner for the whole province, that he is the 
Director of Land Records and Agriculture, and that he· 
is the Divisional Commissioner with regard to 
Municipal Boards. Practically is he the Head of the 
Revenue Department under the Chief Commissioner? 
-Yes. 

38183. In the same way as the Judicial Com
missioner is the Head of the Judicial Department 
under the Chief Commissioner ?-Yes. 

38184. Have the settled districts been withdrawn 
from the jurisdiction of the .l:'unjab Chief Court since 
the formation of the province?-Yes. 

38185. You have· said that there are 43 officers in 
the Commission, but is that the correct number ?-As 
a. matter of fact, the number is rather doubtful. In 
one letter from the Government of India, they state 
the number to be 41 and in another 43, so that I split 
the difference and say 4t, but the matter is really now 
under correspondence with the Government of India. 
Our cadre number is 34, and if you add 20 per cent. to 
that it makes 42 ; the thing bas not been quite clearly 
settled yet. · 

38186. The ProvinCial Service consists of 20 Extra 
Assistant Commissioners. Who appoints them ?-The 
Chief Commissioner. They begin at Rs. 250 a month 
and .then, a.ccording to the period of their service, they 
rece1ve an mcrement after five years to Rs. 300, after 
10 years to Rs. 350, and they go up to Rs. 800. I 
think, although, as a matter of fact, none have gone 
further than Rs. 600. 

38187. Are these men taken from the Subordinate 
Servi~es ?-Part~y; we have the same system as they 
bave.m the PunJab; we have one· register for direct 
appt~mtments to the Provincial Service and another 
for the .appointment. of men of approved service such 
as tabsildars, :Munsifs, and other subordinate officers 
who are recommended by the Heads of Departments. 

3818il. As a matter of fact, are the majority of 
them taken from the Subordinate Services, or are the 
majority of them appointed direct ?-The majority 
have been taken from the Subordinate Services. The 
province has been going only for a short time, and we 
have had very strict rules about those who are taken 
direct, qualifying, so that there bas not been much 
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MJ', :A. H. time, and only two or three men have bad time to 
Grant; qualify and take appointments. About 17 of our 

Extra Assistant Commissioners have been taken from 
!7 Mar.., 190S. the Subordinate Services, while three hav~ been 

. appointed direct. · . 
. 38189. Is the tendency to take them direct, having 

regard to their educational qualifications ?-Yes, we 
are very strict about that. 

38190. Is there a District Officer ip. every one of 
your · five districts?-Yes, in every one. of the five 
settled districts. 

38191. Is the Deputy CommisSioner the Chairman of 
the District Board ?-Yes. . 

38192 •. It is said in the. Chief Commissioner's note 
that the Commissioner has of late years effaced him
self more and more-have you any remedy to suggest 
with regard to that ?-Those remarks with regard to 
the Divisional Commissioner refer to India generally, 
and not to this province alone ; we have no Di-yis~onal 
Commissioner here at all; the Revenue Commissioner 
is also the Divisional Commissioner . for the five 
districts; so that you may take it these remarks refer 
to India generally. 

38193. Is educatio1,1 directly under ,YOU ?-All educa
tional questions on which the administration has to 
pass ord.ers come to me. 

38194. Including primary education?-Yes. · "' 
38195. Is primary education mainly now in the 

hands of District.Boards?-We got an imperial grant 
of Rs. 40,000 last year for the purposes of primary 
education and that is being expended separately, but 
the majoriiiy of primary schools are in the hands of 
the local bodies. · 
. 38196. In the. villages in this province have ~ou 

generally one recognised headman in each village . -:
Very often more' than one. Most Pathan villag!')s are 
divided into various sections, and each section has a 
headman, or malik. 

38197. Do you get any help from these maliks in the 
matter of village administration ?-Not much. 

38198. Is it possible to obtain any kind of help by 
organizing panchayats from among them ?-No, that 
is quite impossible, I am afraid. 

38199. Is the jirga known in this ·province ?-Yes, 
the jirga system iS very largely worked. 

38200. Is it knowu. only amongst the frontier tribes, 
or iii it known in the settled districts ?-It is used in 
the settled districts as an addition to the ordinary law. 
· 38201 .. Do you sometimes refer cases to the/jirga 
for settlement ?-Very frequently. 

38202. Who has the power of dispo11ing of such 
cases ?-The Deputy Commissioner. 
· 38203. Does the Deputy Commissioner when he 

thinks a case is a suitable one, refer it to them ?-In 
a settled district when a case of.sufficient importance 
ocllurs, and it is quite obvious there will not . be 
sufficient proof to lead to a judicial conviction, and 
yet there.is no doubt that an offence of a serious kind 
has been committed, the question is referred by the 
Deputy Commissioner to a jirga and the accused has 
the power of challenging the members; then when a 
suitablejirga has been. appointed it makes its enquiry, 
probably; goes to the spot, looks through the police 
files and so on and comes to its own conclusion, and if 
the Deputy Commissioner agrees with the finding, he 
convicts the accused and passes sentence in aocordance 
with the law. 

38204. Are the jirgas appointed as occasion arises ? 
-There is no standing jirga ; it varies ; it may be a 
jirga of three men or it may be a jirga of· thirty men, 
and it is appointed by the Deputy Commissioner by 
name. 

38205. Would it- be of any adyantage to appoint a. 
standing jirga in· each district or sub-division ?-No,. 
that would be a great mistake here, because there is so 
much faction and party feeling that it is essential in 
appointing a jirga to take into consideration the 
particular jirga you appoint in each case, and to be 

. sure that you are appointing a jirga which will be in a 
position to give an impartial finding. · . 

38206; Do you have· to be careful in every. case.?
Yes. Our constitution in the frontier is not suf
ficiently aristocratic to admit of a standingjirga ; there. 
are not, as there is in Baluchistan, a large body of 

... 

leading men i their numbers are so . few and. far 
between, and the constitution is on the whole so 
democratic that you could not hav.e a standing jtrga. 

38207. So that on the whole you think the way in 
which the }irgas are worked is the best way in which 
they can be worked ?-Yes, and on the whole they are 
doing useful work. 

38208. (Mr. Hichens.) Reference is made in the 
Government memorandum to the rigidity of the 
Government Secretariat, and a tendency on their part 
to absorb power. Is that a very marked tendency?
It varies with the person11el of the Secretariat con
cerned. There have been periods in the last seven 
years when there has been a distinct tendency on the 
part of the ·Government of India· to centralise to a. 
degree and demand to have the detailed disposal of all 
matters ; but that varies very much with the pmonnel 
of the Secretariat concerned, and with a change· of 
Secretariat. you often get a change of attitude in the 
matter. · \ 

38209. Would the same thing be true as to pro'viTtci!l.l 
Secretariats and their relations to District Officers?__; 
'Yes, it varies with the Head of the Administration or 
the Local Government, and very much with th& 
Secretariat. Some Secretariats W!J.nt to know every· 
.thing, and are constantly calling for reports and infor
mation upon everything, while other Secretariats are , 
content to leave greater discretion to local officers. 

38210. Then it lS not a matter upon which very 
much stress need be laid ?-No, it is rather. a matter 
upon which theHead of the Local Government should 
be asked to keep a watch, than, to lay down ·any 
general principles ; he ought to take care not to keep·, 
in his Secretariat people who are too grasping of 
authority-that is what it comes to. . . 

38211. Allusion is made to departmentiili.sm, and, as. 
I understand, it has the effect o£ underminiug the 
power of District Officers and Commissioners and so 
on ; is that an inevitable tendency due to the progress 
of civilisation, or is it one that can be checked ?-It 
might to a great extent be checked; with the creation 
of all these Imperial Departments Excise, Veterinaryt 
Agriculture, and.so on, the work of the Deputy Com
mis$ioner is both increased by constant. references, and 
his actual power and position is. often trammelled by · 
their intelference. It may be that it is. a transition 
stage, which we a~e going through now. to.wards a 
much better state of things when only agncultural 
experts will manage agriculture and so on, but at. 
present, in this transition stage, the Deputy Com
missioners are harassed by extra work and th& 
strength of their position is marred by the removal. 
from them of so many things as to which t},l.ey had 
absolute authority iJ;L days gone by. · 

· 38212. Taking two points in which the Deputy . 
Commissioner is possibly more interfered with than in 
any others, namely, Public Works and education~ 
would the argument in favour of departmentalism b& 
that the work is more efficiently done ?-Yes. 

38213. Would you, if you had your way, sweep.· 
away those departments ?-No, I should say with 
regard to a thing like primary education, it sh_o~ld, as , 
far as possible, be lef~ to the De:{luty qomm.l.Ssloner. 
and in the case of h1gber educat10n, With regard· to 
high schools colleges, and Universities, it is obvious 
that. they w~uld be more efficiently managed by a 
special department.. Where the actual lower w~rk of . 
education is concerned I should preclude the mter
ference of the department as much as possible. Th& · 
Deputy Commissioner is more in touch with ~he . 
people and much more able to persuade the leading : 
men t~ send their children to school than any depart- . 
ment possibly could be. One must be dependent in · 
the early stages of education, to a great extent, on the · 
District Officer. With regard to Public Works,. pro
vided the two staffs wilJ co-operate freely, it is better. 
that the Public Works. Department should be. through-
out responsible. · 

38214. Co-operation between the expert dep~rtment. 
and the District Officer is the best way to secure 
efficiency?-That would be the ideal, but you can very· 
seldom get complete co-operation. 
. 38215. The idea is not to abolish the departments? · 

-No, the departments are inevitable. ·. 
38216. A point is r~ised with. r~g~rd ~o the growth 

of codes· and regulat10ns, and 1t 1s tmphed that many 
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{)f the regulations which are laid down are too minu~e 
and are unnecessary; is there a marked t~ndency ~ 
that direction ?-There has been a great mcrea~e m 
the number of codes and rules, and t~ey are s.o mm~te 
that very often a great deal of time lS spent m calling 
the attention of people to the fact that they hav~ been 
disregardina rules which they have not bad time to 
read and the correspondence mounts up enormously 
in that way. First the Secretariat makes a code ?f 
rules on a subject. and issues them i they are dis
regarded, and tbed there is a lo_ng correspondence 
pointing out that they have been .disregard7d, but.the 
net result is not very much mcrease m effiment 
working. 

)
. 38217. What is the procedure in .regard to issuing 
rules ; can the Head of a lJepartmen~ issue them ?---. 
There are two kinds of rules-certam rules may be 
issued under law-nearly all the acts of law authorise 
the Local Government or the Local Government, with 
the previous sanction of the Governor-General in 
Council, or the Financial Commissioner, or . the 
Revenue Commissioner, as the case may be, to lllBUe 
rules under the .Act ; and then there are also de
partmental rules or regulations which any Head of a 
Department is at liberty to issue. Of course, as a 
rule he would take the orders of his Local Govern· 
ment or .Administration, before issuing any rules of a 
drastic nature, but it practically amounts to this that 
the Head of the Department concerned can issue a 
great number of rules. · · 

38218. Would it be desirable from the point of 
view of checking regulations, to limit the number of 
persons who can issue them ?-Yes, that might be a 
remedy, but the whole thing again is question of 
personal work ; a wise Administration will tell its 
Heads of Departments that it does not want its officers 
over-burdened by unnecessary rules, and that u. curb 
should be put as far as possible on the issue of general 
instructions. 

38219. But there is nothing 'definite which can be 
laid down ?-No, it is rather a canon of administration 
than any hard-and-fast law. 

38220. .A canon of administration which has been 
agreed to a priori from time immemorial ?-Yes, and 
broken ever since. · 

38221. And if it has been broken ever since, is there 
a reasonable ground for supposing that it will go 
on ?-If strong attention was called to it something 
might be done, but there is nothing more lihan that I 
can suggest. 

38222. Have you any direct instances as to specific 
subjects governed by regulation in which it has oc
curred ?-The only instance I can give is· with regard 
to the rules regulating the import of carbide of calcium 
and certain explosive materials, which never come our 
way at all, but as to which we are ordered by the 
Government of India to issue general instructions of 
a peculiarly complicated character, although those com
modities do not materially concern us and we have 
nothing to do with them. 

38223. Then the instructions do not hurt you?
No, except that there is a good deal of time wasted in 
dealing with them. You have to draft them and send 
them to the local officer who, if he is a conscientious 
man, would enquire whether there was any carbide of 
calcium in the district, and a good deal of time is wasted 
in that way, 

38224. I understand you think it desirable, from the 
~oint of view of the North-West Province, that your 
JUnior officers should stay here at least two years to 
learn administrative work thoroughly, and be then 
transferred to a Native State, and be transferred back 
again?-Yes, and of course, better st.iJI, I would leave 
him as long as possible ; the longer a man stays the 
more useful he is, but we are bound to have a certain 
amount of give and take between this province and the 
rest of the department-there must be a flow between 
the two. They get short of officers elsewhere and 
want some of ourl'l, or we get short of officers and have 
to take some of theirs ; but in order to make the flow 
between this province and the rest of the department 
as little injurious as possible in the interests of the 
work, I would suggest, as a rule, that junior officers 
should be kept with ns until they have fairly mastered 
the rudiments of their work, and then we should have 
no objection to their going to Native Stutes or else-
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where and coming back to us later, qualified for higher M'l' • .A. H 
appointments without upsetting the administration. (fiou.nt.. 

38225. Is it an advantage or disadvantage to. the 27 Mar.,1908, 
administration that junior officers shoUld have a Wlder -
experience than could be obtain~~ in ~ne pro~ce ?-:-
It is no advantage to the administration, certainly as 
far as this province is concerned ; the conditions are so 
special that it is of little or no advantage to us to get 
a man with experience of Mysore or Rajputana or 
elsewhere, because he bas to learn everything anew 
here, and his former expe~ence is of no use. adminis-
tratively. It may make him a better officer if h.e has 
wider experience perhaps, but that s~ely applies to 
everything. 

38226. From the point of view of the Administra~ 
tion would it be a benefit if some of the permanent 
offi~rs went, say, to another province for a year in 
order to see how things were worked and in order to 
get a wider experience which would fit them more. for 
the bigger posts they would have to hold ?-It llllght 
possibly be beneficial, except of course that the transfer 
of an officer after a year would involve a general post
ing all down the line-other:wise it would have some 
educational value and prevent us getting too cramped. 
In all small provinces there is, a great tendep.cy that 
way. 

38227. Would you say that the desirability of retain~ 
ing a man in a post for a long time was greater with 
regard to the position of a Deputy Commissioner or 
some analogous position ?-Yes, such as a Political 
.Agent or a Deputy Commissioner. 

38228. How long do you think it desirable that a 
man should be kept in a post of that sort ?-I should 
say four years ; he might come back to it if he went 
on leave, but four or five years is quite long enough, 
because if he remained longer he would get one-idea'd 
and begin to lose a sense of th~ import~nce o~ other 
work, and he is very apt, havmg acqmred so much . 
knowledge of the people, to be inclined to take sides 
m a country which is absolutely over-riddeii With 
factions. He cannot help it, but unconsciously he has 
his particular friends and advisers among the people, 
·and he is affected by their advice. 

38229. What is the difference betwe~ an agency 
and a district ?-The districts are what were the 
settled districts of the Punjab, and they are absolutely 
the sai:ne as districts in the United Provinces, for in· 
stance, and are worked on practically the same lines. 
.Agencies are the large tracts of country which lie 
between the administrative border of British India 
and the Durand. Line, that is, the border of .Afghani· 
stan. These large tracts of country are often of a 
very rough character, and are divided into protected 
and unprotected areas; that is, that a fine line runs 
along each side of the road through each agency so to 
speak, and on each side we protect a certain area, that 
is to say, we tell the people that we must have the 
peace and order of an ordinary British district main
tained in that area. 

38230 • .Are they the same as Native States ?-Not 
in the least ; there is no ruling Prince, there is no 
King ; you cannot call it a democracy, it is an anarchy 
with a sort of loose tribal jirga which occasionally 
takes action for common purposes, but murder, blood
feud, and vendetta, and so on, are of daily occurrences 
in these tracts, and we take no notice of them unless 
they occur within our area. We merely exercise what 
is called a political influence over them. 

38231. (Mr. Meye1·.) .Are not officers of the Political 
Department, as a matter of fact, sent for administra
tive training in the Punjab as a rule ?-Both in the 
Punjab and in this Province now ; for the last three 
years they have sent us four to five probationers for 
training each year. 

38232 • .And the conditions in your settled districts 
are very much the same as those in the Punjab ?-Yes. 

38233. You say, "Give a man administrative training 
in this proYince, and then let him go to the political 
area outside, and then come back to us ; " but is that 
not exactly what is done?-Yes ; as probationers they 
only stay for a year, and they exP-rcise practically no 
powers ; it is just at the end of the year when we 
could really use them they go away ; if they were left 
with us for another year or two years as fuU-J,]own 
officers, then they would have acquired experience of 
which we should have the benefit. 

• 
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· ~8234. Is your point that the present term of 
apprenticeship should be extended ?-No, let them 
finish their apprenticeship in one year, but let them 
stay with us as full-blown officers for two years after 
that. 

38235. You mentioned the case of an officer who was 
an excellent man with regard to frontier political work 
but who was not competent to fill an administrative 
charge, and that there was difficulty in finding him an 
appointm.,ent with remuneration suitable to his standing. 
Up to the highest appointments now in the Political 
Department, are not your salaries all fixed by personal 
grading ?-Yes, they are in the agencies, but you come 
then to the question of Residencies which are appoint
ments bys~lection, and, in this pr?~ce th~re are .thr~e 
Residentsh1ps-:the Chief Comm1ss1onersh~p,, wb1ch. 1s 
a first-class Residency, the Revenue Commissionership, 
and the Judicial Commissionership. ' 

38236. I£ a man was so very valuable as regards 
political work proper, could not the difficulty you 
mentioned be overcome ?-But a man does not want 
to spend his whole life in places where the amenities of 
life are small, and he looks forward after 10 or 15 
years of trans-border agency work to work elsewhere. 
Such an. officer as I speak of cannot look forward to 
a Com~ssionership, because he lacks the necessary 
administrative training, and in the same way it is 
doubtful whether an officer of that sort would be 
qualified to be .Agent of the Governor-General in 
Baluchistan or Chief Commissioner here. ' 

38237 . .Are there not prize appointments in every 
Service to which ordinary officers do not attain as a 
ma~ter of course ?-But every officer has a right to 
.expect that his training will be such that he may carry 
the baton in his knapsack-there should be nothing in 
his work to prevent him rising to the highest office. 

3A238. The Chief Commissioner asks for full powers 
· in regard to the appointment of Political .Agent at 

Bannu and the Khyber, but is that not.a little incon
sistent with what he says when he acknowledge~ that 
in th~s province special control of the Government of 
India is necessary, in regard to frontier relations ?-I 
do not think so, because as a matter of fact, under the 
present arrangement we have the power of appointing 
the Political .Agent at Wana, which is probably an 
infinitely more inflammable spot than. even the Khyber, 
·and we can appoint the Political .Agent at Tochi and 
Kurram, which are places which involve quite as much 
difficulty as the Khyber and. Malakand, and it appears 
to me undesirable that in the case of these two places 
the Government of India should reserve to themselves 
a patronage which is simply the survival of an old 
system and old ideas. When the Chitral war took 
place and the Malo.kand .Agency was created it was 
placed under the Government of· India, and as such 
the appointment lay with them ; in the war of 1897 
owing to certain difficulties with regard to the Khyber, 
the Government of India said they could not leave it 
to the Punjab to select the Political Agent of the 
Khyber in future and that they would do it, so that 
these two appointments are really survivals of days 
antecedent to the creation of the separate Frontier 
Province. 

38239. But logically, would not the Government of 
India be in a strong position in saying that if any one 
of these officials was able to set the frontier in a blaze, 
they should have some voice in his selection? -Yes, 
but the same thing would apply to Wana, and even 
more so. The logical development would be that they 
should take over the whole of the postiJ;I.gs of the 
frontier, because any .Assistant Commissioner, and 
especially at W ana, could set the frontier in a blaze if 
be wanted to. Either let the Government of India 
assume full responsibility for the whole of the appoint
ments, or abolish the anomaly by which they rnake 
two appointments only owing to a survival of old 
customs and the reservation to themselves of a certain 
right. The only reason why we object to their doing 
so is that it involves a great deal of correspondence 
whenever an appointment is made, and much more 
than appears on the surface. If the Government of 
India would prefer to make the postings throughout 
the province, we have no wish to retain the power. · 

3824,0 .. Your position would be, then, that the Chief 
Com~lSSl· ·ner ought to be trusted to make these 
~tpomtments, and that if he makes them injudiciously 

e Government of India ~hould be able to come down 

,, 
on him ?-Quite so, in the same way as they ·would 
have the right to come down on him now in other 
places. 

38241. You complain that you are not allowed to 
have your own provincial Gazette ; have you ever 
asked the Governm)'lnt of India for permission to have 
a Gazette of your own ?-No, we use Part II. of the 
Gazette of the Government of India ; it is not that 
we want a Gazette of our own ; we do not want to 
have any more thll.n we have, but we should like to 
publish our postings in Part II. of the Gazette above 
the signature of our own Secretary. It is not from 
any ~esire to appear to exercise greater patronage that 
we WlBh for any change, but because it gives trouble ir 
sending .notifications from us to the Government o:.. 
India and from the Government of India to the Gazette 
of India ; it would save one unnecessary link in the 
chain. 

38242. Why should you not have a Gazette of you~ 
own ?-We should have no objection to that. 

38243. You deprecate transfers, but have there not 
been a good many in this province ? For instance, I 
see that . Major Blakeway says that there have been 
numerous transfers in his district in . the last three 
years, namely, seven changes in the .office o£ District 

' Judge, four changes in the office of Commandment, 
Border Military Police, and so on ?-Yes. 

.38244 .. Is. not the Local .Administration, not the 
Government of India, responsible for those moves?-,;. 
The Local .Administration certainly is directly respon
sible, but the Government of India ·are indirectly 
responsible. The Government of India at the begin
ning of every cold weather dump on us perhaps four 
or five Political .Agents of high standing whom we 
have to provide for, and every officer who comes to the 
province involves a general posting, so that everyone 
has to move down a step or two which means a change 
of posting all rou:n:d. .At the beginning of the hot 
weather the Govermpent of India call upon us to 
provide various officers in order to fill vacancies else
where, due to their officers going on leave, and the 
departure of these officers causes a general posting 
again, an..d changes have to be made again all down the · 
line. The effect of that is that with a Civil List that 
is constantly changing and fluctuating and with a very 
small cadre these changes are perfectly unavoidable, 
and there is no juggling which can obViate them. · 
' 38245. Except possibly a time-scale of pay ?-I" d9 
not think that would obviate them ar be popular. We 
have just had ou:r pay altered, and another alteratio~ 
would cause great alarm. 

38246. Is the present. system of administering the 
Frontier Province bound to cause more transfers and 
more dislocation than under the old system when· the 
districts were manned by men of the Punjab Commis
sion ?-Probably, but if one were to examine. the 
Civil Lists from 1897 to 1901 one would see the same 
thing occurring, from sickness and other reasons ; 
transfers were nearly as frequent in former days as 
they are now. " 

38247. Is not a transfer on: the frontier much more 
hurtful than it ·is inland ?-Not if you have a staff 
which has been serving on the frontier for some time·; 
for instance, Major Blakeway has been, on and ·off, 
Deputy Commissioner of Bannu for the last six years, 
and as soon as he comes back after an absence he picb 
up the threads at once in the same way as officers who 
have been in a district for years are able to do so. So. 
long as you have a permanent staff of officers who 
know the frontier fairly well, I do not think it.is very 
injurious though it may be undesirable. 

38248. In the case of the Baluchistan frontier a1·e 
not the conditions very different ?-Yes. 

38249. So that a man who knew the Baluchistan· 
frontier, coming here, might be actually misled by 
what be thought his knowledge ?-Quite so. 

3il250 . .As to Extra-Assistant Commissioners, you 
have a self-contained cad1·e and full liberty of appoint
ment; why are there so many changes made ?-Be
cause we have nearly always to fill up four or five 
appointments properly reserved for Political Service 
Officers. .A.t the present moment there are five ap
pointments reserved for officers of the Political Depart
ment which we cannot fill owing to the shortness of 
officers, and we have to fill them with Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners ; hence the continuous transferring 
and juggling. 
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· 38251. When an officer goes on leave not exceeding 
siJ: months, say a Deputy Commissioner, st1ppose you 
have an Assistant Commissioner in the district who 
knows the district, but is not the next senior on the 
roll, would you put him in ?-We should put in the 
man on the spot, provided he was qualified at all to 
carry on the duties. . 
· 38252. That is in the case of privilege leave vacan
cies?-Yes. 

38253. But what about vacancies for six months?
In the case of a vacancy of six months we should 
consider the matter. We have never been so well off 
for .Assistant Commissioners that the particular 
problem has really arisen. I can think of. two or 
three cases in which we have filled privilege leave 
vacancies with Junior .Assistant Commissioners on 
the spot, but in the case of a six months' vacancy we 
nearly always have to move a man from elsewhere. 
If there is a suitable .Assistant Commmissioner on the 
spot we should not hesitate to put him in, in pre
ference to another man. 

38254. Who appoints tahsildars here ?-The Re
venue Commissioner. 

38255 • .And naib-tahsildars ?-The Revenue Com
missioner subject to the approval of. the Chief 
Commissioner. 

38256 . .And he posts them ?-Yes. 

38257. You want proposition statements done away 
with. Is nqt a proposition statement the only clear 
way by which the sanctioning authority can gauge the 
actual strength of the office it is desired to increase 
and the actual addition proposed to be made to th~ 
strength of it?- -I should have thought that simply a 
statement that the office consists of 40 or 50 clerks 
and that it is proposed to add two more would b~ 
infinitely more simple than the present an·angem(mt. 

_38258. Would you be surprised to learn that in the 
·Fmance Department I have over and over QO'ain 
received letters from Governments from which it 
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qui~e impossible to see what was exactly contemplated 
until one referred to the proposition statement?
Of course I have not had experience in the Finance 
Department. 

38259. The Local Government speaks of discourage
ment to District and Executive Officers from men 
being promoted mainly with reference to their deeds 
in the Secretariat. Surely Sir Harold Deane's OWll 
career is a refutation of that ; he was not in the 
Secretariat nt all ?-No. I may say for myself that 
the remarks in that part of the Local Government's 
Note I do not personally agree with at all. 

38260. Your own view is that the good man gets his 
. chance whether in the Secretariat, or out of it ?:_I 
think so ; it does uot matter what work yon do so long 
as you do it strenuously. 

38261. I think that you are not in agreement with 
the Government memorandum on the matter of 
appeals ?-No, personally I am not. · 

38262. It is stated there, for instance that there 
should be no appeal against the dismissal of an officer ? 
-I do not agree with that at all. 

38263. Would it not rather run down the attraction 
of the Public Service if the fate of an officer were 
plar.cd i~ the h_ands of one man, however distinguished ? 
-Certamly ; 1t would be the greatest mistake that we 
could make. 

38~64. ( 8il· Stcyuing Edgel'ley.) What are the 
rela_hons of t~e Deputy. Commissioner with your 
Pohce Officers m the Provmce ?-The Superintendent 
of Police is, for the general purposes of the main· 
te~nn.ce of l~w anc.l order, the subordinate of the 
Dtst.nct .Magistrate, but departmentally as re()'ards 
the. mterior e~onomy and discipline of the' police force, 
he lS under hm own Inspector-General. 

_38~65. So ~hnt for the .Purposts of outside use the 
D1stnct Magistrate can Issue orders and direct the 
movements of the police ?-Quit-3 so, for the main
tenance of peace and order and the detection of crime 
and so on. 

38266. Regarding these diaries which you complain 
are a great tax upon the clerical establishment · how 
m.:my cop~es do you. hav~ to send away ?-It ~aries 
With particular diams ; m the case of the Khyber 
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diary, I think that comes to the General Officer Com- .'Jl1', ..4.. H. 
manding, to us, to the Foreign Department, to the (}rant, 
Malakand, and to the Quartermaster General. Most 
of them go to five or six different quarters. .27 .MM.,l908 

38267. Have you no facilities for printing them 
here ?-They are all printed in the Foreign Office; thel 
are first of all typewritten in the Political · .AO'ent s 
office on a duplicator machine ; probably they ba~e to 
be done twice in order to meet the full number of 
copies that are sent out. It is essential to have them 
sent out promptly, otherwise they lose their value. 
Then they are sent to the Foreign Department, who 
print them and distribute them in print to all the 
offices that have already had them, so that they may 
be made up into neat books, and the typewritten 
copies are then dostroyed. .All that, of course, involves 
a great deal· of clerical work. · 

38268. You could not print them here ?-N~. Our 
own diary we do send in type ; we can print our 
own here, but as a matter of fact the delay in printing 
the .Agency diaries would detract very much from 
their value ; their whole value is that they are a ·very 
prompt account of what has happened.a week before 
in the .Agency. 

38269. The printing would not take more than 
twenty-four hours ?-It would mean much more than 
that; Wana is four days' post from here. 

38270. Has it !lOt to come here to be dflivered ?
It goes direct from W ana to the General Officer at 
Dera. !~mail Khan; that is o!llY a day off; .if we 
posted 1t hera he would not get 1t for eight days instead 
of getting it the next day. 

38271. But the copies which go outside the province 
could be printed by the Foreign .Office ?-Yes ; a good 
many of them are printed.and distributed in that way. 
I tbmk the whole idea of the diaries is a little over· 
done ; there is a little too much said in them. 

38272. It has been suggested in some parts that it 
would. be a good thing to test the genuineness of the 
desire to appeal by raising the stamp duty on appeals 
to the Local Government or the Government of India · 
what is your view about that ?-I do not think that~· 
at all necessary ; appeals are not sufficiently frequent 
to demand that. 

38273. Have you any ideas about the training of 
young Civilians. ?:-I .think it is important to give 
th~m a go?d.trammg 1~ _revenue work and (above all 
things) cnmmal and civil work first, and not to give 
theiD; any political work until they have done all that. 
I. t~~nk the !llost dangerous thing is· to give young 
Ctvilians the 1dea that they are going to be diplomats 
before they have learnt the law. 

· 3827 4. Do yon think the year they at present spend 
in England is useful ?-I think it is. 

_38275. (Chairm_an.) It has been suggested"that yon 
might perhaps bnng them out to India and use some 
central training place, such as the new Police Schools 
to teach them the languages and customs of th~ 

. people, revenue law and village accounts and so on, 
would you prefer the year at home ?-I think the year 
at home is better. · 

38276. You tell us you get asked for opinions and 
so .• on; are these really very numerous ?-They are 
fairly numerous. In our general proceeding" I notice 
there are about eight or nine a month which might 
very ?ften be aboliKhed without doing anyone any harm. 

38277. Opinions upon what sort of subjects ?
Every kind of subject ; the price that ought . to be 
allowed for the purchase of a motor car for a Govern
ment officer, the suitability of the law to amend the 
limitation of suits, the desirability of legislating with 
regard to Insurance Companies (which we do not 
possess)-absolutely every question that could come 
under the head of administration we are asked for 
opinions upon. 

38278. Who send you these ?-The various depart
ments of the Government of India. The Legislative 
Department sends us practically all Bills and all law 
for opinion, and a great many of those do not really 
concern us nearly. The Revenue Department sends 
down a great many revenue references ,for opinion, 
and we get a great many from the Home Department· 
question!'! referring to the whole police system of India' 
the abolition of Port Blair in the .Andamans and 
things like that. ' 
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38279. You have been asked to give an opinion 
upon Port Blair?-Yes ; Port Blair does concern us, 
as we supply the greater part of the population of 
Port Blair from this province; still, the question was 
a very wide one that involved a great deal of thought 
on w1der consideration~ of expense, etc., which did not 
concern us. 

38280. Are you supposed to send these on to your 
District Officers for their opinion ?-Yes. If we fol
lowed the lead we have had we should send them all 
on • as a rule now we exercise as careful a discretion as 
we 'can in selecting the officers to be consulted; gene· 
rally now we merely consult perhaps two or three 
officers who we know have had facilities for finding out 
something about the particular subject. 

38281. Most of these, you think, could be dispensed 
with ?-A great many. 

38282. You say "Rulings on obscure and pherw
menal circumstances are sent to us by the score ; " will 
you give us an example of that ?-If a clerk goes to 
the hills and takes his step-son with him, his step-son 
is entitled to travelling allowance now, although he is 
not really a part of the family; that is a ruling which 
is, of course, valuable in a way, but it is a thing that is 
very likely to be overlooked in the event of our ever 

. having. a clerk with a step-son who wanted travelling · 
allowance. 

38283. Will you give us another example ?-We get 
eonstant rulings about Native States; loans must not 
be taken up by Native States except in certain cases; 
we have not any Native States here, so that that does 
not concern us at all. If I were to go through the 
proceedings I could mention a great many instances. 

38284. You say that Imperial Departments ~re 
hampered by financial limitations and that certain 
charges which might perhaps be put upon the military 
estimates are put upon the civil estimates ; is that 
within your own experience ?-A very typical case 
occurred the other day here. The Cantonment Magis
trate complained that be was unable, owing to . the 
enormously onerous nature of his executive duties, 
to deal with the mass of civil work in his Court ; 
the civil work accumulated to such a degree that the 
Judicial Commissioner had to complain about it. 
After consulting with the military· authorities we 
eame to .the conclusion that it was necessary to 
·appoint another officer, either an Assistant Canton
ment Magistrate, as they have in all large canton
ments, or else a cantonment tabsildar. 'l'he Govern
ment of India in the Army Department, after con
sidering the matter, said that they were unable to give 
us another officer paid from military funds as canton
ment magistrates are, and that the Civil Departmel).ts 
must produce a Judge. 

38285. You refer to the frequent references to 
· higher authorities necessitated by the growth of 
Code~, Itules and . Circulars ; will you explain the 
:rp.eanmg of that ?:-In a great number of these codes 
and rules and so on, they enact that certain things 
may .·not be . done without the sanction of higher 
.authority. 

38286. But is this the work of the Provincial 
Government or the Government of India ?-It is the 
work of the Legislature rather ; it may be under rllles 
.and circulars or in provincial codes. For instance, 
under the law as it stands we wanted to appoint an 
.additional Small Causes Court Judge the other day. 
We f~und that i~ order to do that we had to get the 
sanct~on of the Governor-General in Council. 

38287. Was that a question of expenditure ?-No, it 
was not at all ; it was a question simply of powers ; 
under the law the provincial Government "may with 
the sanction of the Governor-General in Cou'ncil 
appoint certain persons to be" so and so ; in other 
words, it was a question of investing the man with 
powers ; the man was already getting his pay as 
s~mething else, but it was a question of investing him 
With these powers ; under the code as it stood the 
sanction of the Governor-General in Council was 
necessary. We. bad to wire; of course it was purely 
formal, and the Home Department sent us a wire 
back to say that sanction was given. 

38288. Those are the sort of powers you would like 
the Local Government to be provided with ?-Yes. 

38289. (Mr. Meyet.) In some provinces there is a 
rule restricting appeals from Government servants to 
this effect, that no second appeal in the case of an 
officer drawing less than Rs. 50 shall go on beyond the 
Head of a Department or the Board of Revenue as 
the case may be; is there any such rule here ?-No, 
not that I know of; tberejs no such rule. 

38290. There is full liberty of appeal to the Chief 
Commissioner?-Yes. Th~ appeals are not in any 
case legal appeals, but there is liberty to petition up 
to the Chief Commissioner, and the petition will be 
considered in the same way as if it were an appeal. 

~8291. Even if it is a chaprasi ?-Yes. 
. 38292, {Chairman.) Are Commissioners responsible 

for postings and transfers ?-Yes. · 
38293. May we take it that good executive work is 

taken into consideration by the Local Government in 
considering the recognition or promotion of a parti
cular officer ?-In this province it certainly is. The 
remarks about the Secretariat in the Chief Com
missioner's note are, I think, intended to apply to 
Secretariats generally. 
.. 38294. But in this province what is taken into con
sideration when you promote an officer?-We have 
not the power to promote an officer ; they move up 
by their grades and get their pay, 

38295. But when you transfer an officer? -In 
transferring an. officer we take into consideration his 
suitability for the particular post to which it is pro
posed to transfer him. 

38296. That is a very general answer ?-If we 
wanted to put an officer into the Khyber we should 
not put in a man whose experience had been entirely 
judicial ; we should select for the Khyber or for any 
important political charge a man who bad, for instance, 
commanded a Border Police Corps, or a man who had 
worked in a district where there was a good deal of 
political work, or a man who had been in one of the 
less important Political Agencies and had shown himself 
to be a man who could be relied upon, and a man of dis
cretion who would not force on trouble when it could 
possibly be avoided. 

38297. I may take it from you that that is a definite 
statement of the conditions under which officer( claims 
are considered ?-Yes. 

38298. You were U nde~-Secretary to the Govern
ment of India ?-I was for a time. 

38299. Was that before this province was formed? 
...:....No, it was since the formation o£ the province in 
1903. I was acting for the Deputy Secretary of the 
Foreign Office. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

KHAN BAHADUR KHWAJA MUHAMMAD KHAN of HOTI was called and examined (through an interpreter). 

38300: (Chainnan.) What position do you hold?
I am ch1ef of my own place and a Viceregal Darbari. 
I am a jagirdar and landlord. 

I do ;lOt think it des~a~le to curtail the right of 
appea.lm respect to admlUlstrative action or personal 
ques~1?ns, nor do. ~ see any ,ne~essity to impose the 
conditiOn o~ obtalDlng a prehmmary certificate from 
the officer whose decision is appealed against which 
would be very hard upon the people. ' 

O?mmissioners and Deputy Commissioners should 
he glven extended powers to enable them to expedite 

the disposal of important matters connected with public 
welfare, which they would do after consultation with 
leading men from among the people. The Local 
Government should allow Commissioners and Col
lectors greater control over expenditure, and define its 
limits. 

At present the influence of the Local Government is 
in the direction of uniformity. But in future the 
people of a bad type, such as thieves, dacoits and bad 
characters, should be dealt with very strictly, while 
Raises and good honest men should be treated even 
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more kindly than at present, so that the former class 
may be intimidated and the latter encouraged to render 
more assistance to officers of the Government. 

The influence of the Commissioner in all matters is 
sufficiently strong. 

The Executive Officers have not sufficient oppor
tunities for personal contact with the people, which is 
perhaps due to the pressure of work. In this province 
the Chief Commissioner interviews all sorts of people 
with open heart and clear brow. The Executive 
Officers should frequently come in contact with leading 
men and Raises and consult them, as they evidently 
know the people better than European officers. 

All Executive Officers possess a sufficient knowledge 
of the vernaculars. 

Only such officers should be selected who are expe
rienced and in touch with the people, and who are 
trusted and liked by common people as well as Raises. 

Officers should not be frequently transferred, but 
should be kept at one place for a long time. 

Local bodies should only be empowered to control 
the expenditure within their income, and in case of 
emergency to borrow such sums as they can repay 41. 
the same or the following year. 

The creation of Advisory and Administrative 
Councils is in my opinion very important. Such 
Councils should be constituted of leading gentlemen of 
good position, who are known for their loyalty to 
Government as well as for integrity and honesty, and 
have the confidence of the people. Officers should · 
consult them in all important matters and act upon 
their advice. These Councils should be given wide 
civil and criminal powers, and made responsible for 
the prevention of murders and dacoities and for bring
ing offenders to justice. Officers should be bound to 
act upon their advice. 

The District Boards should be invested with powers 
of supervision and control over the smaller munici
palities within their districts. 

The extension of the powers of village communities 
is most expedient and is calculated to cause a decrease· 
in crime. If leading men of good position, reputed for 
honesty, are given greater powers in the disposal of 
local affairs relating to revenue, civil, police and 
criminal matters, I think it would serve a triple pur
:pose. Firstly, crime would be diminished; secondly, 
Justice would be done in all cases, as leading gentry 
known for integrity are better acquainted with local 
circumstances than European officers ; and, thirdly, 
the measure would relieve Executive Officers of a 
portion of their work, and they will have ample oppor
tunities for personal contact with the people. 

38301. Are yon familiar with the constitution of the 
jirga in this province ?-I am very often present in the 
jirgas, and I know about their formation. 

38302. When ajirga is formed here, is one man more 
or less responsible for its proceedings ; is there a kind 
of head man ?-No particular person is responsible for 
the procedure in ajirga. The Magistrate appoints the 
members. 

38303. When ajirga of men appointed from a tribe 
sits, as a rule is it fairly easy to arrive at a conclusion 
~n the matter which they are investigating?-They 
l1sten thoroughly to everything that is said to them, 
and they do not find much difficulty in arriving at a 
conclusion ; they make enquiries from the people on 
the spot and also from all influential persons. 
. 38304. Ts the Magistrate present when the enquiry 
1s actll;all_y bel~ ?-No, the Magistrate or the Deputy 
Comnusswner IS not present · only the opinion of the 
jirga is submitted to him. ' 

38305. Do the members speak more freely in the 
abs.ence of the Magistrate ; do they discuss more 
ea~il! amongst themselves ?-They express their 
opm~;ons freely, and as a rule the Magistrates have 
nothmg to say to the manner in which opinions are 
expressed. 

38306. Do they discuss more freely amonast them
seh-es than they would if the Magistrate were

0 

present? 
-Yes, they are more free in their discngsions and 
~ore ~ut~poken. The inflnential.~en and the Deputy 
CommJsi\Joners also know that J•raas are sometimes 
appointed without due care and that they accept 
bribes, nnd this is n great drawback to the adminis
tration of justice; all the officers know it. If the 
jirgq is appointed with care, and responsible and 

well-known men constitute the members, then justice 
can be better done. 
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38307. But there is no doubt that there is a certain 
amount of bribery and corruption ?-Yes, and those 
that constitute the jirga have themselves been punished 
several times for such bribery; two or three jirgas 27 Mar., 1908. 
have been punished for their corruption. -

38308. Are the jirgas liable to be mnch influenced 
by faction?-They are not liable to be much influenced 
by faction except when they are appointed carelessly. 

38309. Is is possible to choose out of a tribe or a 
village men who will be neither corrupt nor factions? 
-The Deputy Commissioners know which people are 
corrupt and which are not, but the difficulty is that if 
the Deputy Commissioner appoints those people they 
will not be -able to do their own work ; the work of 
the jirga is so much that it will absorb all their 
energies. 

38310. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) Do yon think that 
the Administration rewards good work sufficiently ?
No, the reward is ordinary. · 

383il. Ought officers to have more power to do so? 
-If there were. power it would be better. 

38312. ·That is to say they. should be able to reward 
on the spot at once ?-To reward on the spot would 
be a very good thing and a matter of great gratifi-
cation. · 

38313. You recommend the appointment of Hono
rary Magistrates and Honorary Civil Judges; do yon 
think the people would be as content with the decision 
of a single person as with that of ajirga ?-The people 
would benefit considerably if Honorary Civil J ndges 
were appointed. 

38314. Would they be content with the opinion of a 
single Rais ?-The people would be quite contented; 
I know the conditions of my own territory better than 
they could be known by European officers. . 

38315. (Mr. Meyer.) Is it only the Deputy Com· 
missioner who appoints the jirga, or can a jirga be 
appointed by an Assistant Commissioner ?-The Sub
Divisional Officer of my own part of the Peshawar 
district ~as power of himself to appoint the jirga. 

38316. That may be an .Assista.nt Commissioner or 
an Extra-Assistant Commissioner ?-An Assistant 
Commissioner only. 
. 38317. Could a tahsildar appoint a jirga ?-.A. tah

sildar or Extra-Assistant Commissioners cannot appoint 
jirgas, and that is to the benefit of the people. 

38818. Do the jirgas only deal with crimes, or do 
they deal with civil cases also ?-They are only 
appointed in criminal cases--very :rarely in civil cases ; 
most cases are not sent to the jirga at aU, they are 
sent to the ordinary Courts. All offences, such as 
murder and other grave offences, are sent to the jirga. 

38319. Suppose one man beats another, would that 
go to the jirga or to the tahsildar's Court ?-Cases of 
ordinary simple hurt or grievons hurt are sent to the 
Judge ; murder and attempts to murder are sent to the 
jirga. 

38320. Might the jirga be used more instead of the 
ordinary Courts in a number of these small cases ?
~~ is desirable to send these petty cases also to the 
Jlrga. 

38321. Might civil cases-questions of property 
when the amount is small-go to the jirga ?-Snits 
about land and even about money could profitably be 
sent io th? jirga, provid_ed that the jirga is very care
fully appomted. Sometimes the Deputy Commissioner 
appoints the jirga very carelessly, and that results in 
great evil. 

38322 .. Yf ould it be possible, instead of having a 
~~parate ;•ru.a for each case, to ha.v~ one permanent ' 

JlrfJa_ for a village or a group of villages ?-If the men 
are lit~ra~e and ~lso able to inJlnence their own people, 
the~ 1t. Is poss1ble to have a standing jirga, but 
?rdinarlly the men are illiterate and they get their 
JUdgments written by petition writers. 

38323. Would the people like it ?-Neither I nor the 
people would like it. · 

38324 . ..!t the same time you want panchayats in 
the. 'rillages ?-..! panchayat can decide cases more 
easily. 
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.. S8d25. ,If you cannot .find good men for a permanent 
fii•ga will you find good meri for a panchayat ?-If the 
D!lputy Commissioner appoints those people with care 
then they oaimot do their own work ; the Khans or 
Chiefs or leaders of the people whom he oo.n appoint 
can do the work properly, but they will not be able to 
do their own worl:t. 

38326. Therl you want an Advisory Council ; what 
sort of people would sit on that ?-I would appoint 
great Khans or Chiefs who are literate and at the same 
time who have no fear of the authorities but who can 
give their opinions independently ; men who would be 
independent and who would not flatter the officials. 

38327. Are there a number of such men to be found 
in the Pathan districts ?-Yes, such men are available 
in all the sub-divisions. 

38328. (M1•. Dutt.) You say that Advi~ory Councils 
should be given wide civil and criminal powers ; do 
you mean that they should form a sort of standing 
jirga for the whole district ?-The Deputy Commis
sioner so far never consults the influential people or 
the Khans, they are regar'ded as mere waste paper. If 
the Deputy Commissioners coi).sult men of known 
integrity, infiuence and wealth in their o~n districts, 
the number of cases, civi' and crin:iinal, would be 
reduced to 20 per cent. of the existing number. 

38329. Is it your. idea that. most of these important 
cases should be referred to the Advisory Council exer
cising civil and criminal powers ?-Important adminis
trative cases. My opinion, if acted upon, will lead to 
this-that the leaders of a tribe will blame their own 
persons if they do wrong, and those person11 will 
naturally not do it again. . 

38330. 'So that under such a procedure there will be 
substantial justice done by s.uch leading men assembled 
in council ?-Gi·eater justice will be done in that way, 
because European officers cannot know so much of the 
internal affairs of the people as the leading men of the 
place itself. 
. 38331. Do you desire that they should have the 
power of paEsing the final order, or that they should 
send their opinion to the Deputy Commissioner for 
him to sign the final order ?--:-It should not be like the 
Assessors in a Sessions Court, where the Sessions Judge 
very often does not listen to what they say ; their 
opinions should be acted upon. . 

38332: Do you also propose such standing tribunals 
in tahsUs or ~ la:rge villages J-:-If such an Advisory 
Council were established it'would be well. 

38333. Do you think that if such tribunals are 
established dn different places in a district substantial 
justice will be done to the people by their own country~ 
meri?-Yes. 

38B34. If. these )udicia:l tribunals are established, is 
there any necessity for. establishing separate pancba· 
yats ?-In that case there wou_ld be no necessity for 
panchayats. 

38335. Is there a recognised headman in every village 
or in every tribe in a village ?-In my tahsil there are 
eight or nine Khans ; in the whole of the feshawar 
district there are Khans who are considered the Heads 
of their own people .. 

38336. (Sir F1·ederic Lely.) You said juab now that 
thejirga was :very subject to corruption; how would 
your Advisory Council differ from the}irgtt ?-I. have 
already laid dpwn, as the very first c~ndition, that only 
those people should be selected who are trusted by the 

. 

Deputy Commissioner and who are known not to be . 
corrupt. 

38337. Men should be appointed who are not corrupt, 
who are inSuential, and who think of their own 
honour?-Yes. 

38338. And the only means of doing that is to leave 
the selection to the Government authority ?-Either 
the Deputy Commissioner or the Chief Commissioner 

38339. How many villages have you in your estate? 
-I have about 40 villages of my own. 

38340. Who supplies them with water ?-The water 
comes from the river. It is irrigated by canals. 

38341. And drinking water ?-There are some well~ 
also. 

38342. At whose expense are the wells kept up?
The tenantry have constructed those wells. 

' 38343. Are there any schools?-There is one middle 
school in which education is given up to the matricula
tion standard. 

38344. Are there any primary schools ?-There are 
30 or 40 primary schools. Tho students pay tuition. 
fees, and a cess is taken along with the land revenue. 

38345. Then thore is a local fund cess ?-Yes. 

38346. Who manages that ; is there a Local Funq 
Board ?-The money is paid to the Deputy Commie~ 
sioner. I am a member of the District Board. but so 
far not a single rupee has been spent according to my 
suggestions ; the Deputy Commissioner spends it 
according to his own views. My tahsil contributes 
Rs. 13,000 a year. 

38347. (Chairman.) How often does the District 
Board meet ?-There are several meetings of the Dis· 
trict Board, but during the· last 20 years I have 
attended only five ; my reason .for that is thls : when 
attending I found out that my opinion was not 
accepted, and the money was merely being collected~ 
but not being spent as our part reqmred, so I did not 
attend any further. Rs. 13,000 are taken from my 
· tahl!il every year in the shape of local rates ; I per; 
sonally pay Rs. 1,100 or Rs. 1,200 local rates ; I pay 
about Rs. 20,000 as revenue per annum, and about. 
Rs. 1,00,000 I pay annually for water rate for canals. I 
founded one bazaar, and I pay Rs. 600 income tax on 
that. Rs. 500 per mensem I pay as house tax from 
the bazaar. N.evertheless, when it is a question of 
expenditure, I have no voice -in fact, I am called upon 
to expend money myself. They want me to build 
roads, t9 water the roads, and so on, without their 
contributing anything. For a single aqueduct tC» 
convey dirty water, I have been ordered to repair it 
at my own expense, and nothing has been· contri-
buted. · 

38348. Who takes the revenue from the dirty watel" 
canal ?-The Government takes it. 

38349. Is there anything else you desire to say?
I think that officers should be directed to mix with the
people more frequently and more sympathetically. 

38350. What do you mean by sympathetically ?-Iri. 
the sam:e manner as European officers mix among 
themselves. They consider the natives very low, some.:. 
times they cannot be seen at all ; on other occasions a 
visit to them by a native is fr1:1itless. 

38351. ·They do not get what they want ?-They 
do not get what they want, or they are not pleased. 
with it. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

. KHAN BAHADUR SARDAR SULTAN IBRAHIM was called and examined (through an Interpreter). 

38352. (Chairman.) You live in Peshawar?-Yes; I 
live also in Lahore; I have villages in several different 
districts, Gujranwala and Lahore. Here also I have 
house property round about the city. I am a retired 
Extra Assistant Commissioner. I have been a pensioner 
for the last nine or ten years, 

When the Local Government is the supreme power 
in the province, its powers must not be so limited, but 
the Government of India should give full powers to 
the Local Governments under it, so that they may be 
able to look after the welfare and prosperity of the 
provinces under their control. · 

Borrowing powers may be conferred upon the Local 
Governments to a certain specified limit. The Local 

Government for raising the loan should proceed. 
through the Commissioners, and they should contract. 
with "Raises,'' mahajans, and money-lenders in a way 
that they may know all about the aim and object of 
the loan, and afterwards it should be notified in the 
Gazette and local newspapers. 

The Local Governments should be given full powers 
in every department under them. The Local Govern
ment is the highest power in the province and it must 
be given full powers. This would be to the benefit of 
the Government and the raiyats. 

Local Governments should be allowed to exercise 
their powers as they deem fit regarding the welfare of 
tho provinces under them, and they may or may not. 
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follow the other Local Governments in this connection, 
because they are likely to know more about the pro
vinces under their administration. 

Appeals should be allowed as before, so that every
one may be able to set his mind at rest having gone up 
to the final Court of Appeal, and there is no need of 
a certificate of the officer against whose order the 
appeal is instituted. 

The revenue powers now in the hands of the 
Financi:\1 Commissioners should mostly be conferred 
upon Commissioners. Similarly Deputy Commissioners 
and Collectors should have the most part of the powers 
now exercised by the Commissioner. .A. Sub
Divisional Officer should also likewise have similar 
powers gh·en him provided he be a European. The 
Financial Commissioner in his turn should have a 
greater part of the powers now in the hands of the 
Local Governments. Thus the work would be equally 
distributed and carried on smoothly. 

Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners, or Collectors 
and Sub-Divisional Officers (if he is a European and 
has officiated as Deputy Commissioner for a period of 
at least five years) should be given full executive 
powers. Their powers should be unlimited coneerning 
executive affairs, except that they should not be 
given powers to sentence to death, and even they may 
be allowed to pass a sentence of death after bearing the 
accused, when he may be convicted of murdering a 
European out of sheer malice, but a Sub-Divisional 
Officer should not proceed in a case like this without 
the express permission of the Deputy Commissioner. 
Special regard should be had of the Frontier Provinces 
in this respect. 

Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners should be 
given full powers in order that the interest of the 
minor may be very well guarded and any surplus in 
the accounts of the property and estates of a minor 
should be lent to the members of such respectable 
families who may be on the verge of ruin on compara~ 
tively small rates of interest, and on realization, the 
principal along with the interest, should be added to 
the estate of the said minor, and thus the interest of 
the minor as well of some other respectable family 
would be very well looked after. All restrictions now 
imposed upon the Commissioners and Deputy Com~ 
missioners regarding their powers as to Court of Wards 

· should be removed. But as regards those Courts of 
Wards which have comparatively a smaller amount of 
property of the minor, well-to-do members of the 
same village or of some adjoining village should be 
appointed guardians of the minor as the Government 
think fit. 

Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners must be 
given extra powers to control the expenditure of 
municipalities and District Boards, and a complete 
inspection made by the .Assistant Commissioners of 
their respective districts. 

The pre~tige and influence of the Local Governments 
are moderate. and they are bound by the rules pre
scribed for them. .Any benefit which they desire to 
confer upon the raiyat deserving it is barred because 
of the observance of the rules laid down for their 
~idance .. .Accordingly such extra powers should be 
gtven to the Local Governments that their prestige 
may increase, and they may be able to win more 
popularity. 

Secretaries ~eal with every case cursorily according 
to office r.outme, and thus the rights of people are 
gener~lly tt:;"nored, while shifting enquiry should bo 
made m each case, nnd the relief deserved be given to 
the party concerned. 

There is no influence of the Commissioners in other 
departments excep~ that of revenue. For instance 
they, in spite of being fully aliYe to the wron(l's don~ 
to the raiyats by the Irrigation Department~ cannot 
take any ste~s against it~ officer because they have no 
con.trol or~r ~1m. The agnc_ulturnl population who have 
the1r land trngated f•;el q mte miserable, and consider it 
to be_ a scourge se~t down upon them by God. If an 
enqmry he made mto tho matter, it shall be known 
that although village ou~lets have every now and then 
been changed, yet no good result has h~en arrived at. 
This department is of no use, and is a cause of much 
u,nnece.!'J.S~ry expenditure. If it he placed under the 
~<Jmtut•~wners or Deputy Commi~sioner~, and an 
llll>re:~'Cd nnmher of subordinate~ he giYcn b) them to 
("lrry ou ini:;ation work, I am sure the Government 
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will gain lakhs of rupees and the raiyats will be much 
relieved. It is strange that a Commissioner lll the 
head of the Revenue Department, and the means 
which are the main cause of bringing about a great 
deal of improvement are placed under quite a separate 
officer, and he has nothing to do with them. How 27 Na,r., 1903 
can his opinion carry any weight or force in matters 
concerning other departments. The Irrigation Depart-
ment should be amalgamated with the Revenue 
Department under the Financial Commissioner, except 
that the Construction Branch of the former may be 
kept separate under the control of the Irrigation 
Department. 

Although the raiyats have occasion to see the officers 
frequently, still they are not so free as a rule, and feel 
shy when calling upon them. Considering the officer 
to be a man of a ruling ciasa of a foreign country and 
nationality they feel afraid of him. Courts of pan~ 
chayat should be established at every thana.0 (Police 
Station), and Commissioners and Deputy Commis· · 
sioners should bold meetings from time to time to 
study the hearts of the raiyats. These meetings to 
be held every third month by the Commissioner and 
every month by the Deputy Commissioner. In towns 
extra members should be nominated in each mahalla. 
By the introduction of the I!Rid panchayat they will 
have a hand in the government of the country, and so 
sympathy with the ruling nation will be engendered 
and they will try for its prosperity. 

As regards the knowledge of the language of the 
raiyats, the officers are well versed in it and can make· 
themselves understood. If any· of them does not 
know the Ianguage and its pronunciation at first, he 
can acquire the knowledge of it in a short space of 
time. There is no very general complaint concerning 
this in the Punjab and the Frontier Province. · · .. 

The existing powers of Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners are. quite sufficient, but in the case of 
breach of the peace some special powers might be 
given ; but such powers should be conferred upon • 
those Deputy ·commissioners who have worked as such 
for a period of at least five years, and at most ten 
years, and won popularity amongst the subjects. 

Frequent transfers of Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners are not advisable, but amongst officers 
subordinate to the said high officials constant tranfers 
ought to be made. Thirty-five years ago a Deputy 
Commissioner was confirmed in his post on reaching 
old age, but now on coming from England they have 
only to pass a probationary period of two years· and 
then are confirmed, and are shifted from one place to 
another very often. This is detrimental both to the 
Government and the. raiyats. If, for instance, a 
breach of the peace takes place, such officers can prove 
of very little use in putting an end to it. Deputy 
Commissioners who have worked for ten years must 
be given preference over others, and posted to big 
districts, where there may be a great deal of executive 
work to be performed, and those who may have 
worked as Deputy Commissioner for a lesser period 
must be posted in small districts. Deputy Commi!l
sioners should not be transferred except in cases of 
leave or emergency, and the officiating man should 
be an Assistant Commissioner who bas worked for five 
years in the same district, and thus must be knowing 
a great deal about the t(thsils and other things, and 
must be popular amongst the subjects. · 

The existing powers of the different heads ·of depart· 
ments and of those officers who are under the Local 
Government are in my opinion quite sufficient. 

The powers of the municipalities should remain 
unchanged, because they do not value their power 
and exercise their powers in a manner not worthy of 
them. A scheme for sanitary improvement should be 
set up in which the Deputy Commissioner may be the 
supervising officer, and for his assistance a sufficient 
number of men must he employed to work under him. 
A li8t of all the kacltrz.~ (streets and lanes) of the city 
should be drawn up, and a general register be kept for 
this purpose. Names of Raises, sufaidposh and pen~ 
sioners and of other well-to-do people of every mahalla 
should be registered through the tahsildar. The 
l·,,,.hru may be equally distributed into groups. The 
District )lagistrnte should nominate one man from 

• 1 ml:'an that pancbnyntsshould be held in nny locality 
lying within the boundary or every th,ma. . 
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every lcacha as a Municipal Commisaioner every year. 
Members so nominated should be given charge of the 
sanctioned work in their respective circles and they 
should be held responsible for it. There should be 
an establishment under every such member to carry 

27 Mar. 1908, O!l the sanitary measur«;ls a~opted, an~ t~ey should be 
_, · given full powers to appomt and dismlSs any one as 

they like. There is no need that these members 
should be elected by votes taken for them, but a nomin
ation should be made out of that general register. 
They should be changed yearly, and one who might 
have done meritorious work during his office should be 
given a certificate or a lchilat on his vacating the office. 
A meeting should be held every second month, and the 
President should be the Deputy Commissioner, and 
the subject for discussion the sanitary condition of 
every kachf], in the city. Thus these people will have 
a chance of seeing the Deputy Commissioner, and the 
Deputy Commissioner will in his turn come to know 
more about the city. The same system should be 
introduced in the different tahsils of a district. 

There is no need of establishing Advisory or Admin
istrative Councils or holding such consultation meet
ings. No such ml!-tters come up before the Commis
sioner or Deputy Commissioner in which men called 
upon to attend such meetings may give their opinion. . 
But Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners should 
hold Jfajlis-i-Inlcishafl (a meeting to sound the mind 
of the public) in a manner as below stated. The 
Deputy Commissioner to hold a meeting every month 
and the Commissioner every third mon~h. Thus a 

. great deal of benefit would accrue both to the Govern
ment and the subjects. A list of well-to-do and 
educated people should be drawn up in every village. 
This list should consist of sufaidposh, lambardars, old 
men, intelligent youths, educated and uneducated, 
muqftilat·s, jagirdat·s, mahajans and merchants. 

Out of this general register 60 men should be 
selected to constitute the Majlis-i-Inlcishafl of the 
district, and these men should bold their office for one 

• year, and hold sittings every month. A notice of the 
meetings should be issued to a group of five persons 
before the date fixed for the meeting. The subjects 
for discussion in these meetings should be fixed by the 
Deputy Commissioner, and a group of :live members 
should give in their opinion in writing. The subjects 
should be such as the damage caused to crops ; their 
llow and why. What steps were taken to prevent 
such blights, and what remedies. Whether English, 
Yunani or village customary ideas of removing such 
evils were adopted, and 'which of them succeeded. 
What steps should now be taken. The following 
subjects should be fixed every month by the Deputy 
Commissioner :-The strict measures taken by the 
police ; bribery, and how to check its growth ; famine 
and education. A spokesman of every group of five 
members should read out a paper on the notified sub
ject. A regular debate will thus be carried on 
between the Deputy Commissioner and those present, 
and the meeting will then come to a close. If the 
Deputy Commissioner. sees auy such matter in which 
his interference is necessary, or in which be requires 
some assistance, he will issue his orders afterwards. 
The slips on which the members have given their 
opinion should be filed, and destroyed after a period 
of two years. On the second day of the meeting a 
dinner· or tea~ party should be given by the Deputy 
Commissioner at his place at the expense of the Gov
ernment, and he should allow every one present to 
talk to him on any point they like and after this they 
may be allowed to depart. Every European .Assistant 
Commissioner should also be present at this meeting. 
In the same manner the Commissioner should hold a 
meeting every third month, and the same proceeding 
should be adopted as by the Deputy Commissioner ; . 
but the Commissioner should select fifteen men per 
district from his division ; and it would not be unad
visable if any Deputy Commissioner also attends this 
meeting. 

The members ~f a District Board should be given 
powers to superviSe the work of petty municipalities, 
as a Deputy Commissioner would be relieved of a 
great deal of ·unnecessary burden put upon him, and 
the municipalities will also have to use greater 1\tnount 
of care in their work. 

There is no such system as the courts of pancbayats 
or village-bodies in the Punjab. The powers of a 
pancbayat Court should not exceed those of 3rd grade 

powers. In my opinion these Courts should be estab
lished in all provinces, especially in the Punjab, and it 
will prove of great advantage to the Government and 
the raiyat, and the Government of India will gain in 
strength thereby, which every man of common sense 
can very well realize. These Courts should be thus 
organized :-Members of a panchayat should be se
lected from the general register kept for the Majlis-i
Inkishafl. They may be given civil, criminai and 
revenue powers to the extent of 3rd grade powers 
and one panchayat to continue in office for a period 
of two years, so that every deserving man may get a. 
chance to become a member thereof. The Education 
and P?lice Pep~rtm~nts should be under the panchayat 
?f theu re~pe?tiye Circles, and. the powers of appoint
mg and diswssmg the chaukid:irs should be in the 
bands of the panchayat. In cases of murder two 
members out of the eleven which constitute a pan
chayat should be along with the investigating police 
officers, and they should be allowed to send in their 
opinion direct to the Deputy Commissioner. 

Some of the advantages that· are likely to accrue 
from introducing thi~ system of panchayats are as 
follows :.-a decre~se .in the number .of cases coming 
up before the District Court ; an mcrease in the 
information of the Deputy Commissioner as regards 
the inward and outward condition of every place ; 
cases of the breach of peace would come to the 
knowledge of the Deputy Commissioner earlier ; cases 
of dacoity would lessen and the perpetrators would 
be very easily apprehended ; such idle persons who 
promulgate seditious ideas amongst the masses will thus 
be engaged in the work of the Government, and such 
persons would behave well in order to get a place in the 
panchayat ; people will grow more sympathetic towards 
the rulers and its Gov~rnment ; . abatement in bribery ; 
and an advancement m education. But the District 
Magistrate should have nothing to do with the deCision 
of cases and should be simply a supervising officer. 

My proposals about the establishment of thanawar 
panchayat Ma}lis-i-Inlcisha.fi and the appointment of 
Municipal Commissioners in every city and town 
without taking votes appear useful to the interest of 
tbe Government. I think that all meetings, congresses, 
etc., now held by the subjects will vanish. The aim. 
and objects of these societies are to get the voice of 
the subjects heard by the Government. To realise. 
them they strive and incur a good deal of expense. 
The Government would get a good many chances of 
studying the minds of the people. The subjects in turn 
will be relieved from t)le loss of hea.vy expenditure. 
It is apparent that the Deputy Commissioners being 
wholly and solely absorbed in the executive work will 
:ft.nd very little · time for the disposal of the judicial 
cases. . J 1;1dicial work should be taken from .the Deputy 
Comwsa10ners and be entrusted to the Ass1stant Com
missioners and. the City Magistrates under them. The 
Deputy Commissioners will thus have sufficient time 
at their disposal for holding interviews with the people 
and thinking over the means beneficial to the good of 
the subjects. If any Deputy Commissioner shows 
negligence in the discharge of his duties in this respect 
to this matter be should have to give an account for 
his neglect. The Assistant Commissioners and · City 
Magistrates who are popular amongst the subjects 
should officiate as Deputy CommlSsioner of the district. 
If he goes on leave no consideration should be paid to 
seniority or grade. In order to win the hearts of the 
people .aD:d become ac~u.ainted. with them the Deputy 
CommissiOner should jom Razses and gentry in their 
marriage and funeral processions. Indians are half
cultured people and observe customs alien to those of 
the Europeans. .As the Europeans have to pass nearly 
half of their days in governing them, so it is necessary 
t~at they should make themselves thoroughly familiar 
w~th the. ~diana. Such .familiarity will not interfere 
With their mfluence, prestige and dignity. The name 
of Mr. Gladstone, the renowned Deputy Commissioner 
of Umballa, is remembered with great respect and 
honour by the people of that district. Though he 
was familiar with the subjects yet his dignity and 
respect were not diminished a' bit. He had neither 
handed over some territory to any one, nor had he 
bestowed treasure upon the other. The attitude 
assumed by some men of India in 1907 showed the 
height of meanness and despicability. Though they 
deserved to be shot there and then, yet the Govern
ment, being generous, treated them kindly. These 
faithless people had risen up against their benefactors, 
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who imparted sound education to them liberally. I 
feel confident that the Government will make the mo~t 
of holding such like meetings, as it does now, m 
future. 

38353. When you were in Government s?rvice was 
the correspondence carried on in the office m the ve.r
nacular or in English ?-The correspondence was m 
Urdu; I do not know English at all. · 

38354. The whole of it was in Urdu ?-:-The "!bole 
correspondence was~ Urd~, exce~t on specmlsubJects, 
when it would be wrttten m English. 

38355. Do the Deputy Commissioners know the 
vernaculars well ?-In the Punjab p,rticularly the 
officers know the vernaculars well, and those who are 
new-comers pick it up quickly. ... 

38356. And here ?-Yes; this has been separated 
from the Punjab only recently. 

38357. You say that the Sub-Divisional Officer 
should have larger powers given to him provided he is 
a European ; why do you say that ?-The Government 
bas very graciously given us education, and the proper 
result should have been that to-day the gratitude 
which was due from the natives should have been 
exhibited and the Government should have been able to 
feel gratified that its efforts towards education had been 
beneficial. Instead of that, we find that these people 
are ungrateful, and in fact the enemies of their bene
factors. A century will be required before the people 
will be :fit to be entrusted with powers. There may be 
one man in a thousand who could be trusted, but the 
general rule applies, and because we :find one man in a 
thousand, we cannot say that that governs the whole 
case. A standard should be :fixed for higher education. 
Besides other things I would include the wealth, and 
position of the family before the advent of British 
rule, and physical :fitness ; a certificate should be given 
only then. The mistake was made originally in this 
way. People accustomed to despotic rule were at 
once given access to education ; their education was 
based on the wrong principles, and it proved harmful 
instead of useful. 

38358. A witness told us that it was much better 
that the Deputy Commissioner should be respected 
than that he should be liked; what have you to say 
upon that ?-We require both; if he is respected and 
not liked, that would mean nothing. 

38359. (Mr. Hichens.) When you were Extra-Assis
tant Commissioner in the Punjab, were the transfers 
of Indian officials very frequent ?-The transfers were 
very frequent then, and are very frequent now. 

38360. Of Indian officials ?-Both of Indian Native 
Extra-Assistant Commissioners and all European 
officers, except in my own case. I was for 39 years in 
this district, excluding three years when I was in the 
Mutiny. At the time of the Mutiny I was here, and 
in 1858 I got together some recruits, and went to the 
border of Nepal. 

38361. You were yourself a long time without being 
transferred, but that was accidental ?-It was quite 
accidental, on account of my services. 

38362. How long should a Deputy Commissioner 
remain in a district without being transferred ?-In'my 
opinion such a province as the Punjab should be divided 
into four portions, and four or :five districts in each 
portion should be so officered that the officers should 
work only in that portion, not going out of it until 
they retire. When he is originally appointed an officer 
should be consulted as to which part of the province 
he would like to go to, and as far as possible he should 
be retained in that part until the time of his retire
ment. 

38363. A witness told us that in this province 
factions were somewhat prevalent, and that if a Euro
pean stopped more than four or :five years in one 
district he might become partial and take sides with 
one faction as against another ; and the witness based 
upon that the argument that it was not well to keep a 
European officer more than four or five years in one 
district. What is your opinion as to that ?-This 
applies only to this province, and not to the districts 
beyond the Attock river ; there are no factions in that 
part. According to my principle, within the division 
au officer might be posted for four or five years in one 
district, and for another four or five years in another 
district and eo on, till he completed his service. 

83376 

38364. Do you think that in this province it is 
likely that a District Officer would take sides with one 
faction or another when be has such knowledge of the 
district as a man can pick up in four years ?-European 
officers are not liable to take sides in cases of faction ; 
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there may be very rare cases, but that is generally not 27 Mar., 190, 
the case with European officers ; it is not their habit 
as far as I have seen. I cannot say what will be the 
case in the future. That is the mark of distinction of 
a European officer. 

38365. (Mr. Dutt,) You say that .the Irrigation 
Department should be placed under the Commissioners 
or Deputy Commissioners ; do you mean that the 
Irrigation Engineer in each district should be sub
ordinate to the Deputy Commissioner in work relating 
to the people ?-The Engineer of the canal should be 
subordinate to the Commissioner and the Deputy 
Commissioner, not in the construction of the canal, nor 
in the preparation of the Echeme, but so far as the 
revenue collection work is conce~ed ; because the 
Deputy Commissioner and the Commissioner are Head 
of the Revenue Department, and they- see with their 
own eyes- the people being tyrannised over, and they 
are not in a position to interfere, because the depart-
ment is separate. · 

38366, In what way are ~he people tyrannised over? 
-The Canal Officer diminishes the water supply, and 
if to seek redress a man applies to the Deputy Com- . 
missioner, he is in the future debarred even from 
receiving the little water that he formerly got, because 
the complaint is resented. There would be a great 
advantage if two· tabsildars were appointed in every 
tahsil with a canal, one for irrigation and one for 
revenue, ·and they should take the work alternately 
every year ; one year the man doing irrigation work 
before should do the revenue work. In that case the 
tahsildar would himself think of the revenue, because 
if he does not give the water he would not be able to 
collect the revenue ; then he will be discredited. 

38367. Do you propose that a. tahsildar should be 
associated with the Canal Engineer for the distribution 
of water ?-No; there is already a zilladar for that 
work. 

38368. Your idea is that the Irrigation Engineer 
should be under the orders of the Deputy Commis
sioner for the distribution of water ?-He should be 
subordinate to the Commissioner also. 

38369. You say that Courts of pancbayats should be 
established in different places ; will you explain what 
you mean by that ?-My object is that the raiyat 

. should be able to express his purpose to the officers, 
and sho!Jld be able to fearlessly express whatever he 
has to say. Now that there iseducat1on in the country 
it would be to the advantage of the people if they 
were just made to understand that they also have a. 
little share in settling their own affairs and a little 
share in the administration of their own affairs. The · 
gulf between the European officers and the natives is 
very great, and the only way in which the raiyats can 
feel that they hold some po~ition is to have the power 
to settle their own affairs. 

38370. Do you think that if these village Courts. 
were established there would .be substantial justice 
done to the people?-Very substantial justice. The 
panchayat Court should be for every thana, not more 
than one. · 

38371. What are the benefits which you think would 
accrue ?-The bribery and the tyranny of the police 
would cease : as soon as a panchayat Court was estab
lished, people would not go to the congress or to
foolish lectures ; they would find everything at home. 

38372. They would be able to settle their own affairs 
in the villages ?-Exactly. · 

38373. On the whole you think that these village
institutions would be beneficial to the people?-The 
people would be benefited ; bribery. would come to an 
end ; discontent would come to an end ; the number 
of cases would diminish, and there would be more 
communication with the Deputy Commissioner. 

38374. (Sir Frederic Lely.) Is there a District Local 
Board here ?-Yes. 

38375. Does that consist of leading and represen
tative men ?-There are representative and leading 
men in it. · 

38376. Are they as a matter of fact consulted in the 
management of Local Fund affairs ?-Their opinion is 

F 
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Khan . taken by the Deputy Commissioner. The District 
· BahaaWI' Boards are not flourishing, but i£ they were given 

Sardar power over the subordinate municipalities in the district 
Sul~an it would be better. 

· Ibrahim, 
_ 38377. (Mr. Meye1•.). Are there Local Boards here 

7 11/ar.,1908, for the eahsils, or only for the districts ?-There are 
District Boards only, no tahsil Boards. . 

38378. Has your service been in the Peshawar 
district as an Extra Assistant Commissioner, or in 
other districts too ?-I was tahsildar and 1·issalda1' and 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner and native Adjutant. 
All in the Peshawar district, and three years in India. 

38379. In this district you have a sub-divisional 
system ?-There is a sub-division here at Mardan. 

38380. And Naoshera ?-I was also in charge of 
Naoshera, but not as Sub-Divisional officer; now there 
are two sub-divisions ; Sir Harold Deane made two 
Sub-Divisional officers. 

38381. But in most districts there are no Sub
Divisional officers ?-Only in big districts such as 
Lahore, Ferozepore and so on. . 
· 38382. Generally is the system in the ·Punjab that 
the Assistant Commissioners ·and the Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners are all at the district headquarters 
doing any work that the Deputy Commissioner chooses 

· to give them ; one might do criminal cases, another 
excise, and so on ?-That is the system. . 

38383. Which do you consider the better system ; 
the system under which an officer is in charge of the · 
sub-division and doing all the work ·there. and the 
people can come to him, or a system like the one I 
have described ?-I have no preference for one over 
the other ; the existing system should continue ; the 
people do not benefit by any change of this kind ; that 
.ooncerns the Deputy Commissioner. · 

28384. Which would you have. preferred yourself 
when you were in the service ; to be living out at 
Mardan, or to be at the district 4eadquarters ?-Every 
officer wants to have money, and as the Sub-Divisional 
Officer gets Rs. 50 more than another officer, you can 
understand. 

38385. Who appoints the tahsildars andnaib-tahsildars 
in the Punjab ?-The Financial Commissioner. 

38386. Might they be appointed by the Commis
sioners 9f divisions?-Yes ; the Commissioners should 
be empowered to appoint thein, because the Commis
sioners know the people better than the Financial 

· Commissioner, and come more in contact with the 
people ; also because the Financial Commissioner is 
hardworked, whereas the Commissioner has now 
nothing to do; he is a sort of postmaster. 

38387. You would like the Commissioner, when there 
is one in the Punjab, to be a big man, not a post
master ?-He is the Governor of a division, and he 
~hould have irrigation, and revenue, and jirga work all 

under him ; at present he has no powers ; he is a 
Governor without orders. · 

38388. You would like each Commissioner to be 
Governor of his division, with the Lieutenant-Govemor 
of the Province above him at Lahore ?-That is 
exactly what I mean. 
. 38389. In this· province what sort of people do they 
appoint as tahsildars andnaib-tahsildars ?-Those who 
share in the kindness . of Government, but generally 
people of good families. 

38390. Not clerks.?!....Less than in the Punjab. 
38391. Did ·you attend the District Board meetiilgs 

much when you were in service ?-I never attended 11 
meeting of the District Board ; I never had leisure to 
attend it. · 

38392. Did you get any IMney for your sub-division 
from the District Board ?-I never got any money. · 

38393. Might not the District Boards be used as the 
Advisory Councils that you suggest in the districts?
Not at all; my object is quite distinct. 

38394. Why could they not be used ?-My object is 
that the Deputy Commissioner should know everything 
that passes in the district. 
· 38395. Could not the District Board members tell 
him that ?-The District Board members are very 
ordinary people. For every tahsil a list should be 
made in which all clever peopler all good people, all 
rich people, all the sowcm·s, a,Il the zamindars, are 
included. When that list is made, it would come to 
about a thousand for every tahsil, and i£ there are 
three tahsils in the district out of each tahsil 60 or 120 
might be selected for one year, and these might vacate 
their places the next year to . the other names on the 
list ; thus the Deputy Commissioner would meet with 
them once in three months and would know everything 
that passed in the district. The panchayat Courts 
should also be taken from this list. This register 
should b3 before the Deputy Commissioner and the 
Commissioner, and the Commissioner should select the 
names for his own Advisory Cour;tcil, while the Deputy 
Commissioner should select his particular names. At 
the. monthly meeting they would say what they had to 
say. About the present famine for instance, also the 
plague and. weather crops were good or not ; they 
would give information of everything that passed in 
the place to which they belonged, and the Deputy 
Commissioner would help those who were deserving of 
help. At first it would appear very troublesome, but 
the people would like it very much, and they would 
follow the lead of the Government. You would have 
no Congresses, no lectures. If the Government makes 
this arrangement, then the influence of agitators will. 
not reach to the villages, beca-use the :villages will be· 
already occupied ; the people would oppose the 
Congress when they have access to the Deputy 
Commissioner. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

LALA PARMA NAND was called and examined. 

Lala 
'arma Nanil. 

7 Mar., 1908, 

(Ohidrman.) You are Secretary to the Municipal 
Committee at .A.bbottabad ?-Yes, also a member of 
the District Board, and a Barrister-at-Law. 

The Government of India is being worked on the 
principle of a joint Hindu family with the Governor-

. General at its head. As the control of the whole 
family is centred iii the pat1·ia potestas, so the 
Government of India acts as to the other Local 
'Governments. If one were to examine critically a 
joint Hindu family, he will find that the advantages 
that accrue from this institution do not outweigh the 
disadvantages. So the scale preponderates towards 
individualism~ In the same manner the Local Govern
ments should be made more independent than they are 
in the revenue and in the general administration of the 
provinces. If some of the incidents of a joint Hindu 
family are maintained while others are given up, the 
system may work well. It often happens that very 
urgent demands of one province are ignored for the 
sake. of some ~cheme in another province : e.,q. it is 
adm1tted by all connected with the North-West 
Frontier Province that a railway from Hasan Abdal 
to .A.bbottab~d will be a paying concern. The Local 
Government 1s perhaps convinced of the desirability of 

this scheme. The district of Hazara is sure to develope 
its resources to the fullest extent and increase its 
revenue,'but the Local Government is powerless, and 
unless sanction is given by the higher authorities, the 
work cannot be taken in hand. In the same manner 
some rivers require to be bridged over, and i£ a large 
sum is to be spent the sanction cannot be accorded by 
Local Government. People may suffer, the revenue 
may suffer, but nothing can be done till the sanction 
from the above is obtained. 

I would not curtail the right of appeal to the Loc~l 
Government or the Government of India. It may 
happen that at times a case may be very clear and no 
interference on the part of higher authorities may be 
necessary, but sometimes case3 do arise in which 
injustice is done and the wrong is rectified by the right 
of appeal. It is an instinct inherent in the Indian 
mind to seek redress of their grievances from the 
highest authority. Even in Moghal times the Emperors 
gave free access to all those who complained of any 
injustice done to them by• the Governors of the 
provinces. Even at the sacrifice of public time the 
right may not be curtailed at all. It is not desirable 
that appeals be only allowed in cases where certificates 
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are granted by authority passing the order appealed 
against that reasonable grounds of appeal exist. This 
restriction, if it does exist, may be removed. Similarly 
appeals to heads of Departments and Commissioners 
may be permitted. · 

Executive Officers have not sufficient opportunities 
for personal contact with the people. They are very 
busy with their work, judicial and otherwise. They 
are not often out in cr~omp. They are not accessible to 
the generality of the people. Several persons do not 
go to see them as they are not properly treated. 
Many educated men will refrain from going because 
they are compelled by officers to take off.their boots or 
shoes i others have to wait long outside the bungalows. 
Some would refrain from going as the orderlies would 
not report as long as they are not paid. Some officers 
are careful to avoid these obstacles ; others do not. 

Existing obstacles may be removed. The Executive 
Officers when out in camp ~ay invite the leading men 
of a town or village and talk to each and every one of 
them. They may sometimes make surprise visits to 
villages and. talk to village men and enquire about 
their grievances. In big towns it is desirable that 
Indians and Europeans should meet on social gatherings 
to which the Executive Officers are invited. In the 
Hazara district the Deputy Commissioner has arranged 
for holding a horse and cattle fair. On this occasion 
there is always a large gathering, a sort of tournament 
. is held, and the Deputy Commissioner takes a keen 
interest in the matter. He mixes freely with the 
people assembled, and a sort of mutual fellowship is 
created, which goes a long way in cementing together 
the rulers and the ruled. Some officers keep a haughty 
demeanour towards the people of India and look down 
upon them. They are under the impression that if 
they fr~ely talk with the people they lose their prestige. 
They ln fact try to keep the people awe-stricken. 
Snch officers cannot know the inner feelings of the 
people, who always hold aloof and would never give 
their mind to them. . 

There is no ·doubt that the majority of the 
ExecutiYe Officers possess a sufficient knowledge of the 
vernaculars. The new officers do not speak fluently to 
make themselves quite intelligible but in time they do 
learn the vernaculars right enough. · 

Great ctire ought to be taken in the selection of 
officers. Merit, and not seniority, should be ·the 
recommendation for the appointment of Executive 
Officers. Some officers on account of their zulum and 
utter disregard of procedure prove a terror to the 
people, and to whatever district they are transferred 
they caiTy their habits with them and produce a 
baneful effect upon the people. They estrange the 
people from the Government. 

Transfers sh~uld not be ~oo frequent, nor an officer 
be allowed to sttck to one district for a period of more 
than from three to five years. No transfer should be 
allowed except. under speci::U circumstances within 
. ~hree ye~s, .and no officers should be allowed five years 
1n one distnct.' 

Larger powers may be granted to municipalities. I 
have worked as a Secretary to the Municipal Committee 
of Abbottabad. for about ~hree years, and members. 
when they begm to take mterest in the municipal 
work do carry on the business in a proper manne:J~, 
As long as they are not made responsible for a certain 
~ork they feel less interested, buh the moment a duty 
lS cast upon them they begin to realize their position 
and try to pel'form it in a conscientious manner. It is 
necessary that the Deputy Commissioners may have 
control o':er the general conduct of the business, but 
now the time has come that the municipalities at the 
bead.q~arte~ may be allowed a larger hand in the 
admtmstratlon of the municipal affairs. 

· District ~oar~s are doing useful work, but not 
so much as xs betng done by the municipalities. The 
~embers feel that .they carry no voice ; they do not 
mterest themselves 1p the work ; they think their visit 
to the headqnarters 1s a trouble to them and therefore 
the Deputy Commissioners haYe to keep a watch over 
their attendance. This is due to the fact that they are 
no~ made responsible for the work and no duty is 
assigned to the lll:embers. In the Hazara district many 
valnabl~ sug~est10ns are made by the members in 
connectiOn w1th roads, canals and other matters • they 
~re being trained to under~ake the responsibilitie~, and 
m ~he ne~r future they will be able to manage their 
affairs alright. 

33376 

The present functions of the municipalities and Lala 
District Boards which have existed for the last Parma Na.1 
ten years may be suitably extended. · 

I am in favour of the creation of a Council to assist 27 Maf., 191 

District Officers. This Council should be a representa-
tive one. .All tribes living in the district may be 
represented in it. Each municipality of the district 
should send one or two members to this Council. 
District Boards should also be represented. They 
should meet twice a year or as often as the Deputy 
Commissioner or the Sub- Divisional Officer may 
require them. If tha question relates to something 
in which the whole district is concerned, then all the 
·members may be invited; if it is a local question, then 
the members selected from that-locality ma;y be invited, 
This Council wiiJ bring the Deputy Commissioner into 
closer touch with the people and he will be better able 
to explain the intentions of the Government to the 
general public, and many misapprehensions will be 
removed. If questions in connection with plague, or 
an epidemic, or the destruction of rats, etc., are to be 
notified to the people, these Councils will be the best 
mediums to inform the people. These Councils being 
representative, the members may be made responsible 
to advise the . District Officers as regards their educa-
tional, sanitary and police needs. The members may 
bring to the notice of the District Officers any increase 
of certain kinds of offences. These Councils may al~l> 
be the means to appoint village or town panchayat~:~ • 
In fact, after the panchayats are organized, they may 
be allowed to select a member to represent that body 
in the Advisory or Administrative Council of the 
district. 

It is not necessary to invest District Boards with 
powers of supervision and control over the smaller 
municipalities in their respective districts. In the 
Hazara district there are four municipalities, out of 
which two, viz., Baffa and Nawashahr, are small 
municipalities. It is better if all th.ese are allowed t() · 
manage their own affairs. The District Boards have 
plenty to interest themselves otherwise. 

. Village communities can be of great' use. At the 
outset their work may not be quite satisfactory, but 
when they are trained · and made to realize · their 
position and responsibility they will surely work in a. 
manner conducive to the welfare of the society. · The 
panchayat system has always been a great force in this 
~o'?-ntry, and if this institution is given a legal sanction 

_1t ts sure to work out well and relieve the Government 
of. many of its burdens. Lately the Deputy Com
missioner, Hazara, heard complaints against the Forest 
Officers of their tyranny to the people : he wanted t(} 
put that down ; but he also mentioned that he did not. 
like the offences against the Forest Law committed. 
He wanted a solution to this difficulty. My reply was 
that the people did not help the Government in this 
matter. The people knew that there were a Deputy 
Conservator, an Extra Assistant Conservator, a Forest 
Ranger and a guard, and that it was their duty to 
protect the forest. They would connive at an offence 
being committed, firstly, because it was not their 
concern to prevent it ; secondly, to escape themselves. 
from the harassment of attendance in Courts, they 
would like to keep quiet. Thus the Forest Officers 
are perforce compelled to make false evidence, and if 
they succeed by this means, they begin to make fal~e 
cases. My reply was that the people should be 
interested in the preservation of the forests certain 
righ~s given to them, and village panchayats 'formed. 
They may be allowed to try the forest offences, and, 
as prompt action will be taken, evidence will be soon 
forthcoming, and offenders will be at once detected 
and t~e fo~est. sayed. T~e jirga system is already in 
vogue 1D thts distr1ct, and It can be an effective measur& 
to decide civil and petty criminal cases. The villagers 
at once know the offenders and it, becomes a common 
~alk of .the place .. If Courts of Justice find difficulty 
In. comm¥ to a nght conclusion, it is because the
evtdence 1s not forthcoming ; but in villages, if pan
chayats are given the power, they can at once find the 
true state of facts. In civil matters the village 
panchayats may be allowed to hear cases up to Ra. 100. 
!~aka pancbayats may hear up to Rs. 200, and the 
dlStrict panchayats to Rs. 500. The members of a 
panchayat may be numerous, and selections may be 
made out of them. Litigation, both civil and criminal, 
can be reduced. The expense of attendance at Courts . 
will be materially reduced and the zamindars saved 
from the litigating propensities. People who rush t() 
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Courts on imaginary ' grievances will be checked in 
their career. These village communities when properly 
organized will act as Municipal Committees, and all 
local affairs relating to revenue, police, sanitation, 
education and oth,er matters will be properly disposed 
of by them. 

38396. Who is the Chairman of the Sub-Com
mittees ?-·There is no Chairman. On the Sanitary 
Sub-Committee the Civil Surgeon is the Chairman, 
and he leads there; then on the Public Works Sub
Committee there is a contractor who well knows the 
work, so he leads in that matter. 
· 38397. Do you wish to see the Deputy Commissioner 
continued as Chairman ,of the municipality ?-I would 
rather like that some non-official member should be the 
Chairman ; the members would then feel a sense of 
responsibility and would take greater interest in their 
work ; at present the real work is done by the officials,. 
and the members do not take a great interest in the 
work. The moment the burden is thrown upon them 
they would take interest in the work. 

38398. What is the size of Abbottabad ?-It is a. 
small place, only about 7,000 population; there is the 
cantonment, and along with that there is a civil station 
as well. 

88399. Out of a small number would you get a :lit 
person to be Chairman ?-They a.re mostly men who 
are employed in offices, and there are contractors ; the 
town has grown only since the last fifty years ; it is 
not a very big town ; there are good people who could 
be had to do the municipal work. 

38400. Bow often do you meet ?-About twenty 
times a year. 

38401. You aoo a member of the District Board?
Yes. 

38402. How often does that meet ?-Once a month. 
88403. Who is the Chairman ?-The Deputy Com

missioner. There is no Vice-Chairman; the District 
Judge is e!JJ-ojficio Secretary to the Local Fund. 

B8404. Does he attend the meetings ?-Yes, always. 
38405. Do they 'work through committees ?-They 

bave got sub-committees, but I do not think they work 
through them at all. 

38406. (Mr. Meyer.) Have not tahsildars here civil 
jurisdiction as well as criminal?-Yes. 

38407. Is that the .case with the ~sistant Com
:missioners and the Extra-Assistant Commissioners?
Yes; the Extra-Assistant Commissioners and Assistant 
.Oommissioners have first class powers, while the 
tahsildars have third class civil powers and second 
.class magisterial powers ; with second class magisterial 
powers they can imprison for six months ; the third 
. class Munsifs can only try cases up to Rs. 100. 

38408. Have you Munsifs and Subordinate Judges 
;as well as the Revenue Officers ?-Yes; there is one 
Munsif who would hear cases up to Rs. 500 ; be is a 
·second class Munsif; only petty cases are sent to the 
tahsildars, within Rs. 100, while the District Judge 
has pecuniary powers up to any amount. 

38409. The Assistant Commissioner or Extra 
.Assistant Commissioner has first class powers ?-The . 
:jjrst class powers of a Munsif. 

38410. The same as if he were a regular Munsif ?
'Yes. 

38411. Do you have much criminal and ci.ril practice 
-outside Abbottabad ?-Not much. Nearly all the 
.officers live at Abbottabad except at one place, Oghi, 
which is just on the frontier; there the, Political 
-Qfficer is a first class Munsif and has first class 
magisterial powers ; I may have to go to Oghi ; 
otherwise the majority of the officers are at head
-quarters, and therpfore I have not to go much outside. 

38412. Who is the Chairman of the municipality at 
.A.bbottabad ?-The Deputy Commissioner. 

88413. Does he attend often ?-The Deputy Com
missioner is Chairman, the District Judge is ex-officio 
Vice-Chairman, and the Vice-Chairman practically runs 
the municipality. 

38414. Does your budget go up to the Commis
"Sioner ?-Every year ; it must be sanctioned by the 
Commissioner. 

38415. Does he make many alterations in'it?-Not 
many ; generally he agrees with what we say. 

38416. Who prepares the bud~et ?-I prepare the 
budget in consultation with the V1ce-President. 

38417. Bow long have you been Secretary?-Since 
three years I am Honorary Secretary .. 

38418. Does the municipality work by committees? 
-We have sub-committees, one for the Public Works 
Department, one for sanitary purposes, one for octroi 
purposes, and one for education purposes. 

38419. Do the members attend ?-Yes, generally 
they do. 

38420. And they do a good deal of work ?-Most of 
them do, not all of them ; we do get a lot of work 
from them, because if ·the Chairman is very careful he 
would ask the sub-committee to do their·work properly, 
and they really do take an interest in their work. 

38421. It bas been suggested that the jirgas, who, I 
understand, are special juries for dealing with cases of 
grave crime and occasionally Arbitration Courts, might 
be used more for ordinary civil and criminal work 
instead of people going to the usual Courts ; what 
would you think of that ?-Thejh·gas are not properly 
constituted bodies. We had one Deputy Commissioner, 
Major Thompson, whose practice was that, whenever a 
District Board meeting was called, at that meeting all 
the Khans were invited ; he would take a few of them 
and appoint them as elders. His object in that was 

. this : people sometimes get prejudiced or they may be 
bribed, therefore he would pick out from the District 
Board certain people who would be free from any 
corruption. The drawback was that these men would 
not go to the place about which they were investigating, 
and were apt in that way to take a different view of 
the matter than they would have had if they had 
investigated on the spot. Under the Frontier Law a 
civil suit can be referred to ajirga when a breach of 
the peace between the parties is apprehended. The 
decision of the Deputy Commissioner is final, and the 
decree can be revised by the Chief Commissioner only. 
As for criminal powers, I do not know that they would 
work very satisfactorily to decide criminal cases, but as 
far as civil cases are concerned they would be really 
useful. It would be a saving of expenditure. Arbi
tration or compromise in such cases is much preferable 
to taking the case right through the Courts. 

38422. Does your municipal budget go to the 
Revenue Commissioner?-Yes. 

38423. When you have to re-appropriate, do you 
have to go up to him too ?-Yes; if there is a re
appropriation from one sub-head to another sub-head 
under the same head the Deputy Commissioner can do 
that, but if there is a re-appropriation from one head to 
another head· it must go to the Revenue Commissioner. 

38424. Have you any references of that sort ?-Not 
many ; at the end of the year we make some ; I do it 
at the end of every year once or twice • 

38425. You pay for the schools ?-Yes. 
38426. And for vaccination ?-Yes. 
38427. Do you have anything to say to the manage

ment of schools ?-The whole thing is in the hands of 
the Committee ; we have a sub-committee which looks 
after the schools. That is only one school which is 
within the municipal limits ; we have no concern with 
the schools in the district. 

38428. Speaking of the school within the municipal 
limits, you can appoint your own masters ?-Yes ; we 
have to apply to the Director-General of Education 
for men, but the appointments lie with the Committee 
and with the Deputy Commissioner. Ordinarily the 
matter is brought before the Committee, but the whole 
thing lies in the hands of the District Judge, the Vice-
President or the President. · 

38429. In the District Board have you got power · 
over the school establishments ?-There is power, but 
I do not think it is exercised by the members ; it is 
generally exercised by the Local Fund Officer or by the 
lJeputy Commissioner himself . 

38430. It is not the case, as in some places, that the 
inspector of schools or some deputy inspector runa the 
schools ?-The inspectors of schools who visit the 
schools make reports, and of course we are bound to 
consider the reports of the inspectors ; as to the pro
motion of masters we have to ask their opinion ; if 
there is an appointment to be made we submit the 
papers for the opinion of the inspectors to see whether 
they approve of the appointment or no~. 

38431. The inspectors belong to the Government 
and not to the Distr1ct Board ?-That is so. 
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38432. Who manages vaccination ? -~~thin the 
municipal limits it is managed by the MumClpal Com
mit.tee, and outside those limits by the District Board. 

38433. And dispensaries ?-.Also by the District 
Board. 

38434. The District Board say where they will have 
a dispensary, and they can get a Hospital Assistant 
Temoved if they do not like him?-Yes. 

38435. Did yau ever have any tahsi~ B.oards ?-No, 
we have not any tahsil Boards, only D1str1ct Boards. 

38436. What size is your district?-We have three 
big taltsils ; in area the district is a large one ; it stands 
ilecond in this province as regards population. 

38437. Would it be desirable to have tahsil Boards? 
-I do not think so. One district is quite enough ; it 
-depends of course on the interest which the District 
Magistrate takes. If he takes an interest the attend
.ance is very regular and the members take interest, but 
if he is a little slack they will begin to stay away and 
not to take much interest. 

38438. Did you ever have a non-official Vice
Chairman of the District Board ?-No. 

38439. Might you have one if you could get a good 
man ?-We have men who would do the work, but 
they should be under the control and supervision of 
the Deputy Commissioner. · 

38440. The Deputy Commissioner would remain 
• President and you might have a. non-official Vice

Chairman ?-Yes. 
38441. Do you know about other places ?-Jn big 

towns there may be non-official Vice-Chairmen, but in 
the majority of cases the Deputy Commissioner is the 
President. 

38442. One of the Assistant Commissioners really 
-does the work ?-That is so. · 

38443. You speak of how much better it would be 
if the people were put to manage their own forests, 
because then they would understand the benefit of 
them i but are there not large village forests already 
in the Hazara district ?-There are two kinds of 
forests, one is protected forest and the other is 
Government forest ; in the Government forests no one 
bas any hand but the Deputy Conservator ; in the 
protected forests zamindars have certain interests i 
they can apply to the Deputy Commissioner for certain 
trees and the trees are given to them free ; they are 
·called Gwala forests. The Deputy Commissioner 
always complains that there are fires in his forests, 
11.nd also there are complaints of the forest rangers 
cooking up false accounts against zamindars. · This 
difficulty could be done away with if we had village 
panchayats who were made responsible for the upkeep 
of the forests ; there would be no fires and they would 
manage better than at present. Now, if a man is seen 
setting fire to a forest, the man who sees it will not 
become a witness, he will be afraid to give evidence ; 
he will not try to get the man arrested and punished, 
-because he would say it is not his responsibility-there 
.is the forest guard, there is the Government ; but if 
these men were made responsible, then they would be 
on the look out that there should be no fires in the 
forests, and if any offence was committed they would 
try to get the offender punished. 

38444. (Mr. Dutt.) The District Judge is the highest 
officer in the district in civil matters, and the Deputy 
'Commissioner, the Assistant Commissioner, and the 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner, all exercise civil powers? 
-Only the Assistant Commissioner and the Extra
Assistant Commissioner. 

38445. Is there a separate class of officers called 
Munsifs ?-Yes, they only try civil cases. 

38446. Where do they come in?-Their appointment 
is direct from the Judicial Commissioner ; they only 
try cases up toRs. 500. 

38447. Is the~e a Munsif in every district or every 
tahsil ?-There 18 one Munsif for every district · if 
there is extra work, sometimes they give Additi~nal 
Munsifs to get the work done. 

38448. He is a sort of assistant to the District 
Judge ?-Quite so. 

38449. Who elected you Secretary to the munici
p~lit,Y ?-1 was .nominated by the Deputy Com
miSBloner ; there 1s no system of election ; it depends 
·~n the Deputy Commissioner. 

38450. Does he nominate all the members ?-Yes. Lala 
Parma NaniJ, 

38451. What is the income of your municipality?-
As far as the octroi is concerned it is about Rs.18,000 ; 27 .liar., 1908. 
last year the budget was about Rs. 31,000-the whole -
income from various sources. 

38452. Do you have to hand over any portion of· 
that money to the cantonment?-We have a joint 
octroi system ; our previous arrangement was that the 
octroi levied on articles imported to cantonments was 
paid to the cantonment, and that on im:{lorts within 
municipal limits was credited to the Mumcipal Fund .. 
The expenditure was distributed in proportion to the 
income. The military authorities protested that as 
the population of the military cantonment was greater 
than that of the civil station, they ought to get a 
proportionate . increase in the octroi income ; the 
arrangement how agreed upon is that we will have. 
to pay one-fifth of the whole income to the cantonment. 

38453. Roughly speaking, you think that that would 
be the proceeds of the octroi for the things which go 
to the cantonment ?-Yes. We pay one-fifth of the 
whole in~ome to the cantonment. · 

38454. Who appoints the Secretary to the District 
Board ?-The District Judge is always W· ojjicio 
Secretary to the District Board. 

38455. Does he belong to tlie Provincial Service?
Not necessarily; if there is an .Assistant Commissioner 
of course he belongs to the Covenanted Service, but an 
Indian District Judge will also act as Secretary. 

38456. Is that according to law or according to 
practice ?-According to practice. 

38457. According to law have the members the 
power of electing their own Chairman ?-In first class 
municipalities, that is so. 

38458. I am speaking of District Boards ?-In the 
case of District Boards the power is there, but it is 
never exercised. · 

38459. The members have also the power of electing 
their own Vice-Chairman and their own Secretary?
That is so. 

38460. Is primary education entirely in the hands of 
the District Board ?-As far as District Boards are 
concerned, the whole expenditure is borne by the 
District Board. · 

38461. Who supervises and manages your primary 
schools ?-There are inspectors of schools ; first of all 
there is the district inspector ; he is in charge of all 
the schools in the district ; he visits every school twice 
a. year. 

38462. I do not want the details, but generally, you 
say, the inspection is done by the inspector and his 
subordinates ?-Yes. 

38463. Are they under the orders of the District. 
Board or under the orders of the Education Depart
ment ?-They are under the orders of . the Education 
Department. 

38464. They are not in any way under your orders 
or control ?-No. . 

38465. Suppose you wanted to withdraw a grant 
from a particular school or to endow another school, 
have you to rely on the recommendation of the 
inspector ?-On the recommendation of the village ; if 
there is a village in which a school is said to be 
wanted, the District Board will consider the applica
tion, and it may ask the inspector whether he has 
anything to say upon it ; if the inspector says, "This 
is a good village and there is good prospect of an 
indigenous school being started here," he would 
recommend the Board to sanction it. 

38466. The final sanction is given by the District 
Board ?-Yes. 

38467. Both in the case of giving a grant and in the 
case of withdrawing a grant ?-Yes •. 

38468. Does that arrangement work well ?-I think 
it does. 

38469. You do not propose to have sub-inspectors 
or inspectors paid by the District Board to do the 
work ?-I think the present arrangement is satis
factory. 

38470. You say that "The jirga system is already 
in vogue in this district and it can be an effective 
measure to decide civil and petty criminal cases." Do 
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up to the Chief Commissioner and he sanctions themr 
and then they are published in the Government 
Gazette. 

38480. Do any of the villages round about here bold 
grazing land and lands for fuel and pasture and so on 

you propose to have a sort ol standing ji1'{Ja in every 
thana, or in every district, Ol' do you propose to 
appoint them as occasion arises, as is the present 
practice ?-First we should have village panchayats ; 
the village pancbayats should have civil work up to 
Rs. 100; these village panchayats might try ordinary 
assault cases in the villages ; then there should be an 
ilaka panchayat, which should have in its control say, 
10 villages. 

. in common ?-In the Hazara district nearly every 
village bas common pasture land, and all the villagers 
send their cattle for grazing purposes ; it is generally 
not pattitioned among the members, but is used by 
them in common for the grazing of the cattle of the 
whole village. 

38471. The ilaka would not correspond with the 
limits of a thana necessarily ?-:-That would be arbi
trary ; it might correspond with the thana ; that 
would be an arrangement that might be made after
wards. The thana would do very well to make an 
ilaka, or a tahsil might be an ilaka. In that ilaka 
there should. be some responsible persons elected. 
Then I would submit that if a case could not be 
decided by the village pancbayat, the parties should be · 
asked to choose any men from the ilaka pancbayat. 
They would have, of course, to choose men from the 
number of names that are .on the :file of the ilaka 
panchayat. The parties might be asked to accept 
certain names, and when they told us what names they 
'accepted, those men should be given power to try cases 
up to Rs. 100. Then there should be a· district 
panchayat, to which very good men, men of good 
standing, should be nominated, and from among then;i 
selections might be made to try civil cases, as well as· 
criminal cases, and their decisions should have legal 
sanction. The same might be the case with the jirga, 
only those men should be appointed a~ jirga men 
whose names are on the list of the district panchayat. 

38472. You would not have two separate bodies? 
-No. 

38473. By associating the people in this way with 
the dispensing of justice would the result be on the 
whole beneficial ?-Quite so. Zamindars whenever they 
have any small cases have to stop at headquarters ·for 
two or three days ; sometimes adjournments take place 
and cases may go on for one or two months ; it is such 
a great loss to them that they really borrow money in 
order to come to headquarters,· and thus they incur 
debts which they would avoid if they could simply 
refer their ordinary cases to the panobayat of the · 
place. 

384:74. (Mr·. Hichens.) You say that no officer should 
be allowed to stick to one district for a period of more 
than three to five years ; what is vour reason for that ? 
-My reason is this, I say that ·at least they should 
stick to each district for'not less than three years j if 
they are transferred oftener they do. not get much 
information about. the place. 
. 38475. But you say that they ~houl~ not remain for 
more than ·five years ?-It should not be less than 
three and not more than five years. My object is that 
they should never be transferred under three years. 

38476. But why not more than. five ?-Because :five 
years is quite enough for an officer to stay in a place ; 
if he is a good man, other districts should get the 
benefit of him; if he is not a good man, the sooner he 
.is transferred the better. For. five years be should 
remain, and he might shew his usefulness, or not ; 
after :five.years he should bEt transferred to some other 
district. 

38477. If they were all good men you would like 
·them to stay on indefinitely ?-I would say that if 
,they were all good men we should have the benefit of 
t¥em after the five years. . 

384:78. Who nominates the members of the District 
Board and the municipality now ?-The Deputy Com
missioner makes recommendations, and then the Chief 
Commissioner sanctions the appointments. 

384:79. Are you quite sure ?.;...As far as· the muni
cipalities are concerned I know that names are sent 

38481. Who decides any dispute that may arise with 
regard to that ?-If there is a case of title it will go· 
to the Civil Court, otherwise the Revenue Courts are
given jurisdiction to try oases about partitions of these
common grazing lands. 

38482. They do . not settle disputes among them
selves ?-No, there is no system of people referring 
cases to any ji1•ga, or any 'panohayat ; generally if they 
have any case they at once rush to the Courts and get 
their rights decided. 

38483. Are the lands themselves on the whole 
adequate for the purposes for which they are intended? 
-They used to be very adeq nate, but attempts ar& 
now made to partition them. If there is a large piece 
of grazing land, the proprietors would like to get it 
partitioned, reser.ving one-fifth for grazing purposes, 
and the other four-fifths partitioning amongst them~ 
selves. This process which is going on is very harmful 
for the general people, because the landlords monopolise
the whole of the land and leave the people to look 
after their cattle themselves. · 

38484. Is that against the law ?-It is not against 
the law, because the law gives them the right t() 
partition, but it is undesirable that common grazing 
land should be allowed to be partitioned. The land
lords should not be allowed to monopolise the whol& 
of the common grazing land. There is one point I 
should like to mention as regards the powers of Local 
Governments. In my own district we wante~ ~ 
:raP,way since a long time ; there is no railway con
nection in the Hazara district. The matter bas been 
discussed, and even the Local Government bas agreed 
that it would be desirable and useful to the district in 
order to develope its resources. Our district is well 
known for timber ; we c'tmld send timber from that 
district to many others ; it is also a fruit-growing 
district ; but there being no railway we cannot develop· 
the resources of our district very much. The Local 
Government is satisfied that if the railway were to be 
established it would be a paying concern. Nevertheless 
the Government of India will not sanction the railway. 
So far, the control o{ the higher authorities over the 
Local Government is really v~ry strong ; if that was. 
done away with the provinces wpuld be better able to 
arrange for their own purposes. 

38485. (Chairman.) How long is this railway that 
you want ?-It is only 40 miles. 
. 38486. Could the. money for that railway be found 
locally ?-My father, who is a landholder and a con
tractor, sent a letter to the Government of India 
stating that if permission were granted for a railway 
to be constructed from Hasan Abdal to Abbottabad, 
simply as a private enterprise, the money would be 
found. The Government of India replied that it was 
a frontier railway and that the Government must 
j.nsist on keeping it within their own control. My 
contention is that, if the public were prepared to start a railway, there is no reason why it should not be 
given a chance ; this railway would be useful an.d ·it 
would pay. . 

38487. So that in this particular case the money 
would have been forthcoming locally?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mt. SUNDAU SINGH was called an,d examined. 

' Mr. Sundar 38488. ( Ohainnan.) You are a pleader at Peshawar? 
Sinph. -Yes. · 
- The powers now conferred by the Punjab Court of 

27 Mar.,lllOS .. wards Act on the Local Government should be con
ferred on the Financial Commissioner, and the Com
missioners of divisions be constituted Courts of Wards 
for their respective divisions; . The Punjab Court of 
Wards Aot has been extended to the North-West 

Frontier Province by Regulation 5 of 1904, but the· 
ch~nge p~oposed for the Punjab is. not feasi~I~ . for 
this Provmoe as we have no CommissiOners of diVISIOns· 
in this Province. 'fbe provisions of the Court. of 
Wards Law should be extended so as to embrace the 
cases of persons other than "land-holders," who by 
reason of their wealth deserve the protection of the 
said law. The present law, although applicable to, 
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"land-holders" of however small property does not 
apply to persons other than "land-holders" however 
large their property may be. I would further recom
mend the repeal of the proviso to section 5, sub
section 2 of the Punjab Court of Wards Act of 1903. 

I would not propose any alteration in the matter of 
administrative appeals to the Local Government nor 
require a certificate in this case as to the reasonable
ness of the grounds of appeal from the authority 
appealed against. But in the case of personal appeals 
the requisition of such a certificate might be made a 
condition precedent to the presentation of such an 
appeal. Some limitation of time should, however, be 
fixed within which such appeals should be preferred, 
and no appeal should be admitted after the expiry of 
the prescribed period unless the appellant satisfies the 
Local Government that there was sufficient cause for 
his not preferring the appeal within the prescribed 
period. When the appeal has once been decided by 
the Head of the Department to which the appellant 
belongs, I would not allow a second appeal to the 
Local Government. But in cases when the order 
impugned was passed by the Head of the Department 
himself, not on appeal, but originally, the officer 
affected thereby should be allowed to have his case · 
heard on appeal by the Local Government. 

Executive Officers in our province have many 
opportunities to come into contact with the people. 
They do not fail to take advantage of such oppor
tunities to ascertain the matters that are useful to them 
in the administration of their charges. There are no 
obstacles in the way of Indian gentlemen desirous of 
interviewing the officers. Every facility is afforded to 
the people to see the officers and to express their 
views and opinions. 

The officers of this province possess sufficient know
ledge of the vernacul:l.rs of the province. · 

A general increase is required in the administrative 
staff. The officers are very overworked. With all 
the hard labour they have to do at the sacrifice of 
their hea1th they cannot efficiently cope with their 

· duties. This is not due to any want of devotion to 
the work on their part, but to the multifarious duties 
they have to perform and the heavy bulk of their 
work. 

The areas of districts as at present constituted are 
enormously large, and certainly a reduction in their 

.. areas is necessary to conduce to their better adminis
tration. 

A reduction in the areas of the tahsils is also 
required. 

In the •event of grant of larger powers to Commis
sioners, Collectors and other local authorities greater 
care will be involved in their selection and seniority 
will have to be set aside in favour of merit. 

At times t~e transfers of officers are frequent but I 
cannot say that . they are unnecessarily so. The 
exigencies of the Public Service require such transfers. 
The paucity of officers has mainly to account for this. 
An increase in the administrative staff will to some 
extent reduce the necessity of so frequent transfers. 

I am not in favour of granting larger powers to 
(a) municipalities, (b) District Boards and (c) Sub
Divisional or Local Boards and village unions. The 
conditions of the country do not allow the grant of 
any larger powers to such bodies. I do not think that 
the functions of these bodies can be suitably extended. 

I am in favour of the creation of Advisory Councils 
but not in favour of the creation of Administrativ~ 
Councils.. I w?uld constitute the Advisory Council 
by selectiOn of 1ts members from amon(}' the different 
communities of the district for which the Council is 
constituted in such a way as to represent all the 
interest~ of the districts. Only such persons should 
be nonunated as members who by their character 
position and education are qualified to represent th~ 
various interests involved. Each member should be 
appoin~ed for ~ term of two years to be eligible for 
reappomtment 1f he has proved himself a capable 
person to serve on the Council. The functions of the 
Councils should be to advise the Divisional or District 
Officer, ns t~e. case. may be, on. ~~tters affecting the 
gene!al admmtstrat10n of the. dlVlston or the district, 
but 1t may be left to the opt10n of the Divisional or 
District Officer concerned to accept or not the opinion 
of the Council. I am positively against the appoint
ment of the members of the Advisory Council by 
tlectio11. 

It would not be expedient to invest District Boards 
with powers of control over the smaller municipalities 
within their respective Districts. 

It may be possible, but it is not desirable at all, to 
give greater powers to the village communities in the 
disposal of administrative affairs. < 

38489. Are you a member of the municipality here? 
-I was. 

38490. Were you nominated ?-I was: all members 
are nominated here ; there is no election. . 

38491. You say, that some limitation of time should 
be fixed within which appeals . should be preferred. 
What time would you suggest ?-At least two months. 

38492. And if they were not presented within that 
time ?-Then they should not be admitted at all. 

38493. You say, that there are no obstacles in the 
way of Indian g!lntlemen who .desire· to interview 
officers ? -Yes ; confining myself to this province only. 

38494. Do you. find that people come up quite 
freely to discuss their grievances ?-Yes. . 

38495. Are they received in a friendly spirit ?
Yes; the "sam:fs '1 have been received in a very 
friendly way by the Chief Commissioner and the 
Deputy Commissioner and every consideration given 
to their views; · 

38496. Is there a Court of Wards. in this province? 
-Yes, the Punjab Court of Wards Act bas been 
extended to the Frontier Province. 

38497. Are the Financial Commissioner's powers all 
that could be desired ?-I submit that the powers 
which are now vested in the Local Government may 
be delegated to the Financial Commissioner or the 
Revenue Commissioner of this . province, and 'that 
would satisfy the people and the requirements of the 
case too. · 

38498. You are in favour of .Advisory but not of 
Administrative Councils: Do yon think the jirga 
would take the place of the Advisory Council ?-No, I 
would not say that, because the jirga people are 
selected from the ordinary people ; I would prefer 
that the Council should be composed of people of 

. position and also of educatio.n. 

38499. And that they should be nominated ·by the 
Deputy Commissioner ?-Yes, in consultation with 
others, and from his personal experience of the 
district. ,; 

38500. As a matter of fact, does the Deputy Com~ 
missioner and other officials consult local opinion at 
the present moment ?-In some cases only ; some 
officers do not do so. 

38501. Would you like to see it made compulsory 
upon them to do so ?-I do not say compulsory ; an 
Advisory Council might be constituted and it might 
be left to the option of the Deputy Commissioner 
whether be should consult them in matters which 
were o£ vital importance to the people~ . 

38502. Would you leave it very much to the dis
cretion of the Deputy Commissioner ?-Yes, because 
we are so much mixed up with political matters on 
the frontier. · 

38503. You are against the ·appointment of the 
members by election ?-Certainly ; that· would lead to 
bloodshed here. 

38504. (.ilf1'. Dutt.) What is your idea. as to the 
number of men who ought to compose an Advisory 
Council ?-We should take into consideration the 

· various interests concerned and then appoint persons 
to represent these interests ; I do not say that the 
numbers should be inordinate, but, say, about 20 in a 
district. 

38505. Would the Deputy Commissioner, when he 
wanted to consult them, have to summon them all, or 
wo~ld he only ask t~ose who~ be thought fit to give 
ndvtce on any part1cular subJect ?-I would be parti
cular in that; firstly, they should be chiefly the 
per~ons who are conversant with the matter, and if 
you want to go further othet members might be 
consulted. 

38506. So that you would have a Council of about 
20 members and the Deputy Commissioner would 
consult those whom he thought fit ?-Yes, and who 
were conversant with the matter in question. 

M1', Sunila1' 
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38507. Supposing the members wanted to represent 
something to the Deputy Commissioner would you 
empower them to bring forward any matter which 
was exercising the minds of the people ?-Certainly, I 
would give them power to ma.ke representation. 

38508. You say it may be possible, but it is not 
desirable at all, to give greater power to village 
communities ; what powers have they now ?-Practi
cally in this district we have no village communities 
as in Madras and other places, but there are some 
privately constituted Councils, and it may be that 
they might have some powers, but I would not give 
them any further powers at all, having regard to the 

· peculiar circumstances of the province. 
38509. Do you refer to the whole province ?-Yes, 

because the faction feeling is very high and under 
those circumstances it is not desirable to give them 
any further powers. 

38510. When were you a member· of the munici
pality ?-From 1895 to 1898, and I was municipal 
counsel for 10 years. 

38511. Does the municipality appoint a pleader of 
its own ?-Yes, and I am notary public of the district 
too .. 

38512. Are there many primary schools suppor~ed 
by. the Peshawar municipa1ity?-Very few. 

38513. Are there any dispensaries supported by the 
municipality ?-Yes, there are four dispensaries and 
one hospital entirely supported by the municipality. 

38514. Have you a dispensary or a Hospital Com
mittee which looks after them ?-No, the whole 
matter is left in the hands of .the Civil Surgeon. 

38515. Who appoints the Hospital Assistants?
The Assistant Surgeons are appointed by Government 
and the Hospital Assistants are appointed by the 
Principal Medical Officer, or, as we call him, the 
Adril.inistrative Medical Officer. 

38516. So that you have no hand in appointing 
doctors to these institutions ?-No. 

38517. Do you sometimes inspect them, or make 
any remarks about their management ?-No. The 
members have no power of that kind. 

38518. So that only a certain amount of money is 
taken ·from you to support them ?--Yes, they are 

. provided for in the budget. 
38519. Who inspects the primary schools ?-The 

district inspector. He is a Government servant. 

· 38520. Do the members pf the municipality inspect 
them ?-No. 

38521. Have you any sub-committees in the muni
cipality?-We have a Public Works Sub-Committee, 
a Finance Sub-Committee, a Sanitary Sub-Committee 
and there is a nominal· Education Sub-Committee too, 
but it is entirely nominal. · 

38522. Does the Public Works Sub-Committee 
decide as to which roads shall be taken in hand for 
repair and construction and allot money for the pur-

. pose?-Yes. . 
38523. Do you maintain any gardens in this town? 

-Yes, we have two big municipal gardens, and we have 
also a small garden attached to the District Courts. 

38524. Are they a big charge on the municipality ?
Yes. 

38525. (M1·. HichenB.) Has the municipality any
.thing to do with secondary education ?-Yes. They 
appoint teachers and allot the money, and they have 
powers of inspection; the full power rests with the· 
Inspector-General of Education whose duties are com
bined with those in Baluchistan. 

38526. Do you pay for the whole of the secondary 
education in Peshawar, or does the Govt~rnment give 
you a grant to help you ?-No, it is done out of 
municipal funds. 

38527. And there is nothing received from Govern-
ment ?-No, so far as I know. . 

38528. Is the Peshawar high school under the 
Municipal Board?-Yes, it is called a Board School. 

38529. Are you satisfied with the system of appoint
ment to the Municipal Committee here?-Yes, per
f~ctly. The circumstances are peculiar and und,er the 
Circumstances we are quite satisfied. 

38530. Is there any difficulty in finding member& 
who are ready to serve on the Committee ?-No, there 
are many who offer themselves, because they think it. 
an honour to serve. 

38531. When they get on the Committee, do they 
work hard, and take an interest in the work, or are 
they satisfied with being able to call themselves mem
bers ?-1 should say they are mostly members in name 
only. 

38532. Is the Chairman an official ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner is always Chairman ; according to the 
rules under the Municipal Act XX of 1891, the Deputy · 
Commissioner is the President and the Senior Assis· 
tant Commissioner is Vice-President. 

38533. How often, generally speaking, does a Muni
cipal Committee meet ?-Ordinarily once a month. 

38534.. ( M1·. Meyer.) Do you know anything about the 
other municipalities in the province ?-1 do ; there are 
only municipalities at headquarters of districts in thi& 
province. 

38535. In each case is the Deputy Commissioner 
Chairman ?-Yes. 

38536. And the Senior Assistant or in his absence· 
Senior Extra-Assistant Commissioner is Vice-Chair
man?-Yes. 

38537. In the Hazara district are there not four 
municipalities ?-They are rather notified areas. · 

38538. Would it be possible to have a non-official 
Vice-President in Peshawar ?-1 am not in favour of 
that. 

38539. Have you a non-official Secretary occasion-· 
ally ?-No; he is a paid Secretary. 

385~0. Would you be in favour of having the mem
bers of a municipality elected ?-No. 

38541. Who are the e'JJ-officio members of the 
municipality ?-The executive Engineer, the Head of 
the Educational Department, the Superintendent of 
Police and the Civil Surgeon. 

38542. The idea of the last witness was that there 
should be jirgas for the disposal of civil and criminal 
cases of a petty character, first of all a village of local 
jirgas, then an ilaka with larger jurisdiction and above 

· that a .district jirga; would that work ?-As regards. 
Peshawar I am inclined to think it would not work,. 
because there are too many factions. · 

38543. Are the people here mostly Pathans ?-Yes. 
3!>544. ~ave they constant feuds amongst each. 

other ?-They have. 
38545. Is the Court of Wards here the ·Revenue· 

Commissioner?-Yes, and the Deputy Commissioner 
carries on the work practically under ~· 

38546. In that respect, would you leave things as
they are ?-Yes. 

38547. In the Punjab they want the Commissioner 
to be the Court of Wards ?-Yes, but we have no 
Divisional Commissioners here, and I would leave· 
things as they are. 

38548. Might the Deputy Commissioner have some 
. larger powers ?-1 think the present powers are already 
enough. 

38549. How long is it since. you left Amritsar ?-I 
came here in 1883, and I have been here ever since. . 

38550. (Sir Steyning $dge1·ley.) Then you have 
very little experience of the actual working of the· 
Court of Wards in the Punjab ?-1 have some 
experience ; because I go there very often and my 
ohief concerns are there. 

38551. Might the Commissioners of Divisions there
be safely constituted Courts of wards ?-Yes. 

38552. Would that be approved of by the people ?-
1 think they would prefer it. 

38553. Were they notformerlyCourts of Wards?
It has not been so in my time. 

38554. Is the Government at much risk of obloquy or 
dislike if they fail to clear an estate when once they 
have taken it over ?-1 do not think so. 

38555. Have you never heard that suggested?
No. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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NAWAB MUHAMMAD HUSAIN KHAN was called and examined (through an interpreter). 

38556. (Chairman.) Where do you live? -In 
Peshawar. 

38557. Are you a member of the municipality?
No, I am appointed by Government as a member of 
the District Board. . 

The Local Governments should be given borrowtng 
powers, but only in cases of em~rgency. Seyeral 
measures which Local Governments wtsh to take qu1ckly 
either remain undone owing to want of funds or are 
kept pending, and are completed in many years, or lost 
sight of altogether. _ 

The Local Governments should be given powers for 
the creation of new appointments and the enhance
ment of salaries. Sometimes, for instance, when 
cholera or plague epidemics make their appearance, the 
officers feel the necessity of strengthening the establish
ments, as owing to the want ()f hands the work is not 
satisfactorily done. If the Local Governments were 
empowered to create new appointments a lot of trouble 
will be saved, ancJ. at the same time it would not be 
improper if the salaries of the establishment already 
employed are enhanced with a view to rewarding their 
services or encouraging them to do good work. 

The influence of the departments of the Govern
ment of India as regards this province . at present 
seems to be inclined towards unfair and excessive 
rigidity, and sho~l~ be .put in r~ght direction by means 
of leniency and 1mpartml enqmry. 

The Imperial Secretariat is not impersonal, and all 
questions concerning local affairs are decided in the 
Imperial Secretariat mostly in accordance with the 
opinions of U.e Local Governments concerned. · 

The right of appeal should on no account be cur
tailed. 

The powers now given to Executive Officers appear to 
be !lllfficient and need not be extended, as all officers 
are not expected to be equally just. 

The. rules relating to the Court of Wards are all 
based on the principle that everything done should be 
for the ward's benefit. The rules as they stand at 
present are sufficient, and none of them is contrary to 

-the main principle. 
The influence of the provincial Governments is not 

inclined towards rigidity, but is beneficial to the 
people. 

Partly from pressure of work, and partly from their 
own tendency of keeping aloof, the Executive Officers 
have less opportunities of personal contact with the 
people. If officers cease to show themselves self-con
ceited and mix with people with open forehead and 
cheerfulness, their influence and trust will increase, 
which will be of great advantage·to them. 

The officers who are just, good-natured, and good 
administrators should not, if possible, be transferred 
for seven years at least. 

It is desirable to create Advisory Councils, which 
can be useful to Government in matters relating to 
education, commerce, and municipalities. 

The District Boards should be invested with powers 
of supervision over the smaller municipalities. This 
measure would prove very useful, but its success 
depends to a great extent on the members of the 
District Boards. 

38558. Are you satisfied with the method of nom
ination of members of the District Board by Govern· 
ment?-Yes. 

38559. How often does the District Board meet?
Three or four meetings are held every year. 

38560. Do you attend them all ?-I never attend 
them, because I have too much other work. 

38561. Are the people satisfied with the way in 
which the work is done on the District Board ?-They 
are. 

l\8562. Have Executive Officers too little opportunity 
of meeting with the people ?-When there is necessity 
they mix with the people. 

38563. Not otherwise ?-They have too much work 
and do not mix with them without occasion. 

38564. Can they speak the language fairly well ?
Yes, they speak Pusbtu and Hindustani; the more 
prevalent language is Hindustani. 

38565. In your opinion is there any necessity to 
write the language as well as speak it ?-Those officers 

83376 

who can speak Pushtu can also write it, because they M!~W,::::uul 
have passed an examination in it. Huaain J{]um, 

38566. In practice is it written much ?-The writing 
of the language is not of much use, bnt they learn it 27 MM., 1908. 
for their examinations. 

38567. How long do you think an officer. pught t.o 
stay in his district ?-A. good officer, provtded be IS 
kind and just, may remain for seven or eight years, or 
even for 20 years, the longer the better. 

38568. Is the District Board composed of leading 
representative men ?-It is composed of leading men. 
They are all selected by the Deputy Commissioner •. 

38569. How .many villages are there on your estate? 
-I am a Border Chief. 

38570. Have you no terri~orial jurisdiction or o~er
ship ?-I am one of the Chiefs of the Mahmund tr1be. 

38571. Have you any special ownership in villages ? 
-1 am Head of the Mahmund tribe, and I and my 
brother do whatever work is neoossary with regard to 
that tribe. 

38572. Do the villages get some benefit from the 
Local Fund Cess ?-The villages get some benefit from 
it-they get help in the way of schools and roads. 

38573~ (Mr. Dutt.) !£ow long, have you been a 
member of the District Board ?-I have been a 
member of the District Board for 22 years. 

38574. Have yo~ not attended any of the meetings 
at all ?-Yes, I attend once a year, and when there is 
very urgent work I might attend a meeting, but then 
the Deputy Commissioner sends a special order for my 
attendance. 

38575. What is the income of the Peshawar District 
Board ?-I do not know the total .income of the 
Peshawar District Board, but it is a fairly heavy one. 

38576. Are the primary schools supported by the 
District Board ? -The primary Schools are supported 
by the District Board. 

38577. Has the District Board an engineer of its 
own ?-No, the roads are made through the establish
ment of the District Board. It has overseers but no 
engineers. 

38578. You say it is desirable to create Advisory 
Councils which would be useful in matters of education, 
commerce and so on; what kind of .men should be 
selected for these Advisory Councils ?-Clever, good 
and influential people of the district should be selected 
for an .Advisory Council. 

38579. Should they be selected by the Deputy Com
missioner ?-Yes. 

38580. Would you wish them to meet monthly?
They should meet as required. 

38581. Where does the Mabmund tribe live?
There are different classes of Mahmunds ; the Mah
mund tribe to which I belong inhabits the tract lying 
between Fort Barra and Fort Shamsbatoo-distance 
about 20 miles-which is comprised in this district. · 

38582. When disputes arise amongst members of 
this tribe are they referred to a jirna for decision?
In criminal cases whenever there is judicial proof they 
are referred to the Sessions Court, but if there is not, 
then they are tried by thejirga. 

38583. What happens in civil cases ?-Civil cases 
are never referred to the .iirga, except cases falling 
under Section 8 of the Frontier Crimes Regulation, 
when the Deputy Commissioner has the power to 
refer to the ji1•ga, but that power is very seldom 
exercised. · · 

38584. When the jirga decide cases- do their de
cisions give general satisfaction to the people ?-The 
public concerned are not satisfied with the decisions of 
thejirga. 

38585. Do they rather prefer the decisions of the 
Judicial Courts ?-Yes, . 

38586. (MI'. Hichens.) How many members are 
there on the Peshawar District Board ?-I do not 
know. 

38587. Is the attendance fairly good ?-Yes, it is 
fairly good. 

G 
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Ntm~ab 38588. What language is used in the proceedings?-
Ma1umunatl Pushtu and Hindustani. 

.Barritt E.ll.an. 

u AltW., 1908, 
38589. In what language are the records kept?

The records are kept in Urdu. 
38590. (,V,., Meyer.) Might not the District Board 

be used as an .Advisory Council ; why create a second 
body ?-It is one and the same thing. 

38591. You need not have two different bodies; 
might not a Deputy Commissioner meet the District 
Board and talk with them with regard to general 
questions ?-Two distinct bodies are not needed, and 

the Deputy Commissioner might meet .the Dii!Lriet 
Board and consult them . 

38592. Would it ?e i~possible to improve thejirga8 
so that they could mspue more confidence in dealing 
with civil and criminal cases ?-I do not think the 
jir.qas can be improved so as to inspire greater con
fidence. 

38593. Why do they not inspire confidence ?-Be
cause they are not trusted ; there are factions among 
th~m, and they take bribes. 

(The· witness withdrew.) 

KHAN BAHADUR .ABDUL GHAFUR KHAN OF ZAIDA was called and examined. 

11
!:,"3u,. 38594. (Chairman.) You are Divisional and Sessions 
Alldvl Judge at Jhelum ?-Yes, since about four years. I 

tltllltltwrKhan, am a member of the Statutory Civil Service, which 
was abolished some time in 1892. 

fi Jfar.,l908, Every effort should be made to make Government 
as popular as possible, by bringing into greater relief 
the benevolent and beneficent character of the Govern
ment. The conferment of titles is very good, but they 
are more or less empty sounds, and sometimes the 
recipient of a high-sounding title finds it very difficult 
t? ~ak~ his p~sition copJ.patible with the dignity and 
distmction whiCh the exalted nature of the title carries 
with it, and which is an inseparable element of the 
title. For instance, the title of Nawab or Raja has 
got . a v,ery bjgh .notion attached ~o it according to 
Indian Ideas. It 18 therefore anomalous to confer this 
~itl~ on a man who is not the Chief of ~s people or a 
;agtrda~, and has not the means to maintain the dignity 
of the title. I therefore propose the creation of life 
jau.irs, ~l?wances and assignments, which should be 
qmte distmct from hereditary ones in each district. 
The amount for such grants would be fixed by the 
Local Governments, with due regard to economic and 
other conditions. Recommendations in this respect 
should be made only in case. of persons distinguished 
for loyalty and meritorious services. The Local 
Governlllents should have full. powers to make such 
grants for life. It is the first duty of a foreign Govern
ment to make people understand by practical methods 
that the Government has the power and will of appre
ciating and rewarding, and is ever ready to reward 
exceptionally good-service and distinguished loyalty. 
When once people learn that the Government has 
nothing to give because of the number of appoint
ments being limited and the demand greater, a sort 
of despondency creeps over them, which eventually 
eulminate,s in discontent and disloyalty. 
· The utility of free intercourse between Europeans 
and Indians, between the District Officer and the 
people, can never be overestimated. It should be the 
bounden duty of the Deputy Commissioners and Com
misssoners, and in fact all European officers to be 
sympathetic, affable, and courteous. They shduld try 
to understand the people and their wants. They 
~hould .allow them ~ee access, give them patient hear
Ings, hsten to their requests, and profit by their 
counsel. Every Deputy Commissioner and Commis
sioner sh?uld have a limited fund at his disposal to 
hold parties, and conversaziones to which leading men 
of all classes should be invited. This is the only way 
by which t~e. Dist~ict Officers would b.e able to carry 
on the adm1mstrat1ve work to the entire satisfaction 
of the people and for the good of the Government 
and thereby foster a spirit of loyalty which ought 
never to wither or fade. 

I am in favour of augmenting the power and con
trol of t?~ executive, but it is absolutely necessary for 
the stability of the Empire that the execntive should 
never interfere in, or openly criticise the decision of 
the ju~iei~l. The independence of the Judges must 
be m&ntamed to sustam and protect the traditional 
reputation of British Justice. Discontent is bound to 
~rise in ·cases when the belief of the people in the 
mdependent character of justice is impaired. 

I am much av.erse to the multiplicity of departments 
~nd t?o much mterference of petty officials in the 
liberties of the people. 'fhe vagaries of these petty 
unedu~ated and corrupt petty officials are the root of 
all evils. I would like to see intelligent and zealous 
young men of good family and education appointed 

to those posts the holders of which come in direct 
contact with the people; I would like to raise the pay 
of posts of trust and honour, and employ more Indians 
o~ these posts. Good· family position and past ser
VIces to the Crown should be sine qua non for appoint
ments to these posts . .Day by day a large number. of 
the _members of good famil1es, who rendered good 
serVIces to Government, and who have a stake in the 
country, receive _high education, and are in every 
respect fit for bemg placed in position for trust and 
responsibility. It is absolutely necessary that there 
should be a field for advancement to high position 
~or young gentlemen of good families of tried loyalty 
m Government Service, who will serve as a link 
between the publi~ and the Gover~ment. They being 
members of the anstocracy of Jndia,will endear them
selves to the people at large, and..;Will be readily ac· 
ce_Pted byJead~~ fo!...Kl!l~llei'F official position 
will enable them to come in free cont~t with Euro
pean officials, who will learn from thenn the real 
des~r~s and condition: of the people, bbt unless 
positiOns of. trust and responsibility, as distincu-. from 
those occupied by men of middle classes, are especrd.U.r 
reserved for members of the aristocracy, their services 
would not be of very great use. I would therefore 
advocate tl;le revival of a service on a par with the 
defunct Statutory Civil Service to which I have the 
honour to belong. The institution of the Imperial 
Cadet Corps affords scope for the military talent of 
the members of the upper classes, but there is no 
s~rvi.ce on the civil establishment which is of equal 
digmty as tl1at of the Cadet Corps. '!'his. is very 
unfortunate, because it is the Civil Service of India 
which must govern the people, and the members of 
which have direct dealings with all classes. 

The Government of India, though probably aware 
of the conditions. prevailing in each province under 
its control, are guided by uniform principles ·in 
shaping their policy. This sometimes leads to the 
introduction of administrative measures which are 
unsuitable for all provinces, and especially for the 
Frontier Province. I strongly advocate that the 
Gov~r~men~ of the ;Frontier Province in matters of 
admmtstrat10n sh~uld h~ve larger powers than they 
have now compatible wtth needs and desires of the 
people. ascertained through their selected Chiefs. 
Complicated laws that cannot be easily understood 
and followed even by the more advanced communities 
than tb~ Pathans, sh?uld give place to simple, com
prehensive and beneficial measures, such as the decision 
of all controversial matters by the councils of elders 
composed of men of recognized probity wide influence 
and admitted integrity. ' 

· I suggest the creation of twojirgas, t'iz. :
(1) The Iowerji1•ga. 
(2) The higher or shahijirga. 

Disputes and cases should be referred to these 
ji1·gas for-

( a) arbitration, 
(b) investigation, and 
(c) reports and decisions. 

The lower jirga ought to decide ordinary cases of 
small value as well as those offences which are not 
~eriou~. The higher . or shahi jirga should decide and 
mvestigate cases of higher value and serious offences. 

I oppose all restrictions to the right of appeal. 
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners should 

have funds at their disposal, the former Rs. 10,000 
and the latter Rs. 5,000 respectively,-to reward the 
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good services rendered by officials and non-officials in 
their respective divisions and districts. 

The influence of the Commissioner in matters per
taining to departments other than the Land Revenue 
Department is not sufficiently strong, and a_d~uate 
weight is not given to his views. The Comlllll!Bioner, 
however, should have absolutely no power of inter
ference with or criticism on the work of Judges and 
Courts in their judicial capacity. In all executive and 
administrative matters, even those entrusted to officers 
of other departments, t~iz., other than the Revenue, 
Civil and Police Departments, his voice should have 
very great weight. . 

Executive Officers owing to their onerous and 
multifarious duties cannot find sufficient time for 
coming in personal contact with the people. The 
Deputy Commissioners should have absolutely no case 
work, and should only attend to the supervision of the 
work of officers under their control. They should also 
allow free access to their subordinates for cbnsultation 
and guidance in administrative measures. Deputy 
Commissioners and Commissioners should hold garden 
parties and other such functions to which representa
tive and influential men of their districts and divisions 
of all classes should be invited. They should also 
entertain native gentlemen whenever occasions arise, 
and freely accept the hospitality of native gentlemen. 
They should be very often on tour, and invite the 
people at large to open-air meetings and converse with 
them freely, and discuss matters of importance with 
representative men. In this way they could easily 
glean the inner feelings and grievances of the people. 
For such parties and conversazione adequate sums 
should be placed at their disposal. 

The weakness of our administration, which has 
reached a dangerous point, is excessive interference 
with the liberties of the people. There are so many 
departments in each district, which for the justifica
tion of their existence try to create work for them, 
that it leads to unnecessary official interference in 
matters which would be best left alone. The work of 
each department is carried out through petty officials 
who are often corrupt and unreliable. They are apt 
to interfere in matters with which no interference is 
needed. Take the case of a patwari. He is a despot 
within his circle on whose correct work the revenue 
system depends. His pay is very small, and he has 
many opportunities of taking bribes. The entries 
made by him are supervised and checked by kanun
goes, who also are petty officials, and are invariably in 
league with their subordinates. Within a tahsil where 
there may be from 50 to 100 patwari circles the tahsil
d.ar and his naib have many other duties to attend to, 
and thus the patwari is th~ sole custodian of the 
revenue records, the entries of which give rise to 
extensive litigation and quarrels. Similarly the action 
of the subordinate Police Officers in many cases gives 
rise to great discontent and trouble, as does that of the 
officials of the Canal and Forest Departments, who 
have direct dealings with the public. The patwari is 
a necessary element in the machinery of the Revenue 
Department, and his retention is unavoidable. I would 
make the post attractive and assign to it a much higher 
pay, by which men of high qualification and integrity 
could be induced to accept it. 

.The Police, Canal and Forest Departments should 
be subjected entirely to the control of Commissioners 
and Deputr Commissioners. There should be inde
pendent officers of much higher status than those now 
holding the gazetted appointments in each district in 
charge of each department. They should have inde
pendent control of their respective departments, with 
powers of making appointments and dismissals, but 
s~bject to the supervision of the Deputy Commis· 
sioner and Commissioner. This will obviate the 
necessity of reduction in the are:1 of the districts and 
other charges. 

No officer should be speedily transferred from a 
place about whom there is no complaint, who is popu
lar with the people, and whose work is well spoken of 
by his superiors. In privilege lerwe vacancies the 
next senior officer actually in the district should be 
appointed. 

I am strongly in favour <'f the constitution of 
.Administrative Councils to assist Divisional and 
District Officers in the administration of their respec
tive divisions and districts. These AdministratiYe or 
Advisory Councils should be sepal"ate for the division 
and the districts comprised in the division. Selected 
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and distinguished members of the district Advisory 
Councils may sit in, and become members of, the 
Divisional Council. The number of members should 

.be fixed by the Local Government. Nominations 
should be made by the Local Government in case of 
the Divisional Council and by the Commissioner in 
case of the District Council. Unimpeachable character, 
respectability, social status, and vast influence should 
be the qualifications for nominations. 

The internal administration of villages should be 
left in the hands of the village council constituted by 

· the District Officers after the fashion of village 
panchayats. In civil disputes they should act as 
Boards of Conciliation -to bring about compromises. 
In other matters they should help the authorities. 

38595. You speak of the conferring of titles; do 
you think tliat they are much valued ?-Yes, these 
titles are valued by some people who are rich, but to 
those people who are not rich they are useless, because 
they cannot maintain their position and status. 

38596. Is it a mistake to confer these titles ?-No 
doubt they are looked upon as a kind of reward, but 
they should be accompanied in deserving cases by 
some other mark of favour. 

38597. Do you mean with some grant in order' to 
enable the recipients to keep up the dignity and the 
position conferred upon them?-Yes. 

38598. You say that the utility of free intercourse 
between Europeans and Indians and between the 
District. Officer and the people can never be over
estimated; at the present time is that too restricted? 
-l am very strongly of that opinion. Indian officials, 
of course, have free access and are allowed it by the 
public, and I do not think there are any restrictions in 
the case of an Indian gentleman who wishes to meet 
an Indian officer, but with regard to a EuropeaB 
officer, apart from his desk work which is enormous, 
there are also in this country the social functions 
which have to be considered, and naturally they have 
not much time to devote to them as they are so much 
occupied, whil~ Indians, who are trained more amongst 
the people, naturally come more in contact with them. 

38599. We have been told that Indian officials, in 
many cases, are quite as apt to stand aloof as European 
officials-what would you say to that ?-I think that 
would be accounted for by the characteristics of the 
particular individual, but I am taking the case as a 
whole. The majority of Indian officers must neces
sarily come into contact with the people, while the 
majority of European officers might not have the 
opportunity, or might not have the inclination. 

38600. Have you ever noticed amongst Indian 
officers any such tendency ?-I have heard of a case, 
but I have not seen anything of it myself. 

38601. Supposing a European officer wished to be 
affable and courteous, would he find it easy ?-It is 
qnite conceivable and possible, but that depends more 
again on personal idiosyncrasy. 

38602. Is it desired on either side ?-It is very much 
desired, and I am very strongly of opinion that a:ffa. 
bility and courtesy and gentlemanly qualities in an 
officer endear him to the people· at large, and his kind· 
ness is always appreciated, while on the other hand if 
an officer stands aloof and is not very courteous, the 
strength of the Government is not maintained, and he 
does not advance very much in the estimation of the 
people.. . 

38603. A witness told us to-day that it was much 
more desirable that an officer should be respected than 
that he should be liked ; would you agree with that 
view?-! really do not understand what he meant· 
but if he meant that an officer should be strong and 
should be of a temperament that the people might fear 
him and all that, I do not agree ; if, on the contrary, 
the object is that an officer should be respected and al 
the same time be courteous and polite, I agree. But I 
think he drew a line which really does not exist, to my 
mind, between the two things. 

38604. You would like to see a certain number of 
posts in the Public Service reserved to Indian gentle
men of good position and family. Do you think that 
that would strengthen the Government ?-Yes, the 
reason being that in this country there are only two 
classes more or less. There are the members of the 
aristocracy who, though they are at present in a 
deplorable condition, are yet recognised as leaders of 
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society in many respects, and then there are the com
IQ.On classes. The members of the aristocracy are 
now being educated by degrees; they have acquired 
knowledge, and there are many deserving young men 
among them who might fill posts of trust and responsi
bility with distinction. Mere local position in a pro
vince under British rule means very little. .A. man 
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may be a very rich man and a very influential man 
but, without any official position, he is not looked 
upon with any degree of respect, and he would not be 
regarded as a very useful member o£ society, because 
his powers are limited within his own circle. He has 
no power of doing any good to the people in the 
official world ; he might guide their ideas and aspira
tions, but he is not of much use to them in matters 
which they might expect he would be, and that 
being the case, it is only natural, and desirable, that 
Indians should have a greater share in the administra
tion of their own country. I£ that is conceded, then 
the members of the aristocracy, for whom any branch 
of the Civil Service may be reserved on account of 
their social position and previous training and family 
traditions, will be received by English officers with 
greater freedom, and on the other hand they would be 
recognised as guides and leaders of the people in their 
own community. That would be a link between the 
two communities, and through that medium good 
results with regard to the administration of the 
machinery could be effected. 

38605. Yon would like to see something correspond
ing in the Civil Service to the fmperial Cadet Corps?
Yes; the Service to which I belong is the Statutory 
Civil Service, the only distinction being that we get 
64 per cent. of the pay of the Covenanted Service. 

38606. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) You suggest that 
there should be some power of granting rewards ; do 
you mean rewards by Deputy Commissioners ?-I 
mean by all Executive Officers; they have enormous 
power of punishment in this province especially, but 
they have absolutely no power o£ giving rewards for 
good service. 

38607. Is ito£ political importance that they should 
have the power of making rewards ?-Yes. 

38608. You have made some suggestions with regard 
to social meetings and so on by- Deputy Commissioners 
and Commissioners, and that they should hold parties 
and so forth to which men o£ all classes should be 
invited. Would there be no difficulty with regard to 
that ?-By" all classes" I meant men of standing and 
position belonging to different communities and dif-
ferent nationalities. · _ 

38609. You meant the leaders of society ?-Yes, I 
did not mean that the masses should be invilied and 
that sort of thing. 

38610. Even in your own house there would possibly 
be considerable difficulty with regard to a meeting of 
.all classes ?-Yes, but we have open-air meetings 
-where everybody is received. 

38611. You suggest that each Deputy Commissioner 
should have a grant of about Rs. 5,000 ?-I would 
·suggest Rs.10,UOO per annum. 

38612. Have you anyidea what that would probably 
-cost ?-.A.n enormous figure, but the results would 
justify it. 

38613. I£ it were done generally throughout India 
would it not mean at least 15 or 16 lakhs o£ rupees a 
,year ?-Yes, but the result obtained would justify 
4:lven such a large expenditure. 

38614. You speak of raising the pay of the patwari 
..,... and making his post a more responsible one ; what 

sort of pay does he receive now ?-.A. pa.twari now gets 
from Rs. 10 to Rs. 2Q a month, and I would raise it to 
Rs. 50 a month provided that you get the kind o£ man 
I have suggested. It is an anomaly that a man on 
whose correct work the whole revenue system depends 
should be not much above the status of a mere servant. 
The whole thing, of course, means expense. 

38615. That would cost another very large sum. 
Would you be prepared to raise the amount by taxa
tion ?-Personally, I do not understand the question 
-of taxation one way or the other, because I am not 
very much in touch with financial matters. 

386'16. But in order to carry out reforms of this 
description you would have to raise taxation ?
:Perhaps the salt tax might be raised ; it is a very 

small amount and if a man can afford to pay one pice, 
which he does now, he would not feel it if he had to 
pay two. Or a shop tax might be imposed. 

· 38617. But when considering a reform intended to 
benefit the upper classes, is not tlie objection to that, 
that the tax falls on the poor ?-But they could afford 
to pay 2 pices. 

38618. The last witness told us that he thought the 
Commissioners in the Punjab might be made Courts of 
Wards-would you agree with that ?-As a matter of 
fact, it is the Deputy Commissioner who is the Court 

· of Wards, and the Financial Commissioner is the 
controlling authority. 

38619. Would it be a wis~ measure to delegate the 
power of the Financial Commissioner to Commissioners 
of divisions ?-I do not think so; the Financial Com
missioner's sanction in many cases does not entail any 
very great hardship or create any delay. 

38620. Then you would not be prepared to make 
any change ?-I do not think so. 

38621. (Mr. Meyer.) Would you have the Local 
Government scatter life jagtrs and allowances and 
assignments freely ?-The Local Government ought to 
have the power of selection. 

386~2. Are you prepared to faoo the expense ? 
Would there not be far more candidates for the grants 
than there would be grants to give ?-Competition 
perhaps would be desirable. 

38623. Would you not excite more hatred on the 
part of the people whom you disappointed, than grati- · 
tude from the people to whom you would give these 
advantages ?-I think that enthusiasm on their part 
would be more permanent, but that argument might be 
applied with reference to any reward. 

38624. With regard to the Statutory Civil Service 
which you desire to see revived, the selections made 
were not altogether fortunate, in some provinces ?
That is, of course, a question of selection, but the 
time chosen for the inauguration of the Statutory 
Service was too early, and there was not the right 
material at hand at that time, whereas now there are 
any number of men who are fitted for the service, and 
if you hav~ a certain number of appointments open to 
men of good birth and education, they would be filled. 
The Provincial Service is a subordinate Service and the 
position of an Extra-Assistant Commissioner is only 
just a little above that of an ordinary tahsildar. As 
these appointments are open to anybody, I would like 
to see a special reserve cadre for men of really good 
family and education, and at the same time of good 
standing. So far as " listed " appointments are con~ 
cerned, I understand with reference to the Frontier 
Province that there are none in the province, and no 
such posts are open to them. In the Punjab there 
are nine appointments theoretically reserved, but the 
conditions are such that when the Statutory Civil 
Servants bold these appointments, no Provincial Civil 
Servant is selected for them, the natural result being 
that men do not attain any position or high post until' 
they arrive at the fag end of their service. 

38625. You think that it is better to revive the 
Statutory Civil Service ?-Exactly, because I should 
like to see new blood infused into the Service and the 
revival of the Statutory Civil Service is necessary 
from another point of view. I would like to see 
young men of good family kept in the country, and 
not sent to England where there are so many op
portunities of their coming into contact with an 
undesirable class of people. Now-a-days examina
tions are made so stiff that a young man has to go 
to England at an early age, and if he qualifies for 

. the Civil Service, it is no doubt an advantage to him 
personally, but then on the other hand be becomes of 
no use to his country. Another dangE'r is the 
political danger. When such a man comes back he is 
probably not received into English society here in 
the same way as he has been in England, so that 
it makes him discontented and a feeling of dis
content is not a good thing. Upon these grounds, 
therefore, I strongly advocate a revival of a service 
which may be considered by everyone to be a distinct 
service, aud into which one could get men of families . 
which are very distinguished. 

38626. But are there not a certain number of men 
of good family in the Provincial Service ?-There are, 
because there is no other alternat.ive for them. 
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; 38627 •. If you had a Statutory Civil Ser~ce1 would 
not the number of appointments be very lim1ted ?
Yes ; it was two a year in the Punjab. 
· 38628. And you would still have your lower aristo

cracy trying for the Provincial Service ?-The. num?~r 
of appointments made every year to th~ Ind1an C.1vil 
Service is not more than four or five m the PunJab, 
but according to the old rule-the Statutory Civil 
Service rule-the number was one-fifth to every 
Covenanted Civilian so that supposing there are 150 
Civilians in the Punjab, and every year appointments 
were made to the Statutory Service, you would have in 
the Punjab bet wee~ 20 and 30 ~fficers, at;d they would 
certainly have exercised a great mfluence m the country 
for the good of the administration. 

38629. In the Punjab, is there not a system of · 
fluctuating assessment ?-Yes, in certain districts only. 

· 38630. That is to say, the assessments are levied on 
the amount and character of the crop ?-Yes. 

38631. The amount levied is less if there is a bad 
crop than if there is a good one ?-Yes. 

38632. Is not the danger of corruption on the part 
of the patwari very considerably increased by that 
system ?-Yes. I know of one instance where we had 
one whole tahsil under the fluctuating system, and I 
tried to get two naib-tahsildars, instead of one, to assess 
the land, and it was with great difficulty that I got 
them. 

38633. With regard to the grants which you wish 
Commissioners and Deputy-Commissioners to distri
bute, are they to be lump sums?-Yes, something like 
contingent expenses every year-a special item might 
be allotted as contingent expenses for that purpose. 

· 38634. Would you give the money to individuals, or 
would you allow the money to be given to a village and 
say, 11 Here is some money-build a mosque or make a 
well," or something of that sort ?-I do not know as a 
matter of fact if it would be feasible to reward a united 
service-a service rendered by a. whole community, or 
village-such money would be used more appropriately 
for rewarding individual services. 

38635. (Mr. Hichens.) A witness told us to-day that 
he thought a Deputy Commissioner should not serve 
longer than four or five years in a district on the 
ground that if he stayed longer he might become im
pregnated with the factious spirit which appears to 
obtain in this province-do you agree with that ?-:So.· 
I have not noticed any factious spirit on the part 
of any European officer in this province. 

38636. The witness said that they might get to 
know so much about a district that they might insen
sibly take sides with one faction or the other ?-I do 
not think so ; my: impression is that if a Deputy 
Commissioner was kept longer in a district he would 
be more useful. It is a difficult position for any man 
to hold, and the difficulty is that on the one hand he 
is required to turn out such a large amount of desk 
work, he also has to decide revenue suits and to act as 
a District Magistrate, in which capacity he not only 
supervises the work of his subordinates, but he is, 
time after time, required to deal with criminal and 
revenue work himself. He is also bound to submit 
and verify so m11:ny reports every day. Thus a large 
amount of work IS thrown on the shoulders of a single 
man, with the result that the work is scraped through 
sometimes, and sometimes it is left to subordinates 
who carry it out with the sanction of the Deputy 
Commissioner's signature, which, of course makes that 
Deputy Commissioner assume responsibility for work 
which he has never done. He cannot possibly under 
any circumstances be impregnated or affected by any 
kind of party spirit in the way suggested. 

38637. Given a good sympathetic officer would you 
say that the longer he stayed in a district 'the better ? 
-Certainly. 

38638. Are the transfers of European officers more 
frequent than the transfers of Indian officers ?-I 
think so. 

38639. What would you attribute that to ?-It is 
due to the creation of appointments • there are 
appointments specially reserved for EuroPean officers 
and they are shifted about from place to place. 

38640. Do Indian officials stay a considerable time 
in their stations ?-I have never seen any European 

officer kept over five or six years, but in the majority 
of cases the members of the Provincial Service stay 
longer. 
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38641. .Are the richer and more influential people in 

this province ready to act on the District Board and 21 Mar· 1908 · · 
municipalities ?-I do not km>w much about munici. _., · 
palities, but so far as the District Board is concerned, 
I believe everybody of ·any standing in this district ia 
a member. · 

38642. Do they accept that responsibility from the 
point of.view of the honour it brings or from a desire 
to do some good public work ?-I think the majority 
of them only accept the position because it implies 
some sort of honour and respectability as distinguished· 
from the common people. 

38643. Do the people of that class attend the meet
ings at all regularly ?-I do not think everybody · 
attends except once a year. 

38644. Is sufficient trouble taken to interest them 
in their work ?-I think not. 

38645. Would the way to remedy that be by giving 
them some definite responsibility?-Yes. 

38646. Is it practical politics to do that in this 
province to day ?-Yes, I think it is a very simple 
matter ; their duties have nothing to do with the 
ordinary a:ffairs of state and no political matters are 
involved ; it is a. case of dealing with the internal · 
administration, and I am an advocate of decentraliza
tion from the lower end. 

38647. What would yo1;1 do with reference to giving 
them larger responsibility ?-A circle might be allotted . 
to each District Board member, and he should make 
himself responsible for the up-keep of the roads in it 
and transact all other bnsiness pertaining to it which 
come under the Board. A responsible officer should 
go round and see how the duties were being carried out. 

38648. Would you suggest that there should be a 
non-official Chairman of the Board ?-Certainly. . 

38649. Would that be desirable ?-In the Frontier 
Province I am not quite certain that such a position 
could be given ; I do not think there is any gentleman 
here who would be able to fill the post. We have 
to educate the people by degrees and when they are 
educated for those particular tasks, then, of course, a 
non-official Chairman might be found. · 

38650. Would the way of developing a spirit of local 
self-government be for the District Officer to try and 
interest people in regard to sma.ll works of public im
portance, which in time might lead up to something 
else ?-Yes, I want them to be educated first. 

38651. At the present moment it is not desirable to 
go beyond giving them sma.ll responsibilities ?-Yes, · 
within a limited circle. 

38652. If they were approached in the right spirit 
would the inBuential men in a district be prepared to 
co-operate with you ?-I think so. 

· 38653. (Mr. Dutt.) You have proposed the creation 
of two new kinds of jirgas, a lower jirga and shahi · 
jarga ; do you propose to increase the number of the 
existing jirgas, or do you propose the creation of a new 
kind of institution ?-I am proposing the creation of a 
new kind of institution ; there is at present no nomina
tion for a jirga, and there is no such t~ as a recog
nized membership of a jirga, Each case lias to come 
before a Deputy Commissioner, or an officer who has 
the power of a District Magistrate who decides whether 
it is fit to be referred to a jirga, and only those cases 
are referred where judicial proof is wanting and where 
judicial conviction cannot be secured. Then ajirga is 
selected haphazard. 

38654. What would be your proposal exactly?
There are two . se~s of darbaris in this province, one 
called the provmc1al darba1·i. and the other composed 
o~ .~ople who have a right to be adinitted to the 
diV1s10~al dar bar. We can easily draw up a scheme 
by which the gentlemen who are on the provincial 
darbar ~hould constitute the shahijirga (something on 
a par With the system which now exists in Baluchistan )1 
and the members of the divisional darbar should 
constitute the lower jirga. 

38655. So that you wou'ld have a standing larger 
jirga and a standing smaller jirga, and when cases 
arose you would refer them to the particular members 
selected for the occasion ?-No, what I should prefer 
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38656. But are not th~ numbers of a t ar ar very 
large ?-No, in this province they are not larger than 
30 on the provincial darbar list •. 

38657. And you think that ~hey should sit together 
in all cases of importance which may be referred to 
him ?-Quite so. 

38658. And that a smaller Council should be formed 
for the trial and disposal of less important cases?-
Exactly. • 

38659. Do you propose also that both civil and 
criminal cases should be referred to jirgas for disposal ? 
-Yes. 

38660. Would that not largely decrease the work in 
our Courts ?-No. I would but make a distinction 
so far as civil cases are concerned ; I would not refer 
any complicated cases to them involving points of law, 
but only questions of·fact. 

38661. Should that reference be made in civil cases 
by the District Judge and in criminal cases' by the 
Deputy Commiilsioner ?-All cases whether of a civil 
or criminal nature are referred to a CouUGil of elders 
by the Deputy Commissioner, and therefore I would 
make him the only channel for referring these cases. 

38662. You say that the influence of the Com
missioner is not sufficiently strong now-is it your 
idea that the Commissioner should be consulted in all 
important matters in all departments within the limits 
of his division ?-Yes. 

38663. Elsewhere you say that the Canal and Forest 
Departments should be subject entirely to the control 
of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner ?-I 
am talking, of course, only from the administrative 
point of view, and not from the point of view of 
technical matters. 

38664. So far as the distribution of water is con
cerned, should the Irrigation Officer be under the 
orders of the District Officer ?-Yes, to a certain 
extent, but a Deputy Commissioner .would very seldom 
interfere in a case of that kind, because it is a question 
of technical knowledge. 

38665. But supposing the people came to the 
Deputy Commissioner and complained that they were 
not getting sufficient water, would you empower the 
Deputy Commissioner to pass an order on the Canal 
Engineer to give water to certain fields ?-I think so, 
provided there is a safeguard and he had satisfied him
self, as a matter of fact, that the Canal Officers were 
not treating the people properly. 

38666. Is there a forest officer in your district ?
No. There are forest areas which are called reserved 
forests, and for each specified area there is an officer 
who is called a divisional officer. 

38667. Do you propose that these divisional.forest 
officers should, so far as their general work is con· 
earned, be under the orders or control of the Divisional 
Commissioner?-Yes. 

38668. And that any orders or wishes expressed by, 
the Commissioner should be complied with by the 
forest officer ?-Yes. 

S8669. The reserved forests are under the control of 
the forest officers, but what is the practice with regard 
to protected forests ?-The protected forests are also 
under the control of the forest officer, but the Deputy 
Commissioner has larger powers with regard to them. 

38670. Have you, as Deputy Commissioner; bad any 
experience as to the management of these forests ? 
-Yes. -

38671. So fas as protected forests are concerned, 
might their management be transferred to the Revenue 
Department ?-Yes, I think so. 

38672 . .Are they not mostly grazing fields ?-Yes. 
38673. And the Deputy Commissioner, with, such 

technical help as may be necessary, would be able to 
manage these protected forests as distinguished from 
the reserved forests?-Yes. 

~3674 . .Are there many fa~tions in every village in 
this province ?-There are factions, but they did not 
always exist in the same way as they exist now. 

38675. But taking things as they are now, would 
there not be some difficulty in creating village pancha· 
yats in the face of the existing factions ?-People, of 
course, would complain in the beginning, but they 
might complain as . to any measure which was intro· 
duced, and if they thou~ht by complaining to the. 
authorities a measure wh1ch they did not like would 
be dropped, they would do so. Any measure con
sidered to be good ought to be tried sympathetically, 
and an attempt made to see whether. any good results 
could be obtained. 

38676. Where there were d.i.fferent tribes in the
same village_ would you select the headmen of the 
different tribes to form a panchayat ?-Yes ; headmen 
might be constituted into village panchayats, and, by 
degrees, others might be associated with them. 

3B677. Might simple and ordinary matters be left to
them to deal with ?-Yes; I would leave matters in· 
volving Rs. 50 or Rs. 100, as to which lengthy litiga

. tion is undesirable, to them. 

38678. When you speak of Administrative or Advi· 
sory Councils, is it your idea that a Council should 
simply give advice to a District Officer or that they 
should help the District Officer in administrative 
matters ?-They should be simply advisory bodies for 
the purpose of giving advice in times of emergency, 
because at times it is quite conceivable that Executive
Officers might not really understand the inner feel
ings of the people on some particular question, and 
when those inner feelings have been ascertained by 
duly qualified men, tb~ir·advice would be of great help 
to the District Officer. 

38679. Might not an ordinary d~rbar be. made into 
an Advisory Council, or would it be necessary to form 
a separate Council ?-I think Advisory Boards must 
not be composed of the divisional darbal'il ; I am 
talking about the nobility. The men who are divi
sional darba1is, according to my experience, are not 
composed ofthe very highly placed members of society~ 
and they are not intelligent enough to be of much 
help. Therefore I should like the Advisory Council 
or Board to be a distinct body, and it should be recog
nised as a distinct honour to belong to it. The
members of it should, be really useful men in case of 
any emergency. . 

38680. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You speak of the petty 
officials as being the root of all evil ; would you say 
that they are one o£ the chief weaknesses in the pre
sent adminstration ?-Yes. 

38681. Is there any way of improving them which 
you could recommend except by increasing their pay ? 
-Yes; the work of these petty officials requires very 
thorough supervision, and it is in that connection that 
the only improvement, if the present r~gime is allowed 
to remain, can be obtained. . 

38682. How would you secure greater supervision 
over their work ?-I would have officers to supervise 
the work by going on the spot whenever there was 
occasion, and I would allow them also to consult the 
people with reference to any grievances or cOJ;nplaints . 
they might have to make. 

38683. Are not all the grievances and complaints of· · 
the people listened to even now ?-I do not think they 
are. 

38684. Do you mean to say that if a man has a 
complaint against a patwari and states it in a proper· 
manner, it is not attended to ?-It may be 'that it is. 
listened to, but it gives rise to constant applications 
and lengthy litigation, and a man might not be able 
to go on with that sort ·of thing. Of course, the· 
machinery of the law exists for dealing with com
plaints. 

38685. I am speaking of the case of a petition to· 
the Deputy Commissioner ?-An ordinary petition, 
unless supported by actual facts 'and evidence, would 
not be listened to. Petitions are sometimes sent to 
the Revenue Officer, who sends them to the tahsildar,. 
who makes enquiry, but meanwhile time has elapsed •. 
and the whole matter is probably settled. 

38686. Then what you say with regard to the treat-· 
ment of complaints as to misconduct is, that thAy are 
not thoroughly taken up ?-I think they are not. 

38687. But you do not suggest that a larger .number: 
of supervising officers is necessary?-Yes, I thmk so. 
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38688. Should the number of Sub-Divisional Officers 
be increased?-There should be a larger number of 
Gazetted Officers, if the present system is left nn· 
changed. 

38689. Would you gh·e patwaris and such like men 
any connection with the village panchayat ?-The 
village panchayat might be utilised in supervising their 
work and in looking after them.. 

38690. Would yon attach the patwari in any way to 
the panchayat as clerk or in any other capacity, or 
would you keep ihe village panchayat absolutely 
isolated from Government officers ?-The patwari's 
duties are quite distinct from work of a civil nature ; 
the patwari has only to make entries in certain records 
with reference to questions of possession and owner· 

ship of land, and that sort of thing. My idea was Eluu1. 
that only small petty matters of a civil nature should .B~'d:;' 
be referred to panchayats. Glus(M KluM&. 

38691. Would you keep the patwari entirely dis. -
tinct and apart from the panchayat, or would you 21 Mm·., 1908. 
employ him as their clerk ?-The patwari, as a rule, -
bas already so many duties to perform that he could 
not possibly help the panchayat in such a way. 

38692. Would that be your only reason for not so 
employing him?-Yes, and I would rather a patwari 
did not come·into contact with the panchayats, so that 
in regard to deciding any particular ease he might not 
influence them. 

(The 'IOitneu toithdrew.) 

Colonel J. E. DICKIE was ealled and examined. 

, 38693. (Chairman.) You are Secretary of the Public 
dWorks Department ?-Yes, since about four years. 

· With reference to the Public Works Department of 
iliis province, the powers of the Local Government to 
sanction" works" might be raised from Rs. 20,000 to 
at least Rs. 25,000, a.s the Officer Commanding Royal 
Engineers can sanction estimates for Military Works 
up to the latter figure. 

On the whole the tendency of Government is in the 
direction of rigidity and uniformity, but it is difficult 
to particularise. As far as the Public Works are eon· 
cerned, the follcwing are some examples where mora 
power migM be delegated to local authorities :-

(i) Sale or dismantlement of Imperial Civil build
ings.-Under paragraph 1907, Public Works 
Department Code, if the cost of a permanent 
civil bnilding is over Rs. 1,000, the Local 
Government cannot sanction its sale or dig. 
mantlement. This limit of Rs. 1,000 might 
be dispen&:d with.. 

(ii) Reduction ofrenllJ of Got:ern11W!t buildings.
Government of India sanction is required to 
reduce the rent of any Government bnilding 
below the amount which should be charged 
under para..,uraph 1068, Public Works Depart. 
ment Code. Local Governments might be 
authorized to sanction the reduction of, or 
exemption from, rent. 

(iii) PurchWJe or ciJmtruction of ruiflencu.
Under paragraph 1063, Chapter IV, Public 
Works Department Code, Local Governments 
can sanction the purchase or construction of 
residences up to Rs. 10,000 only. This limit 
might well be omitted, and power given up to 
the Local Government limit of sanction for 
ordinary works. 

{ir;) Clau A Work8.-Local Governments cannot 
re-appropriat~ funds from the grant for 
Class A Works without Government of India 
sanction. This restriction might be removed. 

(11) Granll for E11glish .stortr.-Local Govern· 
ments cann?t transfer funds from th!l English 
to the Indian grant (r;id~ paragraph 2107, 
Public Works Departmen~ Code, Volumell), 
although money can be given from the Indian 
to the English grant. The restriction might 
be removed. 

(ri) No exemption on aooount of charges for 
establishment and tools and plant can be 
made by Local Governments when one fund 
or one branch of the department carries out 
wor~ for another department. Power might 
be gtven to Local Governments to remit the 
charges for establishment and tools and 
plant. 

{t'ii) Under paragraph 510, Public Works Depart. 
ment Code, Local Governments can sanction 
the write off of irrecoverable personal ad· 
vances up ~a limit of Ra. 1,000, in each C38e 
a report betng made to the Government of 
India. This report might be dispensed with. 

{ riii) Lap!YI.-I should like to see balancee of 
~llotment at _the end of year carried on 
mstead of lapsmg. They could, if rw:uMry, 
be separately ai.X'ounted for or reported on. 

The different provinces resemble each other as little_ tJolo11iZ 
as one European country resembles another. ?!lea.snres J.E . .Dickie. 
of reform or improvement suitable to one might be -
quite out of place in the case of its neighbour. 27 Jfar.,1908. 
Interchange of views between different Administra--
tions would, doubtless, be beneficiaL but the Head of 
each Government should be allowed latitude in adopt. 
ing salutary reforms and in developing his charge on 
his own lines. 

As regru;ds appeals of all kinds, I consider these 
should be most restricted and only allowed in very 
exceptional cases after a British official has once given 
his decision. Generally speaking, appeals have a 
demoralizing effect in that they encourage litigation 
and weaken authority. One appeal should be the 
limit. 

Most of the returns called for in the Public Works 
Department are necessary, but the forecast for stores 
from England might, for example, be dropped, as it is 
impossible to do more than make a guess in August of 
what will be required the following year. 

When travelling about and meeting zamindars and 
11U1lik1, I hear constantly of unwarranted exactions by 
minor officials. Possibly, if increased powers were 
given and fewer reports, returns, &c., exacted from 
Executive British Officers, the latter might ba in a 
be~ter position to check abnses. 

The influence in question appears to be in the direc
tion of too much rigidity and uniformity. 'l'here is a 
want of elasticity in that the country is too much 
regulation-ridden. Rules have been drawn up with the 
yiew to meeting all possible contingencies ~tead of 
for guidance in considering cases on their merits. 

So far a.s my observation goes, I think Executive 
Officers are too much tied to their desks. It is a 
matter of common knowledge that minor officials are 
venal to a degree. The only remedy is to taka away 
desk work so far as possible and give Executive Officers 
greater opportunity for personal contact, bot what 
would further improve matters would be to augment 
the numbers of the British officials. Plurality of 
regulations also is not for real efficiency. 

Generally speaking, the desirability of ·reducing 
district and other charges depends on cironmsta.n008. 
The " partition of Bengal " was advocated in "Indian 
Polity" as far back as 1873, if not Lefore. To give a 
local instance, the Peshawar district has now become 
too heavy a charge for one Deputy Com.miE.sioner. 

Transfers of officers are generally considered to be 
too frequent. This has been recognized in the Army 
Department and the remedy applied. 

38694. When yon have to get sanction for estimates 
for contracts and so forth, do you correspond through 
the Local Government with the Public Works Depart.. 
ment ?-Certain estimates, of course, are contained in 
the budget, and with regard to those which are not 
contained in the budget one either has to take the 
sanction of the Government of India in the Public 
W ork.s Department or the Local Government. 

3.'l695. What are your powers with regard to sanc
tioning estimates ?-As Secretary, I can sanction up to 
Rs. 20,000. •• 

38G96. Have yon any .productive· works here?
None. 
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38697. Have you any protective works ?-Yes, in a 
way. 

38698. In the case of imperial protective works, 
what is your power of sanctioning estimates ?-I can 
sanction up to Rs. 20,000. 

38699 . .A.nd with regard to contracts ?-That is the 
same .. 

38700, What are your powers of sanctioning esti~ 
mates for provincial works ?-There are no separate 
provincial works as distinct from imperial works here 
~verything is imperial. 

38701. .A.nd your powers, whatever they are, are the 
same ?-Yes. 

38702. With regard to minor works, have you any 
powers of sanction ?-With regard to minor works, 
the Officer Commanding Royal Engineer and Garrison 
Engineer are allotted a certain amount of money, and 
can sanction according to their powers. 

38703. Have you no greater powers than they have? . 
-Yes·; Commanding Royal Engineers can sanction? 

. 'up to Rs. 2,500 for sin~le minor works, and my 
powers with regard· to minor works are no greater. 
I do not interfere with regard to minor wo1;ks at all. 

38704. You state that under paragraph 510 of the 
Public Works Code, Local Governments can sanction 
the writing off of irrecoverable personal advances up 
to a limit of Rs. 1,000. Ought that sanction to be 
extended ?-Yes, I think so. I do not quite know 
what limit, but if it ·were extended I think it might 
save many references. 

38705. Cannot you give a limit? - I am not 
prepared to say-perhaps the amount might be 
doubled. 

38706. Have you a certain number of Provincial 
and Subordinate officers under you or is yours entirely 
a :Military Service ?-The whole of the establishment 
is under Military Works. 

38707. Have you no Provincial Service ?-None. 
38708. (Mr. Hichens.) You suggest you might have 

further powers as to the purchase or construction of 
residences for Government servants ?-Yes, that only 
goes up to Rs. 10,000. 

38709. What power would you be prepared to give 
to the Local Government in regard to cases of that 
sort ?-Take, for instance, the construction of a circuit 
house which may cost Rs. 25,000 or more. Without 
the special sanction of the Government of India the 
Local Government might go to that limit. 

38710. Would you be prepared to lay down certain 
general principles and then rely on the Local Gover:q
ment to interpret them ?-I am not prepared to say 
whether that would be altogether wise; it depends a 
great deal, of course, upon individuals. 

3871J. What inconvenien~ would result supposing 
the decision of such matters was left entirely to the 
discretion of the Local Government ?-I do not think 
there would be any. 

38712. Then is there any objection to giving them 
full power ?-None that I can see; if an officer who is 
to be given full power is fit for the position he ought 
tQ have it, and if he is not fit for the position, then he 
ought to go. · 

38713. You refer to an excess of rigidity and 
uniformity, and you say that rules have been drawn 
up with a view to meeting all possible contingencies 
instead of for guidance in considering cases on their 
merits ; have you any specific instances in your mind ? 
-Yes; I was thinking, for instance, of cases where 
dangerous work is being carried out and where, as 
B?metimes happens, accid~nts occur and workmen get 
killed. In such cases thell' people might want money 
to bury them and perhaps for other purposes but one 
cannot do anything without going to the Go;ernment 
of India. I saw a case in the " Pioneer" the other day 
as.to adak runner, which indicat~s ~xactly the sort of 
thing I mean. In such cases a District Officer bas no 
power t,o make any ~ant, and has to pay money which 
IS requll'ed from h1s own pocket, risking whether he 
will get it back again. 

38714. In a case of that sort, ought the District 
Officer to have a small fund from which he could make 
grants .of th~t kiD;d ?-Yes ; practically, when engaged 
on a b1g engmeermg work, one can generally manage 

to spend a little in various ways. Of course it is 
irregular, but it is quite advisable and quite right that 
one should be allowed such a fund. 

38715. I thought you meant that there were a. 
number of finnicking rules which harassed you ?-So 
there are. · 

38716. Can you give any instance as to that ?-No, 
I am sorry to say I cannot. · 

38717 . .A.re there a large number of such rules?-
Yes; there are many things, the settlement of which 
might be left to the local officers. · 

38718. Is too little ·left to the discretion of the 
officer and possibly is he rather too much nursed?
Yes, he is a little bottle-fed, I think. 

38719. You say that the transfers of officers are 
generally considered to be too frequent, and that that 
bad been recognised in the Army Department and the 
remedy applied. Wb at was the remedy applied in that 
case ?-The remedy applied bas been that when one 
post is vacant, they have not to move a dozen officer7 
all round to arrange for everybody getting his prope, 
step. There is no "general post " of that kind. ~; 
far as possible they arrange matters within the divisionft, 
and in the case of Staff Officers, if for instance in the 
first division a senior Assistant Adjutant-General goes 
on leave, they do not bring another man from another 
division. 

38720. Could that rule be applied with regard t() 
civil appointments ?-I think so; there is perhaps a. 
little more "general post" than is quite necessary. 

38721. Is it desirable that a man should not stay 
longer than four or five years in one district ?-Yes, I 
think as a rule that is quite long enough. 

_ 38722. (Mr. Dutt.) .A.re District Board works in this 
province executed by servants of the District Board
supervisors and overseers-or are they executed by 
your subordinates ?-District Boards have their own 
district overseers who generally do the work, but there 
was a case the other day when a District Board 
wanted to build a hospital and do the work them
selves, because we could not build it at the rates. 
They asked us to estimate for it, and asked if we 
would build it, and we should have been very glad t() 
do so, but we could not do it for the money. 

38723. Do they sometimes undertake large roads 
costing many thousands of rupees, and have their own 
qualified engineers to carry out such work. They do 
not undertake any large works in the way of com
munication. 

38724. .A.re most of the main roads in this pro-:
vince maintained from the provincial funds ?-From 
imperial civil fundsr 

38725. Have you
1 
any supervision over the work of 

District Boards ?-No ; if one is asked to do so, one 
of course gives advice and helP.. 

38726. If your department did any work for a 
District Board would it charge them a percentage on 
the cost of the work done ?-I rather think that one 
ought to charge a percentage according to the regula
tions. For instance, this very building we are now in 
was built nominally by the District Boar.d, but 
practically our officers supervised the whole of the 
work without any charge. I think it was not quite 
right, but still there was comparatively little money 
available, and it is possible that the military works 
estimates ought to have been credited with something 
for the cost of ~upervision. 

38727. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) Is there not some 
prohibition in this province with regard to the powers 
of the Local Government as to metalling roads ?
There is nothing special ; · no imperial road can be 
metalled without the sanction of the Government of 
India, but there ar.ano special rules having reference 
to this province. · 

38728. Does that mean that all your roads here are 
imperial roads ?-Yes. 

38729. .A.nd therefore the Chief Commissioner can
not have any road metalled without going to the 
Government of India ?-Yes. 

38730. Suppose a road is wearing out over a bridge i 
cannot the Chief Commissioner order that it should be 
metalled and repaired ?-Yes, certainly. 
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38731. Then you can repair little bits of roads?- works, and one cannot transfer it to some other work Colonel 
Yes, they would be considered parts of the bridge. without the sanction of the Government of India. J. E. Dlckw. 

38732. But between the bridges you cannot metal? 38747. Is that not peculiar to this province, and due 27 Mar., 1908. 
-No. . .. to the fact that there is no provincial settlement and 

38733. Bow far do your powers extend in the the money is imperial ; you are not speaking of the 
Milital'V Department ?-ToRs. 25,000. · Local Governments generally ?-No. Not peculiar to 

• ., this province. 
38734. Andin theCivilDepartmenttheyonlyextend 38748. In the same way, in regard to charges for · 

to Rs. 20,000 ?-Yes i that sum might be raised to establishment and so on, you are only speaking of this 
Rs. 25,000. province ?-J1,1st so. · 

38735. Is there any correspondence with regard to 
raising your powers in the Military Department ?-No, 
I think not. 

. 38736. You say that the forecast for stores might be 
done away with : am I right in understanding that in 
August of one year you have to try and guess what 
stores you are going to buy during the year beginning 
in the following April ?-Yes, and one has to make a 
rough forecast. 

38737. W:hich, I suppose, is practically useless ?-1 
do not thiitk it is of much use. 

3ll73B. What is done with it and why is it required? 
I could not tell you ; it must be for some financial 
reason. 

38739. But as far ~ you know it is quite the reverse 
of trustworthy ?-I do not think it is at all trust. 
worthy, and it rather commits one to ask for things 
which might not be wanted. Of course, that touches 
upon the other question as t~ the purchase of stores. 

38740. (Mr. ~Meyer.) With regard to metalled roads, 
is it only when it is d~cided ol' desired to make a new 
metalled road at the expense of imperial funds that 
reference has to go to the Government of India?
That is all. 

387 49. As a matter of fact, you have never served · . 
in any other provin~e in this capacity ?-No. . 

38750. With regard to the question of irrecoverable 
balances, may not amounts which are irrecoverable, 
have become so by the negligence of some officer ?-
That is quite possible. . 

38751. And if you gave an officer larger powers with 
regard to remitting or wiping off amounts on the 
ground that they have become irrecoverable, might 
you not have some men writing them oif in order. to 
cover their own laches ?-A case of that sort is not 
likely with the officer one knows, at any rate ;. I do 
not say it is impossible, but it is unlikely. . 

38752. But have they not to work very_ largely 
through their subordinates ?~Yes, that is so. 

38753. Are your military works carried out under 
the Public Works Code ?-Yes, and also undet the 
regulations for the army. 

38754. Are you freer with regard to military matters 
than you are with regard to civil matters?-No, I do 
not think so. 

38755. You cannot go about giving money to widows 
and build houses as you like on .the military side?
No, there is no occasion for it. 

38741. You would not have to refer to the Govern· 
ment of India with regard to the repairing of a road 38756. You have your rules with regard to house · 
already on the list, because the metalling had got out building and so forth ?-Yes. . 
of order?-No. 38757. Do you consider that the provisions o£ the 

38742. If a Local Government had absolutely full Public Works Code are too rigid generally ?-I think 
power to build houses for its officers and so on, might · so, a little. 
it not mean a considerable addition to their salary?- 38758. Are the returns which are called for generally 
That would depend on the Local Government. necessary ?-I think they are very fair and are mostly 

38743. Are not the rents which are charged under all required. 
the Public Works Code meant to be commercial rents ? 387 59. You say that regulations should be framed 
-Yes. more for guidance than for rigid adherence; is it not 

387 44. A percentage on capital, plus maintenance possible that a rule might disappear under the exercise 
charges?-Yes, but it is not so much in the case of of a dispensing power on the part of the Local Govern
officials of the Local Government. For instance, ment ?-It is possible. 
Kohat is very much congested at present, and it would 38760. There again it is not a principle which you 
cost about Rs. 4,000 to build a hpuse there for the apply in the Army : there you rather require strict 
head clerk to the Deputy CommissiOner, and the rent obedience. to stern rules ?-Obedience t:> direct orders 
assessed for that bun~alow would be Rs. 18 or Rs. 20, is required undoubtedly, but orders must be intel
whereas a. tenth of his salary 'Yould be under B:s. 16, . ligently' carried out, and there may be occasions when 
and as he 18 a European offimal1t would seem destrable orders may be disobeyed absolutely. · 
in a case of that sort that the Local Government . 
might be able to lower the rent to what he could 38761. Do you mean that you would disobey the 
afford to pay. letter and conform to the spirit?-Yes, exactly so. 

38745. It is not so much a case of lowering the rent, 
because that is fixed by rule at 10 per cent. of the 
salary, as the building of a house the cost of which is 
larger than the rent would cover?-Yes, and that is 
the case frequently. 

387 46. You speak of the Local Government not 
being able to re-appropriate funds from the grant £or 
Class A works without the sanction of the Govern
ment of India. What does that mean ?-Class A 
works are works which are entered in the budget of 
first importance. It may be that late in the year one 
bas more money than one can spend under Class A. 

83376 

38762. You say that you have heard in the course of 
your tours of unwarranted exactions by minor officials ; 
does that include your own department Ol' do you refer 
to the Revenue Departme,nt ?...,..I include all. 

38763. Are they all equally bad if not controlled? 
-They all want controlling undoubtedly. 

38764. They are not sufficiently controlled owing to 
the want of a. superior staff-is that your idea ?-It 
would be better if the staff was somewhat stronger. 

(Th~ witness withdrew.) 
Adjourned. · 
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SIXTY-SECOND DAY. 

PESHAWAR, Saturday, 2'dth. March, 1908 . 

. PRESENT: 

C. E. H. HoBIIOUBE1 Esq., M.P., Under-Secretary of State for India, Chairman. 

Sir STEYNING EDGERLEY1 K.O.V.O., O.I.E., I.O.S. 
Sir FREDERic LELr, K.O.I.E., o.s.r. · I 
R. 0. DUTT1 Esq., O.I.E. 

W. S. MEYER, Esq., C.I.E., I;C,S. 
W. L. RICIIENB, Esq. · 

Major C. B. RA WLINBON was called and examined. 

38765. (Chairman.} You are Deputy Commissioner classes .. Assistant. Commissioners have ample .oppor-
of Peshawar?-Yes, since January, 1903. tunity for personal contact with the people, but the 

I do not consider that any extended powers in revenue people fail to appreciate this fact-and not unnaturally 
matters could be granted to Deputy Commissioners -for Assistant Commissioners are only birds of 
(or Sub-Divisional Officers) as a body, and it would be· passage ~s ~ rule, and it is the Deputy Commis§ionex• 
impossible in practice to grant different powers to of. the d1stnct to whom the people look and cling~ 
different officers or to Qfficers of various lengths of With the existing elaborate machinery of Govern; 
service. The powers are ample in the cases of junior ment in India, I cannot suggest how to remove the 
Deputy Commissioners, and in some matters more than obstacles except by a reduction of the areas of district 
ample in the case of an officer appointed for the first charges. 
time as a Deputy Commissioner, The only extension The staff of this province requires augmentation, 
of administrative powers required is less interference Sub-divisions are frequently without Assistant Com
with Deputy Commissioners' executive orders by missioners. The smaller districts ar.e frequently 
superior officers. I 1,1.m not exaggerating when I say without Assistant. Commissioner at headquarters,. 
that there is no order of a Deputy Commissioner Border military police forces are undermanned. Police 
which cannot be carried in the form of an appeal or an European Gazetted Officers are insufficient, 
application for revision, or merely of a petition, to a The Peshawar District is too large a cha~ge for one 
superior officer by the person aggrieved. I would Deputy Commissioner. The proposal to ponvert part 
curtail the right of appeal by requiring a certificate as of it into a separate district is now approaching com.-. 
to the inadmissibility of the appeal from the authority pletion. . · 
whose order was appealed against. I do believe that any grant of powers will lead to 

La.rger powers of reappropriation might perhaps be appointments by selection in place of by seniority. 
given to Deputy Commissioners. The tendency is always towards seniority to the exclu-

Secretariats view most matters from a purely depart- · sion of all else. Appointment by selection could only 
mental standpoint, being, as a rule, out of touch with go with a system of regulating salary by mere length 
local officers, the people, local conditions and executive of service, which is not desirable. · · · 
experience. · Transfers are regrettably frequent. I cannot say if 

The existing system of officering Secretariats is per- they are "unnecessarily " so. An improvement would, 
nicious in, more ways than one. Officers remain Secre- be effected by an increase in the administrative staff. 
tariat Officers for too long periods ; they are not as a rule I would grant no larger power to municipa.Uties or 
selected on account of practical experience with the District Boards. In this province, at any rate, great~r 
very matters which they mainly have to deal with, but efficiency would be secured by District Board members 
for their powers . of literary expression or some such in District Board administration, which is only natlJl'a\ 
reason ; there is a tendency towards : "once in the amongst a people with no traditions of public life and 
Secretariat, always a Secretariat Officer ; " and Secre. with little but ignorance and suspicion of unknown 
tariat Officers are frequently junior to the majority of individuals, and with either blind hatred or blind affec~ 
the executive, burden- bearin~ officers, whose work tion for their relatives, acquaintances, and neighbours. 
they are call~d upon to deal With in what necessarily .. Pathan temperament is hopeless soil for .local self-
becomes a political or controlling manner. management. 

Provincial Governments are dominated by considera- · In the case of municipalities, too, there is little true 
tions of revenue to an excessive extent, Our revenue public interest in municipal affairs by municipal roam
system is too inelastic in itself, but provincial Govern- bers. Formerly membership carried with it a certain 
menta make little effort in the direction of greater amount of prestige and dignity as well as opportunity 
elasticity. This, can be instanced almost dail~ in for peculation. Now it merely means a considerable 
matters of income-tax, arrears of revenue, suspens10ns amount of distasteful work. 
of revenue, leases, court-fee,s in pauper cases, lapsed No Advisory Councils would be ot any use .in 
muafis, etc. Peshawar at any rate. Executive Officers, who know 

Executive Officers (i.e., Deputy Commissioners) are their charges, know whom to consult, and when. The 
so overburdened with work, which increases yearly factious spirit of Pathan Communities renders such 
with the giants' strides taken in almost every depart- Councils impossible. 
ment and line-e.g., excise, veterinary and agricultural 38766. Were you appointed Deputy Commissioner 
development, audit, education, arboriculture, as well as by the Foreign Department ?-I am not quite sure-I 
with the general advatlce towar~ perfection, to a large suppose I was appointed by the Chief Commissioner, 
degree theoretical and paper, e.g., trade, registration, 
excise matters (the result of the Excise Commission), 38767. Had you served previously in this province? 
takavi, sanitation, education, local self-government, -The province was created when I was at home on 
archreology, new Bills and Acts, with the production furlough, but I bad been before in what is now the 
of reports (annual) of the past year's administration province since 1890 when it was part of the Punjab. 
in each line, upon the literary excellence of which 38768. What is the size of your district in square 
superior officers are apt to form opinions as to the miles ?-I have not a. notion. 
compiler's executive-administrative abilities, and with 
an unwieldy and over-powering mass of English office 38769. What is its population ?-I do not know. 
correspondence-that it is with the greatest difficulty- 38770. How many subordinates are there in your 
at any rate in Peshawar-that the Deputy Com- district? Have you an Assistant Commissioner?
missioner can tour at all or receive one-half of the I have an additional District Magistrate as my first 
native gentlemen, and others who desire personal inter- Assistant ; I have a City Magistrate ; I have an 
views. His personal contact with the people may be Assistant Commissioner in charge of the Naoshera 
said to be confined to some. small contact with the sub-division; I have an Assistant Commissioner in 
officials, th~ leading Native gentlemen, and the criminal charge of the Charsadda sub-division, and an Assistant 

i! 
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Commissioner as Commandant of Police. I have also 
an Extra-Assistant Commissioner as Treasury Officer. 
I have also an Extra-Assistant Commissioner as a 
Revenue Assistant and I have two Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners at Mardan. 
· 38771. Have they charge by territorial areas or by 
subject ?-Territorial. 

38772. Who is there below them?-The tahsildars 
come next. I have five tahsildars ; there are five tahsils 
in the district. 

38773. Who are the officers below them ?-Naib
tahsildars. 

38774. Can you appoint a tahsildar or a naib
tahsildar or transfer them ?-No. 

38775. Have you no power over them ?-No. 

38776. Who is the officer below a naib-tahsildar ?-
A. kanungo. 

38777. Do you appoint and move them ?-Yes. 
38778. You say that there is certain amount of inter

ference with the Deputy Commissioner's orders by 
superior officers-what do you mean exactly by that? 
-I molin that there is no order which I can give with 
regard to any person, whoever be may be, that cannot 
be appealed against in some form or other, and if a 
man does not care to accept an order as the order of 
the Deputy Commissioner, he can appeal against it. 

38779. Is that with regard with revenue matters 
alone ?-That is with regard to all matters. 

38780. Then in all matters you think you have no 
power at all ?-Yes; very nearly. 

38781. (Sir Frederic Lely.) In every district in 
this province are there recognized sub-divisions ? 
-Yes. 

38782. In each sub-division is there an Assistant in 
charge to whom are delegated practically all the powers 
of the Deputy Commissioner, or what are his relations 
to the Deputy Commissioner ?-In the Peshawar 
district there is a sub-division with headquarters at 
Mardan which is in charge of an Assistant Com-
missioner. · 

38783. Is there only one sub-division to a district ? 
-No, but this is a special case which is c:lifferently 
treated from the others, and for some years past now 
there has been an Assistant Commissioner in charge of 
Mardan with practically the full powers of a Deputy 
Commissioner ; as regards the other sub-divisions they 
have not the same powers as a Deputy CoiDJ;llissioner 
by any means. 

88784. Do you delegate powers to the Sub-Divisional 
Officer at Mardan at your discretion or is the delegation 
made by the Chief Commissioner?-The delegation is 
made by the Local Government. 

38785. Have you no discretion whatever as to the 
powers which may be exercised by him ?-I can confer 
some powers upon him under the Frontier Regulations 
of my own accord. 

38786. Does he live in his sub-division or does be 
live at headquarters ?-In the Peshawar district the 
Naoshera man lives at headquarters. The Charsadda 
man does not live at headquarters. Practically ·with 
one exception they live in their sub-divisions. 

38787. Are they all First Class M~trates ?-They 
all have powers as such. 

38788. They take criminal appeal work ? -The 
Assistant Commissioner at Mardan has appellate 
powers. 

387811. Practically are they responsible for the work 
of the administration each within his own sub-division? 
-No, not in the least. To take an instance the 
Assistant Commissioner in the Charsadda sub-division 
does practically no work at all ; the revenue work is 
done by the Revenue As:ustant. 

38790. Who lives at the headquarters of the district? 
-Yes ; he lives there, but be spends the greater part 
of the year touring, and with regard to the ordinary 
As-'listant Commissioner the only revenue work he does 
is the revenue case work which is sent to him, 

38791. Has he nothing to do with the collection of 
the revenue ?-No; with the exception of Mardan 
which is treated specially ; there the Assistant Com! 
missioner does the whole of the revenue work. 

33376 

38792. Is the Sub.:Divisional Officer ·the superior of · .'lfaJor O . ."B, 
the tahsildar; and does the tahsildar look to him for RawZitn.loll. 
orders on every point ?-No. I should say not. , 28 MM., ·19o8, 

38793. In revenue· matters has the Sub~Divisional -
Officer no control over the tahsildar ?-None. 

' 38794. What, as a class, is the character of the 
tahsildar-is he efficient and reliable ?-They vary: 
some are very reliable and efficient, and .some are the 
very reverse. 
· 38795. Does the naib·tahsildar belong to the same 

class?-Yes. 
38796. And then comes the kanungo ?-Yes; who.;. 

belongs to a totally c:lifferent class. 
38797. Has the Sub-Divisional Officer 'any authority 

over him at all ?-No, I do not think be ever knows 
him or sees him. 

38798. Who is his immediate superior, the Reyenue 
Assistant Commissioner ?-The Revenue Assistant 
Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner, 

38799. Then below him have you patwaris ?-Yes, 
they are paid in grades. /. 

38800. Are they sufficiently paid to secure efficiency? 
-Yes; th~y are sufficiently paid on the whole. 

38801. What is your opinion as to them as a class ? 
Very moderate. . 

38802. What remedy can you suggest for improving 
them ?...;.It is no use increasing their pay-that will not 
increase their efficiency ; it ~ generally the idea. that if 
you increase a man's pay you will attract a better 
stamp of men, but in this case I do not. think you will. 

38803. Are they hereditary?-Very much so; most 
patwaris put their sons in as candidates to start 
with. 

88804. Have they any legal right of inheritance?
I do not know that they have any right, but if it is a 
question between the selection of a patwari's son and 
an outsider, the appointment is ·given to the patwari's 
son in preference to the outsider. .A. recommendation 
is made by the Revenue Assistant, and the order of 
appointment is passed by the Deputy Commissioner. 

38805. Is there no qualiflcation necessary ?-Yes; 
when a man starts as a patwari he has to pass a 
patwari's examination, while he is a patwari assistant 
or candidate. 

38806. Does be get a probationary nomination 
subject to his passing the examination ?-Yes. , 

38807. Does that produce as good a. class of men as 
it is possible to obtain ?-No, not as good as it is 
possible to obtain, but as good as is required. 

38808. And you have no improvement to suggest?
No; not as regards patwaris. 

38809. (Mr • .Dutt.) Is there a tahsil generally in each 
sub-division ?-There is always one tahsil in a sub
division, and generally more ; a sub-division generally 
contains two or perhaps three tahsils •. 

38810. Do those tahsildars exercise civil as well as 
criminal and revenue powers ?-Yes. 

38811. Do the Sub-Divisional Officers try civil, 
criminal, and revenue cases ?-Y.es. 

38812. Does the Sub-Divisional Officer hear appeals 
from the tahsildar?-No, except at Mardan. 

38813. Ordinarily, when there are appeals from a 
tahsildar, who hears them ?-The additional District 
Magistrate in' criminal cases, and in civil cases the same 
officer, who is then called the District Judge. 

38814. And revenue appeals ?-They go to the 
Deputy Commissioner. 

88815. Is the patwari the man who collects the 
land revenue in his own village ?-The patwari is the 
village accountant ; the lambardar collects the revenue 
and pays it into nearest treasury. 

38816. Is there a treasury for each tahsil ?-At each 
tahsil there is a sub-treasury. 

38817. Is the land revenue collected in the gross for 
a whole village or is it collected individually from each 
cultivator ?-From each holder, 

38818. Is the settlement here generally for 20 years? 
-Yes. 

38819. Have you much irrigation in this district?
Yes, a great deal. 

lla 
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Ma.Jar ·c. B. · ;38820. Is there a. separate irrigation rate?-Yes, 
RauilifUMI. · o&).43d a "'ater-rate. 

28 Mar 1908 38821. Has. that 'been amalgamated with the land 
_., • revenue ?-No, not in the majority of cases. 

38822: Is tlte Irrigation Department under the Canal 
' Engineer ?-It is a separa-te department altogether, and 
:the rate is collected by what is known as the Irrigation 
Department. 

38823. Has the Deputy Commissioner any voice with 
regard to the distribution of irrigation water?-Not in 
the case of canals and the Irrigation Department, in an 

• ordinary way, but if he found reason for ca,lling the 
attention of the Irrigation Officer to anything which 
.he thought was not right he would do so; in the 
ordinary course of events he has nothing to do with it. 

38824. Suppose a large number of cultivators came 
to you and said that their crops were drying up 
because they were not getting sufficient water, would 
you make an enquiry from the Irrigation Department? 
-I should send that on to the Irrigation Department 
and ·ask the officer in charge to kindly consider the 
application. 

38a25. Would he in that case inform you . of th!:! 
action he had taken ?..:_Not unless it was a rather more 
important matter than usual. He is generally inun
dated with petitions, because no cultivator ever admits 
that he has enough .water; 

38826. Is it desirable that the Deputy Commissioner 
should have a little more control especially with regard 
to the distribution of water which is a very important 
thing for the cultivators ?-No, I do not think he 
should have any :more control as far as the distribution 
of water goes. .. 

38827 .. Have you ll.ny reserved forests in the 
Peshawar district ?-Yes; we have a small reserved 
:forest. 

38828. Hav~ you also protected forests ?-That is a 
protected forest. 

38829. Is there not a ,distinction made between 
reserved. and protected forests ?-Yes, there is what is 
called Block .A and Block B in this district. One is 
absolutely reserved and nothing is allowed to be done 
in it at all-that is Block .A; and in Block B certain 
things are allowed, like grazing of cattle aud the 
collection of dead wood, and so on. ' 

38&30. Who is the officer in charge of these forests 
in this district P-We have a superintendent of forests. 

38831. With regard to Block B, would you have any: 
voice as to making rules ?-The forest is entirely 
under the Deputy Commissioner ; there is no Forest 
Department here at all. 

38832. You are the Chairman of the District Board 
here: What,. approximately, is the income· of the 
District Board ?-,-I should say about Rs. 65,000, but I 
. really do not know. 

38833. Is the ~come derived from the cess levied on 
land ?..:_It is derived from the local rate. · 

38834. Is· .it supplemented by .a Government grant? 
·-In recent years :we have had some supplemental 
grants, b11t they have been special cases, and cannot be 
relied on every year. · 

38835. Have you a sufficient staff of men to look 
after the construction and repair of those roads?
Yes ; but I have not enough money to ~p the roads 
up. 
. 388.3!). Is primary education also undertaken by your 
District Board·?-Yes. 

38837. Have you sufficient money for primary school 
purposes ?-The Education Department never seem to 
think. that we. give them enough, they generally find 
fault with their school buildings and appliances and 
everything they can. I do not think we have enough 
money. · · 

38838. .As .far as prima~y schools are concerned, do 
you hand the money over to the Education Depart
ment and allow them to look after the schools ?-No i · 
t~e ~etails pass through 'tlte District Board's accounts. 

. 38839. Is the actual inspection of the village scho.ols 
done by the Board ?-It is done by the District 
inspector of schools and the officer in charge· of 
education. 

38840. Is the inspector an officer of the Education 
Department ?--I am not quite sure where Wfil·get him 
from. . · .. 

38841. (Mr. Meye1·.) Is your Sub-Divisional Officer 
concerned purely with case work...::.revenue, criminal 
and civil ?-He is concerned more or less with every. 
thing-it may be veterinary matters or excise, or any 
'matter of any kind, but the majority of his work is 
case work. 

38842. You say he is not concerned with the collec
tion of the revenue, but does he go round and report 
on the state of the crops ?-No; it is not laid \iown 
anywhere that he is to go round particularly and 
report to anybody regarding the state of the crops. 

38843; What is done in practice? Do you get some 
assistance from your Sub-Divisional Officers with 
regard to the ordinary executive revenue administration, 
apart from case work?-You can get as mml!, assistance 
out Qf them as you choose: you can depute them to go 
and make any enquiries with regard to anything ~ yua 
can practically order them to do whatever. you 'think 
necessary. 

38844. In practice do you rely on your Sub-Divi~ 
sional Officers in these matters, or do you work chiefly 
through the Revenue .Assistant ?-We work chiefly 
through the Revenue .Assistant.. . . 

, 38845, Have you any veterinary work here under the 
District Board ?-Yes. · . 

38846. Does the District Board manage that work or 
is it done for them ?-It is supposed to be managed by 
the District Board, but like most other things it is 
entirely managed by the Deputy Oommissioner. 

38847. Not by an outside department?-No. We 
are assisted very much by the Superintendent of the 
Civil Veterinary Department in whose circle we are. · 

3884~ .. Then it is the Board nominally, l:iut the 
Deputy Commissioner practically, who has tl!e matter 
IllOre or less .in his own hands ?-It is very much 
worked by the Deputy Oommissioner, together with 
the Superintendent of the Oivil Veterinary Department. 
In fact we go so far that the Superintendent appoints 
the vetermary inspectors and assistants ; I do not 
appoint them because it is a technical matter for 
the department;. they appomt, transfer, and dismiss 
them. · 
. 38849. Do you appoint schoolmasters ?-No. It is 

left to the officer in charge of education .. 

38850. Do you have much to do with medical relief, 
or is it managed entirely by the Civil Surgeon ?-That 
is likely the . veterinary business, and is managed 
entirely by the Deput,- Commissioner with some slight 
assistance from the C1vil Surgeon . 

38851. Is there any rule ear-marking the revenues of 
the Board for specific purposes-have they to give so 
much per cent. for education and so on?-Yes ; they 
are supposed to do .so. 

38852. Is that a definite instruction ?-Yes. 

38853. Can you give the percentages ?-No;. I am 
afraid I cannot. · · · 

38854. As a matter of fact i8 the amount they .can 
spend at their own discretion comparatively small?
Very small indeed, and quite inadequate for the 
requirements. · 

38855. Does the same thing apply to the Pasha,..· 
war municipality ?-~o; the Peshawar municipality 
is rich. 

38856. But has it to spend a certain percentage of 
its revenue on certain. services and so on ?-No; 
except as to education, and under the peculiar circum
stances of Peshawar we do . not attempt ta spend. 
anything like that proportion of our income on 
education. 

(Tile witues11 witl!drew.) 
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MAJOR D, B. BLAKEWAY was called and examined, 

lf 38857. ((}hairman.) You are Deputy Commissio~er 
at Bannu ?-Yes. I have been there since 1903, with 
the exception of 18 f!IOnths' fu.rl~ugh at home. I was 
appointed by the Chief CommiSsiOner. 

The real and actual authority exercised by Deputy 
Commissioners in this province is quite sufficient. · It 
is in fact ample and :r;no~e than ample: For the 
purpose of increasing h1s mfluence and Importance, 

· . our system of governm~nt. ~equires n~ modifications, 
neither in respect of hmitmg the nght of appe~l 
against the Deputy Commissioner's orders, ~or In 
extending his administrative powers, except m the 
direction of enlarging his powers of reward. T~e flaw 
in our administrative system is not the weakenmg of 
the Deputy Commissioner's powers and the diminutio.n 
of the respect in which he is held. The real defect IS 
that our District Officers are overburdened with office 

. work. They are unable to wield their authority to 
the best advantage. They are unable to make friends 
with and thereby cement the loyalty of, the leading 
men 

1

by a patient personal hearing of their grievances 
and frequent oral intercourse with them. They are 
nnable to know the people in general as they should ; 

·neither are the people able to surmount the chevau~e de 
trise of documents, ink-pots, and pens with which 
Deputy Commissioners are surrounded and get to 
know them. In short, they no longer efficiently fill 
iheir former positions of connecting links between the 
Government and the people. In this is a serious 
danger which time will accentuate, for the burden of 
office work and correspondence is continually increasing. 
Facts and figures can be given showing the considerable 
extra work thrown on District Officers .since the sepa. 
ration of this province from the Pnnjab in the matter 
of new .Acts, rules, a11d circulars alone. Locally it 
may be mentioned that in the Bannu district corre
spondence has increased though the district has been 
halved in size. These statistics form a striking com
mentary on the Government's anticipations regarding 
11 the wider liberty of action and leisure for intercourse 
-with 'the Pathan peoples" to be enjoyed by officers of 
this province. . , 

A constant tendency exists on the part of Govern
ment towards increasing the complexity of work and 
an equally constant disposition towards regulating it 
in its minutest details. There is a tumultuous torrent 
of new resolutions, Acts, regulations, instructions, 
<lirculars and rules, due to our uncontrollable desire to 
legislate and expound our legislation to a bewildered 
public. .As some check upon this tendency, new legis
lation should be invariably discouraged while no fresh 
rules or circulars should be published by any Inspecting 
Officer unless a Board composed of the Heads of 
Departments in the province is satisfied of their 
necessity. 

A number of unnecessary references required from 
the Deputy Commissioner may be done away with in 
revenue work, a few in general administration, and a 
number regarding contingent expenditure. The 
Deputy Commissioner should be relieved absolutely of 
all responsibility for the Government treasury and its 
complicated accounts. The treasury business should 
be managed by officers of the Accounts Branch, 
instead of by officials provided from the district estab
lishment. A system of peripatetic audit should be 
substituted for the Deputy Commissioner's supervision. 

With respect to the existing very liberal right of 
appeal, the Deputy Commissioner's influence has not 
been weakened by it, but it entails a vast amount of 
entirely superfluous writing. Curtail the right of 
appeal and you curtail the waste of time by the 
District Officer and incidentally, though this is of less 
importance, you curtail the waste of time by the 
appellate authority. In cases connected with village 
administratiOn, new hamlets, menial labour, and th!'! 
RJlpointment of .night watchmen, the Deputy Commis
siOner's order might be made final. All administrative 
cases involving property or interests affecting property
belowa certain fixed value should be finally decided by 
the Deputy Commissioner, unless he saw fit to grant a 
certificate of appeal. Various amendments might be 
introduced into the Frontier Crimes Regulation making 
the Deputy Commissioner's orders conclusive in cases 
under sections 40-41 (security cases) and section 8 
(civil references to tribal councils). At present any 
official down to an .office sweeper drawing Rs. 5 per 

mensem . c~n .appeal to a Lieutenant-Governor of a 
province. No official on the district establishment 
whose pay does :.;tot exceed Rs. 25 ~h~uld ?ave the 
right to appeal agaiDSt a Deputy CommissiOner s.or~~s. 

. In the same way Rs. 50 should be fixe!l as the hwt m 
the case of an appeal ,fl:om the Revenue Commissioner 
to the Chief Commissioner. Mutatis mutandis I would 
apply these rules generally to other ~apartments.~ 

I am of· opinion· that the reduction of. the s1ze of 
charges is not generally necessary or adVISable. The 
work of a Deputy Commissioner in a dis.tri~t does not 
vary according to its extent, but according to the 
diversity of its problems. Unless. ~here are well
marked differences of races and religiOns, or of law 
and of customs <>btaining in definite areas in a district, 
there is not much advantage to be gained from de
creasing its area. If tb staff be increased, .then the 
Covenanted European staffs shoUld be strengthened • 
Native Extra-Assistant Commissioners acting as Magis
trates are disinclined to exercise r~:~sponsibility, and 
their appointment will entail references to the Deputy 
Commissioner as usual. I strongly recommend the 
appointment of a ·personal assistant· for the Dep1,1~y 
Commissioner in each district. He would be of assiS
tance in a long list of routine matters, in report writing 
and correspondence, and save the waste of time by the 
Deputy Commissioner". He should be a European 
Covenanted Officer. If financial considerations prevent 
this, then a Native Extra-Assistant ~ommissioner of 
experience must be accepted. · 

.Advisory Councils, for the assistance of the District 
Officer, are not required. Municipal Oonunittees and 
the District Boards already exist, and can .always be 
comillted when necessary. In a private interview, how~ 
ever much more can be elicited. of advantage to a 
Distrlct Officer in his relations with the people than in a 
public meeting. The one fact upon which it Deputy 
Commissioner·. relies in his attempts to get at the 
opinions, wishes, and. prejudices of the people, is. th~t 
the men consulted by him are sure that the candid 
expression of their opinion will not cause them harm 
or rouse resentment on the part of other.s.. This 
would not be the case in a public Oo~~il, which would 
eventually become a. purely formal body, and be o:f 
no more real use to the Deputy Commissioner than .a 
provincial darhar in its ceremonial meeting .is to . the 
Head of the province. I am equally opposed to the 
formation of Administrative Councils in districts. 
Unreasonable delay would occur in the disposal of, 
district wprk ·in its .mu1tifariouiJ asp.ects .if orders;. 
other than those of a routine nature,.had to await the" 
sanction of the administrative body. The distribu~ 
tion of authority would .lessen the sense of. ;respon.:. 
sibility under which a . Deputy Commissioner now. 
acts. ·· · · . . .. 

The powers of punishment .of the :Peputy Oommj_s: 
sioner are as oomprehensiv:e as his per~onal powers ·of 
reward are -limited. At present the only method of 
recompense open to him .on his ()WD .initiative is the 
grant of cash from political funds for political service,. 
and this method even is peculiar to . thil[! province. . It 
would be of much advantage 1£ th& Deputy CoJD.I:Dis
sioner could grant small assignments of revenue 
during the term ·of settlement (if not for life) for 
good and loyal service, as a tangible and 'l'ecurring sign 
of the approval and good-will of the ruling pow~r. ; r 
would fix the annual n~mber of assignments lit. a.· 
district at- two or three, and the limit of the 'Value 
in each case at Rs. 15 a year for the· term of settle.:: 
ment. , .. 

As I am not in favour of the grant of more extended 
powers to Deputy Commissioners, except to bring 
them into closer touch with the people, whet,her their
appointment in future will depend on seniority .or 
selection, is not a matter of importance from: .my point. 
of view. · · · 

Transfers of officers are objectionably'-'-I cannot say 
unnecessarily-frequent. In my district in three years 
(since 1905) there have been seven changes in the office 
of District Judge ; four changes in the office of (1om
mandant, Border Military Police; six changes of 
Extra-Assistant Commissioners ; two cha!lges: in the 
office of tahsildar, Marwat ; two changes lD the office· 
of tahaildar, Bannu ; six changes in the office of naib
tahsildar, Marwat; and four changes in the offi~ of 
naib-tahsildar, Bann11.: The changes ILl'e d;ue, no. 

Jlajo1' D. IJ 
Blakeway, 
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doubt, to the smallness of the cad1·e and the limited 
number of appointments in this province. An increase 
of staff can only remedy this, but certain appoint
ments (such as those of Deputy Commissioner and 
District Judge) might be made tenable for a fixed 
period, as in the case of the higher administrative 
posts. ." 

On the whole, the knowledge of Executive Officers 
of the vernaculars is insufficient. It is as a rule a 
departmental knowledge with departmental vocabulary 

. acquired with effort after their arrival in India. 
Facilities for acquiring Eastern languages in English 
schools and colleges are lamentably lacking. In 
India the most important reform required is the 
provision of better instructors for junior officers. I 
suggest the utilization of the services of trained 
teachers in the schools and colleges of Government and 
local bodies, who should themselves be instructed at 
the various institutions for the training of teachers in 
scientific methods of imparting a knowledge of their 
own languages. 

I do not support the extension of the powers of 
District Boards and municipalities except in a few not 
very important particulars. They must first be taught 
to tak~ an interest in the powers which they possess. · 

There are certain matters connected with revenue 
and police, affecting vill):l.ges as a whole, which I would 
gladly make over to village communities for disposal. 
The population, hqwever, in this province at all events, 
is so unscrupulous and so split up by faction, that 
there would be no guarantee against the oppression of 
the weaker by the stronger party. Similarly the 
backwardness of the people must prevent their in
vestment at present with educational and sanitary 
powerR. As regards the establishment of rural Courts, 
theoretically the idea is excellent, but I am doubtful 
whether such Courts would command the confidence 
of the people. The system of compulsory arbitration 
in civil cases, and reference to a jury in criminal cases, 
now practised is only pos~ible owing to the watchful 
supervision of the District ·Magistrate. As it is, cor
ruption is prevalent. However, there is no reason 
why rural Courts should not be tried experimentally 
for the disposal of civil (not criminal) cases in 
selected districts. I would make recourse to the rural 
Courts entirely ·optional ; limit their powers to the 
disposal of suits not exceeding Rs. 50 in value, which 
would include a vast amount of the litigation of this 
province ; lay down a few very simple rules for their 
procedure; have no written record, but merely a register 
for the record of their decisions; have the decrees 
executed through the Munsif's Court ; allow no 
appeal, but give the District Judge power of revision: 
exclude pleaders; and remunerate the members (to be 
not less than five) of the Courts by revenue free assign
ments of small value, to enhance their status and give 
them an inducement to avoid loss of their position 
through misconduct. 

3~858. What is the size of your district ?-2,000 
square miles, with a population of 230,000. 

38859. Can you move your subordinates ?-Certain 
of my subordinates 1 post, but others I do not. 

38860. ·which of them do you post ?-I post pat
waris, kanungos, and the clerical staff of the district 
offices and Courts, with the exception of three officials 
whose appointment requires the approval of the 
Revenue Commissioner. In the Education Depart
ment I post schoolmasters. I also post Local Fund · 
officials generally and municipal subordinates. Those 
are the chief appointments made by me. 

38861. Have you no power either to post or transfer 
your tahsildars or naib-tahsildars ?-I have no power 
at all over them ; they are appointed for the province 
without reference to me. 

38862. From what class ?-They are selected from 
officials of approved service landowners of good posi
tion, and from members of tbe educated classes, subject 
of course to a certain examination. 

38863. A witness yesterday d11sired to see the class 
of Statutory Civil Servant resuscitated; have you any 
opinion on that point as far as this province is con· 
cerne~ ?-No; I have no opinion; I never had any 
acquamtance with ·the Statutory Civil Service. 
· 38~64. Would you agree with the last witness when 
he s~1d that the Deputy Commissioner was quite unable 
to glVe an order to anybody which he could get carried 

out without an appeal ?-That is practically the case ; 
there i~ practically no order of the Deputy Commis-
sioner which is final. · 

38865. In revenue matters ?-In any matter
administrative, revenue, or any other-there is practi
cally no order of his which is final. 

38866. Although that may be the case in theory, is 
it in practice ?-In practice it is a matter of individual 
idiosyncracy ; a good Deputy Commissioner should be 
interfered with very little and get very few of his . 
orders upset. On the other hand, an interfering Com
missioner may be constantly altering orders. A man 
who trusts his officers will not intervene very much. 
As regards rules and regulations and laws, there is no 
order of the Deputy Commissioner which is final. 

38867. You say in your evidence," For the purpose 
of increasing the Deputy Commissioner's influence 
and importance our system of government requires no 
modification." Does a system under which the officer. 
who is responsible for 2,000 square miles of country, in 
which no order of that officer is final, require no modifi
cations ?-My reasons for that view are based very 
considerably on the native character. The natire is a 
great believer in the power of recommendation..:.::.in 
the power of unoffic1al influence ; you see it everywhere. 
A man will bribe your chaprassi, who has no power 
whatever over your decisions. In the same way the 
Deputy Commissioner is looked upon as a person of 
influence and authority, and whatever his orders may 
be, very frequently tliey would hesitate to appeal 
against them simply and solely because he is a big 
person in their eyes. 

38868. So that, practically, although under rules and 
regulations you may not be able to give a final order, 
in practice you get what you want ?-Practically you 
get what you want ; your influence is quite sufficient 
in a district. 

38869. That is the reason why, at all events in this 
province, you think your position wants no modifica
tion ?-Those are the main grounds. 

38870. Then you say that the District Officer is 
overburdened, with office work, and apparently that is 
due to correspondence iricreasing ; correspondence 
with whom ?-Correspondence with all the various 
departments of Government, that is to say, the general 
correspondence of the district. In my particular dis~ 
trict, Bannu, the district was halved in size when the 
Frontier Province was inaugurated. In spite of that 
correspondence has increased, in Local Funds and in 
political matters ; and in the General Branch, though 
the correspondence has diminished, it is owing to the 
fact that the district has been under settlement. The 
settlement is now finished, and there is every pro
bability that the correspondence will be considerably 
greater than it was at the separation of the province 
from the Punjab. ' 

38871. Were you Deputy Commissioner here before 
the province was inaugurated ?-I was Deputy Com-' 
missioner in Hazara. 

38872. Are the Hazara district and the Bannu dis
trict comparable in size. and population ?-No; they 
are very diverse-in population. in size, in the physical 
configuration of the district, the character of the 
people, and everything. 

38873. Therefore you could not very well compare 
your experience in Bannu with your experience in 
Hazara ?-No. 

3887 4. You refer to Acts, rules and regulations ; do 
these emanate from the Local Government or from the 
Government of India ?-The Acts, of course, emanate 
from the Government of India, but the rules and regu
lations are issued I believe to a very large extent by 
the Heads of Departments in 'the province, following 
upon and explaining those Acts. 

38875. And these circulars ?-Those are similarly 
issued by the Heads of Departments. 

38876. Do you refer to the Revenue Commissioner? 
-The Revenue Commissioner, the Judicial Commis
sioner, the Administrative Medical Officer, the Inspect· 
or-General of Education, the Inspector-General of 
Police, (I do not think he has been responsible for 
many)-in fact, all the various Heads of Departments. 

38877. Do these people all send you circulars?
They send very frequent circulars. 
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38878. Have yon got any samples of them?-Printed 
circulars issued by the Judicial Commissioner up to 
datl, since the formation of the province in 1901, 
number 27, Revised revenue circulars issued by the 
Financial Commissioner, Punjab (which apply, mutatis 
mutanclis, to this province), 50; circulars issued by the 
Revenue Commissioner, practically innumerable, 
though the seria~ number on a re.ce.nt ci_rcular ~as 
6,038; circulars Issued by the Adnumstrative Medical 
Officer, 40 (but only 19 of those have been sent to 
me) ; circulars issued by the Accountant-General, 302 ; 
agricultural circulars, 7. 

38879. Have you to acknowledge the receipt of all 
these circulars ?-It is not the acknowledgment o£ the 
receipt which takes time ; it is mastering the circulars 
containing instructions and applying them. 

38880. But apart from that, do you have to acknow
ledge their receipt ?-I think it 1s taken for granted 
that they arrive. Then there have been an enormous 
number of rules ; rules under the Co-operative Credit 
Societies Act; rules under the Punjab Court o£ Wards 
Act; "Tirni" Rules. 

38881. What are they ?-They relate to the grazing 
fP-es which are recovered from trans-frontier people. 
To continue, rules for the maintenance of Sheriff's 
registers ; rules for the repayment of advances for 
agricultural improvements. 

38882. Have you many co-operative credit societies 
in Bannu ?-No; we tried one. but it is not flourishing. 
To continue, rules under the Land Alienation Act ; 
rules under the Excise and Opium Acts ; and a vast 
number of excise Resolutions which have recently been 
published. 

38883. Are many of these rules that are sent to 
you upon subjects which have no connection with your 
particular district ?-A certain number are needlessly 
sent; for instance, I receive reports on the excise 
administration of Coorg. 

38884. Sent you by whom ?-They are distributed 
by the Local Government, You do not do anything 
with those, you simply file them; they do ·not trouble 
you. Then we have rules under the Poisons Act ; 
rules under the Petroleum Act, which are so complicated 
that nobody can understand them ; rules under the 
Stage Carriages Act ; and finally rules under the 
Transport Animals Act. Most of these rules are very 
voluminous, and they require a lot of study if they are 
to be properly applied. : 

38885. By whom is this literature compiled ?-It is 
compiled very largely by the Government of India. 
When I say very largely, I cannot say definitely the 
relative responsibility of the Local Government and 
the Government of India. · 

38886. From your study of these documents, would 
you say that they take a good deal of time to compile? 
-I should say an enormous time. 

38887. And that might account for any congestion 
of business which there is at the headquarters o£ the 
Local Government ?-It might certainly account for 
some of that congestion. . 

38888. Are you the Chairman of a municipality?
Yes, of the Bannu municipality. 

38889. Is that a large one ?-Not very large; its 
income is about Rs. 501000 ; population including can
tonments also liable to octroi 14,000, which is increased 
very largely owing to local circumstances. We hold 
a weekly fair. 

38890. We were told the other day that at a place like 
Abbottabad it would be tolerably easy to find a non
official Chairman out of a population of 7 000 • would 
you say that the same thing held true with reiard to 
Ban;'lu, wi~h its population of 14,000 ?-By a non. 
offimal Chairman you mean a man who would exercise 
the same powers as myself. It would be very difficult 
to find such a man, and it would be a very dangerous 
experiment indeed to give him such powers. The 
people are not used as yet to.any position o£ that sort· 
they are not sufficiently advanced ; there is not th~ 
same standard of integrity wh.ich you would expect in 
a European officer, and there 111 not the same ability to 
resist recommendations on behalf of friends and re
lations in the district which an outside official possesses. 

'. 38891. Bow is it the municipality of Bannu constit. 
uted ?-By nomination. 

38892. Do they work by committees ?-We have Mf1d01' D. B: 
sub-committees. BlaluJway. · 

3~893. Are you Chairman of them all ?-No; I am 28 M;-1908 Chatrman of none o£ them, ., • 
38894. Are most of your members officials to() ?-A -

certain-number of the members are officials; for in-
stance, the tabsildar, the Assistant-Surgeon of the 
place, and the Police Superintendent will be ez officio · 
members, and so on. The principal headquarters 
officials, generally, are ea; officio members. 

38895. (Mr. Meyer.) Did you say that tbe circu- · 
Jars of the Financial Commissioner of the Punjab are 
binding on your province ?-No; they apply .after 
they have. been revised by the Revenue Commi~sioner, 

38896. They have no force per se ; the Revenue 
Commissioner must endorse them?-:-Yes ; they must 
issue through his office, he being the revenu~ authority 
for this province. . . 

38897. You say you bad about 300 circulars from 
the Accountant-General ; what were they about ?- . 
They dealt with procedure-directions and instructions. 
on matters of account. 

38898. J.. great many o£ them simply communicate 
amendments to the Civil Service Regulations and the 
Civil Account Code ?-Only a few in the case of 
important corrections; otherwise corrections are com-. 
municated by " correction slips." 

38899. You say that you get a certain mass of 
literature that you do not really require. Is it not 
more of. the nature of a daily paper that tells you what 
is going on in the official world around you ?-That is .. 
one way of looking at it. It would no doubt be a 
convenient way of looking at things, if it were not 
that there were Inspecting Officers who are supposed to 
insist, as far as their duties will permit them, upon the 
carrying out of the rules issueQ. by them, and included 
in this literature, · . 

38900. You suggest that, to put a stop to this, no 
rules or circulars should be published ~Y a District 
Officer unless they are approved by.. a Board of the 
Beads of Departments of the province. What would 
an Administrative Medical Officer know about instruc
tions bearing upon agriculture, or vice versa?-
1 suppose the same difficulty exists in the Council of 
the Government of India ; each man has his own 
separate department, but, he has a general acquaintance 
With the various departments of Government. · . 

38901. But when it comes to technical matters the 
Member in charge of the department is deferred to by 
his colleagues ; in such a case as I put would not the 
Administrative Medical Officer let the Agricultural. 
Officer issue as many circulars as he liked, provided 
that the Agricultural Officer in his turn did not inter
fere about circulars issued by the Administrative 
Medical Officer ?-That would be a nefarious sort of 
contract ; I trust that it would not occur. 

38902. You desire that the Deputy Commissioner 
should be relieved of all treasury WQrk putting the 
treasury work into the hands of an officer o£ the. 
Accol?-ntant-Q-eneral's Depa~tment. What would you 
do WJ.th the tahsil treasunes ?-In the same way I 
would manage the whole o£ the treasuries in the 
province, that is to say as branches of one main bank. 

38903, At present the system is that your bills are 
passed on what they call the .post-audit system ; that 
is to. say, they are thoroughly audited later on in the 
Accountant-General's office. If you bad the Account
ant-General's .office permeating the whole place, they 
might decline to pass your bills until the accounts 
were thoroughly audited ?-The Accountant-General 
has introduced a system of that sort recently-at all 
events as regards your pay, as to which he distrusts 
1ou more than in anything else. You cannot draw an. 
mcrease of pay until he has formally sanctioned it 
although your name may have been actually published 
in the Gazette. 

38904. T~at surely was always the custom ?-No; 
we used to draw our pay directly our name appeared 
in the Gazette. Besides any charge which is over six 
months old has to be sanctioned by him before being 
paid. 

38905. You say that in cases connected with village 
administration, and new hamlets, and the appointment 
of night watchmen, and so forth, the Deputy Commis
sioner's orders might be made final. Bas th~ Deputy 
.Commissioner no final powers now ?-No. 
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.Ma:fdr D." B. ; 38906. Who passes these orders originally ; . would it 
Blal«Jwag. be the tahsildars ?-No; the Deputy· Commissioner 

-:-· .. straight away ; on the recommendations of the tahsil-
~8 Mar..;1908, dars anCI. subordinate revenue officials. · 

38907. You say the Deputy Comtnissioner's orders 
should be more final in regard to civil references to·. 
tribal councils ; what do you mean exactly ?-That is 
rather a technical matter. For this province there is 
a special Regtilation...:..the Frontier Orimes Regulation. 
With a view to putting an end to disputes, the Deputy 
Commissioner. is em~owered to refer quarrels to a 
council of elders, wh1ch it> nominated or supposed to 
be noml.nate1, theoretically, from the men of the tribe 
tc;> which the parties belong. This is what is called a 
civil reference to the jirga. The matters referred are 
usually not important : they are generally cases con-

. nected with ;women, but sometimes quarrels over the . 
.payment of a de·bt between a trans-frontier nian and 
a man within our border. .As they are not important 
cases, and as they are decided by a council appointed 
from amongst the people themselves, these orders 
might very well be made final. At present they are 
subject to revision. In this province revision has been· 
treated to a certam extent as ·appeal, as regards the 
Frontier Crimes Regulation ; that is to say, decisions: 
hav.e been set aside on facts, and not merely on points 
of law. 

38908. Do you share the unfavourable opinion that· 
was expressed by some witnesses yesterday about these 
jirgas? We were told that they were very often 
corrupt and that their decisions did not give· general 
satisfaction-It. is a system which requires to be 
worked with considerable caution ; but, provided that· 
you ·have a Deputy Commissioner w:ho knows the· 
people and who has been some time in the place, it can 
be worked with fair safety. . 

38909. Would you extend the references to the 
jirga ; would you give them more ordinary cases ?
No ; · I would not. extend the powers of the firga at 
present. . 

38910. Thesejirgas, 1 understandt are not standing 
bodies; eachjirgais nominated for a specific purpose 
by the Deputy Commissioner ?-Yes. And one of 
your safeguards, of course, is that in nineteen oases 
out of twenty you nominate your jirga with the con--
sent of the parties. ' 

38911. You do ·not think you could have anything 
in the nature of . a. standing jirga, which would be a 
sort of ~dvisory Council to the local officers, and 
could af the same time deal with any matters that 
were referred to it ?-Noj that would be undesirable. 
You would not get a sufficiently honest body of men 
together, or men who would be able to resist the 
pressure which would be brought to bear upon them. 

38912. Also is it that this is a democratic country, 
and you do not have sufficient men of light and lead
ing that the others would respect ?-No; I do .not 
think that that reason applies, because you always.have 
a certain number of leading men in a district who 
have great influence. 

38913. Have you any sub-divisions in your district? 
'-"'We have no sub-divisions. 
· 38914. Have you served in districts where there have 

been sub~~ivisions ?-1 have some siX years ago. 

38915. In .that case is the Sub-Divisional Officer 
mainly employed in criminal and civil and revenue case 
work, and the actual administration of the district 
done directly by the Deputy Commissioner through 
the tahsildars ?-That, again, is a matter which 

-depends very much upon the personal equation, 
whether or not the Assistant Commissioner is a man 
who Is keen on the work-whether he is anxious to 
·gather all the threa~s of administratio,n into his own 
hands, and so on. If. he is, he. will decide a lot of cases 
without reference to his Deputy Commissioner, and he 
:will not be inter=ered with, 

38916. You have no system such as is in vogue, for 
instance, in Madras and Bombay ;' there the district is 

· split up into sub-divisions, and each man is practically 
the Collector in miniature ; he deals with all the 
~riginal work, and the Collector is a Controlling Officer, 
who hears appeals, goes about inspecting, and so on? 
-No; that is not the case in this province. · 

· 88917. You speak of the desirability of giving ·a 
personal assistant to the Deputy Commissionet. 

Might H not be'possible, as an alternative, to initiate a 
system of delegation of that sort, to relieve him of his· 
original work a good deal, and to make him more of a 
Controlling Officer for the district as a wh()le ?-Yes • 
it might be a possibility ; and it would be a tnost 
desirable thing if it could be arranged. 

· 38918. It would be decentralization ?-It would be 
decentralization. In my opinion the Deputy Com
missioner of the district should not be burdened with 
any original work of any kind ; he should be merely a 
Controlling Officer. It is his business to1o:te~ that all 
the officers of the district do their duty pttrperly ; if 
y6u choke him up with work, be has no time to go 
about and look into all the various branches of the · 
administration. 

38919. Speaking generally, one might say that if a .• 
decision of the Sub-Divisional Officer was appealed to 
the Deputy Commissioner and he confirmed the ' 
decision, there should be no further appeal ?-Speaking 
generally, that would work perfectly well. · 

38920. It has been suggested that. there might be 
one exception to that, in the case of a pu1lic servant ; 
that if you dismiss a public servant, his pay may be 
small, but it is a very serious matter to him, and in that 
case you might allow a second appeal ; would you .be 
disposed to endorse that ?-Yes; subject to a limit of 
the amount of his pay ; you might fix the limit at any 
reasonable figure ; in the case of a public servant 
drawing Rs. 25 a month he would not be entitled t() · 
appeal beyond the Deputy Commissioner ; in the case 
of a public servant drawing Rs. 50, he might appeal to 
.the Revenue Commissioner; then the latter's order 
should be final. 

38921. Stilll the position of the Rs, 50 man is just· 
as precious to him as the position of a Rs. 200 man is 
to that man ?-1 grant that, but you have to draw the 
dividing line somewhere, and the only way of drawing 
it and di:fferentiating between. the ·value 'of different 
public servants is by the amount of pay they draw ; 
there is no other possible way. 

38922. As regards District Boards ; do you confirm 
the statement of the last witness that the revenues are 
practically all earmarked for specific purposes ; they 
have to give so much per cent. of their income for 
education, and so on ?-Yes; generally. 

38923. What are the percentages ?~The fixed 
minimum of income of the municipal funds payable 
is as follows : education, 10 per cent. ; medical 
relief, 18! per cent, The fixed minimum of the 
income of District Boards is : education 25 per cent., 
medical relief 121 per cent., and to Government, on 
account of share in certain establishments, about 7 i 
per cent. o£ the local rate. Then there are certain 
fixed sums laid down for the upkeep of the veterinary 
hospital of the District Board by the Revenue Com
missioner in consultation with the Head of the 
Veterinary Department, which is also earmarked. 
The District Board and municipality also contribute 
jointly to the veterinary establishment a certain fixed 
amount. 

38924. So that practically they have very little to 
play with ?-They have not very much. 

38925. Is that the same in the Bannu municipality ? 
-As far as I know, it is only the expenditure on 
medical relief, veterinary establishment and education 
which are earmarked in the case .of that municipality. 

38926. Would you be in favour of giving the 
District Boards and municipalities more latitude in 
that way, taking off these percentage limits and letting
them dispose of their money at their own discretion? 
~No ; I do not think I should at present, because 
owing to the departmentalism in India, that mininmm 
is a sort of safeguard. You have all the various 
officers of departments writing to you and saying, "Our 
department is being very much neglected, we want this 
fl.nd that and the other';" and you are provided with a 
sufficient reply if yott can say, "We have given the 
standard minimum." If you had no minimum of that 
sort their demands would be absolutely uncontrollable. 

38927. Would you not be in a stron¥er position, 
even, if you could tell them to go to Jencho ?-Yes; 
if the President were made the supreme local financial 
'authority. I mean, instead of budget allotments being 
made and being placed at the djsposal of Heads of 
Departments, if allotments were made and the bills 
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against those allotments were submitted to. the Presi· 
dent for countersignature, and the~ placed m front of 
the Local Board for approval. Th1s would strengthen 
his position, and would generally lead to the better 
working of the district. 

38928. Does your Board vote certain sums for 
veterinary work. medical work, and so on an~ pass 
them on to the local Head of the Dep~rtment m ~he 
district ?-According to an agricultural c1rcular ('!'hich 
deals with veterinary work),, the ye'arly vetenn~ry 
allotment is placed at the disposal of the Supenn
tendent of the Civil Veterinary J?ep~rt~ent .. An 
instance recently occurred in my district m wb1ch a 
small. but necessary, sum was paid ~y the Local 
Board. The bill was sent to the Snpenntendent of 
the Civil Veterinary Department, for approval, a?d be 
declined to approve it }1ecause he had not sanctiOned 
the charge to begin ~Vitb. The res~lt .was that .he 
claimed, as it were, to be the connters1gnmg authonty 
for expenditure by the Veterinary Department, and 
that all power was taken out of the bands of the 
District Board. 

38929. 'T.u sum up, you desire that the District 
Board. c.s it does in some other provinces, should get 
advice from these departments, but should have the 
final power of sanctioning and distributing expendi
ture?-Yes; that is exactly my position. 

38930. (M1·. Hichens.) What are the rules govern· 
ing the appeals of Government officers ?-Any officer 
can appeal to the Chief Commissioner or Lieutenant. 
Governor of a province, no matter how small an official 
he may be. 

38931. That is the effect, roughly, of the rule ?~ 
Yes ; there is no limitation placed on his power of 
appeal. 

38932. Suppose you did limit his power of appeal, 
could you prevent him petitioning the Government?
Yes ; if I were the Head of a Government I would 
refuse to entertain his petition unless it was aceom· 
panied by a certificate from the officer wP,ose order 
was appealed against that it was a fit case for appeal 
I would also deprive him of the right of appeal to the 
Head of the province, unless he had a certain minimum 
of pay. 

38933. Has not the humblest raiyat the right to 
petition his own Government ?-Yes. . 

38934. And it depends on the good sense of the 
Government what notice they take of his petition?
Yes. 

3~935. Yon do JJot think that Government servants 
would feel it very strongly if they were deprived of a 
right which everybody else in the province possesses? 
-There would be a certain amount of dissatisfaction, 
as is caused whenever yon take away a privilege from 
the people ; but I. do not think there would be any 

-serious dissatisfaction. 

38936. Not so strong as to nullify the benefits which 
would arise from restricting the right ?-No. 

3~937. Does the Government give a grant to mnnici~ 
palities for primary education ?-No. Recently, 
having been so fortunate as to have a large surplus, 
the Government of India have been distributing money 
with both hands to District Boards for Public Works, 
education, medical relief, and the veterinary depart
ment. 

39938. The municipality pays 10 per cent. of the 
cost of keeping of primary schools, and does the 
Government find the balance (less the receipts from 
fel.ls); is that the position ?-No. The municipality 
keeps up the schools, after taking the school fees. As 
a matter of fact, in my particular district, fees are not 
levied from agriculturists, because the raiyats are so 
backward that if they bad to pay a pice a month for 
education, no one would send his children to school. 

38939. Then the Government provide nothing?
There is a grant to two indigenous aided schools in 
the district, but, generally speaking, the local body is 
responsible for the upkeep of the primary schools. 

38!)40. Ilow many schools are there in Banuu which 
are kept up at the expense of the municipality ?-The 
municipality merely maintains entirely the high school 
in the city, which comprises both primary and middle 
departments. A contribution is also gi\·en to the 
MiR'lion High School and three Indigenous Schools. 
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38941. Does that eat up the 10 per cent. of its 
revenue which you were alluding to ?-We are paying 
a little mor<'l than our minimum. 

38942. You say that the Government does makE! 
some grant in the case of the education which is 
controlled by the District Board ?-The grant made 
by Government is a special grant which they have been 
giving recently to stimulate the extension of primary 
education in the district. · 

38943. By a special grant do you mean a non
recurring grant ?-It is a grant which we have reason 
to expect will recur for the next three years, but we 
have no definite guarantee that it will go on after 
that ; of cou~se, we assume that probably it will. 

38944. For example, in some provinces the Govern
ment undertakes to defray certain definite charges, say 
the salaries of teachers and so forth ; that is not the 
principle here ?-No. Those are paid by the District 
Board and the municipality. The only fixed grant is 
a trifling one under Rs. 200 to the District Board for 
education. 

38945. The Board, practically speaking, has to pro• 
vide all the expenditure less the windfall that they 
may happen to get from the Government ?-Yes; that 
is the situation. 

38946. Do the District Boards get any grants from 
the Government for other purposes ?-They have had 
these special grants to which I have alluded and 
receive as well a vaceination grant. There is also a 
contribution by Government of one--twelfth of the 
land cess, but that is not for any specific object ; it is a 
contribution for the general purposes of the B_oard. 

38947. Is .that all the Government assistance that 
they get ?-Yes. 

38948. That being so, do you think the Government 
comes adequately to their assistance ?-I see no reason 
why for purely local matters we should make demands 
on the Government of India. Education possibly is a 
matter of more than local importance ; yo~. might in 
education demand a further grant, but not m the case 
of local Public Works, or medical relief, or veterinary 
improvement. 

38949. W onld the criterion be whether they had 
enough money to carry out the work efficiently ; apart 
from education, which I suppose might be considered 
to be .capable ·of absorbing almost an inexhaustible 
sum, have they got enough funds at their disposal 
to-day to keep their roads in a reasonable state of 
efficiency, to keep up a reasonable number of dispen· 
saries, and any other Public Works which are neces
sary for the district and which are defrayed out of 
these funds ?-Speaking as a District Officer, I should 
like to obtain more money ; but, if you look at the
matter from a reasonable point of view, we have a 
fairly sufficient amount of money for roads, having 
regard to the development of the district, the amount 
of traffic, and so on. We are a frontier district of 
course. · 

38950. The real thing would be to give them some 
more money for education ?-I should like to see more 
money for education ; I could devote it to the opening 
of a good many schools in my district which at present 
are not opened for want ;>f funds. 

38951. Would it be practical politics to increase the 
local cess for the purpose of developing education, or 
is it pitched at such a high figure that it would be un
desirable to augment it ?-I do not think we should 
augment. it ; it would occasion discontent. 

38992. So that if anything is to be done you must 
fall back on the Government?-Yes. 

38593. Are there committees of the District Council 
representing the various tahsils on the J;>istrict Board? 
-No. The sub-committees of the District Boards are 
appointed for certain definite departments ; there will 
be a sub-committee for finance, a snb-f!lmmittee for 
Public \Vorks, and a sub-committee .for education; 
but, as a matter of fact, the official members are the 
backbone of the District Boards, and these sub-com
mittees are merely appointed in response to pressure 
from above. 

38954. How often does the District Board meet?
The District Board meets about six or eight times in 
the year ; the municipality has a meeting once every 
month. 
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66 MINUTES O'F EVIDENCE : 

38955. Do the members attend pretty regularly?
Fairly regularly ; Lbere is a certain fixed quorum which 
bas to attend, otherwise the resolutions are not valid. 

38956. One of the witnesses told us yesterday that 
in the past twenty years he bad been extremely scanty 
in his attendance at meetings because he bad been too 
busy; does that apply generally ?-No; not generally. 

38957. You would not recommend that tal1sil Boards 
should be appointed ?-No; I would not extend the 
powers of the District Boards at all at present. 

88958. You would not have even local committees of 
the District Boards ?-1 think they are superfluous. 

38959. From the point of view of efficiency, or from 
the point of view of developing public interest?
From the point of view of efficiency. .'\s regards the 
point of view of developing public interest, it is a 
moot point whether public interest is developed by the 
fact that a man is called a member of the ~ub-Com
mittee on Finance. 

38960. Are people ready enough to go on the 
District Board for the sake of gaining whatever dis
iinction can be gained from the title of member of 
the District Board?-Yes ; in the vast majority of 
instances that is the sole reason why they wish to be 
appointed, because it is a distinction, and carries a 
certain amount of honour with it. 

38961. But the work interests them little or not at 
all ?-Exactly. 

38962. Is there any remedy for that ?-Only the 
general spread of education ; as the people get more 
educated they will take a greater interest in those 
matters. If a man is entirely illiterate, he can hardly 
be expected to take great interest in matters of 
administration. · . 

38963. Is it a possible remedy to give them more 
responsibility gradually ?-Y:ou mean to educate them 
up to it-that is certainly the attitude of the Govern· 
ment. 

38964. To educate them up, not in the abstract, but 
in the concrete, by giving them definite pieces of work 
to carry out ?-I have tried that system off and on for 
six or seven years, but I have not found very ~uch 
result-not in the case of the Pathan commumty i 
Hindus are more advanced and better educated ; it is 
possible, no doubt, to stimulate their interest by those 
means. 

38965. You think that in this province, at any rate 
:at present, very little result could be hoped for in that 
direction ?-Exactly so. : 

3S966. With regard to your powers of appointment 
:and so forth as Ohairman. of the District Board and 
Ohairman of the municipality; can you make fresh 
·appointments without Government sanction, or create 
new posts ?-I cannot create new posts without sanc
tion of the committee or the District Board ; and a 
schedule of establishment in the case of the committee 
bas to be submitted annually for the approval of the 
Revenue Commissioner. The clerical staff of both 
local bodies has been decided recently by the Revenue 
.Commissioner. 

88967. Not even the post of a peon ?-No; that has 
to be sanctione,l in the same way. 

38968. Would H be desirable that you should have 
powers of creating new posts, subject to budget pro
vision, up to a certain small minimum ?-I think I 
might hnve that power. Then again the question 
11rises in respect of increasing the powers of local bodies 
with regard to appointments whether or not you are 
-dealing with an amenable local body or whether you 
are dealing with a local body which is not amenable. 
By "amenable" I mean a local body which is willing 
to listen to the directions of the Deputy Commissioner 
and to do what he proposes. You might have a case 
iu which there was a recalcitrant body, men inclined 
-to make ap~intments of friends and relations, and 
appointments for reasons entirely unconnected with 
the benefit of the district. That would entail the 
possibility of the President having continually to step 
in and override the decisions of the body, if you were 
to give it these powers,_ and that would be undesirable. 
I do not know that, on the whole, I would increase 
the financial powers of the District Board at present. 

38969. You think they are adequate as they are?...,.. 
Yes. 

38970. Does the budget go up for sanction ?-Yes, 
to the Revenue Commissioner and on to the Account· 
ant-General for sanction. 

38971. Does it go to the Chief Commissioner or the 
Revenue Commissioner ?-To the Revenue Commis
sioner. 

38972. He sanctions it finally?-Yes ; subject to 
objections by the Accountant-General. 

38973. It does not have to be sanctioned by the 
Chief Commissioner ?-No. · 

38974. Do you appoint the members yourself, or are 
they appointed by Government ?-They are appointed 
by Government. 

38975. Is that a sound p.t:ecaution?- I think it is all 
right ; it tends to dignity, cel"tttinly, when a man gets 
his appointment direct from C:lovernment ; and in the 
great majority of instances the recommendations of 
the Deputy Commissioner would be accepted. 

38976. (Mr. Dutt.) You have told us that the popu
lation of your municipality is about 14,000, and its 
income about Rs. 50,000 ?-Yes. 

38977. That gives a rate of over Rs. 3 .Per head?-
Yes. ~ . ~ ~ 

38978. Are you sure of your figures ?-I explained 
that there were certain peculiar local circumstances 
connected with the district. A Friday fair is held, and 
people flock in from all parts; we have had many 
questions on that subject, and much correspondence 
with Government. It brings in a large income from 
octroi. 

38979. Have you sub-committees of the munici-. 
pality which work in the different departments?-
Yes; we have some. · · 

38980. With regard to education ?-Yes; we have a 
sub-committee on education, consisting of two or three 
members. 

38981. Do they take an interest in inspecting the 
schools in the town ?-As I have said, the Hindu com
munity (and the population of Bannu is three-fourths 
Hindu) is considerably more advanced than the M uham • 
madan, and' the consequence is that the same apathy 
which is shown in District Board matters is not shown 
in my district in municipal matters. The members of 
the municipality are, generally speaking, more enter
prising and more interested in matters of local a.dminis~ 
tration than the members of tl).e District Board. 

38982. You said that even the humblest man has the 
right to send up a petition to the Government of his 
country if he thinks he is aggrieved ; and there have 
been cases in which action has been taken on such 
representations sent up by very humble clerks who 
have been dismissed. The only limit which can be 
placed upon sending up these memorials or acting upon 
them will be the good sense of the Government itself ; 
there is no other possible . restriction which can be 
placed upon sending up memorials ?-.There is always 
the limit which it is. open to Government to impose, of 
requiring a certificate from the officer appealed against 
that there is some reasonable ground of appeal . 

38983. I am not speaking of appeals, but of petitions 
sent by post ; there cannot be any possible rule to stop 
people from sending petitions, or to stop Government 
from taking cognizance of such petitions ?-No ; yon 
cannot issue rules to that effect: unless you issue orders· 
to the post offi~e to stop all correspondence. 

38984. So that practically it comes to this : that so 
far as sending memorials is concerned, there can be no 
possible restriction placed, except trusting to the good 
sense of the officer to whom the memorial is sent?-
That is so. · 

38985. Would not the result be that if you stopped 
people from appealing they would send memorials ?
No. My point is that appeals add uselessly to the work 
both of local officers and the work of the appellate 
authorities. In the case of petitions, no extra work 
would be thrown on Government officers ; people might 
write as many petitions as they chose. 

38986. Government officers might or might not take 
notice of them, is that your point?-Yes ; the Govern· 
ment officer who receives a petition might consign it to 
the waste-paper basket, or he might tak~ action. He 
is bound to take action, that is to cons1der and pass 
orders on an appeal. 
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• 38987. Yon have mentioned certain restrictions; 
you do not recommend further restrictions beyond 
those?-No. 

38988. The last witness told us that land revenue is 
collected by the lambardar of the village and paid in 
to the nearest treasury. ]s the village collectively 
responsible for the land revenue due from the village, 
or is each individual raiyat responsible for t~e !D~mey 

· due from him to the Government ?-Each mdiVIdnal 
raiyat is responsible for wh:lt. is due from him to the 
Government. 

38!)89. There is no collective responsibility on the 
whole village ?-It exists, but has never been enforced 
in any district in which I have served. 

38f•90. Is the lambardm· responsible for collecting 
the money from all the i•Jdividnal raiyats ?-The lam
bard,,r or the lambardw·s, as the case may be in each 
village, have a certain JIOrtion of the village assigned 
to them for collection, r"nd they collect and deposit in 
the treasury that amormt. The lambardar himself· is 
responsible, and he· deposits it in the sub-treasury or 
treasury, 

389111. Suppose he fails to do that ?-Suppose he is 
unable to do that, the procedure is that he applies to 
the tahsildar for the issue· of a writ or a warrant 
against the defaulter. 

38992. So that practically the system here is the 
same as in Bombay and Madras-the raiyatwari 
system ; each cultivator is responsible for the revenue 
due from him to the Government ?-Yes. 

38993. One witness told us yesterday that so far as 
the collection of water rates is concerned, some degree 
of control of the District Officer over the distribution 
of the water is desirable j what is your opinion upon 
that subject?-We have already practically absolute 
control in my district. Recently a certain Act called 
the Minor Canals Act has been applied to this 
province ; that empowers the Deputy Commissioner to 
do all things he may consider necessary for the proper 
control and maintenance and management of the 
canals which are scheduled in that Act. 

38994. Does that include the distribution of water? 
-Tt includes the distribution of water, subject to the 
fact that if yon extinguish water rights you pay com
pensation to the person who loses those water rights. 

38995. Does that refer only to minor canals or to all 
canals ?-That refers only to minor canals. 

38996. Not to major works ?-I have no experience 
of major works ; it refers to minor canals in my 
district. 

38997. I understand that there is a distinction made 
between what you call A and B forests, one being 
reserve forest, in which no kind of rights are allowed, 
and the others being forests in which there are pasture 
rights and grazing rights and other different kind of 
rights. Have you suijicient control over the adminis
tration of these forests in your district ?-I have no 
forests in my district. 

38998. You have some experience of forest adminis
tration in other districts in this pro\'ince ?-I had 
seven years ago experience of forest administration in 
Hazara, but I do not think my opinion is really of 
great Yn.lue, 

~899~. Beside~ those primary schools which are 
mamtamed. or. aided by the Di.strict Board itself, are 
there any md1genous schools m the district ?-Yes· 
there are six indigenous and two zamindari schools,' ' 

39000. Are. they entirely maintained by the people 
or by the zamtndars ?-They get a grant-in-aid if they 
come up to a certain educational standard and have a 
certain number of pupils. 

39001. Do you impose upon them the condition that 
some sort of secular education must be included in 
the curriculum?-Yes ; . they must comply with the 
demands of the Educatwn Department according to 
the curriculum. · 

39002. Are they schools where only the Koran is 
~au.ght, 11nd ~efo.r~ you gi\'e any sort of aid do you 
lnRll't on tbmr gmng some sort of secular education ? 
-Yes. 

39003. Has that helped to spread primary education? 
-Yes; I think it is a good ~ystem. You grant them 
n little aid, and you gradually work up the people to 
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liking education, and you break down the . hostile JJ.fnjor D. B. 
influence of the Mullahs. Blakeway, 

39004. (8h· Frederic Lely.) I take it that you attri- - ' 08 bute the fact that the Deputy Commissioner has 28 Mar., 19 • 
sufficient influence in these parts to the deference 
which is shown to his office by the people in the pro-
vince ?-It is the deference shown to his office, and 
also that he is the initiator in most cases of recommen· 
dations for rewards and honours and so on ; he has a 
great deal of power in that way. · 

39005. But whatever the fePling is, in these modern 
days does it not tend to diminish ?-It tends to 
diminish, not to increase. · 

39006. As it diminishes will not these·· rules and · 
technicalities 'that you speak of tend to press more. 
injuriously?-Yes. 

39007. You refer to the ·numerous transfers of 
officers, to the smallness of the cadre and the limited 
number of appointments ; does that not mean, in a 
nutshell, that they are owing to the province being an 
annexe of the Indian Political Department ?-Yes; 
that is what it amounts to. * 

39008. Have you anything to suggest on that sup- . 
ject ?-I have nothing to suggest except that you 
might make the appointments of Deputy Commissioner 

·and District Judge tenable for a certain number of 
years, as in the case of higher appointments. You 
might make them tenable for four or three years, as 
the case might be, and only allow the officer holding 
such an appointment to take privilege leave or leave on 
urgent private affairs during that time. 

39009. You wou1d couple the acceptance of the post 
with an undertaking not to ask for promotion even if 
a place with higher pay were vacant in the meantime? 
-Yes; that wou1d carry with it, no doubt, the pro
vision that the post shou1d be made attractive. 

39010. You have lived among the people for some 
years ?-I have been a District Officer for some years. 

39011. Do you travel about in your district ?-Yes. 

39012. And you . know the people fairly well ?-1 
know the people~ 1 shou1d think, very well. 

39013. When you have a chance of ,visiting a village: 
you take the opportunity of enquiring into their 
affairs and taking a kindly interest in them ?-So fa:r 
as opportunity is afforded me ; as a rule I am doing 
office work. 

39014. Do you know a good many of them per
sonally ?-Yes. 

39015. Is there any reason whatever to suppose that 
the natives resent an English officer conversing with 
them ?-No, not if he is a Deputy Commissioner; it is 
a dignity to a native of the district to be talked to by a 
Deputy Commissioner. · 

39016. But if he is an Englishman of courtesy imd 
sense, would they not equally do so, whether he was a 
Deputy Commissioner or not ?-No; not always. r 
am only talking generally and according to my own 
experience, but in many cases we are no. doubt. 
unpopular. 

39017. Unpopular in what sense?- U~populal"· 
because we are kafirs. 

39018. Do you mean to say that on account of that 
unpopularity they do not care to associate with us ; I 
am speaking now of the villager ?-Of course, one has 
to rememb~r that the Pathan is a man who is a bigoted 
and a fanatical Muhammadan, and we are Christians. 
He will show deference and politeness to you because 
you have au official position ; the Oriental is naturally 
a courteous man ; but no doubt some of them will 
let their feelings get beyond them, and they would 
object to you on account of religious and racial 
differences. 

39019. On. the whole, you think that' if an English1 
man doe~ go mto a village, the latent feeling in mosl> 
of them 1s that the less they see of him the better ?·-I 
should say that that is the feeling in a certain number 
of them, not in the majority. · 

39020. Would the general feeling be one of resent
ment ?-No, not in the majority of cases. As I sayt 
that feeling would be confined to those people who 
were more fanatical and uncouth than the others · 
the general experience when an Englishman talks to ~ 
native is that the native is quite ready to talk tG 
him. · ' 
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE : . 

. 39021. Would it be better and more conducive to 
real cordiality for Englishmen to keep away from the 
villages ?-No.. • 
· 39022. What proportion do you think ·the bigoted 

people would· represent in an average village ?-I 
could not say. The villagers are in the hands of the 
JJfuUa~, and it depends upon the opinion of the latter. 
In one case you might have a well-disposed Mulla, 
and in another you might have a man who was not 
wdl disposed towards the Government. 
· 39023. What would be the general maxim which 

you would lay· down for the guidance of a District 
Officer ; would you say that it would be better for 
him to keep away from the villages ?-'-No : because I 
think the mere fact of ·an official of the Government 
talking to a man, whether or no't his feelings were 
hostile, would be considered an honour·by him, and to 
this extent appreciated. It is a sign,of interest on the 
part of the authorities, and in any case it is .essential . 
that a District Officer should know his penple. 

~ 39024. But if he thought an officer was a nuisance 
would it be not advisable for him to keep away ?-I 
do not think so ; the honour which he would consider 
conferred upon him by holding a conversation with 
you would outweigh in his mind any hostile feelings 
which he might have towards you at the time. 

39025. In a case like that, when an E.nglish officer 
visits a village would there be any danger of hi!! taking 
sides?-No .. 

39026. Or would H lead to his even being suspected 
of doing so ?-No. 

39027. May I take it that what you have said refers 
only to this partic~lar province ?-No. 

39028. Do you know anything about the rest of 
India ?-Very little. 

39029. When you speak of bigoted Muhammadans 
-are you referring to the state of things in this par
ticular province ?_:_I am referring to the state of things 
which exists with the people here who are under the 
influence of their priests. 

39030. Who have, I suppose, a distinct character of 
their own?-Yes. 

39031. (Chai1·man.) Would it not be very unsafo to 
infer anything from their attitude, as to the attitude 
of India generally ? -Yes.· ' 

39032. You said that if a charge was more than six 
months old the Auditor could prevent you paying it? 
-:-Yes; you have to get what is called a pre-audit 
:sanction, except in three cases. 

39033. Does that six months date from the time 
when you receive the charge or from the time when 
the charge originally accrues ?-When the charge falls 
due. 
, 39034. Do you mean when the bill is presented to 
you?- Yes, from the date when the charge falls due to 
the date when. the bill is presented to the treasury. 

39035. What is the basis of your revenue here-is it 
()n the gJ;"owing crop?-Various matters are taken into 
.consideration. There are what are called half-nett 
assets, then there are crop rates, and soil rates, etc., 
and all these various factors are considered together, 
and the amount which the people can pay is decided. 

39036. Is that settled for 20 years ?-Yes; in my 
particular district it has been settled for 20 years sub
ject to revision at the end of that time. 1'he period 
therefore is not defirutely fi:x:ed. 

39037. Have you power to make remissions?...:. 
No. 

39038. Or to make suspensions of revenue ?~No ; 
I have no power. 

39039. Would it be a dangerous power for the 
Deputy Commissioner to exercise ?-No ; it is a power 
which he ought to have. 

39040. At presen.t you have to send to the Revenue 
Commissioner for sanction ?-Yes. 

390~. Has not the Court of ·Wards Act been 
applied~dljr the Punjab Act ?-:-Yes, but I have no 
wards in mf'111etriQ_t. . · . · 

39042. If any road~~)l .. , other work has to be under
taken have you, as Deputy Commissioner power to 
say to the Engineer of whatever gmde he· may be 
" This is the work which ro.ust be first taken i~ 
hand " or " That is the work which must be first taken 
in hand" ?-~t the commencement of each year a 
budget of maJor works necessary in the district is 
framed and submitted to Government by the Public 
Works Department, and sent to the Deputy-Commis
sioner for his approval and concurrence. It is then 
sent to Government, and Government make their owu 
arrangements for allotting whatever money is available· 
for the district. 

39043. When those works hn.ve been appr<,>ved by 
the Government, who selects the order. of priority in 
which they shauld be executed ?-I should say pro
bably it would. be the Secretary to Government in 
the Public Works Department, but I do not know. 

. 39044. Taking the case of two roads sanctioned in· 
your district, who settles which of them is to be 
commenced first, the Deputy Commissioner or the 
Superintending Engineer ?-I suppose it would be 
the Secretary to Government in the Public Works 
Department. 

39045. Would he not consult the local people at 
all ?-:-Yes; no doubt he would consult them, but 
his voice would be the final voice in settling the 
matter.· · 

· 39046. And not the Superintending or Executive 
Engineer as the case might be, but the Secretary to 
the Public Works Department ?-:-In the case of any 
large work ; there is a rule in the Public Works 
Department, with which I am not well acquainted, in 
regard to the value to which a Superintending 
Engineer can go in sanctioning works. There are 
two separate branches of Public Works, the District 
Board works, and imperial works, which are under· 
taken by Government. 

3904 7. Are there no !provincial works?- We have 
~o provincial budget in this province. 

39048. Have you any power over minor works? ...... 
Yes; up toRs. 2,000, I can carry out minor works as 
the President of. the District Board and Municipal 
Committee. I can also carry o'ut works of over Rs. 
2,00Q', but must obtain the concux:rence of the Garrison 
Engineer as to the desirability of such work and the 
sanction of the R~venue Commissioner. Wi~h. regard· 
to imperial funds, I have no power except in the case 
of some small allotments for repairs of roads and 
upkeep of buildings. · · 

39049. They are expended under the· Secretary in 
the Public Works Department ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. M. F. O'DWYER was called and examined. 

• 39050. ( Ohaii·m~Jn.) You are the Revenue Secretary 
here ?-;-Yes, since six years with occasional interrup
tions for leave and transfers-practically ever since the 
province was created, 

39051. In addition to the Revenue work what other 
work iu the province are you responsible for ?-Land 
records, agriculture, excise, stamps, registration, and 
all the minor del>artments, veterinary, District Boards, 
and municipalit1es, and I exercise the control of a 
Commissioner of a division. Also, as Secretary to the 
Chief Commissioner, I take his orders with reference 
to the working of those departments. 

39052. Directly, and not through the Chief Secre
tary ?-No, I act as Secretary in regard to all matters 
which are in my own departments. 
· 39053. The last witness stated 'that the Revenue 

Department was responsible for the issue of something 
like 6,000 circulars in the course of the last six years ; 
did most of those circulars emanate from your depart
ment, or were they passed on to y.m by the Govern
ment of India ?-1 think I can pride myself on not · 
having issued six original circulars since I took over 
charge. Most of those circulars were forwarded from 
the Government of India in various branches of land 
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revenue, excise, irrigation, and other dep~tmen~s, the 
working of which has been under the constderat10n of 
the Government of India in recent _years ; .they h~ve 
revised their policy and issued fresh mstrnctions w~tch 
have been communicated through me to the vanous 
local officers. 

39054. HaYe you passed them on more or lea~ intact? 
-No; very often I have to sit down for days1:n order 
to see how I can best explain the orders I .recetve, and 
ruake it feasible for the local officers to gtve effect to 
them. 

39055 Do you mean to say how they can be made 
intelligible ?-No, they are intelligible enough, but 
very often one has to assist even· the He~ds of our 
local machinery by embodying these orders m a for~ 
in which they can be given effect to, say, by a patwan 
·On a salary of Rs. 10 a month. 

39056. Where do most of these 6,000 circulars issue 
from ?-In late years I think the .Agricultural Depart· 
ment have been mo~t1active, because. they haye .to ~eal 
with questionsro£ Ia:nd revenue pol.tcy and lf!Igatton, 
which are of ·primary importance m an agnc~ltural 
provinoo like this, and to a le~s exten~ the Fmance 
DtJpartment have issued many 01rculars l:D .the matter 
of excise. The Director-General of Stat1st1cs bas also 
been very active and his demands are often the most 
difficult to comply with. 

39057. Have they gone into great and unnecessary 
detail ?-No; the circulars themselves, ~s an ex· 
position of policy, are excellent and refer chiefly to ~be 
main principles, and, s'! far as I. am concel'I!'ed., I think 
they are flawless in tbetr reasomng and logtc, but very 
.often there is much cry and little wool. They pro~e~s 
to fix the lines upon which the Government of Indm 18 
going to act, but by the time you get to. the end ?f a 
long circular you sometimes find there IS very little 
change really. 

39058. But you have to take part in the process?
Yes; in more ways than one. For instance, take the 
Commissions which come round, so frequently of late 
years, e.g., the Irrigation Commission; one has to pre
pare materials for them in the way of explaining the 
·systems of local irrigation which hHe are manifold ; 
you have to collect statistics showing the system of 
working. the system of annual clearance, the system of 
collecting revenue by the Canal Department, and you 
have practically to break the back .of. every enquiry 
in the first instance for the CommlBslOn. Then the 
Commission comes and sits down for several days, 
and one has to place the materials before it; after 
that it states its concluMions, which are discussed by 
the Government of India in a series of very elaborate 
Resolutions which are sent down to you again. The 
Government of India says that they propose on the 
report of the Commission to issue certain orders, and 
then you have to go over the whole ground again in 
the light of the general conclusions arrived at, and when 
a final decision bas been arrived at the local work really 
comes in, and you have to see how you can give effect 
to those Resolutions. 

39059. But that does not account for a thousand 
·circulars a year ?-No, and I can recollect some 
circulars which have had the very best results in clear
ing the air, for instance, with regard to excise and 
.education, and as regards the Agricultural Department. 

39060. But then there are these smaller matters 
which must be dealt with ?-Yes; there are smaller 
matters such as the issue of roles under the Poisons 
Act, and rules as to carbide of calcium, which involve, 
of course, a certain amount of clerical work, because 
one has to read them all. 

39061. Is the number of circulars to which the last 
witness referred and of which he gave an actual figure 
approximately correct ?-I should hesitate to say so. 

39062. Would yon doubt its being correct ?-Every
thing or general application that goes through my 
office, which is the usual channel of communication 
for most Deputy Commissioners, is issued in the form 
of a circular let~ or a circular endorsement, and it is 
quite possible that the figure is correct, but I should 
say it is put much too high. The number does not 
como to as many as three every day. 

39063. The note of the Local Government suggests 
that there has been a tendency on the part of the 
Government of India to limit their discretion in certain 

matters· have yo1,1 found that that applies to your de-. ~f.i:J~v!· 
partment ?-Th~ few speci~c i_nstances mentioned h~re 
are instances whtch came Within the department wbtch 28 J1a1'., 1908• 
I administer and were noted by myself ; one was a · _. ·-.-. · 
matter as .to excise, and the others were matters as to - · 
land revenue policy and matters in which we had cor~ 
respondence with the Railway and Telegraph Depart-
ments. It is the two latter departments and . the 
minor departments that show most rigidity and least 
regard for local views and needs. . 

39064. Yon have been here si:i years ; do yon find 
that you have a freer, or a less free, hand than yon had 
when yon first came into the province?-;-yr e ~ave a 
freer hand .• While we were a young admm18tratton ~:n 
our first leg~ the Governmen~ kept us very much m 
leading strings, but after a ~e they gradually en~ 
larged our powers. . . 

39065. Do you feel that you' can act more o~ 
your responsibility than· you could forme.rly. ?-Yes; 
one feels that the Government of India 18 always 
willing to· accept one's proposals when they are 
reasonable and when you can show good cause for 
them and will give the funds to carry them out. 
I ha~e never had any reason to complain with re· 
ference to matters with which I deal. · 

39066. ·You have no permanent settlement in this 
province ?-No. · 

39067. Do you live from hand to mouth ?-'-At 
present yes · we send up an annual budget to the 
Govern~ent 'of India, they put certain funds at our 
disposal under the usual budget heads of inco~~ and 
expenditure, and we haye to carry on. the admmiStra
tion of the province durmg the year With those funds . 

39068. You have no power of re-appropriation from 
one major head to another major head ?-No; only 
for certain purposes ; we have no reserve, our finan~s 
being entirely imperial; the Government of India 
say " We will allow you sufficient allotments under 
each head of expenditure, and we will not allow yon 
any reserve "the result being that we have to go 'to the 
Governme~t of India for any increase, however small. 
We are allowed to increase our expenditure up to a 
total of Rs. 3 000 per'annum, but directly we exceed 
that limit we have to go to the Government of ~11dia 
for special sanction unless we can reduce expenditure 
in some other direction. 

39069. As a rule, is the amount you butigeh for 
every year exceeded ?-No, not as a whole. · 

39070. How do you have to apply for sanction?
Under certain heads the total is never exceeded. It 
may happen in one year that some new expenditure is 
thrust upon us, and we have to revise some part of our 
budget. · 

39071. Generally' are your estimates within your 
·budget expenditure because of your own exceeding 
carefulness, or" is it because the provision made by 
the Government of India is really ample for your 
needs ?-In the ordinary civil departments the pro
vision is ample. When we require any ~<:reaaed 
establishment and make out a good case for 1t, the 

. Government of India is usually willing to sanction 
it on condition that we can provide the funds by 
r~appropriation, and now and again in a big case 
they would be willing to give an extra ~nt ; but 
one has to watch the Government of Jndia very 
carefully in framing the budget proposais which 
come-up from the Accountant-General. When you 
get a copy of the Governm.ent. of India ~otes, • 
unless one is very careful, one 18 likely to be m1Bled. 
The Secretary of the Government of India disposes 
of the budget with reference ·to the past actuals. 
Be says, "Under certain departments your average 
expenditure has been Rs. 30,000, which you propose 
to raise to Rs. 50,000, but we will only allow you 
Rs. 35,000 ; " then you have to po_int out that in 
con'sequence of the Clovernment of India having 
sanctioned certain schemes in other· departments 
your expenditure will be increased, and you must be 
quick enough to explain these things in time, i.e., while 
the budget is under consideration ; then you get what 
you want otherwise you do not. Jn the Public 
Works D;partment, for instance, the budget is very 
·much cut down, and Public Works run the risk of 
being starved, but on ~he whol~ I have. t;~ever had 
to complain of any cuttmg down m the 01vil budget, 
which I could not, at all events, get reversed by 
explaining the circumstances. 
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· 39072. From your point of ''ie.w, can you with 
advantage delegate any of your powel,'s downwards? 
-Yes, I think so, with great advantage. 

89073. We have been told by one of the Deputy 
Commissioners that in theory they have no final 
power at all with regard to any revenue matters, 
although in practice there is no doubt that they do 
e"ercise final authority-would you agree with that 
description of the limitation of their powers ?-In 
regard to revenue ,. matters Deputy Commissioners 
have a considerable discretion if they care to use it; 
for instance, in the matter of suspensions of revenue, 
both the Deputy Coirunissioners stated that they had 
no power of suspending or remitting. Th.ey have the 
power of suspending, but they must r.:port for the 
information of . the Commissioner. 

39074. What powers have they really got?-Up to 
.any amount that may be required provided they report 
the thing, at once for confirmation .of the Commis4 

sioner; but the initiative may be taken by the Com
missioner. Similarly if it is necessary to remit revenue, 
the Deputy Commissioner can at once suspend and 
.then report the matter. 

39075. Can he .suspend up to any extent he thinks 
necessary?-Yes. 

39076. Would you give him powers of absolute re
misaion ?-That is a matter which we have had under 
discussion with the Government of India, and it is 
one of the points I refer to in the ease of the de
terioration of holdings which now and again takes 1 

place in this province owing to saline irrigation. At 
present, if the resources of a whole estate are de. 
teriorated, action can be taken to reduce the revenue 
of that estate even within the term of settlement, 
but the orders do not go to this extent if only in
dividual· holdings have deteriorated; those particular 
holdings may suffer very much, but they may not be 
such as to affect the resources of the whole estate, 
and ~e suggested that the Ueputy Commissioner should 
be given authority to take the initiative and report on 
1 be deterioration of holdings, without reference to the 
Local Government and send up.proposals on which the 
Local Government or the Revenue Commissioner would 
take action. 

39077. You are not at present prepared to grant to 
Deputy Commissioners the power of remitting re.. 
venues ?-No; I would give them power to make pro
posals, but not to remit. 

39078. No matter bow small the remission might be ? 
-No, not in the fixed revenue. 
. 39079. We are told that the Local Government can
not utilize the savings of salaries of Gazetted Officers 
for transfer to other sub-beads, what are the objec
tions to their exercising that power ?-I do not know; 
I think probably it is a head under which th<>re might 
be considerable savings, and it would be putting a large 
amount at the disposal of the Local Government. 

39080: Would that be a valid objection ?-I think 
not · if a .ced;ain sum has been placed at the disposal of 
a G~vernment, whatever the head under which savings . 
may occur, they should be allowed to utilize them for 
expenditure under another head. 

39031. (Mr Hichens.) With regard to Article 278, 
Civil Account Code, to which you refer, does not that 
only apply to imperial beads?-Yes ; but as our 
revenue is entirely imperial we are bound by it, but 
proposals to provincialize our ti.na.nce are pending. 

39082. In the statement as to general administration, 
it is stated that the province should be given a pro
'vincial settlement, or quasi-settlement, on somewhat 
the same lines as Baluchistan, and then it proceeds : 
"We shall then be on the same financial footing as other 
Local Governments, and the question then arises how 
far the present financial powers of Local Governments 
should be extended." I assume that the recommenda
tions which follow are the recommendations which 
you would make if you bad the ordinary powers of 3 
Local Government?'-Yes, 

39083. If you had the ordinary powers of 3 Local 
Government would you still want tG make the recom~ 
mendations to which you refer under Article 278 ?
Where the funds are provincialized there are certain 
heads of expenditure which are kept imperial, and 
these remarks refer to those items I fancy where the 
charges are imperiaL ' 1 

39084.. Do the. rev~nue~ collected in the pro,·inr.;e
coYer the expenditure ~-No; the reYenue is rougLJv 
about 37 lakhs and the expenditure is about 62 lakh~ 
but excluding political and Public Works etpenditur; 
the revenue and ~xpenditure pretty v;ell balance. The 
po~tical exp~~d:J.ture is Lea>y <>wing to the l,<Jder 
police, and militia corps, but both that and the Pt.iVie 
Works expenditure are largdy incurred on impe!'i!Nl 
objects. 

39085. What particular ad>antage v;ould you derin: 
from a quasi-permanent S!i'ttlement ? - We a.Loul:l 
have these large powers of reappropriation whid1 
we have not to~ay; we should haYe a power· of 
creating new appointments,.fresh establishments; and 
all the references which na~ ha,·e to be sent to the 
Government of India would :1 be done away with, and 
we should have a freer h· · d in utiliri.ng sannge, 
making local improvements an d making larger gratn:s 
with regard to minor llTigat 'on works and Public 
W ork.s generally; also in the d partments v;hich have 
been started during the last thre e Qr four years, ae,'l'i
cultural, veterinary and so on, we sb'd\;,1d have more 
freedo~ ·, 

3~~086. With regard to the further pow~~ .... ~·_;,h 
you would require, assuming that you had a qu'ui
permanent settlement, are there any <>f them that are 
particularly important ?-Do you refer to the remarks 
on "contingent cha.rges"? As a matter (If fa.c.~ 
within the last six months the Government of India 
has sanctioned a very large delegation <>f powers. 
Under the Civil Service Regulations at present very 
few of the powers of the Local Government can be 
delegated to subordinate officers without reference to 
the Government of India, and Local Governments for 
the last year or two have raised the question of del~ 
gation, with the result that they have got the sanction 
of the Government of India to a very large system <,£ 
delegation of powers to Heads of Departments. 

· .39087. How far are you prepared to delegate down
wards from the Local Go>ernment; would you dele
gate more than you do to-day?-Yes, our powers of 
delegation have been so far hampered by the fact that 
the authority of the Government of India is required. 
The Government of India have themselves taken the 
initiative of delegating powers very largely; for 
instance, with regard to the pension of a police eon
stable entitled to Rs. 2-8 a month, that goes from the 
Superintendent to the Inspector-General, then to the 
Aocountant-General, and from the Accountant-General 
to the Chief Commissioner. The Government of India 
have amongst other things now sanctioned a delegation 
of authority by which an officer who can appoint to a 
vacancy can also sanction a pension, occurring in that 
vacancy, to Non-Gazetted Officers. 

.39088. Do you think that substantial delegation 
could be made under the Public Works Code ?-I have 
not a very accurate knowledge <>f the Public Works 
Code. 

39089. Taking the Ciru Service Regulations and the 
Civil Account Code1 would you be in favour of dele
gation ?-I think one must make definite and accurate 
provisions for the guidance of subordinate officers who 
have to work these codes1 but I think the Heads of the 
Accounts Departments should be relied upon to work 
them in a broaderand more elastic spirit. If you have 
a <>.ode of departmental rules on an intricate subject 
like finance you must more or less provide for all the 
cases as they arise, and the difficulty about the code at 
present is t~at you have no .in~roduction to it giving 
an explanatwn of general pnnc1ples before comincr to 
the rules which would enable one to compreh~nd 
them. 

39090. Would it act if the GoYernment of India laid 
down general principles, and left the Local Govern
ment to frame its own rules?-The .A.ccounts Depart
ment and the Finance Department of the G.oYernment 
of India have to run on the same lines for all India, 
a!ld. I fan~y they would not tolerate any local dill'eren· 
t~.atron whtch would affect their system of finance or 
accounts. • 

39091. Are any local circumstances likely to affect 
the keeping of accounts ?-No. 

. 39092. It i;S rather in. other matters, such as regula
tiOns goverrung travellmg allowances and matters of 
that sort, where it would be possible for certain 
general principles to be laid down and where it would 
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such general principles-would you be in favour of 
that?-Very much ; I can give you a typical instance. 
"The Deputy Commissioner of the Dera Ismail Khan 
.district goes to a little hill station about 4,000 or 
5,000 feet high, where be occasionally spent some of 
the hot weather. While there some disturbance broke 
out trans-border about 50 miles away and he was 
wired to to proceeu in hot haste to the place. He went 
there and got back, and it took him about four or five 
days altogether ; he sent in his claim for travelling. 
allowance which the Accountant-General refused and 
pointed out tbat there was a general rule in the Civil 
Service Regulations (Art. 1112) that if an officer went 
to a hill station for his own comfort he could not 
draw any allowance for any journey he might have to 
make from that place to another and back. The 
-officer in question pointed out that he had not charged 
anything for going to the hill station, but that being 
there, he was ordered to go somewhere else, but the 
Accountant-General replied that he was not entitled 
to any allowance beca~e he bad started from the hill 
,~~tation. That ,jg··iCtypical instance of the rigidity 
which is exerrcised in most matters. 

39101. Would you say the same thing would apply 
with regard to the salaries in the Provincial Service, . 
that is to say, that it does not really matter from the 
point of view of uniformity whether an Assistant 
Surgeon, for instance, is paid at the same rate through
out the whole of India or-not ?-I do not think it 
matters at all. 
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· 39102. And within ~ertain ·limits the provinciiLl, 
Government might have power to pay whatever salary· 
it thought fit ?-Yes. Would you have a Local. 
Government fix the scale itself without reference to 
the Government of India? · 

39093. Was that not a matter which any Local 
Government might settle for itself ?-If the Local 
Government bad passed the charge the Accountant
General would have been bound to question its action 
.and call for a reference to the Government of India. 

39103. Wh;t I mean is tbat they should be allowed 
· to fix the scale and alter it if they liked quite inde

pendently provided they paid the salaries out of their 
own income ?-I think that is a matter as to which as· 
regards the Provincial and perhaps also Subordinate 
Civil Service· the fixing of a general scale ought to 
remain in the bands of the Government of· India.. 
They are in the best position to jndge of the relative · 
necessities of the various parts of the Empire, and you 
might get an extravagant Local Government-with a 
large surplus in one place making use of it to raise 
the pay of Deputy Collectors and so on in a. fit of 
generosity, so that it is necessary in matters of that 
sort that the control should rest with the Government 
of India. 

39094. Was that matter referred to the Government 
o()f India ?-No; the officer went away on leave as a 
matter of fact shortly after, and be probably lost interest 
in it. He fought the Accountant-General for. a long 
time and bad the pleasure of a long wordy discussion 
with him, and there the matter rested. · 

39095. Supposing different interpretations were 
given by different Local Governments in such matters, 
would it interfere with the stability of the Empire, 
or affect the efficiency of the administration as a 
whole in any way ?-No ; I think not. 

39096. With regard to other matters of that sort, 
for example, in regard to the housing of Government 
officials, would.' it be perfectly possible to lay down 
,general principles ? -Yes. · 

390~7. And to allow any Local Government to 
.apply them within the spirit of such general principles? 
-Yes ; it would be very desirable, and we have had 
correspondence with the Government of India in 
matters of that kind. Some of our Bub-Divisional 
Officers in this province are in charge of sub-divisions 
far away from any town where it is impossible to 
obtain furniture ; houses are built by Government 
.and rent is charged for them, but when an officer 
arrives at a house very often it may have been 
untenanted for six months and the last man who 
was there has taken his furniture away. In one case 
of the kind we applied for permission to furnish a 
house and after a discussion in Council the proposition 
was finallv agreed to. Of course it was a breach of the 
Public Works Code, but the matter was carried through 
by the personal intervention of a Member of the 
Council who pointed out the hardships involved
Rs. 2,000 was spent in furniture and the particular 
officer in question agreed to have it added to his rent. 
We thought that we had created a precedent and en
deavourlld to do the same thing in the case of another 
officer, but the Government of India would not agree 
and pointed out that no further departures could b~ 
allowed, and they were reluctantly compelled to refuse 
OMn~~t · 

39098. Is it not incidents of that sort that led to 
bickering between provincial Governments and the 
Government of Indio., and are more likely to lead to 
bad feeling than the discussion of bigger subjects?
Yes. 

39099. And therefore if one could throw a good 
many of these matters on to the provincial Govern
~ents it would be W?rth while from that point of 
VIeW and would establish broader and more generous 
relations beheen them and the Government of India? 
-Yes. · 

39100. Even1 the~efore,_ if the absence of uniformity 
produced cerhun shght disadvantages might it not be 
worth while to run that risk ?-Yes; I do not think it 
is a matter in which absolute uniformity is desirable. 

39104. (Mr; Dutt.) Going back to the case you 
mentioned just now with regard to an officer (travelling 
from a hill station), was not the Accountant-General 
perfectly right in taking the objection, the rule being 
there ?-I think it is a matter in which the Accountant
General ought to have discretion. 

39105. The rule said that an officer coming from or' 
going back to a hill station should .be entitled. to no 
travelling allowance, and if the Accountant-General 
has to interpret the rule strictly he would pave to 
say," This officer coming down from a bill station is 
entitled to no travelling allowance ; " would not the 
:remedy in that case lie in giving the provincial Govern-. 
ment a discretion in particular instances, that if 
sufficient reasons were given they !)hould be empowered 
to grant travelling allowances in such cases?-Yes, it 
would be a very good thing, but it is contrary to the 
policy of the Government of India. 

· 39106. When you frame a rule, especially in the 
Accounts Deparhment, is it not the principle that who· 
ever the custodian of the accounts may be, he is bound 
to interpret the rules literally and strictly, and if any 
exceptions are required, they should be made m the 
rules and not in interpretation ?-Yes, but you cannot 
have a rule wide enough to cover every particular 
instance which arises, and there might be an enabling 
section providing for circumstances which might arise, 
and allowing the Accountant-General to interpret it, · 

39107. Would you empower him to depart from the. 
literal interpretation of the rule ?-Yes. 

39108. Would you not give that power to the pro
vincial Government ?-Both are good ways of arriving 
at the desired result. 

39109. You appoint all the tahsildars and naib
tabsild!j.l's in the province ?-Yes, except those in the 
trans-border appointments ; they are appointed by the 
Chief Commissioner on my recommendation. 

39110. What is the class of men you select for tah· 
sildars ?-I should· think half of them are men who 
have risen from subordinate revenue appointments, 
and about half are men who are recruited direct', having · 
seryed a~ _naib-tahsildars-;-men of. good .family and 
soc~al poa1t10n ~nd possessmg good edu~_at10nal qualifi
catiOns. Practically nearly every family of any im• 
portance in this province is represented among the 
tahsildars and naib-tahsildars, and about half, or 
perhaps a little less than half, are men recruited from 
the Subordinate Service. 

39111. Do you recruit from the Subordinate Service 
very low down-are they men who have begun at 
Rs. 10 ?-No, we are able to insist on a very much 
higher standard of qualification than that, because the 
appointments are much sought after. 

39112. On the whole, do you get men of the kind 
you desire both with regard to ability and education 
and integrity?-Yes, the standard her~ is as high as 
in any province of which I ~ave any knowledge. 
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39113. Are they eatrusted with civil and criminal 
and revenue powers ?-Tahsildars have civil and 
criminal and revenue powers, but naib-tahsildars have 
only revenue and criminal powers, very rarely civil. 
Tahsildars have a certain amount of civil work as to 
which a maximum is fixed. 

39114. What is the pay of a tahsildar ?-From Rs. 
150 toRs. 250. 

39115. And that of naib-tahsildars ?-From Rs. 60 
toRs. 1001 

39116. Have you also the po~er of transferring 
them from one district to another ?-Yes. 

39117. The District Officer has not that power?
No, but if he suggests that a man should be trans
ferred and there is reason for it, I generally act on his 
suggestion. 
. 39118. Has keeping them on a provincial list a 

good effect on the Service ?-Yes, it would be impos
sible ~o work it on any other system. 

39119. If you allowed a District Officer to appoint 
his own tahsildars would you get the same class of 
meU:?-No, the wider the field of selection, and the 
wider the area over which they are employed, the 
better men you get. 

39120. Are the men in the Provi~cial Service 
appointed by the Chief Commissioner?-Yes. 

39121. Have you power to transfer them ?-No, 
the Chief Commissioner transfers them ; the only 
appointment in the Provincial Service as to which 
I am consulted is that of the Revenue Assistant. 
I am generally asked to consider the suitability of 
~uch men$ . 
, 39122. But even then the appointment is made by 
the Chief Commissioner ?-Yes. · 

.39123. Is that a good rule ?-Yes. . 
39124. 'you do not suggest that the power should be 

transferred from the Chief Commissioner to you ?
No, but I ~hink generally as regards all transfers the 
Controlling Officer should be more consulted ; I am 
not speaking specially with reference to ~his province, 
but .with reference to administration generally the 
system of workfug transfers of officers direct by the 
Secretariat without reference to the Heads of Depart-. 
ments is, I think, an evil one. 
· 39125. Provided they are consulted, do you think the 

power should be left with the Head of the Govern
ment ?-I think so. 

39126. I understood from a previous witness that 
the main portion of the income of the District Board 
comes from a local rate ?-Yes. 

39127. And that that income is supplemented by 
certain grants made by the Government?-Yes, Govern
ment gives a share of what u~ed to be the famine cess. 
The local rate formerly was roughly 10 per cent. which 
included 2 per cent for. the famine cess. This 2 per 
cent. went to Government, but the Government, tw9 
or three years ago, abolished the famine cess, but 
gave a sum equal to it to the District Boards which 
thus received an addition of one-fourth to their income 
because the famine cess was a fourth o~ the local rate. 

39128. When you speak of St per cent. what is it 
8} per cent. of ?-It is a t .velfth of the land revenue ; 
it is a fixed proportion. 

39129. Is it levied with the land revenue ?-:-Yes. 
39130. The land revenue is settled for 20 years?

'Yes, we have jqst completed a settlement for that 
period. 

·39131. Who was the Settlement Officer?-Wfl have 
various Settlement Officer~. They are men with about 
10 to 12 or 15 years' service. 

39132. Is there any officer here of the rank of 
Settlement Commissioner ?-I was in charge myself ; 
after the separation from the Punjab the work was 
under the Punjab Settlement Commissioner, and as 

. the work progressed it was transferred to the Revenue 
··commissioner of this province. 

39133. Were there any appeals from the order of the 
Settlement Officer ?-There were a certain number in 
Hazara ; out of 900 estates there were about 80 or 90 
appeals ; in Bannu and Kohat about 5 per cent. of 
the estates appealed; in Dera Ismail Khan less than 
1 per cent,· 

39134. Were they decided after the rates were· 
proclaimed ?-Yes. 

39135. Under the rules could you take cognizance 
of them and dispose of them on their merits ?-Yes. 

39136. There were no further appeals to the Chief 
Commissioner ?-No, I think a few petitions were· 
sent to the Chief. Commis~ioner which he took no· 
action on. 

39137. Is the general policy laid down that the 
revenue demanded should not be more than one-half 
the nett produce?-Yes, one-hal£ of the nett assets or 
nett rental. 

39138. Were you careful to observe that in this 
province?-We calculated the rental as well as we 
could, and I should think that the Government 
demand varies from a twelfth to an eighth of the 
total produce in the recently assessed districts; in 
most of our recent settlements. we took something· 
like 50 to 60 per cent. of the half nett profits. 

39139. You make the collection!! .according to crop· 
estimates ?-We have cash leases, but w:e have not. 
many cash rents ; where yon have cash rents you base 
your land revenue demand on the statistics of the· 
rents, but we have not those in this province ; the 
landlord generally takes a share of the produce and 
not a cash rent. 

39140. Is the system prevailing the raiyatwari 
system ; is every cultivator responsible for the land 
revenue to the Government direct ?-.As a matter of 
fact, the Deputy Commissioner of Bannu made a 
mistake ; he said that every individual landowner ia. 
directly responsible ; so he is, but every estate or 
revenue unit is also responsible ; the joint respon
sibility is rarely enforced, but it is there in case of 
emergency. 

39141. So that it does come practically to what he 
said, that every man is responsible . for his own 
revenue, bnt that if he did :not pay, then Government 
could come upon the whole village, which is very 
rarely the case ?-Yes, I do not think I remember an 
instance of it. 

39142 • .Are there major and minor irrigation w9rks
in this province ?-Yes. 

39143 . .Are they both imperial ?-Yes, and we have· 
another class of work called local works. Most of the 
irrigation works of this· province were made by the 
people, and most of the canals existed prior to the 
British rule; in those cases we have not interfered 
and have allowed the people to manage the canals. 
more or less on their own lines, but their efforts are 
more or less centralized and directed by the Deputy 
Commissioner who has a small agency by which he 
helps the people to settle disputes as regards the· 
distribution of water, arranging for canal clear
ances and so on. We now and again carry out certain 
improvements for the benefit of the people. 

39144. And when you make those improvements. 
you do not put on any rate ?-Not till the following 
settlement, but most of our canal irrigation is run on 
those lines. Then we have imperial canals which are 
worked by the Canal Department. · 

39145. Are they big canals ?-One irrigates about 
160,000 acres, another about 50,000 acres-those are· 
only in the Peshawar district, and one we have 
recently constructed in Dera Ismail Khan district will 
also irrigate about 60,000 acres! 

39146. Besides those, have you provincial canals?
Yes; we have small irrigation works which now and 
again we.carry out with Government funds. 

39147. Who fixes the irrigation rates which you· 
have to levy when Government constructs these canals ? 
-'l'he Chief Commissioner after taking the advice of 
the Irrigation Department. · 

39148. You do not get any order from the Govern· 
ment of India ?-The Chief Commissioner proposes 
the rates for the sanction of the .Government of 
India . 

39149. Are the rates sometimes changed ? -Yes, 
within the last five years we altered the rate on the 
Swat Canal, which had been fixed when it was con
structed about 15 years ago. 

39150. Did you enhance the rates ?-In some cases, 
and lowered them in others, but the whole result was . 
in the direction of enhancement.. 
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39151. Had that to be sanctioned by the Govern· 
ment of India ?-Yes. 

59168. Do you send out monthly printed proceed
ings?-No. 

Mr.lll. F. 
O'Dwyer. 

39152. Are the rates realised by the e':lgineer ?
They are realized by the headmen of the villages and 
paid into the treasury to the credit of ~he Canal 
Department, and the la'fl!bardar ":'ho ~eahses them 
receives a percentage for hts trouble m domg so. 

39169. Have you any Gazette ?-No. · • 28 Mar., 1908. 

39153. Is the rate realized with the land revenue?
Yes. 

39154. Is there no case in which the canal rates are 
levied by the Canal Department ?-No. 

39155. (Sir Ste~yning Ed~erley.). W~at is the actual 
process of legislation for thlB provmce ?-By m~ans of 
Regulation-by the Governor-General m Council.-

39156. Under the Statute of 1870?-Under Act 33 
of 1870. 

39157. With regard to yo~r r~ference to .the con
siderable system of delegation m the. PunJab, do~s 
that refer only to contingent !'lxpenditure ?---:No, It 
extends to everything ; I have not examined 1t very 
carefully yet 'but the Government of India have sanc
tioned a vecy large delegation of powers to subordinate 
authorities, and the Government themselves have also, 
within the last two months, delegated very large powers 
to Local Governments, and allowed Local Governments 
power to delegate to Heads of Departments. 

39158. As regards the Government of India codes, 
where exceptions are necessary and the Audit Officer 
interprets the rule, would it be sufficient if the Local 
Government made the exception and· reported his 
action in periodical returns, in order to allow the 
Government of India to have cont.l'ol ?-Yes, that 
would be a way out1>f the difficulty. 

39159. What is your actual procedure as regards the 
budget ?-The budget is framed locally by the Heads 
of the Departments, and is then sent to the Accountant
General who consolidates it. 

39160. Who is your Accountant- General ?-The 
Accountant-General of the Punjab is the Accountant
General for this province also ; he scrutinizes the 
budget, sends it back with notes for the Chief Com-~ 
missioner. The Chief Commissioner passes orders on 
his suggestions, and he (the Accountant-General) com
piles the budget and sends it on to the Finance Depart
ment of the Government of India. 

39161. Is any date fixed ?-Yes; I think our budget 
goes in by the 15th December. It has to be received 
by the Financial Department of the Government of 
India by the 20th January, when the Finance Depart
ment goes through it. 

39162. Then yours is practically the same procedure 
as takes place with regard to all Local Governments? 
-Yes, it is practically the same. 

39163. You lay some stress on the power to reward; 
would you give that power any lower down than the 
Local Government ?-Yes, I see no harm in allowing 
the Deputy Commissioners power to give small grants ; 
at present the rule is that no new grant can be sanc
tioned by any Local Government, except during the 
currency of settlement proceedings. When settlement 
proceedings are not in hand, the Local Uovernment 
has practically no power to make a new assignment of 
land revenue without the sanction of the Government 
of India, but lately some small extension of authority 
was given to Local Governments by which they are 
authorized to give individual grants of Rs. 15 per 
annum, or a total in value of Rs. 500, to persons who 
had rendered considerable service in regard to criminal 
or police administration. 

39164. And you think that might be enhanced?
Considerably. I think in the case of a Local Govern
ment it is ridiculous to say that it cannot give anyone 
more than Rs. 15 a year. 

39165. Would you extend the power to the Deputy 
Commissioner ?-Yes. 

39166. And give the Local Government higher 
powers?-Yes. 

39167. Have you sufficient power with regard to 
printing here?- We have a small Government Press 
which deals with more or less confidential papers and 
Go"ernment reports, but otherwise we have to depend 
on a private press. 
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39170. Would that be a convenience ?-I think it 
would be: rather a nuisance. At present we are very 
well served by the Gazette of India. 

39171. Can you send things direct to the Government 
of India Gazette, or do you have to send them through 
the Foreign Department ?-The only restriction is in 
regard to postings of officers in this proyince which 
are made by the Foreign Secretary; those have to go 
through the Government of India. In all otl:ier 
cases notifications from the Chief Commissioner and 
other heads of Departments are sent direct to the 
Gazette. 

39172. Excepting in Khyber and Chitral, the Chief 
Commissioner makes all your appointments ?-The 
Foreign Department, as a matter of fact, is the Local 
Government for purposes of appointments, because all 
the officers borne on our cadre are also on the strength 
of the Political Department ; they are part of a bigger 
body. · . · 

39173. They are lent to you ?-Yes, but they are 
still under the orders of the Foreign Department, 
and all the postings of those officers are made under 
the signature of the Secretary to the Government. of 
India. ~ 

3917 4. Is that notratherinconvenient ?-Yes, I think 
it is, and it would be a considerable advantage if the 
Chief Commissioner were allowed to send bis notifi-. 
cations of postings direct. 

39175. You are the Revenue Commissioner of the 
five British districts ? -Yes. · 

39176. But you have an exceptionally strong posi
tion as being Secretary also ?-Yes; for convenience, 
I do my own Secretariat work. · 

. 39177. (Mr. Meyer.) We were told -yesterday that a. · 
great number of transfers in this district were caused 
by the fact that every cold weather the Government 
of India in the Political Department sent yon four or 
five senior officers from outside whom you bad to pro
vide for, and every hot· weather it took away four or 
five men for work elsewhere ; do you agree that that 
is generally an accurate description ?-I think it is 
fairly accurate, but the postings of Gazetted Officers i~> 
a matter that I am really only indirectly concerned 
with. 

39178. But you follow the fortunes of the officers 
of your province?-Yes, and certainly that tendency 
has been more marked of recent years. 

39179. Can you suggest any remedy for it ?-One 
remedy would be to officer this province with men who
bad done their training in the province and who had a 
knowledge of local circumstances, which would practi
cally mean what it was before its amalgamation, a. 
small self-contained Service. On the other hand, the 
Political Department of the Government of India con
sidered that the system was subject to some disadvan
tages, and that it might lead to too much localization ; 
they considered it to the advantage of the Political 
Department, as a whole, to have freedom of transfer 
and to send people- to this province and take them 
away on the principle of give and take ; the principle 
may be excellent, but in practice it very often lands us. 
in difficulty. 

89 L80. Do you think the present system ought to be 
accepted with its drawbacks as being the best on the 
whole, or that something better might be done ?-If 
the present system was worked a little ll).Ore rationall;r, 
and if the Government of India were more careful m 
the selection of the men they sent here, and consulted 
the Chief Commissioner as to the men they proposed 
to send, I do not see that any great difficulty would 
arise. Unless that is done, I prefer to see more or
less localized Service. 

39181. It ought not to present such great difficulties. 
from the fact that until;ou get to the top the appoint
ments are on a system o personal grading?-Yes. 

39182. Would it not be possible therefore, barring 
the appointments at the very top, to guarantee that a 
man once sent to the province should stay five or ten 
years or something of that sort?-Yes, but it is in 
connection with men going. on and returning from 

K 
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.lfr. M. F. leave that these difficulties arise ; they do not quite 
O'lJuJyer, know where to put the men, and if they see a post 

.. vacant in'this province they are sent here . 
. 
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• 3918lt In short, would you like the province to have 
a sort of special calh·e for the Political Department 
though with occasional interchanges ?-·Yes. 

39184. You spoke of having to revise a number of 
those general circulars of the Government of India, 
which, of cours~, relate to India as a wh.ole, to meet 
the particular cl!'cumstances here, and wh1ch you have 
to communicate to the various Deputy Commissioners .. 
Supposing you had a Gazette, would not it be the best 
method of communicating in with them by puplisbing 
the orders in the Gazette and drawing attention to 
them?-Yes, it would save a certain amount of manual, 
or rather clerical, labour. 

39185. And it would save postal charges and so on? 
-Yes. 

39186. You may be said to correspond to three 
authorities in the Punjab-the Divisional Commis
sioner, the Financial Commissioner, and the Revenu~ 
Secretary to the Local Government ?-Yes. 

39187. The Deputy Commissioner, on the other 
hand, occupies the same position as the Deputy Com
missioner in the Punjab ?-Yes, precisely.· 

39188. Might. it not be possible, in view of the 
absence of a territorial Commissioner here, to give the 
Deputy Commissioner a certain number of powers which 
in the Punjab you would give to a territorial Com
missioner ?-.As far as powers with regard to judicial 
and other matters based on particular Acts and Statutes 
and Regulations are concerned, that would mean con
siderable alteration in existing Statutes. 

39189. Would it not be possible (although it would 
involve a certain amount of alteration of law) and 
. exnedient-· to depart from the Land Revenue Code 
QcCasionally. and give larger power to your local 
.officers ?-I do not think so, because in this province, 
the Revenue Commissioner being also the Revenue 
Secretary, the Deputy Commissioner is able to obtain 
<>rders at once, and instead of having to go through 
three or four stages there is only one ; be is able to 
get orders on any of his proposals without delay. 
.Another matter is that the Revenue Commissioner is 
supposed to be always an expert in reference to revenue 
matters and your Deputy Commissioner has to be 
selected' for his knowledge of general administration or 
for some political capacity and may have only a general 
knowledge of revenue matters. 

39190. Then, on the whole, you do· not think it 
desirable to give any larger powers in that direction ? 
-No. 

39191. Would you give them the power of creating 
fresh appointments ?-No permanent, but temporary 
.appointments, yes. 

39192. Would you give them any powers of remis
sion ?-No. 

39193. But at the same time you propose to give 
thEUD. powers of making alienations of Government 
revenue ?-Yes. 

39194. If you make an alienation of Government 
-revenue, is it not just as much a burden on the State 
as the creation of a clerkship ?-Yes, but in the crea
tion of a clerkship there is no advantage gained, while 
in the creation of a new revenue-free grant you get an 
advantage ; there is no tangible advantage in one case, 
it is an unfortunate and stern necessity ; while in the 
()ther case it is a reward for service and a distinct in
citement to good work. 
. 39195. Still, it is a national expense, and if you can 

trust the Deputy Commissioner with the one power, 
why refuse him the other ?-I was thinking of the 
political advantage to be gained by enabling the 
Deputy Commissioner to give speedy reward for good 
work and good services, which justifies a departure 
from the general principle that no permanent expense 
shall be incurred except by order of the Government. 

39196. Do you get a great number of appeals?
Probably from 400 to 500 in the year; about half 
those would be judicial appeals, and half executive 
appeals. 

39197. The judicial appeals being mainly under the 
Tenancy Act?-Yes, 

39198. What is the character of your tenures here 
generally; are they large estates ?-No, it is a peasant 
proprietary organised on a very democratic basis . 

39199. Is the witness who was called yesterday, the 
Khan of Hoti, a big landlord ?-His area is not very 
large, but it is extremely productive ; I suppose his 
revenue from land would be about a lakh of rupees a 
year. 

39200. Is he an exception ?-There are perhaps half. 
a-dozen big men in each district, but as a rule it is a 
case of small peasant proprietors; 

39201. Then how do these land suits come about ?
We have a very large body of tenantry as well. Abotlt 
half the cultivation is in the bands of owners 
·themselves, and the remaining half is in the hands of 
tenants of different kinds. 

39202. Are there certain appeals to the Chief Com-
missioner in these matters ?-No. . 

39203. You are the final authority?-Yes, in re
venue matters. 

39204. With regard to tenancy law, would a case 
first come before the Assistant Commissioner ?-Before 
the Assistant Commissioner in most cases. 

39205. Then does it go on appeal to the Deputy 
Commissioner ?-Yes. · 

39206. And then it comes up to you ?-Yes. 
39207. Is there any class of case where an appeal 

stops at the Deputy Commissioner?-When the Deputy 
Commissioner affirms the decision of the first Court, 
then only an application for revision lies to the 
Revenue Commissioner, but if be modifies the order, 
an appeal lies. 

39208. Do you get frequent applications for re
vision ?-Probably about a fourth of the 250 revenue 
appeals which I deal with are petitions for revision . 

39209. It has been alleged in other cases, that where 
a high authority bas revisionary powers, it tends to 
exercise them as if they were appellate powers and 
constantly to upset the orders of the Court below, 
instead of merely intervening when some gross irregu
larity or injustice has been committed ; which is the 
line you adopt in regard to revisionary petitions ?-:-If 
I saw a revisionary application in which perhaps no 
material irregularity had been committed, but differed 
on the interpretation of the facts from the Court 
below, then I would stretch the law and admit it to 
hearing. 

39210. Practically ;you treat yourself as a regular 
Court of Appeal then?-Yes, in certain cases ; I think 
that one is expected to work the revisional jurisdiction 
in a more or less elastic fashion. 

39211. Would you ever get finality if every revision
ary authority interfered unduly ?-I do not look upon 
that as undue interference ; it is a question of the. 
interpretation you have to give to the expression 
" materially irregular" ; by law you can always inter· 
fere if the irregularity is material. 

. 39212. You might make a general distinction; you 
differ from another o!ficer, but you admit that "it may 
be a question on which he may be right and you 
wrong ; or, you think that he is absolutely and 
incorrigibly wrong, that be has, as one might say, 
made a thorough mess of the whole thing ; you would 
revise in the latter case, but would you in the former? 
-No, unless I saw very clear grounds. . 

39213. Could anything more be done in the way of 
giving powers to District Boards and municipalities? 
-Yes, there a~e ceytain restrictions which might be 
removed, espemally lD the case of municipalities. At 
present if they propose to expend over Rs. 2,000 on 
any particular work, they have to get the sanction of 
the Revenue Commissioner; if they propose to expend 
over Rs. 10,000 on a work they have to get the sanction 
of the Local Government ; those restrictions might 
well be removed. 

39214. You see their budget in any case ?-Yes; if 
there is budget provision existing they are the best 
judges bow to utilize it. 

39215. The budget would contain a schedule show
ing the important works, and you think that is quite 
enough ?-Yes. 

39216. Do they have to submit re-appropriations to 
you after the passing of the budget ?-Yes, that is a 
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39228. I£ there had been a squabble a~out it it Mr. 11!. F. 
would have gone up to you ?-Yes, the questiOn would O'Dwyer. 
have been raised whether the District Boo.rd was doing 
its duty ; the District Board was already spending its 23 Mar., 190S 
proper percentage on primary. education. · 

- 3922!l. As regards the settlement. Do your settle·· 
ment reports go through the Deputy Commissioner·?
No. 

matter in which there might very well b? improvemen~. 
At present if they want to re-appropnate from their 
balance they have to get the sanction .of the Local 
Government ;,if they want to re-appropnate. from one 
head to another they have to get the sanction ~f t~e 
Revenue Commissioner. As long as they mamtam 
their 10 per cent. balance, I do not see why they should 
have to go up to the Local Government for power to 
spend, their own money. 

39217. Does the same thing apply to Dist~ct 
Boards ?-Practically, muttJ.ti8 mutandis, the same thmg 
applies to District Boards. 

39218. Is it feasible to relieve Deputy Commis
sioners of the Chairmanship of municipalities ?-No, 
not in this province. 

39219. Would yon give them a non-official Vice
Chairman if they could procure good men ?-Yes, I 
think that is very desirable, and. in many cases it does 
exist. 

. . 39230. Ought they not to do so ?-All the sub
sidiary matters connected with settlement are dealt 
with in communication with the Deputy Commissioner ; 
all assignments of land revenue and questions of new 
establishment ; otherwise the Settlement Officer is 
quite independent; of course he consults the Deputy 
Commissioner, but he generally knows a great deal 
more about the circumstances of the district and the 
people. than the Deputy Commissioner. 

39220. In. a city like Peshawar yon might occa
sionally find a good non-official Vice-Chairman?
Peshawar is one of the cases in which there would be 
some difficulty in having a non-official Vice-Chairman, 
because the Deputy Commissioner is very often away 
for months at a time ; meetings have to be convened 
by the Vice-Chairman ; it is a~sol~tely ~~:ecessary in a 
case like Peshawar where faction 1s so rife and where 
yon are ~ealing with a. tnrbulen~ population, that the 
Vice-Chairman should be officxal. In many other 
towns it would be a step in the right direction to have 
non-officials. 

39221. Are there Vice-Chairmen of District Boards? 
-No. 

39222. Would yon have a system of non-official 
Vice-Chairmen there if they could find suitable people? 
-The District Boards meet very infrequently, only on 
an average every two months, and a Vice-Chairman is 
unnecessary ; municipal meetings are much more 
frequently held. 

39223. We have been told that practically the re
sources of the District Board are all ear-marked except 
a small balance ; they have to put aside so m11ch of 
their income for education, so much for roads, and so 
on ; is that the case ?-The District Board in the case 
of education has to provide 25 per cent. of its income, 
and 12! per cent for medicd relief. 

39224. Then there is something for veterinary work ? 
-Yes, but it gets considerable grants-in-aid from 
Government for veterinary and medical relief. The 
resources of the District Board are very largely ear
marked. 

39225. We were told also, that when the District 
Board merely pays over the money to a Government 
Department, it bas to be spent there ; the District 
Board does not pass its own bills ; do you accept that 
as an accurate statement of the case ?-I think the 
witness was referring to the Veterinary Department ; 
be was referring to all the Departments which receive. 
fixed contributions, but in that particular case he was 
referring specially to the Veterinary Department. 

39226. Let us suppose that under this percentage 
system a District Board has to pay Rs. :!0,000 for 
education ; obviously there are two ways of doing 
that ; they can make the Rs. 20,000 over to the Educa
tion Department to be spent, or they can control the 
spending of it themselves, with the advice no doubt of 
the departmental officials ; which is the course adopted 
here ?-The latter course. 

39227. Have the District Boards adequate powers? 
-Yes, if not deterred by departmental pressure from 
exercising them. I can mention a case which has just 
arisen in Kohat ; the District Board opened some 
primo.ry schools i they were going ahead very quickly, 
and they opened more !!Chools than they were able to 
provide teachers or pupils for ; at the end of a year it 
was found necessary to close those schools, or to debit 
the charges to the 11pecial Gm·ernment grant for 
primary education. The diRtrict inspector, as repre
senting the department, pointed out that this was very 
retrograde and very reactionary, and he tried to make 
out that the District Board were not doing their duty. 
There is no doubt that the action of the District Board 
was quite correct, and it was not challenged really in 
the result. · 
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39231. But the main fact that will affect people is 
the settlement rates ; surely the Deputy Commissioner, 
who is responsible for the government and peace of 
the district, ought to have his say as to that ?-The 
Settlement Officer is made responsible for making the 
settlement a just and workable one, and he is not 
likely to err on the side of exces!!. 

39232. You think it is a case in which the expert -
should be trusted rather than the administrator ?-It 
is a good thing now and again. Very often as Revenue 
Commissioner, in dealing with settlements, I have sent 
proposals back for the views of the Deputy Commis
sioner to be ascertained. 

39233. Might it not be an expedient general rule to 
lay down that it should go through the Deputy Com
missioner ?-I£ the Deputy Commissioner was an 
experienced officer and had been long in charge of the 
district, it would be an excellent rule. 
· 39234. In the Government m,emorandum it is men

tioned that the interference by the Revenue and Agri
culture Department has on the whole been a desirable 
one and has done much good ; in other provinces we 
have been told that the Revenue and Agriculture 
Department has been specially complained of .as thrust· 
ing Punjab ideas upon Government and officials_ that 
did not want them. Both the Chief Commissioner and 
yourself are Punjab Officers ?-That is so. 

39235. What are your powers at present in regard to 
appointments ?-I can appoint naib • tahsildars and 
tahsildars. 

39236. The Local Government • has the power of' 
creating fresh appointments up to what limit ?-Upt() 
Rs. 50. 

' 39237. And in the case of such appointments you 
can go up, subject to budget provision, to a total of 
Rs. 3,000 in one year?-Yes. 
· 39238. You can also alter an existing appointment 

-up toRs. 250, if you make a corresponding saving in 
another direction ?-Yea, but a saving is generally 
found impossible in a permanent establishment. 

39239. Suppose you. got a provincial settlement, and 
had the same powers as a Local Government in regard 
to the creation of appointments, you would save an 
enormous number of references that are now made to 
the Government of India ?-Yea. 

39240. (Chairmrtn.) You refer here to the previous 
sanction of the Local Government being requisite 
11 for the payment of municipal taxes" ; is that a 
general rule ?-In the Government memorandum it is 
put rather elliptically i no recurring charge can be 
incurred without the sanction of the Local Govern
ment, and that is a recurring charge .. 
-39241. 1t is an automatic charge ?-Yes; that is one 

of the things that has just been delegated. 
39242. What has the Accountant-General to say to 

the delegation of greater powers to Heads of Depart
ments ?-All these finance and account matters are 
rather intricate, and one hesitates to take any step 
without being absolutely sure of one's ground, and 
asking the Accountant-General to verify the exact 
position as regards financial authority, and preparing 
statement showing what powers are exercised by each 
authority. Before you can create a new appointment, 
you have to get a proposition statement ; similarly 
where yon propose to extend financilll powers you get 
the Accountant-General to certify the financial posi· 
tion, so as to get a reliable basis to work upon. 

K2 
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.Ur. M. F. 39243. We were told in Baluchistan that the Govern-
O'Dwyer. ment of India had forced on the people there the con

sumption of a certain kind of salt where they much 
28 1Jar.,l908, preferred to use the local salt; you seem to have a some· 

·- what similar case under the head of opium here ; is that 
so ?-:Yes ; opium is very largely grown in Afghanistan, 

· where it is the monopoly of the Amir ; it was bought 
up by some Indian contractors and brought down as 
far as J alalabad, and they began to make arrangements 
for selling it here ; the otily market for this opium is 
in certain parts of British India. As we have had 
many complaints in recent years that opium is imported 
here without paying the Rs. 2, a seer duty, I got hold 
of the contractors and said " The best thing for you 
would be to store all this opium here in a bonded ware· 
bouse and pay duty on issue." We referred to the 
Government of India about it, because a bonded ware
house could not be established in Peshawar without 
reference to the Government of India. They refused 
permission ; they said it was essential to discourage the 
import of Afghan opium. 

39244. Meanwhile it does come in here?-Ye8. 
What we want to do is to get the whole supply here 
. and have it under proper control ; at present it comes 
in in small samples. 

3!)245 .. Then the action of the Government of India 
has not led to any increase in the smuggling of opium? 
-Except that if we had the whole lot where we could 
keep it under proper control, instead of being split up 
into small quantities which we cannot look after, it 
would be an advantage. 

39246. Have you any reason to believe that opium 
is being smuggled ?-Yes, now and again we catch the 
smugglers ; in the last two or three years we have had 

about 20 cases of opium being smuggled into this· 
district. 

39247. You have urged that the Deputy Commis
sioner should have increased powers of gtnng rewards ; 
has the Deputy Commissioner any power of making 
punishments by deductions from the jagirs ?-Yes, he 
has very large powers. 

39248. Is there any limit to his powers in that par
ticular ?-He can only suspend the jagir, and he bas to 
report his action to the Government for confirmation. 
· 39249. Can he suspend that up to any amount ?

Yes, but be would have to report his action; it is a 
course very rarely adopted, but it. is occasionally. 
There is another matter in which the Deputy Com
missioner has considerable power ; nearly all our 
frontier villages along the border have remissions from 
four to eight annas in the rupee of land revenue for 
frontier service. The revenue of village is, say, 
Rs. 2,000 ; if it does its frontier service properly the 
Government will exact Rs. 1,000 and remit the other 
half ; if a village makes default · and does not exert 
itself in repelling raids, etc., the Deputy Commissioner 
can impose that amount which is now remitted Oli con· 
dition of border service. That system is general all 
down the frontier. 

39250. You think the power of allowing the Deputy 
Commissioner to make deduction from jagirs and this 
other power that you mention, are proper powers for 
the Deputy Commissioner to have ? - Yes ; they 
strengthen his hands, and give him greater power to 
deal with sudden emergencies. · 

(The wit-ness withdrew.) 
Adjourned. 
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The Hon. MR. E. D. MA.CLAGAN, I.O.S., was called and examine.d. 

39251. (Sir Frederic LeZy.) You are Chief Secretary 
to the Government in the Punjab ?-Yes. I am in 
.charge of the following Departments of the Govern
ment Secretariat, viz.: Gazette (Appointments, &c.)i 
Political, Special Branch, Financial, Famine, Genera 
(Home and Judicial) and Excise. I was till recently 
in charge of the Revenue and Forests, and have only 
recently taken over the General (Home and Judicial) 
and the Excise. 

I have no knowledge of general financial questions, 
and would therefore hesitate to recommend any radical 
change in the existing system. Provincial indepen- · 
.dance might, however, be increased (i) by giving Local 
Governments the same control over all heads of pro· 
vi.ncia.l expenditure, whether provincial or shared ; 
(ii) by allowing Local Governments to exceed, if they 
wish, the budgets sanctioned by the Government of 
India, subject to the maintenance of the prescribed 
balance; (iii) by removing restrictions on the expen
-diture of special grants made by the Government of 
India. 

I would not give borrowing powers to Local 
Governments. Small loans can be obtained through 
the Government of India, and large loans would upset 
the market. Economy will best be served by having 
only one borrowing agency, and in any case the Local 
.Governments have not the financial advice and experi
-ence that the Government of India have. 

I would allow the provincial Government to delegate 
to its subordinates, subject to such checks as it thinks 
fit, any financial powers it possesses under the Civil 
Account Code and Civil Service Regulations. 

I would suggest that fees to doctors for attending 
-on Native Chiefs and others should be decided by the 
Local Government. · 

In revenue matters 1 would propose :-
(a) that details regarding the suspension and 

remission of revenue should be left to the 
Local Government, subject to the general 
principles laid down by the Government of 
India· 

(b) that Loc~ Governments be allowed to make 
new assignments of land revenue up to a 
fairly high limit, and that the formal 
reports to the Government of India of new 
and renewed arrangements under Govern
ment of India letter No. 2594, dated the 21st 
November, 1892, and No. 2939J dated the 
lOth October, 1894, be abolishe<1 ; 

{c) that the 15 per cent. rule prescribed in (iii) of 
the Government of India assessment rules 
(appendix I of the Punjab Settlement 
Manual) should be abolished, and that the 
provincml Government should have power 
to sanction assessments up to 30 years 
(rule x) instead of 20 ; 

{d) I would remove the restrictions on the pro
vincial Government regarding the sales 
and grants of land (Government of India 
Resolution No. I, dated the 6th February, 
1872) except in the case of large grants to 
private individuals for their private benefit· 

(iii) in commercial matters I would relax th~ 
rules for prospecting licenses and mining 
leases, so as to give the Local Government 

· more scope in granting thel.!a, the . Local 
Government consulting, if necessary, the 
Director of the Geological Survey direct . 

The removal of existing restrictions can best be 
effected by notifications published by the Government 
of India under a general Act of delegation similar to 
Act V of 1868. It is often advisable that for the first 
two or three years after the passing of an Act the 
Government of India's approval should be required 
for certain rules, and often their approval is required 
by law for this reason. It would suffice to require by 
executive order that references should be made to the 
Government of India for such time as is necessary . 

The influence of the departments of the Government 
of India in this province bas in some cases been in the 
direction of excessive rigidity or uniformity, in the 
matter of agricultural returns and statistics for 
instance, and generally in the matter of financial 
allowances and the like, and in requiring' that the 
:Financial Commissioner should be the Court of Wards 
in this province because a similar arrangement prevailed 
elsewhere. In some matters, such as the issue of 
orders or the principles of collecting revenue, we were 
called on to send up drafts of the detailed orders we 
proposed to issue in accordance with the general orders 
of the Government of India. This was unnecessary, 
but I cannot say that it led to undesirable uniformity. 
The behaviour of the Government of India departments 
in such matters depends largely on the member in 
charge, and as a rule they treat Local Governments 
fairly considerately in such matters. 

I do not recollect cases in which the Imperial 
Secretariat took a too departmental standpoint, nor 
is it, as a rule, too impersonal. At one time it was 
inclined to disregard personal considerations in matters 
like the continuance of assignments of land revenue 
and pensions, but of late years we have had nothing to 
complain of on this score. Up to some ten 7ears ago 
the Government of India was much dommated by 
considerations of revenue. This was due to the 
tightness of finances, but was, 1 think, overdone. The 
same collsiderations are not so powerful now. I was 
in the Government of India Secretariat in 1892-11395, 

· and again in 1906, and the change in this respect struck 
me very forcibly. We still, however, suffer somewhat 
from the results of the previous policy in matters like. 
the assessment of revenue, the grant of assignments, 
and-so forth. 

Directors and Inspectors-General under the Govern
ment of India should be consultative. and advisory 
officers only in dealing with departments primarily 
administered by Local Governments. 

It is difficult to fix in all cases on the true originator 
of a reform in this country, and reforms officially 
promulgated by the Government of India may have 
been due to ttuggestions made by a Local Government 
or an individual. The bulk of the large recent reforms 
have, however, been pushed by the Government of 
India either directly or through the medium of Com~ 
missions. In the former class I would put the reforms 
connected with University education, co-operative 
credit (though the original initiative in this case 
was from an individual officer), ancient monnments, 
the Patwal'i Cess, and Famine Cess ; in ~he latter the 
reform of police, irrigation and famine administration. 
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Several valuable local reforms in this province have, 
however, originated locally, such as those coi:mected 
with riverain boundaries, the descent of jagi1•s, trans
port animals, and minor canals. 

I would not lea.ve provinces entirely to their own 
discretion in these matters, but more might be done in 
the way of suggestion and reference to .other provinces 
than at present. In the Punjab we lately delegated a 
number of powers to Heads of Depadmeuts and others, 
on the basis of similar delegations in Bengal which 
were brought to our notice by the Government of 
India. In this connection I would advocate greater 
inter-communication between the Heads of Technical 
Departments in the various provinces by m6ans of 
special visits and conferences. · 

The powers given to Local Governments to withhold 
appeals are adequate. There are cases, however, in 
which the law, or rules having the force of law, lay 
_down that an order of the Local Government or other 
authority is final, and I understand that the Govern
ment of India have in some instances interfered in 
such cases : this should not be allowed.· I would 'not 
advocate insistence upon a certificate as to the admis
sibility of the appeal from the officer whose decision 
was-appealed against. . 

The present memorial rules allow any officer drawing 
over Rs. 100 per mensem to appeal to the Government 
of India against an order of the Local Government 
upholding his dismissal, removal, reduction or other 
punishment. . Such appeals are rare, and the rule does 
not appear unnecessarily l,iberal. I should, however, 
see no objection to raising the limit to Rs. 250, if this 
was found advisable to meet the circumstances of 
other provinces. 

The chief appeals to the Local Government on 
administrative :cnatters are in regard to vaccination 
proposals, municipal and cantonment taxation, income
tax, &c., and do not give much trouble. Appeals 
against decisions of boundariElS between Native Hill 
States give c~msiderable trouble, and I think that if 
both States are petty, the Superintendent's orders 
should be final unless accompanied by a certificate of 
the admissibility of the appeal. 

The Local Government is not much troubled with 
appeals from Government officers on personal grounds. 
A rule such as that recommended by the Government 
of India m 1898, prohibiting second appeals to 
Government where the salary does not exceed Rs. 50, 
would, however, be suitable. 

The general· principle of section 13 of the Punjab 
Land Revenue Act is sound, viz., that an appeal should 
be allowed from an executive order, and that a second 
appeal should be allowed only if the first appeal does not 
substantially confirm the original order. The original 
orders should, however, begin lower down, especially 
in cases where a Deputy Commissioner now gives 
orders on a report from a tahsildar, e .. q., I would allow 
a tahsildar or Extra Assistant Commissioner to issue 
orders appointing, &c, patwaris, larnbaJrdars and {after 
consulting the inspector) chaukidars, and these orders 
should be appealable to· Deputy Commissioners. .As 
regards the transfers and appointments of officials 
drawing Rs. 20 and less, I would allow no appeal 
beyond the Deputy Commissioner : but I would 
11ermit appeals regarding punishments and . dismissals 
of such officials on condition that there was no further 
appeal. I would allow no ~ppeal against a refusal to 
enter a man in the register of candidates; 

The amount of periodical reporting to the Govern
ment of India has not materially increased in the .last 
20 years, but there has been an increase in the number 
of periodical returns, and information is more often 
called for. Primarily this is for the Government of 
India, though possibly some of it is ultimately for the 
Secretary of State. Occasionally information is asked 
for on behalf of Members of Parliament which gives a 
good deal of trouble. 

I· have no personal acquaintance with the working 
of the Court of Wards since the existing Act (II, 
Punjab, of 1903) came into force : but I am under the 
impression that a good deal of work under it could be 
delegated to Commissioners and Deputy Commis· 
sioners. 

I think we could prepare under certain heads (say, 
l~nd revenue, stamps, excise, assessed liaxes, registra
tmn, g~neral aqministration, Courts of Law, scientific 
a~~ mmor departn;tents, stationery and printing, and 
ClVll works) a combmed budget of expenditure for each 

district, and allow the Commissioner to make re-appro
priations from one head, or one district, to another. 

There is a tendency to rigidity and uniformity in 
the provincial Government, but I doubt if it can be
called excessive. A certain amount of uniformity is. 
necessary for all good Governments. A delegation 
of certain powers to Commissioners would be sufficient 
to give such relief as is necessary. Further relief in 
the same direction -would be given by confining certain 
Departments (such as Excise,. Land Records, Agricul
ture, &c.) to purely advisory duties in their ~onnection 
with Deputy Commissioners. 

Some of the provincial Secretariats are at times too· 
departmental, but less so than the subordinate officers 
of the departments,·and less so, as a rule, than they 
used to be. The provincial Government is not, I 
think, too impersonal as a rule, though cases occur in 
which consideration to personal feelings might be 
more than it is. I do not think revenue enters into
consideration now to any undue extent, except perhaps 
in irrigation matters. 

Things are done by the departments and sometimes. 
by the Civil Secretariat without consulting the Com
missioner on which his views should be ctbtained. 
This can be remedied largely by increased 'vigilance 
on the part of the Secretariats, but it would be 
possible to give Commissioner certain powers as 
regards the distribution of funds for Public Works. 
. which would improve his position in this respect. e.g., 
estimates for new works might be prepared as at· 
present, but a Commissioner might in the case of aU 
but very large provincial works re-appropriate from 
one department to another within his division after· 

, consulting, if necessary, the Heads of the Departments 
concerned. 

Intercourse between Executive Officers and the 
people is insufficient, mainly because these officers 
have too much office work. In the case of Deputy 
Commissioners, I would abolish unnecessary pen work 
(countersignatures to many bills, proposition state
ments, suspension statements, returns to advisory 
departments which are wanted for check and not for 
statistics, some reports which require remarks, &c.). 
I would also relieve the Deputy Commissioner of 
work which is not necessary for him to do, (e.g., by 
abolishing his responsibility for treasury balances,. 
by letting the tahsildar exercise more powers in petty· 
matters, by not insisting on his trying all session cases,. 
by putting in some,other persons as Chairmen of the 
larger municipalities in certain cases, &c.). And I 
would strengthen his powers of meeting current 
routine work by improving the position of his head 
clerk, and by giving him an Extra-Assistant Com
missioner or Assistant Commissioner as a personal 
assistant who should exercise all the powers, other· 
than judicial, of a Deputy Commissioner. 

The average Executive Officer, though he has a fair· 
working knowledge of the language, is not a good 
linguist. He has to pass an Examination in Urdu, 
and is expected to pass one in Punjabi. No penalty 
is attached to not passing the latter, and this is a 
mistake; but I would advocate no further change in 
.the direction of compelling officers to sptmd time over· 
languages. 

No general increase in the administrative staff seems. 
called for, nor would I advocate any general reduction 
in the size of districts. 

Care is already taken in selecting Commissioners 
and this should be continued. Greater care will be. 
required in selecting Deputy Commissioners, especially 
if officers have (as before long they may have} to 
choose at an early age between the judicial and the 
executive line. Government should have power to 
require that officers who have no right to promotion 
should retire on a reasonable pension. The average · 
age of Deputy Commissioners should also be raised by 
allowing longer time of service in the country. 

Transfers of Assistant Commissioners are pretty 
frequent, but do no great harm and in some respects. 
do good. Transfers of Deputy Commissioners are 
more frequent than they should be* on account chiefly 

* But fewer than they used to be. In 12 of the chief 
districts of the province there were, in. 1898-1907, 
139 changes of Deputy Commissioners agamst 158 in 
1865-1875. I may note also that on 1st January, 1908, 
13 District Officers had held their districts for over · 
two years each, 
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·(a) of officers being called away suddenly on leave or 
·1ln other duties, and (b) of efforts made by Govern
ment to keep officers contented by transferring them 
from stations which they find uncongenial. I know of 
no way to reduce transfers except a disregard of (b), 
and they can only be carried out to a limited extent. 

Transfers of the Provincial Service are due to the 
same causes as above, and also to the increasing 
·specialization of duties. I doubt if they can be much 
reduced at present, but when we are able to separate 
·olf the Extra-Assistant Commissioners who do civil 
work only, I would abolish the system of having 
a Revenue .Assistant, and would entrust a sub-division 
of the district to each Extra-Assistant Commissioner 
for all purposes, revenue and judicial. 

The legal powers of local bodies are fairly large, but 
in some points I would extend them in practice, e.g., (a) 
I would increase their powers to sanction works ; l b) I 
would recast their fixed obligation for educational and 
medical expenditure; (c) I would give more powers to 
pass rewards, increase salaries and sanction permanent 
dvances; (d) I would authorize the devolution of 
powers to sub-committees; (e) I would require 
Government departments to be advisory and inspecting 
bodies P~y. without control. I am not able to suggest 
any extension of the functions of local bodies, except 
that they should be gradually entrusted more than at 
present with the upkeep of provincial works. 

For District Officers the District Boards and M unici
pal Committees form suitable Advisory Councils as 
regards matters lying within their knowledge, and they 
are already used by some officers for this purpose. 
Every reasonable Commissioner and Deputy ·com
missioner takes advice moreover on important matters 
-from the more prominent landowners and others 
concerned either separately or in bodies, and this 
practice might be further encouraged by Government, 
but I do not think anything would be gained by 
formally constituting any of these bodies into Advisory 
Councils. 

.Administrative Councils would, I think, be a 
mistake. 

I would not advocate the extension of the control 
-of District Boards over existing small municipalities, . 
but ~ would allow District Boards to impose local 
taxatiOn and control local administration in some of 
the Ia;ger village~ w~ich are not municipalities. An 
-expenment of th1s kind has been commenced in one 
of our districts. 

I do not think any power can be given to village 
communities as such, but petty civil works might as 

· an experiment be entrusted to local panchayats, and 
.selected headmen might be given petty criminal and 
police powers. 

39252. From the statement of the organization of 
the Punjab Government it appears that the Inspector
General of Police and the Director of Public Instruc
tion are Under-Secretaries ? -Yes. 

• 39253. And that the Head of the Public Works 
Department, the Chief Engineer, is a Secretary to 
Government?-Yes. 

39254. It is not specifir.ally mentioned that the 
Inspector-General of Hospitals is either a Secretary or 
an Under-Secretary. Has he also direct access to the 
Lieutenant-Governor ?-Yes ; he is not either a 
Secretary or an Under-Secretary. 

39255. In the cn.se of each of these four officers 
have they the right of taking cases direct to th~ 
Lieutenant-Governor?-Yes. 

39256. Does not the Chief Secretary note on such 
-ca.ses ?-Not unless he is asked to do so by the 
Lieutenant-Governor. 

89257. That is to say, cases from each of those four 
departments, until they reach the Lieutenant-Governor 
run along strictly departmental grooves ?-Yes. i 
should make an e~ception in the case of the Inspector
General of Hospitals, who only reports to the Lieut
tenant-Governor on paper through the office although 
he sees the Lieutenant-Governor and talks t~ him. 

39258. In the case of t_he other three departments 
no ono has an opportumty of expressing a view 
outside the department ?-Not in the case of the 
Public Works ; in the case of the police, most cases 
come up through the Secretary. 

39259. But if the Inspector-General of Police has 
direct access to the Lieutenant-Governor, how does 

the Secretary come in ?-I am not sure on what 
principle that is worked, but I understand that all 
questions other than personal matters eome through 
the Secretary. . 

39260. But, as a general rule, in ordinary cases 
connected with those three departments, do they go 
up to the Lieutenant,Governor without having been 
treated from, what I may call, the point of view of 
general administration ?-Certainly as regards educa
tion and Public Works, but not with regard to police. 

39261. Is a police case or a Public Works case or an 
education case ~ealt with by the Head of the Depart
ment, who can take it up direct to the Lieutehant
Governor?-Yes. 

39262. In regard to land revenue and excise cases 
· the course is different. That is to say, the Commis

sioner has to send it up to the Financial Commissioner, 
the Financial Commissioner sends it -to the Secretary, 
and then it is laid before Government ?-Yes. 

39263. Is there any reason for so much greater 
scrutiny. in the case of land revenue and excise ?-I do 
not know that there is any reason for the procedure 
except, perhaps, that the Fmii.ncial Commissioner has 
been given very extended powers. The· number of. 
cases that come up to Government are not very 
numerous. , 

39264. Is there any reason for bestowing more 
attention on land revenue cases than on police cases? 
-No; I know of no reason. I imagine the real 
reason probably for giving direct access to the police, 
and so forth, is that the Lieutenant-Governor is 
already acquainted with revenue matters. 

39265. Would that not be a reason for diminishing 
the scrutiny and dispensing with assistance ?-Yes, it 
would ; I was rather explaining why the Financial 
Commissioner was not given direct access. 

39266. Does not the very large amount of ·circum
locution in the case of land revenue and excise add 
largely to the work?-Yes. 

39267. The Chief Administrative Officer in .the 
province is the Financial Commissioner, but he is 
completely shut out of these four great departments? 
-·Yes. 

39268. Practically those four departments are self
contained and do not come into touch with the general 
administration of thE' country ?-Yes, except the 
police. · 

39269. Is not the Commissioner still more narrowed 
in his sphere, since he is shut out from excise ?-Yes, 
to a large extent. 
' 39270. Then is the general result that in the Punj~b 

he is merely an intermediate and subordinate officer of 
land revenue ?-To a large extent, yes. 

39271. The Financial .Commissioner controls the 
Land Revenue Department and also hears appeals. 
Is he in any sense an inspecting .officer ?-Yes; he 

·goes on tour. 

39272. Is his travelling exceedingly limited ?-No, I 
think most Financial Commissioners travel a good 
deal. 

39273. But he cannot possibly get even a bowing 
acquaintance with 29 districts in a year or two, or 
even three years ?-No; but he is generally already 
acquainted with a certain number, and he visits those 
in which there are pendmg questions. 

3927 4. When he visits a district, does he only 
concern himself with his own particular subject?
Yes. 

39275. You say that a Financial- Commissioner 
visits the whole province in five years ?-I think as a 
rule he has visited every district in five years. 

39276. When he travels about like that, does not 
his work very much overlap with the work of the 
Commissioner?-Yes; such inspection work as he 
does. 

39277. What would be the average period of service 
of a Financial Commissioner-SO years ?-Something 
like that. 

39278. And that of an average Commissioner?
The average would be something like 25 years. 

39271). So that when a Financial Colll-missioner goes 
round a province to see wh.at is being done, it really 
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amounts to a man with 30 years' service being paid to 39299. Do~s not the police adn;li~istration lie very 
inspect the work of a man with 25 years' service ?- close to the hfe of the people, and 1t 1s very undesirable
Yes, and also•to gain a certain amount of first-band that it should be entirely departmentalized ?-Yes. I 
information. · think so. '· 

39280. Does the administration gain by that dupli- 39300. ~a~ you ~uggest an:y me~ns of associating 
cation of work ; might not what the picked man with the Comm1ss10ner With the police Without interfering 
25 years service can do be well left Without the super- too much with the ordinary work of that department'( 
vision of another man who is only five years his -The Commissioner is already associated with them 
senior ?-1 do not think any harm is done by the in certain matters ; for instance, suppose there is a. 
present system. punitive police force which is to be raised, the 

39281. Do you not think the inspection of the Commissioner's advice is takep, and he also sees all 
division might be safely left to the Commissioner special reports of offences, and knows to an extent the 
himself ?:-I do not_ think the Financial Commis- conditions with regard to the state of crime. 
sioner's inspection is a very serious part of his work. . 39301. ~re. there any recogD;ised means of keeping 

39282. But so far as it goes it is rather superfluous? !rim .au .(aft. With the state of cnme and order generally 
-It is superfluous so far as chec~ing the Commis- . m hls ~~Ion ?-I ~m not sure to what extent he _sees 
sioner is concerned, but it is not superfluous so far as the statiStics as to crtme. · 
giving the Financial Com)llissioner himself a know- 39302. Would you approve of giving him a veto on 
ledge of the province is concerned. everything, that is to say, make a rule that if the-

39283. Given his superior jurisdiction, you think it Commissioner objec.ted to any pa~ticular al}tion by the 
is a help to him in avoiding mistakes ?-1 think so. Ins~ector-General, 1t should ·be tpso facto su~pended 

· . until the orders of Government were obtamed ?-
-39284. Is t~ere any reason beyond what you have Something on that line might be' ustlful, except with 

alrea4y mentioned why the Inspector-General of regard to merely routine matters. 
Hospitals, and the other Heads of Departments . . . "'-
mentioned, should go straight up to. Government, 3930~. W o~ld you give th~ Comm1sS1oner a pe~sonal 
while the Commissioner needs to be controlled by conne?t10n w1th .the Supermtendent~ and AssiSta!lt 
special officials like the Financial Commissioner and Supermtendents. m the way of havmg confident1al 
Secretary ?-The Financial Commissioner intercepts a reports sent to h1m ?-I do not know that I would. 
great deal of work which would have to come direct 39304. Might not his opinion, as more or less an 
to Government, and is able to dispose of it and so outsider, or looking at things from an administrative 
_relieve Government. · point of view, be valuable with reference to Superin-

39285. It is rather to assist Government to get rid tendents and Assistant Superintendents?-Yes. 
of its work, than because the average Commissioner 39305. And he might be expected to give his-
needs additional control ?-Quite so. opinion every year?-Yes ; I think so. 

39286. Would not that objict be better achieved by 39306. Is he in direct connection with education, 
associating the Financial Commissioner more closely both primary and secondary ?-I think the only· 
with the Lieutenant-Governor, and making him more connection he has is in passing the District Board 
or less a part of the Government?-Yes ; I have often budgets. ~ 
tho~~ht that he m~ght suitab)y be given some such 39307. Has he no responsibility in connection with 
pos1t10n as the Pubhc Works Secretary has. secondary education ?-Not that I know of. 

8'9287. It would very much enhance the prestige of 39308. Do you not think he might have that with 
the Com~sioner, which you would admit to be a good effect, either in the way of being made President 
desirable obJect ?-I do not know that it would make of a Board of Visitors to every college, or in other 
much difference. ways being made to feel that he has a definite--

39288. But it would make the Commissioner Head responsibility in regard to the general management 
of his Department, which he is not at present ?-Yes. and tone of these important institutions ?-I think he-
-39289. And put him on an official equality with should be considered as havin~ a right of. access .to 

those other gentlemen, whereas he is now in an the~, and be allowed to make htmself acquamted With 
inferior position ?-1 do not think be is looked on as then wants. . 
being in an inferior position. · 39309. But if they got altogether out of hand,. 

. . . . . would you not give him a certain amount o£ responsi-
~9~90. Doe~ t~e CommlSSlOJ?-er deal With mum01- bility in the way of finding out what had happened 

paht1es ~nd ~Istr10t Bo~r~s, which matters do not go and taking measures to bring things to notice ?-I 
to the Fmanc1al CommissiOner ?-Yes. should be quite prepared to give him that. 

39291. Is the~e any reason why the Com~issioner 39310. It bas been suggested that a divisional budget 
should be. cons1dered to be fitted to deal w1th them of Public Works should be institut~d for roads and.._ 
and not w1th land ~evenue matters ?-No. buildings generally, to be framed by the Commissioner-

39292. Then what is the reason for the exclusion of. against an allotment to be made to the division by the 
municipalities and District Boards from the sphere of Central Government. Would you approve of that?
the Financial Commissioner ?-It is mainly that the Yes, and I have made a suggestion to that effect. 
Financial Commissioner is supposed to confine himself 39311. Is the Commissioner's office strong enough 
to revenue matters. in the Punjab ?-No· it is not at present. 

39293. ~ sup~ose the ground is chiefly historical?- 39312. Has . he a Commissioned Officer as his head 
Yes; I think he IS meant more to take off th~ W?rk fro~ assistant ?-No; he has merely a head clerk, who has
Go!ernment than as a controller of Commtsswners m the same qualifications as a district head clerk. 
the1r work. · 
· 39294. Would that not equally apply to District 3~313. He is . n.ot borne on tb~ list of Ext.ra 
Board and municipal work? They equally need the 4ss1stant Comm1ss10ners ?-No,~ I think the ~o~miS· 
oversight of Government ?-Yes, except that there is a ~10n~r ought to have so~e assistant of that kind if he, 
limit to the amount of work which the Financial 1s gomg to be entrusted wtth extra work. 
Commissioner can do. 39314. Have you read Mr. Maynard's evidence ?-

39295. Then I take it that the division of labour is' Yes. 
not upon any fixed principle ?-No· I fancy not 39315. He mentions several important subjects 

· . ' · which were decided without any reference at all to the 
3~296. Do you think that t~ere should be one Commissioner. Is that generally overstated ?-There 

Pollee Act fo: the whole .of India ?-I have not had is a certain amount of overstatement as regards one 
much to do With the questwn of police. thing which he mentions as to an Act passed without 

39297. Is it possible to make some link between the any Commissioner seeing it, because the Act was in 
Commissioner and t~e .. police?-We had it for some the Gazette for many months beforehand. 
ye~rs, ~nd the Co~mlSstoner was treated very much as 39316. But is not a Commissioner entitled to some 
bemg .m the pos1t10n of a Deputy Inspector-General more special reference than that ?-Yes; there were 
of Police but that has been abandoned. special reasons, because the Act only applied to 
. 39298 .. Is it n?t desirable to associate the Commis- particular parts of the country, and it had been framed 

s1on~r,, if .possible, ~n a general way with police by a Committee appointed practically of all the men 
a_dmimstratwn ?-I thmk so. who knew about it. 
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39317. Would you say as a rule that a Commissioner 
is not taken enough into counsel on large matters?
No; but I think cases have occurred in which the 
Secretariat has overlooked the fact that the Commi'l· 
sioner's advice would be desirable, but that is not done 
on purpose. 

39318. Would you give the Commissioner a dlscre
tionary allowance for miscellaneous objects, such as 
rewards, and so on?- Yes, I would. 

39319. What should be his position with regard to 
remissions and suspensions of land revenue ; would 
you give him full power, or limited power, or any 
power at all ?-I should give him very much what he 
has now ; be can now suspend to any extent, and he 
can remit up to a certain figure. 

39R20. Is there any conference of Commissioners 
with the view of securing unison of action and view, 
such as there is in some parts of India ?-No. 

39321. Might not the Commissioner be entrusted 
with complete powers with regard to remission ?-It 
would be safer to leave things to the Financial Com
missioner, because the sums involved are very large 
sometimes. 

39322. You would recognise that one great want in 
. the present day is some means of informing the people 

as to the objects and intentions of Government?
Yes. 

39323. In Madras, Government publishes a simple 
village <tazette containing appointments and interesting 
information translated into the simple vernacular ; 
would you advocate an experiment of that kind?
I have often thought that something of that kind 
might be done, but I have never definitely worked out 
how it could be done. · 

39324. would it be very desirable to take some step~ 
in that direction, if possible ?-I think so certainly; 
we have no means at present of bringing Government 
measures to the people's knowledge. 

39325. (Jl/1·. Dutt,) Does the Financial Commissioner 
occupy very much the same position here as the Board 
of Revenue in other provinces?-Y e'S, I understand so . 

. 39326. He has the final power with regard to most 
revenue questions and the power to pass final orders? 
-Yes. 

39327 . .And he also is the final authority with regard 
to many of the revenue appeals which come up to him? 
-Yes. · 

39328. What exactly are his relations with the 
Revenue Department of the Government ?-He sends 
up questions which he is bound by law or practice to 
send up. 

39329. You say that you would allow a provincial 
Government to delegate to its subordinates any 
financial powers it possesses under the Civil Account 
Code and the Civil ::-ervice Regulations. Do the Civil 
Account Code and the Civil Service Regulations define 
exactly what authority should pass orders in particular 
matters ?-Yes. 

393~0. If you allow the provincial Government to 
delegate those powers to subordinate authorities, 
would that not defeat the objer.ts of the Civil Aervice 
.Regulations and the Civil Account Code ?-I may have 
put that a little too widely, and there might be some 
cases in which it would not be advisable, but in most 
casef! you can trust the Government. 

39331. But in these cases have they not to receive 
the sanction of the Government of India, so that the 
Gove~nment of India may decide which power shall be 
exerCised by the Local Government and which power 
shall be exercised by the Commissioner, and· so forth? 
-Yes. 

39332. If you were to allow the Local Government 
to delegate those powers, would that not defeat the 
obj~cts of t~e Government of India ?-I was looking 
at 1t more m the way that the Government of India 
would settle what powers it would keep to itself and 
the rest would be left to the provincial Government 
and as regards those which it leaves to the provincial 

. Government, the provincial Government would have a 
certain amount of discretion. 

3\!333. At any rate the Local Government could 
not modify the orders of the Government of India 
without getting the sanction of the Government of 
India ?-No. 

3:ms 

39334. So that it would really lead to a general revi- T!te Hon. 
sion of the Civil Account Code and the Civil Service · Mr. E. D. 
Regulations ?-Yes. Maclagan. 

39335.·You recommend that the rules for prospect·. 13 A;;-1908. 
i'ng licenses and mining leases should be relaxed;. are · _., 
they too rigid as compared with the same rules in other 
parts of the world ?.,...I have not studied them for the 
past two or three years, but that is my impres-
sion. 

· 39336. Some evidence has been given, and especially 
by the Head of the Geological Department, that these 

. rules as compared with the rules in other parts of the 
world, are very liberal ?~That was' not the way in 
which it struck me from the few comparisons I have 
been able to make. 

39337. Mr. IIolland, who is Head of the Geological 
Department, distinctly 11aid that the rules were very 
much more liberal than in any other part of the world 
of which he knows ?-He has, of course, better in
formation than I have ; I am giving the impression I 
had of some three or four years ago. 

39338. You suggest a General Act of Delegation 
similar to Act V of 1868 : Act V of 1868 relates to 
Sind ; do you recommend a General Act of Delegation 
for all parts of India, for all parts of this province ? 
-Yes, as far as I know. 

39339. That is to say, that the Government should 
have power to delegate its own powers to any of its 
subordinates throughout the province ?-Yes ; there 
may be cases of which I am not aware which should be 
reserved, but as a general rule that seems the right 
course to take. . 

39340. And that delegation should take place by 
Ga1.ette notifications rather than by amending Acts?-'-

. I should prefer notification. · 
· 39341. When power has been vested in Government 

by an Act, is it quite fair to delegate it by an execu
tive order?-What I was taking you to refer to was 
delegation by the Local Government. 

39342. Delegation by the Local Government of a. 
. pow:er vested in the Local Government by a particular 

sectiOn of a law ?-That power of a delegation would 
have· been given to the Local Government by an Act~ 
and that in itself would be sufficient justification, 

39343. The Act gives the Local Government a cer
tain power ; is it fair that the Local Government 
should have power to transfer that power to the Com· 
missioner or Collector simply by a Gazette notifica· 
tion ?-Yes, I think so. 

39344. We had some evidence before us given in 
Madras by a Member of the Madras Council that such 
a general Act of delegation violates the principles of 
legislation; is there anything in that objectio't. ?-
No, I do not see that the objection is a valid one. · 

39345. You speak of the recent transfer of th& 
· power of Court of Wards from the Divisional Com. 

missioner to the Financial Commissioner. Do you 
recommend that the Divisional Commissioner should 
be the Court of Wards within his own division ?-I 
should prefer that, and also that the Deputy Commis
s~oner. should be as r~gards all _but the largest cases. ' 
'!hat Is what he had with us until quite recently. 

39346. Was not this change made on the advice of 
so~e of t~e most expert Punjab officers who were dis
satisfied With the wor~ing of the old rules?- I daresay 
so.me of .them were in favour of it. It is not a subject 
w1th whiCh I have had much to do in a di!.ltrict or else
where ; I am only stating that the general impression 
~t the ti~e the change was being introduced was that 
1t was bemg more or less brought in from outside. 

39347. You would not be satisfied if the power of 
th_e !Jourt of Wards was left to the Financial Com
missioner, and the real working of the Act was dele
gated to the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner? 

. -:-You could do it in that way, but the other would be 
simpler. 

39348. In Bengal and other provinces the highest 
~avenue authority is the Court of Wards,' but the Act 
IS worked by the Commissioner and the Collector · 
would you be satisfied with that ?-1 think so if th~ 
delegation is sufficient for them to work it out. ' 

39349. With regard to appeals; you say "The Local 
Government is not much troubled with appeals from 

L 
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The H011.. Go;ernment officers on personal grounds." A.re there 
Jlr. E. D. not very many appeals in this province ?-No, there 
Jlaclaga.. are not very many. 

l3 A;;-i90S. .39350. Is that due to the fa.et that the people are 
_:_ . less given to appealing, or that the result of appeals is 

generally unsuccessful?-We have &lmost impossible 
cases appealed to us-cases in which the man can have 
no possible hope. · 

39351. I am speaking of appeals on personal grounds? 
. I cannot say what the reason is. 

39352 . .Anyhow, yon would leave the rules as ~ey 
are ?-Subject to what I have said that I .see no obJec
tion ro prohibiting second appeals in cases where t~e 
salary does not exceed Rs. 50. I do not look upon 1t 
as a very essential point. 

· 39353. Have you got sub-divisions in each district? 
No only in a eertain number of districts. We have 
~r more than one in each district. There are 

· about 13 or 14 districts in which we have sub-dhi
f!ions; the rest have none at all 

32354. Then there are tahsilB within each sub-divi
sion?-Yes. 

39355. Bow are the Deputy Collectors-the officerB 
in the Provincial Serrice-appointed in this province? 
-They are appointed parlly by eompetitio~ partly by 
nomination of the Lieutenant-Governor from the out
side public, and pa.rtly by the promotion of Executive 
Officers and ..Judici.al Officers. 

39356. What proportion of them are appointed 
direct as Deputy CollectOrB and what proportion are 
taken from the :Ministerial Service or other lower 
Services?-Roughly there are about 9 or 10 vacancies 
every year : 2 are filled by competitio~ 2 direct from 

~ outside, and the rest by promotion. 

39357; By promotion from the Ministerial ;Serrice? 
-From the ta.hsildars and mnnsifs, and so on. , 

39358. Do you think that direct appointments are 
better than promotions from lower Services, or ~do you 
give preference to the other system?- I think we 
want a little of &11 kinds. 

39359. What is the pay of a Deputy Collector?
Re begins at Rs. 250 and goes up to Rs. 800. • 

39360. Is it free competitio~ Qr competition among 
men who have been nominated ?-Competition among 

-men who have been nominated. 

39361. Who noininateR them ?-Some are nominated 
by the Financial Commissioner or Chief Court, and 
f!ome by the University. 

· 39362. Bas the Government the power .of posting 
these officers and transferring them from place to 
place?-Yes. ' 

3'93&3. H a.s the Deputy Commissioner no power of 
-transferring a Deputy Collector from one place to 

.another ?-The Deputy Commissioner can not do it. 
. 39364. What is the pay of ta.hsildars ?-From R& 

150 toRs. 250. 
39365. What lS the method of appointing them?

They are in almost _all cases app~in~d from naib- _ 
tahsildars; are appomted by nommatio~ but they 
have· to possess certain certain educational qnalifi... 
-cations. 

39356. Have you got a large number ()f graduates 
:among these ta.hsildal'B?-Not a large number. 

39367. Would it not be desirable to have well quali
fied men in the rank of tahsildars, graduates and other 
well educated men ?-We are gettmg them now. 

39368. You do not make it a condition yet ?-:So; 
they have to have passed the Entrance Examination 
"before they become naib-ta.hsildars. 

39369. What is the pay of the naib-ta.hsildar ?-He 
Degins at Rs. 60. 

39370. So that a man beginning at Rs. tO, can work 
1rls way up to be a Deputy Collector at Rs. 700 or Rs. 
800 later on?-Yes. 

39371. Are the tahsildal'B kept on a provincial list or 
·On a divisional or district list ? -On a provincial list. 

39372. They can be transferred from one district to 
.::another or from one division to another by Govern
ment ?-By the Financial Commissioner ; 1hey are 
usually kept within their divisio~ but they are not 

. bound to be kept. 

39373. Within the division has the Divisional Com
missioner the power of nansferring them frum one 
tahsil to another?-Yes. 

39374. In irrigation districts, which ill the authority 
which makes the assessment and collection, and d.i&
tribntes the water and does everything else concerned 
with irrigation?-The distribution of water is done 
everywhere by the Irrigatio? Depa.:tment: ~he _assess
ment of the occupiere' rar.es lB done m most district£ by 
the Irrigation Department 1 the collection ill &.lways 
done by the Re>enne Department. -

.89375. Is the rate consolidated with the land revenue 
and collected with the land revenue, or ill the \'aw flx.ed 
without reference to other ealeulations ?-It ill con
solidated with the land revenue on the Jhelnm Canal 
The Canal Officers iu most of the older districts only 
assess the occupiers' rates ; in the canal colonies they 
assess the land re•enue as well, because the two go on 
the same principle. 

39376. Is that satisfactory ?-It has not ·given satis
faction. 

39377. Would you transfer the work <Of assessment 
to the Revenue Officers ?-That is a very difficult 
question. If we were starting from the beginning, I 
tiliould entrust it to the Re:venue Officers, but whether, 
haTing got so far, I should do it or not, I do not 
know. We are waiting for the opinions of the 
Committee that has been sitting on the question of 
the canal colonies; they have taken up this subject, 
and we are waiting £or their .report. 

39378. Should the Deputy Commissioner have some 
control over the Canal Engineer in the matter of 
distribution?-! think he should have, and he has to a. 
certain extent a power of putting in a protest against 

· the extension of canals which would lead to a readjnst
m.ent of the previous distribution. 

39379. Is the Deputy Colillii.issioner always the 
Chairman of the District Board in this pronnoe ? 
-Yes. 

. ~9380. Have y.ou got Sub-Divisional Boards or talt.;il 
Boards under the District Board?-We had a great 
number of Local Boards-tahsil Boards mostly, but 
they have nearly all disappeared now~ we have a few 
left, but not many. 

39381. Is the Vice-Chairman genera.Ily an ·official or 
a non-official ?-I eannot say; 1 have seen both, and I 
do not quite lmow which is the more common. 

393S2. Is the Chairman of the municipality always 
the Deputy Commissioner?-So, only in the ca&e of 
the larger municipalities. 

39383. And in the smaller municipalities?-There 
we ha;e either a non-official or sometimes ··a tahilldar 
as President. 

39334. Are there many municipalities ll'hich ha•e 
non-official Chairmen ?-I could not tell yon the ex.a.et 
number. I do not deal mth municipalities in the 
Secretariat ; I am only speaking of my district 
lmowledge of them. 

39385. (Mr. Biduns.) In the Government note it 
is suggested that the pr.onncial Governments might 
have power to pass thetr own budget ; would you 
explain in a little more detail what is meant by that ~ 
-We meant that ll'e should be allowed to settle the 
amount of provincial expenditure we should have in 
the year, subject of course to hanng the required 
balance. 

39386. Obnously the Government of India would 
have to sanction the imperial expenditure. You would 
not claim to do that without consulting them ?-No, 
except so far as concerns eases which occasionally arise 
of re-appropriation. 

39iB7. I am speaking' of the original budget; yon 
would not pass the lmdget in relation to imperi!J 
objects, the money for which is found b;r the Go•ern
ment of India, 'Without consulting them ?-No. 

39338. With regard to dinded heads, would the 
same thing happen under your proposal ?-I think we 
would have to leave that to the Government of India ; 
it 1rould be possi1le to do it otherwise, but I do not 
think it would work. 

39389. What yon reaDy mean is tbat the pro;incilll 
Go•emment should ha'e po1rer to sanction its o"'n 
budget with regard to matters which it paid for 
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39407. You are in favour of giving the Commissioner entirely?-Yes. I am not certain whether we could 
not also go so far as to say that the provincial Govern
ment might sanction the shared heads. 

a ·budget ?-I think so. . 
Tlte Hurt. 
.Mr. E. D. 
MicZagan~ 

39390. Without the approval of the Government of 
India ?-Exactly, going on the principle that as they 
would be economical in their own share of the shared 
heads they mi(Jht be trusted to be economical in the 
Gove:nmen~ of India shares. · 

39391. The budget would be passed by the Govern
ment of the Punjab, for instance, and it would be 
subject to no control at all ?-Subject to no control 
except that we must always leave our balance. 

39392. Can you point to any parallel to that any
where else in the world ?-I do not know that I can. 

39393. In every colony or country is there not 
always some outside control ?-I presume there is. 
· 39394. Would yon be prepared to advocate that 

unless, and until, your Legislative Council had some 
power, not necessarily of passing the budget, but of 
fully discussing it ?-I see no great harm in it. 

39395. You do not think it would matter giving the 
Government power to pass their own budget without 
any control whatever ?-1 think not. 

39396. Is it desirable that the Collector should have 
power, say; over the Executive Engineer ?-No, I do 
not think he ought to have power over the Executive 
Engineer in any way as a superior. 

39397. For example, if it were a. question of what 
piece of land was to be irrigated or how much water 
was to oe put upon it, the best judge wonld be the 
Irrigation Officer ?-All the detail work should be left 
to him ; the Deputy Commissioner cannot possiby 
control that. 

39398. Has not the Deputy Commissioner a right to 
write to the Executive Engineer and suggest that this, 
that, or the other should he done ?-Yes. 

39399. His status is such that the Executive Engineer 
would be obliged to give the suggestion reasonable 
consideration ?-Yes. 

39400. If he refused to do what was r!lqnired, the 
Deputy Commissioner might write to the Commis
sioner, and the Commissioner could refer the matter to 
the Government ?-Yes. 
· 39401. So that in the last resort the Deputy Com
missioner can always make his voice heard ?-He can. 
The difficulty that has occurred in our recent canals is 
that the- number of cases is very large indeed in which 
the Deputy Commissioner may have reason to object; 
not so much to distribution as to assessment. The 
Executive Engineer himself cannot look into the 
matter, and they are left to his subordinates, who 
report them to the Deputy Commissioner. 

39402. I take it that assessment· is a matter that 
anybody could do if he knew the rules /-Yes, assess
ment is not what you would call a technical matter. 

39403. But the actual distribution of the water is a 
very technical matter?-Yes, the system of distribu
tion is technical. 

39404. And it is one in which the last word has not 
yet been said ?-No ; what the Deputy Commissioner 
can bring to notice is that people who have had water 
for a long period are suddenly deprived of it for the 
purpose of improving the system of distribution, that 
1S to say, from a technical point of view it is perfectly 
right to deprive them of their water, but the District 
Officer sees the matter from another point of view 
t~at is to s.ay,. de~riving them ~f what is something 
like. a pre~cnptl_ve right. If he wtshes to bring that to 
notl?e he 1s Elntltled to do so, and be does it. 

39405. But in your opinion it would be better if he 
merely brought the matter to notice without having 
any power o~ command ?-I would rather reserve my 
opm10n until we see what the Colonies Committee 
report. 

39406. What is your opinion with regard to the 
relations between t.he. other technical departments and 
the Deputy Commissioner?-.My general view is that 
as r!.'gards purely technical matters they should be left 
to the department concerned ; most Deputy Commis
!'lis~ioners are quite ready to. d? tim~; Lut where they 
lmpmge on the general adm1mstrahon iu any way the 
Deputy Commis.~ioner's views should be heard and he 
~<honld be given the last word in the matter. ' 
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39408. Would that include practically all the works 
and functions of his division ?-No ; I have specified IS Apr., 190g:~ 
some which .I thought might be done, but it is a 
matter running to great detail. As to Public Works, 
for instance, it. might be more convenient to leave 
repairs in the bands of the Public Works Department, 
but new works might well be left to the Commissioner 
to decide. 

39409. Would that involve an increased establish
ment for the Commissioner in order to give the· 
necessary financial control ?-There would be a slight 
increase ~ nothing very much. 

39410. What advantage would you expect to gain 
from that ?-That the loCal needs would be under
stood: 

39411. You mean that the Superintendent Engineer 
does not understand the local needs for example?
The Commissioner very often has a better idea of the 
local needs than the Superintending Engineer. 

39412 • .A typical way of submitting the Pnblie 
Works budget was given us as follows the other day ; 
the Executive En,aineer first of all consulted with the 
Collector ; then the budget was sent on to the Com
missioner, who went over it with the Superintending 
Engineer ; the Commissioner had ·the last word, and 
sent the budget on to the Government. Is that the 
procedure here ?-No, but I cannot recollect exactly 
what the procedure is. 

39413. If that were so, would that give the Commis
sioner a reasonable control over the objects on which 
the money was to be spent ?-It would give him a 
fairly reasonable control ; my suggestion wa8 more 
because I thought that in other departments also the 
Commissioner might be given a. divisional budget, and 
that being so, Public Works might be usefully thrown 
in. • 

39414. In revenue assessments are the towns assessed 
as well as the country districts ; do they both pay land 
revenue ?-Only the agricultural land round the townt 
not land inside the town. 

39415. That is to say, land: that is built upon pays 
no land revenue ?-That is so. · 

39416 • .And it pays no cess to the Di.Rtrict Board?-
No. It is exempt from both. . 

39417. Have you any general view~ with regard to 
the financial relations which exist between the provin
cial Government and the District Boards i in the first 
place, would it be a desirable principle to lay down 
that they should be provided with independent sources 
of .revenue which are adequate to their needs without 
Government subventions?-We are tryiilg all we can 
to do away with subventions on the one hand and con• 
tributions on the other. 

39418. Is that a sound principle ?-I think so,·so 
far as we can do it ; we cannot always do it, for finan
cial reasons. 

39419. But as a principle it would be sound that 
they should have certain sources of revenue which 
they could tap, quite independently, or as independent
ly as possible, from the sources which the Government 
tap ?-I do not say that ; it depends in what sense it is 
meant ; the local rate, for instance, is a source which 
is dependent on the land revenue, it is a percentage of 
it ; that I think they must have ; but the other sources 
that they have should be by direct revenue and not in 
the way of subventions from Government. 

39420. Yon agree to that as a principle?-Yes. 
394::!1. Would you also agree that it is· a sound thing 

that they should only pay for the works for which 
they are executively responsible ?-Yes, that is a sound 
general principle. 

39-122. For example, with regard to police. whether 
it was a municipality or a District Board, suppose 
all they did was to pay, that you think would be an 
unsound principle ?-Yes, that was the principle in the 
case of the police until recently. ' 

39423. It would apply to-day to a very large extent 
in regard to the relations between the local bodies and 
the Government ?-Yes. 

3!:1424. That would require a certain amount of 
alteration, but you would b~ in favour of making the 
alteration as far as possible ?-Yes. 

L:l 
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39425. (Mr • .lle!tel'.) You deal with Local Boards 
and municipalities from the financial point of view ?
Yes. 

18 A 1908 39426. The report by Mr. Hamilton on financial 
, pr.1 

·· ' ·relations bas been put before us ; are you, acquainted · 
with that ?-Yes. 

39427. May we take it that the facts stated in that 
report are generally corJ,"ect ?-I fancy the facts are 
generally correct. 

39428. 'l'o summarise them, we find in the first place 
that the District Boards do not enjoy their own Land 
Cess altogether; they have to make over to the prov
incial Government some 15 or 20 per cent. of it?
Yes. 

39429. The Municipalities.are burdened with police 
charges in respect of which they have nothing to sav? 
-That is going to be put right, but it bas been the 
case hitherto. 

39430. The local bodies are desired to spend specific 
portions of their revenue on education, medical, and so 
forth, and Mr. Ramilton says that though these were 
originally intended as mere guides, the departments 
have rather rigidly stereotyped them ?-Orders are 
going to be issued to put that right as regards educa
tion ; the medical matter is still under consideration. 

· 39431. That is to s~y, as to education, instead of 
the Board being required to pay 15 per cent. or what
ever it is, of its revenue, it will be able to pay what it 
likes ?-1Subject to the general control of the Commis
sioner over the budget. 

394g2. Mr. Hamilton also says that owing to this 
system of percentage, the roads have got starved ?
That has been a complaint, and in some districts it is 
certainly the case. 

39433. The secondary schools for which the Boards 
pay are largely managed for them by the department ? 
-~L • 

39434. Even in respect of primary schools they have 
not got their own inspecting agency ?-Upon that also 
we propose to issue orders very shortly, putting the 
primary schools more directly under the District 
Boards. 

39435. Are you going to give them their own 
agency of inspectors?-We propose that the assistant 
inspectors should be their (•Wn agency, and that the 
'district inspectors should be lent them by the Govern-
ment. ,. 

39436. Is it the fact that the Boards cannot abolish 
,a. school without the sanction of the Director of 
Public Instruction ?-My own opinion is that they 
~ught to be in .a position to abolish a school. I think 
<lrders are issmng to the effect that they may do so 
with the sanction of the Commissioner. 

39437. Are they still made to pay for clerks who are 
.employed on Local Fund work in the Commissioner's 
offices ?-They are still made to pay ; we are ready to 
take it off their bands as soon as we can afford it. 

3~438. At the time Mr. Hamilton wrote, the vaccin
:ators were under the Sanitary Commissioner ; are you 
going to alter that i'-The vaccinators have been made 
tmbordinate to the District Boards now. 

39439. The dispensaries were managed by the Civil 
'Surgeons. Have you done anything as to them?-
We have issued no orders about that yet. ' 

39440. 1'he roads were l!trgely managed by the 
Public Works-by the Executive Engineers ?-To a 
certain extent they were: the bulk of the ordinary 
unmetalled roads in the district were managed by the 
District Boards ; some of the better roads were man
aged by the Public Works. ' 

39441. Would a metalled road be paid for by a 
District Board or by provincial revenut:s ?-You very 
11eldom find a road that is not a metalled road that is 
paid by provincial. As regards metalled roads, the 
District Boards keep up a certain number and the 
provincial Government either maintain the rest from 
provincial funds or maintain them at the expense of 
·district funds. 

39442. Speaking generally, can you say which is 
-done most-that the provincial Government maintains 
and pays, or that the provincial Government maintains 
:and the Local Boards pay ?-I cannot say what the 
proportion is. 

39443. Is there going to be any change in respect of 
that ?-We made some general arrangements when the 
Government of India gave us a large grant two or 
three years ago ; we arranged that a certain pro
gram;me of metalled roads should be carried out, and 
carried out by the Public Works Department, the 
contribution being made half from provincial funds 
and half from the District Boards ; it was also 
arranged that, as soon as each District Board was 
able to show that it has a good District Engineer 
and a good district establishment, all the works now 
looked after by the Public Works should by degrees 
be handed over to them. 

39444. You talk of a good District Engineer ; you 
are going to encourage them to maintain their own 
staff apart from the Public Works Department?-Yes, 
we have given them grants for that purpose. 

39445. Were these orders issued upon Mr. Hamil· 
tl)n's report ? - Some of the orders that I have men
tioned were. 

3_944ti. Were they embodied in one resolution ?-No, 
they have not all been acted upon ; in fact some of 
these orders which I have referred to are not yet 
issued. 

39447. Will you let us have such as have been issued 
which you think are of importance ?-I will. 

39448. So that in the past, at any rate, your prin
ciple that the authority that pays should be the 
authority that should administer, was absolutely de
parted from in this province ? -Very largely. 

39449. Your financial relations with the District 
Boards seem to have been complicated by an enormous 
lot of petty cross-entries ; are you going to simplify 
that ?-We propose to abolish several of them ; we 
have sent round to the Commissioners suggesting the 
abolition of two or three classes of entries. 

39450. You spoke of having employed the 25 per 
cent. extra on the Land Cess which the Government of ' 
India gave in the improvement of these roads ; but 
what will happen when the roads have been put into 
decent order ~ Are you going to distribute the grant 
equally among the District Boards ?-We have made 
arrangements for five years. I forget what we said 
should happen after that. 

39451. As regards the 20 per cent. which you take 
from the Land Cess, are you in favour of getting rid 
of that as soon as funds will admit ?-Certainly. 

39452. Does the District Board budget come up to 
the Commissioner ?-Yes. 

39453. Does it go on to the Local Government?
Yes, but now that the District Fund is an Excluded 
Local Fund we shall merely get from the Accountant
General a memo. of the budget accepted by the Com· 
missioner. 

39454 . .As regards the District Boards and munici
palities generally, you would like the Heads of 
Government Departments to be advisory and inspect
ing officers without control ?-Yes. 

39455. You would give a reasonable latitude to the 
District Board to reject the advice of the Director of 
Public Instruction if they thought it was not good 
advice so far as they were concerned ?-Yes. 

39456. Would that not be rather difficult while the 
Director of Public Instruction remains Under-Secretary 
ilo Government ; there would be an appeal from him
self to himself, largely? -It would, no doubt. have 
that appearance. 

39457. Will it not be necessary if you waut to 
ma~~ that principle a reality! to con~entrate the final 
dec1s1?n of all differences Wlth the Commissioner ?
Certamly, with the Commissioner or else with the 
genera.! Secretariat of Government. 

39458. But i~ the Commissioner can pass the Local 
Board budget, 1s. he not a big enough man to say in 
regard to educatwn whether upon a particular matter 
he wo~ld OVdr-rule ~~e Board with the advice of the 
ed~catwnal authorities?- I think in most cases 
he IS. 

39459 . .As regards your budgets, are not JOur figures 
gener~lly corrected by the Government of India in the 
direction of greater accuracy ?-Yes. 

39460. As a. matter of fact, have not the figures as 
worked out by the Government of India, been rrlore 
accurate than yours, as decided by actuals ?-Yes. 
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39461. So that so far that has not hurt you, and it 
has done good. 

39462. Why do you propose to get rid of bhat check? 
Is not the Government of India's Financial Secretariat 
a much stronger b.ody than yours ?-Of co~rse ; it is 
not with a view of getting rid of the assistance we 
get from the Government of India : it is rather from 
the point of view of our having independence. 

394•13. Does not a great deal of revenue come from 
divided heads?-Yes; the bulk of the revenue. · 

39464. In th~se divided heads the Government· of 
India is materially concerned ?-Yes. 

39465. Therefore, the amount of the imperial 
surplus depends very considerably on estimating the 
-receipts of those divided heads as closely as may be? 
Yes ; I would have no objection as regards re.ceipt.s to 
accepting any figures the Government of India IDight 
think accurate. 

39466. Then you would admit the correction of 
your figures by the Government of India in regard to 
receipts ?-Yes, as a technical correction. 

39467. About expenditure, with one exception-the 
land revenue-the Government of lndia shares the 
expenditure under the heads the receipts of which are 
·divided ?-I was under the impression that there were 
more heads than the land revenue which were purely 
provincial. 

89468. The Government of India sharing the divided 
heads, the expenditure under those· beads affect 
imperial expenditure, and consequently the imperial 
·surplus ?-Yes. 

39469. The extent to which the province draws on 
its balance, or has a surplus and does not draw on its 
full current resources, affects the Government of India 
surplus or deficit ?-Yes. 

39470. So that in all these matters, so long as you 
have connection between provincial and Imperial 
finance, you must have Government of India control 
over the figures ?-1 admit that there are difficulties. 
in the way ; the general idea was that we should get 
·Control as far as possible. 

34971. With regard to specific control as to the 
creation of appointments, additions to salaries, and so 
on, you have just as much control over the divided 
heads to-day as you have over the provincial heads ?
Yes. 

39472. Do you share Mr. Russell Stracey's idea that 
you should get rid of all divided heads and make 
·everything provincial subject to a lump contribution 
to the Government of India ?-No, I should not 
recommend that. 

39473. 'Mr. Russell Stracey states that local funds 
must "spend their last pie" (he is talking of financing 
famine measures) before the Imperial Government 
comes in. Is that the system which is applied in the 
Punjab ?-No; we insist on their spending a reason
able amount on famine. 

39474. If famine broke out, say, in the Jullundar 
district, would you make the Local Board pay every 
rupee it could before the provincial Government would 
intervene ?-No, that is not a. correct statement. 

39475. Your idea is that you would lllake the Board 
contribute to some extent ?-Yes. 

39476. As a matter of fact, do they have to pay 
largely ?-I do not know how far they contribute. 

39477. Do you make the Boards contribute largely 
to plague ?-They contribute a. certain amount to 
plague; we have recently given them orders as regards 
the system on which that is to he worked. 

39478. Can you mention in general terms what the 
new system is to be ?-I think they are called on to 
state how much they think they can afford ; that is 
scrutinized and they !!pend up to that ; any balance 
that has to be spent over that is paid by the provincial 
Oovernment. The amount the Boards are liable to 
spend is settled beforehand, so that their own budget 
may be more or less on a settled baRis. 

39479. (Air. Jlichen8.) Do the Boards have uny 
administrative responsibility for the plague expendi
ture, or is it a dole to the provincial Government ?-I 
cannot tell you accurately how far they have any 
responsibility. 

39480. ( ,l{r. Meyer.) There is no recognised per
centage? For instance, you know the new arrangement 
that has been made with the Imperial Government 
in the matter of famine relief ; you have nothing· o£ 
that sort with the District Boards ; you do not. under
take to pay a. larger proportion of the plague charges 
and only to make the Boards pay a proportion ?
No. 

39481. You say that there has been a tendency in 
some of the Imperial Departments to follow up general 
orders with demands for drafts of the detailed orders 
proposed to be issued to carry out those . orders. 
What particular departments have you in your mind? 
-I was thinking chiefly there of the Revenue and 
Agricultural Department and the suspensions and 
remissions Reso.lution. 

39482. Does that continue still ?-The resolutions 
we have had from them since have not done that. 

39483. You were in the Revenue and Agricultural 
Department o£ the Government of India for some 
time?-Yes. · 

39484. It was put to us in some provinces that there 
was a tendency to force Punjab methods on Bengal 
and other provinces who rather objected to them ; 
would you say that there was anything in that ?-I 
cannot say that there was much of that when I was in 
the office; what you might call general, North of 
India methods were brought to the notice of the 
other Governments once or twice. 

3!:J485. You mean the Punjab and United Provinces? 
-Yes ; for some years you might call them all United 
Provinces methods. 
. 39486. YOU say that details of reCUlTing SUSpensions 
and remissions should be left to the Local Government. 
.Are they not left to Local Governments at present?
yes, the details of the working ; I refer there to the 
issue of detailed orders. · 

39487. But surely the Government of India merely 
laid down general principles as to .the extent to which 
a loss of. crops should justify a certain amount of sus
pension ?-1 think the circular itself was quite right 
in that way ; what I was objecting to was their not 
trusting the Local Governments to carry out the 
orders, but insisting on seeing the rules before they 
were issued. 

39488. You would admit that they might ask to see 
the rules for their information ?-Yes, after issue by 
the Local Government. · 

39489. As a matter of fact has there been any inter
ference with what you desire to do in the Punjab in 
the way of remission ?-No, there bas been nothing of. 
any importance. · :1 

3!)490. wnat happens when there is a trifling loss of 
crop affecting quite a. small area ; have Deputy Com· 
missioners any power ?-Yes, a Deputy Commissioner 
can suspend there in the same way. 

39491. Can be remit ?-As far as I recollect, he 
cannot remit on the spot. 

39492. Might he have any powers of remission?
I think he might suitably have small powers. 

39493. Referring again to the Calamity Rules, are 
not the conditions under which suspensions pass into 
remissions more or less automatic? If the suspended 
revenue amounts to more than a. year of the normal 
demand, or it cannot be recovered in three good 
harvests, is it not remitted under the general orders?
That is our general principle. 

39494. Might not the Deputy Commissioner be 
trusted to work that automatic scale ?-There have 
been occasions on which it has not been absolutely 
carried out ; there is a. certain amount of latitude 
allowed in its application. 

39495. Do you think the Commissioner should still 
see it, even though under the rules it is quite clear that 
a remission should be made ?-The rules do not abso
lutely say you are to remit, but that should be the 
guide. · . 

39496. And you exercise discretion ?-Yes. 
39497. So that there is no case in which the Deputy 

Commissioner can say : 11 (Jlearly it is the intention of 
Government that thts suspended revenue should now 
be wiped off, and so I remit it" ?-N~ I should see no 
objection to his being able to do that up to a. certain 
point, but the sums are so very large sometimes. 

!1'/i..e Ho11. 
lth. JP. IJ. 
Mac lagan. 

13 Apr., 1908. 
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39498. What point, roughly would you take ?-I 
think he might remit up to say Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000 
even for a district. 

IS Apr., I !lOS;, 39 !99. Is that not about tho limit of the Commis
sioner's power-Rs. 10,000 for a harvest ?-Yes. 

39500. If you gave ·the Collector power up to 
Rs. 10,000, mighp you not extend the Commissioner's 
powers ?-Yes. 

39501. Would you give him power up to a lakh of 
rupees ?-Up to half a lakh for a district. 

39502. You have introduced what is called a fluctu
ating assessment into a number of your districts, under 
which the assessment varies according to the character 
of the crop year by year ; who fixes the assessment 
finally, the Deputy Commissioner or the Irrigation 
Officer ?-It would depend on the system in force in 
the district. In some districts the Irrigation Depart
ment do it, and in some the Deputy Commissioner 
does it. 

39503. Whoever decides, it is a large responsibility, 
and it must be done very largely on the reports of 
subordinates ?-Yes. 

39504. Does that not put an undesirable power into 
the hands of the patwari in the way of bribery and so 
forth ?-lt,does, but we have to calculate whether it is 
worth while running that amount of risk in order to 
save people from bemg harassed for revenue in parts 
of the country where they have.fluctuating crops. 

39505. We we~e told by an eminent official from the · 
United Provinces that they had had that system at 
work there, but the people disliked it very much and 

. preferred the permanent acreage assessment, and that 
they had done away with it ; have you had any com
plaints as to that .in the Punjab ?-I think it is a 
system which should be extended with care, and almost 
everywhere, when it is first introduced, the people dis
like the idea, but when it has once been introduced and 
put into working order, they have accepted it-that is 
to say, in districts where the fluctuations in cropping 
are very great. 

39506. In Mult~n, for instance, where the fluctu
ations are great?-Yes. 

39507. Apart from that, where the crop is fairly 
steady, but the character of the season varies, do the 
people like the fluctuating assessment system ?-I do 
not know that we have any tract where you can exactly 
say that; the two things generally go together, where 
the. area ifl val'ia,ble the character of the crop is 
vil.r1able. 

39508. Speaking generally, does it extend over a 
large part of the province ?-Speaking merely from a 
gu,ess, I should say about a fifth or a sixth. 

39509. How long has it been in force ?--Along the 
rivers it has been in force in many places 30 or 40 
years ; but, as a general system, I should say for the 
last 10 years. 

39510. Is it your personal opinion that, in spite of 
the dangers you admit, it is worth while going on with 
it and possibly extending it with great caution ?-Yes· 
but I think we have nearly reached our limit now as t~ 
the area within which it should be triec}. 

3~5~1. (Sir Steyning Edge1·ley.) As regards these 
remiSswns, have you many landlords or others who 
pay an assessment of Rs. 50,000 a year ?-No, very 
few. 

39512. Or over Rs. 10,000 ?-[ should think a very 
small number over Rs. 10,000. 

39513. ·So that the limit of Rs. 10,000 which you 
suggest would really cover the case of any individual 
occupant ?-Yes, I meant Rs. 10,000 for a district. 

39514. ·Quite so, but if you allow an officer to remit 
up to a limit of Rs. 10,000 he can practically remit in 
full to any particular cultivator ?-Yes. 

39515. However big the total of remissions for a 
district is, if it goes up to five or ten lakhs, it is made 
up of small sums to various cultivators ?-Yes. 

39516 . .And each of those men have to be dealt with 
in a manner which seems just and fair to the cultivator 
·concerned ?-Yes. 

39517. On what principle then do you prevent the 
Collector or the Commissioner dealing with each indi
vidual cultivator because the gross total may exceed 
some maximum limit for his district ? Oan any one 

else know the individual circumstances of the crop of 
each cultivator ?-We generally work on a village as a 
unit, and as ,regards the village we have notes sent up 
to the Commissioner as to the character of the crop 
there, as to the character of the cultivators, and 
generally as to the power of the village to resist any· 
thing of the kind, and then the percentage of the 
revenue which it is proposed to remit or suspend is 
fixed. 

39518. Just so, but remissions is rather a case, to· 
use ari old phrase, "where many a mickle makes a 
muckle," and you have to settle each "mickle" inde
pendently and justly to the individual, and nobody can 
do that except the officers who know the actual circum
stances on the ground. You gain nothing therefore by 
taking the decision away and giving it to a higher· 
authority which cannot know the circumstances?-We· 
only gain in this way,-that an officer who makes the 
first remissions will suggest a certain percentage being 
remitted, and if he is an officer of comparatively small 
experience it is possible he may go too far, or not far-

. enough, and the Commissioner can correct him. 
39519. Of course the Commissioner is near enough. 

to go and see for himself the circumstances ?-Yes. 

· 39520. But you limit him too ?-Till lately we have· 
limited the Financial Commissioner even. 

39521. Of course the Commissioners must report the· 
amount of revenue that cannot be recovered for 
financial purposes, but why take the decision out of 
their hands ?-I see no objection to giving the Com-· 
missioner fairly complete powers. 

39522. T-here has been a certain amount of evidence 
to show that a Collector should have complete power· 
of suspension and the Commissioner the ultimate power· 
of remission ?~With us that is not so. I suppose the 
idea guiding us in limiting the Commissioner's power· 
has been the very large amount of money concerned. 

39523. All made up of small items ?-Yes. 

39524. Which the higher authority really cannot
discriminate ?-Yes. 

39525. Colonel Parsons suggests that it would be a 
great relief to appoint Magistrates err-officio ; are you 
aware that we have done that in Bombay for some 
yoars ?-We have recently done it at my suggestion 
here, and that difficulty has been obviated now. 

39526. What is your idea with reference to the 
powers of Imperial .Inspectors-General in regard to 
correspondence with officers in the province ?-It is. 
very difficult to draw a distinct line, but I should not 
object to their corresponding on personal matters with· 
the local corresponding officers. 

39527. Officially, or informally, or how?- Even 
officially, I should not object. 

39528. It has been suggested that as decentralization 
goes forward the Government of India must have· 
these officers, because they will get less and less infor
mation from the provinces and therefore must have· 
the aid of such officers to enable them to maintain 
control and discharge their responsibilities to the· 
Secretary of State ; what would you say with regard 
to that ?-I think the officers fulfil a very useful 
function. 

39529. But what would you say-on the point that. 
they should be purveyors o£ information to the 
Government of India. to enable them to exercise those
powers ?-That is not the object with which I should 
retain them ; it would be to supply the Government of 
India with technical advice. 

93530. If the Government of India want such infor
mation, ought they to get it through these Inspectors
General, or ought they to go to Local Governments. 
for it ?-I think they ought to go to the Local 
Governments. 

39531. When general orders are followed up by a 
request for copies of your more particular orders, do 
you find correspondence ensue ?-No, there is no great 
harm done, but it is an unnecessary procedure. 

39532. It was suggested to us that it would be very 
much more convenient to the Government of lndia to 
get the information in that way rather then having to 
look for it in proceedings ?-I see no objection to their· 
asking, when orders have issued, that a copy should be. 
sent to them. 
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39533. But in the past have you not had to send up 
·drafts of proposed orders ?-Certainly, in the one 
instp.nce I have mentioned. 

a9534. With regard to your remarks as to the 
delegation .Act, are those entirely yo~r 0":1 view~, 
or have you discussed the matter Wlth Sir Den~ 
lbbetson ?--Sir Denzil Ibbetson spoke to me about 1t, 
and said that waR his view also, and if one had to put 
forward the views o£ the provincial Government, he 
would like that to be noted. · 

39535. With regard to the Court of Wards .Act, have 
you any idea what Sir Denzil Ibbetson's view about it 
was after he came back as Lieutenant-Governor?-No. 

39536. ,Is the passage in paragraph 7 of the Govern-
ment memorandum which I point out to you really an 
·expression of his views ?-Yes, it expresses his views. 

39537. So that he was inclined to think in 1907 that 
the change was not working as well as . has been 
·expected ?-Yes. 

39538. Is there any opinion that the agricultural 
·statistics and returns required by the Government of 
India are unduly onerous ?-Yes, there is an opinion 
to that effect. 

39539. Do you share it?-Yes. 

39540. Do you see any remedy ?-In most cases 
certain information is wanted, but it should.be reduced 
to the smallest possible dimensions. 

39541 . .As regards memorials to the Government of 
India it has been suggested in different parts of the 
-country that a memorial should be wit4held if it comes 
·from officers receiving leas than Rs. 250 a m~:mth, and 
another suggestion has been made that with regard to 
the whole of the Subordinate Services the Local 
·Government order should be final, and that the 
Provincial Services alone should have. an appeal to 
the Government of India because the appointments are 
made by the Provincial Governments ; would a suitable 
rule be that men in the Provincial Service, or on pay 
of not less than Rs. 250 a month, might have access by 
memorial to the Government of India ?-The only 
reason why I should prefer to mention the money lilnit 
is that I believe, in some departments, the Provincial 
Service is not very definitely marked off. I see no 
·objection to that, but at the same t!me there is no 
urgent need in this province to alter the present rule 
which is Rs. 100. 

39542. It has also been suggested that the points of 
·contact for all departments in the different adminis
trative hierarchy should be the Collector, the Com
missioner, and the Local Government, and that all the 
outside departments should, in their grades, be brought 
into close touch with the Collector, the Commissioner 
and so on. .Am I right in understanding that you 
rnther agree with that, and you would make the outside 
·departments rather consultative and advisory than 
administrative ?-Yes, I would not subject the other 
·departments to their control. 

3!J543. You suggest that more control should be 
given to the Commissioner "by requiring that in cases 
where the sanction of the Heads of certain Depart
ments. (Excise,, Agric.ul~ure, Land Recorda, and Co
operattve Oredit Soc1et~es) may now be required" 
for expenditure, the sanction should be given by the 
Commissioner of the division ?-Yes. 

3!.1544. I~ not that in pursuance of that principle?
That was ~n. regard to certain departments in which 
the Comml8sloner has quite as much technical know
ledge, probably a<~ the llend of the Department. 

3!)545. You would not extend that to other depart· 
menta ?-No, I would not extend it further. 

39546. W ou~d you apply the rule, which is generally 
acknowledged m. th~ory, as regards the Forest Depart
ment, th.at the d~triCt forest officer in administrative 
matters ~s the ass1s~ant of the Collector, but in technical 
matte~s IS under h~s Conservator, to such Departments 
ns Pohce and Pubhc Works ?-It already holds good to 
a large extent as regards the police. 

3!J547. Is there any specific order to that effect ?-I 
have an idea that the .Act itself puts the Superintendent 
more or le~s under the Collector. 

, 3(1Ji4~. Would it be o. good bal'lis as regards the 
E:tec:nttve Engineer ?-I do not think it would work as 
,n·gard~ Pnblic Works. 

39549. As to the use of powers belonging to the ·The Hon:. 
Local Government under the Civil Service Regulations, · :J=~i!u!:. 
your position is· that the Local Government would 

· yalways be responsible to the Government of India?- .. 1.s Ap1·., 1908. 
es. 
39550. But having that responsibility they should 

be free to say, how, or through what subordinate 
officers, they will use the powers they may have ?-Yes. 

39551. That it would in no sense diminish their 
responsibility to the Government of India .?..:..No, in a 
-~eneral way. · 

39552 • .Are you "in favour of the extension of the 
. sub-divisional system ; of breaking up a district entirely 
inbo sub-divisions ?-I think we should have to make 

_ some changes in our present system of sub-dividing 
Provincial Service officers into various classes as to 
which there is at present a difficulty, but if, for ins~ance, 
we did away with what is called the revenue assistant 
in each district, and if we had the officers to do judicial 

. work entirely separate, then the remaining officers of 
the district might be made available as Sub-Divisional 
Officers. 

39553. Would you like to work to that system?
Yes1 not necessarily with the Sub-Divisional Officer 
living in the sub-division. 

39554. But making ~him really a step· in gradation 
·between the tahsildar and the Collector?..:...Yes. 

39555. If that were done would you be prepared ·to 
give him powers of control and punishment over 
officials receiving up to, say, Rs. 20 or Rs. 25 a month? 
-Up to a certain limit; I would not say exactly what. 

39556 . .And the fi1;1al appeal should be to the. Deputy 
· Commissioner?-Yes. · · 

39557. You tell us that the· Commissioner's office is.· 
too weak ; would you say the same as to the Deputy 
Commissioner's office ?-,-It is weak as a rule on its· 
English correspondence side. · 

39558. Ought the Deputy Commissioner's office to 
. be strengthened ?-Yes, it would be a help if it was 
strengthened. · · 

39559. Assuming that a Deputy Commissioner gets 
more final powers, would more careful selection be 
necessary ?- To a certain extent. We should occa· 
sionally wish to have power to prevent a man from 
any pron1otion to Deputy Commissioner. 

39560. Would thaqead to a syste~ of proportionate 
pensions ?-I think so. 

39561. Do you see' any reason to think· that that 
would affect recruitment ?-When I say it would lead 
to a system of proportionate pensions, I mean to say 
that such a pension would be necessary when Govern
ment wished to get rid of a man. 1 do not think it 
would affect recruitment. 

89562. If it did, wouid there be an adequate counter
poise secured b;r improving pensions of successful 
officers ?-If it did, we should have to do something of 
the kind, 

. 3~~~3. Are you satisfied with the training of young 
. C1vilian Officers after they come ·to this country?
They get now a good revenue training with us, but not 
as good. a judicial training as they should. . . 

39564. .And with regard to languages ?-I think they 
should be required to do a little more in the way of 
languages ; they should pass the Punjabi examination. 

39565. It has been suggested that we might use the 
new police schools for putting young Civilians through 
a course of languages and codes ; would you be in 
favour of anything of that sort ?-The difficulty is 
that they have already got to go through a revenue 
course and B. judicial course, and it is somewhat hard 
to make them go through them. 

39566. But could you not teach the judicial work 
and the book-work more effectively in a school ?-'!'he 
judicial training they are supposed to get now is a 
practical one in the Courts, and not a book training. 

39567. It is suggested that if Local Governments 
have a good deal more power under the Civil Service 
Regulations and other financial codes, that they would 
probably sanction a larger nuJ'.!lber of ,.cases than they 
at present get through ; would you agree with that 
possibility ?-I think there ·would be a slight tendency 
in that direction. 
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Tile Htm. 39568. It has been also suggested that that would 
Ml' • .E. IJ. be somewhat of a political advantage as perhaps 

, Maclagan. tending to make the Government $e.em less hard?-
- Possibly, but I should not say anythmg very much to 
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39569. Under the former relations between Com
missioners and the police, you put the Commissioner 
in the position of a Deputy Inspector-General ?-Yes, 
very much. 

39570. That is to say, yon made the Commission.er,• 
who is in other respects a very much more semor 
officer, subordinate to the Inspector-General ?-He. 
was in tha~ sense subordinate, bf:lt we did not look 
upon the Inspector-General before as either senior or 
junior. Differences of opinion could be referred to 
Government. 

39571. Was that not a position which was n~t 
likely to work well ?-I have had no personal experi
ence of it. 

39572. If there was any idea of bringing the ~om
missioner more into touch with the police, would It not 
be better to give him the same powers in his division 
r.s the District Magistrate bas in his district ?-Yes, it 
would be on the same lines. 

39573. Might you let appeals from th~ local police 
in districts go to the District Magistrate, and 
appeals against punishments from Inspectors go to 

Commissioners ? -I should not like to say without. 
thinking a little more about it. 

39574. As regards the gradual working up of a 
Public Works staff for District Boards, it has been 
suggested that one disadvantage is that it means that 
you spend more money on establishments in the area 
than is absolutely necesRary and it is not therefore" 
economical · do you agree with that ?-That is true,. 
there is a chance of establishments over-lapping, but 
at the same time in some ways it is economical, and 
work can very often be done cheaper. 

39575. Does it really advance local self-government 
greatly if you give the technical execution of any 
project they desire to laymen ? When a District 
Board wants to build a school, for instance, does it 
matter whether the man who does the work is their· 
o.wn servant or whether they go to a contractor or the" 
Government Department ; do you think it makes any 
difference as to local self-government ?-No, not as

. regards that particular work, but when a department 
gets a footing in that way it is apt to extend 1ts sphere" 
of influence. 

·· 39576. (Sit· Fredl'wic LeTy.) Referring to the state· 
· ment of Mr. Craddock, the Chief Commissioner of 
the Central Provinces, and his remarks as to Public 
Works, do yon agree with them ?-I would recognise
the main principles of that statement as correct. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Lieutenant~Colonel C. G. PARSONS was called and examined.' 

Lieutetumt- · · 39577. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You are Deputy Com-
Oolo'TLel missioner of Lahore?-Yes, I have had 20 odd years' 

(}, G. Parao111. district e:x:peri~ce in the Punjab. 
- _ Impe~l Acts and rules too often make reference to 
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vincial .Acts and rules make reference to the provincial 
Government or to the principal revenue authority too 
often necessary, this being, in the latter case, particu
larly noticeable in rules made by the principal revenue 
authority. 

The reasons for this would be professed to be pre
cautionary, for fear blunders should be made below or 
for fear that there should be disregard of uniformity. 
The latter consideration is of doubtful merit, and 
the former often. too solicitous. But there are 
other reasons, riot so easily detectable or admissible, 
arising out of the desire to retain control from 
above. Whether such control: facilitates or hinders 
the due despatch of public business should be the 
criterion ; but it is not always so, the control being 
insisted on often merely because a superior office exists. 
When the control does not facilitate due despatch it is 
unnecessary, and when it hinders it is mischievou~. 
It a.Iso indicates that the superior appo!Jltment Is 
pro tanto superfluous. 

A general Act of delegation to correct the restric
tions discussed would be better than specific amend" 
menta of specific Acts and rules, which latter would 
be tedious, although probably favoured by some on 
some legal ground borrowed from England, or "for 
the sake of uniformity." 
. Similarly, the Codes are too rigid in requiring Local 

Governments to gazette powers to. officers by name. An 
impossible treatment of the necessities of different 
positions is pre-supposed by such rigidity. For 
example, a tabsildar goes on a short leave, and his 
naib acts. By the time the Local Government has 
been able to gazette the proper magisterial powers 
to the naib, the tahsildar is almost due back again. 
This is an instance constantly recurring, mutatis 
mutandis. The Local Government should have power 
to provide for these necessities by empowerment of 
tahsil and District Officers e:e-oificio. 

The influence of the departments of Government 
of India is certainly in the direction of excessive 
uniformity, if not rigidity also. It seems impossible 
th.at this should not be. the case. Take an energetic 
VIceroy or an energetic Member of Council who 
kno~s his tenure of office lasts only five years' or so. 
H~ 18 pe:Plexed and inconvenienced, in trying to get 
grip of his work " as a whole," to find diveruencies and 
apparent inco~patibilities. existi~g in the ~ystems of 
di:ffe!~nt proymces. He Is afra1d that if these per
plexities and mconveniences or obstacles to his getting 

grip are not removed, he ~a~ hav~ to leave .office with
out having improved admmistrati~n even m af!y one 
province. He th~refore to ~elp ~Imsel~ an~ his suc
cessors in office a1ms at an uniformity which will pre~ent. 
none of the perplexities, &c. I~ should be re?ogmzed 
that the Imperial Department IS only usefulm so far 
as it works in concert with and does not hm~r or· 
hamper each provincial Administ~ai.i?n, just. as. a :pro
vincial Departm~ut should. rec.o~1ze It~ ~wn ~tatiOns. 
in comparison With each d1stnct s admmstrat10n. The 
limitations of function of the Imperial Department· 
should have regard to its personnel just as those of a 
provincial Department should have. 

The Heads of Departments realise the blindness 
and want of intelligence their position entails, and they
strive to correct this by working t~e body. :Xhey 
want to see and know, and they stnve for this by 
elaborating a correspondence with provinces ~nd 
districts which, while it prevents them from bewg· 
blind ~d unintelligent, hampers the provincial 
Governments and almost paralyses the District Officer,. 
because the latter feels the combined effect of the 
Imperial and provincial Departments both engaged in 
writing at him. This is the phenomenon which is 
clogging.. the prime administration of the country with 
cumulative effect year by year, as the elaboration of' 
and creation of Heads of Departments goes on ur, 
above. It is responsible for the "loss of touch ,. 
which the Secretary of State's. schemes for .Advisory 
Councils purport to supply or restore. The more t~e· 
elaboration and creation goes on, the less will the prime 
administration of the country remain possible. It has . 
got almost impossible already. 

Jnst as limitations are imposed upon the provincial 
Head of a Department (though these . limitations
require fortifying) to make him work in concert with 
and, as far as may be, not to the hampering and· 
hindrance of the District Officer, so I would impose 
limitations upon the Head of an Imperial Department 
by making him ex-o.fficio a member of the Councils of' 
Governors and of Lieutenant-Governors. Be should, 
I consider, be that first, and member of the Viceroy's 
Council afterwards, or, at any rate, the Viceroy's. 
adviser afterwards. ~·or, after all, what does the· 
Viceroy want to get as an adviser-an cfficer who is
practically acquainted with the administration of the 
different provinces, or one who is scraping an. 
acquaintance by dint of laborious correspondence? 
The Viceroy needs to be at one with ~is provincial 
Governments and to work in concert w1th them, not 
to command' a number of interpositionary officers, 
Heads of Departments without bodies, out of touch 
or of concert with the Local Governments, and 
laboriously compiling office records and files ; each. 
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one of which almost, from its neces.'larily inquisitorial 
and its interpositionary nature, is a hamp~ring and a 
hindrance to the Local Government. If m the cold 
weather each Head of au Imperial Department took 
his seat alona with his fellows, at the table of each 
proYincial Co~ncil in turn, according to a roster~ which 
by the Viceroy and by the Local GoYernments mte1• se 
could be arranged, the necessit;r for half the corre
spondence which arises would dJ.Sappear, the .reaso~, 
in individual pro\inces, for departure from uniform1ty 
would be better understood, and the Viceroy would, 
through advisers themselves in touch, himself be far 
better able and at the instant of his assuming office, 
to work u; touch and in concert with the Local 
Governments th:m be is at present. 

That the Imperial Secretariat is apt to consider 
matters from too purely a departmental standpoint .is 
inevitable under present circumstances. The plain 
reason is that they (even more than the Heads of 
Imperial Departments) are out of touch with the 
people and with direct administration more so than 
any Government servants of any kind in the country. 
Their surroundings may be said, at Simla and at 
Calcutta, to be, except for touch with domestic servants 
and Indian visitors (when they receive them), almost 
entirely European, except, perhaps, when they go on 
tour now and then with Members of Council. "\\'bile 
their perennialslirronndings are such, their daily society 
is, for the purposes of this discnssion, that of official
dom, and of European officialdom to boot. Thus they 
naturally become departmentalized, specialized, and 
often almost academic from loss of touch with 
practical administration. In their surroundings de
_partmental impossibilities recorded on paper assume 
a reality scoffed at by the practical workers below. 
They forget, or are apt to forget, that they generally 
are working for Heads of Departments without 
.bodies. They are apt to forget fihat there is only 
one body which almost every department is crucify
ing in its turn, and each, if he is energetic, 
is by his energy unfortunately in many ways doing 
more harm than good. In this I speak, not 
as one who might be accounted jealous of European 
surroundings he cannot, as an European in India, 
enjoy. I have enjoyed them; and I do not want to 
enjoy them again on the same terms. I had six sum
mers of departmental life 88 Excise Commissioner at 
Simla. The period is sufficient to departmentalize any 
man. From being a more or less rough and ready 
District Officer, I became an expert at rule-drafting 
and compiled the Excise Pamphlet, still currant in the 
province, the mi11utial c•f which gives me food for 
reflection every time I see it. I enhanced revenue 
largeJy it is true, but my work was impersonal and 
dominated by these considerations, and all this hap
pened in spite of the fact that I toured extensively 
every cold weather. Had I remained on in office, I 
would have done harm, 88 I had exhausted the imme
diate possibilites which lay to hand when I took office. 
I should ha,·e begun to unduly elaborate as a man 
cannot sit idle. In the German Army I believe they 
bold that two years' continuous staff employ is sufficient 
for which to second a regimental officer. He is useful 
for that period they think, but thereafter liable to 
become a spoiled practical officer, 88 well as, because 
it follows, a degenerated staff officer. The same 
principle applies to seconding for departmental work, 
although in civil administration the limit may be 
longer, say fh·e year:~. The reputedly 11 indispensable" 
Secretary, however convenient to his employer be may 
be, is apt to be one much better got rid of from the 
point of view of public business. 

Directors and Inspectors-General should be I!Ub

Ol'<linated to Local .Gove~nments.. I contemplate that 
Members of the "f1ceroy s Council should be ex-officio 
Members of the Councils of the Local Governments. 
In the case of Directors and Inspectors-General they 
can learn from no one but the Local Governments, to 
whose Councils, if they are not admitted or subordi
nated, they will always be plying the offices thereof 
for information elicit~ by in']uisitorial correspon
dence. If the Directors and Inspectors have any 
important matter to ventilate, it would be simpler for 
them to a~k for it to be put on the aaenda of the 
meetings of the provincial Councils, or ;hen there is 
not an Executive Council, th~n of the meetings of the 
R~'"'"~ne Boards, of which the~ si.t_nilarly mighi be 
( :··::n.;•·> members. Sue~ su~ordin.atwn to provincial 
Gon:rnm~:nts would not 1mprur thel.l' status as Imperial 
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Directors or Inspectors-General, while it would very 
much improve their ability (without immense paper 
work beforehand) as imperial advisers. They would 
thus be provincial advisers and. imperial advisers in 
one ; and this is what they ought to be, no more and 
no less : the Viceroy's delegate at the provincial 
Councils or Boards and the provincial delegate at the 
Viceroy's Council or Advisory Table. 

The initiative in administrative reforms or elabora
.tions bas in recent years been almost entirely due to 
the Government of India, 88 represented by a parti
cularly energetic Viceroy, backed by the Members 
of his Council or the Heads of Imperial Depart .. 
ments. 
If my suggestions were approved, provincial Govern

ments would develop their administration on linea 
in harmony with those perceived by the Government 
of India, and the Government of India would develop 
its administration in harmony with those perceived by 
Local Governments. · 

The demand for returns and information from 
Local Governments h88enormonslyincreasedof recent 
years, and also, as a necessary consequence, a pro
portionate enormous increase of burden bas fallen 
.upon District Officers. The whole efficacy of the 
prime administration of the country is at stake in 
this connection. The points all hang together. It 
is the same point re-appearing under another aspect in 
each case. The spectre responsible is the Imperial or 
Provincial Department, all head and no body. Where 
is the body ? It is not found in the Local Govern· 
ment, which is composed of a Lieutenant-Governor 
and some Secretaries, or of a Governor with a Council 
and a Revenue Board. These feel and pass on the 
stress no doubt. But the body is the personnel of the 
district unit. The body is the personnel consisting of 
the District Officer, with ~ weak, almost pitiful, 
.English office and vernacular office, his revenue assist
ant, his tahsildars with offices quite illiterate very 
often as far as English is concerned, the kanungos 
and the patwaris. This is the body by which the 
country is, or hopes to be, administered. .And this is 
the body which the bodiless departments all neces
sarily, nnderexistingcircumstanees, try to appropriate, 
disputing for possession of it, simultaneously or each 
in turn. This is the body which is strangled by 
lassoes flung out from all these departments, each 
trying to pull its particular way. This is the body 
which perceives with anxiety the growth of the 
bodiless heads (each insatiable in its demands for 
returns and· informat\Qn ), and the diminution of the 
time left for the exerctle of the prime functions, t>iz., 
proper intercourse with, and government of,· the 
people. Matters are fast approaching a climax. A 
District Officer is so overwrought 88 to be driven 
nearly crazy in the heavier districts, and given undue 
continuous strain in the smaller. The remedy somo 
say is to split up the districts. This would not cure 
things. 1 t would, I sincerely believe, make matters 
worse. We suffer from over-administration alreadv. 
Were there Deputy Commissioners or Collectors in 
each tahsil, with departmentalism proceeding on the 
present lines, I fairly believe that the people would 
show impatience. As it is, owing to the weakness of 
that body which every bureau uses, saildars and 
notables are being impressed into being demi-official 
auxiliaries to the body. Their duties, originally con· 
fined to aiding the District Officer and police officer 
in a few defined ways, are being extended to register
ing continuously in the most: tedions manner hundreds 
of bullocks likely to be required for. transport on 
mobilisation, and to other extraneous activities, and 
tho more District Officers find their legitimate staff 
overworked, the more are they likely to utilise these 
notables. A District Officer, working inside an area 
no bigger than a tahsil or two (without a large muni· 
cipal city to occupy him) and with all the departments 
promptly grasping at these many fresh bodiea to 
utilize, would under the pressure so over-elaborate the 
administration of his district, I think, if he were a man 
of energy, as he often is, that the people would have 
no rest. .And what is it, or what would it be, all for? 
Is it to show to the world how we can elaborate the 
administration of a country? We may do this, and 
simultaneously omit the prime aim, name~)-, of keeping 
the people contented. . 

Besides, the question of expense is predominant. 
The initial expenses of maintaining the first si11e qud 
rnm, viz., the foreign domination, demand that the 
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Lieutenant. further Government be fWO tanto unelaborate and 
• · Oolorwl inexpensive. Can we then reduplicate district adminis

(J. G. Parsoru. trations, or create departments like the Forast, Public 
Wo!·ks Departmsnt, Military, Post Office and Tele-

13 Apr., 1908, graph Departments with (bodies) JU!•'•onnel of their 
own?· And is it requisite, when personal rule and 
simple rule is admittedly the best ? The District, 
Pr >vincial, and Imperial Gover 1ments must be unified 

·by the withdrawal or amendm~nt of the isolated 
interpositionary departments which try to, or tend to, 
monopolise the bodies on which the prime adminis~ 
tration depends. In other words, there should be no 
Imperial Departments other than can be officered by 
provinoial.cum-imperial incumbents. 1 am primarily 
alluding, but not altogether by any means, to non
·paying departments, for the paying departments 
generally. constitute bodies of their own, viz., the 
Public Works Department in both Branches, the 
Forest, Post Office and Telegraph Departments. 'The 
non-paying departments, always of course excepting 
the Military Department, are the ones which constitute 
no bodies, or have none constituted for tbem, out of a 
natural fear of expense. But the departments with 
bodies can burden the personnel of the district unit a 
great deal and the people also like the Canal and Forest 
.Departments. 'l'he Post Office and Telegraph Depart
ments seem model departments, in that they have 
bodies of their own and worry no other body, official 
or non-official. 

The Commissioner has become " the fifth wheel to 
the coach." This is not my own assertion, but that of 
the senior Commissioner in the province some years 
ago. I have long considered why this is the case, and 
whether individual idiosyncra-sy could account for it, 
when apparent in the cadre. It is the natural result 
of redundancy somewhere, and a Board of Revenue 
(or Financial Commissioner) side by side with Com
missioners means redundancy. If you extend the 
Commissioners' powers in revenue and administrative 
matters to their reasonable extent, the locus standi of 
the Financial Commissioner (or Board of Revenue) 
would disappear (since there is a Settlement. Commis
sioner already); or if you took away the limited 
revenue powers the Commissioner has now, the 
Financial Commissioner (except in the matter of 
appeals) would not be greatly inconvenienced. In 
fact, it may be questioned whether if there is :Qoard 
of Revenue (or Financial Commissioner and Settle
ment Commissioner) Commissioners are needed, or 
whether, if there are Commissioners and a Settlement 
Commissioner, a Financial Commissioner (or Board 
of Revenue) is needed. Looking to the adminis
trative aspect of the question, I would, if it were by 
any conceded. that one or the other set of offices was 
redundant, prefer to argue that the Commissioners 
should remain, as the Board of Revenue is apt to get 
unduly swollen, if, as in Madras, it treats direct with 
a multitude of districts, whereas it is possible for the 
Government to treat direct with five Commissioners, 
as it does in many lines of correspondence already. 
Besides, the Board of Revenue could not so well 
discipline or curb a multitude of Deputy Commis
sioners as a Commissioner could his five or six, when, 
as is often the case, the Deputy Commissioners are 
young or require discipline and control owing to 
personal idiosyncrasies. 

The Cotllmissioner should be absolute Director of 
the affairs of wards in his division. He can become 
acquainted well with the affairs of each ward. Yet 
the Financial Commissioner, who cannot become so 
acquainted, appears as the Head of the Court of 
Wards. It was presumably a question of who should 
have the power, and the Commissioner went to the wall. 

It is possible and desirable to allow Commissioners 
and Collectors to control expenditure more than they . 
do at present ; it is, in fact, ridiculous that their 
power is at present either so petty, or even in 
important ways non-existent. The Civil Account 
Code is based on an attitude which trusts no dis
cretion. It seems to pre-suppose that to trust an 
officer to order a payment even in urgent cases is 
dangerous, owing to probable irresponsibility. Ex
perience shows that men more often (or as often) 
shrink from taking responsibility rather than take it. 
If the code provided that a District Officer or Com
missioner could pass an order for a payment to meet 
an emergency, provided he immediately reported the 
~act with explanation, the charge to be accepted only 
if that explanation were satisfactory, l do not think 

many men would risk irresponsible orders. Yet no 
such option is allowed. The pre-sanction of Govern· 
ment is required, and at provincial head-quarters 
pre-audit by the Accountant-General (who can even 
refuse to pass the Government order). I have 
several times in my service paid out of my own 
pocket money required to meet a State emergency, 
and thereafter waited until the Government re-im
bursed upon my report. Jn one case re-imbursement 
occurred after six: months, and during all that period 
I was owner (and so recorded in the patwari's papers) 
of a plot of land which I had bought on the spot on 
behalf of Government to meet an emergency. I have 
paid crop compensation, plague expenses, and trans
port hire out of my own pocket, and once for the cost of 
a bullock threatening rabies which I had destroyed. All 
these sums were re-imbursed eventually, but consider 
the ridiculous position. The Civil Acconnt Code is just 
that class of volume which would never have been 
compiled, in its most restrictive aspects at any rate, 

· bad the Head of the Department compiling it been in 
touch with, and working in concert with, the provincial 
Governments. 

Appeals in executive practice are much affected by 
the idiosyncrasies of the Lieutenant-Governor. If he 
shows no undue credulity, appeals. drop off. If he 
does, they mount up. It would be hard to regulate 
or curtail the rights of appeal in the face of these 
considerations. To make appeal conditional on a 
certificate fro~ the officer whose decision is appealed 
against would be illogical. The inll,uence of the 
departments of the Local Governments is incomparably 
less in the direction of excessive uniformity (without 
much towards rigidity) than is the case with the 
departments of the Government of India. The pro
vincial Departmental Officers are heads in touch with 
the body they utilise, rubbing shoulders with the 
District Officers who represent that body, and this 
the Heads of the Imperial Departments and their 
Secretaries never can be (although they utilize the 
same body) unless the reforms advocated are counte
nanced, or some reforms similar to them. At the same 
tiime these provincial Heads of Departments impose so 
much work on Distric~ Officers that they might well 
have itinerant "conveyers" of information, whose duty 
it would be to visit District Offices, and extract and 
convey from these offices information required on 
given subjects to their own chiefs. The weak, ill
qualifieddistrict offices (English) are being submerged 
by calls :from outside, and such " conveyers" could 
·.have the files and statistics placed at their disposal, 
make up their information, and be themselves respon~ 
sible for its correctness in submitting it to their chiefs. 
The Deputy Commissioners are being dragged down 
by being universal information providers, responsil>le 
that all provided is correct. 'J he Heads of certain 
Departments should also create correspondents among 
the public to inform themj write their "monographs " 
and "essays," do them little services in arranging 
agricultural experiments, and so on, and they should 
do this without utilizing the time-worn machinery of 
the district office ; each avoidable reference causing 
extra. work to which should be avoided. 

Our Government is too impersonal from the Viceroy 
down to the Assistant Commissioner, but it becomes 
less and less so as the lower ranks are approached. 
Considerations of revenue are a dominating factor in 
the Government of some provinces. It was largely a 
predominating factor in this province, I think, some 
years back, but there has been a change for some time 
past. . 

Executive Officers have not sufficient opportunities 
for. personal cont~~t wi~h the people, and the now re
stricted opporturuttes wtll become less and less unless 
there is reform on some such lines as I have indicated. 

I have served in 10 districts. My Urdu does not 
e~able me to ~peak prope.rl~ or understand easily the 
different patoas. (But Similarly I could not easily 
understand "Norfolk" when living in that county re
?ently.). ~ regret I was not taught and made to pass 
m PunJabl however. Urdu and the general or "com
mon tongue" of a province are all that an officer can 
reasonably be. compelled to learn. But the knowledge 
of Urdu scr~p~ should be enhanced by all possible 
means. .I~abilt~y to read it accounts for much interior 
mal-adm1~tstrat10n in distric~s. 'l'his is a most im
portant dtsability at present. 

The a~mi~istrative staff is adequate (and as large 
as the D1stnct Officer can control) were it not for the 
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burdens imposed.' It is no use increasing the staff, or 
except in special cases splitting up 1he districts, while 
the causes remain, since, as preYiously explained, even 
greater eYils would thereby be courted. 

If Commissioners by any chance bec!lme the only 
intermediates between the D~puty Commiss:oners 
and the Local Government, greater care on selection 
would have to be applied. At pres~nt regarded as 
"the fifth wheel on the coach," eYen mediocre men, 
or supine men, can be regarded as unobjectionable 
as Commissioners, while for the Financial Commis
siOner~hip men of marked ability are in request. 

All authorities are aware of the objection to 
frer1uent transfers and, within limits, make them as 
seldom as poRsible. It is these limits which require 
attention. If there were a rule that no man outside 
a district (or the diYision, failing a f. t man in the 
di~trict) should be brought in to fill a vacancy not 
la~ting longer than three months, a number of trans
fers would be avoided. At present "not longer than 
six weeks" is the condition observed. It is so con~ 
sidered, I believe, in order not to stop appreciable 
enhanced pay and promotion of acting kind, but the 
disadvantages of bringing in a man from outside, if it 
can be avoided, are so great that I think "three 
months" should stand for "six weeks." 

Regarding the question how far the powers of local 
bodies could be enhanced, answer would be differently 
influenced if after "how far" in the question either 
the words "for the public good" or the words ·'for 
ethical education" were inserted. If the former, I 
am afraid I would not answer in the affirmative, 
except with restricted meaning. If the latter, I would 
answer that potential eventual gain would have to be 
set off against certain risk of waste of rates paid by 
ratepayers. Local bodies might have their functions 
suitably extended when they, in any individual case, 
~how that they intelligently and energetically exercise 
the functions which they have already. 

39579. Is that recognized in the Punjab at present? 
-It is in most cases; there are one or two exceptions. 

3J580. For instance, in the matter of excise, what 
are the powers of the Deputy Commissioner ?-His 
powers are very considt:rable under the Act and rules 
under the .Act, but they have been curtailed lately by 
correspondence outside the scope of the Act and rules. 

39:581. Who has the immediate manag~ment of the 
excise in the district ?-The Deputy Commissioner. 
He appoints one of his Extra-Assistants as a rule as 
his agent, but he directly deals with excise. 

39582. Then are all local details as to excise re
gulated by the orders of the Deputy Commissioner?
Yes. I personally regulate exc~, because I know a 
good deal about it as I was Excise Commissioner once, 
and I attend to it very closely myself. 

3:3583. Has every Deputy Commissioner power to 
regulate matters ?-Yes, but of course there is an 
Excise Commissioner under whose advice he has to act 
in a great many ways as to things of general applica~ 
tion to the province 

39584. You spoke just now of a curtailment of the 
Deputy Commissioner's powers ; to what did you 
refer ?-I think the correspondence arising out of the 
Excise Committee and occurring between the Govern
ment of India and the Punjab 0 overnment has been 
the cause of a lot of indirect instructions, as they may 
be called, or rulings or decisions, to which an officer is 
expected to. refer, outside the scope of the Act and the 
rules. For instance, the other day I had some cor
respondence 'll ith the Financial Commissioner about 
some things which I proposed to do, which I thought 
were covered by the rules, but I was told there was 
something in correspondence, which I bad not had 
time to refer to, which was against my doing it, 
although the rules themselves gave me absolute power. 

39585. You are scarcely in a position to say what the 
effect of the Excise Committee will be ?-At the 
present time I have seen huge vo:umes of correspon~ 
dence which have been called for since it sent in its 
report, and they were all sent to me for my opinion 
on the different points raised, but it was a very dif
ficult position to put me in, as I was a member, and I 
co1_1l~ not go into details as to what my individual 
opm10n was. 

3~586. I understand the Deputy Commissioner at 
present has practically sufficient power in excise 
matters in the district, but what the result of the 
Excise Committee will be, you are not prepared to 
say ?-The Deputy Commissioner has sufficient powers, 
if he is let alone, under the Act and rules, that is, if 
he is allowed to interpret the Act and rules as they 
stand, without being told that there is some correspon
dence behind them. 

The District Officer in order to feel the pulse of his 
?istrict consults first a council of his officials and then, 
1f need be, the people as represented by deputations, 
and I have suggeRted that the same methods should be 
followed by Lieutenant-Governors, Governors, and 
GO\·ernors-General to the exclusion of the idea of 
permanent Councils of irresponsible non-officiab1. It 
follows that I do not consider that District Officers 
need permanent .Advisory Councils o£ irregponsible 
non-officials. That District Officers are being more 
and more precluded from feeling the pulse of their 
c~istricts in the way already indicated, but the remedy 
hes, not in such confession of inaptitude and weakness 
as the establishment of permanent Advisory Councils 
of irresp?nsible n.on-officials implies (however politi
cally demable th1s may seem to some from certain 
points of view), but in the adoption of some such 
r~forms. as are indicated in the said answers, an adop-
tion which would restore touch between officials iuter se, 39587. But is he told so ?-Yes; he is. I have 
and between officials and the people all alona the line quoted a specific case. 
from bottom to top and from top to bottom.o ' 39588. Then is it the case that the existing rules are 

Until Di~trict Board~ intell~gently and energetically satisfactory, but that the tendency is to interfere in 
manage th~•.r own affairS, to mvest them with powers the direction of limiting the Deputy Commissioner's 
of supern~wn over other bodies woul_d be illogical. control ?-That is so. The rules themsehes give him 
•\t. pre~ent they do not so manage theu own affairs. very wide discretion, but the correspondence limits it. 
'l,lus n~a~ be the fault of the Presidents (the Deputy~ 
Comnus~wners) or o£ the members as the case may 
~e. I do not believe the members ~ould say or think 
1t was the fault of the Presidents : if thev answered 
unprompted. However, it may he that the President's 
ve.ry energy r;araly'e~ . th~ members' energy which 
might otherw1~e exhibit Itself. There is a strona 
fc?ling in ~orne ~tnarters.of letting the experiment h~ 
tried of the Pres11~en~ domg nothing, or of his removal. 
.All that can be !'.'lid Is that the Deputy Commi~;Jioner 
Rhould not he held r~:•pon~ible for the results of such 
ex~riment. Le~ it be tried .for one year, two years, 
or three year~, m any d1stnd ; and then have an 
im•pedion of . the roarls, &c., and an audit of the 
a•:cnnnt~. 'fh1s would be a fair experiment. 

The nlla!,ie community whi··h ha~ from the force of 
cir•:um.;tances become couplt·•l with the word "de
~lll'tllllo" wnul•l first have to he re-habilitated l,efore 
imTt:.l<e•l administratn·e function" could be gin.~n to it. 
. 3' 1:,71-l. Wnnl•l yon mh.-:eril•e to the ~lt\tement that 
lt ,;),,,Jl,) nnt be in the po'IP!r nf anv one. without the 
'!'' •·i tl nnl,,r~ nf He (~•wernmtnt,.tfl take anv aetinn 
Ill~ ,j,.•ri. t a[;C~in,.;t the jwl:;nwnt r,f the Comn;i,,.i0 ner 
or t Lr- llqollty Commi,:'ioner ?-Di~tinctly. 

3:}:;jl) 

39589. It has been stated that Deputy Commis~ 
sioners have to try all Ses-~ions cases ; what is the 
meaning of that ?-That refers to section 30 cases, I 
fancy, homicide cases, and so on, and not Sessions 
cases. 

3!)590. Do Deputy Commissioners appoint their own 
kanungos ?-They have a list, and they actually 
appoint them inside the district from the list . 

3!.l5n. Do they appoint their own excise subordi
nates ?-Yes; they have the power and they do; but 
they very often consult the Excise Commissioner 
about it. 

39592. Is that at their own discretion ?-I think it 
is laid down. 

?,~l:i!.l3. But the final power of appointment lies 
with them?- Subject to the Ex'cise Commissioner's 
approval. 

::ur,!.l.t. Is the Exci~e Commis:'lioner equal in ra~k 
and J':lY to the Di\·i~ional Commis~inner ?-Xo. He 
g·~t!-1 the pay of his grad<: as a Deputy Commis_.,ioner. 

3~1 5~1 5. Does the Deputy Commi,-o;ioner appoint his 
own staff, his head cler~ and other officers?-Yes, 
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92. 
subject to the approval of the Commissioner of the 
division in the case of the head clerk and the superin
tendent of his vernacular office. 

39596. Does the ·Deputy Commissioner appoint 
patwaris ?-Yes. 

39597. Mention is made in one statement of a recent 
order as to the appointment to staff offices ; is that a 
new step?-That is the .case in the offices I have 
mentioned of head clerk, and so on. It occurred after 
there was a gradation list formed for divisions. They 
wished to make the list so that men would be more 
readily transferable · and interchangeable. between 
different districts, and at that titne this order was 
brought in, 

39598. Is that to make ·sure that there are no 
aberrations from the list ?-It is, because the Com
missioner may have a man on his list whom he wants 
t.o put in as superintendent of the vernacular office, 
say, and hEI can look at that m!J,n's claim. 

395!:19. Do you think that tahsildars are efficient and 
honest as a class ? -I think, as a class, they are a very 
:mpable lot of men and do extraordinarily well in their 
tahsils. · · 

39600. Is it desirable that . they should have more 
power? For instance, I understand that' they cannot 
give casual leave to a man in their office ?-That 
would be a. small matter which I dare say the Deputy 
Commissioner would even grant on his own initiative if 
they sugge~ted it. 

39601. Is· it desirable that tahsildars Rhould have 
rathe~ more power than they have in order that their 
authority may be strengthened ?-Tahsildars have 
enormous authority as it is. You ofter hef!.J;' it said 
that a Depuj;y Commissioner has not the authority that 
they have. They have the people under their imme
diatE:~ charge, and a strong tahsildar has enormous 
au_thority. 

39602. · Are you the Chairman of the District Board 
in your·district ?-Yes. . · 

· 39603. Do you preside over the. ~ocal Boards as 
well ?-'-:No,. only over the District Board, 

39604. ls there a tendency in these days to i~posa 
too many responsibilities on District Boards, and, on 
the other hand, not to give them enough funds ?-Yes, 
the Boards are always poor. 
· 39605~ Are they called upon to do more than they 

fairly should be eJ:pecl;ed to do, and is a greater share· 
of the burden of the State cast upon them than ought 
to be. For instance, till lately has not the cost of the 
police been imposed upon municipalities?-Yes, but 
~hat has been taken away now. 

39606. Are all the J;oads in a district under the care 
of the District Board ?..:...No i there has been a good. 

. ~eal o~ change of policy with .regard to t}).at. At. one 
ttme m the province the idea was to put the roads 
under the Boards, but not without adjusting the 
finance question .. 

39607. At present have they more to do in the way 
of ~aintaining roads tl;lan they can .afford to do ?
Taki~g this distJ;ict, the District ;Board has nothing to
do Wl~h the ~oads, except such as are unmetalled and 
there lS nothmg much which can be done with them. 
The metalled roads are in charge of the ·Public Works 
Department, . 

· 39608. Do they not make any attempt to keep Up 
th~ unmetalled roads ?-It is almost an impcssible' 
th~ng to do ; YOJ:!. cannot do anything. It is friabl& 
soU, an~ I do not see how you can do anything with 
them. 

'39609. Yon. can fill up holes·?-Yes but you cannot 
do much to an unmetalled road ; you have generally t() 
depend on the natur11-l. surface. 

~961_0. ;Are there not a good many village ~ants in 
thts district, ~uch as .water-supply, for instance?-'
They have thel.l' wells. · 

39611, Who keeps them up ?-The village people 
themselves. · 

39612. Is there not a legal obligation on the District 
Board to ke~p t~em. up as far as they can ?-I have 
made wells m d1str1cts in which there are very long 
stretches of roads without any drinking place on the 
way, _but my ex~erience of a District Board is that the 
margm for Pubhc Works is so small that, as I am very 

strong on metalled roads, I find always that I have 
exhausted my Publjc Works margin, whatever it was, 
on the surface repairs. I refer to districts in which 
the metalled roads are jn the charge of the District 
Board. 

39613. Ts there not a certain demand in villages to 
supply which is an obligation on the District Board, 
but it cannot be supplied owing to want of funds ?-I 
do not know that there is any implied obligation on 

· the Distl'ict Board to provide for the wants of villages. 
39614. Is not that one of the cardinal points of 

local self-government ?-Not as to the interior economy 
of a village, because they have a constitution of their 
own and a fund. 

39fi15. Do you mean to say the object of the Local 
Board or the Local Fund is not primarily to supply 
water and look after roads, and so on ?-I thought 
you referred to the villages themselves and the wells ; 

. those are minor points, and the keeping of them in 
repair would primarily rest on the village. 

39616. The District Board does not recognise any 
obligation ?-Not in the case of keeping up a village 
well ; I do not know that that has ever been con
sidered a first responsibility on a District Board. It 
would assist a village in diffi.cultl to obtain water 
certainly; I have done that in distr1cts, and, of course, 
I accept. the theory that roads and all Public. Works, 
which would help and benefit villages, are the first 
responsibility of a District Board. 

39617. Is it not the fact that the Boards cannot 
discharge that responsibility to the full on account of 
want of funds ?-Yes, that is so. 

39618. Have they to provide for lunatics ?-Yes. 
39619. Rave they to provide rest-houses ?-As a 

rule, the rest-houses are built by the Public Works 
Department of Government, and handed over to the 
District Boards for maintenance, with a grant. 

39620. The Building grant comes from Government, 
but the maintenance has to be paid by the Distric~ 
Board ?-A grant is given to the District Board when 
it is handed over. 

39621. Then there is no burden falling on the 
District Board ?-No, not by the contract system. 

39622. Would yon give power to village panchayats 
to spend money upon Public Works ; for instance; 
supposing they wanted a well, would you make them a 
grant and allow them to spend the money at their own 
discretion without any other supervision ; are things 
ripe· enough for that in the Punjab ?-1. have done 
that myself ; in cases where a well was required I have 
advanced money to the headmen on their responsibility, 
and they have executed the work. 

39623. Then you think it is possible ?-Yes, certainly 
with regard to small works like the construction of a 
well. 

39624. IIow far do you give them control over 
village schools ?-They very often supply the school 
house from some building available in the village, but 
they do not interfere, except in a few cases where there 
are intelligent men who take an interest in the subject, 
with regard to the management. 

•· 39625. Do you appoint village committees on behalf 
of the villagers ?-I have only been in this district 
five months, and I have not yet come in contact with 
any such appointments here, but in Delhi School 
Committees were advocated in the Educational Depart
ment, and we did appoint a certain number about the 
district. 

39626. Would it be possible to give more control over 
schools to the villagers than they have at present ?-It 
would be possible. 

39627. Would you begin to do this in villages 
generally, or would you select certain villages to 
begin with ?-I would decide the principle .first as to 
how far the Educational Department is to run the 
education system on its own unaided intelligence, 
merely getting the funds provided by local bodies, 
before I would go into the question of villages. 

39G2a. Are not the two things quite distinct ; I am 
suggesting that a good deal o£ the power which is 
now in the hands o£ the Educational Department 
should be handed over to the villages ?-My meaning 
was that the_ majorquestion arises in connection with. 



the municipalities, and while it js not decided with 
reference to municipalities (as I do not think it is 
quite), I do not know what to say. 

39G2!l. Would it be safe and advisable generally to 
band over more powers in regard to local matters to 
representatives of l"illages ; are things sufficiently 
advanced for that in the Punjab ?-I really do not 
know what yon could hand over to the headman of a 
village. 

39630. For instance, power to keep the village clean, · 
to run the school, to manage small Public Works, 
such as wells, and so on ?-The conservancy of the 
village, such as it is, if it ever occurs, only occurs. when 
the Deputy Commissioner works it through a tahsildar. 
They do not want power to keep a village clean given 
them ; the difficulty is to make them clean it, and 
they generally neglect the conservancy and trust to a 
hot sun, and perhaps they are not so very far wrong. 
Certainly, in regard to little matters like the sinking 
of a well, I think they would be the best people to 
utilise. 

39631. (Sir Sleyning Etlgerley) Am I correct in 
understanding that the views you place before ns is 
that the real administration of India rests in the 
districts, and that the present danger is that the 
superior officers are more or less out of touch with tha 
people ?-Yes. 

39632. I do not quite understand how your sng~ 
gested remedy would work. Suppose an Inspector
General or a Member of the Viceroy's Council was 
made a Member of the Local Government ; he might 
come to the Punjab and spend part of the cold weather 
here, but in the meantime what would the rest of the 
provinces be doing ? W onld it not take a long time 
for Imperial Officers to get round India on that basis, 
unless you increased the head~uarter offices greatly?
The present Member of Council bas to attempt to go 
round the country in the cold weather. 

39633. Yes, but he does not sit at the Council 
Boards and help to decide actual questions in the pro
vince ?-I realise that difficulty, but I meant by the 
suggestion the subordination of Departmental Officers 
to the provincial Governments. 

3963!. What you really mean, I tak~ i~, is that 
officers of the Inspector-General class should he advi
sory and not have any powers of administration?
Yes, and also that some expedient should he devised 
to get rid of the tremendous amount of correspondence 
which arises under the present system, through the 
:Members of the Government of India not being in 
close enough touch with the provincial Governments. 

3!!635. That is to say, taking it from an1ther point 
of view, that the Government of India try to go into 
many matters of detail which they should leave alone ? 
-They are always trying to inform themselves from a 
distance as to detail, and trying to master details on 
paper which wonld be more conveniently dealt with 
orally or by personal contact. 

396R6. Then you say that your own office is very 
weak and inefficient ; what do you suppose it wonld 
cost to make your office what yon would consider to 
be efficient ?-I have just put in au application for an 
increase of staff, and Sir Denzil Ibbetson agreed to 
favourably consider it. When I came here I took 
over ~n office- which was practically at the point of 
brea~tng do'Yn· so I overhan!ed the whole thing and 
sent m certam proposals which will not involve very 
much cos~-I should think only a matter of Rs. 200 a 
month extra. 

3!:1637. In most of the districts you know wonld 
an extra Us. ~oo. or Rs. 25') spent in the dffices of 
Deputy Comrru...~~Stoners render them efficien~?- I 
should think certainly it would not he more than that. 

3!!638 .. That would he about Rs. 75,000 a year in 
the PunJab?-Yes, say, for 30 districts. 

3!)639. Was your seal~ prepared on what you thought 
you would get, or was 1t prepared on a free estimate 
of what yon thought you ought to get ?-It was pre· 
pared on what I thought I should get-the least we 
could do ll-i.tb. 

3%40. It was a minimum? - Yes. If I had 
wanted to rai!le a general question and take up a 
mu('h larger question, and you ask me now whether 
I .think district offices should be made stronger, I 
tln:1k our clas.~ of head clerks should be impro'l"cd, 
k"''au~c at present such a tremendous amount of 

xninisterial work devolves upon a Deputy Com~ Lieutena~ 
missioner owing to the indifferent clerical establish~ C'olmtel 
ment be has. He has to compete with very well (]. G,!'ariPIJ.I.· 
equipped offices which send references to him, and he -
has to be practically his own clerk and secretary so. 13 4P':' 1~8. 
far as any high-class work is concerned. -

39641. Then you really want rather more?-Yes, 
I do. If I could get one, I shonld like a shorthand
writer, for instance; at present I am nsing a vernacular: 
writer as a shorthand man. 

3964.2. Then I gather that you think that either 
the Commissioner or the Financial Commissioner is
rather a redundancy in the administration ?-Yes; the 
two appointments overlap. 

39643. Would the Commissioner be sufficient, and 
could the Financial Commissioner be dispensed wit4 ? 
-Yes. 

39644. You suggest that the Deputy Commissiont:r 
and, I suppose, the Commissioner £Should have some 
power of drawing on the treasury in emergencies ; 
can yon suggest any limit for each occasion ?-Yes; 
the amount a Deputy Commissioner might draw on 
each occasion could he fixed, and also a limit might be 
fixed within the year to keep him in bounds. 

39645. What would you suggest as a limit for each 
occasion- Rs. 1,000 ?-A limit of B.s. 1,000 would he 
a great relief ; if he could draw it on his own personal 
order, and make his Treasury Officer cas1i an order 
for Rs. 1,000, he would be very grateful. 

3964 6. Would that suffice ?-I should think so, 
because in cases of big emergencies he would write for 
sanction. 

39647. What is your opinion as to the present 
Court of Wards Act ?-I think that it is a centralizing· 
Act. 

39648. You, of course, are well acquainted with the 
old system. Would you prefer to go back to the old 
system, or would you like a modification of the p~ 
seilt ?-I should prefer a modification of the present 
Act. The Financial Commissioner bas just sent down 
a schedule of proposals for delegating .powers under 
the Act which I have not been able yet to look through. 
I mean that all the authority should not be drawn up, 
but that it should he decentralized. 

39649. Do you think it well that the Financial Com· 
missioner should have been made the Court of Wards, 
or would it have sufficed if either the Deputy CoDilllis
sioner or the Commissioner acted ?-The actual Court 
of Wards is the Deputy CoiQ.IDiss:ioner, ·but the 
Financial ·Commissioner certainly ought to be intro
duced as an authority in the Act, so that he might be 
able to dispose of cases in which the property of wards 
extend to various districts, and even . to dilieren~ 
provinces. 

39650. Then you do not object to the principle that 
the Financial Commissioner· should be the Court of 
Wards, but you want wider delegation ?-Yes; it 
would not matter much who was called the Conrl, so 
long as the powers were delegated, and constant refer
ences to two officers avoided. 

3!1651. It would matter to this extent, that you are 
advocating the Dec:es!ity for some power of reference 
outside a province in some cases?-Yes · that would 
be so when the land is scattered, but th'ose are only 
occasional instances. 

39652. In many of your districts in the province is 
not the administration concentrated at head~narters. 
By the sub-divisional system, is it meant that you 
would break up the district into sub-divisions as in 
Madras ?-I have bad two districts with su~visions 
in them, and I think they are a relief, bu~ I am rather 
in favour of having one Head w the district. 

33653. What is the average size of your district ?-I 
have four hhsilJJ here, and I have a sub-division in 
this district wi~h a Sub-Divisional Officer having two 
of the tall&ilJJ. 

39654. What would be the size of the district
three or four thousand square miles ?-Roughly that. 

39655. Is that not too much to run in all details 
from one centre ?-No. If a Sub-Divisional Officer is 
an ~xperienced man, he helps you very greatly, bnt if 
he 1s a young boy, be does not help you very much. 

3!)1356. H has been suggested that it might be pos-
sible ~ improve ihe village chaukidar by taking, 



i.ieut.enani- pensioned soldiers for appointments of that sort and 
Colonel . at the same time it might possibly help the .Army 

C. G. Paratmi. · Reserve ; is there anything in that suggestion?
There are a great many considerations which w~uld 

lSApr.,l908. come in, and it would require very close attent10n. 
For instance, the chaukidar is generally a resident of 
the village, and it is best that be should be, and a m)ln 
transplanted from somewhere else and sent there 
might not work. 

391)57. You. think that really it is .hardly fe~sible? 
-I should doubt it, and I do not tbmk the villagers. 
would lika it; 

· 39658. (Mr. Me.t;er.) Who appoints the.chaukida~s? 
-They are appointed in. consultation With the lam
bardctrs by t~e Deputy Commissioner. 

39659. Is it necessary that the Deputy Commis·. 
sioner should appoint cbaukidars ; could not the 
tahsildar appoint them ?-1 do not know why he 
should ·not, except that the reports as to the. fitness 
or unfitness of chaukidars come generally to the 
Deputy Commissioner from the Superintendent of 
Police, and ·be then refers them to the tah~ildar, but 
be almost always takes the tahsildar's opinion. 

39660. Who appoints lamba1·Jars?-The Deputy 
Commissioner. 
· 39661. With an appeal to the Commissioner?- · 

Yes. · 
39662. What is the zaildar exactly ?-A zaildar is 

the headman of a zail which consists of so many 
villages, and he, as such, is superior to all the lam
bardarR, and is the head non-official helper of the 
Deputy Commissiqner in ·that zail, getting in :return 
an honorarium from Government. 

39663. Has he anything to do with revenue col
lections ?-Yes, a good deal. It depends on the idio
syncrasies of the Heads of different districts, but in 
this district he is used a good deal i.B that way. 

39664. How many would there be in a tahsil ?:...... 
.About 20 perhaps. 

39665. Are ·they hereditary ?-No, absolutely not
that is expressly against the rule. 

39666. I saw a statement in one witness's evidence 
as to minor zaildars ; would you put in a minor ?-I 
should never do it personally ; it is allowed for as to 
lambarda1·s by the revenue rules ·and regulations, but 
I have not beard of a minor zailcla?'. 

39667. Do they c~sh with the kanungo ?-No. 

39666. Has the kanungo nothing to do with . collec
tions ?-No. He reports on land measurement, crop 
returns .imd inspection; he is an official absolutely, 
and not a non·official like the zaildar. Of course, 
it is absurd to liken the zaildar to a lieutenant of a 
county, but in insignifical!t way he is such a represen
tative of a zail and is a local notable. 

39669. And a person of real influence ?-:Y find 
them very useful. 

39670. Do you make them Honorary Magistrates? 
-Yes, occasionally they might be made Honorary 

. Magistrates, but H~norary Magistrates are very often 
taken from evan a higher class than a zaildar. 

39671. Then you also occasionally have an Honorary 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner; what does he do?-:
That is more of a compliment than anything else. 

39672. You do not assign to him reven!le functions? 
-I have never had an Honorary Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner in my district, but I know of one or 
two cases in which Govemment has appointed them in 
the province; 

39673:·:Do your revenue staff deal with civil work· 
do the.ta~sildars have civil suits to deal with ?-They 

·are Muns1fs ez officio, but I do not think they do 
much civil work. 

39674 . .And your .Assistant and Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners ?-They are given Munsif's powers 
when they are appointed to the district. . 

39~7?. Are they much exercised, or is the bulk of 
the ClVll work done by a separate full-time Munsif's 
staff ?-T?e bulk of the work is done by the special 
men appomted in the Judic~al pepartment, although 
t1hehy may form part of the d1str1ct staff · for instance 
.vilave an Extra-Assistant Commission~r who do~ 

c1 work solely. 

39676. You have not a separat.ion ; you have not the 
Munsifs in an entirely separate hst, but you may. have 
a man as a Munsif one year and as a Revenue Assistant 
in another ?-We have a Munsifs' list in the province, 
men who are Munsifs and nothing else. 

39677. Are the Munsifs of two categories, the pro
fessional Mun:sif and the Extra-Assistant Commis
sioner who disposes of Munsif's work r-Yes. 

39678. In the abse.nce of a sub-divisional s~stem, 
'what does th-e ordinary .Assistant Commissioner do? 
-I have two .Assistant Commissioners at present. 

39679. I would rather not take Lahore, but some 
other district ?-Jn the course of my experience I have 
had a trP.mendous lot of Assistant Commissioners to 
put through training, and that is one object of their 
being attached, especially in the early part of their 
career ; but bow they are to be employed lies entirely 

. at the discretion and intelligence of the Deputy Com
missioner, who can make much or little of them just 
as he wishes. The .Assistant does criminal work 
according to the extent of his powers and civil work, 
and be is often put in charge of the treasury ; he does 
revenue work in the cold weather, and tours, but the 
amount of special work that is given him is in the 
discretion of the Deputy Commissioner. Personally, 
I work my Assistant Commissioners a good deal, make 
them boil down files, put up n~tes, and whenever I 
get a case of some difficulty I send them out to act as 
my agents and do the preliminary work, and to do 
preliminary work for land acquisition, and in every 
way I use them as lieutenants in aid. 

39680. Is it possible for an .Assistant Commissioner 
to get his appointment as an acting Deputy when he 
has. only done magisterial work, or is acquainted with 
excise and treasury work, but not with the regular 
work of a district ?-He would have acquaintance with 
revenue work, because it has always been the obj~ct 
in this province to send a man out and put h1m 
through a revenue course almost as soon as he 
arrives . 

39681. Would he have done all the work of a 
Deputy Commissioner then on a small scale before he 
became a Deputy Commissioner, or might he be quite 
ignorant on some of the subjects ?-He would be still 
educating himself when he took over charge, un
doubtedly. 

39682. The sub-divisional system in Madras, for 
instance, ensures that a man at _the time he begins to 
act as Collector knows a Collector's work pretty well. 
He only does it on a bigger scale than he has already 
done it : is there not some advantage in that ?
Yes.· 

39683. Most Deputy Commissioners complain that 
they are overburdened, and if you could decentralize 
by sub-divisional charge, would not you relieve them 
materially ?-Yes, if properly . worked. It makes 
another officer to communicate with, and I should say 
that sometimes a Deputy Commissioner would prefer 
to deal direct with the tahsildars without any Sub
Divisional Officer. 'There is simplicity in the one way, 
and in the other way a Bmaller office is created in 
which there has to be English correspondence, and 
so on. But in a troublesome part of a district a good 
strong Sub-Divisioner Officer would be of very great 
use. 

39684. If you have the sub-divisional system, should 
the Sub-Divisional Officer live in his own sub-division 
or at the district headquarters, and tour a good deal 
in the sub-division in his charge ?-I have never con
sidered that. In some ways it would be convenient, 
because if he were at headquarters one would be able 
to deal verbally with things which would have to be 
referred to his office if he were outside. On the whole, 
I am not sure that I should not prefer to have him at 
headquarters. 

39685. On the other hand, from the people's point 
of view, it is rather an advantage that he should be at 
hand in his sub-division always?-Yes, but I have often 
wanted to talk to my Sub-Divisional Officers, and have 
had to postpone doing so because they were away. 

39686. In one place 'it might be convenient to have 
them at headquarters, and in another place to have 
them in their sub-divisions ? -Yes ; if the tract was 
troublesome, certainly it would be better that he shpuld 
reside in the centre of it. · 
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3~687. Suppose, while yon were. an Excise Com
missioner it had been ruled that you were to be 
snbordin~te to each of the Divisional Commissioners 
and also to the Financial Commissioner, could you 
have done your work successfully; would you ~ot 
have found yon were serving many masters. With 
different views ?-Yes; it would have got one mto a 
pretty good tangle. 

39688. Would not the same thing happen to your 
Imperial Inspector-General when yon propose that he 
should serve eight Local Governments and the Govern
ment of India in addition ?-I am not sure that the 
case is at all ~rallel ; in my correspondence as Ex:cise 
Commissioner I should have had to refer to all the 
Commissioners and send everything concerning their 
divisions through them. 

39689. If the Director-General of Education is. to 
be subordinate to the Government of Madras and the 
Government of Bombay, and so on, and at the same 

. tiwe subordinate to the Government of India, would 
be not find it rather difficult to serve several masters 
with divergent views ?-As a Member of Connell yon 
would not be able to call the Government his master. 

39690. But I understood you to say that the 
Imperial Inspector-General was to be quite a sub· 
ordinate?-Yes, in the way that he was to sit on the 
Council of the Local< Government. 

39691. You say, "Directors and Inspectors-General 
should be subordinated to Local Governments ; I con
template that Members of the Viceroy's Council should 
be ex-officio Members of the Councils of the Local 
Governments" ?-That is what I meant. 

39692. Now yon say that the Inspectors-General 
should also be on tbe Councils?-Yes ; for instance, 
the Inspector-General of Ex:cise, when going round, 
would attend. 

39693. Then there is another difficulty, in the 
Punjab, that you have no Council ?-We have not, 
I admit, but be could still sit ih committee with the 
revenue authorities which represent the Board of 
Revenue. 

3969!. Yon do not mean that the Lieutenant
Governor might threaten an Inspector-General with 
suspension if be did not carry out his views?-When I 
say subordinate, I do not mean subordinate any more 
than the Members of Connell are subordinate to the 
Viceroy at present. 

39695. Is the Deputy Commissioner the President 
of each municipality in his district ?-No, but of the 
headquarters one. I am President of the bead
quarters, Lahore, municipality, the tahsildars are 
Presidents of minor municipalities within their tahsils, 
and the Snb-lJivisional Officer is President of his 
headquarters municipality at his sub-division, that is 
to say, where there is a Sub-Divisional Officer. 

39696. So that there is no non-official Chairman at 
all?-No. 

39697. Do you have. non-official Vice-Chairmen?
On both the District Board and the municipality in 
Labore there is a Vice-President who is non-official. 
In the municipality there is a Muhammadan gentleman 
belonging to tbe Nawab's family who is a non-official, 
and the other Vice-President is an officer of the Rail
way department who has no connection with me 
officially except as my Vice-President. 

39598. Would Amritsar have two Vice-Presidents? 
-Yes; at Delhi they have two, and· probably they 
would have two at Amritsar. 

39699. Is one generally an official and the other a 
non-official ?-No i at Delhi they were both non
official!~. 

39700. Is the District Board Vice-President usually 
a non-official?-Yes. 

39i01. Have you Secretaries to municipalities and 
District Boards ?-We have a Secretary to District 
Boards and to all big municipalities, while lately they 
have heen appointed even in most small ones. 

3:J702. Is he paid or is he an honorary official ?-He 
is paid in the big municipalities. 

39i03. Are the District Board Secretaries paid?
y e~, often, but he is often, or sometimes, one of 
the A~sistllnt Commis~ioners or l':xtra-A.ssistant Com· 
misBioners. 

39704. Are the Assistant Commissioners, who act as 1Mut8nant· 
Secretaries of District Boards, paid by the District . Colmll!l 
Boards ?-No; they are not paid; they act err:-ofoio, p. G,Parltml, 

39705. What ii the method of selecting members 13 Ap., l~OS, 
for a municipality here?-We are going w hav(l 20 -::-
elections next J nne, and it will be rather an upheaval • 
for the town. There is a proportion of nominated 
members, but there are 20 who are elected. 

39706. Roughly speaking, what is the proportion
would it be· one-third nominated and two-thirds 
elected ?-Yes, something like that I should say 
~roughly. 

39707. Does that system obtain throughout a~ the 
municipalities ?-1 think so, except that there are some 
municipalities where all the members are nominated. 

39708. Would they be the smaller municipalities ?
Yes, in some cases when there are factions and 
you cannot get things· done, you have sometimes to 
nominate .. 

39i03. Are tbe members elected by wards ?-Yes. 

39710. Speaking generally, do the electors take some 
interest in what "is going on ?-The elected persons 
take a greater interest. 

39711. Is there anything to indicate that there is any 
popular interest taken in elections ?-There is in the 
ele_ctions for municipalities, but with regard to the 
District Boards there are very seldom polls. 

39712. Is there more public interest taken as a rule 
in municipal work than there is in District Board 
work ?-1 do not know whether that would be the 
proper way to put it ; whether there is any greater 
interest or not amongst the electors I do ~ot know, bnt 
certainly there are more pushing men in . the towns, 
and they stand for election on the Boards and stir np 
the electors, and so on, and there is greater public 
interest to that extent. It is probably the same all 
over the world. 

· 39713. Do those people who stand for election 
·become good workers and take a keen interest in the 
work, or are they satisfied with the pres;ige which the 
position gives them and rest on their laurels ?-No 
municipality is what people would wish it to be, but 
both at Delhi and Lahore I have a fairly good 
opinion of the members and the way the;1 attend the 
meetings. · 

39714. Do they take a keen interest in their work? 
-1 think a good many of them do. 

39715. Might municipalities have wider powers in 
regard to appointments, for example? What are their 
powers to-day-can they make fresh appointments?
yes, they can within their own sphere, but there is a 
limit as to the max:imum amount of pay. I was Pre
sident at Delhi for two years just as I a,m now Pre
sident here in Lahore and I never remember any 
difficulty through the reins being drawn tight in that 
direction. Of course we have appointed, both here 
and at Delhi, a highly-paid Engineer from England, 
and in those cases we took the Government into con-
sultation. · 

39716. But, apart from that, the p:>wers of the 
municipality are fairly free in the way of appoint
ments 1-I think so. 

39717. Have you a fairly free hand with regard to 
expenditure ?-1 think so. 

39718. Up to what limit can you spend money on 
Public Works without Government ~ction ?-We 
have to refer any work that will cost over a certain 
amount ; Rs. 10,000, I think, one would have to refer, 
and I do not object to referring in big cases, because a 
second opinion is a good thing. 

39719. Is it desirable that municipal schemes should 
be referred both to the Public Works Department, the 
Sanitary Department and the Sanitary Board, or 
would yon try and cut do~ the procedure at all?
The present system is laborious. The plans and esti
mates have to go to the Superintending Engineer for 
his approval ; then they have to go to the Sanitary 
Engineer as well, and before the Sanitary Board ; then 
eventually they have to go to Government for sanction 
in the Public Works Department, and ·as we have a 
great many projects now in band ahd are taking out a 
loan of U lakhs, I look with some apprehension at all 
this machinery which has to be gone through. 
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39720. What would be a reasonal:lle way of curtailing 
the present procedure ?-The Sanitary Board is a body 
which is most difficult to deal with. because it is com
posed of men who have their own duties distinct, and 
as they only occasionally meet as . a. Board, there is 
nothing fixed about the Board's identity. 

39721. Who do the members consist 6f?- The 
Sanitary Engineer, the Deputy Sanitary Engineer, the 
Commissioner, and the Financial Commissioner and 
one or two more perhaps, and as they only meet every 
now and then at considerable intervals, schemes must 
be kept waiting, and "it is ·difficult to get through a 
loose body like that. A scheme is generally considered 
bufficiently beforehand for it to be passed right off. 
· 39722, Would it be enough to refer these schemes 
simply to the· Sanitary Engineer ?-If the Sanitary 
Engineer passes them, ~nd they are passed by the 
Superintending Engine~:~r, or Chief Engineer, I really 
cannot see why that should not be sufficient. 

39723. Is that what you would · recommend ?.,...I 
think so ; anything that would simplify the present 
somewhat laborious method. 

39724. Would .it be practicable to have 'an unpaid 
non-official Chairman in Lahore ?-1 do not know 
whether the experiment. has been tried elsewhere; it" 
certainly has· not been tried in this province, and I do 
not know whether it has been anywhere else. 

39725. Take the case of Bombay, where they have a 
non.:official . Chairman ? - They have a non-official 
Chairman, but with a Municipal Commissioner ap
pointed by Government. I should be very sorry to 
see the municipality left to the management of a 
non-official Chairman either at Delhi or Lahore, or 
Amritsar, or in fact at any of these big places, i£ he 
was to be expected to do all that the Deputy Commis
'aioner ~oes now. 
, 3.9726. But suppose be was .not, and that the execu
tive work was taken out of h:s hands and given over 
to a Commissioner ?-1 do not do any routine execu
tive work in connection with the municipality ; there 
is a paid Secretary who does that ; I do not do any 
clerical work except draft important letters now and 
then ; I control the members in the way of makmg 
them pull together ; and with regard to all big schemes 
and !J.ffairs I give attention to them as far as I can ; and 
1 try to get all the affairs of the municipality in good 
order. It is a very large body of men to manage ; 
there are Europeans on it as officials, and you have a 
large body of subordinate!!, Eurasians and Europeans 
and Indians, and a large body of members. What 
. enables the Deputy Commissioner to manage it is that 
. he has got his official position behind him. 

39727. You think it would not be wise, at the 
present stage as any rate, to have a non-official Chair
man,. with .a well paid and responsible Municipal 
Commissioner o'r Secretary? The Municipal Com
missioner would have more power, of course, than the 
Secretary has to~day ; he would be in the position of 
the Commissioner in Bombay ?-I should not like to 
see that happen, and I do not believe the municipality 
itself, or the town, would prefer it. . 

39728. How often do District Boards meet ?-There 
is a limited number of meetings; I think it is about 
once every two months, or six weeks perhaps. 

39729. Do a fair proportion of the members attend? 
-There is no difficulty in getting a quorum. 

39730. Many of them probably live a good long 
way off. Do they come fairly readily?-Yes ; I think 
they like to come in to headquarters, and to come and 
see the authorities and attend the meeting ; it is an 
outing for them. 

39731 . .Are there any tahsil Boards below the 
District Boards ?-No. 

39732. Are there no committees of the District 
Boards, even in respect of each tahs,z ?-No. We do 
·appoint sub-committees now and then, but there is 
nothing below the District Board ; there are no Local 
Boards. 

39733. Have you a sub-committee for Finance a 
sub-committee for Public Works, and so on or ~re 
there sub-committees for this or that tahsu'?-No · 
we have _no standing committees really. ' 

.39734. Would it be a sound thing to have a com
nuttee for each tahsil ?-No. r have prepared a note 

on the whole subject of District Boards, which I should 
like to hand in. It is a note showing how and why 
District Board administration becomes closely central
ized, and bow and why decentralization, however 
desirable, appears estopped more by circumstances 
than by design ; the first memorandum shows the 
aspirations of the sanguine decentralizer ; the second 
shows bow those aspirations are repressed from realiza
tion by circumstances. I wrote the first memorandum 
first of all to show how certain roads which were hung 
up in the sub-division might still be proceeded with. 
The Secretary sent the proposals to me, and said, "I 
am afraid we must leave these roads until the District· 
Engineer comes." I have since appointed a District 
Engineer. I said," No; I do not see why we should 
wait ; let us send them to the Sub-Divisional Officer, 
and let him shove the thing along with the overseers 
in the tahsil~." Then it occurred to me that the 
trouble was in connection with language and with 
clerical establishment, because there is no establish
ment ; there is only a muharrir in the tahsils. Then 
I wrote the second memorandum, which shows, I 
think, how it is impossible ·to decentralize at the 
present time. 

39735. Is it a sound position to take up that, 
wherever District Boards have got to pay, they should 
also have responsibility for carrying out the work?-
1 would not have a rigid rule of that sort. The 
principle is tenable, but I do not see why it should be 
rigidly followed, 

39736. It might well be the case that in regard to a 
particular road, .for example, the District Board might 
ask the Government to make it, and pay for it ; but 
take education, is it sound that the District Board 
should make a large contribution and have no say 
whatever in the :management of education ?-1 have 
been discussing with the Education Department 
whether it is possible to expect that municipalitesl i£ 
they are pushed on one side by the Education Depart
ment, will take interest in the schools towards which 
they pay. Speaking as a Municipal Commissioner 
myself, I had often had that feeling ; it is only human 
nature ; if you ignore the wishes of an individual and 
simply want to tap his pocket, he will show resentment. 
Possibly the Education Department will find it hard 
to get any convenience or indulgence for a school in 
such a case, when it comes to the scratch. I think that 

· does happen ; I have seen cases of that sort ; a play
ground bas been wanted, or some little enlargement of 
the school-house, and the local body, out of the hurt 
and injured feeling that they have, have felt not 
inclined to come to the rescue . 

39737. You think that, as a general rule, where they 
pay, as a matter of policy they should be given full 
administrative responsibility ?-I think it is a good 
principle. I was talking to an officer in the Educa
tion Department the other day, and he mentioned the 
question of police ; be said, " When. the municipality 

. pay for the police they do not expect to have any 
. part in handling the affairs of the police." I said 
"No," because that was an administrative matter on 
which the peace and order . of the place depended, and 
natur~lly the Government would not forego any part 
of thel.l' control there ; but in the matter of training 
up the children of the municipality the parents 
na~urally have a ve;Y. liyely interest .. It is a great 
thmg to get a mumCipality to take a pride in its 
school, and that you will not see i£ the Education 
Depart~e~t a~sorb all the power and simply say that 
~he mum01pality must pay. And, i£ that feeling gets 
mto the heads of the subordinates of the department 
they will certainly give offence to the people. I had ~ 
case the _o~her. day ~~which a school-master spoke of 
the mum01pality as i£ 1t were only a" milch-cow." Of 
_course I dropped on him for it. 

3973?. .All the same, was there not something in it ? 
::-But 1t was the position he took up ; he said, "I am 
m charge here ; the municipality has nothing to say at 
all,, That is not an attitude that I like. 

39739. (Mr. Dutt.) Is there a new Municipal Bill 
before the Government now ?-Yes. I think it has 
gone up to the Government of India. 

~9740. Is that a nearer approach to the principle of 
whwh you spoke just now, that the authority that 
pays ought to have some control over the work ?-I 
had no han~ in the preparation of the Bill, except to 
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suggest on s~me. minor points ; whetpe! ~he financial 
aspect of it 1s like that, or whether 1t 1s mcorporated 
in the Bill, I do not know. 

39741. At present have the municipalities sub-com
mittees for doing different departments of the work, 
such as education, or the realization of taxes or assefiS" 
ment ?-Yes· in all big municipalities there are stand
ing sub-comurlttees, varying in number. ~e.hav:ehere 
sub-committees on Finance and on the Cml ~mes, ~ 
City Sub-Committee, and one or two others ; m Delhi 
they have a larger number. 

397 42. Who are the Chairmen of these sub-com
mittees ?-They have their own Chairmen, but if the 
President summons them to sit with him, he becomes 
ipso facto Chairman. 

39743. Does the arrangement answer well ?-I think 
these sub-committees are very useful. 

39744. You have not got similar sub-committ~s in 
the District Board ?-No ; we have not. I appomted 
a sub-committee for Plague, but that was simply a 
special case; we have not got any standing sub
committees. 

39745. If you had such standing sub-committees, 
would it improve the work and induce the members to 
take a little more interest in their own work ?-I do 
not know that it would. · 

39746. If you gave primary education to one sub
committee, roads to another sub-committee, and so on, 
would you not get a little more work out of them in 
that way ?-I am not sure. 

397 4 7. Is the man who collects the land revenue in 
each village the lambardar?-Yes. 

39748. He is appointed by the Deputy Commissioner 
in consultation with the tahsildar ?-Yes ; the tahsildar 
sends up his proposals. 

39749. Is each individual raiyat responsible for the 
land revenue to the Government, or is the village 
collectively responsible for the land revenue due from 
the village ?-The village is collectively responsible. 

39750. At the eame time, the lambardar gets it from 
each individual raiyat ?-He is able to ask for process 
against each individual raiyat. 

39751. If he fails to collect the whole amount from 
individual raiyats, then you have a right to come down 
on the village ?-Yes. · 

39752. As a matter of fact, you seldom have occa- Lieutenant· 
sion to come down on the village collectively?-Very Colonel 
seldom. C. G. Par1o111, 

39753. Have you got any irrigation in .the Lahore 13 Apr.,1908, 
district ?-Yes. 

39754. Who is in charge of the irrigation works? 
-The. Canal Engineer. · 

39755. Does he make the assessment and the collec
tion also ?-Re makes the assessment, not the collec
tion. The revenue authorities make the collection. 

39756. Ought the revenue authorities to have some 
voice in the matter of assessment ?-I have thought 
over that subject continually since I too\ over the 
work here, and I wrote an opinion on it to he Canal 
Colonies Committee. I certainly think they should 
have some voice. Also, the Deputy Commissioner 
should certainly have an opportunity of expression his 
views. For instance, we both prepare crop returns ; 
we show so much as "failed," and they do the same! 
but no comparison is ever made between the two sets 
of returns. 

39757. Do these assessments vary from year to year 
according to the crops, or is the assessment made for a 
certain number of years ?-They are made according to 
acreage rates gazetted from time to time. 

39758. Is the realization according to the number 
of acres under cultivation ?-Yes; they make out their 
demand statement, and send it to us properly drawn 
up, showing the demand against each man, and that is 
calculated according to their own measurements. 

39759. Suppose a cultivator objects and says, "The 
demand against me is not correct," would you look into 
it ?-What I generally do is to make a reference to the 
Canal Officer, and ask whether the case of that village 
has been considered with reference to the extent of 
failure of the crops, and so on ; I am not able to do 
more than that. 

39760. Do you accept his report ?-I am bound to, 
really, unless I made a reference on new lines; the 
thing lies in their hands entirely. I do it simply in 
the hope that I may draw attention to the thing. 
The •illadar on the particular canal is the man who 
really does the assessment, and drawing the attention 
of the higher authority to the thing may be of 
some use. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

SARDAR P ARTAP SINGH was called and examined. 

39761. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You reside at Jnllun· 
dur?-I do. I do not hold land in the Jullundur 
district. I am an Honorary Extra-Assistant Com
missioner ; I exercise civil and criminal powers. I 
have two large properties in Ondh, also some land in 
the Labore district, but my estates are in Oudh. 

Large financial powers should be given to provincia.l 
Governments generally with a view to afford prompt 
relief in matters like the following-remission of land 
reYenue, takavi grants, famine relief, &c. If anything, 
some other province may require greater extension of 
financial powers than the Punjab, which is, ordinarily 
speaking, comparatively less in need of relief. 

I would prefer investing the Local Governments 
with larger borrowing powers, enabling them to 
borrow from Indian and European banks on reasonable 
rates of interest. Moreover, the accumulated savings 
of Court of Wards estates may also be used for this 
purpose ; thus giving them an advantage of permitting 
higher rate of interest than the one allowed by the 
Government paper. 

I would suggest some delegation of further financial 
powers to provincial Governments for the purposes of 
the creation of new appointments and enhancement of 
salaries, &c. At present when the creation of any new 
appointment or some increment of salaries is proposed 
in various departments under a Local Government, it 
has been found to be a tardy process to obtain the 
sanction of the Imperial Government. It is a notorious 
fact that in some departments the staff is overworked 
and underpaid, but the elaborate process by which 
their salaries could be enhanced bas deterred some 
llel\ds of Departments from moving in the matter. 

The influence of the departments of the Government 
of lndi:l, hedged round as they are by certain chapter 
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and verse of departmental codes, tends somewhat in 
the direction of rigidity and uniformity. Uniformity 
in certain cases may be desirable, but an over-rigid 
scrutiny of the reports of the provincial Governments 
regardless of the superior knowledge of things possessed 
by provincial Governments would render, and possibly 
does render, the departments of the Government of 
India. naturally impersonal. Considerable latitude 
must in .the interest of efficiency of administration be 
allowed to provincial Governments on account of the 
latter possessing a better knowledge of requirements. 

In departments primarily administered by Local 
Governments the upper hand and the dictatorial 
influence of Directors and Inspectors-General under 
the Government of India should be put an end to in 
order to avoid unnecessary friction and disagreement. 

I would not recommend any curtailment of the 
existing privileges of appeal, nor subject them to the 
necessity of a certificate from the authority passing 
the order appealed against. 

I do not think that the influence of provincial 
Governments is in the direction of excessive rigidity or 
uniformity, and certainly not in my province, because 
ordinarily the Head of the Local Government is in 
personal touch with the matters over which he exercises 
the power of control. 

Executive Officers generally possess an average 
knowledge of vernaculars sufficient for ordinary 
purposes. Most of them are not in personal contact 
with the people owing to the heavy burdens of work 
and multifarious duties. They are often surrounded 
by self-seeking individuals who generally relate a good 
deal of bazaar gossip and waste the time of the officials 
while the better informed people never trouble to cad 
on them. 

N 
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The areas of district in my proVInce are reasonable, 
but the staff require augmenting, as almost all the 
clerks are overworked~ 

Seniority should be adhered to except in very 
exceptional cases. 13 .Apr., 1908. 

I have not noticed that officers have been transferred 
too frequently, but frequent transfers of officers are 
most injurious to the administration. . 

I am not in favour of any Advisory or Adminis
trative Councils to assist Divisional or District 
Officers. 

39762. Have you ever had anything to do with a 
municipality or a District Board ?-I have just been 
put on to the municipality, in the last four months ; I 
have not had much experience of that except as a 
resident of the city. · 

39763. Have you had any connection with the 
District Board ?-No. 

39764. What is your general view, as an outsider, of 
the success of munjcipal government ?-On the whole, 
it is fairly successful. . 

39765. Do you think the ordinary municipality 
meets the wants ·of the people, without any undue 
interference ?-I think so. 

39766. Do you think that any changes are desirable 
·in the management of these municipalities ?-In some 
places the experiment might be tried of giving them 
non-official Presidents, either elected, or to start with, 
nominated. I would start with nomination, and then 
go on to election. 

39767. Is the municipality elected, for the most 
part ?-Most of the members are elected, and some are 
nominated. 

39768. Would you advocate any increase in the 
number of the elected members ?-I should say that 
a certain number at any rate should always be 
nominated. 

39769. Would you advocate any increase in the 
independence of the municipality ?-In the munici
pality in which I am working now we have certain 
sub-committees, a sub-committee for Public Works, a 
sub-committee for Finance, and so oii. 

39770. The work would be lighter if sub-committees 
were given more powers ?-Yes. 

39771. That rests with the municipality?-It should 
rest with the municipality. · 

39772. Do you think that anything further should 
be do11:e in the direction of greater independence of 
Government contr.ol ?-Municipalities have a certain 
amount of control over their finances now ; if their 
.control over their finances was a little enlarged, it 
would be better. 

39773. Generally speaking, you would not emancipate 
them from all control ?-No. 

39774. (Mr. Hichens.) You said you thought that 
the experiment might be made of appointing non-official 
Presidents to certain municipalities ; would you begin 
with the larger ones ?-I would begin with the smaller 
towns, not with large towns like Lahore or Delhi. 

39775. In the smaller towns would you find men 
prepared to come forward and· give the necessary time? 
·-I do not see why they should not. Some of the 
members are lawyers and educated people; they devote 
a good deal of time to municipal work, and are very 
keen on it. 

39776. Have you a general knowledge of the district 
in which you reside ?-A fair general knowledge • of 
~ourse, I liv~. at .headquarters, .and not having any l~nd 
m my own diStrict, I cannot gxve you any details. 

~9777 .. Speaking generally, have you heard any com
plamts With regard to the finances of the District 
Boards ?-Personally. I have not heard any; even if 
-<>ne does ~ear complamts of t~is sort, it is very hard to 
:say anythmg about them until one has gone into the 
matter personally. 

'39778. (Mr. Meyer.). Are Y?U not connected with 
·ODe of the great rulm!{ Chtefs, the Maharaja of 
Kapurthala ?-Yes; he 1B my first cousin· I am 
·organizing a. Chiefs' Association. ' 

89779. May I take it that you speak, not only for 
_yourself, b.ut that you represent in a way the opinion 
of a certam number of Chiefs in this province ?-I 

·<:ould not say that at present, because my Association is 

not quite organized yet ; I have started the work, and 
in some of the districts some of the brother Chiefs 
have come forward and ·said that they would join the 
Association, but, as the .Association is not a thoroughly 
organized body yet, I should not like to be considered 
as i£ I was speaking for others. 

39780. You are an Honorary Magistrate?-! have 
been so for 13 years. I have first class powers, and 
powers to commit to Sessions. 

39781. Have you done civil work as such ?-Yes. 
39782. Are there many gentlemen in your position 

who are given these powers ?-There are not very 
many. 

39783. Might that system be extended ?-If yon can 
get capable men to do the work, I should think it 
would be a very good thing. There is no one else in 
my own district so far, except another cousin of mine, 
and he is only exercising criminal powers, but in other 
districts there are men who exercise the same powers ; 
there are, however, not very many in the Punjab. 

39784. With reference to your rem:arks as to the 
borrowing powers of Local Governments, do you con
template the Local Government's paying a larger 
interest than the Government of India now pay ?-I 
should say certainly 5 per cent. · 

39785. That may be an advantage to the Court of 
Wards, or other people who lend the money, but 
would it be an advantage to Government ?-No ; it will 
not be an advantage to Government, but it will 
certainly be an advantage for the Court <>f Wards. 
In certain cases I have known a lot of their money to 
be idle, not utilized in any way. 

39786. We were told that originally the Deputy 
Commissioner was the Court of Wards, and then they 
made the }'inancial Commissioner the Court of Wards ; 
some witnesses rather regret that. What· is your 
opinion ?-I would certainly have the Deputy Com
missioner as Court of Wards. 

39787. Entirely?-Yes. Under the present system 
of managing the Court of Wards through the Finan
cial Commissioner, every little thing has to be referred 
to the Financial Commissioner. 

39788. But you might leave the local management 
in the hands of the Deputy Commissioner, and at the 
same time have a reference to the Financial Com
missioner as to whether the estate was to be taken 
over, and as to a scheme of management ?-Once a 
scheme of management is sanctioned by the Financial 
Commissioner, everything has to' be referred to him .. 

39789. And thaJ; you consider objectionable ?-Yes. 
39790 .. You speak of the dictatorial influence of 

Directors and · Inspectors-General under the Govern
ment of India ; is that from personal knowledge ?
No; but there is that influence. 

39791. There is a possibility of it ?-Yes. 
39792. You mention the desirability of strengthening 

the hands of the Commissioner ; how would you do · 
it ?-I would give him more powers. For instance, in 
all 11aildari and. lambal'flari cases I would give them 
powers. If a lambardari case came up before the 
Commissioner, the Commissioner's orders should be 
final. 

39793. It has been suggested that the Commissioner 
might be more of a Sub-Governor ; that he might 
have a budget of his own, and be able to appoint 
tahsildars, and to post Assistant Commissioners and 
Extra-Assistant Commissioners ?-I do not think that 
would do, but the Commissioner should have more 
power than he has now. For instance, he should give. 
leave to his own tahsildars. 

39794. Would you give him the power to appoint 
tahsildars ?-Power to appoint tahsildars1 but not 
Extra-Assistant Commissioners. 

39795. But Extra-Assistant Commissioners might 
be posted to such and such a division, and the Com· 
missioner should be able to employ them in that 
division as he chose ?...-Yes. 

39796. And similarly with Assistant Commissioners? 
-Yes. 

39797." (Sir ~teyning Ed,qm·ley.) You say that the 
staff of the var10us officers "is overworked and under
paid." Is that so to the extent of leading to dis
honesty ?-I should say so. I could give you several 
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instances in the vernacular staff ; for instance, the 
muharrir in a sub-registrar's office draws Rs. 15 a 
month. Look at the important documents and the 
important work that pass through the hands of that 
man ; somebody may come with a bond of Rs. 10,000 
or Rs. 20,000 value which he wants registered. 

39798. Have yon personal experience of much 
dishonesty amongst these subordinates ?-I have 
known of it ; but in most of these cases it is very 
difficnlt to prove it. 

39799. You think that the cause is the overwork 
and the insufficient pay ?-Certainly; they get so little 
pay. Fam:y a mumhi, a man in an important position 
of that kind, getting Rs. 12 or Rs. 15 a month i and 
mos.t of them have to put in 8 or 9 hours a day in 
most of these offices. 

39800. Is .the dishonesty greater in Government 
offices than among private employes ?-I cannot say 
that. 

39801. .Are private employes much better paid?
Snme are, 

39802. May not the dishonesty be due to the general 
position of education at the moment amongst that 
class of person ?-No ; I do not think so. 

39803. Yon tell us that snperio~officers "are often 
surrounded by self-seeking individuals, who generally 
relate a good deal Qf bazaar gossip . . . • while 
the better informed people never trouble to call upon 
them "-will yon amplify that a little ?-My personal 
opinion is that a man probably goes to an officer and 
tells him certain things, and that man will probably 
be treated better by the officer than a better class man 
who does not go very often to see him. Probably 
when the latter man went to see the officer he was 
treated in such a cold way that he does not care to go 
again at all. I should like to see the officers and the 
educated classes, and the better classes, come together 

·somewhat more ; and the lead should come from the 
officers. 

39804. Yon do not mean that the better informEl,.d 
people never trouble to call on the officer ; you meah 
that they do not trouble to call twice ?-Exactly. 

39805. They do call a first time ?-They have in 
duty to call to begin with ; we are all supposed to call. 

39806. Suppose the Court of Wards takes over an 
estate, but cannot pay the debts, and therefore has to 
relinquish the management ; does that lead to very 
11dverse criticism of the Government ?-I do not know 
of a case yet where that has happened in·the Punjab. 

39807. Do you mean that th~>y never have given 
up an estate ?-What I mean is that in most of the 
estates that have come under the Court of Wards if 
they have been taken up for debt, or anything, the 
debt has been cleared and the estate has been given 
over to the minor, when he came of age, in a very 
flourishing condition. 

39808. But suppose the estate is so involved that 
when Government come to look into it they find it is 
hopeless ?-Then they will not take up the manaae
ment ; I should say they should not take up the 
management of it. · 

3980:t. But suppose they do not find that out until 
after they have taken up the management ?-Before 
they take up the management they go thoroughly into 
the papers of the estate, and it is only after the 
D~puty Commissioner has satisfied himself on every 
pomt t.hat the e~tate is taken up. I am simply 
presummg all t~IS ; but 110 far as the Punjab is 
concerned there IS not a single case in which I have 
seen the Court of Wards fail in clearing an estate that 
they have taken up. 

39810. ~n qudh, do they fail ?-I do not know· I 
do not res1de m Oudh. ' 

39811. You have not heard any adverse criticism 
based on the ground of failure to clear ?-No, there 
has been none to my knowledge. 

~9812. (Mr. Du~t.) Js this Chiefs' Association 
• whiCh yon a.re for.mmg for the whole of the Punjab? 

-Yes, that IS my tdea. I am trying to work it. 
39813. You say that you try a great many cases. 

A.re the~ re~erred t,o you ~-They are referred to me 
by t~e DlSt:tct ~lagtstrate 1f I am not in charge:of the 
part1c~lar al~k11. At p~esent I am in charge of 
~ rartlc_ular llahl ; that 18 to say a particular thalliJ 
m my d1strict, and all the criminal cases that occur u; 
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that thana oome to me. Other cases are referred to 
me too. 

39814 • .And civil cases ?-No. .All the cases go to 
the District J ndge, so far as those officers are con
cerned who are doing civil and criminal work, and the 
District J ndge distributes the civil work· to them. 

39815. .Are there many big landholders in the 
Punjab?-Yes ; I do not know most of the districts 
by personal' experience, but there are landlords in the 
Punjab. • 

39816. In those cases is the settlement made with 
the landholders ?-I believe so. 

39817. .Are there any Benches of Magistrates in 
important towns ?-Yes, at headquarters only; for 
instance, in my own district there is a Bench of 
Magistrates in J nllundur, where I reside ; that is the 
head-quarters of my district. 

39818 • .Are . the cases tried by that Bench referred 
to them by the Deputy Commissioner ?-By the 
Deputy Commissioner, or by the District Magistrate 
in other words. 

39819. Is it possible to form such Benches in 
important villages ?-I do not think you would find 
men there, except in a very few cases ; you want on 
these Benches men who have got some sort of 
education. 

39820. May there be a few villages in which it could 
be done ?-You might say petty towns, rather than 
villages ; there are such places where you might form 
Benches. 

39821. Would it be worth while trying to form such 
Benches and giving them some small criminal powers, 
and also power to dispose of petty civil cases ?-So far 
there are no Benches in the Punjab that I know of 
who are exercising civil powers ; they only exercise 
criminal powers, and there they only have second 
class powers ; that is so in my own town, and I believe 
it is the same in Labore and other places. 

39822. .Are you in favour of extending that as far 
as possible ?-If it can be done; that is to say, if you 
can find suitable men. But at the present moment I 
should say there are not suitable men. 

39823. Not in any of the villages ?-I ~onld say 
there are very very few exceptions. 

39824:. In the matter of taking up or releasing an 
estate. und~r the Co~ of Wards would yon not give 
the Financial Co~oner the power of. passing the 
final order? -Certainly, as to taking up an estate • 
but as to the releasing of an estate after the mino; 
has attained the age of 21, I think the estate cannot be 
held any longer. 

39825 • .Are these minors generally educated in the 
towns ?-Some are educated privately, but now we 
have the .Aitchison Chiefs' College in Lahore. Most 
of them are sent there. . 

39826. Yon do not recommend any cnrtailment of 
the e~ting privileges of appeal to the Government 
of India, and yon have the same opinion with regard· 
to appeals to the Local Government. Do you think 
that ~he ~ht of appeal gives the people some sense of 
secunty m the. appomtments which they hold ?-Yes • 
and besides that any curtailment; of the powers of 
appeal would be a political danger. Take the case of 
a Native Ruling Prince ; be has a dispute with some 
of his villagers; the power they have to appeal to is. 
the Government of India against the orders of the 
Political .Agent or the Political Officer whoever it is • 
that power is highly cherished, and if they are not 
allowed that power, it is very hard on them. 
. 39827 •. You said that yon would give the Commis

sioner a little larger power and voice in the adminis
tration of his own division. Generally speaking 
shoul.d he have a voice in all matters relating ~ 
Public. ~ orks, or Ed.ucation, &c., with regard to his 
own diVlSlon ?-Certainly. 

1 39828. Should he be allowed io settle what buildings. 
or what. roads in the division should be taken up first? 
-Cerbinly, but at the same time I would fix a limit. 

39829. In what way ?-I cannot describe that. 
398~0. In the same manner, with regard to secondary 

education, he should hav., a potential voice in that 
matter ?-Yes. 

39831. .And the Director of Public Instruction 
s~onld consult him in all mAtters relating to education 
wtthin his own division ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Khan Bahadur Mian MuHAMMAD SHAH DIN was called and examined. 

39832. You are a Barrister practising at Lahore. 
-Yes. I live in a village close to Lahore, about six 
miles out. I was on the Bench of the Punjab Chief 
Court for about 8 months as an Additional Judge. 

The existing system under which a right of appeal 
to the Local Government is allowed in respect of the 
administrative action of its subordinate. officers has 

·worked satisfactorily, and I am not in favour of 
modifying that system so as to curtail the right of 
appeal. In the circumstances of this province it 
would probably be productive of undesirable conse
quences to preclude persons, who feel aggrieved by 
reason of executive action being taken against them 
by Government officials, from bringing the illegality 
or the grossly irregular or arbitrary nature of that 
action under the notice of the Local Government, and 
in the interests alike of the classes chiefly affected by 
the present system, and of the officers of Government 
concerned, it is necessary that the existing oppor
tunities of appealing to the Head of the provincial 
administration should not be abridged. There is no 
ground for thinking that the right of appeal under 
consideration has been much abused in the Punjab or 
that it has been detrimental to administrative 
efficiency in the subordinate ranks of the Public 
Service ; and I am therefore naturally reluctant, by 
curtailing that right, to throw in the way of the 
Executive Officers the temptation of passing hasty, 
ill-considered, or arbitrary orders, which generally 
lead to much heart-burning and sometimes even to 
active discontent. 

In connection with the right of appeal to the Local 
Government, I do not thin)!: that it would be desirable 
to lay down in all cases that no such appeal should be 
entertained unless it is accompanied by a certificate 
from the officer passing the order appealed against 
that reasonable grounds of appeal exist. Such a rule 
can be justified only under very special circumstances, 
such as the desirability of avoiding unnecessary 
trouble and expense to the persons concerned, or of 

. ·checking a manifestly mischievous propensity for 
indulging in prolonged )litigation over rights of a 
comparatiyely trivial character. Where circumstances 
of this description do not e:rist, the reason of the rule 
disappears. Besides, a rule of this kind would, under 
certain -conditions, be tantamount to placing in the 
hands of the authority concerned an instrument for 
~titling the 'voice of an aggrieved person which may 
sometimes be used to defeat the ends of justice. 

The right of appeal to the Local Government at 
present granted to the officers of Government against 
orders affecting them personally is not, in my opinion, 
unnecessarily liberal, and I am not at all in favour of 
curtailing that right. An officer of Government, 
however humble his position may be, cannot be 
expected to do his duty conscientiously and under a 
full sense of that dignified self-respect and inde-

. pendence of judgment which are essential to the 
success of a Public Servant unless he feels his 
posi~ion reasonably secure in the department in which 
~e 1s serving : and this he can only feel if he is 
.allowed to ex~roise the right of appealing to the Local 
Government m all oases in which his character and 
conduct as a Public Servant are impugned by the 
~ead of h!s Department. The more reasonably 
liberal the rrght of appeal in such oases, the greater 
the sense of security and responsibility under which 
officers of Government will carry on their duties, and 
the better the chances of a smooth working of the 
administrative machinery. 
. European _officers who hold executive appointments 
m the provmce, more especially the District Officers 
do ~ot ~t present enjoy lmflicient opportunities fo; 
co!ll1!lg m personal contact with the people. The 
e~stmg obstacles .to such a contact are in my opinion 
br1efly the followmg- ' ' 

(a) These officers, being connected with several 
departmen~s a:ad having therefore to per
form multitudinous duties, are much ovt.r
worked and have little leisure to cultivate 
personal relations with the people. There 
1~ too much of report-writing, and too 
httl~ ~f the_personal element, in the district 
adrmrustrat10n. 

(b) The aver~ge Dist~ict Officer unfortunately 
entertams pecu!rar notions of self-import
ance, based mamly upon an imbred sense 

of racial superiority, which act as a great 
social barrier between him and the more 
advanced classes of the· people. Absence 
of social intercourse naturally leads to 
grave misunderstandings on both sides, 
and these frequently result in some parts 
of the country in profound distrust on the 
one hand and in active discontent on the 
other. District Officers are also generally 
influenced by the idea that if they mix 
more freely with the people, their prestige 
will suffer. This idea is, however, erro
neous and should be abandoned. 

(c) There are comparatively few District Officers 
who possess sufficient knowledge of the 
vernaculats of the province, and still fewer 
who are fully conversant with the social 
and religious usages and customs of the 
people. The result is that the acquaintance 
which the aver~e District Officer has with 
the people in his charge is superficial, and 
be is therefore incapable of properly enter
ing into and appreciating, in all their 
shifting and variegated phases, the feelings 
and motives which animate and sway large 
sections of the population. 

(d) Executive Officers are as a rule transferred 
from one district to another much more 
frequently than is compatible with their 
obtaining, through a necessarily slow pro
oess,-a real insight into the local conditions 
of a particular area and of particular 
classes of the people. Their knowledge of 
Indian life is therefore generally imperfect 
and superficial, and in a variety of ways 
the administration of the district is thereby 
prejudicially affected. .. 

To remove the above-mentioned obstacles, I would 
suggest the adoption of the following, among other 
measures:-

(a) Executive Officers should be relieved of part 
of the work they are now called upon to 
do. For instance, in the case of the 
Deputy Commissioners, they should be 
relieved of their judicial work as District 
Magistrates. 

(b) Having more time at their disposal, the 
District Officers should be specially in
structed to cultivate friendly relations 
with the more educated and advanced 
classes of the people, and to acquire deeper 
acquaintance with the social and religious 
institutions of the province. 

(c) Greater stress should be laid than has hitherto 
been the case upon Executive Officers 
acquiring a good knowledge of the vernacu
lars. To this end, a better acquaintance 
with the Hindustani (or Urdu) language 
should be insisted upon as part of the 
course which an Indian Civil Servant has 
to go through in England for his final 
examination before coming out to the 
Punjab ; and this should be supplemented 
by a rather searching test in the vernacular 
after a European Civilian has served in the 
Commission for a number of year.s. 

(d) District Advisory Councils may be established 
in order that they may give responsible 
advice to District Officers in times of need, 
and otherwise act as trustworthy media 
between the rulers and the ruled. Without 
the hands of the District Officers being 
tied in any way by these Councils, they 
would act as an agency both for diffusing 
among the people correct information as to 
the arts and intentions of the Executive 
Officers, and for rightly interpreting to the 
latter the feelings and needs of various 
classes of the population. 

The transfers of Executive Officers are too frequent. • 
To remedy this defect, I would make the following 
suggestions :-· 

(a) Junior Civilians should not be posted to 
large stations, which should be reserved for 

• senior officers, and the latter should not be 
transferred for a number of years. except 
under special circumstances. 
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(b) When short leave is granted to an officer, 
arrangements should, as far as possible, be 
made for his work being carried on by a local 
officer until the officer on leave returns to 
duty. 

The powers vested under the existing law (.Act XX 
{lf 1883 and .Act XX of 1891) in the District and Local 
Boards and in the Municipal Committees in th~ pro
vince in respect of the management of local affall's are 
11.mple for the present, having regard to the stage of 
material and moral progress which we have reached, 
and I do not think they should be enlarged. As 
matters stand, really good and capable men do not 
{lifer themselves for election for ·the membership of 
Municipal Committees or of District and Local Boards. 

'lhe creation of .Advisory Councils to assist District 
Officers in time of need with responsible advice would 
be a useful step. I am not prepared at present to 
·confer any de6nite powers on these Councils, which 
11hould be purely consultative bodies. They should be 
so constituted as to represent all the dominant in
terests in the district, e.g., aristocracy, agriculture, 
-commerce, education, and the learned professions. 
The advice which they could be asked to give might 
well be in respect o.f local affairs relating to taxation, 
police, sanitation, and to the general administrative 
needs of the district. 

'l'he time has not come in this province for investing 
District Boards with powers of supervision and control 
{)Ver the smaller municipalities within their respective 
districts. The average member of a District Board in 
the Punjab lacks the training necessarr for the proper 
-conception and performance of his ciVIc duties ; and as . 
a result the Board is not a very efficient part of the 
machinery of local self-government. 

.An experiment may well be made in the direction of 
giving village communities of an advanced type greater 
powers in the disposal of local affairs relating to 
revenue, police, sanitation and elementary education. 
The grant of such powers would lay the foundation 
for an excellent practical training of the Punjab 
peasantry in the elementary principles of self-govern
ment on modern lines, which they are well fitted to 
Assimilate by reason of their familiarity with some of 
their traditional methods of managing their own local 
.affairs, of which traces are still left in the crudest 
form of village economy. I am not, however, sure 
whether the grant of powers to village communities 
.as to the disposal of petty civil and criminal cases 
would be productive of good results. I am disposed 
to think it would not. The panchayat system, if it 
ever worked well in this part of the country so far as 
the dispensation of justice is concerned, has long ceased 
to exist ; and its revival, with some of the modern 
concomitants of civil and criminal administration 
super-imposed upon it, would, in my opinion, bring in 
its train some very unsatisfactory results. The Punjab 
peasant's ideas of his legal rights and of justice have, 
under modem influences, undergone a great change ; 
.and I seriously doubt whether he, and his literate and 
more intelligent sons, would be satisfied, as his primi
tive ancestors used to be in olden times, with the rough 
and ready methods of dispensing justice which the 
establishment of a village pancbayat of the old type 
would necessarily bring into operation. If, on the 
other. band, t~e panchayat is to ,be constituted .upon 
new bnes and 1s expected to be fatrly up to date m its 
judici~l proceedings, all the defects of any Honorary 
Muns1f's or an Honorary Magistrate's court will find 
their way into them, with none of its redeeming 
feature~. The ~ime bas come when in the Punjab 
large vlll~ges ~1th a population of, say, over five 
thousand mhab1tants should be constituted into 11 noti
fied areas" under Chapter XI of Act XX of 1891. So 
far the powers conferred on the Local Government in 
this behalf have been .ver'! sparingly exercised, with 
~he result tha~ t~e samtat10n of the villages situated 
m cl?~e proXlr~:uty to large towns is in a disgraceful 
·Cond1t10n, leading to a lamentable loss of life in the 
outbreak of plague or other epidemic. This aspect of 
the matter demands immediate attention. 

39833. HaYe you made any special study of the 
organization of Government in the Punjab ?-No very 
special study, except that I know in a general way 
something about its working. 

39834. You have in the Punjnb a Financial Com
missioner as distinct from a Board of Revenue in 
many provinces. Would the public generally dis
approve of transference of power from the Financial 

Commissioner to the Divisional Commissioner ?-I K. B. Mian 
think not, in certain matters. ~i!::f:D[!~ 

39835. Does the public draw much distinction be~ 
tween the personality of one and that of the other ?- 13 AJ.W., 1908, 
Not generally. In certain matters of detail if there 
were delegation of powers from the Financial Com-
tnissioner to the Commissioner the state of affairs 
might improve. 

39836. In the case of appeals to the Financial Com
missioner, ha"lfe the parties a right to appear before 
him ?..:....In revenue matters, yes. 

39837. Is that the case also in appeals before the 
Commissioner ?-Yes. 

39838. .In some provinces where there is a Board of 
Revenue, it was said that the Board of Revenue was 
very popular because the parties had the right of ap
pearing, whereas they had not the right of appearing 
in cases before the Commissioner ?-In cases before 
the Commissioner where there "is the right of appeal 
the parties have a right of appearance, but not in cases 
where there is only revision.. · 

89839. That would be also the case with the 
Financial Commissioner ?-Yes. 

39840. There is no special popularity attached to 
the Financial Commissioner as distinct from the Com-:
missioner ?-I ,think not; in fact, the Commissioner 
comes nearer home to . the people than the Financial 
Commissioner does. The division within which he 
exercises his powers being more limited than the 
territorial jurisdiction of the Financial Commissioner, 
the people know him more familiarly than the Finan-
cial Commissioner. · · 

39841. He can make himself better a~uainted with 
the local conditions ?-Exactly. , 

39842. What is your view of the qualifications of 
the patwaris and tahsildars and subordinates generally 
of Government ?-I think the tahsildar ought to be 
acquainted as a general rule with the agricultural 
aspects of the people, perhaps, much more than he is 
at present. The same would hold good, perhaps, in a 
more emphatic form in the case of the patwari. The 
patwari certainly ought to be drawn more-largely from 
the agricultural class than is at present the case • 

39843. What class do they come from as a rule ?
As a rule they come from the class which has received 
elementary education, which necesSa.rily is not the 
agricultural class. 

39844. What is known as the literate class ?-Yes, 
the literary and commercial classes ; the majority of 
them, I believe I am right in saying, are not properly 
acquainted with the agricultural conditions of the 
people. 

39845. What is your view of their integrity as a 
class ?-1 should say the average patwari is a corrupt 
individual. · 

89846. What about the Government servants above 
him, the kanungoes and the tahsildars ?-I think as 
we go higher corruption becomes less and less acute, 
and per~aps less and less manifest, but still there is 
corruption, 

39847. Would it be a popular measure to give the 
tahsildar more power ?-No, I do not think it would; 
the powers given to the tahsildar are already sufficiently 
extensive. . 

39848. You say that one of the advantages of the 
District .Advisory Council would be that " it would 
diffuse among the people correct information as to the 
acts and intentions of the Executive "Officers." Do 
you agree that one of the great wants of the present 
day is the means of conveying correct information?
I think that is a great want. 

39849. Is there not a great deal of misapprehension 
among the people as to the acts and intentions of 
Government ?-That is so, and I am afraid that that 
misapprehension leads sometimes to discontent which 
probably would not exist if the misapprehension either 
did not come into existence or were immediately 
removed. 

39850. Have you ever heard of the plan of publish
ing a simplified Gazette in the Vf.lrnaculat, for circula
tion in the villages, containing the more interesting 
orders of Government, appointments and such like, 
and also containing interesting Resolutions and orders, 
paraphrased in the vernacular in a simple manner so 
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Jr. B. 'Jl'tan as to be easily understood by the people ?-I do not 
.llluhammatl know whether that idea has ever been formally 
Shah Dihl. launched here in the Punjab ; I have never heard of 

-.- it before. 
18 Apr., 1908, 39851. Do you think it would be useful ?-Certainly, 

I think it would be worth trying. 
39852. Would you circulate such a village "Gazette" 

on payment, or would you send it round free any~ 
where ?-If it were to be circulated on payment the 
circulation probably would not be large enough.. The 
people in the villages would be unwilling to buy it, 
and therefore the information sought to be dispersed 
through it would perhaps not reach the masses. I 
would suggest that the paper be circulated gratuitously 
through the headmen and the zaildars. 

· 39853. It would no~ do to make it too cheap ; if 
you sent it about broadcast its value would probably 
fall to. zero ?_,_That might be so, but on the other 
hand, if the circulation of it ·depends solely on pay~. 
ment by individuals, then its circulation would be 
restricted. Some sort· of plan intermediate between 
the two might perhaps be adopted. 

39854. As to your Advisory Council, how would 
you propose that it should be constituted, by election, 
or by nomination, or how?- Under the existing cir
cumstances o~ the Punjab, I would advocate nomina
tion and not election. We ought to start. by having a 
nominated Advisory Council, drawn from among the 
leading men of the district ; after the experiment has 
beeii. in operation for a sufficiently long time, and when 
we see that the idea has succeeded and has caught on, 
then the element of election might be introduced, but 
very cautiousLY, under suitable restrictions. 

39855. Would the idea " catch on " if their advice 
was not accepted ?-It would not. 

,59856. Would not members get tired of offering 
advice if it was not accepted ?-They would, certainly ; 
but I should be very much disappointed in case an 
Advisory Council was constituted from among the 
leading men of the district, if the District Magistrate 
did not follow the advice of the Council whenever it 
was found th.at their adVice was disinterested. 

39857. But even now, and also then, would not the 
District Magistrate have methods of his own of form
ing an. opinion, by consulting people whom he knew 
to be representative people ? -Yes. He might form 
his own opinion in that way. 
. 39858. Suppose those opinions, gathered in that 
informal way, differed from the opinions offered by 
the Council ; would you have the Magistrate surrender 
his own opinion for the opinion of the Council ?-Not 
under all circumstances. The District Officer should 
be able to discriminate between ciBCumstances in 
which pe .ought to follow the ·advice of the Advisory 
Co_ux;tml, m preference to the vague and indefinite 
oplDlon of the men he consulted privately and circum
stances in which he ought, on the other h~nd to follow 
the adrice of the latter. ' 

39859. You .thi,nk that the opinion of the Council 
would usually be more valuable than the opinion of 
the men he consulted privately ?-I certainly think so. 

39860. With regard to the proposal to give villages 
:p~wers, would. not the P';lnjab village, being usually a 
JOint commumty, be spectally fitted to receive powers 
of that sort and to exercise them ?-Yes to a certain 
e~t~nt, barring the exercise of civil and c:iminal juris~ 
diction, 

39861. You do not approve of that ?-Not at all. 
398~2. Is ~ot the Punjab village rather more united 

t~an ~ages m other parts of India?-Yes, the typical 
village 1s, but eve!! here the disintegrating influences 
of m_o~ern education are operating and village com
mumtles are not such compact communities as they 
used to be years ago. 

39863. Are there factions?-Very bad factions in 
s?me .cases" .A.n~, apart from faction, modern educa
tlon 1s penetratm~ the villa~es, and with thE~ spread 
of .l!lode:n edu~t1~n, there. 1s much more individual 
op1~1on circu}atmg m the villages than there used to 
be m olden times. 

39864. You do not suggest any new departure but 
ro~ say you think the time has come for the co~sti
uting as " notified areas," under Chapter XI of 
A~ J:X of 1891, of any large village of over 5 000 
lll a ltants ?-Yes i I think if that suggestion ~ere 

adopted there would be no need for the creation of 
any special bodies. The Local Government under 
that law has the power to constitute any village a 
notified area the population of which is less than 
10,000 souls, and which. is not a purely agricultural 
village. 

39865. You would confine action to the exercise of 
power under that section ?-Yes, but I would suggest 
that the Local G_overnment should delegate its power 
to the Commiss1oners, and that the Commissioners 
should exercise powers under that chapter much more 
freely than the Local Government does now. For
instance, in the whole of the Lahore district there is 
only one village which has been constituted a notified 
area. 

39866. You would not propose to go further than 
that ? A notified area would scarcely provide for much 

. of the P?Wer which it is proposed to give to the village
commumty, such as the control of the village schoolt 
for example ?-As regards the village school it would~ 
because the same powers could be conferred on the 
committee which is appointed in a notified area as are 
now exercised by the Municipal Committees. 

3~~67. But Municipal Committees do not, as a ruler 
exerc1se much power over the schools ?-They can, if 
power is conferred on them. 

39868. Do you think the villagers would like more
control over their elementary schools ?-I think so. . 

39869. (Mr. Meyer.) Do not these notified areas. 
levy taxation ?-Not always; if they are specially 
empowered to do so, they do, not otherwise. . 

39870. Have they an octroi?-Very often they have. 

3987 J. Local taxation is not very popular here-or 
anywhere in India, for that matter ?"-It is not, but 
so far as the octroi is concerned, there is in every 
'village what is called a weighment due, and the
villagers are quite familiar with that sort of taxation;: 
if octroi were imposed, therefore, it would not be· 
unpopular. 

39872. Is the weighment due levied now?-Yes, in: 
almost all villages. It is appropriated very often bY, 
the headman himself, or (very seldom) it goes to the
support of some of the local charities. 

39873. It is really a fund which the villagers keep· 
up, or are supposed to. keep up, for their own benefitt 
though it sometimes happens that the headman inter
cepts it ?-That happens very often. · 

39874. You mention that factions are a good deal 
prevalent ; is it possible that the distribution of this 
fund has anything to do with them ?-That is some-· 
times one reason why the factions exist ; at other times 
the reason is that the headman is a person who wants. 
to appropriate too much power, and it is his interest 
to set up factions in the village, and he interferes not 
only in the private affairs of the people, but mostly in 
village litigation. 

39875. Rave you often got severallambardars in a 
village ?-Sometimes more than one. 

39876. Do they fight among themselves ?-They· 
fight among themse-lves very bitterly. · 

398 77. The general trend of the evidence we had : 
elsewhere was that if you started any system of village· 
Government combined with additional taxation, it 
would be unpopular, and that it would be necessary, if 
it was to be a popular success, to provide them with 
funds ; would that be your opinion ?-My opinion is. 
that the funds which would be the result of the levy
ing of local taxation would not be sufficient for village 
purposes, and that therefore additional funds will have 
to be placed at the disposal of the committee in the 
notified area, or of the panchayat, as the case may be ; 
but village funds also can be supplemented by local 
taxation in the form of octroi. A house-tax certainly 
would be very unpopular, or any other form of direct· 
taxation ; but octroi is considered as a form of indirect 
taxation, to which from time immemorial the people· 
have been accustomed in the shape of weighment dues. 

39878. It has also been suggested that each vill:•ge 
might receive a share of the Land Cess collected there ? 
-I think t~at is a very good idea ; I would certainly 
approve of 1t, 

39879. If yom:. village panchayat could deal with 
revenue and police and sanitation locally, and also withe 
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-elementary education, why should they not be com
petent to dispose of petty civil and criminal cases?
Because of the reason that I have suggested. People, 
~ven villagers have now become educated and ac
-customed to the regular and more normal administra
tion of justice, and therefore they would look upon 
the disposal either of civil snits ?r criminal cases. ~y 
the local panchayat in not qrute a happy spmt. 
Besides, since there are local factions in villages1 they 
would probably interfere with the smooth working of 
the machine. 

39880. ~till at present it sometimes happens that as 
.a point of honolll', perhaps a false point of honour, 
men will go on fighting in the courts till one or both 
are rnined ?-I am afraid that is so. 

39881. It might be a good thing if yon could offer a 
simpler form of settling such disputes ?-Qnite so : I 
am certainly in favolll' of the principle, but I am 
-doubtful whether in the present circumstances of the 
province it would be safe to place in the hands of 
panchayats the exercise of jurisdiction in civil and 
.criminal matters. 

· 39882. In Madras, for instance, they have village 
l\Iunsifs, and the system has been adopted by the 
Govel'lliiient of the United Provinces ?-In Madras 
.and in the Bombay Presidency too, I think, but in the 
Punjab, so far as I am aware, the system has never 
worked sa~ctorily : I do not think it has ever been 
introduced. 

39883. Revenue appeals begin with the Assistant 
Collector, then there is an appeal to the Deputy Com
missioner ; then, as I understand, if he agrees with the 
Assistant Collector, the matter is ended ?-That is so ; 
there is no appeal. 

39884. But there is a revisional application ?-A 
revision application to the Financial Commissioner. 

39885. Not to the Commissioner ?-No; it is to the 
Financial Commissioner. 

39886. On the other hand, if the Deputy Commis
:Sioner does not agree with the Assistant Collector, 
there is an appeal to the Commissioner?-Yes. 

39887. And that decision is final ?-Yes. 

39888. These cases, then, only come up to the 
Financial Commissioner by way of revision ?-That is 
:So. There are only two appeals in revenue matters, 
never more than two. 

39889. Are most of these cases dealt with originally 
by the Assistant Collector or by the Collector ?
There are certain classes of cases which under the law 
.applicable to the Punjab can be disposed of only by 
the Collector ; there are others which can be disposed 
.of by the Assistant Collector. Those cases therefore 
which have to be disposed of in the first instance by 
the Collector have to be taken up by the Collector, 
and then they go from him to the Commissioner, a!ld 
so on. 

39890. Would you be in favour of allowing such 
-cases to be taken up by the Assistant Collector in the 
first instance, as a relief to the Collector?-Yes, I 
would. 

39891. With regard to revision, you can exercise 
that p~wer in two ways 4 yon need only interfere when 
you thin~ there has been a miscarriage of justice, or 
you can mterfere whenever yon differ in opinion from 
the Court below. In which way is the right of revi
sion exercised here in revenue cases ?-In revenue 
i)3ses v~ry ~eat stringency is exercised by the higher 
authont1es m the matter of revision that is to say 
they are very reluctant to interfere, ~nd rightly too: 
because the revenue law lays down that unless there is 
. an exce~ ~f jnx:i5diction or a want of jurisdiction, or 
unless JnnsdictlOn has been exercised with material 
irregularity, the revisioual authority should not 
interfere. , 

39892. Yon know that the ordinary system of the 
civil pro~edure is that there should be no second appeal 
on questiOn~ of fact ?-That is not so in the Punjab. 
In the PunJab we have a special law of appeal and 
t~ere is a second appeal even on facts under cerlam 
.()Ircumstances. 

39q93. Suppose yonr civil procedure, at some time 
or other, should come to be identical with that in other 
parts of India, would you think it necessary to have a 
witlt-r latitude of appeal in revenue matters than in 
·or,linary civil matters ?-No, I think not. 

39894. Does the District Magistrate take criminal 
appeals from Second and Third Class Magistrates, or 
can they be taken by the Sub-Divisional Officer?
They go generally to tha District Ma,aistrate ; and the 
Assistant ComiXUSSioner, who is a Magistrate of the 
First Class, generally has not got such power. 

39895. IIl some districts, we are told, there are sub
divisions in which an officer lives in the sub-division 
and exercises local authority there. Would he have 
appellate power within the sub-division ?-I do not 
think be has. ,; 

39896. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) Is there any reason 
why he should not have it ?-lt depends upon the 
amount of power which is conferred upon him as a 
member of a certain class of Magistrates ; there ought 
to be a uniform rule ; it would not do to confer 
appellate power on an officer because he is the Head 
of a sub-division, but it would be advantageous if it 
were laid down that only those officers should be 
Heads of sub-divisions who could exercise the powers 
of a District Magistrate. It wohld be an advantage to 
the people if they were to exercise that power. · · 

39897. Other provinces are. very much less centra
lized in that respect ?-I do not know anything about 
the other provinces ; I suppose they are. 

39898. You say "Really good and capable men do 
not offer themselves for election for the membership 
of Municipal Committees or of District and Local 
Boards" ; ~hen again you say : 11 The average member 
of a District Board in the Punjab lacks the training 
necessary for the ~roper conception and performance 
of his civic duties •. ' What is the reason of that?
The reason is this : when elections come on, unfortu
nately electioneering tricks of the most objectionable 
character and fraudulent devices are resorted to by 
candidates for election. Indian gentlemen of educa
tion and cultlll'e would not agree to stand for election 
under those circumstances. So far as the Lahore 
municipality is concerned, I happen to know four in· 
stances at least in which gentlemen, who, if they had 
been elected as members, would have been acquisitions 
to the Municipal Committee, withdrew after having 
stood as candidates because they couJd not cope with 
candidates who were addicted to such objectionable 
practices. . 

39899. But is there no provision in the law for what 
we ~ht caJI an election petition?-Yes, there is. 

39900. Yon mean the people will not go to the 
trouble of bringing a petition ?-Some of the voters 
and candidates unfortunately resort to such ingenious 
tricks that it becomes very difficult for the officer who 
has to dispense the law to come to know these frauds. 

39901. But if you bad an election petition, the facts 
could be stated and regularly tried out ?-Here the 
practice is that a certain officer is deputed at the poll
ing station to receive petitions in which allegations are 
made as to fraud being practised by the voters ; orders 
are passed then and there on the petition. 

39902. They cannot go into Court ?-No. 
39903. If they could, would that meet the point, or 

would people not like the publicity?-They do not 
lik~ the -publicity, and besides there would be the delay. 
It IS better that summary powers should be exercised 
by an officer on the spot to decide matters of that kind. 

39904. Y Olll' position practically amounts to this, 
that~ the Pn!ljab, up to the present, the system of 
elect10n bas failed to produce the best candidates ?
That it has done, but the system has been productive 
of good results in so far as it has induced a certain 
class of people to come forward, who perhaps would 
not have been nominated by Distrid Officers • 

39905. But how do the townspeople regard that if 
they know that the best people will not go on the 
M~cipal Board in that way, and that they get a Jess 
desuable class of members ; does that lead io consider
able dissatisfaction with municipal government ?-Yes 
it does, among the better class of people. ' 

39906. ~o counteract that, you think you must keep 
a substantial margin of nomination ?-Yes. 

39907. When they are nominated, will the people 
you describe as the better class work with these other 
gentle~en, who have been elected by practices which 
they d1sapprove?-Yes; they work with, them. 

39903. Tha~ is not a bar ?-No; unfortunately the 
sense of civic responsibility lias not been developed to 
such an extent, and tho sense of public morality ha11 

. K. B. ltlia11. 
Muhammatl 
Slush Din. 
·-

13 Apr.,1908, --
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K. B. M'um not come up to such a high standard, that the people . 
}llt/IIW/tlllll~aa regard practices of this description with grave disap· 
' Shah Din. probation. 

- 39909. But if the law is under revision, that is a 
l8 Apr., 1908• point which ought to be c?nsidered-I mean' the purity 

of elections ?-Yes, certamly. 
39910. Have you a sort of Small Causes Court in 

Lahore ?-Yes. 1 

39911. And in other cities ?-At Amritsar and 
Delhi. 

39912. (Mt•, Dutt.) If you had an Advisory Council 
what number would you recommend ?-I should not 
recommend a large number in any case ; it ought to be 
below ten. 

39913. What is this weighment due that you spoke 
of; is it a. tax on all products imported into the village 
from outstde ?-Yes. 

·39914. It is really an octroi duty?-Yes, on most 
such products. 

39915. Not on the produce of the fields cultivated 
by the villagers themselves ?-No ; it is only articles 
which come for sale inside the village area that are 
taxed in that way. · 

39916. Are such articles very few ?-They are not 
very few ; formerl;y they were, but now there are a 
large number of such articles brought into the villages, 
that is mostly market villages. 

39917 .. Leaving aside market villages, the number of 
articles which come to the other villages must be very 
small ?-Yes, comparatively small. 

39918. And the weighment due itself must be very 
little, probably two or three rupees in the month, if 
so much ?-I should say more than two or three rupees 
a month. 

39919. In an ordinary village ?-Yes; for instance, 
I know small villages in which the proprietary body 
leases the right· of levying weighment dues to the 
baniya for a substantial sum ; whenever anything is 
sold to outsiders he levies weighment dues, or when
ever grain comes from outside into the village he levies 
weighment thereupon. 

39920. Anyhow, you , think that, whatever the 
money is, it would be too !)mall for meeting the 
requirements of the village, and that it will have to be 
supplemented from other sources ?-Yes. 

39921. At 'present the weighment due goes to the 
village headman ?-Yes, and he misappropriates it 
generally. 

39922. Is it not .a duty which devolves upon him 
to feed all strangers from this fund, and to show 
hospitality to sadhus and others who come into the 
village ?-That is so in some of the small villages, but 
in the large villages, although that duty was imposed 
on the headman by custom or public opinion in the old 
days, the obligation is disregarded now. 

39923; In so far as he complies with the obligation 
he has to do it from his own pocket ?-No; there is 
what we call the malba fund. 

39924. Is that also regularly levied in every. village_? 
-Yes. 

39925. Is that kept for this very purpose, namely, 
for the object of entertaining guests ?-Yes. It is 
levied along with the land revenue. 

39926. The lambardar does not realize it?-Yes. 
39927. Under Government orders ?-I think so ; I 

have not specially studied the question. · 
39928. Do you mean that Government has sanc

tioned the levying of this due to be handed over to 
the headman of the village for the entertainment of 
guests ?-I am not quite sure, but that is my impres
sion ; the malba fund is a very well known fund. 

39929. With regard to the Advisory Council which 
. you have recommended, do lou propose that meetings 
of the Council shall be bel periodically, or when the 
Collector has occasion to ask for the advice of these 
men ?-There ought to be periodical meetings cer-
tainly. I should say once in three months. ' 

39930. Should the District Officer send to the 
members a list of these subjects on which he desires to 
have their opinion ?-Yes. 

39931. Suppose the people themselves or the mem
bers of this Advisory Council wanted to bring certain 
matters to the notice of the Collector about which the 
people felt very keenly, would you allow them to 

bring forward such subjects at the meeting, after· 
giving previous notice, so as to have them discussed· 
and settled ?-Certainly. ' 

39932. How many members are there of the Lahore
municipality ?-Thirty. Twenty are elected, and ten 
are nominated. 

39933. Do you think all those twenty elected mem
bers are undesirable members ?-Not all of them, but 
I think the majority are. I should certainly say that 
out of the twenty elected members, more than ten· 
men should not have come on the Board at all ; in 
fact I should say as many as fifteen. 

39934. Does the same state of things apply in aU 
the other large municipalities ?-I have heard com.:. 
plaints about.the incompetence of the elected members 
of the other Municipal Committees also, but I have 
no personal knowledge of them. 

39935. There are 137 municipalities in the whole of 
the Punjab. In most of these municipalities are the
members who are elected, or the majority of them, 
undesil:able men ?-I have no personal knowledge of 
them ; I am speaking only of the Lahore municipality 
at the present time, but I have heard that in other 
municipalities also the same undesil:able element 
prevails. · 

39936. Can you suggest any remedy for this state
of things to secure the election of better and more· 
qualified and more disinterested men ?-I think it. 
depends largely on the enlightenment of the people 
and the prevalence of better standards of civic duty~ 
which will follow in course of time as education 
developes. 

39937. When these Municipal Commissioners are, 
elected, have they any responsible work to do on the 
Municipal Board, or do they simply say yes or no to 
the propositions brought forward by the Chatrman ?
Not always; there are some members who do exercise 
some sort of independence. 

39938. I was not talking of independence, but of 
responsible work-education, supervision of roads, or· 
the repair and construction of bridges, and so forth ; 
is any work entrusted to these members, are they 
formed into sub-committees and special work en
trusted to them ?-There are sub-committees. There. 
is for instance what is called the Sanitary Sub-Com
mittee, then there is what is called the Civil Station 
Sub-Committee, and there is the Finance Sub-Com
mittee. 

39939. Are they entrusted with the supervision or· 
inspection of the schools within the municipality?
Not of the schools. 

39940. Are they entrusted with the work of super· 
vising the repair and construction of roads within the. 
municipality ?-No, not the roads. 

39941. If these duties were entrusted to the mem
bers of the municipality, would they be likely to take· 
a little more interest in the work before them ?-At 
present there is some sort of supervisory control 
exercised by some of the members in the way of 
sanitary measures, and they are doing useful work, but 
if they were to be vested with the control of roads 
and schools, and so on, I dou~t very much whether, 
at present, they would be able to do much useful 
work. Besides, many of them would not have the 
time to give to these things. 

39942. Not even in the vicinity where they live· 
themsehes ?-The supervision of roads, for instance,. 
would requil:e expert knowledge. 

39943. Not as to the repairs of ordinary roads?
No; if a man wants something repaired, he would 
bring it to notice ; I do not see that a particular mem
ber should have the power of supervising the roads, he· 
may make suggestions ; in fact he does so now, and· 
they are sometimes carried out. , 

39944. These things are as a matter of fact en
trusted to members in other parts of India ; could that 
be done here? --I have no personal knowledge in this 
matter, but such supervisory control is not vested in 
members here ; that is not the practice. 

39945. And you do not think the time has yet come 
when they can undertake such small duties ?~1 think 
not-not in Lahore. 

39946. (Mr. Hichens.) Iu regard to municipal 
matters is there a strong public feeling in Lahore ?
I am afraid the question is too wide. 
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39947. Suppose a question arose of having, say, a 
large water-supply scheme or a drainage scheme here, 
or something of that sort : would the general public 
take any interest in it at all ?-The educated public 
do ; the illiterate masses do not 

they can go off to the Govermne:Dt and getanything K. B.'M"w.tc 
put right ?-I think the time will come when they will M1Sha7lamatl 
stand that. SAah Din. 

• 39958. You ~hink it might precipitate matters to try 13 AJI"., 1908. 
. 1t now ?-It m.tght. · _ 

39948. The majority of the electors ?-I do not 
think that the majority of the electors wonld take 
much interest. 

39959. Would yon have the members of the Advi· - · 

39949. But a substantial number of electors would 
take an interest in a thing of that sort, surely ?-In a 
general way, yes; they have no conception whatever 
of the matters in which the municipality sometimes 
goes wrong. 

39950. Suppose matters went badly wrong, then 
public opinion might be stirred?-Yes, in regard to 
some matters. Since the vernacnlar press in. Lahore 
is becoming stronger every day, people are taking 
more and more interest than they used to take, but 
even now, interest in these matters is very slack. 

39951. Yon do not think they wonld rise in their 
wrath and tarn out the people who had made a mess 
of it, and put in another lot at the next election?
I am afraid tbey.wonld not. 

39952. Yon mentioned that corrupt methods were 
to some extent practised in regard to elections ; yon 
are perhaps aware that that is not singular to any one 
country in the world, and the remedy in other 
countries lies in the hands of the people themselves. 
I gather from yon that the people here are as capable 
of using that power as people anywhere else, be-lanse 
yon said that there was a strong public feeling ?-1 do · 
not say there is a strong public feeling. If it were 
strong, then action wonld be taken, but it is not ; these 
things are connived at in most cases. 

3!1953. But the public do take an interest in muni· 
cipal matters ; public opinion is capable of being 
aroused?-Yes, educated public opinion. 

39954. W onld that not be a solution of the trouble? 
-It would. 

39955. That being so, would it be desirable to give 
them larger responsibilities than they have to-day, in 
the way of a non-official Chairman, for example ?-I 
certainly should not suggest the . appointment of a 
non-official Chairman in Lahore, because I do not 
think the Municipal Committee here is enlightened 
enough to exercise such a power. 

39956. Suppose the better educated class of people 
in the town feel that it does not very much matter 
after all, because they know that the Government will 
stey in and prevent a real mess being made of things, 
is 1t likely that public opinion will ever be aroused or 
a sense of responsibility ever be developed ?-1 think 
as time goes on public opinion will become more edu~ 

. cated on the.<~e points, and people will come to take 
rnore interest than they do now. 

39957. But are the better people in the town likely 
to face a great deal of discomfort, and possibly of 
obloquy, in standing for election, when they know that 

sory Council nominated or elected? -I would not have 
them elected for the present. I should not like to lay 
down any har.;l and fast rnle, but in the present circum
stances of the province it would be better to start with 
nominated members. 

39960. Who wonld nominate them ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner onght to make a recommendation, and 
the Com.miBsioner ought to appoint. . 

39961. Is there anything to prevent the Deputy 
Commissioner consulting those men to-da.y?-Nothing. 

3996~. Does he in practice consnlt them ?-Not the 
better class of people whom he ought to eonsnlt. 

39963. We have often been told that the ideal of a 
Deputy Commissioner is a man who would be in touch 
more or less with the people of his district, that is to 
say, a man who would consult not simply ten people 
only, but a very large number of people; is that your 
ideal too ?-It is a very good ideal no doubt, but the 

. area is so large that the sense of responsibility which 
should be evoked in the officer by consulting all these 
people is diffused. 

39964. In regard to all the big questions at any rate 
is it not perfectly possible for him to talk over matters 
with more than 10 or 12 people ?-No doubt. 

39965. On those mat~rs it wonld be open to him, 
and possibly for him, to oonsult a. large number of 
people and get the pick: of their brains?-Yes, but 
matters like those could be talked over in a formal way 
with the Advisory Council and then possibly the other 
people might be consulted too ; that would be' much 
better. · 

39966. Wonld you allow the meetings of the Ad vi· 
sory Council to be public?-No-; I would not at the 
present time, because I shol1ld like to see how the expe
riment worked. If the public were admitted to the 
meetings there might be so~tters over which there 
might be a difference of opinion between the Advisory 
Council and the District Magistrate, and I can conceive 
of cases in which the prestige of the District Magis. 
trate would suffer if the public were allowed to attend 
these meetings. 

39967. Might the Collector act in opposition to his 
Advisory Council without referring the matter to the 
Commissioner ?-1 think he might. 

39968. But yon would rely on his good sense not to 
oppose the general feeling of the Advisory Conncil 
nnless there was some good cause ?-Yes. 

39969. Could that be done without creating friction? 
-I think so. The Advisory Council at present should 
be simply a consultative body. 

(The witneu withdMD.) 
Adjourned. 
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3997~. (~ir Fre~e,·i~ Lely.) You possess large . There is no great necessity to increase the finan-
Ellltates m different distncts, including a large area in c1al ~wers of the provincial Governments, as at 
th.e ~anal colonies?-Yes. I am a member of the the tune of emergencieJ a wire could be sen' 
Dlstnct B?ard, of which I was Vice-Chairman, but I and the case could be disposed of and rushed through 
had to res•gn becau~e ~ was ordered on service. I am by the Supreme Government, treated as a special 
also an Honorary Mag.strate of the First Class and a case. J f any increased powers. are gi-...en, it should 
member of the Punjab Legislalive Council. ' be only a fixed sum, sufficient for the time till sanc-

1 am more an advocate of centralization than of tion from tbe Government 'could be got. The sum 
doccntralization, which brings a uniformity throughout should be tre3ted aa a sod of reserved emergency 
the administration of India. fund. 
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There is no 'necessity of any very great separation 
between the imperial and provincial finances, as t~e 
work is being carried on smoothly and well as 1t 
stands. · 

Borrowing powers should not be given to the pro
vincial Government because there will be chances of 
their taking money on higher interest, .and, if an 
emergency occurs, a new sanction ought to be got 
from the Supreme Government, and . the money used 
from a fixed and permanently sanctioned emergency 
fund. After obtaining sanction the provincial Govern
ment could easily borrow money by public loans, 
which should not be bound to any particular province, 
and should be got from place or places ~here it could 
be obtained cheapest. 

Powers ought to be given to the provincial Govern-
. ment to create new appointments, but the terms 
should be limited to one or two years For a per
manent· appointment or enhancement of salary they 
should get sanction from the Supreme Government. 

The provincial Government should be allowed to 
appoint, in Council, certain committees, and thoroughly 
study the requirements of their particular ·province, 

·and see which .portion of a certain general Act, or law, 
or any general policy, does not suit their province, 
after which they should be allowed to pass those alter
ations and change the law, pending the sanction of the 
Supreme Government. 

I do not think the influence of the departments of 
the Government of India is m the direction of 
excessive .rigidity·and uniformity, at any rate not so 
much as to require any very great reform. · 

I do not think that the tendency of the imperial 
Secretariat is purely from the departmental standpoint, 
nor is the Government too impersonal, but they are 
dominated by considerations of revenue, and I think 
they shoul~ be as everyt~ng is bef~re their eyes, 
revenue bemg the first thing to consider and every
thing else after. 

The work of Direqtors-General should be to·lay down 
a general policy on broader lines, and then give all the 
authority to their provincial subordinates, to carry it 
on in the best and mo~t effective manner they can, 
according to the requirements and conditions of their 
respective provinces. 

In the Viceroyalty of Lord Curzon reforms were 
mostly due to the Government of India and after
wards mostly to provincial Governments. I think to 
give any independent initiative powers to provincial 
Governments without the consultation of the Supreme 
Government would be destructiv\1, as certain energetic 
provincial Governments may get in reforms more 
-rapidly than the province or people · generally are 
moving ; that would be just like putting the " cart 
before the horse," as Orientals do not want to b~ 
driven faster than they can really move. 

· I would not suggest any curtailment of the rights 
.of appeal in any way as the people of India from time 
immemorial have been accustomed to have the last 
a.ppeal to the supreme authority they can possibly get, 
nor is the Court of Appeal which bas already decided 
a.gainst one, the right court to give a certificate to 
a.ppeal further. No one except the Gaaetted Officers 
should be allowed to appeal any further than the 
provincial Governments, because subordinates ltre 
generally so corrupt that they do not require any such 
chances. 

The demand for reports and returns has increased, 
but, however it ha'l increased, whether due to the 
Secretary of Statt>, or otherwise, yet it is most neces
sary, and should not be checked in any way, and there 
should be an increased efficient staff. 

The Execu•ive Officers have sufficient opportunities 
to come in personal contact with the people, but they 
do not choose to do so, and spend their time on other 
less important works. The idea that the;r have been 
given increased work in the last few years 1s wrong to 
a. great extent, but it would be just as well to give 
them a competent Extra Assistant Commissioner who 
knows English and could be trusted to dispose of the 
greater part of the Deputy Commissioner's work. 

_E~ecutive Officers of the st11.ndin~ of Deputy Com· 
missioners and above possess a sufficient knowledge of 
the. vernacular fo.r ordinary administrative work, but 
at t1mes not s~ffictent for recording the evidence of an 
uneducated w1tness. It would be better if the case 
work was entirely in the hands of a competent native 
Jud~e, who should be entrusted very frequently with 
section 30 powers. 'l'he Deputy Commissioner should 

be advised not to interfere unnecessarily so as to give 
him more time to attend to more important and urgent 
work. 

No increase of officers or decrease of the area of 
charges would be required if decided as above, 

If higher powers are granted, no doubt they would 
have to be given into competent hands which would 
have to be carefully selected. I think there are 10 to 
15 per cent. of officers who are entirely unfit for the 
posts they hold, The officers for the district where 
there are new colonies should be still more strictly 
chosen than has hitherto been done. In my opinion ll 
senior and experienced officer is more courteous and 
good and better liked by the people than a clever 
energetic young officer. 

There should be certain divisions made in each pro
. vince, ·not from. the administrative way as a Com-
missioner's division, but according to language, people, 

· and their customs and habits, and certain officers, who 
get acquainted with such a division, should be sent to 
them more frequently, and the interchanges should be 
between them only as far as possible. 

I am very much in favour of having Advisory 
Councils for districts and divisions, For divisions a 
member of each district sho~ld suffice, but for districts 
there should be a member either from each ilaka, 
i.e., a portion of the country, either taken as a nnit 
for the habits of the people or on the consideration of 
any particular" clan." Thus they could be very useful 
to officers. Each tahsil· should have at least two or 
three members selected by the Deputy Commissioner. 
These Councils should secretly report the men. of bad 
livelihood, and enmity between different parties, also 
the doings of the corrupt petty officials. 

It would be much better if the District Boards are 
entrusted with the supervision of the municipalities 
within their districts. 

Village committees shoul~ ~ot yet be entrusted 
with any more than petty ctvil cases up to Rs. 50. 
They could be gradually promoted according to their 
ability and capacity of working. 

The Board of Revenue or the Financial Com
missioner should have full powers of remitting revenue 
in areas where it is necessary owing to bad years and 
particular calamities. The Commissioners, if kept, 
should have full powers of suspension of revenue 
within their respective divisions while the Deputy 
Commissioners and taluka officers should only be able 
to do such things with the sanction of the Commis
sioners and Financial Commissioners. 

Commissioners should control all departments within 
their circles as provincial Governments in reduced 
numbers at headquarters. . . 

The Court of Wards should be entirely m the bands 
· of the Financial Commissioner, and nothing in the 

bands of anyone else except. the fixed m.ontbly e:c
penditure, with a li~tle margm ~o deal With certam 
requirements proportiOnate to the mcome of the estat~, 
as Deputy Commissioner~ are .liable to ~a~e ~xper1· 
ments with the estate whtch might prove lDJunous to 
the interest of the Court of Wards. 

Any sums which mi~ht be spent by Deputy Com-, 
missioners or CommissiOners should be checked only 
by the Comptroller-General and not by those who 
spent it. 

The powers now vested in the Local Government 
should remain unchanged as at present. 

The Commissioner bas no influence, at least not 
sufficient influence, in other departments except in that 
of land revenue, and, if kept, the appointment should 
be made useful and influential by bringing all the oth~r 
departments in their .divisions un.der ~be Commis
sioners, in order to give them umforffilty. Matters 
might then pass o~ to the Heads of Depart~ents, e.g., 
Salt Excise, Public Works, Canals, and Pubhc Instruc
tion; &c., who should all be under them. Thus all the 
different cases of the different departments would be 
settled or toned before they reach the provincial 
Governments, and thus a great deal of trouble would 
be saved. 

District municipalities, District Boards a~d Loc~l 
Boards should have full powers of controlling th~1r 
revenues and making their budgets as good. as they hke 
within their own districts without much mterference, 
but when members are appointed there should be more 
than half nominated in order that the officers may ~e 
able to get members 'from minorities to safeg~ard their 
cause and prevent their interests from beiD;g over
trodden. Besides the functions that these bodies now 
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possess, they should be allowed to pass cert~ii~ new 
reforms which, with the sanction of the CommlSSloner, 
should have the force of law and a selected committee 
should have powers enough to see that it is-carried out, 
They could also be grouped in threes and fives, and 
given powers to try petty civil or criminal cases. 

39971. I see that generally you prefer to give power 
to the Supreme Government as against the provincial 
Government?-Yes, to a great extent. 

39972. You would prefer to subject most of ~he 
actions of the provincial Government to the sanct10n 
of the Government of India ?-Yes, so that all the 
different provinces should keep exactly alike. One 
province should not go ahead of another ; there should 
be a sort of balance. 

39973. Js there a danger of the provincial Govern
ments being too hasty in pursuing the path of reform? 
-Yes ; there must be some control. 

39974. Is that your only reason for preferring to 
give power to the Central Government rather than to 
the provincial Government ?-There are other reasoD.S 
too. The Government of India knows all the different 
reforms that are going on in all the. provinces, and 
they are in a better position to see how such and such · 
a province may safely develope. 

39975. Does not the provincial Government generally 
know more about local conditions than the Central 
Government ?-I think they do know, but it is just as 
well when they know a thing to write up to the 
Government of India and ask for their opinion too. 
Since I have come on to the Council I have seen certain 
things done in that way ; sanction was got to certain 
things, but they did not suit the country, and they did 
not get on well. 

39976. Is that a view very generally held among the 
people of India ?-Recently, since these last two Bills 
have been passed, I think the people have got this 
idea generally. 

399 i7. Take such a matter as municipal octroi 
duties, would you have the Government of India inter
fere and scrutinize the octroi lists of municipalities ?
General principles should be laid down by them, just 
to keep uniformity. 

39978. Would you go so far as to say that the 
octroi lists should be sent up ?-Not lists, but the 
general principles should be fixed by the Government 
of India. 

39979. And the Local Government should be left 
to apply them ?-To apply them just as they like. 

39980. You speak of separation between the im
perial and provincial finances, which you do not think 
at all desirable ?-The difficulty could be met very 
easily by the suggestion of having these divided into 
beads, and provincial heads and imperial heads united. 
All these departments are different ; it would be much 
better if they were all under the provincial Govern
ment. Suppose there is a certain sum of money which 
is going every year to the Government of India, and 
there is another which is left for the provincial Govern
ment, that is, some proportion of the whole ·income 
which the Government of India gets. In future the 
system should be that every year the Government of 
India should give a certain percentage for imperial 
works and keep the rest. In that "ay the Lieutenant
Governor would have a sort of control on the whole of 
his province ; he would have to give the same amount 
that now goes, but it would go by a percentage of. the 
whole revenue. 

39981. You mean that the whole revenue should be 
divided without reference to heads ?-It might be, so 
far as the province was concerned, divided in heads, 
but when the money of the Government of India is 
being sent it should be sent as a sort of proportion, 
which could be easily calculated. 

39982. A proportion of each head, or of the whole 
revenue ?-A. proportion of the whole revenue. The 
Government of India will be getting the same amount 
of money that they are getting now, and the Punjab 
Go;ernment will get the same ; there will be no dif
ference in the amount ; and things will be simplified 
very much, 

39983, You think the Gazetted Officers should be 
allowed to appeal to the Government of India in 
eYery case ?-Yes, 
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39984. But you would not allow . that to sub· 
ordinates?- Not ordinary subordinates, · because 
generally such people, that is, men on lower pay, are 
apt to be ·corrupt, and they should not be allowed to 
appeal to the highest authority •. 

39985. They are generally guilty ?-They may not 
be guilty, but on the whole they are content not to 
appeal. 

39986. You .. do not think it is wortli while to give 
them a further right of appeal beyond the provincial 
Government ?-No ; I have particularly noticed in the 
Punjab in the last few years that very few people have· 
been properly punished ; that accounts at once for 
corruption going . on and for the number of appeals 
being less~ If there are no punishments, there are no · 
appeals. 

39987. Why have they not been properly punished? 
-It is very difficult to get evidence against them. 

39988. Do you mean that they have got Q:ff on 
appeal ?.:....The really guilty people are not punished. 
If they are caught and punished of course they come up 
on appeal, but they are not caught. There is no one 
to appeal, and that is .the reason that so few appeals 
come up. 

39989. Generally, you do not think that the lower 
subordinates ought to ask for any more than an appeal . 
to the provincial Government ?-That is all ; or, if 
the · case is departmental, to the Head of their own 
particular Department. · 

39990. You say that 10 to 15 per cent. of the officers 
are entirely unlit for the post they hold ; do you 
mean, intellectually ?-Some of them are intellectually 
not fit. 

39991. And on any other gr~und unfit ?-I think 
that is mostlY. the cause. With ·the ordinary work 
and duties they have to perform, unless they are really 
clever and have got experience, they cannot exercise 
their powers very well. 

39992. You say," These (Advisory) Councils should 
secretly report the men of bad livelihood, and enmity 
between different parties, also' the doings of the cor
rupt petty officials." Do you recommend that the 
Collector should have a certain number of men at his 
elbow to give him secret reports upon which he should 
act ?-If the Collector is clever enough to appoint real 
good, honest men who would not tell him lies-and I 
think these are now procurable if one tries to pick 
them up-it would be useful. At the present time 
these constables, on six or seven rupees, make their 
reports and they go on reporting ; when these reports 
go to the Collector, naturally, as he has no other source 
of information, he has simply to rely on the police, 
He ought to have some other and more reliable source, 
Suppose a case comes up, he ought to be able to say to 
some reliable man, " Go and see exactly what the facts 
are." If that man's report generally confirms the 
police report, the Collector will usually find there is 
something in it, but the man may report, " This case 
is not supportable at all, it has come here out of over-

. zeal on the part of a constable, or as the outcome of 
some personal grievance or enmity." The Collector 
might not altogether believe either source of informa. 
tion, but at any rate it would be to his advantage to 
have two sources to choose between. 

39993. If this Councillor was also a bad man like 
the police, would there not be a strong temptation for 
him to give his enemy a stab in the dark ?-I have 
suggested this too ; that when these IQ!:'n are picked 
they should he picked from all over the district. If a 
crime happened in one part of a district the Deputy 
Commissioner could easily get the assistance of some 
reliable man of good position from another part ; a 
man cannot very well have enemies all over the dis· 
trict ; and in that way there would be a very good 
chance of getting at the real facts. 

39994. Could not the Collector get the. opinion of 
this gentleman of good position just as well without 
placing him on the Council ?-He could, I am not 
proposing that these men should be appointed so that 
every one knows that such and such are the confidel'tial 
people. 

39995. You suggest that eve'n the ~ppointments 
should be kept secret?-Y cs, the Ueputy Commissioner 
should know that such and such are the real good men 
to appoint, and he should see them at his own house. 

J 0:.!, 
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Ths Han, · 39996. Is not that practically what a good Collector 
Malik Umar does even· now ?-Good Collectors do it, but if this 
Hayat Khan. were forced upon all those who do not now do, it 

- ·would begin to do it. Now only the good Collectors 
14: Ap1•;, 1908. do it, and it is not the general practice ; it really should 

be the general practice and rule. 
39997. (Mr. Dutt.) How long have you been a 

member of a District Board ?-The last seven or eight 
years in the Shahpur district. I · was Vice-Chairman 
for two years. · 

39998. What were the duties you had to do as Vice· 
Chairman of the District Board ?-Practically all the 
things that the Deputy Commissioner does now. 

39999. Did you place important matters before the 
Deputy Commissioner ?-I took his advice on very 
important matters, but as he knew my work, and so 
on, he generally gave me a free hand. When he went 
on leave I used to call the meetings just as the Deputy 
Commissioner does, and presided at them. 

· 40000, What is the income of your District Board, 
approximately ?-It is now entirely changed; because 
the Jhelum Colony has come in, and the income has 
very rapidly increased, and will increase, in conse
quenoe, When l was Vice-Chairman I think it was 
about two or three lakhs. 

40001. Is it four lakhs now ?-Very much more; it 
had increased two lakhs quite a long time ago. 

· 40002. When you were Vice-Chairman, how much of 
the income of the Board was given to education, 
approximately ?-I do not remember, but generally the 
Deputy Commissioner used to work the budget ; I 
used to go through it with the Secretary. Even this 
year the money for education has been. out and put on 
buildings, because buildings are rather in a bad state. 

40003, .Anyhow was the money which was allotted 
for education spent by you, or was it made over to the 
Education Department ?-It was mostly spent by us. 
It was really given in. a way to the Education Depart
ment, because it was their schools and their masters ; 
for any masters that they appointed, the salaries used to 
be given by the District Board. 

40004. They appointed the masters?- They did 
everything ; it was all their own work ; we simply had 
to pay them. 

40005. You had no sort of control over the educa
tion of your district ?-We had in a way. They 
always used to send in r~ports ; the inspector of schools 
in t~e district. used to send up all h~ reports to our 
meetmgs, and if. we found that anythmg was not right 
we usedrto interfere, and it was looked into. That 
was in fact necessary, because in certain places he 
would not know the finances of the District Board, and 
he would suggest certain things that it was impossible 
for us to provide. 

40006. You called for further report or information? 
-Mostly we had just as much information as he had, 
being the local men of the place. 

40007. Apart from that, the whole thing was 
managed by the Education Department?-Yes. 

40008. How were the roads constructed ; were they 
-const~;ncte~ by the Public Works Department?-There 
.are two different sorts of roads ; there are certain 
metalled roads, which the funds of the District Board 
.are not sufficient to meet ; those roads were originally 
made by the Public Works, but they used to get a sum 
from the District Board for the maintenance and repair 
-of the ro~~ods afterwards. 

40009. Besides that had you unmetalled roads which 
you entirely maintained out of your own funds?-Yes • 
they used to be done in three different ways. First of 
all we used to keep one man as a sort of district road 
offi~r ; he used to get the money and employ the 
-coohes, and see that the work was done. 

40010. Was it done by servants of the District 
Board ?-Yes, in certain places. In remote places

1 
where there was not sufficient labour to be had we had 
generally a sort of contractor who procured th~ labour 
fro~ other places. Thirdly, it used to be done through 
tahsildars, when we did not get even a contractor • 
th~n unless. the tabsildar used his influence on th~ 
ra,yats and mduced them to help it could not be done 

40011 I ' 
di tl · Anyhow, all the unmetalled roads were done 
~Y~s:' under your supervision and under your orders? 

40012. Would it be a good plan to employ an Engi
neer under the District Board to undertake all the 
Public Works of the District Board ?-That is already 
done, and everything is done under him, but even now 
it baR to be done in the way I have described, some by 
contract and so on. 

.40q13. Have you a Finance Oomm~ttee in your 
D1stnct Board ?-Yes. I suggested 1ts formation. 
When any budget question is corning before the Board, 
the ~y before the meeting i~ is considered by this 
comm1ttee of experts, as you might call them-baniyas 
and others ; they see everything and write their 
opinions, and these opinions are put before the Board 
at its meeting the following day, and they are very 
useful. 

40014. Are there any other committees or sub-com
mittees of the District Board ? -Yes, for every different . 
work. Suppose we want to go into a particular ques
tion we appoint a committee; they investigate the 
matter and put it before the Board. . 

40015. You have no committees for roads or primary 
schools ?-No, but I think they would be usefuL 

40016. Should the District Board have its o~ 
agency, its own sub-inspectors of schools, to inspect 
the primary schools and supervise their work ?-Yes, 
that is useful, but they should not be simply by them
selves ; they ought to be, again, under the supervision 
of the department. 

40017. But you think you ought to have your own 
agency, who would act under the general instructions 
and supervision of the Commissioner and the Educa· 
tion Department ?-Yes, that is very useful. 

40018. Are land settlements usually made with you 
for 20 years ?-Twenty years in places which were 
not then irrigated, but there are certain places which 
are irrigated afterwards, and they increased the money 
for that ; every year more land comes into cultivation. 

40019. When you said you would not allow sub
ordinates to appeal to the Government of India, what 
did you mean by subordinates ?-:Men whose salary is, 
say, under Rs. 20, men who are of inferior class. · 

40020. Apart from that, you would not in any way 
restrict the existing rights of appeal ?-No. 

40021. (Mr. Hichens.) Were you nominated to the 
District Board ?-Yes. 

40022. How many members are there?- About 
56 or 57. 

40023. What proportion of them are elected ?-None 
are elected; they are all nominated. 

40024. How often did the Board meet ?-Sometimes 
once a month, sometimes once in two months, some· 
times once in three months. If a lot of things required 
to be done at once there might be a monthly meeting, 
but when the Deputy Commissioner is away in the 
hills, or there is nothing particular to be done, it is no 
use giving trouble to men to come lio the District 
Board meeting. 

40025. Did you meet on an average perhaps once 
every two months ?-On an average less than two 
months, say, eight or nine times a year • 

40026. On an average how many of those 57 members 
came to the meetings ?-It varied; suppose there was 
a horse fair or s~mething like that, practically every 
one who was not unwell came. We never had any 
difficulty in getting a quorum, That was partly due 
to another thing ; I used to tell them that if they were 
not going to come for, say, two or three meetingi!, and 
I saw that they did not take any interest in the work 
of the District Board, I should put their names before 
the Deputy Commissioner to be removed. 

. 40027. In your time did the Finance Committee go 
into budget questions in detail ?-I cannot say that, as 
to the budget, they used to· do very much, but all 
matters of money that had to come before the full 
Board the following day would be gone through by the 
committee in detail. 

40028. Were you Chairman of the Finance Com· 
mittee ?-No. 

40029. Uid you understand what money you were 
entitled to get from the Government and why you 
were entitled to get it? -Practically, yes ; in the 
accounts we knew that so much was our allotment. 
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40030. Did you merely know that yon had a certain 
sum of money at your disposal, but YO';l were not 
quite sure bow you got it ?-We knew 1t vaguely; 
we know that the money is taken from Government 
revenues. 

40031. But did you know that the Government 
made certain deductions ?-No, not very thoroughly; 
we bad a sort of idea of the whole thing; we had a 
sort of fund which we were not to spend, that had to 
be kept for emergencies, and could only be spent with 
the sanction of the Government ; when we had no 
other money left we used to spend out of that money 
by asking the Government. 

40032. Generally the attitude of the Finance Com
mittee would be " We are going to get so much money 
this year; how shall we spend it," and they did not 
enquire particularly how that sum of money was 
made up ?-There is generally a man who knows all 
about it, the Secretary, sitting there with them ; they 
ask "How much money can we spend," and he says, 
according to the particular time of the year, "This is 
the money at your disposal " ; so that they ask at 
the time, and they know it. 

40033. Did some of the district cess go to yon, 
while Government kept some for itself?-We thought 
all the District Board money generally came to us. 

40034. You were .not aware that the Government 
kept some of the district cess ?-I did not know it. 

40035. Wonld it be a good principle to lay down 
that the District Board was entitled to get the whole 
of the one-anna cess ?-'l'he best thing wonld be that 
they should get all, and use it as they like, because it 
is their money. 

40036. Had you any tahtil committees ?-No ; we 
generally do thea& things through the tahsildar; but 
at any time, if we wanted to know anything in the 
tahsil, we used to appoint one or two members. Sup
pose there was a well which had to be looked after, 
.and so on ; there would be a member from that part 
of the country, and we would tell him to go to the 
place, and, when he came to the next meeting, give us 
all the details ; sometimes he would be able to say 

. straight off, because he would know all about the facts, 
otherwise one man, or perhaps two, would go and 
enquire. 

40037. Was the District Board area too large for 
the members of the Board to be interested in col
lectively ?-No; all these men generally meet; they 
know each other, and they know everything about the 
district. 

40038. You do not think that more interest would 
have been taken if you had had a tahsil Board, for 
instance?-! do not think it is required, because in 
most districts there are these committees called 
Municipal Committees ; there are lots of Municipal 
c( mmittees that we know about, and their account 
nsed to come to a clerk in the District Board office, 
and we used to know and arrange about those too. 

40039. You say here that subordinates are generally 
corrupt. Is that not a very serious statement to make? 
-It is. 

40040. It is a matter of very great importance that 
~on should get a pure and upright Service ?-Quite so ; 
1t is of great importance. 

400~1. What remedy would you suggest ?-I suggest 
two different ways. One is that in any of the lower 
!taft's, peons or any other lowly-paid class, there should 
be t.wo grades, one with the ordinary pay and one with 
a b1gger pay. In the case of serving a warrant or a 
tmmmons, the constable told off to serve it goes to the 
man, the man gives him something, and the constable 
returns and reports-" This man was not in the place " 
and that gives rise to a good deal of trouble and del~y 
i~ the working of the law. There ought to be two 
different sorts of constables, one confined to ordinary 
work and one with much higher control and the latter 
11hould be entrusted with the work of serving sum
Jnonses, and so on. The same with patwaris and with 
peons. Such work as sening warrants and summonses 
sh~uld be given to men on !>ettf;r pay, who could be 
rehed upon. The second thmg 18 that these men in 
the hig.her. grade. shonl~ .all gi!e security; that would 
go to JUstify lihe1r recemn~ b1gher .pay than ordinary 
men of the same clallS, and 1f they dtd anything wrong 
thdr sureties would be liable. There should also be a 
8ort of lnvestjgation Board, simply for the purpose 

of going about in the district, visiting. first one Phi lion. . 
district and then another, and so on ; ~apong to the 1£al~ ~. 
zamindars and others separately, enqmnng whether ay ~ 
any of the local subordina.tes were corrupt, going into 14 A-. 190s 
any allegations then and there on the spot. Such a ~·' _ • 
Board would say to themselves, '' This is our only 
work, we must justify our existence," and they would 
do their work thoroughly : while the fact that such a 
Board existed, and might at any time visit any district, 
would tend to,terrorize the subordinate into good con-
duct for they would never know but that the next 
visit' of the Board would be to their particular district. 

40042. Are you acquain~d with· the Colonization 
Bill ?-Yes. 

40043. Was that Bill vetoed by the Viceroy last 
year?-Yes. . · . · 

40044. Did that vetoing give satisfaction ?-Every 
one was rather annoyed with the Bill because it 
curtailed certain rights which the people had, and 
therefore they did not like it. 

40045. Is it desirable that the Government of India 
should have control over legislation of that sort?
Yes, they mnst have. 

40046. Have you sub-divisions in your district?
There is going to be one. 

40047. Is the sub-divisional system a good one ?-I 
do not think so, because it is always the officers who 
are new comers who are put in charge of them, who 
sometimes do not know the language, and who left by 
themselves, very far away, are not sufficiently clever to 
deal with the matters which come before them. . 

40048. Who are in charge of sub-divisions generally ? 
-Generally very young officers. 

40049. Are they not Exfira..A.ssistant Commissioners? 
--Of course, if they were old Exfira..Assistant. Com
missioners with long service, it would be far better 
than quite young men. 

40050. Still, if yon had officers of some experience 
in charge of sub-divisions, and the whole district was 
divided into sub-divisions with the officer living in 
them, you would have more control ?-I do not think 
so, unless the Bub-Divisionaf 'officers went into details. 
Any officer, if he wants to know about these things, 
could do it quite as easily. 

40051. But would the people not like the authority 
near them, would it not be easier to get to the Sub
Divisional Officers ?-No. 

40052. You do not agree then ?_:-No, because the 
more an officer tours about the less the people like it. 

40053. Should the Deputy Commissioner not tour? 
-Not so much as he does now. 

40054. How long does he tour now ?-There is no 
particular time in the year. 

40055. Is the present Vice-President of your District 
Board a non-official ? -Yea. ' 

40056. Are the Vice - Presidents generally non
officials ?-From the time they appointed me and saw 
the work was done efficiently they have selected good 
responsible men from the district. 

40057. Do you know if that is the practice in the 
province generally ?-As far as I remember there is a 
sort of law that when the President is an official at 
least there should be one who is a non-official, because 
generally officials cannot give time to the work. A 
man who has other work to do cannot give the time 
that another man can who has nothing else to attend to. 

400~8. Is the President elected, or does the Deputy 
Commissioner become President because he is the 
Deputy Commissioner ?-He becomes President 
because he is Deputy Commissioner. 

40059. And you do not want Deputy Commissioners 
to be Presidents ?-No, and besides if a Deputy Com
miBBioner goes to a place and says that a certain thing 
has to be done, it is done. 

40060. Cannot the District Board advise him ?
Most of the members have not sufficient knowledge to 
advise him. 

40061. Would you like a non-official President: to 
the District Board ?-Yes. because the members would 
be encouraged to say what they want to say. · 

40062. Is the Deputy Commissioner not to have 
anything to do with roads, education or medical relief 
work ?-He has everything to do with it. 
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40063. But he will not if he is no longer President? 
-But generally he would and he might be given 
powers. If the work. is done by the Vic~-Preside~t 
and anything special 1s brought before h1m he will 
probably think about it ; but if he is present himself 
no one will dare to say much. He might have power 
to go through a case and say " This is wrong, I veto 
it," or if the majority have decided that something 
should be carried out, he might direct that it should be 
carried out. 

40064. You would give him an outside veto then, 
but not an opportunity of discussing matters on the 
Board ?-I think if he talks to the Board he inftuences 
them too much. 

40065. Is it not possible that a great land-holder 
like yourself might also influence the members of the 
Board ?-Not so much, because the Deputy l'ommis
sioner, supposing he gets annoyed with a man, may 
say that such and such a man had said something 
which he ought not to have said. . . 

40066. Did you have to send up your District Board 
budget for the approval of the Commissioner ?-As 
far as I remember we used to do it ourselves : after
wards it went to the Commissioner when everything 
was settled. 

40067. Supposing in the c 1urse of the year you 
wanted to make a reappropriation, to transfer money 
from education to roads or vice versa, would you have 
to go up to the Commissioner for approval ? -I think 
so, as far as I remember. 
·. 40068. What powers had you in regard to appoint
ments ; could you appoint a clerk to the District Board, 
say, without the sanction of the Commissioner?-Yes, 
up to a certain !\mount we could-up to Rs. 20. 

40069 ?-Supposing you wanted to get rid of a 
clerk 'on Rs. 30, who would dismiss him ?-The 
Deputy Commissioner as President. 

40070. Would 'be have an appeal ?-Yes; he could 
. appeal to the Commissioner. 

40071. Not to the Board as a whole ?-No. 

40072. The Madras custom is that the President 
dismisses, and there is an appeal to the whole Board.; 
would it be a good thing to have an appeal to the 
Board as a whole ?-It would be of no use at all ; if 
the Deputy Commissioner dismisses a man there will 
be nobody to appoint him again. 

40073. Did you have to send up many works for 
sanction to the Sanitary Engineer ?-Not very many. 

40074. Had you to get the approval of the Commis
sioner or the Executive Engineer to the estimates for 
road work ?--Generally we had a sort of engineer of 
our own who made the estimates himself, and they 
were passed by the District Board. 

40075. But in some provinces, where the estinlate is 
over a certain amount, it has also to be checked by the 
Executive Engineer ?-In certain big things the De
puty Commissioner would generally ask the opinion of 
some big engineer. 

40076. Is the Executive Engineer a member of the 
Board ?-Yes. 

40077. Have you a Secretary of the Board ?-Yes. 
4-0078. Who is he?-We generally advertise for a 

mt!.n and get the best we can. His pay is about 
Rs. 150, which is under the pay of a tahsildar, but he: 
has the same sort of position as, if not better than, a 
tahsildar. 

40079. Did you have any powers as regards veterin
ary work?-Yes ; there were two or three Veterinary 
Assistants under the District Board. 

40080. Had you more freedom in one thing than in 
another ; more freedom in the matter of roads than 
with schools, and so on ?-Except for the little things 
I have pointed out, I think the Boards have quite 
enough powers if they are not checked in using them. 

40081. (Si1· Frederic Lely.) You say that the people 
do not like officials touring ; why do not they like it? 
-Because there are so many officials touring-there is 
the naib tahsildar, the tahsildar, the Deputy Commis
sioner, the Assistant Commissioner and then the · 
Revenue Officer, and there are cert~ orders of Gov
ernment now that they are to tour for seven months 
out of the twelve. What they can be doing all that 
time I do not know, and as there are only two crops in 
this province, I should think if they toured for two 
months at each crop it would be quite sufficient . 

40082. But why do the people dislike it ?-Because 
when a man goes about with his chaprasis they seldom 
pay anything, and the zamindars and lambardars have 
to be in his camp and cannot do their own work, besides 
which there are all sorts of possible inconveniences 
when a man goes to a place on tour. 

(The witness withd1·ew.) 

The Ron. LALA HAR KISHEN LAL was called and examined. 

. 40083. You are a Barrister-at-Law?-Yes; I prac
tiSed at Lahore for some years, but I am not practising 
now. I have lived in Lahore for 25 years. 

14 Apr., 1908. . 40084. Have you any knowledge of modern village 
life ?-Not very much, but still I have some because I 
have been connected with agriculture in so~e villages 
here and elsewhere. I own land. 

standpoint, and the Government of India is too imper .. 
sonal and too much dominated by considerations of 
revenue. These facts can be illustrated by several 
recent measures, i.e., the canal rates, and the sugar 
industry may illustrate the departmental treatment of 
the subject ; the separation of the judicial and the 
executive functions may illustrate the domination of 
ideas of revenue over all other considerations. I would certainly be prepared to give borrowing 

powers to Local Governments for specified purposes 
such as sanitation, water-works, and development of 
lo~al. resources, such as electric power and feeder 
railways. They should not go out of the provincial 
~arket though allotment may be permissible to out-
alders. · 

I wo~ld .certainly give larger administrative powers 
to .proVInc1al G~v~rnments. iJ?- mat.ters concerning sani
tatiOn and mumc1pal admm1strat1on and in matters 
relating to famine, plague, educatio~ of the masses 
~nd development ~f the natural resources of the soil ; 
ID these and such like oth.er ~attars I .would give them 
co.mplete freedom of actwn U"respect1ve of the policy 
la1~ do~n by the Government of India. 

!he mfl~enc~ of the Government of India is certain
ly ~n th_e d1rectwn of excessive rigidity and uniformity 
as 1s e'?-dent from the c~ange·of policy in matters of 
educat1?~1 plague, recrUitment to appointments by 
compet1twn, and local self-government. I would leave 
the subJects of education, sanitation municipal gov
~rnment, and ~ate~ial and moral pro~ess of the people 
m general en~1rely m the powers of the Local Govern
me~ts, const1tuted on some more liberal lines and 
ass1st~d by E:-:ecutive and Administrative Councils. 

. It 1s certamly a fact that the Imperial 8ecretariat 
VIews matters too much from a purely departmental 

There is not much use in maintaining Directors and 
Inspectors-General for departments w:hich are primarily 
administrated by Local Governments, unless the 
officers holding these appointments are experts and 
specialists and their services are utilised in dealing with 
special matters in these departments, which could not 
be adequately and efficiently dealt with by the provin· 
cial Heads of Departments. 

It is desirable to allow provincial Governments to 
develope their administration on their own lines, 
adopting or not, at their discretion, suggestions of 
reform brought to notice from other provinces. 

The law and practice of appeal to the Government 
of India in respect to administrative action or personal 
questions should not be curtailed, and appeals should 
be admissible without a certificate from the authority 
passing the order, unless the constitution of provincial 
Governments is altered to Lieutenant-Governors or 
Governors in Council on liberal lines. 

The Boards of Revenue and the Financial Commis .. · 
sioners may be abolished, and an Executive Council 
given to the Beads of the provincial Administrations. 
The appellate and the revisional powers of these 

· functionaries should be transferred to the correspond
ing Judicial Courts ; and no more extended powers in 
matters relating to revenue should be given to these 
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'functionaries excepting so far as they relate to the 
remis!!ion and postponement of revenues in times of 
distress and famine. 

The Commissioners of divisions may safely be 
i\bolished without injuring the efficiency of the ad· 
ministration. 

No more extended powers are required for Deputy 
Commissioners in matters of revenues ; on the contrary, 
I would control their powers by Administrative or 
·Advisory Councils. 

I am not in favour of the delegation of powers now 
vested in Local Governments to its subordinates. 

The influence of the provincial Governments, as of 
all centralized authorities, is in the direction of ex· 
cessive rigidity and uniformity, and that arises from 
the fact that local conditions are neither studied nor 
considered ; this could be reformed if the Imperial 
Government was not dominated by the ideas of a 
uniform policy throughout the country, and the officers 
took a more sympathetic view of the people than of 
the policy of the Government. 

Executive Officers have opportunities for personal 
(lOntact with the people ; but such opportunities are 
not utilized with ad;antage. The greatest obstacles in 
the way of freer intercourse are the want of sympathy 
with the people and their institntion.S, and the general 
idea of the inferiority of capacity and character of the 
people entertained by most of the Civilians. Better 
resnlts could be obtained if the higher authorities 
themselves set a better example, and appreciated and 
rewarded local knowledge more than command over 
the routine of the business and fine drafting of the 
reports. 

Executive Officers as a rnle. do not possess a sufficient 
knowledge of the vernaculars. 

No general increase in the administrative staff is 
required, nor any general reduction in the area of 

.district or other charges; but the Collectors and 
Deputy CommissiOners may welt be relieved of their 

•judicial work and municipal administration. 
I ~o not thin~ the grant_ of larger powers wonld 

entail the neces~1~ of selection to promotion by merit 
rather than semonty; but at present there is really 
too much stress laid on right of seniority. 

The transfers of officers are certainly, in some cases 
unnecessarily frequent ; they are mostly due to ~ 
desire of adjustments of promotions m the Civil 
Service on the basis of seniority. If this desire is 
done away with, the too frequent transfers will be 
reduced. 

M?nicipalities and District Boards do not at present 
reqmre any extended powers; what is really wanted is 
less hampering from district and other authorities. 
They should fTJrther. be left completely in charge of 
revenues they collect, and be not required to contribute 
towards the maintenance of police and similar other 
.charges, as the functions of these bodies are not the 
preservation of the peace, but the convenience of the 
public. 

I a~ certainl;y in favo~r o! the creation of Advisory 
Councils to ass1st the DlStnct Officers ; the Divisional 
Officers, I.e., Commissioners, being, iri. my view 
unnecessary and to be abolished. These Councils t~ 
.consist of members to be nominated by' the Local 
Go':ernme?t, and to be in some cases elected by certain 
bod1~s "!'h1eh ll!e coherent and capable of electing or 
nommatmg thell leaders. All the various interest-s of 
th~ .Iocali~ies,. su?h as agric~lture, trade, religions, 
religious mstitut10ns, education and special castes 
should. be represented on these Councils. These 
Councils could be made responsible for the following 
matters :-The economic condition of the people· the 
social life of the people ; the state of crime u; the 
country; the f?uds, trib~l .or local, which are likely to 
affect the public tranquilhty; any general ill-feeling 
between any of t~e classes and creeds which is likely 
to !lffect the pubbc tranquillity ; the relations of the 
ruling class towards the people · the practical working 
of t.h~ rev~nue administratiod ; the defects in the 
adm~strntmn of the various departments of State, 
affectmg the people ; and the educational commercial 
and industrial interests of the country. They should 
enjoy the privilege of initiation. 

I would suggest that .Advisory Councils or Adminis· 
trative Councils should be p~ovided for special Heads 
of Departments, such as Railways, Irrigation Forests 
Education and Public Health ; and these 

1 Council~ 
should deal with all matters concerning the people in 
genera.l or large bodies of the people. 

I do not think it wonld be expedient at present to Tl~ Hfm. 
invest District Boards with powers of supervision .Lal4 Har 
and control over the smaller municipalities ; but a K'uhen Lal. 
provincial Board may with advantage be organized to 
have control over the municipalities and District B .A._yr., 1908. 
Boards to replace the control of the Commissioners -
and of the Local Government.· 

With the present disorganized state of society I do 
not see the possibility of working out a feasible scheme 
by which village communities may be empowered to 
dispose of their own local affairs. . 

40085 •. Have y-ou ever had any connection with the 
municipality or District Board in Lahore ?-No. 

40086. You mention as an illustration of the purely 
departmental manner in which the Imperial Secretariat 
does things, the sugar industry ; what have you in 
your mind ?-There are two Departments of the 
Government of India, one. the Commercial and the 
other the Revenue. . The Commercial Department 
have been trying to im. prove the sugar industry_ in 
the way of collecting information, and publishing 
in their magazines statistics and general suggestions 
for the 'improvement of the industry, but at the same 
time as they were doing that, there came out the canal 
rates in the United Provinces and the Punjab raising 
the amount on sugar, which shewed the departmental 
way in which questions are dealt with by the Govern
ment of India: on one side was one department 
pushing one way, and on the other side was another 
department cutting at the root of the industry. 

· 40087: You wonld admit that if the Government 
spend a large sum of money on irrigation works in a 
particular part of a province, in justice to the people 
in other parts it ought to levy a remunerative rate for 
the water?-In a general way that is quite right, but 
the remunerative rate must have some limit. The 
canals in the Punjab have been paying hand over fist, 
and the argument that the rates were not remunerative 
wonld not hold here. 

40088. Do you mean to say that the rates are 
excessive and more than the water is worth ?-When 
it is a monopoly there is no question of the value of a 
thing ; the value has to be worked out by the returns 
on t~e Ian~ and that again depends on various other 
coRSiderations, Sometimes they may work out at a 
profit on account of extraneous causes, but the people 
who own irrigated land say that they do not get much 
profit, and that they have reached the limit. 

40089. Then what you say is that the Government 
of India have raised the rates without paying due 
~egard to the returns from sugar cnltivation ?-That 
18 so. 

40090. Have you any. practical knowledge of sugar 
cnltivation ?-No, except in a general way • 

40091. You wonld suggest that both Commissioners 
and Financial Commissioners sbonld be abolished?
yes; the Financial CommiSSioner in a certain particnlar 
case namely, if the Lieutenant.Governor has an 
Executive Council, but the Commissioner 1 think, 
is abso!utely useless. · ' 

. 40092. What do yon understand to be the use of 
the Commissioner at present-any use at all ?-We 
call him a post office. · · 

40093. And nothing else ?-Nothing else. 

40094. Would yon remove him and would yon have 
Deputy .Commissioners corresponding directly with 
Government ?-In some cases certainly directly, but in 
other cases, if. there is a Financial Commissioner he 
.would do it through the Financial Commissioner. ' 

40095. Supposing one Deputy Commissioner wrote . 
one thing for his district and another wrote another 
thing for his district, would not Government be in 
rather an impossible position if it had to deal with all 
the ~9 dist~~ts in the province at once with their 
varymg oplllons ?-I do not think so, in so far as 
Commissioners do not improve on matters and do not 
~oncile the various interests. The Deputy Commis. 
s10n~rs send up various reports according to the 
requ1rements of their districts, and I do not know of 
any instance in which a Divisional Commissioner had 
unified anything so far as his districts were concerned. 

40036. Have you ever ~u what the action of a 
Commissioner is in particuJar cases ?-I have not 
exactly seen the files, but as the cases concern the 
people, one must know about them. 
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ThfJ Hon. 40097. But taking the case of a typical Commissioner 
LaZa Har who in his past life bas had knowledge of his districts, 

/(iihert Lar. and who also travels about most of the year, does he 
. -· not know a good many people in a district, and do 

.14: A.P?'" 19Qf!.. you not think a man like that ought to be able to 
~ co-ordinate the facts and conditions of those districts 

so as to present a sort of unified proposal to Govern· 
ment ?-That might be done, but whether it would be 
of any specific advantage is another matter. 

40098. That is the main object of the Commissioner's 
existence, but you do not think he does it ?-1 think 
there is very little result in practice. 

40099. But if a Commissioner did his duty, would 
that not be the case ?-His duties, of course. are not 
wholly the co-ordination of differences of opinion. · 
. 40100. Is no intermediary between the people and 
the Government necessary ?-There is the Collector. 

40101: Next to the people stands the Deputy 
Commissioner, and then between him and the Govern· 
ment 1ou think no intermediary is necessary ?-1 do · 
not think so, excepting in technical matters. . 

. 40102. Do you think that· the whole 29 ··districts 
should address the Government each on its own case? 
-I should think so. 

40103. You mention that . the municipalities are 
required to contribute towards the maintenance of the 
police, but a.re not you aware that th1,1.t bas been put a 

. stop tQ ?-It has. for one year in Lahore, but I was 
asking a Municip!!-1 Commissioner this morning on the 
subject, and he said though they got the relief for one 
year, they did not know whether they were going to 
get it for another year or not. He thought it was on 
account of the plague demands that they had got the 
relief for the one. year. · 

40014. Is it not often very difficult for people to 
ascertain and understand the intentions of Govern· 

. ment ?-Sometimes it is. 
. 40105. For instance, in this part~cular case apparently 
the views and intentio;ns of Government are not very 
clearly realised, whatever they may be ?-I do not 
know, because I have ~ot seen the correspondence 
myself, but very likely they have been misunderstood. 

40106. With regard to an Advisory Comm1ttee, you 
propose to make it responsible for publi!l tranquillity ; 
do you mean that they are to go out and stop riots, 
and so on, that may be taking place ?-No; so far as 
initiation goes, if there are any circumstances which 
ought to be brought to the notice of the authorities, 
they should do it without being questioned, or without 

· being asked, · 
40107; Do you mean that they might be able to 

forestall any· riot ?-They might report and put 
matters in the right light before the authorities. 

40W8. Then you do not propose that they should go 
out in a body to· put riots down ?-They would have 
to do it if they are to be trusted, and they might be 
of use in that way also. 

40109. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) You apparently would 
abolish the Financial Commissioner and the Commis
sioners, and put in an Executive Council ?-Quite so~· 
· 40110. Of what number ?-Two, or perhaps, at the 
utmost, three. 

40111. So that you would have one Board at the 
head of the province, then the Deputy Commissioner 
!~ltd the c'qstrict administration ?-Quite so. . 

40112. Very much as it is at present ?-with some 
slight changes ; there might be a question of separa· 
tion of judicial and executive duties, and perhaps a 
separation of the treasury from the Collector's and 
peputy Commissioner's duties might come in. 
. 40113. What would you do with the treasury ?-I 
would leave the treasury entirely in the hands of the 
.Accountant-General, as education is left in the hands 
of the Director of Public Instruction. 

. 40114. A~ present there are certain special derartments 
m the provmce which help to do the technical work of 
t~e different departments ; what would be your idea 
Wlth regard to them ?-In certain cases I would keep 
the entire administration in their hands, but in other 
·cases they would be simply supervising agencies. 
.. 4011.5 .. Would they be able to give orders to Deputy 
Chomnuss10ners, or would they be advisory ?-So far as 
t e Deputy Commissioners are concerned in most 
cases they would be advisory. ' 

40116. Would the Deputy Commissioner get all his 
orders direct from the Government, simply having 
these technical departments to help him ?-The tech· 
nical departments in· some cases would give an expert 
opinion, in other cases they would administer things 
direct. 

40117. In that case also, would you say that in such 
· matters as famine, plague and education, the Local 

Government should have complete freedom of action 
entirely-independent of the Government of India?-' 
Except on general broad principles, it ought to have 
independence. 

40118. But you say" irrespective of the policy laid 
down by the Government of India" ?-I would say, 
irrespective of the policy in certain cases ; for example, 
in education. · 

40119. You would allow the Government of India. 
to co ordinate policy on any subject ?-Yes; I would 
allow that. 

40120. If you transferred all the appellate and 
revisional powers of Commissioners and Financial 
Commissioners to Civil Courts, would that not make 
everything much more expensive for the people ? ..;. 
No; I do not th~k so; it would make it cheaper. 

40121. You do not think that a civil suit is more 
expensive than a revenue appeal ?-.A civil suit is only 
more expensive so far as the stamp is concerned ; in 
all other re~pects it is the same . 

40122. Are the fees for pleaders the same ?-Yes; 
except when officers are in camp revenue appeals are 
more expensive. 

40i23. How would you propose to provide for the 
remission and postponement of revenue; you say.that 
no more extended powers should be given to these 
functionaries, that is, the Board of Revenue and the 
Commissioners ; but if those were abolished, all those 
functions would have to be provided for?-Yes. 

40124. How would you provide for thE! functions at' 
present discharged by the Commissioners and Financial 
Commissioner ?-So far as the Financial Commis· 
sioner is concerned, the Revenue Member or the 
Revenue Board might have the power, and so far as 
the duties of Commissioners are concerned, in urgent 
cases t~ey might be performed by the Collector. 

40125. Then would you extend the powers of the 
Collector to some exte~ ?-So far as remission is 
concerned, yes. 

40126. And probably with regard to other things 
too ?-In a few other matters of detail perhaps. . 

40127. Then you say that no more extended powers 
are required for Deputy Commissioners ?-Yes;: 
generally they are not, because it is rarely the Com
missioner passes final orders on any of these things. 
It may be that in rare instances the Commissioner, as 
such, has real power. . 

40128. Do you wish us really to understand that 
"local conditions are neither studied nor considered •• 
by the Local Government ?-1 did say that.· 

40129. Po you think the Lieutenant·Governor 
before acting does not consider or study the conditions 
of the district which his actions may affect ?-In many 
cases conditions are different from district to districtt 
and are not studied. 

40130. You say that you think municipalities aud 
District Boards have enough power, and what is really 
wanted is less hampering from district and other 
authorities ; what suggestions would you make to that 
end ?-First I would appoint non-official Chairmen 
as far as possible ; Chairmen should be non-official, 
and in the matter of budgets also I would give them 
greater freedom than they have at present. 

40131. Would you not submit the budgets for sanc
tion ?-No; except in exceptional cases, and they 
should not be modified by the authorities. 

40132. If you had a non-official President, would 
you have any outside power of veto, or would they be 
allowed to go their own way and learn by their o~n 
experiences ?-Except in cases where they were In· 
fringing the law, I would not interfere with them ; 
apart from that I would !eave them alone. 

40133. Do you consider that the electorate and the 
persons whose fortunes are in their hands should have 
no sort of control over a municipality, or is there 
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sufficient public opinion to take the place of ~he C~m~ 40150. Are not your ideas· of local self-gove~~ent Tile H~m. 
missioner's authority ?-A good deal of ~~at 1!3 _commg a legitimate development, one may say, of the op!illons IAla EM
into existence, and the acts of the mu!llmpalittes ~nd associated with Lord Ripon ?-He is a favounte of Kiiken Lal. 
authorities are more criticised now m the PnnJab, mine. 
sometimes in the newspapers, than in any other pro- 40151. When Lord Ripon was Viceroy did he not 14 Apr., 1908· 
vince in ~dia excepting Bengal. impose reforms in the direction of local self-govern~ 

40134. Is the province ready fo~ a gene!al change of ment upon the Local Governments, who were not at 
this kind, or would you advocate 1t only m the case of all so keen on them ?-Local Governments were 
one or two municipalities ?-I would go to t~~ e:x!"oe_nt certainly not so. keen, excepting the Pnnjab Govern-
of saying that as to three-fourths of the mumctpalittes ment. .- · 
you might effect a change at once ; there are a few 40152. Would you allow the Local Government to 
outlying districts which I would leave out, but, except- regulate the pace or the Government of India: would 
ing those, I think the people are qnite capable of you allow the Local Government to say to the
managing their own affairs. Government of India "you may be in favour of this 

40135. In regard to District Boards, as well as kind of government, but we are not and will stop it"? 
municipalities ?-Perhaps not quite so much to Dis- -Excepting upon broad principles, I would leave it to 
trict Boards. the Local Government. 

40136. Then you would begin with the municip'lli- 40153. Do you call that a broad principle or not?-· 
ties and leave the District Board alone ?-1 would not Broad principles of policy are the right of the people; 
go to the extent of saying three-fourths as regards the Government of India might bring matters to the 
District Boards, but perhaps one-third. notice of the Local Governments. 

40137. You would choose the most promising dis- 40154 .. But supposing the Local Governments are 
tricts firs~ ?-Yes. recalcitrant and will not take the same view, what is to 

40138. Would there be sufficient public opinion to happen ?-In nine cases out of ten then I would 
keep them nnder control ?-Yes; public opinion is follow the Government of India and not the Local 
growing very fast. Government. · 

40139. What exactly do you mean by "outside con- 40155, You desire to get quit of the Deputy Com.: 
trol "?-I mean the control from the Government ; missioner from the District Board and make him 
except in case of the ·infringement of law, there should practically a Collector of revenue and a policeman ?
be very little. There ·are many things that he does in addition to 

40140. When tho law is infringed, how would you that ; he is· Registrar, he is Stamp Officer, he has 
exercise control ?-By appeal; naturally the people general supervision of the peopl~, and he is the District 
affected would appeal. Magistra~. 

40141. You have made a suggestion with regard to 40156. But I understand you do not want him to be 
a "provincial Board" ; what do you mean by that? District Magistrate any longer ; you look forward to 
-I mean that there might be a Council, with or with- the day when he is to cease to be a District Magistrate? 
out the authorities joining it, which might go into the -Yes; more or less. 
general discussion of thin,as, and which might hear i:u 40157. Your Collector will then be literally a 
certain cases appeals from the District Boards and Collector ; he will be a man who will see to the land 
municipalities. revenue and issue processes when it is not paid ?-In 

40142. How many would you suggest to form such a course of time it might come ~o that. 
Council ?-It might be done in this way that while the 
making of rules was being considered, you might have 40158. Do you think that is a good position for the 
as many as 50. members, but as far as the appellate Head of a district to occupy or would you make the 
powers were concerned, there might be a sort of Privy Head of the district the President of the DiStrict 
Council. Board ? -Yon only require the Head of a district for 

w ld h b · 1 • d f h specific purposes : you do not require him necessarily 
40143. 00 t at e entire Y mdepen ent 0 t e to be a big man and a powerful man: so long as there is 

Government ?-Not necessarily, but in place of the peace in the country and the different departments are 
Government one of the Members of the Executive 
Council, or, as in the present case, the Financial Com- co-ordinated, I do not see any absolute necessity for 
missioner might preside. one man to hold all the power in his hands. 

40144. (Jfr. J!e,,,er.) As regards revenue and rent 40159. But supposing there is no peace in the 
appeals, does not litigation go to a more aggravated conn try?-Then of course there would be the police · 
length in the Punjab than anywhere else in India? authority and the magisteria_l authority. 
Have you not special appeals here which do not exist 40160. Then practically the beneficen~ functions of 
in other provinces ?-In the judicial procedure we the Deputy Commissioner-the way he is able to 
have more appeals here than elsewhere. benefit. the peopl~ by making roads or giving dis-

"011- A d t c t bl k d th t pensanes or openmg schools-are all to pass to the 
'J '*

0
• n was no your our so 00 e a you elected President of the District Board ?-l do not bad to have four additional Judges to work off the 

arrears?-Yes; but that would depend on the capacity know that there is much being done in the way of 
ofthe Judges also. beneficent work; if the fonds are there, the thing is. 

done. 40146. Whether it was owing to the incapacity of 
the Judges or the flood of litigations, is it not the fact 40161. Do you not think it is beneficent work ?-U 
that yon had to get four additional Judges ?-Yes; is beneficent in one sense, i.e., it is beneficent by law. 
we had for a short time, but that has been the case 40162. Still, is there not a certain amount of dis-
with other High Courts also. cretion as to whether benevolence shall be exercised in 

~0147. Do Y?D regard that as a happy position to village A or village B ?-H yon are kind to one villaget 
which y_ou destre to expose revenue appellants? Do you are unkind to another. . 
you desire that they also should have to come to this 40163. Yon say there is now more criticism in the
congested Court ?-I was not thinking that there newspapers, directed against individuals ; do you think 
would be the same number of Judges; perhaps if they would criticise District Boards effectively?-! 
revenue ca..~s were transferred, another Additional t~~ so, and criti~ism .is ~ot. only directed against 
Judge might do the work which six or seven Com- mdmduals, but agamst mstitutions, and against laws 
missioners do now. and measures. 

40148. Do not the Commissioners do the work more 40164. So that if you had an elected District Board. 
expeditiously D?W: ?-I do not think so ; some years in the way you suggest, possibly in time the news
ago the Com_m_Is_sloners had so much congestion of papers might press for its abolition and want to 
work that Dms10nal Judges had to be appointed and go back to the Deputy Commissioner?-! do not 
the judicial work taken away from them. think so. 

40U9. :When you s~~ of ~he. Local ~overnments 40165. (;llr. Hi,hrnR.) What makes you prefer an 
not studymg local conditiOns, Is tt, postubly, in your Executive Council to a Board of Reven~ ?-We have 
min~ tb~t legislation. is B?me~imes ~iform ~or. a • no Board of Revenue here, but ~here there are Boards 
pronnce, mstead of bemg trted m a particular distnct of Revenue it is a question of time and the co-ordina
or two beforehand ?-In some cases that also might tion of policy. Now, so far as the Punjab is concerned 
be the case. the powers are more or less divided between th; 

83376 
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Tlt6 Eon; Financial Commissioner and the Local Government, 
Lala Hat• and it takes a long ·time really .to settle matters by 
K~lten Lal. correspondence, but if a member is part and parcel of 

the Government, matters would be more facilitated. 
~'Apr., 1908• 40166. Is it because you think business would be 

more expeditiously conducted ?-That is one reason. 
The other reason would be economy more or less, 
because now it is necessary to maintain a Revenue 
Secretariat both with the Local Government and the 
Financial· Commissioner, and perhaps so many men 
would not be required in my proposal. 

40167. But could you get on without a Secretariat? 
-No; but you would not want two. . 

40168. You are in favour of appointing non-official 
Chairmen of municipalities primarily and then of 
District Boards ; would you have them elected or 
nominated ?-I would rather have them elected by the 
Committee itself. 

40169. As to the members of the Municipal Com
mittee, would you alter the basis which exists to-day 

· of one-third nominated and two-thirds elected, or 
would you keep that ?-I would keep that. · 

40170. We were told by a witness yesterday that of 
the elected members the majority were not worthy of 
the position .they hold in Lahore ; would you subscribe 
to that ?-Some of them are not, but I cannot say the 
majority. · 

40171. Would you say a substantial number?-I do 
not know ; some of them, I know, are not really fit to 
be there. 

40172. The point which the witness tried to make, 
was that the elective system has not worked very well, 
.and that the best people would not stand bepause they 
would not demean themselves by resorting to the tricks 
which were necessary in order to get in ?-That is one 
.reason, but really they would not like to be snubbed 
by the official Chairm~tn afterwards. 

40173. Then he said that people would not object to 
be nominated ; what do you say as to that ?-I do not 
think that everybody would like to be nominated 
either. 

40174. If they would not lik!l to be nominated and 
would not like to be elected, what would they like ?
They keep aloof. 

40175. What do you suggest would happen in that 
<mse ?-If the Chairman was a non-official, better men 
would certainly like to be .nominated, because they 
would have a freer band, and as to the elective 
system, my idea is that better men are coming to the 
front, because the electorate is getting more educated 
.and appreciate ·the work done more than it did in 
:former years. 

40176. Do you think that the more responsibility 
there is thrown upon them the better they will 
:realize it, and that they will feel more keenly the 
.aisadvantages of being represented by undesirable 
:people ?-Yes. 

40177. So that your theory would be that it is only 
by giving them responsibility that they are likely to 
.be able to bear it ?-Yes. 

40178. You said just now that members did not 
"like being snubbed by the Chairman; is it such a 
·.common thing that the Chairman snubs people that 
it deters them from going on these Boards ?_:It is 
more or less common ; of course l could not give the 
-exact number of people who are snubbed and bow 
often they are snubbed, but I know it is pretty 
·frequent. 

40179. Perhaps they would retaliate ?-1 do not 
think so. I think the question is that we are so tied 
-down by laws and interests that when the District 
Magistrat~ is Chairman, we have to quietly submit. · 

40180. Is not a fixed percentage of the income of 
District Boards or municipalities frequently ear-marked 
for certain purposes ?-Yes. 

~0~81. Is that a good prf.nciple? -It is a good 
prmc1ple so long as the budgets remain with the 
·Commissioner or the authorities, but if it is left to 
the people themselves, I do not think it is good. 

40182. Would you allow them to decide for them
selves what they should spend ?-Yes and according 
to the circumstances of the time. ' 

40183. You would leave it to their discretion, in 
fact ?-Yes. 

40184. In regard to the functions placed under these 
local bodies, would you say, if they are made to pay, 
that they should also be fully responsible for the 
carrying out of these works ?-Yes. 

40185. If they were told they had to provide money 
for education, is it a sound principle that they should 
be told in the next breath that they have got to hand 
it over to Government ?-No ; I do not like that; the 
man who pays ought to have the power of regulating 
the expenditure. 
. 40186. If, in certain instances, a municipality decided 
on their own initiative to ask the Government to carry 
out a certain work for them, would you object ?-No. 

40187. But the initiative would have to come from 
them ?-Yes. 

40188. (M1·. Dutt.) You have been lately appointed 
a Member of the Legislative Council here ?-Yes. 
· 40189 . .And you are a banker, I believe, or a director 
of a bank ?-Yes. I am a director of three banks
the People's Bank of India, the .Amritsar Bank, and 
the Lyallpur Bank-and of several industrial com
vanies. 

40190. Have they branches in different parts of 
India ?-Yes; the People's Bank of India has the 
largest number of branches of any bank -48. 

40191. You say you are prepared to give borrowing 
powers to Local Governments for specific purposes ; 
would a Local Government be able to borrow money 
at a lower rate of interest or at the same rate of interest 
as the Government of India does ?-I think at the same 
rate of interest, but not lower. 

40192. Would there be any difficulty in their bor-
rowing ?-No; within certaiplimits. . 

40193. Would you say tliat those loans should be 
contracted for a limited period andpaid back within a 
limited time ?-That would depend on the works that 
are undertaken. If the works are remunerative, I 
would C!lrtainly have them repaid within a specified 
time, but if they were not very remunerative, but at 
the same time paying a fair amount of .interest, I would 
fix a longer period for repayment. 

40194. But in all cases you would accept the principle 
that there should be a sinking fund to repay them ?
Yes. · 

40195. Would you suggest that these loans should 
be contracted by Local Governments with the sanction 
of the Go':ernment of India or of the Secretary of 
State ?-So far as the annual requirements go, and so 
far as the specified objects go, they should be sanc
tioned, but there should be some freedom of action as 
to the time and amount, with a sanctioned maximum. 

40196. S~ould not some measures be taken to pre
vent these local loans clashing with those of the 
Government of India ?-That might be done . 

40197. So that the Government of India would have 
to s~nction and regulate these loans ?--Yes ; to a 
certam extent. There should be no conflict of interest 
between the provincial Governments and the Govern
ment of India, but I would give them the authority to 
contract loans. 

40198. Do you think that any capital would be forth
coming which is untouched by the loans of the Govern
m~nt of India in the Punjab, for instance ?-Yes I 
think so. ' 

40199. You say that s~nitati~n, education, municipal 
government and other thmgs m1ght be left entirely in 
the hands of the Local Governments constituted on 
some mor.e ~ber~l lines, an~ assisted by an Executive 
a~~ Admm1strat1ve Council ; do you make it a con
di~lO:U that Local Governments might· be allowed all 
th1s mdependence when they are more liberally consti
tuted ?-Yes, I make that condition. 

. 40200. You do not propose that a greater degree of 
mdependence should be given to Local Governments at 
present ?-Not as at present constituted. 

40201. At present you think a check is desirable and 
necessary ?-It is very essential. 

40202. You say that the canal rates were raised both 
in the United Provinces and in the Punjab, but are 

• YOll; aware that in the Punjab they have been reduced 
agam recently?-Very likely that is so. They were 
postponed for one year, but I do not know whethe1• 
they were postponed in the case of sugar. 
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40203. In the United Provinces the increased rate 
for sugar irrigation bas been again redu~, but you do 
not know if that is the case in the PunJab ?-No. 

40204. You have said that you would not curtail the 
present right of personal appeal to the Government of 
India or to the Local Government ; what are your 
reasons for that ?-The reason is that in most cases 
that has come to my knowledge it is not the judicial 
blend of mind that leads authorities to pass orders of 
dismissal or suspension, but more or less anger, and in 
that case I should certainly leave the appeal in the 
hands of a higher authority. 

40205. Do you think that orders are sometimes 
passed without due consideration beforehand ?-Yes. 

40206. And if the right of appeal is withdrawn do 
you think that evil would increas~ ?-Yes. · 

40207. Are you familiar with the working of District 
Boards at present ?-No: I only know what I gather 
from the prints and friends. 

40208. Is it your principle that when a District 
Board pays money for any institution, whether it is 
dispensaries or schools or roads, that the Board ought 
to have control over the management of that insti
tution ?-Quite so. 

40209. Would yon apply the same principle to 
municipalities ?-Yes. · 

40210. Would you, in compliance with that principle, 
sngge11t that District Boards ought to have their own 
agency for supervising and controlling and managing 

primary schools ?-Certainly, where they can afford it ; 
if they cannot afford it I would go the length of join
ing two District Boards and giving them one staff 
between them. . 

40211. ShoUld the same princtple be followed with 
regard to roads and other things which District Boards 
pay for?-Yes. 

40212. You say you do not see a possibility of work
ing out a feasible scheme by which village communities 
can "be empowered to dispose of their own local affairs ; 
what do you mean by local affairs? Do you mean 
where there was a small village school the village 
authorities or the village panchayat should not have 
power to look after that institution ?-In the Punjab, 
unless special effort is made, party feuds have gone so 
far that in most cases it would not be practicable to 
do it. From an economic point of view it might be 
tried, so that the people might get back to the old 
customs. 

40Jl3. Do these party dispnte.'4 and factions prevail 
in all the villages of the Punjab ?-:I would not say in 
all of them, but in a very large number. 

40214. And even where there are these factions, 
conld you not trust them to look after a village school, 
or would they be fighting over it?-With increased 
education they might behave better, bnt I am not very 
hopeful of them. 

40215. Might the experiment be tried in a few 
selected villages ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Rev. E. GUILFORD was called and examined. 

40216. (Sir Frederic Lely.) Yon are a Clergyman 
engaged in work in connection with the Church 
Missionary Society?-Yes ; I have been in this country 
26! years continuously as a missionary at Tarn Taran, 
which is 14 miles from Amritsar. I have been President 
of the municipality at Tarn Taran for about 16 years. 
I also helped with regard to plague matters, and am 
Honorary Superintendent of the Leper Asylum. 

It is in every way desirable that provincial Govern
ments should be allowed the fullest scope to develop 
their administration on their own lines. 
If there were but one race in India, general rules 

would suffice for all parts of the country. But India 
contains three distinct races, differing more widely 
according to every anthropological test than Swedes do 
from Italians, or Prussians from Portuguese, and 
within these races there are lines of cleavage 'aS deep as 
those which separate any two nations in Europe. 

I would make each provincial Government the final 
Court of Appeal for its officers. 

The right of appeal should be granted only to officers 
of the Covenanted Service, and to the higher grades of 
the Uncovenanted Service, from the grade of Extra
.A.I!sistant Commissioner upwards. 

I would give greater financial independence to 
Executive Officers by a system of block grants. The 
form of paternal Government, which was exercised by 
Deputy Commissioners 20 or 30 years ago, is now a 
thing of the past, and the Executive bas suffered in 
consequence. In the case of Commissioners, the 
obstacle is the size of their several divisions. Formerly 
there were Commissioners for each district of the 
province, and they were able to keep in personal touch 
with their rettpective districts, but under the present 
system ~he. division of a Commissioner comprises 
se,·eral d1str1cts ; so that there can no longer be that 
close personal acquaintance with the people which is 
essential to good government in a country like India. 

In the case of Deputy Commissioners the obstacles 
appear to be too much office work and want of 
continuity. 

Executi>e Officers do not po8.o;e£ts a sufficient know
ledge of the Pnnjabi language. To remedy this, an 
examination in Punjabi e'}nal to the Higher Standard 
in Urdu should be made compulsory. 

H woulol tend to a great improvement of administra
tion if the staff of Assistant and Extra-Assistant 
Cnmmi;~;;ioners were to be so enlarged as to afford an 
officer of one of those grades for Mch tahsil who should 
re~ide at the headquarters of the ta.h31l and not at the 
,,,,[ar. 

The transfer of Executive Officers is far too frequent. 
There were no fewer than seven Deputy Commissioners 
of the .A.mritsar district in the short space of five years, 
and the administration suffered greatly in consequence. 
A thorough knowledge of the people is absolutely 
necessary on behalf of the Executive Officer, and this 
knowledge is impossible without continuity. 

I do not consider that any further powers shonld be 
granted to district municipalities in the present stage 
of their development. 

It would be a help to the Executive Officers of each 
district if an Advisory BO"ard were created, consisting 
of zaildars and some of the leading men of the district 
who sheuld be nominated by the Deputy Commissioner 
and approved by the Commissioner. 

It is both advisable and possible to give village com· 
munities greater powers than they possess now in the 
matters of police, sanitation and the disposal of petty 
criminal eases. I would advise the revival of the 
old system of panchayats for each village. These 
panchayats should be held responsible for reporting 
and detecting of crime in their villages. To assist them 
in this there should be in the place of the present 
chankidars (who at best are but the menials of the 
lambarcliirB, and the slaves for one day in each week 
of the thanas), pensioned soldiers of the Indian army 
who would be induced to go straight for fear of losing 
their pensions. Jf this were Rdopted it would tend 
also to popularize the Indian Army. The panchayats. 
should be empowered to enforce the sweepers of their 
villages to keep clean lanes, gallies, and open spaces. 
They should further be empowered to try criminal 
petty cases, with a lock-up and stocks at .their disposal, 
such as were used in England when that country was 
more advanced in civilization than this country is at 
present. It seems absnrd that a person should be 
dragged 15 or 20 miles to the tahsil for the petty crime 
of stealing a carrot or ~ome other equally trivial thing, 
and thus waste the tiiDe of the tahsildar, when the 
case could be much more effecth·ely dealt with on the 
spot by those who know already as much about it as 
can be known. 

40217. "'bat race are the people with whom you 
have come in contact ?-8ikhs, almost entirely. 

40218. What is your special language ?-Punjabi. 
40219. You have a good colloquial acqu&intance with 

it ?-1 should have by this time, I think. I would 
rather the natives answered that question. 

40220. Are there any of the agricultural class among 
your converts?-Yes ; we have one Christian village 
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Re.,tl. JJJ. composed of people owning their own land, altogether 
Guilford. separate from any others-Hin4us or Muhammadans~ 

· · 40221. Have you other converts living amongst the 14 
Apr., 

190~· other races ?-:-Yes, we b_ave Christian~ living amongst 
the Hindus and ~uhammadails. · 

40222. Then you are brought not only into. contact 
with the people generally, ~ut wi~h the agr!cultural 
classes mainly ?-AJmost entll'ely wxth the agricUltural 
classes. 

40223. During your residence i.Ii In~ia, have you 
noticed any marked changes in the relat10ns between 
the people and the Government iii any way w~atever? 
-I think there is a very marked change and difference. 
There does not seem to be the respect for Government 
now that there was, or the fear of the la_w. 

40224. To what do you attribute that ?-;-Partly to 
the want of contact on part of the Executive Office~s 
with the people. They do not get to know t~e1r 
people sufficiently w~ll, nor hav? t~ey the opportumty, 
inasmuch as there 1s no contmu1ty of persons, and 
consequently not so much continuity o~ policy as there 
would be with continuity of persons. When I came 
out for the :first 14 or 15 years I think we only bad 

· twd Deputy Commissioners in the district, one stayed 
at least seven years, and the other almost equally as 
long and the consequence was that they were in 
complete touch with the people, were trusted by them, 
and confided in by them. 

40225. Would you also say there is not so much 
contentment among people with their present position ? 
-I would not say that. generally ; I think the dis
eontent exists only amongst a very limited class at 
present, but there is the danger of it spreading. 

40226. Is tha~ the chief, or the only, change which 
you have noticed ?-1 should say there was a very 
great change in the condition of the people generally. 

40227. Do you consider it has improved or the 
reverse?-Vastly iinproved. 

40228. You refer to a system of block grants as 
giving greater :financial independence; what do you 
mean by that ?-1 would have each Executive Officer 
make an estimate of the probable works which would 
be required during the year, and their cost, and send 
in the estimate. A block grant should then be given 
to that district in accordance with the estimate, and a 
freer hand given to the Executiye Officer than be has 
now .in the expenditure of that grant. • 

40229. That is to say, you would have the grant by 
-districts and by divisions ?-Yes. 

40230. What is your general opinion of the character 
:and competence of tahsildars and their subordinates ? 
-There are very great differences in them; there are 
·some· good and there are some very bad ; there are 
.some very fair and some not. · 

40231. Are you pr!lpared to make any general state
ment as to their average character ?-No ; I think I 
·would rather not. 

40232. Is there a general opinion among the people 
that the average officers, speaking of the men who 
.come most in contact with the people, are sufficiently 

· paid ?-There is a general opinion that they are more 
than remunerated, not from the pay which they 
-receive from Government, but in other ways. 

40233. I am speaking now of what they get from 
Government?- 1 think it is not considered that 
patwaris and others are sufficiently paid. 

40234. Is there a general feeling that the inadequacy 
<>f their pay by Government induces them, and to a 
.certain extent justifies them, in getting payment from 
.other irregular sources ?-'!'here seems to be a general 
idea that they are paid a low rate because of the other 

· ;SOUrces from which they derive income. 

40235. Is one reason for their low scale of pay that 
they are understood to make perquisites ?-Yes; it is 
.generally thought so. 

40236. And the taking of perquisites so far as it 
¥oes is not deprecated by popular opinion ?-Yes; it 
lB deprecated. 

. 40237. But does the man himself bear the odium of 
1tt ?-Y~s; he does, but it is not cried aloud by the 
own-crier. 

· 40238. On ·the whole would it be a good ·reform to 
raise the pay of village officers, especialliy of patwaris ? 
-It 1Vould, if you could ensure having the right kind 
o~ Jpan. · 
•. 40239. Do your people get access to Government 
officers when they have any grievance or anything to 
complain of ?-No ; not the access that is their due. 

40240. Is there any difference between the past and 
present in that way ?-Certainly they do not get the 
access they u11ed to, 

40241. Does that apply to the tahsildar as well ;lS to 
the higher officers ?-~o; it does not. 

40242. Can they generally get to the tahsildar ?
They can generally get to him, but not to the Deputy 
Commissioner. · 

40243. If a man h~s a grievance who would he turn 
·to above the tahsildar ?..:...To the Deputy Commissioner. 

40244. Is there no Assistant Commissioner?-No; 
except at the sada1·, and if he goes to the sadar, he 
prefers going up tc1 the chief man. . 

40245. Are they both to be found at th~ sadar only ? 
-Yes. 

40246. Do they see nothing uf the Assistant Com
missioner during the touring season ?-Very seldom. 

40247. Is the Assistant Commissioner a personality 
in a distric~ in the same way that the Deputy Com
missioner is ?-No; nothing like it. 

40248. Are Indian officers above the rank of tahsildar 
more or less accessible in the popular opinion than 
Europeans, or is there any feeling on the subject at 
all ?-1 have had no experience of officers above the 
rank of Extra-Assistant Commissioner, and think 
there is sufficient access to them ; there is no complaint 
of want of access to them. 

40249. Are they more accessible, on the whole, than 
European officers are ?-I think so, for the reason that 
they get about the districts more than a European 
officer does, and they are more in evidence among the 
people. · 

4.0250. Is there any officer between the Deputy 
Commissioner and the tahsildar to whom the people 
look as a matter of course for the redress of any 
grievance ?-No; not for the purpose. 

40251. In your experience are Indian officials as 
frequently transferred as European officials ?-1 shOuld. 
say yes. 

40252. Do they stay as short a tiine in districts, on 
the whole ?-Yes. 

40253. Do you attach very great importance to 
officers remaining longer in their districts ?-1 attach 
the greatest importance to that. . 
. 40254. · From the point of view of good administra
tion and the ruling of the country, is that about the 
most important thing there is ?-I should say that it is 
of prime importance ; one has seen a very great differ
ence in the dJgtrict since . that touch with the people 
has disappeared owing to the frequent changes. · . 

40255. Did you get to know the district in which 
you reside after you had been there, say, five years?
No; I should say it took me 15 years. 

40256. Would you say that your knowledge of the 
people of the district is still growing?-Yes. 

40257. And the longer yon remain there the more 
likely you are to know the people better ?-Yes. 

40258. Therefore, from your point of view; it is no use 
talking about a man going to a place for three, four, or 
even five years and getting to know it, but he should 
substantially remain there all his life ?-lf he could do 
so, it would be better from the point of view of good 
administration. 

40259. Have you known of any other clergymen 
who have remained for a long time in one place ?
Yes ; I know of two cases. 

40260. Would you say they are apt to get into a 
groove and lose their efficiency by remaining a long 
time at one place ?-No; as far as one's experience 
goes, I should say their influence would increase the 
longer they remain . 

40261. From the point of view of the good order of 
the district, would it be better to have a man who was 
in sympathy with the people whom they knew well 
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-and who was possibly somewhat in a groove, rather 
than having a succession of new brooms ?-I would 
much prefer the man in the groove. 
· 40262. Is it your experience ·that the members of 
a municipality take a keen interest in the work?-No i 
it is not my experience. 

40263. Are any of the members of your municipality 
-elected ?-Yes; six out of nine. 

40264. Is there any hesitation on the part of the 
better men in the town to come forward and stand 
for election?-Yes, and very few of them will come 
forward ; they will very gladly occupy seats o~ the 
.Committee if they are nominated, but not othel'Wl.Se. 

40265. Do the nominated members take a keen 
interest in municipal affairs?-yes. 

40266. We have been told that in the past the 
financial relations of municipalities and District Boards 
with the Government have been exceedingly com
plicated, that is to say, that there have been debits and 
credits on the one side or the other which have caused 
a certain amount of confusion ; do you know anything 
-about that?-That has been so in the matter of educa
tion and medical work. 

40267. Is it still the case or have the relations been 
simplified?-They have been simplified to a great 
-extent. Formerly the Municipal Committee paid for 
half the medical expenses and half the educational 
·expenses, but that has been 11implified by putting 
the medical management under the Municipal Com~ 
mitt~e entirely, and the educational under the District 
Board. 

40268. Is your municipality obliged to ear-mark a 
fixed percentage of its income for fixed purposes ?
Yes. 

40269. Is that a sound thing?-Yes, I think it is. 
40270. Do you think a fixed percentage can neces

sarily bear any relation to the requirements of a 
particular service over the whole province ?-It might 
possibly do so at times. 

40271. Would it be dangerous to leave it to a muni
·Cipality to decide how much they might spend profitably 
on a certain thing ?--In the present development of 
municipalities I should say it would be altogether 
unwise to leave it to their discretion on the ground of 
their want of interest in the work. 

40272. Taking, for example, the case of education, 
supposing it were left to the municipality to spend as 
much or as little as they pleased, and even assuming 
they spent nothing at all, in the course of a year or 
two would they not learn by experience that they 
had made a false step and redress it ?-I do not 
think so. 

40273. Bow would you develop their sense of 
responsibility ?-I have tried as President to give 
them responsibility, individually and in gronp!l, but I 
have found it to be an utter failure. 

40274. Is not the difficulty rather that if anything 
goes wrong the municipality can always take refuge 
behind some official ?-Yes; the Deputy Commis

·sioner. 
40275. And therefore they have not got to stand or 

fall by their own virtues or vices ?-No. . 
40276. u.nder those circumstances, will they ever get 

any sense of responsibility ?-If they were left to 
their own responsibility and they failed, their failing 
would have no personal effect on the members of the 
.Committee, but would affect the whole of the com
munity, and I do not think there would be sufficient 
regard for the "·hole of the community on the part of 
the individual members of the Committee to make 
them feel aggrieved at all in the matter ·of the 
failure. 

40277. Does i~ come to this, that the electorate are 
not sufficiently educated at present to be able to appre
ciate the benefits of good government and to appreciate 
whether the functions have been well or badly carried 
out ?-1 do not think education ha.s gone far enough 
for them to appredate that. 

40278. Not even in a municipnlity?-No; speaking 
of course of the smaller municipalities. 

40279. Before yon conld give any substantially 
wider powers to municipalities of the type you are 
·connected with, most you educate the electorate up to 

taking a keener interest in public affairs?-Yes, I fk'i#:f 
should say so. _ 

40280. (Mr. Dutt.) What is the income of the IJ A.Pi; 1908.;-
municipality of which you are Chairman ?-:-About ....,....... 
Rs.l2,UOO. 

40281.· Yon say that the nominated members do 
take some interest in the work, but that the. elected 
members do not. Can you suggest any reason why· 
men who have taken the trouble to get elected cease. 
to take any interest in the work ?-With regard to 
those men who spend money ()Ver their election, there 
is generally a hope of some return. . 

40282. Would not that lead them to take some 
interest in the work ?-Perhaps, because of their ·OWU. 
personal interest. 

40283. How ~ it that the men who are nominated 
take more inhlrest in the work ?-Because they are 
generally the best men who can be found. 

40284. Are not goodmen returned under the present 
system of election?-The best men are not returned. 

40285. Is that the case.with regard to all municipali
ties, large and small,·or is it only the case with regard 
to those municipalities which yon are acquainted with? 
-I cannot speak from experience. · . · . 

. 40286. Evidence has been given with regard t-o 
municipalities in other provinces, like Bombay and 
BeJ;~.gal. that where there is a certain . degree (\f self-· 
government, and municipalities have been ma!laged 
with a certain degree of success ; can you speak m the 
same way of any munici11ality in this province. ?-I" 
know of none ; · I know of one that was. abolished 
because of the want of success. 

40287. Are there many municipalities which have 
non-officia.l Chairmen like yours?-Y ~· 

40288. :fu those municipalities is the work done fairly 
well or as well as it is done where there is an officia.l 
Chairman ?-I should say no; · 

40289. Is that because they do not take ·the 
same degree of interest ?-Before the Municipal Act 
was brought into force, Tarn Tarau, of which 1 am 
now the President, was infinitely better off than it is 
now, simply because the tahsildar managed the whole 
thing himself. 

40290. But you would not lead ns to believe that it. 
bas deteriorated under the present r~gime with you as 
Chairman ?-I should say it is not equal to what· 
it was. · 

4029f. D~ yon think that in the Punjab the time 
bas not come when municipalities under · non-official 
Chairmen can get on so well as under official Chairmen? 
-I should say it has not. · 

40292. Are tahsildars, as a class, the sori of men we 
ought to expect for the pay that is given them?..;_
Yes; I do not think you can expect better men. ·. 

· 40293. Is the present method of selection about as 
good as can be devised, or could the service ~e improved. 
by selecting better educated men and men of better 
character ?-I think it could. . · 

40094. Is the method of selection susceptible of 
some improvement?-Yes. · . . 

40295. Yon are in favour I understand of an 
Advisory Board being appointed in each district to 
help the Executive Officer ; if proper men were 
appointed, either by nomination or election; would 
that bring the District Officer and the district adm.i.nis
tration a little more into touch with the people ?-I 
think it would be a step towards it. 

40296. I infer that you think that is one of the most 
urgently needed reforms of the present day?-Yes, I 
think it is. 

40297. (Sir Steyni11g Edgerley.) Is the knowledge of 
thevernacularamong!lt the superior Services adequate? 
-No ; and I do not see bow it can well be with the 
constant transfers which take place, and in addition 
the districts in the Punjab differ one from the other in 
the colloquial very largely; there is a difference 
betwoon the language of the Manjha and the Rachna. 

40298. Bow many languages are there jn the Punjab 
which an officer might have to learn ?-The two main 
languages are Urdu and Pnnjabi. 

40299. Would a knowledge of those two languages 
carry him through his service ?-I think so ; be might 
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Jl6tJd, JJJ. find it a little difficult. perhaps in Multan, but his 
Uuil/O'I'iJ, knowledge of Punjabi in Multan would be of ve~y 

- _great help in connection with his knowledge of Jatk1. 
14 .J.p., 1908• 40300. Have you any suggestion to make as to the 

selection of tahsildars ?-No; I have none to offer at 
this moment. 

40301. Has not the pay of the lower subordinates 
.been very much what it iB now for a great many years? 
-Yes ; it bas not differed. 

40302. Have the minimum necessities of livelihood 
in that class increased?-Very much ; they have more 
than doubled. 

40303. Yet the pay remains the same ?-The pay 
remains the same ; in the case of a patwari for instan,ce 

. be does not get the pay now of a cooly. 
40304. What pay does he get ?"'-Rupees 10 or Rs.15, 

depending upon his grade. 
40305. What do you think he ought to get ?-I 

should make that dependent upon the merits of 
the man. 

40306. What do you think his pay ought to be to 
enable him to live honestly on his pay in the present 
day ?-Certainly not less than Rs. 25. 

40307: Do you think that if we do not give him as 
much as that, we have a right to expect dishonesty?
There is a temptation .to be dishonest. 

40308. Should you say that the official momle has 
improved or diminished, or that it is stationary ?-I 
should say it is about the same. 

40309. You suggest that chaukidars might be 
recruited from pensioned reservists, sepoys, and so 
forth ?-Yes; for chaukidari work. I would not call 
them chaukidars. 

40310. But is it not very essential that they should 
be actually residents of the village ?-It is. 

40311 • .A.re there such residents in every village?
Yes; four or :five deep, in my part of the country. 

40312. You refer to the want which has grown up 
of necessary respect for the law, and so forth; to what 
do you attribute that ?-To the general spirit of the 
age-there is unrest throughout the whole of .A.eia. 
The general spirit of the Oriental age, I think, is 
unrest and ambition. 

40313. Does that mean that the people are becoming 
rather· more educated?-Yes ; it means that they are 
becoming rather more educated and more ambitious. 

40314. Have you had a good deal to do with educa
tion ?-Only with regard to primary schools. When I 
first came out I had charge of a high school for a 
short time. 

40315. It has been suggested that there is a want of 
a sort of general manual which would teach principles 
common to all religions and which might be introduced 
~to Gove~~ment schools w;ithout offence to any par
ticular rehgton; do you think that anything of that 
kind could b~ done at present ?-If you niean a moral 
text-book w1thout any reference to the source of 
morals, I do not think so. BishopFrench was asked 
to draw up such a. text-book by the Punjab 
Government, and he fourld it an impossibility. 

40316 •. You say ~hat the better people will not stand 
for mun101pal electron ?-The best people will not. 

40317. What is the reason of that ?-Because the 
people who stand resort to means which the best 
people do not approve of, in order to obtain election. 

40318. Could that reason be removed ?-Not at 
present. 

40319. Is there any other reason ?-That is the chief 
reason; they object to coming down to the burly-burly 
of an election and all it involves. 

40320. (M1·. M~yer.) You are in favour of village 
panchayats ; but 1t has been stated that villa(Yes are 
honey-combed by factions, and that it is very difficult 
~o make them _:wor~ together for any common purpose ; 
lB there anythmg m that ?-There is a little but not 
~uc~, so far as my experience goes of the 'Amritsar 
dlStl'lCt, 

~0321. . Are the people homogeneous there ; are they 
mamly Sikhs ?-',['hey are mainly Sikhs. 

th
40322. Have you had any experience of Pathans and 

o cr races ?-No. 

40323. Do you think the Sikhs can combine, and not 
quarrel amongst themselves much?-They quarrel 
but they would not quarrel to the extent that they 
could not arrange a panchayat amongst themselves for 
administering civil functions. 

40324. Supposing they got grants from Government, 
or a portion of the cess levied in the village, to spend, 
might there not be quarrelling about the distribution 
of the money ?-It would depend on what the grant 
was made for. 

40325. On the whole, would they get on as well as 
an English Parish Council ?-I do not think they 
would be quite a happy family, but they would do well 
enough. Their constituents would not be the same as 
the constituents of a Parish Council in England. 

40326. Would . you. have them nominated or elected 
by the villagers ?-I would have them elected. 

· 40327 . .A.s regards the want of respect for the 
officers of the Government, and so on, to which you 
allude, is that not possibly due to the fact that the 
people see more of the officers of the Government than 
they used to, and find out that they are made of 
common clay after all ?-No, I should say it is because 
they see less of officers. 

40328. Do they not find out, at any rate, that they 
can appeal against practically everything the officers 
do, and get their decisions upset ?-I should say the' 
longer an Executive Officer remained in a district the 
more respect would be accorded him on the part of 
the people ; that bas been my experience. 

40329 . .A.s a missionary, you have to deal with 
individuals in a sm:ill area ; you take a few villages 
and work in them ?-No; my policy bas been to go 
over the whole district every year ever since I came 
out, and to visit every village in the district. 

40330. Have you people who are subordinate to you 
in every village of the district ?-No, we have only 
three or four villages where there are Christians, and 
we have subordinates in them, but I go to the other 
villages to proselytize. 

40331. The Deputy Commissioner is not supposed 
to deal minutely with individuals ; if he has a district 
containing over a million inhabitants be cannot 
possibly do so, but he has his subordinates and he is 
supposed to be the controlling authority for the whole 
district?-Yes. 

40332. Taking that into account, would you say it 
was advisable that he should remain in the same 
district for the whole of his official career ?-I should 
say the longer he remains there the better, especially if 
he. acted on the principle that was practised by one 
particular Deputy Commissioner, and not by him only,. 
namely, to make a. tour regularly in the district, to 
stay at a village 3 or 4 days and bold a da1·bm• every 
evening to which be invited all the people from the 
surrounding villages. In that way he got to hear what 
they had to say and got into personal touch with them. 
It i!J true a man cannot become personally acquainted 
with each individual of a million, but he can in that 
way get into touch with a very vast proportion of the 
people. 

40333. What would you say with regard to Lieuten
ant-Governors? Do you think 5 years is sufficient for 
them to get an acquaintance with the provinces of 
India ?-I should say it was sufficient if you choose 
your Lieutenant-Governors from officials of the pro
vince. 

40334 . .A.nd a Viceroy or Governor who comes out 
from home ought, according to your theory, to stay a 
life-time ?-I would much rather see the Viceroy ap
pointed from officials in the country. 

40335. You are in favour of introducing a regular 
sub-divisional system-you would have an Assistant 
Commissioner or an Extra-Assistant Commissioner in 
each portion of the district, and make him ·the r~al 
local officer with the Deputy Commissioner above h1m 
as an inspecting and controlling agency?-Yes. 

40336. Have you got this in the .A.mritsar district at 
present ?-We have not at present. 

40337. As regards the pay oi patwaris, if you raised 
it by Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 a month, would they become more 
interested in the work and cease to take bribes ?-I do 
not think so for a time, but you would attract better· 
men, and gradually in that way you would improve. 
the Service. 
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40338. Is there not, on the other band, a tendency 
for a man to fix his bribe in proportion to his pay ; 
and if you increase his pay will he not increase his 
scale of bribes also ?-I do not know that that has 
been the experience among the patwaris of whom I am 
speaking at present, but it has been known, as you ~y, 
that in proportion to an increase of pay so have b!lbes 
increased, but that has not been the expenence 
amongst the patwaris yet, as there has not been the 
opportunity. 

40339. The patwari surely bas opportunities for 
petty pilferina and taking bribes with regard to such 
matters as cr~p reports, and so on ?-You will not 
possibly alter the present state of things if yon 
increase the present pay tenfold with the present class 
of men, but if you increase the pay it will be likely to 
attract a different class of men in the future and in 
that way you would improve the Service. 

40340. I see you say that there was once a Commis
sioner for every district in th& province, but is that 
-correct ?-No; that is a slip of the pen; but there 
were double the number of Commissioners that there 
:are at present, I think. 

40341. Then as to the zailda1·s, whom you would 
like to put, in your district, on .Advisory Boards, are 
they a sort of superior lambardar ?-They have the 
·oversight of about 15 villages on the average. · 

40342. Are they men of probity and of local light 
.and leading?-Yes, for the most part. . 

40343. Do they tend to become hereditary?-No. 
40344. Is there much competition for the appoint

ments ?-Yes; very keen. 
40345. You say you want a District .Advisory Board 

-would you have a Divisional Board ?-I think it 
would follow. 

40346. If you had an Advisory Board, would not 
the Commissioner need it rather more than the Depu
ty?-Yes, I should say the one thing would follow on 
the other. 

40347. (Sir Frecleric Lely.) With regard to the ad- luml. E. 
ministration of villages by panchayats you say that • OuiljDrrl. 
panchayats should be empowered to enforce the U A 1908 sweepers of villages to keep clean lanes and open • ~ • .• 
spaces. Do you contemplate the engagement of a staff 
of sweepers ?-No; the sweepers are really the paid 
menials of the whole village in the sense that each 
individual occupier of land in the village bas his menial 
whom he pays in kind, and if you had a pancbayat you 
could force the . whole of the menials to take part in 
the work of tim sanitation of the village without 
having a paid staff ; a paid staff would be most im-
practicable. 

40348. Would you employ a paid staff for the 
purpose of enforcing this duty you mention, that is to 
say, a staff of chaprasis or whatever you may call 
them ?..:...I do not think it would be needed. 

40349. Would it not also be exceedingly unpopular 
if you did; would not'the introduction in village gov
ernment of new taxation and the employment of an 
organized staff be exceedingly unpopular ?-I think it 
would, decidedly. 

40350. Would you agree that those two things are 
to be specially avoided ?-They would be most unpop· 
ular. 

40351. Would you leave the cleaning of a village 
then to be dealt with by the people themselves in the 
old way?-Yes, but it need not necessarily be done 
in the old way ; I would leave it to them to control, 
but it would be done better after they bad been edu
cated more. 

40352. But you would leave it to them to do it in 
their own way?-Yes, though! would have it enforced 
if necessary by a higher authority. 

40353. That is to say, you would make the pan
cbayat answerable?-Yes, to the Deputy Commis
sioner. 

(The tcittiess withd1·ew.) 

1\Ir. A. BROADWAY was called and examined. 

40354. (Sir F1·ederic Lely.) What is your occupation. 
-I am a zamindar. I own an estate here of about 
8,000 acres, with about 300 or 400 raiyats, who are 
mixed-Mnhammadans, Hindus and Sikhs. I have 
been in the country since 1875. 

Commissioners should be granted absolute powers to 
make suspensions and remissions of land revenue, and 
lease out Gm·ernment land, whether irrigable from a 
(!anal or not, up to 100 acres. They ought also to 
have extended powers with regard to appointing and 
suspending or even dismissing subordinates in their 
di'·isions, say, from tahsildars downwards. This 
would increase their influence. 

Outside revenue matters the Commissioner is prac
tically unknown to the people. Be acts as a connecting 
link between Deputy Commissioners and Government, 
but not between Government and the people. He 
bas no practical influence in criminal and police admin
istration. 

Undoubtedly the opportunities possessed bv officers 
for personal contact with the people are insufficient. 
~ffic~ W?rk is one great obstacle, and the size of the 
dlStnct lS another. Reductions in returns and reduc
tions .in size of districts are the two appropriate 
remedies. 
Gonrnm~nt oflic~rs generally possess a good know

ledge ?f Bmdustaru, but an imperfect knowledge of 
local dialects, constant transfers beina responsible for 
~~ 0 

I find that the people constantly ask for more European 
supervision. If that is barred on the ground of 
expense there should at least be an increase in the 
snP~;riorcla.sso£ lndi~n employ~s. At present tahsildars, 
for mstancc, are. qmte un~ble to adequately supervise 
tb~ wor~ of thell' subordinates. Such supenision re
qmres t1me, but more European supen·ision is what 
the zamindars would prefer. 

It should be an understood thing that officers who 
to.ok appointments e\·en in undesirable districts should 
~tl•:k to them for a minimum period of at least three 
years. On the other hand, it might be arranged to 
grant officers who have held such appointments to get 

more desirable districts at the close of such an appoint- Jlr • .L 
ment. Broailway. 

I am not in favour of the creation of such an Advis- 14 .A..-1908 ory or Administrative Council. Generally there would p., • 
be no suitable persons to put on them. They would 
only add to the difficulties of the Deputy Commissioner. 
.At present it is perfectly open to him to consult 
anyone he may choose in the district. 

1 am entirely against granting any such powers as 
are enumerated to village communities. Such a grant 
would not be favourable to people, and they would 
never appeal to bodies so constituted. The experiment 
has already been tried in this district and failed. 

40355. Have you anything to say to us abont any 
changes that you have noticed in the relations between 
Government and the people during that time ?-I do 
not think· there is much change among the zamindars. 
There is amongst us a class that has now sprung 
up, who are not thought much of ; they are simply the 
sons of shopkeepers and people of no standing at all ; 
they get this education, and they get discontented, 
because every boy who goes up for examination and 
passes thinks he ought to get into Government Service j 
those who do not are disappointed. I do not think 
there is anything like that among the proper zam-
indars. ·· 

40356. I am now speaking of the agriculturists and 
the classes dependent upon them ; do yon think there 
is much difference?-No, I do not think so, not 
amongst the older people. 

40357. Do you think, for instance, that they know 
less of the Government officer now than they formerly 
did-No; I do not think so. 

40358. The Government officer still gives them 
opportunities of access?-Yes, every man who wants 
an opportunity gets it. . 

40359. Are you connected in any way with the Local 
Boards ?-No, I am an Honorary .Magist11te. 

40360. Is your estate intere11ted in the Local Boards 
at all ; does it ever get any money or anything done?
No. 
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- 4036L Do you consider that the working .of the 
District Boards altogether meets the popular wants?-. 
I do not know how else it could be worked. 

H .Apr., 1908• 40362. I suppose there are certain needs in your 
estate in the way of water-supply and roads ; are any 
of them satisfied by the District Board ?-Y(:ls, I think 
so, according to the share of the district. 

40363. But is that sufficient ?-I think so. 
·40364. Is there sufficient money available from the 

district funds to supply your local wants ?-The local 
wants are schools, roa~s, and hospitals, etc. 

40365. But the drinking water ? - The drinking 
water is not supplied by the Board at all : there are 
wells on estates or in Villages, especially in villages, 
which may be common\ to all ; everyone may draw 
water ; there is no pro~b~tion at all. 

40366. There is no responsibility on the District. 
Board to maintain the wat~r-supply ?-There has been 
no necessity for that, because these wells are worked 
steadily all the year round. I 

40367. But if a well faUs out of repair, who is re
sponsible for putting it right ?-In the Punjab there 
are very few wells which are kept entirely for drinking 
purposes; they have all ·got a certain area of l.and 
which is cultivated by the water, so that the men are 
bound to keep them working. · 

40368. Is the District Board responsible for roads 
and schools ?-Yes. 
· · 40369. Are those ·demands sufficiently met ? - I 
think so. 

40370. There is no complaint of want of funds for 
any necessary purposes ?-In. some of the very poor 
districts there may be, but as a rule there is always 
sufficient money. 

40371. You are against granting any powers 'bo 
village' communities ?-Yes. _. 

40372. Is-it important that. the help of the people 
and the ·opinion of the people should be enlisted in the 
work of Government m01'e than it is ?-If there is 
anything which the Deputy Commissioner does not 

· quite understand, as a rule he can always enquire from 
the people, and he can get at the best men. J n a district 
there may be something necessary at one end which the 
people at the other· end do not care about. For that 
particular purpose he can always get the best men from 
the part of the district concerned ; if he does not 
understand the matter he can enquire from them and 
from his subordinates and. can always find out in that 
way ; it is much better that it should be left to him to 
do that. 

. 40373. Do you find from your experience since 1875 
that the average Collector does make suQh enquiries and 
does get facts ?-;-I think the average Collector does. 

· · 40374. (M1·. Meye1•.) Do you do much work as an 
Honorary Magistrate ?-About six hours a day ; I have· 
a. third of the district under me. . 

40375. Have you first class powers?-Yes. 
. 40376. Do you hear second and third class cases too? 
-It.all depends what the case is like : if it is a petty 
case I send it to the Subordinate Magistrates ; if not,. 
J keep it to myself. 

40377. Have you jurisdiction over the Subordinate 
Magistrates ?-The Deputy Commissioner has author
ized me to send any cases I would like to send to the 
Subordinate Magistrates. · · 

40378. ·Do you· do civil work also ? -Yes. 
40379. Have you the powers of a Munsif ?-I have· 

the powers of a second class Munsif. I would not take 
firs~ class powers because it means a much bigger 
busmess. 

40380. What jurisdiction does the second class give 
you ?~Up to Rs. 500.. . 

• 403~1. Are there many gentlemen like yourself who 
are domg honorary work for the Government in this 
way ?-I am the. only one in my district : I am not sure 
if I am not the only one in the Punjab. . 

40382. Is it long since you have -had these powers? 
-Since 1883. . . 

40383. Would you like to give Commissioners power 
to lease land whether irrigated or not ?-Up to 100 
acres. 

40384. What are their present powers ?-They have
no powers at all now.· 

40385. Has it to go to the Financial Commissioner ? 
-Yes, the Commissioner had powers formerly as far 
as 300 ·acres, but since the canals were t~tarted these 
powers have been taken away. 

40386. Is it in respect only of canal land that they 
were taken away ?-I think it was not known where 
canals would be sta'rted, and therefore they issued a.
general order.,/ 

40387. ~h'ree hundred acres under a canal may be-· 
come~- yery valuable property ?-Certainly. 

40388. You would only give the Commissioner· 
powers up to 100 acres ?-I think he ought to 
have power up to at least 100 acres considering that he 
is the Commissioner. 

40389. Would you give the Deputy Commissioner· 
any powers ?-The Deputy Commissioner would have 
to recommend. Formerly the Deputy Commissioner 
used to give up to 100 acres and the Commissioner up 
to 300 acres : now neither· of them can give. As the 
Deputy Commissioner recommends, the Commissioner's. 
decision should be final. 

· . 40390. Would you give Comrilissioners powers of 
appointing and dismissing tahsildars ?-I think so. 

40391. Would you allow them to post Assistant 
Commissioners and Extra-Assistant· Commissioners
within .their divisions ?-Yes. 

40392. It has been suggested that we should break 
up the provincial Public Works budget, and give Com-. 
missioners sufficient funds from which to sanction 
Public Works themselves: woujg y_o:u favour that?-. 
I would not like to answer that : I have not gone into 
it. 

40393. As to education : would you give the Com
missioner larger powers ?-I do not know if he has any 
powers. If he has he certainly does not exercj.se them. 
It would be a good thing if he had to overlook educa
tion when he goes round in his districts. 

40394. You find that the District Officer does not. 
know Punjabi well as a rule ?-No; all the District ·. 
Officers, barring those who have just come out, know 
Hindustani, and if a man knows Hindustani 'lut is 
understood anywhere in the Punjab ; though be may 
not understand the ma.Q. who is talking to him, if he 
talks in Hindustani, a Punjabi will understand him. 
These dialects out here are much the same as we have, 
at home : one cannot possibly get to learn these dialects 
in a day. If a man is kept long enough in a district, he 
can get to master the dialect : in the Punjab if a man 
knows Hindustani and one of the Punjabi dialects, he 
can understand and be understood. In Multan and the 
Derajat it is a little different of course. 

40395. Have there been many transfers in youi 
district ?-I think about two in a year. 

40396. Have there been so many of late years ? -
Last year there were three transfers . 

40397. Three different officers do you mean, or one 
man coming back ?-There were three different trans
fers among .Deputy Commissioners. That is to say,. 
there were four different officers within a year. 

. 40398. Then as to the Assistant Commissioners ?~ 
In the Jhang district we very seldom have an Assistant 
Commissioner : now and again an Assistant Commis
sioner is sent, but we have mostly Extra-Assistant. 
Commissioners. It is a small district now since the 
Lyallpur Canal came in.· 

40399. The last witness told us that he was in favour· 
of a sub·divisional system, letting each man live in a 
sub-division and exercising local powers there: would 
you be in fav.our of that ?-All districts are divided off· 
amongst the Extra-Assistant Commissioners or Assis
tant Commissioners. At present it is generally done 
in this way. In a small district the work is split up 
amongst the Extra-Assistant Commissioners in the same· 
way, for instance, as I have a third of the district. 
There are three t'.!hsils in the Jhang district now ; I 
have one : I have the whole tahsil with three thanas in 
it, and there are two Extra-Assistant Commissioners 
who have the other .tahsils, and all the work comes to 
us. It so happ~ns that I live in my part of the district ;.; 
the other men hve at headquarters. · 
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40400. But you are speaking now of case work, not 
the ordinary revenue work ?-The ordinary revenue 
work is with the Deputy Commissioner and the Revenue 
Assistant. 

40401. The idea was that you should have more 
assistants living in the sub-divisions and taking all sorts 
of work there so as to be near the people and to relieve 
the Deputy C~mmissioner. Do you think from your 
experience that that would be a goo~ system ?-I have 
nothing against it ; it would relieve the Deputy 
Commissioner to a certain extent, undoubtedly. 

40402. And it would give the people shorter 
journeys ?-Certainly. 

40403. You say that the experiment of giving 
certain powers to village communities bas already 
beeri tried in your district and failed ; will you tell us 
a little about that ?-The Deputy Commissioner who 
was responsible for the experiment has now gone to 
J ullundur ; when he came to the Jhang district as 
Deputy Commissioner he started the system of having 
village panchayats; he got all the people together, 
and he asked me to attend too. I said it would not 
run, but I said he could try it. For every znil, that is, 
so many villages over which a :zaildar is, they had a 
panchayat. The people did not take to it, for two 
reasons : one was that they found that the panchayat 
men were so likely to get people going to them and 
influencing them ; another cause was that they found 
that when a panchayat gave.a decision there was no 
appeal from it, and they did not like that. People 
have said to me over and over again "I would much 
rather not go there at all ; I will go where 1 can 
appeal if the decision is against me," so that they di_d 
no~ make any· use of the panchayat system, and 1t 
died a natural death. · 

4040.1. But suppose you took it a step lower down 
and bad it in the village itself, where there is a certain 
amount of public opinion and a certain knowledge as 
to the real rights and wrongs of any particular 
dispute, might they not be more satisfied with the 
local pancbayat there ?-In most cases it would be 
useful, if a man were satisfied when he found that he 
was in the right and had got what he wanted ; but in 
a lot of theiK' cases a man does not care whether he 
has a right case as long as he wins it ; he tries to get 
the case anyhow, and the consequence is th~t be will 
not go to the panchayat. 

40405. It is a sort of game, and he must fight to the 
last ?-That is it. 

40406. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) Are you brought 
into contact with a great many of the subordinate 
Revenue and Canal officials ?-Yes, every day. 

40407. Do the Revenue Offiilers administer their 
work honestly and straightly?-Very few of them. 

40408. Up to what grade does that opinion apply? 
-Of course there are exceptions to every rule, but I 
do not think at present honesty has taken hold of the 
character of the people. 

40409. You are speaking- now of patwaris and the 
people in the lower grades?-Yes. 

40410. Is the same true of kanungos ?-EJQlctly. 
40411. And of tabsildars and naib-tahsildars?-Yes. 
40412. Extra-Assistant Commissioners ?-Yes. As 

I say, the exception proves the rule : I do not think 
that the whole are like that, but I should say the 
majority are. 

40U3. Should you say that you have less trouble 
from that point of new now than you had 30 years 
ago?-No. 

40414. There is no impro>ement ?-X one. 
40415. You do not consider that it depends on the 

rate of pa.y?-No. 
40416. What does it depend upon ?-As long as 

there is a demand there will be a supply, and of course 
when the demand ceases things will improve. You 
cannot get any work done without working through 
t~e un?erlings .. ~e ha~e ~ml;r one peputy Commis
I!IOner m the d1stnct ; 1t 1s unposs1ble for him to 
control the whole thing ; you go to him and be has to 
send the papers to his subordinates and find out from 
them how matters stand ; it is only here and there 
that a Deputy Commissioner can check his sub· 
ordinal€s. 
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40417. Is that true of all departments ?-1 do not 
know of any department where it is not done largely. 

40418. What expenditure would you debit under 
that head in the course of a year?-I could not say, 
I think it must be enormous ; there are so many ways 
of doing it. 

404:19. What is your remedy ?--SupervisiQn. 
40420. For instance, would the Extra-Assistant 

Commissioner's supervision be adequate ?-I do not 
think: so. In many cases it would be, but there ought 
to be more European supervision. If you went 
through the districts, amongst the cultivating classes 
amongst the zamindars, that would be their cry-that 
they want more European supervision. 

40421. Have you found that amongst your own 
employes the rate of wages has risen very much?
Yes. I beard one of the witnesses say that the 
patwaris' wages might be increl.l$d. I think so too : 
I think they ought to be increased, and there ought to 
be more supervision over them. At present a patwari 
can do almost anything he likes; he can fudge papers ; 
be can go and give evidence in a case which is utterly 
wrong and contrary to the papers, and that is the way 
he makes his income. 

40422. With his present. wage is it fair to expect 
him to be much better than he is ?-Hardly fair, but 
at the same time I do not think that by raising his 
wages at all you will prevent him, because he takes his 
appointment not for the pay, but for what he can 
make. 

404:23. What has been the rise of wages in the last 
20 or 30 years?-! understand that you employ some 
300 or 400 people ?-I do not employ them in that 
way. I go on the Punjab system, where I have to take 
half the produce. I should say that where a man got 
Rs. 8 he is getting now Rs. 15 or Rs. 16. 

40424. (iJlr. Dutt.) Have you much knowledge of 
any other province of India ?-No; I have passed all 
my time in the Punjab. · 

40425. We have had evidence before us in other 
places where witnesses have given a very high 
character to the Provincial Services generally. Have 
you any reason to suppose that the Provincial Service 
in the Punjab is worse and more corrupt· than the 
Provincial Service in other provinces ?-:.I would not 
say so : I should be sorry to think so. 

40426. Did I understand you to say that the great 
majority even o£ officers of the rank of Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners were not straight?-Yes. 

40427. We bad contrary evidence with regard to the 
same class of officers in other provinces, so that you 
think that the same class of officers in this province is 
worse than in any other province : does it not come 
to that ?-No ; I do not bold that. It all depends 
from whom you got the evidence. 

40428. We got it from high European officials. 
Suppose that evidence is correct, and that this class o£ 
officers in other provinces are generally perfectly 
straight _and of high character, then it comes to this, 
that the officers in this province are worse than those 
in other provinces ?-If your evidence is correct as t~ 
those provinces, that is so. 

40429. Are your relations with your tenants regu
lated by the Tenancy Act of the Punjab ?-Exactly. 

40430. You do not receive rent in money from any 
of your tenants ?-No. 

40431. Bas your revenue been settled by th& 
Government ?-Yes. 

40431, Is it settled for 20 years ?-The province is 
settled every 20 years : this is the second settlement I 
have had. 

40433. Have you much experience of the canal 
colonies ?-Yes; I have lands there too. 

40434. What is the period for which the revenue is 
settled there ?-1 think it was 12 years when the canal 
was started. 

40435. But as cultivation extends year after year I 
suppose the revenue is automatically increased ?-As 
the cultivation increases it would .increase. too, but the 
way the Settlement Departmettt increases the revenue 
is to see the condition of the land. Some land by 
constant cultivation improves: other land has not 
been worked up to the same extent and it has 

Q 
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ment is and put on or decrease the revenue accord
l4: Apr., J 008, ingly. The revision begins at the end of every 20 

- years. 
40436. Outside the canal colonies, what is the 

average area of each cultivator's holding on your 
estates ?....:.Taking the lands that are worked by well 
cultivation, the individual holding would be at the 
very most 50 acres : that is the extreme. 

40437. Is there generally) well in each holding?
Yes. 

40438. Is the well sunk by the cultivator himself ?-
No, by the landlord. . 

40439. So that when you . ask for half produce, it 
means that you ask for that as his rent, including the 
irrigation work which you have done for him ?-Yes, 
but be bas the lift. . 

40440. You sink th~·well for him ?-I sink it for 
him and I have to keep it up. 

40441. But he pays all the expenses of lifting the 
water and irrigating his own :field?-Yes. · 

40442. (bh•. Hichens.) You have drawn a very 
gloomy picture of the subordinate Government 
servants here ; does the same thing apply to members 
of a District Board ?-In a certain way I should say 
that it does ; that is, if they had entire powers to run 
the whole thing themselves. 

40443. Would you say that public opinion would 
have very little confidence in the District Board if 
they were left to theiJ; own devices ?-Certainly. 

40444. Is there any public interest in the doings of 
the District Board ?-It would be all right if the 
members worked in a public spirit, but there are very 
few that do that ; as a rule they pull their own ropes! 
that is where the trouble comes in, and that is what 
would happen if you removed official supervision, 

40445. Is public opinion very weak ?-Very weak. 
404.46. It could exercise practically no control ?-No 

eontrol at all. · 
40447. Your remedy is, more European officers?

Certainly.. That is the only remedy I can think of ; I 
am speaking afber consulting the big zamindars, and· I 
always found that they came to the conclusion that 
there is not enough European supervision. 

40448. But suppose you had more European 
Qfficers, would the victims be prepared to come for
ward and give evidence ?-I think they would. Just 
now the trouble is this. For instance, two years ago 
the cotton crop was destroyed by the boll-worm ; 
Government ·arranged that all the crops that were 
destroyed should not be charged revenue ; that was 
the general order. But in some cases some men put 
down other crops, for instance, fodder, at the same 
time ; that was only in a few instances. When the 
.order came for letting off the cotton crops, I was 
talking to a za.mindar who has lands on the canals. 
He took out a postcard, and said "I have just received 
this from our agent. It is true Government have let 
us off, but my agent writes and says 'If you do not 
pay the f:illadar at a certain rate, say, Rs. 2 a kilda 
(an acre)! he will report and say that you had not only 
-cotton, but this other crop, dhol or any kind of fodder 
there, and you will not be let off ; so that it is advisable 
to pay him the Rs 2 and get let off, rather than have to 
pay the whole.' " I said" What are you going to do" · 
"Oh," h~ said, "I am going to pay." I said "I would 
not pay if I were you." He said "Sir, it would be 
reported against me, who is to check it: it will have to 
go through the Canal Department ; it will have to go 
~o tbe Colonization Officer ; how can he come and 
lD~pect my :fields ; this man will stick out there was 
this crop, and I shall have to pay the higher rate; it is 
ch~aper for me to I;'ay the Rs. 2 now than having all 
th1s trouble of gomg up to the Colonization Officer 
-and in .the e~d maki~g an enemy of the ;tilladar? ,1 
And thlB zammdar ult1mately paid up. 

40449. The upshot of all that is that if you have 
any European supervision at all, you must have a great 
deal more?-Yes, you must. 

40450. It must be something really substantial ?-It 
must. 

40451. You are not in favour of Advisory Councils? 
-No, I am not. If the men would work in a public 
spirit, it would be rather a good thing, but I do not 
know of any such men, to my knowledge, who would 
not work for certain objects. 

40452. You have had a pretty wide experience of 
Deputy Commissioners ?-I suppose there are very 
few now of the older men in the Punjab that I do not 
know ; since I have been in my district, there have 
been about :fifty there. 

40453. Would you say that they realize that it is 
their business to consult public opinion and that they 
go about and find out as far as they can what is the 
general public opinion ?-There are men with different 
temperaments ; but a man who has any interest in his 
district and in his work always will :find out before he 
takes any steps. 

40454. Is it perfectly possible for him to do that 
under existing conditions ?-Perfectly possible. 

40455. And a good man always will ?-A good man 
always will. 

40456. Under those conditions it would not be 
necessary for him to have an Advisory Council ?-No; 
I myself think it would be very hard on the men 
themselves, because the native character is such that 
they do not know what they are to do when people 
come to them wanting them to work on their behalf, 
so that very often, when a man would work straight, 
and wants to work straight, he is pulled aside by these 
other influences that come and overpower him. 

40457. So far from being an assistance to the 
Collector, an Advisory Council would be a possible 
hindrance ?-I think it certainly would. 

40458. (Sh· Frede1•ic Lely.) You tell us you have no 
connection with the District Board ?-I did have con
nection for five years, but I resigned, because I could 
not always be at these meetings, and there was a rule 
that if a member failed to attend for :five consecutive 
meetings, he was supposed to have given it up. The 
Deputy Commissioner said he wanted me on the 
Board, and that he would not stick to that rule in my 
case ; but I did not think it was wise to make any 
exception, so I said I would rather resign. 

40459. You resigned because you had not the time 
to attend all the meetings ?-That is so. 

40460. Had you any feeling that your membership 
was fruitless ?-It was not that; it was simply because 
I could not always attend. 

40461. Were you ever offered the non-official Chair
manship of the District Board ?-No, and I would not· 
have taken it. In the first place, it is a very difficult 
post for a non-official to hold. I think the Deputy 
Commissioner is the best man for it ; there are lots of 
things that come up to him in different aspects which 
he can handle better than an outsider could, so that 
his advice and his action would be much better than 
that of an outsider. 

40462. Have you any other reason for refusing, or 
is that the main one ?-I have another reason. A 
District Board is very much like a municipality. I 
know in one municipality the President is a pleader ; 
in that municipality he can get in by votes any man he 
likes ; the major portion of the people are his men, 

·and he has got them in for years. When they want to 
vote for a certain thing which his party wants, all he 
has to do is to look up, and every man will vote for 
him ; if he does not want it, be keeps his eyes down, 
and the~e is not a vote from that party. So that the 
voting 18 not at all honestly done. Then, if there is 
anything to be carried out, very often it is not the case 
that a man disapproves of it, but just to show his 
power he brings forward hindrances. The matter may 
be carried eventually, but there will be hindrances. 
The case will be put off for further consideration, and 
so on. 

40463. Do you mean that if a clique like that was 
always arrayed against a non-official Chairman, he 
would find it very difficult to overcome it ?-He could 
not overcome it. 

(The witness withd1•ew.) 
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Baba GURBaKHSH SINGH, BEDI, was called and examined (through an interpreter). 

40464. (Sir Fred!ff'ic Lely.) You are a zamindar?
Yes. I have at this moment in my possession 6,900 
acres I am a member of the District Board and an 
ilon~rary Extra-Assistant Commissioner with first 
class magisterial powers. 

There can be no doubt that the practical result of 
the system of Government as at present organized is 
to make the administration more and more impersonal 
from day to day. The ch:m;ge ii_l the method ~f 
carrying on the work of administration now-a-days 18 

specially felt by those whose memories of the days of 
personal Government have not yet faded away. The 
aim of the Government is to secure permaneucy of 
efficiency in the administration of the country. This 
is sought to be achieved by systematizing the adminis
tration. The central authority keeps before it the 
ideal it wishes to work up to. Rules and regulations 
calculated to realize that ideal are prescribed with a. 
view to ensure uniformity of procedure. 'Ihe minds 
of all who have to carry on the work under such 
circmnstances are thus made to move in one groove. 
Another circumstance which by introducing routine in 
the work of administration has a marked tendency to 
make the Government of the day impersonal is the 
form in which evidence has to be collected in regard to 
the actual outturn of work being up to the standard 
required. .Authority in matters administrative does 
not completely rest with those who carry on the 
actual work of the administration. It is distributed 
over a series of officers, with varying gradations in 
point of official position. Those who are in the sub
ordinate ranks have to prove to those who are above 
them that the standard of efficiency is being fnlly 
maintained. That being the object, it is only natural 
that the mind should be withdrawn from the defects 
that may even be known to exist, and confined only to 
those features which would make the picture look rosy 
and beautiful. 

It is because of this peculiar form of judging of the 
efficiency of work that considerations of revenue come 
to assume undue importance and override other con
siderations affecting the welfare of the people. The 
officials in the higher ranks of the Service, who have 
not the opportunities of forming their own judgment 
of the efficiency of work by direct daily contact with 
the people, have to be afforded proof of efficiency. It 
is therefore not unnatural that attention should be 
directed to such points of efficiency as would admit of 
easy demonstration. Increase in revenue is one of the 
indications of a successful administration. There may 
be circumstances in which increase in revenue may be 
the mark of the very reverse of a successful adminis
tration. But if the mind is taught to move in a 
groo~e, there ~ every likelihood of such contingencies 
escapmg attention. 

~x~cutive O~cers, though they can have oppor
tumties of so domg, do not, generally speaking, come 
in close personal contact with the people. Here again 
it is the system that has to answer for the change that 
has taken place. The ordinary work of administration 
can be carried on, organized as it is on a system of 
clock-work regularity, without any intimate knowledge 
of the people. The necessity for such knowledge 
"1\he';l not felt results in contact taking place with that 
porhou of the community only, to know which is one 
of the routines of daily work. There are no insur
mountable obstacles in the way of a more intimate 
L.11owledge of the people on the part of Executive 
Officers. The ~o·cal~ed difficulties are believed generally 
to be due to differences in religion social life habits 
~nd oceupa~ions ?f the people. They also in part 
mvolve consideratwns of personal inconvenience. '!'his 
latter difficulty will di."llppear if Executive Officers 
come to realize that direct petsonal contact with all 
cla.sse~ and ~~ions of ~he people is an absolutely 
essential conditiOn of their success in service. If the 
acquisition of intimate knowledge of the people comes 
to be regarded as the essential part of the duty of an 
officer, all the obstacles at present felt as such will 
disap~ar. .An intimat_e knowled~e. of the people will 
make 1t clear that social and rehgtous differences do 
not at all stand in the way of a better and fuller 
understanding of the people, and that there is much 
to intere!'t and occupy those who make it a point to 
cultivate friendly relations with the people. 

3:13i6 

Executive . Officers owing to a changed condition of 
things have not that knowledge of the vernacular now 
which their predecessors possessed. 

I am in favour of the creation of .Advisory Councils 
to assist District Officers. I would for the present 
have resort to a system of nomination which would 
secure on such Councils the representation of all the 
more important interest and occupations. I would 
suggest that such Councils should among other matters 
be consulted in regard to the following :-Matters 
affecting religions and religious ceremonies and 
observances; arrangements for suppression of crime; 
relief required in times of distress or failure of crops ; 
proposals regarding assessments of revenue ; proposals 
regarding taxation ; measures relating to suppression 
and prevention of epidemic diseases ; proposals 
regarding new legislation and changes in legislation ; 
proposals regarding sanitary measures ; proposals 
regarding means of communications and facilities in 
such communications ; proposals regarding such 
measures of particular departments in the district 
generally as have a bearing on the welfare of the 
people. 

40465. Have yon anything to tell ns about the use 
and functions and possible reforms in the District 
Board ?-I have taken no interest in that. I cannot 
say anything about the reforms. 

40!66. (Air. Dutt.) How long have yon been a 
member of the District Board ?-Beven years. 

40467. .Are meetings held every month or once in 
two or three months ?-There are no fixed dates. 

40468. Do yon sometimes attend the meetings?
Seldom. 

40469. Do yon get rent from your cultivators in 
money or in produce ?-In produce. 

40470. In ~an parts of your zamindari ?-It is the 
same in all. 

40471. Is the settlement with you made for 20 years 
by the Government ?-It is settled for 20 years. 

40472. Do you know anything of the canal colonies?· 
-Yes. I have got lands there. 

40473 • .Are they settled for 12 years ?-Yes. 

40474. Who superintends the distribution of water 
there ?-It is managed by the Canal Engineer and the 
Assistant Engineer under the supervision of the 
zilladar. 

40475. Who makes the assessment and who makes 
the collection ?-It is assessed by the canal patwari 
and collected ~y the chahchelis. 

40476. Do they work under the orders of the Canal 
Engineer or under the orders of the Deputy Com
missioner ?-Under the Canal Engineer. 

40477. So that both the assessment and collection 
work iS done under the orders of the Canal Rngineer? 
-The assessment is not done by the Canal Engineer • 
he ma~el! a statement and sends it to the Deputy 
ColllDllSstoner. 

40478. When the people have complaints to make 
about insufficient water-supply, do they go to the 
Canal Engineer or to the Deputy Commissioner ?-To 
the Canal Department. 

40479. Has the Deputy Commissioner any control 
over the distribution of water ?-None. 

40480. Would the people like the Deputy Com
missioner to have some voice in the distribution of 
water ?-It would improve matters if the Deputy 
Commissioner had a voice. 

40481. You are in favour of the creation of 
.Ad,isory Councils ?-Yes; in my opini\)n there 
should be selected men of respectability and men on 
whom Government can pot trust, otherwise there is 
no necessity for them. 

40482. Who should select these men ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner is the proper person. • 

40483. Should the Deputy Commissioner consult 
them in all matters relating to the welfare of the 
people ?-Men of trust of course ought to be con
sulted. 

Q 2 
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40484. Would the administration be made more 
popular if these m~n .were frequently consulted ?-If 
good selected men are appointed to the Advisory 
Council, it will be a good thing to ask their advice in 
all matters of administration. 

40485. (Jft·. Hirhens.) You say that the Executive 
Officers are not in close personal contact with the 
people ; do you allude to Deputy Commissioners 
amongst others ?-It is very difficult to get access to 
the District Officers, and there should be more 
frequent visits. 

40486. To what do you attribute the fact that the 
people do not come ?-The District Officers have no 
time. If they like, they can see the people, but they 
generally say they have got too much work. 

40487. Are officers transferred too frequently?
Some p~ople are transferred soon, some are not. 

40488. (Mr. Meyer.) You are an Honorary Extra
Assistant Commissioner : whot work do you do in 
that capacity ?-Civil and criminal. · 

40489. Do you try many cases ?-1 used to do a lot 
of work before the Land Alienation Act was passed, 
but now there is less work. 

40490. Are there many appeals in this province?
Yes. 

40491. Would not the work of officials be diminished, 
and would they not have more opportunities for 
mixing with the people if there were fewer appeals?
Yes. 

40492. Might it not be a good thing then to reduce 
appeals ?-Yes. 

40493. Might not a Commissioner deal with a 
number of matters that now go to the Financial 
Commissioner or to the Local Government ?-It would 
be better. 

40494. Have you anything to say about village 
panchayats ?-I am in favour of panchayats in the 
villages. 

40495. What people are they in your part of the 
country ?-There are few Sikhs. I live in Rawalpindi, 
but I have estates in Lyallpur and other districts. 

40496. Are there factions in these villages?-There 
are all sorts of people in my villages-Muhammadans, 
Hindus and Sikhs. 

40497. Do they quarrel amongst themselves?
. Ordinary quarrels ; they do not quarrel on religious 
points. 

40498. Would they be able to work together in a 
panchayat ?-There would be no trouble if there 
were Sikhs and Muhammadans and Hindus collected 
together in a panchayat. 

40499. What sort of things would you give the 
pancbayats to deal with ?-Civil cases, cases in which 
there is any difficulty about water, and cases like that. 

40500. Should they look after the village schools?
Yes; the village schools also should be included, and 
petty criminal cases. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

SARDAR BAH.A.DUR PART.A.P SINGH, was called and examined. 

:ff~a1• · 40501. (Sir F7•ecle1·ic LeZy.) You served for several 
a d!Uf years as an Extra-Assistant Commissioner ?-Yes. I 

Partab Svnglh am now President of the Council of Administration of 
l4: A;;:-i908 the Faridkot State. As such, I exercise the powers 

'' ~ of the Ruling Chief, except that in capital sentences 
they have to be confirmed by the Political Agent. 

Officers whose appointment is made by the Local 
~overnment shoul~ have a right of appeal to the 
lwovernment of India. All others appointed by Heads 
of Departments should not go ·up to Government of 
India, · 
. Sub-Divisional Officers may be trusted to sanction 
mcreases and decreases of revenue in fluctuating areas 
in their sub-divisions, sending up, for the information 
of the Deputy Commissioner, an explanation in case of 
extraordinary increase or deprease. 

'rhe appointments of tahsildars and naib-tahsildars, 
and their dismissal, should be in the hands of the 
Commissioner. 

The appointment of zillada1·s of 'Canals and of 
deputy inspectors of police, though left in the hands 
of their respective departments~. should be approved 
by the Commissioner. Bnt the ctismissals of both may 
be placed in the hands of the Commissioner. 

The appointment of superintendents of vernacular 
offices, head clerks, readers both in English and ver
nacular offices, amlas, zailda1'81 sufed!poshes, inamdars, 
bead lambarda1'8 and lambardars and their dismissal 
should be placed in the hands of the Deputy Com
missioners, provided that recommendations made by 
Extra-Aasistant Commissioners concerned, both in 
cases of employment or dismissal, should be honoured. 
Glaring mistakes or gross injustice may be corrected 
by the Commissioner whose order should be final. 

Sub-Divisional Officer's recommendations in affairs 
in their sub-divisions should be trusted and honoured 
without any doubts by the Deputy Commissioners. 

Canal patwaris should be made subordinate to 
Revenue Assistants of the district, and through the 
latter to the Deputy Commissioner. I would suggest 
to reduce the present halkas of the patwaris of mal· 
~n~ make them do the canal work in areas, of course 
!l'flgat~d . by the canals. But if this be somehow 
unposs1ble, the canal patwaris can be made to serve 
under the direct supervision of the Revenue Assistant 

Ohaulcidars, lambardars, head lambarda1•s and 
JW,ildars ~e ~ow ser~g. both the Canal Department 
and th~ distnct authont1es. If 2illada1'8 (canal) and 
P~twans be added to the common list, immense good 
:U~dbede done and considerable litigations will be 

VOl , 

In Court of Wards matters, estates with income of 
Rs. 50,000 and more per annum may be considered 
worth looking after by the Financial Commissioner. 
Minor estates may be left to the care of the Com
missioner. Deputy Commissioners may be trusted to 
spend up to Rs. 5,000 on improvements and Rs. 2,000 
on .family ceremonies. The Commissioner's order and 
sanction above Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 2,000 in case of minor 
estates may be final. In case of big estates, the Com
missioner may sanction expenditure up to Rs. 20,000 
on improvements, and Rs. 10,000 on family ceremonies, 
and the order and sanction of the Financial Commis
sioner above that should be considered final, provided 
that information be sent to the Local Government in 
case of extraordinary expenditure by the Financial 
Commissioner, and to the Financial Commissioner by 
the Commissioner. 

In administrative appeals, a certificate from the 
authority passing the order is desirable where law or 
rules having the force of law is in question. I would 
allow one appeal without a certificate in case of 
executive practice to the next higher authority. In 
personal questions one appeal to an authority next 
higher to the authority passing the order of dismissal 
or fine will be sufficient. 

Executive Officers have not sufficient opportunity of 
coming into contact with the people ; the press of work 
is the chief cause. Caste prejudice is the other cause. 
No e:ffort should be made to remove the caste obstacle. 
Every European officer going on tour should be 
provided with a " shamiana," and it should be ruled 
that on halt days the officer should bold darba1', He 
should talk freely and fri~ndly to the leaders of the 
masses attending. Let the officer prove to the people 
that he is a "ma-bap Sahib " and tries to learn about 
the families of the leaders, and on learning calamities 
shows sympathy and expresses sorrow on public fate. 

The knowledge of officers of the vernacular is with 
rare exceptions sufficient. 

Much· greater care in the selection of officers for 
Commissionerships and high commands will be im· 
perative. Adherence to an educational test only in 
bringing out officers to India to begin with, if it be so, 
may be revised. Family claims and old connection 
with India may be preferred. 

Transfers are very frequent. Five years' command 
of a district and five years' command of a tahsil may 
be fixed. If the officer in command of a district proves 
to be inefficient, give him one more chance, but after 
that he should never get a district. Attach him to 
complete service. If an officer in command of a tahsil 
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-proves to be inefficient, give him one more chance, and 
-after that he should never get a tahsil nor promotion, 
provided if the black mark be on account of bribes, 
turn him out for good. Occasional transfers may be 
made on account of bad health. Transfers on account 
.of leave and furlough must be_made. . . . 

I am not in favour of .Adv1sory or .Admmtstrat1ve 
·Councils. Indirect recommendations are my fears. 
Let the Divisional or District Officers take advice from 
their subordinate Extra-Assistant Commissioners and 
trustworthy tahsildars and also Honorary Magistrates. 
If necessary, make these subordinate officers responsible 
for the cpmmission or omission of a thing, and the 
result will be satisfactory. 

The powers of village communities can be enlarged 
with advantage. It can be done with advantage. I 
give an instance-~andi .Abohar in the Fazilka sub
division of district Ferozepore is not even a " notified 
area," and is being worked up by the members of the 
District Board and residents of Mandi very hand
somely. The little place is rising into a town. The 
Sub-Divisional Officer lays down simply lines of policy, 
but otherwise does not interfere. 

I would introduce a system of panchayats, and would 
. enlist all good and influential men from cities, towns . 
,and villages up to 20 men a panchayat, with a rule that 
.any four members would sit and discharge business. 
Thanawx1• panchayats will be good to start. The 
headquarters of the panchayat should not be at the 
thana. No police nor pleader should attend the 
panchayat Court. Let panchayats be invested with 
powers as follows :-Criminal-sections 323 and 352, 
Indian Penal Code, with powers of fine up to Rs. 25 
and no imprisonment at all. Civil-money suits up to 

- Rs. 200 value. Revenue-produce cases up to Rs. 200 
value. One arzi nawis with a license to sell stamps, 
and one ahlmacl to do reader of the panchayat will 
-carry on the work. .Appeals from the orders of 
panchayat to go to Honorary Magistrates, and should 
there be none, then to the Deputy Commissioners. 
·The appeal order to be final. I introduced the 
panchayat system in Faridkot State last year and the 
work is being done fairly well. 

Only educational qualifications of candidates for 
,Government Service do not produce truthful and 
honest workers as a rule. Indian schools and colleges 
have failed in turning out loyal students and to be 
trusted straightforward stuff as a rule. It may be that 
on account of want of religious education the result has 
been undesirable. Government cannot give religious 
education as there are s,o many religions in India. I 
would, therefore, suggest that new books on "trttth 
and falsehood " and on " honesty and dishonesty " be 
composed and allowed to be taught in Indian schools 
and colleges. It may then be that the future turn-out 
will be hopeful. The test based on higher education 
should be less regarded than at present. Let candidates 
for Government Service be selected with regard to 
sufficient education, family claims, and loyalty to 
Government. .The powers of Deputy Commissioners 
and Commissioners in granting rewards for good 
service during plague, famine and other calamities are 
very limited. I would suggest that the Commissioners 
might give rewards up to Rs. 200 and Deputy Com
missioners up to Rs. 50. 

40502. What are your general views as to- the 
relations between the people and the Government ; 
are they susceptible of improvement ?-My view is 
tha~ there has been a lot of improvement under the 
British rule. 

40503. Is there still room for change for the better? 
-Yes. 

40504. In what direction ?-In educational matters 
they. ar~ impr?ving much and there is a lot of hope ; 
also m. 1mprovmg the we~lt.h of the country there is 
much Improvement, and 1t ts hoped that there will be 
much more. 

40505. In the Faridkot State have you anything 
corresponding to local self-government ?-No; only 
that I have started panchayats there. 

40506. Did you establish a panohaynt in a single 
village or in a collection of villBges ?-It is a small 
State. There was no arrangement previously even of 
::aildar8, so I founded t:aildaris to begin with, then I 
combined zaildaris into prmchayats. 
. 40507. Then you have not a prmcbayat in each 

Vllla~e ?--No; I combined two zaildtlris into one 
panchnyat. 

40508. How many villages would there be on the 
average ?-One hundred and sixty in the whole State ; 
so I divided it into 14 zaildaris, and I combined two 
zailclaris into one panchayat ; I enlisted from 16 to 20 
members in one .panchayat. 

40509. How did you constitute the panchayat ?-1 
nominated the members, all good men, from their 
circle. 

40510. One from each village ?-No; sometimes two 
from each village; 1-had a baniya, or accountant, from 
a village, and a sail dar from- the same village ; in this 
way I enlisted all the good men of the circle ; I got a 
quorum of four men ~ho. could sit and disch~rge 
buainess. I gave them crlmlllal powers under sect1ons 
323 and 352 of the Indian Penal Code, but no powers 
of imprisonment. I ruled that they were not to pass 
sentences of imprisonment, only to have power of 
fining up to Rs. 25. In civil cases I gave them power 
in money suits up to Rs. 200 value, and in revenue 
cases also up toRs. 200. Their. work has. been very 
good. 

40511. Did you give them any power to spend 
money on Public Works ?-No; I intend doing that 
after I see that they are working better . 

40512. Did you give them any power over education? 
-Yes. There were no schools in the State, and I 
asked their help. The control was in my hands. I 
appointed a nazim of education, that is a director or 
inspector ; and then I took help from these panchayats ; 
I have been able to start fifty schools in places where 
there were none, and they are now helping. 

40513. Have you as yet given them any power 
whatever in other matters ?-They have given help 
in starting schools ; they have given ~e free houses in 
the villages ; they have asked their friends to help. I 
have said " I want a school there, and a school the1·e" ; 
they have asked the influential man in the village to 
give a house free to begin with ; they have no money 
control as yet. 

40514. Why did you not establish a pancliayat in 
each particular village ; why did you rather have a 
large body combining several villages to ether ?-1 say 
that I combined them in different es because 
there were not enough men in the village, and there 
was no business for them in each village.; 

40515. You did not think it would have been 
successful ?-Each village has no business for the 
panchayat. · 

40516. It could manage its school ?-Once a teacher 
is appointed and his pay settled, then there is no work ; 
it is only the work of the parents to send their boys 
to the school. 

40517. Is that the only reason ?-That is the only 
reason, and also that there are not so many men in 
every village. 

40518. Not in a good size village of, say, a thousand 
people ?-That would be called a small town ; all small 
towns in the Punjab have either a municipality or a 
notified area. I am now answering. only about the 
mufassal.villages. 

40519. I understand that this panchayat of yours 
is a Judicial Court, within certain limits, and that in 
other matters it advises you and advises the people?
Yes, as a mediator. 

40520. But it bas no other powers ?-It has no other 
powers as yet, but 1 am intending to give it powers 
under the Cattle Trespass .Act, and also in educational 
matters. 

40521. .Anything else ?-No, not yet. I intend to 
have my own scheme about education, as I have a free 
hand in the State. I am not going to have all these 
books that are being taught in our schools in British 
India ; I am going to start a system such as we had in 
old times-in my own time-just teaching to read and 
write, and to do little accounts to begin with, and· to 
teach the true meaning of truth and falsehood, honesty 
and dishonesty. 

40522. This is your own 'scheme that you are going 
to carry out, not the. scheme of the panchayats ?
That is so. 

40523. (Sil· Steyning Edgerleg.) Whirl exactly is 
your education scheme to be ?-Just as I was sent to 
school. In my time, in the sixties, boys used to go to 
the teacher, and be used to teach them to read and 
write and do small arithmetic. 

8fJ!t'da1' 
BaluuJ;(vr 

Partab Bi!ll{/h. 

14 Apr.·,l908. .-
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Sartlalf' 40524. That is, purely pri!llar;r education ?-Yes; 
Bahatl'tlll' and I say that prima.ry educa.t1on 1s what the mufassal 

PtJrta'b Bing!&. villages want. Of course I have a middle school in 
the Raja's palace at Faridkot, and, if I find any shining 

· H Apr., I 90S. boy, he may co~e as a boarder and live there and get a 
classical educatiOn. . 

40525. Would you give scholarships or something of 
that sort to get clever boys on?-Yes. 

40526. You suggest a sort of moral text-book; is 
that a fea.sible suggestion.?-! think so. We. have good 
religious stories illustrating bonel'lty and diBhonesty; 
we ha.ve plenty of stories, in books and from mouth 
to mouth, illustrating truth and falsehood ; these can 
very well be compiled into a little school manual: I 
am going to do it in my State. I have alr~ady giVen 
instructions to get a book wri~ten. on those lme~, .and ~ 
shall put it into our schools ; 1t w1ll not be "rehg10us, 
but it will be a good thing to be taught. . 

40527. (Mr. Meyer.) What is a canal zilladar ?-He 
is the lowest grada officer in whose hands there is the 
supply of water and also the power of stopping 
supply. · · '· 

40528. Is he. a bigger man than the patwari ?-Yes ; 
be bas several patwaris working under him. 

40529. What pay does he get ? -About Rs. 80, with 
horse allownnce, and so on ; be is the great man in the 
Canal Department 

40530. You would like the Commissioner to be a 
bigger man . than he is, to appoint tahsildars, and to 
have something to say to the appointment of these 
canal zilladar11 and deputy superintendents of police? 
-Yes. 

40531. Would you give him a larger power of 
sanctioning Public Works ?-I do not think the Com
missioner wants particular powers in the Canal Depart
ment ; the Canal Department is doing all right. What 
I meant by putting these officials under. the control 
of the Commissioner was, to get it out of their beads 
that they have only their canal masters who will help 
them when their shortcomings are found out, when 
they are found out doing anything like bribery, and so 
on. These officers always think that they will be 
backed up by their officers. My experience is that the 
Civil authorities, whenever they catch a subordinate 
of theirs, try to punish him, but the Canal Depart
ment and the Police Department, whenever their men 
are concerned, try to help them, just like the Army 
people. In the Army, perhaps, they have some right, 
because they are men going to fight the enemies of 
the country, and it is a Service in which it is the 
tradition to back up subordinate officers ; but the 
Canal Department and the Police Department are 
quite di:fferent, · and the practice in such matters in 
those Departments should be rather like that in the 
Civil Service. 

40532. Would you let the Commissioner post 
Assistant Commissioners and Extra-Assistant Com
missioners within his own division ?-1 do not think 
there would be any harm. The Commissioner would be 
just lik? ~he Raja of a Sta~e (I have now the experience 
o_f a !=f.aJa s State) ; th~ B;aJa does a thing and the people 
like 1t. If the Comwsstoner were given more powers, 
his divisions would be like that of a small State· the 
Commission~r will willingly be recognised as a great 
man, but he 1s wanted to work up to his position. 

40533. Might not the Commissioner deal with most 
of the matters relating to District Boards and muni
cipalities?-Yes. 

40534. Who appoints ~aildars now ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner appoints them. 

40535. And lambarda1·s ?-They are appointed by 
the Deputy Commissioner. 

40536. Mig~t not the tahsildars or the Sub-Divisional 
Officers appo~t. these people ?-I think not ; the 
Deputy Comwas10ner should appoint them. 

40537. ~ou want to reduce certain districts because 
the work IS .t~o. heavy ; might it not be better to 
~ave a aub~d~';s10nal system, to divide the district 
mto. sub-diviBion~ .and let an Assistant or Extra
tssistant Co~m~ss10ner W?rk there, and let the 
. eput:y: CommiSSioner be Slmply a controllina and 
mspectmg oMcer?-Yes, as we have now. 0 

40538· You have only one sub-division in a district 
!~b.di~~l~;:e you had ap the districts divided into 

'you would glve the Deputy Commissioner 

less work to do ?-I have not considered it, but I 
think there ought not to be more than one sub
division. One sub-division has been working well. In 
one way it is good, because young officers have expe~ 
rience there and have learnt bow to do district work : 
if you had more sub-divisions, the control would still 
be not good. 

40539. Would it not be better for the people if you 
have one man who is close to them, and would not the· 
tahsil dar get better looked after ? -We cannot manage
these two particular districts by starting sub-divisions. 
here. Ferozepore district was made up when there 
were no settled villages; it was hundreds and hundreds 
of miles of jungle, and there was no income practi
cally. The Fazilka tahsil was only inhabited after 
the district was made; now the Fazilka tahsil gives. 
8 lakbs canal revenue alone, so that we want another 
district there. It is about 70 miles from the boundary 
of the Sialkot district to headquarters, and people 
have to go there. 

40540. You say that Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners sbould.bave powers delegated to them 
in Court of Wards cases; have they not much power 
now ?-No ; I have been myself in charge of Court of 
Wards, and there is much delay in getting sanr,tion. I 
suggest that if these powers are delegated, the work 
will be facilitated. 

40541. Has every little thing to go up to the· 
Financial Commissioner ?-Yes, and when the matter 
goes up for his sanction, except perhaps that as to 
maintenance allowance, there may be some argument, 
everything else-matters of improvement, or marriage 
ceremonies, and so forth-is sanctioned. 

40542. By maintenance allowance you mean the· 
amount to be given to the ward for his education or to 
the widows ?-Yes. 

40543. You are against Advisory Councils ?-1 am. 
40544. But might not the Deputy Commissioner 

consult the District Board about these matters ?-The· 
Deputy Commissioner, if he has trustworthy men to 
consult can always consult them ; if you put a number· 
of men into a formal Board, there will only be more 
complications. 

405!5. But if he bas a District Board meeting about 
District Board matters, he can talk to the members 
ab mt other matters ?-Yes, and that is done now. I 
am against Advisory Councils, because it would be· 
creating another department, and a lot of indirect 
recommendations would creep in ; I do not thin~ it 
would work well. 

40546. You speak of panchayats dealing with revenue 
produce cases ; what are those ?-Revenue produce 
cases are cases between a landlord and a tenant ; the· 
tenant does not pay malkanda or the landlord's share 
of the produce, and the landlord brings suit against 
him for so much produce~ those are called revenue 
produce cases. 

40547. Do you think the pancbayat would hold the, 
scale fairly as between landlordR and tenants; might· 
not the membars be landlords themselves ?-Yes, but 
there are 20 men in my panchayat, and a case belong
ing to one pancbayat would go before another· 
panchayat. 

40548. But one landlord would back up another· 
landlord, or one tenant would back up another tenant? 
-You might say that all over the world, but it does 
work. The men in whom we put our trust do theh• 
work, and when any glaring mistake comes np there is 
the remedy. 

40549. You have tried that successfully ?-When I 
took up the charge of the Faridkot State there were· 
nine Courts working in that small area. By starting 
these seven pancbayats, only two are now working, and 
my Court hears appeals ; the work is very much 
reduced now. , 

40550. Do you allow vakils to appear before the 
pancbayats ?-No; neither vakils nor the police. 

40551. You say appeals go to the Honorary Magis
trates ?-To the Honorary Magistrates or to the· 
District Magistrate . 

40552. But if you allow appeals, do you not rather· 
shake the confidence of the people in the panchayats ? 
-No; there ought to be appeals; the.Y. perfectly 
understand that their work stands to be cntlmsed, and. 
they do not mind if their work is sent up on appeal. 
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40553. Are appeals very popular in this province ?
Yes. 

40554. It has been suggested to us that each village 
might be given some s~are of the land cess ~hat is 
levied there, for the villagers to spend at the1r own 
discretion on wells or anything else ?-The Dis~ct 
Board is doing that, and it would be only creating 
work. I am a village man myself ; everything ~ the 
village is owned by someone ; so far as the village 
(:Ollectively has any obligations, there is the malba. 
We do not want any fund to be placed in the hands of 
the village panchayats to be spent on these works ; all 
<1ther properties are held by somebody. 

40555. Is the malba levied in every village ?-Yes. 
"Saints and fakirs pay visits to the villages, and they 
are fed and even sometimes Clothed, and the malba is 
perfectly understood ; in fact it is put in the revenue 
papers, so that there is help from the Government, you 
may say, to the villages in that way in spending money 
on some common object. 

40556. (.Mr. Dult.) You say that all the petty cases 
are now tried by these paucbayats in Faridkot under 
sections 323 and 352 of Indian Penal Code, and that 
that bas largely reduced the work of the Courts. Are 
there very many appeals from these pancbayats ?-No ; 
there are a lot of compromises. I was told by my 
Treasury Officers that less stamps were being sold year 

.. by year. 

40557. You think that is a good sign that people 
(:Ompromise their cases and settle their di.iferences ?
Yes. Much the same thing is done by the panchayats 
in these matters as is done in the Military Service. A 
man comes and says so and so has beaten him ; the 
matter is gone into on the spot there and then, and 
disposed of in fifteen minutes. Panchayats have reduced 
the work, and in fact made the work more limited ; 
there are no fights now, because the people think that 
when they go up to fight a case, they will have to com-. 
promise it, so they do not fight. 

40558. Do you suggest that this system should also 
be introduced gradually in British India ?-Yes. 

40559. You think that in some advanced villages the 
system is likely to be successful ?-Yes. 

40560. Would one panchayat be able to do all the 
work within the ilaka of one thana ?-Yes. The 
theory is this ; our men go to the Courts, and if they 
·come back the snme day, there is nothing lost; they 

do not spend anything ; they take their food and go to 8a1'tlM · 
attend the Court and come back in the evening. Baluultw 

40561. Will the members of the panchayat work Partab 8i11gl!.. 
without any remuneration ?-They do it ; there has 14: Apr.,1908. 
been no complaint during the year-and-half I have 
been there ; four men can decide the work, and they 
tell off their own four men ; on such and such days 
such and such men will come up ; they take their 
horses and ponies and sit in the place ; I have even 
told them not • to use chairs, but to sit down on 
charpoys and do the work there. 

40562. When you have created panchayat in each 
thana, would you give the panchayats some power to 
inspect and supervise the village schools within the 
ilaka of the thana ?-Yes, gradually. Generally there 
are 40 to 50 villages in the thana. 

40563. Are there less or more than that ?-More 
than that ; Fazilka has 300 villages and 3 thanas and 
one police outpost. You may say about 80 villages in 
each thana. 

40564. Do you think that one panchayat will be able 
to supervise all the schools in 80 villages ?-Yes, . 
because the distance will be quite reasonable ; people 
will go to the village chosen and go hack. 

40565. Is it the general custom in the Punjab for 
tenants to pay their landlords in kind, i.e., in produce, 
or is it the custom to pay in money ?-It was the 
custom to pay in kind, but when the British rule came 
in, in some districts cash was settled, and it was put upon 
the rupee, two aunas to the rupee, and so on ; they now 
pay in cash and also in kind, but generally the tenants
at-will are paying in kind. 

40566. The tenants who pay directly to the Govern
ment pay in money ?-Yes. 

40567. The assessment is made in cash, but I am 
speaking of those tenants who live in zamindaris ?
They pay in kind ; we call them tenants-at-will. 

40568. Have you not also occupancy tenants under 
you?-Yes. 

40569. Do they pay in kind or in money ?-In the 
state there are cases now in which the tenants want to 
pay in cash and the landlords ask them to pay in kind. 

40570. Do you find the tenants generally want to 
pay in cash and the landlords want to be paid in kind, 
because the price of produce has gone up ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Haji Nawab FATEH ALI KHA.';1 C.I.E., was called and examined (through an interpreter). 

40571. (Sir Frederic Lely.) What is your occupa
tion?...:. I own about 6,000 acres of land here and about 
20,000 acres of land in Oudh. I live in Lahore. 

The income and expenditure of Local Governments 
is shared between the Government of India and Local 
Governments. I think it better to let all income and 
expenditure be provincial, and the debt of Local 
Governments to the Imperial Government for the 
Army, defence, &c., should be fixed. Local Govern
ments should then be given greater power to sanction 
charges. 

Giving borrowing powers to Local Governments 
would disturb the market if several provinces wanted 
loans sir~mltaneously. I do not advocate any change. 

The nght of appealahould not be interfered with. 
Executive Officers have not sufficient opportunity 

for personal contact with the people, probably due to 
h~a~ work. Deputy Commissioners are Presidents of 
:plB~r!ct Boa~~ and municipalities, and have revenue, 
JUdicial, P?lit1cal, treasury and miscellaneous duties. 

The Police Department is also under them. Either 
·districts may be made smaller or some work taken 
away. This would leave more time to mix freely with 
people and learn the vernacular well also by contact. 

Some officers do not possess a sufficient knowledge 
of vernacular. 

Transfers might be less frequent and might be 
reduced if officers settled in India and took: less leave 
or might be reduced by increasing the proportion of 
members of the Provincial Civil Service on the 
establishment. 

I am in favour of advisory Councils. 
I am not in favour of placing the supervision and 

·control of smaller municipalities under District 
Doards. 

It is desirable to give village communinities greater Haji NatiXJ,'lJ 
powers in the disposal of local affairs. The panchayat Fatell, .Ali 
system should be revived. Law suits would be .KM11, O.I E. 
reduced. 

40572. Are you a member of the municipality ?-1 14 Apr., 1908. 
was a nominated member. 

40573. Are you still ?-No, I resigned. I have 
much work myself. 

40574:Is the municipality popular in Lahore ?-Not 
very popular. 

40575. What is the reason why it is not altogether 
popular ?-I do not believe much in those members 
who are generally elected ; they are not the men of the 
stamp that there ought to be on the Municipal 
Committee. 

40576. What is the defect in them ?-They are 
uneducated ; ~hey do not command the. same respect ' 
that they ought to have as members of the Municipal 
Committee. 

40577. Is that on account of their want of character 
or want of social position ?-Want of social position 
generally. 

40578. Why is it that men of higher rank are not 
serving on the municipality, or, rather, men who would 
command respect ?-They do not like to be elooted. 
They would rather like to be nominated. 

40579. Why do not they like to be elooted ?-They 
have to ask too many persons to back them up for 
the election, and they think it is derogatory to their 
position. · • 

40580. Do the nominated members inspire the respect 
of the community ?-Much better; when they are 
nominated they are generally suitable persons. 
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HaJi Nawab 40581. Do you think that the municipality should 
Fateh, Ali have more power than it has?- Certainly. They 

Elt.an, O.I.E. should be made responsible for certain work, and they 
should be given power to dispose of it independently. 

40598; Have you ever heard any complaints as to
the financial restrictions imposed on municipalities?
Yes; there are complaints about financial restrictions. 

U: .Apr,,I908. · 'bl f h 40582. But are not they made respons1 e or t e 

40599. Have you any suggestions to make as to that· 
matter ?..;..No. : 

40600. (Mr. Dutt.) You do not recommend that 
borrowing powers should be given to Local Govern
ments ?-No; I think the power should be in the 
bands of the Government of India and not of the 
Local Governments ; if borrowing powers are given to 
Local Governments, they will be overfree in expendi
ture, and they will not be able to borrow on good 
terms. 

K/i.an 
Bahadur 

.Muhammad 
. Shaft, 

14 Apr., 19081 

work they do now ?-They are not. There should be 
less interference on the part of the Chairman and more 
powers in the hands of the members. 

· 40583. Can you give any instances in which the 
Chairman has unjustly interfered, and so prevented the 
municipality from doing its work ?-In many cases 
they ~ave to say "yes '' to every proposal. of the Deputy 
Commissioner. 

40584 .. Why have they to say " yes" ?-They are not 
well educated. · 

40585. Would you like to see some other person than 
the Deputy Commissioner Chairman?-Yes. 

40586. Is there any non-official person in Lahore 
whom you would like to see President of the munici
pality?- There were non- official Presidents here 
before. . 

40587~ Why is the President not non-official any 
longet: ?-My own uncle was President of the Muni
cipal Committee ; I cannot tell the reason why there 
have been no non-officials afterwards. 

40588. Did he resign ?-Yes; his time was up, and 
he resigned ; he did not want to be re-elected. 

40589. Why did he not want to be re-elected ?-On 
account of the press of.work. 

40590. (¥r. Hichens.) You say that elected mem
bers of the municipality are not very desirable, and 
yet you want to give them more work and more 
responsibility ?-If selected ; if there were a form of 
selection, they would be useful obviously. 

40591. Should they abandon the principle of election 
and go back to nomination ?-No ; I think there should 
be election as well as nomination. 

40592. Would yo·u maintain the present situation? 
....,Yes. 

40593. How would you improve the present state of 
affairs which you say is bad ?-They are every year 
getting better, and things will improve of their own 
accord. · · · 

40594. Is it wise to give them further powers until 
they are more educated in regard to these matters ?
If they are made more responsible, they will work 
·better ; they do not work well now, because they do 
not consider themselves responsible. 

40595. Would you like to give niore powers to 
District Boards too ?-Yes. 

40596. Would you give them a non-official Chair~, 
man ?-.A. non-official Chairman would be better. 

40597. Could you find men who had time to take up 
the work?-Yes ; there are a lot who could find time. 

40601. You have also said that the right of appeal 
should not be interfered with ; what are your reasons. 
for that ?-Because the "right of appeal is considered 
by the people as a blessing, and the people consider 
that that blessing should not be taken away from 
them ; if they fail in one Court they may possibly get 
benefit in another. 

40602. Then you say that you are in favour of 
Advisory Councils; what are your reasons for that?
I think .Advisory Councils would be very useful, 
because at times they would be of some help to the
Deputy Commissioner. I do not think that .Advisory 
Councils should have any powers, but that they should 
simply give advice, and their opinions should be put 
forward. _ 

40603. You heard the opinion ·Of .tb,e last 'witness as. 
to the creation of village panchayats, or a panchayat 
within each thana for the disposal of simple cases ; dO> 
you agree with him ?-Yes. 

40604; Would it be of great b~nefit to the country?
Yes. 

40605. Would you like to have one such panchayat 
in every thana, or would you like to have a panchayat 
for a group of 5 or 10 villages ?-It would be better to 
have a panchayat for a group of 5 or 10 villages. 

40606. Would you give them small civil and criminal 
powers?-Yes ; the system has been in force with us. 
for a long time, and it is a good thing to have petty 
cases settled in the village itself . 

40607. Have you any other suggestions to make fol" 
delegating powers to the people ?-The panchayat 
system is enough ; I have no further suggestions tq
make. 

40608. Besides the disposal of petty cases, would you 
gradually entrust panchayats with the management of 
local affairs in villages ?-The system is already in 
force. 

40609. Who would select ·the members of these pan
chayats, the villagers themselves, or the Deputy Com
missioner or the tahsildar ? - The members of the· 
panchayats should be .selected by the Deputy Com
missioner in my opinion. 

40610. Should be take the opinions of the villagers.. 
in making the selection ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Khan Bahadur MUHAMMAD SHAFI waa called and examined. 

40611. (Sir Frederic Lely.) .Are you a native of Moreover, a reference by the Deputy Commissioner to· 
Lahore ?-I b~lon~ to a village about 5 miles out of the Commissioner, by the latter to the Financial Com
Labor~. I !es1de m Lahore at present and practice as missioner and by him again to the Local Government, . 
a Barnster m the Chief Court. ' involves ~n amount of delay which is often calculated 

40612. Do you wish to. put before us certain views to defeat the very object for which this most salutary 
on behalf. of. the .A.ll-India Muslim League ?-Yes. enactment is intended. In cases where the Financial 
T~e prmc1ples underlying the enactment of the law Commissioner agrees with the recommendations of 

relatmg to the Court of Wards have the hearty sup- the Deputy Commissioner and Commissioner in this 
port of the Muhammadan community. The extension respect, it should be open to him to place the property 
of the. Bc?pe and powers of the Courts of Wards of a landholder under the superintendence of the Court 
embodied ln the Punjab Court of Wards .Act tN II of Wards without any reference to the Local Govern• 
of 1903). as compared with the provisions contain.~d. in ment, such reference being necessary only in cases 
the Pu~Jab La~s Act. (N?. IV of 1872) constituted a where the Financial Commissioner disagrees with the 
c~ange m the right directiOn. But while section 6 of proposals made by the local authorities. 
t e new .Act empowers the Courts of Wards, of its .Again sections 11 and 12 of the Punjab Court of 
own mo.tlOn, to assume the superintendence of property Wards .Act empower the Deputy Commissioner in 
of certam p~rsons in the cases specified therein in II certain cases, specified therein, to take the estate of a 
other cases lt rests with the Local Governmental a landholder, with respect to whom he proposes to move 
to idakeban °{der directing that the property of a la~d~ the Local Government or the Court of Wards, as the 
C~u:: fe ~aced under the superintendence of the case may be, to take action under section 5 or section. 6 
b d 0d · ards. The Local Government is thus of the Act into his own custody and to pass c~rtam 
thr ene. ~lth an amount of work which at least in orders specified in the said sections. But accordmg to 

e maJonty of cases, it may well be ~elieved of. section 13 (1) the property of such landholder becomes 
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vested in the Court of Wards only upon the publica
tion of a notification under section 9, and it is after 
the publication of such notification that the law makes 
it incumbent upon a creditor or other claimant to 
give notice to, and implead, the Court of Wards as a 
defendant in a suit against the person ·whose estate has 
been placed under the management of the Court. Now, 
between the date of an order by the Deputy Commis
sioner under section 11 and of the date of taking of 
possession by him under that section and section 12, 
and the date of the final decision by the Local Govern
ment and the issue of a notification under section 9, 
very often a long time must elapse. The result is that 
a creilitor, such as a mortgagee of a portion of the 
.estate, coming to hear of the intended step, may launch 
a suit against the landowner personally without making 
the Deputy Commissioner or the Court of Wards 
party to the suit, may rush the case through or get an 
e.c-pa1 te decree, and obtain a decision in his favour 
before the notification under section 9 is actually 
issued. Meanwhile, the property has been taken 
possession of by the Deputy Commissioner, and as 
the Act does not make it necessary that a notice of 
action must, in such cases, be given to the Deputy 
Commissioner, or that he be made a defendant in the 
suit, the obvious result is that a decree is obtained 
behind his back to the prejudice both of the land
holder and the Court of Wards in cases where the 
Local Government finally decides to -take the estate 
under the protection of1 that Court. Such a case has 
actually occurred and · was heard on appeal by the 
Punjab Chief Court some eight months ago. The 
Deputy Commissioner should, therefore, be empowered, 
in such cases, to give notice of his having taken charge 
of the estate of a landholder to the Court of the 
District Judge and require stay of proceedings in any 
suit which may have been instituted before, or might 
be instituted after, he assumes charge of such estate, 
pending the issue of a notification under section 9. 
This extension ot power herein seems to me to be 
essential for the realisation of the object which the 
Act has in view. 

I am not in favour of curtailing the right of appeal 
to the Local Government in the cases contemplated in 
these questions. Under the existing political and 
other conditions it is advisable, in the interests of the 
general public as well as of the subordinate branches 
of the Service, that the right of appeal to the Head of 
the Government, which has hitherto worked satis
factorily, should not be taken away from those who 
may have cause to feel aggrieved with the action of 
any Government official.. 'fhe very existence of such 
a right is calculated not only to create a sense of 
security in the minds of those who value it so highly, 
but is also likely to prevent the frequent occurrence 
of causes of complaint, and to check arbitrary or high
handed acts on the part of the officers under the Locai 
Government. Nor do I consider it desirable to lay 
down that no such appeal should be admitted unless 
accompanied by a certificate from the authority passing 
the order appealed against that reasonable grounds of 
appeal exist. 

Under the existing conditions European Executive 
Officers do not get sufficient opportunities of personal 
contact with the people, and, in consequence, are not 
in possession of that knowledge of the feelings and the 
customs of, and other conditions of, life prevailing 
amon~t the various Indian communities, which is 
essentml for a sound administration of the affairs of 
this country. The obstacles in the way of the acquisi
tion of such kn?wl~dge may be summed up as follows. 
Absence of somal Intercourse between the Executive 
Qfficet: and even the leading Indian gentlemen result
ing in want of touch between those who ouO'ht to be 
better acquainted with each other than is unf;rtuna.tely 
the case at present. The existence of this social gulf 
between the ~ulers and the ruled is often productive 
of heart-burmng and mental irritation which in the 
interests o~ Government, it. ought to be the duty of 
nil Exec,ntt~·e Officers to o.v01d. The prevailing notion 
that somal mtercourse between the two classes is detri
mental to the prest.i~e of ~x:ecutivo Officers is entirely 
erroneous, nnd has gtveu rtse to a sb\te of comparative 
isolation which is highly injurious to the best interests 
of both the Government and the people. Greater 
opportunities of intorcourge between t~1e official and 
nnn-official classes will not Oilly help to remoYe mo.ny 
of tho exi8ting misunderstandings, but will be found 
to be an etrective remedy for a great deal of the dis
s:tti~faction which nnfortuno.tely does exist amongst 
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certain sections of the Indian population. Moreover, 
this social gulf between the Executive Officer and even 
the leaders of the people placed in his charge stands in 
the way of his acquiring knowledge of the customs, 
the social and religious usages, and the feelings of the 
people. 

Experience has shown that. the Executive Officer 
does not, in the majority of cases, possess that know
ledge of the vernacular language which is absolutely 
essential for the satisfactory discharge by him of the 
duties attached to his responsible office. The majority 
of the people under his charge are uneducated and 

· innocent of any knowledge of the English ·language-a 
state of things which is bound to continue for years to 
come, and the Executive Officer must, in consequence, 
be well conversant with the vernacular language. This 
will not only enable him to obtain first-hand all that. 
he ought to know, but will enhance his prestige in the 
eyes of the masses. A Deputy Commissioner who 
knows the language of the people and is able to talk' 
to them direct, and not through some subordinate 
ministerial officer, is sure to get at the root of things, 
and is bound to be popular amongst the people over 
whom he rules. · 
· Young and inexperienced Civilians-sometimes of 
not more than three years' standing-have not infre~ 
quently been placed in charge of districts. Entertain-· 
ing peculiar ideas of the dignity of their position and 
being ignorant of the language, the feelings, the 
customs and manners of the people, their treatment 
even of the better class of Indian gentlemen, both 
official and non-official, is often extremely objection
able and leads to consequences seriously ·affecting the 
popularity of the British rule in India. 
·· The constant transfer of Executive Officers from 
district to district is another cau~ which not only 
prevents the acquisition by them of a thorough know
ledge of the people of the district they may be in charge 
of, but often has a most injurious· effe~t on the 
efficient and satisfactory working of the administra
tive machinery. The circumstances of Indian society 
being somewhat complicated, it takes a little time for 
the District Officer to make himself well acquainted 
with the local conditions, and by the time. he acquires· 

' an insight into these conditions, and is thus in a. 
position to administer the affairs of his district satis~ 
factorily, orders are issued for his transfer to another 
place, resulting in serious injury to the cause of sound 
administration. 

The District Officer is burdened with multifarious 
duties which occupy most of his time and leave him 
little leisure to acquaint himself with the social and 
other conditions prevailing amongst the people and to 
cultivate personal relations with even the leading 
Indian gentlemen in his district. · · 

The following are some of the means which may be 
adopted in order to remove the obstacles mentioned 
above :-All European Executive O'licers should be 
required to possess a knowledge of the vernacular 
sufficient at least to enable them to carry on ordinary 
conversation, and no officer should be placed in charge 
of a district. unless he has passed a vernacular exami
nation of a fairly high standard. 

.Kit an 
-Bahaitur 

Mulbammaa 
; Slbaji. '\, 

~~- -.-·1 ~ 
,14: AJJr,, 1~0~. 

No officer should be placed in the executive cli.arge 
of a district or a ~ub-division without having first. 
gone through a. regular settlement training. Officers 
taking active part in settlement operations' have oppor
tunities of coming into close contact with the agri~ 
cultural population, of making them~elves thoroughly 
acquainted with their customs and manners of study
ing their feelings, and of cultivating personal relations 
with them which those who have not done any settle· • 
ment work cannot obtain. · 

The Executive Officer should be relieved of purely 
judicial work. in order to enable him to devote more 
time and attention towards the cultivation of personal 
rel~tions :'Yith the people in his charge, and to study 
thetr feehngs, customs, and manners. . He should be 
made to understand that this is an essential and 
integral part of the du.ties connected with the responsible 
position which he occupies, 

Civilians of less than seven years' standing should 
not be placed in charge of at least the more important 
districts, and instructions .should be issued to all 
District Officers to be careful in their ·treatment of 
the educated and the more r~pectable portion of the 
Indian communities. 

Another remedy is the establishment of District 
Advisory Councils, 

R 
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The grant of larger powers to Commissioners, Col
lectors and other local authorities will undoubtedly 
necessitate greater care in their selection. The auto
matic promotion of· members of the Indian Civil and 
Provincial Services to offices of responsibility merely 

14 Ap7',,1908, on the ground of seniority, regardless of their know· 
ledge of the people, tact and administrative ability,. is, 
even under the existing circumstances, often productive 
of injury to the cause of good government, and less 
regard will have to be paid to mere length of service 
if the officers mentioned under this head are to be 
invested with enhanced powers. 

In the absence of special circumstances, an officer 
posted to a district should not be transferred there. 
from for· a reasonable period, and in oases where ?e 
has given proofs of ability and efficiency in the dts
cbarge of his duties, and has made himself popular 
with the people, he sh_ould be left in charge of tb~t . 
district as long as posstble, Whenever short leave ts 
granted to an Executive Officer, things should be so 
arranged as to avoid the necessity of :filling up the 
temporary vacancy by bringing out an o(licer from 
another district. 

I· am of opinion that, under the present circum
stances, it would not be advisable to invest munici
palities, District and Local Boards with powers larger 
than those already enjoyed by them under the existing 
law. As regards this prpvince, it may safely be. laid 
down that the time bas not yet arrived when a forward 
step can be taken in this direction, the existing system 
having hardly passed the experimental stage. Local 
self-government in the Punjab bas, hitherto, not 
proved an unqualified success, and the contests for seats 
on the municipalities and District Boards of this pro-

. vince have not, in the majority of cases. attracted the 
better class of educated and respectable Indian 
gentlemen. 

But the system of promiscuous election as at pre· 
sent in vogue almost all over the country is one which 
absolutely fails to make these bodies thoroughly 
-representative of the various communities having a 
material stake in the affairs of the country, This is 
particularly true of the :Muhammadan community. 
Experience has shown that wherever the system of . 
election is not based on the principle of class represen
tation, Muhammadans have failed to secure their due 
share of representation on these bodies, and the 
number of their representatives on the municipalities, 
District and Local Boards is entirely disproportionate 
to their numerical strength and political importance. 
Nay, instances are not wanting where. Muhammadans, 
in spite of constituting a fairly large portion of the 
population of a town, have failed to secure even a 
single seat on the local municipality. The instance 
of Poona bas already been cited at Bombay. To 
take another example from a different part of the 
.country. The Muhammadan residents of Mathra 
form about ith of the total population of that 
town. Yet since the introduct.ion of the elective 
system three years ago, not a single Muhammadan 
has ever succeeded in securing a seat in the elections 
for the local Municipal Committee. On the other 
hand, of the .12 elected members of the municipality, 

·:five are Dhosars, a community which, according to 
my information, consists of about one hundred 
persons only. Before the introduction of the system 
·Of election the Government used to nominate three 
Indian members on the Committee, one of whom 
used to be a representative of the :Muhammadan 
.community of Mathra. In the Punjab the system 
-of communal representation has been introduced in 
Labore, Am~ala, Hoshiarpur, and in certain other 
to~s, and 1s working most satisfactorily. A de· 
fimte number of seats on these Committees is set 
:ap!l'rt for each of the two communities, and the 
Hindu and Muhammadan electors vote for their 
-own representatives. Not only are the two com
munities thus adequately represented on these bodies 
but the adoption of this system has resulted in th~ 
re!llov~l of all fric~ion between them which often 
a~1se~ .m cases of mtxed elections. In other muni. 
.c1pahttes, however, where this system bas not yet 
bee? adopt~d, ~he Muhammadan community, in spite 
o~ 1ts cons.t1tutmg 53·3 per cent. of the entire popula
tiOn of thts pr?vinoe, ha~ in.variably failed to secure 
that representatiOn to whiCh 1t is equitably entitled. 

qne more reason _in support of this refol'm may con
veruently ~e mentiOned. The frivilege of electing a 
representative on the provincia Legislative Councils 

bas already been conceded to these bodies in some of 
the Indian provinces, and there is some likelihood of 
its being extended to other provinces as well. And as 
it is absolutely essential for the cause of good govern
ment, as well as just and proper, that the :Muham
madan community should be adequately represented 
on the Legislative Councils of the country, it follows 
that unless the Muhammadans are given their fair 
share of seats on the :Municipal and District Boards 
they. will fail to secure on the Legislative Councils 
that measure of representation to which they are 
undoubtedly entitled. . 

Another aspect of this question is worthy of atten
tion, Not only would the general adoption of the 
system prevailing in the Punjab towns named above· 
secure due representation of the two communities on 
these Local Bodies, but it would also help to reduce a 
fair share of the burden which now falls on the 
shoulders of the higher authorities. Due representa
tion of the various communities being, in this manner, 
secured, their interests would be properly safeguarded 
within these Committees, and, in consequence, the 
number of appeals and petitions to the higher autho. 
rities would be appreciably reduced, leaving them time 
to attend to more important work. 

For the reasons given I am of opinion that the 
time has not yet arrived when the functions of the 
municipalities, District and Locd Boards can be 
suitably extended, 

The establishment of District Advisory Councils 
would, in my opinion, be a step in the right direction. 
If properly constituted, these Councils would prove a. 
source of immense benefit to the proper administra
tion of district affairs. 'l'he functions of the Council 
would, of course, be purely advisory and consultative, 
and the liberty of action of the District Officer would 
in no way be hampered or curtailed, But he would 
through the medium of these Councils, keep bimseli 
fully acquainted with local circumstances, as well as 
with the views and the feelings of the people as 
regards any administrative measure which may be 
contemplated. Moreover, the District Officer will be 
in a position to make use of this agency for the 
purpose of removing any misapprehensions that might 
exist in the minds of the people with regard to the 
intentions and motives of Government in connection 
with a proposed administrative or other reform. 
These Councils should be so constituted as to be 
thoroughly representative not only of all the domi· 
nant agricultural and other interests, but of the 
various communities as well. Thus constituted, the 
Councils may be consulted by the District Officer in 
questions relating to sanitation, education, police 
arrangements, plague measures and other matters 
concerning the general administration of the district. 

I am strongly opposed to the grant in this pt·o
vince of powers to the District Boards of supervision 
over the smaller municipalities. 

The time bas arrived when a system of village 
pancbayats may be introduced for the regulation and 
administration of purely village affairs. But. the 
experiment needs considerable caution and will have 
to be closely watched. The members of the pan· 
chayat should be nominatecl by the responsible officer 
from amongst the various communities inhabiting 
the village, and all the local interests should be 
properly representea. Thus constituted, the pan· 
obayat may be invested with power of disposal of 
local affairs relating to the collection and distribution 
of village dues and cesses, police, sanitation and educa
tion, &c. :Morover, in view of .the fact that petty 
civil suits, as at present fought out in courts, in
volve an amount of trouble and expenditure out of 
all proportion to their value, and that existing 
system is one of the causes of the indebtedness 
which prevails amongst the lower strata of the 
agricultural classes, village panchayats should be in
vested with power to decide all simple money claims 
not exceeding Rs. 50 in value, and their decisions 
should be considered final. As thin~s stand at 
present, I am not at all in favour of mvesting the 
village pancbayats with any criminal jurisdiction 
whatsoever. 

As representative of the Muslim League, I would 
invite attention to one of the main grievances of 
the Muaalmans of India relating to the conditions at 
present prevailing in the various departments of 
British Indian administration, The Muhammadan 
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community is not in possession of that .share of·~p
pointments in the llritish ~dian Semce to '!¥ch 
it is by reason of its numencal str~ngth and po~t1cal 
importance fairly entitled. Even m those provmces 
where .Muhammadans constitute the majority of the 
population, the greater numJ;l~r of appointmen~ are 
held by non-Muslim commumt1es ... From the ·h1gh~t 
to the lowest posts in the Judicial Department, m 
all the grades of the .ex:ecut.ive bran?h ?f t~e ad
ministration, in the Police Railway, Irrigat10n, Educa
tional Postal and other Departments of Government 
Semc'e and even on the clerical staff of these depart
ments, the Muhammadan community is so poorly re
presented and the situation thus created is full of 
such gra;e complications and difficulties, that the 
sooner the necessary steps are taken to make an 
equitable adjustment in this respect the better it will 
be both for the Government and the country. Not 
only does the existing condition ·of affairs, in which 
one of the largest and the most influential minorities 
in the country bas practically gone to the wall, so far 
as a share in the official administration of the affairs 
of the country is concerned, constitute a grave poli
tical problem, requiring an early solution and settle
ment, but the practical exclusion of Muhammadans 
from some departments, and their deprivation of a 
due share of appointments in others, is detrimental to 
the smooth and satisfactory working of the adminis
trative machinery itself. This is one of the causes 
of the higher authorities being burdened with more 
work than need fall on their shoulders, for the 
want of proper representation of various impo~t 
interests in the departments of Government 8emce 
must often give rise to complaints, complications and 
unsatisfactory situations which the higher authorities 
have to enquire into. On administrative as well as 
political grounds, therefore, it is absolutely essential 
that this most unsatisfactory state of things should be 
put an end to, and the Muhammadan community be 
awarded a share in the British Indian Rervices pro-
portionate to its numerical strength and political 
importance. 

40613. At present the Financial Commissioner is 
the Court of Wards. Do yon approve of that or not? 
-Under the old law as it existed before Act II of 
1903, the Deputy Commissioner was the Court of 
Wards subject to the control of the Commissioner 
and the Financial Commissioner. I would propose 
that it should be half-and-half, and would make the 
Commissioner the Court of Wards for each division. 

40614. And allow him to delegate large powers to 
the Deputy Commissioner?-Yes. 

40615. Have you personally any knowledge of the 
working of the Conrt of Wards ?-I have appeared as 
counsel on behalf of the Court of Wards in some 
cases, and I have appeared as counsel against the Court 
of Wards in others. 

40616. Have yon gained thereby any knowledge of 
the working of the Court of Wards ?-I have a 
little. 

40617. Is the institution generally popular in the 
country ?-Certainly. 

40618. Are the efforts of Government to save 
important estates appreciated ?-Certainly. 

40619. Should the Commissioner have the initial 
power ?-I think so. · 

40620. And should all the details of management 
be entrusted to the Deputy Commissioner?-Yes. 

40621. You have nothing to do personally with the 
municipality ?-No. 

40622. As a citizen and a rate-payer, are you satisfied 
·with the management of the municipality ?-I am 
afraid I am not. The defects are mostfy centred 
in the pusonnel of the members of the Municipal 
Commit too. 

40623. Do you mean that the right people are not 
elected?-Yes. 

4062.1. Are the right people nominated ?-Some
times, not always. 

40fj25. With regard to nominated members, what is 
your objection to the nominations? - Sometimes 
nominations are made purely with reference to the 
social poi'litiiJn of the person without sufficient regard 
t.o bis personal qualifications, but in other cases the 
nominations are perfectly good. 
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40626. Still even those people who are selected for 
their social position are men wbo command a certain 
amount of respect ?-No doubt. 

40627. What class do Lhe elected members generally 
come from ?-More than one-half of them are almost 
illiterate. 

40628. How do they manage to get into the muni
cipality ?-All sorts of trickeries go on in election 
times in order to win votes ; the voters do not realise 
their responsibility, and in consequence these people 
succeed in getting seats. 

40629. What remedy would you suggest ?-There 
ought to be, so far as the members of municipalities 
are concerned, some educational qualification laid 
down for the elected members. 

40630. Then if a man honestly wanted to vote for 
a candidate who did not· come up to yonr standard, 
would you say, "I cannot allow you to return this 
man because I do not think he is fit" ?-Of course 
there are towns which are not so advanced as Lahore, 
but even in those towns it w.ould be advisable to get 
educated members on municipalities, because. they 
would understand their responsibilities better and 
discharge the functions attached to their office better ; 
but in a town advanced like Lahore, where people are 
educated, an educational test would be usefuL 

· 40631. Have municipalities enough power ?-I think 
so ; I would not increase their power at all. 

40632. (Mr. Meyer.) You refer to a system of class 
election which has already been introduced into 
Lahore and other places-bow has that worked?
Very satisfactorily. 

· 40633. How long bas that system been in force?
In some places it has been in force 12 years, and so 
far back as 1892 it has been in existence in Lahore. 
In Ambala it bas been in existence fonr years and 
more. 

40634. Do the people like it in Lahore ?-Yes. 

40635. Nevertheless, it does not prevent them from 
electing what yon consider unsatisfactory people?
That is a di1ferent matter. From the point of view of 
the educated portion of the community I have reason 
to be dissatisfied with the class of men, but the 
communities are satisfied with their own respective 
representatives. 

40636. Are any members of the District. Board 
elected ?-So far as I am aware, not now. I believe 
some years ago there were about one-half of the 
members elected, but I have not seen any election for 
the District Board for years past. 

40637. Is it actually necessary that th~ Local 
Government should sanction every case in which 
property is taken up by the Court of Wards ?-No. 

40638. But i.e that done now-a-days ?-Yes. There 
are two sections ; section 6, empowering the Financial 
Commissioner on his own authority to take charge of 
the property of wards in certain cases, and in all other 
cases the matter must go to the Government of India. 
Section · 6 relates to minors and lunatics, and the 
Financial Commissioner has the power on his own 
authority to take charge of the property of those
people. 

40639. And the other cases mean embarrassed. 
estates ?-Yes. 

40640. I understand you are opposed to the curtail
ment of any right of appeal for Government servants 
as well as everybody else ?-I am. .. 

40641. Are you aware that in other provinces a. 
man who is drawing less than Rs. 50 has not a second 
appeal beyond the Head of the Department ?-I was. 
not aware of that personally ; but m spite of that I 
should say, in the Punjab, the right of appeal should 
not be curtailed. 

40642. Are the people in the Punjab specially con-· 
ten tiona and very fond of appealing ?-I cannot say 
they are very fond of appealing, but they like to fight 
things out so far as safeguarding their interests and 
rights is concerned. 

40643. Do you know much about the system of 
district administration ?-I have. been a\ the Bar now 
very nearly sixteen years, and I think I know some
thing about district administration generally. 

40644. Are you in favour of an extension of the 
l!ub-divisional syst~m ?-1 should say in those districts 
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..;:.;.;;.;. 40645. Do you mean that with a distnot of three 
or less taltsils is small, and that the people can go to 
headquarters ?-Yes. · 

406~1). Is it necessary for a Deputy Commissioner, 
as District MagiBtrate, to hear all criminal appeals ?
In the majority of districts that is the case, but in 
some districts where the work is very heavy appellate 
powers have been given· to additional. District Magis
trates to hear appeals from orders of Magistrates of 
the second classs. 

40647. In Bombay and Madras, for instance, the 
Sub • Divisional Magistrate has appellate powers ; 
would you be in favour of that here ?-I should say · 
that if care was taken in theseleotionofSub-Divisional 
Magistrates there would be no harm in giving them 
power to bear appeals against orders of tahsildars and 
naib-tahsildars. · 
.· 40648. Have you· had much experience of village 
life, and can ·you say how factions would militate 
against your p;:tnchayat proposals ?-My own idea is 
that factions prevail much less in villages than in 
towns, and I think in the villages the pancbayat system 
would work smoothly on the whole. 

40649. You say that they might deal with civil suits 
below Rs. 50;· Would you allow vakils to appear 
-before them ?-No.. . · 

40650. Would you allow appeals against their de
·cisions ?-No. 

40651. Might· they have power to deal with petty 
criminal cases ?-No; my experience is that it would 
·be dangerous to invest them with criminal powers in 
the Punjab. · 

40652 .. But are not some of the criminal charges of 
·a. very petty nature ?-That is so, but there is no 
·tyranny like the petty tyranny of a lambardar in a 
village, and if you were to invest them with criminal 

·powers it would be only the lambardar and his nomi
nees whQ would get into the panchayats, which would 
probably bring about a state of things which would be 

. hardly satisfactory. 
· . 40?53. ~ ou speak of the grievance of your com

·mumty Wlth regard to Government aJ?pointments, but 
.·.do Y?U not get a fair share in this :provmce ?-Certamly 
· not. The Muhammadan populatiOn is 53·3 per cent. 
, -of ~he total population, ap.d the share of appointments 
. whtch have fallen to the Muhammadans is very much 
less than that proportion. 

406_54. (Sir Steyning Ed,qe1·ley.) Does your evidence· 
·Contam your own views or does it contain the views 
whic~ you are instruc~ed to pu~ ·before us by the 
Mushm League ?-I thmk you will find that it con-

. tains the views of the majority of the school to which 

.1 belong. · 

40655 .. Has it ·be~n actually before them?-Yes, arid 
, oSome of the views embodied in it were discussed at the 
League meeting held on the 18th and 19th March last 
.at Aligarh. · 

40656 .. Can you tell us which those matters were ?
. All matt~rs relating to the claims.of the Muhammadan 
.co~muntty, ~he que~tion of representation on Legisla
lattve Councils and m the departments of the Service 
.~w~ . ' 

1 40657 · Suppose Government take up an estate which 
uhey cannot clear and .have t~ relinquish it, have you 
·eve~ bear~ any complamts agamst the Government for 
ha~g faded to clear it ?-No· and I actually know of 
·two mstances which did happe~ at Multan but I have 
not heard any complaints against Governme~t . in these 
·Cases the estates were so heavily encumbered' that the 
·Government could not do.anything with them. 

. 40658. And i~ was recognised by public opinion that 
they were practiCally hopeless ?-I think so. 

th 40~5i19. Would you say in such circumstances that 
m ettea ufre boln the part of the Government became a 

a r o o oquy.-No. 

40660. (M1·. Dutt.) You say, "In the Punjab the 
system of communal representation has been intro"' 
duced into Lahore, Ambala, Hoshiarpur and in certain 
other towns, and is working most satisfactorily." Was 
that by any Act of legislation or by an executive order? 
-By rules framed under the Act . 

40661. At present you say in Lahore the representa
tion o~ the municipa_lity is on this communal system. 
What Is the proportiOn of the Muhammadan popula~ 
tion in La,hore ?-I think it is just a little over one
half; it is about equal. 

40662. And do the rules lay down that one-half of 
the members shall be Mussalmans ?-Yes. · . 

40663; Ar.e th~ el~ctions held separately?....;.Yes; and 
the proportiOn 1s eight Muhammadans, eight Hindus 
and four Christians. 

40664. Those are the elected members, and then the 
Government have power to nominate the other mem:. 
hers ?-Yes. 

40665. Does a similar system prevail in other 
districts under the rules ?-Yes. 

40666. Do you lay it down as a maxim that the 
number of appointments held under the Government 
should always be in proportion to the population ?
Yes; as far as possible. 

40667. Does that relate to high appointments or to 
all classes of appointments ?...:.To all classes of appoint
ments. 

40668. Where you find a particular sect or com
munity, like the Parsis for instance, holding a larger 
.number of appointments than would be. justified by 
their proportion to the total population, would you 
gradually reduce that proportion ?-Yes; if com
.petent men from the other communities were forth
coming. 

40669. You would make no allowance then for a 
higher standard of education or a lower standard of 
education in a community ?-Of course a· certain 
allowance has to be made, but there is a limit to that 
allowance, and there are other considerations which 
have to be kept in view. 

40670. Is it your opinion that appointments should 
be according to the extent of the population, modified 
by the extent of education ?-Yes . 

40671. You are in favour of the establishment of 
Advisory Councils for every district. What is your 
reason ?-I think the Deputy Commissioner would 
then be in a position to consult the leaders of the 
Indian communities, and in that manner would get to 
know the feelings and opinions of the people with 
reference to any measure that was in contemplation, 
and, on the other hand, in reference to any measure 
that was in contemplation if there was any misunder
standing as to the motives and intentions of the 

. Government, the Advisory Council would be a very 
effective medium for dispelling it . 

40672. And if any section of the people had any 
representation to make, would you allow them to make 
it in a meeting of the Council ?:-Yes i I have pointed 
out that t~e .Council.should be merely advisory, and 
that the opm10ns of 1ts members would not be bind
ing on the Collector, but still I think they ought to 
have a chance of expressing their opinions . 

40673. With regard to village panchayats, you have 
said that you would give them some civil powers, but 
no criminal powers at present ; would you also allow 
them to manage the village schools, and generally to 
look after their own villages ?-Yes. 

40674. Would you have one pancbayat in every 
village, or would you group a number of villages 
together ?-I think every large village of sufficient size 
should have a panchayat of its own, but in the case of 
small villages I would group several of them together. 

40675. And you do not think the different factions 
would prevent the success of such an experiment ?
No; I am hopeful that the experiment will ultimately 
prove successful. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
Adjourned. 
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the sanction of the Commissioner or Local Govem- Diwam. 40676. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You are a Deputy 
Commissioner ?-Yes, I am a Statutory Civilian. I 
have had twenty years' service. I began as Assistant 
Commissioner ; my experience as a Deputy Commis~ 
sioner begins from 1895. Before that I was an Assis~ 
tant Commissioner or a District Judge. 

ment. In the case of second-class municipalities, this Nareni/;ra 
. validity may be given even to election by an over- Nath, 

Rules framed under Acts having special application 
to the Punjab, such as the (1) Land Revenue Act, (2) 
Tenancy Act, (3) Municipal Act, (4) District Boards 
Act, (5) Punjab Laws Act, (6) Punjab Courts Act, 
need not require the sanction of Government of India. 

Certain administrative actions done under these 
Acts, now requiring the sanction of the Government 
.of India, need not be subjected to that sanction. I 
would suggest changes in the following :-(1) Sec~ 
tion 49 of the Land Revenue Act: (2) section 39 (c) 
of the Punjab Laws Act : (3) sections· 51 and 55 
(I-(b)) of the District Boards Act; (4) section 182 
{1) of the Municipal Act. I think that a special 
.amending legislation to effect decentralization may be 
passed, incorporating all these changes. References to 
the Government of India under sections 2, 15, 17, 18 
and 31 of the Criminal Tribes Act also appear to me 
to be unnecessary. 

Appeals both in administrative and personal ques~ 
tiona are not numerous, and I would not curtail the 

. right. I cannot think of any case in which such right 
· of appeal has been abused, 

In addition to sums to be placed at the disposal of 
Commissioners and of some Deputy Commissioners 
for entertaining Indian gentlemen, I would place some 
funds at the disposal of Commissioners, out of which 
they may be authorized to gran~ rewards . for good 
work done by officials or non-officials. The sum at 
present allott~d to each Deputy Commissioner for 
rewards in connection with good work done for police 
may be increased, and may be made to cover work in 
·Other departments too. · 

The influence of the Commissioners in Departments 
other than Land Revenue iH very weak, and adequate 

· weight is not given to their views. 
Executive Officers have sufficient opportunities for 

personal contact, and many of them have a very good 
knowledge of the people and of the vernaculars. No 
r~yal road can be suggested for acquiring acquaintance 
Wlth the people. All depends on the personal idiosyn
-cracies of the officer. I would, however, suggest the 
grant of sumptuary allowances to Commissioners and 
the Deputy Commissioners of some important towns 
which they may be required to· spend in entertaining 
~he notables of t~eir respective jurisdictions, not merely 
m darbars, but 1n crmversaziones. 

The clerical and the menial staff needs to be streng
thened everywhere. 

Commissione.rs~ips are already given by selection 
and no~ by semonty.. I do not suggest such extensive 
delegatiOn of authonty to Collectors as would necessi~ 
tate any marked deviations from the existing mode of 
appointing them. 

.As. regards the functions of municipalities and 
D1str1d Boards, I am unable to propose any material 
changes, hut the suggestions about treating district 
funds as Excluded Local Funds and not making it 
obligatory ou District B?ar&'.to spend all their 
~alances on plague and fatlllue, w1ll make these bodies 
mdependent to some extent. 

As ~gards Municipal Com~ittees, if it were possible 
to relieve them of the contnbutions for the police 
-executive interference would be lessened. The electio~ 
.by unanimous vote of the President should not require 

whelming majority. · 15 Apr., 1908, 
At headquarters of divisions, and in important dis

tricts, Advisory Councils may be appointed, by nomi~ 
nation, with the object of associating in the work of 
Government men who do not care to be appointed 
zaildars, members of the Municipal Committee, or 
District Board. I would use these Councils for the 
purpose of disseminating amongst the people correct 
information about administrative questions. I would 
also ascertain through them the views of the peopl~ on 
matters relating to administration. 

In selected villages where competent men are forth~ 
coming I wonld have panchayats-(1) for the disposal 
of the petty civil cases, the decision of the panchayats 
not being final; (ii) for village sanction, and (iii) for 
the supervision of bad characters, giving information 
to the police about their movements, now very in
adequately done by lambardars, and for exercising 
proper control- over the village watch and ward. In 
matters ( ii) and (iii) I would empower these panchayats 
to impose petty fines, which may go to a fund to be 
utilized on objects mentioned under (ii). I would also 
empower the panchayats to look after religious or other 
charitable institutions to which muafis and jagirs are 
attached. The entrusting of the dispoEal ·of petty 
civil cases must be tried only as experiment. The 
pancbayat system bas been worked to .advantage in 
some Native States. 

I consider all schemes for decentralization to be 
·incomplete if steps are not taken to bring into greater 
relief the benevolent character of the absolute systems 
of Government that must prevail in India. I advocate 
the grant of enhanced powers to the head of the Local 
Government in the way of granting life jagirs and of 
land in proprietary rights on the P.Srennial canals. But 
inasmuch as Crown lands are limited and larger powers 
of grant proposed in respect of them would, soon 
exhaust them, I would set apart areas in districts 
irrigated by canals for the purpose of grants for a fixed 

· term varying from 20 to 10 years, and bringing to the 
grantee·an annual income of Ril. 4,000 toRs. 5,000. I 
would give these lands to deserving men who have 
rendered useful honorary work. 'l'he first grantee 
who reclaims the waste may- be given a lease for the 
max1.mum period, and the subsequent grantee a lease 
for a shorter t1me. The landS to be lightly assessed 
and a sufficient supply of water to be maintained for 
them. · 

40677. As Deputy Commissioner how many Assis
tants have you ?-I have at present, including the 
District Judge or Extra Judicial Assistant Commis
sioner, four. The number varies with the districts. 
It depends on the amount of work. 

40678. But take your own district that you have· at 
present ?-I have a District Judge, a Treasury Officer, 
a Revenue Assistant, and an officer for purely judicial 
work. 

40679. Js the District Judge your subordinate?
As a Magilrtrate be is. 

40680. What is the Revenue Assistant ?"-He is a 
general assistant for revenue work. · 

40681. Is your district divided into "tahsils ?-Yes. 
There are three tahJJils in the whole district. 

40682. Is there an officer in charge of each tahsil?
No; there is no one over the tahsildar, not at the 
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tahsil headquarters, but we have thanas ; they generally 
go according to the tahsil ; there is no officer, even at 
headquarters, in charge of the tallsil. 

40683. Do all these four assistants of yours live at 
headquarters ?-Yes. 

40684. Is their work allotted to them territorially or 
by the subjects ?-By subjects. 

40685. What would be the average area of each tah
sil ?-I cannot give you that ; the area of the district 
is about 1,800 square miles. They are nearly of equal 
size; 600 square miles perhaps for each tahsit, you may 
say. 

40686. Is the 1st class magisterial work of the dis-. 
trict done by the District Judge ?-Yes, with the 
Extra-Assistant Commissioners. 

40687. Including the Treasury Officer ?-Yes, and 
they also do'civil work. 

40688. Do they take up the cases that you allot to 
them, or does each man take up the cases for a special 
area ?-So far as the criminal work is concerned, 
thanas are assigned to each Magistrate. 'If I am at 
headquarters I send the cases over ; if I am not at 
headquarters they take them themselves. 

40689. Then there is no need for you to take any 
action at all in the matter, is there, even if you are at 
headquarters ?-At times there is. Formstance, there 
are certain cases that must be put before me. Accord
ing to executive orders given by me and my predeces
sors all cases against previous convicts and all cases 
against lamba1·dars or village officials must come before 
me, and I must decide to whom they are to go. . 

40690. That is so far as regards the criminal work. 
Then does the Revenue Assistant take all the revenue 
work ?-He does the whole of the revenue work. 

40691; It is not the case here, as in some parts of 
India, that each assistant is responsible for a certain 
area and exercises in it powers similar to those of the 
Collector ?-No, that is not the case in the Punjab. 

40692. Would it not be a good thing to make each 
man responsible for a certain area ?-I do not think so. 

40693. Would it notstimulate him to better work?
I do not see how it would ; it would be dividing re
sponsibility unnecessarily. 

40694. Do you recognize any duty regarding primary 
schools?-Yes; I visit them. 

40695. Do any of your assistants visit them ?-The 
tahsildars do and the Revenue Assistant does ; the 
others do not go out in camp. · 

40696, The only man who is concerned with the 
¥eneral administration of the district besides yourself 
1s your Revenue .Assistant ?-That is so, except that he 
has nothing to do with the District Board or the 
municipalities. I myself.deal with them. 

40697. What is the population of your district?
About 7 lakhs. 

40698. Are you able to keep a hand on the whole of 
a district of that size ?-Quite, and even a bigger size. 

40699. For how many months in the year is the 
Revenue A_ssistant expected to travel ?-Under recent 
orders he 1s supposed to travel seven months in the 
year •. ID; some districts where civil work is very heavy 
the District o!udge is :t~;ot given any criminal work, and 
therefore he ~s ~ Magistrate only nominally ; he does 
not. do any c~1mmal work ; but in his executive capacity 
he 1s subordinate to the Deputy Commissioner. The 
Dep'!t1 Co~missioner may call upon him to do any 

. admm1Strat1ve work of importance. 

4.0?00. Who hears appeals from his magisterial 
dec1~1ons ?-The Sessions Judge · he is a 1st class 
MagiStrate. ' 

4~701. Is the District Judge distinct from the 
Sessions Judge ?-;-Yes. The District Judge means 
what. the Subor~ate Judge means in the United 
Prov~ces, and m what are called the Regulation 
Provmces, • 

40702. Has the Sessions Judge jurisdiction over 
mor~ than one district?-;-Yes ; generally over two or, 
at tl:IIIes, .one. The District Judge is the Court of 
Spec1al Or~ginal Jurisdiction. Besides that he bas also 
~he .execut1ve control of the Judicial Department He 
~ ~liferent ~rom what is generally known as a Subordi-

a e Judge In the Regulation Provinces, in that be bas 

control for one thing over the judicial amla, the judicial 
staff, the muharri1·s, the clerk of Court, the nazir, the 
naib nazir and men of that sort. I believe that Subor
dinate Judges in the Regulation Provinces have not got 
certain powers under certain Acts which belong to the 
principal Court of Original Jurisdiction ; for instance, 
under Regulation XVII, and things of that sort. 

40703. As I understand, the District Judge is 
judicially subordinate to the Sessions Judge, and in his 
executive capacity he is subordinate to you ?-Yes. 

40704. Have you many forests in your districts ?-I 
have a few. 

40705. Are you directly responsible for the manage
ment of the forests ?-For the management of three or 
four of them. The rest are under the Forest Depart
ment ; and those under the Forest Department are also 
indirectly under me. 

40706. What is your relation to the Forest Officer ; 
is he your subordinate in any sense ?-In this senset 
that all the annual leases of forest produce are conducted 
under my supervision. 

40707. For instance, have you a potent word as t() 
the terms on which grazing is given to the people?
Yes. 

40708. Have you enough control over the forests?
I do not think I have enough control. Where the 
technical points come in I have to accept the advice of 
the district forest officer, but where the requirements of 
the agriculturists and the zamindars are concerned my 
voice is heard. 

40709. Have you full control in· all matters relating 
to the people ?-Yes, unless they clash with technical 
matters. Then of course 1 have nothing to say. 

40710. The case does not go on to the Commissioner?' 
-No. 

40711. Do you mean that in case of a difference of 
opinion the forest officer's opinion prevails ?-I should 
think it would, where he has certain technical objec
tions to raise. No conflict has arisen, and I imagine that 
even a Commissioner would not interfere in matters in 
which the forest officer gave his opinion as an expert. 

40712. But a question might arise affecting the 
interests of the people and the forest officer might have 
technical objections to them-sound objections so far 
as they go-but still it does not follow that those ob
jections should not be overruled in the interests of the 
people. 

40713. Who decides whether they should be over
ruled or not ?-No such conflict has arisen within my 
experience, but I should think the matter would have
to be referred to Government. 

40714. (.Mr. Dutt.) You have told us that your 
Revenue Assistant does all the revenue cases, and that 
your other Assistants do both civil and criminal cases. 
So far as their civil work is concerned are they under· 
you or under the Judge ?-They are under the Judge. 

40715. (Mr. Meye1·.) Do you mean under the 
Divisional Judge qua Civil Judge?-Theyare under the
District Judge in certain matters, and they are under· 
the Divisional Judge in certain other matters. There 
are some cases in which the appeals would go to the 
District Judge, and there are other cases in which 
appeals would go to the Divisional Judge. The power 
to transfer cases from one Court to another vests in the 
District Judge primarily. 

40716. (Mr. Dutt.) The District Judge himself, so· 
far as the civil cases are concerned, is under the Sessions
Judge ?-Yes. 

40717. Is there one Sessions Judge in one Commis· 
sioner's division ?-No, there may be more. 

40718. There is not a Sessions Judge in each district?· 
-No. 

40719. Does this arrangement work well ?-I think 
it does. 

40720. There is no friction because your Assistants. 
are partly your Assistants and partly Assistants of the 
Civil Judge ?-I have had no experience of any conflict; 
of course it all depends upon the officers ; if they want 
to smoothe matters and work harmoniously, they can do· 
so under the most difficult circumstances. 

40721. Is not this arrangement rather difficult ?-In 
some districts disputes have arisen about civil work .. 
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For instance, about ten years ago the Divisional ~ udges 
were anxious to give civil work to Revenue Assistants, 
and the Revenue Officers wanted to save them from 
dvil work ; the matter had to go up to Government, 
and they decided that the R~venue Assi.sta_nts should 
not do civil work. If a SessiOns Judge msists, 1 have 
to refer him to those orders of Government. 

40722. You have told us that rules framed under 
~ertain Acts should not require the sanction of the 
Government of India, and in those Acts you include 
the Land Revenue Act, the Tenancy Act, the Muni
<lipal Act and the Districts Boards .Act. .Are not the 
rules framed under the Land Revenue .Act very impor· 
tant ?-They are. 

40723 . .And the rules framed under the Tenancy .Act 
are very important ; they affect the welfare of large 
.classes of the agricultural papulation ?-Yes. 

40724. Therefore is there not some reason for requir
ing the sanction of the Government of India ?-No; 
the sanction is a purely formal business, and the matter 
is purely provincial. 

40725. But suppose the provincial Government take 
.certain views with regard to the relations of the tenants 
with their landlords which might not be in keeping with 
the general policy pursued in the Empire. Ought not 
the Government of India to have something to say in 
that matter ?-I do not tbiak so. 

40726. Similarly with regard to the Municipal Act 
11.nd the District Boards .Act ?-No; even those are 
purely local matters. 

40727. Do you sometimes find in provincial Govern· 
menta an inclination, or a tendency, to minimize the 
actual powers of these local bodies ; take the power of 
the District Boards as regards education or Public 
Works ?-The policy of the Local Government for a 
long time has been sympathetic. I entered the service 
in 1888, and all this legiSlation dates from a few years 
before. In the last 20 years I do not think the attitude 
of the Local Government towards local self-government 
has been other than sympathetic. 

40728. Take the question of primary education, which 
has been delegated to the District Boards ; do you find 
that there is a tendency in the Local Government to 
give the Education Department a large degree of control 
over the primary schools ?-That tendency is noticeable; 
but it is not due to any want of sympathy. There is 
"Specialization in every department, and, just as Excise 
or Land Records and .Agriculture and all these Depart
ments are being specialized, in the same way the Edu· 
.cation Department is being specialized. That tendency 
towards specialization is, l believe, encouraged by the 
Imperial Government rather than by the Local Govern
ment. 

40729. If the Imperial Government think that 
primary education should be more directly in the 
hands of the District Board, should they not have a 
voice in revising the rules framed under the District 
Boards Act by the provincial Government ?-When 
the Imperial Goverment say that more voice should be 
given to local bodies in matters of primary education, 
the Local Government will revise the rules in that 
light. 

40730. You think that general instructions from the 
Imperial Government will be quite enough, and that 
the rules need not be sent to them for revision or 
alterations ?-I think so. 

407.31. You sa~ 1~ Special amending legislation 
affectmg decentrahzat10n may be passed incorporating 
.all these changes." Is it your idea that when some 
legal powers have to . be delegated by the Local 
Government to subordmate officers that delegation 
.should take place by amending Acts and not by 
Gazett~ notifications uD;der a general Act' of delegation? 
-My 1dea was that mstead of amending all these 
Act.s it .woul~ be better to pass one .Act. l>robably 
notlficatwn will not serve the purpose · it seems to me 
that mere notificati.on will not do, b~ause these are 
amendments of sections themselves. 

40732. You think that, when certain powers which 
are vested in the Local Government have to be 
delegated to Commissioners or Collectors or sub
ordinate officers, that delegation ought to take place 
by amending .Acts or by an amending Act the powers 
bein~ shown i~ a schedule ~-Yea. Th~re may be 
certmn delegations of nuthor1ty which may need only 

notification or perhaps mere executive orders ; but 
so far as these matters are concerned, I think the 
.Act would have to be remodelled, and instead of 
remodelling all the various Acts, it would be better to 
pass one .Act embodying all the amendments required, 

40733. .Are tahsildars and Extra-Assistant Com. 
missioners generally taken now from the Ministerial 
Service, or are they appointed direct upon their 
educational qualifications ?-In both ways. 

40734 . .Are the majority taken from the Ministerial 
Service or appointed direct ?-I think you may say 
half and half; I am speaking of Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners. . 

40735. Do you find any difference so far as integnty 
and honesty are concerned between the men who are 
selected from the Ministerial Service and those who 
are appointed direct ?-Those men who have come in 
by competition are distinctly superior in integrity, 
honesty and ability in every way. · 

40736. So you are in favour of that system ?-
Certainly. . 

40737. In order to raise the standard of that 
Service, would you like more men to be appointed in 
that way?-Yes, but I would not discourage men who 
have rendered long and meritorious service in the 
lower ranks ; I would not keep them off altogether 
from promotion ; the present proportion, half and; 
half, is a very fair one. 

40738. (Mr. Hichens.) How many municipalities are 
there in your district ?-Four, 

40739 . .Are you Chairman of them all ?-No; I am. 
Chairman only of the one at headquarters. 

40740. Who are Chairmen of the others ?-Non~ 
officials. 

407 41. Is that usual in the province ?~It is generally 
the case with regard to outlying municipalities. 

407 42. Do you find any difficulty in getting men 
to take up the post of Chairman ?-They are very 
anxious to get the post ; they consider it a great 
honour. Those that are on the municipalities are 
doing the work fairly well, but there are not a large 
number of competent men to draw from. 

40473. Speaking generally, do they do the work 
satisfactorily ?-Fairly satisfactorily. They do the 
work better than an official would do who does not 
live there and has to go to outlying stations in order 
to hold meetings ; whenever that a.rrangement . is 
resorted to, it is worse. It is better to have a man 
on the spot responsible for the Oommittee and 
President of the Committee ; he does the work better 
than an official would do who has to go once in three 
months to hold meetings. 

40744. Is there any objection to extending that 
principle to headquarters ?-If you find good. men, I 
do not see any objection. 

40745 • .Are you not more likely to find good men at 
the headquarters town than in the outlying districts? 
-Yes, there is a greater probability, but at the same 
time you ·want a more competent and a more influential 
man to control the municipality at headquarters than 
to control outlying municipalities. · 

40746. What roughly is the population of the 
headquarters municipality ?-191000. 

40747. Their income would be roughly what?
Including house-tax, which was specially imposed to 
meet a drainage scheme, it is about Rs. 30,000. 

40748. Is much of that ear-marked· for special 
purposes by order of the Government?- No. 

40749. You have a free hand in the distribution of 
it ?-Quite free ; Government has not tied us down to 
any special expenditure. Of course, we have to make 
our contributions to the police. 

40750. What does that amount to?-.About Rs. 4,000. 
40751. (Sir Steyning Ec~qerley.) Has that not been 

abolished ?-1 have heard that it is going to be 
abolished ; it is on the tapis, but it is not done yet, 

40752. (Mr. Hichens.) Then tbe Government do 
not compel you to spend a certain proportion of your 
income on primary education ?-They do~ a minimum. 
percentage is fixed for education and medical. 

40753. So that you are not altogether free ?-Not in 
that way ; subject to those limitations we are. 
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Diwan·. • 4075t Is it desirable thata. municipality should be 
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lG tA :::;,908 • that way. Possibly a municipality may spend too 

~~'...... ,- much money on, say, increase of establishment,
- keeping up more establishment than is necessary, or 

giving more salaries to its officials than is necessary. 
or things of that sort. It is always good for a Local 
Government to lay down certain general principles of 
guidance. · 

. 40755. I~ the percentage unifOl'in for all the 'towns? 
-Yes. · · · 

· 40756 .. Would you allow the Government of India 
t'o lay down similar principles in regard to ;provincial 
Governments for the same reason ?....;.There lS not the 
same necessity"; tlie Local Government is less likely 
to go wrong ; there is not the same necessity as there 
is in· the case of municipalities. 

40757. On the other hand, the money in the case of 
the municipality is perhaps even more clearly local?-:
Yes ; it is their own money. 

40758: But you think it is not desirable to allow 
them t(.) spend it as they like ?-Not without some 
guiding principle. 

40759. Does the same principle apply to the District 
Board, that a considerable percentage -is deducted for 
various purposes ?-Yes, but the money for primary 
education is spent. by the District Board itself. 

40760. What are the proportions ?-Medical is 18f1 
education 12!~ that is with regard to the Di<:trict 
Board ; I believe it is the same proportion with regard 
to muni~ipalities. 

40761. Is there any fixed percentage ear-marked fol.' 
anything .else ?-No; except when special grants are 
made. 

40762. Does the Government deduct 20 per,cent. of 
the mcome .of. the. Board for services rendered out 
of the local rates ?-I think it does. 

~0763. So that at least 40 per cent. of the District 
Board is ear~ marked?--Yes. · · 

; ~Ot764.· Is. that sou.nd?-<r" do not see any unsoundness 
mi.. . . . 
· 40765. What is the 20 per cent. that goes to tne 
Goverment for ?-'-I believe this is for the help given 
~y the officets . of the ~m_perial Government. For 
mstance, there IS the · Civil Surgeon, the · Deputy 
Commissioner, the· Public Works Officer; and so on ; 
they all give help ·to the District Board, and it seems 
to-be only fair that the Imperial Government ·should 

· be re-imbursed for that. The Deputy Commissioner 
g~ts his. pay f:om the Imperial Government, and he 
~ves ~lB serv1ces to the local body ; either he gives 
hlS adv~ce, or he personally presides over the meetings 
and gUides the whole show. Then there is the Civil 
Surgeo:n who guides the Medical Department, and 
there are the· ~ublic Works Officers. It is only fair 
that the Imp~rial Government should get a proportion 
f:rom all the local bodies for that assistance. 

40766. (M1'. M~yer.) You spoke of having a 
~reasury Officer, ; 1s he kept on treasury work. always 
or ~an you change him .?-I can change, but 'it is not 
desxr~ble to change. 

, 40767 ... In other places they have what they call a 
Treasury Deputy, Collector and he is practically kept 
to treasury work ; do you have that here ?-That is 
the c~se here too. , The Deputy Commissioner is 
~uthon~ed to change if he finds it necessary to do so 
~n .the mter~sts of the work of the administration, but 
1t Is not desxrable to change. 

49768. Iii the .T~easury Officer generally an Extra
Assistant Comwss10ner ?-Yes. 

· . 40?69. Who iakes the. criminal appeals in the 
district ?-.,.From Second or Third Class Magistrates I 
take them. ' 

40770. Who represents you at ·headquarters when 
:Vou are absent on tour ?-If the District Judge is at 
~ea~quarters, he represents me as senior officer . if 

Ce Is . n?t there, then the senior Extra-Assistant 
omm1ssxoner. 

th~~;!:_JuEpose you had an: Assistant Commissioner 
e was an experienced officer, not under 

trai.iting and.had first class powers, I believe he would 
J;Je considered the senior officer~ · 

40i72. Bu~ is it left to your. discretion, when yon; 
leave the st~t10n, to say that A, B, 0, or D, according. 
t9 your ch01ce; shall be your locum tenens ?-There are 
~o. standing orders interfering With my discretion, buf 
1t 1s generally understood that the senior officer present 
o~g~t to be the man to represent the De,Puty Com·. 
Ib.ISSlOner, ' 

40773. H.ow do you ?-i~criminate between, say, ~ 
Jnruor Assistant Commissioner and a senior Extra 
Assistant Commissioner ?.,-I have not had occasion : 
but if the senior .Assistant Commissioner is a First 
Class Magistrc~.te, and is not purely under training I 
should consider him to be the senior officer. ' 

4077 4. You speak of these officers doing civil work, 
but have you not got full-time District Munsifs ?
Yes. 

40775. Then is it necessary for your Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners to do civil work ?...._It is i as a matter 
of fact, under the standing orders of the Chief Court, 
land cases are generally taken up by the Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner; 

40776. You mean land cases under the Civil Pro· 
cedure Code, not under special Acts ?-No. 

40777. It is said that the existing staff are over
burdened with work, and have not sufficient time to· 
know the real needs of the district and to mix. with 
the people. Could you not relieve the executive staff 
by disassociating them from civil suits and giving 
those over to full-time Judicial Officers ?-I think I 
would. · 

40778. Do your tahsildars do civil work ?-Yes i 
. abont 30 cases a month. . • 

40779. Do the naibs do any civil work ?-No. They 
do criminal work. 

40780. What are they generally ?-Third Class. 
Magistrates. 

40781. Is a naib generally at the tahsil headquarters. 
or at some outlying station ?-He is stationed at head~ 
quarters, but h~ goes out in camp. 

. 40782. Does the tahsildar do the same ?-tes. In: 
some districts the naib-ta.hsildar is stationed outside,. 
but these are very few. 

40783. As regards these specific sections of certain 
Acts which you refer to, section 49 of the Land 
Revenue Act, section 39 (c) of the Punjab Land Act, 
sections 51 and 55 of the District ·Boards Act, and 
section 182 of the Municipal Act, what, roughly, are 
they all about ?-I do not remember without referring· 
to the book.. · 

40784. You spoke of the progress of specialization,. 
and the necessity for different departments, but is it 
not desirable also that there should be some authority 
to co-ordinate all these departments, and see that they· 
work for the common good and do not carry .technical 
matters too far at the .expense of the general adminis~ 
·tration ?-There is that authority, and that authority 
is the Local Government. 1 

40785. Would you go lower? It has been sug-· 
gested by one very eminent authority that co-ordina
tion should begin in a district with a Deputy 
Commissioner, and that all outside departments should. 
be under his control ?-I think the specialization of 
departments has gone too far to admit of that 
change. 

40786. Would you go a step higher, and give. the· 
Commissioner general co-ordinating powers ?-It might 
be given, but I am not very clear about it, for the 
reason that ·with regard to certain departments, the 
Commissioner has got to carry on only correspo~den?e ; 
he has not got officers present by hi~ to adVI~e h~m. 
For instance, taking land records ; 1f centr~h~atxon 
were to be effected with reaard to the CommlBsJOner, 
then who is the man on th~ spot to advi~e the Coin
missioner with regard to matters relatmg to land 
records? • He has only to decide matters by corre
spondence, and that is why I am doubtful. It would 
necessitate having some one on the spot at headquarters 
who could advise him.-
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40787. You mean you would require a Divisional 
Land Record Officer ?-Yes. 

40788. But apart from any such ob.je~tion as t~at, 
WOUld you be in favour of the C&mlSSlOner havmg 
the threads of administration in his hands ?-Yes i 
that would be a better arrangement so far as I can see 
at present, it would be fair. 

. 40789. You say . the panchayat syst~m has be~n 
worked to advantage in some of the Nat1ve States; m 
which of them ?-The Patiala State. 

40790. Have you any knowledge of the way in 
which it is worked in Patiala ?-I have no personal 
knowledge, but I have read a report by Major Popham 
Young on the subject. · 

40791. What powers have those panchayats got ?
They decide petty civil cases, and they decide land 
cases too, and their decisions are not final. 

40792. Are they village panchayats or zail pancha
yats ?-I believe they are ;village panchayats. · 

. 40793. Would it be your idea to have village pan
chayats with petty local case-power, but subject to 
appeal to a. higher authority ?-I would give an option 
to the parties of taking their cases before regular. 
tribunals. 

40794. If you gave that option, would the village 
panchayat be able to work ; would not all the parties 
want to go to the regular tribunal ?-The report as to 
the Patiala State shows that they do not all go, and I 
suggest that a similar experiment might be tried here. 
I am not quite sure what the result would be, but, 
judging from what that report says, it is an experiment 
worth a trial. 

40795~ Would you go further, and give the village 
panchayat power to look after village schools and local 
sanitation in the village, and possibly the police ?
Yes ; I am strongly in favour of giving them powers 
with regard to sanitation, but not with regard to 
schools, because I think• village panchayats in all 
cases would not be competent enough to look after 
schools. 
. 40796. Would they be competent enough to look 
after chaukidars ?-Yes. 

40797. Would you allow valcils to appear in cases 
beard before the panchayats ?-No. 

40798. (Si1• Steyning Edgerley.) Have you full 
authority over the Police Superintendent?- Yes, 
except in purely departmental matters. 

40799. Is there any proviRion in the Police Act 
of the province giving you actual authority over 
the Police Superintendent?- The Police Act says 
that the District Magistrate is the Head of the 
Police. 

40800. So far as using the force goes, can you do 
fairly well as you like ?-Yes. 

40q01. But you do not touch the:details ?-No. 

4080~. With regard to grants of land,_ is your 
suggestion that you should make a grant for life and 
then take the land away and give it to somebody else? 
-I would give it for a certain number of years rather 
than for life. 

40803. And then take it away or charge the full 
assessment ?-I would take it away. 

40804. Would you compensate for inlprovements or 
anything of that sort ?-No ; my idea is that the first 
grantee who has to make any necessary improvements 
may be assessed very lightly, and that light assessment 
may compensate him for any improvements he makes. 
After that the assessment may .be increased but not 
up to the highest pitch. ' 

40805. For what length of time would you make 
these grants ?-Twenty years. 

40806. When the 20 years was at an end would 
there not be a great deal of discontent at the ~viction 
of the holder ?-There would be, but there is no other 
remedy ; the land is limited, and if the people are made 
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to understand from the outset that the term is only for 
20 years, they 'woUld gladly reconcile themselves to the 
idea. 

40807. Has the pay of all your establishments been 
raised, making the minimum now Rs. 20 ?-Yes, of the 
clerical establishment. 
· 40808. But the other district salaries to patwaris, 
and so on, are low?-Yes. . 

40809. Is the pay sufficient for a patwari ?-I do 
not think it is sufficient. 

40810. Ought they to have the benefit of the Rs. 20 
minimum ?-I should think so. 

40811. Would that be sufficientfor their work?-I 
think it would be, living as they do in villages. 

40812. Has there been a great rise in prices in the 
Punjab in the last 20 years ?-Yes. 

40813. So that pay is relatively lower than it was 20 
years ago ?-Yes, it is. 
· 40814. With regard to the Delegation Act; have you 
studied the question at all ?-1 have said what I could 
say on the subject. 

40815. You have not looked into the question of a. 
general Delegation Act as against specific legislation ? 
-My idea was that to amend each and every Act 
would be inconvenient. 

41)816·. But have you studied Act V of 1868 to see 
how it works ?-No, I have not. 

40817. You say there are certain minima for expendi
ture laid down for the municipalities. As a rule do 
you spend more than those minima ?-We do spend 
more, but sometinles less ; for instance, at present our 
District Board is spending more on education. In the 
municipalities we spend sometimes less and sometimes. 
more. 

40818. Are you at liberty to spend less ?-Objection 
is raised if we spend less. The department has a right 
to demand expenditure up to the limit. 

40819. But if you give a moderate explanation, does. 
it pass ?-I suppose it would. 

40820. Has it the kind of effect that the munici
pality gradually says: "This is the amount we have 
to spend ; we need not spend any more." Do the: 
municipality take it as a maximum as well as a mini
mum ?-Yes, there is that tendency. 

40821.. And from that point of view, it may do
harm ?-From that point of view it may, but there is 
the other point of view, that the other departments 
would suffer, and there would be greater harm in thai> 
way. 

40822. The money which the municipalities spend is 
.after all not raised by subscription, but by powers of 
taxation given by the provincial Government ?-,-Yes. 

40823. And therefore you can only call it " their 
own" money in a very modified sense ?-Yes. 

40824. It is really money raised under powers, for 
the giving of which the Local Government is respon
sible?-Yes. 

40825. What are your relations with the Executive 
Engineer ?-Certain estimates beyond a certain limii> 
go to him for scrutiny. 

40826. Have you any irrigation in your district ?
No. 

40827. Have you a full-time Engineer in the districtt 
or do you only share one ?-I only share. ,. 

40828. Can you send him orders ?-Yes; I can send 
an estimate to him to check and report upon. 
·. 40829. But if you want a work done, can you sayt 
11 please take up this work at once," if the funds are 
there ? Does he do your local work ?-He helps me. 
With regard to provincial work, I cannot do that, 
because he finds the funds and the supervision i. of 
course I can always complain if ariythfug is badly done, 
I cannot direct at all. 

40830. Is that a very satisfactory position ?-1 have. 
not h_nd any difficulty. 

(Tll.e witness witltdrew.) 

Ditvan 
Narerzdra 

Nat h. 
-· 
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Mr. M. W. FENTON was called and examined. 

Mr. M. w. 40831. (Sar F1•ederic Lely.) You are a member of 
F.mt.m.a. ... : the Indian Civil Service ?-Yes. I was Officiating 

Commissioner of the Multan division until a week 
lli A.pr., 1908. ago; I am now in transit to Jullundur. 

I would not give Local Governments borrowing 
powers, but they might be permitted to guarantee loans 
raised in the market by Municipal Committees and 
District Boards, if by such guarantee these bodies 
could secure a lower rate of interest than they' would 
otherwise be compelled to pay. · 

Instead of providing; as so many Acts · do,,., that 
rules made by the Loc.al Government must obtain the 
previous sanction of the Governor-General in Council, 
()r that rules shall be made by or powers exercised by 
the Governor-General in Council which might advan
tageously be made or exercised by the Local Govern
ments, it would be more convenient to have a section in 
the General Clauses Act, similar to sections 107 of the 
Punjab Tenancy Act and 156 of the Punjab Land 
Revenue Act, to the effect that the power to make 
Tules is subject to the control of the Governor-General 
in Council, with an addendum to the same effect as 
regards the exercise of powers. 

There is a very distinct tendency in the Secretariats 
imperial and provincial, .to snub reform suggestion~ 
emanating from below. .A. reform proposal bas little 
-chance of being adopted unless a Secretariat Officer or 
the Head of the Administration takes it up and makes 
it a child of his own. Provincial Governments are 
Tesponsible for reforms in matters which they are 
-e~powered to dispose of. All other proposed innova-
-twns must be referred to the Imperial Secretariat. 
Whether it be the Prov.incial or the Imperial Govern· 
:ment that gets the credit for the reform it will often 
be found that the initiative is referabl~ to a much 
lD.ore. humble .so~rce. .A.s to the second part of the 

· -question, provme1al Governments are, as it is allowed 
a. very wide latitude in developing their ad~nistra
"tlo~ on. their' own lines,---;-wit.ness the Punjab Land 
Alienation Act, the Coloruzat1on Schemes the Minor 
·Ca;nals Act, Punjab Customary Law, the Frontier 
'(lr1mes Regulation, and the distinctive features of the 
l?unjab La~d Revenue and Tenancy Acts and rules. 
~ do ;not thi;nk that there is much reason for complaint 
m this pro~ce of failur~ on the part of the Govern
ment of India to recogruse the need for differential 
<levelop;ntent .where such need exists. It is only right 
that uniformity should be observed in matters which 
:are not affected by local peculiarities, e.g., the Criminal 
Procedure, Contract, Evidence and other such Acts of 
-g~n~ral a~plication. The Ci~ Account Code and 
~1vil SerVIce Regulations may also be cited. There 
1s no demand for differential local development in 
matters relating to coinage, the post office and tele
-graphs. .Where .uniformity is possible there is a 
-presumption that 1t is desirable. 

Und~r. the Punjab Laws Act, 1872, the Deputy 
:CommiSsioner was the Co11rt of. Wards. We should 
revert to that arrangement which was in force and 
worked well for. 31 years. The legislation which five 
_years ago substituted the Financial Commissioner for 
~: Deputy Commissioner as Court of Wards was 
. ust upon .the Local Government by the G'~vern~ 
m~nt. of I~dia. If this reform be carried out, the 
pnne1ple will be that the Deputy Commissioner is 
-e:ipowered to do everything that is not covered by 
r es or orders limiting his powers. 
fl I W?~ld give Commissioners and Collectors greater 

11;!ifi~d \ow~s, ~a) by m~J:king budget allotments for 
t f ea 0 expendtture and reserve budget 

~n s or tnforeseen contingencies; (b) by extending 

11h:tlr~:n Ja~s~t~~c\h~s!~a ~~~?roviding that grants 
gating powers of sanction unde~ Yth: ;C{~ b~ de~e-
RegulatlOns and Civil Account Code. · 1 erVI~ 

* Vide Seofii:on 50 A, P~njab Laws Act· 1872 · 
Sec~on 77, Indian Forest Act 1878 ·· · 
~ec~on 15757 (3)d, Punjab Land Reve~ue Act 1887 

ec one an 79, Registration A t 18 ' • 
Sect!ol) 26, Forest Act,, 1877. c , 77. 
~e~ttg(VjJ2) (a), District Boards Act 1883 

c of 1871 regarding weig'hts . d measures. an 
Sect!on'S9 (e), Police Act, 1871. 
Section 10, Act XX of 1876. 

The following classes of appeals to the Commis
sioner against tbQ( orders of Collectors should be 
disa~o.wed : - Orders tra~ferring officials ; orders 
dechmng to promote officials ; orders declining to 
appoint candidates or removing names from list of 
candidates ; . orders suspending . lambarda1·s for not 
more than s1x months ; orders transferring suspending 
or dismi.ssing village c~aukidars ; order~ dismissing 
chapms~ts and other officials in inferior service ; orders 
suspendmg for not more than three months officials 
whose pay does not exceed Rs. 20 ; and orders requiring 
the retirement of officials who have reached the age 
of 55. 

The exte~t to which the .Heads of Departments, 
such as Pubhc Works, Edocat10n and Medical ·are able 
to assert their departmental views depends ~pon the 
personal equation both as regards the Head of the 
Department and. the Lieutenant-Governor. There 
ha.ve be?~ a few exceptions, put on the whole ldo not 
think C1vil Officers have any reason to complain that 
the departments are too strong for them. There are 
some standing orders that require revision. I have 
served under six Lieutenant-Governors and I do not 
think that it can be said that the rule ~f any of them 
was impersonal. I can quite conceive that the rule of 
a Governor. or Lieutenant-Governor " in Council " 
would be impersonal. The Local Government is not 
dominated by considerations of revenue. John 
Lawrence perhaps was, when he confiscated jagh·s 
wholesale, but I doubt if any of his· successors have 
followed in his footsteps. On the contrary I can call 
to mind two instances in which .the Gove~nment of 
India, rightly, in my opinion, had to call the Local 
Government to account for sacrificing revenue. 

I have generally found that the officers of other 
departments, including the Heads of Departments 
welcome criticism from the Commissioner and desir~ 
to enlist the sympathy and interest of Civil Officers in 
their work, provided that. they have no reason. to 
appre.hend infringement of th~ir departmental pre
rogatives. In the case of a difference of opinion it 
ought to be a rule that a Head of a Department shall 
not overrule a Commissioner without a reference to 
the· Local Government. The Chief Engineers, the 
Director of Public Instruction, and the Jnspector
General of Police also occupy the position of Secre
taries or Under-Secretaries to Government, and the 
Head of the Medical Department has also direct 
access to the Lieutenant-Governor. A Commissioner 
is never quite sure whether overruling orders have 
emanated from the Lieutenant-Governor or from ihe 
Departmental Head. I have had occasion to address o. 
letter to a Chief Engineer as Secretary appealing 
against his own orders to the Lieutenant-Governor. 
The position of the Legal Remembrancer is much. too 
str~ng. I have sent up many cases in which an appeal 
agau;tst an acquittal was recommended by the District 
Magrstrate aud supported by myself not without 
careful consideration. But never in my experience 
has it happened that such a recommendation has been 
accepted. Invariably the reply is that the Legal 
Remembran<ler does not recommend that an appeal be 
instituted, and when I have applied for a copy of the 
Legal Remembrancer's opinion in order to ascertain 
the principles followed in such cases, I have b&en told 
that his opinion is confidential. But there is one 
general indictment which most Civil Officers would be 
prepared to press against the departments, viz., lack of 
sympathy with the people. When a Collector knows 
that a canal zilladar or patwari is notorious for bribery 
and extortion, or when, owing to faulty distribution 
of water, he sees the most promising crops withering 
before his eyes, he may call the attention of the 
Executive Engineer to the matter, but he cannot take 
any further action or ensure redress. The position of 
the Commissioner in this respect is no better than that 
of the Collector. The departmental officers are not 
like Civil Officers, trained to investigate complaints: 
and depend too much on the reports of their subordi
nates. In a division like Multan, where the canal 
administration, if regard be bad to the material welfa1•e 
of the people, is more important than the civil adminis
tration, it is impossible for a Commisaioner not to feel 
strongly about this matter. 

It is the fashion to complain that the District 
Officer is tied to his desk and has no time to get into 



touch with the people. I do not believe it. My ex
perience was that the more work I had to do the more 
I .was brought into contact with the people of t~e 
district. In trying criminal and . ~venue ~~ ~ 
attending District Board and mumc1~ meetings, m 

· appointing smildars, inamdars, and village. he~~n, 
in inspecLion work of all kind. which ~eceSSI~~ Vli!lt~ 
to the interior of the district, m hea~g petitiO~ ~d 
inquiring into thein, and in consulting local opnnon 
whenever Government invites the District Officer to 
submit his views on some contemplated measlll'e of 
reform-in all these incidents of the Deputy Com
missioner's daily routine he. is ~ro?ght into . direct 
contact with the people of . his. distri~ under_ cirCum
stances which lay bare to hiS VIew their mot1ves and 
their actions, their difficulties and their. aspD.:ations. 
Report writing is generally blamed as tmposmg an 
undue tax on an officer's time. It is a tax. if a report 
bas to be written without materials, if bricks have to 
be made without straw. But it is now generally 
accepted that if an officer has nothing to say, he should 
say nothing. Th~ offi~r who has somet!rlng ~ ~y 
and knows his subJect will feel a pleasure m saymg 1t. 

As to language, frequent transfers ~~te aga~t 
picking up particular dialects, but the maJonty of C1vil 
Officers inevitably acquire a good working knowledge 
of the vernacular. 

Greater care is required in the selection of the higher 
Executive Officers, but any change of policy in this 
respect should be accompanied by the concession of 
salary rates equal to those enjoyed by the correspon~g 
officers in the Regulation Provinces, more espec1ally 
as in the Punjab the range of duties of Revenue 
Officers is wider, work is harder and expenses of Jiving 
have increased in a greater ratio than elsewhere. 

Owing to the increase in the strength of the Punjab 
Commission transfers are not so frequent as they used 
to be. I do not believe that there are any unnecessary 
transfers. The chief cause of transfel'S is the taking of 
leave. If officel'S could be induced to allow longer 
intervals to intervene between their leave absences, 
transfers would be reduced. The Lieutenant-Governor 
might be empowered to sanction special monthly 
allowances for each month after three years during 
which an officer serves on in his district without taking 
leave. These allowances might be confined to the less 
favoured districts. 

The Punjab Municipal Act is about to be amended, 
and the question of granting further pow"rs to local 
bodies will, I think, be adequately dealt with by the 
local Legislative Council. '!'here are now, I believe, 
no Local Boards in the province. 

The provisions of section 29 of the District Boards 
Act and articles 811 and 814 of the Civil Service Regu
lations applying the regulations to Service under Local 
Funds entail frequent references to Government to 
remove audit objections. The Commissioner should 
take the place of Government in such cases. The 
Commissioner should also have power to pass final 
orders on the claims of the departments to increase 
grants from the District Fund. Some schemes should 
be devised which will prevent the bankruptcy of District 
Funds by reason of the charges for famine and plague 
being thrown upon them. 

I am not in favour of atanding .Advisory Councils. I 
am in favour of occasionally consulting bodies of 
individuals of particular classes in reference to matters 
affecting their own interests or in regard to which they 
possess a special knowledge. For instance, I have 
recently instructed the Deputy Commissioner ofJhang 
to consult a Council of the Muhammadan notables of 
his district in regard to a proposed scheme of marriage 
registration for Muhammadans. In lhe Jullundur 
district I assembled a Council of Darbari J at lam
bardars to con~rt measures for the suppression of 
female infanticide, which is rife in their villages. 
The Ambalajagirdrzrs o.asembled in Council would be 
able to give excellent advice in Court of Wards 
matters, or in regard to the mach disputed question 
of commutation of jagir shares. In the Ferozepore 
district the Grey Canals are, I believe, managed in 
consultation with a Council of principal irrigators. 
In aU such cases a 11tanding Council consisting of 
pleaders or other educated Indians, &rdarlf and 
Rail'" and similar prominent men of the district 
would contain a majority of members without either 
knowledge of, or interest in, the subject under con
sideration. I give below a fairly exhaustive lis~ o.f 
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the subjects with which the ~t:ation of ·a. C~l~ .Mr.ll. W. 
lector is concerned. · I ooot criminal and police 1/'enl,()-n, 
matters, in regard to which no one would presumably 

1 
J .4.-

1938 suggest that the advice of a Council is necessary. I 0 pr., 
also omit the District Board and municipal branches of 
administration for which Councils have already been 
constituted by Law. . 
· .Assessment of Land Revenue.-Fluctnating assess-
ments. Alluvion and diluvion. 

Colleetion of.· Land Revenue -Remissions and sU&· 
pensions. Coercive processes. Continuance and re-
sumption of revenue assignments. . . 

Registration of titles.-Village records. Registration 
Act. Partition. 

Tenanc-y Act. 
C'harge of Government property.-Leases of land. 

Nazul property. Forests and wast.: lands.· Boil~ 
(existing and new). Roads. Mines and quames. 
Treasure trove. Government litigation. Treasury. 
Stamps. · 

Colleetor' s ojfice and establishments.-.A.ppointment 
and control of establishments in all branches. Leave, 
pensions, travelling allowance, transfers, suspension 
and dismissal, promotion. Contingencies. Stores and 
stationery. Books and maps. Library. Record
room. Grant of copies. Tents. 
. Statistia.-Arrangements for collection. Reports 
·and returns. Crop forecasts. 

Rezoards.-Jagirs and succession thereto. Darbar 
·privileges. Pensions. Titles. Grants of lands. 
Other rewards. 

Village ojficers and seroants.-Zaildars, inamdars, 
lambardars and watchmen. Their appointment, con
trol, suspension and dismissal. 

.Assistance to agrit.:Ulturi8ts.-Takavi. Agricultural 
Banks. Introduction of new staples and agricultural 
·experiments. 

W orh done for Military Department.-Supplies and 
carriage for troops. Prices current. Verification of 
recruits. Compensation for damage by camps. De
serters. Correspondence. 

Court of Wards. 
Minor Canals .Administration. 
Euise and Opium. 
.Arms, Explosives and Petroleum Acts, 
Land Alienation Act. 
Plague and Famine. 
Mi!Jcellaneous.-Land Acquisition. Faetories. Bud

gets. Colonization. Transport Animals Registration. 
Trade. Execution of decrees of Civil Courts. 

I am unable to name any of the above subjects upon 
which a standing Council could with advantage be 
consulted. Plague perhaps is an exception, but the 
District Board, the Municipal Committee and the 
smUdara would be the most nseful advisers. . I am 
entirely in favour of consulting individuals with special 
knowledge or special interests. This is generally done. 

It would not be expedient to invest District Boards 
with powers of supervision and control over the 
smaller municipalities. 
. I am decidedly opposed to investing village commu
nities with powers which would involve in ultimate 
resort the calling-in of the official to enforce criminal 
penalties or to carry out civil distress. 

The most crying evil in our administrative system is 
the corrupt subordinate official. Whichever way we 
turn we are brought up face to face with him. The 
verdict of the Police Commission on his character and 
conduct is set forth in a passage of their report which 
deserves the study of everyone concerned with the 
problems of Indian administration. The Colonization 
Commission has been deluged with evidence of the 
misdeeds of the species which flourishes under the regis 
of the Irrigation Department. His cousin in the 
Forest Department is well versed in the arts of black
_mail. The railway goods clerk, when wagons are 
scarce, as is perennially the case in export districts, 
enjoys a position of wealth and a.ffiuence. We see 
these harpies and parasites growing rich, investin~ in 
lands and houses and wives, and spending on a marriAge 
or betrothal ceremony more than a year's salary. 
Their reputation is notorious. And yet we can do 
nothing. The Penal Code is full of pains and penalties. 
They are no more efficacious than the moral precepts 
at the head of a copy-book. . Inqniri!-18 and trials 
sometimes do take place. For days and (lays the time 
of public officials is taken t'lp with the recording of 
evidence. As often as not justioe is defeated. Bribe
giving witne81le8 fear ~ confess their o-vrn_ ;~are 
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in the corruption,· and : tremble for the vengeance 
of the accused should he escape. Clever and un
scrupulous pleaders, stimulated by handsome fees 
which the profits of ·corruption can well afford, 
devote their abilities to the perversion of truth and 
the manufacture of falsehood. '!'he standard of proof 
exacted by the highest Court in the province is 
exceptionally stringent. All these conditions com· 
bine to render the successful prosecution of these 
miscreants a task of such difficulty that overburden!ld 
officers may well be excused for shrinking from it, and 
for preferring to tolerate what. they cannot prevent, 
.But why should we have to submit to this evil ? No 
mercantile firm would retain for a single day an 
employe whose acts and methods were bringing loss 
and discredit on the business. The Police Commission 
recommended that a power should be given to dismiss 
such black sheep on the evidence of general reputation 
for corruption. But the Gover.nment of India would. 
have none of it. Theoretically it is right that a man 
should be presumed to be innocent until he is proved 
to be guilty. Let .the theory by all means hold sway 
in the Criminal Courts, but do not extend .its applica
tion so as to saddle ourselves with the odium of 
perpetuating corruption and extortion by retaining 
in our service the bribe-taker and the extortioner. 
Loss of pension need not evoke pity on behalf of one 
whose illicit accumulations suffice to compensate for 
many pensions. In doubtful cases retirement on a 
proportional or reduced pension would offer a reason
able solution. The difficulty of getting rid of the 
notoriously inefficient official who has not qualified 
for pension also formed the subject of a representation 
made by the Police Commission, but in this case the 
Government of India did not assume a wholly non 
possumus attitude. A promise was made that the 
matter would be considered. We await the redemp• 
tion of that promise, 

40832. You mention that the salary rates in the 
Punjab are not equal to those enjoyed by correspond
ing officers in the Regulation ·Provinces. What are 
the chief differences to which you refer ?-There is 
-only one officer in the United Provinces who is 
getting Rs. 1,500 a month, and the lowest grade is 
Rs. 1,800, whereas the lowest grade in the Punjab is Rs. 
1,500.· 

40833. Are the majority of Deputy Commissioners 
-only drawing Rs. 1,500 ?-There are three grades of 
Deputy Commissioners, first, second and third, and the 
largest number is in the third grade, that is to say, 
more than in either the second or first. 

40834. Do not Deputy Commissioners get only Rs. 
1,500 in Oudh ?-I asked the Secretariat £or a return, 
and they only showed one in the United Provinces 
who got Rs. 1,500. . Our rate of Rs. 1,800 corresponds 
to their Rs. 1,833, and Commissioners here get Rs. 
2,750 as compared with Rs. 2,916. 

40835. Except the Financial Commissioner?-The 
Financial Commissioner is never called a Commis· 
siotier ; . he is not like a Settlement Commissioner ; 
a Financial Commissioner is often spoken of as the 
Board of Revenue. · · 

40836. What do your .Assistant Commissioners get? 
-:-They get Rs. 500, Rs. 700 and Rs. 900. 

40837. With reference to the Civil Service Regula
tions as applied to District Boards, would yon ad· 
vocate a special and simplified code for District Board 
purposes ?-Yes, because the tendency of Audit Officers 
is to apply the Civil Service Regulations as far as 
possible, and again and again we have to go up to 
Government to get their sanction because of some 
action which seems to the .Audit Officer to contravene 
the regulations. 

40838. And the special provisions of the Govern
ment regulations are not necessary ?-They are not. 
The G?v?rnment has ~egun to delegate powers to the 
<JommlBslOners to sanctiOn for local bodies what under 
the code, requires the sanction of Government' in the 
<:ase of Government officers. 

40a39. But would not the most complete and simple 
method of treating the difficulty be to frame a simple 
<~o~e for the guidance of District Boards ?-Yes I 
thmk so. ' · 

h 40840. You remark that the Commissioner should 
ave power to pass final orders on the claims of 

departments to increased grants from the district 
\ ·. 

funds, but is that. not a right of the District Board 
itself ?-The rule about percentages is this: certain 
percentages have been laid down as what are called 
enforceable minima ; they are not enforced unless a 
dispute arises, and even then they are not always en. 
forced, but they are regarded as a sort of counsel o~ 
perfection, 
. 40841. You refer _to the claims of departments to 
lllcreased grants; if a department requires more 
money, would it not be fair to leave it to the Disttict 
Board to determine whether it should get it or not ? 
-~he District Board almost .invariably resists these 
cla1ms of a department, and 1t becomes a question 
of a dispute between the District Board and. the de· 
partment ; what I advocate is that instead of going to 
Government the Commissioner should decide. · 

40842. Would yon not still further prefer to leave it 
to the Board; if their authority is to be anything 
more than a name, surely they should have the 
power to say whether they will give so much to 
~ducation and so much to something else ?-Yes, but 
lt very often happens that a school goes to rum 
for the sake. of a grant, and a District Board does . 
not altogether appreciate the claims of a department, 
and does not see the necessity probably for scientific 
teaching, and therefore refuses the money. 

40843. If they do not see the necessity, is it not 
possible that the necessity does not exist, in so acute a 
form at any rate, as is supposed by the department ?
There is an educational departmental code which iS 
framed on recommendations made from time to time 
by a conference. of experts which meets annually in 
Lahore-a provincial educational conference at which 
all educational interests are represented-and it is 
not merely the Local Government, it is the Local 
Government on the advice of this body which lays 
down these requirements, and if any particular require~ 
ment is in accordance with the views of this body and 
is embodied in the code, the assumption is that the 
expenditure should be incurred. 

40844. It might be desirable from a departmental 
point of view, but would yon not say that to impose 
all those rigid requirements on the Local Boards 
makes local self-government more or less a farce?....:. 
My sympathy in these cases is generally with the 
Local Boards. · 

40845. And you would be inclined to gi\"e Local 
Boards more say in the matter ?-Certainly. 

40846. You refer to fluctuating assessments, and 
tho evil of the corrupt subordinate official ; do yon 
think that fluctuating assessments are to be recom
mended ?-They are inevitable in the south-west of 
the Punjab. · 

40847. In spite of all that has been said about the 
incapability of the local official ?-Yes, and if it was 
put to the people they would undoubtedly vote for it. 
Of course, there are cases in which it is doubtful, but 
in certain cases it is unavoidable. 

40848. In the Punjab the Inspector-General of 
Police can deal with his own subordinates and in any 
case of doubt. or necessity he can go straight up to 
Government himself?-Yes, he is Under-Secretary to 
Government. 

40849. And so can the Chief Engineer?-Yes. 
40850. .And the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals 

and the Director of Public Instruction ?-Yes. : 

40851. But the Commissioner on the other hand if 
he takes any action has to run the gauntlet of the 
Financial Commissioner and the Chief Secretary ?
The Financial Commissioner in revenue cases, but in 
regard to Local Board and District Board work he 
would not. 

40852. Is there any reason for making that difference 
between Heads of other Departments and the Com· 
missioner ?-Except that the Commissioner of Lahore 
cannot be at headquarters, and I do not know that it 
has ever occurred that they should be summoned from 
time to time to consult the Lieutenant-Governor. 

40853. Is there any reason for interposing between 
him and the Government two other steps, that is to 
say, the Financial Commissioner and the Chief Secre
tary ?-The Financial Commissioner is necessary in 
order to co-ordinate revenue work, and if it all fell 
on the Lieutenant-Governor, the Secretariat would be 
overburdened, 
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40854. Is not the result of the present system that 
the Heads of Departments are enormously more 
powerful than the Commissioner ?-It never occurred 
to me to make the comparison, and I do not think . 
any Commissioners resent the interference of the 
Financial Commissioner ; I believe they think it very 
salutary. 

40855. You say a Commissioner is never quite sure 
whether overruling orders, that is, orders overruling 
his well considered opinion, emanate from the Lieu
tenant-Governor or from the Departmental Heads?-
1 am referring to Public Works, Education and other 
Departments-not to the Financial Commissioner. 

40856. I am comparing the Commissioner with the 
Heads of those special Departments also ?-It is 
always stated when orders are the orders of the 
Financial Commissioner, and there is no doubt about it. 

40857. I am not at present dealing with the Finan
cial Commissioner ; I am comparing the Head of a 
special Department, as a power in the land, with the 
Commissioner. Is it not the fact that under the 
present system the Head of a Department has 
enormously greater power than the Commissioner? 
-we feel he has the last say in a matter, which 
counts for a great deal. 

40858. Would you say that the action o£ a Depart
mental Head is directed more towards the success of 
his own narrow department, whereas the key-note o£ 
the action o£ a Commissioner is the general welfare 
and contentment of the people ?-1 would not accept 
that statement. The Heads of Departments are 
generally selected men, and they have a broader out
look than you suggest, namely, that they should con
"Sider only the good of their own department. 

40859. But you must take the training of the two 
men. Is it not almost inevitable that a man who has 
been brought up, say, in the Police Department, and 
who bas never been accustomed ·to view matters from 
any other point of view, must look at things from a 
narrower outlook than the man who bas been trained 
generally in various departments? - Narrower no 
doubt, but not necessarily what you call narro~ in 
the abstract. 

40860. Then you think that the system of giving 
the Heads of Departments enormously greater power 
is, on the whole, a sound system ?-I would not call it 
enormously greater power ; it is more a personal 
matter. If the Commissioner is overruled ultimately 
iu consequence of the Head of a Department having 
the fin~l say1 possibly th? overruling is right, and he is 
at a slight disadvantage m the matter, that is all. 

40861. .As a general rule, would it not be better that 
a Co.mmissioner. ~houl~ have views prevailing on 
-questiOns of adnurustratwn rather than on questions 
pertaining to departmental matters ?-On the whole 
I must say that I cannot complain of his powers. i. 
have bad to appeal against the order of a Chief 
Engineer to the Lieutenant-Governor, and I have 
addressed the Secretary to the Government in the 
Public Works Department, who was the Chief 
Engineer concerned, and in that case my appeal was 
accepted. I give that as an instance of the relations 
between the two capacities of the Departmental Head 
-the capacity of the Secretary to the Government and 
the capacity of the Chief Engmeer. 

40862. Generally do you prefer to run the Govern
ment by ',iepartments than through the Commissioner? 
:-I coustder t~at departments are necessary in the 
mterests of efficiency. 

40863. I am not arguing against the depa1•tments • 
I only suggest whether it is not possible that they 
have too great a predominance ?-What I would like 
~ould be that. the Commissioner should have the 
rtght to put hts finger upon anything going on in 
any department and say," I do not think this is in 
the interests of the people," that he should have a 
right either to call upon the Departmental Officer, who
-ever he may be, to report the matter with the Commis
sioner's view, or himself report it without being told 
to mind his own business. 

~0864. Yo~ 'Yould. give him a say in every important 
pomt o.f admtmstratton ?-1 would give h1m a say in 
every unpor~ant point of administration but not a 
final say ; I would give him a right to raise questions 
.and to call attention to any abuses which he might see. 

40865. And you do not see anything objectionable. 
in a system which gives Departmental Heads direct 
access to Government, and excludes the Commissioner 
practically froll'). all say in these matters ?-It is a 
disadvantage, but it is almost inevitable. that it should 
be so. 

40866. But we find it nowhere else in India ; we do 
not find that separate departments have direct access 
to the Government or at least only in isolated cases, 
such as Public Works for instance? The Police and 
the Education Departments have not direct access ?-. 
No; they all go up to Government through a. Secretary 
who is supposed to take a more general view of things .. 

40867. (Sir Steyning Edgerley.) I understand that 
some recent orders have been issued relating to th13 
powers of Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners 
with regard to the police. Do you know what they 
are ?-Some 10 years ago the powers of Commissioners 
and Deputy Commissioners were· greatly enlarged, but ' 
more recently they were restricted, and I do not think 
there is any difference in their position in this province. 
as compared with other provinces ; I do not recollect 
any specific orders lately. 

40868. What are your actual powers as regards the 
police of a division ?-The weekly diaries of every· 
Superintendent come up to the Commissioner, and he 
may note upon them and call attention to any matter ; 
they go up to the Inspector-Gener~~>l, who would· 
naturally lay before the Lieutenant-Governor· or the 
Chief Secretary any special question raised by the 
Commissioner. That is the way in which the Com
missioner is kept acquainted with what is going on 
with regard to the police in each district, and it is for 
him to take the initiative if he wishes to call attention 
to any special matter. 

40869. Is all be can do to call attention to anything; 
cannot he send an order to a District Superintendent 
of Police on his own account ?-It all depends; if it is 
an order affecting the Criminal Procedure Code, he has· 
no power. For instance the Chief Court recently took 
exception to a District Magistrate having 'ordered the 
police to investigate a case which was at the time · 
engaging· the attention of a Criminal Court as being 
contrary to the provisions of the Criminal Procedure 
Code. 

40870. Has he no voice in appointments or promo
tions or punishments ?-His opinion would be un
doubtedly regarded as entitled to consideration if he 
wished to give it. 

40871. Then practically he is purely advisory?
Yes ; and it is so as regards a Commissioner's decision 
generally; his statutory powers are very few, and it is 
chiefly by way of advisory powers that he keeps 
Government acquainted with facts. · 

40872. He is hardly an Administrative Officer at all 
then ?-Of course he has appellate powers under the 
Land Revenue and Tenancy .Act. Every order passed 
by a Revenue Officer is appealable to the Com
missioner. 

40873. Not in other departments ?-The only case I 
~an ~11 to mind is an o~der passed by a Canal Officer 
1~p~smg a fine-that 1s appealable to the Com
mlSslOner. 

40874. Mr. Maclagan rather suggested that the· 
position should be altogether reversed and that the 
outside Departmental Officer should be advisory to 
the Deputy Commissioner and the Commissioner, and 
that the real orders should issue from those authorities· 
would a change of that sort be advisable ?-I do not. 
think the Deputy Commissioner would bless a reform· 
that would hand over to him the working of the 
Education Department, for instance, or that would 
impose a greater obligation upon him in the matter ·of 
police. 

40875. For instance, you do not care for the theo
retical relations with regard to the forest officer •. 
whereby he is responsible to his departmental superior 
for tec~n!calities, and unde~ the orders of the Deputy
CommtsBloner for the ordinary out-side work, or for 
any relationship of that sort in other departments. 
It apparently does not exactly exi~t in pro,ctice in the 
Punjab ?-Taking the Public Works Department, for 
instance, all repairs are done sieo motu by the Executtve 
Engineer. They put the money into their own budgets, 
and expend it, and if we wish for any new building, 

.1~1'1·. M. W,;· 
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Mr. M. W. or s~ecial repairs or anything of the kind, each Com-
.F.mtott. miss10ner gets a grant for w.ha~ is ?alled minor wo~ks, 

_, - . and on the Deputy Comm1ss10ner s recommendat10n 
16 Apr., 1908. he can sanction these works, direct the Public Works 

Department to prepare plans, and when the plans are 
approved, he can direct them to carry the works : but 
it IS entirely a matter of money. 

40876. (Sir Fredm·ic Lely.) In his own department 
or any other department ?-In his own departme11;t. 
For instance, with regard to education a certru.n 
amount is put into the budget each year, and that is 
distributed at the headquarters of Government on the 
advice of the educational authorities. Most of the 
education buildings are carried out by District Boards 
and Municipal Committees. 

40877., (Sit• Steyning Ed,qerley.) As regards the sub
ordinates, steps have been taken to raise the pay of the 
clerical establishment ; is anything going to be done 
for the outside subordinate establishments, the pat
waris, kanungos, and so forth ?-Patwaris have only 
recently become Government servants since the aboli
tion of the Patwari Cess, but if the pay is regulated by 
the supply and demand, one would say that at present 
it is undoubtedly sufficient, because there is not the 
slightest difficulty in getting any number of patwaris. 

: 40878. Is that due to the pay or to the indirect 
advantages of the position ?-I should say it is due 
partly to the indirect advantages of the position. 

40879. Is that a position for Government to ·be 
content with ?-I do not think that raising the pay to 
Rs. 20 would affect that at all. 

:40880. You do not think you could require trust
worthiness?-We do our best to require trustworthi
ness. 

40881. But can you justly require if you do not give 
them a living wage ?-I am not prepared to say that it 
is not a living ~age. 

40882. You do not agree with the other witnesses 
that it is not a living wage having regard to present 
prices ?-You see besides the Rs. 14 or Rs. 15 which 
they get, they get their mutation fees and fees for 
copies, and no record il! kept of what those fees amount 
to. We never can say what they are, and there· are 
many little services which a patwari does by which he 
h_as the means of making money legitimately. There
fore, taking all these extras into account I think he 
does get a living wage, and there is no necessity for 
his being dishonest. 

40883. Would it not be a desirable thing to cut off 
the extras and raise the pay?-But these services must 
be rendered and these copies made. 

40884. Quite so, but might not the fees go to 
Government ?-That would require the interference of 
the Audit Officers and that kind of thing. 

40885. Then you suggest you ought to have greater 
power of removal of either inefficient or dishonest 
servants ?-One Deputy Commissioner of the Multan 
division reported to me recently that during the past 
year there. were 27 patwaris who had been reported for 
dishonesty; of these 6 were prosecuted in the Criminal 
Court to conviction, the Sessions Judge upset 5 of the . 
convictions and the Chief Court upset the 6th, and it 
is the same story in other departments. It is the fact 
that after officiating as Commissioner for three years I 
have. sent. up .re~ommendations for appeals against 
acqmttals 1n cr1mwal cases, and the reply was in every 
case that the Legal Remembrancer did not consider an 
appeal should be lodged. 

40886. And you have no idea what his grounds 
were ?-No; I was told that they were confidential. 

40887. You are strongly in favour of the old Court 
of Wards Act rather than the Amending Act?-We 
were all accustomed to the old Act and it was at the 
last moment in amending our Act that the Govern
m~nt.suggested that the North-West Frontier Province 
prmc1ple should be adopted. 

40888. Were there any cases of failure here owing 
to lac~ of control over the Deputy Commissioner?
~oi.ethlme~ Deputy ~ommissioners are inclined to do 
oo Is. thmgs ; . for mstance, one would start a horse
br~tfg estabbshment without considering whether it 
W?th pay or not,. but the Commissioner could deal 
Wl matters of that sot:t and keep them in order. 

40889. Have you been acquainted with any ca.Be 
wb'ere Government have bad to give up the manage-· 
ment of estates owing to their inability to clear them?'· 
-No, I do not recollect in all my Secretariat experience 
any case of that sort. 

40890. Can you say whether· there was any case in . 
which great discontent was caused because Government 
gave up an estate which they could not clear?-No ~ 
the Court of Wards is very popular, and it is approved· 
of by the minor's relatives and so on. 

40891. It has been stated that it is a cause of great.· 
obloquy to the Government if they fail to clear an 
estate when they have taken it up; would you agree· 
with that ?-I should say it would be a cause of·. 
obloquy if they failed, but I have never known of an 
instance in which, even if the debts have not been fully · 
cleared off, they have not been greatly reduced. 

40892. (Mr. Meyer.) The Court of Wards takes over
not merely estates belonging to proprietors who arec 
disqualified, but also embarrassed estates ?-Yes, when 
the proprietor is prepared to declare that be is unfit to 
manage them. 

40893. But supposing a proprietor· says that he is.' 
fit to manage his estate and all the rest of the family~ 
says that he is not, can you, on their requisition, take 
it over ?-I should not like to say without the book, 
but I do not think so. 

40894. When your Deputy Commissioners were · 
Courts of Wards, Mr. Younghusband states that they 
were still under the control of the Financial Commis
sioner, and had to get his sanction to schemes of· 
management, and so forth ?-Yes, but more goes up 
now than then, because a. series of detailed rules has 
been issued by the Financial Commissioner since the 
Act was passed, and many matters which would not 
have been submitted before have to be submitted now. 

40895. The Financial Commissioner had powers of 
control : did not the Act legalize them and give the 
control to him in law as well as in fact?-The previous 
Act consisted simply of two or three sections, merely 
saying that the Deputy Commissioner should be the 
Court of Wards; when you say the Financial Com
missioner's control was legalized it did not take the 
form of standing orders. 

40896. Still was it not the practice that the Financial 
Commissioner put his oar in somehow or other ?-He· 
did undoubtedly, but not so much as now. 

40897. The Act makes the Financial Commissioner-. 
the Court of Wards, but does it follow that because he 
is the Court of Wards he need issue detailed instruc
tions, and require every petty reference to come up to 
him ?-It does not, and during the past three or four· 
years delegations have been issued, and more are 
coming. 

40898. And if there is any criticism to be madet 
might not one say that the centralized control was. 
rather through the cussedness (if I may use the word): 
of the Financial Commissioner than of the Govern 
ment of India?-Yes ; but we never saw the theo·
retical reason for a change. 

40899. Have you any materiaf powers now?-Yes ;.
the Commissioner has considerable powers ; so bas the 
Deputy Commissioner. 

40900. What sor~ of things go up to the Financial' 
Commissioner ?-Expenditure over a certain amount, 
or establishment costing over so much, and recurrin~t 
charges. 

40901. What sort of establishment cases go up to· 
him ?-I think appointments of over Rs. 20. 

40902. Is that necessary ?-I do not think it is. 
necessary. 

40903. In Bengal, for instance, Commissioners are: 
allowed pretty full management of all estates which 
have an income of less than a lakh of rupees. Could 
you apply the same sort of criterion here ?-I do not 
think that there are more than two estates in this. 
province which have an income of more than a lakh· 
of rupees. 

40904. Who has to decide whether any elitate ·shall 
be taken over by the court?-The Government itselfr 
it is notified in the Gazette. . · · · 
· 40905 .• Has that always been so ?-l think so, when 
there is a question whether a minor belongs to tJni; 
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landholding classes. With regard to the commercial 
-classes it is not the policy of Government to under
take the management of estates. 

these matters in cases of dismissal, and it probably 
would only seriously regard an appeal from a tahsildar 
or a naib-tahsildar or some superior officer~ 

40920. .As regards the Revenue Code generally, 
what is the tendency of the Local Government a.s to 
these. revisory powers? Is it to exercise them very 
rarely, or is it to practically twist them. into. another 
appeal?-The Local Government very seldom inter
feres ; the Financial Commissioner takes all that work, 

15 Ap~.,l908, 
40906. The Government having laid down its policy, 

might the Financial Commissioner have the decision 
as to whether an estate should or should not be taken 
over?-He might. 

40907 • .And the Financial Commissioner having 
·decided that, and approved of some general scheme of 
management, might not the details of management 
·rest with the Commissioner, and be passed on, in 
regard to most matters, to the Deputy Commissioner? 
-Certainly. 
· 40908. Would there be anything in the law as it 
·stands to prevent that being done to-morrow ?-No ; 
it would have to take the form of rules. 

40909. But if it was carried out, would it not mean 
a very considerable step in the way of decentraliza
tion ?-It would. But the Court of Wards is a minor 
department in this province as compared with other 
provinces. 

40910. But still it would be decentralizing ?-It 
would. 

40911. As regards getting rid of men on suspicion, 
which I gather you are desirous of doing, would that 
not materially diminish the attractiveness of Govern
ment Service? Is it not one of the reasons that we 
·Can pay men lower salaries in the Government Service 
that it is looked upon as very secure ?-I think it 
would take a great deal more than that to diminish 
the attractiveness of the Government Service. 

40912. Would it be possible that a prudent man, 
who thought he was likely to be removed, might make 
some sort of insurance for himself in certain ways ?
I should say that if he did so, that would probably 
hasten the process of dismissal. 

40913. In this province have you any limitation of 
appeal, or, as regards Government servants, can a 
chapra8i even appeal up to the Lieutenant-Governor? 
"There are no rules whatever. If a chaprasi is regarded 
as an official appointed by a Revenue Officer then 
there is a limitation. When the Deputy Commissioner 
dismisses, an appeal lies to the Commissioner, and if 
he rejects the appeal, the Financial Commissioner can 
only revise. 

40914. Is it regarded as an appeal under the 
Revenue Code ?-Under the Revenue .Act any order 
passed by 'an officer in his capacity of Revenue Officer 
is subject to appeal. 

40915. What is the rule ; are dismissals of chap1·asi 
·or Deputy Commissioner's clerks treated as appeals 
under the Revenue Act ?-.As a matter of fact they 

·do appeals in exactly the same way. There is some 
general provision with regard to Deputy Commis
sioners appointing establishments, and that general 
provision brings every official so appointed under the 
Land Revenue Act. It is an absurd rule, and we are 
very much hampered by the Land Revenue .Act 
·covering every order that is passed. 

40916. Still if a Deputy Commissioner dismissed a 
clerk receiving Rs. 20, and you upheld the dismissal 
on appeal, it would be final unless the Financial 
Commissioner chostJ to revise it ?-It would but the 
revisions reQ.lly take the form of appeals. ' 

.40917. .Are r.evisions so frequent that it may be 
sa1d they constitute another appeal to the Financial 
Commissioner ?-Certainly. 

40918. Might one say the same with regard to the 
Local Government ?-No one can prevent anybody 
from presenting a petition to the Local Government 
and if, on the face of that petition it should see~ 
that some injustice has been done, ~ report will be 
call~d for. It never takes the form of an applicant 
·commg before the 1 Local Government and stating his 
-{lase. 

40921. Does the Financial Commissioner practically 
make himself into an Appeal Court,· or does he 
exercise his powers very rarely? -From the statistics 
with regard to revision cases disposed of by the 
Financial Commi$sioner he decides a very large 
number, but the proportion· in which he upsets an 
order is very small. , 

40922. But still he has gone into them ?-Yes; 
that is to say, the clerk of the court gets the files and. 
notes on cases. 

40923. In other provinces there is a definite limit 
with regard to Government servants, and a man on 
less than Rs. 50 cannot put in a second appeal to the 
Local Government. . Would you be in favour of such 
a thing here ?-Yes. 

40924P: Can you tell me anything about the Weigh
ment Cess which is levied in certain villages ?-It is 
entirely unofficial and outside Government rules and 
regulations, except possibly in the Chenab Colony,· 
where assistance is given; some villa,ges have it and 
some have not. In some places a village cess is levied, 
and they put it into the malba. 

40925. Is it a sort of octroi ?_;_It is rather a tax on 
sales called dhm·at. 

40926. Is it general ?-In some districts it is ; for 
instance in the Rawalpindi division it was fairly 
general. 

40927. What does it go to ?-It goes to the village 
malba to defray the expens~s of t4e villages, but 
there are a great many complamts that. the lamba1•dar 
does not account for it. . 

40928. Would negotiations .with a settlement 
patwari or a settlement kanungo come from the 
malba ?-I do not think that the patwari enjoys much 
of the malba fund ; he bas his other methods. 

40929. If the villagers can deal with these funds is 
it not rather an argument in favour of giving them 
other matters to deal with and allowing panchayats to 
deal with local sanitation, schools, and so forth ?
Th~re ~ not~g. to prevent them de~g with local 
samtat10n as tt Is, and they do deal With it. They 
prescribe the places at which manure. heaps are to be 
p~t,,and so on, but they have no power of. inflicting a 
crunmal penalty and, once you give them, that it 
means calling in the police and creating powe~:s' to 
enforce those penalties. 

40930, If you give them power to deal with pett;y 
civil and criminal cases and to punish by fines, could 
they not also have power to enforce their awards?....., 
But how would you enforce them .. 

40931. I suppose by attachment of property ?-But 
Y?U wou!d have any ~mount of rioting. Many of the 
villages m the PunJab are full of faction, and you 
would have one part of a village against the other· 
most of the criminal cases occur amongst members of 
the same village, and one generally finds that there is 
some faction dispute at the bottom of it all. 

40932. Then is it your opinion that factions are too 
strong for any such thing ?-Undoubtedly. 

40933. Have you any acquaintance with the experi
ment which has been made in Patiala ?-I have no 
acqu~intance with it, ~ut I should say that if the 
gutding hand were Withdrawn, it would probably 
collapse. One sees so much of this sort of thi.li.g in 
the shape .of agricultural ban~ which are started by 
some parttcular officer, and while . he is there they go 
on all right, but when he goes away the whole thing 
collapses. 

40934. .Are we to understand that the Patiala. 
panchayat system is a kind of exotic and is being 
tended by an energetic office~ ?-Thqt is only an 
(\ prim·i opinion of mine. 

40.919: There are two ways of ~ealing with revision 
applicat10ns ; you may refuse to mtervene unless you 
thmk there has been a flagrant case of injustice or 
~legality, or you may treat }t as a regular appeal, and 
mtervene whenever you disagree with the opinion 
of the .authority next below you. What are the 
tenden01es of the Local Government in this province ? 
-The Local Govermne.nt very seldom intervenes in 

40935. You say that fiu~tuating assessments are 
inevitable in the soutb-wes~ is that whet:EI there. is 
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direct river irrigation and the land cropped alters 
materially from year to year ?-Yes. It depends 
entirely on the state of the flood in the river. 

40936. But in other places where the irrigation is 
more certain and the area cropped does not alter much, 
have they started the fluctuating assessment system? 
-They have it in the new Canal Company and there 
evidence was presented to the Colonization Commission 
in favour of fixity, where the conditions favoured 
fixity . 
. 40937. Is it not an objection that it gives very much 
more power to the patwari ?-Of course it does. 
· 40938. (Mr. Hiche11s.) Does the Executive Engineer 
prepare the Public Works Department budget of the 
district ?-No, it is prepared at headquarters. 

40939. Does he not send up a preliminary forecast 
as to what amount is required ?-It is generally well 
known what the expenditure for repairs on publ~c 
buildings in each district will amount to in a year. 
For new works, it is the various departments which 
make the proposals. In the case of roads, certain 
officers state periodically what roads are .required in a 
district or division; and all these proposals go up to 
Government, who decide the question of order . of 
urgency, as to which are the most necessary; 1\nd then 
in the provincial budget so much is allotted each year 
for new roads, and grants are made according to the 
qrder of urgency, which may have been settled some 
years beforehand. 
. 40940. So that the District Officer has no say about 

it ?-He has an opportunity of representing the claims 
of his district to share in any grant made for roads. 

40941. To whom does he represent that ?-To the 
Commissioner, and the Commissioner represents the 
claim of the division. 

40942. Does he represent the claim in respect to all 
Public Works ?-He is principally concerned with 
revenue buildings ; the Executive Engineer and the 
Superintending Engineer have nothing to say whatever 
to them. So many lakhs are allotted to the Financial 
Commissioner for revenue buildings, and the District 
Officer bas to inform the Revenue Commissioner as to 
the necessity of those buildings, and he keeps a list in 
order of urgency. 

40943. Has the Commissioner or the Deputy Com
missioner a list with regard to other works which they 
might think desirable, such as roads, buildings, or 
~rrigation works ?-Yes, the Commissioner has the 
control of what are called minor buildings, and he can 
decide the urgency of them and allot funds, because a 
grant is made to him each year. 
· 40944. Does that plan work satisfactorily?-Yes, I 
think it does ; I do not see how it is possible to 
improve it. 
· 40945. Would it not be better, for example, in 
framing the budget, for the Executive Engineer and 
Deputy Commissioner to put their heads together and 
make out a Public Works budget in regard to the 
district, and to· send it to the Commissioner, who, in 
consultation with the Superintending Engineer, would 
settle the whole thing and send it in, with comments, 
to the Chief Engineer ?-That might result in a man 
saying that five lakhs :were wanted, and it being found 
that for a certain division only two lakhs could be 
spared ; all the work would have to be done over 
again. 

40946. But would it not be possible to put down 
the works which were required in the order of urgency? 
-But there are certain big works with regard to which 
it is desirable that the Financial Commissioner should 
decide whether they should be constructed or not, 
havi1;1g regard to the requirements of the whole 
provmce. 

40947. But that would not be prevented in anyway, 
·by this s1stem, which is carried out in some other 
provinces ?-I am not sure what it is, but our system 
IS that we get a grant first, and then decide how to 
expend it, because, after all, the Public Works Depart· 
ment is the residuary legatee of all grants, which vary 
. \Jonsiderably from year to year, so that it is useless to 
dra.w '?P. detailed ~cbemes with regard to buildings 
wh1ch 1t 1s not ·poss1ble to construct. 
'E 40.~48. Speaking quite gerierall;r, is the Executive 
. ~l!leer or the Deputy Comm1ssi.oner in a better 
P tton to say how money coilld be best expended on 

-roads in the interests of his district ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner, because be knowsmoreabouttherequire· 
menta of the district, undoubtedly with regard to roads. 

40949. From that point of view, ought he not to 
have a substantial say ?-I consider that he has. · 

40950. In practice, his advice would not be rejected? 
-His advice would be considered more valuable than 
that of the Executive Engineer ; in fact, I do not think 
the Executive Engineers are consulted at all about new 
works. 

40951. Can the Commissioner advise about anything 
he likes?-With regard to a revenue matter, it would 
not be etiquette to pass over the Financial Com· 
missioner; but, with regard to any other ·matter, 
he can. 

40952. Would it be considered a lack of etiquette on 
his part, supposing he differed with a certain depart
ment on a matter.t if he represented it to the Lieutenant· 
Governor direct i'-Sir Denzil Ibbetson introduced the 
system of a monthly letter by Commissioners to the 
Lieutenant-Governor (entirely in an informal way) in 
which they might mention any matters of interest in 
the administration, and any matters of that sort could 
be mentioned and permission might be asked to refer 
them officially. In the case I referred to, with regard 
to appealing against an order of the Chief Engineer, 
I obtained permission from Sir Denzil Ibbetson to 
appeal. 

40953. In practice would that never be refused ?-It 
would not. 

40954. You refer to district funds ; and you say 
that ''Some scheme should be devised which will 
prevent the bankruptcy of district funds by reason of 
the charges for famine and plague being thrown upon 
them." Is it a fact that charges for famine and plague 
are made a first charge upon district fuqds ?-rn 
practice they were, taking the district I know· about 
best and where I was Deputy Commissioner at the 
time (Jullundur). When I went to the district, I 
found the expenditure on the repair of roads, which 
for years averaged about Rs. 35,000, had been reduced 
to about Rs. 15,000 or Rs. 20,000, with the result that 
there were complaints from all quarters that the roads 
were going to rack and ruin, and that this was due to· 
the fact that the District Fund was being exhausted,. 
owing to the plague expenditure being charged to it 
until the balance had disappeared. . 

40955. Who prescribes the expenditure- the Govern
ment ?-It was a standing order in a Resolution of 
Government that plague and fanune expenditure was 
chargeable to the District Board, and that the minimum 
balance need not necessarily be observed. 

40956. Is that still the standing order ?-Govern
ment is more liberal in the matter of plague expenditure 
now ; it was only a question, I should say, of the. 
Deputy Commissioner having taken up the matter in 
time, and calling the attention of the Government to
the fact that other services were being neglected ; and 
if he had not done so, I think Government would not 
have come to the t;escue as they did, because, when 
I represented the case, they gave a special grant to 
that district of Rs. 25,000 to pay for repairs to roads .. 

40957. Do you think that famine and plague charges. 
are provincial charges ?-I think the District Fund is 
too small a unit to impose such a heavy charge upon 
because it might wipe out all the savirigs of year; 
which bad been collected for some special purpose • 
similarly in the case of a municipality. · r 

40958. Would you make them entirely a provincial 
charge ?-Yes. , 

40959. We have been told that there are a variety of 
limitations to the general principle that a district cess 
s~o_u!d belong to the Distr~ct Board ; is that ~o in your
division ?-It belongs entuely to the District Board 
since the famine cess was abolished. 

40960. Is nothing abstracted and given back to the 
provincial Government ?-Yes, there is what is called. 
a 20 per cent. contribution for the services of .Pro
vincial Officers • 

40961. Are there any other amounts which are. 
deducted before the proceeds of the district cess are, 
·handed over to the District Boards ?-The district. 
cess is, as a matter of fact, when realized, credited to· 
the District Board in full, and any contributions, to 
Government are charged as contribution11 for specific, 
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purpoRes. For instance, the Governme.nt . recently 
made a provision as to high schools at dll!tnct he~~
quarters, and at the same time said that the mu.mOl
palities were not to be relieved . of the expenditure 
which heretofore was charged agamst them for those 
schools, so that the amount is adjusted b;v an ann~ml · 
contribution representing the net expenditure which 
the municipalities previously had to bear. 

40962. That is with regard to municipalities, but, 
with re11ard to District Boards, do they not pay over 
20 per 

0 

cent. contribution of ~heir income to t~e 
provincial Government for serVIces rendered ?-~t IS 

"'called a 20 per cent. contribution, but, as a matter of 
fact it does not amount to that. It was 20 per cent. 
som~ 20 or 30 years ago, when it was fixed, but I 
believe now the amount is actually fixed, in the 
Secretariat, according to some rules which havil t~e 
result of making it less than 20 per cent., although It 
is considerable. · 

40963. Is that the annual sum which they are bound 
by law to pay over to Government, or are there any 
other sums in addition ?-There is a provision in the 
District Boards Act that District Boards shall con
tribute to the cost of the provincial Government 
establishment ; the amount is not fixed by the Act, 
but the principle is contained in ~he Act ; there ~ay 

· be Assistant Surgeons and establishment for vaccma.
tion, towards whose pay contributions are made, or 
there may be members of a provincially organized 
establishment, who cannot, having regard to the interest 
of the Service, be placed under specific Local Boards ; 
and Local Boards simply contribute to their pay, and 
Government. pays them. It is all a matter of 
adjustment. 

40964. That is to say, that 'the vaccination work is 
carried out by the Government, and paid for by the 
District Board ?-With regard to local vaccination, 
yes. 

40965. Would the matter of increasing salaries of 
vaccinators or of Assistant Surgeons be don.e without· 
consulting the District Board ?-They go according to 
their grades, and if a man according to his grade was 
entitled to promotion, the District Board would have 
to contribute accordingly. 

40966. Were not some of these officers made 
pensionable recently ?-I do not recollect that. 

. 40967. At any rate, if they were made pensionable, 
would the District Board be consulted first, or would 
the charge be levied against the District Board without 
their being consulted ?-The charge would be levied 
against the District Board. Sometimes a protest 
might be made with regard to an officer of a high 
standing being posted to a municipality which could 
not very well afford to pay him, and such protests 
would sometimes be accepted and sometimes not. 

40968. Would the same thing apply, to some extent, 
to municipalities? For example, you said just now 
that the high schools were managed by the Govern
ment. and paid for by the municipalities ?-They are 
not paid for, but the net cost of the high school · 
prior to the provincialization is a charge against the 
municipality as a contribution. 

40969. Would it be desirable to give District Boards 
greater freedom in regard to the expenditure of their 
revenue ?-I do not see that they can complain of 
l'estrictions. If the plinciple that existing schools are 
not to be abolished, and that existing hospitals must 
be maintained is to be observed, the money is 
practically earmarked. Government only lays down 
principles saying that they must not abolish existing 
institutions. For the rest, they have full powers, 

40970. (Mr. Dutt.) We have been told by some 
witnesses that it is a good principle to charge to the 
District Board the cost of such departments over 
which they have actual control, and not to charge 
them for work over which they cannot have control? 
-Sometimes there are works-for instance, a large 
bridge-made by a Government Engineer, because the 
local Engineer, probably, is not supposed to be pro
fessionally able to supervi~e it ; and, in that case, 
there is no reason why the District Board should not · 
pay the Government bill. 

40971. In that case, might not the District Boards 
themselves a~k for the assistance of the Government 
Engineer, nnd thereby legitimately pay for it ?-That 
is practically what they do. 

33:ll6 

40972. Therefore, if you admit, generally, the Mr. M, W. 
validity of that principle, would it not be fair t~ ta~e ·Fenton. 
away vaccination work altogether from the D1stnct 
Board and make the Government pay for it ?-I see 15 Apr., 1908, 
no objection to Government paying for it. 

40973. You . have told us about the 20 per cent. 
contribution made·by District Boards for Government 
supervising establishments. Are you aware of such 
large contributioi)S being ~ade by District Boards. in 
any other province of lnd1a ?-No, I have not studied 
the District Boards Acts of other provinces, but I ma.Y 
mention again that it is not 20 per cent., although It 
is called 20 per cent. 

40974. Are you aware that in some provinces the 
.. Government do all the supervising work without . 
charging anything to the District Board ?-I would 

. not call that inequitable. 
40975 .. With regard to falnine and plague, is the . 

money debited to the District Board under any section 
of the District Boards Act ?-Yes, it is one of the 
objects on wnich the District Board funds may be 
expended ; plague, of course, was not mentioned when · 
the .Act was passed, but medical relief is mentioned. · 

40976. Looking at the great importance of famine 
relief and plague relief operations, should not th& 
charges be borne by Government rather than by 
District Boards ?-It is rather that the District Board . 
finances never were established in contemplation of 
such heavy charges. 

40977. Therefore, is it not equitable that the 
Government should bear those charges rather than · 
the District Boards ?-If they are not borne, the 
existing District Boards establishments may severely · 
suffer, in the way of upkeep of schools, hospitals, and 
other things. · 

40978. Is the cess l-12th of the land revenue ?-It 
is Rs. 10 and some annas-it is about Rs. 5 on the 
annual value. · 

40979. (.i.llr. Meyer.) Is that so, now that you have· 
taken half the famine cess ?-It is Rs. 8-5-4 now, I · 
think, and it used to be Rs. 10-6-8, and the falnine · 
cess was about a fifth. · 

40980. (M1·. Dutt.) Is the cess realised with the· 
land revenue ?-Yes. 

40981. How are the Public Works of the District 
Board done; are they done generally by the Public 
Works Department or by Engineers and Supervisors · 
employed by the Distl·ict Boards ?-They are done 
generally by the District Board's own Engineers. · 

40982. Is it only with regard to important ·Public 
Works that you go to the Public Works Department? 
-Yes. 

40983. In those cases, is any percentage paid to the 
Government for the services of the Public Works 
Officers ?-There is a charge for establishment and 
plant, but in as many cases as not it is waived, and 
generally it is not charged. 

40984. With regard to the · Provincial Revenue 
Service, do you agree with the last witness that Extra. 
.Assistant Commissioners who have been appointed to . 
the post direct for their educational and other· 
qualifications are generally abler and more honest men 
than those who have been taken from the Ministerial 
Service ?-No, I think it is hardly fair to say so. The 
number of Extra-Assistant Commissioners appointed 
by competition is two per annum, and the numbet> 
appointed otherwise is five or six per annum. Before 
the competition system was introduced they were all 
recruited from the Revenue Service, so that if 
dishonest men have been found out occasionally . 
amongst those promoted from the revenue establish
ment, it was because they were immensely. larger in 
number. I do not think you can judge yet from 
the numbers of the two classes. Those men who are 
promoted from the revenue establishment are picked 
men, picked tahsildars and Munsifs, and on the whole 
I should say the ranks of our Provincial Service are a 
very worthy and efficient body. 

40985. You would not bring a charge of dishonesty 
or want of intelligence against. them as a clasl! ?-No. 

40986. Or against the majority"of them ?-No. 

40987. And it might only be a very small Ininority 
that is affected ?-Yes. 

T 
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Mr •• lf. lJ'. 40988. From what you have seen with_ re~ard to 
Fenton. their ability and .integrity would you be mchned to 
- give preference to one class over the other ?-I would 

lll Apr., 1908. not say that the best men are the competitioners, but 
- that there might be fewer failures among them. 

40989. In the course of time is it likely that. this 
system of appointing them according to educ~t10nal 
qualitications will extend more an.d m~re ?-I t~m.k "!e 
get very good educational qualificatiOnS as lt lS lD 
regard to the promoted men-men promoted from the 
ranks of tahsildars and Munsifs. 

40990. Do the tahsildars and naib-tahsildars begin 
as humble ministerial officers ?-Tahsildars are mostly 
promoted naib-tahsildars. Naib-tahsildars are of two 
classes :-(1) young men of good zamindari familie.s 
who must have passed the University Entrance Exami
nation, and (2) kanungos. Of these there are probably · 
about two kanungos to three of the other class. 

40991. 15o that you would not say they have gone 
through what might be called a demoralizing training ? 
-No. 

40992. You say that when a Collector knows that a 
canal zilladar or patwari is notor.ious f9r bribery a_nd 
extortion, he may call the attentiOn of the Executive 
Engineer to the matter, but he cannot take any 
further action to ensure redress ; would you recom
mend some sort of check, or some sort of controlling 
power, being given to the Collect_or over the wor.k of 
the Irrigation Department ?-If 1t could. be devlSed. 

· I have not thought of any system, but 1t would be 
very salutary if he had some power'of bringing to the 
notice of the higher authorities such cases that co_me 
to his notice without his being told he ought to mmd 
his own business. 

40993. With regard to the ForeE!t Department, is 
the district forest officer under the control of the 
Deputy Commissioner?-Very much so in the case of 
what are called unclassed State forests, but in the case 
of reserved and protected forests, where everythingis 
regulated by rule, there is not the necessity, because it 
is all cut and dried. 

40994. A.re not people given grazing and othor 
rights even in reserved forests ?-That is provided for 
by working annual plans which go to the Collector a~d 
the Commissioner who have power to s~ggest, and m 
fact order, that more grazing facilities shall be provided 
for the year. 

40995. So that in those matters the Deputy Com
missioner has some power ?-He has. 

40996. With regard to the unclassed forests we have 
bad some evidence that there would be no objection to 
transferring their management entirely from the Forest 
Department to the Revenue Department ; would you 
be inclined to support that opinion ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner has not always the time to manage 
them ; be may have in some districts, but in others he 
might not, but the forest offic~r ill regarde~ as his 
assistant for the purpose and he 1s a useful assistant as 
a rule. 

40997. Are not unclas1:1ed forests mostly waste lands 
unfit for growing valuable timber ?-In the plains 
there are lands as you describe them waiting for canal 
irrigation. For instance, the whole of the Montgomery 

district· or a large portion of it, is unclassed until the 
new ca~al comes, but in the hills there are areas left 
outside the protected and reserved forest area for the 
use of the peopl~ and a certain amount of tree growth 
is found on the~ which has to be carefully looked 
after. 

40998. But where there is no valuable timber land, 
is there any objection to transferring them altogether 
to the Revenue Department so as to avoid either the 
administration of the Forest Department or the dual 
control which exists in some provinces. I do not 
think it is really a dual control in this province, but l 
cannot give an opinion on the point. · 

40999. You refer to the misdeeds which _flourish 
under the regis of the Irrigat~on Departm~nt ; IS there 
any possible way of stoppmg that wh1ch you can 
suggest, beyond giving control to _the. Deputy Com
missioner ?-The counsel of perfectwn m the case of 
the Chenab Canal was to introduce what is called a 
module for regulatin~ the .amount of w~ter supplied, 
and having gauges with whiCh the subordinates cam;wt 
interfere but so long as the amount of water supplied 
is a vari~ble quantity and the zillada1· can increase or 
diminish it, it is very difficult to devise any means. 

410ro. Do these misdeeds prevail only amongst the 
subordinate Canal Officers, or do they extend higher 
up ?-One hears of subordinates not being called to 
~ccount by the higher authorities..,.... by· the Sub
DiVIsional Officers. 

41001. And you cannot suggest any other method 
of stopping that ?-lt is one of the matters which 
engaged the attention of the Canal Commission, but I 
do not know whether any remedy will be suggested. 

41002. (Si1· F1·ede1·ic Lely.) You mentioned just 
now that a Commissioner had a grant for minor 
works · do you mean minor works in the Land 
Reven~e Department or all over the Division ?-I mean 
minor works in the Land Revenue Department. 
. 41003. And nothing to do with the requirements of 

other departments ?-It would not include roads, 
because roads are chiefly the business of the District 
Boards, and it is only the larger main comm_u~~ations 
which Government undertakes the respons1bil1ty for, 
and the Commissioner is only an advisory authority 
with reference to them. 

41004. If a re-appropriation is made in the Public 
Works budget during the year, is it done with the 
previous sanction of the Commissioner ; if money is 
transferred from one work to another does the Com
missioner have to sanction it ?-In mino:r works the 
Commissioner can sanction ; the Public Works budget 
is not made out separately for divisions, but for the 
province as a whole. 

41005. Taking the provincial budget, what would 
happen ?-What happened last year was that after 
sanction, orders were issued that certain works which 
had been sanctioned and for which funds had been 
allotted, should be struck out, the allotment b~ing 
withdrawn. 

41006. Can the Public Works budget be manipulated 
during the year without even the cognizance of the 
Commissioner at headquarters ?-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Hon'ble Mr. R. E. YOUNGHUSBAND was called and examined. 

Hon.Mr, 
R. E. Young. 

husbani/,, 

15 Ap1·,, 1908, 

41007. (Si1• F1•ede~·ic LeZy.) You are Commissioner 
of the Lahore division.?-Yes. I was Junior Secretary 
to the Financial Commissioner for some years. 

The powers of Local Governments generally are 
unduly restricted, especiallJt in the Civil Account Code. 
I refer particularly to the restrictions imposed by 
chapter 17 of the Civil Account Code and articles 76 
and 77 of the Civil Service Regulations. So also the 
powers of the Government of India under articles 368 
and 740 of the Civil Service Regulations might 
properly be d~legated to Local Governments. But 
what is of even more importance than actual delega
tion of powers is a relaxation of the extreme strictness 
and rigidity with which the code and regulations are 
at present interpreted by the Accounts Department. 
More respect should be paid to orders actually passed 
by ~ocal Governments, and where an official bas drawn 
an Increased salary under the orders of Government, 

he should not be required to refund the excess actually 
drawn; even though Government exceeded its I?owers 
in granting the increase. There was· a case m my 
division in 'which the manager of wards estate (a 
Government official whose services had been lent) was 
granted an increase of salary by the Punjab Govern
ment. After he had drawn the increased salary for 
18 months, it was discovered that the increase was not 
admissible under the Civil Service Regulations, and he 
was ordered to refund the amount which he had 
drawn for a year and a half under the orders of 
Government. 

I do not know of any case in which an appeal to 
Government is prescribed by law, in which the law 
allowing the appeal should be repeale~. I do not 
think that the right of appeal allowed m the Land 
Revenue .Act is excessive. But I think that the Com· 
missioner and Financial Commissioner when hearing 
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appeals from executive orders of D~puty Commis
sioners should be careful to interfere ~~h t~ose orders 
as little as possible except whe!'e real mJnstice appears 
to have been done. • 

The demand for reports and ret?rns has incre~~d, 
and is so great as to impair the quahty of th.e admm~
trative work of Executive Officers. The mcrease lS 

due both to the action of the Secre~ry of State ~nd 
to that of the Government of India. The reqmre
ments of the Secretary of State are cons~antly 
increasing. As regards the Government of India, ~he 
increase in numbers in the personnel of the Secr~ta.rmts 
and the cre~tion of new departments and new ~rrectors 
and Inspectors-General is bound to C~Ufle a~ mcrease 

be signed by the Commissioner, although BIJi."/j;(.g. 
the actual order of. remission ha;s .been kuiband. 
already passed by the Deputy CollllJllllSloner 
or Executive En,ui.neer, and in .the ~tter 15 ..4.p7'.,1908. 
case is passed by an officer w~o. 18 entirely 
independent of the CoiD.1DlBS;loner. Or 
again, take the case of lll!-claimed. cattle 
which are sold and the .pnce credited to 
Government. Subsequently the owner 
iden~ifies the cattle and the District Magis-
trate after inquiry passes an order f~r t~e 
refund of the price. Although the District 
Magistrate. is competent to order the ref~d 
of the price, the refund statement. r~qmres 
the countersignature of the CommlSSloner. 

(e) Another matter in whi~h the Dep~ty _com
missioner might be gtven aothonty lS the 
striking-off of petty sums (up to a limit of 
say Rs. 10) under obj~tio.n, ~t all eve.nts 
in cases in which the obJection Is a technical 
one and there is no question of Govern
ment being defrauded. 

of work. What is required in my op101on 1:' that all 
authorities should remember that ~he. umt · of the 
administration is the Deputy CommlSSlone~, t~t. the 
amount of work which he can get through lS limited, 
and that the more he is called upon. to report pr~gress, 
the less progress is it possible for him to ma~~ m the 
real work of administration. The more wntmg th~t 
be has to do, the less time he has to get and keep m 
real touch with the people. 

The position of the Deputy Commissi_?n~r ~r 
Collector as the Executive Head of the distnct lS 
recognized in the Land Rev:enue Act and Ru~es, and 1 
have no specific suggestiollS for delegating mo~e 
authority to him, except in a ~ew matters of. detail, 
e.g., he should be given authonty to select his own 
district kanungo, nazir and excise daroga. 

I should be glad to see the language of roles like 
.Article 98 (m) of the Civil Account Code altered. I 
have known this rule interpretied in such a wa:y as ro 

. require the sanction of Government to be obtamed to 
a tixed charge of a rupee a month paid to. a watch
maker for attending to the office clock. Article 98 (m) 
might well be struck out of the Code altogether, and 
in any case rigid lanroage of this kind is out of place. 
Article 5 of the Civll Account Code is another i~~ance. 
of too great rigidity of language. If a Com~oner 
or Deputy Commissioner takes the .respollSlbility of 
ordering the payment of an advance m order· to meet 
a sudden emergency, the Treasury Officer should be 
permitted to comply with his order. 

There are many provisions of the rules under the 
Punjab Court of Wards Act (II of 1.903) by which 
powers which might properly be exercised by Deputy 
Commissioners a.re retained in the bands of the 9~m
missioner or Financial Commissioner. In my opm1on 
the passing of Act II of 1903 was a mistake. Previous 
to the passing of Act II of 1903 the DeP.oty. C~m
missioner was the Court of W a.rds for his distnct, 
subject w the control of the Commissioner and 
Financial Commissioner in certain specified matters. 
He had to obtain the sanction of the Financial 
Commissioner to the scheme of management for each 
estate, but subject to the sanctioned sche.me the 
Deputy Commissioner was generally responSible for 
the manauement of the estate. Now the Financial 
Commissi~ner is the Court of Wards, and the Deputy 
Commissioner and Commissioner only exercise such 
powers as are delegated by the Financial Commissioner. 
The change should be rectified ; it has increased the 
work and correspondence very considerably. 

The intervention of the Commissioner is in many 
cases of finance and accounts unnecessary. Instances 
of what I mean are the following :-

(a) Every budget signed by the Deputy Commis
sioner comes to the Commissioner for 
countersignature. This is in most cases 
sheer waste of time. The only budget in 
which any useful check can be applied by 
the Commissioner or in the Commissioner's 
office is the Land Hevenoe budget, bot 
even it is subjected to a much closer 
scrutiny in the Financial Commissioner's 
office than it is possible for the Commis
sioner to apply ; and I would let all budgets 
go straight from the Deputy Commissioner 
to the Head of the Department. 

(b) Some budgets, such as the Court of W a.rds 
budget and the Cutcherry Fund budget are 
passed finally by the Commissioner. I 
consider that these might be passed by the 
Deputy Commissioner. 

(c) The Commissioner's countersignature of the 
Deputy Commissioner's contingent bills 
serves no useful purpose. 

The order of a competent officer not below the rank 
of Deputy Commissioner regarding the acceptan~ of 
a person's name on a list of candidates, or the appomt
ment or promotion of officials, should be final, and no 
appeal should be allowed. As regards punishment 
and dismissal, I offer the following soggestiollS ::
The Deputy Commissioner's orders should be :li.nal m 
the case of officials in "inferior" Service, and others 
drawing salaries not exceeding Rs. 20 a month. 
Officials drawing salaries exceeding Rs. 20, and not 
exceeding Rs. 100, should be allowed one (bot not 
more than one appeal), i.e., from the order of the 
Deputy Commissioner to the Commissioner, or from 

· au original order passed by the Commissioner to ~he 
Financial Commissioner. Government officers drawmg 
salaries in excess of Rs. 100 shonld be allowed to 
appeal to the Local Government. Gazetted Officers 
should be allowed to appeal to the Government of . 
India. These suggestions apply only to officials 
employed in the general line. 

The Government would, no doubt, admit that the 
tendencies tQwards rigidity and undue consideration of 
revenue always have some force and require to be 
checked. It is essentia~ first, that the Secretaries, and 
the Lieutenant-Governor should have practical and 
varied experience of executive work; and, secondly, 
that the Secretariat should not be too strong in num
bers. A numerically strong Se<'.retariat always means 
additional work for Executive Officers. 

(d) In many case.'! departmental roles unnecess
arily require the Commissioner's counter
signature to refund statements. For 
instance, a Colonization Officer or Deputy 
Commis.'lioner imposes a fine, which is 
reRiized, and snbWJ.uently he reviews his 
order, remits the fine, and directs it to be 
refunded ; or nn Executive Engineer 
(Irrigation Department) remits land revenue 
or abianrr which has been realized and has 
to be refunded. In these cases refund 
statements have to be prepared and under 
the Lanrl Ren~nue Rules (256-59) have to 

I do not think that any hard-and-fast roles can b& 
bid down for increasing the in8uence of the Commis
sioner, although we can, no doubt, all give illStances in 
which the over-ruling of the advice of the Commis
sioner in departmental matters bas been a mistake •. 
It is difficnlt to bring the Commissioner into much 
closer relation with the departments than be is at pre
sent without adding to work and delaying progress. 
It rests with the Government and the Financial Com
missioner to collSnlt the Commissioner before important 
changes are made, and the influence of the Commis
sioner depends very much on the extent to which they 
do this and the importance which they attach to his. 
views. 

Executive Officers have not as much opportunity for· 
coming into personal contact with the people as they 
should have. District Officers are too much hampered 
by ca1ls for reports of all kinds. The multiplication 
of departments leads to additional. callB for reports and 
to a tendency on the part of the officers in charge of 
those departments to interfere too much in details 
which should be leU to the Deputy Commissioner. In 
some exceptional cases districts are too large ; in othet> 

Ta 
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,· Hon. M'r. cases the extension of irrigation makes the work of 
R. E. Young· a di~trict too heavy, and districts require to be sub

. husband,, divided. These matters are duly taken up by Govern-
ment when they are properly represented. 

15 :Apr.,l908; Deputy Commissioners, as a rule, have a good 
knowledge of the vernacular of their districts. 

.. I do not advocate any change in the Punjab practice, 
under which promotion to the grade of Deputy Com
missioner is regulated by seniority subject to 'the 
rejecltion of the unfit, and promotion to the grade. of 
Commissioner is made by selection, due regard bemg 
had to seniority. An extension of the principle of 
selection would be very apt to lead to jobbery, or at 
all events to the suspicion of jobbery and favouritism 
and to resulting discontent, from which the Pqnjab 
Commission has hitherto been happily free. 

In the case of some of the more unpopular districts, 
an officer (in this case a junior officer) is appointed to 
the charge of the district on condition that he stays 
there for three years. I should be glad to see the 

· principle extended, although I know that there are 
difficulties in the way. In the case of Assistant aud 
Extra-Assistant ·commissioners, I have sometimes 

. thought that changes are too frequently made. 
Criticism of this kind is very easy, and District Officers 

· do not always realize how difficult the work of appoint
ment is ; on the other hand, it is desirable that 
Secretaries should realize how much the work of 

· a district is hampered and delayed by transfers of the 
·staff . 

. I do not think that larger powers should be granted 
to Municipal Committees and District Boards. But I 
think ~hat they should· be freed from many restrictions 
by which they are at present hampered. I give the 
foll6wing instances :-

(a) They are not allowed to give their employes 
on retirement gratuities except in accord
ance with the provisions of the Civil Service 
Regulations-a code of rules which is quite 
unsuited to the requirements of these 
Boards. A Board may (with the Com
missioner's sanction) give a man a 
gratuity of 12 months' pay as a reward for 
good service, while he is . in the service of 
the Board, but may not give him the same 
amount as a gratuity on retirement. 

(b) They are not allowed to employ pensioned 
servants of Government, although these 
persons are in many cases the most suitable 
for. particular kinds of municipal work. 

(c) A District Board may not open a dispensary 
without the sanction of the Inspector
General of Civil Hospitals or construct a 
semi without the sanction of Govern
IQ.ent. · · 

· Local Boards have not been a success in the Punjab, 
:and I do not think that larger powers should be given 
to them.. . <t 

The functions of Municipal Committees and District 
Board~ might be extended by using them as Advisory 
·Councils. 

The District Board is practically an Advisory and 
;Administrative Council in respect of matters within 
'lts sphere of action. n would be most inadvisable to 
·Create a second. District Council. Divisional Councils 
are not in my opinion required. 

T.he idea of the panchayat system is very attractive, 
· bu~1t has been tried and proved afai).urein the Punjab at 
.. a time.w~en the country was much more unsophisticated 
. than 1t 1s ~ow. I l!ave had. experience of the jirga 
system . (wh10h may be considered an extension or 
ad~ptat10n o~ the panchayat system) in three districts 

. on the frontier, and have worked it with I believe 

. consi~erable success, but it is not suitable for general 
ado;pt10n. What is done ~n. the Punjab is to appoint 
nat1v~ .gentlemen ?f. pos1t10n Honorary Magistrates 
.e:xe~c1smg both cr1mmal and civil powers within a 
liiDlted area. Some of these gentlemen do a great deal 
of v:ork,_ and their influence in support of the adminis
tration. IS most ';~Seful. S!lme are less satisfactory. 
Any Wide extensiOn of this system is not possible 
beca~se the number of country gentlemen who ca~ 
exercise these powers usefully in any given district is 
not great. In the larger towns there are benches of 

·.Honorary Magistrates. 

41008. Is the time of the Financial Commissioner 
_:uch taken up with appellate work ?-It does not 

me before the Secretary' but is arranged for directly. 

41009. What would be the bulk of his work? Is 
it appellate or executive ?-I think it is both, but it is 
not a subject on which I ought to give evidence, as it 
did not cpme before me as Secretary. 

41010. But he haB to do a good deal of appellate 
work. ?-Yes; under the Tenancy Act and under the 
Land Revenue Act. 'l'hat does take up a good deal 
of his time. 

41011. Would you accept as a general rule the 
statement that the officer who is competent to order a 
refund should also be competent to make the counter
signature without any other person intervening ?-I 
thinkS'>. . 

41012. What is the average period of service at 
which .a man becomes Commissioner here ?-It varies 
enormously. In this province I do not think it would 
ever be less than 20 years. 

41013. Would it usually be more than that ?-I 
became a Commissioner after about 25 years' service. 

41014. Is the Commissioner a selected man ?-A 
Commissioner is selected with regard to seniority. 

41015. Might they be regarded as the picked men of 
the Civil Service ?-They are the picked men of the 
top, I think. 

41016. Has a Commissioner in the Punjab any power 
whatever with regard to the government of · the . 
country, or has he merely an advisory power ?-He 
can order a Deputy Commissioner to do anything. 

41017. He can order a Deputy Commissioner to do 
certain things within the sphere of Land Revenue?
And much more than that. 

41018. Can he give orders generally to a Deputy 
Commissioner ?-Yes. 

41019. Has he no direct power in the shape of 
dealing with the policy of the province ?-The Deputy 
Commissioner is the Executive Officer of a district, and 
the Commissioner, as such, I should say, has no actual 
executive authority. 

41020. Would you say that he has no power except 
as the superior of the Deputy Commissioner ?-As the 
superior of the Deputy Commissioner, speaking with 
regard to power in governing the country, he has con
siderable power in the way of advising Government. 

41021. Has he no :final power of decision in any 
matter whatever?- Under the Land Revenue Act he 
has certainly. In certain cases he has final powers
powers, that is to say, from which there is no appeal. 

41022. Axe they important matters ?-If the Com
missioner poncurs with the opinion of the Court below, 
there is no appeal from him under the Land Revenue 
Act. Then he has certain powers of ordering remis
sions of land revenue and suspensions. 

41023. What can he do in the direction of remitting 
land revenue ?-I cannot give any definite answer to 
that question because the rules have just been altered, 
but I think it is up to Rs. 5,000. 

41024. Would you accept the modified statement 
that the final powers of the Commissioner are very 
limited?-Yes, they are limited. 

41025. He has no direct access to the Lieutenant
Governor ?-Yes, a great deal of my correspondence 
goes directly to the Lieutenant-Governor. 

41026. Not through the Financial Commissioner?
Correspondence connected with revenue matters would 
go through the Financial Commissioner. 

41027. And then through the Chief Secretary?
yes, or the Secretary . 

41028. Is there anything to explain the different 
treatment of revenue business and of ordinary depart

. mental business? Why should the additional inter
vention of the Financial Commissioner and the Chief 
Secretary be necessary in regard to land revenue busi
ness and not with regard to departmental business 
such as police, education, and so on ?-It is necessary 
to have one chief Revenue authority in the province, 
namely, the Financial Commissioner. 

· 41029. But is there any reason for the extreme 
difference in the method of treating most departmental 
subjects and land revenue subjects ?-I should like to 
explain in dealing with correspondence that a great 
deal can be, and is, refe1Ted direct to Government, but 
at the same time correspondence on police matters, for 
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"instance, is very frequently sent to the Inspector
·General in his capacity of Under-Secretary to Govern
ment in the Police Department. 

and by the rules of the code, but 1 would not suggest liiJn. Mr. 
auy change in the agency. B. E. YiYWng• 

41030 Is that not the method of treating most 
police matters? Why should there be a difference in 
the method of treating police su~jects a~d ~he method 
-of treating land revenue subJects ; 18 1t that t~e 
Inspector-General is m.ore trusted than the C.o~nns
sioner and that there Is need that the Comm1ss1oner 
should be controlled by two extra officers ?-It is not 
a question of control in regard to revenue matters, but 
it is a question of having one single Revenue Officer of 
the province whom the Local Government can consult.-

41031. .And that authority is not the Commissioner? 
-The Commissioner is only the authority in one· 

,division. 
41032. Then it is necessary also to have a still 

further authority ?-I think so, as regards revenue 
matters. I have often thought that the matter might 
be solved by making the Financial Commissioner 
e'J!-otficiO a Secretary to the Government in the Revenue 
Department, as has been done in the North-West 
Frontier Province, and combining the offices. 

41033 . .At present there is no distinct Revenue 
:Secretary ?-There are two Secretaries of whom one 
is the Chief, and it rests with the Lieutenant-Governor 
to give what work he likes to each.· At one time the 
Chief Secretary does revenue work, and at ·another 
:time the other Secretary does revenue work. 

41034. As a matter of fact, do you think any interests 
would suffer if the Commissioner was abolished alto
gether, and the Deputy Uommissioner was made to 
.correspond direct with the Financial Commissioner ? 
Is the Commissioner of any use in the Punjab ?-I 
think he is. The Secretariat would find a great deal of 
.extra trouble in controlling all the Deputy Commis
sioners without him. 

41035. Then you think he is of use as an Advisory 
:Officer ?-And as a Controlliug Officer. 

41036. In the case of District Boards is Wfair to 
say that the departments dictate how much a District 
Board shall spend on each particular object ?-The 
Education Department tries to do so very often. 

41037. Do they generally succeed as far as funds 
.will go ?-That depends very much on the Commis
sioner and the Deputy Commissioner. 

4103~. Is the District Board allowed as a matter of 
fact any say at all ?-Yes. The District Board makes 
out the budget for the year, and a. copy of that budget, 
or an abstract from it, is sent to the Director of Public 
Instruction ; the Director of Public Instruction then 
writes to the Commissioner and says he is satisfied as 
far as education goes, or he writes and says ~hat he 
does not think they are spending enough, and then 
the Commissioner has to go into the figures, and either 
write back to the Director of Public Instruction and 
say "I do not agree with you," or he can write to the 
Deputy Commissioner and say .. I agree with the 
Director of Public Instruction, and I think the Dis
trict Board ought to make more provision." 

41039. But the District Board itself has very little 
to say about it ?-It has made its original budget. 

41040. (Jb·. Dull.) When money is allotted for· 
primary education, is it spent directly by the District 
Board or by the Eitucation Department ? -By the 
District Board. 

41041. Are there no inspecting officers who are 
regular !!Cn·ants of the District Board ?-Not as a 
rule. 
. 4104~. So that a District Board has to carry on its 
mspectmg work through the servants of the Education 
Department ?-Yes. 

4.1043. ~V ould . it be a wiser plan for them to have 
the1r own mspechng agency as they have in some other 
provinces ?-~o: I do not think it would. 

41044. Under the present arrangement has the 
Education Department too much control over the 
schools supported by the District Board ?-~o, I do 
not think they have. 

41045. Yon would not suggest any change in the 
pre~ent arrangement ?-~o; except that I would sna
gest a change in the way in which things are carri;d 
out, and that matters should be less rigid ; the Educa
tion Department is perhaps too much tied by red tape 

41046. Unless a District Board had their own 
hwband. 

agency, could they have their own rules, or could they 15 .Ap.JJ908. 
modify to any extent the hard and fast rules of the 
Education Department?- No ; but the inspectors 
could have more power to modify them where required. 

41047. With regard to village scho._ols is it a good 
plan sometime.s to aid them by giving them a certain 
amount of money monthly for the payment of teachers, 
and then asking the villagers to maintain and look 
after the schools in every way ?-That is done, but 
not quite in the way you mention ; that is to say, that 
we do not ask the villagers to maintain the schools, 
but where an indigenous school has been started by the 
villagers themselves or by a private teacher, if it is 
efficiently managed, it receives a grant-in-aid from the 
District Board. 

41048. In that case who builds the village school 
bouse ; do the villagers do it, or is there a contribution 
given for it ?-A contribution might be given for it; 
as a rule a school would not be started until the school 
house had been built, or it might be located in a house, 
and if the villagers cared much about it they would 
arrange to provide a suitable building, but at the same 
time, if they applied for a building, it would be for the 
District Board to consider the application. 

41049. Is that system of aiding existing village 
schools largely adopted in this province?-No; I think 
not largely. 

41050. Is it a good system, and should it be generally 
adopted?-Where people are sufficiently energetic to 
start efficient schools, it would be an extremely good 
thing. . . 

41051. You say 11 What is in my opinion of even 
more importance than actual delegation of powers is a 
relaxation of the extreme strictness and rigidity with 
which the code and regulations are at present inter
preted by the Accounts Department." We have been 
told by other expert witnesses that the Accounts 
Department and the Accountant-General and the 
Auditor cannot intervret any rule with any degree of 
slackness, but that it 18 their duty to do it with rigidity, 
and that it is better to make the rules themselves more 
liberal than to interpret them liberally?-! do not 
agree with that personally. My own feeling is that 
the rules have been drawn up with far too great 
minuteness, with an endeavour to provide for every 
possible case arising, and the result is that you are 
bound then to be guided by the actual letter of the 
rule. I should prefer a very much simpler and shorter 
code, and I think the Accountant-General, who is an 
officer of considerable experience, should have much 
more power of interpreting the rules, more in the spirit 
than in the strict letter. 

41052. But the first part of your answer corres
ponds with the answers we have- received before, 
namely that the rules ought to be made more liberal 
and should not be so strict and go into such minute 
detail ?-But if you have the rules very much shorter 
and not going into such minute detail, and not provid· 
ing for every possible contingency, the Accountant-
General must have power to interpret them as occasion 
arises. 

41053. Do you agree with what the last witness 
told us. as to the men of the class of Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners being generally reliable and honest and 
giving satisfaction in their work ?-I think they gene
rally are. They have improved very much indeed 
during my service in India. 

41054. Do you also agree in the opinion that dis
honesty is rather the exception amongst them ?-I 
think it is. 

41055. Have you any preference as regards the 
method in which they ought to be selected, whether 
by examination and according to qualifications or by 
selection from the lower Services ?-I think we need 
both ; in fact we. have a third method of recruitment, 
that is, direct nomination without examination. 

41056. But with some regard to qualifications ?-Of 
course, but direct nomination enables a Lien tenant· 
Governor to select now and then a man of good family 
who perhaps would not have-succeeded in the e:xamina
tion, hut who at the same time possesses qui~e suffi
cient qualifications. 
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41057. You have told us that Municipal Com
mittees and District Boards might be utilized as 
Advisory Councils. ·Would you, in that case, suggest 
some modification in the existing District Boatds Act 
so as to enable a District Officer to convene them 
according to law for advice and consultation ?-I do 
not think any alteration in the Acts is ne!Jded for that 
purpose ; it is done to some extent at present. 

41058. But in an informal way. Would it not be 
better, if you are going to make District Boards 
Advisory Councils, to have it recognized in the law 
itself ?-No; I do not think any modification in the 
law is needed. 

41059. You think informal consultation with the 
members of a District Board is quite sufficient ?-You 
can have formal consultation at present. It is an open 
secret that there is at present a scheme for the division 
of the Lahore district into two parts, and I and the 
Deputy Commissioner were told to ascertain the local 
opinion on the subject. The proposals were formerly 
put before the District Board and discussed at con
siderable length by them, and in the en{!. formal 
resolutions were recorded, and there is nothing in the 
Act to prevent similar action in other cases. 

41060. But there is nothing in the Act sanctioning 
that being done ?.:_No. 

41061. Do you think that sort of consultation is 
quite enough, and no change in the law is required at 
present ?-I think no change is required. 

41062. (Mr. Hicltens.) You refer to Local Boards 
as not having been a success in the Punjab. What 
Local Boards have you in mind?-When the system 
called Local Self-Government was introduced 25 years 
ago, the plan that was adopted in most districts, or in 
many districts, was to first elect a Local Board for 
each tahsil,-generally one member from each zail,
md then the District Board was constituted, by delega
tion of certain members from each Local Board, 
together with the direct appointment of certain mem
bers nominated by Government ; and it is these Local 
Boards which I was referring to. 

410.63. Do they exist in any part of the Punjab?
Yes, m some parts. I think in most districts they 
have now been abolished. 

.41064. Is it your opinion that they have been a 
failu.re ?-'---'As far as I have had any experience of them, 
I thmk they have been of very little use. We have 
found it impossible to give them sufficient work to do. 
It . has been found difficult to give them any financial 
powers, and all they have been used for is, really as 
consultative bodies for the local area. ' 

. 41065. Is the reason for that, that the district itself 
IS not a v.ery.large area, or is there any other reason ? 
-:-T~e Distr1ct Boards have the financial powers for a 
district, and we have not seen our way to givina Local 
Boards any special financial powers. o 

41066. But supposing the districts had been three 
or four times as large, might there not have been an 
opening for those Local Boards as well ?-Yes 
perhaps so. ' 

41067. Would it not have been possible to have ear
marked a proportion of the cess for each Local Board 
which. they might have used? Was that alternative 
ever discussed ?-Not that I know of. 

41068. Was the reason because it was not known 
what the cess was likely to be ?-I think not. The 
Local ~oard, o~ tahsil Board, is really too small, and 
too. unmfluential, to have had these powers given 
to."1t. 
. 410.69. Speaking generally, would it be desirable to 

simplify the financial relations between District Boards 
a~d the Gove!Dment ?-I have no suggestions to make 
With that obJect. 

41070. But, as a .Principle, would you say that the 
should be on clear hnes, so that any body could unde!. 
stand what th.ey were for himself ?-Yes, it would be 
an advantage If that could be done. 

41071. At any rate, one witness if not more who 
was a me~ber of ~ District Board,' had no idea 'what 
the fin~ncml relatiOns were. Is it desirable to h 
some simple form of division of financial resour~:: 
betw~en the two which would be intelligible to the 
mthan m th~ street ?-It certainly is desirable but at 

e same tlme I am n t . th t h . . ' ' would t k ' 0. sure a t e man m the street 
a e very much mterest in it. 

41072. Supposing a simple rule was laid down, that. 
the district cess was a local tax, and the proceeds of it 
were given to the District Board, without reduction ; 
would that not be a fairly simple plan?-Yes. 

4L073. Would it be workable, or would it give a 
Board too large a revenue for the work which they 
have to undertake ?-It could be probably very well 
spent, but at the same time Government have, within 
the last two or three years, given a fairly liberal grant 
to District Boards for expenditure on special objects. 

41074. Did not the Government of India make a. 
definite·grant to the Local Governments to distribute 
among the district bodies ?-Yes. 

41075. Would it be a desirable principle to lay down 
that a District Board should be responsible not merely 
for paying for services, but for carrying them out 
administratively as well as financially ?-It is very 
·difficult to make a District Board responsible for 
services which require professional experts, such as th& 
management of dispensaries. 

41076. But it is not found difficult in other 
countries ?-In other countries there are a large num· 
ber of medical men who are :cot Government servants ;· 
there are very few men in this country who are not. 

41077. '\_V ould it not be possible for a District Board 
to appoint its own Medical Officers ?-Quite impos· 
sible ; there is not a sufficient supply of Medical 
Officers here who are not Government s_ervants. 

41078. In regard to other matters, such as education, 
would it be possible for them to provide teachers?
They do at present provide them in primary schools. 

41079. Would it be possible for them to provide
inspectors?..;_ No; I do not think so ; it would be 
difficult. 

41080. Could they not select their own inspectors? 
-They might find inspectors, but I would not recom
mend it on other grounds. 

41081. You think, in regard to matters of educationr 
it is desirable that the Government should retain the 
control they have to-day?-Yes, I do. 

41082. In the Lahore municipality, I understand 
that the number of elected members and nominated 
members is about two thirds and one-third, roughly? 
-I think that is ~o. · 

41083. Does the' same proportion apply, roughly, 
throughout the Punjab municipalities ?-I would 
rather speak with regard to my own division. It is 
the fact that, with regard to nearly all the munici
palities in the Lahore Division, two-thirds of the 
members are elected. 

41084. We are told that, generally speaking, the
elected members are on the whole unsatisfactory ; 
that is to say, that the methods which it is necessary 
for them to have recourse to to gain election are of 
a somewhat doubtful character, and that the better 
and more prominent citizens do not stand for elec
tion. Therefore, comparatively speaking, there is an 
undesirable class of people who get in. Is that the
case generally ; I think that is very frequently the 
case, but, on the other hand, that tendency is modi
fied by the fact that the candidates vf)ry . often 

. arrange amongst themselves who will be elected, and 
there is very frequently no election at all. 

41085. ( .lfr. Meyer.) Is there not a story, that 
once on a time some ward in Labore elected a 
Government chaprasi as its representative ?-As far 
as I know, J think that is not correct. 

41086. Do you have any conference of Commis
sioners in this province ?-We have never had any 
that I know of. 

41087. Conferences of Commissioners· are held in 
Bengal and Eastern Bengal once a year, where they 
discuss the general affairs of the province, and which 
the Secretaries of Government and Heads of Depart
ments attend, with selected non-officials. Would 
that be a good plan here?-Yes, I think it would 
be, and it might be usefully tried. 

41088. Have your powers of giving grants for minor 
Public Works been recently increased from Rs. 500 to 
Rs. 2,500 ?-I do not think orders to that effect have 
been issued yet. 

41089. Do you get lump grants for the purpose?
Yes, something very small. I got Rs. 3,000 last year. 
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41090. In Bengal each Commissioner has two lump 
grants of Rs. 10,000-one for minor works and the 
other for grants-in-aid to municipalities or Local Boards 
in his division. Do you have anything of that sort 
here ?-The Government of India two or three years 
.ago made several grants to the province, and those 
were allotted to Commissioners for distribution to 
.District Boards. 

41091. Are you speaking of the quarter extra on the 
1and cess ?-I do not know how the amount was cal
, cnlated, but I had a grant of something like Rs. 25,000 
for the encouragement of veterinary objects and 
.another grant for the encouragement of arboriculture. 

41092. Those were relatively small grants: Some 
three years ago the Government of India put the pro
vincial Governments in funds for contributing to the 
District Boards one-quarter of the amount they got 
from the land cess. Do you know how that amount 
was distributed ?-I think that a lakh or a lakh 
and-a-half is given annually for arboriculture: I get 
Rs. 30,000 of it, and, as I say, I get Rs. 25,000 for 
veterinary objects ; and I get something like Rs. 30,000 
a year for the improvement of the engineering estab
lishment of District Boards. The total grant to the 
division comes to something less than a lakh a year. 

41093. This special Government grant was intended 
mainly for roads and communications generally. Did 
you get anything special for that ?-No; not directly. 
The amount given for roads is ear-marked, and roads 
.are gradually constructed by the Public Works Depart
ment and paid for out of this grant. The rule is that 
.a certain number of roads are paid for half from the 
ordinary provincial finance and hal£ out of this special 
:grant made for roads. ·, 

41094. Were those roads formerly paid for by the 
District Boards ?-No; these are new roads, or pro
bably unmetalled roads made into metalled roads. 

41095. When they are finished, will the District 
Boards have to manage them ?-I cannot answer that 
.question. 

41096. With reference to the position of Commis
·sioners, it has been suggested elsewhere that the powers 
.of a Commissioner might be very considerably increased, 
.and that he might be made more of a Sub-Governor, 
having actual administrative powers-for instance, 
that he should have a budget of his own, and the allot
ment of a great deal of the present Public Works 
expenditure ; that be might have control over educa
tional operations, and so on, and have the various 
departments more under his hand. Would that meet 
your views ?-The possibility of doing that would de
pend very much upon the possibility of decentralizing the 
departments. It would be no use, for instance, putting 
the Superintending Engineer in more direct subordina
tion to the Commissioner unless the Superintending 
Engineer w~re himself giv~n very much larger powers ; 
.and I find 1t extremely difficult to say whether it is 
possible to give those officers very much larger powers. 

41_G97 .. Is not the question of giving a Superintending 
Engmeer very much larger powers of sanction than he 
now has under consideration, at the instance of the 
·Government of India ?-I think, if Departmental 
Officers who have control over areas similar to those of 
~he revenue division were given very much larger powers 
~t would be also possible to give the Commissioner; 
m the same way, very much larger powers of control. 

41098. Admitting that hypothesis wonld you be in 
favour of it ?-Yes, I would. ' 

41099. The present Heads of provincial Departments 
would then beco~e more of inspecting officers, who 
would tell the. Lten_tenant-Governor what was being 
d?~e1 and ndvtse h1m on questions relating to the 
divtSlons ?-Yes. 

. 41100. Would you be in favour of giving Commis
st.ol~~rs the rowe_r to appoint tahsildars, taking them on 
divunonal hsts mstead of by the provincial lists?
Yes ; I think I would. 

41101. W~e~ you have an Assistant or Ell.tra-Assis
tant 9omm1sstone~ poste(~ to your division, do you 
settle. m wha.t particular dtstrict or in what particular 
capactty he 1s to be employed ?-That is the rule in 
this province, but it is found, for what reason I do not 
know exactly, impossible to work in practice. 

41102. As a matter of fact, I take it that 1\Ir, Smith 
an .!s.~iRt..'lnt Commissioner, is gazetted to (say) th~ 

Jullundur division, but not to any particular district?-, Hon Mr. 
Assistant Commissioners are very few and far between, R. E. Yoivng-
but, taking Extra-Assistant Commissioners, they are htU_bt:VIIii.. 
simply gazetted to a district. The Commissioner bas 
power to transfer any officer from one district to lo Apr.,I.908, 
another in his division; but, as a matter of fact, the 
Secretariat moves them about from one district and 
one division to another ; and the result is that, if the 
Commissioner wishes to transfer an officer, it is not 
much use his ordering a transfer without first finding 
out from the Secretariat whether they have any inten-
tion of transferring him. . 

41103. Assuming the position was that a man was 
moved to a division, and would not be moved out of 
it unless the Commissioner was referred to, do you not 
think it would be advisable that the Commissioner 
should have authority to post him within it ?-There 
are many advantages in it, but the disadvantatfe I see at 
the present moment is that it might tend to narrow 
the experience of Government officers 'by confining 
their experience to one division. 

41104. As regards the appointment of "members of 
District Boards and municipalities, who appoints them, 
you or the Government ?-Under the .Act, the Govern
ment appoints them. The Government bas, in some 
cases-! think in the case of minor ~unicipalities
delegated the powers to Commissioners. 

41105. And with regard to District Boards ?-I do 
not think the District Boards .Acts enables the Govern
ment to delegate the power of nomination. 

41106 • .Apart from what the law lays down, might 
not a Commissioner exercise those powers?-Yes ; he 
might well do so. 

41107. And, speaking generally, in regard to every
thing where outside control by Government over a 
local body is required-except, of course, in the vital 
matters of constituting or abolishing-might not the 
Commissioner deal with the matter, instead of Govern
ment, except, perhaps, with regard to big cities such as 
Lahore or .Amritsar?-Yes, I think so. 

41108. Do you get many budget references from 
District Boards and municipalities? Have yon to pass 
the budgets of all of them ?-Yes . 

41109. Do they go on to Government afterwards, 
or is your passing final ?-I think my passing is .final. 

41110 . .Are you much worried with re-appropria
tions; do they have to come to you if they want to 
re-appropriate within the budget-say from education 
to sanitation, or vice t.•ersa ?-Yes, they do. 

41111. When they want to appropriate from balances 
have they to go to you ?-That has to go to Govern
ment. 

41li2. Is that necessary? Do you not lay down a 
normal balance which each District Board or municipal
ity ought to have in band ?-Yes. I do not think it is 
in the least necessary, from an administrative point of 
view, to require a local body to obtain the sanction of 
Govern!Jlent to draw upon its balance ; I do not know 
whether it is necessary from a financial point of view. 

41113. Are these sanctions for re-appropriations 
necessary ?-No ; it is purely a formal matter. 

41114. Have questions with regard to new works .to 
come up to you, apart from the budget? Supposing 
a municipality wants to make new latrines, at a cost 
of, say, Rs. 3,000, would that have to come up to you? 
-Yes. .. 

41115. What is the limit in regard to sanction 
there ?-I think the limit is, in the case of first-class 
municipalities, Rs. 5,000 ; works costing Rs. 5 000 
in a ~rst class municipa~t~ have to be sent up for 

1 
the 

sanctiOn of the ComllllSSIOner, and in a second-class 
municipality the figure is Rs. 2,000. In the case of a 
first class District Board no o~iginal work involving an 
expenditure of Rs. 5,000 or upwards, and in the case of 
a second-class District Board involving an expenditure 
of Rs. 2,000 or upwards, can be undertaken until the 
administrative sanction of the Commissioner bas been 
obtained. 

41116. What is the difierence between a first-class 
and a second·class District. Board ?-I am afraid I 
cannot say off-hand what District Boards are first-class 
and what are second-class. Certain District Boards 
have been classed by Government as first-class. 
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Hon. Mr. 41117. Apart from the specific matter of referring 
R. 1!1. Young· works, is there any great difference in their powers or 

huiba'llll. functions ?-I do not think so. 

15 .Apr., 1908. 41118. We were told that every new appointment of 
over Rs. 20 bad to go for the sanction of the Commis
sioner ; is that so, apart from your passing of the 
budget ?-That was required by the Commissioner of· 
the old Rawalpindi Division some time ago. 

41119. It is not a matter which the Government 
have laid down, but an idiosyncrasy of some individual 
Commissioner?-Yes. . · 

41120. Is there any general restriction with regard 
to it ?-No ; except as regards the Secretary of a 
municipality. 

41121. Has his apl;'ointment to be approved by the 
Commissioner ?-I thmk so. 

41122 . .You are· speaking now of the filling-up of an 
existing appointment, but supposing a fresh clerk at 
Rs. 30 was wanted, would the municipality have to go 
up for specific sanction for that ?-My answer to your 
question should have been that in tbe old Rawalpindi 
division the Commissioner passed an order requesting 
that no new appointment, and no increase of pay to 
existing appointments, should be made by the District 
Boards or municipalities throughout his division, 
without previous reference to him, but I have no 
knowledge of any division or district in which the 
acju~l appointment has to be sanctioned by the Com
mlSslOner. 

41123; What is the general practice ; have the local 
bodies a free hand, or have they to go up ?-The general 
practice is that the Deputy Commissioner and the Com
missioner can exercise control over the proceedings of a 
District Board or municipality, and if, at the time the 
budget came up, the Deputy Commissioner or the Com
missioner thought it was providing far too high pay in 
any particular post, or too many new appointments, he 
would then object. 
. 41124. The control is exercised practically through 

the budget ?-Yes; the Commissioner does not have 
the opportunity otherwise of exercising it. 

41125. (Sir Steyning Edge1·ley.) Do you consider that 
the new .Act as to the Court of Wards was a mistake? 
-I consider it was a mistake to make the Financial 
Commissioner the Court of Wards. 

41126. Is there, under the Act, a delegating section 
which enables him to divest himself of all the control 
whi~h he did not exercise previously ?-He can delegate 
speCific powers, and he .has delegated specific powers, 
an~ ! have recently rece1ved a reference asking for my 
oplllion on a proposal to delegate a large number of 
other powers, but the difference is that, under the old 
Act, the Deputy Commissioner was the Court of Wards 
and ~ad the final ~utho~ty; except with regard to cortain 
specific matters, m wh1ch the Financial Commis'sioner 
or the Commissioner exercised certain control. Under 
the present Act the Financial Commissioner is the Court 

. of ~ ards, a.nd the Deputy Commissioner can only 
exerCise specific delegated powers the result being that 
those powers have been delegated in immense detail. 

41127 .. But exactly the same result may be arrived at 
under the new Act as existed under the old ?-No · I 
think the Financial Commissioner himself has as the 
Court of Wards, far more responsibility. ' 

41128. And, therefore, the Act has tended towards 
centralization ?-I think so. 

41129. Were there, previously, any complaints of 
failure of the Act; owing to the lack of control over the 
Deputy Commissioner?-Not to my knowledge· pre
sumably people make mistakes in every departm~nt. 

.4~130 .. With !~gard to the giving of a stronger ad
mllll.Stratlve pos1t1on to the Commissioner it has been 
sugg~sted that it w?uld tend to that end J all financial 
sanct1ons came to h1m rather than to the Head of the 

Department, in these outside special departments, and' 
that he should hold the purse all through. Would that 
be a good thing? The policy underlying the suggestion 
was to convert the Heads of these Departments rather 
into officers who would advise the Deputy Commissioner· 
and the Commissioner, instead of themselves having the· 
ultimate power ?-I quite agree that we have recently 
gone too far· in the direction of giving financial control 
to the Heads of the Departments to 'Yhich you refer. 

41131. Have the Commissioner and the Deputy 
Commissioner been much divorced from the work of 
the police lately ?-Since . the report of the Police 
Commission was published, there has been a new· 
Resolution, making the police much more independent. 
of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner than 
they were. · 

41132. Has that been beneficial to the general crimi
. nal administration of the province ?-I am inclined to· 
think, on the whole, that it has. It is very difficult for· 
men to do their work unless they feel a certain amount 
of independence. 

41133. Have you still all the powers as to using the· 
force, in a general way, that you think necessary in a 
district or division ?-I think so. 

41134. Do no appeals come from members of the· 
force to either the Deputy Commissioner or the Com
missioner now ?-No. Some years ago, in 1898, I think, 
the Punjab Government issued a Resolution under which 
certain cases-that is to say, cases in which the public· 
were concerned in proceedmgs against members of the 
police-went to the Deputy Commissioner, and, if or 
sufficient importance, to the Commissioner, as well as 
to tbe local police officers, and the Commissioner and 
the Deputy Commissioner had the opportunity of 
recording their remarks upon the proceedings ; but since
the Police Commission and the Resolution of 1906 that 
procedure has been done away with. 

41135. Is that a change for the better?-It is difficult· 
to say. The procedure by which these proceedings 
came to the Deputy Commissioner and the Commis
sioner, and by which they interfered more in the 
personnel of the police, was not good, on the whole, for· 
the police. 

41136. You would not suggest that all appeals from 
punishment should be · finally settled by either the 
Deputy Commissioner or the Commissioner, according· 
to the grade of officer ?-No. 

· 41137. Is it any benefit to local self-government that,. 
when a technical piece of work is to be done, the Boards. 
should do it themselves ?-I think they should do it 
·themselves if they have a competent establishment. 

41138. AssurD.ing that they have the power of ad
ministration, sanction, and control of the purse, and 
ways and means, is there any special advantage in their· 
actually doing a particular piece of technical work
manual or other Jabour_;themselves ?-I think they' 
had much better do the ordinary Public Works, which 
they do at present. 

41139. Suppose they want to erect a building, does it. 
matter one iota, with regard to local self-government, 
whether they erect the building themselves, or give it 
out to contract, or even arrange with Government to do 
the work, if they have power to provide, or refuse to· 
provide, the money ?-I think, if the building is within 
the competence of their own establishment, it is much 
better that lihey should either do it themselves, or let it. 
on contract. 

41140. You mentioned the possible partition of the 
Lahore district ; has the alternative been considered of 
giving a wider municipal constitution to the Lahore 
city, with a. separate Executive Officer ?-Yes; but we 
feel that that would still leave too much work to the 
Deputy Commissioner and the Superintendent of· 
Police. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. W. H. MICHAEL was called and examined. 

Mr.W.H. 
Michael. 

5 Apr., 1908, 

41141. (Sir Frederick Lely.) You are the Account-
ant-General in the Punjab ?-Yes, · 

Each Civil Account Office has a scale of Gazetted 
O~ce¥hfixed ~or the work to be supervised and turned 
ou . e PunJab has-1 Accountant-General 1 De ut 
to~c~h~ta:t-Genekal, 3 .Assistant Accountants-GeEer!t 

o ce wor ' 1 .Asr;istant Accountant-Genei'al for 

local audit, and 1 Chief Superintendent. The above· 
staff controls the audit and compilation of the accounts 
of the North-West Frontier Province also since its
creation in 1901-02. 

The work o£ 11 Civil Account Office is divided, for 
purposes o£ effective control, into departments, each 
havmg a superintendent and nssistant superintendents. 
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to check and supervise the work of the assistants 
charged with the duty of audit and c~mp_ilation of ~he 
accounts received from all the treasunes m the PunJab 
and the North-West Frontier Province. 

The Departments in this office, which are in charge 
of superintendents, are Budget; Resource: Book and 
Compilation, including Accounts Current ; Treasury 
Account Department divided into 8 sections, each under 
a superintendent or as~istant supe~ntendent ; Gazetted 
Audit Department Wlth pre-audit of Lahore head
quarters payments ; Pension Audit and Report. on 
claims to pension ; Forest and Record and Copymg. 
Besides the above there is the Lahore sub-circle of 
currency of which the Accountant-General is the 
Deputy Commissioner of Paper Currency. 

The Accountant-General's general duties, with the 
general restrictions on his powers, are given in Arti
cles 1634 to 1636, chapter 77 of the Civil Account Code. 
The scope and nature of the operations of the office of 
the Accountant-General or Civil Accounts Department 
in the Punjab are the same as those sketched in chap
ter 70 of the Civil Accounts Code, volume II, particu
larly articles 1442 to 1449, 1454 to 1459, 1463, 1464 
and 1467. 

There is no doubt that a more complete separation 
might be effected between imperial and provincial 
finances ; whether it is necessary is another question. 
At present the Imperial Government makes a provincial 
settlement under which certain heads of revenue, and 
most of the heads of expenditure are assigned to the 
control of the provincial Government. Besides the 
above, certain heads of revenue and a few heads of ex
penditure are shared in varying proportions. Under 
this arrangement the provincial expenditure exceeds 
their share of receipts, and the Imperial Government 
makes a contribution to secure equilibrium. This ar
rangement might be reversed, making all revenue and 
most of the expenditure heads provincial and retaining 
as imperial those heads of expenditure which are 
imperial in character such as the Army. To meet the 
expenditure under such heads as it is considered neces
sary to classify as imperial, and to cover the cost of the 
Supreme Government, a settlement might be made with 
the provincial Government under which either a fixed 
contribution or a fixed proportion of the gross revenue 
of the province could be assigned to imperial, subject 
as now to a revision of the settlement whenever 
necessity may demand it. Whether such a reversal of 
the present system is called for or desirable opens up a 
large question, and is a matter for serious consideration. 
I have merely indicated how such fnrther separation 
might be effected. It would no doubt admit of larger 
financial powers being exercised by provincial Govern
ments and enable them to have a free hand in the 
management of. their resources. In this connection I 
would observe that in the North-West Frontier Pro· 
vince, in respect of which I am also the Account Officer, 
all the revenue and expenditure are treated as imperial, 
as no provincial settlement has been made. I think the 
time has now arrived when that province may be placed 
on a similar footing with the Punjab in this respect. 

I certainly think that further financial powers should 
be delegated both to provincial Governments and to 
officers subordinate to them. This can be done by 
relaxing many of the restrictions contained in the Civil 
Account Code and the Civil Service Regulations. 
Certain proposals by my predecessor, Mr. Brigstocke, 
are included in the abstracts of proposals prepared by 
the Punjab Government. Generally speaking, I agree 
with Mr. Brigstocke's suggestions, and only propose to 
make the following observations :-Referring to the 
proposal to r~lax some of the restrictions imposed by 
rule 4 of arttcle 283 of the Civil Account ·code I 
would remark that the Secretary of State has recently 
conferred enhanced powers on the Government of 
lndi~ in respect of t?e creation of new and temporary 
appomtments, and 1t should therefore be possible to 
gtve Local Governments greater powers under article 
283-84, clause~ (3) and ( 4). With regard to the 
proposal to ratse the monetary limits in article 989 
of the Civil Account Code from Re. 1 and Rs. 10 to 
Rs. 10 and Rs. 50, I would observe that these limits 
were raised to Rs. 10 and Rs. 25 more than a year 
ago. Personally I think the limits are still inadequate 
and might safely be raised to Rs. 50 and Hs. 100: 
respectively. I would also suggest that evury 
Accountant-General should be allowed to entertain 
temporary establishment up to a certain limit in his 
own office. At present this power has only been 
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delegated to the Accountant-General, Bombay (article Mr. W.ll. 
1674 of the Civil Account Code). M'whael, 

I agree that the contract system of contingent 1908 expenditure might be considerably extended, and the 15 Apr., • 
submission of countersigned detailed bills might be 
dispensed with in most cases. The countersignature 
of the Controlling Officer is purely formal in most 
cases, and the adjustment of the expenditure in the 
audit office is frequently delayed by the late sub-
mission of co11ntersigned detailed bills. I also think 
that sanctions to incur expenditure shonld not 
necessarily lapse if not acted upon before the 
31st March, when the sanctioned budget becomes 
inoperative. It frequently happens that grants are 
made at such a late period of the year that disbursing 
officers find it impossible to spend the amounts before 
the 31st March, and sooner than allow the grants to 
lapse they draw the amounts from the treasury in 
contravention of article 84-A of the Civil Account 
Code. 

In the matter of travelling alllowance bills I would 
advocate the abolition of rule 1 under article 1163 of 
the Civil Service Regulations, which lays upon the 
Audit Officer the duty of checking distances by road 
by means of polymetrical tables, &c. The District 
Officers are in a much better position to know whether 
the distances entered are accurate. The time occupied 
in the Audit Office in attempting to check the distances 
entered in travelling allowance bills with the poly
metrical tables or route books is quite incommensurate 
with the results.obtained, and the correspondence and 
friction that not unfrequently ensue. 

Article 1635 of the Civil Account Code says that 
the Accountant-General is bound to ascertain that 
rules and orders are exactly obeyed in every instance, 
and to check every departure from them, however 
apparently t1-ijling. This article leaves the Accountant
General no discretion in such matters, and in many 
cases he is compelled to raise objections for very trivial 
reasons. It is therefore very desirable to reduce the 
scope for such objections to a minimum, by modifying 
and relaxing the restrictions contained in the Civil 
Account Code and Civil Service Regulations as far as 
may be deemed consonant with safety and common-
sense. . 

There is one more direction in which some further 
attempt at decentralization might perhaps be made, 
and that is in the matter of accounts. Some two years 
ago the forest accounts were decentralized, and they 
are now audited and compiled in each Accountant
General's office. It is for consideration whether the 
accounts of the Postal and Telegraph Departments, 
and possibly also of the Public Works Department 
Ordinary Branch (not the Railway Branch), could not 
be similarly decentralized, and audited and compiled 
in the Civil Account Office of the province. Under 
such a system a number of the existing exchange 
accounts could be abolished which wonld conduce to 
saving in time and labour, and probably also to 
economy in the matter of establishment. It is possible 
that this question may have been previously discussed 
and considered impracticable. 

41142: When a provincial budget; goes up in 
January for the first time to the Government of 
India, does the Government of India often make 
changes in it ?-Yes; very frequently. 

41143. With the object of correcting the estimates 
mostly?-Yes. 

41144. Does it often make any other changes besides 
the mere correction of estimates ?-Under the new 
orders that have just been issued it makes reductions. 
on account of what are called probable savings ; it 
does make other changes as well. It makes reductioll& 
on account of items which it considers have wrongly 
been included in the budget by the Local Government, 
that is to say, items which are doubtful, items which 
have not been sanctioned, and as to which it is doubtful 
whether they will be sanctioned. 

41145. Items which they consider of doubtful expe
diency ?-Yes. 

41146. Are most items within the power of the pro. 
vincial Government to sanction under 10 lakhs ?-:~ray 
I quote a case. The Governme:Qt of th~ North-West 
Frontier Province included a sum of Rs. 60,000, I 
think it was, for the militia, on the understanding that · 
this would probably be sanctioned during the year. 
The Government of India struck out the item because-

u 
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·')!,•,' w: H. ·they ·did ·not think that matters were sufficiently 
· Jtioluuil, advanced for the expenditure to be incurred during 

· -·-. . . the year. That is quite different from what are 
15 Apr., 1908,. classified as probable savings. It was struck out from 

- ·the budget entirely. 
4li47. The North-West Frontier Province would 

· be on. a different footing from the old provinces ?
. It would, of course, to the extent that expenditure is 
·entirely imperial; but I was quoting that as an 
· instance: · 

41148. Are changes often made in the budgets of 
the. old provinces such as to involve a disallowance 
of the policy of the province ?-1 have a statement 

· prepared of the present budget for 1908-09. Deduc
. tiona made by the <;jovermnent of India for probable 
. savings come to Rs. 2,64,000. 

41149. What is the nature of tliosa ?-These are 

matter of proposition statements. T have not aon
sidered the question, but I do not see why it should 
not. 

41157, (ilfr. Hichens.) As to proposition statements, 
has not a complete list only to be made out in regard 
to the seqtion of the office affected, not for the whole 
office ; . the office may be divided into four sections, 
and if a change is proposed in regard to one section,js 
not the statement only made out as to that one section? 

· -That is so. Details are only required in respect of 
the section affected. l!~or the other sections only totals 
without details need be given. 

41158. And that is no trouble ?-No. 
41159. Are they very bulky statements ?-I think 

not as a rule . 

· chiefly due to. alterations in policy. For instance, · 
under " education" there is a reduction of Rs. 6,000 ; 

. under" medical,'' there is a reduction of Rs. 12.000; 

. urider "scientific" there is a reduction of Rs. 27,000. 
· Those are all due to the recent orders of the Government 
. of India that these are not to be shown. These 

41160. Do you audit the municipal and District 
Board Accounts ?-No; that is not done in my 
office; that is done locally. We have a staff called 
the Local Audit Department who go round. Formerly 

are contributions from local bodies for those special 
·purposes. 
' 41150. That is a mere matter of form of account? 
· -But they have been deducted ; the budget anyhow 
· stands at a figure reduced by these amounts. Then 
· there is also a large· reduction of 2 lakhs under 
· "famine." At the time the budget was framed by 

the Local Government they bad every expectation of 
' famine being somewhat severe, and they included a 
. sum of 5 lakhs under that head ; by the time the 

estimate reached the Government of India the con
·, ditiolis had altered to some extent. Reasons were not 
· given, and the Government of India made the reduc
. tion of · 2 lakhs without reasons ; but the reasons 
. obviously were that they considered that conditions 
bad improved, and that it was not necessary to retain 

· the larger figure. 
. 41151. ·None of those changes involve any inter-

ference with the · independence of the provincial 
· Government ; nothing bas been struck out on the 
. ground that the Government of India does not conf!ider 
· it advisable to incur. expenditure on that particular 
. · item?-No; not this year. · 
: 41152. But d!> such emendations occur ?-I suppose 
. ··they would pccur if the Local Government included 
, 'item1:1 which they ought not to include. The orders 

are that items which the Local Government have no 
; power to sanction themselves, and which. have not yet 
. been sanctioned by the Government of India, should 
. not be included. Sometimes they do include items, 
·. :and add a note to the effect that proposals for sanction 

have gone up. I generally allow those items to stand, 
, and make a note in the budget notes to the Govern

ment o~ India that the matter is under consideration ; 
then the Government of India consider the matter, 

.. and if they have settled by that time that the expendi
. ture will be sanctioned, they allow it to stand._ 
. 41153. As to expenditure which does not exceed 

the limits, the Government of India would. not take 
· advantage of the sanction of the budget to exclude 
·items and so interfere with the policy of the provincial 
budget ?-It is rather difficult for me to answer for 

· the Government of India, but I should say that they 
·probably woul~ not_; I cannot call to mind any 
mstances of their havmg done so. 

41154. W ?uld you ap~rov:e of substi~uting a simple 
oaccount audit for the District Boards mstead of the 
,cumbersome and subtle Civil Account Code ?

. Certainly ; I think it would be an excellent idea. 
41155: S~v.eral witnesses have said that they thought 

. that propos1t10n statements might be dispensed with 
-or .cut down as they caused an immense amount of 
trouble ; would that be feasible ?-I hardly see how it 
could be done ; the Account Office must have some 
record for the purposes of audit. I do not quite know 
why there should be any very great difficulty in that 

• respect.· . 

411~6. The slightest change of a clerk on Rs. 10 
. who_ Is proposed to be added to· an office involves 
iliaking out a complete statement of every person in 

e office, which, if the office is a large one involves an 
: pnor~lus amoun~ of labour for very little result?-

0881 Y some simplification might be made in the 

· it was done in the central office ; about four years ago 
the local audit was introduced ; that is, a staff of 
peripatetic officers, under an official called the 
Examiner of Local Accounts ; they go round and 
audit the various municipal and Local Board accounts 
and Cantonment funds. 

41161. Are they under you ?-They are all under 
me; they are called the Local Audit Branch. 

41162. Then it is no longer necessary for Local 
Boards, and so on, to send up to you a monthly 
statement ?-No ; that has been discontinued now 
that they have been changed to Excluded Local 
Funds. 

41163. Does the new system answer more satis
factorily? -If you mean is Local Audit preferable to 
Central Audit, I certainly think it is, in their case . 

41164. Your officers are able to give advice to the 
Local Bodies oil matters of account ?-Certainly. 

41165. Do they do that freely ?-Yes. The proper 
officer to be asked, of course, is the Examiner ; the 
Local Auditor gives his advice to the best of his 
ability ; but he is only a man on about Rs. 150 a 
month, and his opinion cannot always be taken as 

. correct . 
41l66. How often woUld the Examiner go to see 

. the District Board or municipality ?-He tries to pay 
a visit to them all during the year, but that is rather a 
tall order as you may understand. There are about 
400 accounts or more, including those of municipalities 

· and District Boards in these provinces which are under 
his audit . 

41167. Local Audit in these provinces is still in its 
infancy ?-Not quite, but we have only just finished 
the first round ; it took over three years to get all 
round. 

41168. Are the Local Auditors responsible for 
· seeing that the regulations and laws are not infringed 
from the financial point of view ?-My view is that the 
E~aminer of Local Accounts ought to see that they 
are not infringed, and if they are infringed he ought 
to say so ; but we have just recently had a little 
friction with the Local Government on this subject. 
They say" All we want is to have defects pointed out, 
and your business is done with then. It is for the· 
Deputy Commissioner Ol' for the Controlling Officer 
to say that such and such ~ thin.g should pe attended 
to." I am in correspondence With the Local Govern· 

. ment now; and.! do not quite know whether they are 
going to adhere to that view. Two or three Deputy 

· Commissioners have felt that the Examiner of Local 
Accounts was trenching somewhat on their preroga
tives in making certain remarks in his audit reports. 
It is very difficult to avoid little matters of friction of 
that sort, but I think the matter will terminate satis
factorily. I believe I am right in saying that at home 
the Government Auditors have very large powers, and 
they are entitled to say that such and such a thing 
shall be ~one, without going up to Government . 

41169. Would it be possible to extend the powers of 
municipalities, and give them a comparatively free 
band in the working of their own affairs, provided that 
you had a powerful audit staff or inspecting staff 
which went round and saw that they did not i1.1fringe 
the laws and regulations that were laid down ?-1 
personally think it would be a very good move. The 
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whole matter of expenditure, of cotuse, is an a.d~i,s
trative one ; it is for the Local G~Jver~ment to ~a.y 
what they want done in the matter ; if they Wish, 
they can free the municipalities from any control · 
of the ·commissioner; the Commissioner is the Con
trolling Officer. 

41170. But it would be quite possible for you, with 
an audit staff, to see that they did keep within the 
regulations laid down, from the financial point of view? . 
-I think so. 

41171. You suggest with regard to the Public 
Works, Ordinary Branch, that there might be some 
decentralization there. as regards accounts ?-It is 
rather a complex question, and I really should hardly 
like to express an opinion upon it. Probably the 
matter has been considered before ; I do not know 
whether it has been considered by the Government of. 
Indi'l. or the Comptroller-General, Fo,rest Accounts, 
have been decentralized now; they are audited in our 
office, instead of, as formerly,. in the Comptroller
General's office. 

41172. You would rather not express an opinion as 
to whether it would be desirable with regard to Public 
Works?-The only objection I can see is that it 
might make the Accountant-General's office rather 
unwieldy. · · 

41173. What would be the advantage ?-The advan
tage would be that you would do away with a large 
number of exchange accounts, and probably it would 
result in economy· in est:1blishments; · the charges 
would all be brought to book in the civil accounts in 
the Accountant-General's office. 

41174. You think that the establishment of the' 
Secretary of Public Works to the Government of 
India might be reduced on the account side ?-I think 
a reducti •n might be possible in the Public Works 
Department Accounts office. 

41175. (Mr. Meyer.) The Public Works and Postal 
and Telegraph Accounts all deal with technical matters, 
about which you require some technical knowledge?~ 
Tbat is true to some extent. · 

41176. What is the advantage, therefore, of put
ting them into yom; office, when you have not the 
technical knowledge ?-The advantage would be .that 
it would enable us to do away with exchange accounts 
altogether. · 

41177. But you counterbalance that by getting 
more objections and more friction, owing to want of 
technical knowledge of the staff that is dealing with 
them ?-The same might be said of forest accounts~ 
There is a certain amount of technicality in forest 
accounts, and yet it was considered advisable to decen
tralize those. 

41178. Still, there is that objection on the other· 
side?-Yes. · 

41179. You do not propose to take over the military 
accounts ?-No; that would be too big a business 
altogether; nor the Railway Accounts Section of the 
Public Works Department. 

41180. With regard to District Board and muni
cipal accounts, are there not rules and manuals?-· 
Yes. · · 

41181. Who drew those up? The Municipal 
Accou.nts Manual was drawn up by Mr. Tomkins, the 
Exammer of Local Fund Accounts. 

41182. And the District Board Manual ?-That is 
now m~der revision ; t.her~ have only been a set of 
rules httherto. The D1str1ct Board rules were issued 
by the Local Government. 

41183. Have thes? manual~ and rules applied the 
same system of mmute aud1t and requirement of 
vouchers, and so forth, as exists in Government treasury 
transactions?-Yes. 

41184. Is that advisable in the case of these muni
cipal and local bodies ?-I do not think so • but as 
regards the Civil Service Regulations the 'Punjab 
District Board Act says, in the mse oi an officer or 
servant, not being a Government official referred to in 
section 28, a District Board may grant him leave 
a~owances, and so on ; then there is a proviso " Pro
VIde~ 'that no pensions, gratuity, leave allow~nce or 
nnnmty shall exceed the sum to which under the 
GovernuJent Civil Pension and Leave C~des for the 
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time . being in force, the . servant would have been Mr. W. H. 
entitled if the service had been service under the~ ll!ichae~: .'· 
Government." · . . . 15 A · 1908 

41185. And that has been translated, in practice, ~ ., .. 
into applying all the mass of regulations that the .. · 
Government of India issued for its own Services tO' 
this municipal Service ?-Yes. · -

41186. Would it be quite sufficient to apply the. 
g~neral princip}e, e.g., that where the Government rule 
is one month's leave a year, you should not allow ~ 
municipal man six weeks ?-Quite so. A very simpl~ 
code might be drawn up, based upon the broad prin
ciples of the Civil Service Regulations.. · 

41187. We were told in other -provinces that the 
Examiners of Local Fund ·Accounts went round, and. 
they produced a lot of objection!,'J by reason of these 
elaborate manuals, pointing out that there was not a· 
voucher for the payment of a rupee, and so on. DJ. 
you have that here ?-The Examiner of Local Ac,
counts here has recently exercised a certain amount 
of discretion, and dispensed with vouchers for small 
items under Rs. 5 ; he had no authority to do so, but· 
he was convinced it was impossible to· expect vouchers 
for small items in all cases; so he dispensed with them 
on a certificate by whoever was in authority that the_ 
expenditure had been properly incurred. . 

41188. The amount of detailed control would be for· 
the Local Government or the CommiSsioner, as the 
case might be ?-Yes, it is a purely administrative: 
matter. · 

41189. In the same way with regard to your audit· 
objections; your man says .that charges A1 B, and 0 
have been irregularly iJ;lcurred and they must be. 
covered by sanction; then what is the position of the. 
Local Government? Is it that no sanction need be. 
given ?-As·l understand it, what they wish is that we 
should point out defect~, and not off~r any criticism 
whatever ; we are not to say that the supervision is. 
not good, or that the members do not ·seem to take 
sufficient interest in the working of the muhlcipality 
or District Board, as the case may be ; and apparently 
their position is that we should merely point out 
defects, and leave it to the Controlling Officer to see. 
that these are remedied. 

41190. Those are general remarks, but the essence 
of any audit is to point out that such and such charges 
have not been covered by sanction or have been irregu- · 
larly incurred. Do they take any objection to your 
putting that forward ?-No. . 

·4119i. Then when you have done that, the sanction 
must be given or the money recovered from the 'Person· 
Tesponsible for spending it ; is there any difference of 
opinion about that ?-None. . 

41192. It is suggested by one of the witnesses, 
Mr. Russell Stracey, that you should apply this system.· 
of peripatetic audit to the Government treasuries ;. 
would that be possible ?-No. . 

41H3. Are the transactions too elaborate ?-We
should require to have a very large staff to do it. I 
do not think the Accountant·General from head- . 
quarters could undertake that. 

41194. Would you gain anything by it if you had. 
the. staff ?-I. do. not think we shoul~ gain anything
by 1t ; the DIStnct Officers would gam to a certain. 
extent by being relieved of responsibility. 

41195. How would they be ;relieved of responsi
bility ?-I take it that the suggestion is that the 
Accountant-General ~hould be responsible for th& 
working of the treasury. 

41196. That was one suggestion, but I was taking· 
the other point, that the post-audit that is now carried 
out. in the .Accountant-General's Office, or t~e p?·e
aud~t sometimes, should be replaced by a penpatetic· 
audit as in the case of local and municipal accounts.· 
Do you think that possible, considering the enormous. 
bulk of the Government transactions ?-Personally. I 
do not think so. · 

41197. Now, take our own Civil Account Code; are·· 
there not two bulky volumes of that, supplemented 
by a Treasury Manual issued by the Accountant
General for each province ?-We have.not got the 
latter here ; at present we have only got Standing 
Orders, which are now under revision. 

41198. A great portion of that deals with matters. 
which are not of importance in imperial finance at all ~ 

U2 
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J.lh. W, H. are they not details with regard to formal vouchers, 
MiohaeZ. and details of formal returns, and so forth?-Yes. 

l6 ..4. 1908 41199. :Might you not repla'ce the Civil Account 
IJI"·' ' Code by a much smaller code, which should contain 

everything that is necessary from the imperial finance 
point of view, and leave other matters to be d~alt with 
by the Local Government and the Accountant-General 
in consultation, with a reference to the Comptroller
General, or to the Government of .India, in case the 
Accountant-General thinks that some particular 
method is necessary for the safety of audit and the 
Local Government does not agree with him ?-It 
would be quite possible. 

41200. We have had a great many complaints, as to 
vouchers and as to counter-signature by one officer of 
another's travelling allowance bills, and so on. Are not 
those all matters for the Local Government to 
determme ?-Yes ; the countersignature matter refers 
to the Civil Service Regulations. 

41201. Anyhow, it is laid down in one section or 
other that the Local Government is to determine who 
the Controlling Officer·is to be ?-Yes. 

41202. Therefore, if there are these needless formali
ties, it is the fault of the Local Government ?-Yes, 
except that the rule says there must be a Counter-

• signing Officer ; the Local Government may say who 
is to countersign, but the Civil Service Regulations 
say that there must be countersignature. 

41203. A man might be his own· Countersigning 
0 fficer ?-Yes. · 

41204. Sir John Hewett referred to the large 
amount of work called for under the audit Regula
tions, and thought that much might be gained by a 
simplified code; do you agree with that ?-Personally, 
I think that the whole Civil Service Regulations 
require remodelling, and that they might be made 
much simpler. By a natural process of growth they 
have atta.ined a very large volume, and they are very 
nearly as intricate as a legal code ; and not only do 
the officers to whom they apply not understand the 
regulations, but they frequently give the account 
office very considerable trouble to interpret them. 
If they could be remodelled and simplified, it would 
be an excellent thing. I am almost inclined to think 
that the Civil Service Regulations are more in need of 
remodellmg than the Civil Account Code. 

41205. You would like them to be cut down to 
more general principles, with larger latitude to the 
Local Government to act within those principles ?
Yes. • 

41206 . .A part from that, in every audit office you 
get zealous clerks who send you up an infinity of 
-objections, many of them technical ; do you always 
abide by them, or do you sometimes ignore a mere 
technical objection ?-Personally, I ignore them very 
often, but I do so at my own risk ; .and one cannot 
.expect one's subordinates to take that risk as a rule. 

41207. You refer to orders passed about two years 
ago raising the discretionary power of Accountants
General in the case of mere technical irregularities. 
You say the limits were raised from Re. 1 and Rs. 10 
to Rs. 10 and Rs. 50,· 'but this fact appears to have 
been lost sight of owing to no correction slip to the 
<Jode having been issued" ?-I mean there that 
Mr. Brigstocke lost sight of it in his note; he men
tioned the limits of Re. 1 and Rs. 10, but no correc
tion slip was issued, and I presume that is what 
misled him. 

41208. But you are acting on it ?-Yes. 
41209. You suggest now that those powers should 

be raised, respectively, to Rs. 50 and Rs. 100. Would 
th~t not possibly tend to interfere with the necessary 
:atnctness of the Accountant-General and Audit 
Officers ; might it not allow sums to be written o:ff to 
ayoid the trouble of further correspondence and objec
~lon ?-Tpat would be so with our present limits ; it 
1s a g.uest10n of how ~uch you are going to trust your 
Audit Officers ; that 18 what it comes to. 

41210. Still, as a man of the world looking at it 
generally, is there not that possible da~ger? If you 
~bn up your sums too high, is it not possible that for 

~ ~ake of peace, Audit Officers will assent to irr~gu
~ari~es th.at really ought to be brought to notice ?-I 
h~rh Y thmk that the limits I have suggested are so 

1g as to render such a thing likely. 

41211. Rupees 100, for instance, would cover most 
things with regard to the salaries of most clerks ?
He has to report Rs. 100 .. 

41212. Rupees 50 would cover a good many clerks?
So would Rs. 25. As far as that goes, we have a 
number .of clerks on Rs. 20 in our office. 

41213. You are in favour of extend.ing the contract 
contingency system in office ?-I think it might be 
extended. 

41214. How far would you be prepared. to go. 
Would you put all a man's expenditure into the 
system, or what general line of demarcation would you 
have?~L think that is a matter of detail that would· 
have to. be considered ; I have not gone into the 
question at all. The system is capable of being 
extended. 

41215. You would not be prepared, for instance, to 
give a lump sum for an office, and let a Collector run 
that in contract and alter the pay of his clerks ?
Certainly not ; this only refers to contingent expendi
ture, not to the pay of establishments. 

41216. (Sir Sti!yning Edge1·ley.) Without going into 
policy, you say that a scheme, making all expenditure 
and revenue provincial, and giving the Imperial 
Government a fixed proportion of revenue, would be 
quite feasible ?-I think it is feasible ; whether it is 
called for is another thing. 

41217. The· Lieutenant-Governor. here has suggested 
that the provincial budget might be passed finally by 
tbe Local Government, the Government of India, of 
course, passin~ their own budget. That would give 
two sets of figures. Would the fact of there being 
a provincial set of figures and an imperial set of figures 
running practically together cause great difficulty in 
the Audit Department ?-It depends upon what these 
differences consist of. We must· have one set of 
figures to audit by. Do you mean that the Govern
ment of India are not to alter the Local Government 
figures? 

41218. That is the suggestion ; that the provincial 
budget should be finally passed by the provincial 
Government, and be subject to no alterations what
ever by the Government of India for the purposes of 
provincial expenditure ?-The orders now are that we 
are to conduct our audit with reference to the amount 
sanotioned, reduced by the probable savings. That is 
simple enough. If the Local Government find that 
that amount is not sufficient, they are authorised to 
spend up to the unreduced grant by making a re-appro
priation from other heads, and we can conduct our 
audit on that. But, then, as I pointed out just now, 
there are. other reductions occasionally made, which do 
not come under the bead of probable savings, which 
reductions the Local Government have to accept. 
Unless those reductions are to be put on the same 
footing as the reductions on account of probable 
savings, we should find it exceedingly difficult to 
conduct our audit. 

41219. Let us assume the budget is not touched at 
all ; would it cause great difficulty in the Audit De
partment during the year ?-I do not see why it would 
cause difficulty to the Audit Department, but the 
trouble would be the question of dates. The Local 
Government budget is now framed on eight months' 
actuals, and yery considerable alterations happen after 
that budget IS framed. If the Local Government are 
to be allowed to sanction their own budget, if their 
figures are to be taken as final, they must frame their 
budget on later actuals than that. 

41220. Suppose there are the two sets of figures, 
what are the difficulties in audit during the year ; 
afterwards, say, from 1st April onwards ?-I do not 
see that there should be any difficulties in audit, if we 
are told that we are to conduct our audit on the basis 
of the provincial figures. 

41221. You would apparently have two sets of 
figures, according to the proposal ?-We should not 
have two sets of figures, if the Local Governments are 
allowed to sanction their own budget without being 
subject to any alterations by the Government of 
India. 

41222. You mean that you would have to audit on 
the provincial figures ?-I audit on whichever .figures 
the Government of India tells me to. 
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41223. The provincial budget, say, equals :e; the 
Government of India budget equals :e minus y i appa· 
rently the Government of India would call on you 
throughout the year for information on the basis of :e· 
minus y ; the Government of the Punjab would want 
:your audit on the basis of :e ; would that cause you 
.any great difficulty?-Yes ; I am afraid it would. 

41224. What would the difficulty be ?-It is rather 
difficult to answer that question. I should have to 
conduct our audit according to the figures intimated to 
me by the Government of India ; I could give the 
actuals of receipts and expenditure as we go on to the 
Local Government, but that would not be sufficient for 
-our purposes of audit. 

41225. As regards forest accounts, would you agree 
with the evidence of Mr. Fisher that the audit system 
requires a complete overhauling ?-I have a certain 
.amount of sympathy with his complaint. I think we 
.are inclined to insist too much upon certificates. 

41226. Do you think the forest audit is too elabo
rate, and that there are too many certificates ?-I 
think our system of audit generally requires too many 
-certificates. I am not very conversant with the details· 
of the forest audit ; it does not come very much under 
my personal observation. Mr. Fisher's complaint is 
probably well grounded, but I think the Local Govern
ment could say that such certificates are not needed in 
such cases. It is possible, of course, that these certifi
-cates are provided for by the Forest Code itself. I 
-do not know what certificates he is referring to. 

41227. Do you make much use of banks at district 
headquarters as treasuries in this province?-The 
Government banks with the Bank of Bengal here, at 
Delhi and at Simla ; the treasury business has only 
;just been transferred to the Bank of Bengal at Simla ; 
the branch there has only just been opened, in fact. 

41228. Is there room for any extension of that 
.system in the province ?-I am not aware that the 
Bank of Bengal has branches elsewhere. 

41229. You would only bank with the Bank of 
Bengal ?-We only bank with the Presidency banks ; 
they have an agreement ; I do not think it would be 
feasible to make use of other banks. 

41230 ... bother suggestion made was that district 
treasuries should submit classified accounts of expendi-
1ure as well as of revenue. Would that be feasible 
. and save work. They do that in Madras, but the 
Madras district sta:lf is better educated than the sta:lf 
in this province ; I am doubtful whether it would be 
feasible up here. 

41231. If feasible, would it be a saving for you ?-It 
works very well in Madras. 

41232. Yon are inclined to consider the suggestion of 
further decentralization of headquarters accounts and 
a possible ~nt.ral. exch~nge ?-It is P.ossibl~ there may 
be somethmg m lt. 'Ihere may be difficulties which r 
have not had the opportunity of seeing discussed. 

· 41233. Would it improve the working of accounts in 
the province if your clerks, or a certain proportion of 
your clerks, were interchangeable with Treasury 
Officers ?-No; I am not in favour of that. 

41234. Plr. Dutt.) Yon have told us about your local 
Audit Department consisting of a Gazetted Officer and 
1lome subordinates. Dd you realise from the District 
Boards and municipalities a certain rate to cover the 
-cost of this establishment ?-We do not realise it • it 
has been realised hitherto, but Government have ~ow 
ordered that contribution to be foregone · it has just 
been abolished. ' 

41235. Was it not one per cent. ?-I forget what it 
was; it came toRs. 51,000 here. 

41236. Is the local audit done without any cost to 
those bodies ?-It will be. 

412:17. Did I understand you to say that your Audit 
D~partment could do something more than they are 
domg now, and see that these local bodies were con· 
forming to the rules and regulations laid down for 
them ?-I do not see that they could do much more in 
that respect, because they do see already · the com· 
plaint is that they see too much. ' 

41238. They see that· every expenditure is covered 
by voucher, and so on ?-The complaint is that the 
Audit Department go into details too much and insist 
npon too great rigidity. 

41239. Your department could not go further and 
see whether the local bodies are neglecting a. school or 
not looking after a road, or anything of that kind?
The sta:lf would have to be increased very consider
ably if they were expected to do that ; it is not part 
of their duty. 

41240. Would it be in accordance with the duties of 
the Audit Department to see whether a District Board 
bad looked afte~ a road or a school ?-No. 

41241. So that that part of the supervision of a 
District Board's duties could not be entrusted to your 
department ?-No ; that would have to be seen to by 
the Local Fund Engineer in the case of roads, or by 
the inspector of schools in the case of schools. 

41242. You have told us that the Government of 
India modifies your provincial budget by deducting 
what they consider probable' savings. In that case you 
do not have to change your own figures on receipt of 
the Government figures 2-No. 

41243. Yon keep to your old figures and spend 
according to that, and at the end of the year if there 
is any excess expenditure under any head, you cover it 
by re-appropriating from another head ?--That is what 
the Local Government does. But I do not wait till 
the end of the year to bring the excess to the notice 
of the Local Government. 

41244. That saves you a great deal of trouble ?
The order has only just come into force ; it is very 
early to judge. • 

41245. So far as you can judge it Will save you the 
trouble of modifying figures under di:lferent heads on 
receipt of the figures of the Government of India?
Yes. 

41246. Then you say that the Government of India 
also make modifications of a di:lferent kind ; for 
instance, when you have included an item which has 
not been sanctioned and as to ·which there is doubt 
whether the expenditure will be incurred. In those 
cases, in the interests of correct estimating; is not the 
Government of India bound to make those modifica· 
tions ?-Yes ; naturally they have a right to do so ; 
and they are correct in doing so. It is not often that 
much amounts are included by the provincial Govern· 
ment. 

41247. Or w~n circumstances change, the Govern
ment of India have to make alterations ?-Certainly • 
The Government of India make very large alterations 
on the receipt side also. 

41248. Is it then your opinion that the Government 
of India have really simplified things so far as it was 
possible for them to do so, or could they go any 
further?-That is rather a. large question. 

41249. I refer to the orders recently issued ?-I 
think those orders go as far as can be expected. 

41250. You cannot suggest any other steps which the 
Government of India could take in order to simplify 
matters ?-The only other step is what the Local 
Governm~nt have suggested, by allowing the provincial 
Government to sanction their.own budgets definitely, 
without being subject to any change by the Govern· 
ment of India.. 

41251. Suppose they sanctioned their own budget, 
and then it was found necessary for the reasons men· 
tioned before to make a modification, would you 
suggest that the Government of India should make no 
modification ?-That does away with the system alto
gether, I think, personally, that the Government of 
India must have the right to make modifications, unless 
it is possible for the Local Government to submit 
their budgets at a much later date. 

41252. You say that the Civil Service Regulations 
ought to be, and could be, very much simplified. Until 
that is done, is it the duty of the Account Department 
to strictly adhere to the Civil Service Regulations?
It is. 

41253. You could not allow any more liberal and 
'loose interpretation so long as the rules are what they 
are ?-No ; I do it at my own risk if I do it. There 
are a couple of suggestions which might possibly be 
considered in connection with simplifying the Civil 
Service Regulations. One is whether it would not be 
possible to introduce time scales more largely. Time 
scales have been introduced in the Finance Departmen~ 
and the Forest Department ; they simplify matters 

Mr.W.H. 
Hwhael. 

lli Apr., 1908. 
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Mr. ·W, H. ve~y much, and the suggestion is worth consideration. 
:Mfchaet. 'rhe other point is whet4er it would not be possible to 

-:::--. substitute pElrmanent fixed .tra~elling allowances for 
15 .Apr..,190~'!' mileage, with all the complicated rules at present ii.J. 

-. existence. . . . . 
41254. (811' F1•ederic Lely.) Do you approve of that? 

-Yes, but I beli!'lve that the Government of India do 
not view that suggestion very favourably. 

41255. But would .you advocate it ?-It would save 
a very great deal of correspondence and friction, and 

Controlling Offiqers might be trusted to· see that a 
District Office~ does. the amQunt of travelling he is 
expected to do. The objection to fixed travelling 
allowances is that an officer may sit in headq oarters. 
and draw his travelling allowance without travelling •. 
Speaking generaJly, my own view is that the Civil 
Serviqe Regulations wa?t remodelling, and it is no 
good altering a few sections ; the· whole volume wants. 
remodelling. . · . 

(The· witness withdrew.) 

Mr. C. G. W. HASTINGs, CI.E., was called and examined. 

Mr. 0,(}, W. 
Btuti'11.gB. 

15 .Ap,,1908. 

41256. (Si1• Frede1·ic Lely.) You are Inspector
General of Police in the Punjab ?-:-:Yes. I joined the 
Police Service in September 1873. I have had since 
miscellaneous work in the force, I have done political 
work in the Punjab, but I hl\ve never left the depart~ 
ment permanently. 

The number of Gazetted Officers of. the Indian 
Police serving in the Punjab is 7q. With the excep
tion of three officers eniployt~d in my office and at the 
Police Training School, all officers except newly joined 
probationers are serving either as Executive Officers in 
districts or as Administrative Officers supervising the 
district Police. Officers. The scope of the Police 
Department is the prevention and detection of crime, 
the collection of important information, political and 
otherwise, giving general assistance to the authorities 
and people in times of distress, &c. 
· The fullest p~wers should be given to provincial 
Governments to carry out any policy laid down by the 
Imperial Government. Since the orders from the 
Goverp.ment of India on the Police Commission pro-

. posals were received, I have been constantly called on, 
demi~officially and otherwise, to report on action taken; 
and the orders issued under sanction of the provincial 
Government has been criticised. Such cl'iticism hampers 
the administration of provincial Governments. . Local 
Governments· should be trusted to give effect to the 
general lines of policy laid down by the Government 
of India. · · 

The inft1,1ence ofthe departments of the Government 
of India is too much in the direction of excessive 
uniformity. I may instance the refusal by the Govern.: 
ment of India of the allowances to the Pbillau:r Finger 
l?rint Bureau staff in the face of a very strong repre-· 
sentation by the· Lieutenant- Governor, the only 
reason given by the Director of Criminal Intelligence 
being that such allowances are not given except in 
Bombay, where th~y ate granted on account of the 
dearness of living. · To this I can add the· correspop.
dence between· ourselves and the Director of Criminal 
Jntelligenqe on the action of the Local Government in 
carrying out reforms ·recommended by the Police 
Commission ; among others I may cite the black-mark 
system,· regarding the pay of constablet>,· &c. In 
instances of this kind wider discretion should be given 
to provincial Governments ; it retards the administra
tion of a province if anything in the interests of 
advancement is to be helsl back because other provmces 
are not ready for the same advancement. Nothing 
was more striking in this direcbion than the results of 
proposals pl~ced ·before a conference ·of Inspectors
General of Police of all India in '.A.pri11903, when in 
hardly any instances could any general agreement as to 
unif~r~ty be arrived .at, owing to the widely different 
cond,iti_?ns th_at preyailed between various provinces, 
and 1t 1s not m the mterests of ~e~eral police adminis
tration to direct uniformity· in details. 
.. Directors and Inspectors-Genoral under the Govern
m~nt ?f Indi~ ~ealing with departments . which are 
primarily admmiStered by L'ocal Governments should 
be advisers, and not critics and censors of orders 
passed by Local Governments. · 

The demands for returns in comiection with the 
Police Department have been satisfactorily curtailed 
since . the Police Commission Report but there has 
been a very large increase of work ~hich may come 
under the head of demands for information in connec- · 
tim?- ~th the Criminal Investigation Department. 
~his m1g~t be' curt~iled yery considerably. We seem, 
sm.ce .t.he maug~rat1on of the Imperial Department of 
On~mal Intellige~ee, to be on the verge of consti
tutmg a Secret Pohce Force, and no innovation could 

0~ more d~nger?us and more ~iable to become a weapon 
.oppress.IOn w1th the matenal w~ are obliged to work 

through. It may be a coincidence, but it is a fact,. 
that since the abolition of the Thaggi and Dacoity 
Department and the institution of the Department of 
Criminal Intelligence, the number of bogus agents of 
the latter who have come to notice has been consider
able ; as regards also the collection of information on 
political matters called for in a general way by the
Government of India, we are liable to defeat our own 
'ends in carrying out the orders of the Government of 
India. Rather than make general enquiries we should 
confine ourselves to making special enquiries through 
selected and specially deputed officers. Now-a-days, 
specially when agents of political societies are at work 
in all districts, to try and ascertain what action Govern
ment is taking in all political matters, the fewel" 
enquiries made by general report the better, as, do 
what we may, the idea of keeping any matter strictly 
confidential is a moral impossibility. As in the castt 
of secret enquiries into thefts of arms, &c., better 
results would be obtained by deputing a specially 
selected officer than by trusting to general reports 
called for from District Magistrates and Police Officers: 
Such selected officers should, however, be, to the very 
greatest extent possible, employed by the Local 
Governments, and not agents employed under the 
direct orders of the Government of India or of the 
Director of ·Criminal Intelligence, though there are· 
always certain cases in which the Government of India 
tnnst employ its own agents. 

I am not in favour of any alteration in· existing
orders recently framed regarding the powers of Com· 
missioners and Deputy Commissioners as affecting th~ 
Police Force. They thoroughly meet the case, an!l 
should be given the fullest trial, and since they wer.e
framed, so far as this prtlvince is concerned, none bu~ 
the most cordial working is being experienced. Soni6' 
officers recommend extended powers to District Officers, 
District Magistrates and Superintendents of Police in 
promoting Police Officers within their own districts. 
I am strongly opposed to this, and so long as we have a. 
provincial Police Force, we have a wider field for pro
motion and transfer which in the interests of general 
administration is the most beneficial, and the extra 
dignity such patronage might possibly give must be 
sacrificed to the wider interests of the police adminis
tration. ~peaking generally, the powers invested in 
District Officers ar~ sufficien~, but discipline anq vigi
lant control is in many districts lacking, and the driving· 
power would not be supplied simply by providing' 
District Magistrates with police guards or other out
ward signs of authority. The native character being· 
what it is looks to one interest, "self-advancement" ; 
and to induce good service the budget for liberal 
rewards has been considerably increased of late, and 
should be further increased for general good work and 
not so much for assistance given in individual cases,. 
and where exceptional work has been rendered, a much 
more liberal application under recent orders of the· 
Government of India of grants of land should be· 
resorted to. Working on these lilies would enhance 
the powers and add to the . prestige of the District 
Magistrate to a greater and m.-,re general extent than 
the bestowal of appointments on local umedwa1'8 
who clamour for service. · 

There should be some less cumbrous method of· 
making alterations in the sanctioned streytgth of estab-' 
lishments. For petty alterations in menial establish
ments it ·has been recommended that under certain 
restrictions the Head of the Department should be the 
sanctioning authority.. For alterations in superior: 
establishments, however, I would most strongly recom
mend that some means of simplifying the present pro
position statements be considered. 'fheir preparation 
entails much labour, checking them entails much more· 
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labour and the whole procedure takes often months 
to co~plete although the alterations in respect of 
which these' statements are submitted may be very 
urgent. 

Speaking fro~ 11: .police point o~ v_iew, where the 
force is a seiDl·IDllitary one consiStmg roughly of 
S12 officers and 19 385 men, I do not think the appeals 
to the Head of the Department or to Government 
require curtailing. In the past five years only 96 appeals 
have been made and of these only 14 have been 
accepted in any ~ay. To curtail exiR~ing rules in ~~e. 
Police Forr.e regarding appeals would gtve a very ~e~ti~ 
mate cause for dissatisfaction and affect the disCipline 
of the force which is now efficiently maintained. 

A.dmitting excessive uniformity, sp~aking purely from 
a police point of view, I am convmced that control 
from above has brought about the present highly 
-efficient state of the Punjab Police. The large number 
of junior officers we now hav~ to work through who 
are launched into very responsible posts at a compara· 
tively young age render control from above necessary. 
Let each Superintendent of Police work his own 
-district on what he considers the right lines (and 
many of them have ~ads), we would fi~d. in a v~ry 
-short time a check m the local machmery which 
would. require special enquiries into and remedies 
to cure. I would view with the greatest appre
llension anything tending to relax discipline_in split
tin(( the force up into isolated district. units by 
:giving a :freer han~ than at present to Snpenntendents 
:and separating them from central control. As Inspec· 
tor-General, I am personally responsible for the 
interests and welfare of all officers and men in the 
force, and through the four Range Deputy Inspectors· 
General, as at presel).t constituted, can work to this 
-tlnd, which wotild not be the case if . divided respon
sibility was in any form allowed to come into being as 
.suggested by some District Magistrates. 

1 do not generiilly favour any great alteration in the 
:present Secretariat control, although no doubt search
lng enquiries might make relaxation in some directions 
possible. The Government mill probably grinds 
slowly, but grinds very fine ; and if the Secretariat 
pendulum is now to swing back too much in the other 
-direction, I would anticipate, before very long, mis
takes from hurried and ill -conceived local action 
which would result in far great-er petitioning and 
reporting on, so that the existing control would 
again have to be resumed. Take for one instance 
the question of punitive posts, which in many in
·stances are revised by the Head of Government on 
grounds of policy or otherwise ; there may be delay 
in obtaining the final orders of Government, ana 
.complaints have reached me about this, but instances 
could be given where such delay has been advantageous 
to the administration, while the reports drawn up for 
sanction of such posts entail, or should entail, the 
same amount of reporting and care whether the orders 
of Government are taken or the powers delegated to 
Commissioners. 

I can remember no single instance since I took over 
-charge of this department in March 1904 in which 
the relations between the Police Department and the 
various Commissioners have been otherwise than of 
the most cordial nature. The valuable assistance and 
advice given by Commissioners in police matters have 
been alway~:~ given adequate weight to, and I see no 
reason whatever why, under existing rules already 
referred to, this state of affairs should not continue. 
~I quite ngree with the remarks made by a former 
lnspector-General of Police, when he wrote :-

11 It is my belief-and I speak with an experience 
of 38 years-that Gazetted Officers when on 
tour do much by their example and instruc
tion to raise the morals of their subordioates, 
to instruct them in the proper discharge of 
their duties and to help in the better control 
of criminals. • • • • • • 
I think the European Officers of Police who 
have been for any time in their districts 
have a complete knowledge of their districts 
and the people, and I believe that much 
useful and unobtrusive work ie done by them 
in their district tours." 

Executive Officers have ample opportuoities for 
perRonal contact with the people, and in the majority 

.of cases there is no doubt such officers are freely 

accessible to the people, but there is o!l the other han~ Jlr. 0 •. B~· W. 
not the slightest doubt that there ts not that free Haltvng1. 
touch there med to be, and anything in the shape of 
grants in districts for the purpose of "en~rta.ining" 15 Apr., .1908; 
native gentlemen who may come from a distance to 
visit officials, which has been advocated by .some 
officers, would be beneficial. There, would of course; 
be difficulties in working out the details of such a 
scheme, but these would not be . insuperable. The 
keynote of the whole appears to be in the words 
" Sympathy with. the people." That this sympat~y 
existed ·in old days is seen in every corner; For m-
stance in the Hazara district, where letters from 
Abbott are the treasured heirlooms in many houses: 
I have still soine copies of these in my possession, and 
they have often guided me in my actton in dealing 
with men on the frontier. To attempt to renew the 
past is now perhaps impossible. 1 know .fr.om e;x:peri· 
ence how unpopular fixed days for rece1vmg .Vlsltors 
are and how hurried-interviews are resented, and any
thing in the shape of shamianas or other. comforts for 
the entertainment as Government guests for native 
gentlemen when visiting district officials would be 
greatly appreciated.. But I am afraid that any action 
taken in this direction at the present juncture would 
be misconstrued. Nothing struck me on· coming to 
the Punjab from the Frontier more than this want ·of 
touch between native gentlemen and District Officers. 
This comes the more forcibly to my mind in my own 
case. I: endeavour to meet .every native · gentleman 
who wishes to see me, but since I have held my present 
positi?n I can re.member but few instan~es in whic~ a 
native gentleman· has called on me w1thout havmg 
some petition to prefer on behalf of some one in whom 
he is interested, and I believe that among the younger 
generation of educated Indians it is looked on as 
" grovelling" to visit Europeans. . 

I consider the majority of Executive Police Officer!! 
possess a knowledge of the vernacular above the 
average. Without wishing to detract in any way from 
the advantage of a good knowledge of vernacular, I am 
constrained to say that it is not in all cases that our 
best linguists are our best officers. . 

We have in the Police Department received an in
crease to the administrative staff on the recommenda
tion of the Police Commission. This gives what was 
a inuch needed relief. District charges are not now 
beyond the power of management of the Superinten
dent generally. Specific cases are dealt with as they 
arise. ' 

Transfers are not unnecessarily fr!lquent. I admit 
that constant transfers in some districts have consider
ably retarded good administration and continuity. of 
work, and everything is being done to ;reduce such 
transfers to a minimum ; but I see no pra.ctical remedy 
whereby the evil can be removed. . 

A.s regards Divisional Officers, I do not feel 'coni: 
petent to express an opinion. .A.s regards District 
Officers, I feel sure that any such Councils, whether 
Advisory or Administrative, would be productive Of 
nothing but harm, and when the District Magistrate 
can, as at present, obtain the opinion of all native 
gentlemen of influence in his district, to single out 
two or three men as advisers would cause jealousy and 
trouble. I think we may take as an illustrative case 
the difficulties which confront all District Officers in 
frontier districts in the working of the firga system. 
Here in rare instances do we find a selected number· of 
representative members of the 'community working 
solely in the interests of justice, and to eliminate 
members on account of party feelings and factions is 
a work of the greatest difficulty, and I feel convinced 
that any attempt to work practically through advisers 
would tend only to magnify the position of the 
fortunate individuals selected, without any correspond. 
ing advantage to the administration. 

As regards the Punjab generally, we 1\re not yet ripe 
for the introduction of a scheme to give village com
munities powers in petty civil and criminal cases. To 
attempt to build up panchayats, however admirable 
the object may be, where no local public opinion 
exists, would, unless supported by official authority, 
end in failure. There is no doubt that in some 
districts, such as Ferozepore, Lahore, &c., &c., the 
abuse of village liquor shops ilf a sonrte of open 
annoyance, but I doubt if any local panchayat in 
villages as at present constituted would be able to 
reform matters. On the other hand, it is more 
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M,., 0. G. W. probable that faction fighting would ensue. The only 
HtUtings. district in the Punjab where exceptional authority 

and power rests iu the hands of recognized leaders is 
Hi Apr., 1908, in Dera Ghazi Khan under the various tumandars ; in 

- other districts, with very rare exceptions; the material 
does not exist in which such authority could be vested, 
and in some districts, notably Jhelum, Attock, &c., to 
restore the old hereditary powers would make con
fusion doubly bad. As far as my experience goes, 
Government has done everything possible by the 
creation of Benches of Honorary Magistrates, which 
certainly in one district had to be withdrawn owing 
to the refusal of the Magistrates to sit together. 
With this in mind, to extend the powers to less 
influential people in rural tracts would only end in 
similar failure, jealousy, and even harmful results. 
Honorary Police Officers have been given a trial with 
no appreciable results. We are, however, making 
daily more and more u ~e of the services o.E zaildm·s, 
inamk.hors and village headmen ; with the institution . 
of every new department the services of these men 
are utilized to an increasing extent. Let us recognise 
in a far more substantial manner than at present the 
value of these services. By such adequate recognition 
we can gradually build up the position of these ,men, 
who are, if not entirely, still to a very large extent 
the local leaders of the people, so that ultimately they 
will be able to take up a strong position to be utilized 
in the disposal of local affairs. 

41257. Your police in the Punjab is a provincial 
force ?-It is now. 

41258. Has it been for long ?-Since the Police 
Commission Report we have removed the municipal 
police, and it is now one whole provincial force : the 
rule making it one provincial force is only in the last 
two years. 

41259. It w11s only the municipal police that were 
brought in then ?-Yes. 

41260. Before that they were still provincial, I mean 
as distinct from district corps?-They were one force; 
the only difference .was that the city police, the 
municipal and cantonment police were paid from 
different funds, but they were all recruited for the 
same purpose and did the same work, and were under 
the same supervision in any district. 

41261. The principle that has been observed in 
the province, for at any rate many years, is not that 
the district is the unit, but the whole province ?-That 
is so. 

41262. Do you approve of that system ?-Yes ; I 
think it has worked well. 

41263. One of the consequences is that the District 
Superintendent of Police has less powers than he has 
under ·the other system ?-I have never tried the 
other system, 

41264. What powers has the District Superin
tendent in the way of appointment and punishment 
and dismissal ?-Appointment up to, and exclusive of, 
the grade of head constable, and dismissal of the men 
he is able to appoint. 

41265. As to sub-inspectors ?-Sub-inspectors are 
appointed by the Deputy Inspectors-General, and the 
inspectors by the Inspector-General, also the European 
sergeants. 

41266. Then the District Superintendent has very 
considerable powers ?-Very great powers. 

41267. Is he subordinate to the District Magistrate? 
-Yes. 

41268. What is the practical difference between a 
provincial list and a district list ?-There is no 
di:lfe~~nce ex<l!"pt as regards the source of pay. The 
mu~c1pal police used to be paid by the municipalities, 
and m the case of the cantonment police by the can
tonment funds, but they were all enlisted and employed 
in th.e same way, and were interchangeable. Now the 
p~o.vm~e pays for the whole force, the municipalities 
glVlng: m exchange the amount that they used to pay. 
That 1s the arrangement since the Police Commission 
reorganization, it is only as regards the payment of the 
force ; as regards discipline and recruitment, they are 
exactly now as they were before. 

41269. you say "I would view with the greatest 
ap~re~ens10n anything tending relax discipline in 
s~l~t~_r:g the force up into isolated district unite by 
glVlnJ a freer hand than at present to Superintendents 

and separating them from central control." A district 
system does not imply the exemption of the Superin
tendent from general control-the general control of 
the Inspector-General ?-No. There was a proposal 
that sub-inspectors should be prolii.oted and recruited 
in their own districts ; if that was adopted, it would 
be detrimental. You have a bigger field, as we hav& 
now, in the whole province, for promotion and enlist
ment, but if it was restricted to. the district unit, it 
would be detrimental to discipline. 

41270. You are objecting to this proposal to have: 
inspectors and sub-inspectors appointed and promoted 
in their own districts ?...., Yes. 

41271. The lower grades are confined to their own 
districts ?-Yes, and should remain so. 

41272. You say that the relations between the Police. 
Department and the Commissioner have been of the· 
most cordial nature. Is that because as a fact the 
Commissioner effaces himself, and has very little to do· 
with the police in the Pnnjab ?-He had before ; it is. 
only recently that his power was withdrawn. There· 
was a dual control in which the Commissioner had the 
powers ere-officio of a Deputy Inspector-General, and. 
the Deputy Inspector-General was his personal adviser
in all police matters. The result was friction. Thos& 
powers have now been withdrawn from CommiPsioners,. 
and the scheme is working perfectly smoothly. 

41273. Are the relations now cordial ?-Absolutely~ 
41274. That means, in other words, that the Com

missioner has effaced himself?-Not entirely. Under· 
the rules laid down he has, by law, to carry out certain 
duties in regard to the Track Law and punitive posts .. 
In fact he now controls from without instead of from 
within. 

41275. Has he any positive control on any particular· 
point ?-Not as he had before as regards transfers or· 
punishments, or things like that, that is now entirely 
in the hands of the Deputy Inspector-General. 

41276. In what matters has he control now ?-In all 
matters in which by law he has authority, and it is. 
necessary that he should have control. 

41277. But in what particulars ?-Under the Track 
Law, and arrangements for punitive police: &c. 

41278. Can he order the imposition of a punitive-· 
police post ?-No; that has to go to Government, but 
it passes through him ; he gives his advice. 

41279. He has no actual power to sanction it ?-No ;: 
he is simply adviser to the Local Government. 

41280. His functions in relation to the police ar&· 
now purely advisory, and on certain subjects only ?
That is so. 

41281. What is the system of village police in the· 
Punjab ?-Village police do not exist, with the 
exception of the chaukidar, 

41282. How is he paid ?-The chaukidar is paid by 
the village, and is appointed by the Deputy Com
missioner. 

41283. Is he in any way under the control of the· 
provincial police ?-No; except that he has to report 
at police stations on duties which he has by law to do, 
in the way of vital statistic reports, and so on ; otherwise. 
he is not under the police ; he is not paid by the police. 

41284. Have you any remarks to make about the 
village police or generally about the detection of crime,. 
which depends chiefly on them in the villages ?-I do 
not think it depends on the village police. The 
detection of crime is the responsibility of the district 
police-the thana police. 

41285. But they have to work through the village· 
police ?-They work through them, they get assistance 
from. the?! undoubtedly, but they are not employed to 
enquue mto cases any more than you would ask 
evidence from any other villager. 

41286. Does not the provincial policeman, when he 
goes to a village, expect the chaukidar to tell him all 
about a case up to date ?-We look to the chaukidar · 
for information, and he comes generally and reports, 
but he is not employed as a police official in any way. 

41287. Il1 this province you have a gr~at many 
Honorary Magistrates; is that a help to the adminis
tration of justice ?-I do not know that there is an 
unusual number, but they are an immense help ; they 
dispose of a very large number of petty cases ; they 
are a great help to to the police. 
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41288. (Mr. Meyer.) Yon speak about harassment 
by the Government of India apparently with reference 
to the Police Commission's Report ; what sort of 
harassment do yon refer to ?-I think the work has 
been hampered distinctly. 

41289. Will you give two or three instances ?-I 
have mentioned one, as regards the blac~-mark system. 
There is another as regards the re-grading of the pay 
of constables. We had ou~ definite orders la~d down 
by the Government of India, and my suggestiOn was 
that it should be left to 'the Local Government to carry 
out the principles laid down, without criticism from 
above and calls for returns, which have added consider
ably to our work since the Police Commission proposals 
have been put into force. · 

41290. This was with reference to the working out 
of the proposals for reorganisation subsequent to the 
report of the Police Commission ?-Yes. 

41291. You had sent in proposition statements 
of course ?-Not to the Government of India; the 
Government of India issued their own orders and told 
us what lines we were to work on, and we were 
supposed to carry them out ; the Accountant-General 
would see if there were objections to our proposition 
statements and others that were sent up. 

41292. The matter had to go to the Government of 
India and the Secretary of State too, under the general 
financial rules ?-Not eventually. I think our pro
posals were accepted as a whole, but they were carried 
out in detail locally. 

41293. Have they been much altered ?-Distinctly so; 
the whole pay of the force has been altered since the 
Police Commission proposals were sanctioned by the 
Government of India. 

41294. That is, the Police Commission has had that 
effect ; but have the Government of India made many 
alterations in your specific applications of the Police 
Commission's proposals ? Have you had much to 
complain of in the way of alterations of your schemes? 
-No; I have not had any complaint to make in that 
direction, but it is the department of the Director of 
Criminal Intelligence that has constantly written down 
and said "You have sent down a report regarding the 
black-mark system, or regarding your constables : we 
do not agree with what you have done." That should 
be left to the local officials to carry out under the 

· sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor, so long as it is 
not at variance with the direct orders of the Secretary 
of State. 

41295. Have you now got your reorganization 
scheme at work ?-It is now at work-not in full, 
and it will not be for the next three years. 

41296. Are these calls for information going on 
still ?-No; I have had nothing of late. 

41297. You speak of a conference of Inspectors
General in April, 1903; what was the conference 
about ?-It was on all matters connected with police 
reform before the Police Commission submitted their 
final report. · 

41298. It was on the occasion when you met the 
Police Commission ?-Yes. 

41299. I thought you were referring to a special 
conference in connection with the Police Commission 
proposals. I simply referred to that, because 1 hold 
that we could never have uniformity in police matters 
in India. What is suitable to Madras would not be 
suitable at Peshawar or elsewhere. 

41300. On the whole, while you may have had 
you~ little di~e~en~s in detail, do you regard the 
Pohce Comm1ss1on s reforms as beneficial ?-Most 
distinctly so. 

41301. Formerly, I understand, Commissioners had 
a certain voice in the promotion of inspectors and 
sub-inspectors and in their nppointment ?-Yes the 
Commissioners were consulted. ' 

41302. If a man was punished or dismissed, there 
was an appeal to the Commissioner ?-Not to the 
Commissioner in all cases, a Commissioner's order of 
diRmisslll would have been final ; there would have 
been no appeal against it whatever in certain cases. 

41303. Suppo~e you had been District Super
intendent of Police and had diHmissed a man, the 
nppeal would have gone to the Commi81-lioner ?-Only 
in certain cases,-in cases of e~cape from custody ; but 
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departmental questions as regards discipline were not· Mr. 0. G, W, 
dealt with by him at all. He was always consulted as Hasting1. 
to a man's promotion as inspector, or in the case of 
transfer, as to whether he would care to accept a 
certain officer. 
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41304. Is that no longer done ?-Not now. 
41305. You promote inspectors and sub-inspectors 

without taking into consideration· the opinion held of 
them by the Chief Magistrate of the district ?-The 
Magistrate of .. the district is always consulted, and his 
opinion is given with regard to all sub-inspectors 
before they are promoted. 

41306. I suppose if he came to the conclusion that 
a particular sub-inspector was not doing any good 
where he was, and that he bad better be moved, you 
would move him ?-That is quite possible within the 
division. 

41307. Is it really the Commissioner that has been 
eliminated?-The District Magistrate bas not had his 
powers touched in the slightest. 

41308. Is the District Superintendent of Police 
recognized as assistant to the Magistrate in matters 

· affecting the peace of the district ?-Quite so. 

41309. You speak of providing the District Magis
trate with police guards ; have they not got orderlies? 
-Yes, but it was a question of personal guards. 

41310. I do not quite see the difference. As a 
District Magistrate and Sub-District Magistrate in 
Madr.as, I used to have a certain number of police 
orderlies ?-Yes; but not a guard over your house. 

41311. You mean men more like military sentries? 
-Yes ; there could be orderlies, chaprassis, and so on, 
the same as before, but a personal guard would consist 
of a l!avildar and four or six men guarding the 
residence. 

41312. You require the simplification of proposition 
statements. Were orders nof issued some years ago-· 
that if you had a big office and altered one section of 
it, the proposition statement need refer only to that 
one section ?-No; at present under existing rules we 
have to send proposition statements for the most 
trivial changes ; it has to go to the Accountant· 
General. 

41313. The Accountant-General himself has just 
told us that that is not necessary ?-That is the rule .. 
We all agree that it involves a great deal of clerical 
iabour, and is useless. 

41314. I suggest that you should refer to the 
Accountant-General and find out whether you are not 
going to useless trouble ?-I believe rules are about to 
issue. 

41315. The Government of India issued instructions. 
on the subject in 1904 ?-They cannot have been 
conveyed to us as a department. I have uever seen 
them myself, and up to now we have been carrying on 
in this way of sending in a proposition statement for 
the smallest alteration. The whole thing has to go· 
back for re-sanction. 

41316. You speak of the danger of constituting a 
secret police force, and though you admit that certain 
special investigations are necessary from time to time,. 
you consider that they could be better conducted by 
the Local Government than by officers sent by the 
Director of Criminal Intelligence ?-I did not quite 
mean to imply that, but I say there is a distinct 
danger, as much from without as from within; The 
material yon have to employ is a very delicate one, • 
and the danger is that outsiders, acting as bogus 
representatives of the department, are going all over 
the country and levying blackmail, and I foresee a 
great deal of trouble if it is allowed to go on. 

41317. Take such matters as an enquiry into 
counterfeiting or forgery ?-That is a matter that is 
entirely connected with crime. 

41318. There, I take it, you would allow the 
Director of Criminal Intelligence to come in ?-I have 
no objection. I was referring to questions of enquiries 
regarding individuals, and the authority these people 
assume wandering over the country as representatives 
of that branch. o • 

41319. Do you think there' is a tendency to approxi· 
mate to the French system of having everybody's 
dossifr in tho police archives ?-I do not go so far as 

X 
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that but I think there is a danger ahead of you which 
we should be prepared to deal with, as it undoubtedly 
might exist. 

41320. (Si1• Stey11irzg Edge1·ley.) You draw a gr~at 
distinction between the actual reforms of the Poh~ 
Commission which were beneficial and the manner m 
which they were enforced ?-Yes. 

41321. Would you· go so far a~ ~o say th~t the 
appointment of the Director of Crmnnal Intelligence 
has greatly centralized control in police matters ?-I 
think it has very much so. 

41322. .A.nd that there has been a considerab!e 
absorption of authority by the Government of India 
as regards control of the police since that Commission.? 
-Not of authority, but that may come hereafter; 1t 
is in its infancy at present ; the full scheme has not 
been given effect to. The directing power from above 
has very considerably increased our correspondence. 

41323 . .A.nd limited your freedom of action ?-In a 
way, yes. 

41324. How did the Director of Criminal Intelli
gence come to write about such a matter as the 
allowance to be paid to police officers in the province ? 
-I could not tell you how he wrote ; in one instance 
it was through seeing one of our Police Ga~ettes ; he 
wrote and said, "I see you have issued such and such 
rules ; I do not think they are right." 

41325. Did he write demi-officially ?-No, officially. 

41326. You have bad experience here that he goes 
a good deal outside his sphere or what is understood 
to be his sphere ?-I do not say that, but I do not 
think his sphere bas ever been defined. 

413.!7. Is it not the sphere of the Director of 
Criniinal Intelligence to discuss the pay and appoint
ments of constables ?-No; except that I suppose 
Sir Harold Stuart, was Secretary to the Police Com
mission, and he was watching the whole procedure. 

41328. Do you suggest that a central office of police 
information, Finger Print Bureau, and so on, is not 
useful in the repression of crime ?-Not at all. 

41329. That is not a danger ?-Not at all; I refer 
simply to the Enquiry Department. 

41330. You would suggest that all matters of 
enquiry should be left to the police of the Local 
Government ?-Not at all; there are occasions on 
which the Government of India may very necessarily 
employ their own men, but it should be done with the 
knowledge of the Local Government. 

41331. You say that in the past five years only 96 
appeals have been made, and of those only 14 have 
been accepted in any way. Were these 96 appeals to 
Government ?-Ninety-six appeals to the Head of the 
Department-to myself-against the orders of my 
subordinates. They can only be in cases of dismissal. 

41332. What is in your mind as regards this sug
gestion-that we should recognise in a far more 
substantial manner than at present the value of the 
services of the zailclars, inamkhors, village headmen, 
and so on ?-They have a lot of honorary duties to 
perform, and as far as service rendered to our 
department is concerned, we always liberally reward 
them, but they have other calls upon them by the 
Sanitary Department, the Education Department, and 
so on ; in fact they are everyone's child, and I think 

in special circumstances they should be rewarded more 
liberally by grants of land. 

41333. Grants of land chiefly?-! thb:~k, that is 
referred to in the Government of India s letter 
sanctioning the rewards. 

41334 . .Are the chaukidars very numerous in this 
province ?-I could not give you an idea of the total 
number but there are so many chaukidars per house 
in the ~illage ; they come to a very large number ; it 
depends on the size of the town. 

41335. Would there be over a thousand in a. district? 
-1 should be sorry to say ; I have not the. figu~es 
before me ; it is one per 100 houses, or something hke 
that. 

41336. Does their presence save you from having a 
larger police force ?-No; not in the slightest. 

41337. If they were abolished to-morrow, would y~u 
have to increase your police force ?-Not the police 
force ; you would have to increase your reporting 
agency as regards vital statistics, but you would not 
have to increase the poli~ force if they were removed. 

41338. (Mr. Dutt.) Has the Director of Criminal 
Intelligence any agency under him, beside the pro
vincial agency, for the detection of crime ?-No; so 
far as I know, he bas not. 

41339. So that when he has to enquire into any sort 
of crime he has to do it through the provincial police? 
-Usually. I do not know the constitution of his 
office ; perhaps he may have one or two officers, but 
usually for the purpose of false coining or things like 
that he supplies us with information, and we work up 
the case. 

41340. Has it ever happened that in enquiring into 
a case like that he has sent down any special officer to 
help the provincial police?-Yes, on several occasions 
we have had European officers deputed from another 
province ; these have been sent specially for enquiry 
into coining or theft of arms ; some special officer may 
have a roving commission throughout all India ; he is 
not specially enrolled in the Director-General's office. 

41341. You do not know whether there are an;r 
special officers enrolled in the Director-General's office? 
-I cannot say. 

41342. .About the chaukidars, I understand that 
their pay is collected in the villages through the 
villagers ?-From the village cess. 

41343. Who collects that-the lambarda·r?-I should 
say it is collected with the land revenue; it is very, 
very small ; it does not affect us ; it is not collected by 
the police. 

41344. Nor are the chaukidars paid by the police?
No; we have nothing whatever to do with their pay or 
enlistment or anything. 

, 41345. The chaukidar is understood to be the 
servant of the village ?....,That is so. 

41346. Who appoints bini ?-The District Magis
trate, I imagine, on the recommendation of the 
tahsildar. 

41347. Do you find him useful for the purpose of 
vital statistics and giving information ?-Yes, and also 
when he goes back to his village he takes any hue and 
cry notices or matters like that ; he is an easy means 
of transporting orders to the village headman. 

(The witness VJithdrezo.) 

Mr. C. P. FISHER was called and examined. 

41348. (Sir Frede1·ic Lely.) You are Chief Con
servator of Forests in tbe Punjab ?-I am Conservator ; 
we have not got a Chief Conservator ; there is only one 
Conservator. I was five years in .Assam, then mostly in 
the Punjab, and three years in the Central Provinces. 

The staff of Gazetted Officers under my orders at 
present is 20 in number, of whom 10 are in the Pro
vincial Service. These officers are in charge of 13 
divisions, or are attached to these divisions for various 
purposes. Their principal work consists in managing 
the forests so as to improve their condition as revenue
producing properties, and so as to provide for the 
forest requirements in grazing, fuel, &c., of the 

neighbouring villagers. This work involves the control 
of such details as road-making and building, forest 
police work, research in scientific forestry and so forth. 
Divisional Officers handle in the aggregate some thirty 
lakhs of rupees a year, most of which passes through 
their hands in comparatively small sums, so that. since 
as a rule they are not well seconded by their subordinates, 
whether executive or clerical, a considerable part of 
their time has to be devoted to the detailed control of 
money matters. By reason of the necessity for regu
lating the forest demands of villagers living near ~he 
forests, they are brought into intimate relations w1tb 
a certain section of the populace. 
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My duties as Conserrator consists chiefly-
( a) in bringing forest questions before the Local 

Government, the chief of which are-
( i) the local interpretation of a policy 

already decided on ; 
( ii) the inauguration of a new policy; 
(iii) the financial problems and control 

of the department ; 
( iv) questions of establishment ; 

(b) in arranging under the control of the In
spector-General of Forests for the scientific 
working of these forests ; 

(c) in dealing with the Heads of other Depart
ments on such questions as arise out of 
irrigation matters, camel- grazing, grass 
farms, commissariat firewood, and so on ; 

ld) in arranging with officers of the Revenue 
Department for giving grazing facilities to 
the village cattle in times of scarcity, and in 
provinces other than the Punjab for famine 
relief works ; · 

(e) in inspecting forests for the purpose of seeing 
that the scientific treatment prescribed for 
their management is carried out, and that 
their nses by villagers is properly ad-
ministered. . 

U) in exercising the control over the adminis
trative and financial details arising out of 
working of the department. 

The Local Government should be left to make its 
own forest budget, so long as there is no question of a 
deficit. Its interest in securing efficiency is as great as 
that of the Imperial Government, and it is in a far 
better position to understand local requirements than 
is the Imperial Government. So far as I know, the 
changes made in the budget after it leaves the Local 
Government are only in the direction of increasing 
revenue, or of reducing expenditure. The former 
change is futile, since additional revenue cannot be 
made by the process of adding figures to the expected 
revenue as calculated in detail · while the latter either 
involves a reduction of efficiency, or else necessitates a 
further reference to the Supreme Government in order 
~o re-establish the original figures : both changes 
mvolve unnecessary correspondence. 

The pay of grades being fixed for Gazetted Officers 
by the Imperial Government, and the number of 
~perial and Provincial Service officers being main
tamed at a proportion also fixed by the Imperial 
Government, I would leave the number of appoint
me~ts solely to the discretion of the Local Government 
whtc~ can best appreciate what is required in order ~ 
obtam local effictency, and whose judgment is not 
fettered by. a knowledge of the practice obtaining in 
other provmces. I would go further than this as 

. regards non-gazetted appointments, and would leave 
the Local Government with absolute discretion as to 
the pay of grades and the proportion of posts in each 
grade. . My reason for this desirable change is that 
local. ctreumstances vary greatly from province to 
provmce, an~, moreover, are constantly changing in 
~ny one provtnce. ¥or example, a couple of years ago 
m the Central Provmces a large increase in the work 
of t~e Canal Department involved the appointment of 
considerable numbers of well-educated subordinates 
who. were more highly paid than men of corresponding 
attamment~ wh? were required in the Forest Depart
ment ; the me,, table result of this was that the Forest 
Department could not obtain suitable candidates for 
employment. The Local Administration should have 
bad power to ~ssimilate the pay of the Forest 
Department officmls to that of those serving in the 
Canal Depar.tmcnt ; but it could not do 80 without a 
reference bemg made to the Supreme Government. 

I would leave the granting of local allowances to 
?fficers of all grades, entirely to the Local Governm~nt, 
mstcad of, as now, referring them to the Supreme 
Go,;ernment. In a ~ecent case the Go•ernment of 
lnd1~ refused to sancho~ the grant of an allowance of 
Rs ... 0 a month to a ~mgle forest ranger, which was 
recommended by the Local Go>ernment for a period 
of five years, on the grounds that it was in exc'ss of 
the a!llount '.'usually gra~ted elsewhere," and that "to 
M~chon .a h1gh•!r mte m1ght furm a prec.:edent." In 
thts particular calle the Supreme Government reduced 
t~e allowance to ~8. 15 a r;nonth not uuderf:ltanding the 
cJrcum~tances, wluch cerhunly w~;:re entirely different to 
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those obtaining in any other province in which I have 
served, no comparison such as was made being 
reasonably possible. 

In connection with the control of scientific forestry, 
there is a tendency to aim at a uniformity which cannot 
but result in the retardation of progress. The remedy 
for this state of affairs lies in so organizing the head
quarters staff that the control of work which arises 
from forests of similar characteristics may be assigned 
to special officers. 

The Inspector-General of Forests shonld be the 
supreme authority in questions of scientific forestry, 
and he should make recommendations to the Local 
Government as to the broad lines of general policy to 
be followed, the opening up of a country by forest 
roads, the general inadequacy of establishment, and 
so forth. But I do not think he should express an 
opinion on such details as raising the ,pay of particula.r 
establishments, the imposing of restrictions on rights 
of user, and other similar points, unless it be at the 
request of the Local Government, and after he has 
made such an enquiry as will enable him to speak with 
authority on such points. I think his inspections 
should be more formal than they now are, and believe 
that, should this proposal be accepted, either unneces
sary correspondence would be avoided or, in the 
alternative, his reports would not be ignored to the 
weakening of the respect which they should command. 

The right of appeal is sometimes abused ; but since 
the amount of extra work entailed by such abuse is 
comparatively trifling, and since the right of appeal 
undoubtedly gives a sense of security in personal 
matters, I do not think it should be restricted in any 
way. 

Except in m1tters which affect forest settlements and 
the formationof irrigated plantations, the references in 
forest matters now made to the Financial Commis
sioner seem unnecessary, Commissioners of divisions 
being competent to deal with them. In this manner 
considerable time and correspondence could be saved. 

Quite recently considerable powers have been 
delegated to me, and I have been authorised to 
delegate many powers to selected officers serving under 
me. Two of my recommendations have not been 
accepted by the Local Government, while others are 
still under consideration. I have asked for all the 
powers which I consider can safely be delegated at 
present ; but I anticipate that further delegation will 
be desirable as time goes on and when, as a result of 
the present delegation, officers acquire that sens& 
of responsibility which, as yet, is not sufficiently 
developed in them. • . 

With very few exceptions, all forest officers have 
more work than they can do, with the result that they 
are unable to make use of their great opportunities of 
personally communicating with the people. This is 
greatly ~ be regretted, not only from a departmental 
s~ndpomt, .but as regards the influence which they 
mlf{h~ have m the country generally by reason of their 
posttion as Government servants. 

Gene~ll:y speaking, our knowledge of the vernacular 
languages lS far too elementary, and it would be 
altogether desirable that steps should be taken to 
ensure that we had a better command of them · the 
first step towards this end should be to redu~ our 
work generally. 

Most forest charges are much too big for a single 
officer to control properly, and one of the most 
difficult things that a young man has to learn at the 
outset of his career is to select what work he can best 
leave undone. After a time one accepts this situation 
as a no~al pa~ of one's existence, and so we struggle 
on,, st~vmg vrunly to attain a degree of efficiency 
wht~h 1S so modes~ as to appear almost childish to 
those who a~e acquamted with forestry as practised in 
other countrtes. We have not even time to teach our 
subor~ates properly, and without their trained aid 
th~re 18 no hope of our ever being able to manage 
s~tably the large areas we control. It is not recog
mzed that. money spent freely in developing a forest 
pro~rty 1n so backward a state as are most of the 
~ndian forests will all be returned with heavy interest 
lD the future ; that future is too distan~ perhaps for 
the necessity to be apparent now: 

Tram•fers are undoubtedly 'too frequent and in the 
Forest Department this is almost entirely due to the 
staff not being sufficiently large. 

X2 
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M1•• o.-P. The system of auditing accounts requires complete 
Filher. overhauling, with a view ~o lessening the clerica~ work 

which occupies so much t1me. Officers are requtred to 
15 Apr., 1908 •. · give endless certificates to prove to· the · ~atisfacti?n of 

- the Audit Officers that they have oarr1ed out s1mple 
rules of accounts proceduro ; not only does this 
directly occupy much of their time. fl,nd that of their 
staff, in a manner which is quite unnecessary, but 

·indirectly it wastes their time in answering objections 
about trivial formalities. It is certain, moreover, that 
if an officer is so careless as to allow petty rules to be 

. departed from, he will not be sufficiently careful to 
consider what he is doing when signing certificates to 

. say they have been carried out ; the system does not 
even attain its object. 

41349. Do you approve of the system by which the 
chief forest officers in the provinces outside Bombay 

· and Madras are chosen from a general list ?-You · 
mean the Conservators? Yes; there is a much better 
chance of selection. 

· 41350. You would not advocate placing the so-called 
. minor provinces on the same footing as Madras and 
. Bombay in that respect ?-No; it would be very 
-unfortunate. 

41351. What are the relations between the forest 
·officers and the Head of the district in the Punjab?
,The forest officers are his subordinates. As a matter 
of fact it works out in practice that he is concerned 
with the rights of the people-the right of user of the 
forest; he does not interfere in anything else, but the 

. general order~ are that the Deputy Commissioner is to 
get every month a precis of the correspondence 
between the divisional forest officer and the Con
servator. The forest officers correspond with me. As 

· a matter of fact, the Deputy Commissioner does not 
get the preci~, and does not want it. 

41352. Has he ceased to take an interest in forest 
matters ?-No, he is very much interested indeed; 
when questions come up of the rights of the people 
'the forest officer writes to me through the Deputy 
Commissioner, but as regards outside work such as 
plantations, timber works, and things of that sort, the 
Deputy Commissioner does not interfere ; . he does 
not concern himself with the financial aspects of the 
.department, only with the rights of. user of the 
people, 

41353. Would you limit his interests to rights of 
user of the people ; are there not many matters ·which 
;are scarcely to be called technical, and yet in which 
·the Deputy Commissioner ·might take an interest
right of grazing, for instance ?-The Deputy Com
missioner is very much interested in that, as in all 
matters connected with the use of the forests by the 

. people. 

41354. Does he manage that himself ?-No· take 
for i_nstance the e~10losure of grazing ground ; the 
working plan prescnbes that certain areas have to be 

·closed to grazing this year ; the forest officer sends 
his annual pl~n. of operations to me through the 

. ~eputy Commissioner; the Deputy Commissioner has 
h1s say upon that. For example, this year we have 
opened enormous areas to grazing on account of the 
·sc~r~ity; on the plan of operations the Deputy Com
miSsioner would note. "I think we shall probably 
have to open so and so." 

41355. Then the supply of grazing is dealt with 
·equally by the Deputy CommissiOners and by the 
fo1;est officers ?-Yes. 

41356. -;\nd the supply of fuel likewise ?-No; only 
·~o far as r1ghts.of user go, not the supply of fuel for 
mstance, to a 01ty. ' 

4135?. Generally are you satisfied with the relations 
that e~lSt ?-They are very. good, j~st. as good as they 
were m. the ,Central ~rovmces ; 1t 1s practically the 
·same thmg up here as 1t was in the Uentral Provinces. 

41358. (Sir Steynin,q Edgerley.) You think the 
·charges are much too big ?-Much too big. 

41~59. Have you. ~ot. any scheme ?-I have just 
. :;~ m a scheme; 1t 1s Just coming back, I regret to 

·sh!li360t But th.e matter is being taken up ?-Yes we 
foresf~ffisomethmg-bow much I do not know The 

cers cannot go out into th f t . . the real thing . th . e ores s ; that 1s 
' ere ls too much office work. 

4136L Are your clerical offices strong enough?
No, I am just going up for a scheme about that, but I 
have to wait until orders are passed on my prot ctive 
reorganization scheme, because I have asked for two 
Conservators instead of one, and that will affect the 
whole affice establishment. 

41362. Will these figures be considerably affected? 
-Yes ; my organization for Imperial plus Provincial 
Officers must amount to an increase of about 5:1 per 
cent. ; now that the scheme is coming back I am going 
to make it a little bigger . 

41363. Are there any forests in the North-West 
Frontier Province?-Yes . 

41364. Are they also under your control ?-Practi
cally. 

41365. Would you be in favour of entirely provin
cializing forest revenue and expenditure?-Yes ; I 
think the Local Government should have it entirely. 

41366. You say" I think it is not recognized that 
money spent freely in developing a forest propE!rty in so 
backward a state as are most of the Indian forests will 
all be returned with heavy interest in the future." 
What increment of revenue could you work to if you 
had a free hand as to expenditure ?-It is very difficult 
to say ; it is only: a guess, but I. dare say we could 
double it. · 

41367. Within how many years ?-:-I cannot bind 
myself to that .. I have not thought it out. I will 
give you an example of what happened in the Central 
Provinces in Sir Frederic Lely's time. We built a 
feeder road to a railway ; in the first year's sales we 
got back the cost of the road. That is an exceptional 
case of course, but as the country gets opened up you 
also open endless markets. You might double it in 
15 or 1!0 years. 

41368. Twenty-five years at any rate ?-I cannot tie 
myself down, but within a. comparatively short period 
of years ; I do not think there would be any particular 
difficulty about it when we have the forests opened up. 

41369. You think the sphere of the Inspector
General of Forests should be limited t~ questions of 
scientific forestry ?-He is very useful as an adviser, 
because he goes about all over I:ddia, and coming up to 
the Punjab be can say " Why do you not try such and 
such a thing which has been successful in the United 
Provinces." Except as an adviser he should have 
nothing to do, except in technical matters. 

41370. He should not note on every forest question 
that comes up to the Government of Jndia whether it 
is technical or administrative ?-If you had three or 
four Inspectors-General perhaps they could do it ; if 
you had an Inspector-General for two provinces it 
might be done, but with one man it is simply beyond 
him. He has not the time, and he has not ~he 
knowledge. 

41371. You suggest in one place that the Commis
sioner should be competent to deal with everything 
except forest settlements and the formation of irrigated 
plantations. In another you say you think the present 
practice is suitable and sufficient and that the Com
missioner should not ha.,e further powers.-The 
Financial Commissioner is really only a post office 
now in the Punjab. 

41372. Your real answer is, that you would give 
much greater powers to the Commissioner ?-~o, I 
would not ; things go from the Commissioner through 
the Financial Commissioner to the Local Goverment, 
and I would leave out the Financial Commissioner. 
The Commissioner would have his say as he. has now, 
but to the Local Government, and not to the Financial 
Commissioner. 

41373. You would give the Commissioner an enhanced 
position ?-Proposals now go from the Deputy Com
missioner to the Commissioner through the Financial 
Commissioner to the Local Government ; I would 
leave the Commissioner having as much say as he has 
now, but I would let him say it to the Local Govern
ment, and not to the Financial Commissioner . 

41374. Then what do you mean when you say that 
Commissioners of divisions are competent to deal with 
forest matters ?-The Commissioner would be the 
post office to the Local Government instead of the 
Financial Commissioner. I see what you mean ; I did 
not mean that I would give him the final authority, 
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.J!~tew;~~Jc:~vent undesirable uniformity of policy m~~~8~ fa~~a~;:~~~~n;no;0IF~br::gna;3e~a::~i~ M~~:· 
t is it not likely that they will have more correct data ? 

· 41375. (MJ•. Meyer.) Has the Commissioner 0 -I did not know that they interested, theu;tselves in 15 Apr,; 1908 
countersign your working plans ?-Yes. things of that sort. 

41376. But anything that deals with the creation of 
reserved forest or forest settlement goes to the Finan- 41388~ Still, if they do that? -If they do, I am 
cial Commissioner? -Yes; I think the Financial surprised that they do not add to some particular 
Commissioner countersigns the working plans, too. budget sub-head ; they simply hand it over in a lump 

. It does not matter ; he never says anything about sum and leave me to distribute it. I believe they 
them ; no body ever says anything about them except simply work o:a averages, which is no use. · 
the Local Government. · 41389. In the same way with expenditure, you 

41377. With reference to your proposal to leave out perhaps estimate that more money will be spent in the 
the Financial Commissioner, is not the essence of course of tha year than is actually spent ?-Most of 
decentralization that you should put powers as low our expenditure .is under budget. sub-head A 1 (a); 
down as possible? If the lower authority can exercise again snow comes in there ; you are to get a lot of 
them as well, is there any reason to trouble the higher sleepers down, and you have to pay the rafting men 
.authority ?-I would not give the Local Government's to bring them to the depots ; you estimate accordingly ; 
powers to the Financial Commissioner at all. I do not the sleepers do not come down, and you save your 
think he is in the same position to know as the Local anticipated expenditure ; but . you must have the 
·Government is. money ready. 

41378. Supposing the Local Government got some 41390. Still ought not the figures to be made as 
power in regard to deforestation, would you allow it accurate as possible ?-1 am not prepared to say that 
to delegate that power ?-Certainly not. I should be we do not make them as accurate as possible. 
very sorry to see the Local Government get direct 
powers in the matters of deforestation; it is a thing 41391. On the subject of pay and appointments, do 
you cannot be too careful about. you mean that a general proportionate scale should be 

laid down, and that then the Local Government should 
41379. Does it make any di.:fference as to the control ·· have full power as regards additional imperial appoint-

of the district forest officer whether the forest is menta ; that is to say, that they might have a new 
reserved or protected or unclassed ?-The unolassed C ? y I uld 1 ll th t · th · 
forests in the hills are managed under the 1853 rules·, onservator - es, wo eave a a m e1r 

hands. in the plains, as regards grazing, nnder Punjab 
·Government Revenue Circular No. 56, section 65. In 31392. You know that the Government of India 
unclassed forests, offences are governed by the Indian even cannot do it? -Quite so.; that is. all the mol'e 
Penal Code. reason for altering it. · 

41380. There are no village forests such as you have 41393. In the same way, with regard to local allow-
in the Hazara district in the Frontier Province ?-I ances, the Secretary of State insists on their being 
cannot tell you ; I have never visited the district, and I treated as part of salary ?-1 do not know of that ; I 
do not know. only point out the result, which in this particular. 

41381. You speak of the stringency of the forest allowance business is very unfair. Cannot the 
accounts system ; has that increased of late years?- Secretary of State be persuaded to concede that power. 
It has increased very much since our accounts were to the Local Government? .After all, in a particular 
transferred from Calcutta to the local office. case I am thinking of, it was only Rs. 300 spread over 

41382. They were formerly directly under the five years. 
Comptroller-General ?-We had a Forest Comptroller. 41394. (Mr. Hichens.) At any rate, your point of 
Since the Accountant-General took it over there have view would be that, whatever the Secretary of State 
been endless objections, largely because they do not . may say o~ t~ink about it, these are reasonable powers 
understand ; they have not got a good man in Lahore for a provmc~al Government to have ?-Quite so. 
who understands forest accounts, and they consult my 
-office a great deal about it ; they come and ask my 41395. In regard to the salaries of the subordinate 
Personal Assistant questions. staff, the non-gazetted staff, you would leave ·that 

practically entirely in the hands of the provincial 
41383. Then the objections really come from your . Government ?-Entirely. . . 

Personal Assistant ?-Not understanding the rules, 
when they are in doubt about anything they come and 41396. You ;vould allow them :to fix whatever pay 
~ay ''What does this mean?" they liked and to make whatever grades they liked?.:.._ 

41334. You say, with reference to the Government Exactly. 
of India changing the budget, "The changes made in 41397. And a sufficient check to extravagance would 
the budget after it leaves the Local Government are be the fact that they only had a. certain income and 
-only in the direction of increasing revenue or of had to make both ends meet ?-Exactly. Now our 
reducing expenditure ; the former change is futile, scale of pay is similar to the scale of pay in Burma., 
since additional revenue cannot be made by the process or, to take an extreme case, Bengal, but of course 
of adding figures to the expected revenue as calcu- the local conditions are entirely -different ; they have 
lated in detail." Of course it is not a question of lots of educated men there, and we have very few here; 
making fresh revenue; it is merely a question of naturally we ought to pay higher salaries to get the 
.accurately forecasting the revenue that you are going same intellectual class of officer. 
to get in the course of the year?-Yes; but surely 
we can do it better than the Government of India. 41398, Although you are prepared to do that with 
What does the Government of India know about it? regard to the non-gazetted staff, you are not prepared 
I make out my revenue in detail ; I say we are to do it with regard to the gazetted staff, although the 
going to fell so many trees ; each tree produces 80 local conditions are equally onerous ?-But we cannot 
many sleepers, and I expect the sleepers will realize so recruit the gazetted staff here. 
much. Then the Government of India adds on a .. 41399. But the local conditions are the same for 
lakh. What can I do? both either in the case of the provincial or imperial 

41385. In 1904-05 the Government of India estimate staff. If the local conditions differ in respect of the 
was 8 lakhs and the actuals were 9·37 lakhs ?-But non-gazetted staff, they differ equally in respect of the 
you must remember that you cannot estimate forest gazetted staff ?-Not to the same extent. 'fake an 
revenue ; for instance, here in the Punjab suppose Englishman coming out here. In Burma they get a 
you get a good snow-fall you will get a good revenue, Burma allowance, because it is an expensive country; 
bac.ause you can get your sleepers out of the hills ; if but as between my expenses here in Lahore and my 
you have a bad snow-fall, the revenue must be reduced. expenses in, say, Nagpur, where I was-there is no real 
You estimate in September of one year for the felling difference. 
se~o~ of the following Lea~,, and ?f course you cannot 41400. Then the probabilities are that the provincial 
antiCtpate the snow-fal . 1 hat 1s a very important Government would allot the satne salaries, unless of point in the Punjab. 

course they wanted to get a S'Uperior class of men, and 
413~6. Your estimate is prepared in September?- paid special salaries, and that, you thinlr, would be 

Yes. undesirable?-Yes, I do not think I would do that. 
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. .Mr. 0. P. If you have a general recruitment from one class of 
. Jfliaher. men, as we do now, you must give the same pay every

where. 
· HI.A.pt',,l908, 41401. (Mr. Dutt.) We ~ave been. told by. another 

witness that you have got m the plams certam tracts 
of country which you call unclassed forests, which are 

·perfectly unfit for growing any valuable timbers ; do 
you keep them as unclassed forests for grazing or 

. other purposes?-Yes, except when .we get a great 
deal of fuel revenue out of them ; they grow a lot of 
fuel. 

41402. Would there be any objection to transferring 
the management of unclassed forests to the Revenue 

·Department ?-It is done in a great many cases. I 
had a case the other day, the forests under the manage-

ment of the Deputy Commissioner. a big canal case· 
was to be made through them, and the canal con • 
tractors wanted to buy a lot of fuel. As soon as the 
demand arose the Deputy Commissioner came to me
and said, "I have no staff to do this, will you manage· 
this for me?" If we do it, it brings in revenue which 
is credited to the Civil Department. As long as these 
unclassed forests are mere wastes, the;v are simply 

-used by the nomad tribes, and it is all rtght that the 
Deputy Commissioner should· manage what there is. 
to manage; but as soon as the forests begin to be· 
worked, he cannot do it. We have the agency and he· 
bas not. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
Adjourned. 

SEVENTIETH DAY. 

LAHORE, Thw·sday, 16th April, 1908. 

PRESENT: 

Sir FREDERIC LELY, K.C.I.E., O.S.I., Presiding. 
. Sir STEYNING EDGERLEY1 K.O.V.O., C.I,E;, T.C.S. 
R. C. DUTT1 Esq., C.I.E. 

W. S. MEYER, Esq., C.I.E., I.C.S. 
W. L. HICBENS1 Esq . 

Colonel T. E. L. BATE, C.I.E., I.M.S., was called and examined. 

Colonel 41403. (Si1· F1·ederic Lely.) · Are you Inspector-
1. E. L Bate · General of Civil Hospitals in the Punjab?-Yes, I am 
' ·-· '.Head of the provincial Medical Department. 

16 Apr., 1908. ·. I should like to see the Director-General of the 
- · Indian Medical Service given a more definite rtJle in 

· the medical ad.Jninistration ; that would bring him into 
closer contact with its pe?·sonnel and material. Having 
opportunities of observing the work done in other 
provinces,· his advice could not fail to prove conducive 
to the attainment of a higher general ·standard of 
efficiency. I think it most desirable that both Ad
ministrative and Executive Officers should be en
couraged to visit the medical institutions . in . other 
provinces ; they would certainly benefit by doing so. 

The procedure that must be followed by Medical 
Officers before accepting fees for their professional 
services rendered to Indian gentlemen appears to me to 
be needlessly cumbrous, besides being open to other 

·serious objections. If the conditions in this country 
make a check necessary, the matter in question is one 
that could be very well left to Local Governments. 
Some change is certainly necessary. 

As regards the Medical and Prison Departments, 
the initiative in the administrative reforms has mainly 

:come from the Government of India ; and there can be 
.no doubt that the great improvement effected in prison 
. administration,·· throughout India, during the past 
twelve or fifteen years has been largely due to the 
great interest taken in the question by the Government 
of India .. On the other hand, suggestions emanating 
from this province have not always been treated as 
sympathetically as they deserved. The separate system 

·of confinement has been introduced in the jails of the 
Punjab on the initiative of the Local Government ; 
and it was in the jails of this province that systematic 

. quinine prophylaxis was first carried out. 
It would be a. sound principle to restrict the right 

· of appeal against orders affecting officers personally to 
the authority in which the appointment is vested. 
But I doubt the expediency of introducing a rule 
requiring ·that the appeal shall be accompanied by a 
certificate from the authority passing the order appealed 
against that reasonable grounds of appeal exist. There 
would be a natural disinclination on the part of most 
officers to contribute towards upsetting their own 
decisions. · 

Much has been already done in the direction of 
delegation of the powers now vested in the Local 
Government during recent years ; and it is only 
necessa~·y i;bat Local Governments should be open to 

. suggestiOns. For my own part, 1 have experienced no 

hindrance on this account. I cannot recall an instanc8' 
in which I have failed to obtain a full, fair and prompt 
hearing for anything I have had to say; but I have 
encountered difficulties due to financial exigencies. 
From this cause, initiative has certainly been crippled; 
owing to it, perspective has been contracted, ideas have 
been warped, and well-conceived projects have been 
brought to naught. 

If Civil Surgeons could be relie:ved of the executive· 
charge of the jail at the headquarters of most districts,. 
they could, with great advantage to the people, devote 
themselves more fully to their professional duties in 
connection with the hospital at headquarters, vaccina
tion, sanitation, including measures to avert, arrest. 

, and mitigate epidemic diseases, and the inspection of 
outlying dispensaries. The only solution of the diffi
culty that presents itself to me is to create a class of 
~~perintendent to hold charge of the larger district. 
Jails. 

If they were better acquainted with the vernaculars,. 
Medical Officers would be much more useful Public 
Servants, and they would be even more highly 
appreciated by the people than they are at present. It 
is an extraordinary fact that . officers of the Indian 
Medical Service are only required to pass by the Lower 
Standard Examination in Hindustani, while the officers . 
of every other department have to pass by the Higher 
Standard. From this it would seem that it is regarded 
as a matter of comparatively little importance that 
the doctor, who is in a position of all others that needs. 
an intimate knowledge of the habits and customs of 
·the people, should be properly equipped in this respect. 
Full advantage cannot be obtained from the services. 
of officers imperfectly acquainted with the language of 
the people with whom their duties bring them in daily 
contact. 

Transfers of Executive Medical Officers are rendered 
more frequently necessary than they would otherwise 
be owing to the great differences in value in the emolu
ments attaching to different appointments. I see no 
remedy for this in existing circumstances. 

41404. Do you have anything to do with sanitar.y or 
jail duties ?-No, except that I inspect jail hospitals 
as hospitals; otherwise I have no interest in jails. 

41405. You say that you would like the Di~ector
General of the Indian 1\Iedical Service to be giVen a 
more dellinite 1•6le which would bring him into closer 
contact with its pm•sonnel and material i. can you 
amplify that a little ?-I think it very desirable that 
an officer in the position of the Director-General should 
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go round and inspect the institutions in a province, so 
that he would be able to make suggestions as to what 
is going on in other parts of India. It is also vecy 
desirable that he should know the officers thoroughly, 
because there is a great deal of patronage in the hands 
'()f the Government of India, and in the bes~owal of 
that patronage all the officers should have a fair oppor
tunity of sharing. 

41406. Do you mean that he should make more 
frequent tours ?-Yes. 

41407. Does he go round at all at present ?-;-The 
Director-General comes round here, but not officially ; 
for instance, I do not have any cognizance or any 
intimation of his visits. 

41408. Have yon an opportunity of colloquy with 
him ?-I see him at Simla, but not when he comes 
round here. The idea I have really is with regard to 
patronage. It would be a great incentive to officers to 
do their very best if they knew that their work would 
come under the observation of the Director-General, 
of whose hands lies the medical patronage of the 
Government of India. 

41409. Would there not be some danger of collision 
with the local authorities ?-I do not see that there 
should be ; he could advise and make suggestions. 

41410. Is the patronage of the province practically 
in your hands ?-Yes, and the Director-General is in 
the same position in regard to the Government of 
of India. 

41411. Does he make suggestions for the improve
ment of medical administration in the province, or do 
you come into contact with him in any way at present? 
-No, hardly at all. · 

41412. Have you any suggestions to make for en
suring more co-operation with the Medical Department 
()n the part of Civil or District Officers ?-Speaking 
generally, I should say that the Civil Officers co-operate 
very thoroughly with the Medical Department, and. I 
think Civil Officers are always well disposed to help m 
every way they possibly can. Some of them, in a very 
marked degree, take a great deal of interest in medical 
administration. 

41413. Does their co-operation go as far as is safe, 
that is to say, does it only stop short of interference 
in medical matters ?-Yes; they do not interfere at 
all, but they help in every way they possibly can. 

41414. Have you Visiting Committees for every 
medical institution in a district ?-I do not meet them. 
There are sub-committees of Municipal Committees 
which visit institutions maintained by Municipal 
Boards. 

41415. Does that include civil hospitals ?-Yes, and 
branch dispensaries. 

41416. Does every one of these institutions possess 
a visitors' book?-Yes, under the roles. 

41417. And also committees who are encouraged to 
visit these places periodically.-Yes. 

41418. Do they make suggestions in the visitors' 
book ?-Except the Deputy Commissioner and Com· 
missioner, the members of the committees very rarely 
make suggestions. 

41419. Are the members of the committees mostly 
Indian ?-Yes. 

41420. And as far as you can judge, they do not take 
much interest in these institutions ?-If I may judge 
from the remarks which reach me, I should say so. 

41421. You say that you feel bound to say that the 
suggestions emanating from this province have not been 
always treated by the Government of India as sympa
thetically as they deserve. Can you give an instance or 
two of that ?-1 made a suggestion a year or two ago 
that there should be a Central Bureau of Intelligence, 
which I considered very desirable in a scientific depart
ment, but it was not accepted by the Government of 
India, although it was Tery strongly recommended by 
the Punjab Government, and the Lieutenant-Governor 
expressed his willingness to devote provincial funds to 
the object. 

41422. On what ground diu the Government of India 
decline?-They said it would he too expensive. The 
argument depended upon a similar institution which 
.exit~tcd in Berlin for the dissemination of medical 
knowledge, which is contributed to by something like 
-60 or iO persons. 

41423. Then it was strongly recommended ~y you, Colone~. 
and the Lieutenant-Governor offered to provtde the P. B. L. Bat,,· 
money ?-He said he would contribute to it. 'Ihe 
suggestion that I made was that it should be worked 16 .A.J.W., 1908 
very much on the same lines as devised for the Revenue --
and Agriculture Department, and that there should be 
officers at headquarters who would watch what is going ' 
on in ·Europe and .America, and put it before the 
officers of all grades of the Medical Services in this 
country. It is especially necessary in Jndia where men 
have not the opportunity of meeting each othe~ v~ry 
much ; several young officers have made a similar 
suggestion to me independently. 

41424. Have you any other instance to give ?-Yes •. 
I passed on a suggestion that was made by the Super-

-intendant of the Lunatic Asylum here to the e:ffec~ that · 
criminal lunatics should be separated from ordinary · 
civil lunatics. At present they are all accommodated 
in the same institution. 

41425. Was that proposal rej.ected ?-'!hat propo~l 
was rejected on the ground mainly that if large msti· 
tutions were established for criminal lunatics, you 
would have a sort of Babel- that there would be many 
men talking different tongues. You would have men 
from the Punjab, men from the North-West Frontier · 
t:rovince, and different parts, which wonld create great ' 
difficulty. 

41426. Was that proposal supported by the provin
cial Government ?-It was. 

41427. Did the question of expense loom rather large · 
in it ?-I do not know that that was mentioned. 

41428. Have you a civil hospital at the headquarters . 
of every district ?-Yes. 

41429. Is it supported entirely by Government?
No ; it is supported entirely by the local body con
cerned. 

41430. Apart from the. pay of the Medical Officers, 
does not the provincial Governmep.t contribute practi
cally to the medical work ?-It contributes a certain , 
amount of the pay of the Assistant Surgeons, but, 
apart from that, nothing else. .As a rule every muni
cipality maintains its own hospital, and sometimes 
where :you get a poor municipality the District Board 
maintams the institution, the municipality contribu
ting. 

41431. .Are the hospitals under the management of 
the local bodies ? -Yes. 

41432 • .A part from the visits of the committees you 
have mentioned, is there any other contract between 
the local bodies and these institutions ?-The local . 
bodies vote the budget, and they provide the funds. 

41433. That is, the funds you demand ?-No; they : 
make their own budgets ; the Medical Officer is asked 
for an estimate, and the amount of the requirements is -
sanctioned. , 

41434. Do they ever refuse the full fund demanded? 
-Yes, I believe they do; that is not an uncommon 
thing, but I have no contact with the local bodies in. 
th.at respect. 

41435. Supposing the grant they made was not 
sufficient in your opinion for the efficient up keep of a 
hospital, would you go to Government in regard to it? 
-No; I would urge the Local Medical Officer to go 
again and again to the local body and ask for more. 

41436. And if the Board was obstinate what would 
yon do ?-A case of that sort has not come before me, 
but I have represented to the Local Government that 
the funds provided are quite inadequate. ~ 

41437. Do you generally find that a second demand 
1s sufficient ?-Yes; I think the local bodies are well 
inclined to meet the demands of the medical institu
tions. 

41438.-Bnt have you difficulty sometimes?-Yes. 
The funds provided are in my opinion altogether 
inadequate, and I have represented that officially more 
than once, that is to say for the thoroughly efficient 
maintenance of the institutions. 

41439. Does Government provide part of the pay of 
Assistant Surgeons ?-Yes; there is an arrangement by 
which Assistant Surgeons' pay is depited to.provincial 
funds, the local body contributing a certain proportion. 
That arrangement was made some four or five years 
ago. 
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OoloMl 41440. Is the proportion about half' and half ?-I 
T; E. J:,, Bate. could not say in what proportion it is, but I should 

imagine that the local body subscribes about two-thirds 
16 Apr.,1?08. and the Government subscribes the balance. 

-·- . 41441. Do the local bodies provide all the other 
expenses connected with these institutions ?-Except 
the pay of the Civil Surgeon, they pay for everything, 
for the medical 'establishment, maintenance of build
ings, the diet of the patients, the clothing and every
thing else. 

41442. Is not the entire control and supervision in 
the hands of the department ?-Pretty well. 
· 41443. TheBoard could not say that the diet should 
be so and so, and that the clothing should be so and so; 
they could not issue orders with regard to those 
matters ?-I think they could, and as long as they wish 
to improve things, there would be no objection ; but if 
they wished to give less than sufficient, there would be 
great objections. 

41444. Do the local bodies appoint officers, or would 
you allow them to select well-qualified men themselves? 
..... The officers are appointed departmentally as a rule, 
but before transferring an officer, if time permitted, 1 
should write to the Civil Surgeon and ask him to 
obtain the views. of the local authority and whether 
there was any objection to that officer being transferred. 
I do that when it is possible, but I cannot do it always 
because we are somet1mes greatly pressed and have to 
relieve a man immediately, and if I were obliged to 
write and consult different people, I might be !eft 
without a man sometimes. 

41445. Would you have any objection to giving local 
bodies a larger control over these institutions for which 
they pay most of the expenses ?-Before offering an 
opinion,· I would like to know what they would 
definitely expect. 1£ some de6nite scheme were put 
before me, I should feel in a better position to offer an 
opinion. Of course I should have no objection to.any
tliing which would be calculated to improve the 
efficiency of the institutions, and I should be very glad 
to see the local bodies taking greater interest in them. 

41446. Has no proposal of that kind ever been 
· placed before Government ?-The late Sir Denzil 

Ibbetson urged me to consult the local authorities in 
every way, and in accordance with his wishes I have 
done so, but the exigencies of the Service do not always 
allow of that being done. 

41447. Besides the Indian Medical Service, is there 
not the Provincial Medical Service consisting of Assis
tant Surgeons and others?-There is what is called an 
Uncovenanted Medical Service, but we have only two 
Clfficers in it, and it has not been recruited for many 
years. 

41448. Haye you only two Assistant Surgeons?
No; we have 89 Assistant Surgeons altogether, but we 
do not call them of the Provincial Service. 

41449. How are they recruited?-We take them from 
the colleges ; thev pass out of the Lahore College and 
come to me ; the first two men always get appoint
ments, and the others are appointed as vacancies occur. 
For some years past all the men passing out have been 
given appointments in the Plague Department before 
coming into the Medical Department, but the appoint
ments in the Plague . Department are of a temporary 
nature. 

41450. Are the appointments made on your recom
mendation by the Punjab Government ?-The appoint
ments are made upon my recommendation. 

41451. And any orders for transferring them from 
one district to another are passed by the Government ? 
-I have complete control over Assistant Surgeons as 
to transfers and promotions. 

41452. Do you find these Assistant Surgeons satis
factory men ?-': ery good men. 

41453. What pay do they begin with?-Rupees 100 
a month to begin with and they go up to Rs. 150, 
Rs. 200 and Rs. 300. 

41454. Do you :find that education here is equal to 
that of other provinces?-We are improvin~~' it and 
turn out quite good men. 0 

' 

41~55. Is there not some talk of transferring the 
Medxca~ School to Amritsar?-Yes. 1 have made a 
8}ggest10n to that effect, because I think that the two 
c asses cannot be satisfactorily taught in the ~arne 

institution. 'I here are men being educated on different. 
planes, and that is not calculated to produce efficiency. 
Therefore I have suggested that the hospital assistants 
should be removed to some place outside Lahore. 

41456. Are these hospital assistants in charge of any 
of the outlying dispensaries ?-Yes, a great many. 

41457. Are most of the dispensaries in charge or 
Assistant Surgeons or hospital assistants ?-All the 
headquarters hospitals are in charge of Assistant . 
Surgeons ; most of the outlying dispensaries are in 
chaage of hospital assistants. 

41458. Have they given satisfaction as a rule?
They have given satisfaction. Of course you judge· 
them by a certain standard, and according to that stan
dard I think very well of them, but I do not say that 
the standard applied is a very high one. They have 
improved of recent years, and are steadily improving~ 
They do excellent work, and many of them splendid 
work. 

41459. Are those outlying institutions supported by 
municipalities and District Boards ?-They are sup
ported generally by District Boards. 

41460. Have the District Boards any committees to
inspect the institutions, or do the members sometimes 
visit them and make remarks about their management? 
-That is an exceptional thing, but they can do so ;: 
they are authorized to do so. 

41461. Is the Civil Surgeon generally the Head?
He is the local .Administrative Officer. 

41462. And he inspects all the medical institutions 
:within the district?- He visits the hospital at head"' 
quarters generally daily; the outlying dispensaries he . 
visits once in three months, and outlying dispensaries, 
in charge of Assistant Surgeons, he visits once in six. 
months. 

41463. Is a copy of his inspections sent to you?
Yes, at once. 

41464. (M1·. Hichens.) Are any provincial hospitals. 
paid for out of provincial funds entirely ?-Yes, the 
Mayo Hospital in Lahore, and, of course, all jail hos
pitals, but the one named is the only State hospital. 

41465. (Mr. Meyer.) And, I suppose, the police hos
pitals ?-Yes, and also canal and railway hospitals. 

41466. ·Are the majority of the hospitals which ar~t 
maintained out of local funds qnite Rmall ?-Yes, 
except those at headquarters. Some of the head- . 
quarters hospitals have as many as 150 beds. 

41467. Who is in charge of those hospitals ?-An 
Assistant Surgeon, who would be under the immediat~t 
supervision of the Civil Surgeon, 

41468. Are the Assistant Surgeons Indians ?-Yes, 
invariably in this province. 

41469. Supposing the Service was made over entirely 
to the local authorities, and they had to do their own 
recruiting, and were responsible for the pay and pension 
and everything else, regarding the Assistant Surgeons 
and hospital assistants, do you think the Service would 
work at all satisfactorily ?-I do not ; it would be very· 
unsatisfactory. 

41470. Would that get as good a class of men as. 
you get to-day?-I take it the existing arrangements 
would continue, and that the Medical College would 
exist all the same, whether they appointed their own 
men or not. 

41471. Would men join as readily ?-I do not think 
they would ; one of the great inducements to men 
taking service is that it is Government Service. 

41472. The service of a District Board would be at 
· least a class or so lower in their estimation ?-I should 

certainly think so. 

41473. And that would be one serious objection?
Yes. 

41474. With regard to efficiency, I suppose the Head 
of a smaller hospital requires a good deal of super
vision?-Yes ; they are visited once in three months
that is, what we call an outlying dispensary-and the 
attendance and the equipment are looked after, which 
is very essential, and a good deal of technical know
ledge is required to do it satisfactorily. 

41475. If the local bodies were made responsible for 
the success or failure of these institutions, would they 
take substantially more interest iu them than they do-
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to-flay, or would they adopt a laissez jai1·e attitude?
They have not had the opportunity yet, and it is rather 
assuming the rule of a prophet to say what they would 
do in certain circumstances. I am afraid they would 
not; but, at the same time, I was for a long period 
associated with local bodies myself, and I should be 
very sorry to say anything to their detriment, and if 
they had greater opportunities, or if they had greater 
control, possibly they might take greater interest. 
But, so far as I can judge, I am afraid that a great 
deal could not be expected of them in that direction •. 

41476. So that, if the Service were handed over to 
the entire control of the local bodies, one would have 
to face a substantial falling-off in the quality of the 
work ?-I should say that is a certainty. 

41477. Would you agree with the other side of the 
picture, which is that to-day they do very little except 
find the money ?-Yes, very little. 

41478. Ther~ is no incentive to finding any money 
if one cannot ensure that it is well spent ?-Yes; I 
have never heard a doubt expressed that the funds 
supplied have not been judiciously expended, and I 
have never heard any question raised in that connec
tion; but if a man has control over the money, he will 
take greater interest, in all probability. 

41479. Is it not only human nature, that a man 
should prefer to spend his own money even badly, than 
allow other people to spend it well ?-But unfortu
nately it would not be his own ; it would be public 
money. The great objection to adopting a change snch 
as you suggf)st is that these appointments vary a great 
deal in value. Taking, for instance, .Assistant Surgeons, 
we have some hospitals where the officers make a great; 
deal from private practice ; in fact, they make hand~ 
some incomes, which is quite recognized, but on the 
other hand we have hospitals at places where they make 
nothing ; in the case of a lucrative appointment you 
would have every man in the province wanting to get 
it, while; in the case of the poorer appointments, you 
would not be able to get any one to accept them. 

41480. Do you mean literally nobody ?-I do not 
think anybody would go, and with regard to some 
appointments, I have to make men pretty well go to 
them, because they are so unpopular. In some parts 
of this province there are places very much out of the 
way where the communications are very bad and where 
the hospital assistants are to all intents and purposes 

. foreigners, so that they hate going there. 

41481. Practically speaking, is the supply of medical 
men not equal to the demand ?-Yes. When you get 
a much larger number of medical men than there are 
appointments, you will have competition. .As the 
conditions of life become harder, and competition be
comes keener, you will get men to go to the poorer 
places, and that is a thing which is qUite recognized; 
it is one of the objects I have in suggestina that we 
should increase the outturn from both the c~llege and 
the school. · 

41482. Then you would not suggest any devolution 
of power to local bodies to-day ?-No ; I should be 
yer~ gl~d to see them take a greater interest in the 
mstltutiOns, and that they should be encouraged in 
every way . 

. 414~3. But you cannot suggest anything in ihat 
directwn ?-No, I cannot. 

. 41484: Wi~h rega~d to jails, are there Visiting Com
mittees m th1s provmce ?-Yes there are Visitors not 
Visiting Committees. ' 1 

41485. Are t~ey appointed by the Government?
They are appomted on the recommendation of the 
Deputy Commi8Rioner, and the recommendations are 
forwarded through the Commissioner and the Inspector
General of Prisons. 

41486. Do they ever make any illuminating remarks 
in their reports ?-They do not really know very much 
about jnil administration, but they do their hest. The 
system has only been in exi~tence for a few years 
I introduced it myself when I was InApector-Generai 
of Prisons. The chief object of it is that the ontside 
m~mb~rR of the public sh?uld ham an opportunity of 
~o.mg m to see that. t!mre 1~ nothing bidden inside the 
Jlul walls, and the J!Ul offi,maiA ha."~ v~ry strict orders 
~o afl'o~d them every po~8tble facthty m making their 
lllApectwns, 
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41487. (Sit Steyizing Etlgerley.) .Are not the 'great Colorwl 1 

mass of hospital assistants employed in .their work , T, E. L, Bate 
under th6 District Boards and municipalities ?-Yes. , 16 AlJr.,l908 

41488. There are very few doing direct Government • -. -· · 
work ?-There are those in the police, jails, cana.ls, and · · · 
railways-all those men are in Government employ-
ment. · · 

41489. Supposing one were to say ·that hospital 
assistants in the dispensaries, undedocal bodies, should 
cease to be G.overnmen:t servants,· and should become 
the servants of local bodies, would that materially 

·choke them off, and would they all ·rush .to employ
ment under Governlilent or the railways ?..,..L thirik, 
for ordinary dispensaries, they would prefer being in 
Government employ, but you· would get men in ap
pointments, such as there are at .Amritsar and Delhi, 
which are lucrative appointments, ·but on the other 
hand, you would not find men who would go to the 
poor places. . 

41490. Do local bodies stili have ·to contribute a 
certain proportion of their income to medical work?
Yes, but that is not rigidly adhered to. 

41491. Does that not rather cut into their volition? 
-It does, but a great many of them do not contribute 
the enforcible minimum. 

41492. Is it a good plan that they should be. forced 
to give so much per cent. towards local work, or .school 
work, or anything else, for that matter ?-I do not 
think myself that it is a bad thing to have a minimum, 
but they can give as much more as they like. 

41493. But the complaint is that every department 
exacts such a large minimum, that there is nothing 
left ? -We do not get enough, or anything ,like enough. 

41494. '!'here have been no further orders issued on 
the subject ?-Not on this matter, which is now under 
the consideration of the Government. 

41495. You say that the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson 
desired you to consult these local bodies as far as pos
sible. Before that, did you consult them in regard te> 
matters that affected them ?-I sometimes wrote to the 
·Civil Surgeon, who was my channel of communication. 

41496. Then Sir Denzil lbbetson instituted a new 
departure ?-Yes, there was.no order requiring it to be 
done. 

41497. Do the local bodies have to contribute to the 
cost of the local college or schools ?-Some of them 
give scholarships. . 

41498. Did you not make them pay a percentage of 
the up-keep charges, and so forth ?-No. 

41499. Do they still have to pay for clerkR in the. 
Civil Surgeon's office ?-They do. . 

41500. Is that right ?-I do not think so. · 

41501. .Are you going to propose to do away with 
that ?-I have already made a yroposal to that effect. 

41502, With regard to the medical fee question. 
have not revised orders been issued ?-Yes. 

41503: Do they meet with your approval ?-They 
do not. I do not think it is a matter which ought te> 
be referred to the Government of India. at all ; it 
should be left entirely to the Inspector-General of 
Civil Hospitals, subject to reference to the Local 
Government. I think, myself, that the present orders 
about fees are very much resented . 

41504. We were told.at Simla that the Government 
of India had issued revised orders all round. Have 
you seen them ?-I have had no orders 1Vithin the last 
few months. 

41505. Then you say that the right of appeal by an 
officer should be restricted to the authority appointing 
him, but would not that be rather hard on a man, and 
never give him an appeal at all ?-I think not. For 
instance, I appoint a hospital assistant, and he will 
have an appeal against the Civil Surgeon's orders 
to me. 

41506. Who dismisses the hospital assistant ?-I do. 
41507. 'l'hen if you were to dismiss him, he would 

have no right of appeal beyond you ?-But some one 
must dismiss him, and he reache~ that wint at some 
time, and he only reaches it a little earlier with me. 

41508. Is it not fair to give a man one chance, 
because it is possible that the man who dismisses him 

y 
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Colonel may be prejudiced against him, and might not have a 
T. E. L. Bate. judicial mind ?-So far as the personal factor goes, I 

am not in contact with the hospital assistant's work at 
16 Apr., 1!108, all-he would be reported to me by a subordinate 

- officer. 
41509. Have you many jails in this province ?-Yes, 

a good many. 
41510. Is there one in every district ?-I think there 

are, with a few exceptions. We have not got one at 
Gurgaon or at Muzaffargarh. 

· 41511. Would you be in favour of making local 
officers here pass an examintttion in Punjabi ?-Yes, 
certainly ; I think myself, with regard to a Medical 
Officer who does not know the language, Government 
are paying for an article which they really do not get ; 
it is important that he should know the language, 
however good a doctor he may be. 

41512. Is not the Indian Medical Service reserve in 
the. hands of the Director-General ?-Yes. 

· 41513. It has been suggested in some provinces that 
it should be broken up and given to the Local Govern
ment of each province, would you be in favour of that ? 
-It would be a great help to us, but I do not know 
sufficient of the present situation to be able to say 
whether it would be a good or bad thing ; I should 
like to know more about it before expressing an 
opinion. 

41514. It has been suggested, also, that while Y.oung 
Indian Medical Service Officers are doing their military 
work, if there is no regimental charge open to them 
they might do their apprenticeship in civil hospitals 
and be temporarily at the disposal of the civil authori-

. ties. Would you be in favour of that ?-It is very 
desirable that a young officer coming out here shtuld 
be attached to a regiment, but at the same time I 
should be very glad if he could be attached to a civil 
hospital, because he would have greater professional 

. .opportunities. 
41515. Could the two be combined at all ?-I think 

he might first go to to a regiment, say, for 12 months, 
:and afterwards he might be attached to one of our 
large civil hospitals. 

41516. And then go back to his regiment ?-.After a 
iime. 

41517. How long would you send him to the civil 
hospital for ?-Say six months, subject to the exigencies 
.of the Service. 

41518. That is to say, if the military people wanted 
him back, he would have to go back ?-Yes. 

41519. Are you s.1.tisfied with the present way in 
which you get officers when you ask for a new recruit. 
Is it not done by pure seniority at present ?-There is 
.a list in the Director-General's office, and recruits are 
sent out according to the list ; we are not allowed to 
apply for any particular officer ; we get them according 

, to their position on the list. 
41520. By seniority?- No, not necessarily by 

1:1eniority. 
41521. Assuming that you have had these young 

men for six months or a year at the civil hospital, 
would you not be able to select those you thought fit 
for civil employment?-Yes, no doubt, because it 
would give us a good opportunity. We have the 
opportunity here already, because we have a number 
.of officers who are doing plague work, and we can very 
-easily tell those we would like to have, but we cannot 
.always get them. 

41522. Would it be a great improvement if by some 
system you were able to vise the officers before taking 
them ?-Yes, but the men we lose anotber province 
gets, so that it would not do for us to have all the 
good men ; if we do not get the best man always, he 
goes elsewhere. 

41523. Does he remain in military employ ?-Not 
necessarily ; he very likely goes to another province. 

41524. As I understand, the system in London is 
that when they pass these men say they want civil 
ilmploy in a particular area, but if that area does not 
i!elect them for civil employ, they have to remain in 
military service?-We do not select them at all. 

41525. But if you had the right of selection and 
said, "This man is not up to civil employ," would he 
not have to stay in military employ ?-I suppose he 
would if he selected a given area, and that area would 
not have him-there would be no alternative, but that 
would not be a good thing for the man, or the army. 

41526. Have you any knowledge with regard to the · 
fees which Indian practitioners in this provin~ com
mand ?-Generally, but I have not a very intimate 
knowledge. I believe .Assistant Surgeons ordinarily 
get Rs. 5 a visit, and hospital assistants one or two 
rupees. 

41527. I am speaking of a highly qualified Indian 
practitioner ?-That is what he gets for ordinary visits. 

41528. Have you any men here with a London 
qualification ?-We consider the local qualification a 
good deal better. 

41529. Is ·Rs. 5 as much as he would expect to get? 
-Yes. · 

41530 .. But suppose he goes a long journey to attend 
a patient ?-Then he gets special consideration. 

41531. How would his fees compare with those of a 
European officer ?-He would not get as much as a 
European ; he would not be offered so much. 

41532. Is there a fair supply in Lahore of highly
qualified Indian practy;ioners ?-Yes; there are a 
good many practitioners here. We are particularly 
well off, because 'we have all the. lecturers in the 
school, and in addition there are several retired men 
who are practising in Lahore besides pHvate practi-
tioners. · · 

415?3. Suppose the Raja of Patiala or some one 
else did not care to pay the fees charged by a Euro
pean, could he get efficient medical attendance from an 
Indian in Lahore in case of emergency ?-Certainly. 

41534. Have you any experience as to cases where 
details have been reported which have prevented 
gentlemen calling iri practitioners of the Indian 
Medical Service ?-No, such reports are confidential, 
and they only go to the Head of Department, who 
treats them confidentially. · 

41535. But is it the fact that these reports are made 
known in the province and prevent people calling in 
Indian Medical Service Officers ?-I should not think 
so ; I have never heard it suggested. 

41536. You think you should have power to revise 
establishments which do not involve the creation of 
new appointments upon pay exceeding Rs. 250 a 
month. Might that not affect provincial finances a 
good deal ?-It might if it were done recklessly; of 
course, it would not be done on any large scale. 

41537. Would you put any limit on the total ex
penditure you might incur in a year in that way ?-It 
would be wise to do so, for financial reasons. 

41538. Then you suggest that you should have the 
power of dismissal and punishment of Assistant 
Surgeons ; are they not appointed by Government ? 
-They are in the first instance. 

41539. Do you think you could dismiss, and leave 
them with an appeal to Government ?-Yes. · 

·41540. Would you apply that to hospital assistants 
and allow the Civil Surgeon to dismiss with an appeal 
to you ?-No, because it is a good thing to keep out the 
personal element. The man at headquarters judges 
the case on its merits as it comes to him, and simply 
deals with it on the facts before him, whereas the 
local man may be prejudiced. 

41541. But would not an appeal safeguard that, and 
the local man is the person who can actually go into a 
hospital or dispensary and ascertain the facts ?-Yes, 
certainly. . 

41542. But still you would not give the power ?
No ; l do not think I would. 

41543. Then you also said that you should have 
power to sanction as regards grants-in-aid. What 
would the Financial Department again say to that ?-I 
suppose they could arrange it by giving me a budget. 

41544. Or a reserve to distribute ?-Yes, 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Mr. J. 0. GODLEY was called and examined. 

41545. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You are t~e Officiating 
Director of Public Instruction ?-Yes, smce October 
1907. I have had experience since 1888 of educa
tional work in India. 

The department comprises the Direct?r of Pu~lic 
Instruction and 46 Gazetted Officers : 15 m the Indian 
Educational Service and 31 in the Provincial Educa
cational Service. The higher professorial ~ta:ff ?f the 
Government College are, with. one e~cept1~n, m ~he 
Indian Educational Service, while the h~gher m.spectmg 
staff are equally divided between the two Semces. 

The Director is also Under-Secretary in the Home 
(Education) Uepartment. In this capacity he ta~es 
orders from the Lieutenant-Governor on matters whiCh 
would ordinarily be submitted through the Secretariat 
by other departments, such as the disposal of the 
gazetted staff, the award of the special grants, an~ 
University questions. Questions involving expendi
ture however, are ordinarily submitted to the Lieu
tena~t-Governor through the Financial Department of 
the Secretariat. As Director, he makes all appoint
ments, promotion~, and tr~nsfers in the ~u~?rdinate · 
Educational Serv1ce on h1s own respons1bility, and 
controls educational expenditure, subject to budget 
provision. A few institutions are under his direct 
control, and he conducts certain departmental exami
nations. He is ex-officio President of the Text-Book 
Committee, and a member of the University Syndicate, 
Miscellaneous questions relating to grants-in·aid, the 
interpretation of the Educational Code, &c., are referred 
to his decision. 

Educational interests do not appear to suffer from 
undue centralization. Delegation in matters of detail, 
such as the grant of honoraria and the power of sanction
ing temporary appointments, might probably be 
extended with advantage. References to the Govern
ment of India, however, are seldom found to be 
necessary. The appointment of a Director~General 
of Education has not led to centralization of control, 
because the Director-General has no administrative 
functions. The title is, in fact, a misnomer. The 
general lines of educational policy are laid down by' 
the Government of India, and the provincial Govern
ments endeavour t•l carry them into effect, so far as 
local conditions permit. There is nothing to show 
that the Director-General is in any way responsible 
for the policy of the Government of India. It is 
presumed, however, that he has been consulted, and it 
is obviously very desirable that when formulating 
their views on education, the Government of India 
should hava an educational adviser at hand to consult 
-preferably a man of practical experience gained in 
India, and not a mere theorist. So long as each 
province shapes its own educational policy, subject 
only to the general guidance of the Imperial Govern
ment, a Director-General in the ordinary sense of the 
term is a fifth wheel in the coach. 

The powers of the Director of Public Instruction 
are perhaps unnecessarily restricted in certain details, 
but [do not emphasise this point. As Under-Secretary 
to Government, he has direct access to the Lieutenant
Governor, which ensures full and immediate attention 
being given to educational matt\"rs. 

Delegation of powers to inspectors of schools might 
probably be carried further than at present, as in the 
matter of appointing the junior teachers of Govern
ment schools. The extent to which responsibility 
can be safely delegated depends upon the status and 
]Jersolmel of the inspecting stiff : in the Punjab only 
three of the six inspectors are in the Indian Educa
tional Service. 

There is o. strong feeling that the rules of this 
department curtail and hamper the powers of the 
local officers, who are in the best position to gauge the 
needs of their districts. It is argued that local self
government becomes a fiction if the Education 
Department is allowed to claim a certain proportion 
of the local funds, and to decide how it is to be spent. 
Local bodies naturally lose interest in the management 
of their affairs when departments are authorized to 
usurp the management, and the gain in educational 
effich·ncy is not enough (it is said) to compensate for 
the loss of local interet~t. Departmental control from 
the centre may be assumed to mean co-ordination of 
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system and sup?rvision by experts. When it is slack · Mr. J. 0. 
or nominal, as in certain Native States, the teach~rs Godley, 
are ill-paid and ill-qualified, and popular educat10n 16 Ap,,lgos. 
stagnates. The experiment of localizing the large 
secondary schools was tried in 18~61 and pro!ed a 
:Cailure. It was found that the Mum01pal Commxttees 
were unable or unwilling to pay for improvements, 
and that the members who took most interest in the 
scho9ls were those who wanted to provide jobs for 
their relatives.· In 1904 the schools were again taken 
over by Government, a measure which. gaye .general 
satisfac~ion, and in 1905 the power of appomtmg and 
promoting all teachers in Board secondary schools was 
transferred to the department. The schools still under 
the control of Municipal Committees are among the 
worst managed of their kind. 

The system now in force is. that twenty-nine high 
schools are entirely controlled by the department, all 
appointments, &c., bejng made b~ the Direct~r. The· 
remaining secondary schools are exther under mdepen· 
dent manaO'ement, or under District and Municipal 
Boards. Appointments in Board secondary school~ are 
made by circle inspect.ors. ?r?-mary schools are en~/.f~ly 
managed by local bodies; mlBslOnary and other soc1e~xes, 
and private individuals; but in the case of axded 
schools, the department fixes the grant to be paid by 
the local body, or from provincial funds. 

Articles 416-418 of the Education Code prescribe 
the minimum proportion which local bodies may be 
required to spend on education. The wording of these 
rules is vague, and what the department assumes to be 
an enforceable minimum, the Boards understand t? be, 
a maximum which may or may not he requued. 
Friction might be avoid~d if lo~al bodies W?re allowed. 
to fix their own expenditure, wxth the J?rOVlSO that the 
contribution from imperial or ·provincxal funds would 
be proportionate. But it is difficult to see how the parti
cular . apportionment of educational expenditure ~an . 
be left entirely to · the discretion of local bodies. 
There must be uniformity of system, and the depart
ment, as an inspecting agency, is bound to see that the 
system is enforced. The district inspectors of schools, 
who are the agents of the Deputy Commissioners in 
educational matters, must continue· to be guided by 
the rules of the department, and to look to the depart
ment for approval. An increase in the. powers and 
responsibilities of the agents of the Boards would 
necessitate a raising of their status. The pay of a 
district inspector now ranges from Rs. 100 toRs. 160, 
and compares unfavourably with that of the head
master of a high school. The award of grants, for 

.instance, could not be safely e?~rusted· to an office~ of 
relatively low status. An additxonal argument agamst. 
giving District Boards a free hand in financing educa
tion is the fact that these bodies receive considerable
gradts for primary education from imperial and pro
vincial revenues, and there ought to be a guaranteO< 
that such grants are utilized on the object for whicb 
they are given. Also it is quite· possible that the 
progress of education in the different districts might 
vary with the proclivities of the Deputy Commissioners~ 
if there were not close departmental scrutiny and. 
supervision. 

I do not think. therefore, that the control of educa
tion could be safely delegated to local bodies in a much 
greater degree than at present. But something might. 
be done in this direction, e.g.- • 

(a) Local bodies might be released from the· 
obligation to provide a fixed percentage 
for education, on the condition suggested 
above. 

(b) The Educational Code might be simplified,. 
so as to remove restrictions which are felt to
hamper the action of local bodies. 

(c) The status and responsibilities of district 
inspectors might be raised. · 

(d) Circle inspectors might be brought into· 
closer association with the District Boards .. 
They should be asked, for instance, as in 
Bombay, to attend the meetings of the· 
Boards at which the budget is discussed. 
There will always be chances of disagreement. 
when one set of people call the tune, and 
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Jl/1', :r. o. 
Godloy. 

another set have to pay the piper ; but 
there is less likelihood of it when they meet 

I ~4-pt:_., ~Q08, . 
in consultation beforehand. A department 

- should work in . harmony with the .local 
authority, and not seek to override it. .~ 

~·· 

' 41546. You speak of 29 high schools being entirely 
controlled by the Education Department ; are they 
paid for by Government?- Yes, they have been 
provincialized since the beginning of 1905. 

. 41547. Is there any contribution made by local 
bodies ?-A contribution is made on the basis of what 
tl:ley formerly paid, but .the management entirely l'ests · 
with Government. 

41548. .And the local bodies merely have the 
privilege· of helping to pay for them?-'-Yes, because 
they receive a certain amount of benefit. 

41549. What do they receive in return ?-They are 
entirely relieved of the charge of maintaining the 
school, and as the boys of the town are being edi:I-· 
cated' there, it was . thought proper that they should 
;pay something. 

41550. That is ·assuming that a high school educa
tion is a proper object for local funds ?-'-Yes. 

41551. Do the Local Boarc:k or municipalities pay 
contributions ?-The municipalities do. 

41552. What are Board · secondary schools-are 
they high schools ?-The Board secondary schools 
are usually middle fchools, but include a few high 
schools.. · 

41553. Are they what would. be called anglo
vernacular schools?-They are anglO-vernacular and 
vernacular. · 
.' 41554. You say that appointments in them are made 
by the ci,rcle inspectors ; are the circle inspectors 
Government servants or Board servants ?--:-They are 
Government servants. 
. 41555. Whom are they paid by ?-By the Govern
ment. 

. 41556. Has the ~unicipality or District Board no 
eonnection with them at all ?-Not as regards pay
ment. The inspector is· supposed to be in touch with 
the local authorities, including the Boards, as an 
:adviser. . · 

41557. But in no other way ?-In no other way. 

: 41558. What is the force of your remark that the 
Temaining secondary schools are either under iildepen
dent management · or under District and Municipal 
Boards? Do you mean that they are under the 
management of the District and Municipal Boards ?-
Yes. · · · 

41559. In what respect do they manage these· 
~econdary schools ?-The secondary schools are paid 
;for by ~he Municipal. Boards, but the appointments, 
promotions, and transfers of teachers are made by the · 
.circle inspectors; that is an arrangement which has 
~ately come into force. 

41560. Then by ·saying they are under District and 
Municipal Boards, all that is msam; is that the Distlict 
and Municipal Boards pay for them ?-The connection 
is cl6ser than that, ·although in practice the control 
does not amount to much. 

· 41561. Is there any difference between the con
nection of the District and Municipal Boards with 
these high schools and the connection 'Qetween those 
Boards and the middle schools ?-The chief difference 
is that the staff in one case are Government servants 
and are paid by Government, while in the case of 
Board. schools they ~re servants ?f: the Municipal 
·Committee and are paid by the Mumcipal Committee. 

41562. Is there any practical difference except that 
the source of their pay is different in each case?
'There is not very much difference. 

41563. Are both classes of schools entirely under 
the orders of the department ?..;..No, for iri the case of 
municipal schools the inspector is supposed to act with 
reference to the Municipal Committee, and in the case 
of Government schools there is no local body to be 
:consulted. 

_41564. In such a matter as the punishment or dis
~Issal of a master would he consult the municipality 
1n the case of a middle school ?-He would be expected 

to ; my practice was in regard to an important appoint· 
meilt to ask .the· municipal people to name their own 
man, and if he was qualified I accepted him. 
· 41565. I suppose most of the middle schools are in 

municipalities ?-No, a large number of middle schools 
are maintained by .the District Boards in large villages: 

41566. You say that circle inspectors are expected 
to. consult municipalities on the details of management, 
but as a fact do they, and have the municipality or the 
District Board nny direct hand. in the management of 
these middle schools ?-Financially they· have, e.g., in 
providing furni~ure and apparatus. 

41567. When are they called upon to pay ?-Not in 
the case of apparatus, because that would be entirely 
at their option. The department simply reserves the 
right of nominating, transferring and promoting· the 
masters, but in every case of promotion the· Municipal· 
Committees are consulted, because obviously it would 
be impossible to promote a master if the Committee · 
had not the funds to pay him. · 

41568. Have cases ever happened of a municipality 
or a District Board refusing to meet any demand made 
by the department ?-The department has no right to 
demand funds for apparatus and furniture ; it. can only 
point out the needs of a school. 

4151i9. But what is the actual practice ?-The actual 
practice is that the municipalities meet the. inspector's 
wishes as far as they can. 

41570. If they do not bring a certain amount of 
pressure upon them ?-No, we are unable to bring 
pressure upon them. 

41571. If they do not accede to your· dema.nds, do 
you write to the Deputy Commissioner?-No. · 

41572. Do you simply accept their decision ?-Yes. 

41573. In the case of primary schools, does t.he 
District Board decide on the location ?-Yes. 

41574. Does it pass an order that in such and such 
a village a school is needed ?-Yes.· The District 
Board has entire power to fix the school and appoint 
the staff. 

41575. Do they inform you of their intention to 
start a school? -Not necessarily. 

41576. Have they full power to appoint masters?
They have full power to start .any school in any place 
and appoint· the masters, provided they comply with 
the rules of the Code. 

41577; If' they choose to select .a master from a 
qualified Jist and appoint him to a village school, .has 
the department anything to say in the matter?
Nothing whatever, and no information is communi-
cated to the department. · 

41578. When the school is started are yon informed 
of it ?-No; not in the case of a primary school. 

41579. Who inspects· primary schools ?-They are 
inspected by the district inspector. 
· 41580. Is not the district inspector under you?
He is partially under the department, that is to say in 
regard to technical matters ; otherwise he is at. the 
disposal of the Deputy Commissioner. · 

41581. Is he appointed by the Board ?-No. 
41582. Who is h~ appointed by ?-By the depart

ment. 
· 41583. He is appointed· by the. department and paid 
for by the Board ?-No; he is paid by Government. 

41584. Does not the Board contribute ?-No. 
. 41585. Is he entirely and in every respect a Govern
ment servant?-Yes. 

41586. And the Board· has no control over hiin at 
all?-Yes ; he is supposed to be an agent of the 
Deputy Commissioner, and it is the Deputy Com
missioner who gives him casual leave. 

41587. In what capacity, as Chairman of the District 
Roard ?-As Chairman of the District Board and 
Deputy Commissioner, but chiefly as Chairman of the 
District Board. 

41588. Is it not rather an anomaly that a Govern· 
ment servant should be under the orders and control 
of a District Board .. Are you quite sure t~at that .is a 
correct statement of his position ?-He 1s certamly 
under the orders of the Deputy Commissioner. 
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· 41609. Do yon give Local Boards grants for seoon·. 
dary education here ?-No. · 

Jlr:J.:o. 
(}oiJ"f:ey. 

41589 • .ls Chairman of the District Board;.or as the 
representative of Government ?-I do not know. I 
have never enquired into the dis·inction. 

41590. Does this inspector send his reports to yon 
as to his inspections or to· your subordinates ?-He 
!!ends a statement of his inspections to the circle in-

41610. Then why should yon w~nt more uniformity 
than is required by simply a sufficient compliance to 
earn the grant ?-I was thinking simply of general 

f6 Ap~190S. 

principles, not of any particnlar roles. · 

41611. Then yon also· say that there ought to be a 
41591. Is he a Government servant ?....:..Yes. guarantee that such grants are utilised in.theobjectfor 
41592. Does he report upon the state of the school?.· which they are given, but if the change you suggest .of 

spector, through the Deputy t:ommissioner. · 

_Yes a pm rata grant was made, would .not the mere fact 
· that it was a pro rata grant .provide that, because _if 

41593. Then does the circle inspector take any action they did not spend the money they wonld not get the 
upon that ?-The circle inspector has no right to ta\e grant?-Yes. 
~~ fh 41612. So you de) not need the interference o t e 

41594. But supposing he found something very department to acquire them ?-It is not absolutely 
radically wrong in a school, or that the master was necessary. . 
entirely inefficient, to whom would he apply to rectify 
things ?-The inspector would inform the Deputy . 41613 • .Are yon able to institute any comparison 

·Commissioner. with the position of education in the Punjab and in 
the United Provinces? Do yon consider that the 

41595. As Chairman of the District Board ?-I Punjab is more advanced than the Uilited Provinces 
suppose so. in that respect ?-I have always understood that the 

41596. Can your department do nothing besides United Provinces were, educationally, ihe most back; 
bringing it to the notice of the Deputy Commissioner? ward province in India. · 
-No. 

41597. (Sir Steyning Efgerley.) Do your Education 
Codes compel you to refer to the Government of India, 
-or do yon simply have to go up when financial sanc
.tions are required? Can you do anything you like in 
the province with regard to education provided yon do 
not want financial sanction ?-On certain questions it 
would be necessary, of course, to obtain the sanction 
-of the Government of India, for instance, as to the 
disposal of imperial grants. 

41598. But apart from money are yon required to 
go up at all ?-As to the organization of the Service it 
would be necessary to go np. 

41599. Is that not a question of money? Was there 
not a general policy laid down in 1904, and subject to 
the need for financial sanctions, are yon not perfectly 
free to work it out as yon choose ?-I am afraid that 
that is a question upon which I cannot give any 
decided opinion. 

41600. What does the Education Code consist of? 
Is it a code peculiar to the Punjab ?-No ; it is framed 
on the same lines as similar rules in other provinces. 

41601. Can yon describe it more definitely ?-It 
deals with the conditions as to grants-in-aid, and it 
contains rules as regards curricula, school-discipline, 
and in short all the details connected with the working 
of re<:ognised schools. 

41602. Does it apply to local bodies ?-Certainly. 

41603. Do yon advocate a change in the system of. 
grants, and would yon simply give a promise to Local 
Boards that GoYernment will meet their expenditure 
on education by a proportionate grant?-Yon say that 
friction might be avoided if local bodies were allowed 
to fix their own expenditure with a proviso that 
contribution from imperial or provincial funds would 
be. proportionate. and later on yon say that local bodies 
m1ght be released from the obligation to provide a 
fixed percentage for education on the condition which 
yon -pre~ously suggested ; do you suggest that the 

-contnbotJOn should be pro rata ?-That is the Bombay 
system, and it seems to be a good principle, but whether 
it would be practicable here or not I do not know. 

41604. Is that what you meant to suggest ?-Yes. 

41?05. If :ron ~ave that system, and if you have 
certain. ClV!entJals la1d down by your Grant-in-Aid Code 
to entitle ~hem .io ,that grant, why do yon say there 
m'-!s; be _uniformity ?-Why should iherP. be any more 
unifomnty, a!ld why should they not be len free if 
they .earn the~r grant ?-I meant uniformity of system, 
e.'J., m awardmg &rants to schools. 

41606. There are only about h!!.lf a dozen conditions 
in the case of an or'-\inary grant-in-aid ?-Yes. 

41607. Subject to these conditions why do you want 
uniformity any further ; v.·hy cannot Local Boards be 
free to model their edu.cation as they please ?-1 thir.k 
~bey ong~t to be gu1ded by_ general principles, for 
mstance, 1n regard to expenditure of cilferent kinds 
upon primary ed•Jcution. 

4160~. But is not the whr,Ie thing primary? A.re 
not your grants primary ?-Xot entirely. 

41614. Cannot you give more than a general answer? 
-I have not made any detailed comparison, and·I 
cannot tell yon more than I have heard.. . 

41615. It was suggested by a witness the_ other day 
that there might· be introduced into • Government · 
schools a sort of moral text-book, teaching the virtues 
of truth, pointing out the results of falsehood and the 
difference between honesty and dishonesty, and so 
forth, as perhaps tending to check the disregard for 
authority, which seems to be a uiark of the rising 
generation ; is anything of that sort possible ?-I do 
not believe in direct teaching in that form. Morality 
is best taught indirectly by example and occasional 
precept, and not by teaching frqm text-books. 

41616. Would it be no adyantage to have a text
book of that sort in schools ?-I cannot say that it 
would be of no advantage, but, personally, I do not 
believe strongly in such text books. 

41617. It bas ~"!! recommended by Indian gentle
men of some expenence and knowledge ?-I know it 
has been recommended. · 

41618. Has it been tried here ?-It has been tried 
here ; in fact, moral text-books are used now in 
secondary schools, but not in primary schools. 

41619. Who prepared them ?-Dr. Sime prepared a 
moral text-book, and Dr Murdoch, of. Madras, pre.. 
pared another one which is now in use. 

41620. (Mr. Jieyer.) Have you been long Director 
of Public Instruction ?-I am only officiating now. 

41621. Have yon bad much to do with the Director
General of Education ?-Yes; I have met him several 
times. 

41622. Have you derived much benefit from his 
advice ?-Yes; a great deal 

41623. ·Do you think that the appointment is a 
desirable one ?-I think so, as an advisor. 

41624. Does he do more than advise; have you 
found him interfering with you at all ?-No; not in 
any way. 

41625. With regard to district inspectors yon say 
that the Boards do not pay for them, but do they not 
pay for their establishments?-Yes; they pay for their 
establishments. • 

41626. Yon told us that a district inspector,althongb a 
provincial servant, is to a certain extent under the orders 
of the District Board President, that is, the Deputy 
Commissioner?-Yes ; perhaps it would be simpler if 
I referred to the article in the Education Code which 
defines the position exactly. .Article 771 runs 11 district 
inspectors of schools are the agents of Deputy Com
missioners in their districts, and should at all times be 
in direct communication with these authorities." · 

41627. Does he not sit on the District Board?
Yes. 

41628. And therefore be helps to approve the orders 
under which he himself works ?-Yes. • 

41629. Is that a satisfactory state of things ?-1 
~hink it is sound. 
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41630. Can he vote ?-Yes; I presume so, if he is a 
member. 

41631. Mr. Maolagan told us that it was proposed to 
lay down a rule that the district inspeoctor should 
become a Local Fund servant ; has that order yet come 
out ?-No; I belieYe the question is under considera
tion. 

41632. Are you not e:r;-officio Under-Secretary to 
Government in the Education Department ?-Yes. 

41633. Therefore supposing you have any ~ff~rence 
of opinion with a District Board, or a Comm1ss1oner, 
as to the amount which they should contribute to 
education do you have to refer to yourself as Under
Secretary1?-My experience in the appointment is 
rather short, and I have never met with such a case. 

41634. But :would that not be possible ?-I should 
doubt it. 

41635. If you thought that a certain District Board 
was not spending enough money on education, wh!ln 
you saw their budget, would you represent the matter 
to the Board, and if they refused to reconsider things, 
would you go to the Commissioner ?-If I thought it 
worth while, I might bring the matter to the notice of 
the Commissioner. 

41636. If the Commissioner took the side of the 
District Board, what would happen ?-The Com
missioner would probably give an explanation, and say 
he thought the expenditure ought, or ought not, to be 
increased, and there the matter would end. 

41637. If he gave it in your favour naturally it 
would end, but supposing he gave it against you, would 
you then go on to Government ?-No ; the matter 
would drop. I do not know what the custom is ; I 
have never heard of such a case. 

41638. Are you prepared to enunciate a general 
principle as to the relative functions of Government 
and local bodies with rl')gard to education? We have 
been told by some people that they thought the 
dividing line might be between primary and secondary ; 
would that meet with your views ?-No; I do not 
think you can divide education for administrative 
purposes into primary and secondary, because the two 
must run together. • 

41639. Do you think it is merely a matter of 
expediency, and that you must deal with each par
ticular case?-Yes. 

41640. You have told us that the Boards have full 
control over primary schools, but that they can only 
exercise that control practically through the district 
inspectors. As long as the district inspectors are not 
their servants, can they be said to have full control?
The position is as defined in Article 771, .which I have 
already quoted. · 

41641. So that as far as the letter of the rule goes, 
they are absolutely independent of the District Board, 
but they have some relations with the Deputy Com
missioner?-Yes ; but that is not the practice. 

41642. What is the practice ?-No mention is made 
in the rule of the DiRtrict Board, but practically, the 
Deput.y Commissioner being the President of the 
Board, the district inspector carries out the orders of 
the Board. These schools are all Board schools, and 
are paid for by the Board. 

41643. That being so, might it not be clearer if you 
altered the rule by subs1ituting the District Board 
President for the Deputy Commissioner ?-It might 
make it clearer. 

41644. Is not the real control of primary schools 
practically invested in the district inspector ?-Yes, 
practically. 

41645. What, roughly speaking, is the amount of 
the,grants for llducation which the provincial Govern
ment makes to District Boards. We have heard of 
the grant which District and Municipal Boards make 
to the provincial Government for the upkeep of high 
schools and the salary of district inspectors and clerks, 
but what is the grant which t.he provincial Govern
ment makes to District Boards ?-I am afraid I am 
unable to give you any figures, 

41646. How would such gra11ts compare with the 
expenditure which the District Boards incur on each 
occa.sion ?-That is a question on which I am unable 
to giVe any exact figures. A grant is made to each 

district from provincial funds for primary education,.. 
and it varies in the case of different districts ; I cannot 
name the sum off-baud. 

416!7. In Bombay we are told roughly that the 
Government contribute about eight annas for each 
rupee which the Board give themselves?-Yes, the. 
amonm here would be very small comparatively. 

41648. As regards the simpli6cation of the Edu-
. cational Code, would you be prepared to give some· 
latitude to local bodies as to primary schools in 
respect of the curriculum or the hours of attendance,. 
and so on ?-That is a very doubtful point, and I 
believe it hns never been tried in any province. 

41649. In one province we were told that they had 
latitude to the extent that there were two alternative 
curricula for primary schools, rural and urban ; the· 
rural curriculum laid more stress upon agriculture and 
so on, and they could apply it if they liked during the 
harvest time; but they might apply the town curriculum 
at other times ?-We have several types of school 
curricula which can be adopted. 

41650. Has a District Board any discretion with 
regard to that, or has it to come to you ?-.A. District 
Board is rather tied in those respects, and is bound not 
to change certain types of schools without referring to 
the department. 

41651. Each of the types having been approved by
you as a general type, might they not have discretion· 
to adopt one instead of the other ?-Yes ; I think they
might. 

41652. As regards hours of attendance, do you lay 
down any rules ?-We have general rules as to the· 
hours of attendance and curriculum, and they are 
observed as far as possible, but I do not think it would 
make any difference if latitude were allowed, for
instance, as regards ordinary school hours. The ordi
nary school hours would be always nominally adopted, 
but in primary schools the school-master does not. 
always follow our precise arrangements ; the school 
may open at 8 o'clock according to his time, whereas. 
we might prescribe that it should open at 10 o'clock. 

41653. Does it really matter, supposing the school 
curriculum lays down that there shall. be five hour~ a 
day, whether a boy attends five hours m the lJ!-Ornmg· 
or five hours in the afternoon ?-No, but the difficulty 
is to prev~nt school h~urs from e;x:ten~ing from e:wly 
morning till dark. It 1s the practiCe With some of the 
small children in this country to come t~ school early 
in the morning, stay all day, and somet1mes even ali 
night. 

41654 .. Might any control be given to panchayats 
over schools in villages?-We have School Committees. 

41655. What do they do ?-They are supposed to 
interest themselves in the attendance of children, but 
otherwise they have no power, and the experiment so· 
far has not been productive. ' 

41656. You would not go further ahdgive them any 
power of management ?-Until you have an educated 
public in villages, the villagers would not be capable of 
doing it. School Committees are well enough where 
you have an educated public, but what villagers want 
lS not self-government as regards schools, but good 
schools. 

41657. You say that Districb Boards are free 
practically in regard to primary schools, but can they 
abolish a school without your sanction ?-They can 
abolish a school in one place so long as they open 
another in another. That is to say, they are not 
empowered' to reduce the number qf primary schools. 
without reference. 

41658. As long as they keep the total number up 
they may abolish school A if they establish school B ?" 
-Yes. 

41659. Are the grants-in-aid to schools in districts 
made through the Boards, or does the Government 
make grants-in-aid direc• to mission schools or special 
institutions, for example ?-Some schools receive aid 
from the provincial funds either in addition to, or 
instead of, tbe aid given from district or municipal 
funds. 

41660 . .A.ro:~ the schools of a special character ?-No; 
I think the history of them in many cases accounts · 
for the natur~ of tl:e grant. . 
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41661. There is no strict dividing line ?-No. 

41662. Are the grants large, ta~en a~to~ther '?
. The grants are calculated on definite prmc1ples, and 
11re fairly liberal. 

41663. But in the bulk, is much money spent in 
that way ?-Yes, I think they are as liberal as can be 

.expected. 
41664. (Jlr. Ilichens.) Yon said that yon do not 

think a dividing line is possible between primary and 
secondary education, and therefore yon cannot allocate 
one sphere very well to local bodies and another to 
the Local Government ; why do yon think it is ~ot 
possible to make a dividing line ?-Because education 
must form one scheme. 

41665. Do yon mean tha5 the whole thing must be 
dovetailed ?-Yes. It is very difficult to distinguish 
between primary and secondary education ; the 
Government of India hold that what we call verna
cular middle class schools are reatiy higher class 
primary schools. 

41666. Even though one does dovetail into the 
other, and the dividing line may be difficult to make, 
yon can hardly call it impossible ?-It would· not be 
impossible to draw an arbitrary line, of course. 

41667. But would it be undesirable ?-1 think so. I 
-do not see any object, for administrative purposes, in 
differentiating between education in its lower stages 
and education in its higher stages. 

41668. Would yonrpoint be that it would be desir
able that all education should be rnn by the same 
body, and that all the features of education should be 
under Government control entirely?-The probability 
is that centralization in education is more efficient than 
decentralization. · 

41669. Would yon allow the local authority a. voice 
in all aspects of education ?-1 do not think the present 
system is bad ; the district authorities have the power 
of appointment and dismissal of teachers. 

41670. Jn regard to primary education ?-Yes. 
41671. .And in regard to secondary education?

They have not that right in regard to their secondary 
schools. 

41672. Have they not the privilege of paying? 
Would it not be more satisfactory if yon could give 
them a real interest instead of giving them a very 
vague s1y in most things ?-Local control is an 
excellent thing nnder certain conditions, but tinlimited 
local control of a school has not generally proved a 
success. 'fo take the case of an ordinary municipality, 
there are sure to be factions, and they are likely to 
extend to the school if there is no guiding control. 

41673. What serious objection is there to saying 
that primary education should be entirely under the 
control of the Local Government, and that they should 
provide the fnnds for it, the Local Boards having no 
responsibility, but with regard to pr!mary education 
that they should be responsible ?-There may be a 
division made as regards funds, but I cannot agree 
that the entire control of primary schools should be 
placed outside the Education Department, because the 
Education Department would not be worth its salt 
unless it could guide and control education from the 
top to the bottom. Another point is that in the 
lower stages of education more control is required than 
in the case of higher education. In the higher stages 
you have highly qualified and responsible managers and 
teachers who need very little, if any, guidance from 
experts. 

41674. Assuming for the moment that there may 
not be control, and leaving'ont of acconnt the degree, 
is there any objection in your opinion to making a 
division of that sort, and saying that secondary educa
tion should be paid for and controlled entirely by the 
Government, bot that primary education should be 
controlled and paid for partially by the District 
Board ?-There is no objection excepting the obvious 
one, that the Government would not be able to alford 
the expense of maintaining secondary schools, if the 
entire financial burden were take off the shoulders of 
the municipality. 

41675. Then your answer to the question as to what 
the contribution of the Government to the District 
Boards would be is that Distrid Boards contribute 
Yery much more to Government than Government 

contributes to District Boards ?-:My experience is not Mr. J. C. 
sufficient to enable me to answer that question. Godley. 

41676. Bot otherwise your last answer falls to t~e 16 .Apr., 1908 • 
gronnd. Assuming t~t t~e Governmen~ changed Its 
policy and made contri_bntion tow:ards pnmary ed~ca-
tion, and per co11tra S8Id, " We will not take anything 
from yon for secondary education/' would the two 
things balance ?-I cannot give any definite answer to 
that, because 1 have not gone into the financial aspect 
of the question . .-

41677. But apart from the possible financial objec
tion, have yon any objection, as Director of Education, 
to that being done-to complete control of secondary 
schools by the Government, and ~ control and 
supervision only with regard to pnmary schools?
That would virtually amonnt to the present system. 

41678. Would yon say that it was very important to 
enlist the interests of the people in Education, and 
that it would be better possibly to have a compara
tively bad school in which they were interested, than a 
first-class school which they did not care much about ? 
-1 doubt whether that is a possible hypothesis ; as a 
rnle the people are less interested in the worse schools. 

41679. But is that only if they are nnder their own 
control? At any rate, you do attach importance to 
the people being interested in the schools, and in order 
to do that you must give them a. certain amonnt of 
control ?-Yes; as. much as yon possibly can, but I. 
would not endeavour to give them control if they did 
not want it, and that is where the difficulty may come 
in. If you say to the people of a. village, "Please 
conduct your own schools," and they say they would 
rather not, but would prefer to have them conducted 
by the Board or the provincial Government, the whole 
thing falls to the ground. The people do not want 
local control over the schools ; they have got some 
under onr rnles, and a man has a right to start ~ o~ 
school if he likes, but they prefer a school which IS 
managed from a centre. 

41680. But where a municipality or a District 
Board does want to manage its own school entirely 
and expresses a desire to do so, would yon raise any 
objection ?-Certainly not. . 

41681. Would yon have any objection to District 
Boards having their own agents for the management 
and supervision of primary schools, subject to your 
general departmental supervision ?-That is virtnally 
the case at present. 

41682. The position of the district inspector is ex
ceedingly anomalous and hard to define, but .yon can 
consider him in one aspect as a. servant of the Deputy 
Commissioner as President of the District Board, while 
in another aspect he is the servant of the Education 
Department ?-Yes. 

41683. The Code defines him only as an agent of 
the Deputy Commissioner ; my idea. was that they 
should have their own agency, and servants of the 
District Board to manage the primary village schools, 
subject to the control of your department, and subject 
also to the control of the provisions of the Code?
Where would the practical difference come in? 

41684. They could send their own man to a particu
lar- school to inspect, but the District Board cannot do 
anything now under the Code ?-1 have always main
tained that the District Board could control. 

41685. Where is the District Board named in the 
Code? That system has been tried in some other 
provinces, and I should like to know whether yon have 
any objection to their mana.,oing their -own primary 
schools by their own servants entirely, subject only to 
a general tmpervision of the department ?-I see nn 
objection to that, as long as the position of the District 
Board inspector was not weakened thereby. We want 
very good men indeed as inspect{)rS, and if yon call the 
inspector a servant of a. certain District Board, the 
question is whether yon would get the right man, and 
lhere would be difficulty in recruiting. 

41686. But if it was possible to find a man, yon 
would not have any objection ?-No : except that 
there might be, if the distrid inspectors looked solely 
to the District Board for advancement, a -tendency to 
disregard any guidance or supervision fro.m the Edncl-
tion Departmenl . 

41687. I postulate a sort of generalsnperrision on 
the part of the Education Department ; subject to that, 
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would the agency of the District Board be found 
capable of managing their own village schools ?-Only 
if the right s~amp of men are recruited ; if a higher 
type than at present could be placed in charge, it might 
work weU. 

would see tbat that particular school became a zamin
dari school. 

16 .AJi.,l908, 

41688. (Mr. Dutt.) Does the Code refer only to the 
.'Punjab ?-It refers to the Punjab only. 

41696. Would you not allow a District Board to 
pass an order that every two months during the 
harvest season the school might only be held for three 
hours in the morning-would you not allow that 
amount of latitude ?-l'here would be no objection . 

41689. Was H compiled by the Director of Public 
··Instruction here?-It has been gradually compiled b:t 
successive Directors. 

. . ·'41690. And sanctioned by the Punjab Government? 

41697. In matters of that kind, unless you allow 
them latitude, would they take any interest in their. 
work ?-I see no objection to matters of that sort 
being entirely at the discretion of the District Board . 

-Yes. • 
41691. Does it lay down rules with regard to the 

·housing and furnishing of village schools?-Yes) more 
or less. 

4.1692. Would you allow Di!'ltrict Boards a large lati
. tude with ·regard to those matters?-:-They have already 
latitude in regard to those matters ; there are no 
details prescribed. . 

• 41693. Supposing a village cannot get a house for a 
school, would there be any objection to the boys meet
ing in 'the house of some influential villager, until one 
could be got ready ?-Not the slightest. The Code 
lays down a general rule that the Hoard should see tha~ 
the housing of the schools is sufficient, and, as a matter 
of fact, a large number of the present primary schools 

.are held inside houses lent or'hired. 
41694. .And th~t is not against the. provisions in the 

Code ?-It is not. 
41695. In the same way, with regard to the hours 

·of attendance, supposing the villagers said that in 
harvest time they do .not want to .send their boys to 
·school from 10 to 5, but' only for three h(}urs in the 
morning, would you allow the District Board to sanc
tion that arrangement ?-That would be possible if 
the type of school was what we call zamindari schools, 
or half-time schools, but if they wanted to do it in an 
ordinary village school, it would upset the curriculum 
.more.or less, and it would be difficult to arrange im
mediately. If the villagers wanted it permanently 
they .could apply to the district inspector, and he 

41698. But you say the Code requires, if any such 
alteration were made, that the school should be turned 
into a zamindari school; my proposal is that in certain 
cases the Board should be allowed to make such orders. 
as they pleased ?-I do not see why they should not. 
These Codes are only made for general guidance . 

41699. Are your officers in the Provincial Service 
who are recruited in this country appointed by Govern
ment, upon the recommendation of the Director of 
Public Instruction ?-They are appointed by the pro
vincial Government, presumably on the recommenda
tion of the Director of Public Instruction. 

41700. Does their promotion or transfer .require 
Government orders ?-Yes. 

41701. Can the Director of Public Instruction trans
fer them from one district to another or promote them 
from one grade to another ?-No. 

41702. Are they generally a satiSfactory class of 
men ?-I think so. 

41703. What is their pay to begin with ?-Rs. 200. 
41704. What do they go up to ?-Rs. 700. 
417.05. Do the district inspectors belong to that 

Service ?-No; district inspectors are not on the pro
vincial list. 

4170.6. Do they belong to what you call the Subordi
nate Service?-Yes. . 

41707. Is your code liable to revision from time to 
time ?-Yes; it is revised periodically. . 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. T. P. RUSSELL STRACEY was called and examined. 

M•. T. P. 41708. ( Si1• Ft·edericlc Lely ). You are .Assistant 
Ruaaell Secretary to the Punjab Government in the Financial 
Stracey. Department ?~Yes. · 

The first step towards decentralization was taken by 
16 .Apr.,l908. 'the Government of India in 1877, when the system of 

- allowing Local Governments to operate against allot
ments made by the Imperial Government was replaced 
by a provincial settlement, subject to reconsideration 
quinquennially. Certain heads of income and expendi
ture were.assigned in their entirety to provincial, others 
. were shared, and.a few retained as imperial. At the 
S!'me time the powers of the Local Government were 
defined. Coming to the present time we have the quasi· 
permanent settlement, and the powers of the Local 
Government as defined.in Chapter XVII of the Civil 
Account Code, 
· .As long as provincial finances are shared, the 
Imperi!l-1 Government must necessarily, as the senior 
partner, have an interest in provincial affairs. This 
position rather stands in the way of anything like 
real delegation and decentralization. The question 
is : "Cannot there be a dissolution of partnership 
without doing away with a Local Government's 
liability to contribute towards the imperial exchequer?" 
Cannot this be done by treating all the items of 
income and expenditure adjustable on the books of the 
Accountant-General and Examiner of Public Works 
Accounts (except for Military Services and other . 
purely Imperial Departments, e.g., the Post Office and 
Telegraph Department, &c.) as provincial and fixing 
(with due regard to the accepted standard of 
expenditure of the province) a certain percentage 
of ~he Q1'oss income as a con~r~bution to " imperial," 
subJect to a ·reasonable Dillllmun? The subsidy 
suggested would represent the liability of the province 
towards imperial defence, &c., and each Local Govern
~ent might be allowed to . build up it11 own famine 
msurance fund. The existing quasi-permanent settle
ment is subj~c.t to revisioiJ. whenever the Imperial 

. Go.vernment .1s confronted with the alternative of 

either imposing general taxation or seeking. assistance
from the province, or when the variations from the 
initial relative standards of revenue and expenP.iture 
have, over a substantial term of years, been so great as 
to result in uh:fairness, either to the province itself or 
to the Government <>f India. These reservations. 
might be retained. . 

As matters stand a Local Government cannot 
re-appropriate budget grants from a sharea head to· 
an entirely provincial head and vice tlersa. This 
difficulty would be removed . 

The Government of India lay great stress on the 
de~irability of securing a consonance between recorded 
actuals and a sanctioned budget. Departmental and 
other officers render·· their budgets to the Accountant
General by the 15th of November at the latest. This 
date should be extended to the 15th of January. The· 
revised estimate of a. year then current, which is based 
on the actuals for the first eight months of that year 
plus the actua.ls of the last four months of the previous 
year (rejecting, of course, abnormal figures), is adopted 
as a general basis of the estimate for an ensuing year .. 
The first edition of the budget notes and estimate as 
accepted by the Local Government is despatched by 
the Accountant-General to the Government of India 
on the 20th of January: Corrections in the light of 
later actuals are reported to the Government of India 
in February, and important modifications telegraphed 
up to about the first week in March. The Government 
of India, being thus in possession of the latest 
statistics, are in a position to effect radical changes in 
the estimates accepted by a Local Government ·on 
less perfect data. If my suggestion for a complete 
emancipation of provincial finances is accepted, a 
Local Government should be allowed to consider and 
finally adopt its budgets by the 20th of Fe~rua~y ; 
and so long as the estimates assure the contr1butwn 
to "imperial," the prescribed minimum balance, the 
famine ins~miuctJ, and a safe margin or . accrued 
surplus, they should be accepte1 by the .Government 
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of India. The Accountant-General would, of course, 
intimate modifications in the revised estimate to the 
Government of India and the Local Government up 
to the first week in March. Article 154, note 2, and 
that part of article 1361, Civil Ac~ount Code, which 
require a special report to the Government of II!.dia 
before a Local Government can utilize, to any 
considerable extent, its accumulated surplus, should be 
amended. 

Under existing arrangements the growing income 
of a province is shared. During the quinquennium 
1900-01 to 1904-05 the provincial share of an average 
gross income of about Rs. 5,48,00,000 was Rs. 2,24,00,000 
or about 41 per cent., and during the past four years,0 

under the quasi-permanent settlement, the gross 
income averaged about five crores, of which the 
provincial share was Rs. 2,96,00,000, or 59 per cent. 
These quota include special assignments for specific 
services, and also the compensatory assignments for 
loss of income or expenditure entailed by changes in 
policy effected since the settlement was sanctioned. 
It is doubtful if a Local Government could, in 
the circumstances, hypothecate its. share of income 
or any part of it as security for a loan if it had 
borrowing powers. Besides, if several Local Govern
ments endeavoured to raise a loan about the same 
time, it might lead to unfavourable tenders. .All 
things considered, it would be better to leave the 
question of raising loans to the Imperial Government. 
I would, however, suggest enlarging the scope of the 
provincial advance and loan account by permitting 
Local Government to provide there for loans for any 
remunerative works or undertakings of public utility. 
What would facilitate the development of a province 
without a resource to loans is the expenditure of 
capital by syndicates on remunerative works approved 
of by the Local Government, e.g., branch railways, 
&c., which they may be encouraged to do by permitting 
Local Governments to guarantee the interest on capital 
expenditure. 

As a Local Government would, from local conditions 
be in the best position to decide, on the merits of each 
case, in a matter of the pay and allowances of any 
of its officers, the power to grant local, personal 
and deputatioB allowances, without regard to the 
emoluments of the officer after the addition of any 
of these allowances, might be delegated to the Local 
Govern.ments. For the same reason I would suggest 
delegatiOn to a Local Government of power to sanction 
conveyance or fixed travelling allowances, The general 
res~rictions in article 283-4 (2), (5), (6), (7), (8) and 
artiCle 283, rules 11, 13, 14 and 15 which might be 
retained, are a sufficient control. ' 

The following imperial charges are adjusted on the 
books of the local Accountant-General :-14-interest 
on other obligations ; IS-general administration
office of Accountant-General and the Paper Currency 
Dep.art~ent; 23--:-t:cclesiastical; 25-political; 27-
terntorl~l and pollt1cal pensions. The larger powers 
of sanctiOn pleaded for expenditure classed as entirely 
provinc!al or shared. might ~easonably be extended to 
the cler1cal and merna) establishments and contingencies 
of the Ecclesiastical and Political Departments. 

Any. system which requires a reference to higher 
a!l~h?nty enc~urage.s, and unconsciously leads to, 
r1gtd1ty a~d un~ornuty. 'l'he question that naturally 
suggests Itself m a Government of India Secretariat 
when a matter is being considered is :-"Have we 
precedents?" or "What do other Governments do?" 
The re!Jledy lies in keeping down references to higher 
authonty as much as possible and allowing Local 
Gove~nments to de~elope their administration on their 
own hues. Su~gesti?ns of reform from other provinces 
brough.t to their noti?e by the Government of India or 
by their expert advisers (Directors and Inspectors
~enera.I) would be welcome and receive every con
sideration. 

In ~at~rs.of finance the rigidity of the Government 
of In.dia IS liable to operate adversely on a province, 
"·fh lU pur~uance of so!lle fiscal or administrative 
pohcy growmg heads of mcome are abolished or some 
fre~h charges. are throw.n on a Local Government. 
The loss occ:•s•oned by this modification of the original 
!lettlement 1s restored by compl'lwlfory assignments 
th~ough th~ land revenue head, which the rigid and 
umform pohcy of the Government of India treats as 

• .t~II~Hifi to 1!1111!-09, the reYi&'d anrl proposed estimntee 
havmg been taken for 1907-us nnd HI08-0\I. 
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fixed and is, generally, based on the estimate of the 
year then current. A provincial settlement consists of 
income assigned for provincial uses and expenditu~e to 
be met thE>refrom, the. difference between the two sets 
of the assigned transactions being adjusted by a 
contribution to or from provincial revenues, technically 
known as a "fixed adjusting entry." Increases in the 
expenditure assigned are expected to be met from the 
gt owing heads of income. Any marked disparity 
between the income which would have been realized, 
but for its abolition, and the fixed grant or the 
ultimate ·growth in the fresh charges thrown on the 
province, naturally constitutes an. unlooked for 'demand 
on the growing heads of income assigned in the 
settlement, and to the extent to wh)ch these causes 
extinguish the annual surplnses is the power of the 
Local Government to incur new- expenditure in the 
improvement of administration curtailed. The Govern
ment of India have declined to calculate the compensa
tion on a sliding scale as it is against their traditional 
policy. 

Certainly the Government of India must be given 
credit for the initiative in administrative reforms in 
recent years, but the ult~ate effect, fina~cially, of 
some of the reforms will not be to the adva.ntage of 
the province; or, to put it plainly, provincial revenues 
are likely to be called upon to appropriate for some of 
the reforms of Imperial policy so much of their Jiet 
profits each year to meet the difference betwee~ the 
eventual cost of the new measures and the fixed com
pensatory assignments. 

The rules bearing on the J'ight of appeal should not 
be brought within the scope of decentralization, as it 
would be impolitic for the public, both official and 
non-official, to apprehend that personal rights are to 
be curtailed simply with a view to decrease the work 
of Government officials to whom the personal interests 
of the people are entrusted. The rules as they stand 
sufficiently empower officers to deal finally with appeals 
which bring forward nothing new. · · 

Deputy Commissioners, Commissioners and Heads 
of Departments should be encouraged to take a 
greater personal interest in budget matters. In the 
past this was not possible, probably as their control 
over the budgets was restricted. They should be 
allowed more time to prepare their estimates, and the 
forms in which they are submitted might be simplified, 
so as to clearly bring out each officer's demands other 
than for fixed charges already sanctioned. The Audit 
Officer has a record of these, and the estimate is simply 
a question of arithmetic. They should provide in 
their estimates for a coming year for fresh expenditure 
which they are competent, by delegation, to sanction 
and for contingencies (other than contract), travelling 
allowances, supplies and services, petty construction 
and repairs, &c., &c. I would further suggest that 
each sanctioning officer be permitted to provide a 
reasonable " reserve" in his estimate ; and as long as 
an officer is competent to incur the e-xpenditure, the 
fact that provision for it exists under different grant 
heads should not stand in the way of his re-appro
priating sa$gs in a sanctioned budget during the 
course of a year. 

I would not assume that individual officers sub
ordinate to Government are not ready to exercise 
increased powers. If any loss or harm resulted by 
neglect, in the application of higher powers, the officer 
concerned might be held personally responsible ; and if 
instances of failure were multiplied, an officer would 
declare his own unfitness and be dealt with depart
mentally. Decisions in such cases, however, should 
not be influenced by any sense of sentimentality. 
This should sufficiently ensure the success of the 
scheme, and at the same time protect Government from 
loss, either pecuniary or of prestige. 

As general suggestions bearing upon the subject of 
decentralization, I offer the following:-

Correspondence should be explicit and concise, and 
the memo. form should be nsed generaUy. ~very 
comll,lunication should be self-contained, formal ex
pressions such as "I have t!te honour" at the beginning 
and end of letters omitted, and enclosures should not be 
sent unless absolutely necessary. Men of good business 
sta_m~ and with a liberal education wJ;to are capable of 
rehevmg overworked officers of drafttng or correcting 
drafts should be appointed to the senior clerical posts 
in subordinate offices. If necessary, the pay of these 
posts might be made more attractive. Letters on 

z 

Mr.1.. P. 
Ru88ell 
Stracev. 

16 Apr., 19~8. 
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Mr. 1: P. unimportant. subjects or of an ephemeral character 
'Russell .might be written by the superintendent or head clerk 
Sfra.ceu. on carbon pad. 

Government unnecessarily multiplies cash trans· 
16 Ajir.,190~. actions: The debit note system in the case of 

" · telegrams might be extended to all offices. The rules 
secure sufficient control on unnecessary expenditure, 
and there is no reason to believe that the change 
.advocated would encourage a reckless resort to 
telegrams. 

Official postage labels are obtained from the treasury 
1n return for cash. An officer requiring his month's 
supply should send a receipt to the treasury in duplicate 
showing the number and denomination of the labels 
required and the major, minor and detailed heads to 
which the charge is debitable. One copy would be 
signed by the Treasu.ry O~cer and returned, with the 
'stamps, to be attached to the postage register of the 
office concerned:, and the .other retained by him for 
·submission to the Accountant-General at the end of 
the month with a consolidated statement classifjing 
the supplies under the several major and minor heads. 
The latter would credit the Postal Department by one 
monthly or annual transfer entry for th~ entire province 
and debit the service head or department concerned. 
These suggestions would release an enormous amount 
of cash for public use, and do away with thousands of 
sub-vouchers. '£he increase in the transactions in the 

· exchange accounts between the Audit Officers and the 
Postal and Telegraph Accounts Departments, although 
not offering any serious obstacle, is provided for in 
my suggestion below. 

'£be payment of pensions might be usefully relegated 
to the Postal Department. By far the greater number 
.of pensions are for insignificant sums ·payable to 
natives who retire to out-of-the-way villages. This 
·proposal would particularly appeal to them. Under 
existing rules a pension can be paid only at a sadr or 
sub-treasury, while the Postal Department would pay 
the pensioner from the sub-post office nearest his 
residence. 

Official accounting has developed into a fine art, and 
we resort to methods which would never be tolerated 
by business firms who naturally aim at securing 
maximum results with a minimum of labour and cost. 
The number of exchange accounts and the number of 
:transactions that pass through them are appalling. 1t 
·11eems to me that if we had one ce11tral audit office for 
:each province, work would be done expeditiously and 
.economically. The following offices might work in 
. one central station, say, the provincial capital, 
.under one Chief :-(I) Accountant-General's office ; 
{2) Examiner, P. W. Accounts; (3) Deputy Controller 
.of Post Offices ; ( 4) Examiner of Telegraph Accounts ; 
.(5) Controller of Military Accounts; (6) Examiner of 
Railway Accounts The question of the Financial 
Department taking over ( 4) is already under -considera
tion,·and it is likely that the system of divisional audit 
will be introduced from the 1st of April1908, when 
{ fi) will really be a small establishment entrusted with 
general supervision, and the consolidation of the 
various divisional accounts in the command. (6) of 
-course would be part of the scheme only when it 
represents a Government line. As matters go, the 
combination is feasible at Lahore. Each of the 
departments would be in charge of its own depart
_mental officer. The arrangement results in the aboli
tion of exchange accounts between these departments. 
'fhe transactions brought to account in one of the 
sections but adjustable by another will merely pass 
through one adjw;ting head, and be relieved by C}:'edit 
to a corresponding adjusting head in the accounts of 
the latter, on the principle of " cash 7•ecoveries." 

When I was in the Military Accounts Department 
we were flooded with schedules and sheafs of credit 
notes and warrants used by Military Officers which the 
railway sent on and with thousands of cashed military 
cheques from the Accountan.t-General's office, in 
support of the debits in the exchange accounts. The 
grant of letters-of-credit would be facilitated, and also 
the adjustment of pension payments and postal and 
telegraph charges. 'l'he central Accounts Officer would 

·send o11e consolidated account to the Comptroller
.G~ne~al for each p~ovince. This suggestion is on the 
prmotple of a clearmg house in large business centres 
at Rome, where the accounts of one firm are daily set 
off against another and only the net result passed over 
the counter. The s~ving in correspondence, postage, 
!elegrams and establlShment will be a financial advan-
age, to say nothing of the enormous gain to public 

business in getting the work done expeditiously. 
Moreover, a study by one permanent local Chief of the 
comparative advantages of the systems of audit and 
accounting in these several departments would result 
in proposals for the adoption of the simplest prac~ical 
methods being put forward more promptly than 
suggestions to the same end made by the Deputy 
Auditor-General during his periodical inspections. 
· Audit should be conducted strictly in accordance 
with rules to the exclusion of all discretion. It has 
not hitherto been considered politic to permit an Audit 
Officer to rela t rules, or suggest expedients for the 
evasion of the n11tural operation of rules. If this 
stringency was considered essential when the powers 
of expenditure were restricted, it is the more necessary 
now that a freer hand is to be allowed to Controlling 
and Disbursing Officers. Nor do frequent references 
·by a Local Government to an Audit Officer by a resort 
. to the suggestion in article 290, Civil Account Code, 
make for businel'IS. A local Secretariat should be 
self -contained. 

If all the suggestions made by thfl several Govern
ments to decentralize and devolute were introduced in 
their entirety, there would still remain the tendency to 
centralize, particularly in financial matters ; if not by 
reversion, by new items originating in the course of 
business. The only way to stifle this, while retaining 
the integrity of audit, is for each Local Government to 
have a financial and account expert who might be 
·borne on the rolls of the Financial Department, but 
work direct under a Local Government. '£he Secretary 
of State has recognized this principle in the Railway 
Board to which a financial adviser, drawn from, and 
borne on the rolls of1 the accounts department, is 
attached. A Local Government should also, periodi
cally, depute an officer with thorough. business 
experience t,o overhaul the systems of work in the 
offices subordinate to it, and suggest economics, delega
tions, simplification, &c. 

41709. You make a proposal which implies the 
financial independence of the provincial Government 
.which means, I suppose, that there is practically to .be 
.no submission of the budget for criticism, or the 
sanction of the Government of India ?-No; the 
budget would continue to go up. 

41710. But I understand you propose to send it up 
later in the year?-Yes, so that we should have better 
data and more time to look into our figures, and 
anticipate tlie modifications which the Government of 
India now have to make • 

41711. Which would involve less time for the 
Government of India, and more time for the pro
vincial Government, for consideration ?-Yes; but the 
advantage to the Government of India is that the 
estimates are rendered to it better prepared. 

41712. Supposing, under your system, by reason of 
.war or any other emergency, the imperial expenses 
suddenly increased, .how would they be met ?-At 
present the items of provincialJ;evenue and expenditure 
are assured, and the Government of India have the 
right to raise the terms when confronted by any 
emergency. My system recognizes this right. 

41713. But if there was a sudden call for money, as 
in the case of war, is it not met to some extent out of 
the balances of the Government of India ?-Yes. 

41714. How do you propose that it should be met 
under your system ?-In the same way as now; the 
only change is that each province would surrender a 
percentage of its gross income to the imperial revenues, 
retaining the rest for provincial uses. 

41715. Allowances would be made for special and 
unforeseen expenditure ?-Quite sQ. We would have 
the whole of the income and expenditure now dealt 
with in the provincial settlement as provincial, and 
having once accepted the standard of expenditure, we 
would fix the percentage of income to be banded over 
to the Imperial Government. At present the condition 
is that, should any contingency arise, the Governm~nt.of 
India is at liberty to modify the t~rms of t~e provmCial 
settlement, and that reservation nught remam ; the only 
difficulty, howevel', is that a provincial Government 
might increase its working expenses to. such a Yery 
large figure as to mnke sudden curtatlment. rather 
difficult. But that could be got over by fixmg the 
standard of expenditure for, say, five years in advance. 

41716. Takina the case of famine, would you leave 
the provincial G"overnment to run the risk of that?-
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Yes; they would have to build up their own Famine 
Insurance Fund. 

41717. Supposing a famine attacked a province, and 
there were not sufficient fonds to meet the demands 
made what would happen ?-Then it would involve a 
redudtion of the percentage. to be p~i~ to the ~overn
ment of India so long as those conditions obtamed. 

41718. So that practically the Government of ~di_a. 
would have to meet it ?-From its percentage, whtch 18 

what they virtually do now under the Famine Insurance 
Fund. 

41719. Is not the Government of India, which bas 
to deal with very much larger figures than any pro
,;.ncial Government, very much better able to meet a 
large charge than any provincial Government?-Yes ; 
if the expenditure is very heavy and enctoaches on the 
prescribed minimum balance of a province. 

41720. So that the GovernmElnt of India would have 
to be finally responsible for meeting the expenditure 
with regard to famine, as they are now?-Yes. 

41721. And it would be in a less strong position to 
do it under your proposal ?-1 am not quite sure about 
that. If we build up a reserve, and use our annual 
surplus on protective measures, we should be in a 
better position to meet clainlB with regard to famine 
when they did occur. 

41722. After your reserve was built up?-Yes. 
41723. What would you do meanwhile ?-The pre

scribed minimum balance of the provincial Government 
might be raised. Ours is 10 lakhs, llnd it might be 
raised to something .more, say, 20 lakhs. We might 
also start off with 10 lakbs as the famine reserve. 

41724. If the responsibility of meeting these special 
crises were divided among all the different provinces, 
would not the chance of a deadlock be greatly 
increased ?-~ot if the Famine Insurance Fund were 
included in the balances. 

41725. From a financial point of view, would tbete 
be any objection to giving the Commissioner a certain 
latitude, leaving him to make a divisional Public 
Works budget with regard to roads and buildings 
for his whole division ?-At present there are very 
few Public Works which are left to him ; they are all 
doni! by the Public Works Department. 

417:l6. But would there be any objection, on financial 
grounds, to ~oi~g that?-Y~s; the difficplty w~u~d be 
in re-appropnatmg. Say, for mstance, one CommiSsioner 
has five lakhs and another four lakhs ; the Commis
sioner who has five lakbs might not have the oppor
tunity of spending it all ; and the other, who has only 
four lakbs, may be in a position to spend six lakhs. 
There would be the risk of an avoidable lapse. 

41727. I think we may safely assume that a Com
missioner may have an opportunity of spending the 
whole of his allotment. The allotment would be made 
according to the presumed want of each division, and 
the Commi!ll!ioner would be left to make his budget 
against that allotment ?-1 see no financial objection. 

41728. It bas been represented by several District 
Officers that it is Yery hard upon them to have to take 
care of the Government balances in the treasury 
involving counting the money, a work which often 
hkes them several hours every month, and some of 
them have said that it is par~icularly hard, especially 
when there is a branch of the Bank of the Punjab, or 
any other bank other than the Bank of Bengal, at hand 
whose business it is to take care of money. As a 
practical question, wouhl it be possible to employ 
hanks to take charge of the treasury other than the 
Bank of Bengal ?-It would be inconvenient to the 
public, because banks close at 3 o'clock every day 
except Saturdays, when they close at one o'clock, and 
they cannot receh·e Government dues except under the 
written order of the Collector. 

41729. WoulJ it not be equally inconvenient when 
the Bank of Bengal keeps the money ? When there 
il'l a branch of the Bank of Bengal at any station do 
they not keep their mnney ?-They dtJ. 

41730. And when there is no branch of the Bank of 
Bengal do yon see any rea.~on why tome arrangement 
shoul•l not be made with the Bank of Punjab or any 
other bank which happens to be establil;bed in the 
place ?-It is a question of guarantee. 

41731. I am ll!lking you whether there woultl he any 
objedion to making some such arrangement ?-None, 
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except the objection which already exists as regards 
the Bank of Bengal i that is to say, if a person happens 
to go a minute late be cannot either put in or draw 
money out. 

41732. Has the Government a contract with the 16 Apr., 1908 
Bank of Bengal ?-Yes. It is inconvenient in Simla 
and in Lahore too sometimes. The treasury is situated 
some distance from the bank, and no one can pay into 
the bank without the written orders of the Collector,, 
so that if the pay,ee gets to the bank five minutes after 
time on a Saturday be cannot lodge the money with 
the bank, with the result that he bas to keep it in his 
custody until banking hours on Monday,. an incon-
venience whicn is accentuated if other holidays follow 

41733. (Mi·. Hichens.) Supposing a man go to pay 
into a Government account, would he not pay it into 
the treasury or at the Collector's office-he would not 
pay it to the bank ?-No; he has to go to the Col
lector and the Collector gives him a voucher whjch 
classifies the item of income, and gives the bank an 
authority to receive the money on behalf of Govern
ment. It is only on that authority that the Bank of 
Bengal can receive it. 1 • 

4173t How would it do to have a cashier attached 
to the Collector's office to take the money and pay it in · 
once a day, or once every other day, as the case might 
be ?-That can.. be done, provided of course that you 
bad the usual safeguards, which is a material detail. 

41735. On six days ()£ the week probably the money 
could be paid in during the course of the day, and it 
would be only now and then that there would be any 
sum in store, so that that might meet your objection? 
.-;.Yes. 

41736. Would that be feasible ?-Yes. 
41737. What advantages would be gained by your 

proposed system of tribute? How would a provincial 
Government be materially better off ?-Are yon 
referring only to the question of revenue or to revenue 
and expenditure ? At present both are shared. 

41738. I was referring to your general proposal that 
the Government should have its own revenue and its 
own expenditure and make a certain tribute to the 
Go"ernment of India. What tangible gain is there 
going to be to the provincial Government ?-Say that 
in the course of a year or two years that a provincial 
settlement has been in force, some item of growing 
income is abolished as a part of the fiscal policy of the 
Government of India, we lose the growing share of 
income and in its place we get a fixed compensatory 
assignment. 

41739. Would it not be fair to put the other possible 
alternative? Supposing it were very desirable that a 
reduction of taxation should be made, the provincial 
Government would have to knock off the tax and not 
get any compensation at all, so that you must balance 
the one thing with the other ; bow would you come 
out on the balance in that particular case?-We should 
decrease the percentage payable to the Government of 
India by the amount represented by that transaction 
which falls out of the provincial settlement, and as we 
calculate our percentage upon the growing gross 
income, it would necessarily increase pari passu. Now 
as regards an item of fresh expenditure. The Patwari 
Fund was originally an Incorporated Local Fund 
which was abolished. '!he expenditure was taken at, 
say, 13 lakhs of rupees a year, and it is calculated in 
the ordinary course of events that it will grow to lt) 
or 18 lakbs. This expenditure was originally met from 
the Patwari Cess ; but the Patwari Cess was abolished, 
the patwari charges were provincialized, and we get a 
fixed compensatory assignment now for these growing 
charges. The income would have grown but for its 
abolition, and the difference between the eventual 
growth of the charges and the fixed assignment has to 
come out of other growing heads of income assigned in 
the prO\incialsettlemeut, so that in a series of years it 
will grow to 20 lakbs, which means that the power of 
the Local Government to improve its administration 
bas been curtailed to the extent of 20 lakhs of rupees. 

4174fJ. Then would you think it an advantage that 
divided heads of revenue and expenditure should be 
dropped ?-I think so, because there are technical 
objections ; for instance, we can re-appropt;iate from 
an entirely prO\incial head to another provincial head, 
but we cannot re-appropriate ftom an entirely pro
vincial head to a shared head and t•ice ret'8ti ; we haYe 
the funds, but cannot use them. 

z 2 
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41741. Can the English Government re-appropriate 
from one major head to another ?-They work on 
allotments at home. 

41742. Supposing there is an allotment made for the 
Army, can the Government re-appropriate anything 
without the consent of the House of Commons ?-That 
I cannot say ; but, as a matter of fact, we do re-appro
priate from one major head to another of the same 
class. 

· 41743. What is the point of having estimates which 
are approved either by the Government of India or 
by the Legislature, as the case may be, if you are 
allowed to have a general shuffle five months after
wards ?-Of course that principle is objectionable, but 
suppose there happened, through fortuitous circum
stances, to be savings under one head, which can be 
usefully appropriated to meet expenditure on another, 
why should you postpone the expenditure to another 
year? 

41744. Roughly, what is the amount of reven~e 
and expenditure involved in the divided heads in 
respect of forests ?-Rupees 7,00,000 and 5,92,000, 
respectively, i!l our share in the revised.estimates for 
1907-08 for forests. 

41745. What is it altogether under the divided 
beads ?-The. principal heads of income are divided, 
and the expenditure is also divided in ... the same pro
portion, except under land revenue, the expenditure 
u~d~r which· is entirely provincial.~ The total pro
VlnCial charges are Rs. 3,23,"05,000 in the revised 
estimate. 
· 41746. Altogether is the divided expenditure a big 

thing ?-No; the divided expenditure is not a very 
big thing, because the provincial items are much larger. 
· 41747. (J.l?·. !Jfeye1:.) You say thattbe first approach 

towards decentralization was made in 1877, but, as a 
matter of fact, was it not in 1871 by Lord Mayo's first 
settlements ?-Yes, you are correct. 

41748. You speak about the possibility of Local 
Governments building up reserves from which to 
finance famines, so that you. contemplate, I take it, 
getting more money under your new system, somehow1 

than previously ? - My idea was that when a provincial 
settlement is made with the Local Government it 
should start with a prescribed minimum balance and 
a~y ?ther moneys the Government of India may 
give 1t. 

417 49. Y ~u propose a system under which you 
would subst1tute for the present system of divided 
beads a percentage contribution to the Government of 
India. Do you contemplate, as the nett result of that 
-contribution, that you will be better off than you 
.are at present?-We shall be better off so far as the 
abolition of taxes, restored by compensatory assignment, 
is concerned, and so far as the provincialization of 
:fresh charges are concerned. 
· 41750. And I suppose every province will be better 

·off ?-Every province will be better off if this system 
is generalized. 

41751. And therefore the Government of India will 
be worse off?-To that extent, yes ; but the Govern
ment of India have already admitted the principle 
advocated, in the case of the United Provinces and 
Madras, where they say · the granting of a fixed 
compensatory assignment has operated badly against 
the provinces, and they have raised the percentages of 
shared heads. 

41752. Can you build up large reserves under the 
present system ?-We cl).nnot because to the extent to 
which we might have built up reserves we would have 
~o appropriate the savings under the growing heads of 
mcome to meet the effect of alterations on the 
provincial settlement, caused by the abolition of 
taxation, such as the Famine Cess or by fresh 
expenditure imposed. ' 

41753. You admit you got compen8ation for that 
for the present ?-Yes. 

1 

41754. But you do not get compensation for the 
future. Must not that compensation be paid by 
some one?-Yes. · · 

4! 755. Do you s~ppose that the Government of 
In~1a have some special treaaury of their own out of 
whtch they can take it. .Are not the funds derived 
from the people ?-.And from the entirely Imperial 

Departments, e.g., Railways, Post Office, Telegraphs, 
profits from printing, and interest on securities held 
against currency notes. 

41750. But do you think the Government of India 
can support themselves on the entirely imperial 
resources ?-No. 

41757. Then is it not really a question of the people 
paying finally ?-Yes. . 

41758. Have you any acquaintance with "ways and 
means" in regard to imperial transactions, and do you 
know how the Government of India finance local 
loans ?-I have had something to do with the matter 
in the Accountant-General's office. · 

41759. Do they not have to deal with provincial 
balances and other matters ?-Yes, and the raising of 
loans. 

41760. Therefore, the Government of India have to 
scrutinize the provincial budgets, even apart from the 
extent to which they affect their own surplus, in order 
to see what the ways and means position may be? 
-Yes. 

41761. Why do you propose a contribution on the 
gross income of each province ?-Because it "\\'ould not 
be fair to the Government of India to calculate the 
percentage on the net income of a province, as a Local 
Government might inflate its expenditure during a 
year, and the Imperial Government would lose to the 
extent of the inflation. 

41762. Would it not be rather unfair for a province, 
which requires a large amount of expenditure-say, 
for instance, Burma-if you took the percentage on 
the gross revenue ?-It would be better to calculate it 
on the gross and decrease the percentage payable to 
the . Government of India, rather than deduct the 
expenditure from the income and calculate it on the 
nett. · 

41763. You would have a different percentage for 
each province ?-Yes. 

41764. Leading, in fact, to all the old friction and 
controversy which used to take place ?-But that is 
what is done now. The methods on which the heads 
are shared now are quite different-for instance,· in 
the United Provinces the share of land revenue is 
half-and-half whereas ours is fths and iths. · 

4.1765. Is not the share of the United Provinces Jths? 
-I think it is" half-and-half. 

41766. At any rate that is one exception ; in every
thing else do not all the provinces share equally ?-I do 
not know. · 

41767. What practical use would your proposal be? 
If the Government of India get a percentage they 
will have to check your figures to find out what the 
.total income is ?-The Accountant-General would do 
that. 

41768. Are not the .Accountant-General's figures 
themselves scrutinized by the Government of India?
Yes, by the Comptroller-General. 

41769. Do you think they are to be taken as 
absolutely correct ?-I think so. 

41770. Would you be surprised to know that in 
Bombay some time ago the .dccountant-General sent 
up some absolutely incorrect figures in regard to a big 
Corporation loan? Is it not the fact that you have 
the same powers of sanction in regard to divided heads 
as in regard to those entirely provincial '(-Yes, with 
regard to powers of sanction it is the same. 

41771. .As regards .re-appropriation, if you want 
Rs. 50,0ll0 more in the Forest Department, would that 
.not be half imperial and half provincial?-Yes. 

41772 . .A~d is there anything to prevent you taking 
the provincml Rs. 25,000 out of education if you can 
spare it ?....,.But the rules m the Civil .Account Code 
say that we are not allowed to re-appropriate from a 
shared head to a provincial head and vice versa. 

41773. The Financial Secretary of the Government 
of India told us quite a. different thing : he said that 
you could take from any provincial head ?-Providing 
the amount taken was equal to the shared quota? 

41774. Yes.-That is not the view held by the 
Accountant-General, and we have been repeatedly told 
so in writing. 
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. 41775. Apparently one reason w~y you prop?se this 
system is in order to get longer t1me to cons1der t~e 
provincial budgets. Is not t~e Government o_f India 
budget, which has ~o deal With all _th~ provmces, a 
more important thmg than a provm01al budget?
Quite so but I was under the impression that if Local 
Governdtents were allowed more time to prepare their 
budgets they might be sent up in a better state than 
they are now. A.t present Departmental Officers' 
budgets are sent on the 15th November, which is about 
five months before the year begins, and we send our 
first edition on the 20th January. If we bad an 
opportunity of sending them in later, we would be 
able to get in further actuals, and perhaps to anticipate 
many of the modifications now made by the Govern, 
ment of India. 

Government of India should practically accept the Jlr. T. P • 
estimates without modification ?~The modifications 'Rmaell 
now made by the Government of India are ~ue to Stracsy. 
faulty estim~ting, which again are due to the est1~ates 16 Apr.,l90S 
being submxtted at a very early stage. We will, by _. 
my suggestion, anticipate very many of th_e modifica-
tions now made by the Government of India. 

41789. Then would they still have to examine the 
estimates ? -yes. . 

41776 . .And the Government of India are to put off 
their communications with the Secretary of State until 
your figures are ready ?-Of course I only make the 
suggestion from a provincial point of view. 

41777. You want power given to Local Governments 
to grant local, personal, and deputation allowances to 
an officer, but does the Secretary of State himself 
allow that ?-At present the sanction of the Secretary 
.of State is necessary whe.n the addition of these . 
allowances raises the amount above the prescribed 
limit. 

417i8. Do you mean that the Local Government 
should be able to give a Commissioner an additional 
personal allowance of Rs. 300 a month to compensate 
him, say, for not being made a Financial Commissioner? 
-No : because that would be over-riding the principle 
of article 283, Civil Account Code, as creating an 
embarrassing precedent; Suppose, for instance, an 
·officer is sent to an unhealthy tract. A Local Govern
ment should be competent to grant him a local 
allowance on account of the unhealthiness of the tract. 
A provincial Government is better aware of what the 
local conditions are. 

41779. Do you not think that local allowances are 
sometimes sought after ?-I dare say they are, but the 
Local Government might be allowed to sanction, 
provided they adhered to the general principles. 

41780. What sort of expenditure in the Political 
Department is it which you want to be made pro
vincial?-" The larger powers of sanction pleaded for 
expenditure classed as entirely provincial or shared 
might reasonably be extended to the clerical and 
menial establishments, and contingencies of the 
Ecclesiastical and Political Departments "-that .is 
with regard to sanction. 

41781. "Political Departments" is a wide term; do 
you mean the Imperial Political Department ?-No; I 
mean the Political Department administered by a 
Local Government. Supposing for instance that the 
Political Agent in the Phulkian States has a clerk on 
a salary of Rs. 50, but finds that he cannot get a good 
man for that amount, the Local Government cannot 
sanction an increase in salary of 8 annas, but has to· 
go up to the Government of India. 

41782. (Sil' Steyniug Edgm·ley.) Where would you 
propo~e to keep the provincial balances under your 
scheme ?-The provincial balances of course merge in 
the imperial balances and are all paid into the treasury, 
and lose their identity so far as imperial and provincial 
is concerned, but the Accountant-General keeps the 
particular accounts and works out the provincial 
surpluses. 

41783. Then the provincial balance would, under 
your scheme, facilitate ways and means just as at 
present?-Yes. 

. 41784. You would prefer that the provinces should 
pay a share of groSll revenue?-Yes. 

41785. Would you include in gross revenue every
thing that comes to account within the province?
Yes; except imperial items,- for instance, salt, opium, 
&c., which are entirely imperial. 

41786. Would you exclude those?-Yes, because 
they are entirely imperial and outside the scope of the 
settlement. 

41787. If they were included, you would necessarily 
have different percentages for different provinces?
Quite so. 

41788. Is your idea of the budget going up abd'ut 
the 20th February based on the suggestion that the 

41790. Do _.yon still think they would have time 
aftflr February 20th ?-I th~ so ; they have acc~pted 
our estimates for 1908-09 mthout demur or modifica
tion. 
. 41791. If your system of payment of pensiOn!! 

through the Postal Department were adopted, how 
would you provide for the identificatio~ of the pen· 
sioner ?-I would have the same rules as exist now. 

41792. But the pension would go by post to the 
village, and the Treasury Officer would not be there. 
Suppose a man died in the course of a year, how would 
you be able to discover it ?-The pensions would be 
paid at the post office and not at a man's house. 

41793. Quite so, but by the village postmaster? 
:._Yes. 

41794. Suppose he chose to put the money into ~s 
own pocket, what check woul(j. YO'£!. have on _him?
That could be provided for by some one being required 
to identify the man. 

41795. But would there not be much greater risk of 
misappropriation of pensions than there is now?
That risk is not entailed just now in the case of 
money orders which are paid at these places. It would 
be a great convenience, if it could be made possible. 

41796. ( Jlfr. Dutt.) Your p:r:oposal is that all the 
items of income and expenditure not purely imperial 
should be provincial, and that the provinces should 
contribute a fixed sum to the Imperial Government to 
enable it to meet expenditure ?-Yes; in matters of 
defence and other directions. 

41797 .. Under that scheme would Excise, Land 
Revenue and other Departments be entirely provin
cial ?-Yes; as they virtually are now, as far as 
administration 'goes. 

41798. Supposing the Government of India found 
it necessary hereafter to introduce some large reforms 
in the Excise Department which would reduce the in
come from that source of revenue, would not the pro
vincial Government have a right to complain ?-As 
matters stand now, we would get a fixed compensatory 
assignment ; under my proposal, if a modification of 
the excise revenue took place and there was a loss to 
provincial revenues, our percentage which was fixed in 
the first instance would be modified in such a way as 
to leave us a revenue sufficient for our working 
expenses-in other words, the lmpGrial QovArnment 
would pay in just the same way as now, the only 
difference being that instead of there being a fixed 
compensatory assignment it would be calculated on a 
sliding scale. 

41799. I do not quite understand in what way the 
provincial Government would be compensated for a 
loSll of twenty lakhs if your income was reduced in 
the Excise Department, say, from 50 lakhs to 30 lakhs? 
-In this way : say our gross income is 6 lakhs and 
the accepted standard of expenditure under my pro
posal is 3 lakhs-the percentage of income to expendi
ture is 50 per cent.-according to contract, we gtve the 
Government of India 50 per cent. Say, of those 6 
lakhs, 1 lakh on account of excise is knocked on the 
bead, our gross income is reduced to 5 lakhs of rupees; 
ordinarily we should give 2i lakhs to the Government 
of India, but the 2ilakhs left not being sufficient to 
meet the standard of expenditure of 3 lakhs accepted 
in the provincial settlement, we reduce our contribu
tion to the Government of India proportionately. 

41800. Supposing the Government of India intro
duced into the Department of Land Revenue some 
reforms entailing additional expenditure or a decrease 
in revenue, would you propose the same kind of 
adjustment ?-Yes. 

41801. And if the Government of India thought it 
desirable hereafter to aboli$ some of the sources of 
revenue, would that also be adjusted in the same way? 
Yes. 
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Mr.· P. .P; 41802. Would not the Governme~t of India have 
Bttlsell somewhat less control over the administration of these 
Straoey. departments if your scheme was accepted ?-Not hav-

·. . . .! ing any share in the income from those departments 
6 Apr.J 1908. the Government of Jndia might have less control over 

the administration of those departments ?-I do not 
think BO. 

· 41803. Wouid not the interest which the Govern· 
ment of India. now takes in all the departments, and 
the control which they have over the administration of 
them, be weakened considerably if they had no share 
in the income ?-I do not think so, because the change 
advocated is a purely financial matter, and it would 
not in any way interfere. with administrative control. 
I think both the principles are compatible. 

41804. You will admit that all administrations are 
better for some criticism and outside controi,·and that 

. where there is no popular control, as in this country, 
some 'outside c;ontrol, such . as the control of the · 
Government of India, is necessary and desirable in the 
administration of provincial affairs ?-Yes, but that is 
administrative. 

41805. Would not that control be lessened by the 
adoption of the scheme which you have suggested?-:
I.do nqt think so, because one is purely financial and 
the other is purely administrative. . For example, 
un~er Law and J ~stice, income and expenditure...:.. both 

courts of Law and Jails-are entirely provincial under 
the existing settlement, yet I do not think the Govern
ment of India takes less interest in the administration 
of those departments than they do in Land Revenue 
or Forests, which they share. 

41806. You say : "It is doubtful if a -Local Govern~ 
ment could in the circumstances hypothecate its share 
of income or any part of it as security for a loan if it 
bad borrowing powers." Are you not against grant· 
ing borrowing powers to Local Government ?-Yes. 

41807. And you think if they bad borrowing powers, 
they could not raise loans on the same terms as the 
Government of India ?-Quite so, and if several Local 
Governments called for loans at the same time, it 
would lead to unfavourable tenders, and you would 
find one Local Government competing against another. 

41808. You do not want to restrict the. right of 
appeal any further than it is at present ?-No ; nor to 
withdraw any advantages which the people now enjoy. 

41809. Do you think any restriction of them would 
lead to the impression that the interests of the people 
were being sacrificed to the convenience of Govern
ment officials. ?-It might lead to that impression. 

41810. And you think that is undesirabie ?-I think 
it would be impolitic. 

(The witness 1oithdrew.) 

Mr. C. E. V. GoUMENT was called and examined. 

Mr. 0. E. V. 
OoiMmmt. 

6 Apr., 1908, 

41811. (Si1• F1·ederic Lely.) You are Superintend
ing Engineer and Sanitary Engineer to the Govern· 
ment of the Punjab?-Yes. All my service bas been 
in. the Punjab. 

Commissioners are at present empowered to sanction 
estimates and allot funds for revenue bu.ildings up to 
Rs. 500 in each case. Their powers should be 
extended to sanction projects and grant funds up to a 
limit of Rs. 2,500. Their annual allotments for such 
worlq! should be increased accordingly. 

The .curtailment of the right of · appeal to the 
Government of India. and the Local Government . is 
not recommended. . 

District Boards might be employed to greater 
advantage for the maintenance of local Public Works 
if the engineering establishment under their control for 
the execution of such works were reorganized so as to 
improve the pay and prospects of District Engineers and 
place them under the professional supervision of the 
superior staff of the Public Works Department. In 
order to conform to the spirit o.f the measures for 
self-government, the control of the local staff as 
regards finance and general administration might be 
left t:utlrely in the hands of District Boards, but the 
approval of estimates for their important works of 
construction and maintenance and the periodical 
inspection of such works should be entrusted to 
Superintending and Executive Engineers of the Pubiic 
Works Department. whose inspection reports should be 
forwarded to Distric~ Boards for necessary action 
through the usual channels. As at present organized 
'the local engineering establishment is under the order~ 
of a Board, the members of which have no knowledge 
of e~gineering, and, with the exception perhaps of the 
President, who is usually the Deputy Commissioner 
take but little interest hi local Public Works. Th~ 
res~t is that the experi~ent tried in this province of 
making over some Pubhc Works to local bodies for 
maintenance has not proved a success and it has been 
found necessary in many oases to retr~nsfer such works 
to the provincial Public Works Department. We 
have bad to g? even beyond this and transfer many 
local works whtch should have been in charge of local 
~odies, to t_he Public Works Department for construc
twn _or mam~enance. In reorganizing the local staff 
and_m selectmg tb~ works to be maintained by local 
?odies and the Pubhc Works Department respectively 
1t would be necessary to see that the distribution of 
works and .establis~ment was so made !\S to avoid, as 
f~r as possibl~, havtng two sets of officers and Rubor· 
dmates ca.rrymg out works in the same tract of 
country., T~ is a seri.ous objection to the arrange
ment of ~avmg two different engineering establish· 
menta as It does not tend to economy. It would 

perhaps not be possible to avoid this difficulty al· 
together, but, with a little care, it could be obviated to 
a considerable extent. 

Another serious drawback to the proper control by 
District Boards of local Public Works is the present 
financial policy of Government which enforces the allot
ment of the greater portion of each Board's income for 
the fixed charges of other departments (Educational, 
Medical, Veterinary, &c.), and leaves an uncertain 
balan.ce for expenditure on Public . Works. The 
Famine Code prescribes that Local Fund resources are 
to be exhaus~d before provincial funds' are drawn 
upon for famine expenditure. Plague rules require 
that the financial burden of all plague measures must 
fall, firstly,. on District Funds, and provincial money 
is not to be spent on tbes~ till Local Funds are ex·· 
hausted. After all the above compulsory demands 
have been met, the residuum is supposed to be available 
for expenditure on original Public Works and on the 
ordinary annual repairs of roads and buildings. This 
balance is often insufficient, and all expenditure on 
original works bas to be stopped and existing works 
cannot he properly maintained. Roads and buildings 
are allowed to fall into disrepair, and a special grant 
has sometimes to be made from provincial funds to 
restore them to their former condition. If District 
Funds were relieved of the uncertain and heavy 
demands of famine and plague expenditure, and if 
undue encroachment by other departments on local 
resources was prevented by fixing the minimum to be 
spent annually by Boards on the construction and 
maintenance of their roads and buildings, a great 
advance would, I think, be made towards improving 
the position of these Boards as regards their manage· 
ment of local Public Works. 

41812. Are the Public Works of the District Board 
usually executed by a separate District Engineer in 
their employment ?-Usually. We have transferred 
some of our works to them for maintenance, and we 
maintain and constrnct some of their works in diffe
rent districts. 

41813. Does the system of transferring GovE~rn
ment works to the District Engineer work well ?-It 
.bas not worked well ; we have had tore-transfer several 
works which we bad made over to them originally, 
because they could not maintain them properly. 

41814. In what way could they not maintain them 
properly ?-Roads, for instance, went to pieces, and 
we had to take some of them back again ; buildings 
were not well maintained, and we bad to take some of 
these back also. 
• 41815. What is the class of man who is usually em

ployed by the Distl'ict Bonrd ?-He is generally an 
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Engineer from an Indian College wh~ has failed to get 
an appointment in Government SerVlce, or one of ?ur 
Upper Subordinates, or a man who has had a practical 
training in engineering somewhere ; he gets a lo~ pay,. 
about Rs. 250 a month ; one cannot say that he IS very 
well qualified. 

41816. Is he borne on any Jist ?-No. 
41817. Has he any pensionary rights ?-No; he gets 

no pension. _ 
41818. In other districts Local Board W?rks are 

done by the Public Works Departme~t ~ngmeer ?
We have some of their works to mamtam, ~ut very 
few ; the maintenance grant for these works lS about 
Rs. 40,000 Jlt1' annum:. 

41819. Axe there any districts in which there is no 
District Engineer?-No, some districts call them 
overseers. • 

41820. Generally speaking, the Public Works Depart
'ment, as represented by the Executive Engineer, has 
no concern with the Local Board works ?-No. 

41821. Th~ system doe~ not result i:n good wor~ ?
No, simply because there IB no profess10nalsuperviB10n 
.of the District Engineer. 

41822. The District Board cannot command the 
services of sufficiently efficient men ?-No. 

41823. Have you" any suggestion to make as to the 
best system of carrying out local Public Works ?-I 
suggest that Local Bodies should increase the pay of 

· their District Engineers and get a better class of men, 
for one thing ; then the work of the District Engineer 
should always be under the professional supervision of 
the superior authorities of the Public Works Depart
ment. A Deputy Commissioner is not an engineer, 
and very few members of the Board know anything 
at all about engineering ; so that when a District 
Engineer gets to feel after a time that there is no one 
to appreciate his work, or to condemn it if it is bad 
work, he naturally gets slack. . 

41824. Is there absolutely no supervision over the 
District Board work?-No. We are supposed occa
sionally to inspect Public Works which have been 
made over to the .local bodies for maintenance, to see 
that they are properly maintained, but we are not 
suppose to inspect District Board works proper, which 
are under the direct control of District Boards. 

41825. The works that you refer to are contributory 
works ?-Yes. 

41826. You consider that famine and plague are 
matters of imperial concern ?-I think they should be. 

41827. And that they are not a proper charge oil 
Local Funds ?-No. 

41828. Is there a Sanitary Board ?-Yes. 

41829. Axe you a member of it ?-Yes. 

41Sl30. Who else are members ?-The Financial 
Commissioner is President ; and the members are, the 
two Chief Engineers-the Chief Engineer of the Irriga
tion Branch, and the Chief Engineer of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch-the Judicial and General Secretary 
to Government (I think he is now called simply Secre
tary to Government); the Sanitary Commissioner; 
the Commissioner of the division in which the Board 
meets ; and the Sanitary Engineer. 

· 41831. Ha>e you any control over municipalities in 
respect of sanitary works ?-No ; we are merely an 
Advisory Board. 

· 41832. Suppose a municipality projects a water
-works, do you as.<~emble as a Board in the place to give 
them preliminary advice ?-Not in the place ; the 
project is generally sent up by the Sanitary Engineer 
through the Commissioner to the Board for approval. 

41833. Do you dmw up the plans ?-I draw up the 
plans of all large important projects; as to the smaller 
ones I adviRe the municipality, or I give them a man 
to do the work for them under my direction. 

41834. In the case of a rather important water 
project, is the municipality compelled to utilize your 
"en· ices or is it free to employ its own agency ?-They 
are compelled to utilize my services as approving officer 
any way i they may employ their own agency for 
preparing the estimate, but their project must come up 
to me for profes~ional approval. 

41835. Does Government impose any fees for yo~r :f~'· O~J!! •. 'P 
services ?-No;. they used to, but that ~;~ystem ~s Jloa~IJ!· 
abolished· my services are now given gratuitously. , 6 A -::::-190 
When I h~ve passed the project it goes on throng~ the :t :, --r::_ · 
Commissioner to the Sanitary Board ; if the Samtary 
Board approves, it passes on to the Local Government 
for sanction. 

41836. Is there any limit within which the sanction 
of the Local Government is compulsory?- Yes. . 

41837. I suppose it is not necessary ~or' very small 
works ?-No:· If the municipality is a second-class Oll;e 
it sanctions its own projects up to Rs. 2,500, and if 1t 
is first-class, up to Rs. 5,000 ; if the work is to cost 
more than Rs. 5,000, it. comes up to me for professional 
approval ; I approve all projects up to Rs. 10,000. . . 

· 41838. Do you tour about the country with a view 
to ascertaining its sanitary wants ?-Yes. . 

41839. Do you Visit a~l the municipalities in turn? 
-Yes, most of them. 

41840. Is there any popular feell.ng in favour of 
sanitation ?...:..No; there is no great enthusiasm. 

41841. Is there reluctance in spending money?
The maintenance is not well done. We have completed 
several drainage works for them ; I inspect these once 
a year, and I often find that the drains are not well 
scavenged or flushed. 

41842. Are your recommendations listened to ?-To. 
a certain extent, but there is no great enthusiasm 
about it. 

41843. (Mr. Meye1·.) You propose to give the Com-. 
missioner power to sanction in respect of minor works 
up to Rs. 2,500 instead of Rs. 500. Has that not been 
done already?-Not th:l.t I am aware of. 

41844. Anyhow, it is entirely a matter for the Local 
Government to deciQ.e upon ?-It is. · 

41845. Are you in favour of breaking up the pr~
vincial Public Works budget ? Of course the Local 
Government must keep a certain amount at head
quarters for reserve, and for the biggest works; but 

. might they distribute the rest and give each Commis
sioner a budget within which be might sanction off his 
own bat ?-I think not; because the Commissioner 
can not look beyond the boundary of his. division, 
while the Head of the Department is always alive to 
the interests of the whole province, and he is the man, 
under the orders of Government, to adjust the expendi
ture among the different divisions and to suggest re
appropriations. Bringing the Commissioner in in that 
way would be adding a fifth wheel to the coach ; it. is 
not wanted, and it would not improve the running of 
it. 

41846. At present the money goes to the Superin-
. tending Engineer who is quickest in the fi~ld or has the 
most persuasive pen. He snys thnt his projoota mn11t . 
be sanctioned, and if he has a very persuasive pen, 
other people suffer ?-No. All budget proposals are 
sent up through the Deputy Commissioner .and Com
missioner ; they express their opinions on the proposals • 
when . they come up to headquarters to the Local 
Government, and tbeir opinions are duly considered 
when the budget is prepared. 

41847. Are there not generally :far more proposals 
than there is money to finance them with ?-As a rule, 
yes. 

41848. ·Who decides ?-The Lieutenant·Governor, as 
advised by the Chief Engineer.. · 

41849. You think there is no dap.ger of some par
ticular division getting starved because the Commis

. sioner and the Superintending Engineer have not been 
spry enough, or plausible enough, as to their projects ? 
I think not. 

41850. As regards roads, does not the Government 
-keep a certain number of roads as provincial?-Yes, 
all through lines of communication. ~ 

41851. That is to say, all roads passing from one 
. district to another ?-Yes, through several districts. . 

41852. In this province, speaking roughly, does that 
me~.tn a large proportion of the road work ?-Yes, 
because we have not very many district metalled roads 
in the pro,ince so far. The Grand Trunk Road is 
the longe-St, extending from Delhi to l'eshawar ; that 
is under the Public Worka. There are seven} other 
important metalled roads in charge of the _Public 
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16 .Apr.,190S. 41853. Which pays most for the road~, the Govern-
ment or the District Boards collect1vely ? - The 
Government. 

41854. You say that District Board works should.be 
under the inspection of Superintending and Execut1!e 
Engineel,'s. Your department bas some control, m 
respect of any work over Rs. 5,000 ; have they not to 
be passed by the Superintending Engineer?-Yes; 
the estimates come up for approval ; but after he 
bas approved of the estimate be is not supposed to 
have any further concern with it ; he does not inspect 
~w~Mre~oo~ · 

41855. Js not the Executive Engineer always a 
member of the District Board ?-Not always; in fact, 
he is not a member as a rule. 

41856. Nor the Superintending Engineer ?-No. 

41857. Do y.ou not think that they Elhould be 
members?-Yes ; but it would be inconvenient perhaps 
for an Executive Engineer at headquarters, who is very 
hardworked, to be attending District Board meetings 
in outlying small districts. 

41858. You mean that there is not an Executive 
Engineer for each district ?-No. 

41859. You have 29 districts ?-Yes, and we have 
11 divisions, 2 or 3 districts in each division. 

41860. Still the Executive Engineer might be on the 
District Board, and as a District Board member there 
would be nothing to prevent him, in the course of his 
tours, sending i~ a memo., and saying that be found 
such and such a road in bad order ?-No ; there would 
be nothing against it, but I think it should be put on 
a more-certain footing than that. · It should be made 
part of his duty to inspect local works, and report on 
them to the District Board or the Commissioner ; 
then we should make sure that the work would be 
done. · 

41861. My experience in another province was that 
the Public Works Officers did not care for that duty 
particularly; they .used to say," There is the Local 
. Fund Engineer, let him do the work'' ?-That is just 
where the difficulty lies ; · the Public Works Officer 
perhaps would not do it if it was not made part of his 
duty. 

41862. Even so, would be take to it very kindly?
I t})ink so, because he cou14 be relieved of a certain 
amount of work which would be made over to local 
bodies, and be would have more time to inspect local 
works. 

41863. Do the District Boards look after many 
buildings for the Government now ?-Not many; 
illioy uu iu the outlying districts, but at the head
quarters of a big town like this, Lahore, nearly all the 
public buildings are in charge of the Executive 

• Engineer. 
41864. When you have an Executive Engineer that 

is the natural thing ; but in outlying districts where you 
have no Executive Engineer on the spot, the Boards 
would look after them?-Yes. 

41865. If your system was brought in, they could 
look after more buildings, perhaps, than they do now? 
-Yes. 

41866. When a municipality carry out big sanitary 
projects, drainage works, water works, and so forth, are 
they assisted by Government ?-They are nearly all 
carried out for them by the Public Works Department. 

41867. I meant rather in the matter of finance; do 
the Oovernment make a contribution ?-They do to 
small municipalities who have an urgent work to do 

· ·and cannot afford to carry it out themselves ; Govern
ment gives a grant-in-aid. As a matter of fact the 
provincial Sanitary Board has an annual grant of 

. Rs. 30,000 for the purpose of giving small grants-in-aid 
to.municipalities who are not very well off and cannot 
afford to do the work themselves. 

41868. That would not go far for a big drainage or 
water scbeme?-No. 

41869. Suppose Amritsar wanted to start a new 
drainage scheme ; it might cost some lakhs · would the 
Government pay a con~ribution ?-No; th~ most they 
would do would be to g~ve them the establishment free; 

we are supposed to charge 12 per cent. for all work 
done by the Public Works Department, but in most 
cases Government remit the charge. They also help 
the municipality by giving them loans at a low rate of 
interest, 4 per cent. 

41870. (Sir Steyninu Edge1•ley.) You carried out the 
Ambala water works. Have you made a study of 
sanitary engineering in Europe ?-Yes; I had a two 
years' practical course there in 1889-91. 

41871. So that when you became Sanitary Engineer 
here you bad professional qualifications ?-Yes, 

4187i'. Is there any difficulty in getting a sufficient 
number of Engineers from the Public Works Uepart
ment to supply the sanitary needs of the province.?
There is at present, because we have not a suffictent 
number of trained men, but gradually we shall train 
our men, tmd they should do very well. As a matter 
of fact, in this province we have done i!O many water 
works and drainage works that a good many of our men 
are familiar with the work, and would do very well 
indeed for any sanitary work. 

41873. Do you think that the provincial Public 
Works Department is a sufficiently wide field for 
recruitment or is there any necessity to go further and 
recruit a Sp~cial Service ?-My idea is that we should 
strengthen the cad1·e of the general. branch of the Public 
Works Department and train out own.men for provin· 
cial sanitary works. 

41874. Picking out the men who seem to like sanitary 
work and giving them special training ?-Special train
ing under the Sanitary Engineer. I have bad three 
assistants in my office as personal assistants, who I 
consider have been well trained in the preparation of 
projects for sanitary works. 

41875. Would you give facilities for further study in 
Europe ?-Yes; after they have had five or six years 
in this country, I should send them home for a year. 

41876. After they have learned Indian conditions? 
-Yes· when they know what they should make notes 
of ; I ~ould not send home a boy with a year or two's 
service, but a man who has had some experience. 

41877. You would not suggest a separate service as a 
necessity ?-No, it is not absolutely necessary . 

41878. Would it be desirable ?-I think not, if the 
system I suggest was adopted. 

41879. Do you not follow the system you suggest as 
far as you can already ?-We do in this province ; we 
have trained several men who are fit to take up the 
construction of sanitary works. 

41880. There is no basis in the Punjab for the sug
gestion that the Local Government exercise no care, but 
put into Sanitary Engineers' appointments anybody 
who comes along?-No. I do not think so. We have 
had to do that once or twice in officiating appointments 
for a short time ; we have had to take a senior Execu
tive Engineer and put him in for 2 or 3 months, 
but the two men who have been Sanitary Engineers in 
the Punjab have .made a special study of the subject. 

41881. You think you would always have a sufficient 
supply to secure trained men for at any rate permanent 
appointments and indeed for anything except very 
short acting appointments ?-I think so. 

41882. If you do ordinary work for a Local Board, 
do you charge them for doing it ?-We are supposed to 
charge 12 per cent., by the rules, for establishment, but 
the Local Government generally remits the charge in 
the case of municipalities which cannot afford to pay it. 

41883. If the Local Board undertakes the mainte· 
nance of Government buildings or other works for you, 
do they charge you a percentage, or is that done free 
too ?-I think we calculate our grants for maintenance 
on the supposition that they will supply the establish· 
ment, and also to cover any special repairs which might 
be necessary later on ; for instance, the renewal of a 
roof or something of that sort, something more than iii 
absolutely necessary for the annual repairs of 
buildings. 

41884. You pracbically work for each other free?
Yes, that is to say, no separate charge is made for 
establishment in each case for the maintenance of 
works. 

41885. You suggest that because of the demands of 
the department the balance left at the disposal of 
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District Boards after providing for various fixed 
minima of expenditure is often insufficient to meet 
expenditure on Public Works ; but the remedy you 
suggest seems rather a homreopathic one-to impose 
yet another fixed annual minimum to be spent. o~ the. 
construction and maintenance of roads and building~? 
-I think it would be sufficient •if the restrictions lD 
other departments were removed, and the pistrict 
Board were given a free hand to regulate 1ts own 
expenditure. 

41886. You would prefer that ?-I should, although 
I have recommended that a minimum should be 
prescribed·for Public Works also. 

41887. Would tjmt not practically eat up the whole 
of their income?-Yes ; but if the restrictions in favo~r 
of other departments were not removed altogether, 1t 
would be necessary to fix a minimum for Public Works 
also to prevent the unfair distribution of funch among 
the different departments. 

41888. (JJtr. Dutt.) .Are the demands forfamineand 
plague expenditure very heavy ?-Yes, they are very 
heavy. · 

41889. Do they take away a large portion of the 
income of the District Boards ?-Yes. 

41890. You have spoken of drainage works con
structed in different municipalities ; are they generally 
large and expensive works ?-They are, in large muni
cipalities. There is .Amritsar, for instance, with an 
annual income of about 5 or 6lakhs ; they spent 12lakhs 
on their water-works, and they are spending about 
5 lakhs on their drainage works ; I should call those 
big works in proportion to the size of the municipality. 

41891. Had they to contract loans for the construe· 
tionof those works ?-Yes; in most cases. 

41892. Did they all pass through your hands, and 
were the estimates also approved by the Sanit!iry 
Board ?-Yes, 

41893. Small works yon have power to sanction 
yourself?- Up to Rs. 10,000, I have to approve 
professionally, and the Commissioner sanctions ad
ministratively. 

41894. Do District Boards ever construct such large 
sanitary works ?-No. 

41895. Do they ever undertake any sanitary improve
ments the estimates for which have passed through 
your hands ?-Not District Boards. 

41896. Have the municipali~ies any sanitary inspec
tors or other similar servants of their own ?-Ye~. 

41897. The large municipalities ?-Yes. 
41898. They prepare the estimates in the first place 

and submit them to yon ?-No ; in many cases I have 
to prepare the estimate for large sanitary works ; they 
have not got the staff to do it, so I have to do it, or it 
is done by the local Public Works Department Officers 
under my direction. 

41899. You have suggested that the District Boards 
ought to generally increase the pay of their engineers 

and get a better class of men. Is not the work which Mr. a. E. V. 
they have to do generally very easy engineering work, Bmvment. 
either unmetalled roads or plain bridges?- .And 
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1908 metalled roads and buildings. 
41900 . .Are there many buildings in the case of 

District Boards ?-No, they do their own buildings. 
41901. Roadside bungalows ?-And rest-houses, and 

so on. 
41902. If they had a better class of engineers, could 

they do most 'of these works without requiring any 
supervision ?-No, I think not; I w_ould not a~':ise 
their being left to themselves ; professlOnalsuperVlSion 
is absolutely necessary. 

41903. But if they had good professional men,.on 
pay of Rs. 600 or Rs. 800, as the Bengal District 
Boards have in t'he large districts, would they st~ 
require supervision in .respect of all w.orks, or only m 
respect of very important works ?-I think it would 
be a good thing always to put· the District Engineer 
under the Public Works Department staff, simply to 
make him feel that there is some one who is going to 
inspect his work, and that if he does good work it will 
be appreciated, and he will get a good report on it, 
while if he turns out bad work it will be condemned. 

41904. You mean, under the supervision of the 
Executive Engineer ?-Yes; or the Superintending 
Engineer. 

41905. Suppose the District Board Engineer bad the 
same qualifications as the Executive Engineer, would 
that not lead to friction ?-If he is a man of good 
standing, and draws a salary of about Rs. 700 or 
Rs. 800, it would be sufficient to get the Superintending 
Engineer to inspect his work. 

41906. .Any remarks that the Superintending 
Engineer had to make would be forwarded to Com
missioner?-Yes, for communication to the District 
Board. · 

41907. You tell us that, generally speaking, for the 
work which is done by the Public Works Department 
for the Di11trict Board, the Government does not 
charge the 'District Board ?-.As a rule it does not, if 
the District Board cannot afford to pay. For the 
construction of original District Board Works, such 
as roads and buildings, we generally levy establishment 
charges if the Board can afford to pay them. Where 
Government remits departmental charges more freely 
is, .as a rule, in sanitary work, to encourage municipali
ties to take up sanitary work ; but for the ordinary 
construction of District Board roads and buildings, we 
charge our 12! per cent., as a rule. 

41908. Then, for the work which you entrust to 
District Boards, do they charge you ?-This is generally 
maintenance work ; their establishment charges are 
included in the grant which is made to them every 
year for maintenance. The grant consists of funds 
for establishment, annual repairs, and special repairs. 
.All these are lumped together, and the combined grant 
is made over to them annually for maintenance. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

:Mr. J. J. MULLALY was called and examined. 

41909. (Sir Frederic Lely.) You are Secretary to 
Government in the Public Works Department and 
Chief Engineer of the Irrigation Branch ?-Yes. I 
have been employed during all my service in the 
Punjab. 

The department bas, at the present time, the following 
gazetted officers :-Two Chief Engineers who are also 
Secr~taries to the Local Government ; 10 Superin
t~nding En~neers ; 31 Executive Engineers ; 67 As
sistant Engmeers; 16 Covenanted Engineers; 50 
temporary Engineers, nnd 22 Deputy Collectors. 
These officers nre divided into 10 Circles of Superin
tendence, containing 41 divisions and 112 sub-divisions. 

The operations of the department comprise the 
construction and maintenance of irrigation works in 
the Punjab and North-\Yest Frontier Province, with 
the exception of a few small works which are controlled 
by District Officers, nnd the assessment of revenue 
from the works (with a few exceptions) in their charge. 

As Chief Engineer, I am responsible for the design 
and execution of irrigation works and the assessment 
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of revenue from the works in the charge of the depart
ment. .As Secretary to the Local Government in the 
Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch, I am 
responsible for advice in departmental matters given 
to the head of the Local Government (Punjab) or 
Administration (North-West Frontier Province), and 
for the exercise of the powers delegated by the Supreme 
Government to the Local Government or .Adminis· 
tration. 

Canal Officers tour more and more frequently than 
the officers of other departments, and have in conse
quence greater opportunities fur personal contact 
with the people. As Sub-Divisional Officer, and again 
as Executive, the irrigation man lives his life amongst 
the people whose interests are his. He is constantly 
on tour through out-of-the-way places, seldom if ever 
visited by European officers, for, without frequent 
inspections of the numerous smllll charttlels traversing 
unueaten tracts, he cannot administer his division 
properly. He comes into touch with the people 
automatically, and learns their language and their-
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customs and their wishes without e:lfort. .Any change 
in the current system would be likely to have disastrous 
effects. .Any dual control of irrigation administration 
would be most detrimental to the interests of the people 
and of the Government. The Engineer must have 
a personal acquaintance with every feature of irrigation, 
on the present lines, before he can apply any remedy 
to remove alleged disabilities. It would introduce an 
impossible regime ·to relegate to him solely the con
struction and maintenance of irrigation works. The 
time and argument involved in investigating every 
cause of complaint lodged under any dual system of 
control and represented through native subordinate 
agency would bring matters to an impasse so far as 
the interests of the cultivator, and therefore of the 
Government, are concerned. 'fhefe i!! no rule of 
thumb for training the irrigation expert ; he must live 
amongst the people and acquire an intimate knowledge 
of them and of their ways ; he must gain intuitively· 
a knowledge of the " demand" and act promptly to 
satisfy it, balancing the relative merits of situations. 
He cannot do this unless he have control of all details 
except the actual gathering in of the £ s. d. 

Transfers have been very frequent of late, owing to 
the beginning of work on four large new canals almost 
simultaneously and the want of establishment. The 
new posts have now been almost all filled up, and 
transfers will not in futura be so frequent, if the 
present rate of recruiting is maintained. 

.A certain number of the charges could well be reduced 
in size, but this can and will be done gradually and 
need not cause trouble. 

I wish to sound a note of warning wil;h reference to 
the demand being made by the .District Officer for 
larger powers. The demand is based on a genuine 
belief that it will be for the good of the country, but 
it must be remembered that power means responsibility, 
and therefore more work. 'I he District Officer's 
·complaint now is that he has so much to do that he 
<lannot attend to his most important duties,and yet 
the demand has been made that he· should be given 
the power of in~erference with departmental experts 
in their work. This will further increase the burdens 
not only of the District Officers, but also of all the 
departments. The country is making and will make 
-enormous strides in every direction. The people are 
becoming highly educated ; they rightly demand the 
best Government we can give them, and they demand 
a share in it. Their demand for the best in every 
branch of the service has led to the employment of 
·experts in law, in settlement matters, in education, and 
:so forth, and care will have to be exercised to see that 
these experts are not hampered in their work by the 
interference of junior men having no expert knowledge 
-of any kind. 

41910. The other branch of the Publio Works 
Department, the Roads and Buildings Branch, is 
·separately represented· in the Secretariat ?-'l'hat is 

• -represented by Mr. Farrant. He is also Chief Engineer 
.and Secretary to Government. 

41911. You chiefly refer to the propriety of dividing 
the management of irrigated land between the Irrigation 
-Qfficers and the Canal Officers ; has not that subject 
been dealt with by the Colonization Committee ?-Yes. 

41912. (Mr. Dutt.) Is the irrigation assessment in 
:all the canal colonies in the hands of the canal 
-engineers ?-It is; by assessment _I mean measurement. 

41913. Measurement and fixing the amount to be 
paid by each cultivator ?-Yes. . 

41914. The actual work of collection is in the hands 
·of the Revenue Officers ?-Exactly. 

4L915. Does this assessment vary from year to year 
-according to the crops raised ?-No. It is fluctuating 
in so far that we give remissions. 

41916. You flx the amount, and then you give 
remissions if the crops are not up to the full standard ? 
-Yes. 

41917 . .Are complaints frequent about the non
-distribution of water or the insufficient distribution of 
water ?-They have been lately on the colony canals, 
'but not on the others. 

. 41918. Have you any remedy to suggest ?-It is very 
·di~cult. t? suggest any remedy ; the water in a river 
~~lnt ~blu~uted, we have to do the best we can in its 
'\UII n ut1on. 

41919. Has the Deputy Commissioner any voice in 
the distribution of water ?-He can always listen to 
complaints from persons interested, and investigate 
them, and represent the result of. his enquiries to the 
local Irrigation ·Officers, who immediately take the 
necessary steps to improve the distribution. 

41920. Would you be in favour of a recommendation 
that has been tpade that the Deputy- Commissioner 
should have some control over the distribution of 
water ?-Absolutely not. I am quite sure it would 
not work, because he, as an outsider, knows nothing 
of the difficulties of distribution, and he might ask for 
water to be sent to one place when it "was more 
urgently wanted in another. • 

4192L But he generally has charge of a large area
the whole district ?-He has the whole district. 

41922. Therefore, would he not have a chance of 
knowing the needs and requirements of different parts 
of the district, and of the different parts of a canal 
colony ?-But a canal irrigates as many as three 
districts-it passes through one to another. 

41923. When it irrigates three districts, is one Public 
Works Officer in charge o£ the areas within the three 
districts irrigated by that canal ?-It is. divided up 
possibly into two, possibly into three divisions, 
irrespective of district boundaries. 

41924. But there is always one Head for the whole 
canal ?-Yes. · 

41925. We have heard complaints about of corrup
tion among the lower officers who are engaged in 
distribution work ; do you think there is some founda
tion for those complaints ?-Certainly, where the men 
are under-paid or low-paid that is the ·case in all 
departments. 

41926. Do the superior officers do all that they can 
to check that corruption among the lower officers?
Certainly, that is one of their fi!st duties. 

41927. But is the duty rigidly performed ?-'-To the 
best of their ability : to the best of my knowledge 
it is. 

41928. (M1·. Hichens.) For irrigation purposes is the 
province divided into circles ?-Yes. 

41929. How many circles are there?-We have now 
10 circles. 

41930. Usually they are larger than a district?
Yes, considerably. 

41931. Do they coincide in any way with a division? 
-No; they do not. They are arranged quite irrespec
tive of districts or divisions. They must be arranged 
with reference to the canal-irrigated tract, which must 
be divided up according to the area commanded. 

41932. Wquld it be the case that if the Deputy 
Commissioner, or the Commissioner, w~re given power 
to order that this or that should be done in the way of 
distribution of water, the Irrigation Officers would lose 
their sense of responsibility ?-Certainly, you would 
take the whole responsibility from them. 

41933 .. .And if anything went wrong, they would try 
and put the blame on somebody else ?-It would 
certainly not be their fault if they were ordered to do 
a thing, and matters in consequence went wrong. 

41934 . .And there might be considerable scope for 
misunderstandings and trouble?-Very great indeed. 

41935. Your view would be that one man inust be 
definitely responsible for a specific job, and that you 
cannot have two people in charge of one job ?
Quite so. 

41936. Is the work of distribution, for example, 
highly technical ?-It is technical in a sense; the basis 
is technical. 

41937. We were told in one place that the scientific 
distribution of water was a study which was not yet 
complete, and that considerable development and 
improvement might be looked for in that direction?
We are working to that end. 

41938. It would be difficult for the Irrigation Engi
neers to carry that out unless they had a fairly free 
hand ?-Quite so . 

41939. Does the same thing apply to other aspects 
of the Public Works Department ? Take roads for 
example ; is the Executive Engineer or ,the Super
intending Engineer the man who is most likely to 
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know what is the best thing t~ do in the interests of 
the province, in regard to roads under his control?- . 
I think so, within certain limits. 

41940. But if it came to be a question. b~tween 
making this road, or maki.ng tpat road, w1thin the 
radius of an Executive Engmee1: s charge, wh?. would 
be the best person in that radius to say wh10h ro~d 
should be made, the Engineer or the Deputy CommlS· 
sioner ?-I think they would be about the same. 

41941. In your opinion it would be advisable to 
leave the last word with the Executive Engineer?
Certainly, not to the Executive Engineer, but to the 
superior officer in the Department-the Secretary to 
the Government .. 

41942. Your point would be that it there wru: a 
difference of opinion between, say, an Execut1ve 
Engineer and a Deputy Coui.m~si?ner, the matter 
might be r~ferred to the. Com~ss10ner1 who could 
discuss it w1th the Supenntending Engmeer ?-Cer
tainly. 

41943. And if they differed, then it could go to 
Government ?-Certainly. · 

41944. But in practice would not the prestige and 
influence of the Commissioner weigh for a good deal, 
and the Superintending Engineer .would not be likely 
to go against him unless there was some vert s?b
stantial reason ?-I can only speak for the Iwgat10n 
Branch, and in our Branch we alwaya lay the greatest 
wei~ht on the CommlS8ioner's wishes ; in fact, all our 
proJects are referred to him in the first instance ; the 
same thing would probably apply to the other Branch, 
but I have never been in that Branch, and I cannot 
say. · 

41945. (Mr. Meye1·.) You say that the Canal Officers 
know the language ; are they all acquainted with 
Pnnjabi ?-Not very well with Punjabi, except what 
they pick up by aetna! contact with the people. 

41946. Are they really always in the saddle and 
going about ?-They are always in the saddle. 

41947. It would be unfair to say that a Canal 
Engineer confined himself to his office and such 
occasional inspections of water as were necessary, and 
that he did not go about among the people ?-Certainly 
it would. 

41948. As to this present system, under which the 
Irrigation Officer practically has the last word, and the 
District Officer not, in the matter of irrigation, has it 
not been found unsatisfactory in some respects?
There is a Committee sitting with regard to the Punjab 
canal colonies. 

41949. Has there not been a certain amount of 
evidence to the effect that ·the existing system is 
unsatisfactory?-Yes, there have been complaints. 

41950. Do you regard those complaints as on
founded ?-No, I regard a great many of them as 
founded, but they are due to our insufficient knowledge 
of the laws regarding the flow of water, and to the 
immense tract of country that we have to irrigate. 
We have been only 10 years at the Lower Chenab 
Canal and in that time we have irrigated an area of 
nearly two million acres; the task is so great that I am 
surprised there have not been more complaints. 

41951. You have done a great work, of course, but 
~o you think the existing system is sound, and that it 
IS merely owing to the insufficient experience of your 
staff as a whole that there are complaints ?-Yes. 

41952. You would agree that the Irrigation Depart
ment, or any other department for that matter, exists 
for the benefit of the people and of Government?
Certainly. 

41953. Then, again, your policy seems to be con
trolled by experts. Do experts ultimately control the 
Public Service in England or in any other country that 
you know?-It is a question of what you mean by 
control. 

41954. There are two alternatives.· You have got 
the expert, who must always be available as an adviser; 
but the ultimate control is entrusted to somebody who 
is not an expert, but who has administrative experience, 
and who is supposed to be able ~ look beyond the 
expert'!\ point of view-that is one theory. The other 
is ~hat the Gover!lment should be that of experts 
entirely-that medical work should be run by a ~edical 
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man, irrigation work by an irrigation man, army work 
by an army man, and so on ; is the latter the theory 
you favour?-Not at all; but I consider that if you 
tell a surgeon that he should cut in this way, and he 
considers that he ought to cut in that way, the decision 
of the surgeon should be final ; it is when you descend 
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to matters of detail of that kind that the expert ought 
to have the final say. 

41955. Take another analogy: take a man who 
wants a house built. If he is a wise man he will trust 
his architect, but he must in the end decide what sort 
of house he wants and what he is prepared to pay for 
it ?-Exactly. 

41956. You will admit that in the government of 
this province the Administrative Department, the· 
Lieutenant-Governor, the Commissioners, and so on, 
should have their say in that respect ?-They do have 
their say; all our projects are first submitted to them, 
and they may go to the Government of India and 
even to the Secretary of State, and when they have all 
had their say we carry out the work. . . · 

~1957. Take the Commissioner's power in respect of 
the Public Works budget ; you contend that he has 
his say. Let me take you back to the days when you 
were a Superintending Engineer. You had to prepare 
a budget, I suppose, for expenditure in your circle ?--,. 
No; ours is not provincial expenditure at all; ours is. 
all imperial. · · 

41958. Your experience has been entirely irrigation?' 
-Yes. 

41959. But somebody has to prepare the budget. 
estimates for the year?-lt goes to the Government 
of India. . 

41960. But who prepares the estimates here ?-I 
prepare them as Chief Engineer. 

. 41961. Do you get the materials from your Super
intending Engineers ?-Yes. 

41962. Take the Superintending Engineer, does he 
consult the Commissioner at all ?-No; he does not. 

. 41963. Suppose he desired a new work-let us 
suppose some distributary channel to an existing canal 
-would he consult the Commissioner?-We • never 
make a distributary channel without consulting both 
the Deputy Commissioner and Commissioner. · 

41964. Then the answer is that he does consult the 
Commissioner ?-Certainly but not in the matter of 
the budget. 

41965. All your irrigation work is really big work? 
-Yes, we have no tanks. 

41966. It has been suggested in other provinces that 
the Government Public Works budget should be to a 
large extent broken up, so far as it refers to buildings 
and roads, and minor irrigation works (tanks, and so · 
forth), and that the Commissioner should be given a 
divisional budget within which he should have the same 
power of sanction as the Lieutenant-Governor has now • 

• in respect of the budget as a whole ; would you see· 
any objection to that ?-I have not had an opportunity 
of studying that view of the question, and I do not 
quite see where it would lead to. 

41967. The advantages urged in favour of it are 
these ; in the fust place that it ensures each division 
getting a certain amount of expenditure, and in the 
second place that it stops references to headquarters ; 
the Superintending Engineer and the Commissioner 
might settle things between themselves ?-Perhaps I 
may suggest something that we actually do now ; as 
Chief Engineer of the Frontier Province, with the 
Revenue Commissioner's approval, I allot a sum 0f 
Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 40,000 yearly (at their demand) to 
the Deputy Commissioners as a lump sum, or rather 
I allot it to the Revenue Commissioner, and he dis
tributes it to the Deputy Commissioners as he finds it . 
necessary. 

41968. That is for minor works ?-Yes. 
41969. The principle of the suggestion I refer to is 

the same, but it would be for much bigger works?
I am not prepared to give any opinion about that. 

41970. (Sir Steynill!J Edgerle,IJ.) Is your establish
ment of officers interchangeable from Irrigation to 
Roads and Buildings, or are. they absolutely divided?
Our work is so very technical that we are practically 
separated ; occasionally we do .have transfers. 

2 A. 2 
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16 Apr., 1908, 41972. Is that entirely a provincial establishment or 
- entirely imperial ?-It is all chargeable to imperial 

revenue, but some of them are classed as Provincial 
Engineers and some as Imperial Engineers. 

41973. Can you explain how the classification is 
made ?-I think as a· general rule it is regarded as 
separating the Imperial from the Provincial Service. 

41974. But it is provincial and imperial in a 
different sense than if they were paid for by the 
provincial Government or by the Imperial Govern
ment ?- 'l'hese are all paid for by the ln;tperial 

·Government. 

41975. Does the money come from the allotments 
:for the works that they superintend ?-Yes. 

41976. Then the provincial Public Works establish
ment is practically only Roads and Buildings?
Practically only that. 

41977. And you do not include that tn this r;~tate
ment?-No. 

41978. Do the Government of India do all the 
postings ? -No ; we do the postings except for Chief 
Engineers and Superintending Engineers. 

41979. Those are done by the Government of 
India ?-Yes. 

41980. Is that a good system ?-I think so. 

41981. You would rather continue that than put it 
into the hands of the Punjab Government ?-We have 
practically a free hand in the matter ; the Government 
.of India very seldom interferes. 

41982. In that case would it not be just as well to 
-give the power to the provincial Government ?-I 
think not, because the Superintending Engineers. and 
<Jhief Engineers are on the list for the whole of India, 
.and liable to be transferred to any province, 

41983. Is that a good thing?-Yes. 

41984. You might get a man sent here as Super
intending Engineer or Chief Engineer with very little 
experience of the particular irrigation works that he 
would have to be responsible for ?-Our Chief Engi~ 
neer has just come from the United Provinces. 

41985. You think it is a good system ?-He is a 
first class man ; our works will certainly not suffer 
from it. 

41986. Assuming that. it is essential, in your view, 
that the Executive Engineer should have full charge 
.of the distribution of water and the assessment-and, 
I suppose, remissions-is there any reason why yon 
:ahould not go a step further, and make him an 
.ex-~tficio Assistant Collector, responsible for the collec~ 
tiona also ?-It never struck me; I have not considered 
.that. 

41987. The difficulty is, apparently, at present that • 
you have two establishments coming in at one stage or 
Qther ; would it be a solution to have only the one 
-establishment under the Deputy Commissioner, respon
sible for everything ?-..You cannot have a man under 
two superiors, that is the difficulty. 

. 41988. You tell us here t~at the ~xecutive Engineer 
u very much better acquamted w1th the whole area 
:and everything in it than anybody else can be ; why 
should he not collect the revenue and deal solely with 
the area ?-I am not strong on general revenue matters 
but it seems to me that the revenue collector has othe~ 
moneys to collect as well as canal revenues, and we 
-should har~ly be prepared to take it all over; I should 
t~ay, let the revenue authority remain as he is. 

41989. You would not adopt the suggestion ?-I 
• think not : we are not prepared to go so far out of 
our line. 

41990. Is not assessment rather out of your line?
No; w~ claim that without it WEI cannot do our work, 
because it gives us an intimate knowledge of the 
demand for water. 

41991. When you have made the assessment, why 
must you hand over the collection, the enforcement of 
your assessment, to somebody else ?-It is the simplest 
thing to do : the establishment is there to your hand. 

41992. Then you get a double establishment, and 
complaints go up to one against the other, and so on ? 
-No ; the bills are simply sent to the central office, 
and they claim.for the money. 

41993. Suppose somebody comes up to them and 
says ''I ought not to pay, I have not had enough 
water? "-Then it is simply referred back ; it is all 
perfectly simple. 

. 41994. You say "Power means responsibility and 
therefore more work" ; why more work ?-Because if 
you undertake the responsibility for a thing you must 
go to the hottom of it and sift the matter, and that 
always means more work ; it will not do to give an 
order without thinking it out. 

41995. Nor will it do to make a recommendation 
without thinking it out ; if you make a recommenda
tion instead of settling the matter yourself, you have 
to wait for the answer and deal with that, and by the 
time you have thought it out you are ready to dispose 
of it ?-Yes. , 

41996. Therefore, why "more work"; it is easier 
to pass the order at the ti!!le.. IDl.d.Jw:~e.do.n~with it·
than to recommend and "fake it up again when the 
answer comes down ?-I was referring there, I think, 
to a special ll).atter. 

_ 41997. No; there is the general statement that 
" Power means more responsibility and therefore more 
work" ; it seems to me that power may mean 
more responsibility, but it may not necessarily 
mean more work?-Very well ; I accept that. 

41998. (Mr. Meye1·.) We were told in the United 
Provinces that the Canal Engineers there had Deputy 
Collectors-Extra-Assistant Commissioners as you call 
them here ; have you not got Deputy Collectors 
attached to you ?-Yes. 

41999. Do they try cases arising out of breach of 
canal regulations, and so on ?-Provided that the 
Executive Engineeer considers it is conducive to the 
good working of the canal ; it is simply in cases where 
people cut the banks . 

42000. This man tries the case and fines or imprisons, 
and all the rest of it ?-Yes . 

42001. Do you employ him in any other way ?
Yes; he is one bf the men to check the zilladar's 
work. 

42002. What is his status; is he an Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner in the regular line ?-No; he is not, he 
is purely an irrigation man ; he is a promoted r<:illadal'. 

42003. Drawing what pay ?-He dl·aws about Rs. 
200 to Rs. 400 . 

42004. Has he got first class magisterial powers '?
No ; only second class. 

42005. What does he rise to, or does he remain in 
the department altogether ?-He remains in the 
department ; he simply tries the very pettiest cases. 

(The witneas withdrew.) 
Adjourned. 
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SEVENTY-FlRST DAY. 

LAHORE, Saturday, the 18th April 1908. 

PRESENT: 

Sir FREDERIC LELY1 K.C.I.E., O.S.I., Presiding. 

Sir STEYNING EDGERLEY, K.C.V.O., C.I.E., I.C.S. I W. S. MEYER, Esq., C.I.E., I.O.S. 
R. C. DUTT, Esq., C.I.E. W. L. HICIIENS, Esq. 

Mr. W. M. HAILEY, I.C.S., was called and examined. 

42006. (Sir FJ·ede1·ic Lely.) You are Secretary to 
Government in charge of the Revenue, Commerce, 
Local Self-Government and Home Departments?
Yl!s. I have had experience in a district as Coloni
zation Officer, but none as a Deputy Commissioner. 
I acted as an .Assistant Commissioner and Sub
Divisional Officer for about two years in the early part 
of my career. 

Admitting that the system introduced in 1904 was 
1l. great improvement on the unsatisfactory system 
which had preceded it for 30 years, it was still only a 
half measure. The 'hands of the Local Government 
are still tied in incurring expenditure on the internal 
development of the province, and the element of 
uncertainty in its finances has not been removed. 
Complete financial independence is no doubt impos
sible as long as the Imperial Government has to bear 
the major risks of Indian Finance,-h'eavy loss in 
opium revenue, or national disaster, such as war or 
severe famine ; or so long as it remains the custodian 
of the interests of the general tax-payer, who is 
entitled to the remissions of surplus revenue. The 
11chemes formulated by certain members of Lord 
Dufferin's Finance Committee of 1884-85, and re
peated by the dissentient minority of the Expenditure 
Commission of 1895, are based on the theory . that 
the whole of the revenues raised by provincial taxa
tion should be appropriated to the needs of the pro
vince, and imperial requirements met by contributions 
from the provinces. But comparative financial inde
pendence can be secured without so complete a reversal 
of the present position. · 

.At present provincial shares with imperial a number 
ilf heads of revenue, and shares, in, roughly, the same 
proportion (though with some important exceptions), 
the corresponding heads of expenditure. As a result, 
the province must submit its budget of expenditure 
not only for information, but for revision, to the Im. 
perial Government. There is not only the uncertainty 
whether the Government of India ~ill accept its 
-expenditure on shared heads; there is "the equally 
undesirable need of preparing the budget four months 
in advance, with the necessity for placing undue reli
ance on that sorry financial expedient, the "revised 
estimate." Again, there is the damaging limitation 
that the Local Government cannot without further 
sanction re-appropriate from savings on a shared head 
for expenditure on any other head, and there are diffi
culties connected with the transfer of fresh services to 
the Local Government in pursuance of schemes of 
reform. Though the service may be one involving 
continually increasing expenditure, the Imperial 
Government finds it necessary, under the present 
SY,s~m, to. make ~ fix~d ~~ntribution, instead of recog
mzmg ~n mcreasmg liability. To recognize the latter 
would Import uncertainty in itt!! own finances instead 
of into those of the province. The result is apparently 
inevitable under the system ; but it is easy to under
stand .that the province fears these Danaan gifts. 

It lR clear that the rest of the objection lies in 
11haring heads of expenditure. If the Imperial Govern
ment would take from ,the province a proportion of 
receipts either in gross or detail, and would at the 
t~ame time abolish the shared heads of expenditure, 
the province would be in a position (1) to budget with 
greater certainty ; (2) to frame its budget later in the 
,rear; (3) to re-appropriate from savings without the 
Dec€~ity of obtaining sanction; and ( 4) the change 
would do away with the irritating system of fixed doles 
&o meet the transfer of services involving increasing 

expenditure. At the same . time the interests of 
imperial finance would need to be safeguarded. The. 
present system provides that the Government of India 
shall revise the existing proportions in case of necessit~ ; 
and such a condition would be equally inevitable m 
the arrangement now proposed. The one danger is · 
that the Local~ Government might work its expen
diture up so nearly to the level of its ~eceipts th~t 
when the call comes it would be unable to meet 1t 
without hopelessly disorganizing its services. To meet 
this, the minimum balance might be increased, and a 
standing rule made that the total expenditure o~ ~ 
recurring type should not bear more than a defini_te 
proportion to the whole. The Government of India, 
secure from any embarrassment owing to the action 
of the Local Government,· could then afford to with• 
draw most of the restrictions which limit the latter in 
its expenditure, and to allow it to develop its own 
services on its own lines. The province, as Sir David 
Barbour said, is a big enough unit to have a financial 
system of its own, and to manage its own affairs. . ' 

As regards the basis on which the share of the total 
revenue to be enjoyed by the province should be 
calculated, it is clear that no arbitrary rule can be laid 
down. The 40 or 50 per cent. rule advocated at 
different times is mere idealizing. Although the 
present arrangement obviously leaves the Government 
of India with large surpluses, the Punjab would pro~ 
bably not complain that the proportion now allowed 
to the province is so far unfavourable _that it requires 
radical revision. Judged by previous standards, th~ 
Government of India has not dealt illiberally with the 
Punjab. In the course of the five settlements carried 
out np to date, the province has been allowed on 
every occasion (with one small exception) to enjoy 

· the result of its own increases of revenue. But thE! 
province would ask that, if in the future the Govern
ment of India finds itself with a surplus to dispose of, 
it should distribute that surplus for the general benefit. 
of provincial revenues, instead of dictating the lines 
on which it shall be expended. The dictation of 
general lines soon merges into the supervision of 
details, and it is cases of this type which emphasize 
most strongly the weakness of the Local Governments. 
The resolution of 1877 announced that the Governor
General 11 will as far as possible avoid interference 
with the details of the administration of the trans· 
ferred accounts and any embarrassment of provincial 
finance.'' As long as the system of .doles continues, 
no one can say that this ideal has been reached. 

At present provincial expenditure is incurred 
entirely against income. There are lllany works 
which might be profitably undertaken as a charge 
against capital expenditure, and I would allow the 
Local Government to open a loan account with the 
Government of India for such purposes. It would 
also appear desirable to allow the Local Government 
to guarantee (1) interest on light railways, (2) interest 
on loans by District Boards, as these bodies would 
thus be able to secure a lower rate of interest than 
they would otherwise have to pay, 

.At present the direct influence of the Government 
of India is felt in administrative matters in two ways. 
It lays down lines on which alteration should be made 
in existing provincial procedure ~ and t}lis is fre
quently done without consulting the Local Govern
ment. I may instance the receht orden requiring the 
Local Government to localize the vaccination establish
ments ; the direction to the Local Government to 
modify its Court of Wards proced~re by abolishing 
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tbe district Court of Wards in favour of a central 
Court ; the desire expressed by the Government of 
India, but not pressed to a conclusion, that the Local 
Government should take steps to found an inspecting · 
Sanitary Department. In the second place the schemes 
of reorganization initiated and financed by the Imperial 
Government not only indicate lines of reform to the 
provincial Government, but dictate the minutest 
details of the action to be taken. They are not 
perhaps the reforms which the Local Government 
would itself choose as most pressing. Still they are 
reforms, and are welcomed as such ; but the welcome 
does not extend to the prescliptions of minute detail 
with which the orders are accompanied. It is sufficient 
to quote the police reorganization scheme, which in 
the course of its development has involved a mass of 
correspondence on details ; while the attitude of the 
Government of India throughout has been to insist on 
the most minute compliance with the scheme laid down 
by it. 

The attitude of the Government of India should be 
that of an advisor ·on lines of policy, rather than that 
of a superior indicating details. If it bas surplull 
revenues, it sho.uld allow the Local Go:vernment to 
decide which of its services calls loudest for reform. It 
is not a point on which the Local Government is likely 
·to be ignorant. · . 

In this connection I· would call attention to a class 
restrictions on the powers of the Local Government in 
matters which are perhaps rather financial than admini
strat~ve:. ~refer to cases such as the following: (1) 
the hm1tat10n on the powers of the Local Goveinment 
to extend an existing settlement from 20 to 30 years, 
or to sanction a new settlement up to 30 years · {2) 
the limitations imposed on the powers of the Local 
Government to grant allowances to .Assistant Surgeons 
in charge of lock-ups or to Hospital .Assistants ; (3) 
the minute rules laid down by Government. of India 
regulatip.g the promotions and punishments of the sub
ordinate medical staff ; l4) the rules contained in the 
Hill .Allowance Code regulating in minute detail the 
amo~nt of establishm~nts which officers may take up 
to Simla; (5) the ruling of the Government of India 
tha.t vaccination inspectors should be a provincial and 
not a local charge ; (6) the series of rulings regarding 
the classification of articles for purposes of octroi, and 
such restrictions as, e.g., the farming of octroi fees; 
(7) the reoent series of rulings on the subject of 
details of excise administration ; (8) the restrictions on 
the sale ?f nazullan~s ; (9) the minute restrictions on 
the contmuance of life assignments; (10) the restric
tions on ~~nt o~ leave t? professors of medical colleges 
and .AdmtmstJ•attve Medical Officers'; ( 11) the restric
tion. on appointment to posts listed as open to the 
Provincial Services. I quote these as examples only of . 
a somewhat numerous class of cases in which the 
Local Government might well have been left to exercise 
its discretion, when main Jines of action have been 
indicated. 

Something has already been done to substitute the 
statutory "control '' of the Government of India for 
the ''sanction " which under many of the older .Acts 
was needed before the Local Government could.make 
rules (e.g., Land Improvement Loans .Amending .Act 
VIII of 1906). But a good deal remains to be done~ 
this. direction. ~ o general act of delegation would, 
I. th1~k, be sufficrent, and I think that specific legisla
tiOn Is n~cessary, · 

The departments of the Government of India have 
probably less departmental bias than the departments 
of the Local Government. The personal factor is 
nec~ssarily less prominent ; for the Government of 
Ind1~ ~oes not contain the phenomenon peculiar to 
provtnmal Governments, the Head of an Executive 
Department re-appearing, like a quick-change artiste 
~s a Secretary to Government .. But if the infiuenc~ 
ls ~ot a~pre01ably departmental, it is certainly towards 
umform~ty. The a~owances of the subordinates in 
the PunJab finger-prmt bureau have had to be with
drawn (in spite of a second protest by the Local 
Government), because the Home Department under
sta~ds that they are not given elsewhere. The 
;Assistant Secretary to the Financial Commissioner 
1~ n.ot allowed .to go to Si;mla, because the officer in a 
stmilar · post m the U mted Provinces is left in 
.Allahabad. The wards' estate in the Punjab must be 
m:~hgehd. by a central Court, because this is the system 
w Ic as com~ended itself .in the United Provinces.' 

The remedy would seem to lie iu granting to pro
vincial Governments increased powers of expenditure, 
and · by conceding the position that the Imperial 
Government, while advising on questions of policy, 
should have questions of detail for the decision of the 
Local Government. 

There are now 13 Directors-General or Inspectors
General, dealing with non-imperial or only partly 
imperial departments, and the majority of the appoint. 
ments have been made in recent years. For the 
present purpose those officers who deal with purely 
technical subjects (e.g., archreology) may be put on 
one side. The Local Governments see little of their 
work, and would always be prepared to welcome their 
advice on their special su~ects. There seems reason 
to anticipate, on the other hand, that the appointment 
of imperial officers who deal with questions affecting 
the general administration will tend to minister to 1he 
cause of uniformity and eventually to undermine the 
authority of the Local Government. The Government 
of India announced that one of the objects of appoint
ing an Inspector-General of Excise was to "co-ordinate 
as far as possible the systems of different provinces." 
'l'he Chief Inspector of Explosives, who started as a 
technical adviser pure and simple, is (by order) con
sulted by the Local Government regarding every 
license give~ for an installation. The Sanitary Com
missioner now corresponds officially with the pro
vincial Ranitary autholities. The Inspector-General, 
Criminal Investigation Department, has addressed the 
Inspector-General of Police on the question of 
allowances to certain subordinates. The Director
General, Indian Medical Service, adjudicates on com
plaints regarding the character rolls of Military 
.Assistant Surgeons permanently employed in the 
Punjab, and the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, 
Punjab, is not allowed to see their character rolls. 
If the presence of such officers is necessary to the 
Government of India, they should be retained purely 
as advisors, and information which the Government of 
India requires on the subjects with which they ·deal 
should be obtained from the Local Government. That 
the Impelial Government should be prepared to rely 
for information on the impressions of an officer im
perfectly acquainted with the local conditions would 
seem' to argue that the provincial Government is un
fitted to exercise any control over the services entrusted 
to it. Further, in the interests of the authority of 
the Local Government the correspondence ·of the 
Inspector-General should be directed to it, and not to 
its officers. 

A number of administrative reforms of the first 
importance have been carried out of late years under 
the direct orders of the Government of India. No 
purely administrative reform of equal importance has 
been initiated (as regards the Punjab) by the Local 
Government, though measures probably even more 
far-reaching in their effect on the general population 

. (such as the Land Alienation Act) have owed their 
origin to the Local Government. It is necessaryt 
however, to make two remarks. The reforms referred 
to-o£ the type of police reorganization, the promo
tion of primary education, the institution of an agli
cultural department-have been rendered possiblet 
because the Government of India had a financial 
surplus ; and it has employed that surplus in pushing 
certain measures which appeared to it of urgent im· 
portance. It has gone further and dictated the exact 
details. (e.g, in matters of police and education) of the 
reform contemplated. But there were not in every 
case the reforms most needed in the province. Nor 
were the lines on which they were carried out in every 
case the most suitable to local conditions. Thus the 
releas~ of the 20 per cent. contribution now paid by 
the DlBtrict Boards to the provincial funds is probably 
a measure o~ greater importance to the province than 
the foundatiOn of a number of primary schools: the 
reorganization of the pay of the land revenue and 
minist.erial establishm~~ts is probably a more urgent 
~ecess1ty than the abolitiOn of the patwari cess, or the 
mcrease of the pay of certain portions of the police 
force No attempt has ever been made to es-timate the 
comparative urgency of the reforms which lie before 
the Local Government. 

I am not aware of any cases in which appeal lies to; 
the. Government of India in respect of administrative 
actiOn by law or rules having the force of law. But 
as regards appeals undel' executive rules, the existing. 
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appeal rules are too wide in their scope. However 
seldom the right of interference may be exercised, the 
fact that such appeals can be made loosens the hold of the 
provincial Government on its establishment ; and by 
doing so it increases the difficulty of the great!lst 
problem of the administration, that, namely, of 
securing honesty among its officials. · No appeals 
against dismissal or other punishment should be 
forwarded from the servants of a Local Government 
who are appointed by that Government or by any 
local body under i.t. As regards the orders requiring 
all petitions for mercy to be forwarded, humanity 
demands that the delay in execution of the sentences 
in death cases should be restricted as far as possible. 
The present procedure merely leads to a fruitless 
delay, and I would forward no appeals except those 
in which the Lieutenant-Governor himself wishes 
(owing to the existence of exceptional circumstances) 
to refer the matter for the further orders of the 
Governor-General. No appeals against sentences of 
imprisonment should be forwarded. A certificate that 
reasonable grounds of appeal existed would involve a 
recognition of the right of ultimate appeal, and destroy 
the necessary sense of finality in the orders of the 
Local Government. It is a provision suitable for the 
solution of disputed principles of law, not for 
questions of fact or of conduct. 

The number of returns in the Civil Department has 
increased in the last ten years by 19 ; but a con
siderable part of these are in the Political Branch. 
The increlse in the Revenue Branch (10) is not large 
when it is realized that we now send reports regarding 
colonization and agricultt)re and co-operative banks. 
The only insttnce of late years in which a return has 
been required involving much increased labour is in 
connection with the agricultural statistics. At the 
same time, a scrutiny of the returns submitted to the 
Government of India with the annual reports will 
probably show that they contaiq in many cases an 
amount of detail which is not essential for adminis
trative purposes. It may be needed by the Govern
ment of India or the Secretary of State, but is 
certainly not required by the Local Government. The 
last annual Jail Report has 73 printed pages of returns, 
the Dispensaries Report has 56, the Sanitary Report 
has 35, the Season and Crop Report has 27. On the 
other hand, the Police Report, for which the Govern
ment of India has lately prescribed new forms, has 
only 16. It is also possible that some of the present 
reports might well be made triennial instead of 
annual. A year is in many cases too short a period to 
judge of progress, and a system of triennial reports 
would reduce somewhat the burden of constantly 
writing and reviewing these publications. In any case, 
the practice of double reviewing should be abolished. 
We are now confronted with the Government of 
India orders on the Local Government's review of the 
Financial Commissioner's review of the Excise Com
missioner's compilation of the Deputy Commissioner's • 
reports. We can dispense, at all events, with one of 
these redundancies. 

The Government of India requires an abstract of 
all B (i.e., unprinted) proceedings to be sent to it. 
Sue~ abstracts convey little information as to the 
prects~ nature of the papers, which are in themselves 
?£ mmor importance. For provincial purposes an 
mdex. of these papers would be sufficient and if the 
province sent ~p only its A (printed) p~oceedings, a 
good deal of time would be saved. 
. It has long been a matter of complaint that orders 
m revenue matters nre delayed because after being 
fully considered by the Financi~ Commissioner they 
are referred officially to Government and scrut~nized 
anew in the Secretariat. There is I believe no remedy 
f~r thi.s, except ~o _far to exte~d the po~ers of the 
Fmanmal Commtssi_oner as chief revenue authority 
that the matters whtch come up to Government shall 
be ~f sufficient importance to justify the double 
scrutmy. 

It is the position of the Commissioner rather than 
that of the Financial Commissioner which demands the 
grant of increased administrative powers. His posi· 
tion has on the one hand been impaired by the grow
in~ strength of tbe various departments; but he still 
enJoys great personal influence among natives of all 
classes ; and the very fact that the march of centrali
zation bas left his position somewhat undefined has 
increased his independence, and therefore his pot~ntial 

value. The· following suggestions are made on the 
theory that we should seek to strengthen his general 
·position without unduly burdening him with detailed 
administrative work. 

He should have a recognised position in regard to 
Public Works. He is the best authority on the needs 
of his division in regard to roads and communications. 
The provincial btJdget for these purposes should be 
divided among .Commissioners ; the projects would, of 
course, be dealt with on the technical side in the Public 
Works Department ; but the initiative in projecting 
works, and the allotment of funds for their execution, 
would lie with the Commissioner. At present not only 
has he no clear position with regard to . these works, 
but there are cases in which the advice of Commis
sioners have been treated very cavalierly by the 
department. · 

.As regards revenue works, the Financial Commis~ 
sioner, as Head of the Revenue Department, would still 
be the chief sanctioning authority ; but Commissioners 
should have power to sanction works up to Rs. 2,500. 

As regards police administration, the result of the 
Police Commission has been that instead of exercising 
control (with powers of a Deputy Inspector-General) 
from within he is now to exercise a watchful insistence 
from without. The phrase is better suited to adorn a 
resolution than to solve a situation. We cannot, per
haps, revert to the former practice, but in giving effect 
to the orders of the Government of India it should 
still be possible to give him power to insist adequate 
punishment of police officers of proved bad conduct. 

He has no definite position as regards either the 
Educational and Medical Services. He could, however; 
secure for him a more definite status in this respect if 
his position with regard to local bodies were .more 
fully recognized by the Local Government. These 
bodies are at present bound by a rule laying down an 
enforceable minimum expenditure on medic!tl and 
educational objects. This rule should be-as it pos
sibly will be-abolished ; and if this is done, the Com
missioner will be the authority to decide regarding the 
adequacy of the provision made. by local bodies on 
these objects. The local Education Code is to be 
revised ; and in doin:g so, the Commissioner should be 
given a definite position in regard to the management 
of primary !!chools. He, and not the Inspector
General of Civil Hospitals, should decide whether the 
local body should be allowed to open or abolish a 
dispensary. The local body should be subject to his 
authority, and not to that of the Inspector-General of 
Civil Hospitals or Sanitary Commissioner in altering 
the scale of establishment in hospitals and the strength 
of the vaccine establishment. 

He should be controlling authority for sub-registrars, 
making all appointments himself ; the present sanction 
of Government is only formal.- He should also ap· 
point visitors to jails; and grant certificates to persons 
fit to prospect for minerals. 

As regards District Boards, he should have power to 
appoint and also accept resignation of members (sec
tions 11 and 13 of A<;t XX. of 1883); also appoint a, 
Chairman (section 13); have full powers to sanction 
rewards for servants ; his power over the budge.t 
should not be restricted by the rule of E"nforceable 
minima ; his administrative sanction should be suffi
cient for the execution of any major work (the sanitary 
schemes being dependent on the concurrence of the 
Sanitary Board) ; he should have powers to sanction 
permanent advances up to Rs. 500 ; he, and not the 
Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, should be the 
authority to decide if dispensaries shall be opened or 
closed. As regards municipal budgets, he should have 
power to sanction without regard the enforceable 
minima, and should give administrative sanction to 
expenditure on large Public Works, subject to the 
concurrence of the Sanitary Board. The Account'ant
General has already been warned that his sanction 
must be taken as final on all questions regarding the 
propriety of expenditure from local funds. 

At present his position with regard to irrigation is 
very unsatisfactory. No extension of existing irrega
tion should be made without a Commissioner's con· 
currence. There are instances of extentrlons being 
made in places where the people do not require water ;. 
others in places where the soil is unfit to take it. ' 

I would note the extent to which the Commissioner's 
position has been encroached on by the Director of Land '. 
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Records and the Excise Commissioner. The necessity 
for the continued · existence of the former· officer is 
doubtful. The Commissioner could discharge with
out difficulty his functions as Inspector-General of 
Registration, while such administrative work as allot
ting extra naib-tahsildar for mutation work is certainly 
appropriate to the Commissioner rather than the 
Director of Land Records. If a senior Revenue Extra
.Assisljpnt Commissioner were attached to each division 
as. the Commissioner's assistant for the inspection of 
tahsils and land records, the post of Director of Land 
Records could be dispensed with and a substantial 
measure of decentralization secured. Equally, there 
are a large number of tbe functions of the Excise 
Oommissioner which belong properly to the Com
missioner and should be restored to him. 

The Commissioner should have a contract allowance 
for extra naib-tahsildars and kanungos required 
temporarily for extra work, especially in connection 
with fluctuating assessments; and a divisional reserve 
for contingencies. 
· At the same time his political position should be 

much more fully recognized. There se~ms to be no 
reason why be should not appoint da1·baris ; and he 
should certainly have a " political " allotment for 
entertainment, l~hillats and similar purposes. Such an 
allotment is given on the frontier. That a Com
~ssioner should have the means of conciliating 
interests or rewarding loyalty among our own subjects 
seems of equal, if not even greater, importance. 

In order to set the Commissioner free from merely 
routine work his office establishments, now on an 
antiquated scale, will need reinforcing. 

As regards Deputy Commissioners-
(!) He should grant kttrsi nasltin ,certificates, 

and, like the Commissioner, have a political 
allowance. 

(2) He should have power to effect changes in his 
superior office establishment without obtain
ing the Commissioner's sanction. 

(3) The position of the Deputy Commissioner in 
districts containing canal irrigation is a most 
anomalous one. On tl;!e main canals the 
assessments of both land revenue and 
water-rates are made entirely ):>y the Canal 
Department ; there. is no appeal to the 
Collector either under the assessment rules 
or under the rules regarding failed crops. 
The native view of this system can be put 
"Qriefly : we not only farm the revenue, but 
let the contractor fix the rates. Even if the 
whole system is not radically altered-and a 
radical alteration is urgently needed-the 
rules should provide for an appeal to the 
Collector. The question is an administrative 
one of the highest importance ; there are in 
the Punjab over four million acres to which 
these rules apply, either as regards occupiers' 
rate only, or as regards to· both land and 
occupiers' rates. 

'fhe centralized Court of Wards was created at 
the instance of the Government of India, and 
there has been a general feeling expressed in 
favour of a return to the old system, and 
the delegation of greater powers to the Com
missioner and Deputy Commissioner. The 
Punjab Court of Wards Act should be recast 
with this view. 

I would give Commissioners (l) direct powers in 
apportioning Public Works expenditure on roads and 
communications ; (2) a. reserve for employing tempo
rary naib-tahsildar:1 and kanungos, especially in tracts 
where there is fluctuating assessment ; (3) a budget 
allowance for temporary subordinate establishment for 
spe9ial needs (visit· of troops, land acquisition, &c.). 
I would also give a Collector a budget allowance for 
temporary subordinate establishment for special pur
poses. The cases in which an appeal to the Local 
Government is allowed by law are very few, e.g. sec
tion 32 of Punjab Municipal Act (XX. of 1891) s~ction 
17 of Act VII. of 1878 (Forest Act), section 23 (3) of 
Act X. of _1904 (Co-operative Credit Societies Act). 
No al~eratton seems called for .here, nor in the law 
.regarding appeals for mercy. As regards appeals to 
the ~ocal Government allowed by rules or executive 
practice, there is not, as far as I am aware any need 
for amendment except in the case of p.ppeals from 

officials regarding orders affecting them personally. 
In all other cases the appeal against orders !passed is 
simply in the nature of a petition. There is no need, 
and no possibility, of curtailing petitions. 

As regards appeals on orders affecting officers per
sonally, there is a large class of cases in which appeals 
and double appeals are admitted at present, and which 
might well be curtailed. .A. Deputy Commissioner, for 
instance, should be allowed to ·transfer a patwari or 
fine a chaukidar without an appeal being made to the 
Commissioner.; and it is absurd that a patwari's pro
motion should form the subject of an appeal from a 
Commissioner to the Financial Commissioner. I would 
therefore arrange for all departments ascale of punish~ 
ments much on the lines of that contained in the draft 
Police Bill. The order of the controlling officer should 
be final for (1) the dismissal of inferior servants; 
(2) minor punishments (including transfer) of superior 
officials. Superior officers (Non-Gazetted) should be 
subject to dismissal by Commissioners, Superintending 
Engineers, and inspectors of schools, and be allowed 
an appeal to the Financial Commissioner, Chief En
gineer and DiJ;ector, Public Instruction. A system of 
punishments on these lines is already working success
fully in the Police Department. No appeal should be 
allowed beyond the Local Government in the case of 
officers appointed by the Local Government itself. 
.A. definite grant of authority on these lines would 
tend to strengthen the position of Controlling Officers 
in dealing with their establishments, while securing 
a reasonable measure of consideration for the rights 
of officials. Scime of the existing restrictions on the 
prosecution of officials (vide 197, Code of Criminal 
Procedure) would be removed; but this would not in 
itself be objectionable. 

The provincial Secretariat is unduly accessible t() 
the influence of Heads of Departments who are 
ex-oflicio Secretaries. It is perhaps not necesSllcy-tt:f __. 
quote here instances in which a Head of a Department 
has unduly influenced-qua Secretary-the discussion 
of current measures. But such cases have existed ; 
they are well known in the province, and have resulted 
in measures which will need redress by the Local 
Govermrient. At present the Financial Commissioner . 
is a. Head of a Department, but not a Secretary. The 
two Chief Engineers are Heads of Departments and 
are Secretaries ; the Inspector-General of ]?olice and 
Director of Public Instruction are Under-Secretaries, 
·but the latter has the right of addressing the Govern
ment of India ; the Inspector-General of Prisons and 
Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals have no position 
in the Secretariat. The position of the Inspector
General of Police is that which seems to secure most 
efficiently the requisite degree of accessibility and 
despatch, together with the minimum chance of 
departmental bias. It is perhaps too late to advocate 
a change in other departments on the same lines ; and 
all th~t ca~ be done is to arrange that no new proposal 

· affectmg m any way the general administration or 
general interests shall be mooted by any Head of 
Department until it has been referred to the Deputy 
Commissioner and Commissioner concerned ; and 
better defined rules of business, on the lines of those 
prevailing in the' Government of India, for communi
cation of cases between departments in the Secretariat. 

The opportunities of Executive Officers for contact 
with the people are not insufficient, but they might 
~tb . advantage be increased by (a) relieving the 
D1str1ct Officer of office work. To do this we must 
improve the office establishment-there are few head 
clerks in the Punjab who elm be trusted to draft a 
.letter ; (b) substituting, where possible, triennial fo1· 
annual reports; (c) posting an Assistant Commis
sioner or good Extra-Assistant CommissiQner as. 
personal assistant in each district. It is a part, and 
an important part, of an executive officer's duties to· 
rec.eive th~ visit of natives of position. Every house 
bu1lt or hU'ed by Government for an Executive Officer· 
should have a proper waiting-room attached. The 
sight of ~ line of respectable gentlemen sitting in 
a row outside an officer's bathroom is not one to 
contemplate with complacency. The point is more, 
important than might at first sight appear. 

We are gradually breaking up districts of unusual 
size, and the chiAf need now is to increase sub-divisions .. 
At present a Deputy Commissioner has to rely too 
much on his tahsildars. With a reliable English o.r 
Native Sub-Divisional Officer in charge of every tw()· 
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taltsils, he would be relieved of much of his work .; 
and the change would lead to quicker despatch of both 
criminal and revenue business. 

No great extension of the present system of selec
tion of officers would be necessary ; the revised scale 
of recruitment is now showing its effects in making 
a much larger number of senior men available for first 
appointment to districts. There are some anomalies 
which prevent a free use being made of selection. 
The posts of Settlement Officer, Registrar, Co
operative Societies, Director of .Agriculture - all 
pleasant posts, carrying the privilege of a visit to the 
hills-have allowances, while no Deputy Commissioner 
as such is given one. Selection would be easier if all 
grades of the Service were promoted on a time scale 
(similar to those introduced in the Forest Depart
ment) and district posts of exceptional difficulty or 
inconvenience carried an allowance. If further powera 
are to be given, the Local Government should also 
have the power of retiring officers of pensionable 
service, and also, in e:x.treme instances, officers of 
proved incapacity before they reach full pensionable 
service. The principle of article 459, Civil Service 
Regulations, can be carried too far. T.his power, if 
carefully safeguarded, would be exercised so seldom 
that it would not impair the feeling of independence 
and security necessary in .Administrative and Judicial 
Services. 

The solutions of the difficulties occasioned by too 
frequent transfers commonly discussed turn on the 
offer from Government of advantageous. terms in 
order to induce an officer to forego furlough when due. 
Both the efficacy and the policy of this measure are 
doubtful, and I would suggest that a minimum period 
be laid down :for all districts, furlough being granted 
only on medical certificate during the period. Settle
ment Officerf! are not, as a rule, granted furlough till 
the settlement is completed (usually five years), and 
there is on the face of it no reason why the same 
procedure should not be followed with District Officers. 
The grant of allowances for difficult or inconvenient 
districts would also tend to reduce ehanges. 

No need appears to exist for granting larger statu
tory powers to District Boards, or extending their 
present functions. Some alterations in the present 
District Board Law (XX of 1883) are needed in order 
to remove unnecessary restrictions.· ( 1) Under section 
39 (6) and (7), as the Deputy Commissioner is always 
Chairman of the Board, a reference to the Commis
sioner is needed for all expenditure not provided for in 
the budget. This might be modified. . (2) Section 62 
(1) requiring his sanction to all contracts between the 
Board and its servants !Dight also be modified. (3) 
Section 29 unduly hampers the power of the Board 
in granting gratuities, and (in connection with articles 
811 and 814, Civil Service Regulations) leads to a 
great deal of correspondence with Government. The 
restr.iction of gratuitie~ t? cas~s where the monthly 
pay IB less than Rs 10 IS madVlsable, as it often leads 
to the grant of annuities of an absurdly Amall amount 
and ~ Board should be left fi:ee eith~r to purchase a~ 
nnnmty or to grant u. gratmty at 1ts option. The 
present need in the case of District Boards is not the 
removal of statutory rtstrictions, but the cessation of 
'regimentation 1 on account of the claims of Govern
ment Departments. So much is demanded on account 
of the Medical, Educational and Public Works Depart
ments th~t the :Soards have very little left for other 
work1 wh1le. then· finances have been exploited in the 
past m t~e mterests. of provincial finance. The process 
began with the levymg of a 20 per cent. contribution 
for g~nera~ services (section 9 of Act XX of 188:3) ; it 
was m .evidence lately when the Local Government 
npproprtated for one service (feeder roads) half of 
the annual grant of 6~ lakhs made by the Imperial 
Government .in ~id of District Board finances. 
Bu~ t~e subJect ts now under discussion, and a 
begmmng has already been made in remedying 
the situation. The exclusion of the Boards 
f~om incorpora.ted funds will allow them a free 
dtsposal o~ .their own bal.anc~s .<~~bjec~ to the pre
scribed mm1mum). Theu· habiht1es m respect of 
plague have lately been strictly defined. The Local 
Government has decided to waive any contribution on 
nccount of the 'Local Fund 1 establishment in the 
district office. It is probable that the 'enforceable 
minimum' expenditure of 121 per cent. on medical 
and 25 per cent. on education will be abolished and 
the matter left to the discretion of the Boards ~nder 
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the control of the Commissioner. It is proposed to 
modify the Education Code in order to give Boards a 
freer hand in regard to primary education. Much, 
however, remains to be done. The liability for famine 
expenditure should be limited in the same way as 
plague expenditure. The veterinary staff should, like 
the vaccination staff, eventually be localized. The 
20 per cent. contribution paid by district to provincial 
funds under section 9 of .Act XX of 1883 for general 
services should be abolished as soon as provincial 
finances permit. ,. (d) .All minor contributions such as 
those for the cost of lunatics at the central asylum 
and to the pay of (provincial) vaccination inspectors 
should also be waived as soon as possible. I have 
already suggested that the Commissioner as the con
troller of local finances should decide whether dispen-

. saries should be opened or closed; whether subord_inate 
medical establishments should be increased or decreased. 

.As regards municipalities, the Punjab Municipal 
.Act (XX of 1891) is under revision. Some relaxation 
of the control of the Commissioner and a revision of 
section 34 (which is similar to that of the section 29 
of the District Boards Act) are necessary, but these 
points will no doubt be discussed in the Legislative 
Council. Municipalities have, as Excluded Funds, 
es'Japed that close connection with provincial finances 
which has proved so disadvantageous to District 
Boards. Many of the remarks made regarding District 
Boards will, however, apply to municipalities. The 
contribution for audit has been waived, that for police 
is about to be waived, and the charge for 'local fund' 
supervising establishment will probably be waived by 
the Local Government. The measures of immediate 
urgency are to give the Boards greater control over 
their medical and educational budgets by abolishing 
the ' enforceable minima 1 

; to abolish the minor con
tributions ; to allow them. power subject to the order 
of the Commissioner, regarding the establishment and 
abolition of schools and dispensaries ; Lo insist on the 
position that the municipality, subject to tho statutory 
control of the Commissioner, is master of its own 
finances. .At present the tendency of the local audit is 
to require a reference to Government on a number of 
questions referring to details of local expenditure for 
which a resolution of the Committee supported by 
the orders of the Commissioner should be sufficient 
authority. 

As regards the suggestion to institute .Advisory 
· Councils, I am not sure what subjects the advisory 
bodies would deal with. Local notables have, as a 

. rule, little grasp of the principles of legislation ; but. 
when any large scheme (such as the Land .Alienation. 
Act) has been under discussion their advice has been 
sought. For the rest, there are very few points of' 
ordinary administration or executive business on which 
they would be consulted. The Deputy Commissioner· 
already has'in his district board a body which he can~. 
and frequently does, consult on all questions on which 
discussion is profitable. Finally, there are objections. 
to creating in every district a body which is purely 
consultative. 'l'he native gentleman of ordinary in-· 
terests and calibre would not care to serve on such a. 
body: its discussions would not interest him, and he 
would resent being asked as a matter of routine for· 
opinions on questions on which his advice would not.· 
necessarily be followed. Much more can be attained 
by the present practice of consulting individuals with 
special interests at stake. 

Section 211 of the Municipal .Act (XX of 1891) pro
vides a simple form of administration of minor muni
cipalities, and the intervention of the District Board 
does not seem to be called for. On the contrary, the 
suggestion lately made that several new mc:tndis created. 
at the Southern Punjab Railway stations should be 
managed by the Board was keenly resented by the in
habitants. The mlmdis were accordingly declared to
be notified areas. 

I have no personal acquaintance with the working of· 
the panchayat system, though I have seen something· 
of the working jirgas. The record of attempts to
work panchayats for civil work in the Punjab has not. 
been a happy one ; the idea has always been welcomed 
by villagers ; but the vitality of the panchayat has. 
been due entirely to strong pressure from. the District 
Officer, and it has collapsed as soon as that pressure 
was removed. It is doubtful if the syste~ could well 
exist side by side with regular courts workmg on rigid 
rules of evidence and procedure. The Local Govern
ment has lately decided to abandon the legislation 
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which it had projected for extending to the Punjab a'!l 
a whole· a system of Councils of village elders for 
dealing with certain forms of crime and for enforcing 
village responsibility on the lines of the Lower Burma 
Act III of 1889. There have, how~ver, been cases in 
which villagers have combined to form a common 
fund from the proceeds of their waste land. Such 
instances encourage a hope that panch system on 
simple lines would be able to deal with village sanita
tion, and to some extent with village education. It is 
unlikely, however, that it would be able to take the 
place now occupied by the larnbt.a·dars ill police and 
revenue work. Much, however, might be done by 
giving minor criminal and revenue powers to selected 
zai'ZdarB and inamdars and in some cases to lam~ardai'B. 

The discussion of the details of decentralization or 
delegation may be useful ; but there are in the Punjab 
matters of greater import which demand reform. You 
will not restore the Saturnia regna by allowing the 
Head of a Department greater freedom in the purchase 
of stationery or permitting a Deputy Commissioner to 
.buy his own type-writers. Two matters are of special 
importance. 'The first is, the restoration to the district 
'administration of powers now improperly attached to 
Departmental Officers. As already pointed out, over a 
considerable part of the province the water-rates, and 
in many cases also the land revenue, are assessed by 
the Irrigation Department, which is neither by its 
interests Dr its instincts properly qualified to discharge 
the work. The control of the Commissioner over the 
police has been limited ; neither he nor the District 
Officer have any concern with education or with Public 
Works.' In the second place, it is necessary to exercise 
a proper control over our establishments. We admit 
that they grow rich improperly; we listen to the ex
ceedingly bitter cry against them, but we do nothing 
to remedy the evil. Criminal action is in most cases 
impossible; the machinery of the Act of 1850 regard
ing public servants is cumbrous and ineffective. We 
need a far simpler machinery (possibly a small com
mittee appointed as occasion arises by the Divisional 
Commissioner) and, most of all, a recognition of the 
-principle advocated by the Police Commission, that 
.evidence of general repute should be sufficient to 
warrant the condemnation of a Public Servan~. · 

42007. Is the report of the Colonization Committee 
with your department ?-No ; .it has not been received 
:Yet. I think it is still in the press ; they are correct-
. ing the proofs now. . 

42008. Will you supply the Commission with a 
.copy?-Yes, certainly. 

42009. How many Commissioners are there in the 
Punjab ?-Five. There are 29 districts. 

42010. You refer to the powers of the Commissioners 
~hich yon think should be enlarged. Is one difficulty 
·m the way of enlarging the powers of Commissioners 
that it would be encroaching on the Financial Com
missioner's powers ?-Yes. 

42011. And that you would have, to use a native 
proverb, two swords in one sheath ?....:...Yes. 

42012. Do not' the powers of the Commissioner and 
the Financial Commissioner rather overlap?-In 

. rev~nue matters, at all events, they deal with the same 
·subJects, and usually with regard to such matters as 
remisBions and suspensions, the Commissioner has 
certain definite powers, and the Financial Commissioner 

· final powers. 

42013. Both the Commissioner of a division and the 
Financial Commissioner being men of mtich the same 
·standing and experience, is there very much difference 
between them ?-No; the Commissioner as a rule has 
about 25 years' standing, and the Financial Commis
sioner 30 or 32 years. 

.4201~. What :w~uld you say to associating the 
~1n11:ncml CommiSSlOil;e~ more closely with the pro
Vlncml Government, gwmg him power to hear appeals 

·.On J;>ehalf of Governl!le~t, and generally to act as an 
.adviSer and colleague 1n Important executive matters? 
:-To do that you would first of all have to bring him 
mto a sphere where he has no functions at all at 
present. The Commissioner has a great deal of work 
m co~necti5>n with l?c~l bodies, with which at present 
the Fmancml ComiD1SS1oner has nothing to do at all. 

. 42015. That would not necessarily be a disadvantage; 
IS there any reason why those branches should be 

excluded from the purview of the Financial Commis
sioner ?-Only that we sho_uld. be ~oubling the work 
which is.ilone, or rather, domg 1t tw1ce over. 

42016. But, accordingly to my· suggestion, the 
Financial Commissioner would reinforce the Lieu
tenant-Governor, with the result of abolishing him as 
a distinct step in the series of authorities, and thereby 
diminishing to a certain extent the circumlocution and 
delay of official work; have you ever thought about 
that?-Yes ; I have several times thought about the 
Financial Commissioner having a position of direct 
approach to the Lieutenant-Governor, so that all 
important revenue questions, such as settlement and 
assessment questions, might get straight from the 
Financial Commissioner to the Lieutenant-Governor, 
without coming through the Secretariat at alL 

42017. That is, in some degree, making hirn a Secre
tary to Government ?-It would not be quite the same 
thing as making him formally a Secretary. 

42018. Would yon approve of transferring the powers 
of the Financial Commissioner to Commissioners and 
raising the Financial Commissioner to the position I 
have indicated ?-It would be possible to give a very 
large number of the revenue powers of the Financial 
Commissioner to the Commissioners, but I do not at 
present clearly see the advantage of putting in the 
Financial Commissioner in charge of any of the 
subjects on which Commissioners approach Govern
ment directly at present. 

42019. Is there any distinct advantage in the Financial 
Commissioner as an intermediary between the Com
missioner and Government ?-He relieves Government 
of an enormous body of work in consequence of that. 

42020. But why should not the Commissioner do 
it ?-There is no reason at all that I can see, why the 
Oo~missioner should no£ do a great deal of it. 

42021. Is a second difficulty in the way of delegating 
more powers to the. Commissioners and bringing them 
more into the general 11.dministration that they are 
scattered, and it is difficUlt to co-ordinate them?
That is one thing, and another is that the Commissioner 
at present has not a definite amount of administrative 
work to do. He is rather more valuable as an adviser 
to Government, and is also looked upon by the people 
as having a good deal more prestige, from the fact that 
he has no particular measures to carry through himself, 
but stands, as it were, between the Deputy Com
missioner and the Government. 

42022. Then his authority is, to some extent, an 
unknown quantity?-Yes; I think that is rather a 
valuable element in his position. 

42023. Might not the difficulty as to Commissioner~> 
being scattered and each in his own division, be 
obviated by conference~> of Commissioners, such as 
there are in Bengal and the Central Provinces; have 
you heard <>f that system ?-Yes; I have seen reports 
of it. 

42024. Would you advocate it ?-11 Commissioners 
were given much extended power, it would Le necessary 
to have conferences in order to agree on unanimity of 
action, but at present I do not think it is necessary. 

42025. You say that large number of the functions 
of. the Excise Commissioner belong properly to the 
Commissioner and should be restored to him • can you 
mention one or two of those?-Yes ; sudh as the 
question of varying the scale of fixed fees also the 
question of accepting bids at auction. ' 

42026. Has a Commissioner much say in the matter 
of excise now ?-As a matter of fact, he has very little 
indeed to say. 

42027. Do you think he ought to have ?-Yes. 

~2028. Would y~u give him the right to veto any 
actwn of the ExciSe Commissioner subject to an 
appeal t? Govern~en.t ?-Yes; my id~a was that Loth 
the ExciSe CommiSswner and the Director of Land 
Records should be very much more advisory than they 
are at .P~esent to the Commissioner or the Financial 
CommiSfollOner. 

~2029. Then you would leave the responsibility of 
act10n to the Commissioner?-Yes. 

42030. Would ~hat not rather tend to overload him? 
-He would re9.nll'e assistance, I think, if any of these 
B~ps w~re carn?d out, though this assistance should be 
g1ven. Wlth cautwn as there might be some dan(Jer that 
he m1gbt create a Secretariat of his own. "' 
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42031. Would you leave the Excise Commissioner t~ 
carry on his current work, referring all matters that 
needed discussion to a conference at which the Excise 
Commissioner should be present, and the joint opinion 
of the Commissioner should be formulated, and, if 
necessary, sent up to a higher authority. Would that 
not bring general influences to bear on excise matters, 
and at the same time leave the Excise Commissioner 
practically at liberty to deal with details ?-But that 
would only be a question of principle, and would not 
apply to procedure in any particular district. 

42032. If the Deputy Commissioner disapproved of 
anything that the Excise Commissioner had done, he 
would bring it to the notice of the Commissioner, and 
the Commissioner would put it down among the 
agenda for the next conference ?-I think it would be 
more satisfactory if a Commissioner had a right to 
issue orders straight off. 

42033. I am supposing that be would have a veto. 
Would not the difficulty be that you would have five 
Commissioners to deal with, and those Commissioners 
might take different views on a question which applied 
to each of the 29 districts ?-Yes; my experience, for 
instarice, of the Sanitary Board is that it is not a body 
that it is easy to get a definite opinion out of, and I 
should be rather afraid that a meeting of Commis~ 
sioners might be an unbusinesslike body in the same 
way. 

42034. Is not the Sanitary Board rather an nn~ 
attached body, having no particulat interests in any 
particular district ?-:-Quite so. 

42035. Would you doubt rather whether the confer
ence plan would work?-Yes, I rather doubt whether 
it would be a practical body. 

42036. It might be suggested that the same course 
should be adopted with regard to police and educational 
matters, and in fact all matters of general interest. 
Would you propose to give Commissioners power of 
giving direct orders in these other departments ?-No. 

4t037. Are there any other means of bringing the 
opinions and experience of the Commissioner to bear 
on these out!Jide departments than by referring 
questions to a conference ?-I think a Commissioner 
should have a power of veto, with a reference to 
Government. 

42038. Supposing a Commissioner vetoed a 'thing in 
his division and another allowed it in his, would there 
not be a certain amount of disunion ?-Yes; but that 
would be regularised when it came up to Government, 
and the Government would ask what other Com
missioners were doing, what their opinions were, and 
would pass orders accordingly. 

42039. Would that be better than the system of 
conferences and sending up theit united opinion to 
Government ?-On the whole it would lead to getting 
thei~ opinions in a somewhat better form, and perhaps 
getting them more quickly. 

42040. Do you mean if each Commissioner was left 
to write for himself ?-Yes, I think so. 

42041. But that would not result in any combined 
opinion at all ?-I think the proposal to have Com
missioners sitting in a body, as proposed, would not 
work. ~overm:~en~ now has the individual opinit>ns 
before 1t, and 1t 1s as easy to take cognizance of 
individual as of combined opinions. 

42042 . .After all, do you not consider the chief 
functions of a Commissioner to be to advise Govern
ment as to what orders they should give to the District 
Officers ?-Certainly, but my idea is that they would 
be secured by letting the Commissioner address 
Government direct. 

42043. But is ~h~re not the difficulty that you would 
have five Commissioners addressing Government and 
each giving, perhaps, a different opinion ?-Yes· there 
is that difficulty. ' 

. 4~04~. ( Jb•, Dutt.) You say there is a damaging 
hnutat10n that the Local Government cannot without 
further sanction, re-appropriate from savi~gs on a 
shared head for expenditure on any other head. Are 
you sure that you are quite correct there ?-We bad 
the idea that article 2!)5 of the Civil .Account Code 
forbade that. 

4:!~1-l~. Has it not been made clear now that the 
pronnc1al Government has the same power both with 

33376 

regard to shared heads and ordinary provincial beads ? 
-It has the same power in p'lSsing definite expendi
ture, but it has not the same power, or my idea waa 
that it had not, of re-appropriation. We have had a 
case in which we .were limited in that way as to making 
some payments on account of the Forest Department ; 
whether we interpreted it rightly I do not know, but 
that was the way we did interpret it. 

42046. Then you recommend that the Local Govern
ment should have power to guarantee interest on light 
railways, and also on loans by District Boards ; will· 
the Governmel)t of India ultimately be responsible for 
all these loand ?-Yes. Of course, it might insist on 
the Local Government making savings in other dire(}. 
tions, and that it should meet the liability out of its 
own resources. 

42047. But as a matter of fact, do not all loans 
granted to local bodies now fall ultimately on the 
Government of India ?-Yes; at present they do. 
· 42048. And you would not object to the Local 

Government being held responsible for loans which are 
sanctioned by the Local Government ?-No. 

42049. You say that no general Act of delegation is 
sufficient, and you think specific legislation is necessary; 
is it your opinion that when legal power has to be 
delegated, it is the right thing to do it by an amending 
Act and not by executive order under a general Act of 
delegation ?-I have been looking at the Acts again. 
and I think that there are not so many objections as I 
thought at first to an Act providing for delegation, as 
long as it is carefully safeguarded. 

42050. We have been told that such a general Act 
of delegation violates the principles of legislation ; d() 
you agree with that opinion ?-It might violate the 
principles of substantive legislation, but a great deal 
of the legislation which goes on in India is legislation 
by notification. If one takes the case of the Epidemic 
Diseases Act, or the Criminal Tribes Act, the Act. 
itself is nothing ; the important point is the fact that 
you notify a particular tribe and bring it under a 
series of rules which are not defined in the Act itself. 

42051. Quite so, but they are rules framed under the 
Act ?-They are rules framed under the Act, but the. 
Act only provides generally that you shall frame rules. 
For instance, if you consulted the criminal tribes, they 
would tell yon that it was the particular rule which 
mattered, not the Act. · · ' 

42052. But supposing a power of imposing a tax is 
vested by a particular section of an Act in the Supreme 
Government or the Local Government, and it is desired 
to delegate that power to the Commissioner or Collector, 
would it be fair to the people generally to do so by a 
Gazette notification rather than by bringing in an 
amending Act ?-I was not contemplating going that 
length ; I was only contemplating that the Imperial 
Government might by notification extend its own 
powers to the Local Government, but that it should not 
give powers of delegation to the Local Government. 
itself. 

42053. Do you mean legal powers or executive 
powers ?-Powers, for instance, to frame rules. . 

4205~. I am speaking of legal powers which are 
vested m the Government by a'particular Act. If it 
was desired to delegate those to a Local Government,. 
which do you think would be the better procedure,
to do it by Gazette notification or by an amending 
Act ?-I see no harm in doing it by Gazette notifica
tion, provided that due notice is given and tho thing is 
published beforehand. 

42055. Do you think that procedure would be 
generally liked by those people who take an interest in 
!egislation ?-I think if they were given' due notice of 
1t, and allowed to make their objections to it, there 
would be no great feeling on the subject. 

. 4205?. When any ohjection was raised, how would 
1t be disposed of,-by a debate in Council, by public 
~eliberation, or how ?-If it was a debate in Councilt 
1t would come to the same thing all over again ; 
according to my theory, it would be sufficient if it was 
disposed of by executive orders. I would not, how
ever. apply this to taxation. 

42057. And you would not extend it except in o. 
case where the Supreme Government desired to dele
gate its powers to the Local Government; yon would 
not allow it to be used to delegate the powers of the 
Loc.'\1 Government to subordinate officers ?-No. 
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:Mr. lV. M. 42058. You tell us that Local Governments should 
&il6y. be allowed to fix taxation for village police ; what ta~ 

is now levied for village police ?-Taking the chauki-
18 Apr., 1908. dari cess under the Punjab Act IV. of 1872 there is 

- an asRessment list prepared by the tahsildar and 
passed by the Deputy Coml!'-is~ioner which is rev~sed 
periodically in theory, but 1t 18. very seldom rev1sed 
actually. 

42059. Who collects the money ?-The lamba1•tlar. 
42060. How is the chaukidar paid ?-By the lam

bardar; the money does not come into our accounts 
at all. 

42061. Similarly you suggest that Local Govern
ments should be allowed to approve of local taxation ; 
what do you mean by local taxation ?-Under section 5 
of the District Boards Act there is a District Board 
cess provided, and, in addition, section 30 of the Act 
provides that, subject to the orders of the Gove~n
ment of India, the Local Gov~rm;nent may sanct10.n 
local taxation on the part of D1stnct Boards; that 1s 
what I was referring to. 

42062. Would that, generally, be.of the nature of a 
cess on land like the existing cess?-What I was 
thinking of was, for instance, the sanitation. of large 
villages. At present District Boards cannot collect 
anything on that account from the villages, and such 
a tax might be applied in the form of a house-tax in 
the village .. Section 30 of the Act of 1883 does not 
.apply in cases where a local rate cess is taken. 

42063. Does it only apply to local taxes in villages 
for special purposes ?-It applies to local taxation for 
special purposes ; the section which refers to the land 
cess is section 5. 

42064. Would you allow the Local Government 
power to sanction such a tax as that ?-1 see no "harm 
in that coming up to the Government of India, because 
it is a very important question. . 

42065. And it has engaged the attention of the 
Government of India for some years ?-Yes. · 

. 42066. So that any tax on land should receiv~;~ the 
'8ttention of the Government of India ?-Yes. It 
formed the subject of legislation as lately as 1906. 

42067. With regard to Inspector-Generals, and so 
()n, of the different departments other than those on 
purely technical subjects, have they been practically of 
use to your provincial Government ?-Two of them 
.are entirely new,-the Inspector-General of Excise and 
the Director, Criminal Investigation. 
4206~. How long have they been in those appoint

ments ?-The Criminal Investigation Department has 
been in existence three years, and the Excise about a 
:Jear and a half. 

42069. During that period have they been able to 
help the provincial Government in any way ?-,.I do 
·not think we have seen anything, so far, as a Govern
·ment, as the Director of Criminal Investigation 
.Department. 

42070. Generally do you think that any help they 
might render should be in the shape of advice and 
·information, and not in the shape of directions or 
·Orders to the officers of the provincial Government ?
Yes ; that is my idea. 

42071. You say that a large number of administra
tive· reforms have been initiated by the Government of 
1ndia, but that a few, with very far-reaching results, 
have been initiated by the Local Government, and you 
instance the Land Alienation Act, and, I suppose, the 
Pre-emption Act ? -Yes ; and the Minor Canals Bill 
too. 

. 42072. Are not matters which are brought forward 
~ t~e shape of reforms so_metimes too frequent, while 
1t wght be almost better if they were not introduced 
by Local Government~ ~ B!JCh a hurry, and there was 
not such a r~stless actlVlty m th~ Legislative Depart
ment ?-1 thmk we have passed m our Local Govern
~ent only four or five Acts which you might say are 
"ln the nature of reforms or alterations. 

42073. Have the two special Acts I nave referred to 
-the L~nd Alienation Act and the Pre-emption Act
b.een ulll;ve~sally accepted as moves in the right direc
tion, or 18 .1t too early yet to give an opinion?-We 
have had s1x years' experience of the Land Alienation 
Ac~, but. only a year of the Pre-emption Act and it is 
·On 1ts tnal. 1 

. 4207 4. But the Alienation Act, you think, has been 
beneficial and has been accepted as such by all classes? 
-It has certainly been accepted by agriculturalists. 

42075. Of all classes ?-Except the very minor 
portion of the agriculturalists concerned, who are 
excluded from its benefits. It has achieved its object 
in stopping sales. 

420'16. Has it affected the valua of holdings ?-Yes; 
immediately after the passing of the Act the sale value 
of land was Rs. 37, and it has now gone up toRs. 56 
an acre. 

42077. Are prices better than they were before the 
Act was passed ?-Yes ; they are better here now than 
they have been for 11 years. 

42078. Do you attribute that to the Act itself, or 
do you trace it to the general rise in values in regard 
to all things ?-I attribute it partly to the Act, because 
it has put the agriculturalists in a far better position 
with regard to their fioat~ng debt. The mort~ag_e 
.price of land has gone up m the same way, and 1t 1s 
higher than it has been for 13 years. 

42079. You say that no appeals against dismissal or 
other punishment should be forwarded from the 
servants of a Local Government who are appointed by 
that Government, or by any local body under it ; are 
Extra. Assistant Commissioners in this province 
appointed by the Local Government, rising to a pay 
pay of Rs. 700 or Rs. 800 . 

42080. Suppose .a man in that class was dismissed, 
would you not allow him an appeal to the Government 
of India ?-No, I do not see any necessity for that, 
though I know it would be very unpopular to bring in 
a rule of that nature. 

42081. Is it worth while incurring that unpopula~ity? 
-I think so ; it would tighten the hold of the Govern
ment over its employes. 

42082. Then, practically, you would allow Extra 
Assistant Commissioners no appeal at all ?-No. 

42083. Do you think that would be fair ?-I think 
so. L suppos"' the members of the Indian Civil Service 
should have no appeal, if they were dismissed in that 
way. 

42084. But almost all men of every service generally 
have ol\e or two appeals, and in the case of these 
officers, according to your scheme, they would have 
no appeal. Would that be considered a fair rule 
by the persons affected ?-As I say, it would be very 
unpopular. ' 

420~5. Would you be inclined generally to accede to 
the proposition that all important steps taken within a 
Commissioner's division by the different departments 
should be with the assent of the Divisional Commis
sioner ?-In working out that proposition in detail, 
there are some things which one could not call upon a 
Commissioner to express an opinion upon-such, for 
instance, as the transfer of Assistant Surgeons ; ~ut 
any question like the opening or closing of a hospital 
or school, I should think, certainly could be brought 
before him. 

42086~ You would not consider the transfer of an 
Assistant Surl'1eon a very important st~p, but as 
or~nary routii~e work concerning the depar~IIl:ent. In 
all important matters should the CommlSSlOner be 
consulted and his assent obtained ?-Yes, and I should 
go further with regard to Public Works. I would give 
him a distinct divisional budget. 

42087. For roads and buildings within his own 
division ?-Yes. 

42088. You say that there are instances of canal 
extensions being made in places where the people do 
not require water ; who has the authority to make 
those extensions now ?-The Sup&rintending Engineer 
sanctions up to a maximum of up to Rs. 10,000, other
wise it comes up to Government in the Irrigation 
Department. 

42089. Generally speaking, do you think the Com
missioner and the Collector ought to have a little more 
voice in the management of these canal colonies, and 
especially in the distribution of water ?-Not in the 
t~chnical question of the distribution of water, because 
that is almost impossible, but certainly with regard to 
the opening and closing of distributaries and making 
new distributaries ; we should not only do something 
to prevent water-logging and putting wells out of use, 
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in places where they should be kept in us~, but we 
<Should save a great deal of money by allowmg Com
missioners to have a far greater say in those matters. 

42090. (Mr. Hichens.) Two theories have been put 
tefore us with regard to the Commissioner,-9ne that 
he should be a sort of Sub-Governor of his division, 
.and another that he should act more in an advisory 
capacity ; which of those views would you favour ?-I 
:am rather against the Sub-Governor view; because I 
think the province has taken shape as a whole now, 
.and men may have interests in various divisions ; and 
the same tribes extend over various divisions, and if 
they found they were treated differently in one division 
from what they were in another, that would be a 
grievance. 

42091. Would you say that the Punjab is not of an 
·Unwieldy size for a single Government ?-I do not 
think it is. 

42092. Is there any marked divergence in charac
-teristics as between the different parts of the province? 
-There is a great divergence, for instance, between 
-the Delhi division and the Northern Punjab. 

42093. Then, as tar as that goes, that would be an 
argument in favour of the Sub-Governor theory?
Yes. 

42094. For example, when you get to Sind, you get 
:almost a different entity, and there would be a strong 
argument for treating the Commissioner as a Sub
·Governor ?-Yes, but there is not the same argument 
·in other parts of the Punjab. 

42095. Apart from the Delhi division, would the 
.other divisions fall into line ?-Yes. 

42096. Do you know, roughly, the size of a division? 
-About 19,500 square miles ; there would be about 
.2,500 villages. 

42097. Do the divisions correspond to any tangible 
unit, whether historical, or physical, or otherwise, or 
·are they purely administrative units?-They are purely 
administrative un1ts, I think, apart from Delhi. 

42098. Are they framed more from the point of 
view of convenience of size, and so on, than from the 
point of view of securing a homogeneous population, 
or reasons of that nature ?-Yes. 

42099. Therefore, from that point of view, there is 
1ittle or no reason why the administration of the pro
vince should not be uniform ?-No. 

42100. I did not quite understand your point of view 
with regard to the relations between the Commissioner 
.and the technical departments, such as the Public 
Works Departments, and so on. Now-a-days the ten
..dency of all Governments is to have special depart
ments for certain things ; would your position be that 
the Commissioner is to control those departments in 
relation to each separate division, or that he should 
merely net in an advisory capacity ?-If I take the 
Public Works Department, for example, at present, 
the Comm1ssioner has absolutely no position with 
1·egard to it at all, and my proposal would be that he 
.should have for roads and communications a distinct 
budget every year, and that the Superintending 
Engineer, under his orders, should prepare schemes 
for instance, of communications which were wanted' 
and that the Commissioner himRelf should sanctio~ 
them. 

42101. When you say the Commissioner has no 
control, has he not power to write to the Secretary of 
the Public Works Department if be chooses and to 
write t? the Lieut~nant-Gover'nor, if he cho~ses, and 
all the mfluence wh10h the position of a Commissioner 
bl'ings ?-Yes. 

· 42102. And if he were to say with all the force of 
that. influenc~, t~a~ ~n his opini~n the Superintending 
Engmeer of. his div1s~on had made a mistake, his opinion 
would certamly recelVe substantial consideration ?-It 
would. 

42103. Then the Commissioner can exercise a sub
stantial influence ?-He might be said to have some 
influence, but he has no control. 

42104. You think he has not a voice in tbe Public 
Works programme of his division ?-No; he does not 
~ee the programme at present ; a work might even be 
begun without his knowing it ; the order of urgency 
which is the important thing, might be completely 

altered without any question being pl)t to him by the jl/1•. W. M. 
Secretary in the Public Works Department. Hail8y. 

42105. Could that be done without the sanction of 1 s Apr., 1908. 
the Lieutenant-Governor ?-At present, yes ; it is . , 
done. There is no definite order of urgency for these 
works ; the works receive administrative sanction, a 
Public Works budget is given to the Public Works 
Department, and they do the allotment themselves. 

42106. Then would you be prepared to give to the 
Commissioner certain powers of direction ?-Adminis
trative direction. 

42107. Would you give him power to say-" Do this 
work before that work," in spite o£ any objections 
there might be on the part of the Public Works 
Department ?-Yes; if there were strong technical 
objections, they would have to come up to Government, 
but in the absence of technical objections, according to 
my scheme, he would be allowed to give administrative 
sanction and set the order of urgency. 

42108. He would be a better judge as to whether it 
wa~:~ desirable to do work A or work B first than the 
Public Works authorities would be ?-InBnitely better, 
because he knows the local needs of the people: 

42109. Better than the Engineer ?-Yes. I know 
of a particular case in which two Commissioners were 
over-ridden by the Public Works Department, who 
insisted on making {l. road they did not want. 

42110. What was. the upshot of it ?-So far, for 
financial reasons, the road has been deferred, but those 
were the orders issued. ·. 

42111. The orders were that the works which the 
Public Works Department wanted made should be 
made ?-Yes; it was a question o£ metalling a road. 

42112. I suppose they produced statistics and so 
forth to show what the traffic was ?-It was. done for 
reasons which did not commend themselves to the 
Commissioners or the Deputy Commissioners concerned. 

42113. But which commended themselves to the 
Government ?-Yes. 

42114. And you think that was wrong ?-I think so ; 
and I think events will prove it to be wrong too. 

42115. With regard to the relations between the 
Government of India and the provincial Governments, 
you seem to lay great stress on the desirability of greater 
freedom in the matter of re-appropriation, You say, 
as I understand, that it would be a substantial advant
age if you had no shared heads, because that would 
augment your power to re-appropriate considerably ? 
-Yes . 

42116. How much does the shared expenditure 
amount to?- About 6i lakhs excluding the major 
works item. 

· 42117. That will not help you greatly in your re
appropriation schemes ?-It would help us in this way, 
that the budget would he practically an independent · 
one, because if there were no shared heads, the Govern
ment of lndia would have less reason to interfere with 
any of our budget provision. 

42118. The first point is that 6i lakhs is rather an 
insignificant sum ?-That is so. 

42119. The second point that you appear to aim att 
so much elasticity that the budget can be altered from 
top to toe by the Government after it has once been 
passed ?-Yes. 

42120. Can you parallel that anywhere in the world · 
is there any Government which has the power of 
upsetting the budget from top to toe without the 
sanction of somebody-it may be a Legislature or it 
may be a superior authori• y of some kind ; but has any 
Government got such a power as that ?-I think the 
Federated Governments have that power. 

42121. Have not the Federated Governments got 
Legislatures of their own ?-Yes, but in 'India budgets 
are not put before the Legislatures. ' 

4212.4, Having no control from below in regard to 
your budget, is it not desirable that you should have 
some control from above ?-I would only admit that 
if it was admitted that it was desirable that our budgets 
as a whole should come before the Legislature · as it is 
they come under executive control. ' ' 

42123. Can you find any Government in the world 
where the budget is not con,trolled ~itber from above 
or from below ?-No, I ~o not know of any. 
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JYr: W. M 42124. Is it wise to adopt a principle of that sort, 
Hailey. even in regard to India, unless ~~u can sho~ very 

. substantial·ren.sons why the conditiOns are different 
18 .Ap1•,, J 908, . here to what they are elsewhere ?-There would be no 

- reason why one should not adopt it here, because in 
the first place the exact amounts that have to be 
spent on any particular object are subject to financial 
control,-additions to establishment, and so on. In 
the second place, we have the minimum, balance.; that 
is another measure of control. In the third place, a 
part of my proposal was that we should have some 
standard between recurring and non-recurring expen
diture. 

42125, That would be enough justification you 
think ?-I think so. 

42126. Are you not asking that this financial control 
should be relaxed in very substantial particulars ?
Not entirely withdrawn, but relaxed. 

42127. Very substantially relaxed ?:_Yes, but not 
the minimum, and not the question of recurring and 
non-recurring expenditure. 

42128. Would you not relax that at all ?-No; I 
would fix a standard of recurring and non-recurring 
expenditure. 

42129. It is not possibly desirable to retain a broad 
control over principles rather than to retain a narrow . 
control over details ?-Certainly. 

42130. Therefore it is conceivable that it might be 
desirable that the general control of the budget should 
under existing circumstances-that is to say, unless 
and until the LegiRlatures get some wider powers
remain under the general control of the Government 
of India, but that the details of execution should be 
left more to the Local Governments ?-Yes. 

42131. 'rn .regard to that, do you think it would be 
a sound principle to substitute the words "subject to 
the control of the Government of India " for the 
works "with the previous sanction of the Government 
of India," in regard to many of the rules and regula
tions which to-day require the previous sanction of 
the Government of India ?-Yes, except in regard to 
taxation. 

42132. The general principle of the relations between 
the two ·being that the Government of India lays down 
the principles and the provincial Governments are 
responsible for carrying them out ?-Yes. 

42133; The details of course are really only the 
expression of the principle, but the Local Government 
would be trusted to carry out the principles in the 
spirit in which it wa~ intended; would that be reason
able?-Yes. 

42134. All you would want really in that case would 
be that the Government of India should hold a watching 
brief "l.nd see that the spirit of the thing was generally 
carried out ; . would that be sound?-Yes, that would 
be reasonable. 

42185. If a particular instance came up where the 
Local Government had infringed the law-let us say, 
for the sake of example, that they had given a local 
allowance which appeared to the Government. of India 
to be either excessive or out of place-the Government 
.of Indi~ would not seize upon that particular case and 
reverse It, but they would apply the general principle 
to it, and they would have to make out a case that the 
general principle bad been infringed ?-I think that 
would answer. 

42136. Is it the case that more bitterness ·and 
bickering ensues over the discussion of a small case than 
over the discussion of a general prh:~ciple ?-Yes· I 
have a particular case in point with regard to ·the Police 
Department which certainly proves that. 

4~137. Therefore if you could avoid disputes over 
particular and petty cases and save the discussion for 
b_road matters of principle, it might improve the rela
tiOns between the Government of India and provincial 
Governments substantially ?-Yes. 

42138. (Jfr. Mel;er.) Do you think it would be easy 
to draw a broad hne between principle and detail in 
that w.ay ?-I should think 'it would be difficult but I 
fancy 1t could be done. ' 

42.139: You can whittle away a general I'ule by the 
apphcat10!1 of exceptions for instance ?-You can, if 
ru are di.J:!posed to ~o s_o. I do not suppose that the 
d.ocal Gdovernment, m VIew of the principle would be 

Ispose to whittle it away. ' 

42140. Might you not have so many detailed excep
tions that you would wipe away the rule entirely ?-I 
do not think that is the case where Local Governments 
have been given any discretion already. 

42141. In the case put to you by Mr. Hicbens, I 
understand you might give a conveyance allowance to-. 
Mr. Smith, The Government of India would say___; 
"We will not interfere in the case of Mr. Smith, but 
you must not give any more conveyance allowances of 
that sort" ; would not that be just as likely to lead to 
bickering as a previous application for sanction in the 
case of Mr. Smith ?-I do not think so ; I do not 
think that the relations with· the Central Government 
can be said to involve bickering ; we sometimes feel 
that we are hampered in various ways, but there is no 
bickering.· 

42142. Then you would rather qualify your answer. 
to Mr. Hichens when you said there was no bickering 
about details ; there is just a certain amount of 
correspondence ?-It hampers public business to som& 
extent. 

42143. You seem to think that it is only necessary 
for the Government of India to scrutinise the pro-. 
vincial estimates of receipts and expenditure undel" 
divided heads ?-No; I am aware that it scrutinises. 
them under all heads. 

42144. But you think it is only necessary in the casec 
of divided beads, because you imply that if you could 
do away with the divided heads, you could do away 
with the Government of India budget control to a 
large extent ?-I do not object to a scrutiny made 
with a view to secure the correctness of the budget, 
but to a scrutiny made from the point of view of 

. control. 
42145. With regard to the imperial budget, is it not. 

also necessary to scrutinise purely provincial beads ; is. 
not the imperial surplus affected to the extent to 
which the Local Governments are either drawing on 
their balances or passing money from their current 
revenues into balance ?--Certainly. · 

42146. And it is the business of the Government of 
India, for the. purpose of ascertai:ning the irripedal' 
surplus, and possibly dealing with the remission of 
taxation, to get the figures as accurately as possible?
Certainly. 

42147. Therefore from the point of view of accurate 
estimating you have got to look at the purely pro
vincial heads ?-Yes. 

42148. Then you propose, in place of the present 
system of divided heads, a lump contribution based on 
the aggregate provincial receipts ; would not that mean 
different percentages for each province ?-I did not 
attach any importance to the question whether you 
have your contribution in gross or in detail ; that is. 
not important from the provincial point of view. We 
have a number of shared beads of income at present, 
but I do not think it makes any difference to us. 
whether they go to the Government of India in gross 
or in detail. 

42149. One object of your proposal, I thought, was. 
t4at you could avoid the control of the Government of 
India in budget matters by having contributions in 
gross ?-No; my proposal referred to the abolition of' 
shared heads of expenditure, not of income. 

42150. Suppose you had a gross percentage, would 
not the Government of India have to check yom: 
figures just the same to see if they accepted the calcu· 
lations on which the percentage was based?-· Yes. 

4'U51. So that you would not really gain anything;: 
you cannot check fi~ures in a lump without checking 
them under the var1ous heads ?-You would not gain 
~nytbing by a gross per~entage, but I was not propos
mg that; l was proposmg to accept, if necessary, the 
present system of shared heads of income. 

42152. I did not gather that from your statement 
Do you think that the shared heads are the best on the 
whole ?-The shared beads of income, not of expen
diture. 

42153. You say you are in favour of distributing a 
surplus for the general benefit of provincial revenues 
instead of for particular objects. How are you goina· 
to calculate the way in which these doles are to b: 
given ?-I suppose they might be calculated in propo~
tion to the income of the provinces ; it would be a 
rule-of-thumb method. 
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42154. It would then be calculated ?,n the prin~iple 
'Of " To him that hath shall be given ?-The r1cher 
-provinces have larger services to meet. . 

42155. Not necessarily. ';l'ake a bac~ward provmc.e 
like the Central Provinces ; 1ts proportion of ~xpendi
ture is considerably larger than the expend1tnre _of 
Madras or Bombay, for instance ?-I should ~e qmte 
-content to leave to the Government of India what 
-share they would give us. 

42156. Then again might not the Governme~t. of 
India legitimately think it to be a I;Uatter of poht1cal 
necessity, say, to increase the efficiency and emol!l· 
menta of the police ?-Yes; that has happened m 
some cases, but in that particular ca.se we ours~lves h.ad 
applied to the Government of ~d1a for power to m-
·crease the emoluments of the pohce. · 

42157. As regards this police matter, you complain 
of the detailed interference of the Government of 
India. Did not the Government of India acted on the 
recommendations of the Police Commission ?-Yes. 

42158. And the Police Commission contained a 
member from the Punjab ?-Yes. 

42159. It discussed all its proposals in detail with 
the Local Government ?-Yes. 

42160. And after the Police Commission's report 
was issued the Local Government was again consulted 
and asked whether it had anything to say against the 
proposals?-Y !lB. 

42161. So that really the G~ve~nment of ~dia. took 
you very much into counsel-1t did not over-r1de you? 
·-It has over-ridden us in matters of detail. 

42162. Then you departed from what was laid down 
in the report of the Com~iss~on ?-:rhe Commissio;n 
laid down wide general prmc1ples ; m some cases 1t 
was necessary for the working of the police force to 
·depart from these principles, but we have not been 
.allowed to do so. 

42163. As a matter of f!Lct, have you now got the 
-establishments that you required,-of course nobody 
gets everything they want,-but, speaking generally, 
have you got most of what you wanted ?-Yes, the 
.establishment certainly. 

42164. Are about one-third of the aggregate members 
. of your District Boards elected ?-You have to strike 
off first 12 District Boards which, have no election at 
.all ; they have purely nomination. 

42165. That leaves 17, or so ?-Yes, and in those 17 
two·thirds of the members are elected, and one-third 
appointed. 

42166. How are members elected ?-First of all 
.circles are fixed which usually consist of either one or 
two or three ~ails ; the qualification of voters varies 
from a payment of two to four rupees for local cess, or 

· a man must be a lambarda1·. 
42167. Are the constituencies large generally, I 

mean as regards the number of voters ?-No. 
42168. Do the elections excite interest ? - The 

-general complaint for a number of years has been that 
they have excited no interest at all. , 

42169. In certain municipalities do you not depart 
from the ward system and have a class system ; the 
·Sikhs have so many members and Muhammadans so 
many, and so on ?-Yes. 
. 42170. How many municipalities does that apply 
to?-Ten. 

42171. Are those, generally speaking, the ten most 
important in the province ?-No; it only applies to 
•three important municipalities,-Lahore, Multan and 
.Amritsar. 

42172. When was it introduced ?-It is of very old 
standing in Multan. We have just applied it to six 
minor municipalities which will bring the number up 
to 16. 

42173. When was it introduced in Lahore ?
In 1891. 

42174. Should you say that the system works better 
than that of territorial constituencies ?-It all depends 
upon the strength of local feeling, I fancy. There is 
rather a tendency lately to send up suggestions for in
creMing class representation. We receive a number of 
petitions ou the subject from people now ; Muhamma
·dans, for instance, complain that they are not properly 
represented on the l\Iunicipal Boards. 

42175. Do you think it is a goo~ system?
Certainly. 

Mr. W.M. 
Hailly. 

42176. To every Deputy Commissioner ex-offic~o 
Chairl:nan of the District Board ?-The Act leaves 1t 
optional with the Local Government either ~o appoint 
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a Chairman or to allow the Board to elect b1m. 
42177. Which have they done ?-In 12 instances the 

District 13oard rules provide that the Deputy Com
missioner is ex-officio Chairman. 

42178. Are these the 12 in which there are no 
elected members ?-No, they are a different 12 ; then 
in the rest the rules either do not mention the point at 
all or the Chairman has been appointed ex-officio by the 
Local Government. directly under the Act. 

42179. So that in practice he is appointed because 
he is Deputy Commissioner ?-Yes, ·either by _the 
Government directly or by the Boards themselves. 

42180. Are the Vice-Chairmen always elected?
Yes, always elected. 

42181. Are they mostly officials or non-officials?
The cases do not come up to Government ; they a:r~ 
not notified, but there are a large number of them who 
are non ·officials. 

42182. You do not notify the appointment of Vice-
Chairman ?-No. · 

42183. Do you notify the appointment of members 
of the District Board ?-Yes. · 

42184. Is not the Vice-Chairman rather more impor
tant than a mere member ?-He is notified as a member 
and then elected Vice-Chairman. 

42185. Is he approved by the Commissioner, or does 
he become Vice-Chairman as soon as he is elected?
As soon as he is elected. 

42186. Is it the fact that the Deputy Commissioner 
is the President of all headquarters municipalities?
He is President of seven first-class municipalities and 
of 29 second-class municipalities, of which 20 are at 
headquarters. 

42187. And ordinarily the out-lying municipality is 
presided over by whom ?-In 29 cases it is presided 
over by non-official Presidents ; in six cases by officials 
who are elected by name and not by office, and in 
other cases by officials who are appointed by office . 

42188. The tahsildar, as such, would usually pre
side?-Yes. 

42189. You have got first and second class munici
palities, and first and second class District Boards. 
We had it from another witness that there was some 
distinction between them as to the cost of works in 
regard to which they have to obtain sanction ; is there 
any other material distinction ?-The only distinction 
in the case of District Boards is in the matter of works 
for which they have to obtain sanction ; in the muni
cipalities there are distinctions of works, and there are 
distinctions in regard to powers under the Act too. 
In second class municipalities the Local Government 
can hand over certain of its own powers to the Commis
sioner ; that is to say, the Commissioner notifies the 
appointment of members instead of the Local Govern
ment: In second class municipalities, again, certain 
appeals lie to the Deputy Commissioner instead of to 
the Commissioner. Agaili, first class municipalities can · 
compound for '?ffences against the Act . 

42190. Does the Commissioner pass all the municipal 
budgets ?-This is not necessary under the Act, but 
by the Municipal Account Code, which has been intro
duced lately, he now passes all the budgets. 

421!.11. Do they go up to Government beyond-him? 
-Government gets a memorandum from the Accoun
tant-General showing the budgets when passed, and 
also gets the budgets of indebted municipalities. 

42192. Those that are indebted to Government?
Yes. 

42193. Take the Lahore municipality, the Commis
sioner passes the budget and sends it on to the 
Government merely for information ?-That is so. 

42194. With regard to reports does each municipality 
send an administration report?-Yes ; the Deputy 
Commissioner sends in all the reports for the munici
palities of his district, and they are collected in a 
divisional report by the Commisaioneor and sent on to 
the Government, 
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42195. The Commissioner does not review the 
report of the Lahore municipality singly, but be would 
review the reports of all the municipalities in the 
division, including Lahore ?-Yes. · 

42196. There are sanctions now required to re
appropriations to and appropriations from balance 
which you desire to get rid of?-Yes, the Municipal 
Account Code provides that Commissio11ers must 
sanction re-appropriations ; we want to get rid of that. 

42197. As regards the power of municipalities to 
create appointments, are they subject to any restriction 
outside general budget control ?-There is no provision 
about it in the Act, but we have made regulations at 
. various times on the subject. For instance, with 
regard to the appointment of engineers ; for engineers 
they must have certain departmental sanction, that of 
the Sanitary Engineer or the Superintending Engineer, 
according to the pay. · 

· 42198.' Take their ordinary clerical establishment 
and their octroi collectors ?-Government has not laid 
down any rules about that at all, but the Commis-

lsioners have laid down ·in three divisions that any 
increa~e of establishment must be sanctioned by them. 

42199. That is to say, the Commissioner has 
centralized ?-Yes. 

42200. Any appeal from a municipal servant who 
thinks he has been aggrieved by the municipality 
would go to the Commissioner ?-The Government 
rules provide that no person drawing over Rs. 50 in a 
first class municipality, or Rs. 20 in a second, shall be 
degraded without the consent of the Deputy Commis
sioner. The appeal goes, as a matter of practice, to 
the Commissioner. 

42201. You do not put it, as they do in Madras, 
before the collective Municipal Board ?-No. 

42202. Would that be a good thing?-The Act does 
not provide for it at all ; it does not mention appeals. 

42203. But as a matter of policy, would it not choke 
off these appeals to outside authorities if the original 
power of punishment rested with the Chairman and 
there was an appeal from him to the collective Board? 
-Where you have the Deputy Commissioner as Chair
man it would come to this ; first of all he would 
dismiss a man, then the man,'s appeal would come 
before the Board, and if the Board accepted his appeal, 
it would weaken the authority of the Deputy Commis-
sioner a good deal. ) 

42204. More than if the Commissioner upset him ? 
-I fancy so. 

42205. What are you doing now with the quarter 
grlblt on the Land Cess given by the Government of 
India?-We have distributed it to District Boards in 
this way ; we have given them 3 lakhs of rupees for 
making what are known as first class feeder roads 
and we contribute another 3 lakhs as against that 
ourselves. 

42206. Do you select the road~ or do they ?-They 
.. send us up a list of roads, which we sanction. 

· 42~0~. It did D;Ot really amount to your relieving 
provmCial expenditure by saying 11 We are going to 
make these roads and the District Boards shall pay for 
them" ?-Some of these roads we should have made 
ourselves, undoubtedly, but then, on the other hand 
we are contributing an equal amount, 3lakhs. ' 

42208. You would have bad to pay the whole if you 
had made the roads provincial ?-Yes, but we should 
not have made the whole of them, 

42209. What are you doing with the rest of the 
~ant ?-We have given 1! lakbs for veterinary estab
hshment, one _lakh for hospital establishment and the 
rest for arbor1culture. ' 

422~0. As regards the veterinary establishment, 
there 1s no re~l control by the Boards ?-Over the part 
of the expenditure represented by the grant now made 
they have control; t·he Veterinary Service is provincial· 
'!e pay the establishment charges ; they pay for con~ 
tmgency charges, hospitals, medicine, and so on. 

. 42211. W~at was ~he grant spent upon ?-On hos
E~n~~ and d1spensar1es, also in buying stallions and 

gr4
2t212. Thhe original intention was that in time the 

an on t e Land Cess h ld b contributi th s ou ecome a p1•o 1·ata 
on, . at each Board should get 25 per cent. 

of the Land Cess it levied ; is there any chance o:f 
your working to that? You dole these things out 
now entirely at your own discretion ?-The arrange
ment described only lasts for five years ; at the end of 
the five years we shall no doubt make it a pro mta 
arrangement. 

42213. About these District Boards; is the general' 
control over them, the matter of budgets, appointments,. 
re-appropriations and the rest, the same as in the case· 
of municipalities ?-There is a statutory control of the 
Commissioner in the case of District Boards ; that is
to say, the Act provides that the budget shall first of 
all be passed by the Deputy Commissioner, or, if he is
a member of the Board, by the Commissioner • 

42214. And in the Municipal .Act ?-That is silent 
on the subject entirely. 

42215. So far as the Municipal Act goes, there 
might be no control at all ?-That is so, except that 
the .Act provides for the general control of the, 
O.ommissioner. 

42216. You are revising your Municipal Act now?-
Yes. · 

42217. Are you altering tbat?-No. 

42218. As regards first and second class District· 
Boards, is there any material distinction except in 
the matter of works ?-No, none at all ; it. might be 
swept away. 

42219. You have made some interesting remarks. 
about what you consider the defects in the local 
self-government scheme and the extent to which they 
may be remedied. Generally, I gather you are in 
sympathy with the principle that the authority that 
pays ought to control ?-Yes. 

42220. One may say, generally, that that principle 
, has been subject to absolute negation, in practice, in 

this province ?-Yes. 
4:l22l. In fact, it would not be going too far to say 

that the whole policy of the Punjab towards local 
bodies has been absolutely contrary to the spirit of 
Lord Ripon's Local Self-Government Resolutions ?
Owing to financial stress we were obliged to make 
arrangements about the local bodies which perhaps we 
shoulg not have made otherwise. 

4~.22. These restrictions that you introduced were 
not due to the Government of India ?-No. 

42223. You speak elsewhere of the desirability of 
leaving the provincial Government more to their own 
devices ; might it not have been better in .this case if 
the Government of India had interfered with you a little 
more, and prevented you from doing these things 
which you now regard as objectionable ?-If they bad 
provided us with the money, it would have been well,. 
but we could not have done it otherwise. Directly a: 
chance occurred, such as taking over the veterinary 
establishment, we took it ; that had always been 
regarded as a District Board cbarge,.but we ourselves. 
now pay for that, at a cost of about 1i lakhs . 

42224. Formerly you gave them the expenditure, but. 
you kept the·control ; that was your principle here?
No; we have taken now both the expenditure and the. 
control of the establishment. 

42225. But previously ?-Previously, that was so. 
42226. When did this wave of reform begin that 

you are now on the crest of, apparently ?-About 
2! years ago. 

~222_7. T? .whom was it due ?-1 cannot say ; I 
tbmk 1t or1gmated, perhaps as much as anywhere, in 
the Secretariat. 

42228. Not with the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson ?-No· 
it. originated before he came, but was approved of by 
h1m. 

42229. You say the Punjab would rather have had· a 
grant from the Imperial Government to enable it to 
get quit o£ the 20 per cent. it takes from the Land 
c.ess than h~ve had money for the spread of education : 
d1d the PunJab Government ever ask for that ?-No; 
the Punjab Government was informed that 3 lakhs. 
was placed at its disposal for education and it simply 
took it. 

42230. You are aware that all such budget proposals . 
are communicated confidentially to the Lieutenant
Governors, and that they offer suggestions?-Yes. . 
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42231. Are youawar.e that any Lieutenant-Governor 
of the Punjab suggested doing away with this cori.
ribution from the Land Cess ?-No; in this particular 
instance, it had been communicated as a matter of 
policy that primary education was to be encouraged, 
and this course was consequently adopted. 

42232. On the other hand, was there not a tendency 
to resent the repeal of the Famine and Patwari Cesses? 
-No; what we asked for was that the fact should be 
recognised that the expenditure against the Patwari 
Cess was continually increasing ; we asked that the 
Imperial Government should recognize an increasing 
liability instead of a fixed liability. 

42233. you want 'full compensation for future as 
well as present liability ; suppose you got that, would 
it not have to be met by t~e Government of India, that 
is to say, by the tax-payers of India ?-Certainly. · 

42234. And, in the same way, Bombay, Madras, 
Bengal, and. all the other provinces would get com
pensation from the Government of India, again at the 
expense o~ the tax-payers of India?-Yes. 

42235. Would it not rather come to the classic 
instance of the people who , earned their living by 
taking in each other's washing ?-After all, the Govern
ment of India was relieving a particular body of tax
payers in the Punjab of a certain cess, and we did not 
exactly see why they should be. relieved of that cess 
at what, in the future, would be the expense of the 
general tax-payer in the Punjab. · 

42236. You could say the same with regard to the 
reduction of income-tax or anything else ?-We are 
not concerned there ; there would be no expenditure 
incurred against income-tax, as there would be against 
the Patwari Cess. 

42237. Who controls the notified areas ?-They have 
an appointed committee. 

42238. Who controls the proceedings, the Deputy 
Commissioner or the Commissioner ?-They are under 
exactly the Bl\me rules as apply to the municipality. 

42239. To all intents and purposes they are second
class municipalities?-Yes, but with minor powers. 

42240. When did your latest provincial contract 
begin to run ?-1904-05. 

42241. (Sir Steyuin,q Edge1·ley.) So that, having at 
last got a liberal contract, you were enabled to undertake 
these reforms in your relations to local bodies ?-We 
have been able to contemplate them. 

42242. The previous inability of the Local Govern
ment to do so was possibly due to the quinquennial 
assessment under the old system of provincial con
tract ?-I think so. 

42243. So that the whole responsibility is not entirely 
on the Local Government for failure to treat the Local 
Boards in a more liberal manner ?-No, if we had been 
o.ble to do it, there o.re several changes we should have 
pressed on before. 

42244. As to the suggestion tho.t Local Governments 
by continual exceptions might whittle away a rule is 
that not the course which is invariably followed' in 
reaching alterations of law by the result of experience? 
-Yes. 

42245 .• As t~e lo~al instances begin to prove that a 
~ule needs modlficat10n, you proceed to the modification 
of the rule ?-Yes. 

422*6. So ~hat there is nothing extraordinary in 
except10ns bemg gradually made which will alter the 
whole rule ?-No. 

~2247. The,~t y~u say, so far as regards the fixed 
ass1gnment, 1 h1s result is apparently inevitable 
under. the system." I do not quite understand why 
that Is so. Your fixed assignment has reached 
appnrently ~bout 58! lakhs, and it would be perfectly 
s•m.plc, proVI~ed ."~ arrangement could be come to, to 
entirely P.roVlllcmhze the revenue and expenditure 
under exc1se, stamps, and forests and assessed taxes 
and thereby redyce your fixed assignment to about 
5 or 6 lakhs ?-les, that would mean doing away with 
the shared head expenditure. 

. 42248. Is that no~ what must happen from time to 
ttme as the fixed assignments grow too big?-Yes. 

1 
42:24\l. As. regards the question of doles, you say 

t N"t you thmk the Local Government ought to be 
a owed to choose their own reform. I have heard it 
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given as an argument against that VIew that ·the 
Financial Department, face-to-face ·with . the . big 
spending departments of the Government of India, 
if they only were to give a general sum to the Local 
Governments, would be too feeble to resist the on
slaught of, say, the Military Department or any big 
spending department. Do you think much weight 
ought to be attached to an argument of that sort ?
I think it is difficult to tell ; I do not see why the 
Military Department should not be equally insistent 
now when it comes to a question of giving money for 
sanitation. ,. · · . 

42250. The suggestion is that unless the Finance 
Department are able to name some specific purposes 
the Military Department would rise in its wrath, and 
the Finance Department o~ the Government of India 
would go to ~he wall i. is that likely ?-I should riot 
think it is likely. 

42251. You quote a large number of iristances as 
examples of a somewhat numerous class of questions 
where the Government of Iridia have in your view gone 
too much into detail. Should· you be inclined to agree 
with the following remarks of Sir Thomas Gordon 
Walker : " Each important step in the process of • 
specializing has almqst without. exception meant that 
the Central Government has taken the end of one 
more string out of the hands of the Local 
Government. The particular branch of administra
tion: is controlled not from a local centre, but from 
the centre of all. ])'or this reason it is that we 
have the enormous development of departments, and 
special branches in the Central Government for such 
development has meant control from the centre arid 
presumably greater efficiency, but it also means cen
tralization and reduction of the powers .and respon~ 
sibility of the Local Governments" ?-Yes, on the 
whole certainly. - . · · · 

42252. May one almost say 'that iri spite of this 
latest notable effort at decentralization by the Govern
ment of India, in the quasi-permanent financial settle
ments, the tendency of the Government of India has 
been rather towards the steady absorption of authority? 
_:.I fancy it has been so on the whole. · · 

· 42253. With reference to your answers to Mr; Diltt 
with. regard to the delegation Act; you mention a: 
certam number of proposals necessitating the amend. 
ment of the statutory law. Assuming that you had a 
properly guarded dl:llegation Act in force, do you see 
any reason why any one of those powers should not be 
given by the Local Government to the subordinate 
authority suggested by a notification under the Act 
instead of by special legislation ?-Take for instanc~ 
the second one-I would exclude that. I do not see 
any other that could not be perfectly well given to the 
Commissioner by notification under such'an Act. 

422~4. Then, except for that one, there would be.no 
ne~ess1ty ~o go through. the enormous procedure of Iegis
latlon, whiCh means gomg up to the different Executive 
Dep.art~ents of the Government of India; then to the 
Legislative Department, and then to the Secretary of 
State, and awaiting his sanction to a Bill in order to 
carry out those proposals ?-Yes, but the best to which 
you have refe~red ?nly conta.in~ proposals for giving 
over to- th.e Fmanmal. Commissioner the authority at 
present enJoyed by the Local Government in a certain 
definite number of matters. 
·. 42255. But if you had a general deiegation Act in 
force, there is no reason in the nature of the things 
themselves why you should employ the enormous 
engine of separate legislation to do each of these 

·partiCular things ?-No. 

42256. Is not the Pu.njab Govern~ent·rather peculiar 
for the number of "qutck-change artistes" it possesses? 
-I do not know what it is in other Local Govern
ments, but I think it has been felt in ours. 

42257. The only "quick-chanae artiste" in most 
Gov~rnments is the Public Works"' Secretary and Chief 
Engmeer ?-Yes. 

42258. Would you be in favour of swinging the 
present rule entirely round and saying that the :pro
cedure and precedent of a neighbouring provmce 
~hall ~ot be .quoted as an argument in favour of a case 
m this proVInce-that you should stand on your own 
feet and mak? out your case on your own merits?
Yes, but I thmk that examples drawn as illustrations 
fro~ other provinces oft~n are of the greatest; 
assistance. 

20 
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Jlf'. W. M. 42259. Bot the general rule might be that yo~ 
Ha.Usy. should be judged on your own merits and not on 

what has been found suitable elsewhere ?-Yes, I 
18 Apr.,l908, think so. 

42260. You instance the case of the police as one 
where there has been a tendency to undermine the 
~uthority of the Local Government ; you consider that 
if the. Government of India requires information or 
facts for the purposes of control · or correspondence 
with the Secretary of State, they should get them 

· from the Local Government and not from their own 
Inspector-General ?-Certainly. 

4226l. Is that a fundamental matter?-Yes. 
42262. It was suggested to us by a previous witness 

that one means of keeping the Commissioner in his 
relative po~ition to the other Heads of Departments 
would be that he should be . the financial sanctioning 
authority ; would you agree with that suggestion ?
Only as regards-Civil Works. 

42263.· Not as regards the other Departments, like 
the Land Revenue for instance ?-Land Revenue is an 
enormous head of expenditure, and the expenditure is 

• mainly by way of establishment. 
42264. Excise or Agriculture or Land Records ?

There would be no harm perhaps as regards those, but .. 
Civil Works is the one I would lay most stress on. 

42265. "Assuming that you enhanced the Com
missioner's position as you suggest, you would be 
prepared to give a very much stronger office establish
ment to the Commissioner ?-Yes. 

42266. And I suppose a high-class personal assistant ? 
-Yes. 

42267. Whether. the. pick of the Extra-Assistant 
Commissioners or a European-would you have anv 
preference ?-1 think ·the danger of giving them a 
~uropean Assistant Commissioner would be that the 
latter would be inclined to trouble the Deputy Com-
missioners too much. · 

42268. Your preference would be for a good native 
assistant ?-Yes •. 

42269. On a pay of something like Rs. 1,000 a 
month ?-The highest of our provincial appointments 
is Rs. 800 or Rs. 900. · 

42270. Ought it to be a prize appointment, or would 
;you take· an ordinary selected Extra-Assitltant Com
missioner ?-I should take. a selected assistant out of 
the higher grades. · 

42271 .. You have been a Colonization Officer for 
some years ; what do you consider is the proper rela
,tion betwAen the Executive Engineer and the Deputy 
·Commissioner ?-The Executive Engineer must be 
independent in technical matters. 

42272. Do you think he might be an ex-officio assist
ll.nt to the Collector in the . matter of assessments and 
remission ?-No. I think the question of assessments 
and remissions ought to be in the hands of the Deputy 
Commissioner. 

42273. We are told that there is nobody like the 
Executive Engineer for knowledge of what is going on 
in the canal district, of the causes to which remission 
is due, and of the factors on which to assess for water, 
and so forth ; you do not think you would give the 
Deputy Commissioner sufficient control over his pro
ceedings by making him the Executive Engineer an 
ell!-oflicioAssistant Collector ?-No; I do not think the 
Collector would have sufficient control that way. 

4227 4. If you could give the Deputy Commissioner • 
complete control, would it be a good thing that one 
establishment should do the collection of revenue as 
well as assessment ?-Undoubtedly; the double estab
lis~ment at present means that people have ·to pay 
tWlce. 

42275. Is any solution possible in the direction of 
!Daking one establishment on a major canal ?-I think 
1t could be worked out on those lines without any great 
difficulty. 

42?76. With control by the Deputy Commissioner ? 
-W1th control of assessments. 

. 42277. Of assessments and collections and remis· 
lllOns ?-Yes. -

42278. As to the Court of Warch you say there is a 
general feeling in favour of a return' to the old system ; 

is there any power of delegation reserved under the 
Act? For instance, in the Madras Act there is a 
section by which the Court of Wards can dele~ate any 
of its powers to anybody ?-Our Act proVldes for 
delegation with the previous sanction of Government. 

42279. Could the position which you think would 
be reasonable be reached by a process of· delegation 
without amending the Act ; that is to say, is it the 
Court of Wards itself which has centralized, or does 
the .Act compel it to centralize ?-:I think the Act 
compels it to centralize ; it practically took all the 
executive rules of a number of years and merged them 
into a statute. · 

42280. If you had a general Act of delegation, you 
could do it gradually as ot:casion arose ?-Quite so. 

42281. You say you think the provincial Secretariat 
is unduly accessible to the Heads of Departments, and 
you say there are cases which are well known in· the 
province. Can you illustrate that ?-1 was quoting 
the case just now of a road, a case in which two Com
missioners both came up to Government, and they 
were overruled by the Public Works Department. I 
can quote also another case in regard to education, in 
which the Commissioner was obliged to apply to 
Government separately in the Civil Department, be~ 
cause he did not know whether he was being addressed 
by the Under-Secreta):y for Education -or by the 
Director of Public Instruction. Oases of this nature 
create a very uneasy feeling in the province. 

42282. Why do you think it is too late to make a 
Change ?-I should like to see the change made myself, 
only I doubt whether Government would do it. 

42283. Is there any use in a Royal Commission 
sitting on decentralization if you cannot make changes? 
-No, obviously; of course, if the Commissioners take 
the point up, the change will be made. 

42284. You think the reform must come from 
without and not from within ?-This one undoubtedly, 
I think. 

42285. It was suggested to us in the North-West 
Frontier Province that you did not obtain propor
tionate relief by breaking up districts ; that the 
reports all still went on : the two districts each had just 
as ma,ny reports to submit and detail to work up as the 
original one district, and that as a matter of fact it 
was a rather ineffective remedy, and that a better 
remedy was a personal assistant and an improvement 
in establishment within the district. What have you 
to say to that ?-At present in the two districts that 
I am thinking of it is really impossible for the Deputy 
Commissioner to control the work on account of the 
large number of villages. 

42286. You think you must sub-divide, in certain 
cases at any rate?-Yes, particularly in a case where 
you have a very large city. 
. 42287. You do not believe in carrying it as far as 
some witnesses have advocated, who wished to get 
down to a one-!Dan district where the Deputy Com
missioner could do everything ?-No. 

42288. You are in favour of the principle of selec
tion for appointments being more strongly insisted 
upon ?-Yes, certainly. 

42289. And along with that you would. also give 
greater power to the Local Governments of removal of 
officers who are either worn out or unfit ?-1 do not 
think you can insist on the principle of selection unless 
you give that power. 

42290. Would it not also lead to a system of pro
portionate pensions for all Services ?-Yes. 

42291. As regards the Indian Civil Service itself, 
do you think that this system of proportionate pen
sions would affect recruitment ?-1 think not. 

42292. If it did, do you think they could meet the 
danger sufficiently by any increase of pensions to 
officers who succeeded ?-Yes, I should say that if you 
increased the pensions of men over 30 years' standing, 
for instance, that would work well. 

42293. That would meet any possible objection?
It would more thllll meet it, I think . 

42294. As to the question of inconvenience arising 
from the grant of leave, a suggestion made to us has 
been that every officer should have a leave ledger, and 
that the whole of what is due to him should be 
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written up and he should take it just as he pleases, 
provided that the Local Government are prepared. to 
sanction it and to say" You may go." Do you tbmk 
that that would be a relaxation or simplification?
I am not quite clear what would happen if the Local 
Government said be should not go. 

42295. He would remain on duty, subject to ~edical 
certificate ?-They would not compensate him for 
missing his turn. _ 

42296. They do not do that at present ?-Then I do 
not quite see where the advantage would be. 

42297. The advantage it is suggested would be this: 
at present if an officer goes on privilege leave ; he has 
to remain 18 months before he can go on furlough, 
and he can only take privilege leave up to 3 months. 
In the scheme suggested, he wo~~ have absolu~ 
freedom ; if he had 8 months' pnvllege leave to his 
credit, he could take it, if the Local Government chose 
to let him go. · It would be simply a leave ledger and 
the whole criteria would be whether he had leave due 
to him, and whether the Local Government thought 
the exigencies of the service allowed him to take it?-
I should prefer some definite rule such as we have 
with Settlement Officers ; the term of settlement is 
always 4 or 4! years, and it is always understood that 
a Settlement Officer should not go on leave during the 
term of the settlement. 

42298. In such a case Government would refuse 
leave till the settlement was over. However you have 
not thought about the suggestion ?-No. 

42299. (Sir Frederic Lely.) If the opinion of Com
missioners could be obtained in a combined form, 
would it not have very great weight, as great a weight 
as that of the Financial Commissioner ?-Certainly. 

42300. Do they not stand nearer than any other to 
the people through their District Officers ?-Certainly. 

42301. A conference would secure uniformity on all 
important matters ?-It would secure uniformity 
probably at the loss to Government of the opinions of 
some of the Commissioners that it valued most. 

42302. How so ?-One always feels in a conference 
ot that nature that there is rather a tendency to sink 
opinions in order to secure uniformity. With our 
present system, by getting the written opinions of the 
Commissioners, at all events, one does learn what a 
Commissioner feels on any given subject. 

42303. You think there is a danger that a Commis
sioner who feels at all strongly on a point would 
suppress his opinion merely for the sake of harmony ? 
-He might waive it. 

42304. Is your only other objection that the Com
missioners, like the Sanitary Board, would not take 
much interest in matters brought before the con
ference ?-I think so. 

before him the views of the Civil Secretariat as based · 
on the previous records. 

42309. In the actual administration can yon suggeSt 
any possible further links between the Commissioner 
and the police administration ?-At present the Com
missioner merely sees the special police reports and the 
annual reports ; he has no power of insisting on the 
punishment of a sub-inspector a~ all. · 

42310. Would you desire to give him some· formal 
power of that kind ?-Yes. 

42311. In what way-how would he know whether a 
sub-inspector·had been properly punished or D:,Ot.?-It 
would be referred to him by the Deputy Comtn18s1oner. 

42312. Would you give him power to act. iJ?. certain 
matters on the report of the Deputy Comnuss10ner ?
Yes. At present the provision is that the Dist~ct 
Magistrate has the right to deman~ of the ,Supe~
tendent of Police that he should take mto cons1derat10n 

·the conduct of a sub-inspector, and if the Superin
tendent does not punish him the District Magistrate 
has the right to refer it to. t~e ; Deputy Inspecto.r
General of Police. The CoiilllllBsloner does come m 
there, but he is not a link in the proceedings at all. -

42313. Would you go so far as to allow the Deputy 
Commissioner and the Commissioner to be made the 
appellate authorities in all or any cases ?-No. 

42314. You would not give them appellate power of 
any kind ?-I do not think you would get the best 
work out of the Deputy Inspector-General of Police if 
you did that ; you would take away his sense of 
responsibility. · · 

42315. Does not the Inspecto~-General send a confi
dential report on the qualifications and character of 
his Superintendents and Assistant Superintendents and 
Deputy Superintendents every year ?-Yes. 

42316. Would you see any objection to that report 
going through the Commissioner for his remarks?
No, none at all. 

42317. Would it be rather a good thing ?-Yes, 
certainly. 

42318. But you cannot suggest any further link, 
apart from the scheme of conference for discussion on 
all important points ?-No, except that the Commis
sioner should always have power of inspection where he 
thought it was necessary. • 

42319 . .Has he not that at present ?-It is a very 
limited power at present under tlfe police rules. 

42320. Has the Commissioner enough power in police 
matters in your opinion. to give him any interest in 
them ?-No, not at present. 

1/r. W.M. 
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42305. I understand that you consider that the 
Commissioner has not sufficient power in police • 
matters ?-That is my view. 

42321. Suppose a conference of Commissioners was 
instituted, would yilu see any objection to selected 
Indians being invited to join it ?-No, it would be .an 
advantage if the body were purely consul~ative. 

42322. Do you think that it would be a very great 
advantage to get Indians to join in a conference of that 
kind, where they might see the spirit in which English
men do their work and how they consider public 
matters ?-As long as it was a. purely consultative body, 
I think it would be difficult to put them into an 
executive conference. 

42306. Yon say : " The position of the Inspector
General of Police is that which seems to secure most 
efficiently the requisite degree of accessibility and 
despatch together with the minimum chance of depart
mental bins." What security at all is there against 
departmental bias in the treatment of an ordinary 
police officer?-What I meant to say is this : every
thing from the Inspector-General of Police comes 
through the Civil Secretariat ; he may talk about 
various matters with the Lieutenant-Governor, but all 
references come through the Civil Secretariat. 

42307. He 1s himself the Under-Secretary so it comes 
through himself ?-It goes to the Lieutenant-Governor 
through the Secretary, and very important matters go 
through the Chief Secretary in addition. 

42308. You think that is sufficient?-It at all events 
has the security that the Lieutena~t-Governor has 

42323. I am speaking of a conference which by the 
nature of the proposition has no executive power ?-I 
agree, we are proposing to invite them to attend the 
meetings of the Sanitary Board in order to see bow 
we deal wHh sanitary matters. . • 

42324. There is a great deal said about political 
education ; would it not have a more educative effect to 
get them to sit along with officers in their deliberations 
upon public matters, rather than to· turn them loose 
among themselves and let them simply talk to each 
other ?-I should think so, certainly. . 

(The witness withdf'tiD.) 

The Ron. MR. J. WILSON was called and examined. 

42325. (Sir Frrdt'l'ic Lely.) You are Financial Com
miBl'ioner of the Punjab ?-Yes. 

The gazetted staff under the control of the Financial 
Commissioner includes all the Commissioners of divi
ll~ons, Settlement Commissioner, Deputy Commis
~•oners, and Settlement Officers and their staffs also 
the Commissioner of Excise and the Directors of 

1
Land 
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Records and Agriculture. As Chief Revenue autfiority TluJ Ho11 • Mr 
the Financial Commissioner controls, under the orders J. Wilson. 
of the Local Government, the general revenue adminis-
tration of the province, including all matters connected 18 Apr., 1908 
with the assessment and collection of the land revenue, 
the maintenance of the record-of-rights, and the rela-
tions between landlord and tenant. He also controls 
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Tf16 Hoi&. JJ.r, the administration of the Departments of .Agriculture, 
J. Wilson. Excise Stamps, Income-tax, &c., and is co!ls.ulted. OI} • 

large questions of irrigation ·and forest admimstrat10n. 
16 Apr., 1908, · The financial powers of provincial Gove~nmen~s . 

should be considerably extended, more espeCially. m 
the direction of allowing them the power ~o. sanctt?n· 
deviations from the general rules of the ClVll Service 
Regulations and Oivil Account Oode, which at. present · 
require the sanction .of the Government of India or the 
Secretary of State-for instap.ce, in the matter of local 
allowances, honm·aria, and small rela~ations of the 
pension rules. They should also be g1ven power to 
sanction appointments not more than Rs. 500 per 
mensem, and increases of establishment not exceedmg 
Rs. 50,000 a year. 

No more complete separation of imperial a~d pro
vincial finances is required, but I would give the 
provincial Government the same financial powers as 
regards shared heads .of. expenditure as. they have 
regarding purely provm01al heads. The mterests of 
the Imperial Government are not likely to suffer. 

I wouid not ·give Local Governments separate 
borrowing powers, but I wish the Imperial Governmenp 
wouid borrow more freely for productive expenditure, 
and would not be frightened by apparently high rates 
Qf interest. It will pay to borrow at even four 
per cent. when the net return on the expenditure is 
sure to be five or ten per cent. 

Ther~ are many restrictions imposed •by the Oi:vil 
Service Regulations and the Oivil Account Code which 
greatly .tie .the hands of. Local Govern~e~ts. My 
attention was drawn to several absurd restrxct10ns of .a 
p~tty nature by having to take up to His Excellency 
the· Viceroy cases in .which Local Governments wer~ 
overruled in petty matt.ers, involving small expenditur!'!, · 
in which so:q~.e so-called financial principle was supposed 
to be at stake. I would go through these two Oodes, 
and add .to numerous sections of them the note-" The 
Local Government may, at its discretion, sanction a 
departure from this rule." · 
· As Secretary to the Government of India in the 
Department of Revenue and Agriculture I was success
ful·in getting the financial powers of Heads of Depart
ments under that. department considerably enhanced. 
·A similar effort should be riiade as regards other Heads 
of Imperial Departments, but it requires careful study 
by a strong and determined committee, with time to go 
into details and energy to ovetcome the relqctance of 
the Secretariat to pa~t with its pow~rs, and espe~ially 
of.the Finance Department to trust other people with 
the spending of the taxpayers' money. I gratefully 
acknowledge that the Finance Department has been 
.much more liberal in such matters of late years, but in 
a number of cases they would not go so far as the 
Department of Revenue and Agriculture was willing to 
go, and perhaps even that department did not go far 
enough. It is better to risk a certain amount of un
profitable expenditure than to tie the hands of Beads 
of :Pepartments and keep highly paid Secretaries busied 
with questions of petty detail. . 

Generally speaking, provincial Governments have 
sufficient latitude in the application to local condition.s' 
·of general lines of policy laid down by the Governme:qt 
of India, if only they would understand that when the 
Government of India makes suggestions they are meant 
·as suggestions, and not orders. There seems to be to9 
great a tendency to treat advice as if it were an order. 
.According to my experience in the Revenue and Agri
cultural Department, we have rarely actually overruled 
a Local Government on an important question of 
policy, though we often reluctantly bad to on some 
petty matter of accounts. It is true that we often gave 
them advice, but we did not insist on its being followed 
unless the Local Government itself approved of it. 
My view is that the Government of India, with its 
experienced Members and Secretaries and Heads of 
Departments, ·and its opportunities for studying the 
systems in force in the different provinces and their 
results, is in a position to place at the disposal of the 
provinces the general experience of all India and its 
own advice, which is often most valuable ; and that it 
should freely communicate that advice to Local 
Governments, but should not insist on its views being 
carried out against the opinion of the Local Government 
unless in matters of real importance. To emphasize · 
~his position, the Government of India might well 
1ssu~ a resolution explaining that when it makes sug
gestiOns to a Local Government for its consideration 

they are only inten!ied .as expert advice, which the 
Local Government may accept or not as it thinks fit. 
And that even when definite orders are issued, a Loca.l· 
Government is ~,tt liberty to ask for their modification . 
if after considering the views expressed by the Govern
m~nt of India, it thinks these orders are unsuited to 
the circumstances of the province. There are many 
matters in which the Government of India should not 
interfere by order, but in which it would be a re~lloss 
to the administration if the Local Government d1d not 
receive the ·benefit of the experienced advice of the 
Government of India and its experts. 

There are many matters in which restrictions as to 
details imposed upon Local Gover!lments bylaw, or _by 
rules having the force .of law, m1ght be relaxed mth 
advantage. I would go through all the Acts, . an_d 
wherever the sanction of the Government of Ind1a Is 
required, consider whether .the .Act should not ~e 
amended so as to eliminate that clause,·as was done 1n 

· the case of the Takkavi Acts. I would also pass a 
general Act of delega~ion, allowing the ~overnm~nt of 
India to dispense w1th ~he ne~d for Its .sanctwn as 
reaards different matters m partwular provmces. (All 
ar: not equally fit to be trusted with powers.) It may 
be objected that this would r.riake Local Governments 
more powerful, and place in?Jviduals ~1;1d c~as~es more · 
completely at their mercy. ro my mmd.th!B 1s an ad
vantaO'e and most Local Governments are quite fit t9 
be entr~sted with large~; powers in many matt~rs that · -
they may insist ·on the public good as agamst the 
interests of selfish individuals. · · 

The influence of the Departments of the Govern
ment o£ India is naturally in the direction of excessive 
rigi~ity and unifor:qtity. This is partly due to the 
finR.ncial rules. which should be relaxed as above sug
gested. If Local Governments were clearlytold th~t 
the advice given them by the Government of ·India 
itself and by ·its expert Heads of Dep~rtments . was 
merely advice, they would be able to res!Bt any undue 
tendency to uniformity. 

It is naturally the tendency of each Departm~nt to 
consider matters from its own departmental pomt·.o£ 
view. The cure is to allow Local Governments to 
accept or reject the advice offered them, and to ask for 
a recpnsideration of orders of which they do not 
approve, which practically mean~ an appeal to the 
Viceroy personally. I do not think the.Gove~m~ent 
of India is so much ·dominated by consideratiOns of 
revenue as it is by the suppused sanctity of financial 
Oodes which should be treated as merely a body of 
gener~l rules from which Local Governments are free 
to depart when they think fit for special reasons. _ 

Directors and Inspectors-General under the G;overn
ment of India, in dealing with departments whiCh are 
primarily administered _b;v Local. Government.s, should 
be strictly confined to glVlng advlCe, and that 1t should 
be clearly-understood that they have no powers to 
issue orders to any provinci~l o!ficer, and ·that t~e 
Government of India, though It will freely place thell' 
experienced advice at t~e disposa.l of L?c~l Govern
ments, and perhaps add ltS own, will not lUS!St.on that 
advice being follow~~ unless the ;Local Go~ernment 
approves of it and wllhngly adopts lt. On this under
standing the advice of these experts should be,most · 
valuable to Local Governments and most of them 
would be glad to have it. 

The initiative in administrative reforms in recent 
years has been mainly due to Lord Curzon's reforming 
energy backed by keen and able Members of the 
Government of India. Although they have caused 
much labour and met with some opposition, they have 
resulted, and will result, in great good to the people of 
.India, and especially to the agricultural masses _I 
would allow provincial Governments to develop the1r 
administration on their .own lines, adopting or not, at 
their discretion, suggestions of reform brought tp their 
notice from other provinces, but I think the. Govern
ment of India: should not cease to press such sugges
tions on them with all the weight of its wider experie~cel 
not ordering them to adopt reforms, but persuadmg 
them, by argument and advice,· of their utility. 

I would curtail the right of appeal to the Gove~n
ment of India. Petty cases ofte.n come up whiCh 
involve the expenditure on them, both by the Local 
Government and by the Government of India, of far 
more time than they are worth. In almost every case 
the appellant should have been content to a~c~pt ~he 
orders of his Local Government, and no real mJustwa 
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would be done if no appeal were admitted by the 
-Government of India witho'ut a certificate from the 
authority below' that reas~nable grounds of appeal 
exist. Especially is this the case as regards the rules 
relating to appeals and me~orials by officers of Govern
ment, which are much too lenient and tend to relax the 
10tandard of discipline in the Government Service. It 
.is absurd that a petty official should be able to appeal, 
even. against an order of dismissal, passed by such a 
high and impartial authority as· his Local Govern
ment. I would allow no appeal against the order of a 
Local Government or the Head of an Imperial Depart
ment by any officer who was appointed by or under the 
orders of the Local Government or Bead. I would 
1,1llow one appeal to the Government of India by an 
officer who· was appointed by that Government or by 
the Secretary 9f State, but would allow no appeal to 
the Secretary of State even by an officer appointed'in 
England unless the Government of India certified that 
.there were reasonable grounds of appeal. If these 
were the rules, no faithful servant of the State would 
.feel at all more insecur!l in his appointment ; if unfaith
ful servants felt less secure. so much the better. At 
·present it is far too difficult for India to get rid of her 
.bad bargains: And if a . candidate for service is not 
prepared to trust his fate in the hands of the Local 
Government or Government of India, let him seek 
employment elsewhere. · ......:___ 

Lord Curzon's enquiry into the system of reporting 
led to a substantial reduction in. the burden which so· 

·<lppresses all Executive Officers in India and hampers 
·their power for good, but it did not go far enough, 
and the demand for returns and information is again 
increasing. Som~times ·it is the Secretary of State 
who too indulgently calls for information to satisfy · 
some inquisitive Member of Parliament, without think
ing how much trouble the demand will involve to a 
Local Government and its officers, whose whole energie11 
and attention may be required to combat famine or 
.plague. I would ask. the Secretary of State to issue 
general instructions to t}le Government of India to the 
effect. that when he calls for any particular information 
t~e G~ver.nment o_f India may, ii they think its collec
·twn w1ll mvolve mcommensurate trouble ask him to 
reconsider the matter and do without the 'information 
or obtain it from the archives of his own office. I 
would also ask him to empower the Government of 
India to appoint a strong committee to consider 
specially all the returns now demanded either by the 

. Secretary . of State or the Government of India and 

.·ruthlessly cut out any column, the filiing up of which 
requires incommensurate labour, perhaps to thousands 
of clerks and patwaris and hundreds of overworked 

. officials throughout India. Local Governments should 
also be encouraged to protest against new demands for 
statistics or information made by any department of 

· the Government of India, and such protests should be 
pl~ced b~fore the Viceroy !or orders. In no other way 

. 1s 1t possible to-check the msatiable demand of Secre
tariats and Heads of Departments for more and more 
statistics. They should be content to make use of 
such statistics as the Local Governments find sufficient 
for their needs. 

. In. the Punjab extended powers regarding matters 
rc.latm~ to reve1_1u~ have recently been given to the 
Fmancml Comm1sswner, Commissioners of divisions 
and Deputy Commissioners, and matters are no,; 

· ~enerally on a ~airly satisfactory footing. But I am 
m sy?lpathy · w1th m~ny of the suggestions recently 
subm1tt~d by the PunJ~b Government, aud a good deal 
~ore might be done w1th advantage in the same direc
tion. W ~ sba!l no doubt go on asking for and obtain
ug sanctiOn m cases as they come to notice, but a 

strong effort should be made to settle the question 
on~e for all The ~~ieutenant-Governor should ap
pomt a small committee of experienced officers in 
v.:hom ~e t~usts, pl~cing them on special duty for the 
time, with mstruct10ns to make definite proposals for 
the furthe,r delegation of powers to all classes of 
officers. 1 h~se proposals should not be criticized in 
the S~crctarmt, but should be accepted or rejected by 
the Lieutenant-Governor on his own personal know
ledg~ or faith in the committee, and any of them which 
requtre the sanction of the Government of India 
should ~e accepte'd or rejected after examination only 
hy the Se,c~etary and Member of the Department con
cerned. lhe Government of India should approach 
the_ subject with the feeling that a considerable dele
gation of powers is desirable, and as regards dtltails, if 

,, '-', 

a Local Government is willing to trust its officers, it 
should be pertnitte~ to do so: If each proposal is 
noted upon and objected to by a succession of clerks, 
Under-Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries. the net 
result is very small 'for all 'the· labour· involved, and 
there would be no danger in the more summary pro·' 
cedure advocated, as the 'delegatiun would be made 
on the advice of ·experienced officers with a full sense 
of responsibility. The same remarks apply ·to the 
case of extended powers regarding matters of general 
administration. · 

The recent Ac~ .went muc~ too far in centralizing · 
the powers of Courts of Wards in the hands of the 
Financial Commissioner, and the powers, both ot · 
Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners,' should be 
considerably ~nhanced by delegation. · ' · · ·. 

Commissioners and Collectors should have .much 
greater power to·control expenditure in their·divisibn8 
and districts. Each of them should be given a con
siderable allotment to be spent .in· .acco.rdance with 
rules, .the Commissioner's or Collector's order for the 
expenditure being accepted as sufficient authority by · 
the Audit Department, so long as it was' not contrar;r 
to the rules.' Each Commissioner and Collector should 
also be given a sum to be expended on such objeets ·aa 
he thinks beneficial to his . charge, ·subject :in~rely; . to a · 
report to his.immec;liate superior eyery year as to wnat 
he has done with the moriey, but entirely exempt from 
any professional audit. · Many of the powersr' now 
vested in .Loca:l G~v:ernments by the ·Civil . SerVice 
Regulations ·or : otbe!-' financial rules; might safely be · 
entrusted .to Heads (!f Departments, Commissioners of . 
divisions a;nd Deputy Commiss1oners. ' · · · · ... ·: 

I would allow no appeal to the Local Government .in 
.respe~t of administrativ~ action. ·unl~ss aooompanied. by 
a certificate from the authority appealed· against. that 
reasoJ1abl~ gfouh.ds of appeal exist." · I would allow 
every officer of Government one appeal, b'u:t' 1 would 
instruct the . appellate authority not to interfere with 
the original order unless it appeared that substantial 
injustice had been done: especially in the.case of petty 
officials, who should ordinarily be content to abide by 
the decision of the4' immediate ·superior. 1 ·would 
allow no second appe~l . to the Local Government 
u~less in the case of an officer who was appointed to 
h1s post by the Local Government itself. I would deal 
similarly with appeals to Heads of Departments and 
Commissioners. If the office1• passing the order had 
the power· to appoint the erring official, I would allow 
an appeal only when a certificate was given that there 
.were reasonable grounds for appeal. · 

The influence of the PJ,'ovi:ncial G~vernment is not 
in the Punjab seriously in the direction of excessive 

· rigidit;y ~r uniformity. but byincreasing the powers ~f 
CommiSSIOners I would provtde for greater elasticity. 

The tendency of all Secretariats must be to regard 
matters from a purely departmental standpoint · but 
this tendency has not of late been allowed to go ~uch 
too far in the Punjab, chiefly because the Secretaries 
have been men with long district 'and settlement 
experience, and have not got out <1f touch with 
practical work in .the districts. Secretariats cannot, 
however, help dealing with matters strictly according 
to rule and precedent, which tends to rigidity and 
uniformity. The cure is to remove as many matters 
a~ possible from their interference by ample dele¥a.
tion of powers to officers on the spot. The PunJab 
Government has not been too impersonal or too much 
dominated by considerations of revenue, as it. has 
been presided over by Lieutenant-Governors of grel\t 
experience of real work in the districts and of broad 
sympathies with the agricultural masses. 

The Commissioner should be consulted more fully 
th~n he _is in matters appertaining to all departments. 
H1s position should be greatly strengthened by dele
gati~g to him a considerable share of the powers now 
retamed by Government and the Financial Commis
sioner, and by requiring his assent to all important 
measures concerning his division proposed by other 
departments. 

Executive Officers are too much tied down to their 
desks and to headquarters by excessive work, including 
report-writing. I would reduce report-writing by 
making reports shorter and requiring them at less 
frequent intervals, and by accepting a less high stan
dar~ of 1eport in all but importaat matters. An· 
orilinary routin:e report lllight well be written ~y _an 

J.!le Hm. Mr. 
· J. Wilson.
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Assistant Commissioner or· hea~ clerk, and the ,Deputy 
Commissioner might confine h1mself to cu.ttmg out 
what was inaccurate or superfluous, and addm~ ~ few 
remarks of his own. Each Deputy - CommlSSlOner 
should be given a better paid and better qualified bead 
clerk, able to draft a good lett~r ~nd fit to. be trusted 
to sign for the Deputy Commissioner routme d?ckets 
~nd returns. He should also have an expe~enced 
Assistant to whom be can safely hand over port10ns. of 
his duties, only keeping a genera~ control ove.r h1m. 
This Assistant should have a special allowance m con
sideration of his special . respo~sibility. I~ ~eavy 
~tricts he should be a semor Ass1stant CommisSloner, 
and· in light districts a selected member of the Pro
vincial Service. His main duty would be not to share 
the work of the ordinary staff, but to pE:lrform as much 
as possible of .the routine duties of the. Deputy Com
missioner and so leave the latter more time to tour, to 
mix with' the people and to devote thought and atten~ 
tion to really important matters. 

In my opinion ·Executive Officers generaJJy do not 
possess sufficient knowledge of the local dial?cts and 
9ften experience a difficulty in ut;~d~rstand~g and 

. making themselves understood by the ilhterate VIllagers. 
A.nd this is · one of the chief reasons for misund~r
standings' and want of sympathy. I would req~e 
and encourage all officers of all departments to acqwre 
a thorough knowle~ge, not of literary la~guages, such 
as Sanskrit or Persian, but of theJocal dialects of the 
Villagers by making the rules for examinations much 
stricter 'and the standard of examination in such 
dialects stiffer, and offering a substantial reward for 
proficiency in a local dialect. · 

I do not think any large general incre~e in t~e 
administrative staff is required, bnp so~e mcreas~ 18 
desirable in order to provide for an experienced AssiSt
ant or Extra-Assistant Commissioner being perma- · 
nently retained in ·each district to relieve the Dept;ttY 
'Commissioner of routine work .. No general·reduct1on 
;in the area of district or other charges is called for, but 
the Lahore district should be divided into two, and as 
·time goes on, it may be found desirable to reduce the 
'area of one or two other districts or tahsils. 

Suflicie~t care is· usually exercised in the selection 
of· Comlnissioners, and these officers are all fitted to 
be entrusted with enhanced powers. As regards 
,Deputy Commissioners, the difficult~ is that theY. .are 
of very different. degrees of experience and abi11ty; 
It is a great mistake to refuse to trust Deputy Com
missioners generally with enhanced powers because a 
few of them . may not be fit to exercise them. I 
would therefore divide Deputy Commissioners as 

' regards powers into two classes. . An officer on first 
· appointment would exercise second class powers which 
would only be a little higher t~a~ those· at present 
exercised by all Deputy Commissioners. When the 
Lieutenant-Governor was satisfied that an individual 
Deputy Commissioner was qualified to exercise the 

. higher powers, financial and administrative, of the 
first class, which would be more like those now 
exercised by Commissioners, he would invest him 
with first class powers, which Q,e would thereupon 
exercise for the rest of his service as Deputy Commis
sioner. Even so, I think the Local Government 
should be more rflady than it usually is to revert an 
officer who has proved himself unfit to hold the very 
responsible position of Deputy Commissioner, and 
·should have the power, subject to the sanction of 
the Government of India, to compulsorily retire on 
reduced pension a Civilian who has not come up to 
the average standard of the service. It does immense 
harm to the administration and is very unfair to the 
people to keep on an incompetent officer and have to 
provide him with posts suitable to his seniority. Such 
a power would be rarely exercised, but its existence 

· would do much to stir up the lazy and incompetent 
. without in any way lessening the security of the main 
body of good officers. 

Transfers of officers are far too frequent, and these 
constant changes are one of the greatest evils of our 
present system, as it is impossible for officer and 
people to ~~t to !mow and l!-nderstand each other, so 
that admmstrat10n becomes mechanical and all the 
advantages of personal rule and sympathy are lost. 
They are caused by the frequency of vacancies due 
to leave, and by the expectation of officers that their 
personal claims will be considered in making appoint
ments. In posting officers more regard should be 

had to the claims of districts than of the officers. 
themselves. To each district a particular officer
should be told off and he should be expected to stay 
in it for at least three years, if possible for five. He 
should be told that be will not be transferred merely 
because a temporary vacancy bas occurred elsewhere-

,which would give him slightly higher pa;r, or because
some other district has fallen vacant whtch he .would 
like to have. If it becomes necessary to transfer him 
temporarily, his post should ~e filled up t.e~porarily 
by an Assistant or Extra-Asststant CommlSSloner on 
the s~ot and the permanent incumbent brought back 
as soon ~s possible to his owp district. In filling up
temporary vacancies it should not be thought neces
sary to bring. from a distance . a sligh.tly better or 
senior man, either because be 1s constdered better 
qualified to fulfil the duties, or because it will. give 
him a slight rise of pay. That means a chalD of 
transfers, each destroying continuity of administration 
and of knowledge. For a temporary vacancy an 
inferior man with local knowledge is better than an Ad
mirable Crichton with none. So far as possible, no man 
should be transferred from his particular district until 
a permanent post in another district is. available for 
him. He should never be transferred merel:t because 
he is thought to have bad a pleasant statton long 
enough, in order to gi':e some other officer a turn of a 
good climate. That IS all very well for the officers, 
but bad for the peopl~. In order to reduce the unce:
tainty of leave vacanCies, I would draw up a roster 1n 
which each officer would be allotted his due share. of 
leave. If he took his leave at the time fixed in the 
roster as most convenient for Government, Govern
ment should pay his passage home and back, together 
with those of his wife and children. If he asked for 
leave at any other time more convenient to himself 
but less convenient to Government, he should pay for 
his own passage, and would run the risk of having 
his leave refused. 

It would be a good thing to have experimentally ·in 
some divisions and districts an Advisory Council, with 
no administrative powers. It should consist of a small 
body of carefully selected individuals, nominated by 
the Commissioner, to hold office for five years at a 
time but to be eligible for renomination. They 
shouid be selected as men of intelligence and local 
influence, representatives of the different classes and 
especially of the landowning class. They would be 
consulted as a matter of course on all proposals for 
legislative or administrative changes of importance, and 
would be assembled once a year to meet the Com
missioner or Deputy Commissioner, who would explain 
to them the policy of Government, give them any 
information they desired, and discuss informally with 
them any matters of general interest. Such a body, 
so long as it had no powers, would be of use to the 
administration, and its existence would help to keep
officials and people in closer touch with each other. 

I think that no administrative powers could. be 
entrusted to all village communities generally, 'but 

·that there are many communities which could arid 
ought to be so trusted, and that their number will 
increase as time goes on. There is a strong feeling in 
some of the most advanced villages that the more 
intelligent members should have greater power than 
they have to enforce measures for . the common good 
on the recalcitrant few. .The old village community 
has greatly decayed, because each individual villager 
now finds that with the help of the Courts he can defy 
the wishes even of a large majority of his fellow
villagers, and that we have provided no legal substitute 
for the old sanction of village opinion, the authority 
of which we .have de::stroyed. I would pass an .Act 
empowering the Commissioner to establish in any 
village, in which the people generally show a desire to 
have it, a village panchayat consisting of the headmen 
and such other residents as the Deputy Commissioner 
may nominate after consulting the villagers generally, 
but without taking· votes. I would invest this pan
chayat with power to manage the .common property 
and common expenses of the village and to impose 
a small cess for village purposes· on all persons owning 
or occupying land or residing in the village. They 
should have power to enforce sanitation, and might 
in time be given power to decide ·petty criminal and 
civil cases. Appeals from their orders should lie only 
to an experienced official, and no one under tbe rank 
of naib-tahsildar should be employed to report on 
their working or on any dispute that may arise. , 
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. 42326. Your .districts in the Punjab are on the 
:average small ?-Yes, as compared with other pro
vinces of India. 

42327. The sub-divisional system scarcely exists 
here ?-We have about half a dozen sub-divisions 
<>nly, in about six districts, I think ; I forget the exact 
number. 

42328. In other districts the revenue work and the 
-chief touring work is done under the Deputy Com
misl1ioner by the Revenue Assistant ?-That is so. 

42329. Is he often the only Covenanted Civilian in 
the district ?-He is not usually a Covenanted Civilian 
at all ; the Revenue Assistant is almost always an 
Indian ; it is only exceptionally that an Assistant 
Commissioner is appointed Revenue Assistant. 

42330. He belongs to the Provincial Service ?-The 
:Revenue Assistant ordinarily does. 

42331. I understand that ordinarily in these dis
tricts where there are no sub-divisions, the Deputy 
Commissioner is the only man belonging to the Civil 
Service who tours among the people ; is that so ?-In 
some of the small districts it is so, but in most of the 
larger districts we have staff enough to appoint an 
Assistant Commissioner, who belongs to the Cove
nanted Service, as an ABBistant to the Deputy Com
missioner, in which case he also tours a good deal. 
Most of the touring is done either by the Provincial 
Service men or by the Deputy Commissioner himself 
in the smaller districts. 

42332. When there is an Assistant Collector who 
also can tour, what are his functions? Are they 
territorial or is it simply general subjects ?-UnleBS 
be iR in charge of a sub-division, be is supposed to do 
things generally as be goes along, especially to devote 
himself to revenue matters and to look into matters 
like the administration of schools and hospitals, and 
roads and sanitation, and the general administration 
of the district ; then if there is any particular question 
the Deputy Commissioner wants to have enquired 
into on the spot he tells him to make enquiries. 

42333. Then generally his outlook is the same as 
the Collector!s, only in a subordinate capacity?
That is so. 

42334. What is your own opinion about the terri
torial system which we find in some other parts of 
India, where an Assistant Collector or an Extra 
Assistant Collector bas a portion of the district 
allotted to him as a sort of miniature Collectorate in 
which be is responsible generally for all the agencies 
of Government ?-I am strongly in favour of extend
ing that system. We have added recently to the 
number of sub-divisions in the Punjab, and I should 
like to see more. First, it brings the officer with 
authority and position more closely into contact with 
the people ; then it relieves the Deputy Commissioner 
?f a conRiderable portio~ ?f his work ; and thirdly it 
18 a most excellent trammg for a young ABSistant 
Collector for the duties of Collector. 

42335. You rather advocate a return to the old 
system of the Court of Wards, but why was the old 
system abandoned?-! believe it was practically forced 
on the Punjab tl overnment of the day by the Govern
m~n~ of India. In the old days the Deputy Com
mtBBtoner was the Court of Wards, subject only to 
control from above. When there was a question of 
improving the Court of Wards Act and bringing it 
up .to da~, the Government of India, owing to ex
pene~ce m some. other provinces, practically insisted 
that m the PunJab we should centralize by making 
the Financial Commissioner the Court of Wards 
and allowing him to delegate the powers that h~ 
thoug~t . necessary to Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners. ' 

42~36. Then the statement that the system in the 
PunJal;l ~ad broken down in consequence of incomplete 
snperns10n over tl~e Deputy Commissioner is not 
founded on facts ?-No, it had not broken down at 
all ; we had only two or three short sections in the 
Punjab Act under which we were working, and we 
found that as the needs of the province had grown 
we required a more elaborate Act, that is all. May I 
correct a statement that Mr. Hailey made. We have 
power under the Court of Wards Act to delegate any 
powers we choose ; with the consent of the Local 
Governm~nt, the Financial Commissioner can delegate 
:my o~ ~1s powers to the Commissioner or Deputy 
Commissioner. 

. 42337. Does be do that really?-Powers have been f.MJ.·. ~~:!! .. r • 
delegated to a certain extent ; and I have just recently rr Wlv•• 

drawn up a list of the powers which I propo~ 
should be delegated to Commissioners and Deputy l8, Apr., 1.9081, 

CommiBBioners, and I have asked the Commissioners to 
make further suggestion if they wish to do so. I 
expect the result of that will be that powers will b~ 
very considerably delegated. · 

42338. Do yon agree that one of the chief difficultiell 
at the present day is to make the people generally 
understand the intentions and wishes of Government? 
-1 have found it ao too. very large extent; they very 
often do not"tinderstand what we are doing, and, mis
understanding, are easjly misled. · 

42339. And that leads to trouble?-Yes. 
42340. Do yon think it w<'Uld be worth while for 

Government to issue a simple village· Gazette con
taining notices of appointments and other interesting 
Government news, and important Government Resolu:. 
tions, paraphrased into simple vernacular ?-I certainly 
think it would be a good thing in selected district!!:, · 
and especially as regards selected villages. There are 
many villages in the Punjab where hardly any of the 
people can read or write, and in such cases a Gazette 
such as you mention would be useless ; on the other 
band, there are many villages where such a publication 
would be very eagerly examined and discussed. I 
should like to see it tried. 

42341. Are there villages in the Punjab in which 
even the ordinary vernacular paper is not read ?-:
There are very many villages to which no paper ever 
goes at all. · · 

42342. About feeder railways ; do you think that 
projects of that kind are facilitated as much as is 

·desirable in this province?-! ·should like .the Local 
Government. to have more power to raise money in 
some way, to extend feeder railways which are likely 
to be profitable, or if not profitable, at all events· 
advantageous in different ways in developing the 
country. 

42343. Are there proposals which are hung up either 
by the Local Government or by the Government bf 
India which might be of great service to the public? 
-1 believe there are. There is a programnle which is 
discussed once a year by the Lieutenant-Governor with 
the Heads of Departments interested, and there are a 
number of schemes which have been approved, but 
they cannot be carried out for want of funds. · · 

42344. Are there not also cases that have been taken 
up by promoters who are ready to pro,ide the money 
if reasonable terms were offered to them ?-There is a 

· difference of opinion very often about reasonable 
terms ; they generally want more than Government is 
willing to give in the matter of guarantees, and so on. 

42345. Do you think the Local Government should 
have more power to deal with cases like that than it 
has ?-1 am not prepared to go as far as that in the 
Punjab ; the chief difficulty is to get the money. 

42346. You would not give the G·overnment power 
to facilitate the raising of money by guaranteeing or 
sanctioning a guarantee of any sort?-Yes, I would. 

42347. You think the Local Government ought to 
have more power?-! think it should, under the con
trol of the Government of India as regards getting 
the money. I do not mean that the Local Govern
ment should have power to borrow money apart from 
the. Government of India, or to gi~e a guarantee 
wh1oh was not backed by the Government of India, 
but that the Government of India should leave it a 
freer hand in giving such a guarantee, and provide the 
money, where necessary, ·more readily:. · 

42348. Would you draw the distinction between 
lines which cannot by any vrobability become por
tions of a main line, and hnes which may become 
portions of a main line ?-Certainly ; I should be 
much more ready to allow a private company to con
s.truct a line which was not likely to be part of a main 
hne. 

42349. You would give the Local Government more 
power in such cases?-Yes, I should .be prepared to 
do so. 

42350. You speak in more than one place of the 
advisability of forming a strong committee to con
sider one subject or another. W oald you advocate 
the appointment of a committee, or rather of an 
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eipert, to. overhaul what I .:t;nay cali' the minor ,P~actice 
of the audit office and to pr~ne down superfimttes ?-;
I should very much like to see that done. The audit. 
of accounts iR very, burdenso~e. to the Accountant
General and his staff and to every officer who has to 
(leal with accounts, and I think it is carried into' far 
too great detail. 
. 42351. Would you say that the. ,system has grown 
up gradually, insensibly, for mnny years ?-Yes. 

42352. And it needs pruning ?-Undoubtedly. 

:42353. I remember as Coliector I had to sign a 
single paper three times ; is that .still a necessity ?_:.I 
think it is in many cases. T~ere are far too many 
signatures which must· be given by the Collector 
himself; it is very often a great burden. 

42354. I remember a case· of the purchase of stamps ; 
the Head of a Department has to buy service stamps ; 
he gets Rs. 200 or Rs. 300 worth at a time and he has 
to· pay for them in cash from his permanent advance ; 

·-he gets th'at recouped from the treasury. Why should 
that not be done by a mere debit and credit entry?..:... 

, I should think it might well be done. · 
. :42355. Is it, not likely that an enormous amount of 

qash i~ unp1•oductively. spent in various province~ in 
matters of. that kind ?-I suppose there must be ; I 
know there are very many formalities which . are 
very burdensome and which I think might well be 
dispensed With without ·any risk of embezzlement or 
irregularities: . . · 

· 42356. (Sir l:Jteyuing EdgerleiJ.) Do you think it 
would be worth while to bring out somebody '\Vho is 
acquainted with the other systems to take part in this 
overhauling . of the . audit ?-I think we have quite 
enough experts· in ID.dia itself. · · · 

' 42357. Ali trained in one .school ?:__:True ; I should 
be prepared 'to trust the Indian expert who knows the 
:cduntry. . 

42358. You open your evidence by saying that you 
agree in the. main with Sir Denzil Ibbetson and Sir 

· Thomas Gordon. Walker. Do you agree with the evid-
ence with regard to the effect of. specialization and 

. centralization as summed up in that paragraph of the 
·evidence of Sir Gordon Walker which I read to the last 

. witness ?-I think that is putting it rather too strongly. 
"There has been great. specialization, and it is the 
tendency of all special departments to try to get 
authority,, infh,1ence, and power. Some of them have 
been mqre ~uccessful than others in· obtaining that 
.pqwer,.but on the whole I do not think the departments 
· pf the Goverii~ent of India (I bel~eve that was what 

· · Sir , Gordon Wal~er was referring to) have on the 
· whole gained. any very strong share . of .authority as 
regards matters which are administered by the Local 
Governments. Those that I have had to do with, 
especially in the Revenue and Agriculture Department, 

. as a rule confine themselves to advice, and it is well 
understood that. they have no power to issue orders. 

42359. You say you think that 'this committee which 
. is suggested should endeavour ·to get the Finance 
Department to trust other people with the spending 
of the .tax-payer's money ; it has been suggested that 
the attitude of the Government of India towards a 
Local Government in matters of that sort is rather 
that of a father to a boy of 14 years old ; would you 
think that there is anything in a parallel of .that sort ? 
-I think the attitude of the Government of India and 
the Secretary of State, in fact the whole tendency 

. of the Civil Account Code and the . Civil Service 

. Regulations, is not to trust anybody below, but to 
make them get sanction i'n .all kinds of things which 

. they might well be trusted to decide. themselves, and 
although, perhaps, Local Gov:erriments and officers 

. ~e.Iow Local Governments might in some cases make 
~stakes and be. too liberal, the total· amount that 
would be lqst to Government in that way would be 
. very small, and the amount of centralization and un
necessary discussion and corresp01idence would be. 
vastly reduced. 

42360. As to this delegation Act did you hear Mr 
Hailey's evidence ?-I heard most of it: . 

42361. A suggestion has been made that an Act of 
~hat sor~, not necessarily to be used in every case, .but 
to have 1t ~or use on suitable occasions, would be very 
~dvadntageo:us if properly safeguarded, and if utilized 
or elegat1ons as between tihe Government of India 

and Local Governments, aJd as between th'e· Local 
Government· and its own Heads of Departments. How 
far are you inclined t? agre~7.:wit~ ~hat view ?-I am 
strongly in favour ·of 1t. I '\"\!()Uld like to suggest that 
this might be done ; I. think there ought to be a general 
Act drawn up giving the Government ·of India power; 
in all cases in which under e:xlsting Acts the orders of 
a Lo·cal Government require ~i:s sanction, to delegate 
those powers by executive ?rJ.er. to the Local Govern~ 
ment in every case . where 1t Whmks proper so t<' do, 
and at the time it thinks pro~er so· to do. But a list 
might be added to the Act· of powers which th~ 
Government of India shall no~ have power to delegate; 
a certain number of e.x:cep~ons might. be put in a 
schedule to the Act ; it might/;! be said, " This Act does 
not apply .to the powers meptioned in the schedule," 
and before those powers equid be delegated to t~e 
Local Government, a separaie ..let of the Legislature 
would be necessary. One re~son for having an Act of 
that sort is that Local Gover;11ments are by no means 
equally well equipped or well developed, and it would 

. often be a mistake to delegate the same powers to all 
Local Governments at the same time, and it would 
mean im enormous RIJ?.Ount 1of labour to have a sepa-
rate special Act for every instance of delegation. 

. 42362. you . thiD:k that the proper sphere. of 
Directors-General should be giving advice ?-Yes, only 
that. They should have no power to issue any orders 
to' a Local Government or its subordinates. .. 

42363. It has been suggested that the Government 
of India might use them for getting information 
necessary for· exercising their powers ·of control and 
reporting to the Secretary of State, . and that that 
might go the length of the Inspector-General· writing 
to the provincial Head of a Department and getting a 
·report direct from him. What do you think of a 
suggestion of that sort ?-It would require to be very 
carefully safeguarded, otherwise it would mean a grea,t 
deal of paper work for the Local ·Department, and ah!o 
it would mean by degrees, perhaps; the Inspector
General interfering too much in the details of local 
administration. As a general rule, I should say he 
should not call for information from the Local Director 
unless with the consent of the Local Government, but 
he should be quite free to tour about in the province 
and find out things for himself, and consult the local 
Director. 

42364:. Under any possible safeguards would it be 
proper to entirely leave out the .Local Government in 
that way?-Yes, if the Local Government had itself 
consented to being thus safeguarded~ 

42365. Then they would not hi.t:ve been left orit ? 
42366. You are in favour of some system by which 

Local Governments might. be able to get rid of men 
who are either worn out or have proved incompetent? 
-Yes, I think we certainly want greater powerin that 
matter . 

42367. Even to the extent of giving proportionate 
pensions?-Yes. 

42368. You say that if each proposal for delegation 
is noted on in the Secretariat, you think it is quite 
possible that the nett result may be very small. :I 
suppose you might even be told that your proposal 
affects other Local Governments than your own, and 
that nobody else has asked for it, and that the Govern
ment of India will not take it up unless other Loc.al 
Governments also ask for it ?-That is quite possibl~. 

42369'. Would that be possible· in the Revenue and 
Agricultural Departmei?-t ?....:.Yes . 

42370. And in the Finance Department ?-Certainly, 
it often happens so. . 

42371. You also are in favour of strengthening the 
Commissioner ?-Yes, I think he should have much 
more power and authority and influence than he has 
now . 

42372. Would you give him a much stronger office ? 
-I should give him as personal assistant, either an 
Assistant Commissioner or an Extra-Assistant Com
missioner of experience, who might be trusted to do a 
great deal of his routine work, checking bills and that 
sort of thing, and he might do a certain amount of 
inspection for him. . : 

42373. Do you think that the offices of the Com
missioner and Deputy Commissioner are strong 
enough ?-I think they both require to be strengthened 
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now. The province has developed very mu~h. ~n many 
ways, and the staffs ?f neither the ComlDJ.!!BlO~er nor 
the Deputy Commiss10ner have kept pace w1th 1t. 

42374. Do 1ou think the Subordinate Service is 
sufficiently pa1d ?-They were until lately;. but now 
that prices are going up it is pos&ible that 1t may be 
necessary to give them increases of pay. 

42375. We have had evidence in the p~·ovince th~t 
the rise of prices has been such that men like patwar1s, 
and so on cannot possibly live on their pay, and that 
a belief is' abroad that Government tacitly admit the 
fact and therefore tacitly consent to their acceptance 
of perquisites and so forth ; have you come a.cr~ss any 
impression of that sort ?-I would not put xt m that 
way but I think the lowest paid grades~ of all, the 
pat~aris chaprasi11 and muharrirs and so on are now 
undoubt~dly underpaid because of the great rise of 
prices and wages of late years. 

42376. Would you be prepared to make the Com
missioner a sort of financial sanctioning authority for 
outside departments ?-In certain casetl should make 
the Commissioner the sanctioning authority where he 
is not now, instead of the Head of the Department i 
in other cases I should require the Commissioner's 
concurrence ; I would leave the responsibility with the 
Head of the Department, only he must get the con
currence· of the Commissioner, and if the Commis
sioner does not a~ee with him it must go to the 
Finan!)ia.l Commiss10ner or to the Local Government. 

42377. You are of opinion that the rules for lan
guage examinations in the Punjab require considerable 
reconsideration ?-Not ·only in the Punjab; I know 
much more about the Pun]ab than the rest of India, 
but, speaking generally, I do not think our officers 
know the language sufficiently well, especially the local 
dialects. I think that they should be required to have 
a fuller and more accurate knowledge of them. 

42378. (Mr. Meyer.) As regards the intricacies of 
the audit system, the countersignatures and vouchers, 
and so forth, those rules are not laid down by the 
Government of India ?-I understand they come from 
the Civil Account Code and the Civil Service Regu-
lations. · 

42379. Is it not specially laid do"n, for instance, in 
the matter of travelling allowance bills, that the Local 
Government may declare who the Controlling Officer 
shall be ?-I am not certain how it goes, but there has 
been a delegation of powers lately which will help to 
reduce work in that respect. 

42380. Are not half these matters things which 
the Local Government could settle direct with the 
Accountant-General; they themselves, by approving 
the orders as to vouchers and countersignatures and so 
forth, have put the fetters round their District Officers. 
For instance, who countersigns the Deputy Commis
sioner's travelling allowance bills here ?-The Oom
missioner. 

42381. Would you be surprised to hear that in 
Madras, as Collector, I was my own Countersigning 
Officer ?-I did not know that that was possible in the 
Punjab ; that is one of the small things we want done, 
that the Collector's own countersignature should be 
takeu as sufficient for his own travelling allowance 
bills ; I thought that was forbidden by the rules. 

42382. There is no rule of the Government of India 
on the subject. The Local Government is now going 
through all these points and delegating. powers where 
it can, and sending up to the Government of India 

. where it cannot. 
42383. As regards the sub-divisional system where 

you have it-which is not over very large areas-even 
there, I understand, the Sub-Divisional Officer cannot 
issue definite orders himself, but must send them up 
t.o the Deputy Commissioner for approval ?-l'hat 
depends very much on the Deputy Commissioner ; 
some Deputy Commissioners give their Sub-Divisional 
Officers all the powers they can ; others like to keep 
the whole thing in their own hands. It also depends 
on the Sub-Divisional Officer ; if a youngster comes 
in, of course the Deputy Commissioner keeps a larger 
control over him ; if he is a senior officer in whom he 
bas some confidence, he will give him more freedom. 

423R4. ~o that the Sub-Divisional Officer only has 
what the Deputy Commissioner chooses to give him ? 
-That is so, he i" entirely under the Control of the 
Deputy Commis3ioner. 
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42385. If you. have a real su~·<'!iyisional system you 
must surely gtve · the Sub-Dms10nal Officer some 
standing apart from the wishes of the Dep!J~Y Com
missioner for the time being .?-He has certam powers 
under the Criminal Procedure Code, and he is also the 
Assistant Collector' and· the Sub-Divisional Magistrate 
for his sub-division. The Deputy Commissioner, of 
course, has the power to withdraw cases from him or 
to send particular cases to him, but he bas an ·assured 
position unless the Deputy· Commissioner chooses to 
issue special executive orders. . · 

42386. To 'take a higher analogy, would you, for 
instance, think it would be satisfactory if the Gove~n
ment of India could, and did, at any time witll.draw all 
powers from any Local Government which happened 
to be on bad terms with it, or whom it distrusted ?-
1 think it would not. I certainly think, hOwever, that 
·a Deputy Commissioner, if he finds a youngster sent to 
take charge of a sub-division has not llftd much ex· 
perience, or if he does not know what sort of man he 
will turn out, might very properly, and in' fact ought 
to, keep more control over 'him than over a more 
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experienced man. . . 
· 42387. You spoke of the Criminal Procedure Code; 

can any Sub-Divisional Officer hear appeals?-[ am 
not certain about that; the Sub-Divisional Officer 

,usually is empowered to hear criminal appeals from 
third class Magistrates, I think. · 

42388. :Might it not be a good thing if yon' were to 
send an officer to some province, perhaps more ad· 
vanced in matters of decentralization, where the Sub
Divisional Officer is largely the District Officer, ·and 
the Collector or Deputy Commissioner is more of a 
controlling or supervising authority ?-You mean to 
send somebody to learn how things. should be ~one? . 

42389. Yes ?-I think it would be. 
. 42390. Would you be in favour of giving Commis

sioners budgets of their own; ·take Public Works, for 
instance ?-Yes, I should. . · 

42391. And budgets relating to other matters in 
their division, forests and so on?-Yes ; I should like 
to hand over to the Commissioner as larg~ a portion 
as possible of the available money, and allow him to 
spend it freely within his division. 

42392. Do you appoint tahsildars now ?-Yes .. 
42393. Would you be prepared to place them in 

divisional lists, with Commissioners appointing the 
tahsildars ?-We have recently given the Commissioners 
powor to appoint, dismiss, and control naib-tahsildars; 
until recently they had not that power. Now the 
arrangement is that the Local Government looks after 
the Extra Assistant Commissioners, and the Financil;1.l 
Commissioner look,!! after the tabsildars,. and th& 
Commissioners look after the naib-tahsildars. Th&t 
is, I think, the best division of control as regards those
officers. 
. 42394. You think the tahsildars sh'ould be in your 

own charge ; does that not lead, to their being shjfted 
a good deal from division to division ?-~o; we place
them under the orders of the Commi,.sioner who can 
transfer them. within his division, and a tahsildar .is 
rarely transferred from one division to another unless 
for very special reasons, and then with the Financ'al 
Commissioner's sanction. 

42395. We were told that although the Commis
sioner had theoretically the )?Osting of Assistant 
Commissioners and Extra-Assistant Commissioners 
within his division, it was not as a matter of fact done~ 
the Secretariat posting them· to particular districts • 
Would you be in favour of posting a man to a division 
and letting a Commissioner post him· in that diVi
sion ?-That was tried some years ago; the difficulty 
was that we were so short of staff. It was found that 
a man who had been placed at the disposal of one 
Commissioner had to be withdrawn and sent to another 
division ; if we had sufficient staff it would be better 
to leave to the Commissioner the matter of posting. 

42396. Then, it has been suggested to us that the 
function of investing with ordinary magisterial powers 
-and in such matters as taking down evidence. in 
English, or committing to Sessions, and so on-might 
be given to the Commissioner, subject to the concur
rence of the Divisional Judge ?-That would be quite 
safe as regards the smaller pow~rs. 

.· 42397. You would not go. as far as first-class powers? 
-No. · 

2D 
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42398. It has also been suggested that, in so far as 
outside control is necessary for District Boards and 
municipalities, it might be ex~rcis.ed .e~tirely by the 
Commissioner, except perhaps m big Clties, and exc~pt 
of course in such a fundamental matter as the creation 
or abolition of a municipality ; would you accede to 
.that principle ?-Yes; for all but the very largest 
municipalities. 

42399. Take Lahore for example ; that you might 
put under the Government ?-I think so. 

42400. But the ordinary municipality with a popu
lation of less than (say) 50,000 might be left entirely 
to the control of the Commissioner ?-I think so. 

4240i. It bas also been suggested that Commis
. sioners might have 11ome powers under the Land 
Acquisition Act within certain limits-taking up land 
for public purposes and so forth ; would you agree 
with that ?-Yes. 

42402. When the Commissioner's powers have been 
increas~d in those ways, where would the Financial 
Commissioner come in ?-Most of those matters are 
matters with which at present the Financial Commis
sioner is not concerned-I mean about municipalities 
and Public Works and things of that sort, in the 
different districts ; the Financial Commissioner's 

. powers would remain much as they are now. 
42403. Would you give the Commissioners con

siderable power, ·subject to budget allotment, in 
making temporary appointments for their own offices ? 
-Yes; we have already given them some powers in 
the matter of office work. 

42404. Would you go further, and give them the 
power to create permanent appointments up to a limit, 
say, of Rs. 25 ?-No, I hardly think that would be 
safe. 

42405. We have been told by one witness that the · 
Director of Land Records might be done away with ; 
do you agree with that?-Yes i. provided that each Com
missioner is given an experienced personal assistant 
to help him to inspect the revenue records in the 
different districts. 
. 42406. Take the Commissioner of Revenue Settle
ment; i,n the United Provinces they do not have such 
a Commissioner unless there are a lot of settlements 
on at one time ; do you think a separate Settlement 
Commissioner is necessary here ?-For many years we 
bave arranged in . the Punjab that there shall be a 
continuous number of settlements gobtg on ; there are 

' about five or six districts always under settlement, and 
there always will be. We tried for some time to do 
without a Settlement Commissioner,' and found it was 
-quite impossible for the ordinary Divisional Commis
·sioner to perform efficiently the duties of a Settlement 
Commissioner. 

42407. If it were possible to decentralize and give 
to the Commiasioner a good deal of the work now 
.(lone by the Financial Commissioner, might not the 
Financial Commissioner double up his own post with 
that of Settlement Commissioner?-You would have 
to go very far indeed in relieving the Financial Com- · 
·missioner of his present work. He is the· only man 

· .of that standing for the province, and has certainly as 
much work as he can do ; and, if he were the only 
-supervising authority for settlements, that very im
portant work would not be properly supervised. 
· 42408. Is it the fact here, as in some other provinces, 
that the Settlement Officer sends up his report straight 

· to. t~e Commissioner, ·and igno~es the Deputy Com
mlBSloner ?-He usually consults the Deputy Commis-
11ioner, but he is not required to do so. 

. 4240.9. Su~ely the D~puty Commissioner ought to 
h~ve.his say m such an 1mportant matter affecting his 
distnct as a re-seUlement ?-The Settlement Officer is 
very often a man of nearly equal experience with the 
~ep~ty Commissioner, and he usually knows the 
<l!stnct very much better than the Deputy Commis
:Sloner does, from the revenue point of view · he has 
seen much more of it ; he has more expe;ience of 
1!6ttlement work and assessment work ; and he is not 
always, but often, more competent to give an opinion 
.on .what should be the assessment of the district than 
the Deputy Commissioner at the time will be. 

42410. What iq the harm in the report going through 
the Deputy Commissioner? If he agreed with the 
Settlement Officer, that would strengthen the case; if 

be disagreed, it might be worth while to consider his 
views ? -Yes, there would be no harm, except the 
delay. 

42411. Take the Court of Awards case you have 
mentioned. Are you aware that the decision of the 
Government of India that the Financial Commissioner 
should be the Court of Wards was come to on the 
advice of two eminent Pnnjab officers, Sir Denzil 
Ibbetson and Sir Charles Rivaz ?-I was not aware 
that it came from them. I do not want to object to 
it. I think it is better as it is, if we delegate powers 
as we can under the Act. 

42412. All the Government of India said was that 
the Financial Commissioner had better be the Court 
of Wards; there was nothing to prevent the full 
delegation of local powers to Deputy Commissioners, 
and so forth ; but, as I understand, as soon as the 
Financial Commissioner had been constituted the 
Court of Wards, he proceeded to extend his power and 
to seize everything for himself ?...:.He did not extend 
his power, but the Act conferred aU the powers on 
him, and till he took action by delegation he neces
sarily had all the powers. 

42413. Did he bke action by delegation ?-Cer
tainly. 

42414. Much ?-Yes . 
42415. You have told us that some further delegation 

is on the tapis; but we have been told by other 
witnesses that hitherto every little establishment 
matter has had to go up ?-Not everything; there 
were considerable powers conferred on Commissioners 
and Deputy Commissioners ; I think they can be 
extended with advantage now. 

42416. You do not. think that it is, if I may say so, 
the " cussedness " of the Finanpial Commissioner 
rather than the " cussedness , of the Government of 
India that is responsible for the existing situation in 
practice ?-No, neither the one nor the other. The 
Act was passed making the Financial Commissioner 
the Court of Wards, and until action was taken by 

. delegating under .that section ever~thing neces~nly 
went to him ; it 1s not very long smce the Act was 
passed ; we are by degrees delegating more and more. 

42417. Then you had not your delegation schedules 
ready before the Act came into force ?-I do not know 

·about that. 
42418. In other matters it has been put to us that, 

between the departments and the Financial Commis
sioner, the Commissioner in the Punjab has not nearly 
as much power as in other provinces. Would you 
accept that-that the Financial Commissioner is a 
centralizer, and that he is taking powers from the 
Commissioners ?-No; I think the tendency has been 
to decentralize even before this recent enquiry. 

42419~ Would you be in favour o~ making the 
Financial Commissioner at the same t1me Secretary 
for revenue matters to the Local Government, as has 
been proposed in the case of the Central Provinces?-
1 have thought of that at times ; ~ have thought that 
it might be of. &~vantage! for ms.tance, when the. 
Financial Comm1BS10ner wr1tes a review on an assess
ment report that it should go straight from him to the 
Lieutenant-Governor, without being criticized by the 
Secretary. On the whole, I think it is better that 
things should remain as they are ; that the Lieutenant
Governor should not only have the advantage of the 
Financial Commissioner's opinion, but of that of his 
Secretary. 

42420. With the result, at present, that the Secretary, 
who is a. junior and less experienced officer, has the 
last word before the matter goes to the Lieutenant
Governor?- Yes; but I should think that the 
Lieutenant-Governor remtlmbers that the Financial 
Commissioner is the senior and more responsible man. 

42421. Do you know the system which Sir Andrew 
Fraser has introduced into Bengal ; it is practically to 
make the Revenue Board's office and the Government 
office one office for the purpose of noting ; the superior 
officers' noting begins with the Board's Secretary, then 
the case goes to the Revenue Secretary to Government; 
then to the Board member. If they agree, that settles 
matters in a variety of cases ; if they do no~ agree, or 
in important matters, the case goes to the Lieutenant
Governor with the result that the Board's member 
(that wo~ld be the Financial Commissioner in this 
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province) has noted last, and has been able to reply to 
any argument raised by the Revenue Secretary. Would 
you think that there is anything in that system as 
bringing you more into touch with the Lieutenant
Governor ?-In the Punjab I think the practice has 
been that the Lieutenant-Governor in important 
matters when be differs from the Financial Commis
sioner contrives to to.lk to him about the case before 
he passes final orders ; that is I think usually sufficient. 
The other system might perhaps be tried ; I do not 
think there is any great necessity for it in the Punjab ; 
the present system seems to work well enough. 

42422. Looking at the matter from the opposite 
point of view, would it be desirable that the Financial 
Commissioner, instead of going to Simla with the 
Lieutenant-Governor, should remain in the province 
in closer touch with the district administration ?-No; 
it would not. 

42423. You spoke about the present corruption of 
patwaris; does not the fluctuating assessment system 
put large powers in their hands ?~Yes. 

42424. Is that an advantage ?-No; by itself it is a 
disadvantage. 

42425. You are against the fluctuating system?
No; I am very strongly in favour of the system. 

42426. You think that, in spite of putting money 
into the hands of the patwari, it is a good system?
The advantages overweigh the disadvantages in the 
tracts in which it is in force. 

42427. One eminent authority has told us that in 
his opinion the focus of control with re!!'ard to all 
departments should commence not with the Local 
Government, or. even with the. Commissioner, ,hut 
should begin with the Deputy Commissioner-that the 
Deputy Commissioner should really represent Govern
ment in his district, having a certain general control 
over outside departments. Do you agree with that? 
-Yes ; the Deputy Commissioner should have much 
more power than he has now. 

42428. Are you satisfied now with the present 
relations with the Public Works ; do you want more 
specific control there ?-You mean the Roads and 
Buildings Branch? 

42429. I mean Irrigation mainly ?-As regards 
Irrigation, I am strongly of opinion that the assess
ment of canal rates should be left to the revenue 
authorities, the Deputy Commissioner and his staff ; 
the distribution of the water should be entirely made 
under the responsibility of the Irrigation Officers, but 
they should consult the Deputy Commissioner before 
making any serious changes. 

42430. You mean in the matter of distributaries ?
Yes ; altering the distribution of water within the 
. villages. · 

42431. We have got that divided system in Madras. 
The Collector is responsible for assessments, and the 
Public Works Department is responsible for the 
distribution of water, and in Madras that has given 
rise to a certain amount of friction.-With the Canal 
Officers that I have known there would not be much 
danger of friction ; if they did anything wrong they 
would very soon hear of it from the people if they had 
no good reason for their action, 

42432. But if you divorce them from the work of 
assessment, would they not tend to become pure 
11 water" people, who would open and close the channels 
just according to their scientific notions ?-As I say, 
they ought to consult the Deputy Commissioner before 
making any change in the distribution. 

42433. You speak of the reluctance of the Finance 
Department to, trust other people with the spending of 
the tax-payers money; as a rule, no Government has 
full control over the spending of tax-payers' money. 
In England and moat of our colonies, and in most 
European States, there is Parliamentary control?
There is, and the control here ought to be maintained, 
but each grade of officer ought to have certain powers ; 
the spending depends on the rules as to who is to have 
the spending and sanctioning power. It is a question 
of degree ; it is a question of how far the Government 
could go in giving sanctioning power. I think at 
present it is much too centralized, and it might well be 
entrusted to lower officials than it is by the present 
rules. 
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42434. But, speaking generally, I suppose you would Xlte Hrm. Mr. 
admit the necessity for some outside control such as in J. Wilacm. 
England is exercised by the House of Commons ?- 18 Aonr., 1908. 
Certainly, on broad questions. ;c 

42435. We have had a certain amount of evidence 
about the grievances of the Local Governments, that 
their schemes are blocked and have to be modified, 
and that sometimes they have to wait until some other 
province comes up to support them. Js that a tithe, 
do you think, .of what they would suffer if they were 
responsible to a Parliament ?-Probably not. . 

42436. In fact it might happen that they would 
occasionally be ejected from office altogether ?-Quite 
possibly, but we might improve the present state of 
things, although we are better off than some people 
are. . • 

42437. Do you not think that a Local Government 
here in India has really very large powers in spite of 
its having to go up (possibly unnecessarily) in many 
cases to an outside authority ?-Quite so, 1ts powers 
are very large, but they might safely be enlarged still 
further. 
. 42438. (Mr. Hichens.) Are you a member of the 
Legislative Council of the Punjab ?-Yes. 

42439. Has that body no power at all with regard to 
budget matters ?-It has no power at all. 

42440. Does it in practice exercise any influence on, 
Government as regards budget matters ?-No, none at 
all ; the budget is not brought before them. 

42-!41. They do not discuss it at 'all ?-No.t in .this 
province. 

42442. I understand, broadly speaking, you are con
tent with the present financial. relations with the 
Government of India, but you say you would give the 
provincial Government the same financial powers with 
regard to divided heads ; apart from that, do you 
think the general position is satisfactory ?-There is a. 
suggestion I should like to put forward. We find that 
there is a very great difference in the amount of money 
available from year to year for expenditure ; in a good 
year every thing goes right, but in a bad year, like the 
present,. we cut down all round, and that means a 
sudden rush of expenditure and then - a. sudden 
retrenchment ; it would be very much more satisfac· 
tory and economical if we could attain something like 
an even amount of spending power in good and bad 
years alike, and one means of attaining that might be 
by encouraging Local Governments to build up a much 
larger reserve in good years, the Government of India 
ghing them 3!per cent. interest on their balances. I 
·understand if a Local Government saves a crore of 
rupees it saves the Government of Jnrlia · 3! per cent. 
on that amount• for the time being, then why should 
not the Local Government be credited with that, and 
why, in a bad year, should not the Local Government. 
be allowed. to overdraw and make repayment in a . 
good year, so that there would be a more equable 
standard of expenditure in good and bad years? Mor& 
especially is it important in a year of drought and. 
want of employment· that the Government should not. 
cut down its ordinary expenditure. In a . year like: 
this we ought to be spending more than in a good 
year in the way of giving employment to the people, 
and it would be more economical and more satisfactory
in every way. . 

42443. It appears to you somewhat inequitable that 
a thrifty and frugal Government which manages to put 
by a large balance against a rainy day should get 
nothing for it ?-I think it is. 

42444. And it would be faker all round if interest. 
was given on the balances, whatever they were ?-I 
think so. 

42445. In what respect have the provincial Govern
ments not the same powers with regard to shared heads. 
of expenditure ?-I understand they have not the same. 
powers to sanction expenditure under shared heads as. 
they have under provincial heads. 

42446. Would you be perfectly satisfied in regard to
your financial relations with the Government·of India 
if you had the same powers in that respect?-Yes. 

42447. Apart from the question of financial control, 
you are of opinion that the Government of India 
exercises too great a control in matters of detail 
whether financial or otherwise ?-It is very often the 
case that they are compelled to do so by the codes and 
rules and Acts, and I daresay they mignt be very gllid 
to be relieved of the duty. • . . 

2Dll 
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42448 I understand you would like to substitute 
the " oo~trol" of the Government of India. for the 
"sanction" of the Government of India ?-I should in 
very many cases. 

42449. Do you think it would work if, as a general 
principle,· it were laid down that the a.cts of the 
provincial Governments were to be subJect to the 
control of the Government of India rather than subject 
to the previous sanction of the Government of India? 
-That would be an advantage. Might I explain, 
from my experience of the Government 'of India, that 
there are three degrees of control exercised by them 
over the Local Governments. In the first place, 
there is a form of control which is hardly used at 
all. We send up copies of the proc7edings of the 
Local Governments, and the Secretaries and Under
Secretaries are supposed to ~ook over. them and see 
if there is anything to which attention shou~d be 
called, but it is very seldom indeed that any mte.r· 
ference with the Local Government takes place m 
consequence of this scrutfuy. ~hen th~ second degr~e 
is where a Local Government 1s requued to subm1t, 
for the information of the Government of India, 
its orders on some particular point, the sanction 
of the Government of India not being required. The 
department of the Government of India is· supposed 
to go through it carefully and see that the orders of 
the Local Government are in accordance with the prin· 
ciples laid down, but.they are not required _to appr~ve 
of everything that 18 done. Then there 1s the third 
form of control when a thing comes up for the sanc
tion of the Government of India ; the Government of 
India are supposed to make themselves responsible for 
what is done by the Local Government, and it has to 
be gone into very carefully, and the Government of 
India may require the Local Government to recon
sider it. If an Act which at present requires the 
sanction of the Government of India before a. notifica
tion is issued is turned into "subject to the control of 
the Government of India," then the Government of 
India will probably require any such notification to be 
sent up for its information only, and will not interfere 
unless it sees something very wrong. 

42450. Even if it does, it will not probably interfere 
with each . individual detail, but will be content with 
.calling attention to general principles and insisting 
that they should be carried out ?-Quite so. 

42451. Some people think, if you give Local Govern
ments power to carry out the principles laid down that 
they may make them of no effect by their detailed 
.action, and that that would be an insuperable objection 
to giving them the responsibility; do you think that is 
an insuperable objection ?-No; bec~use the Govern
ment of India would still watch tlie action of the 
Local Government, and be prepared to interfere if it 
'found the principle was being infringed. 

42452. To take a specific example, some ·people hold 
the view, L gather, that in regard to local self-govern
ment the spirit of Lord Ripon's policy has been broken 
from start to finish by the PunJab ·Government ; 
whether that were actually so or notJ would it neces
-sarily follow, even if it bad been so broken, that the 
principle of leaving the policy to be carried out by the 
provincial Government was wrong ?-The Government 
of India were in a position to see what the Punjab 
:Gov~rnment was doing, and if they · thought the 
runJab Government were not carrying out what was 
wtended, they could pull them up and insist on their 
carrying out the principles laid down. 

42453. lt would be. open to the Government of 
India, if they thought the principles were not being 
.carried out, to say wherein they thought the Govern
ment of the Punjab might amend its polioy?-Yes. 

42454. That is one alternative ; is another that they 
should have sent up each individu.al item in connection 
with that policy for the previous sanction of the Gov
ernment of ~dia; would that be practicable ?-It was 
done at the ttme. 

4~455, Did it ~reak .down ?-No. In a. great many 
details the PunJab Government got the approval of 
the Government of India before it issued its orders 
under that Act to carry out the policy. 

42456 .. Do you mean that the detailed Acts which 
-the PunJab Government did, such as the retention of 
the 20 per cent. to District Board Funds was done 
after .consultation with the Government of India?
<.lertainly. 

42457. I understand you are in favour of a Com
missioner's budget ?-Yes. 

42458. What is the particulal,' advantage to be rea peeL 
from that ?-At present the Local Government, with 
the consent of the Government of India, have delegated 
powers to Commissioners to make temporary appoi~
ments but a Commissioner has no money at his dis
posal if he wants to create a temporary appointment. 

42459. It is one thing to give Commissioners a 
certain sum in order that they may entertain a tem
porary establishment, or provide ~o~ cert~in contin
gencies of a specified nature, ~ut 1t. 1s qutt~ another 
thing to give them a budget mcluding Pubhc Works 
and education and it was that kind of budget I under
stand you we;e in favour of ?-I have not thought out 
the details but instead of the Commissioner having to 
go to Gov~rnment or the Financial Commissioner for 
any money he wants, be should be given. as large a s~m 
as can be made available under certam heads With 
power to transfe~ ~om.one. h.e~d to another subject to 
ordinary rules within hiS d1V1s10n. We have arranged 

· now that Commissioners shall be given a sum of money 
to spend upon small repairs to revenue buildings, &c., 
where formerly he had to go to the Financial Com
missioner and we propose to give him a certain amount 
every yea~, to be at his disposal for petty repairs. 

42460. Are you prepared to go as far as .to say that 
he should have a specified sum allotted to h1m to spend 
on minor Public Works which have not been foreseen 
at the time the budget was prepared ?-Yes: and even 
those which have been foreseen if they are of a petty 
nature. . 

42461. Are you prepared to go any ~rther ?-I 
would mention a suggestion which the PunJ~b Govern
ment put ·forward that they should be given a con
siderable sum to be spent, apart ~!together fr?m rules 

· and audit, on rewards and entertamments formstance~ 
42462. You would not .make up the provincial 

budget by divisions, making . ea~h 9on;u:~.~sioner 
responsible for the total allocatiOn m hlS diV1s1on ?
Not for everything. 

42463. In regard to Public Works, ought the Com
missioner to be able to control the Superintending 
Engineers and Executive Engineers of a district?
No; he ought not to be able to control th~m; my 
suggestion is in the case of any large Pubhc Work 
a.:ffecting his' division the Superintending Engineer 
should be l'equired to get th~ 9om~sioner's count~r
signature, and if the ComDllSSIOn~r did not a~ee w1th 
him it should be referred to a higher authonty ; the 
initial responsibility for the work would rest with the 
Public Works Department. 

42464. Would you agree that unless you give a. m~n, 
such as a Superintending Engineer, a substantial 
amount of responsibility you will not be able to get 
good men ?-Quite so ; he ought to have the respon
sibility in the matter. 

42465. In the same way, supposing an Executive 
Engineer and Deputy Com~issioner disag,reed ~b~ut a 
certain point, the ma~ter JI?ght ~o to the Uom~s1o~er 
for settlement in conJunCtion With the Superm~ending 
Engineer, and if they agreed, the matter m1ght be 
settled then and there ?-Yes. 

42466. So that you would not give them the power 
of overruling the Public Works Department ?---;-No; 
the .power of requiring it to be referred to . a htgher 
authority is as far as I should be prepared to go. 

42467. In practice, if that were done, is it likely 
that there would be very much friction ?-Very little 
I should think. 

42468. Given two reasonable men should there be 
none at all ?-Very little indeed I should think. 

4246\l. I suppose full attention would be paid to 
anything the Commissioner might say?-Yes; but the 
present system is" that he is not responsible, and there· 
fore he is more or less ignored, or not consulted. 

42470. Some people say that a. Commissioner knows 
a great deal more about requirements as to roads and 
irrigation works than experts of the Government do ; 
would you endorse that view ?-It depe.nds on .the 
individual man and bow long he has been ~n .a partiCu
lar district. I think the Deputy Oomnuss10ner and 
Commissioner look at things from a broader point of 
view than the departmental officer does ; the Superin
tending Engineer would take a di:fferent point of view 
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-owing to his position in a department and his greater 
interest in one J>articular subject, and the Deputy 
Commissioner and Commissioner having a very much 
btoader sphere of interest are likely to take a broader 
view of the advantages and disadvantages of a particu
lar project than any .departmental officet would. 

42!71. Have you ever in actual practice had to dls
.euss whether road A or road B should be metalled 
first ?-Yes. 

42472. In that case is it open to the Public Works 
Department to make the first recommendation ?-lt is 
usually discussed demi-officially first. 

42473. Suppose the Executive Engineer says that 
the traffic is so and so over road A, and over road B it 
is so much less, and he is in favour of road A, does he 
give his reMons ?-Yes. 

42t74 . .A.nd, I suppose, he is likely, from the nature 
of the work and the people under him, to have a very 
shrewd idea as to what is best ?-Yes : his opinion is 
very valuable. 

42475. So that one could not make a broad state
ment to the effect that a Deputy Commissioner is more 
likely to know which road is wanted than an Executive 
Engineer ?-No; both points of view should be repre
tented. 

42476. (Jh. Dutt.) You have told us that"in your 
opinion the Government of India should not insist on 
its views being carried out against the opinion of the 
Local Government unless in matters of real importance, 
but is that not exactly what is done now, and does not 
the Government of India leave matters to Local 
Government, and only interfere in matters of impor
tance ?-It is usually so, but I have known cases where 
the Government of India insisted on its views being 
.earried out in matters of no real importance. 

42477. In the same way you say .that you would 
allow provincial Governments to develop their adminis· 
tration on their own lines, adopting or .not, at their 
&cretion, suggestions of reform brought to their 
notice from other provinces ; I suppose in really 
important matters you would allow the Government 
<>f India to interfere, but in all other matters you 
would allow the provincial Government to act on their 
.()Wll discretion ?-That is my position. 

42478. With regard to the general act of delegation, 
you have said that when the Government of India 
delegates its powers by a general .A.ct, a list should be 
:appended of the powers which sltould not be delegated? 
-That is my suggestion. 

42479. Would it not be more satisfactory to the 
·people at large if a list were appended showing the 
powers which W81'8 delegated. If the public knew 
·exactly from a list appended to the Act the powers 
which were delegated, would it not be more satisfactory, 
specially to laymen ?-Yes, I think it would, but it 
would mean more trouble. 

42480. Of course the Government would have to 
·take more trouble in giving the information to the 
people, but you would not have any objection to it ?
No. 

42181. With regard. to appeals you have said that 
.every officer of Government ought to have one appeal? 
~Yes, I should like to modify that if I may. I think 
there are two principles with regard to appeals, one is 
~hat an officer should have a. single appeal ; another 
1s that both at the top and at the bottom the authority 
which has power to appoint a man should .have power 
to dismiss him, and although. as a. general rule I 
would lay down that every servant dismissed sho~ld 
have an appeal to one officer above the offic~ 
·dismissing him, it should not apply to an officer 
appoi_nted and dismissed by the Local Government, 
.and 1t should not also apply to petty subordinates 
who should have no appeal from the order of the 
Deputy Commissioner. 

42482. So that in a case of an ·officer appointed by 
the Local Government you would allow him no appeal 
from an order of dismissal passed by the Local 
Government ?-I would not. 

42483. And the result would be that a highly paid 
E'ttra Assistant Commissioner would not have the 
right which all humbler officers possess ?-That is to 
"'~Y, be would have no rig~t to go beyond the Local 
(Tovernment, becauRe I thmk the Locnl Government 
·ought to bo trusted to do what is right and just, and 

it would not dismiss a high official like that wi~hout 
extremely careful inquiry and consultation. The 
enquiry which would be made by a Local Government 
would be .quite sufficient to make all ·honest and 
respectable servants, however high they may be, who 
have been appointed by the Local 'Government feel 
secure in their positions. 

42484. In the Punjab, and in ·Bengal and several 
other provinces the Local Government means one 
man?-Ye~. 

42485. Although the advice of officers is taken, the 
final order is passed on the authority of one man who 
may or may not agree with his advisers, and it is 
possible to conceive that one man may blm1der ?-.,-Yes. 

42486. In that case would you not allow a man to 
appeal from the blunder·?-! would not allow him a 
right of appeal ; if a man is given a right of appeal, I 
think it. is the duty of the Government of India to go 
thoroughly into the question. 

42487. You are aware that the right of appeal is 
very much cherished, and probably too much cherished, 
in this country, and that ani restriction would be un· 
popular ?-It would be with certain classes no doubt. 

42488. Do you not think, if there is a strong popular 
feeling, the Government should respect it even at the 
cost of some administrative inconvenience ?-There 
again it is a question of degree. I think the authority 
of the Local Govern~ent and the security it gives is 
so great that I would disregard the unpopularity and 
give the Local Government more power. · 

42489. Do you think the Gover.nment of India is 
always likely to help dishonest subordinates by rein· 
stating them when the Local Government has dismissed 
them ?-It has happene(i in cases I know • 
· 42490. At any rate your .opinion is that you would 
brush aside the public feeling on this matter if it 
exists ?-Yes; I think the great majority of the 
Provincial Service men would not feel strongly affected 
by the change. 

42491. What is the liability .of ;District Boards with 
regard to famine !'alief measures ; is it a liability 
imposed by the Act, or ·by .rules framed under the 
Act ?-I am afraid I cannot answer that.question, as I 
have no recent knowledge of the subjec~. .. 

42492. Probably the wh~leincome of.a Board might 
be spent, and it would not be suflinient for famine 
relief operations ; to what extent are they bound to 
spend money, and who decides what proportion is to 
be spent ?-It is the whole. 

42493. Surel1 they would not close their schools and 
dispensaries if they had any ?-I mean the whole 
available surplus. 

42494. Who makes the list of darbaris • in this 
province ?-The Lieutenant-Governor. 

42495. Who makes the lists of the kUI•si nash ins? 
-The Commissioner. 

42496. Kt&I'Bi nashin means a man who sits on a 
chair?-Yes. It is considered an honour to be given 
a chair to sit on instead of having to stand. 

42497. But does that mean that any other gentleman 
who ·comes to see the Deputy Commissioner is not 
allowed a chair, if he is not on the list ?-It is a 
question of a matter of favour, not of right. 

42498. Is this rule peculiar to the Punjab ?-lo13hould 
have thought it prevailed to a certain extent in the 
United Provinces. 

42499. Because in Bengal any man of position who 
calls to see the Collector is allowed a chair as a matter 
of course, and no one enquires whether he is a kursi 
"!rzshin or not ?-In the Punjab district the distinction 
1s carefully kept up, and it is considered an honour to 
have a right to a chair, and it is much cherished. 

42500. But, as a matter of practice, when other 
peop~e. go to see the Deputy Commissioner, are 
e!lqumes made as to whether they have a right to 
s1t on a chair, or are chairs provided as a matter of 
course, if they are men of position ?'-Very often if 
you offer a man a chair he will say : " Thank you I 
am not entitled to it ; I will sit on the ground." ' 

42501. Do you 'not think the operation of that rule 
creates unpopularity ?-Of Qourse E:,verybody would 
like to have a chair. 

Tile Hon.tMr. 
'J. Will~. 

~·· 18 Apr .. , 1908. 
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TitS Hon. Mr: 425o2. If a man of position and ability came to see 
J. Wil8~n. an official would it not be a want of courtesy not to 

offer b.i.m a chait ?-I think not, because it is an 
18 Apr., 1908. understood rule. . I think many people in the province 

- would prefer to have the rule done away with, but the 
majority of them understand it and appreciate it. 

42503. Do you . think the rule should be ... insisted 
upon?-Yes. . · · · 

42504. And it does not take away froin the 
popularity of the European officer, or the administra
tion ?-It does with some people. 

42505. You have suggested an Advisory Council as 
an experiment in some divisions and districts, and you 
would have them meet once a year. Do you not 
think they ought to meet more often ?-I should 
begin with once a year, and see if there was work for 
them. 

42506. And if there was work to do, and they could 
give valufl.ble advice, would you have them meet more 
frequently?....-Yes. 
. · 42507 ~ Supposing the members wanted to bring 
some matter to the notice of the Deputy Commissioner 
or the Commissioner, would 1ou allow them to do so ? 
-Yes; unless the CommJJ:Jsioner thought. it was 
inadvisable to discuss it openly. I would allow the 
members of the Council to bring matters to his notice 
for debate, after giving previous notice. 

42508. And you would not, for the present, think 
they were fit . for any administrative duties or for 
enquiring into and reporting upon local matters ?-I 
would give them no power at all except as an advisory 
consultative body. 
· 42509. And if that succeeded you think it might 
lead to good results ?-1 think it would be useful in 
order to enable the Commissioner to sound the feelmgs 
of the people and communicate to the people the views 
of Government. · 

42510. (Sir Frede7•ic LeZy.) I should like to state a 
case, and ask you if it is a fair one to draw an inference 
from. Supposing a Government institution wanted to 
buy, say, f?r instance, for~ jail, five maunds of grain; 
the Supermtendent supphes the abstract contingent 
bill, and after that gives a detailed contingent bill and 
a receipt from the vendor is attached ; then it is' sent 
UI? to the Inspector-General of Jails, who is 300 or 400 
miles away ; he countersigns it and on his counter
signature the central audit office passes it-is that· 
correct ?-Yes. 

42511. Of what value is the Inspector-General's 
signature, and of what value is the central audit 
acceptance under such circumstances ?-The counter
signature of the Iilspector-General, even though he 
may not himself go through the bill carefully ought 
to .show that it has been thoroughly checked in his 
office, and that everything is in accordance with the 
rules. 

42512. But any comparison with the actual facts is· 
absolutely out of the question ?-Yes; that is so. 

42513. It is merely a test of arithmetical accuracy 
and budget accuracy?-Yes, and compliance with the 
rules. 

42514. Would not Government money be saved by 
an occasional scrutiny on the spot, instead of having 
all this signing and countersigning ?-Yes· we have
extended in the Punjab the system of l~cal audit 
which I believe to·be a very great improvement. 

42515. The Collector is the orily man who has at his 
command an officer. a]Jle t~ make an expe!t scrutiny, 
both from an admunstrat1ve !lnd a finanCial point of 
view. Supposing the Collector suggested that his 
~r~asury ·Officer, for ~ta!lce, should pay a surprise 
VISit and make an exammat1on as to how things were 
going on, would it be rejected with contempt ?-No· 
we do have local inspections. 0£ course the Collecto; 
and Commissioner check the sub-treasury accounts. 
. 42516. I am speaking of the jail or any other ont

side department ; do they not consider themselves. 
absolutely aloof from the Collector, as much so as if 
they were in German territo17 ?-The Deputy Com
missioner has to inspect the Jail once a week and I 
suppose if the Inspector-General wrote and s:Ud "I 
think there is something wrong with the accounts of' 
the jail," he would look into it. 

42517 .. But a Collector has absolutely no power to 
take notice of any suspected frauds in another depart• 
ment?-No; I suppose he has not; that is left to the· 
Controlling Officer of that department. 

42518. Although it may be suspected in a district 
that systematic frauds are being carried on ?-If the 
Collector come to hear of it and believed it he would 
call the attention of the responsible officer t~ it. 

42519. He would absolutely have no power to· 
initiate any scrutiny himself ?-I should think not. 

(Tite witness withdrew.) 
Adjourned. 
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BALUCHISTAN. 

APPENDIX I. 

Summary of the Ol'ganization of Government in BaluclListan. 

The province of Baluchistan, with an area of 
132,315 square miles, comprises (1) British Baluchi~ 
stan, (2) the .Agency territories, and (3) the Native 
States and the ·rribal area. British Baluchistan in
cludes , the tahsils of Sharig, Sibi, Duki Pishin with 
Shorarud and the Chaman sub-division. The Agency 
territories include the Quetta and Nasirabad tahsils 
and the Bolan Pass, all of which have been leased 
from the Khan of Kalat, with certain portions of the 
Tail way line, the Zhob Agency and the Loralai Agency, 
excluding the Duki tahsil. To these may be added 
Nushki, Chagai and the Western Sinjerani country 
which are treated as Agency territories for adminis· 
trative purposes. 

The Head of the Administration in the ~gent to the 
Governor- General and Chief Commissioner. He 
exercises judicial powers under the Frontier Crimes 
Regulation and also the powers of a Bigh Court with 
regard to references under # Chapter XXVII of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure. In financial and other 
matters he is, so far as provincial fUnds are concerned, 
vested~with powers of a. Local Government. He is, 
moreover, Inspector-General of Police. His Secretariat 
staff consists of three (in practice ordinarily two) 
Assistants belonging to the Political Department, and 
a native Assistant of the rank of an Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner. The other members of his staff are 
the Secretary in the Public Works Department, who 
is the Officer Commanding Royal Engineers, Quetta 
Division, and the Agency Surgeon, who is also the 
Administrative Medical Officer. 

Besides controlling the civil works, which are mostlY 
carried out by the Military Works Services as con• 
tribution works, the Secretary in the Public Works 
Department also superintends the mining operations, 
and the irrigation works which are directly in charge 
of an Irri~atioil Officer. . 

The Agency Surgeon and Administrative Medical 
Officer is the Head of the provincial Medical Depart· 
ment. There is a. Civil Surgeon of the Indian Medical 
Department at Quetta, while military Medical Officers 
perform the duties of Civil Surgeons at garrison 
stations elsewhere. 

As Inspector-General of Police, the Agent to the 
Governor-General has under him a Superintendent of 
Police for the Quetta-Pishin and· Sibi districts ; the 
police !orce el~ew~ere is relatively small, and is divided 
according to districts under the charge of an Assistant 
or Deputy Superintendent. 

The Settlement Department is directly managed by 
an Extra-Assistant Commissioner, a settlement tahsil
dar and two settlement naib-tahsildars. 

The Civil Surgeon, Quetta, is elll-ojficio Superinten
dent of the jail. At other jails and subsidiary jails 
the Extra- Assistant Commissioners and tahsilda.rs 
generally perform the duties of Superintendents. 

The Veterinary Department is under a Superinten
dent who holds the combined charge of Sind Balu-
chistan and Ra.jputana. 1 

The Political Agency or district is the unit of ad
mit;tistration. Each district is divided into taltsils of 
wh1ch one or more constitute a sub-division. Tflere 
are six such units, i.e., the districts or agencies as the 
case may be, of Quetta-Pishin, Sibi, Loralai, 'Kalat 
Zh~b. and Chagai. ~a.ch district or agency is under ~ 
Poht1cal Agent who ts also Deputy Commissioner for
such portions of it as form part of British India. He 

*Confirmation of sentences of death. 

is the Collector, District and ;sessions Judge and 
the administrative Head of his charge. He is also
Registrar of Bir~hs, Deaths and Marriages and for 
the purpose of the Registration Act, and the Con~ 

· trolling Officer of the local funds in his district ; in 
Quetta he is the ex-officio Chairman of the muni· 
cipality. Assistant Political Agents and Extra-As
sistant Commissioners or native Assistants are in 
charge of sub-divisions, supervise the collection of· 
revenue, exercise civil and criminal powers, and are . 
generally the administrators of local funds under the 
Political Agents. Each tahsil is in charge of a 
tahsildar who· has a naib-tahsildar (occasionally tw() 
naib- tahsildars) under him. There are also sub
tahsils in charge of naib-tahsildars. 'l'hese officials 
are primarily responsible for the collection of the
revenue and also exercise judicial powers. A tahsil 
or sub-tahsil is divided into patwa.ri's circles. The· 
patwa.ri is charged with the ma.intelUI.nce of settle
ment, crop and other records, supervises the main
tenance of sources 6f irrigation, and the collection and 
pimctual payment of the revenue demand. 

In Quetta there is a Cantonment Magistrate with an 
Assistant Cantonment Magistrate; a Staff Officer per
forms the same duties in Loralai. There are Munsifs. 
at Quetta and Sibi. 

· District. Officers are ex-officio Registrars of Birthst 
Deaths and Marriages w-ithin their respective charges. 
Besides these there are five Ministers of religion who 
are also Registrars of Births, Deaths and Marriages 
throughout the province in respect of the communities. 
to which they respectively minister. The number of 
Christian population (European and· native) of all 
deno~tions was 4,026, according to the last census. 

District Officers are t!a:-qffici.'J Registrars. The
number of sub-registrars is 19, and of joint sub-
registrars three. · 

There are seven main Excluded Local Funds. Their
income is of a municipal nature and is devoted to
objects of public utility, such as education, conservancy 
and local works. The average income and expenditureo 
of these funds for the three years ending with the-
31st March 1907 were Rs. 1,22,936 and Rs. 1,13,458 
respectively. The accounts are governed by rule issued 
by the Government of India and are audited by the 
Comptroller, India Treasuries. The sources of income 
and purposes of expenditure are laid down. Within 
the object of the funds the Revenue Commissioner,. 
who exercises the powers of a Local Government, is 
competent to sanction all expenditure. District Officers. 
are Controlling Officers, and as such are empowered to
sanction re-appropriations within the budget allot
ments. The Administrators of the F11nds1 generally 
the S.ub,-Divisional Officers,. can incur charges within 
the llmlts of the annual budget sanctioned by the' 
Loca~ Government or as modified by re-a.ppropriations 
sanctiOned by the Controlling Officer. 

The Revenue Commissioner i~ in charge of the 
g~neral control of forest administration, which is 
d1rectly managed by an officer of the Provincial Forest 
Service, deputed from the Punjab, throughout the pro
vince except in the Zhob Agency, where the Political 
.Agent looks after forest affairs with the advice of the· 
forest officer noted above. There are 35 reserved 
tracts, including two plantations comprising an are • of 
280 square miles. Twenty. two trees of various kinds 
have been declared as reserved trees outside the re·· 
served areas on Government waste lands. The average 
yearly revenue and expenditure for the t~ree years. 
ending 30th June 1907 were Rs. 21,791 and Rs. 25,776. 
respectively. 
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The Education Departme~t .is in charge of an ~n
spector-General appointed JOmtly for the Front1er 
Province and Baluchistan under the general control of 
the Revenue Commissioner. The Inspector-General 
bas a personal assistant whose headquarters are at 
Quetta. He also performs the functions of a district 
inspector. Secondary education is repreaented by one 

entrance and one Anglo-Vernacular. middle school. 
The number of primary schools was 27 on the 31st. 
March 1907, and the number of scholars 1,544. This 
number includes two 'European schools and six. female 
schools. The expenditure for the last official year 
amounted to Rs. 34,441. The number of Mullah* 
giving religious instruction was 38, 

APPENDIX II. 

Suggestions of the Honout•able th~ .Auent to the Governor-Genet·al ana Chief Commissionet• in Baluchistan on 
the subject of Decentralization. 

I do not think that generally speaking larger financial 
powers can be given to the Local Government of 
Baluchistan owing to the important fact that the 
revenues of the province are quite insufficient for the 
administration, and have, consequently, to be supple
mented largely from imperial revenues. .As a matter 
of fact, the revenues of the province for the last year 
amounted to only Rs. 13 lakhs, while the expenditure 
came to about Rs. 32! lakhs. In such circumstances, the 
Local Government fully realise that they cannot fairly 
ask for any material enlargement in their financial 
powers, and it would equally be absurd to a~k that 
they should be given borrowing powers. 

.At the same time there are certain details in the 
financial relations between the Imperial and Local 
Governments which might very conveniently be altered, 
and I attach a list (Statement 1.) which indicates in 
detail the amendments which are considered necessary. 
It is, perhaps, unqecessary to justify them in detail 
here, but the greatest importance is attached to the 
suggestion that the Local Government should be 
allowed to frame its own budget without having it 
revised in all its details by the Comptroller, India 
Treasuries, provided that at the same time precautions 
are taken to prevent the Local Government from 
taking an unfair advantage of the liberty thus accorded 
it. The matter would be less acute if the Comptroller, 
India Treasuries, observed the provisions of Article 153, 
Civil .Account Code, but I am unable to trace a single 
instance in which he has ever consulted the Local 
Government before effecting changes in our budget. 
To give a single instance of the sort of things com
plained of in the budget for 1905-061 he reduced our 
estimate of. tra':ellin~ allowance by Rs. 6,100, pro· 
fessedly basmg his estxmates on aotuals, and meaning, 
no. d?ubt, the actuals of the previous three years. 
W1thm those three~ears, however, the figure at which 
travelling allowance expenditure should be pitched had 
been affected by the institution of settlement opera
tions in Nasirabad, the constitution of Loralai into a 
separate district, and the creation of two sub-divisions, 
all of which tended to raise the expenditure on travel
ling allowance. Of course the money had to be found 
and had to be found by more or less inconvenient 
re:nP.propriations. In the .next year (1906-07) he 
clumnated from our budget 1tems of absolutely indis
pens~ble expenditure. to th? amount of about Rs. 30,000, 
and If we had acted m str1ct accordance with financial 
rules we should have been compelled to drop the 
settlement proceedings in Nnsirabad when they were 
only half completed. LeAs inconvenient but not 
perhaps less harassing, are the petty alterations made 
by the Comptroller, India Treasuries some instances 
of which are given below :- ' 

Rs. 20 cut down out of Rs. 29,390 
,, ~~ do. , 19,600 
, do. , 2,920 
, 40 do, , 110 
, 50 do. , 70 
, 250 do. , 500 
, 200 do. , 350 

The terms of our quasi-provincial settlement have 
recently been altered, and instead of having to meet 
all increased expenditure from increased revenues we 
are now liable to meet one half. Even this how~ver 
iF- not really satisfactory. The Government of Indi~ 
do .n?t sufficie";tly realise that the total population in 
Bt'ltlMh Baluchistan and the administered territories is 
less than half o. million, and that almost entirely ' 
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practioally made up of the poorer and cultivating
classes. There are practically no industries capable of 
development ; our mineral resources are small ; and 
we have no large rivers by means of which irrigation 
can be extended. Thus, as our prospects of increased 
revenues are practically nil, it is immaterial whether we 
have to look to them to find the whole or the half of 
increased expenditure. It should be understood in 
these circumstances that any new expenditure incurred 
under the orders of the Government of India and not: 
reasonably in contemplation at the time of the pro
vincial settlement should be met by special assign
ments. .An instance from the past is the case of the 
Gazetteer, the preparation of which was imposed upon 
us by the Government of India as a provincial charge. 
The expenditure came to about Rs. 3 lakhs, and until 
the Government of India came to the rescue it com
pletely disordered our finances. 

A few instances of oases in which restrictions as to
details imposed upon Local Government by law might 
be relaxed, and also of restrictions as to details im· 
posed by executive orders, have been included in the 
annexed statement. The number of them is so small 
that a ~eneral Act of delegation seems unnecessary. 

The mfluence of the departments of the Government 
of India appears to be distinctly in the direction of 
excessive rigidity or uniformity, as appears from the 
following instances :-

(1) The excise revenue of the province (of which 
the general population are total abstainers) is. 
a trifle over alakh of rupees, of which ·between. 
80 and 90 thousand rupees come from Quetta
Pishin and practically the whole of that from. 
the Quetta city and cantonment, the revenue 
of the rest of the province being 20 thousand 
rupees. Yet a complex: system of excise 

·administration, suitable no doubt to advanced 
provinces in British India, is being · thrust 
upon this province. 

(2) The population of a large portion of Balu
chistan are extremely fond of local earth salt. 
obtainable at Mamal in the Nasirabad tahsil,. 
and, on the other hand, they object to the 
Maurypur salt extracted from sea brine as. 
bitter and unwholesome. On the application 
of the Sind authorities the Government of' 
India have condemned the Mamal salt as un
wholesome without any enquiry, and closed 
the works there, forcing the local population 
to have recourse to foreign salt. 

(3) Similarly without enquiry the Government of' 
India, acting on the principle that a separate 
Railway Police force is unnecessary in the 
c!lse of pr.ovin~es which co?tain only short. 
lines runnmg m from outs1de, directed the 
transfer of the whole or a p"art of the Balu
chistan linea to the jurisdiction of the Bombay 
Government. This order was subsequently 
cancelled. 

(4) There is in Baluchistan a considerable manu
facture of briquettes from coal dust, and a. 
recommendation was made that in order tOo 
prevent unthrifty mining a royalty of one 
anna a ton should be placed upon coal dust. 
This was negatived by the Government of 
India as contrary to principle, with the con
sequence that honest mining in coal is dis
couraged. 

(5) We have addressed the Gover.nment of India 
asking that the 'J:'reasury Officer of Quetta. 

2E 
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tliight. be empowered. urider . the rules issued· Statistical Bureau and the appointment Qf the Dir~tor
. :under::tbe Stamp Act to .affix:. and. impress General of Commercial Intelligence, and I shall be sur
]abels on documents .. The request was refused· prised if the returns required by this officer do not 
:by .the Government .of India apparently. on. show considerable tendency to increase as time goes on. 
:grounds of uniformity. · . It is difficult for a Local Government to say exactly 

' I do· not think it can be said· that· the Government· how far the inerease is due to the requirements by 
-of India is too much dominated by considerations of. the Goyernment of India and the Secretary of State 
l'evenue. Indeed, as regards the development of the respectively. 
:salt industry and the royalty on coal and the. Q~de!'!L ... My _proposals relating to the extended powers 
.about the Treasury Officer, the tendency has been to regarding matters relating to revenue and general 
prevent an enhancement of revenue. It is, bow~ver, _ • ad~istration which might be given ~o officers sub
the case ihat any enhancement of revenue that.m1gbt , · .ordinate to the Local Government are Included in the 
llave accrued would have gone to benefit the provincial enclosed Statement II., and as they are mostly matters 
:finances and not imperial. ··-of-detail, I do not propose to refer further to them 

The propet: sph~re of work of Directo~s and here.. It ~ be ob~erved that all these proposals 
Inspectors-Gi>nera.r under t~e Govert?-me~t of .I~~ia · req~ue the mtervention of the Go:vernment ?f India 
-dealing with departments wh1ch are pnmarily adminiB· -to g1ve effect to them. I may, however, mention here 
tered by Local Governments should, I coiUJider, be one t~at, with referen~ to the coming_ of this Commis
-of 11.dvice, assistance, encouragement, and when neces- sxon, I have considered_.the question of delegating 
:1:1ary of criticism, in matters relating to those depart- further,powers to subordinate officers in the province 
l;llentfl, Under no circumstances whatever should they a.s regards matters w}llch are within the competence of 
take action of an administrative or executive nature the Local Government to deal with, and the .relaxa
wit~in · th~ limits of . the jurisdiction of a Local ljio~ of previous orders to whi~h I have found it 
-Government without the concurrence and knowledge. poss1ble to agree, are set forth m a further State
o;f that Local Government. This remark applies ment III. Their issue will not only increase the 
-equally to Directors and lnspectors-General·under the powers entrusted to subordinate officers but will also 
Government of India who, while not actually dealing obviate the necessity of a very considerable amount of 
with departments . primarily administered by 'Local correspondence. ·As these ·orders has been issued in 
-Governments, yet deal with branches of work which consequence of the appointment of this Commission, 
fall within ·the . recognized duties. of Local Govern~ I have thought it well to include them in this state
l!lents. I recently had cause of serious complaint in Ii:Ient as being one result of its appointment. 
regar~ to the manner .in w~ch the Director _of C!imin~l As regards the control of Collectors over civil works 
lnte~gence. was taking mdepend~nt actwn m thiS under Civil Officers, up to quite recently they had 
J>r~vmce wxthou~ my knowledge, and :was thereby only control over works costing not more than Rs. 200. 
-ser.w~sly hampe~mg. the wor~ of the police ~nd other I have recently raised this figure to Rs. 500 and do not 
·Cri!fiiDal Investigation a~encies of the provmce, for propose to raise it further, at any rate for the present. 
whi_ ch I alone am responsible. . · I b 't furtb St t t IV · di t' · d t il . . . . • . . su nu a er a emen . m ca. mg In e a 
. Generally speaking, admmxstrative r~f?r.m~ affected the delegation of powers which I recommend should 
m re~D:~ years have been d~e to the mxtiativ:e of the be permitted to the Revenue Commissioner and other 
provmmal Government, particularly those which have subordinate authorities under the Civil Service Reau
'l'elation to the re~odelling of administ~ative charges lations and the Civil Account Code. They appea; to 
.and to the appomtment of officers In charge of be mostly matters of detail and do not call for justi
specialised Departments such as Education, Irrigation fication here 
.:and Arboriculture. The only reform initiated by the . • . . 
Government of India ~ately in this province is that I would not curtail the r!ght of appeal to .t~e Lo~l 
-effected in regard to police in consequence of the Goyernment now g~ante_d m ~aspect of administrative 
Police :Commission. As regards suggestions relating action, nor do I think xt desirable. to lay dow!! that 
·to development of this Administration on its own lines such appeals sho~~ be acc_ompamed by certificates 
it is probable that this Administration will generally fro~ the authonties pass~g the. order appealed 
be found following the lines of administration in force agamst. Nor would I curtail the nght of appeal to 
'in the Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province the Local Gove:nment now w;anted to officers of 
.as we recruit our Native Qfficers largely from there, ~overnment aga~nst orders affectmg them personally. 
while those Political Officers who are recruited from Some Political Agents no doubt are of opinion that 

. the Army generally go through a probationary course there is too much rigidity and uniformity in the ad
:in one or the other of those provinces. ministration. The only definite _instances, however, 
· I do not think that the right of appeal to the whi~b ha':'e been brought fo;'!'ard are firstlr, il!- con
Government of India in respect of administrative nection '!l~b the powers of C1vil Officers of 4f!.stncts as 
.:action should he curtailed, nor that a certificate from regard~ cml works ; and secon~ly, as to theu powers 
·the authority passing the order appealed against should regar~g the purchase. of furruture. A;s regards both 
be required. . these n;tstances, relax:.at1ons have bs~n either prop.osed 

Neither would I curtail the right of appeal to or carried out before these sug-gestwns were recen·ed. 
-Government now granted to officers of Government It may b~ a~ded that the mos~ str?nuous protest comes 
.against orders affecting them personally. from a diStnct as regards which ~t has rn:en 11:.ecessary 

. . to comment on heavy expenditure bemg mcurred 
I am. of op1mon ~hat the demand for returns and in- at the end of the financial year ; and the tendency of 

format10n from thts Local Government has increased officers to resort to somewhat extravagant expenditure 
'?f .recent years.. As ~egards demand for information at that stage of the year in order to prevent funds 
·1t 1s J!erbaps ~ little d1fficult to prove t~is statist.icallr. lapsing is a well-known form of human frailty. 
But It not tnfre~uently occurs that. mformat1on ts . Generally speaking, District Officers have sufficient 
-cal~ed fo~ from th1~ Loc~l Government m Circumstances opportunities for personal contact with the people, 
which a htt~e consideration on the part of the Govern- With the exception of the case of Quetta-Pishin, where 
f~~~.ofJn~ wou~hhav~ shown them had no relation officers are a good deal detained at headquarters with 
"'0 Is provmce. us m 1905 I was asked to report municipal and judicial work and it is desirable that if 
;rh·l procedTure actu~lly followed here in dealing with· possible the Political .Agent of Quetta-Pishin at ~ny 

reasure rove ·coms, the Treasure Trove Act not t b' ld b li d f h' • di 'al k 1D' · 
'being in.£orce at the time. In 1907 I was consulted as to ra e, s ~u e re . eve o ts JU c.t wor • IStrlCt 
the improvement of the e · t' th d f ll . Officers tn BaluchiStan have, I consider, on the whole, 
.wage statistics while in £Is ~nihme .0 s 0 t~ 

1
e
1
ctmg much more personal contact with the people than is 

wage-earning. p'opulati·o· n . acth ere ~ praciica y no the case in most parts of India. 
m e provmce. am also A 1 E . 0 . 

:asked to e:xpre~ an opinion as to the ad · bilit f s a ru e, xecutive fficers possess suffictent know-
:amending Acts which are not in force in t~a 1 ° ledge of vernaculars, although Baluchistan is some-

As ds IS provmce. what exceptional in possessing a great variety of 
-demo:s~~~~ the:~~ns, ~ow~ver, it is I think easy to languages distributed among an extremely. small popu
of the ins; ~ ~y ave Increased. I:t;t consequence 1ation. For instance, in Sibi cum Nasirabad, the 
ment in 190~cti.ons ~ssueddby Lord Ourzon's Govern- population including the Marri-Bugti and other tribal 
ment to the G~IX re urn; rl fd?m the Local Govern- country only amounts to about 1,32,354 persons, which 
-since then 1 ha vebnmen ° n ta. were abolished, but probably means that there are about 33,000 heads 
which are eith;: w~~talled .upon to submit 15 others. of families. In this area, however, there are seven 
the .. new returns ar~ l 0

\ m thar~ ne:w .. Several of ·different languages spoken, viz., Pashtu, Urdu, Baluchi, 
-- ~ ue o · e mstitution of the Brahui, Jatki, Sindi and a little Punjabi. 
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It would be a great advance on present arrange. where. As regards thestr latter <)hanges 1 have no-
ments if we could always rely upon the sanctioned suggestions to offer. .. - · .· ! l 
administrative staff bein~ ~I ways given to the province i The only local body i~ Balrlchistlm is· the lmunici
but as a .ma~ter .of fact tt lf! scarcely eve~ the case that pality of Quetta. I do not corii!ider :that largerlpowers. 
all the distncts ~11: the provmce have.th.e~r .proper com- could be granted to it or that:- its! pres$lnt fdnctions. 
pl~ment of . BrttlBh Officers, S?me dist~ICt or .other can be suitably extended.: ~he ~uesti(}n ot intro
ben~~ practiCally a~ways depnved of tts AssiStant ducing legislation for smaller area,s linch as Sib! is now 
P~ht1cal .Agent, while the post of the much-needed under consideration. . . . ·. ,_ i ' . 
th1rd Assistant to the Agent to the Governor-General . ,. ·. .! I '. 
is nearly-always- left·vatJant:--Itilf'desirabie·-tha.t stepB"-·--I-a,m;- not .. m -fav.ou~ of.the-~reat.t~ o~s?ry ,or
should be taken ·by which a full staff should be con- Adnumstrattve ~onncils to .assiSt Dmstonal or ID18.~r1ct. 
stantly secured to the districts,. and besides the above, Officers.. . Th~re. ~~ aJ:eady ~ somew~at. elabor~~ J!rgq, 
it' is desirable· that additional Assistant Political system lD .fore~ 1.n thl!'_Prov. mc .. e, .wht.~h m the c¥,stt;c~s •.. 
Agents should be stationed at Pishin, Hindubagh, and howe~er, lS mostly 'Q.tilise.d. for the dbsposal of pudictal 
Barkhan. Perhaps one _of the most striking instances !ork, although the advtc.e of any, membe~s I of the
of inconvenience within recent years of the province Jlrgas a~~ of the ·Sardars 18 al'!ays. ;at the disposal of 
being left shorthanded is the case wh~n Major t~e .Po~~xcal ;Agent. Also . tWI~ lfl th~ ;rear; .a pro
Macdonald, Political Agent; Sibi, in 1906-07, bad to VJ?l!llal Jt1'Uf" .18 be}d under my, s*perV1Bto=, m t~~ 
spend about three months continuously in the Marri- ~ wmter ~t Stbt and m s~me~ at- Qd.etta,,Jv~o. dut1es: 
Bugti tribal ~,~.rea under his control, and actually out- • ll.re mainly co~cern~d With lmport.ant JUdi ~ses,. 
side his district, without a single British District Officer . but whose advtce on other mat.ters 1:8 ~ways a.;v~ilable· 
being present in the district proper. . for the Loca.I Government, .1f requtred, as 11t no~. 

· · . unfrequently 1s · · · : .. 1 

No general reduction in the area of district charges ' · · · . ·· . . .· : ; ..: ! . 
is necessary as .the districts have only recently been · . There are at. present no. D~strict :$. oards.· in the pr~· 
rearranged, and although the areas are large the popu- vmce and also as already mdtcate<J there are n6 mum-· 
lation is, as already indicated, comparatively very · cipalities other than Quetta. It' would, .. ! tLink, be. 
small. ~premature to institute District Boar!Is in Baludhistan:.:; 

The powers which the Revenue Commissioner ·and I thi~k it is not desirable or possible to giv~ villag~ 
Collectors already exercise are sufficiently important communities greater powers in the disposal 9f local 
to justify great care being taken in their selection. ·affairs. Thei.Jl. assistance is already: invoked td a veri 
As regards the further powers with which it is pro- large extent by means of the Jirga system in disposing
posed to entrust them, they are sufficiently on the 'of civil and criminal cases, and · alsd through the en· 
lines of those already :possessed by them to render it .' listment of levies they assist materially in the policing· 
hardly necessary for any further precautions to be of the province. . As regards sanitacy and educational 
observed. · · .lnatters, these. do not at present excite any tnterest 

As regards-Politkallgents ~nd Assistant Politicar --:amon~ the · population- -generally.; 1• and--·~ .. rega:d~; 
Agents transfers are exceptionally frequent; the most reven11e, t~~Y: have hardly develop.e4 a suffic1ent. sense 
noteworthy instance perhaps being the case of .the of responstbil1ty to be entrusted Wit!,\ th~ spen~ng of 
Political Agent and Assistant Political Agent Quetta G~vernment money. : ! · . : ~· · 
as regards which there were no less than twe~ty-seve~ ' It wotild be a great convenienoo to Local Adminis
changes of the Political Agent in the seven years trations if the Government of India oould ~e per-
1901 to 1907, and twenty-six changes in the Assistant suaded to codify the different orderf which thdy from" 
Political Agent. In the year 1904-05 there were no :time to time issne by notifications 1r by Resolutions, 
less than ten changes in the Political Agent in this ·and which now have to be sough~ for ~.throqgh the. 
district. These· appointments are made by the pages of the Gazette of India, , arranging! theiil 
Government of India in the Foreign Department. under the different heads to whichi they rela~e. An. 
The present frequency of such changes would be example of such codification may be found! in .th& 
greatly reduced if (1) the full administraliye staff of. -·Revenue·· Circulars issued by the1· Financial Com
British Officers . sanctioned for this province were missioner in the Punjab, and whim ionce expr~ssed: in 
always supplied by the Government of India, together· this codified form they could easi~v be kept; up· to
with the three additional Assistant Political Agents,· date by the issue of corrigenda, as i/ done in the case 
and if (2) the distribution and posting of this staff · of the Civil Service Regulations and. Civil Account. 
within the province were left more ·entirely in .the . Code, : · · · 
hands of the Local Government. Occasional changes .. A second sugg~stion that I wo~ld. offer is with· 
must occur, but their bad effect on local administra- reference to the practice at present ~n force bi which, 
tion would 'be minimized by the exercise of that . w~e~ever any change in .establishm~nt i.s mooted, the. 
personal knowledge of officers, their -work and local ex1stmg scale of establishment h!\9 to be. sent fo.r 
requirements, which the Local Government naturally . verification to the Comptroller of Iridian Treasuries, a. 
possesses in a greater degree than· the Supreme proceeding which usually necessitates considerable 
Government. delay. This procedure is probably introduced in 

To effect ( 1) would necessitate a re-organi2;ation. of ~Baluchistan because it is in force in the regular pro~ 
the Political Department, of which· the pt'esent «Ui.re vUl.ces in each of which there is an Accduntant
is not strong enough to fill vacancies caused by officers General located in the same station a8 · th~ Local 
being on leave, special duty and deputation. Such Government, and it is consequently an obvious 
re-organization both on this and other grounds seems expedient to refer such matters to him. The~e seemS: 
called for. no re11son, however, why in Baluchistan the ~erifica-

As regards Extra-Assistant Commissioners there . tion of the existing scale should not be mad~ by the: 
have been very few changes. Transfers of tahsildars authority which has power to sanction the revision 
are mor~ numerous, this being partly due to the fact under consideration, and which· bas full info;rmation. 
thab o_:wmg to the extremes of climate in the province in its office for carrying out this duty. · 
there IS a good deal of unhealthiness, and also because A. H. McMAHON, 
most of the officers being nath·es of the Punjab leave Agent to the Gove!'nor-General,. 
is more frequently taken in Baluchistan tba~ else· and Chief Commissioner. 
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Statement f.~~ certain delegations o/ poW8r8 proposed by the .Etonowrabte the Agent to th~ GO'!Je1'nor-Generat and dkie/ Commissioner in Baluchntan mainly to ~he 
Local Government infinancial matters. 

Nature of the power. 

Power to sanction budget of revenue and expenditure partly 
provincial and partly imperial. 

Power to create or abolish a class or grade of officers and to 
raise or reduce the pay of any class or ~e of officers whose 
salary does not exceed Rs. 250 per mensem. 

Power to sanction temporary appointments and deputations 
for not more than six months if the salary or salary and 
deputation allowance exceed Rs. 250 a month. 

Power to give an outsider appointed to officiate in au appoint
ment carrying pay of Rs. 100 or over acting a.llowance in 
excess of half the pay. 

Fresh grants of m;uafo at times other th11.n revenue settle
ment. 

Power to sanction continuance of muafo in full when the sum 
exceed Rs. 50. 

Classification of the expenditure on account of taka vi loans .•• 

Power to sanction the grant of special loa us to notabilities ... 

Power to assess, reduce or remit the rent of a Government 
building. 

Power to exercise a general control over the Cantonment Fund 

Power to apply section 23 (1) and (2), Cantonment Code, 1899, 
regarding no"&ice of discharge and resignation to Canton
ment servants other than sweepers. 

Power to sanction annual budget estimates of the Cantonment 
Fund. 

Rule or authority 
gpverning 

exercise of power. 
By whom exercised. 

Article 153, Civil Account Code Government of India. 

Article 76 (iii),. Civil Service Ditto 
Regulations, and A r t i o I e 
283-4: (5), Civil Account Code. 

Article 78, Civil Service Regula- Local Government 
tiona, and Article 283-4 (3) (b), 
Civil Account Code. 

Article 144, Civil Service Regu- Government of India 
lations. 

Rule 1 (b) of the rules received Ditto 
with the Government of India, 
Foreign Department, letter No. 
1072 E.A., dated the 28th May 
1902. 

Exception (ii) (a) of rule 2 of Ditto 
ditto. 

Terms of the Provincial Settle- Ditto 
ment. 

Articles 119 and 120, Civil Ac- Ditto 
count Code. 

Article 1068 (VI), Public Works Ditto 
Department Code, Vol. I. 

Sections 23, Cantonment Act Local Government 
XIII of 1889, and 18, Canton-
ment Code, 1899. 

Section 23 (3), Cantonment Code, Ditto 
1899. 

Section 32 (5), Cantonment Code, I Ditto 
1899. 

Delegation p-roposed. 

. Local Government should have the power to sanction snch 
bu,dgets, supplying copies to the Government of India and 
the Comptl:oller, India Treasuries, for information, subject 
to the conditions that the total actual expenditure at the 
end of the term of the financial settlement should not exceed 
the standard totals of. expenditure, except excess of ... whieh 
the moiety can be met from growing revenues under the 
terms of our settlement, and that the other terms of the 
settlement are observed. Any expenditure necessitated by 
the orders of the Government of India., and not asked for by 
the Local Governme~t and not contemplated at the time 
of making our guari-provincia.l settlement should be borne 
by the Government of India. 

Local Government might have this power with respect to 
services which form a. provincial charge. 

The period might be raised to 12 months; 

Local Government should have this power. 

Local Government might have the power to sanction ntuajia 
up to Rs.100 in value for life time or for the remaining 
term of a. current settlement. 

Local Government should have power to sanction continuance 
of muajia up to Rs. 100. 

At present expenditure on this account is imperial. It is 
proposed that the provincial loan system should be intro
duced in this province. 

Local Government should have power to sanction such loans 
within budget provision, 

Local Government should have this power. 

General.Officer Commanding should have this power subject 
to the control of the Quartermaster-GeneraL 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Remarks. 

Budget relating to 
purely imperial 
revenues and ex
penditure should 
be submitted to 
Government of 
India as heretofore. 



Power oo control re-appropriations in major heads in cer..ain 
()8868. 

Power to sanction expenditure not provided for in the sanc
tioned estimate. 

Power to sanction the alienation of land other than waste, the 
property of the State by sale on favourable terms for a 
public purpose subject to payment of at least half the full 
market value and whenever such value does not exceed 
Rs.l,OOO. 

Power to Sllonction the alienation of Government land other 
than waste land, by gift or grant when the value does not 
exceed Rs. 3,000, for sites for sohools, hospitals, etc., to be 
constructed at the cost of recognized local funds. 

Power to sanction the alienation of Government lands other 
than waste lands, when the value does not exceed Rs. 600, 
for grants for any other public purpose or to a private 
individual for services to be performed to the State. 

Power to sanction the alienation of Government lands other 
than waste Iands,-when the value exceeds Rs.IOO, for grants 
made for services to be performed to the community. 

First appointment of an officer as an Extra-Assistant Commis
sioner in a grade above the lowest. 

Power to fi.% and vary the local limits of the jurisdiction of 
courts lower than that of the Judicial CommiBBioner. 

Power to establish Courts of Small Causes 

Pow~ to appoint Additional Judge of a Ceurt of Small Causes 

Power to convene specia.l boards of examinations 

The selection and posting of officers on the graded list of 
Political Department to posts in the province. · 

Deforestation of State forests 

:Provisos to section 33 (a) and Ditto 
(b), Cantonment Code,l899. 

Section 30 (b), Cantonment Code, Local Government after 
189U. consultation with the 

General Officer Com
manding. 

Resolution of the Government 
of India in the Department of 
Agriculture, Revenue and 
Commerce, No. 1-141-151, 
dated 6th February 1872. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

• 
Ditto 

Government of India, Foreign 
Department, letter No. 921-G., 
dated the 6th June 1899. 

Section 5 (ii) of the Baluchistan 
Civil Justice Regulation and 
Law, 1896. 

Section 5 (i) of the Provincial 
Small Causes Courts Act IX 
of 1887. 

Section 8 (i) of the Provincial 
Small Causes Courts Act IX 
of 1887. 

Government of India, Foreign 
Department, letter N o.l458-G., 
dated the 8th September 1899. 

Practice 

Section 10 ·of the' .Baluchistan 
Forest Regulation and Law, 
1890. . 

Local Government 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Agent Governor-General 
with the ooncurrence of 
Government of India. 

Chief Commissioner and 
Agent to the Governor
General with the 
previous sanction of 
Governor - General in 
Council. 

Local Government with 
the previous sanction of 
the Governor-General in 
CounciL 

Ditto 

Government of India 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

The value limit might be raised to ~· 5,000. 

Ditto dittc. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

The concurrence of the Government of India. should not be 
necesB&ry. 

Previous sanction should not be necessary. 

Previous simction should not be necessary, but the con
currence of the General Officer Commanding should be 
obtained in case of Cantonment area. 

Ditto ditto. 

Local Government should have power to convene whatever. 
special boards it considers necessary. 

Local Government should have power of posting and it 
should also be oonsulted as far as possible whep. officers 
are posted to a province. 

Local Government should have this power. 



Statement IL- of·cerlain·'dtJlerJationg--pr?Jp-os?Jil ·7Jy-ehe--Honrntra"ble · lhr-:A.ganrto 'the-Go'IJerno~GP.neral· and ;-(Jkief, Commissioner in ·Baluchistan· to tlur-Re'Denue-mri/;- .hdicial 
· . . . Oommi!lsio~er and Political Agents. 1 . 

.. " ! . 

; · ... 
. . . 
Nature of the power •. By who_JD ~~ercised •.. . Delegation p~p0s~. 

. . . ·-' ., : . - . ·.· . ' . (.: 

..··. :-: •• # c - .- *- ~ : 

~ .. 

Rule or authority 
governing . 

e~rciBe Qf power~ . 
; ; 

Alienation by sale of lands the property of the 8tate oth~;. · .it~~h1tion N~. 1-14:1-151~ dated( 
than waste lands, at full market value where _the full market the. 6th February.l8.72 by. the 
value does not exceed Rs. 10,000, 

Alisnation by gift or grant of lands the property of the State 
· other than waste land01. 
(a) Where the·value does not exceed Rs. 3,000 when given 

as a site for the construction of Government schools, 
hospitals, dispensaries or other public works at the 
cost of recognised local funds. 

(b) Where ·the value does not exceed Rs. 500, when given 
· · for any other public purpose or to a private individual 

for servioee to be performed to the State. 
(o) Where the value does not exceed Ra.IOO when the services 
·. are to be performed to the community. 

Disposal of lands which have been under competent authority 
constituted the property of local body. 

Power to open and close roads and pathways in a State Forest 

Power to establish distilleries for country spirit ••• 

Power to make rules as to distilleries and breweries established 
and licensed under sections 5 and 6 of the Excise Act. . . 

Power to fix rates of warehouse dues 

Power to make rules with the previous sanction of the Local 
Government to regulate the grant of licenses or .passes to 
persons desirous of possessing or transporting intoxicating 
drugs. 

Power to authorise any officer to grant to travelling merchants 
. a general license for the sale of foreign spirit and foreign 

fermented liquor wholesale in any district which they may 
visit in the course of their travels wj.thout taking out a fresh 
}icen.s!l, 

' 
~ 
i 

; 
; 

Government .of .India .. in the 
Department of. .Agriculture, 
Revenue and Commerce. 

, Ditto 

Ditto ... 

... 
'. Ditto . .. 

Ditto ... 
Ditto ·• ... 

Section 6 of tl;le Baluchistan 
Forest Regulation and Law, 
1890. • 

Section 6 of the Excise Act XII 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Sections 9 and 10 of the Excise 
Act XII of 1896 as amended 
by the Excise (amendment) 
Act VII of 1906. 

Section 15 of the Excise Act XII 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. _ · 

Section 20 of the Excise Act XII 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Section 21 (b) of the Excise Act 
XII of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

: The.Honour~ble the Agent 
I to the Governor-General 
I in Baluchistan. 

Th~ Rev~nue Commissione~ niay be~ em~w~~~d to ~~~ti~n ·,i 

sale where the, full market value does not exceed Rs. 1,000. 
j 

( 

: 

.. 
: 

Ditt~, 

Ditto ... ' (a) Th~ Revenue Oomm~sio~er may be empow~reifto:saiiChlon

' ! 
a.liena.tion where the value does not exceed Rs. 500. 

.. ' 
Ditto , ••• ! (b) The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to sanction 

Ditto 

• Ditto 

; . alienation where the value does not. exceed Rs. 600. . . . 

(o) The ~venue Commissioner may be empowered to sanction 
$lienation where the value does not. exceed Rs. 500r .. ,. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to' sa.i:i.ctiou.· 
alienation where the value does not exceed Rs. 500. 

The Honourable the Chief This power ma.y be, delegated to the Reve~ue· Commissioner. 
Commissioner and Agent 
to theGovernor-General. 

Ditto as Chief 
Revenue Authority. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

••. The Revenue Commissioner may be 

... J Re~nne Authority nnde< the Ant. 

appointed as Chief 

The Honourable :the Chlef 
Commissioner and Agent 
to the Governor-General 
as Chief Revenue 
Auiiliorit;y. 

} 
The Revenue C~~missioner 

Revenue Authorit;v-. 
ma;v be ~ppointed as Chief 

l 

Remarks. 



Power to direct what compensation shall be paid for defauit 
of notice of Collector's intention to cancel a license of a 
vendor of country spirit, country fermented liquor or 
intoxicating drugs. 

Sanction to farm fees and for farmer to grant licenses 

Sanction to cancel any farm granted under the Act .•. 

Power to determine compensation to farmer for loss on. 
account of any cause other than a breach of the conditions 
of the farm. 

Power to make rules to regulate supply of tari to licensed 
vendors. 

Power to revise any order passed by a Collector or Com
missioner. 

Power to make rules relating to- the nature of- padlooks to he 
used in treasuries and sub-treasuries, the precautions 
necessary in respect of them and the custody of their 
duplicate keys. 

Countersignature of indents for stationery 

. Counte~ignature of indents for rubber s_tamps and sw.mv_i:ug 
· 'ink. . 

Sanction to supply by the Stationery Department of instru
. ments for pnnohing st-amps, 

i 
. _G:ranl! ?f. gra_t_uj._t;r_l!r_!!u~s~ri~i~n f~! ~nsion in the case oil 

mumoipal servants whose monthly pay 6Xceed8'Rs. 10. · 
Fixing proportion -of charges to be borne by the Municipal 

Fund in the case of Government servants devotinir a part 
of their service to municipal duty, . · 

Section 23 (1) of the Excise Act 
XII of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Section 25 of the Excise Act XII 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Section 26 of the Excise Act XII 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) AI$ Vll 
of 1906. 

Section 27 of the Excise Act Xll 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Section 29 of the Excise Act Xll 
of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act VII 
of 1906. 

Section 64 (2) of the Excise Act 
Xll of 1896 as amended by the 
Excise (amendment) Act Vll 

· of 1906. 

Government of India in. .. the 
Finance and Commerce De-: 
partment, Resolution No." 
4623-A., dated 13th September 
1900. . 

Paragraph 7, page 2 of the 
Stationery Manual, Volume I. 

Paragraph 5, page 8 of 1 the 
Stationery Ma:nual, Volume L. 

Revenue' Commissioner's order 
No. 9821 dated Slat . March 
1902, based on paragraph 8,• 
page 9 of Stationery Manual; 
Volume I. 

Section 18 (1) (c) of the QuetOO: 
· · Municipal Law, 1896. · · · · · · 
Section 18 (2) (b) of the Quetta. 

Municipal Law, 1896. ·. · · · 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

! .... , 

j 

I 
The Revenue Commissioner may be appointed ias Chief_ 

Revenue Authority. 

Th.e Honourable the Agent This po•;ye:r may l>e=d~~egat_ed_t9 _t;h~ _Revel!!le .C..Qm!Dis~.!.@.fl!:,__. 
to the Governor-General; 

Ditto 

Ditto 

The ' Revenue Commis~ 
sioner. 

The Revenue and Judicial Commissioner may be e~powered: 
to countersign indents of his ·own. office and of the offices*. 

- subordinate to his office. 
PoliticaJ. Agents may be given similar power as regards their 

own ·Offices and the offices subordinate to them, provided 
they adhere to the limits laid down in the Stationery; 
Manual as to the supply of certain specified articles and 
the three years' average is not exceeded. Otherwise the 
indents must be submitted through fihe . Revenue Com-
missioner. · 

The Revenue and Judicial Commissioner and Political 
Agents may be authorised to countersign indents of their
own offices, and of the offices subordinate to them. . · 

Political Agents may be authorised to sanction supply of 
these instruments to their own offices and to offices sub-

(1) *Superintendent• 
Jail at Quetta. 

(2) E. A. C., Forests. 
(3) E. A. C., Settle

. ment. 
(4) Personal Assis

tant to In
spector-General, 
Education. 

(5) Superintendent 
of Arboricul-
ture. 

(6) Revenue Assis
tant. 

. ordinate to them. ---------·--' -------------·-- -- ···---.... ____ __ 

The Honourable the Agent 
-·- to·theGovernor-General; 

Ditto 

.• 

}.
These . p()wers-- may ... he . delegated to tile Revenue Coin.-
. missioner. . • · .· -· . . ; 



8t9.tement II. of certain (lekgations of powers p1•oposed bg the Honourable the A.gettt to the Governor-General and C-hief Commissioner in Baluchistan maznly to' tlte 
Revenue and Judicial OommissionB1' and Political A.gents~ooncluded. 

Nature of the Power. 

Fixing dates and instalments for payment of taxes payable 
periodically. 

Fixing conditions for temporary occupation .•• 

Approval of places fixed by the Committee beyond limits of 
municipality for deposit of refuse, offensive matter, eto. • •• 

Approval of places fixed by the Committee beyond municipal 
limits for slaughter of animals of any specified description 
of animals. 

Fixing fees and conditions for grant of lieenses for regulation 
of offensive and dangerous trades. 

Sanction to recurring charges debitable to Excluded Local 
Funds, not being charges on account of pay and a.llowances, 
pension, house rent or office rent (e.g., lighting contra.I'Jts). 

Rule or al&thority 
. governing · 

exercise of power. 

Section 27 of the Quetta Muni-
cipal Law 1896. · 

Section 45 of the Quetta. Muni
cipal Law 1896. 

Section 51 of the Quetta. Muni
cipal Law 1896. 

Section 52 of the Quetta. Muni
cipal Law 1896. 

Section 76 (4) of the Quetta. 
Municipal Law 1896. 

Rule 8 of Account Rules for Ex
cluded Local Fq.nds. 

By whom exercised • 

The Revenue Commissioner 

Dittoj 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Delegation proposed. 

These powers may be delegated to the P. A. Quetta.. 

Political Agents as controlling officers of Excluded Loca.l 
Funds may be given this power as regards payment up to 
12 months provided the charge has been passed in the 
budget sanctioned by the Revenue Commissioner as Local 
Government of the Funds. · 

Remarks. 

Statement III. of delegations of powers to officers subordinate to the Honourable the Agent. to. the Governor-General and Ohief Oommissionsr in Baluchistan, whick are within the 
competence of that officer to make and- to whick he has agreed. 

Nature of the Power. 

Power to direct what compensation shall be paid for default of 
notice of Collector's intention to cancel the license of a 
vendor of country spirit, country fermented liquor or intoxi
cating drugs. 

Controls proceedings of Collectors under the Act and hears 
appeals against their orders in manner provided by r:nles. 

Powers to appoint an officer to be in charge of bonded ware-
pause: · 

Rule or authority 
governing 

e:zeroise of power. 

Section 23 (1 ), Excise Act XII of l 
1896 as amended by Excise 

(Amendment) Act VII of 190·6··· I 
Section 64 (1) Ditto 

*Paragraph 10 of Rules issued 
by the Local Government I 
under Section 19, Excise Act 
XU of 1S96, . 

By whom exercised. Delegation proposed. Remarks. 

*Vide Chief Commis
sioner's notifica
tion No. 1606, 
dated 21st Feb
l'lllll'1 1902, 



Determination of duties of officer in charge of bonded ware-
house and of its B!!tablishment other than duties required by 

t,; rnles. 
.:-; Power to order m!l.intenance in the bonded warehouse of 
:n registers, accounts, !'tatements and records. 

Power to issue orders as to restrictions on depositors entering, 
or remaining or doing any act within precincts of bonded 
warehouse. 

Ranction to contracts for right to sell charaa, bluzng and 
gun,ja and preparations and admixtures thereof. 

Sanction to forfeiture of money deposited by contractor con
sequent on failure to carry out conditions of contract and to 
resale of contract. 

Power to direct contractor to furnish returns of sale of intoxi
cating drugs. 

&miBl"ion of land revenue, grazing tax and tax on water 
mills on account of bilure of crops and calamities, when 
the amount exceeds Rs. 250 in each cMe. 

, 
Disposal of revenue grain and straw 

I)m·as of land revenue, grazing tax and tax on water mills 

Power to deal with claims to relief when too high a court fee 
has been paid. 

Power to deal with claims to relief when debts dne from a 
deceased person have been paid out of•his estate. 

Power to deal with cases in which too low a court fee has 
• been paid. 

Receives notice of applications for probates and letters of 
administration made to a. High Court. 

lt'rames rules for the approval of the Local Government and 
GSlvernor-General in Council subject to which Collectors 
may regulate the number of peons necessary for the service 
and execution of processes. 

ll:> .Approval to candidates for employment in ministerial appoiut-
~o;:~ ments. 

Paragraph 11 of 

Paragraph 12 of 

Paragraph 25 of 

.Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditl;o 

tParagraph 3 of Rules issued by 
the Chief Revenue .Authority 
nnder section 65 of Excise .Act 
XII of 1896. 

Paragraph 4 of Ditto 

Par~ph 10 of Ditto 

Paragraph 6 of Honourable Agent 
to the Governor-General's order 
No. 10821, dated 17th De
cember 1901. 

Instructions issued by Revenue 
Commissioner at various times. 

Practictl 

Section 19 A., Court Fees .Act VII 
of 1870. 

Section 19 B, Court Fees .Act VII 
of 1870. 

Sections 19 B, 19 F, 19 G and 
19 J Court Fees Act VH of 
1870. 

Section 19 H (:2) Conrt Fees .Act 
VII of 1870. 

Section 23 of H (2) Court Fees 
.Act VII of 1870. 

The Honourable the .Agent to the 
Governor-General's Order No. 
5973, dated 1st June 1901. 

I J {The Revenue Commissioner exercises these powers in 
practice although there is no power appointing him as 

) Commissioner of Revenue Commissioner of Revenue under Section 3. (I) '(c) of the 
F.xcise .Act. The Revenue Commissioner may be appointed 
as Commissioner of Revenue under the .Act. 

J 
Local Government The Revenue Commissioner has power to sanction remission 

of revenue up to Rs. 250; This limit might be~raised to 
Rs. 500. 

Revenue Commissioner . .• Political .Ag·ents may be authorised to sanction sale up to 
one hundred maunds of any sort of grain or straw, 
Sanction of the Revenue Commissioner to sales of quantity 
exceeding 100 '!ltaunds must be obtained. 

Revenue Commissioner 
and Political .Agents. 

l 

J 

Honourable .Agent to 
Governor-General and 
Chief Commissioner as 
Chief Controlling Re
venue authority. 

The Honourable the Agent 
to the GovernQr-General. 

Political Agents sanction ijaraa of grazing 1ax for one year. 

1 
I 

They have no power to sanction ijara8 of land revenue or 
of tax: on water mills. They may be authorised to sanction 
ija1•as up to three years on the condition that the amount 
agreed upon does not fall short of ~the average of· three 
years, excluding any which may be regarded as abnormal. .~ 

The Revenue Commissioner may be appointed as Ohief 
Controlling ~evenue .Authority under the .Act, for the 
province.' 

J 
The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to accept 

ca.ndidates so far as his office is concerned. 

t Vide Honourable 
.Agent to the Gov
ernor - General 
and Chief Com
missioner's noti
fications Nos. 
2533 and 2534, 
dated 20th March 
1903. 



Statement IIL qf delegations of powers to officers subordtnate to tl~e OOJtourable tlte Agent to tlte Governo1·-Gen(lral awl Chief Conwtissiouer bt Baluchistan, whick are 
'llJitltil~}_the con~peteuce of that otfice1' to make and to which he kas agreed-cont. 

Nature of the power. 

Delegation of power of granting leave to subordinate district 
establishments. 

Sanction to printing urgent work locally at private presses •.• 

Power to sanction within budget provision purchase of any 
article the cost of which exceeds:-

(a) Rs. 40 in the ca.~;e of articles required for the use of offices of 
Political Agents, Agency Surgeon, Cantonment Magis
trate, Chaplain Church of England and for the offices 
subordinate to them. \ 

(b) Rs. 20 in the case of articles required for the use of the 
offices other than those mentioned above and who 
have their separate contingent grants. 

Classification of contingent charges 

Rule or authority 
governing 

exercise of power. 

Article 84 (a) Civil Service Re
gulations and Honourable 
Agent to the Governor
General's order No. 6747, dated 
24th October 1891. · 

Paragraph2 of Honourable Agent 
to the Governor-General's OJ der 

·No. 5209, dated 5th June 1900. 
Paragraph 1 of Honourable the 

Agent Governor - General's 
order No. 5209, dated 5th June 
1900. 

Articles '13 and 74, Civil Account 
Code. 

Notifications of appointments of Assistant Surgeons and Civil Practice 
Surgeons holding collateral Civil Charges. 

Arrangements for the examination in Brahui of tahsildars, 
~unsi_fs, naib-tahsildars, inspectors and deputy inspectors 
of pohce. 

The Honourable Agent to the 
Governor-General's order No. 
4753, dated 20th October 1906. 

By whom exeTcised. Delegation propused. 

Political Agents and De-l Sub-Divisional Officers may be empowered to grant leave 
puty Commissioners. permissible under the rules to their office establishment 

provided that local arrangements can be made to carry on 
the work. 

Honourable Agent to the 
Governor-General. 

Revenue Commissioner ••• 

Honourable the Agent to 
the Governor-General. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to sanction 
this. 

(a) Limit may be raised to Rs. 100 except in the case of 
the Administrative Medical Officer who should have 
power to sanction any charge within budget pro
vision. 

(b) Ditto. ditto. Rs.50 

The system known as "contract contingent system "-may be 
illtroduced. in lieu of that known as " countersigned con
tingent system." The Revenue and Judicial OommissioneT, 
the· Administrative Medical Officer, Political Agents, Extra 
Assistant Conservator of Forests, Treasury Officer, Qnetta, 
and the Personal .Assistant to the Inspector-General, Edu
cation should be given lump sum allotments under each 
major head. The grants should be based on three years' 
average and the arrangement should be tentative for three 
years, at the end of which the officers concerned should be 
required to report as to the working of the proposed 
system. 

These notifications may be pttblished above the signature of 
the Administrative Medical Offic>er. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be authorised.to make these 
arrangements in the same way as he has been authorised 
as :.:egar(ts examination.in Pashtu and Baluohi. · · · 

Remarks. 



Serial 
No. 

2 

4 

5 

Statement IV. of delegatinns under the Civ'il Service Regulc&ti.ons and Civil 14.cco!mt Code prop~sed by the H&n01wable the .Agent to the Governor
Gene·ral and Chief Commissitmer in Baluclustan. 

Nature of the power. 

I.-CIVIL SERVICE REGULATIONS. 

Power (a) to dispense with the production of health certificate, 
(I;) to make rules for prescribing the Medical Officer whose 
cartifioates mn.y be accepted, (c) to accept certificate from an 
officer other than n. medical mn.n and in form other than the 
prescribed one. 

Power to admit persons whose age exceeds 25 years into the 
service of the Stt,te. 

Power to sanction honorarm" up to Rs. 500* ••• 

Power to sanction the undertaking of work for a private person 
or private body or a public body whose funds are not admini

. stered by Government. 
Power to disburse fees realized for services rendered by a Gov

ernment servant to a private body. 

New appointments and enhancement of salaries and deputation-

Psrmanent. 

(a) New appointmenls on salary not exceeding Rs 250 a month 
(b) Additions to existing appointments up to total amount of 

.Rs. 250 a month. 

Rule or authority 
governing 

exercise of power. 

Article GO. 

Article 51 and paragraph 14 of 
the Honourable the Agent to 
the Governor-General's order 
No. 6747, dated the 24th 
October 1891. 

Article 72. 

.. 74 (a)' 

" 
74 (o) 

76 (i) 

By whom 
exercised. Delegation proposed. 

This power may be delegated to the Revenue Commissioner in 
respect of ministerial officers. 

Ditto ditto. 

The power mny be delegated as follows·:-

The Revenue Commissioner up to Rs. 200 within budget provision, 
To Political Agents up toRs. 60 within budget provision. 
Subject to the condition lahl down in note under articles 72, 

Civil Service Regulations. ' 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to sanction 
honoraria, eta., up to the limit of Rs. 500 to ministerial officers 
and to officers not higher in rank than a tahsildar. •. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to sanction :-

(i) Revisions of ministerial tal/,S'ili and menial establishments 
provided that any additional expense involved is met by an 
equivalent reduction of expenditure charged to the major 
head under which the increase is proposed; provided also 
that this power shall only be exeroised in respect of re
arrangements which do not involve posts the pay of which 
is Rs. 50 a month or upwards. 

(ii) Grant of allowances to menial establishments. and new 
appointments among menial establishments, provided the 
cost does not exceed Rs. 13 a. month and is within budget 
provision. 

Remarks. 

* Up to Rs. 100 as 
Head of the De. 
pa1·tment. 



Serial 
No. 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Stalement IV. of delegation.$ under tl~e OiviZ Servlce Regulatioll8 and Oi.vil A..ccozmt Code proposed by tlu>, H012ourable the Agent to tl~e: Govel'ttot-Gellerat a1zil Chief Con~missioner 
in Baluchistan-cont. · 

Nature of the power. 

Temporary appointments aml deputations. 

(a) for any specified period up to an aggregate salary (including 
. deputation allowance) of Rs. 250 a month. 

(b) for not more than six months above Rs. 250 a month. 

Power to suspend lien on appointment 

Power to allow maximum salary to_ an officer transferred as a 
penalty from a higher to a lower appointment on a progressive 
pay. 

Power to allow retention of old pay when pay of appointment is 
changed.. 

Power to permit the calculation of travelling allowance by a 
route other than that habitually used by travellers. 

Power to extend joining time within. the maximum of 30 days ..• 
Discretion to refuse to grant leave or the full amount of leave 

applied for in any case. 

Power to allow the transfer of charge before or after Sundays or 
gazetted holidays when it involves the taking over of money. 

Power to exempt from forfeiture of subsidiary leave an officer 
taking furlough or special leave who remains in India after the 
end of his subsidiary leave. 

Power to allow joining time to an officer on long leave in India 
who for want of sufficient notice fails to join his new appoint
ment within the period of his leave. 

Power to exempt an officer from loss of appointment for over
staying le.'l.ve. 

Power to commute retrospectively periods of absence without 
leave into leave without allowance. 

Power to deal with preferential claims to furlough 

Rule or authority 
governing 

exercise of power. 

Article 78 ... 

" 
" 
, 
" 

, 

" 

89 ... 
' 

157 B (b] 

158 

178 

ISO (a) 
197 

.. 

220 (iii) ... 

221 

227 

230 

Articles 232 and 421 

Article 237 (d) 

By whom 
exercised. Delegation proposed. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to sanc.tion :
(i) Temporary appointments among ministerial, tal.aili and 

menial establishments up to Rs. HiO per wtensem for not 
more than six months provided there is budget provision. 

(ii) Deputation of ditto ditto. 
The Administrative Medical Officer may be empowered to sanction 

temporary appointments of the classes of compounder, vac
cinator and menial servants for a. period not exceeding six 
months provided there is budget provision. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be authorised to exercise this 
power in respect of ministerial appointments and of appoint-
ments not higher than a tahsildar's. i 

The Revenue Commissioner may be authorised to exercise this 
power in the case of all ministerial and menial officers. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be authorised to exercise this 
power in the case of all ministerial and menial officers. 

This power may be delegated to officers who have power to 
appoint and no the Commissioner in respect of tahsildars, 
munsi:ffs and naib-tahsildars. 

Ditto ditto. 
This power may be delegated to officers who have power to grant 

leave and to the Commissioner in respect of tahsildars, munsi:ffs 
and naib-tahsildars. 

The Revenue Commissioner may be empowered to exercise this 
power in respect of officers lower than an Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have the power 
to appoint and to the Revenue Commissioner in respect of 
tahsildard, munsi:ffs and naib-tahsildars provided overstayal 
does riot exceed seven days. 

Ditto ditto. 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
appoint and to the Revenue Commissioner in respect of 
tahsildars, munsi:ffs and naib-tahsildars. 

Remarks. 



18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

33 

Power to remit penalty (as regartlt! interruption of_ d_uty)_ for 
overstaying privilege leave, examination leave and jommg time. 

Power to declare whether or not suspensions from office shall 
interrupt duty and whether the period of suspension shall 
qualify for privilege leave. 

Power to grant extraordinary leave up to two months when leave 
of other kind is admissible. 

Power to ~;anct.ion the pension admit:!Sible under rule 

Power to declare shortest route between any two stations in case 
of doubt. 

Power to permit travelling allowance by other than the shortest 
or cheapest route. 

Power to decide point of commencement and end of journey 

Power to decice class of accommodation by sea or river steamer 
in doubtful cases. 

Power to fix limits of ordinary jurisdiction and impose restric-
tions upon journeys. 

Power to determine headquarters in case of doubt 

Power to grant travelling allowances to re-employed pensioners 

Power to grant free passage to join an appointment by sea. 

Power to grant travelling allowance in case of transfer for mis
conduct. 

Power to sancion travelling allowance to inferior servants on 
transfer. 

Powers to disallow travelling allowance for attending depart
mental or other examination under certain circumstances. 

Power to grant travelling allowance for journeys to procure 
medical certificate in case <lf invalid pension. . 

Articles 253 and 2M 

Article 258 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" ... 

" 

339, Note I 

918 

996 (a) 

997 

998 

1020 

10:1:1 

1060 

1084 

1085 

1100 

1107 

Articles 1117 and 1118 

Article 1138 

84 Power to delegate duties of a countersigning officer in respect of 1162 
travelling allowance bills. . 

H.-CIVIL .AccouNT CoDE. 

Power to order investigation of claims to pay, allowances or Article 5 (o) 
increments whi<lh have been. allowed to remain in abeyance for 
more than two years. 

'this power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
appoint and to the Revenue Commissioner in respect of 
tahsildars, mnnsiffs and naib-tahsildn.rs provided oversta.yal 
does not exceed seven days. 

This power may be delegated to officers who have power to 
suspend. 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
grant leave. 

This power may be delegated to the Revenue Commissioner in 
respect of ministerial officers when pension does not exceed 
Rs. 50 pe1· me~tsenb. . 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
countersign travelling allowance bills. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

ditto. 

ditto. 

This power may be delegated to the officers who l1ave power to 
appoint and to the Revenue Commissioner as regards tahsildars 
and naib-tahsildars. . 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
countersign travelling allowance bills. 

This power may be delegated to the officers who have power to 
appoint. 

Ditto ditto. 

The authority which has power to order transfer might exercise 
this power. 

Ditto ditto. 

This power may be delegated to the Revenue Commissioner as 
regards officers lower than the rank of Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner. 

Ditto ditto .. 

This article should be modified so at to permit the Revenue 
Commissioner and Political Agents to delegate this power to a. 
qualified gazetted subordinate. 

The officers who have power to appoint, and the Revenue 
Commissioner in respect of tahsildars, munsiffs and naib
tahsildars might be given .this power. 



Statement IV. of delegatimzlf unde1• the Civil Ser'IJice Regulations and Civil Account Code proposed by the Honourable the Agent to the Governm·-General and Ol&iif CommisSioner 
tn ·Baluchistan-concluded. 

Serial.·1 No. 
Nature of the power. 

Rule or authority 
governing 

exercise of power. 

2 Power to sanction the grant of compensation: for dearness of food Article 12 

3 Power to fix amount of permanent advances .... .; 
" 

77 (i) 

4 Power to delegate duties of countersigning officer in respect of Note 2 to Article 91 
contingent Bills. 

6 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Power to engage section writers 

I 

Power to sanction the supply of official publications, books and 
newspapers, etc. 

Power to sanction the local purchase of articles of stationery and 
rubber stamps. 

Power to sanction the local purchase of articles of 
manufacture costing more than Rs. _so. 

European 

Power to S!\nction a recurring charge (e.g., rent of buildings) ... 

Power to sanction the supply of type-writers 

11 Power to regulate refunds of revenue 

Article 98 (o) 

Article 98 (e) and Foreign De
partment letter No."1600 E. A., 
dated 16th September 1901. 

Article 98 (f) ... ... . .. 

" 
98 (le) ... . .. . .. 

" 
98 (m) . ... ... . .. 

" 
98 (v) 

'or 100 

By whom 
~:x:eroised. 

Delegation proposed. 

The Head of an office not below a District Officer might be:given 
this power. 

This powertmight be delegated to the Revenue Commissioner as 
regards offices of the Civil Department. 

This note should be modified so as to permit the Revenue Com
missioner and Political Agents to delegate this power to quaJ.ified 
gazetted subordinates. 

This power might be delegated to the Head of an office not below 
a. District Officer subject to budget provision and rules which 
may~~ be made by the Local Government as to the rate of 
charges, counting of words, etc 

· The Revenue Commissioner sanctions, in the name of the Local 
Government, the purchase of . books other than· those supplied 
by the Legislative Department cf -the Government of India 
within the sanctioned budget grant. The Administrative 
Medical Officer may be authorised to sanction pm·chase o£1 
books (medical or otherwise), required for his office and for the 
offices under him within budget provision. 

In case of urgency Heads of offices ~ay be empowered to sanction 
purchases up to Rs. 10 a.t a time within budget provision. Such 
charges to be supported by a certificate as to the urgency. 

The Revenue Commissioner might have power to sanction pur
chases up to Rs. 100 within budget provision. 

The Revenue Commissioner has power to 'Sanction up to Rs. 100 
pe~• annum,. on account of rent of buildings, and he might now 
be authorised to sanction recurring* charges of any kind, 
except allowances to Government servant~, not exceeding 
Rs. 10 a month subject to budget provision. . 

The Revenue Commissioner might be authorised to exercise this 
power. 

Hitherto the Revenue Commissioner has been exercising this 
power. The following powers may be given in future :

Sub-Divisional Officers up to Rs. 10. 
District Officers up toRs. 100 . 

. The Itevenue Commissioner without lin:Ut. 

Remarks. 

*e.g., schola.rsh~ps. 
cost of sweepmg 
and w a t e r i n g 
offices. 



12 
1
. Power to authorise any land acquisition officer to make his pay

ments by cheques on the treasury. 
13 f Power to sanction house building advances .•• 

I 

14 Power to 8ll.nction miscellaneous ad va.noes ... 

15 Confirmation of 8ll.nction to advances given by the principal 
District Officer to certain officers proceeding for treatment to 
the Pasteur Institute. 

16 !'ower to .. auction expenditure on mi,;cellaneons objects custom
arily reccgnized as fit objects for expenditure of public money. 

Rs. 
Limits-Provincial 11000 

Imperial 500 

17 Power to remit disallowance clalle,pged after six month!! from 
date of payment. 

18 Power to dispose of esoheated estates or property valued at not 
more than Rs.l,OOO. 

" 

... 

" 

103 

136 (a) I ..• 

137 (a) 

137 (h), Note 3 

278 A (a) ••• 

279A 

280 

• 

The Revenue Commissioner might exercise this power. 

The Revenue Commissioner might exercise this power as regards 
all_ officers whose salary does not exceed Rs. 250 pe-r 1ntJnse1,~, 
and District. Officers as_ regards officers whose salary does not 
exceed Rs. 50 pe-r tnense1n. 

The Revenue Commissioner might have power to sanction such 
advances up toRs. 500 in each individal case •. 

The confirmation of Loc_al. Government may be dispensed with. 

The Revenue Commissioner might have power to sanction such 
expenditure up to Rs. 1_00· if charged to provincial and Rs. 50 
if charged to imperial. 

- The Revenue -Commissioner might have this power as regards 
mbJ_isterial and menial establishment, and officers not higher 
t4o.n a. t_ahsilda.r. · 

The. Revenue Commissioner might have this power up to Rs. 200. 



232 APPENDIX: 

NORTH-WEST FH.ON.TIER P.ROVINCE. 

APPENDIX ill. 

Note emboclying the suggesUons of the Local Administration of the N01·tlt- West Frontier Province on the 
subject of Decentralirwtion. 

The North-West Frontier Province holds a some
what unique position among the Local Governments 
and Administrations of the Indian Empire. In 
accordance with the proposals of Lord Curzon, this 
province was separated from the Punjab . and con
stituted into a separate Administration on the 
9th November 1901. The Chief Commissioner has, 
on the one hand, to control and advise the Govern
ment of India. in regard to the relations with the 
tribes who occupy the country between the adminis
trative border of the British Indian districts and the 
Durand Line, and, on the other, to administer these 
settled districts in !l.ccordance with the ordinary law. 
His work is thus (1) political and (2) administrative. 
The former not only involves all questions of· diplo
matic relations with the tribes, but also the control 
of large establishments of Border Military Police 
and ;Frontier Militia, for which purpose the Chief 
Commissioner is given a special Inspecting Officer 
as his Assistant. It will be convenient to deal with 
each of these functions separately. 

It is obvious that in all matters relating to the 
frontier, to the conduct of the tribes, their allowances, 
rewards and punishments and all kindred subjects 
the Government of India must keep themselves fully 
informed. Such matters are of more than local or 
provincial importance. At any moment they may 
become of imperial interest. This Administration 
is therefore under the necessity of observing an 
attitude of greater subordination in these matters 
than in matters of ordinary administration. The 
Cl).ief Commissioner is the expert adviser of the 
Government of .India on frontier policy, and the 
Supreme Government cannot divest themselves of 
final responsibility for the initiation and conduct of 
frontier policy. In this, therefore, a considerable 
degree of centralization is inevitable, and no one 
would wish it otherwise. There is, however, at times 
a danger of this centralization bei.ng carded to ex
tremes and of the Foreign Department of the Govern
ment of India attempting to administer the frontier 
too much in detail and from a departmental point 
of view. This is particularly noticeable in a tendency 
to obtain minute reports of every petty ra~d and 
dacoity that occurs. On an exposed frontier in
habited by turbulent peoples there is bound to be a 
good deal of lawlessness. But this lawlessness is 
ver;y often nothing more than ordinary local crime. 
It 1s generally easy for the Local Administration or 
for the local officers to decide whether an offence is 
ordi~ary c;ime, or w~ether it involyes further political 
cons1derat1ons affectmg our relat10ns with a neigh
bouring tribe or tribes. In the first case the offence 
is a police affair with which the local authorities are 
perfectly competent to deal : in the second the offence 
may lead to fu1•ther complications, and as much should 
certainly be reported to the Government of India 
This is invariably done, but there bas been a tendency 
on the part of the Government of India to limit 
our discretion in this matter and to call for reports 
of more or less petty matters in which no useful 
purpose is served by reporting them. This demand 
for constant reports trammels the Political Officer 
and takes hi~ awaY: from his real business of settling 
and pr~ventmg tnbal offences. This tendency is 
exemplified by some recent orders issued by the 
Government of India directing the repetition of all 
telegrams, &c., regarding raids, tribal disturbances-

. even when such are not likely to lead to the use of 
troops-to (1) the Chief of the Staff, Simla ; (2) the
Chief of Staff, Calcutta ; (3) the Army Department~ 
as well as to the Foreign Department both at head
quarters and with the Viceroy. This leads obviously 
to a great increase in clerical work both here, in the 
telegraph offices, and in the offices addressed. A 
wider discretion might well be allowed in the matter. 
Another matter in which our officers are subjected 
to a good deal of unnecessary writing, and still more 
to 6.nnecessary amount of reading, is in connection 
with the weekly political diaries. Our Political Agents. 
send diaries from Kurram, Khyber, Tochi,. Wana, 
Malakand and Chitral every week: and we send a 
Peshawar fortnightly diary reporting on the districts 
of the province. These diaries serve a most useful 
purpose, and we should be very sorry to see them 
abolished. But they very often contain a great deal 
of trivial and utterly unimportant matter. We have 
hesitated to point this out because the Foreign 
Department have complained on the few occasions 
when these diaries have shrunk that our officers are 
not supplying news fully. Our view is that these 
diaries should contain a brief summary of the im
portant events of the week: or fortnight-in narrative 
form-and should avoid the inclusion of petty matters. 
The number of persons, too, to whom these diaries 
have to be sent is a serious tax on odt clerical 
establishments. 

Generally speaking, however, our relations with 
the Government of India as regards political matters 
are satisfactory and do not admit of much further 
decentralization. At the t<ame time there is nothing 
in the relations between the Local Administration 
and the officers serving under it which in the sphere 
of political work calls for serious alteration. Nor can 
we. offer any suggestions regarding the grant of fuller 
powers in the matter of political expenditure, in 
which sufficient latitude is already admissible under 
the rules. 

Under present. arra~geme?ts the fin~nces ~f the 
province are entirely lmperml, ,an recewts gomg. to 
imperial revenues and all expenditure bemg budg~ted 
for and paid from t~e .same source. The p~ovmce 
should be given a provmcml settlement or quasz-settle
ment on somewhat the same lines as Baluchistan. 
It is unnecessary to enforce this point, as the Govern- . 
ment of India in paragraph 5 of their letter consti
tuting the North-West Frontier Province (No. 2926-F., 
dated 30th October 1901) stated that a "quasi pro
vincial aareement similar to that for Baluchistan will 
be made" as soon as possible for the new province." 
Things are now ripe for such an agreement the need 
of which is felt more acutely every day, and it may be 
assumed that our finances will soon be provincialised. 

We shall then be on the same financial footing as 
other Local Governments, and the question then arises 
how far the present financial powers of Local Govern
ments should be extended. It is perhaps unnecessary 
to discuss this question here in detail. 

The following suggestions, however, are here put 
forward for consideration :-Paragraph 4 of Article 
283 defines the financial matters in regard to which the 
Local Governments cannot take action without the 
previous sanction of the Government of India. Of 
the 14 heads therein enumerated Nos. 2 to 6 and 
Nos. 8 and 9 might well be omitted or largely modified. 
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Instances of the petty references which. those provi
sions necessitate can readily be quoted, e.g., we have 
recently had to apply for the san~tion of .the Govern
ment of India to a much needed mcrease m the pay of 
peons at headquarters by Re. 1 per mensem, and last 
year we had to apply for sanction to tr~nsfer to the 
bankrupt District Board of Dera Ismail Khan the 
income of certain ferries. The Local Governments 
should also have power to create for a period of over 
six months and to abolish appointments the pay. of 
which exceeds Rs. 250 per mensem, when the cost Is a 
provincial charge. The limit might be raised to 
Rs. 500 per mensem ~nd the period to a Y:e~r. Where 
the charge is imperial (Article 278, Civil Account 
Code) some limit is certainly required, but for the 
present all-round annual limit of Rs. 3,000/er an~um 
allowed to meet increases in non-gazette estabhsh
ment a differe)ltial limit varying according to the im
portance and revenues of each Local Government 
might well be substituted. For this province the 
limit might be Rs. 5,000 per annum, and the pay of 
Rs. 50 per mensem in individual cases raised to 
Rs. 100. Even when a provincial settlement is made 
the most important head of expenditure, viz., 25-
political, will probably remain imperial, and under this 
head the necessity for revising and increasing establish
ment to meet the growth of our political respon
sibilities-e.g., the Kabul River Railway-is constantly 
arising. The Local Government should be allowed a 
reasonable margin to meet such cases without reference 
to the Government of India. 

Whatever may be the case for large provinces such 
as Madras, Bombay, the United Provinces, &c., there is 
no need to grant borrowing powers to small provinces 
and administrations, 

The rules under the head of contingent charges con
tained in Chapter 6 of the Civil Account Code might 
be considerably abbreviated and simplified. The 
charges are now divided into-

Class A.-Contract Contingencies. 
, B.-Countersigned Contingencies. 
, C.-Audited Contingencies. 

Under A a lump sum fixed by the Local Govern
ment from time to time is allotted for certain charges 
under heads_:_ 

B-Land Revenue. 
19 A.-Law and Justice. 

This system might with advantage be extended to 
the remaining charges under those heads and also to 
other heads which are now dealt with under Class B, 
thereby saving much correspondence and delay on 
petty matters. 

It seems quite unnecessary that the sanction of the 
Local Government should be obtained for such charges 
as--

(1) local purchase of stationery; 
(2) printing at private presses; 
(3) payment of rent or other recurring charge 

beyond a single payment ; 
( 4) purchase of articles of European make. 

The authority might be delegated to the Head of 
the Department. 

Similarly the authority of the Head of the Depart
ment, which is now necessary for- . 

( l) purchase of Railway Guides ; 
(2) purchase of books of reference published in 

India, 
mi_ght be _dispensed with altogether, the authority 
bemg retamed for "purchase of tents." There are a 
great number of petty transactions in which the 
previous sanction of the "Countersigning Officer " is 
now necessary, e._q.-

Purchase of clocks, treasury weights and scales 
iron ~afes, blank. books of telegraph forms, of 

. .furmture exceedmg Rs. 200 in a year, &c., &c., 
which rmght reasonably be left to the discretion of the 
officer incurring the expenditure, i.e., the disbursing 
officer, 

In the case of C-audited contingencies a similar 
delegation of authority will much simplify matters · 
e.g., at present the previous sanction of the Local 
Government is required for the payment of municipal 
taxes and rent of buildings. 

The extension of the contract system, the delegation 
of the sanctioning authority to Heads of Departments 
Jnd Controlling Officers, the grant of power to the 
diRbnr~ing officer to meet deficiencies under one head 

333i6 

'by savings under another, and to Controlling Officers 
to sanction transfers from one head to another and 
from one district to another without reference to the · 
Local Government will save an enormous amount of 
work and correspondence· without any serious loss to 
Government. 

The same principle as above described for con
tingent expenditure might be extended to other heads 
of expenditure. At present the allotments under 
each major head are distributed over several sub· 
heads ; e.g.- .-

Salaries, 
Establishment, 
Allowances-Travelling and other, 
Supplies and Services, 
Contingencies, . 

and no transfer from one sub-head to another is 
allowed except under the sanction of the Local 
Government, while even the Local Government cannot 
utilize savings in the "Salaries of Gazetted Officers" 
for transfer to other sub-heads, and " Savings in 
establishment " can only be utilized to meet the cost of 
new establishment under Article 278 (2), and cannot 
be appropriated to meet contingent or other charges
under the same major head. 

Withoat going into details it is obviously desirable< 
that Local Governments should have freer powers of 
transfer from one major head to ano~her, and t~at 
Controlling Officers should have authonty to sanct10n 
transfers from one sub-head to another at least up to 
a reasonable limit. 

The powers of Local Governments to condone inter
ruptions and deficiencies of service (Articles 422 and 
423 Civil ~ervice Regulations) might be further ex
tended. A case is now pending in which the service of 
a treasury clerk falls short of 30 years by one month 
and seven days. As the charge is imperial and the 
deficiency exceeds one month, the case must be referred 
to the Government of India. 

Article 918 of the Civil Service Regulations limits 
the Local Government's power to sanction pensions to 
''cases falling clearly and strictly within the letter of 
the Regulations." With watchful Audit Officers this 
provision in practice means that many cases are 
referred to the Government of India which might 
well be left to the discretion of the Local Government. 

In the case of pensions, rewards and gratuities to 
Government servants the sanction of the Local Govern• 
ment is required in even the most petty cases. 'fbe
powers granted to the Board of Revenue, Madras; to
Commissioners of divisions in the United Provincest 
Bombay, and in Sind ; to Managers of State Railways, 
and to Inspectors-General of Police in certain cases 
(Articles 919-9:H, Civil Service Regulations) should 
be extended to other Officers and Heads of Depart
ments of similar status, and enlarged so as to cover· 
sanction to gratuities and rewards as well as pensions. 
subject to the claims being duly certified by the Audit 
Officer, A considerable delegation of powers in finance 
matters to Commissioners of divisions and Heads of 
Departments might thus be effected to the advantage, 
of all parties. 

For increase in permanent establishment the sanction 
of the Local Government should be maintained as at 
present, but Commissioners and Heads of Departments 
might be authorized to employ temporary establish
ment up to a certain limit-say a total of Hs.1,000 per 
annum on paJ not exceeding Rs. 30 per mensem, pro
vided that budget provision exists or that the cost can 
be met from the grants under their control. 

It may here be noted that this Admipistration is in 
correspondence with the Accountant General as to the 
delegation of financial powers to Beacls of Depart
ments on the same lines as in the Punjab. 

In matters relating to the land revenue administra· 
tion Local Governments have a free enough hand, and 
in recent years at all events such action as the Sup1•eme 
Government has taken in laying down the lines of 
policy and calling on Local Governments to explain 
how they propose to give effect to that policy has been 
in the direction of liberality and improvement. There 
are ~orne needless restrictions in matters of detail, 
especially in regard to assignments of land revenuet 
which might be removed : e.g , in the case of certain 
perpetual Ja_qh· grants the condition iS' that the suc
cessor should be selected by Gove.rumeut and Gove,·n
ment at least in this province has been interpreted to-
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mean the Government of India. The powers of Local 
Government as to the grant and continuance of 
assignments and the alteration of conditions as defined 
in Government of India letter No. 24-405-2, dated 
6th January, 1897, might be increased. In excise 
matters the control exercised by the Government of 
India appears to be unnecessarily minute, though 
perhaps this is considered essential till the princip~es 

. of policy enunciated as a result of the recent Ex;cise 
Committee's Report are given effect to. A s~rtous 
problem in this province is to prevent the smuggling of 
Afghan grown opium. To combat this it was thought 
expedient by the Local Administration to incre.ase the 
facilities for the licit importation of such opmm by 
responsible contractors who hn.d bought up the whole 
Afghan stock of. opium in Kabul. The Government 
of India were recently asked to sanction under Sec
tion · 7 of the Opillm Act the opening of an opium 
warehouse in Peshawar, but refused sanction on the 
ground that it was not advisable to encourage such. 
import. This may be correct in theory, but a know
ledge of local conditions would have made it clear that 
the opium will in any case be grown in Afghanistan, 
and will find its way into India licitly or Ulicitly. In 
this and other matters the influence of the departments 
of the Government of India, owing to excessive caution 
due to ignorance of local conditions, is apt to be too 
rigid and uniform. 

The Local Government may be sure of i~s ground 
and able and willing to push forward in a particular 
line of policy, but the Government of India Depart
ments are inclined to look with doubt .or suspicion on 
a step forward being taken in our province unless all 
other· provinces are ready to advance in the same 
direction. Hence the pace in matters of administra
tive progress is usually that of the slowest province. 
This poli~y may be the safest, but it tend8 to paralyse 
local initiative and to encourage routine. The Revenue 
and Agricultural Department is perhaps more closely 
in touch with local conditions, and therefore more 
disposed to take broad views than a.ny other, but 
instances could be quoted in which even that depart
ment hesitated to sanction proposals allowing the Col
lector to take the initiative in proposing remission fot• 
agricultural deterioration because other provinces 
might not be disposed to go, so far. 

The departmental standpoint is most marked in the 
case of departments the Heads and Secretaries of 
which having had to specialise early in their careers 
are out. of touch with general administrative con
ditions. The tendency is strong in the Finance and 
Public Works and Railway Departments, especially in 
the latter, where revenue and departmental considera
tions are allowed to stand in the way of salutary 
reforms when suggested from outside, and where the 
officials in their zeal for departmental interests are apt 
to ·Overlook the interests of the public and the fact 
that they are ]J'lf'blic servantq, not servants of a depart
ment. The correspondence regarding the N owshera
Dargai Railway and the opening of the N owshera 
Railway bridge to the public may be cited as in
stances. 

The same remarks apply to the Telegraph Depart
ment. It took 15 years intermittent correspondence 
to bring about the opening of a telegraph office at 
Swabi, the headquarters of. a tahsil in the Peshawar 
dhtrict, because the department was unwilling to run 
the remote risk of financial loss and would not enter
tain the recommendations of the Local Administration 
u_nless backed by a financial guarantee.- When applica
tiOn was made to the Government of India to sanction 
such a guarantee-which the Local Government 
c?uld not itself grant-the Telegraph Department was 
d.1r~cted to open the office without a guarantee. A 
similar correspondence is now taking place in regard 
to t~e opening ~f a much needed telegraph office at 
Sara1. Naurang m Bannu and at Paharpur in Dera 
Ismail Khan. The cases illustrate the powerlessness of 
Loc~l G~vernmen~s and the extent to which adminis
trative Improvements may be blocked by narrow 
departmental views. · 

The sa~e excessive rigidity is found in dealing with 
~?e Pubh? yY orks Department (Roads and Buildings). 
I he pro~s10ns of the Public Works Code bar many a 
salutary Improvement involving no loss to Govern
menp, e.g •. the p~ovision of necessary furniture for 
o~Cial residences m out-of-the-way places, thOugh the 
~ndds con.cet~ned agreed that the charge for interest 

eprecla Ion should be added to the rent of the 

building, and the Local Administration recommended 
that this should be sanctioned. 

The Finance and Public Works Codes, instead of 
being regarded as general rules for guidance, are applied 
in a meticulous and inelastic spirit, and Local Govern
ments and local officers finding their efforts to promote 
some salutary reform blocked by a rigid literal applica
tion of the rules become discouraged, lose initiative, 
and meekly bow down to red-tape and routine. The 
interpretation given to Article 1112, Oivil Service 
Regulations, by the Accountant-General in a recent 
case in Dera IslJI.ail Khan, may be quoted as a typical 
instance. 

The present practice as regards appeals to the 
Government of India in respect of administrative 
action, and also by officers against orders affecting 
them personally, appears to be unduly liberal in many 
cases. ·Where the right has been granted by law or by 
rules having the force of law it should not be inter
fered with. Where it has grown up as the result of 
-executive practice it should be examined and limited 
as far as possible, both in order to relieve the Govern
ment of lndia of the work involved and to enhance 
the responsibility and dignity of the Local Govern
ment. The tendency to question every official act is 
becoming more and more rampant in India, and unless 
checked must seriously paralyse executive action and 
weaken the prestige and authority both of local officers 
and of the Local Government. 
· Many instances could be cited, but one or two will 
suffice. In pursuance of the general policy of the 
Government of India, the monopoly of the vend of 
judicial stamps by the District Treasurer of Peshawar 
was abolished a few years ago by the Revenue Com
missioner. The Treasurer appealed to the Chief Com
missioner, but without success. He then appealed to 
the Government of India. 

In the recent settlement of the Bannu District 
certain assignments of land revenue held for the term 
of settlement were maintained as before for the term 
of settlement ; others were enhanced, the holders of 
which had done good service to Government. Several 
of those whose assignments were maintained, but not 
enhanced, have now appealed against the llrders of the 
Local Administration, while others who have not re
ceived such assignments have appealed on the ground 
that they should also be included ! Even more flagrant 
instances of frivolous and impudent appeals could be 
cited: e g., the construction of a mill in Naryab, which 
has been the subject of executive appeals and revisions 
for the last 16 years. 

The case is even worse as regards appeals to the 
Government of India and Local Governments by 
officers against orders affe~ting them personally~ an~ in 
the executive rules govermng such appeals the cardmal 
fact appeltrs to be lost .sight of that the autho~ity 
which has power to appomt has also power to pumsh, 
degrade or dismiss an official, and that no appeal as of 
right should be allowed against the order of dismissal, 
though a memorial may be addressed to the con
trolling authority. Thus member8 of the Imperial 
Services who are appointed by the Secretary of State 
should be allowed the right of appeal to that authority ; 
officers appointed by the Government of India should 
have the right of appeal to that Government and no 
further ; officers of the .Provincial Service appointed by 
provincial Governments should have no power of appeal 
bl:lyond that Government ; and officials of the Subordi
nate Services appointed by High Courts or Chief Courts, 
Judicial Commissioners, Boards of Revenue, Financial 
or Revenue Commissioners, Collectors, etc., should have 
no right of appeal except to the authority which 
appointed them. The Punjab Land Revenue Act and 
Punjab Courts Act clearly define what authority has 
the power to appoint and dismiss all subordinate 
officials from tahsildars and munsiffs down to the 
lowest ministerial officers, and the almost unlimited 
power of appeal which has grown up by executive 
practice is an abnormal and unwarranted excrescence, 
which is rapidly becoming a serious weakness to the 
Administration, as it saps the prestige and responsi
bility of the local authorities. 

Something has already been said with reference to 
the departmental tendencies of the Imperial Secretariat. 
The same remarks apply mututi~ mutaudis to the larger 
provincial Secretariats. The feeling of the vartous 
Services and especially of the Civil Service, that the 
surest ;oad to fame, honours and advancement is 
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through the Secretariat is one of the most serious 
dangers to the Administration. The feeling has been 
strengthened by the tendency of Government-Im
perial and Local-to get the best men into the Secre
tariat, and having got them, to keep them there. 
However great their ability, the longer they remain on 
Secretariat work, the more likely they are, at least in 
large provinces, to lose touch with local conditions, 
and local opinion. Executive Officers lose confidence 
in them and feel a not unnatural jealousy of the 
persistance with which they stick to their posts, rising 
from Under-Secretary to Secretary of a Local Govern
ment, and then being often translated into the Imperial 
Secretariat. The Secretaries, on the other hand, are 
apt to adopt a lofty de haut en bas attitude in dealing 
with the proposals of local officers, and to be critical 
and condemnatory rather than advisory and helpful. 
The tendency of such a 8ecretariat is to judge a man 
not by his work, but by the manner in which he 
writes about it ; but it is notorious that many of our 
best Executive Officers and ablest administrators are 
weak with the pen. The obvious reform, which though 
often mooted and accepted in principle, is rarely car
ried out in practice, is (1) that no officer should be 
appointed to the Secretariat till he has had considerable
experience of, and shown •his capacity for, executive 
work ; (2) that no officer should be retained in the 
Secretariat beyond a certain term ; (3) that the Im
perial Secretariat should be recruited more largely 
from men actually employed on executive and adminis-
trative work. · 

One of the evil results of growth of strong and 
highly centralized Secretariats is the corresponding 
reduction in the authority and influence of the Com
missioner, who from his ripe experience and local 
knowledge should be the right hand of the Local 
Government and the adviser as well as the chief of 
the local officer. The multiplication of departments, 
both imperial and provincial, with expert Beads, 
further tends to lessen the authority of Divisional 
9ommissioners. Knowing that every proposal of any 
Importance must be referred to superior authority
the Local Government or the Financial Commissioner 
-and will be examined and criticised minutely by the 
Secretaries of one or the other authority, the Com
missioner has of late years effaced himself more and 
mor~, has h~itated to use even the a~thority delegated 
to him, and m many cases confined hlDlself to passing 
on references with brief expressions of opinion, 
knowing that the ultimate responsibility does not 
rest with him. This is the case even in the Land 
Revenue Department, which is primarily under his 
local control. 

Iii. other departments his effacement ba.S been even 
more complete. The development of these Departments 
-Educational, Public Works, Medical, Agricultural 
Veterinary and Police-under their own DepartmentJ 
Heads has in recent years been very rapid. The Com
missioner has largely lost touch with them. and lost 
any powers of check or control he ever exercised. 
There has . been a corresponding growth of depart
~ental feeling, so strong in certain cases-this province 
Is not referred to-that the pe1·sonuel of those depart
men~s even res;nt and refuse to pay the ordinary 

. offict~l . conrtestes to the local Heads of the Civil 
Admtm~tration-the Collector and Commissioner
whose. inHuence and authority with the people are 
accordingly reduced. 

The J;Iea?s of. those Departments are 'in direct 
co~~umcat10n With the Local Government and in a 
p~s1~10n to.pu11h forward their views. while the Com.' 
n;ttsstoner Js a d!stant authority and apt to be lost 
stgh.t of. To th1s a_nd other similar causes may be 
nttnbuted the alarmmg growth of depa1·tmentalillm in 
recent years. The remarks in this and the preceding 
pnrn~pb are of general application and have no 
specll\l reference to this province. · 

As a rule ~xecntive Officers have not, unless they 
nre very rapid w?rkel'!l, sufficient opportunities for 
pcrRonnl contact vnth the people. 

The causes are :-
( 1) The increase in periodical repqrts and returns 

required both by the Government of India 
and the Secretary of State. 

(2) The centralisation that follows from strong 
Secret~riats and the desire of Government
Impenal and Local-to be informed of all 
mnttcl'!l regarded as important. ' 
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(3) The frequent references to higher authority 
necessitated by the growth of Codes, rules 
and circulars. 

(4) The excessive freedom of appeal allowed 
against the orders of Executive Officers. 

(5) The enormous increase in the number of legal 
practitioners, which interferes wit.h the speedy 
disposal of judicial and executive cases in 
which they are allowed to appeal. 

(6) The increasing perplexity of the .Administra
tion in nearly every branch and the growth of 
new departments. 

(7) The great activity of the Government of 
India in recent years in initiating reform and 
reorganization in various Departments-Land 
Revenue, Excise, Police, Education, Agricul
ture and Irrigation. 

These reforms and the various Committees and 
Commissions appointed from time to time to investi
gate and report on them throw an enormous burden 
of office work on Executive Officers and contract their 
opportunities of moving about among the people, and 
of ascertaining their views and learning their wants at 
first hand. The same causes reduoo an officer's oppor
tunity of learning the vernaculars. To discuss the 
remedies. for. the prese~t state of things would involve 
an exammatton of the whole system of government in 
India. The most obvious and practical suggestions 
are:-

(1) Split up unwieldy districts. The only very 
heavy charge in this province is the Peshawar 
district, and arrangements are in progress for 
its partition into two districts. 

(la) Reduce transfers of officers as far as possible, 
so that they may have time and opportunity 
to get a knowledge of local conditions. 

(2) Delegate as much authority-financial and 
administrative-as possible, thereby giving 
more responsibility to local officers, and 
encouraging them to use their own judgment 
instead of referring every difficult or doubtful 
case for the orders of higher authority. 

(3) Confine legal practition,ers to their legitimate 
sphere, viz., judicial cises, and bar them from 
appearing in executive matters, also limit 
their numbers as has been done with excellent 
results in this province. 

(4) Extend the system of substituting triennial 
or quinquennial for annual reports. 

(5) Make it clear that the work of a good 
Executive Officer will meet with the same 
recognition from Government as that of an 
able Secretary or of a man deputed for 
some special duty or service-e.g., political. 
This will increase the prestige of Executive 
Officers in their districts, and encourage them 
to stick to a line which ambitions men are 
now eager to abandon for the Secretariat, &c. 

The above suggestions also supply an answer-at 
least in part-to the questions how the unnecessary 
transfer·of officers can be reduced. · . 

Once it is made clear t() Executive Officers that the 
s~re~t road to recognition is good steady work in the 
distnct and among the people; the large proportion 
of transfers which now occur owing to the desire of 
officers to bring themselves to notice by getting away 
on Secretariat and special duties will disappear. 

Personal considerations are given far too much 
weight by Local Governments in the matter of trans
fers, and the interests of the district or charge are 
taken too little into account. This is partly a result 
of the Secretariat stand-point above referred to. 
Ne~rly all transfers are arranged direct by the Secre
tariat, and the local officers and the Commissioners 
are consulted far too little in the transfers of officers 
s~rving under them. though they are in the best posi
tiOn to know whether the transfer can be made without 
injury to the public interest. 

In this province we have an arrangement whereby 
42 officers are made over to this Administration for 
the purpose of officering the province, i.e .. of filling the 
34 posts reserved for officers of the Political Depart
ment, and to allow for leave and deputation. This 
a!'l'angement is quite satisfactory, if only we. were 
given our full complement of officers, which hitherto 
has never been the case. There are, however three 
points in which might be decreased- • ' 

(1) The Government of India reserve the right to 
appoint the Political Agents, (1) Khyber and 
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(2) Dir, Swat and Chitral. These appoint· 
ments should and would certainly be made on 
the recommendation of Chief Commissioner, 
who alone can judge of the qualifications of 
the officers available. A good deal of avoid
able correspondence would be obviated if these 
appointments were put on the same footing 
as the rest of the appointments in the province 
(save the revenue and Judicial Commissioner· 
ships. which must by law remain as at present 
for nomination by the Government of India). 

l2) We should have the power to put officers on 
deputation for special work without reference 
to the Government of India. The financial 
considerations are not serious, and we could 
be trusted to use a proper discretion. 

(3) Our appointments should be gazetted by our
selves in a local Gazette instead of being sent 
to the Government of India for publication 
over the signature of the Secretary to the 
Government of India, which is purely formal 
and means an extra link in the chain and adds 
to routine correspondence. · 

The present system of calling for confidential reports 
.on officers already in the Political Department involves 

a great deal of unnecessary clerical work and serves no 
useful purpose. I£ such periodical reports are neces
sary, they could be framed on much simpler lines. A 
few remarks would as a rule be ample. 

There is another matter in which the powers of 
both Local Governments and Local Administrations 
might be increased with great advantage, and that is 
in the grant of rewards for good service. As matters 
stand at present the Local Admip.istration has almost 
unlimited powers of punishment. It can degrade and 
dismiss their servants and subordinates. It can remove 
the name of Darbaris and Ku1•si Nas1tins from the list. 
It can resume under the Frontier Crimes Regulation 
jagirs and inam11. But when it comes to a question of 
reward there are very few paths open. 0£ course, 
recommendations for the grant of a title. of a special 
pension, of a jagir, &c., can be made to the Supreme 
Government. But this involves delay and the edge of 
the reward is apt to become blunted in the process. 
What is wanted is some power to reward promptly 
and finally good service for all to see. It would 
be well if Local Governments and Administrations 
were empowered to grant small life jagzrs or muafts and 
small life pensions without reference to the Supreme 
Government . 

PUNJAB. 

APPENDIX IV. 

B1•ief Summary of the m·ganization ~f Gove1•nment in the Punjab. 

The province of the Punjab extends over 49,000 
-square miles, with 20 millions of inhabitants. Its 
dependencies consist of 34 Native States, with an 
area .of 36,000 ~quare miles and a population of 
4~ millions. 

The province is divided, for purposes of general 
administration, into five divisions (each under a Com
missioner), 29 districts (each under a Deputy Com
roissioner) and 114 tahsils (each under a tahsildar). · 

There is a District Board for each district except 
Simla, and there are 137 municipalities. The Deputy 
Commissioner is President of the District Boards and 
is Chairman of-the principal municipalities. 

'fhe judicial staff proper consists of a Chief Court 
(of five Judges), 12 Divisional and Sessions Judges, 
29 District Judges and· 81 Iilunsi:ffs. The appoint
ment and posting of munsi:ffs is entirely under the 
.control of the Chief Court. 

The Deputy Commissioner is Distri~t Magistrate, 
and, except where a very junior officer is given powers 
under section 30, Criminal Procedure Code, to dispose 
of all cases not punishable with death. · In some of 
the more heavily worked districts there is an Addi-

, tiona! District Magistrate with appellate powers ; in 
others ~o~e other officer is empowered, under section 
30, Cnin?Jl~l· Proc.e~ure Code, and disposes of the 
h.eavy crurunal ortgmal work, the Deputy Commis
Sioner hearing appeals from subordinate Magistrates. 
The Deputy Commissioner is also Collector. 

The general administration is in the hands chiefly 
of t~e ;punj~b. Com~ission and the Statutory and 
Pro';I101al C~vil Semces. The Punjab Commission 
conslSt of ( ~) officers of the Indian Civil Service 
(fi) officers of the Indian Army, and at present con~ 
s1sts of 151 persons (excluding individuals serving 
outside the province). 

. The ;provincial Civil Service consists of 159 officers 
(mcluding four who are holding superior listed posts) . S~ there .a~e fou~ me~bers of the Provincial htkfY ClVll ServiCe. E1ght superior listed posts 
are e by members of these two Services. . 

The Secretariat of the Lieutenant-Governor con· 
sists of one Chief Secretary, three Secretaries to 
Government (Revenue and two in the Public Works · 
Department), two Under-Secretaries (Political and 
Revenue), two ex-o.fficio Under-Secretaries (Police and 
Education), three Public Works Department Under
Secretaries, one Assistant Secretary for Finance, arid 
one Mir Munshi. · 

The Lieut.enant-Governor has direct communication 
with the Inspector-General of Police, the Inspector
General of Civil Hospitals, the Director of Public 
Instruction, the Chief Engineer, Public Works Depart
ment, Buildings and Roads Branch, the Chief En
gineer, Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch 
and the Chief Secretary and Secretary to Government: 

Cases involving political or important administrative 
or personal question or questions of . finance, through 
originat~g with the other officers mentioned, are. sent 
to the Lieutenant-Governor through the Chief Secre- · 
tary to Government. 

The Inspector-General of Police is an ex-officio 
U nder-Se'cretary to Government and, as such, issues 
the orders of Government to his subordinates. He 

'does not, however, correspond as such with the 
Government of India. 

'!'he I~spector~General of ~ivil Hospitals 'has an 
assistant m the person of a Ch1e£ Medical Officer for 
Plague. The Sanitary and Jail Departments are 
manned .by Medical Officers, but, except for purposes 
of recrmtment and appointments (regarding which 
they correspond with the Inspector-General of Civil 
Hospitals) they communicate direct with the Secretary 
to Government. The Inspector- General of Civil 
Hospitals does not correspond direct with the Govern
ment of India. 

The Director of Public Instruction is in this pro
vince an ex-officio Under-Secretary to Government, and 
as such corresponds under the Lieutenant-Governor's 
orders with the Government of India. 

The Chief Engineers hold the double position of 
Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government. In 
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matters which by law or custom requir~ the order of 
the Lieutenant - Governor, they act m the latter 
capacity and as such, issue orders under the 
Lieuten~nt-G~vernor's authority to subordinates and 
correspond with the Government of India. 
~Matters not dealt with by the above .a~e referred. to 
the Lieutenant-Governor through the C1vil Secretariat. 
In revenue matters the Commissioners communicate 
through the Financi~l Commis~io?er all:d in others 
direct. The Financial Comm1ss10ner m all cases 
receives the Lieutenant-Governor's instructions through 
the Secretariat. 

The revenue staff of the province is controlled by 

the Financial Commissioner. The Financial Com
missioner has a Senior, a junior and an .Assistant 
Secretary. He also controls the following Depart
ments and their Heads are under his orders :-Settle
ment and Colonization (Settlement Commissioner), 
Excise (Excise Co~missioner), .Agriculture and Civil · 
Veterinary (l)irector of .Agriculture), Land Records 
(Director of Land Records), and Co-operative Credit 
Societies (Registrar). The Inspector- General of 
Forests corresponds with Government direct, but on 
certain subjects has to approach Government through 
the Financ~al Commissioner. · 

APPENDIX V. 

No. 1072! (Rev. & .Agri.-Genl.), dated Lahore, 26th November 1907. 
From the Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, C.S., Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab,. to H. Wheeler, Esquire, • 

Secretary of the Decentralization Commission. 

I am desired to furnish your Commission with a 
general exhibition of the ideas of this Government 
regarding the practical measures of devolution which 
it is prepared to recommend in the direction of-

( a) giving larger power to the Local Government 
H~H; , . 

1 (b) similarly enlarging the powers of the Financial 
Commissioner, Heads of Departments and 
Commissioners and Collectors ; and 

(c) giving larger powers to District Boards and 
municipalities. 

·; The Heads of Departments, Deputy Commissioners 
and others in this province have been asked for an 
expression of their opinions and suggestions on the 
above points. It is evidently impossible for the 
Lieutenant-Governor, in the time available, to deal 
with the mass of detailed suggestions which have been 
received ; and he does not propose to give his views in 
detail, nor is it understood that 'this is desired by 
your Commission. I am accordingly to notice below 
briefly the chief points to which he desires to invite 
the attention of the Commission and to convey his 
general views, as at present advised, upon the more 
important of these points :- · 

(A) As regards the devolution of powers to Local 
Governments, he thinks that attention may suitably be 
drawn to the following points:~ 

(1) In view of the various special departments 
which have been organised by the Govern: 
ment of India within the last few years and 
of which the latest example is the new 
Department of Excise, it appears advisable 
that steps should be taken to distinguish the 
specialising of the administration, which in 
itseH is harmless and indeed necessary, from 
anything in the shape of centralization ; that 
is to say, the expert departments tbu& organ
ised should be allowed to place their opinion 
and advice at the disposal of Local Govern
ments without being in any way placed in a 
position to issue orders on the subjects with 
which they deal. The Lieutenant-Governor 
cordially acknowledges that as a rule this 
principle has been observed, but it is one 
regarding which it is necessary to be always 
on the watch. 

(2) It should also be recognised that the orders 
of the Government of India should as far 
as possible be restricted to matters of policy, 
and that the details of administration pur
suant on the policy should be left to the 
Local Government to carry out. There has 
been a tendency in some departments of the 
Government of India to issue resolutions on 
matter~ of policy and to follow up those 
resolutiOns by orders requiring the sub
mission to the Government of India of the 
detailed instructions which the Local Govern
ment proposed to issue in pursuance of the 
policy laid down in the resolutions. The 
Lieutenant-Governor thinks that in matters 
of this kind it would be advisable to leave 

more Iatitude.and place more relianee on the 
Local Governments. 

(3} In the same way the present Statutory Law 
appears to him to require a reference to the 
Government of India for sanction to the 
issue of rules under .Acts in many cases in 
which such references are unnecessary. The 
provisions have, the Lieutenant- Governor 
believes, often been inserted as a concession 
to those who object to the exercise of wide, 
and perhaps somewhat arbitrary, powers by 
Local Governments without any superior 
control. But it might be well to go t~rough, 
as perhaps your Commission are already doing, 
the provisions of various .Acts in the Statute 
Book on this point and to relax as far as 
possible the requirements which .call on Local 
Governments to submit their rules for the 
approval of the Government of India before 
issue, · · · 

( 4) .As regards financial matters, the recent arrange
ments regarding provincial settlements make · 
it possible for the Government of India to 
leave to the provincial Governments more 
power than they have at present .in dealing 
with their own budget, and tb~ Lieutenant
Governor thinks it worth considering whether 
the Local Governments should not be given 
power to pass their own budget and to draw 
on their own reserve, subject possibly to 
certain conditions which may suggest them
selves to your Commission. · 

(5) In matters of detail in connection with finan
cial arrangements the Lieutenant-Governor 
considers that a good deal more scope might 
be given to Local Governments both in the 
Civil .Account Code and in the Civil Service 
Regula·hions. The powers of Local Govern
ments under .Articles 277, 278 (A), 279 (A.) 
and 283 of the Civil .Account Code and under 
.Article 2155 of the Public Works Code might, 
he thinks, be in some directions considerably 
increased, and I am directed to enclose in 
advance a copy of the opinion received by 
this Government from the Accountant
General on this and other matters connected 
with financial delegation. as many of the 
suggestions of the Accountant-General appear 
to the Lieutenant-Governor to be worthy of 
serious consideration. Under the Civil Service 
Regulations the increased powers appear to 
be more specially desirable in connection with 
matters, such as temporary appointments and 
in dealing with the passing of pensions and 
various classes of allowances. 

(6) In matters other than purely financial, sugges
tions have been made for increasing the 
powers of Local Governments as regards 
the length of settlements and the amount of 
assessment which can be determined without 
the sanction of the Government of India, also 
in respect of the alienation· of Government 
lands. The Lielltenant-Governor thinks that 
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something might suitably be done in this 
direction in order to avoid unn,ecessary and 
troublesome correspondence. 

3. (B) As regards the devolution of powers to 
office7'S subm·dinate to the Local Government, it would be 
observed that in many minor matters opportunity has 
been taken· during the last year or two to delegate a 
certain amount of power to the Heads of Departments. 
and Commissioners, but from the replies which have 
been received in connection with the present reference, 
it would appear that a good deal more might be done 
in the same direction. .As regards Departmental 
Officers, the changes in this direction would be mainly 
of a financial character, that is to say, in the direction 
of increasing powers of sanction exercised by the 
Heads of Departments and in some cases by their 
subordinates, but in the case of the general adminis
tration the power of devolution can be suitably 
extended into a variety of matters other than of purely 
financial character, and the Lieutenant-Governor thinks 
that it would be convenient for him to mention below 
a few points in this connection according as they·deal · 
with-

( a) the saving of time to District and other 
Officers; . 

(b) .the solidarity of the administration in the 
districts ; • 

(c) the finality of orders by subordinate officers ; 
(cl) the power to spend and give money possessed 

by officers subordinate to Local Government; 
and 

(e) the maintenance of the outward appearance 
and dignity of some of the officers concerned. 

' 4. Taking first (a), those proposals which deal with 
.the savintl of the time of .subordinate qtJWers, it is true 
that a great many of the petty references which are 
made from districts do not occupy much of the time of 
the Deputy Commissioner, but some of them do un
necessarily occupy his time, and the collective effect of 
.a nurnber of such pett:y references is considerable and 

· is a drag on the district administration, and the 
Lieutenant-Governor thinks that a good deal might 
probably be done to lighten the load now imposed by 
petty work, though it is impossible to say more than 
lihis until the matter bas been examined in detail .. The 
proposals as regards District Officers are mainly under 
two heads- . . 

( i) They suggest the shortening or lessening the 
number of returns, reviews and reports re
quired from District qfficers (as, for instance, 
by reducing the number of reports by altering 
annual into. triennial or quinquennial reports 
in certain cases) and the soortening or doing 
away with proposition statements for changes 
of establishment and stateJilent showing pro
posed suspensions and remissions of revenue. 
Something might probably_ be done to reduce 
the waste of time caused by the mechanical 
drudgery .imposed. on Deputy Commissioners 
in consequence of the requirements of superior 
officers, chiefly in the ·.Accounts Department, 
which prescribe that· certain papers and 
returns should always bear the signature of 
the Deputy Commissioner. 

(ii) It is suggested that a saving of time might 
also be afforded: by. granting mor~ help to 
Deputy Commissioners by providing them 
with a larger number of assistants to whom 
they could hand over more of their work. 
This is already done as far as possible in this 
province, but it is worth while considering 
a suggestion which has sometimes been made 
that Extra-Assistant Commissioners should be 
utilised by being posted to tahsils, where they 
could be trusted more than tahsildars can at 
presen.t be, to carry out a number of orders 
on thell' own responsibility. The Lieutenant
Gover_nor has not ~uch confidence in anything 
re~ultmg from thl!' suggestion, though he 
thmks the extension of the sub-divisional 
system is worthy of consideration. Similarly 
suggestions have been made that in districts 
where there are suitable banks at headquarters 
the treasury work might be entrusted to them 
i~stead of taking up the greater part of the 
~lDle of one of the officers. of the district. It 
~s further suggested that the clerical labour 
1m posed on Deputy Commissioners might also 
be reduced by improving the character and 

position of their head clerks, and in the same 
way that the clerical work of Commissioners 
might be lessene.d by strengthening the staffs 
of those officers and possibly by providing 
them with Personal Assistants. 

The Lieutenant-Governor is in favour of relaxing 
the restrictions upon the direct purchase of products of 
European manufacture, which must at present· be pro
cured, in almost all cases, by indent upon the Secretary 
of State. Especially he would recommend that ap
pliances and materials required for purposes of experi
ment or research should be procurable by the Head of 
the Department concerned, direct from the European 
manufacturers, or their agents in India. 

5. Next as regards (b) the solidarity of the adminis
tmtions in the districts, the Lieutenant-Governor is 
not surprised to find from the replies received the 
very strong feeling among Deputy Commissioners in 
this province against the interference of some of the 
main spending departments of Government, such as 
the Medical, Veterinary, Education and Public Works, 
and he is strongly 'impressed with the belief that 
Bomething should be done in this province to modify 
the existing relations between the specialised depart
ments and the District Officers so that these latter 
may receive all the expert assistance which they 
require, but without the local executive and financial 
authority being taken out of their hands. The matter 
is already under the Lieutenant-Governor's considera
tion, and steps will gradually be taken to meet a~ 
far as posable the object proposed, but the present 
state of affairs will no doubt receive the careful con
sideration of your Commission. In reference to 
certain other departments, such as the Agricultural 
Department, the Department of Land Records and 
the · Department of Excise, there is less cause for 
complaint, but even as regards these departments 
there is an inevitable tendency for their com
munications to take the form of orders, rather than of 
advice ; and everything should be done to prevent the 

· growth of such a state of affairs. The ~ieutenant:.. 
Governor finds that there is a strong feeling among 
District Officers in districts irrigated by canals that the 
duties of the Canal Department should be confined to 
the construction of canals and the distribution of the 
water, leaving the whole of the subsequent assessment 
and collection of canal revenue in the hands of the 
District Officers. He doubts whether such an extreme 
measure is either necessary or advisable, and beliflves 
that the admitted defects of the present systems might 
be removed in other ways. .A.s, however, the questions 
will form one of the poin~s into which the Canal 
Colonies Committee, which is now sitting in this pro
vince, will make its enquiries, the Lieutenant-Governor 
does not think it advisable to indicate at present any 
final opinion upon it. 

In one specialised department, namely, that of the 
Accountant-General, the Head of the Department, 
which is an imperial one, is under the present rules 
allowed practically no discretion in carrying out the 
requirements .of the various financial codes, and the 
Lieutenant-Governor thinks that the amount of corre
spondence and of resulting frictiqn between this 
department and the District Officers might be m1;1ch 
alleviated if the Head of the Department were allowed 
more discretion in working the rigid requirements of 
the code. 

6 . .A.s ·regards (c), the finality of the orcler11 of sub
m•dinate officers, the Lieutenant-Governor understands 
that your Commission is not concerned with questions 
of judicial jurisdiction, and he accordingly confines his 
remarks to the amount of finality in the orders of 
subordinate officers in executive and administrative 
matter~. It is probable that a certain amount of 
control is at present exercised by the Financial Com
missioner over Commissioners and by Commissioners 
over Deputy Commissioners, which might be ordinarily 
dispensed with, the power of. interference when nec.es
sary being reserved. For mstance, measures whiCh 
now require previous sanction might in some cases. be 
simply reported for the information of the ~on trolling 
Officer, who would thus be able to exerc~se. ge~e~al 
supervi~;ion. Another remedy appears to he m limit
ing the scope of appeals in executive and re>enue 
matters. 'l'he want of finality in the orders of the 
District Officer11 is at present f~lt perha~s ~ost 
markedly in questions of the appomtment, dismlSsal. 
&c., of subordinate officers, including officers of the 
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Deputy Commissioners' own office establishment, and 
there is a good deal of complaint rega~·ding the amount 
of interference exercised under the Court of Wards 
Act. Tbe present Court of Wards .Act which was 
passed a few years ago has made the Financial C~m
missioner the Court of Wards for the whole provmce 
htl!tead of leaving the Deputy Commissioners, as they 
were before, each the Court of Wards of his own 
district under the general control of the Commissioner 
and Financial Commissioner. The change was adopted 
at the instance of the Government of India, but from 
the complaints which have been made regarding its 
working the Lieutenant-Governor is inclined to think 
that some alteration in the present arrangements may 
be found advisable. 

It has been pointed out by several officers that if 
greater powers are given to Deputy Commissioners 
and their subordinates, it is necessary at the same time 
to confer on the Local Government or the officers to 
whom it moy delegate its powers a greater authority to 
get rid of incompetent officers, so that the extra powers 
·now being conferred may be granted only to such 
officers as can safely be entrusted with them. This 
introduces one of the much difficult problems of 
Indian administration, which could not be profitably 
discussed in the present letter. 

7. As regards (d), the increase of power to spend and 
give money, the first point for consideration appears to 
be whether arrangements could not be made for pro
viding Commissioners with something in the shape of 
a divisional budget from which they could make the 
necessary allotments for not only district contingencies 
and other minor matters, but also for the ordinary 
Public Works, educational and other similar ex
penditure of their divisions. It is at present difficult 
to delegate to Commissioners the power to sanction, 
even in minor matters, increases of establishment or 
other expenditure, inasmuch as no Commissioner has 
at the present time at his disposal anything more than 
a very small amount of money, and it appears neces
sary that if further ~owers are, as seems advisable, to 
be given to Commisstone1·s, they should also be placed 
in a position to provide the money for their exercise. 
.As regards both the Deputy Commissioners and Com
missioners, it has been suggested that small reserves 
should be placed at their disposal for general use, the 
expenditure of which would be controlled by the 
Commissioner and the Financial Commissioner re
spectively, instead of by the Accountant-General, and 
that such funds could suitably be used on objects 
similar to those for which the political funds enjoyed 
by officers on the frontier are available, such as 
rewards for specially good work done for the ad
ministration, the entertainment of native gentlemen 
who have been summoned to headquarters, and the 
like ; and of this suggestion the Lieutenant-Governor 
strongly approves. 

A. second class of improvements in the direction of 
increasing the financial powers of subordinate officers 
lies in the provision of greater authority to Com
m~ss~oners, ~eads of Departments and Deputy Com
m.Is~tOner~ m respec~ of matters dealt with by the 
CIVll SerVlce RegulatiOns and the Civil Account Code. 
T~1e~e seems, for instance, scope for granting per
mission to such officers to sanction a number of small 
~elaxations which are already recogrused by the code 
m matters, such as joining time, pension, travelling 
allowance, and so forth, and to pass small exceptional 
payll"!ents, such as charge allowance, honorarium and 
tbe hke, and the dispensing with certain requirements 

as regards countersignature on bills and power to 
entertain minor establishments subject to fixed 
minimum rates, or in certain cases to sanction certain 
classes of non-recurring expenditure. His Honour 
also thinks that something should be done in extend
ing the present contract system under which the con
tingencies are dealt with and carrying forward balances 
from one .year to another in the manner suggested by 
the Accountant-General in his enclosed letter. 

8. Turning Ia:stly to (e), the measures suggested for 
maintaining thd. dignity of important positions under 
Government, the Lieutenant~ Governor thinks that 
there is a good deal to be said from the point of 
view that of late years the position of Commissioners 
and Deputy Commissioners bas· in this matter some
what deteriorated and there is room for something in 
the way of improving the position of these officers in 

· the eyes of the public by restoring to them the use • 
of such outward signs o£ office, as (for instance) the 
police guard at their houses and the use· o£ mounted 
orderlies. · 

9. (C) The third head under which suggestions are 
asked relates to the grant of la'I',Qel' powet·s to District 
Boa'l'ds anll municipalities. In this connection I am to 
note that the whole of the financia:I relations between 
the local bodies and the provincial Government are at 
present under the consideration of the Local Govern
ment, and I am directed to enclose a copy of a report 0 

which was prepared on this subject last year under the 
orders of the Lieutenaut-Governor, and which is at 
present under consideration. 

I am also to note that the MunicipalAct of this 
province has recently been recast, and that a Bill con- I 
taining the pl.'oposals of the Local Government is now 
before the Government of India. The Lieutenant
Governor therefore would confine his attention to the 
following few points :-

(1) He thinks that in time it may become possible 
to give greater powers to the District Boards 
in the matter of fixing their own rate o£ local 
cess a:p.d in imposin¥ taxes in approved forms, 
but that any immediate action in this direction 
is out of the question . 

(2) He would also recommend to the consideration 
of your Commission a suggestion by the Com
missioner of Rawalpindi that District Boards 
should be constituted as 'Excluded' Local 
Funds and not ' Included.' 

(3) There appears also to be a considerable feeling 
among local officers that less power should be 
given to Commissioners and to Government 
to interfere between the local bodies and their 
employ~s. 

. (4) A good deal can doubtless be done to prevent 
local bodies from suffering as they are said to 
have suffered in the past in this province from 
excessive interference on the part of expert 
departments. This forms the subject of con
siderable complaint in the report to which 
allusion has been made above, and although 
the Lieutenant-Governor is not prepared to 
go to the same length as the author of that 
report, be recognises that something should be 
done in the direction of limiting such inter
ference, and the matter is at present receiving 
his consideration in connection with the above 
report. 

* Not printed in preHent Volume. 

APPENDIX VI. 

No. 696 (Finl.), dated Lahore, l~th March 1908. 
From the Hon. :Mr. E. D. :Maclagan, C.S., Chief Secretary to Government, Punjal:-, to H. Wheeler, Esq., 

Secretary of the Decentralization Commission. 

"' lkl am dir1~cted to forward herewith three Rtatements showing the recommendath>n of Sir Thomas Gordon 
a ·er regar< 1ng- · 

(a) devolution of powers to the Local Government; 
(b) devolution of powers by tbe Local GoYernment · 
V) nmendment of the statutory law. ' 
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[NOTE.-In the following statements charges req~iri~g the sanc~ion of the Governm~nt. of India 
are printed in heavy type. The letters S, R, C and P mdtcate, respect1vely, proposals necess1tatmg altera· 
tiona in Law, Rules having the force of Law, Code and Practice.] 

(a) Abstmct of the proposals made by' the Punjab Government for the devolution of powers 
· to tlte Local Gove1·mnent. 

Serial 
No. Subject. 

U:nilel' the Oivil Account Oode. 

'Authority who can now 
sanction, with reference. 

1 Increases of Salaries and Government of India • 
grant of special allow~ Article 277, Civil Account 
ances. . Code. 

2 Sanctions to charges over Government of India ... 
limits or outside condi- Article 278-A, Civil Account. 
tiona laid down. Code. 

, 3 Writing off powers ... 

4 Ditto 

... Government of India 
Article 279-A, Civil Account 

Code. · 
... Audit Officer ... ... ... 

5 Power to undertake a new 
general service or duty, 
chargeable to provincial 
funds. . 

6 Power to create a perma
nent appointment carry
ing over Rs. 250 per 
mens em. 

7 Power to create temporary 
appointments or deputa

. tiona carrying over Rs. 
250 per mensem. 

Article 989, Civil Account 
Code. · 

Government of India ... 
.Article 283-4 (2), Civil 

Account Code. 

Government of India ... 
Article 28~-4, (3) (a), Civil 

Account Code. 

Government of India ... 
Article 283-4 (3) (b), Civil 

. Account Code ; articles 
78-9, Civil Service Regu
lations. 

8 Power to abolish or reduce Government of India 
the emoluments of a per- Article 283-4 (4), Civil 
man~n t · appointment Account Code. 
carrymg over s. 250 per 
mensem. 

9 Power to create or abolish 
a class or grade of officers 

10 or to change its pay. 
Power to add to P,ay of 

officer or class of' officers 
~hough other increases ar~ 
mvolved. 

11 Power to continue after 
the expiry of settlement 

12 P grants, &c., to local bodies' 
ower to frame Hill Allow~ 
anc~t Code for PunJ'ab hill 
stations. 

13 Power to sanction a new or 
to extend an existing 
settlement up 30 years . 
to sanction deviations 
from settlement forecast 

Government of India 
Article 283-4 (5), 

Account Code. 
Government of India 
Article 283-4 (8), 

Account Code. 

Civil 

Civil 

Government of India ... 
Article 283-4 (10), Civil 

Account Code. 
Government of India 

Ditto 

otyer 15 per .cent. to sanc-
lon. appomtments of -

Aeslstant Settlement 
Officers. 

Authority proposed, 
with limit. - Remarks. 

Local Government in C. 
case of appoint
ments up to Rs. 
6,000 per annum ; 
and in case ofaddi
tional expenditure 
on establishment 
up to Rs. 50,000 
per annum. The 
powers of the Local 
Government in re
gard to the excep
tions to the article 
s h o u 1 d be un
limited. 

Local Government C. 
limited in the case 
ofimperial charges 
only to the amount 
of Rs. 10,000. 

Local Government... 0. 

Deputy Commissioner C. 
up to Rs.10. 

Accountant-General 
and Heads of De
. partments, up to 
Rs.100. 

Local Government ... C .. 

Local Government C. 
(up to Rs. 500 per 
mensem). 

Local Government C~ 
(up to Rs. 500 per 
mensem) and sub
ject in tlle case of 
deputation allow
ances, house rents, 
and allowances to 
Civil Surgeons for 
collateral railway 
charges, to any 
general rules made 
by Government of 
India. 

Local Government C~ 
(in cases where the 
pay does not exceed 
Rs. 500 per men
sam). 

Local Government ... C~ 

Local Government C. 
(provided the 
emoluments are 
not charged under 
a transferred head). 

Local Government ... C. 

Ditto ... P. 

Ditto ... P~ 
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(a) Abstract of elte p1·oposals made by tlte Punjab Government for the clevolution of powm 
to the Local Got'IJ1'nment-concluded. 

Serial .. . Subject. 

. Under tlte Oivil 8e1ovice 
Regulations .. 

Authority who can now 
.sanction, with reference . 

Authority proposed, 
with limit . 

14 Sancti,on to grant of hon
orarxa-over-

Government of India .... Local Government ·c. 
Article 72-4, Civil Service.. Cup toRs. 1,500). 

Rs. 200 (Imperial funds). 

Rs. · 5,000 (provincial 
funds). 

15 Revision of non -gazetted 
establishment over Rs. 
3,000. 

16 Power to make temporary 
serv~ce q u a li f y f o r 
pension. 

Regula tiona. · 

Government of India ... 
'Article 76 CD, Civil Service 

Regulations, and 277 (4), 
. Civil Account Code. 

Government of India · ... 
Article 363, Civil Service 

Reg:ula tiona. 

17 Condonations of interrup-· Government of India·· 
tiona in service over· three Article 422, Civil Service 
nionths. · Regulations. 

18 Condonations of deficiencies 
in service. 

19 Sanction. to re-employment 
of pensioners, 

20 Sanction ·to wound gratui
ties and pensions. · 

21 Transfers to foreign service 
of non-gazetted officers of 
less 1;han 10 years' service. 

22 Sanction to permanent 
travelling and conveyance 

· allowances. 

Government of India ... 
Article 423 (2), Civil Ser

vice Regula tiona. 
Government of India ... 
·Article 524, Civil Service 

. Regulations. 
Government of India ... 
Article 739-40, Civil Ser-

vice Regulations. . 

Government of India •·• 
Article 758, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Government of India ... 
Articles 1048 and 1075, Ci vii 

Service Regulations. 

Local Government C. 
Cup to Rs. 6,000). 

Local Government, C. 
if pension does not 
exceed Rs. · 10 per 
mens em. 

Local Government C. 
· up to 12 months in 
case of interrup
tions, and in other 
cases w i t h out 
limit. 

Local Government ... C. 

Ditto . .. c. 
Local Government C. 

(up to extent of 
powers of Govern
ment of India at 
present). 

Local Government·" . C .. 

Local Government, C~ 
subject to any 
general rules made 
by Government of . 
India. · · · 

23 Power to abandon through Government of India :Local Government, .. ·C. 
lines of Co:mmunication. Article 288-4 C14), Civil 

• Account Code. 

Abstract of the proposals of tliiJ Punjab Gove1·umeut for the devolutioiJ of powe1•s to o{ficei'B 
o subordinate to it. 

.. 
Serial Subject. Authority who can now • Authority proponed. Remarks. No. sanction, with reference. 

' 

FIN.ANOIAL. 
{ Commls- c. 

1 Grant of pensions to all non- Local Government (in case u~ to sioners .. 
gazetted establishment. of J!ersons drawing over . Heads of 

8• 50. Depart-Rs. 20 per mensem). menta. 
c·ommissioners and Heads Up toRs. o ... Dep-qty 

of Departments (in other Commis-
cases). sioners. 

Article 918, Civil Service .. 
Regulations. 

Punjab Government No. 
892, dated 27th March 

2 Power to exempt from P.er- 1907. 
De,puty Commis.-Commissioners and Heads c. sonal. appear.ance when of Departments. s1oners. drawmg pens1on. Punjab Government No. 

. . 892, dated 27th March .. . . 

3 Grant of travelling allow- 1907 .. -. _ ... · 
Commissioners and Heads Ditto ... c. ance. to officers in inferior of Departments. serVIce. Punjab Government No. 

892, dated 27th. March 
4 Sanction to writing off irre- 1907. 

Heads of Departments ... Authorised Medical c. coverable stores. Article 279, Civil Account Officers. 
Code. 

Punjab Government No . .. 
892, dated 27th March ... 

! 1907. 
0 -333oG 

2H 

-
. 
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Abstract ol th~ p1•oposals of the Punjab Government for the devolution of powers to ojJicers 
subordinate to it-cont. 

Serial 
No. Subjeot, Authority who oe.n now I A. th '+:cr sed ae.notion, with reference, · u ort., propo ' Remarks. 

5 Sanction to payment of Local Government and Com- Heads of Depart- C. 
rents on Government missioners and Heads of menta. 
buildings, &c. DeP,artments. 

Article 98 (n~) and (n), 
Civil Account Code. 

6 Grant . of travelling allow
ances beyond jurisdiction; 

'1 Sanction to purchase of 
books, newspa pars, &c. 

B Sanction to temporary excise 
establishment. 

'9 Sanction to temporary es
tablishment . for Court of 
Wards estates. 

Commissioners w i t h i n 
Punjab, Heads of De,Part-
ments within their Juris
diction and Local Govern
ment beyond Punjab. 

Articles 67-8 Civil Service 
Regulations. 

Punjab Government No. 
892, dated 27th :March 
1907. 

Heads of Departments ... 
Article 98 (e), Civil Account 

Code. 
Punjab Government No. 

892, date.d 27th :March 
1907. 

Financial Commissioner ... 
Article 98 (e), Civil Account 

Code.· 
Punjab . Government No. 

892.z. dated 27th March 
190·1. . 

Commissioners... ... ... 
Article 98le), Civil Account 

Code. 
Punjab .. Government No. 

892, dated 27th March 
1907. . 

The countersigning C. 
authority. 

The officers for whoni C. 
they: are wanted 
Cv,p, to budget pro .. 
VlSlOn). 

Commissioner c. 

De,puty Commie .. C. 
&loners. 

10 Sanction to payment ·of 
municipal taxes on Gov
ernment buildings. 

Commissioners and 
of Departments. 

Heads De put y Commis.. C. 
sioners and author
ised medical 
officers. 

Punjab G.overnment No. 
892, dated 27th March 
1907. 

Article 98 (o), Civil Account 
Code. · 

11 Employment qf te:~p.porary Commissioners... ... ... Deputy Commie- C. 
process-serving Ctncome.. Punjab Government No. sioners (u~ to bud-
tax) establishment. 892, dated 27th :March get provision). 

1907. 
:12 Sanction to alteration of Commissioners and Heads De put y Commis- C. 

date of birth in service of Departments. sioners. 
book, Article 56 .(b), Civil Account 

Code. 

13 BantJon to purchase of type
writers. 

14 Sanction to local purchases 
of stationery, 

·.15 Sanction to local purchases 
of European stores. 

16 Sanction to transfers of 
charge not at head .. 
quarters. 

Commissioners... ... . .. 
Punjab Government No. 

892, dated 27th ]{arch 
1907. 

Commissioners and Heads 
of Departments up to Rs. 
20. 

Punjab Government No. 
. 2264, dated 31st October 
. 1905. 
Article 98 (g), Civil Account 
· Code. 
Public Works· Department 

Code, article 721. 
Commissioners and Heads 

of Departments, up to Rs. 
15. 

Punjab Government No. 
892, dated 27th March 
1907. 

l>ublic Works Department 
Code, appendix 30, article 
3. 

Local Government ... ... 
Article 53, Civil Service 
~egulations, and Conso
hdated Circular No. 11, 
paragraph 3. 

Ditto ... C. 

D e p u t y Commis~ C. 
sioners and officers 
su"bordinate to 
Heads of Depart
ments, up to Rs. 20. 

Commissioners and 
Heads of Depart
ments, up to Rs. 
500. 

Ditto C 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments. 

• 
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Abstract of the proposals of tlte Punjab Government for the devolution of poiom to officers 
subordinate to it-cont. 
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Serial I No. Babject. 
Authority who can now 
sanction, with reference. Authority propooed. ·I Rem&<ks. 

17 Sanction to acceptance of 
honoraria. 

18 Sanction to temporary ap
pointments and deputa
tions of non - gazetted 
o~oers within the pro
vmce. 

19 Fixing emoluments of 
officers r e d u o e d as a 
punishment. 

20 Grant of permission to re
tain old rates of pay when 
pay of an appointment is 
changed. 

21 Grant of a charge allowance 

22 Extension of joining time ... 

23 Grant of transit pay and 
travelling allowance. 

24 Exemption from loss of ap
pointment for overstayal 
of leave. 

25 Exemption from loss of al
lowances. 

26 Condonations of interrup-
• tiona and deficiences 1n 

service. 

27 Continuance in service of 
Provincial Service officers 
over 60 years of age. 

27(a) Power of compulsory retirement 
at 55. 

28 Re .- employment of pen
sioners. 

29 Grant of privilege leave to 
Gazetted Officers. 

30 Calculation of travelling 
allowance by route other 
tpan the shortest. 

31 Rezm~ursement to non
officials of travellin&" ex
penses for educat1onal 
conferences. 

32 Special travelling allow
ances. 

33 Grant of halting allowance 
for over ten days. 

34 Grant of actual expenses 
during halt. 

35 Grant of travelling allow
ance to go before a medical 
board. 

' 3:1376 

Uu to Rs. 100, Heads of 
Departments. 

Up toRs. 500, Local Govern-
ment. .. 

Up to Rs. 1,000, Govern
ment of India. 

Over Rs. 1,000, Secretary of 
State. 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments, up to Rs. 
300. . 

Article 72, Civil Service 
Regulations. 

Local Government Commissioners and .c. 
Art.iole, 78, Civil 'S'ervic·~ Heads of Depart-

Regulations. menta. 

Local Government ... ... 
Articles 154 and 157-B {b), 

Civil Service Regulations. 
Local Government ... . .. 
Article 158 Civil Service 
R~gulations. 

Local Government 
Article 161, Civil Service 
. Regulations. 

Local Government 
Article 180, Civil 

Regulations. 
Local Government 
Article 188, Civil 

Regula tiona. 
Local Gov~rnment 
Article 280, Civil 

Regula tiona. 

Local Government 

Service 

Service 

Ditto c. 

Ditto c. 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments (in case of 

, all non - gazetted 
officers). 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments. 

Ditto c. 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments Cin oases 
when the officer is 
not in fault). 

Ditto c. 
Article 230, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Government of India or L o o a 1 Government C. 

Local Government. without limit, and 
Articles 422-23, Civil S er- to Commissioners 

vice Regulations. and Heads of De
partments, up to 
six months or in the 
case of officers 
drawin~ up toRs. 

Local Government 
Article 459, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Various .. , ... ... • .. 
Article 459, Civil flervice Regula· 

tions, 

Local Government (up to 
one year or in the case of 
employment under local 
funds). 

Articles 520 and 524, Civil 
Service Regulations. 

Local Government ... ... 
Article 841, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Local Government ... ... 
Articles 996-97, Civil Ser

vice Regulations. 
Local Government ... . .. 
Article 1004, Civil Service 

Regulations. 

Local Government ... . .. 
Article 1045, Civil Service 

Regula tiona. 
Local Government .. . .. 1 
A.rticle 1056, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Local Government ... ... 
Article 1059, Civil Service 

Regulations. 
Local Government ... . .. 
Article 1138, Civil Service 

Regulations. · 

50 per mensem. 
Ditto a. 

Heads of Departments P. 
and Deputy Commis. 
sioners in case of their 
non-gazetted subordi. 
nates. 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart-
ments. . 

Ditto c. 

Ditto c. 

Director of Public C 
Instruction. • 

L o c a I Government, C. 
up to Rs. 100 per 
mensem. 

Commis.sioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments. 

Ditto C. 

Ditto. c. 

2lllt 
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:Ab8tt·act'aj tl~epf·oposals·of Ute Punjab Governmel(t for th!J de'voltitia~t of:polcer/1 to opker, 
sub01·dinate to it....-cont. · 

Serial 
No. I' . Subje9t. 

36 Location of headqua~;ters 

37 Grant of special cumulative 
allowance. · 

· 38 Grant of examination travel
ling allowance. 

.89 Delegation of power of coun-
tersignature. . 

-40 Investigation of arrear 
claims. 

-41 Revision of establishment ... 

·Authority who can now' 
eanction, with reference. Authority propo~ed. 

Local Government ... ... Commissioners and C.-
Article 1060, Civil SerVice Heads· of Depart-

. Regulations. menta. 
Local Government ... Ditto 

·Article 1061, Civil Service 
c. 

Regulations. 
Director of Land Records, 
Article 1116, Civil Service 

Regulations. 

Government of India... . .. 
Articles 1159 and 1162, 

Civil Service Regula tiona. 
Locai Government ... . .. 
Article o (~'), Civil Account 
· Code. 
Local Government. ... ... 
Article 57, Civil Account 

Code. · 

1
De-puty Commis- C. 

sioners (and a 
clerk might be 

· allowed to coun-

1 

tersign). 
Authorised -Extra 

·J A~si~tant Com-
missioners.· 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart- · 

. menta. 
Commissioners and c.· 

Heads of Depart
ments, subject to 
rates of pay fixed 

· by Government. 
42 Dispensing. with the need Government of India,... ... Government of India. C. 

of submitting vouchers Article 88 (a), Civil Account The limit to be raised 
over Rs. 10. .· Code. to Rs. 100. 

·43 Countersignature of con tin-- Commissioners... ... . ... 
gent bills. Article 90, Civil Account 

Code. 
44 Authorization of land ac-. Local Government ... . .. 

qJlisition officer to issue • Article 103, Civil Account 
Cheques. . Code. 

-45 Re·-~ppropriation between .Local Government ... ... 
maJOl;' heads.. Articles 158 and 295 (a) (i)1 . . . Civil Account Code. 

D e,p u t y Commis- C. · 
s1oners. 

Commissioners 0 •. · 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads of Depart
ments. 

46 Sanction ·to_ non-recurring- Local Government ... . .. 
expeif.qiture. : .Artic_le 278-A (b), Civil .-

! :· ·Account Code. , 

Ditto C. 

-47 Writing .. off of. payments . Government of India ... 
disaqowed within six· Article 279-A~ Civil 
months, .. · · - . . ; . count Code. 

Commissioners, Ac- C •. 
Ac.; · ' countant- General 

48 Temporary· ·appointments Local Government ... 
and deputations. . Article 283-4 (b),_ Civil 

· ·-- A.ccount Code. 

-49 Renewal of lapsed sanctions 

.50 Sanction to tele~hones 

ol Supply of hand-made paper 

:02 Power to indent .direct ron 
India. Office for stores. 

.53 Sancti9n to Class 0 Contin
genqies. 

64 Sanction to printing at private 
p~eeses instead of by the Gov
ernment Contractors. 

. 65 Sancti~n to supply of liveries 
and warm oloth.4lg. 

Local Government ... . .. 
·Article 293; Civil Account 

Code. · 
Local Government ... 

. Article 98, Civil Account 
Code. 

Local Government ... . .. 
Stationery Manual, volume 

I, section l,rule 16. · 

Local Government ... ... 
Finance Department reso
-. lution No.185, .dated lOth 

January 1883 . 
Local Government and 

Financial Commissioner. 
Various rules. 

Local Government (except in 
. small cases). 
l'unjab Government No. 236, 

dated 16th February 1907. 

Various. ... ... ... 
Revenue Circular No. 16, pal'$.• 

graph 29. 
Punjab Government No. 1395, 

· · dated 25th Aprill906, 
-56 Compeitsation for dearness of Local Government ... . .. 

provi$ions. Article 72, Oivil Account Code. 
-57 Sanotio,n'" to outcherry fund Commissioners ... ... 

budget and establishment and Accountant-General's Standing 
counj;ersignature of bills of . Order No. 89 (b), and Punjab 
the f)lnd. Government Nos. 918 and 690, 

dated 16th May 1893 and lOth 
A.prill89S. 

· and Heads of De- · 
partments, up io · · 
Rs. 1po,. Deputy 
CommiSsioners, up 
to Rs.10. 

Commissioners and C. 
He~J.ds of ;Depart

. menta; up taRs. 50 
and six months. 

Commissioners and C. 
Heads ·of Depart· 
menta. · 

Ditto C. 

Heads .· of Depart· C. 
menta. 

Heads of DeP,art· P. 
menta and Princi
pals of Colleges. 

Ditto 

Commissioners and 
Heads of Depart. 
menta, up to B.s. 100 
in each case, 

Deputy Commissioners 
or Heads of offices 
concerned and Heads 
of Departments. 

P. 

This proposal 
involves an 
alteration 
in the COD· 
tract • 

P. 

Commissioners to fix the P. 
staple. 

Deputy Commissioners P. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION UPON DECENTRALI~ATION. 

Abstract of the pt·oposals of tlte Pwyab Government for the, devolution. of powers to o~r8 
. subordinate to it-cont. · 

. · f:!ubject. 

58 Sanction to advanced to sub
postmasters for sale of stamps. 

59 Registration charges (establish· 
ment and contingencies) and 
~efunds of revenue. • 

-60 Pensions-:...( a) 'payments to heirs, 
(b) payment of arrears, 

·61 Purchase of tentage 

-62 Sa n c t i o D. of allowances to 
llo~pital Assistants f'or colla
teral chargee. 

63 Purchase of furniture for dak 
bungalows. 

Authority·who can now 
sanction, with reference. 

Collector ... ... • .. ... Treasury Officer .. ; R.: 
Punjab G.ov'ernment notifications 

Nos. 1498, 1 500 :dated 5th 
June 1900, rule VII (a). .· 

lnspector-General . Registrar · · 
Registration Manual-

Standing Order No. II, para.; 
graphs 3, 5, Ill, pages 80, &c. . 

StandiiJg order No. IV, para!-: 
graphs 17 and 23, pages 73: ~ 
and 111. 

Rules 11 and 58, pages 51 
and 56. . , . 

' Financial Commissioner, Ac.; . Depnty Commissioners 
countant • General and Com-1 
missioners . 

.'Rule 7 under Act XXIII of 1871.· 
Rule 6 mider Act XXIII of 1871. 

, Revenue Circular No. 38, para- : 
. graph 2. . . · 
Punjab Qovernment No. 2265, 

dated 18th November 1907 • 

Salari.'es of 
Sub-Regis
trars must 
b e: a p • 

. proved by 
Goirern
nie,n t of 
Ind.\a. 

B;. 

. Financial Commissioner and Commissioners and P. 
· · Committee of . inspection, and · Heads of D e p a r t

Local Government in excess ; . mente. 
of scale. . 1 

: Parag~aph 7; Revenue Circular ' 
No. 24. . 

Local Government ... Inspector • General of P. 
Consolidated Circular No. 11, Civil Hospitals. 
· paragraph 42. 
Commissioners ••• ... Deputy Commissioners, P •. 
Consolidated Circnlir No. 28, up to budget provi-

paragraph 26, on page 7. sion. 

64 Appeals against method of Commissioners ... ... ... Collectors 
partition. Land Revenue Act, section 

s. 

65 Exercise of a. .Collector's 
powers. 

118. . 
Collector... ... ... ... Any Sub-Divisional S. 

Officer. . · 
•65 (a) Power to make rules under 

section 155 (3), Land 
Revenue Act, and section 
106, Land Tenancy Act. 

'Ciover~ment of India. and Financial Commis- S. 
Local Government. ~ioner. 

·-65 (b) Local Government's powers 
of continuing assign-
ments. . . 

66 Regulation of patwaris' circles ... 

Local Government 
Revenue Circular No. 37, 
. par~graph 8 II, III, IV. 
Oomm1BS10ners ~.. · ... 
Land Revenue Rule 1. 

67 Alterations in kannngo 
patwar establishments. 

and Financial Commissioner ... 

68 Approval of candidates for 
district kanungoship. 

·69 Alteration of scale of zaildar1 ... 

70 Approval of non-lambarda·r can. 
didates for zaildari, 

71 Appointment of. minors to be 
:aildar. 

Land Revenue Rules 2-5. 
Director of Land Records 
.Land Revenue Rule 105, 
Local Government and Commis

sioners. 
Land Revenue Rule 165 (i) and 

(ii). . 
Commissioners ... .;. 
L!Uld Revenue Rule 166. 
Commis~ioners ... • •. 
Land Revenue Rule lli9. 
Punjab Government No. 2936, 

dated 12th October 1907. 
72 SIWction to absence of :aildar Financial Commissioner 

for over one year. Land Revenue Rule 188. 
·73 Refunds of land revenue Commissioners 

Land Revenue Bnles 256-58. 
Punjab Govwnment No. 2936, 

dated 12th October 1907. 7' ExerciHe of powers of revenue Financial Commissioner 
revU!ion. Section 16 (3), Land Revenue 

75 Disposal of cases of undisputed 
lambardari. 

76 Grant of pensions to heirs of 
a.ssignees. 

Act. 
Section 8! (3), Land Revenue 

Act. 
Collectors ... 
Land Revenue Rnle 179. 
Local Government ... ... 
Revenue Circnlar No. 371 para. 

graph 9. 
77 CoMolidation of revenue-free LQcal Government ... ... 

holdings·. Revenue Circular No, 37, para-
graph 53. 

18 Sanction to (a) di-alluvion a&.~· Commi.illioners and Financinl 
ments and to changes in rent. Commissioner. 
roll caused b;ythem, and tq l Revenue Circular ~o. 33. 

"commissioners 

Collectors . 

Commissioners ... 

Collectors 

P. 

R. 

B. 

R. 

Financial Commissioner R. 
and Commissioners. 

Collectors 

.Ditto. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Commiesbners ... 

R. 
R. ., 

R. 

R. 

R, 

Assistant Collector, let R. 
grade. 

Financial CommiBBioner P. 

Ditto P, 

, Collectors and Tahsil: P. 
dare. 
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Abstract oj the p1•oposals of the Punjab Government for the devolution of powers to officm 
subordinate to it-cont. 

Serial! 
No. Subject. 

79 (b) Reduction and increases of. 
land revenue. 

80 Sanction to entertainment of 
temporary record-room estab
lishment. 

81 Sanction to the institution of 
snits for rent of nazt~l pro· 
parties. 

82 Powers of disposal of acquired 
lands on abandonment by 
Government. 

83 Remission of land revenue on 
lands taken up by Department 
Public Works. · 

84 Remission of loans under Act XII 
of 1884. 

85 Transfers of leases of waste lands 

86 Sanction to sales of ancestral{ 
land in execution of decrees. 

87 Sanction to sale of nazul pro. 
perties. 

Authority wh~ can now 
sanction, with reference. 

Financial Commissioner 
Revenue Circular No. 35, para

graph 7. 
Financial Commissioner 
Revenue Circular ~o. 42, para· 

graph 13. 
Financial Commissioner 
Revenue Circular No. 451 para

graphs 8 and 17, 
Financial Commissioner 
Revenue Circular No. 54, para

graph 83. 
Financial Commissioner 

Commissioners 
Revenue Crrcular No. 55, para

graph 16 (9). 
Local Government 
Revenue Circular No. 56, para. 

graph 62, fomi A., part II, 91 
page 21. 

Financial Commissioner 
Commissioners. 
Revenue Circular No. 66, para· 

graph 9. 
Financial Commissioner and 

Commissioners. 
Punjab Government circular 

No. 3-1661, dated 12th 
August 1907. 

COURT OF w .ARDS. 

Authority proposed. Remarks. 

Commissioners • .. P. 

Deputy Commissioners, P. 
up to budget pro· 
vision. 

Ditto P. 

Commissioners... P. 

Collectors P. 

Ditto P. 

Ditto P. 

} Oomm!..;onen P 

Collector a (in case of P. 
uncultivated land up 
toRs. 500). 

88 Exercise of Financial Com- Financial Commissioner 
missioner's powers. Act II of 1903. 

Commissioners s .. 

89 Leases of estates of Wards of 
Court, 

110 Sanction to suits by Court 

91 Countersignature of bills against 
the rate. 

92 Expenditure of funds provided 
for in scheme of management. 

93 Contingent Expenditure 

94 Refunds and remissions of excise 
revenue. 

95 Tr11nsfer of locality of excise 
shops;· 

96 Resale of forfeited ex c i s e 
licenses. 

97 Sanctions to rewards in excise 
oases over Rs. 50, 

98 Acceptance of highest bid at 
auctions. . 

99 Co:qf~rll).en~ .of subordinate 
ClVll JUdicial powers. 

Commissioners 

Financial Commissioner 
Section 20 of .A.ot II of 1903, 

Commissioners • .. ... ... 
Rule (l), page 14 of Revenue 

Circular No. 57. 
Commissioners ... ... • .. 
Rule (h), page 14: of Revenue 

Circular No. 6 7 · 
Commissioners ... ... • .. 
Accountant-General's B. 0. K. 

Rule (viii) i page 18 of Re. 
venue Circular No. 57, 

ExCISE, 

Deputy Commissioners P. 
(in cases up to Rs. 
5,000). 

Commissioners and De. P~ 
puty Commissioners 
(up toRs. 1,000). 

Deputy Commit!l!ioners, P. 
up to budget pro. 
vision. 

Deputy Commissioners, P."" 
up to budget provision. 

Deputy Commissioners, P ... 
up to Rs. 100. 

Commissioners and Excise Com· Collectors, up to Rs. 200 P ~ 
missioner. 

Paragraph 19 (11ii), page 17 of 
Excise Pamphlet. · 

Excise Commissioner ... ... Collectors P ~ 
Paragraph 27 (3)1 page 21 of 

Excise Pamphlet, part I. 
Excise Commissioner ... .., Ditto ... P •. 
Rules 9 to 12 of the licensing 

rules, page 94: of Excise 
Pamphlet, part I. 

Excise Commissioner ... ... Ditto P-
Paragraph 15, Rule VII·.A., page 

15 of Excise Pamphlet, part I. 
Excise Commissioner ... ... Ditto P .. 
Paragraph 26 ('1-), gage20, Excise 

Pamphlet, part I. . 
Local Government ... Hon'ble Judges S .. 
Sef~~~~ 64, Act XVIII of 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, 

100 Powers of registering mem- Deputy Commissioner Any authorized S,. 
bars of criminal tribes Section 11, Act XXVII of Magistrat~. 
and grant of passes. 1871. 

101 Powers to sanction location Local Government ... 
of punitive police. Section 15 of Police Act. Commissioners s. 

102 Retmoval oflunatic prisoners Local Government ... ... 
o asylum. Act III of 1900, section 30. 

Inspector-General of S .. 
Prisons. 
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Abstract of the proposals of the Punjab Government jo1' the devoluti01t of powers to o.fficers 
subordinate to it-cJncluded. . 

Serirul Subject, Authority who can now Authority proposed.. Remarks, 
No. sanction, with reference, 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

Empowering of' officers 
under Land Ac1uisition 
Act and Income ax Act. 

Power to fix fines 

Pqwer to give orders regard-
1ng vagrants. 

Power to compensate lessees 
of ferries. 

Grant of leave in general ... 

Powers of Local Govern-
ment over revenue estab-
lishment. 

Appointment lof ministerial 
officers in district offices, in. 
cluding Head Treasury Clerk, 
Sada1' Wa.sil Baqi Nawia, 
Nazir, District Kanungo and 
Excise Daroga, 

110 Kw&i Na.sltin certificates 

111 Grant of leave to
(a) Subordinates 

U2 

113 

lH 

(b) Gazetted Officers ... 

(c) Civil Surgeons 

Postings and appointments, &c., 
of Assistant Surgeons (pro
vincial) and promotions. 

Employment of Extra .Assistant 
Surgeons and extension of 
their employment. 

Promotions of 2nd class Civil 
Surgeons, 

115 Appointment of military officers 
t<l hold collateral (civil) 
medical charge. 

116 Declaration of Medical Officers 
to be plague inspecting officers. 

ll7 

118 

Sonotioo of leV)' o! Ieee at !aim { 

Appointments of chaukidar3 ... 

119 Alteration of scale of cha.ukidars 

120 Sanction to prosecutions under 
Epidemio Diseases .Act, 

121 Forest powers ... 

Local Government Financial Commis- s. 
sioner. 

Local Government ... 
Section 12, Act I of 1871. 

Commissioners. s. 

Local Government ... ... Ditto s. 
Section 46, Punjab Laws 

Act IV of 1872. 

Local Government ... Ditto ... s. 
Section 10, Act VIII of 

1878. 

Local Government ... Posting authority. c. 
Articles 332, 339, 329, (In note 1 to 

Civil Service Regulations. articles 332 and 
339 substitute 
for "Local 
Government". "the 
authority granting 
the leave"). . · 

Local Government ... Financial 
sioner. 

Commis- P. 

[

Commissioners ... ... 
Director of Land Recordli.l. 
Excise Commissioner. 
Various, including Land L venue Rule No.l06. 

... } Deputy Comlllissioners P. 
lte· 

Commissioners . .. • .. 
Commissioner Delhi's No. 6, 

dated 23rd January 1875, 

Commissioners ... ... 
Consolidated .Circular No. 4, 

paragraph 17, 
Commissioners .. , ... 
Consolidated Circular No, 41 

paragraph 17. 
Local Government Consolidated 

Circular No. 111 paragraphs 
10, 11. 

Local Government ... 
Consolidated Circular No, 11, 

paragraph 21. 
Local Government ... ... 
Consolidated Circular No, 41 

paragraph 17, 
Local Government ... 
Consolidated Circular No. 11, 

paragraph 9. 
Local Government ... 
Consolidated Circular No. 11, 

paragraph 5. 
Local Government ... ... 
Punjab Government notification 

No. 345, dated 11th November 
1897. 

Ditto P. 

Collectors . .. P. 

Ditto· P. 

Inspector· General of P, 
Civil Hospitals. 

Ditto P. 

. Ditto P • 

Ditto P, 

Ditto P, 

Ditto P. 

Financial Commissioner .. , ... } 
Commissioners, 
.Agrioulture Circular No.2, para· Deputy Commissioners P. 

graph 2, . 
Consolidated Circular No. 411 

paragraph liS, 
Ditto Deputy Commissioners .. , 

Rule 8, Punjab Government 
notification No. 2778, dated 
15th August 1876. 

Commissioners ... ... • .. 
Rule 4, Punjab Government 

notification No. 2778, dated 
loth .August 1876, 

Commissioners ... • .. ... 
Punjab Government Ciroular 

No. 8 of 1902. 

FORESTS. 

R. 

Ditto ... R, 

Ditto ... P. 

Local Government 
1 Act and Code. 

... Financial Commis-· C. 
sioner. . 1 

-



.. APPENDIX.: 

(c) Statenimtt .Of. powers now 'reserVed by law to the Governm·-Gene1;al in Council wlticlt might. in tlte 
· opinion of the Lieutenant-Govern01• be ent?·ustell to the Local Got•ernment. 

· .... :·: ·" Act.· 

. l { VIII of185l .. :. 
XVof·186f 

2 XXXVI of 1858 

3 Vofl8&1. 
4 X:X:II~ of 1863. 

5 VII of i87o .. . 
6 VIII of 1870 .. . 
7 I of 1871 
8 v Qf 1871 

9· XXVII o£.1871 

10 IV of 1872 .. 1 

11 VIII. of 1873 ... 

-12 IX of 1874 ... · 

13 XIV of 187i ... 
14 XIX of 1876 ... 

15 III, of 18~7. 

16 VII of 1878 

17 III of 1879 
18 XIV of 1879 ... 
19 XIU of1880.w 

20 XXVI of 1881 . 

21 xx. of 1883 

22 VI of 1886 
23 XI of 1886 

24: VII of 1887 

25 IX ol 1887 

26 XX of 1891 

27 I of 1894: 
28 IX of 1894: 

29 XII of 1896 

SO VI of 1898 · ... 
Sf VIII of 1897 ... · 

32 . II of 1902 

.•.. 

.•.. 

'••• 

·~ .. 

I· Sectio~. I .' , Power. 

{ 
{ 

f · } To• vary scheduled rates of tolL · · · ·. ·: .: 

17-C To move lunatics, beyond province, on concurrence of Local Govern-
ment prepared to accept charge. · 

· 2 To p~ange rates of police p~y. . ... .. . .. . . . . .. 
To dispose of Crown lands w1thout restr10t1on,-see rules in Punjab· 
· Government No. 1179 S., dated 3rd September 18851 framed with 

sanotion of Governmenti of India. 
~2·. To make ;rules regarding entertainment of process-servexs. 
' 1 · To issue notifications regarding female infanticide, · · 
12 To vary scale of fines on impounded cattle, 
SL To ~nake. rules regarding convicts undergoing transportation within the 

2 and 5 
. 15 

17 
18' 

89-C 
50-A 

75 

11 
36 

5 or 5-A 
10 
14 
78 
26 
70 
77 
li 
4 
4 

province. · 
To notify criminal tribes. 
To. make arrangements for settlements or removal of criminal tribes. 
To place them in a reformatory ~.~ttlement, · 
To make rules under this section. · · · · · · 
To fix taxation for village police, 

. To make rules under Punjab Laws Act. 
To make rules for carrying out Canal Act (except as regards charges} 

(section 75 (4:)). · 
To create Government work-houses. 
To make rules for work-houses. 
To extend enactments to scheduled districts. 
To prohibit dramatic performances. 
To regulate salaries of registering officers. . 
To make rules regarding details of registration operations. · 
To disforest reserved forests. · 
To alter fines for cattle trespass. 
To make rules under the Act. 
To confirii). rules for destruction of records~ 
To. extend rules to cantonments.· .. 
To extend Vaccination Act .to cantonments, 'subject to control' of 

Government of India (of., section 4 of XIV of 1879). 
138 'To apppint notaries public. . 

11 (2) 1'o alter constitution of and also proportion of salaried members of 
district boards. 

SO To approve of local taxation. 
55 To sanction investments. 
36 To make rules regarding registration of births and deaths. 
4 To make an order for a. tramway on land no£ Within limits of muriici· 

pality or cantonment. · · · · · · 
3 

{ 8 (I~ 
To determine the valuation of land for purposes of jurisdiction, 
To establish Small Cause CourtS. . 
To appofutAdditional Judge of a Small Cause Court'. 

{ 
5 (2) (b) 

... 182 
To vary proportion of salaried members of a municipality. 
To supersede a municipality. 

{ 

55 
59 

· To make rules regarding acquisition of'land. 
To make rules for matters detailed in this seotion (subject to genera.}; 

control of Government of India). 
14 To establish warehouses for drugs. 
19 To make rules under this section. 
26 Ta dispose of intercepted parcels. 
5 To establish reformatory schools. 
3 · To extend the Act. 

41 To make rules. 
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38400. 

Sob-Committees (Parma Nand) 38418-20. 
Population (Parma Nand) 38398. 
Powers and functions of Municipality. and District 

Board (Parma. Nand) 38425-34. 
Abdul Ghafnr Khan of Zaida, Khan Bahadnr

Divisional and Sessions Judge at Jhelum. 
Evidence 38594-692. 

Accountant- General, Punjab and North- West 
Frontier Province 

Accountant - General for the Punjab was also 
Accountant-General for North-West Frontier 
Province (Grant) 38113, (O'Dwyer) 39160. 

Di~~retiooa.ry power in carrying out requirements 
of financial codes, suggested, App. V., p. 238. 

Establishment- Power to entertain temporary 
em.blishment up to a certain limit, opinion in 
favour of (Michael) 41141 p. 153. 

Heads of Deputments, delegation of powers to
Position of Accountant-General (O'Dwyer) 39242. 

R.uks and orders-Relaxation of req airement by 
wbir.h Accountant-General was bound to a~certain 
that rules were exactly obeyed (Michael) 41141 
p. 153. 

;·· 1•:cbnical irregularities 
Objections sent up by Clerks (Michael) 41206. 
Itaising discretionary powers from Rs. 10 and Rs. 

50 to Rs.100, suggested (Michael) 41141 p.153, 
41207-12. -

.Accowtts 
Bv l ur.bistan-Work done by Comptroller of India 

'l'rea.•mries at Calcutta (Williams) 37424-5. 
Cle rk!l of Accounts Department interchangeable 

" ith Treasury Officers, opinion against (Miqhael) 
,123~ I 

•: ';· h~nge accounts-Suggestions with a view to 
:.iconomy and expedition of work (Stracey) 41708 
p. 178. 

L< J11:;ion of all discretion in connection with audit 
I •rr·posed (Stracey) 41708 p. 178. 

Fr~uds i~ ~utside departments-Position of Deputy 
Cr;m~ISSloner (Wilson) 42515-9. 

I r '.ncac1es of audJt in the Punjab-Counter-signa
ture and voucher system, &c. (Michael) 41141 

. p. l5~,41200-3, 41213-5 (Wilson) 42510-3. 
D(·lrgat10n of powers 

Punjab Government's suggestions App VI 
p. 244. ' • ., 

Recent del~gation of powers - Question of 
counte~·Blgnature of Deputy Commissioner's 

. travell.mg allowance bills (Wilson) 42378-82. 
Local aud1t, system of, in t.be Pnnjab (Wilson) 

42513. 
Revision . of audit system, opinions in favour 

of (M1chael) 41225-6 (Fisher) 41348 p 164 
41381-3 (Wilson) 42350-7. ' ' 

Sub- vouchers- Scheme for dispensing with 
(Stracey) 41708 p. 178. 

Or~anizatioo of Department iu the Punjab 
(Jlichael) 41141. 

Additional District Magistrate, North-West Frontier 
Province 

Appollate jurisdiction (Rawlinson) 38813. 

33376 

Advisory or Administrative Councils · 
Administrative Councils as opposed to Adviso17 

Councils, opinion for and against (Sundar Singh} 
38488 p. 47 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79. 

Consulting local opinion, existing pral}tice-Opinions 
and suggestions (Jalal-ui-din Khan) 37765-8, 
37770-2 (Archer) 37997 p. 22 (Sundar Singh) 
38500-1 (Shah Din) 39961-5 (Fenton) 40831 
p. 139 (Hailey) 42006 p. 193. 

Constitution (Jalal-udrdin Khan) 37740, 37759-63, 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37,38326-7, 38335-6~ 
(Sultan lbrahim) 38395 (Sundar Singh) 38488 
p. 47, 38498-9, 38503-4 (Muhammad Husain) 
38578-9 (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 p. 51 (Shah Din) 
39832 p. 101, 39854, 39959-60 (Umar Hayat) 
39970 p. 106 (Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 
(Guilford) 40216 (Gurbaksh Singh) 40464t 
40481-2 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 130 
(Narendra Nath) 40676 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

District Board, opinion11 for and against utilizing 
Boards as Advisory or Administrative Councils 
(Sultan lbrahim) 38392-5 (Muhammad Husain) 
38590-1 (Blakeway) 38857 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79 
(R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148,41057-61. 

Divisional Darbar, opinion against utilizing as 
Advisory Council (Abdul Ghajur) 38679. 

' ;Jirga, utilizing as Advisory Council, question of 
(Ganpat Rai) 37662 (Jalal-vilr-din Khan) 37783-5 
(Archer) 37997 p. 22 (Sundar Singh) 38498. 

Jfajlis-i-Inkishaft-Suggested alternative to Advi
sory or Administrative Counuil (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 40. 

Municipal Committees, utilizing as Advisory 
. Council, question of (Blakeway) 38857 (Maclagan) 

39251 p. 79 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148, 
41057-61. 

Number of Members (Abdul Ghajur) 38594 p. 51 
. (Shah Din) 39912. 

Opinions against and disadvantages of 
Commissioner, council for (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 

p. 40 (Partap Singl~) 39761 p. 98 (R.E. Young
husband) 41007 p. 148 ; App. II., p. 219. 

Deputy Commissioner, connell for (Ganpat Rai) 
37662 (McOonaghey) 37872 (Archer) 37997 
p. 22 (Grant) 38113 p. 28 (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 40 (Rawlinson) 38765 (Blalceway) 
38857 (Parsons) 39577 p. 91 (Pa1·tap Singh) 
39761 p. 98 (Broadway) 40354, 40451, 40456-7 

· (Partab Singh) 40501 p. 125, 40543-5 (Fenton) 
40831 p. 139 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148 
(Hastings) 41256 p. 169 (Hailey) 42006 p. 193; 
App. II., p. 219. 

Opinions in favour and advantages of 
Agent to the Governor-General, council for 

(Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37'140 • 
Commissioner, council for (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 

p. 51 (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Guilford) 
40345-6 (Narendra Nath) "40676 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 206. 

Deputy Commi~oner1 council for (Jalal-ud-din 
Khan) 3774.0 (Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37 
(ParmaNa11d) 38395 p.43 (Muhammad Husain) 
38557 (Abdul Ghofur) 38594 p. 51 (Shah Din) 
39832 pp. 100, 101 (f!mar Hayat) 3\J970 p. 106 
(Harkishen Lal) 40084 p.111 (Guilford) 40216, 
40295 (Gurbaksh Singh) 40464 (Fateh Ali 
Khan) 40571, 40602 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 
pp. 129-30, 40671-2 (Narendra Nath) 40676 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

Beads of Departments, Railways, Irrigation, 
&c., council for (lJarkishlVI Lal) 40084 
p.111. 

Tahsils or large villages, councils for ( Jluhamma.d, 
Khan) 3833~-3. 
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Advisory or Administrative Councils-cont. 
Panchayats, no necessity for, if councils with judicial 

}>ower; were established in different • places 
( ,1/ultammad Khan) 3fl334. 

Appeal-cont. 
Administrative Acts of Government, &c.-cont. 

Opinio1_1 in favour of restricting right of appeal 
(Dickie) 38693 (Blakezcay) 38857 (Hailey) 
4~006 p. 190; App. V., p. 238. 

Nature of restrictions suggested 
Position of Executive Officer-Whether decisions of 

Council should be bind1ng or merely advisory, &c. 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37, 38331 (Sundar 
Singh) 38488 p. 47, 38501-2 (Abdul Ghu.rriifmar-+)---
38618 (Shah Din) 39855-9, 39967-9 (Gurbaksh 
Singh) 40483-4. ·· 

North-West Frontier Province-Provincial · 
Administration suggestions, App. III., 
p. :134. 

One appell.l, sufficiency of (Dickie) 38693 
Powers· and functions-Suggestions (Jalal-ud-din 

Khan) 37740 (Muhflmmad Khan) 38300, 38328-30 
(Parma Nafl.d) 38395 p. 43 (Sundar Singlt) 38488 · 
p. 47 (Abdul Ghafur) 38678 (Shah Din) 39832 
p. 101, 39969 (Uma1• Hayat) 39970 p.1061 39992-6, 
(Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111, 40106.,..8 (Gurbaksh 
Singh) 40464 ( Fateh .Ali Khan) 40602 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40612 p. 130 (Narendra .Nath) · 40676 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 2061 42508-9.· 

:Procedure 
· Attendance of Members according to character of 

question to be decided (Parma Nani) 38395 
p. 43, 38505-6. 

. Initiative in raising subjects for discu•sion, ques
tion of (Sundar Singh) 38507 (Shah Din) 39930-1 
(Barkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 (Wilson) 42507. 

Meetings (Parma Nand) 38395 p. 43 (Muhammad 
Hu~ain) 38580 (Shah Din) 399291 39966 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 206, 42505-6. 

. Quali6C!J.~IOns for membership . (Abdul Ghafw·) 
38594 p. 51. . 

.Agency territory a.nd British territory in Baluchistan 
Area of administered territory larger than that of 

British territory (Williams) 37555. 
Correspondence relating to administered territory, 

· pos,tion with regard to addressing Departments 
of Government, of India (Williams) 37655. 

Difference between (Williams) 37551-4: (G1·ant) 
' '38:!29-30. . . 

Number of Native States under control of Agent. to 
Governor-General (Williams) 37 556. 

..,A.gent to the Governor- General ao1d Chief Com-
missioner . 

Powers and functions, staff, &c. 
: Baluchistan, App. I., p. 2.16. 

Comparison of position of Head of a Pro
vin<Jial Administration· with that of Head of 
a Provincial Government (Williams) 37547-
50, 37572-8. . 

'Police (Jalal-ud-din Kha~) 37740 p. 13. 
North- West Frontier Province (Grant) 38113 

(ODwyer) 39120-3. · 
.Agricultural Loans 

Sob-Divisional Officers, opinion in. favom· of power 
to grant advances (Ganpat Rai) 37662

1 
37670-1 

(.A.rcher) 37997 p. 22. 
.Appeal 

Admin~atrative Acts of G?vernment, appeals against 
Cert1~cate from author1ty passing order appealed 
ag~mst th.at. reasonable grounds of appeal 
ex1sted, op1mons for and against (Jalal-ud-din 
Khan) 377 40 (A rcl1er) 37997 (Muhammad Khan) 
38300 (Sulta1~ lbt•ahim) 38352 p. 39 (Patma 
Nand) 38395 (Sundar Singh) 38488 p. 47 

· (Rawlinson) 38i65 (Blake way) 38857 ( Maclagan) 
3~251 p. 78 (Parsons) 39577 p. 90 (Partap 
$mgh) 39761 (Shah Din) 39R32 ( Harkishen 
Lal) 400R4· (Partab Singh) 40501 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40612 p. 129 (Wilson) 42325 p. 205; 
App. II., p. 218. · 

-character of appeals (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78. 
-Government of India, retention of right of appeal 

on . a big scale desired (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 377 40. . ' . ; ' . 
Nu;m~er of ap_Peal~ (Pa1·sons) 39577 p. 90. 
.Opm1on . agru.nst testrioting right of appeal 

, (A.rchel') ·379~7 (Muhammad Khan) 38300 
· (Sultan lbraham) 38352 p. 39 (Parma Nand) 

· 38395 (Sundar Sin,qh) 38488 p. 47 (Muham-
. mad Husain) 38557 (Abdul. Ghafur) 38594 
(Partap Singh) 39761, 39826 (Shah Din) 

.ii9832 ( Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Harkishen 
Lal). 40084 (Fateh Ali Khan) 40571 40601 
(Muhammad Shaft)" "40612 p. 129 (N~rendra 
Na~lt) 40676 (R. E. Younghusband) 41001 
(Fisher) 41348 p. 163 (Stracey) 41708 p 177 
41808-11 (Hailey) 42006 p 192 • App' n I p. 218. . • , • ., 

' .· (Blakeway) 38919. 
'Second appeal to be allowed only if first 

appeal d1d not substantially confirm original 
, order (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78. 

Stamp duty on appeals, raising of--Opinion 
against (Grant) 38~72. 

Congestion of appeal work in the Punjab under 
existing _circumstances, questi()n of' effect of pro
posal to abolish Commissioners (Harkishen Lal) 
40144-8. . 

District Boarii-Appeah by local servants (Umar 
Hayat) 40069-72. 

Go~ernmeJJ.t servants, appeal by 
Attitude of the · people . towards restriction of 

right of appeal (Blakeway) 3893"5-6. 
Certi6cate from authority passing order appealed 

against that reasonable grQnJ!ds · of appeal 
existed, opinions for ·and against :(Muhammad. 
Khan) 38300 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 (Sundar 
Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Rawlinson) 38765 (Blake
way) 38!132, 38982 (Maclagan) 39251 (Partap 
Singh) 39761 (Harkishen' LaZ) 40084 (Bate} 
41403 (Hailey) 42006 p.191 (WilBon) 42~25 
p. 205. .. ' 

Existmg conditions (Grant) 38289-91 (Blakeway)'· 
38930-1 (Fenton) 40913-8. · 

Number of appeals (Maclagan) 39349-51. · 
Opinion against restricting right -of appeal (Me 

Gonaghey) 37872, 37984-5 (A1·cher) 379971 
38056-62 (Grant) 38135-9 (Muhammad Khan) 

· 3H300 (Sultan lbrahim) 3tl352 (Muhammad 
Husain) 38557 (.A.bdul Ghajur) 38594 (Partap 
Singh) 39761, 39826 (Shah Din) 39832 (Har
lcishen Lal) 40084., 40204-6 (Fateh Ali Khan) 
40571, 40601 (Muhammad Shafi) 40612 p. 1291 
40640-2 (Narend1·a Nath) · 40676 (l!'isher) 
41348 p. 163 (St1·acey) 41708 p . .177, 41808-+10 
(Goument) 41811; App. II., p. 218. i 

Opinion in favour of restricting right of app~al 
(Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106, 39:J83--9, 400l,9-
20 (Guiljo1·d) 40216 (Partab Singh) 401!>01 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 1111 (Wilson)" 42325. 
p. 2ot I 

Nature of restrictions suggested . . / 
Appointment by Local Government+No 

appeal beyond Local Gov~;~rnment (Haf·zey) 
'42006 p. 192, 42079-84. . 

Appointment, power of, should begin lower 
down with appeal to Deputy Commissioner 
(Maclagan) i$9251 p. 78. I 

. Authority in whom appointment v~sted, 
restricting right of appeal to, sugg~sted 
(Bate) 41403, 41505-8. { 

Limitation of .time within which appeals 
might be preferred (Sundar Singh) 3tB488 
p. 47, 38491-2. . \ 

North-West Frontier Province.-Provit'tcial 
Adminietration snggestions (Grant) 3S2\61-
3; App. III., p. 234. .I 

One appeal, !!Ufficitmcy of (McConagl!l~y) 
37987-90 (Dickie) 38693 (Pa1·tab Sing\h) 

. 40501. (Wilson) 4:2325 p. 205, 424!H-90. \ 
· Pay limit-S.ugg.estions · (Blakewuy) 3885:,\t 

38920-1 ( Maclagan). 3!1251· p. 78, 39352,\ 
39541 (P'enton) 40923 (R. E. Young- · 
husband) 41007 p. 147. · 

Scale of punishments on similar lines to that 
contained in the draft Police Bill-Sugges
tions (Hailey) 42006 p. 192. 

Second appeal, restrictions on (Sundm·Singh) 
38488. p. 4~. 

Stamp duty, raising of-Opinion against 
· ( Gmnt) 38272. · ·· 

.. Procedure in appeal& · (McConaghey) 37986 
· (A1·cher) 38053--5. . · . 
Judicial appeals (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740. 
Police appeals (H(t~tings) 41256 p. 159, 41302-41 

41331. . . 
Political appeals (Jalal-ud-din Kltan) -31-740. · 
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Allpea.l-cont. · d 
Reduction of appeals reducing wor~ of officers an 

giving more time f?r contact w1th people, ques
tion of ( Gurbalcsh Smgh) 40490-2. 

Revenue appeals (Jalal-ud-dh& Khan) 37743-4 
(Archer) 3804·7-8 (O'Dwyer) 39196-208 (Shah 
Din) 39883-93. . 

Revisional powers, exermse of 
.Attitude of Local Government (Fenton) 40919-22 •. 
Exercised as 1f they were appellate powers, 

alleged-Suggestions (O'Dw:qer) 39209-12. 
Withholding appeals-Powers of Local Govern

ments adequate, opinion aga•nst interference by 
Government of India (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78. · 

Apvointment and Promotion of Officers . 
Foreign DepartmenG made appomtments of super~or 

officers in Baluchistan a.nd N o• th-West Frontxer 
Province (Williams) 37466-71, 37476-80 
(O'Dwyer) 39172-3. . . 

Municipalitie~-Existing powers, _opm1ons an~ sug
gestions wxth reference to mcr .. ased powers 
(Patel) 37849-51 (McOonaghey) 37926-8, 37946-
50 (Parsons) 39715-6. . 

Natives of Province, giving preference to, proposed 
-Evils of insisting on a knowledge of English 
(Jalal-ud din Khan) 37740, 37745-52. 

Provincial Government-Ed11ting powers and aug· 
gestions "ith reference to increased powers 
(Williams) 37482-3, 37526-7 (Grant) 38118-20 
(Wilson) 4::.:325 p. 204. ' 

Alteration 1n existing appointments-North-West 
Frontier Province (O'Dwyer) 39238; App.III., 
p. 233. 

Baluchistan Administration suggestions, .App. II., 
p. 2!!2. 

Bannu and the Khyber, appointment of Political 
.Agents (Grant) 38238-40 ; App. III., p. 235-6. 

Creation of new appointments, opinions for and 
against ext"n •ion of powers ( J alal ud-dinKhan) 
37740 (Arohe1·) 37997 (Jluhammad HuRain) 
38557 (O'D1oyer) 39236-7 (Partap Singh) 39761 
( Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 1U6 (MivhaeZ) 41141 
p. 153 ; .App. II., p. 220 ; App. ill., p. 2!J3. 

North-West Frontier Province-Suggestions by 
Provincial Administration, .App. III., pp. 235-6. 

Notification of appointments in Government of 
1 ndia Gazette-Opinion in favour of extension 
uf powers of Lo al Administration (O'Dwyer) 

I J!.1171-4; App. ill., p. 236. 
1 X \ut1 bt:r of posts &.nd proportion in each grade, 1 

,nioion in favour of leaving to discretion of 
Prqvincial Government (Fisher) 41348 p. 163, 
H3Ul-2. 

Powers equivalent to those of a Local Govern
ment in North-West. Frontier Province would 
oava numerous references to Government of 
Iudia (O'Dwyer) 392311. 

I'rr.tnotion, n•1 power of, in North-West Frontier 
Province (Grant) 38294. 

Punjab Government suggestions, App. VI., p. 240. 
Provincial Ser~ice- Possible scale of promotion 

(Jfaclagan) 39355-8, 39364-5, 39369-70. 
:..:,,[,:ction for promot10n-Selection v. Seniority 

(Williams)' 37643-6 (&rant) 38113 p. 28 
(Pm•ma Nand) 38395 p. 43 (Rawlinson) 38765 
(Partap Singh) 39761 p. 98 (Ha1·kishen Lal) 
40084 p. 111 (Muhammarl Shaft) 40612 p. 130 
(Narendra Natl!) 40676 (R. E. Younghusband) 
.41007 p. 148 (lialle'l) 420u6 p. 193, ~2288. 

DlBcouragemeut of Distr1ct and Executive Officers 
due to promotions being mainly for Secre
t.ar.iat W?rk, App. III., pp. 234-5. 

Optmon d1s1greeing with Government memo
randum (Grant) 38::!59-60, 38293, 

Greater care rtquired in selection of officers 
(Jalal-ud·di11 Khan) 37740 (Gra11t) 38113 p. 28 
(Sundar Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Maclagan) l:!925l 
p. 78, 39559 ( Umar Huyat) 39tt70 p. lOti (Par· 
tab Singh) 40501 (Muhammad Shafi) 40612 
p. 130 (Fenton) 40831 p. 139; App. II., 
p. 219. 

Relations with the people, factor which should he 
taken into con~ideratiun in selecting officers 
(Mululmmad Kl1ar1) 3H300 p. 37, 

Unfit for prumotion-Sugge:otiOns for compulsory 
retirement (Williams) 37ti47-50 (Jlaclagan) 311251 
p. 78, 39.1b9-6::?. 

Archrnological Survey, Frontier Circle 
~uperintendent of (Grant) 38113. 

333i6 

.Archer Major C.-On special duty .011 completion of 
R:venue Settlement of Quetta Tahsil. 

Evidence 37997-38112. 
·Area of Province and territories comprised 

Baluchistan, App. I., p. 216. 
. North-West Frontier Province, .App. ill., p. 232. 
. Punjab, .App. IV ••. p. 236 •.. 
.Aristocracy of India, prov1s1on of positions for· in 
. Government Service •. 

Statutory Civil Service, revival. of advocated 
(.t!bduL·Ghafur) 38594, 38604-5, 38624-8. 

.Assistant Commissioner . . 
.Acting appointment as Deputy Commtssxoner-

Experieoce of work (Parsons) 39680-2. .. 
Posting of-Sugge~tioDs (Partab Singh) 40532. 
Powers and functions, and suggestions with regard 

to increased powers (Jalal-ud·din Khan) 37740 
(Parsons) 39ti78-9 (Wilson) 42331-3 •. 

Appellate powers, suggestions with regard ~to 
(Shah Din) .39.894-7. . . 1UO~ 

Civil and crunlDal work (Jalal-ud-dtn Khan} 
37740 p. 13 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 40 
(Parma Nand) 38407, 38409:-10,, 38444 
(Parsons) 39674-5. . · 

Jirga appointment of (Muhammad Khan) 38315-Gr 
Land

1
R.,venue-Opinion a~ainst giving power ot. 

suspen11ion or rem~sion (Arc~er) 38u03. ., 
.Assistant Secretary to Chief Comml&ixoner of North.; 

West Frontier Province. 
Term of appointment ((}rant) 38142. 

B. 
Baluchistan 

.Administration in , 
DistinguiAhed from the Punjab by much of the 

law administered being customary local law 
(Archer) 38080. 

Ex1sting administration well suited to require· 
ments of province (Patel) 37786. . 

·Bannu 
District 

.Area and population (Blakeway) 38858. 
Canals- Control by Deputy Commissioner :of 

minor canals (Blakeway) 38993-6. 
Mumcipality · · 

Con~titution of Municipal Committee (Blakeway) 
38890-1, 38894. 

Income, population, &c. (Blalceway) 38888-9, 
38976-8. . . '·-J 

Sub- Committees, work done by (Blakeway) 
38892-3. 

Political .Agent, appointment of-Full powers for 
Chief Cummissioner, proposed (Grant) 38238-40 ;. 
App. III., pp. 235-6. 

Bate, Ool. T. E. L.- Inspector- General of Oivil 
· Hospitals in the Punjab. 

Evidence 41403-544. 
Benches of Ma4il!trates (Partap Slngl') 39817-23. 
Blakeway, Major D. B.- Deputy Uommissionet_ at: 

Bannu. 
Evidence 38857-39049. 

Broadway, Mr. A.-Zaminclar. 
Ev1dence 40354-463. 

Buildings · 
Provincial Government -·Extension of powers, 

proposed (Dickie) 38693. 

c. 
Cantonment Magistrate · 

Belati,,ns with Provincial Administration (Williams} 
37637-9. 

Chief Commissioner 
Se~ Agent to the Governor - General and Chief 

Comm ssioner. · ·. 
Chief Secretary to Government in the Punjab 

Powers and functions (Maclagan) 39251. 
Civil Account Code · 

Provincial Government 
Delegation of powers to subordjnates, opinions. 

in favour of-Sug~estions (O'Dwyer) 39089 
(Maclagan) 3925!,39329-34, 39549-51 (R. E. 
Yotmghusbaud) 41007 p. 147, 41051-2. 
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Civil Account Code-cont. 
Provincial Government-cont. . 

Delegation of powers to bubordinates, &c.-cont. 
Baluchistan-List of delegn.tions proposed by 

Agent to Governor • General, App. II., 
pp. 229-31. . 

Punjab Government suggestions, · App. V., 
. p. 239 .. 
Extension of powers, opinions in ·favour of

Suggestions (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 
pp. 146, 417 i 41051-2 (Michael) 41141 p. 153, 
41197-9 (Wil11on) 42325 p. 204, 42447; 
App. V., p. 237. 

Civil Service Regulations 
Provincial Government 

Delegation of powers to subordinates, opinions 
in favour of-Suggestions (Maclagan) 39251, 
39328-34, 39549-51 ; App. V., p. 239. 

Baluchistan-List of delegations proposed by 
· Agent to Governor-General, A pp. II., 
pp. :.!27-9. . 

Extension of 'powers, opinions in favour of
Suggestions (Michael) 41141 p.•153 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 204,42447; ·App. V., p. 237 .. 

Simplification required - Suggestions (Michael) 
41204-5,41252-5. 

Clerks, appointment of, &c. 
Deputy Commissioner, powers of (Parsons) 39595.
lntercban~e between different districts (Parsons) 

39597-8. 
Codes and rules 

Character of rules-Power of Heads of Depart" 
menta to issue rules (Grant) 38217. 

Civil Account Code, and Civil Service Regulations, 
see those titles. 

Codifying-Baluchistan Administration: suggestions, 
App. II., p. 219. . 

Increase in number of minute rules (Grant) 38216 
(Dickie) 38693, 38713-8, 38759-61. 

Increase in number requiring. reference to higher 
· authorities-Extension of powers of Local Ad

ministr!ltion, proposed (Grant) 38285-8. 
Issue of Rules by Local Governments, relaxation 

of Government of India requirements with regard 
to sanction, proposed (Fenton) 40831 ; App. V., 
p. 237. 

Limiting number of persons empowered to issue 
rules, opinion in favour of (Grant) 38218-21. 

Office work increased by continuous issue of Acts, 
Regulations, Circulars, &c.-Suggestions (Blalce
way) 38857, 38874-87, 38895-901 (O'Dwye1•) 
39U53-62, 39184-5. 

Waste of time incurred in dealing with unneces· 
sary instructions-Instance (Grant) 38222-3. 

Collector or Deputy Commissioner 
See Deputy Commissioner. 

Commissioner of Division 
Abolition of Commissioner's office 

Appellate and revisional powers, transfer to Civil 
. Courts, effect of (Ha1·kishen Lal) 40120-2, 

40144-8. 
Board of Revenue or Financial Commissioner 
· abolition of v. abolition of Divisional Com~ 

missioner's office (Parsons) 39577 · p. 90 
39641-3. ' 

Land . ~evenue - Questi?n of provision for 
remission and suspension (Harkishen Lal) 
40123-6. 

Opinion in favour of (Hat·kishen Lal) 40084 
p. 111,40091~102. 

Access to Lieutenant-Governor-Differential treat
ment of revenue and of ordinary departmental 
~u~ines~ (R. E. ,Younghusband) 41025-33. 

Op1mon 1n favour of direct access to Local 
Government, Financial Commissioner being 
eliminated (Jt'isher) 41373-4. 

.Appo!n~ment t? .Commissionership 
Enstmg pos1t10n, Selection v. Seniority (Grant) 

38113 p. 28 (Macla,qan) 39251 p. 78 (Parsons) 
39577 p. 91 (Na1•endra Nath) 40676 (R. E. 
. Youttghusband) 41007 p. 148 41014. 

Care exercise~ iu selection-dommissioners all 
fitted for enl:ianced powers (Wilson) 42325 
p. 206. 

Period of service in the Punjab before becoming 
.B . Co_mmissioner (R. E. Younghusband) 41012-3. 

aluchistan-No commissioners in (Jalal-ud-din 
Khan) 37740 (Archer) 37997 p. 22. 

Commissioner of Division-cont. 
Conference of Commissioners 

Means of bringing Commissioners' influence to 
bear on outside departments, question of 
(Hailey) 42023-43, 42299-304. 

Not held in the Punjab (Macla,qan) 39320. 
Opinion in favour of (R. E. Younghusband) 

41086-7 (Hailey) 42321-4. 
Dignity of position, maintenance, of-Restoration 

of police guard at houses, &c., suggested, App. V., 
p. 239. 

Efficiency of Commissioners '(R. E. Younghusband) 
41015. 

Establishment, strengthening required- Sugges· 
tions (Maclagan) 39312-3 (Hailey) 42006 p. 192, 
42265 (Wilson) 42373; App. V., p. 238. 

North-West Frontier Province, no Commissioners 
in (Grant) 38148, 38192. 

Number of Commissioners in the Punjab (Guilford) 
40340 (Hailey) 42009. 

Personal Assistant for Commissioner, suggested 
(Hailey) 42266-70 (Wilson) 42372; App. V., 
p. 238. 

Powers and functions, and suggestions with reference 
to extension of power11 ( J{uhammad Khan) 
38300 (Sultan rlb1·ahim) 38352 p. 39 (Partap 
Singh) 39792-3, 39827-31 (Harkishen Lal) 
40127 ( Gu1·baksh Singh) 40493 (Wilson) 42325 
p. 205. 

Advisory and Controlling Officer-Final powers 
were limited (Fenton) 40871, 40951-3 (R. E. 
Younghus.band) 41016-24, 41034-5. 

Appellate powers (Fenton) 40872-3" . 
Appointment and d1smissal, power of-Sugges-

tion (Broadway) 40354. . • . 
Police, Deputy Inspectors of (Partab Singh) 

40501, 40530-l. 
Tahsildars and naib-tabsildars (Sultan Ibrahim) 

38385-6 (Partap Singh) 39794 (Broadway) 
40390 (Pat·tab cingh) 40501 (R. E. Yourg 
husband) 41100. 

Temporary and permanent appointme s 
(Wilson) 42403-4. 

· Zilladars of canals (Partab Singh) 405 1, 
40530-1. 

District Boards, control of-Existing position ~nd 
opinion in favour of extension of Comnli.s
sioner's powers (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p.,' 39 
(Partab Singh) 40533 (Fenton) 40831 p. ~.39, 
40840-5 (R. E. Younghusband) 41104-10, 41~13 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. ! 

Education (Maclagan) 39306-9 (Partap Sin~h) 
39830-1 (Broadway) 40393 (Hailey) 42 06 
p. 191.. . . 

Establishment-Employment of temporary esta -
lishment (Hailey) 42006 p. 192 ; App. I ., 
p. 233. 

Financial Commissioner and Commissioner, over 
lapping of powers (Hailey) 42010-3. 

Abolition of Financial Commissioner an 
transfer of powers to Commissioner, question 
of (Shah Din) 39834-41 (Hailey) 42014-24. 

Financial powers of Commissioner- Existing 
position, and opinions for ;;.Iid against increase\ 
of powers (Fenton) 40831 (Wilson) 42325 
p. 205. 

Allotment for purposes of reward, entertain- · · 
ment, &c. (Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 38611-3, 
38633-4 (Maclagan) 39318 (Partab Singh) 
40501 p.1:l5 (Narendra Nath) 40676 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 192 ; App. V, p. 239. 

Allotment to be expended on such objects as 
Commissioner considered beneficial to his 
charge (Wilson) 42325 p. 205. 

Budget-Suggestions for inducing officers to 
take a greater interest, &c. (Stracey) 41708 
p. 177. . 

Expenditure, enlargement of control, proposed 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 (Parsons) 39577 
p. 90, 39644-6 ( Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 205 . 

Government of India grants, distribution of, 
purposes to which applied, &c. (R. E. Young
huBband) 41090-3. 

Separate budget (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78,39310, 
39407-13, 39536-7 (Stracey) 41725-7 (Gou
mMt) 41845-9 (Mullaly) 41966-9 (Hailey) 
42086-7, 42100 (Wilson) 42390-1; 42457-62; 

· App. V., p. 239. 
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Commissioner of Division-cont. 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. . 

Forestij (Abdul Ghajur) 38666-8 (Fisher) 41348 
p. 163. 

Hospitals and dispensaries (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 
Irrigation-Relations between Commissioner and 

Department, suggestions with reference to in· 
creased powers (Sultan Ibrahim) 31:!352 p. 39, 
38365-6, 38368 (Fenton)· 40831 (Hailey) 42006 
p. 191, 42089. 

Jail~:~, vi~itors to, appointment by Commissioner 
soggeRted (HailmJ) 42006 p.191. 

Land-Power of lea~:~ing of Government land up 
to 100 acres proposed (Broadway) 40354, 
40383-8. 

Land Acquisition Act, powers under, opinion in 
favour of (Wilson) 42401. 

Land Records, Director of-Abolition of office 
and restoration of functions to Commissioner 
proposed (Hailey) 42006 p. 192 (Wilson) 
42405. . 

Land Revenue - Suspensions and remissions 
(Maclagan) 39319, 39321, 39517-24 (Umar 
Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Broadway) 40354. 

Magisterial powers, question of power for Com
missioner to invest subordinate officers with 
(Wil8on) 42396-7. 

Municipalities-Existing control, and opinions in 
favour of increased powers (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 39 (Partab Singh) 40533 (R. E. Young· 
husband) 41104-10, 41113 (Hailey) 42006 
p.1911 42190-5 (Wilson) 42398-400. 

.Police, relations with-Greater independence of 
police as resuU of Police Commission-Opinions 
and suggestions (Macla,qan) 119296-305,39569-73 
(Fe.nton) 40867-71 (R. E. Younghusband) 
41131-3 (Hastings) 41256, 41272-80, 41301-4: 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191, 42309-12, 42313-20. 

Posting of &ubordinate officers (Grant) 38292. 
Assistant and Extra Assistant Commissioner, 

question of (Broadway) 40391 (Partab Singh) 
40532 (R. E. Younghusband) 41101-3 
(Wilson) 42395. 

Prospecting licences, grant by Commissioner, 
proposed (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

.Public Works 
District Boards and municipalities-Expendi

ture limit above which Commissioner's 
lianction was required (R. E. Younghusband) 
41114-5. 

Existm~ position and suggestions with a view 
to increasing influence of Commissioner 

:) Placlagan) 39251 p. 78, 39407-13 (Partap 
Sin,qh) 39827-9 (Fenton) 40940-4 (Goument) 
41811, 41843-4 (Mullaly) 41953-64 (Hailey) 
420u6 pp. 191, 192; 42100-14. 

1~xpenditure -Limit suggested for revenue 
works .(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Grants for minor works (Fenton) 40942-41 
41002-3 (R. E. Younghusband) 41088-9. 

Relations with Public Works Officers-Opinions 
and suggestions (Mullaly) 41939-44 (Wilson) 
42463-75. 

Punjab Government suegestiolls, App.VI., pp. 238, 
239; App. VI., pp. 241-7. 

. Settlement Commtssioner, abolition of office and 
transfer of duties to Divisional Commissioner, 
opinion against (Wilson) 42406. 

.Sub-Registrars, Commissioner as controllinoo 

T 
authority suggested (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. " 
ransf~r of officers (Grant) 38292. 
Tahsildar - Power of tran11fer within the 

m division (Maclagan) 39373 (Wilson) 42394. 
nards, Court of 
Dispo~al of surplus funds, &c.-suggestions 

(S~ltm& lbr?~im) 38352 p. 39. 
Extsting. ~os1t10n, question of constituting 

C_o~~ll!stone~ ~he Court of Wards for the 
diV18wn-Opmtons for and &'l'&inst extension 
c.f powers (Sundar Singh) 38488, H8545-53 
(Abdul Ghafv.r) 38618-20 (Maclagan) 39251 
p. 78, 39345-8 (Parsons) 39577 p. 90 
(Muhammad Shaft) 40613-4 40619-20 
(Fe11tun) 40899-903, 40907-10. ' 

Improvements and family ceremonies-Ex
penditure limit (Partab Singh) 40501 
40540-2, I 

. Zailclari and lambardari cases, final powers for 
Commissioner proposed (,Partap Singh) 39792. 

Commissioner of Division-cont. 
Relations with the People, see title Relations 

between Executive Officers and People. 
. Status and influence of Commissioner 

Comparison of, position of Commissioner in the 
Punjab with that of Commissioner in the other 
provinces (Wilson) 42418. 

Financial Commissioner, position of in event of 
increase of Commissioner's powers (Wilson) 
42402. 

Influence . sufficiently strong in all directions 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37. · 

Reduction of Commissioner's. position owing to 
centralization of Secretariat and growth of 
departmentalism (Sultan Ibrahim) 3835? 
p. 39 (Abdul Ghajur) 38594 p. 511 3866l 
(Maclagan) 39251 .p. 78, 39284-95,·· 39311, 
39315-7 (Broadway) 40354 (Narendra Nath) 
40676 (Fenton) 40848-66; App. III., p. 235. 

Co-ordinating powers for Commissioner
Suggested ·control of. outside departments 
within the division· ( Maclagan) 39542-5 
(Parsons) 39578-9 (Umar Hayat) 39970 
p. 106 (Narendra Nath) 40786-:-8 (Fenton) 
40,831 (R. E. Younghusbam:l) 41007 p. 1471 
41130 (Hailey) 42006 p. 192, 42025-32, 
42085-6, 4226~-4 (Wilson) 42376. · 

Sub-Governor, Commissioner to be regarded as, 
opinions for and against (Par~ap Singh) 39793 
(R. E. Young.husbanlf) 41096-9. (Hailey) 
42090-9. . . 

Suggestions for strengthening general position 
of Commissioner (Sultan lbrahim) 38386-:-8 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191 (Wilson) 42325 p. 2051 

42371. . 
Condition of the people of India . 

Improvement in (Guilford) 40226-7 (Pa1•tab Singh) 
40502-4. 

Conferences-Divisional Conferences 
Conferences v. power of veto as a means of bringing 

Commissioner's influence to be'lr on outside 
departments (Hailey) 42023-43, 42299-304. 

. Invitation to selected Indians to join Conference
Opinion in favour if body were purely consultative 
(Hailey) 42321-4. · 

Not held m the Punjab (Maclagan) 393~0. 
Correspondence 

Reduction of a necessity-Suggestions (Parsons) 
39634-5 (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. ·. 

Corruption · 
District Board, Members of-Possibility of corrup

tion if left to their own devices (Broadway) 
40442-6. 

Existence of amon~ subordinate officers, insufficiency 
of pav, &c. (Partap Singh) 39797-802 (Shah 
Din) 39797-802, 39845-6 (Umar Hayat) 40039 
(G'I,ilford) 40232-8, 40337-9 (Broadway) 
40407-18, 40448 (Mullaly) 41925-7. 

Comparison of past and present (Guilford) 40308. 
Comparison of the Punjab with other Provinces 

in India, question of (Broadway) 40424-8. 
Cost of living bad increased while pay remained 

unaltered (Guilford) 40301-7. 
FJuctuating a~sessment system, opportunities 
. offered by (Wilson) 42423-6 . 
Prevention of corruption-Suggestions ( Umar 

Hayat) 40041 (Broadway) 40354, 40419-23, 
40447-50 (Partab Singh) 40501 p.125 (Fenton) 
40831 pp. 139-40, 408851 40911-2 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 194. 

D. 
Darbaris 

Authority responsible for list (Wilson) 42494. 
Delegation of powers 

Gazette notification, sufficiency of, opinions for and 
against (Naren.d1•a Natk) 40731-2, 40814-16 
(Hailey) 42050-7. . 

Selec&ed officers and selected bodies, question of 
conferring powers on (Rawlin11on) 38765 (Fisher) 
41348 p. 163 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

Specific Legislation "· General Legislation, question 
of (Hailey) 42006 p. 190, 42049-51, 42278-:-80. 

Baluchistan, general Jegilllation unnecessar;rin
Small number of cases in wh1ch restrictions 
might be relaxed, App. II., p. 217. 
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Delegation of powers-cont. 
, 'Specific LegiSlation v. General Legislation, &c.-cont. 

Ojlinionin fo.vourof general legislation (Macla,qan) 
39l!!H, 39338-44, 39534 (Pa1·sons) 39577 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 204, 42360-1, 42478-8(1. 

Departments . . 
Administration of special departments (Harkishen 

. Lal) 40114-6. . 
, Commissioner's influence not strong enough -Re

duction of position owing to centraliza.tion of 
Secretariats and growth of departmentalism 
(Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39 . (Abdul Ghafur) 
38594 p. 51, 38662 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78, 
39284.-95, 39315-7 (B1•oadway) 40354 (Naren
dra Nath) 40676 (Fenton) 4.0~48-66; App. Ill., 
p. 235. ' 

. Co-ordinating powers for Commissioner-Sug
gested control of outside departments within the 
division ( Macl2gan) 39542-5 ( Pat• sons) 39578-9 
(Umar Hayat) 39978 p. 106 (Naorend1•a Nath) 
40786-8 (Fenton) 40831 (R. E. Younghusband) 
41007 p. 147, 41130 (Hailey) 42006 p. 1921 
42025-:32, 42085-6, 4226::!-4 (Wilson) 42376. 

: Deputy Commissioner as Government· represen
. · . tative in district having a general control of 

outside departments (Gmnt) 382.11-15 (Parsons) 
39578-9 (Narendra Nath) 40785 (Fen~on) 40831, 

'40874-6 (R. E. Younghusband) 41130 (Wilson) 
42427 ; App. V., p. 238. 

Specialization encouraged by Imperial Government 
rather than by Local Government (Narendra Nath) 
40728, 40784. 

· . Symp.J.thy with the people, lack of (Fenton) 40831. • 
Deputy Collector 

See Extra-Assistant Commissioner. 
Deputy Commissioner or Collector 

Absence on tour - Officer representing Depu~y 
. Commissioner (Narendra Nath) 40770-3. 

Appeal:i from decisions of (Archer) 38055 (Fenton) 
· 40831 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p.l4ti-7. 
.Appointment to Deputy Commissionership 

- . Acting appointment-Experience of Assistant 
CommiBBioner (1'a1·sons) 39680-2. 

Average age on appointment &hould be raised by 
requiring a longer term of service (Maclagan) 
39~1)1. . 

Care needed in selection (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78, 
39,559-62 ;· App. II., p. 219. 

Selection v. Seniority (Williams) 37646 (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38352 (Narendra Nath) 40676 (R. E. 

.. Younghus'band) 41007 p. 148. · 
Consulting native opinion . 

Existing practice, value of ad vice, &c. ( J alal-ud
din Khan), 37765-8 (Broadway) 40372-3, 
40452-5. 

Delegation of powers to subordinates 
Countersigning travelling allowance bills antl 

detailed contingent bills, delegation suggested 
(Archer) 37997 p. 22. 

Subdivisional Officers, see that title. 
Dignity o.f position, muintenance of-Qties~ion of 

police guards, &c. (Hastings) 412561 41309-11 ; 
. · App. V., p. 239. 

District Judge, relations with (Narend!·a Nath) 
40699. ' 

Establishment, strengthening, &c. - Suggestions 
(Maclagan) 39557-8 (Parsons) 39577 p. 89,39636-
41 (Narendra Nath) 40677-80 (Hailey) 42006 p. 
192 (Wilson) 42373. . 

Number of Deputy Commissioners in North-West 
Frontier Province (Grant) 381 90. · · 

Overwork-Causes and remedies suggeshed (Archer) 
37997 p. 22 (A bdul Gha(ur) 38594 p. 51 
(Rawlinson) 38765 .(Blakeway) 388571 38870

1 
38902-4, 38917-8 (Maclagan) 39::!51 p. 78. 
(Parsons) 39577 pp. 89, 90 (Shah Din) 39889-90 
(HarkishenLal) 4U084 p. 11.1 (Fateh Ali Khan) 
40571 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p.147 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 206 ; App. V., p. 238. 

Personal Assistant,. suggested ( Blakeway) 38857 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

Powers and functions, and suggestions with reference 
.. to extension of powers (Jalul-ud-din Khan) 

37740, 37775-6 (Muhammad Khan) 38300, 
~suyan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39 (Blakeway) 
o88o7, 38867-9, 39004-6. (O'Dwyer) 39188-~0 
(Ha1·ki8hen Lal) 40084 p. 111 40127 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 205, ' 

Deuuty Commissioner-cont. 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. 

Appellate J uri~diction ( Ganpat Rai) 37702-3 
(Archer) 38053 (Rawlinson) 38814 (Blakeway) 
38857, 38905-7 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78, 39556 
(Narendra Nath) 40769. 

Appointment and dismissal of subordinate 
officers, powPrs of-Opinions and suggestions 
(Archer) 38054-5, 38102-3 (Rawlinson) 
38774-7 (Blakeway) 38859-61 (O'Dwyer) 
,39119, 39191 (Parsons) 39590, 39595-6 
(Pa1•tab Sin,qh) 40501, 40634:-6 (R. E. Young· 
husband) 41007 p. 147 (Hastings) 41282. 

Baluchi·tan Administration suggestions, App. II.t 
pp. 223-4. 

Breach of the peace, special powers suggested 
(Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39 . 

Civil powers:-Not exercised (Parma Nand) 
38444. 

Criminal jurisdiction (Parsons) 39589. 
District Board, control of expenditure (Sultan· 

lbraltim) 38352 p. 39. 
Division of .lJeputy Commissioners into two 

classes exercising first and second class ·powers,. 
suggested (Wilson) 42325 p. 206 • 

Edu(1ation ( McOonaghey) 37922 - 4, 37967- 8 
(Narendra Nath) 40694-5. 

Excise 
Appointment of excise subordinates by 

lJeputy Commissioner (Parsons) 39591-3. 
Commissioner, comparison of rank and pay 

(Parqons) 39594. 
Curtailment of po\'l'ers by correspondence· 

arising out of Excise Committee (Par&ons) 
39580-8. 

Finality, want of, in orders (Rawlinson) 38765, 
38778-80 (Blakeway) 38864-6 (O'Dwye1·) 
39073. 

P~~j;~8. Government suggestion, App.~V., . 
Financial powers-Existing position and s -

gestions with regard to increased pow rs 
(Rawlinaon) 38765 (Umar Hayat) 39 70• 
p. 106 (Fenton) 40831. 

Accidents to workmP-n, &c., power to ke 
grants when necessary (Dickie) 38713-4. I 

Allotments for purposes of reward, entertain
ment, &c. (Abdul Gha/ur) 38594, 386111131 
38633-4 (Blakeway) 38857 (Partab Sin~qh) 
40501 p. 125 (Narendra Nath) 40676 (Hizst
ings) 41t56 (Hailey) 42006 p. 192 (Witsl,on} 
423::!5 p. 205 ; App. V., p. 239. ~~ 

Budget -Suggestions for inducing officers to· 
take a greater interest, &c. (Stracey) 41 108 
p. 177. \ 

Counter-signature of budgets, bills, &c. b 
Commissioner unnecessary ( R. E. Young· 
husband) 41007 p. 147, 41011. 

Excluded Local Funds, control of (McOonaghey 
37930-1. 

Expenditure, enhanced powers of control pro 
poslld (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740 (Muham 
mad Khan) 38300 (Parsons) 39577 p. 90 
39644-6. • 

Strikmg off petty sums, authority up to a limit. 
of Rs. 10 (R. E. Younglmsband) 41007r 
p. 147. -

Takavi advances ( A1·cher) 38004. 
Forests (Abdul Ghafur) 38669-73 (Rawlinson} 

38831. 
Relations with Forest Officers-Question of 

extension of Deput:y Commissioner's powets· 
(Narendra Nath) 40704-13 (Fenton) 40993-~· 
(Fishe1•) 41351-7, 41402. 

Irrigation-Relations with Public Works Officew 
opinions for and against giving Deputy Com1 

mtssioner a voice in. di11tribution of water1, 
assessments, &c. (Sultan Ibrah1m) 38352 p. 39, ·, 
38365-6, 38368 (Abdul Ghajut·) 38664-5 (Raw
linson) 38!!23-6 (Maclagan) 159378, 3939d-405· 
(Parsons) 39756, 3\!759-60 (Gu1·baksh Singh) 
40479-80 (Fenton) 40831, 40992 (Mullaly) 
41909 p. 18ti, 41919-23, 41932-8, 41948-56, 
41994-7 (Hailey) 42006 pp. 192, 194; 42271-7 
(Wilson) 424:.!8-ol!. 

Ku1·si nashin certificates, power to grant, sug-
gested (Hailey) 42006 p. 192. · · . 

Land, leasmg ot Government land, suggeshona· 
(B1·oadway) 40389. 
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Deputy Commissioner-cont. : 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. 

.. Land Revenue , . 
Settlement Officer, relations with-Opinion in 
· favour of Settlement Reports going through 

Deputy Commissioner (Archer) 38107-12 
( 0' Dwym•) 39229-!>3 (W!lson) 42408-10. 

SuspPn~ions and rem1sR10ns (McConaghey) 
37906-10 (Archer) 38003 (Blakeway) 39037-
40 (O'Dwyer) 39073-8, 39192 (Maclagan) 
39490-501, 39511-19, 39522 (Umar Hayat) 
39970 p. 106 (Ha1·lcishen Lal) 40124-5. 

List of subjects with which the afiministra.tion 
of a. Collector was concerned (Fenton) 40831 
p. 139. 

Municip1lities-Control of expenditure. (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39. 

Police, relations with-Suggestions with reference 
to extension of powers (Jalal-ud·din Khan) 
37740 p. 13 (Grant) 38264-5 (Maclagan) 
39546-7 (Hastings) 41256 (Hailey) 42313-4, 

Restriction of powers as result of Police Com
. mission-Opinion and suggestions (Fenton) 

40867 (R. E. Younghusband) 41131-3 (Hast-
. ings) 41256. " 

"Posting of officers (McConaghey) 378991 
379ti1-2. 

Puhlic W orks-E:x:isting position, relations with 
Public Works Officers, opinions for and against 
extt>nsion of powers (Williams) 37633- 6 
(McConaghey) 37957-8 (Archer) 31997 p. 22 
(Blakeway) 39042-4, 39048-9 (Maclagan) 
39548 (Narenclm Nath) 40825-30 (Fenton) 
40940-50 (Mullaly) 41939-43 (Wilson) 42465-
75 ; App. II., p. 2-18. 

Punishmtnt, power of (O'Dwyer) 39247-50. 
Punjab Government suggestions, App. V., 

p. 23Q ; App. VI., pp. 241-7. · 
Re\octe,{ officers only, question of granting 

pow~<rs to (Rawlinson) 38765. 
Tran~fer of offict>rs (McConaghey) 37900-5, 

37\Jii~ (Archer) 38100-1 (O'Dwyer) 39117 (Mac
logan) 39362. 

"l'retu1ury-Removal from Deputy Commissioner 
to entire control by Accountant-General, pro· 
po~ed (HarkifJhen Lal) 40112-3. 

Ward~, Court of, powers under-Existing posi
tion, opinirms for and al!lainst extension of 
powers (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39 (Sundar 
.'lingh) 38545-8 (Abdul Ghafur) 38618 (Mac
lagan) 393~5-8, 3n351 p. 78 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40613-4, 40619-20 (Fenton) 408991 
409U7-10. 

Delegation of powers to Deputy Commiasioner, 
by Financial Commissioner, question of 
(Wilson) 42336-7. · 

Financial Commissioner the Court of Wards 
instead of Deputy Commissioner as formerly 
-Opinions for and against reverting to old 
11ystem (Partap Singh) 39786-9 ( Umar 
Hayat) 3\!970 p.106 (Fenton) 40831,40887-8, 
40894-8 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 147, 
41125-9 (Railey) 42U06 p. 192 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 205, 42o35-6, 42411-7. 

improvements and family ceremonies- Ex
penditure limit (Partab Singh) 405011 
40540-2. 

Taking ?huge of estate, power for Deputy 
Commtssionor to give notice and to require 
stay of proceedings in any suit (Muhammad 
Sltafi) 40611. 

,'\ra:,us and influence of Deputy Commissioner in 
Nort.h-W .. st Frontier Province same as in the 

. ~U.DJilb (O'Dwyer) 39187. 
t)pmlons and suggestions with regard to-General 

control of Government representative in dis
trict over outside departments (Grant) 38211-
15 (Parsons) 39j78-9 (Nm•en.dra Nath) 40785 
(Fenton) 40831, 40874-6 (R. E. Young
lw3baml) 41130 (Wilson) 42427 · App V 
p.23& ' • ~ 

Tours of inspection ( Umar Hayat) 40053. 
Dinriell of Political Agents . 

CurtailmPnt of, proposed-Views of Administl'ation 
o( North- West Frontier Province, App. III. 
p. 232. , 

Tar. upon cleric111 establishment in preparation of 
suffi~ient number of copies-Difficulties in con· 
uecttou with printing (Grant) 382~6-71. 

Dickie, Col. J. E.-Secretary ofPublio Wm·lct Depat:~: 
ment. . · · ·· · 

Evidl:lnee 38693-764. 
Directors and blspectors-General 

See Inspectors aud Directors·General, 
District Board · · · ~ 
, Advisory ·Council, utilizing Board as-Opinions for 

and against (Sultan Ibrahim) 38393-5 (Muhammad 
Husain) 38590-1 (Blalceway) 38857 (Maclt.tgan) 
39251 p. 79 _.(R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 1481 

41057-61.. . 
.Appeals by local servants ( Umar Hayat) 40069-72. 
Area of district-Question of its being too large for 

members of Board to be interested ·in collectively 
(Uma1• Hayr,tt) 40037-8. · 

Baluchistan, no District Boards in-SuggestionH 
(Patel) 37853-6, 37858-9 (Archer) 37997 p. 22; 
App. II., p. 219. ' .. 

Civil Service Regulations, existing application to 
· District. Boards-SuggestiOI!S for a l!implified 

Code, &c. (Fenton) 40831 p. 139, 40837-9. 
Constitution (Sultan Ibrahim) 38374-5 (MuhammacZ 

· Husain) 38568. · 
Chairman 

Deputy Commissioner as Chairman (Grant) 38191 
(Pa1·ma ·Nand) 38403 (Maclagan)' 39379 
(Parsons) 39602-3 ( Umar Hayat) 40058 

· (Ha1ley) 42176-9. . · 
Non-official Chairman, question of-Opinions 

and suggestion'3. (Parma Nand) 38438-40 
(Abdul. Ghafur) 38648 (Parsons) 39577 p. 91 

· ( Umar Hayat) 40059-61 (Harkishen Lal) 
40130, 40168 (Broadway) 40458-63 (Fateh 
Ali Khan) 40596. 

Legal· position, power of election existed 
(Parma Nand) 38457'-9. 

Position of Deputy Commissioner in event of 
appointment · of non-official President 
(Umar Hayat) _40062-5 (Harkishen Lal) 
40155-62. . .. 

Possibility of finding persons able and 
willing to serve, question of (Abdul 
Ghaju1•) 38649 (Fateh .Ali Khan) 40597~ 

Election . of part and nomination of part of 
Board (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Hailey) 
42165-8. 

Elective system-"-Failure to produce a. good class 
of candidate or to secure .fair representation, 

.. &c. (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101, 39898-909 
(Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 130, 40622-'30 • 

Executive Engineer and Superintending Engineer 
-Opinion in favour. of membership (Goument) 
41855-60. 

Nomination of. members (Pat•ma Nand) 38478 
(Muhammad Husain) 38558, 385613 (Umar 
Bayat) 40023 ( Mu1~ammad Shaft) · 40636 · 
(R. E. Youngltusband) 41104.-6 (Hailey) 
42164. . . ' 

Government, appointment of membera by-· 
Nor&h-West Frontier Province (Blakeway) 
38974-5 .. 

List to be made · o.f suitable people in every 
tahsil, suggestion (Sultan Ibrahin~) 38395. 

Number of memberil · . 
North-West Frontier Province ( Sulta1~ lb1·ahim) 

38395. . 
Punjab (Umar Hayat) 40022 .. 

Secretary (Parsons) 39701-4. 
District Judge. Secretary W·o.fficio in North· 

West Frontier Province (Pa1•ma Nand) 
38454-6. 

Elected Secretary - Power to l}lect existed 
(Parma Nand) 38457-9 • 

Pay, position, &c. (Umar Hayat) 40078. 
Vice-Cha1rman 

Duties (Umar Hayat) 39997-9. 
Official or non-official Vice-Chairman-Existing 

position, &c. (Parma Nand) 88457-9 (Mac· 
tagan) 39381 (Pm·snns) 39700 (Umat• 11ayat) 
40055-7 (Bailey) 42180-5. 

Opinion against office (O'Dwyer) 39221-2. 
Willingness to serve-Attitude of people (Abdul 

· Ghrifur) 38641-2. 
Control and supervision of District Board· 

Commissioner, control by-Existing powers and 
suggestions with regard ,to their extension 
(R. E. Yormghusbaud) 41107, 4l118-24 
(Haile]t) 42006 p. 1911 42213-7 ,(Wilson) 
42398-400. . 
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District J)oard-coitt. 
Control and supervision, &c.-cont. 

Departmental control and interference, limitations 
suggested (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79, 39454-8; 
App. V., p. 239. . • 

Outside control in event of District Board having 
.a non-official President, question of (Harkishen 
Lal) .40132-40, 40163-4. 

.Provincial Board to replace control of Com· 
. mbsioners and Local Government, proposed 
(Harlcishen Lal) 40084 p. 111, 40141-3. 

Efficiency of Boards, question of (Parma Nand) 
38395 p •. 43 (Muhammad Husain) 38561 
(Parsons) 39577 p. 91 (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101 
(Broadway) 40361-9. · 

Attitude of members with regard to work-. 
Suggestions for increasing interest (Parma 
Nand) 3.8395 p. 43 (Abdul Ghafur) 38644-7 
(Blalceway) 38960-5. . 

Finance-Existing position and suggestions with 
regard to extension of powers (Muhammad 
Khan) 38345-8 ( Umar Hayat) . 39970 p. 106 . 
(Harlcishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 (Fenton) 40969 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 193. 

Accounts and audit · 
Civil Account Code, suggestion to substitute 

a· simple account audit for (Michael) 
41154. 

Contribution by local body covering cost of 
e~:~tablishment,abolition of (Michael) 41234-6. 

Local audit by a staff of peripatetic officers 
under the Examiner of local accounts 
(Michael) 41160-7, 41168, 41187-91, 41237-
41. 

Petty cross- entries, suggestions for abolition 
(Maclagan) 39449. 

Rules and manual (MiMlael) 41182. 
Adequacy of funds, question of· (Blakeway) 

38949-50 (Par~ons) 39604-6, 39612, 39616-7 
(B1•oadway) 40370. · 

Attitude of Finance CGminittee-Extent of under
standing as to auwunt and source of revenue 

. ( Umar Hayat) 40027-32. 
Balance, appropriation from (R. E. Young-

husband) 41111-2. · 
Budget, preparation, reappropriation, &c. (B~ake
. way) 38970-3 (O'Dwyer) 39216-7 (Maclagan) 

39452-3 { Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106, 400021 
40066-7 (Harkishen Lal) 40130-1 (R. E. 
Younghusba.nd) 41108-10, 41113. 

Civil Service Regulations, application of-Opinion 
in favour of simple code based upon broad 
principles of Civil Service Regulations (Micl1ael) 
41183-6. 

Olerks employed on Local Fund work in Coin
miesioner's offices, payment for (Maclagan) 
39437. ' ' 

Contribution from district cess for services of 
· provincial officers (Maclagan) 39428 (Naren

dra Nath) 40762-5 (Fenton) 40959-67, 
40973-4 (Hailey) 42006 p. 193. 

Opinion in favour of dispensing with payment 
as soon as funds permitted (Maclagan) 
39451. 

District Cess 
· Land in towns, exemption from cess ( Maclagan) 

39414-6. 
Opinion in favour of giving whole cess to 

District Board to use as desired (Umar 
Hayat) 40033-5 (R. E. Younghusband) 
41072-3. 

Education 
Authority responsible for expenditure of money 

allotted (Umar Hayat) 40003. 
Enforcible minimum, question of abolition, &c. 

(Godley) 41545, 41603-12 (Hailey) 42006 
p.193. 

Grant, comparison with expenditure incurred 
(Godley) 41645-7. 

More money desirable but not possible to 
increaRe local cess (Blakew,ay) 38950-2. 

Excluded Local Funds, question of constituting 
District Board as (Narendra Nath) 40676 · 
App. V., p. 239. ' 

Famine and plague charges, liability for, &c. 
(Maclagan) 39473-6 (Fenton) 40831 p. 139, 
~0~54-~, 40976-80 (Wilson) 42491-3. 

Opmton m favour of making famine and plague 
charges entirely provincial (Fenton) 40957-8. 

District Board-cont. 
Finance, &c.-cont. 

Financial respcnsibility enta~ling responsibility 
for carrying out work-Opinions and sugges
tionA (Maclag'an) 39421-4, 39575 (Parson•) 
39735-8 (Harlcishen Lal) 40184-7, 40208-li 
(Fenton) 40970-2 (R. E. Younghusband} 
41075-80, 41137-9. . . 

Fixed percentage of revenue earmarked for specifiC" 
purposes-Opinions and suggestions with regard 
to alteration of practice (Rawlinson) 38851-4, 
38922-5 ( Blakeway) 38926, 38927, 38928-9' 
(O'Dwyer) 39223-5, 39226 (Maclagan) 39251 
p. 79, 39430-2 (Harkishen Lal) 40180-1,. 
40182-3 (lVarendra lVath) 40759-61, 40817-21 
(Fenton) 40831 p. 139, 40840-5 (R. E. Young· 
husband) 41036-9 (Bate) 41490-4 (Godley)' 
41545, 41603-12 (Hailey) 42006 p. 193. 

Loans 
Advances, greater powers of sanction (Mac

lagan) 39251 p. 79. 
Borrowing powers (JJ.fuhammad, Khan) 38300· 

p. 37. 
Municipality, control of revenues collected by,. 
·suggested (Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111. 

Public Works, see that subheading. 
Relations between District Boards and Govern

ment, question of simplification (Guilford} 
40266-7 (R. E. Younghusband) 41069-71. 

Roads, arrangements with regard to ( Maclagan) 
39441-4. 

Sources of income (O'Dwyer.) 39126-9 (Maclagan)' 
39417-20. 

Direct revenue, provhion of, proposed in place 
of Government subventions (Maclagan)' 
39417-20 . 

. District Cess, see that subheading. 
Government of India grants-Amount, dist,i

bution, &c. (Blakeway) 38937, 389!39, 
38942-8 (Maclagan) 39.443, 39450 (R.· E .. 
Younghusband) 41073-4, 41090-3 (Ha~'ley) 
42205-12. . ' 

Provincial Government, grants by (R. E •. 
Younghusband) 41073-4. · 

First and second class District Boards ( R. E .. 
Younghusband) 41116-7 (Hailey) 42189, 42218. 

Powers and functions of Deputy Commis$ioner as. 
Chairman and suggestions wi~h reference to 
increase of powers 

Creation of new appointments (Blakeway)· 
38966-8. 

Public Works (Blakeway) 39048. . 
Refer also to subheading Powers and functions of 

District Board. 
Powers and functions-Existing powers and sugges

tions with regard to their extension (Sultan 
lbmhim) 38376 (Pa1•ma Nand) 38395 p. 43· 
(Sundar Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Rawlinson) 38766 
(Blakeway) 38857 p. 62 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 7~ 
(Parsons) 39577 p. 91 (Shah Din) 39832 (Umar 
Hayat) 4.0080 (Harkishe.n Lal) 40084 p~ 111 
(Fateh Ali Khan) 40595 (Muhammad Shafi) 
40612 p. 130 (Na1·endra Nath) 40676 (R. E. 
Younghusband) 41007 p. 148 (Hailey) 4200§~ 
p. 193 ; App. V., p. :?39. 

Adequacy o£ powers if not hampered by depart
mental pressure (O'Dwyer) 39227-8. 

Appointment and dismissal, powers of ( Blalce.way) 
38968 ( Umar Hayat) 4.0068-9 •. 

Decentralization, impossibility of, at the present 
time (Parsons) 39734. 

Education (Grant) 38195 (Pa1·ma Nand), 
38429-31, 38460-9 (Muhammad Husain) 
38576 (Rawlinson) 38836-40, 38849 (Mac· 
lagan) 39251 p. 79, 39433-6 (Umar Hayat) 
40003-7, 40016-7 (R. E. Younghusband) · 
41078-81 (Godley) 41545, 41678-80. 

Difference of opinion with Director of Public 
Instruction-Method of settlement, possible 
difficulties (Godley) 41632-7. 

Finance, see that ~ubbeading. 
Government and local bodies, relative functions-

with regard to education-Opinion agu~nst 
division for administrative purposes mto 
primary and secondary (Godley) 41638-9, 
41664-77. 

Government control, retention of, desirable, 
(R. E. Younghushand) 41078-81. 
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District Board-cont. 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. 

Education-cont. 
In11pecting agency . . 

District Inspector-Status, relat10ns w1th 
Deputy Commissioner (Godley) 41580-9, 
41625-31, 41640-4. 

Inspecting agency of its own for District 
Board, question of (Umar Hayat) 40016-7 
(R. E. Younghusband) 41040-6. 

Primary schools (Godley) 41545, 41573-96, 
41640-4,41648-53,41657-8. 

Agency belonging to District Board, sug
gested for control and management of 
primary schools (Harkishen Lal) 40210 
(Godley) 41681-7. 

Secondary schools (Godley) 41545, 41552-62, 
41565-72. 

Employes, control of, App. V., p. 239. 
Gratmties to emp~oyes on retirement ( R. E. 

Younghusband) 41007 p. 148. 
Hospitals and dispensaries (Parma Nand) 38433-4 

(Rawlinson) 38850 (R. E.· Young husband) 41007 
p.148. 

Judicial powers, suggestion (Umar Hayat). 
39970 p. 107. . 

Lunatics, provision for (Parsons) 39618. 
Municipalities, control of- Opinions for and 

against (Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37 (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38352 p. 40 (Parma Nand) 38395 
p. 43 (Sunda1· Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Muhammad 
Husain) 38557 p. 49 (Mactagan) 39251 p. 79 
(Parsons) 39577 p. 91 (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101 
( Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Harkishen Lal) 
40084 p. 111 (Fateh Ali Khan) 40571 (Mu
hammcul Shaft) 40612 p. 130 (Fenton) 40831 
p. 139 (Hailey) 42006 p. 193. ' 

Pay of officers (Macla,ga11) 39251 p. 79. . 
Pensioned servants of Government, employment 

of (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148. 
Provincial Government, attitude of (Na1·endm 

Nath) 40727-8. 
Public Works, see that subheading. 
Reforms, power to pass (Umm• Hayat) .39970 

p. 107. 
Rest-houses, maintenance of (Parsons) 39619- · 

21. 
Rewards, power to give (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79. 
Roads, construction, &c. (Muhammad Husain) 

38577 (Rawlin8on) 38835 (Macla.gan) 39440-4, 
39450 (Parsons) 39606-9 (Uma?' Hayat) 
40008-12 (Goument) 41852-3. 

Sanitary Works 
No improvements undertaken, estimates for 

which bad come before Sanitary Engineer 
( Goume11t) 41894-5. 

Percentage charged for work done by Public 
Works Department, charge usually remitted 
(Goument) 41869, 41882, 41907. 

Selected Boards, greater freedom desirable for 
(Hm·kishen Lal) 41030-40. 

Vaccination (Parma Nand) 38432 (Maclagrm) 
39438. 

Veterinary work (Rawlinson) 38845-8 (Umm• 
Hayat) 40079. 

Village needs-Wells, &c. 
Existing responsibility of Boards (Pa1·sons) 

39610-6 (Broadway) 40365-7. 
Opinion in favour of allowing District Board 

to impose taxation and to control adminis
tration in some of the larger villages 
(ltlaclagan) 39251 p. 79. 

Procedure 
Committees and Sub-Committees (Parma Nand) 

38405 (Blakeway) 38953 38958-9 (Pm·sons) 
39732-4, 397 44-ti ( U m~!' Hayat) 40013-5 
40027. ' 

Language in which proceedings were conducted 
and records kept (Muha.mmad Husain) 
38588-9. 

Meetings (Pm·11W Nand) 38401-2 (Muhammad 
HttBaiu) 38559 (Blakeway) 38954 (Pa1•sons) 
39728 ( Unwr II ayat) 40024-5 ( Gurbaksh 
Singh) 40467. 

Attendance of Members ( Sulta11 Ib1·ahiin) 38391 
(Jluhammad Husain) 38560,38573-4 38586-7 
(Abdul Ghafw·) 38643 (Blake1ray)

1 
38955-6 

(Parsn118) 39729-30 ( Umar Hayat) 40026 
( Uurbaksl& Siugl1) 40468. 

33376 

District Board-cont. 
Public Works-Position and powers of District 

Board (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79 (Umar Hayat) 
40073-6. 

Executive agency 
District Engineer in employment of District 

- Board ( Goument) 41812. 
District Overseers (Dickie) 38722-3. 

Expenditure limi~Existing position and sug
gestions (O'Dwyer) 39213-5 (R. E. Youn.Q· 
husband) · 41115 ( (}oument) 41811, 41826-7, 
41854, 41885-9. 

Inspection of local works· ( Goument) 41854-62. 
Relations between ~oard and Public Works 

Department 
Maintenance of Government buildings by 

District Board 
Grants for maintenance included establish

ment, cost of repairs, &c. ( Goum.ent) 
41883-4, 41908. .· 

Work unsatisfactorily· performed ({}oument) 
41811-4. 

Reorganization of local staff with a view to 
professional supervision, p~oposed ( Goument) 
41811,41820-5,41854. . - . 

Separate staff for District Board, question of 
economy or extravagance (Maclagan) 39574. 

Wo~ks carried .out by Government (Dickie) 
38722 (Goument) 41812, 41818. . 

Percentage charged, question of (Dickie) 
38725-6 (Fenton) 40981-3 (Goument)41907. 

District Board Engineer 
Duties ( Goument) 41899. 

Government works transferred to District Engi. 
neer for maintenance-Work unsatisfactorily 
performed (Goument) 41812-4, 41863-5. · 

Number and distribution of Engineers ( Goument) 
41819. 

Status, pay, &c. (Goument) 41815-7, 41820. 
Improvement of pay suggested, also placing of 

Engineer under professional supervision of 
Public Works Department (Goument) 4181lt 
41820-5, 41899-906. 

District Judge 
Deputy Commissioner, relations with (Nat•endra 

Nath) 40699. . , 
Sessions Judge, relations with (Narend;a Nath) 

40'103, 40716. 
Status, powers and functions (Parma Nand) 38408 

(Partap Singh) 39814 (Narendra Nath) 40686, 
40699, 40701-3. 

Appellate jurisdiction (Rawlinson) · 38813. 
(Narendt•a Nath) 40700. · · 

District Board, e:c·officio Secretary to (Parm(J; 
Nand) 38454-6. . 

Municipality, ex-officio Vice-Chairman of (Pa1•ma 
Nand) 38453. 

District Magistrate 
Powers and functions 

Appellate jurisdiction (Shah Din) 39894. 
District Superintendent, relations with (Nm•end1•a: 

Nath) 40798-801 (Hastings) 41267, 41308. 
Police-Appointment and promotion of officers-· 

Existing powerd and question of extension of 
powers (Hastings) 412561 41305-7. 

District Magistrate, Additional, North-West Frontier 
Province 

Appellate jurisdiction (Rawlinson) 38813. 
District or Political Agency-Orgamzation, &c. 

Area, number of tahsils, Ike. (Narendra Nath) 
40681-2, 40685. 

Comparison with other provinces ( Wilson) 42326. 
Changes suggested in district administration in 

event of abolition of Financial Commissioner and 
Commissioner (l:lcwlcishen Lal) 40109-13. 

Civil work, authorities responsible for in the Punjab
(Parsons) 39675-7 (Narend!'a Nath) 40686-7, 
40774-6, 40778. 

Opinion in favour of handing over civil suits to. 
full-time judicial officers (Nat•end1•aNath) 40777 •. 

Subordination of Deputy Commissioner's assist· 
ants to District and Divisional Judges in 
certain matters, question of friction, &c. 
(Narendra Natl1) 40714-5, 40719-21. 

Difference between District and Agency in North
West Frontier Province (Grant) 88.229-30, 

Magisterial work, allotment of - Functions of 
Deputy Commissioner: &c. in the Punjab 
(Nm·endm Nath) 40686-9. 

2K 
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District or Political .Agency &c.-cont. 
Reduction of area, question of-Opinions and sug

gestions (Archer) .37997 p. 22 (Sunda1· Singh) 
38488 p. 47 (Dickie) 38693 (Rawlinson) 38765 
(Blakeway) 38857 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 
(Parsons) 39577 .pp. 89, 91 (Pa?·tap Singh) 
39761 (Fateh AU Khan) 40571 (R. E. Young
husband) 41007 p. 148 (Hailey) 4.2006 p.192, 
42285-7 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206 ; .A.pp. II., 
p. 219. 

Peshawar district, question under consideration 
(Grant) 38113 p. 28. 

Relations between officers and people, effect of 
• existing size of district (B1·oadway) 40354. 
Subordinate officers of various departments, 

changes which would obviate necessity for 
reduction (Abdul G1tajur) 38594 p. 51. 

Unit of administration, organization of district 
. staff, &c., .A.pp. L, p. 216. . · 

'Uniformity or rigidity in connection with powers of 
District Officers-.A.ttitude of Political .Agents, 
.App. II., p. 218. ' 

E. 
:Education 

Baluchistan 
Backward state of education - Total amount 

spent by Government (Williams) 37567 .. 
Classes of schools, aid from Governmf(lnt, &c. 

· (Ganpat Rai) 37720-5 (McConagl!ey) 37925, 
37969. 

Deputy Commissioner, powers of (McConaghey) 
379~2-5, 37967-8. . 

Number of schools and of scholars, &c. in 
Baluchistan, App. I., p. 217. · 

Organization of Department,".A.pp.l, p. 217. 
North-West Frontier Province 

Classes of schools, aid from Government, &c. 
(Muhammad Khan) 38343-4 (Blakeway) 38937 
38939-45, 38999-9003. ' 

Imperial grant for primary education ( Gmnt) 
38195. 

Inspector-General-Duties p~rformed by Inspector 
of .schools under supervision of Pirector of 
Public Instruction, Punjab (Gmnt) 38113. 

Local bodies, powers ·and functions ( Gmnt) 
38195 (Rawlinson) 38836-40, 38849. 

Secretary to Chief Commissioner - ReBponsi
bilities in connection with education (G1·ant) 

) 38193-4. 
::Pun~ab 

Aid from Government (Gorlley) 41659-63 
(Hailey) 42006, 42229-31. · 

Code. (Godley) 41600-2, 41688-98, 41707. 
Prunary schools, question of discretionary 

power for local bodies in respect of 
curriculum or hours of attendance (Godley) 
41648-53, 41695-8. . . 

Del~gation of powers, question of (Godley) 41545. 
Fandkot State-Educational scheme of President 

of Council of Administration (Partab Singh) 
40521-5. 

·Gover~~ent of India control (Godley) 41597-9. 
Revision of rules-General iustructions suffi

cient (Narendra Nath) 40729-30. 
Local bodies · 

Circle Inspectors1 bringing into closer associa
tion with Distnct Boards, suggeated (Godley) 
41545. 

Code, simplification of, required (Godley) 
41545. 

Dir.tric~ Board - Powers and · functions and 
suggestions with reference to ·increased 
powers (G1·ant) 38195 (Parma Nand) 
38429-31, 88460-9 (Muhammad Husain) 
38576 (Rawlinson) 38836 - 40 38849 
(Maclagan) 39251 p. 79, 39433-S ( Umar 
Hayat) 40003-7, 40016-7 (R. E. Young
_hu~band) 41078-81 (Godley) 41545, 41657-8. 

DlBtrict. ~~spectors -Raising status and re
spons!bihtles suggested (Godley) 41545 

Expenditure · 
Education Department attempting to dictate 

amount of District Board expenditure if5
4
f Young husband) 41086-9 (Godley) 

Education-cont. 
Punjab-cont. 

Local bodies-cont. 
Expenditure-cont. 

Financial grants to District Boards, com
parison with expenditure incurred by 
Boards (Godley) 41645-7. 

Mi~imum expenditure prescribed by Educa· 
, txon Code understood as a maximum by 
. local bodies-Suggestions (Godley) 41545 

41603-12, I 

Government and local bodies, relative func
tions-Opinion against di-riding education 
into primary and secondary for administra
tive purposes (Godley) 41638-9, 41664-77. 

Government control, retention of, desirable 
(R. E. Younghusband) 41078-81. 

Municipalities - Powers and functions and 
· opinion in favour of extension of powers 

(Maclagan) 39251 p .. 79. 
Opinion in favour of giving local control if 

desired, but as a rule schools managed from 
a centre were preferred (Godley) 41678-80. 

Moral and religious instruction, text book for 
(Guilford) 40314-5 (Partab Singh) 40501 
p. 125, 40526 (Godley) 41615-9. 

Officers and authorities connected with education, 
position of 

Circle Inspector (Godley) 41590-3. 
Commissioner, connection with education

Suggestions (Macla,qan) 39306-9 (Partap 
Singh) 39827, 39830-1 (Broadway) 40393 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191'. 

Deputy Commissioner-Supervision of primary 
6Chools (Narendra Nath) 40694-5. 

Director-General of Public Instruction-Utility 
of office, &c. (Godley) 41545, 41621-4. 

Director of Public Instruction and Under· 
~ecretary to Government- Powers and 
functions and suggestions with reference 
to increased powers (Maclagan) 39252, 
39255-60 (Godley) 41545. 

Difference of opinion with District Board, 
method of settlement, possible difficulties 

· (Godley) 41632-7. 
District Inspector 

Status-Relations with Deputy Commissioner 
(Godley) 41580-9, 41625-31, 41640-4. 

Subordinate service, District Inspectors 
belonged to (Goclley) 41705-6. 

Jnspectors-Opinion in favour of extension of 
powers (Godley) 41545. 

Organization of Department (Godley) 41545. 
Position of education in the Punjab and in 

the United Provinces, question of (Godley) 
41613-4. 

Primary schools 
Control and management (Godley) 41545, 

41573-8, 41640-:-4. 
Inspection (Godley) 415791 41590-6. 

Provincial Educational Service 
.Appointment, promotion and transfer of officers 

, .required Government orders (Godley) 41699-
701. . 

Character and qualifications of officers satis
factory-Pay (Godley) 41702-4. 

School Committees-Opinion against extension of 
powers (Godley) 41654-6. 

Secondary schools - Failure of experiment in 
local1zing schools system of control and 
management now in force-Funds, appoint-
ments, &c. (Godley) 41545. · 

Financial contributions by municipalities (God
ley) 41546-72. 

Village !!Chools-Grants-in-aid, management, &c. 
(Parsons) 39624-8 (R. E. Younghusband) 
41047-50. 

Wards, Court of-Education of minors (Partap 
Singh) 39825. 

English language, use of, in Baluchistrm 
Appointments, preference fot· natives of province 

proposed (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740, 37745-7. 
Pressing uae of English language in official work or 

in intercourse with tbe people, question of 
(Williams) 37487-92 (Jalal-ud-din }(hem) 37740, 
37748-53. 

Sub-divisional office, correspondence carried on in 
English by those officers who bad a knowledge of 
English (Jalal-ud-di11 Khan) 37782. 
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Establishment 
Clerical and menial establishments 

District Officer, weakness of clerical e~tablishment 
-Remedies suggested (Parsons) 39577 p. 89, 
39636-41. 

Petty alterations in menial establishment-Head . 
of Department as sanctioning authority sug-
gested (Hastings) 41256. . . . · 

Sanction Iaraer powers of, 1n Pohttcal Depart
ment,' suggested (Stracey) 41708 p: 177 1 
41780-1. . 

Strengthening needed (Na1·end1•a Nath) 4067~. 
Division of cadre of Political Department mto 

administrative and political, question of, in 
Baluchistan (Archer) 38035. 

Increase in administrative staff-Opinions for and 
against, and suggestions (A1·cher) 37997 p. 22 
(Grant) 38113 p. 28 (Sundar Singh) 38488 p. 47 
(Abdul Gha{ur) 38688 (Diclcie) 38693 (Rawlin
son) 38765 (Blalceway) 38857 (llfaclagan) 39251 
p. 78 (Parsons) 39577 p; 90 (Partap Singh) 39761 
p. 98 (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Ha1·lcishen 
Lal) 40084 p. 111 (Guilj01·d) 40216, 40335-6 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 206; App.II., p. 219. 

Proposition statements, dispensing with or cutting 
down-Suggestions (Williams) 37625-7 (Grant) 
38113, 38257-8 (Michael) 41155-9 (Hastings) 
41256, 41312-5 ; App. II., p. 219; App. V., p. 238. 

Provincial Government, opinion in favour of exten-
sion of powers ( Wilson) 42325 p. 204.. · . 

Strength of cadre, North-West Front1er Provmce 
(Grant) 381131 38117-8, 38185; App. m., p. 
235. 

Temporary establishment 
Accountant-General- Power to entertain tem

porary establishment, opinion in . favour of 
(Michael) 41141 p. 153. 

Commissioners and Heads of Departments, ex
tension of powers-Provincial Administration 

Excise 
suggestions, A pp. III., p. 233. · 

Baluchistan 
Administration - Introduction of a complex 

system unsuited to the' province (Williams) 
37432-41, 37594-605; App. II., p. 217. 

Provincial administration, delegation of powers 
to subordinates-List of powers delegated, 
App. II., pp: 224-5. 

North-West Frontier Province - Government of 
India control unnecessarily minute, opium 
instance (O'Dwyer) 39243-6; App. III., PP• 
234 

Punjab 
Delegation of powers-Punjab Government sug-

gestions, App. VI., p. 246. · 
Officers and authorities connected with Excise, 

position of, and suggestions with regard to 
extension of powers 

Commissioner of Division-Encroachment on 
position by Excise Commissioner, restoration 
of functions proposed (Hailey) 42006 p. 192, 
42025-32. 

Commissioner of Excise-Comparison of rank 
and pay with that o( Deputy Commissioner 
(Parsous) 39594. 

Deputy Commissioner . 
Appointment of excise subordinates, power 

of (Pal'sons) 39591-3. 
Existing position, recent curbilment of 

powers by correspondence arising out of 
Excise Committee (Parsons) 39580-8. 

Procedure when a case was submitted to 
Lieutenant-Governor (Maclagan) 39262-70. 

Excluded Local Funds in Baluchistan 
Average inco~e and expenditure, control of, pur

poses to wh1ch applied, &c. (Williams) 37565-6, 
37641-2; App. I., p. 216. 

Committee, appointment of to administer hi towns 
where funds were collected, opinion in favour of 
(Patel) 37852. 

Control by Deputy Commissioner-Opinions and 
suggestions with regard to raising power of Sub· 
Divisional Officer ( GaiiJJat Rai) 37662, 37704-8 
( .11 cConaghey) 37930-5. 

Existing funds and description of what was con
templated in connection with Nasiro.bad (Williams) 
37557-64, 37656-8. 

Loral Self-Government, development of, by con
l'ersion of excluded local fund areas into 11 noti
fieLl" areas (Williams) 37659-61. 

333iL~ 

Excluded Local Funds in Baluchistah-cont. 
· Sources from which funds were derived (Williams) 

37640 (Garipat Rai) 37709-10. · 
Executive Oouncil , 

Opinion in favour of for heads of Provincial 
Administrations (Harlcishen Lal) 40084, 40091, 
40109-11, 40165-7. 

Extra Assistant Commissioner 
Appointment of . · 

Direct appointment and appointment from minis
terial service (Maclagan) 39355-8, 39360-1 
(Narendlra Nath). 40733-4.. . 

Provincial Administration, extension of powers 
with regard to appointment in a higher grade 
to begin with (William~) 37526-7 (McConaghey) 
M964-l ' , 

Character and qualifications-Competitive system of 
appointment v. appointment from the ministerial 
service (Na1·endra Nath) 40735-7 (Fenton) 
40984-91 (R. E. Younghusband) 41053-4. · 

Honorary Ex:tra Assistant Commissioner, appoint· 
ment o£ (Parsons) 39671-2. · 

Pay...:..Suggestions (McOonaghey) 3.7963 (Maclagan) 
39359 •. 

Posting and transfer of, by Government (Maclagan) 
39362. 

Powers and functions and suggestions with refer-
ence to increased powers ' 

Baluchistan · 
Agricultural Loans ( Ganpat Rai) 37670-1. . 
Headquarters sub-division, powers and func· 

tions of Extra Assistant Commissioner ( Gan· 
pat Rai) 37644. 

· Land Revenue :...... Suspensions and remissions 
(Ganpat Rai) 37665-9. , 

Police (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740 p. 13. . 
Public Works-No power of sanction (Ganpat 

Rai) 37676-80. · 
North-West Frontier Province · 

Civil and criminal jurisdiction (Parma Nand) 
38407,38409-10,38444. 

Jirga-N o power to appoint.( Muhammad Khan} 
38317. . ' . 

Punjab (Parsons) 39674-5 (Gurbaksh Singh) 
40408-9. . 

Recruitment-Method of dir~ct nomination without 
examination (R. E. Younghusband) 41055-6. 

F. 
Famine and plague charges . · . 

Liability of District Board-Opinions and sugges
tions (Maclagan) 39473-6 (Fenton) 40931 p. 139, 
40954-6, 40976-80,. 40957-8, 4097 5 (Wilson) 
42491-3. . 

Faridkot State 
Education-Scheme of President of Council of 

Administration (Partab Singh) 40521-5. 
Panchayat system in, working of-Constitution, 

powers and functions (Pm·tab Singh) 40501 p. 125t 
40505-20. . 

Fateh Ali Khan, Nawab, Kazilbash-Lan!lowti~, •• 
Evidence 40571-610. 

Fenton, Mr. M. W.-Late Officiating Oommissionet• of 
Multan. 

Evidence 40831-41006. 
Financial Commissioner · 

Abolition of office of Financial Commissioner
Opinions and suggestions (Parson.s) 39577 p. 90, 
39642-3 (Shah Din) 39834-41 (Harkishen Lal} 
400841 40091, 40109-111 40165-7,40120-6 (Fisher} 
41371-4, 41377. 

Access to Lieutenant-Governor-Reasons for not 
giving Financial Commissioner direct access 
(Maclagan) 39262-70. 

Centralizing tendency; question of (Wilson) 42418. 
Circulars issued by Financial Commissioner of the 

Punjab not applicable to North-West Frontier 
Province until revised by Revenue Commissioner 
(Blakeway) 38895-6. · 

Delegation of power to sub01~dinates. 
Divisional Commissioqer, opinion in favour of 

delPga.ting powers to (Sultan Ib1·ahim) 38385-6 
(Shah Din) 119835. 

Punjab Government suggestions, App. VI., p. 246. 

2 K 2 
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Financial Commissioner-cont. 
Powers and functions, and suggestions with refer

ence to extension of powers ( J alal-ud-din Klwn) 
37740 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 39 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 191 (Wilson) 42325 pp. 203, 205. 

Appellate. jurisdiction (Macla,qan) 39327 (R. E. 
Younghusband) 41008-10. 

Appointment. powor of (Wilson) 42392-4. 
Gazetted staff under control of (Wilson) 42325. 
Land Revenue-Remissions, opinion in favour 

of full powers (Uma1• Hayat) 39970 p. 106. 
Punjab Hovernment suggestions, App. VI., pp. 

245,247. 
Wards, Court of (Sundar Sinqh) 38488, 38497 

. (Abdul Ghafur) 38618-20 (Pa1•sons) 39648-51 
(Pariap Singh) 39824, 40501 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40612: 40637-9 (Fenton) 40906. 

Commissioner of division as Court of Wards, 
opinions for and a~ainst (Sundar Singh) 
38488 (Abdul Ghafm•) 38618-:-9 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40613-4, 40619-20. 

Delegation of powers to Commissioner or 
Deputy Commissioner, power of. (Wilson) 
42336-7.' 

Deputy Commissioner formerly the Court of · 
Wards in the Punjab-.-Opinions for and · 
against reverting to original arrangement 
(Fenton) 408311 40887-801 40894-8 (R. E. 
Younnhusband) 41007 p. 147, 41125-9 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 192 (Wilson) 42325 p. 205, 
42335-6, 42411-7. 

Opinion in favour of l!'inancial Commissioner 
having control with exception of fixed 
monthly expenditure ( Umar Hayat) 39971) 
p.106. 

Relations with Provincial Government-Suggestions 
for alteration of status (Fishm·) 41371-4, 41377 
(Hailey) 42014-24 (Wilson) 42419-22. 

Relations with Revenue Department of the Govern
ment (Maclagan) 39328. 

Settlement Commissioner, abolition of office and 
transfer of functions to Financial Commissioner, 
opinion against (Wilson) 42407. 

Status (Maclagan) 39325-7 .. 
Tours of Inspection-Question of overlapping with 

work of Commission, &c. (Maclagan) 39271-
83. 

Financial Relations between Government of India 
and Provincial Governments-Existing con
trol of Provincial Governments and ques
tion of delegation of powers 

Appointments, "Pay, &c., see those titles. 
At itude of Government of India and Secretary of 

State towards subordinate authorities (Wilson) 
42359. 

Budget-Alterations, re-appropriations, power for 
Local Governments to ·frame and pass -own 
budgets, &c. (Williams) 37424-31, 37509-10,· 
37579-93, 37618-24 ( 0' Dwyer) 39071, 39079-SO, 
39159-62 (Maclagan) 39251, 39385-95, 39459-71 
(Fateh Ali Khan) 40571, 40600 (Michael) 41141 
p. 153, 41142-53, 41217-24, 41242-51 (Fishe1·) 
41384-90 (Stracey) 41708, 41709-111 41775...:6, 
41788-90 (Hatley) 42006, 42044-:5, 42115-30, 
42143-7; App. II., 'pp. 217, 220; App. V., p. 
237. 

Centralization, tendency to-Financial and account 
expert for each Local Government suogested 
(St1·acey) 41708 p. 178. " 

Charge more than six months old..,.-Pre-audit sanc
.ti.on required (Blakeway) 39032-4. 

Ctvil Account Code and Civil Service Regulations 
-~~ti~L 1 

Divided an~ Undivided Heads of Revenue and 
Expendtture 

Abolition o~ ex_isting system of shared finance, 
and contnbutxon by the province to imperial 
~xchequer of a certain· percentage of gross 
mcomeJ proposed (St1·acey) 41708 41712-24 
41737-74,41782-7 41796-805' I I 

Ab l't' f. ' . o 1 ton o shared. he~ds of expenditure, sug-
~ested,, and contr1but10n by the province to 
u;nper~a! exchequer of a proportion of receipts 
etther lD gross or detail, proposed (Hailey) 
. 4~0.06, 42115-,.5~, 42247-8. 

DtGsxon of revenue without; reference to heads 
overnment of India and Provincial Govern~ 

ments each gett' · . 
Posed (U: H tng a certatn proportion, pro-

rna?· ayat) 39980-2. 

Financial Relations, &c.-cont. 
Divided and Undivided Heads, &c.-.-cont. 

Fixed compensatory assignments-Loss to Local 
Governments (St1•acey) 41708 p. 177, 41738-9. 

Provincialization of revenue subject to a lump 
contribution to Government of India, opinions 
for and against (Jlaclagan) 39472 (Fateh Ali 

. Khan) 40671. 
Earmarking fixed oercenta({e of -revenue for special 

purposes, opinion against (Narendra Nath) 
40756. 

' ' Equable standard of expenditure in good and 
bad years, attainment of-Suggestions (Wilson) 
42442-4. 

Expansion of provincial revenue in Baluchistan, 
question of (A.1·cher) 38087-90. 

Expenditure 
Control of Local Government should be the same 

over all heads of expenditure whether provincial 
or sbared (Maclagan) 39251. . 

Not as a rule in excess of Budget-In ordinary 
Civil Departments provision was ample, in 
North- West Frontier Province (O'Dwyer) 
39069-71. ' 

Extension of powers of Provincial Governments
Opinions and suggestions (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 
37740 (Maclagan) 39567-8 (A1·cher) 37997, 
38013-5 (O'Dwye1~) 39090-108, 39158 (Partap 
Singh) 39761 ( Umw· Hayat) 39970 (Hailey) 
42006 (Wilson) 42433-7; App .. II., pp. 217, 
220- 1 ; .App. ill., pp. 232-3 ; App. VI., 
pp. 240-1. . . 

Financial grants by Government' of India (Blalce- . 
way) 38937-48 (Hailey) 42205-12. 

Removing restrictions on expenditure, suggested 
(Maclagan) 39251. 

Loant! 
:Sorrowing powers for Local Governments, 

opinions for and agaimt (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 (Partap Singh) 39761, 39784-5 ( Uma1• 
Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Ha1·kishen Lal) 40084,' 
40189-98 (Fenton) 40831 (Stracey) 41708 p.177, 
41806-7 (Wilson) 42325 p. 204, 42342~9; 
App. II., p. 217 ; App. III., p. 233. 

Guarantee of interest by Local Governments on 
remunerative works, &c., opinion in favour of 
(Stracey) 41708 p. 177 (Hailey) 42006,42046-8. 

Local allowances, grant of, by Lbcal Governments, 
suggested (Fishe1·) 41348 p. 163, 41393-4. 

Orders of Local Government, greater respect should 
be paid to (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 .. 

"Previous sanction " of Government of India
Opinion in favour of substituting " control " for 
except with regard to taxation (Hailey) 42131-42, 
42244-6. . 

Reform, financial results of admini!ltrative reforms 
initiated by Government of India not to the 
benefit of the province (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. 

Sepantion of provincial from imperial finance 
(Archer) 379117 (Uma1· Hayat) 39970 p. 106 
(Michael) 41141 p. 153, 41216 (Wilson) 42325 
p. 204, 42445-6. 

Settlement-Financial settlement 
:Baluchistan · 

Comparison of settlement of de6cit province 
of Baluchistan with an ordinary provincial 
settlement (William~) 37579-82. 

No divided heads of revenue (Williams) 37511. 
Procedure with regard to settlement proposals, 

position of Local Administration (Archer) 
38012. ' 

Terms of recent settlement- Opinions and 
suggestions (Willia11!.8) 37512-5 (Archer) 
37997, 38007-10, 37614-7; App. II., p; 217. 

Nor~h-West Frontier Province-Existing posi
tion, opinions and sugges~ions in favour of a 
provincial settlement 

Advantages of a quasi-permanent settlement 
(O'Dwyer) 39085. 

No permanent settlement in Nor&h- West 
Frontier Province - Existing methods of 
finance ( O'D!cyer) 39066-8. . 

Opinion in favour of making a provmcial 
settlement (Michael) 41141 p. 153 . 

Provincial .Administration suggestions, App. ill., 
p. 232. 

Punjab-The latest provincial settlement, draw
back of the old system of provincial contract 
(Hailey) 42240-3. 
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Financial Relations, &c.-cont. . 
Surplus, distribution of by Government of India 

for general benefit of provincial revenues instead 
of dictating lines on which it should be expended 
(Hailey) 42006, 42153-6. 

Takavi, provincialization proposed (Archer) 38091-4. 
Taxation 

Local taxation for special purposes-Approval by 
Local Government, suggested (Hailey) 42061-6. 

Village Police-Existing position, Local Govern
ment to fix: tantion, suggested (Hailey) 
42058-60. 

Financial Relations between Provincial Govern
ments and subordinate authorities-Existing 
position and suggestions with reference to 
aelegation of powers (Jalal-ud·din Khan) 37740 
(O'Dwyer) 39086-7, 39157, 39242 (Maclagan) 
39251, 39329-34, 39549-51 (Guilford) 40216, 
40228-9 (Stracey) 41708 p. 178 (Wilson) 42433; 
App. III., p. 233. 

Accounts, Appointments, Pay, &c., see those titles. 
Allotments for purposes of reward, entertain-

ment, &c. . 
Commissioner (Abdul Ghaju1•) 38594, 38611-13, 

38633-4 (Maclagan) 39318 (Partab Singh) 40501 
p. 125 (Narend1·a Nath) 40676 (Hailey) 42006 
p. 192; App. V., p. 239. 

Deputy Commissioner (Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 
38611-13, 38633-4 (Blakeway) 38857 (Pm·tab. 
Singh) 40501 p. 125 (Na1·endra Nath) 40676 
(Hastings) 41256 (Hailey) 42006 p.192 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 205 ; App. V., p. 239. 

Budgets - Suggestions (:Michael) 41141 p. 153 
(Wilson) 42438-41. 

Separate budget for Commissioner, opinion for 
and against (Maclagan) 39251 p. 781 39310, 
39407-13,39536-7 (Stracey)41725-7 (Goument) 
41845-9 (Mullaly) 41966-9 (Hailey) 42086-71 
42100 (Wilson) 42390-1, 42457-62; App. V., 
p. 239. 

Oivil.!ccount Code and Civil Service Regulations, 
see those titles. 

Hamilton's, Mr., report-Orders issued or about to 
be issued upon suggestions (Maclagan) 39426-48. 

Municipalities and District Boards, see those titles. 
North-West Frontier Province-Suggestions by 

Provincial Administration, App. III., p. 233. 
Punjab Government suggestion, App. VI., p, 244. 

Fisher, Mr. C. P.-Oonservator oj Forests in the 
Punjab. 

Evidence 41348-402. 
Forests 

Counter - signature of working plans (Fisher) 
41375-6. 

Delegation of powers-Punjab Government sugges
tions, .App. VI., p. 247. 

Disa:fforestation-Opinions for and against extension 
of powers of Local Governments (Williams) 
37533-5 (A1·cher) 37997, 38030-4 (Fisher) 41378 · 
.A pp. II., p. 221. ' 

Finance 
Audit system-Question of too much insistence 

on certificate~, &c. (Michael) 41225-6 (Fisher) 
41348 p. 164, 41381-3. 

Budget-Alterations and reductions (Fishe1•) 
411!48 p. 163, 41384-90. 

Revenue and expenditure 
Baluchistau, App. I., p. 216. . 

Increase in revenue if there was a free hand 
as to expenditure- Estimate (Fisher) 
41366-8. 

Pro~incializing forest revenue and expen
dtture, opiuion in favour of (Fisher) 41365. 

()fficers. ~nd authorities connected with forests 
posttton of ' 

Commissioner-Extension of powers to deal with 
m~t~ers at pre>ent referred to Financial Com· 
ml8Stoner (Fishe1·) 41348 p. 163 41371-4. 

Conservator ' 
Delegat~o~ of powers to Conservator with 

perm1sston to delegate powers to selected 
eubordinn.te offic~rs (Fisher) 41348 p. 163. 

Powers and functiOns, and suggestions with 
reference to increased powers (Fisher) 
41348 p. 163. 

Sel~ction. o~ Ch,ief ForeRt Officers from a general 
hst, opm10n m favonr of except with regard 
to minor provinces (Fisher) 41349-50. 

Forests-cont. 
Officers and authorities, &c.-cont. 

Deputy Commissioner-Existing control, relations 
with Forest Officers, and suggestions for ex:ten· 
sion of powera (Abdul Ghaju1•) 38669-73• 
(Rawlinson) 38831 (Narendra Nath) 40704-13 
(Fenton) 4u993-8 (F'isher) 41351-7. · 

District Forest Officer 
Relations with Deputy Commissioner (Fenton) 

40993. . 
R11les under which officer· was controlled 

according as forest was . reserved, protected, 
&c. (Fisher) 41379. . 

Divisional Forest Officers, subordinating to con
trol of Divbional Commissioner for adminis
trative purposes (Abdul Ghaju1·) 38666-8. 

ln!!pector-General of Forests . 
Functions suggested and utility of office (Fisher) 

41348 p. 163, 41369-70. 
Inspections, greater formality suggested ( Fis7Le1') 

41348 p. 163. . . 
Superintendent of Forests (Rawlinson) 38830. 

Organization of Department . 
Baluchistan (McOouaghey) 37911-14; App. I., 

p. 216. 
Punjab (Fisher) 41348. 

·Overwork of officers-Charges much too big (Fishel') 
41348 p. 163, 41358-62. 

Relations between Forest Officers and people ( Fislter) 
41348 pp. 162, 163. . . 

Complaints of tyranny on part of Forest Officers 
-Suggestions (Parma Nand) 38395 p. 43,38443 
(Abdul Ghafur) 38594 p. 51, 38663. 

Reserved and protected forests, distinction between 
(Rawlinson) 38227-9. . 

Reserved forests, number of in Baluchistan, App. I., 
. p. 216. 
Transfer of. officers, fr~quency of-Causes (Fishe1•) 

41348 p. 163. 
UnclasseO. forests- Purposes to which applied

Question of transferring management to Revenue 
Department (Fisher) 41401-2. 

Uniformity in control of scientific forestry, tendency 
to-J:temedies sugge.ted (Fisher) 41348 p. 163. 

Frontier Corps, Inspecting Officer 
Powers and functions (Grant) 38113. 

G. 
Ganpat Rai, Diwan, C.I.E.-Extra .Assistant Commis· 

sioner in charge ~~ Sibi Sub-Division. 
Evidence 37662-739. 

Gazette 
No Gazette in North-West Frontier Province

Served by Gazette of Government of India 
(O'Dw.11er) 39170. 

Gazette for the province, question of (Grant) 
31:l242 (O'Dwyer) 39184-5. 

Posting of officers, notifications made over signa
ture of Secretary to Government of India
Opinion in favour of extension of p'lwers of 
Local Administration (Gmnt) 38241 (O'Dwyer) 
39171-4. ' 

Village" Gazette," opinion in favour of as a means 
of informing the people of intentions of Govern· 
ment of India (Maclagan) 39322-4 (Shah Din) 
39848-53 (Wilson) 43340-1. 

Godley, Mr. J. C.-Officiating Director of Public In· 
structi()n. 

Evidence 41545-707. . • 
Goument, Mr. C. E. V.-Supe1·intencling Engineer and 

Sanitary Engineer to Gove1•nment of the Punjao. 
Evidence 41811-908. 

Government of India 
Administration-Complaints of departmentalism, 

impersonal character of Government, &c., se1 
Governm11nt of tbe coun1iry. 

Relations with Provincial Government- Control 
exercisea, suggestions wit;h regard to delegation 
of powers, &c. (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740 (Sul
tan lb1·ahim) 38352 pp. 38, 39 (Parma Nand) 
38395, 38484-7 ( O'Drvyer) 3!1063-5, 39087, 39157 
(Parsons) 39577 (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106, 
39971-9 (R. E. Yotmghu8band) 410071 41051-2 
( WilMn) 42325 p. 204, 424:76. 

Appeals by Government servants (Archer) 38056-8. 
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Government of India-cont. 
Relations with Provincial Government, &c.-cont. 

Appointment of. office'l:s (Williams) 37 466-71, 
37476-80 (MoOonagltey) 37964-6 (Grant)38118-
20 (Fisher) 41348 p. 163, · 41391-2 ; App. II., 
p. 220. ' 

Codes and rules 
Complaint of increa~e in number necessitating 

reference to GovE.>rnment of India (Grant) 
38285-8. 

Issue of rules by Local Government-Relaxa
tion of requirements as to sanction proposed 
(Narend.m Nath) 40676, 40722-61 40783 (Fen
ton) 40831 ; App. V., p. 237. 

Codifying orders issued by Government of India 
by notifications or by resolutions, proposed, 
4PP· II., p. 219. 

Committees, appointment of Provincial Govern
ments suggested to study requirements of 

· province ( Uma1· Hayat) 39970 p. 106. ., 
Correspondence-Excessive correspondence due 

to Government of India not being in clflse 
enough touch with Provincial Governments 
(Pa1·sons) 39634-5. · 

1;>egree of control- Opinions and suggestions 
(Williams) 37568-71 (Grant) 381237"7 (Parsons) 

· 39577 (Ha1·killhenLal) 40084,,40117-9,40199-201 
(Guilfm·d) 40216 (Fenton) 40831 (Hastings) 

' 41256, 41288-96, 41320-30 (Hailey) 42006 pp. 
189, 190; 42157-63, 42251-2 (Wilson) 42325 
p. 204, 42358, 42451-61· 42477; App .. III., p. 
232; App. V,, p. 237. 

Delegation of powers by a general act-References 
to Government of India for such time as was 
necessary might be required by executive order 
( .Maclagan) 39251. 

Difference of nomenclature between Local 
Government and Local Administration made 
no difference to difficulties imposed by reference 
to. Government of India in minute details 
(Williams) 37631-2. · 

Education (Godley) 41597-9. 
Establishment charges, tools and plant-Power to 

make exemption when ·one department carries 
out work for another (Dickie) 38693. 

Excise (Williams) 37432-41,47594-605 (O'Dwyer) 
39243-6 ; App: III., p. 234. 

Foreign Department, position with regard to 
British districts in Baluchistan ( At·cher) 38073-9, 

Forests (Williams) 37533-5 (Archm·) 37997, 
38030-4 (Fisher) 41348 p. 163, 4l378. 

Gazetting powers to officers by name (Pat•sons) 
39577. 

Irrigation (O'Dwyer) 39147-51. 
Land Revenue - Suspensions and remissions 

(Maclagan) 39251,39486-9; App. V.1 p. 237. 
Local Courts in Baluchistan, changes in limits of 

jurisdiction (Williams) 37 528-32. 
North-West Frontier Province, views of Pro

vincial Administration, App. III., p. 232. 
" Previous ·sanction" of Government ·of India, 

opinions in favour of substituting "control" 
(Hailey). 42006 p. 190, .42131-42, 42244-6 
(Wilson) 42448-50. · 

Public Works (Dickie) 38693-4, 38704-5, 38708-
-12, 38746-52 (Mullaly) 41978-85. 

Punjab Gove1•nment suggestions, App. VI., pp. 
240-1, 248. 

Reform 
Choice of reform should be left to Local 

Government (Hailey) 42006 p.190, 42249-50. 
Initiation of-Source of suggestions (Mac

lagan) 39251 (Parsons) 39577 p. 89 ( Uma1· 
Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Bate) 41403 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 190, 42071-8, 422~9-36 (Wilson) 
42?25. p. 204 ; App. II., p. 218. 

Provm01al Government suggestions not always 
treated !.lympathetically-Instances (Bate) 
41403,41421-7. . 

· Secret.riat·, tendency of, to snub reform 
suggestions emanating from below (Fenton) 
40831. 

Reports and returns (A1·cher) 37997 (Grant) 
38113 p. 28 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78. 

Reward, power of-Suggestions with reference to 
grants of lsind, &c. (A1·che1·) 37997, 38013-5 
~ G?•ant) 38131-2 ,(Abdul GhafU1') 38594 
1!!:1595-7, 38621-3 ( 0 Dwyer) 39163-6 (Narendra 
Nath) 40676, 40802-6 ; App. III., p. 233. 

Government of India-cont. 
Relations with Provincial Government, &c.-cont. 

Salt-Mamal salt in Baluchistan (Williams} 
37442-5, 37606-13 (Archer) 37997. 

Store~;, grants for (Dickie) 38693. 
Uniformity and rigidity 

·Orders followed by requests to submit draft of 
detailed orders which it was proposed to issue 
(Maclagan) 39251,39481-2, 39486-9, 39531-3. 

·Remedies suggested (Arche1·) 37997, 38016-20· 
(Abdul Ghajur) H8595 (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. 

Tendency in direction of, alleged-Opinions for· 
and against contention (Williams) 37432-51). 
(Jalal-udrdin Khan) 37740 (Archer) 37997 · 
(Grant) 38113 p. 28, 38127, 38208 (Muham
mad Husain) 38557 (Dickie) 38693 (Mac~ 
lagan) 39251 (Parsons) 39517 (Partap Singh) 
39761 (Uma1· Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Harkishen 
Lal) 40084 (Fenton) 40831 (Hastings) 41256 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 190 (Wilson) 42325 p. 204; 
App. II., p. 217 ; A pp. III., p. 234. 

Waste of time in distribution of useless in
formation and incessant demand for reports
and opinions (Williams) 37456-7 (Grant) 
38113 p. 2&, 38128-30, il8157-66, 38276-83 
(Blakeway) 38883-7, 38899-901. 

Government of the country-Complaints of depart
mentalism) impersonal character of Government, 
and undue predominance of revenue considera.tions
(A1·cl1er) 37997, 38018-20 (Grant) 38113 p. 28,38211 
-15, 38284 (Muhammad Husain) 38557 (Rawlin
son) 38765 (Maclagan) 39251 (Parsons) 39577 
pp. 89, 90 (Partap Singh) 39761 (Umar Hayat) 
39970 p. 106 (Harkishen Lal) 40084, 40086-9,. 
40128-9, 40149-54, 40202-3 (Gurbaksh Singh) 40464 

~
Fenton) 40831 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 147 
Hailey) 4.2006 p. 190 (Wilson) 42325 pp. 204, 205 ;. 
pp. II., p. 218 ; App. III., p. 234;.-5. 

Government Service 
Muhammadan community not in possession of a. 

proportionate share of appointments ( Muhammaa 
Shafi) 40612 pp. 130-1, 40653. . 

Number of appointments, allotment to each com
munity in proportion to population suggested 
(Mahammad Shaft) 40666-'10. 

Reservation of posts for Indian gentlemen of 
position-Revival of Statutory Civil Service 
suggested (Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 38604-5,. 
38624-8. 

Grant, Mr. A. H., O.I.E., I.C.S.-Sec9·etary to Chief 
Commissioner of North-West Frontier Province. 

Evidence 38113-299. 
Grazing-Common lands for fuel and pasture 

Decision of disputes, partition of grazing land, &c. 
(Pa1·ma Nand) 38480-4. 

Guilford, Rev. E.-Missionary. of Church Missionary· 
' Society. 
Evidence 40216-353. 

Gurbaksh Singh Bedi, Baba.-Zamindar, Membe1· of" 
Disil'ict Boa1·d, &c. 

Evidence 40464-500. 

H. 
Hailey, Mr. W

11 
M.-Sec1·eta1·y to Punjab Governme1~t 

in cl!arge of Revenue, Commet•ce, Local Self
Government and Home Department. 

Evidence 42006-324. 
Hamilton's, Mr., Report 

Orders upon suggestions, question of (Maclagan)· 
39426-48. 

Harkishen Lal, the Hon. Lala.-Ba1'1'ister at Laho1·e. 
Evidence 40083-215. 

Hasan Abdul to Abbottabad 
Government of India refusal to sanction railway 
. (Parma Nand) 38395, 38484-7. 

Hastings, Mr. C. G. W., C.I.E-Inspecto1·-General of· 
Police in the Punjab. 

Evidence 41256-347. 
Hazara District 

District Board ·(Pm·ma Nand) 38401-5, 38429-34, 
38438-40. 

Size (Parma Nand) 38436. 
Heads of Departments, Imperial 

Advice of, should be at disposal of Local Govern
ments without their being in a position to issue. 
orders, App. V., p. 237. 
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. Heads of Departments, Imperia~-cont. . . 
Correspondence wi~h. Pr?vmces and Drstrxcts, 

clogging of admlOIStrabon o£ country due to 
(Pa1·sons) 39577. . 

Councils of Provincial Governments-Making heads 
of Imperial departments ex-officio members, 
proposed (Pa1·sons) 39577 pp; 88, 89; 39631-3, 
39687-94~ . 

Demands for information, &c.- SuggestiOns for 
meeting requirements without util1ziog District 
Officer (Parsons) 39577 p. 90. · 

Powers and functions, and suggestions with regard 
to their extension (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p, 39, 
(O'Dwyer) 39086,39157 (HarlcishenLal) 40084; 
.App. v., pp. 238, 239, 244-7. . 

Establishment (Hastings) 41256; App. ill., p.233. 
Financial powers, question of extension (Wilson) 

42325 p. 204 ; App. III., p. 233. 
Roles, power of is~uing (Grant) 38217. , 

Provincial Secretariat unduly accessible to mfluence . 
of Heads of Departments-Suggestions (Hailey) 
42006 p. 192, 42281-4. . . 

Rehtions with Commi~sioner and Deputy Com· 
missioner, see title D~partments. 

Honoraria 
Sanction to acceptance of, delegation of powers

Punjab Governments suggestions, App. VI., 
p. 243. . 

Honorary Civil Judges 
Appointment, opinion in favour of (Muhammad 

Khan) 38313-4. · · 
Honorary Magistrates 

Extension of system, opinion in favour of (Muham
mad Khan) 38313-4 (Partap Singh) 39783. 

Powers and functions (Partap Singh) 39780-2, 
· 39813-:4 (Broadway) 40374-82. 

Punjab system of appointing native gentlemen of 
position as Honorary Magistrates (R. E. Young· 
husband) 41007 p. 148 (Hastings) 41256 p. 160 .. 

Value of services-Disposal of a. large number of 
petty cases by (Hastings) 41287. 

Hospitals and dispensaries . · 
Control and management-Position of local bodies 

(Parma Nand) 38433-4 (Swular Singh) 38513-18 
'(Muhammad Khan) 38345-8 (Rawlinson) 38850 
(JJlaclagan) 39439 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 
p. 148 (Bate) 414311 41442-6,. 41460, 41477-9, 
41495-6. 

Funds, provision of-Inadequacy of funds, Govern
ment contribution, &c. (Bate) 41428-411 414591 
41464-5. . 

.Jail Hospitals, inspection of, by Inspector General 
of Civil Hospitals (Bate) 41404. . 

. Officers connected with hospitals, po,ition of 
Assistant Surgeons-Duties, &c. (Bate) 41457, 

41467-8. 
Civil Surgeon-Inspection of medical institutions 

(Bate) 41461-3. 
Commissioner, sugget~tions for extension of powers 

(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 
Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals and Under

Secretary to Government (Maclagan) 39252-7 
(Fenton) 40848-50. 

Size of hospitals maintained out of local funds 
(Bate) 41466. · 

Visiting Committees-Not much interest taken in 
medical institutions (Bate) 41414-20. 

B~ . 
Education in (Muhammad Kltan) 38343-4. 
Water supply of (Mllhammad Khan) 38339-42. 

I. 
Inefficient and unsu~table officers, question of removal 

Compulsory rettrement- Suggestions (Hailey) 
42006 p. 193, 42289-93 (lVil8011) 42325 p. 206 
42366-7, I I 

Dismissal for black mark on account of bribe~, 
suggested (Pa1'tab Singh) 40501 p. 125. 

Extension of powers of officers 
Greatt~r power of getting rid of incompetent 

officers needed, .App. V., p. 239. 
Suggestions for dealing with those guilty of 

neglect (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. 
Percentage of officers unfit for their posts ( Umar 

lluyal) 3D070 p. 106, 3!!990-1. 

Inefficient and unsuitable officers, &c.-cont • 
Second chance for an inefficient officer suggested 

(Partab Singh) 40501. 
Iilformation as to practice in other provinces . 

Greater inter·communieation between Heads of 
Technical Departments, proposed (Maclagan) 
39251 p. 78. 

Information, dissemination of, concerning motives ·and 
intentions of Government . · 

Advisory Council, value in removing misappre
hensions (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. ~30 (Naren-
d1·a. Nath) 40676. . 

Necessity for.:....Misapprebension leading to dis
content (Shah Din) 39848-9 (Wilson) 42338-.9. 

Village Gazette; opinion in favour of. (Maclagan) 
39322-4 (Shah Din) 39850-3 (Wilson) 42340-1. 

Inspectors and Directors-General · 
Correspondence with local officers, question of 

(Grant) 38113 p. 28 (Maclagan) 39526-7 (Hailey) 
. 42006 p. 190.. . 

Functions suggested and question'! as to utility of 
office (Grant) 38113 p. 28 (Maclagan) 39251, 
39529 ·(Parsons) 39634 (Uma1· Hayat) 39970 
p. 106 lHarkishen Lal) 40084 (Hastings) 41256 
(Fisher) 41348 p. 163, 41369-70 (Hailey) 42006 
p. 190J 42067, 42069-70 (Wilson) 42325 p. 204, 
42362 ; App. II., p. 218. 

Interference in administrative matters undermining 
· authority of Local Government and increasing 

leaning towards uniformity (Hailey) 42006 
p. 190. . 

Putting an end to dictatorial influence suggested 
(Partap Singh) 39761, 39790-1.. · 

Limitations suggested...:..Making members of Vice• 
roy's Council ew· officio members of Cou'noils of 
Provincial Governments (Pal'sons) 3a577 pp. 88, 89 ; 
39631-3, 39687-94. 

Purveyors of informl\tion to Government of India, 
question of (Maclagan) 39528-30 (Wilson) 
42363-5. 

See also Heads of Departments. 
Irrigation 

Appointment of officers (Mullaly) 41978-85. 
Canal extensions made where not required

Authority responsible (Hailey) · 42006 p. 191, 
42088. . 

Circles, province divided into, and arranged irrespec
tively of districts or divisions (Mullaly) 41928-
31. 

Classes of wodcs (.Archer) 38049 (O'Dwyer) 39142-6 
(Mullaly) 4196o. . 

Control· of Irrigation Department (Rawlinson) 
38822 . 

Corruption among subordinate officials 1 (Fenton) 
40831 p. 139, 40999-1001 (Mullalu) 41925-7. 

Di11tribution of water 
Authority re&ponsible (Maclagan) 39374 (Gur· 

balcsh Singh) 404 7 4. 
Complaints, frequency of-Cause!\11 and difficulty 

of suggesting remedy (Mullaly) 41917-8, 
41949-51. 

Complaints made to Canal De:partmont and not 
to- Deputy Commissioner ( Gurbaksh Singh) 
40478. ' 

Establishment (Mullaly) .41970-7. . 
Functions of Department (Mullaly) 41909. 
Officers and authorities connected with irrigation, 

position of · 
Oa.nal Engineer (Pa1•sons) 39754-5. 
Canal irrigating several districts-One Publio 

Works Officer the head for the whole canal 
(Mullaly) 41923-4. 

Ohief Engineer and Secretary to .Government, 
powers and functions (Mullaly) 41909. 

Commissioner-Suggestions for giving a voice in 
control of irrigation (Sultan lb1·ahim) 38352 
p. 39, 38365-6, 38368 (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 
p. 51, 38663 (Hailey) 42006 p. 191, 42089. 

Deputy Commi~sioner-Existing position, rela
tions with Public Works Officer~, opinions for 
and against extension of powers (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 39, 38365-6, 38368 (Abdul Ghafu,r) 
38664-5 (Rawlinson) 38823-6 (Blalceway) 
389D3-6 (.iilacla_gan) 39378, 39396-405 (Gur
baksh Singh) 40479-80 (F~nton) 4Q992 (Mullaly) 
41909 p. 186, 41919-23, 41932-8, 41948-56, 
41994-71 42271-7 (Wilson) 42428-32; App. V., 
p. 238. 
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Irrigation-cont. 
Officers and authorities, &c.-cont. 

Extra Assistant Commissioners employed in the 
Department-Sta.tu11, powera and functions, 
pay (Mullaly) 41998-2005. 

Patwa1·is (canal), control of-Suggestions (Pm·tab 
Si11gh) 40501. 

Tnbsildars, appointment of, for irrigation and 
for revenue, proposed (Sultan lbmhim) 38366-7. 

Zillada1• (canal)- Appointment, control of, 
status, &c. (Partab Singh) 405011 40527-31. 

Organization of Department (!Jfullaly) 41909. 
Policy of Irrigation Department controlled by 

experts, question of giving administrative depart
ment a voice in the matter (Mullaly) 41953-64. 

Rates for water-Assessment, collection, and re
mission (Archer) 38050-2 (Rawlinson) 38820-1 
(O'Dwyer)' 39144, 39147-54 (Maclagan) 39374-7 
(Parsons) 39754-6, 39759-60 (GU1·bak:sh Singh) 
40475-7 (Mullaly) 41912-4, 41915-61 41986-93. · 

Relations between lrriga.tion Officers and people
Exceptional opportunities, disastrous effect of 
dual administration (Mullaly) 41909, 41946-7. 

Rent of .Canal Colonies-Relative obligations of 
landlord and tenant (Broadway) 40436-41. 

Size of charges, reduction in, desirable (Mullaly) 
41909 p. 186. · 

Transfer of officers, frequency of (Mullaly) 41909 
p.186. 

Vernacular, officer's knowledge of (Mullaly) 41909, 
41945. . 

Wells and tanks-Construction -and maintenance 
(Pa1•sons) 39610-16. 

Opinion in favour of allowing village pancltayat 
to carry out work (Pa1·sons) 39622-3. 

J. 
Jagi1• grAnts 

lJeputy Commissioner1 power of punishment by 
suspension ofjagir (O'Dwyer) 39247-50. 

Provincial administration, power to grant life pen
sions or ,iagi1· grants, suggested (Grant) 38131-2 

. (Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 38621-2. 
Jails 
· Civil SJirgeons-Release from charge of jail at district 

headquarters, and creation of a class of superin· 
tendents, suggested (Bate) 41403. 

Hospitals-Inspection by Inspector-General of Civil 
Hospitals (Bate) 41404. 

Number of (Bate) 41509-10. 
Reform, initiation of-Source of suggestions (Bate) 

41403. 
Visitors 

Appointment of (Bate) 41485 (Hailey) 42006 
p. 191. . 

Objec~ of visitor system (Bate) 41486. 
Jalal·ud-dm Khan, Kazi Muhammad, C.I.E.-Political 

4dviser to His Highness the Khan of Kalat. 
Evidence 37740-85. 

Jirga 
Appointment, constitution, &c. ( Mul!amrnarJ Kl!an) 

38315-7 (Parma Nand) 38471 (Blakeway) 
38910. 

S~itable persons tG serve on, possibili~y of obtain
_mg (li!.uharnrnad Khan) 38309, 38325. 

VIllageJwga, method of appointment (Williams) 
37497-504, 37524 (Ganpat Rai) 37732-5. 

Attend~nce of Magistrate Qr Deputy Commissioner, 
q~est1on of (Muhammad Khan) 38304-6. 

Attitude of the people-Decisions unsatisfactory 
(Muhammacl Husain) 38584-5. 

Ca.ses referred to jirga and conditions under which 
referred (Ganpat Rai) 37730 (McConaghey) 37872 
(Gmnt) 38202-3 (Muhamma•l Khan) 38318-9 
(Muhammad Husain) 38582-3 (Abdul Ghaju1·) 
38659-61. ' 

lmparti~litv and competence, question of ( Ganpat 
Rat) 37731. 

Bribery and corruption (Muhammad Khan) 
38~06-7 (Mu?tammad Husain) 38593. 

Ca
3
u
8
tlous workmg of system needed (Blakeway) 
908. 

Faction r bili·t f • s, Ia Y o Jirga to influence of 
~~~;~mmad Khan) 38308 (Multamma.d Husain) 

Jirga-cont. 
Impartiality and competence, &c.-cont. 

Government official alwaya present to ensure 
impartiality of decisions (Ganpat Rai) 37737-9. 

Improvement of-Doubtful if improvement could 
be effected so as to inspire greater· confidence 
(Muhammad Husain) 38592. 

Not a standing body-Meetings (Williams) 37522-3 
(Grant) 38204. . 

Panchayat and jirga-No necessity for two sepa
rate bodies (Parma Nand) 38471-2. 

Powers and functions and suggestions with regard 
to E'xtension of powers (Williams) 37 484 ( Ganpat 
Rai) 37736 (Archer) 37997 p. 22 (Muhammad 
Khan) 38320-1 (Parrna Nand) 38421 (Blak:eway} 
38909. 

Procedure (Muhammad Khan) 38302, 38303. 
Shahi jirga- Appointment, constitution, &o. 

(Williams) 371'104-8 (Archer) 37997 p. 22. 
Standing jirga, opinions for and a!i(ainst (Williams) 

37525 (Grant)' 38205-7 (Muhammad Khan) 
38322-3 (Abdul Gh(Jfur) 385941 38653-8 (Blake· 

· way)38911-12. · 
System 

Not suitable for general adoption although workect 
with considerable success ( R. E. Younghusband) 
41007 p. 148. 

Use of, both on the Frontier and in settled di~tricts 
. in North-West Frontier Province (Grant) 
38199-201. . 

Tribe or sect represented rather than the village 
(Williams) 37496. 

Judicial ,Administration 
Baluchistan 

Jurisdiction of Judicial Courts-Existing posi
tion, opinion in favour of extension of powers 
of Local Administration (Williams) 37528-32. 

Separate full-time officer suggested (Patel) 
37786. 

Executive should not interfere with nor. openly 
criticize decisions of Judicial Officers (Abdul 
Ghafur) 38594. 

North-West Frontier Province- Withdrawal of 
settled districts from Jurisdiction of Punjab
Chief Court since formation of ( G1·ant) 38184. 

Judicial Commissioner 
Baluchistan- Powers and functions (Williams} 

37423. 
North-West Frontier Province 

Powers and functions (Grant) 38113. 
· RE>lations with Local Administration (Gmnt} 

38115. 

K. 
Kanungo . 

Powers and functions (Parsons) 39668. 
Status (Rawlinson) 38776, 38796. 
Sub-Divisional Officer, no relations with (Rawlin

son) 38797-8. 
Khyber, Political Agent at 

Full powers for Obief Commissioner, proposed. 
( Gmnt) 38238-40 ; App. ill., pp. 235-6. 

Ku1•si nashins 
Authority responsible for list (Wilson) 42495-504. 

L. 
Labels on documents 

Refusal of request that Treasury Officer at Quetta 
might be tlmpowered to affix (Williams) 37444-5 ; 
App.II., p. 217. 

Labore District 
Board-Non· official Vice- Chairman (Pm·sons) 

39697 .. 
Irrigation (Parsons) 39753-60. 
Partition question (R. E. Youngl~usband) 41140· 

(Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 
Labore Municipality 

Constitution (Shah Din) 39932-3, 39935. , 
Chairman-Non-official Obairman, opinion agamst 

(Parso11s) 39724-7 (Shah Din) 39955. 
Proportion of elected and nominated members 

(R. E. Younghusband) 41082. 
Vice-Chairman-Non-official (Parsons) 39697. 
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Labore Muuidpality-cont. . · Land Revenue-cont. 
Unpopularity of-Objections to jJei'Somtel of mem- Settlement-cont. 

hers of Municipal Committee (Fateh. Ali Khan) Period of settlement (Arcl~er) 37999-8002 (Raw-
40574-80 (Muhammacl Shaft) 40ti22-30. UnsoY~) 38819 (Blakeway) 39036 (O'Dwyer} 

Lambarda1• . • 39130 ( Uma1• Hayat) 40018 (Broadway} 
Appointmeht-J'i:xisting position and sul!'geshons 40431-4 (Gurbalcsh Singh) 40471-3. ·· .. 

(Parsons) 39660-1, 39748 (Pw·tctb Singh) 40501, Procedure (A1·cher) 38039-44. 
40535-6. · ;provincial Government, extension of powers, pro- · 

Duties (Rawlin8on) 38815 (Pm·Bons) 39747, · · posed (Maclagan) 39251, · 
Land . . · Revenue Qommissioner, report. sent to, by Settle-

Alienation ., ment Offirer-Opinion that District Officer 
Alienation Act, Punjab-Reform instituted by should have some voice in the matter (Arcl!el'} 
· Local ·Government (Hctiley) 42006 ~P· 190, 38107-12 (O'Dwyer) 39229:-33. · · . 

42071-8, · Sanction, authority· to . sanction settlement 
Provincial Governments; sn!lgestinns for exten- {Archer) 38045-6. · · 

sion of powers, .App. II., p .. 221; .App. V., Settlement Officers, stan.dard of service, &c. 
p. 237. (O'Dwyer) 39131-2. 

Revenue Commissioner, extension of powers--. System . · 
Baluchistan Administration suggestion, App.II., Baluchistan-Relative merits ·of Bala~ aystem 

. p. 222. · and Settlement system (Willia.ms) 37536-46. 
Leasing of Government Jand...:.Sug~estions with re- Reduction of Batai contribution into a money. 

gard to powers for Commis,ioner and Deputy payment-Reduction in rates (Jal:LZ-u4-di1t 
Commissioner (Broadway) 40354, 40383-9. · Khan) 37754-6. . . · 

Sales and grants- Removal of restrictions on Individual landowner responsible, but every State 
provincial GQvernment, proposed (Maclagan) or revenue unit also respomible (Rawlinson) 
39251. 38817 (Blakeway) 38988-9 (O'Dwyer) 39140-1 

L:md .Acquisition Act (Parsons) 39749-52. 
Commissioner, powers for,· opinion in favour of Landlord and teoant 

· (Wilsan) 42401. .Relations regulated by Tenancy Act of the Punjab 
Land Records, Director of . (B1·oadway) 40429-30. 

Encroachment on position of Commissioner, ques- Rent, payment in produce (Broa(lway) 40423-. 
tion of dispensing with pott (Hailey) 42006 p.192 (Gurbalcsh Singh) 40469 (Partab Singh) 40565-70. . 
(Wilson) 42405. Lawyers · . 

Lnnd Revenue Establishment of a system of panchayats in Quetta. 
As~ignments of, for pnrpos£s of reward which would obviate necessity for lawyers, .sug- · 

Deputy-Commis!.'ioner. powers for, suggested gested (Patel) 37836-40. · 
(Blakeway) 38857 (O'Dwyer) 39163, 39193-5. P!'rmission to practice-Existing position in North· 

Grants of land for a fixed term, opinion in favour West Frontier Province, and suggestions with 
of (Narendra Nath) 40676, 40802-6. · regard to Baluchistan (Patel) 37786, 37836. 

Local Administration-Opinions and suggestions Leave . 
with regard to extension of powers (A1·cher) Extension of joining-time, delegation of powers-
37997, 38013-15 (Abdu~ Ghafur) 38594, 38621-3 . Punjab Government's suggestions, App: VI., 
(Maclagan) 39251 ; App. III., p. 233. p. 243. · 

Collection, method of, reAponsibility of lambctrcla1· Legal Remembrancer 
(Rawlinson) 38815 (Blakeway) 38990-2 (Pa1•sons) Position of, atti~ude in regard to recommendations 
39747. · . by District Ma.~istra.te and Commi~sioner (Fenton) 

.Procedure in a case which required to be laid before 40831, 40885:..6. · ' 

: .. 

Government (Maclagan) 39262-70. Legislation 
Provincial Government, extension of powers- Government of India control, opinion in favour 

Punjab Government suggestions; App. V., of-VIlto of Colonization Bill (Umar Hayat) 
' p. 237. 40042-5. . 

Remission and suspension, powers of officers and Method of for Baluchistan (Williams) 37628. 
authorities, and suggtstions with regard· to • Process for North- West Frontier Provine& 
extension of powers (O'Dwyer) 39155-6. · · 

Commissioner of Division (Macla,qan) 39319, Legislative Council Punjab 
39321, 39517-24 (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 Budget-Council had no powers (Wilson) 42438-41. 
(Broadway) 40354. Muhammadan community,_ inadequate representa· 

Deputy Commissioner OJicConaghey) 37906-10 ' tion (Muhammad Sltaft) 406l2 p. 130. 
(Blakeway) 39037-40 (O'Dwyer) 39073-8, Lieutenant-Governor 
39192, 39249-50 (.M(tclagwt) 39490-501, Term of office-Opinions and suggestions (GuilfOI·d) 
39511-9, 39522 (Umctr Hayat) 39970 p. 106. · 40333. 

Financial Commissioner ( U mar Hctyat) 39970 Loans . 
p. 106. Agriculturists Loans Act, advances under-Opinion 

Provincial Government (Maclag(tn) 39251, in favour of powers for Sub-Divisional Officer 
39486-9. (Ganpat Rai) 37662, 37670-1 (Archer) 37997 

Sub-Divisional Officer (Ganpat Rcti) 37662. p. 22. 
TaZt.~ka Officers ( Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106. Imperial Government borrowin~ more freely for 

Settlement :productive expeuditure, opinion in favour of 
Appeals and petitions (Jalal-ud·clin Khan) 37744 (Wilson) 42325 p. 204. -

(Archer) 38047-8 (O'Dwyer) 39133-6. · Looal bodies, borrowing powers for-Opinion in 
Basis of 9.1\sessment (Blakeway) 39035 (O'Dwyer) favour of (Muhammad Khan)' 38300 p. 37 (Sulta11 

39137-~ (~roadway) 40435. lbral!im) 38352 (Maclagan) 39251 P.• 79. 
Quel;ta. P1sbm Settlement (Jalal-ud-din Khan) Provincial administrations, powers for 

3774.1-3, 37770-2 (Arcl!er) 37998. Government of India, taking loans from-Opinion 
Fluctua~mg a~sessment, system of in favour of for works which could profitably 

Area m wh1eb system was in force, limit nenrly be undertaken as a charge against capihl 
r~ached (Maclagan) 39508-10. expenditu1e (Hailey) 42006, 

Attltude of people- Care in extension of Local markets, raising of loans by local adminis-
syslel1;1 required (Maclagcm) 39505-7. tration in-Opinion against (A,·cl~e1') 37997. 

Corruptton on part of Patu:ari (Abdul Gliafa1•) Local purposes, powers for Provincial Govern· 
88629-32 (1llaclagan) 39502-4. · menta to raise or guarantee loans for 

lnev1ta~le in south-:west of the Punjab not with- Opinion against ( Maclagan) 39251. · 
Rtnndmg corrupt1on of subordinate officials Opinion in favour of (Muhammad HUBaitJ) 
(Fenton) 40846-7,40935-7. 38557 (Fe1tlon) 40831 (Stracey) 41708 p.l77 

Sub-Divi8Ional Officers might be trusted to (Hailey) 4:1006, 42046-8. 
sanction increases and decreases of revenue Opinion against ( Uma1· · Hoyat)• 39970 p. 106 
in fluctuating areas (Pa1·tab Sinr~ll) 40501. (Fateh Ali Khan) 40571, 40600 (Fenton) 40831 

Land in town, exemption of, fro;n a~se~sment (Stmcey) 41708 p. 177. 41806-7 (Wilson) 42325 
(.lfadagan) 39414-5. p. 204; App. II., p. 217; App. III., p. 233. 
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266 INDEX. 

Loans-cont. 
Provincial administrations, powers for-cont. 

Opinion in favour of (Partap Singh) 39761, 
39784-5 (Barkishen Lal) 40084, 40189-98. 

Local Board 
Constitution 

Appointment of members, method of 
Election (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101, 39897-909. 
Election of part and nomination of part (Uma1< 

Hayat) 39970 p. 106. 
Muhammadan community-Suggestions (Mu· 

. harnmad Shaft) 40612 I?· 130. 
Chairman-Deputy Commissioner not Chairman 

(Pa1•sons) 39603. . 
Failure in the Punjab (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 

p. 148, 41062-8. 
Finance-Existing position, and suggestions with 

reference to increased powers (Umar Hayat) 
" 39970 p. 106. ' 
Budget-Opinions and suggestions ( Uma1• Hayat) 

·39970 p. 106. 
No local boards at present in the Punjab (Fentoll) 

40831 p. 139. " 
Powers and functions (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 
· p. 130 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148. · 

Civil and criminal cases, petty powers suggested 
(Uma1• Hayat) 39970 p. 107. 

Opinion agaiust enlargement (Shah Din) 39832. . 
Reforms, power to pass certain reforms which. 

with sanction of Commissioner, should have 
force of law (Uma1• Hayat) 39970 p. 107. 

Local Funds 
See Excluded Local Funds. 

Local Self-Government 
Class representation on local bodies 

Introduction by rules framed under the Act 
(Muhammad Shaft) 40660-5. 

Satisfactory working (Muhammad Shaft) 40632-5. 
Development, method of- Suggestions (.Abdul 

Ghafur) 38650-2. 
Financial responsibility entailing responsibility and 

control in carrying out work, principle of 
Financial stress had caused principle to be 

temporarily ignored in the Punjab (Hailey) 
42219-28, 42240-3. 

Technical execution of any. project, giving to 
laymen, question of advance of Self-Govern-
ment (Maclagan) 39575. · 

ProgreRs made, extent of aptitude of the people, &c. 
(Jfuhamrnacl Shaft) 40612 p. 130, 40622-30 
(HastingH) 41256 pp. 159-60. 

Patltans, bopele8sness of developing Local Self
. ~o!ernm~nt among (Rawlinson) 38765. 

Provmmal Government, sympathetic attitude 
(Na1·endra Nath) 40727-8. 

Speed of development, question whether Local 
Government or Government of . India was to 
regulate the pace (Harkishen Lal) 40149-54. 

· Bee also names of local bodies. 
Lunatics 

, District Boards, functions of in regard to ( ParsonB) 
3961& . 

M. 
McConaghey, Major A.-Deputy Commissioner for 

Quetta-Pishin. ' 
Evidence 37872-996. 

Macl:gG, the Bon .. Mr. E. D., I.C.S.-(,·hiif Secretary 
~ overnment m the Punjab 

Ev1dence 39251-576. ' 
Magistratlls . 

A)fointmdnts ?f Magistrates ex-officio had recently 
B eebn maf ~lr d~culty obviated (Maclagan) 39525. 

enc es o .1.uag~strates 

Headquarters only, Benches of M . t t t 
Cases referred b D' t . t u .agxs ra es a
.Singh) 39817_8_ Y 18 ric .Ltl-agiStrate (Partap 

v~~~~he~r !n~tyf t~w~s, pos~ibility of forming 
•. ~ingh) 39819-23. n mg suitable men (Partap 

Mq7ltN:Ink.ishafi 
Const1tut10n function . 

alternativ~ to Ad · s, meetmgs, &c.-Suggested 
(Sultan Ibrahim) ~8~62 o;.!g.ministrative Uouncil 

l!edical Service 
Establishments, power to revise (Bate) 41536-7. 
Fees for professional services rendered to Indian 

gentlemen (Bate) 41526-31. 
Cumbrous procedure (Bate) 41403. 
Local Government, opinion in favour of powers 

for (Macla,gan) 39251. . 
Revised orders, objections to - Amendment 

suggested (Bate) 41502-4. 
Finance-Contributions by local bodies, &c. 

Clerks in Civil Surgeon's office paid for by local 
bodies, question of abolition of charge (Bate) 
41499-501. 

Fixed percentage of income of local bodies ear· 
marked for medical work, but regulation not 
strictly adhered to (Bate) 41490-4. 

Maintenance of hospitals- Provincial Govern
ment contribution towards pay of Assistant 
Surgeons (Bate) 41428-30. 

Officers and authorities connected with Medical 
Service, position and functions 

Administrative Medical Officer (Grant) 38193. 
Assistant Surgeons-Number, recruitment, pay, 

&c. (Bate) 41448-53. 
Civil officers, co-operation of (Bate) 41412-3. 
Civil Surgeon- Power to dismiss and punish 

Hospital Assistants with appaal to Inspector
General-Opinion against (Bate) 41540-2. 

Commissioner-Suggestions for giving Commis
sioner a definite position with regard to hos
pitals, &c. (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Director-General-Definite rdle in medical ad
ministration, closer contact with personnel 
desirable in view of patronage of Government 
of India (Bate) 41403, 41405-11. 

Hospital As>istants 
Gove~n.ment emplo~ment preferred-Existing 

pos1t10n (Bate) 41487-9. · 
Outlying dispensaries, charge of (Bate) 41456-7. 
Satisfactory class (Bate) 41458. 

Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals 
Dismissal and punishment of Assistant Sur· 

geons, power suggested (Bate) 41538-9. 
Grants-in-aid, power to sanction suggested 

(Bate) 41543-4. 
Jail Hospitals, inspection of (Bate) 41404. 

Recruitment- Question of selection of officers 
(Bate) 41519-25. 

Reforms, initiation of - Source of suggestions 
(Bate) 41403. 

Reports-Cases in which details reported had pre· 
vented gentlemen calling in practitioners of 
M.edical Service-Reports were confidential (Bate) 
41534-5. 

Reserve-Question of provincial reserve (Bate) 
. 41512-3. 

Training of officers , 
Cost of local college or schools, question of con-

tribution by local bodies (Bate) 41497. ' 
Medical institutions in other provinces, visits to 

-Opinion in favour of (Bate) 41403. 
Military ~ervice, combining with service in a 

Civil Hospital-Suggestions (Bate) 41514-81 
41521. 

Transfer of medical school to Amritsar suggested 
(Bate) 41455. 

Transfer·of officers, frequency of (Bate) 41403. 
Uncovenanted Medical Service (Bate) 41447. 
Vernacular, inadequate knowledge among officers, 
. raising examination. standard, proposed (Bate) 

41403, 41511. 
Working of ¥e~i.cal Service if made over entirely 

to local author1t1es as regards Assistant Surgeons 
and Hospital Assistants, unsatisfactory (Bate) 
41469-76,41479-83. 

Michael, Mr. W. H.-.Accountant-General in the Punjab. 
Evidence 41141-255. 

Mining regulations 
Leases, grant of-Extension of powers for Pro· 

vincial Government, proposed (Maclagan) 
39251, 39335-7. 

Prospecting licences, grant of, by Commissioner, 
suggested (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Muhammad Husain Khan, Nawab-Member of P.eBha-
war District Board. . 

Evidence 38556-93. · 
Muhammad Khan of Hoti, Khan Babadur Kbwaja.

Jagirclar and landlord. 
Evidence 38300-51. 
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Muhammad Shafi, Khan Bahadur - Barrister ae 
Lahore. 

Evidence 4.0611-75. 
l!Iuhammadan community 

Government Service, appointments in, Muhamma
dans not in possession of a proportionate share 
(Muhammatl Shafi) 40612 pp. 130-1, 40653 

Mullaly, Mr. J. J.-Public Works Secretary and Cltief 
Enginur of Irrigation Branch, Punjab. 

Evidence 41909-2005. 
Municipal Act, Punjab 

Amendment of (Fenton) 40831 p. 139 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 193. ' 

Municiyalities 
Admmistration reports (Hailey) 42194-5. 
Appeal by municipal servants (Hazley) 42200-4. 
Appointment of Municipal Commiss1oners in every 

city ana town, beneficial results to both Govern
ment and people (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 40. 

Baluchistan-Not sufficiently advanced for munici
palities outside Qoetta (Patel) 37824 (Archer) 
38024-5. ' 

Bill relating to, at present under consideration 
(Parsons) 39739. 

Constitution (Sundar Singh) 38529-30. 
Attitude of members of Municipal Council

Indifference to or interest in work (Parma 
Nand) 38395 p. 43 (Sundar Singh) 38531 
(Rawlinson) 38765 (Blakeway) 38981 (Guil
ford) 40262, 40265, 40281-5. 

Elected members (Par8ons) 39713-4. 
Ch~n · 

Authorities presiding over headquarters muni
cipalities and outlying municipalities (Mac
lagan) 39382-4 (Hailey) 42186-8. 

Deputy Commissioner as President (Patel) 
37786 (Sundar Singh) 38532,38534-5 (Par
sons) 39695-6 (Narendra Nath) 40738-41. 

Non-official Chairman, question of-Opinions 
and suggestions (Parma NanG) 38397-9 
( 0' Dwyer)39218 (Parsons) 39724-7 (Partap 
Singh) 39766 (Shah Din) 399!'t5 (Harkishen 
Lal) 40130,40168,40172-9 (Guilford)40287 
-91 (Broadway) 40458-63(Fateh Ali Khan) 
40585-9 (Narendra Nath) 40676, 40739·41. 

Possibility of finding men able and willing 
to serve, question of (BlakevAiy) 38890 
(Partap Siugh) 39i74-5 (Narendra Nath) 
40742-5. 

Powers and fnuctions-,-Creation of new ap
pointments (Blakeway) 38966-8. 

Cl8.88 system of representation in a certain number 
of municipalities (Hailey) 42169-75, 

Election of members (Patel) 37786, 37810, 37817 
(Sundar Sin.qh) 38540 (Guilford:) 40264, 
40316-9 (Muhammad Shofi) 40612 p. 130 
(R. E. Younghusbana:) 41084-5. 

Failure of elective system to produce the best 
candidates (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101. 39898-
909, 39932-6, 40170-2, 40175-7. (Guilford:) 
40284-6 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 130, 
40622-30. 

. Election of part and nomination of part of 
Council (Parsons) 39705-9 (Partap Singh) 
39767-8 (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 
(Harkishen Lal) 40169 (Guilford:) 40263 
(Fatf.h Ali Khan) 40590-3. 

Proportion of elected and nominated members 
in Lahore division (R. E. Younghusbana:) 
41083. 

Ex~o{fu:io members-North-West Frontier Pro
vince (Sundar Singh) 38541 (Blakeway) 
3889-l. 

Mnha~madan community representation-Sug
g~tto~s (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 130. 

Nommat10n of members (Williams) 37520 (Parma 
Nand) 38450, 38.t78-9 (Blakeway) 38891 
(Harkishm Lal) 40173-5 (Guilford) 40264 
(R. E. Yaun9h11sband) 41104-6. 

Panchay•1/8 when properly formed would act as 
Momcipal Comwitt.ees (Parma .~..Yand) 38395 
p.H. 

Popular interest in municipal work, elections, &c. 
-Exte_!lt of (Parso11s) 39710-2 (Shah Din) 
30!.147-:.~8. 

Secretary (Parsons) 39701-2. 
Nominated by Deputy Commissioner (Parma 

Nllltd) 38449. 
Paid official (Sundar Sing1•) 38539. 

33376 

Municinalities-cont. 
Constitution-cont. 

Vice. President 
Non-official, question of-Opinions and sug

f!estions (Parma Nand) 38441-2 (Sundar 
Singh) 38538 (O'Dwyer) 39220 (Parsons} 
39697. 

Senior Assistant Commissioner (Sundar Singh} 
38532, 38536. 

Two Vice-Presidents in some cases (Parsons} 
39697-9. 

Control and stipervision 
Commissioner-Exis~in~ powers and suggestions 

for their extension (Patel) 37814-23, 37831-2 
(McOonoghey) 37942-3 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352" , 
p. 39 (R. E. Younghusband) 41107 (Hailey} 
42006 p. 191 (Wilson) 42398-400. 

Departmental interference with local bodies, 
limitin~ suggested (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79; 
.App. v., p. 239. 

Deputy Commissioner1 powers of (Sultan Ibrahim} 
38352 p. 39 (Parma Nand) 38395 p. 43. 

District Boards, control of minor municipalities 
by-Opinions for and against (Muhammad 
Khan) 38300 p. 37 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 
p. 40 (Parma NanG) 38395 p. 43 (Sundar· 
Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Muhammail Husain) 38557 
p. 49 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79 (Parsons) 39577 
p. 91 ( Shak Din) 39832 p. 101 ( U mar Hayat) 
39970 p. 106 (Barkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 
(Fateh Ali Khan) 40571 (Muhammad Shaft} 
40612 p. 130 (Fenton) 40831 p. 1~9 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 193. 

Local officers, supervision and control of-Suffi
cient in Baluchistan (JalaZ..ud-din Khan) 37740. 

Outside control in event of municipality having a. 
non-official President, question of (Harkishen 
Lal) 40132-4, 40163-4. · 

Provincial Board to replace control of Commis
sioners and Local Government, proposed 
(Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111, 40141-3. 

Relaxation of official control, opinion in favour 
of (Patel) 37786, 38713-23. 

Efficiency of municipalities, question of (Partap
Singh) 39764-5. 

Finance-Existing position and suggestions with 
regard to extension of powers (Blalceway) 
38926 (Par1ons) 39717 (Partap Singh) 39772-3 
(Umar Hayat) 39970 p.106 (Fateh Ali Khan} 
40598-9. 

Accounts and audit 
Contribution by local body covering cost of 

establishment, abolition of (Jlichael) 41234-6. 
Discretion exercised by Examiner of Local 

Accounts, dispensing with vouchers for items 
under Rs. 5 (Michael) 41187-8. 

Infringement of Jaws and regulations from 
financial standpoint, Audit Department 
pointing out . · 

Extension of Audit Department's powers 
with regard to education, maintenance of 
roads, &c. (Michael) 41239-41. . 

Friction caused with Local Government 
(Michael) 41168, 41189-91, 41237-8. 

Local audit by a staff of peripatetic officers 
under the Examiner of Local Accounts 
(Miehael) 41160-7. 

:Manual drawn up by Examiner of Local Fund 
Accounts (Michael) 41180-1. 

Simple Code base1 upon broad principles of 
Civil Service Regulations, opinion in favour 
of (Michael) 41183-6. 

Balances, appropriation from (R. E. Young· 
hwband) 4ll11-2 (Hailey) 42196. 

Borrowing powers (Muhammad Khan) 38300 
p. 37. 

Budget-Re·appropriation, &c. (Parma Nand) 
38414-6, 38422-4 (O'Dwyer) 39216 (Umar 
Hayal) 39970 p. 106 (Harkiaf..en Lal) 40130-1 
(R. E. Yow1ghuaba11d) 41108-10,41113 (Hailey) 
42190-3, 42196. 

Contributions to Government for specific pur-
poses (Fenton) 40961, 40968. . 

Control of revonoes collected by municipality, 
snggestd (Harkishe11 Lal) 40084 p. 111. 

Financial re~ponsibility entailing responsibility 
and control in carrying out projects-Opinion 
in favour of principle (Jiaclaga11) 39,121-4 

• (Harktshetl Lal) 40184-7, 40208-9. 
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M unioipali ties-cont. 
Finance, &c.-cont. • 

Fixed percentage of income earmarked for specific 
purposes-Opinions and suggestions (Harkishen 
Lal) 4fJ180-3 (Gui~(01·d) 40268-79 (Na1·enclm 
Nath) 40748-581 40760, 40817-24. 

Headquarters municipality, iMome of (Na1•endra 
Nath) 40747. 

Police, contribution for-Question of relief from 
· charge (Maclagan) 39429 (Pa1•sons) 39605 

(Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111, 40103-5 
(Narendra Nath) 40676. 

Provincial finances, connection with 
As compared with that of District Boards 

(Bailey) 42006 p. 193. 
Simplification of relations (Gui7f01·d) 40266-7. 

Public Works-Dispensing with limit of expendi
ture provided provision bad been made in 
budget ( 0' Dwyer) 39213-5. 

Taxes, payment of-Previous sanction of Local 
· Government hitherto requisite, power bad just 

been delegated (O'Dwyer) 39240-1. 
First class .and second class municipalities, dis-
. tinction between (Hatley) 42189. . ·. 

· Headquarters of districts-Municipalities at head
quarters only in North-West Front1er Province 
( Sundat• Singh) 38534. · 

Population ·and income of headquarters munici· 
pality-Punjab (Narendra Nath) 40746-7; . 

Powers and functions, and suggestions with regard 
to increase of. powers (Sultan lbrahim) 38352 
p. 39 (Parma Nand) 3!!395 pp. 43, 44 (S'I).ndar 
Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Rawlinson) 38765 (Blalce
way) 38857 p. 62 (Parsons) 39577 p. 91 (Parlap 
Singh) 39769-73 (Shah Din) 39832 (Barkishen. 
Lal) 40084 p. 111, 40130-4 (Guilford) 40216 
(Fateh Ali Kltan) 40581-4, 40594 (Muhammad 
Shafi) 40612 p. 130, 40631 (Narend1•a Nath) 
40676 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148 
(Michael) 41169-70 ; App. V., p. 239. 

.Appointment, power of (Blakeway) 38968-91 
(Parsons) i:19715-6. 

Creation of appointments-Regulations (Bailey) 
42197-9. . . 

Appointments over Rs. 20, question of sane-
. tion of Commissioner (R. E. Young-
. husband) 41118-24. 
Civil or criminal· cases, petty powers suggested 
· (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 107; · 
Education (Pa~el) 37800-6 (Parm.d, Nand) 

38425-8 (Sundar Singh) 38512, 38,519-20, 
38525-8 (Blalceway) 38937-8, 38940-1 (Mac
lagan) 39251 p. 79 (Shah Din) 39867 
(Godley) 41545, 41678-80. 

Expenditure-Minimum prescribed by Educa
tion Code understood to be a maximum by 
the Board:-- Suggestions (Godley) · 41545, 
41603-12. 

~overnment and local bodies, relative functions 
with regard to education-Opinion against 
dividing education for administrative pur
poses into primary and 11econdary (Godley) 

. 41638-9, 41664-77. 
Secondary schools (Goclley) 41545, 41546-51, 

41558-72. 
Employes, control of, App. V.', p. 239. 

PensJOned servants· of Government, employ
II!e~u of (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 148. 

Gratu1t1es to employes on retirement (R. E. 
Younghusband) 41007 p. 148. 

Pay ?f ?fficers (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79. . 
Provmc1al Government sympathetic attitude 

· towards Local Self • Government ( Na1•endra 
Nath) 40727-8. . 

Public Works (McOonaghey) 37951-8 (Blakeway) 
39048:-9 (Ma?la.gan) 39~51 p. 97. 

Expendl~ur.e hm1t above which sanction of 
Commtss1oner was required (R. E. Young
husband) 41114-5. 

Expenditure limit above which sanction of 
Government wa~ r.equired (Pa1·sons) 39718. 

Proce~ure for obtatmng sanction to work~-Sug
gestiOns for curtailment (Parsons) 3!f719-23. 

Ref?rms, PO',Ver to pass certain reforms which 
With sanction of Commissiooer, should hav~ 
force o~ law (U"!ar flayat) 39970 p. 107. 

Rewardt mcrease m power of suggested (Mac-
la~an J 39251 p. 79. 1 

"Vaccmation (Pa,•ma Nand) 38432. •. 

:M unici pali ties-cont. 
Procedure 

Meetings (Pa1·ma Nand) 38400 (Sundar Singh) 
38533 (Blakeway) 38954. · 

Attendance of members (Blakeway) 38955-S. 
Sub~Committees (Parma Nand) 38418-20 (Sundar 

Singh) 38521-2 (Blakeway) 38892-3, 3!:!979-80 
(Pa1•sons) 39741· 3 (Pa1•tap Singh) 39769 (Shah 
Din) 39937-45. 

Sanitary Works · 
Charge for work done by Public Works Depart- · 

ment-Government usually remitted charge 
( Goument) 41869, 41882, 41907. 

Drainage works at Amritsar-Cost, approval of 
. estimates, &c. ( Goument) 41890--2. 
Establishment ( Goument) 41896-8. 
Estima~es for large sanitary works prepared by 

Sanitary Engineer (Goument) 41898. 
Executive agency-Public Works Department 

(Goument) 41866. 
Expenditnr~>-Limits above which ap.v.roval of 

Sanitary Engineer was required · ( Goument) 
41836-71 41893. · 

Financial aid from Government, question of 
(Goument) 41867-9. · 

llllprovement scheme under supervision of Deputy 
Commissioner-Suggestions (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 39. 

Initiation of-Procedure ( Goument) 41831-5. 
Munsifs 

Classes of-Punjab (Parsons) 39675-7 •. 
Status and jurifldiction in North-West Frontier 

Province (Pc' ma Nand) 38407-8, _38445-8. 

N. 
Naib-tabsildar 
Appeal~ from decision of ( Ganpat Rai) 3770~. 
Appointment and posting, authority for-Existing 

arrangements and suggestions (Partab Singh) 
'40501. 

Commissioner ( Ganpat Rai) 37697 ( Gt·ant) 38255, 
38~56 ( O'Dwye1·) 39235. 

Deputy CommisRioner (McOonaghey) 37961-2. 
Financial Commissioner (Sultan Ibrahim) 88385. 
Local administration (Archer) 38095. 
Revenue Secretary and Chief Commissioner 

(O'Dwye1·) 39109. 
Grades (A1·cher) 38096. 
Pay (Ganpat Raz) 37718 (Archer) 38096 (O'Dwyer) 

39t1!) (Maclagan) 39369. . 
. Powers and functwns and suggestions with regard to 

increased powers (McOon.aghey) 37960. 
Assistant Collector of second grade, conferring 

powers on naib-tahsildars of first grade (Jalal
ud-din Khan) 37740. 

.Criminal and xevenue powers (O'Dwyer) 39113, . 
(Na1•endra Nath) 40779-80. 

Police (Jalal-ud-tlin Khan) 377,40 p. 13. 
Recruitment, class of men obtained, &c. ( Ganpat 

Rai) 37698-:-700 (McOonaghey) 37919-21 (Rawlin
Bon) 38794-5 (Blakeway) 38862 (Fenton) 40990-1. 

Stationed at headquarters as a rule (Narendra Nath) 
40781-2. 

Narendra. Nath,Diwan, M..A.-Deputy Oommiaaioner. 
Evidence 40676-830. 

North-West Frontier Provinc-:l 
Date of formation, object of change (Grant) 38113. 
Districts and agencies furming province (Grant) 

38113. ' 
Notified areas 

Control of-Practically second class municipalities 
with minor powijrs (Hailey) 42237...:9. , 

. o. 
O'Dwyer, Mr. M. F.-Revenue Secretary o/ North

West Frontier Pt•ovince. 
Evidence 39050-250. 

Opium · · . · 
Government of India order discouraging import of 

AfghBn opium-Question of smuggling (O'Dwyer) 
39243-6. 

Source of supply-North-West Frontier Province 
(Grant) '38133-4. 
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·Oraanization of Government 
Baluchistan (JalaZ·ud-clin Khan) 37740; App. I., 

p. 216. . 
North-West Fr~mtier Province (Grant) 38113. 
Punjab, .A.pp. IV, p. 236. 

-overwork of officers . 
Cau~es and remedies suggested (Ganpat Rai) 37662 

(Jalal- ucl· din Khan) 37740, 37777 - 81 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37 (Sundar Singh) 
38488 p. 47 (Rawlmson) 38765 (Blakeway) 
38857, 38870,. . 38874-87, 38902-4, 38917-8 
(Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Parsons) 39577pp.89, 
90 (Shah Din) 39889-90 (Harleishen Lal) 
40084 p. 111 (Fenton) 40831 p 139 (R. E. 
Youngltusband) 41007 p. 147 (Fisher) 41348 
p. 163 (Stracey) 41708 p. 177 (Wilson) 42325 
p. 205. 

Deputy Commissionm (Fateh Ali Khan) 
40571. 

Distribution of useless information and incessant 
demand for r~:~ports ( Grcmt) 38113 p. 28, 38276-
83. 

P. 
.Pauchayats, fot·mation of 

Appeals from orders of panchayat, question of 
(Partab Singh) 40501 p. 125, 40551-3, 40556-9. 

Constitution (Partab Singh) 40505-10, 40514-8. 
~umber of members (Partab Singh) 40501 · 

p.125. 
Payment of members, question of (Partab Singh) 

40561. 
Police and pleaders to be excluded (Partab Singh) 

40501 p. 125, 40550 . 
. Ji1·ga and panchayat-No necessity for two separate 

bodies (Parma Nand) 38471-2. · 
·Opmion in favour and advantages of ( SuZtanlbraltim) 
. 38352 p. 3\:l (Parma Nand) 38473 (Partab Singh) 

40560 (Fateh Ali Khan) 40603-4,40607. 
Powers and functions suggested (Partab Singh) 

40501 p. 125, 40510-3, 40519-20, 40546-9, 
40562-4 (Fateh Ali Khan) 40606. 40608. 

J utisdiction of proposed village, ilaka, and district 
pancltayats (Parma Nand) 38470-1. · 

Criticism of proposed arrangement (Sundar 
Singh) 38542-4. · . 

·Quetta establishment of panchayat of Indian 
· residents, proposed (Patel) 37836-40. · · 
Tltanamm· panchayat, opinion in f!lvour of (Partab 

Singh) 40501 p. 125. ' . · 
Unit of organization- Grouping of five or ten 
· villagGs preferable to one panchayat in each thana 

(Fateh Ali Khan) 40605. 
Village panchayat, see Village Organization. 
Working of system (Partab Singh) 40501. . 

·.Parma Nand, Lata-Secretary to Municipal Committee 
of Abbottabad. 

Evidence 38395-487. 
Parsons, Lieut.-Col. C. G.-Deputy Commissioner of 

Lahore. 
Evidence 39577-760. 

Partab Singh, Sardar Babadur-PI'esident of Oout1cil of 
Admini8tration of Faridkot State. . 

Evidence 40501-70. 
Partap Singh, Hon. Sardar-Honorary Extm-Assistan~· 

CommisBioner. 
Evidence 39761-831, . 

Patel, Khan Babadur Borjorjee Dorabjee, O.I.E . .:... 
~lercha11t a11a member of Quetta Munu:ipaUty. 

Ev1dence 37786-871. 
.Patwari 

Appointment by Deputy Commissioner (Pm·~ons) 
~~~ . . 

Canal palw!ll'is, control of-Suggestions (Partab 
. Si11gh) 40501, 

' Character and qualifications 
Agricultural conditions, better knowledge de·

sirable (Shah Din) 39842-4. 
Corruption. of patwari (Shah Di11) 39845. 

Fluctuating asses9ment system, opinion in 
favour of (Wilson) 42423-6. 

Improvement, question of (Rawlinso11) 38801-2 
38805-f:!. I 

ut also subheading Pay. 
Hereditary office (Rau:linson) 38803-4. · 

Patwari-cont. ·'' 
Pay . 

·Indirect advantages of the po~Hio:il. (Fenton) 
. 40877-84. 

Insufficiency of pay leading to corruption ( Guil-
. ford) 40232-8, 40337-9. 
. Causes-Rise in prices and ·wages (Guilford) 

. 40301-7 (Wilson) 42374-5. 
Raising pay of post- Suggestions (Abdul 

Ghafur) 38594 p. 51, 38614-7 (B1·oadway) 
· 40421-~ (Na1·endra Nath) 40807-13. 
Sufficiency'of pay (Rawlinson) 38799-800. 

Powers and functions (Rawlinson) 38815. · · . 
· Village JJanchayat- Opinion against attaching 

patwari to (Abdul Ghafur) 38689-92. · 
Patwari Cess · . 

Abolition of-Attitude of Provincial Government 
(Hailey) 42232-6. . · 

Pay and allowances 
Oomp:uison of rates in the Punjab with those in 

R(>gulation Provinces (Fenton) 40831 p .. 139,. 
40832-6. .• ... ~ 

Dishonesty among subordinates owing to insufficiency 
of pay-Suggestions f·>r increased pay, &c. (Partap 

·· Singh) .397\!7-802- (Guilford) 4023:.!-8, 40301:...7, 
40337-9 (Broadway) 40421-2. 

Leave, regulation of-Special allowanqes sug~ested. 
· for lengthened service without leave (Fenton) 

400M~13~ · 
Loc~~ol bodies, increased powers for, proposed (Mac-. 

lagan) 39251 p.79. · · ·. · . 
Provincial Government, . delegation of powers to 

officers subordinate to• it-Punjab Government 
suggestions,_App. VI., pp. 241-3. · . · 

Provincial- Government, extension of powers
Opinions and suggestiom (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 
37740 (Arch11r) 37997 (Muhammad Husain) 
'38557 (Pa1•8ons) 39761 (Umar Hayat) 39970 

Gfz~~~e~ appointments, question of discretionary 
power for Local Governments (Fisher) 41398-
400. . 

Local allowances (Fisher) 41348 p. 163, 41393-4. 
Local, personal and deputation allowances 

(Stracey) 41708 p. 177, 41777-9. · · 
Non-gazetted appointments:-Opinion in favour 

of ubsolute discretion as to pay of grades with 
regard to (Fisher) 41348 p. 163, 41395-7. 

Punjab GovernmenG suggestions, App. VI., 
. p. 240. . ·, , . · 
. Travelling allowance~ (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. 
: Provincial Service-As to freedom for Provincial. 
·, administra~ion . to act within spirit of ·general 
_ principles laid down by Government of India 

( 0' Dwyer) 39101-3. • 
. Subordioate service, sufficiency of pay until recently 

-Increase in cost of living (Wilson.) 42374.-5, 
Travelling allowances . · · 

Abolition of rule requiring ·audit officer to ·check 
distances, proposed (Michael) 41141 p .. 153. 

. Delegation of powers - Punjab Government 
suggestions, App. VI., pp. 242, 243. 

Permanent fixed travelling allowances, substi. 
_tuting for existing system, proposed (Michael) 
41253-5. . 

Pensions 
Delegation of powers by Government of India

Officer who can appoint to a vacancy can. also 
sanction a pension (O'Dwyer) 39087. . . 

· Payment. of by Postal Uepartment, suggested 
(Stracey) 41708 p.178, 41791-5. 

Proportionate pensions for all services as a result 
of insisting on principle of selection-Means of 
meeting objection11 (Hailey) 42289-93. · · 

Peon . · . 
Corruption, prevention of- Suggestions (Umar • 

Hayut) 40041. · 
Peshawar lJistrict 
· Administrative Staff (Rawlinson) 38770-3. · 

District Board 
Income-Sources, &c. (Muhammad Hu.sain) 38575 

( Rawlinaon) 38832-4. · 
Powers and functions (Muhammad Husain) 

38576-7 (Rawlitz•on) 38835-401 3884!).:.50. 
. Irrigation (Rawlimon) 38819. 

Partition under consideration (Rawlirtson) 38765. 
Sub-Divisions and Sob-Divisional Qfficera (Rawlin· 

801!) 38782-91. • 
:J'erritorhl charges (Rmdinson) 38771. 
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l'eshawar Municipality 
Constitution of Municipal Council (Sundar Singh) 

. 38489-90. 
Attitude of members as to work, &o. (Sundar 

Singh) 38529-31. 
Ex-oficio members (Sundar Singh) 38541. 
President and Vice-President, always officials 

(Sundar Singh) 38532. 
Opmion against non " official Vice - President 

(Sundar Singh) 38538. 
Secretary-Paid official (Sundar Singh) 38539. 

Financial powers and resources (Rawlinson) 38851-4, 
38855-6. 

Pleader, appointme~t of (Sundar Singh) 38510-11 .. 
Powers and functions 

Education (Sunda1• Singh) 38512, 38519-20, 
38525-8. 

Gardens, maintenance of (Sundar Singh) 38523-4. 
Hospitals and dispensaries, control of (Sundar 

Singh) 38513-5. · 
Sub-Committees (Sunda1• Singh) 38521-2. 

Petition . 
Existing right,· extent of work, entailed, &c. 

(Blakeway) 38932-4, 38985-6. 
Restriction of right not possible (Blakeway) 

38983-4. 
Plague . 

Expenditure-System of contributions by Local 
. ,Boards in the Punjab (Maclagan) 39477-80. 

Pollee . , 
Appeals by Police Officers (R. E. Younghusband) 

41134-6 (Hastings) 41256 p. 159, 41302-4, 41331. 
Central control, opinion in favour of (Hastings) 

41256 p. 159, 41269. 
Conference of Inspectors-General of Police in 

1903 (Hastings) 41256, 41297-9. 
Corruption, prevention .of-Suggestions with re
. gard to two grades of constables ( Uma1· Hayat) 

40041. 
Criminal Intelligence, Department of 

. Complaints that Director made enquiries :without 
communicating with Local Administration· 
(Williams) 37446-55 (Hailey) 42006 p. 190, 
42260-1 ; App. II., p. 218. 

Secret police £orca, constitution o£1 a dangerous 
weapon of oppression-Suggestions with regard 

· to method of making inquiries (Hastings) 
41256,41316~9. . 

Detection of crime 
District police, responsibility of (Hastings) 

41284-6. . 
Provincial police the sole agency at disposal of 

Director of Crimimal Intelligence (Hastings) 
41338-9. 

Specia~ o~cers s~nt down . occasionally to help 
provm01al pohce, quest1on of (Hastings) 
41340-1. 

Establishment 
Increase in administrative staff (Hastings) 41256 

p.159. : . 
. Number. of gazetted officers serving in the Punjab 

(Hastings) 41256. 
Free hand for Provin9ial Government to give 

e~e?t. to general ,lines of policy-Instance of 
criticism hampermg Provincial Government 
(Hastings) 41256, 41288-96, 41320-30. 

Honorary police officers-Trial bad been made 
with no appreciable results (Hastings) 41256 
p.160. 

Municipalities, contributions froiD-Question of re· 
lief of municipalities (Maclagan) 39429 (Pa1•sona) 
39605 (Harkishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 40103-5 
(Narend1·a Nath) 40676. ' 

Officers co.~e~ted with police, powers and functions 
of-l!;x1st~g powers and suggestions with 
regard to mcrease . 

Commissioner-l!Jxisti~g . relations w.ith police 
and suggestions 1n regard to extension of 
powers,, effect of P.olice Commission recom~ 
mendatlons, &c. (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 p. 51 
(Maclagan) 39296-305, 39569-73 (Fenton) 
40867-71 (R. E. Younghusband) 41131-6 
(Hastings) 41256 p. 159, 41272-80 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 191, 42309-12, 42315-20. 

.Appellate powers, opinion against (Hailey) 
42313-4. 

Appointment and promotion of Inspectors 
and Sub-Inspectors (Partab s· h) 40501 
40530-1 (Hastings) 41301-4. mg 1 

Police-co11t. 
Offi~ers connected with police, &c.-cont. 

Deputy Commis~ioner 
Appellate powers, . opinion against (Hailey)· 

42313-4. 
Greater independence of police-Beneficial 

to administration of province (R. E. Young
husband) 41131-6. 

Recent restriction of powers (Fenton) 40867. 
Relations with police...:..Existing position· 

(Maclagan) 39546-7. 
Deputy Inspector-General-Appointment of Sub

Inspectors (Hastings) 41265. 
District ·Magistrate-Appointment and promo· 

.tion o£ Sub-Inspectors, District Magistrate· 
always consulted (Hastings) 41305-7. 

District Superintendent (Hastings) 41266. 
Appointment, punhhment and dismissal, 

power o£1 in the Punjab (Hastings): 
41264. 

Promotion of police officers within own district 
-Opinions against extension of powers. 
(Hastings) 41256. 

Relations with District Magistrate (Hastings). 
41267, 41308. 

Inspector-General 
Appointment of European Sergeants and In

spectors (Hastin~s) 41265 . 
North-West Frontier Province (Grant) 38113. 
Provincial Secretariat in the Punjab, position· 

with regard to (Maclagan) 39252, 39255,. 
39258-61 (Fenton) 40840 (Hailey) . 42006 
p. 192, 42305-8. . I 

Organization of Department-Changes suggested 
giving controlling powers to Executive Officers, 

· &c. (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740. 
Provincial force, conversion of Punjab police into 

(Hastings) 41257-63, 41268. 
Re.cru~tment and promotion of officer~ within their

own districts 
Opinion against for Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors. 

(Hastings) 41269-70. 
Opinion in favour of for lower grades (Jalal-ud

din Khan) 37740 (Hastings) 41271. 
Reorganization scheme. 

Complaint of detailed interference by Govern
ment of India (Hailey) 42006 p. 190, 42157-
63. . 

Opinion in favour of reforms suggested by Police 
Commission (Hastings) 41300. 

Returns, reports, and demands for information 
Increase in demand for information in connec· 

tion with Criminal Investigation Department. 
(Hastings) 41256, 41296. 

. Number of returns satisfactorily curtailed since 
Police Commissi.on Report (Ha8tings) 41256. 

Tours of inspection by gazetted officers-Good done 
by instruction and example of officers (Hastings) 
41256 p. 159. 

Tribal system, levies supplied by in Baluchistan 
(JfcConaghey) 37872. 

Uniformity, opinion against-Instances of influence 
of Government of India in direction of excessive. 

· uniformity (Hastings) 41256, 41297-9. 
Vernacular, knowledge of, by police officers (Hast

ings) 41256 p. 159. 
Village police- Pay, appointment, control, &c. 

(Hastings) 41281-3. 
Political Agency or District 

See District. · 
Political Department, North-West Frontier Province 

Division into Political and Administrative branches. 
(Grant) 38151. . 

Difficulty of providing for officers who had 
political experience only (Grant) 38151-51. 

38235-7. 
Postal and Telegraph Departments 

Accounts-:- Decentralization in a manner similar 
· to that in the forest accounts (Michael) 41141 

p. 153. 
Posting of officers 

Commissioner, powers of-Punjab (Wilso11) 42395. 
Provincial administtation, extension of powers 

desired-Baluchistan (Williams) 37476 . 
Precedents and procedure of neighbouring provinces 

(Hailey) 42258-9. 
Pre-ernpuon Act, Punjab 

Reform instituted by Local Government (Hailev) · 
42071-3. 
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Printing -
Commissioner in Baluchistan, power of sanction 

sugJZested in re~pect of local printing, &c. (Archer) 
37997 p. 22. 

North-West Frontier Province, .arrangements, &c. 
(O'Dwyer) 39167. 

P1ovincial Governments 
Organization of executive 

Baluchistan, App. I., p. 216. 
Punjab (Hailey) 42256-7. 

Position of Provincial Administration compared 
with position of a Provincial Government (Wil
liams) 37547-50, 37572-8, 37631-2. 

Relations with Rubordinate authorities- Control 
exercised and suggestions with regard to dele
gation of powers (Grant) 38113 (O'Dwyer) 
39087 (Parsons) 39577 (Harkishen LaZ) 40084 
p.111. 

Appointments, creation of new appointments 
(Parsons) 39761. 

Baluchistan administration-List of delegations 
made and suggestions for further delegations, 
App. II., pp. 222-3. 

-Cantonment Magistrate (Williams) 37637-9. 
Circular letters from Government of India having 

no reference to anything affecting the Province 
-Action taken by Local Administration (WiZ· · 
Ziams) 37456-7. 

·Committee suggested to make proposals for 
further delegation of powers to all officers 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 205, 42368-70., 

Departmentalism, &c., charges' of, see title 
Government of the country. 

Financial Commissioner, see that title. 
Ji'inancial ell.igencies had crippled initiative, but 

much already done in direction of delegation 
of po>Aers (Bate) 41403. · 

Financial relations between Government of India 
and Provincial Administration, see that title. 

Forests (Fisher) 41378. 
·Government of India sanction recently given to a 

large system of delegation of powers to Heads 
of Departments (O'Dwyer) 39086-71 39157. 

North-West Frontier Province, views of Provin
cial Administration witq regard to political 
work, App. ill., p. 232. 

Pay of officers (Partap Singh) 39761. 
Posting and transfer of Deputy Collector (Mac-

lagan) 39362. · 
Public Works (Dickie) 38694. 
Punjab Government suggestions, App. V., p. 238 ; 

App. VI., pp. 241-7. 
Wards, Court of-Financial Commissioner, ex

tension of powers (Muhammad Shafi) 40611 
(Fenton) 40906. 

:Secretariat-Criticism of departmental tendencies 
and suggested reforms, App. III., p. 235. 

Uniformity and rigidity, tendency in direction of-
Opinions · 

Baluchistan (Archer) 37997 p. 22. 
North-West Frontier Province (Grant) 38209-10 

(.Muhammad Khan) 38300 (Sultan Ibrahim) 
39352 P.· 39 (Muhammad Husain) 38557. 

Punjab (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Parsons) 39577 
p. 90 (Pa1·tap Singh) 39761 (Harkishen Lal) 
40084 p. 111, 40128-91 40149-54 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 205. 

Provinciall::lervice 
Appointment of officers (G1•ant) 38186 (O'Dwye1•) 

39120-4. 
Pay (Grant) 38186. 
Recruitment (Grant) 38187-9. 
Tr~nsfer of officers (O'Dwyer) 39121. 

PubhcWorks 
Ac~o~nts of Ordinary Branch- Decentralization 

Bim~lar to that of the forest accounts suggested 
(.JftCliael) 4114:1 p. 153 41171-8 ' 

Branch.es oi Public Work's in North-West Frontier 
Prov~nce. (Blakeway) 39046-7. 

Code, r1gid1ty of (Dickie) 387Ci7. 
Craddo~k, Mr., Ubief Commissioner of Central 

ProVlnceR-Agreeruent with principles of state· 
.me~t ns to Public Wol'ks (.Jfaclagan) 39576. 

Dtstnct Board, see that title, 
Finance 

Balances of .allotment!', carrying forward n.t end 
of year instead of lapsing, proposed (Dickie) 
3.%\.13. 

lludg2t-Re-appropriation, &c. (Fenton) 41004-G. 

Public Works-cont •. ' 
Finance-cont. 

District budget, preparation of-Opportunity of 
Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner to pre
sent claims of district and division (Fenton) 
40938-50. 

Irrecoverable arrears-Extension· of powers for 
Local Governments, proposed (Dickie) 38693, 
38704-5. 

Sanction of estimates-Relations :with Local Ad
ministration and Government of India (Dickie) 
38694. 

Military works, regulations affecting (Dickie) 
38753-6. 

Municipalities, see that title. 
Officers and authorities connected with Public 

Works, position of and suggestions with regard . 
to increased powers 

Chief Engineer-SecJetary to Government (Me;c
lagan) 39253, 39255-61 (Fenton) 40848-IJ. 

Commissioner (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Pa1•tap 
Singh) 39827-9 (Goument) 41811, 41843-4 
(Hailey) 42006 pp. 191, 192. 

Expenditure- Limit sugg~sted for revenue 
works (Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Grant for mmor works in Land Revenue 
Department (Fenton) 40942-4,41002-3. 

Separate budget for the division 
Opinions for and against (Maclagan) 39310 

· (Goument) 41845-9 (Mullaly) 41966-9~ 
Powers suggested in event of (Maclagan) 

·39407-13. . . . 
Deputy Commissioner (O'Dwye1·) 39247-50. 

Financi&l powers (McConaghey) 37957-8 
(Archer) 37997 p. 22; App.II., p. 218. 

Programme of works, prepar;l.tion of, &c. 
(Williams) 37633-6. · 

Relations with Public Works Officers (Mac
lagan) 39548 (Narendra Nath) 40825-30. 

Exacutive Engineer, opinion in favour of mem
bership of District Board ( Goument) 41855-
62. . . 

Officer commanding Royal Engineers and Garri
son Engmeers, powers of sanction (Dickie) 
38702-3. . . 

President of District Board and Municipal Com
mittee (Blakeway) 39048-9. 

Secretary 
Powers and functions (Grant) 38113 (Dickie) 

38695,38698-703,38733-5. 
Term of appointment, no rule governing 

(Grant) 38144. · · · . 
Sub-Divisional Officer-Civil provincial ·works, 

opinion in favour of expenditure within allot
ment without further reference to District 
Officer ( Ganpat Rai) 37662. · 

Superintending Engineer, membership of District 
Board, opinion in favour of . (Goument) 
41855-7. . . 

Organization of Department-North-West Frontier 
Province (Gmnt) 38113 (Dickie) 38706-7; 

Priority of works, author1ty deciding (Williams) 
37634-6 (Blakeway) 39042-6. 

Provmcial Government, extension of powers, pro· 
posed (Diclcie) 38693, 38746-52. 

Reports and returns, question of utility (Dickie) 
a8693, 38736-9, 3875!1. · 

Roads-Metalh:d roads in charge of Public Works 
Department (Pa1•sons) 39607. · 

Stores-Forecast for stores from England might be 
dropped ( Diclcie) 38698, 38736-9.' · 

Quetta Municipality 
Constitution 

Q. 

Chairman . 
Opinion in favour of retaining official chairman 

for the present (JlcOonaghey) 37877-8 
(Archm·) 38022. 

Political AgAnt chairman at present (Williams) 
37516. 

Elective principle, opinlon in favour of intro· 
duction of (Patel)' 37786, 37810, 37817. 

Nomiuatioo of members (Williams) 37520-1. 
Number of members (JicOonagl1ey) 37880. 
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Quetta Municipality-cont. . • 
Constitution-cont. 

Vice-Chairman 
.Assistant Political Agent as Vice· Chairman 

(Williams) 37516 (Patel) 37787. . . · 
Non • official Vice· President, question of

Opinions and. suggestions (Patel) 37813 
(McOonaghey) 37944-5 (Arcluw) 38023. 

Finance 
Disposal of revenue, proportion paid to Can

tonment (Patel) 37799, 37841-8, 37865-71 
' (McOonaghey) 37873-6, 37975-8. 

· No separate Finance Committee (Patel) 37807. 
Sources of revenue, amount, &c. (Williams) 

37518 (Patel) 37797-8, 37841 (Pa'tel) 37860-4. 
Powers and functions of municipality and sugges

tions with regard to increase of powers 
(McOonaghey) 37872 (A.rche1•) 37997 p. 22; 

. App. II., p. 219. . . 
Appointments (Patel) 37849-51 (McOonaghey) 

37926-8, 37946-50. 
Hospital and dispensary, contribution by muni-
, Cipality (Patel) 3780&-9. . 
Public Works-FunctionsofDistrict Engineer, etc. 

(McOonaghey) 37929, 37951-8. 
Procedure . 

Meetings-Attendance ofmemb<.rs (McOonaghey) 
37882-3. . 

Sob-Committees, distribution of work amon@', &c. 
(Patel) 37806-71 37833-5 (McOonaghey) 37881, 
37884-7. ' 

. ·Work mostly done by officials, bu~ non-official 
.members helped· a good deal (McOonagltey) 
37886-7. . 

Quetta-Pisbin District 
Area (McConaghey) 37888. 
Number of subdiviSions (JfcOonaghey) 37915. 

R. 
Railways · 

Hasan Abdal to Abbottabad-Government of India 
refusp.l to sanption railway (Pc~·ma Nand) 38395, 
38484-7. . 

Provincial Government, power to guarantee h:!-tcrest 
on light railways proposed (Bailey) 42006, 42046 
( W ilaon) 42342-9. 

Transfer by ·Government of India to Bombay 
Government without consulting Local Administra-: 
tion-Baluchistan (Williams) 37651-4; .App. II., 
p. 217 •. 

Rawlinson, 'Maior C. D.-Deputy Oommia11ioner of , 
·· ·Peshawa1·. 

Evidence 88765.:..856. 
Recruitment of .officers (Grant) 38117. 

· Opinidn against a separate Commission for Baluchi· 
stan (Archer) 38065-61 38086. 

· Provincial Service (Grant) 38187-9. 
Reform, initiation of 

Source of suggestions (Maclagan) 39251 (Pai'Bons) 
39577 p. 89. ' 

Suggestions from other provinces would receive 
· consideration if brought to notice by Gov!)rn

ment of India or their expert advisers (Stracey) 
41708 p.J77. . 

"Relation.s .~etween Executive Officers and people 
Accesstblhty of authorities (Muhammad Khan) 
3~BOO p .. 37 (Parma Natid) 38395 p. 43 (Sundar 
Smgh) 38'488 · p. 47, 38493-5 (.Abdul Ghafur) 
38683-6 (Guilford) 40239-50 (Broadway) 40357-8 
~?tbaksh Singh) 40485 (Hastings) 41256 p. 

Att~tude of officers (Abdul Ghafur) 38602. 
Att1tude of the people (Abdul Ghafur) 38602 

(Bl~keway) 39015-31 ( Umar Rayat) 39970 p. 106 
( Gutlford) 40223.-5,40312-31 40327-8 (Broadwa11) 
40355-6. . . iJ 

Comparison of past and present relations (Gmnt) 
38113 P· 28 (Guilfo?·d) 40216 (Hastings) 41256 
p.159. 

Con tad with people- Complaints of insufficient 
contact, obstacles, opportunities and remedies 
sugg~?sted (Ganpat Rai) 37662 (Jalal·ud·din 
Khau) 37740, 37769 (Patel) 37786, 37790 
~McConaghey) 37873 (Archer) 37997 p. 22 (Mu-

ammacl Khun) 38349-51 (Sultan Ibrahim) 

Relations between Executive, &c.-cont. 
Contact ·with people, &c.-cont. 

38352 pp. 39,40 (ParmaN and) 38395p. 43(J.l/u. 
hammad Husain) 38557 (.Abdul Ghafur) 38598-
603 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Parsons) 39577 
p. 90 (Partap Singh) 39761, fl9803-51 39832 
(Umar Hayat) 39970 P• 106 (Harkishen Lctl) 
40084 p. 111 (Broadu•ay) 40354 (Gurboksh 
Singh) 40464 (Partab Singh) 40501 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40612 · .P· 129 (Narendra :Natlt) 40.676 
(Fenton) 40831 (Hastings) 41256 p. 159 (Zi'isher} 
41348 (Mullaly) 41909, 41946-7 (Hailey) 42006. 

· p. 192 ; App. U., p, 218 ; App. JII., p. 235. 
Discouragement of undesirable people and . en

couragement of those who were ready to render· 
assistance (Muhammad Khan) 38300 p. 37. 

Di~courtesy of officers, question of (Parma Nand) 
· 38395 · p. 43 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 129. 

Division, size of, prevented close personaL 
acquaintance between Commissioner and people 
(Guilford) 40216. 

Division of provinces according t'o language, 
customs and habits of people, &c. ( U mar Hayat} 
39970 p. 106. 

·Grants fox entertaining native gentlemen, opinion 
in favour of (Hastings) 41256 p. 1p9. 

Lol!s of touch-Heads of Departments system of 
correspondence was clog~ing administration of' 
the country (Pw•sons) 39577. 

Manners and customs of the people, ignorance 
of, an obstacle to intercourse- Settlement 
training necessary for officers (Muhammad~ 
Shaft) 40612 p. 129 . 

Overwork, see that subheading. 
Petty officials interfering with liberties of th& 

people- Suggestions (Abdul Ghafur) 38554-
pp. 50, 51 ; 38685-7 (Dickie) 38693, 38762-4. 

Protest against making a· fetish of the idea of 
, personal contact with the people (Grant) 38113 

p. 28, 38167-80 (Sultan lbmhim) 38358. 
Social intercourse-Suggestions (Parma Nand} 

38395 p. 43 (Abdul Ghafur) .38594 p. 51, 
38608-10 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 12!1. 

Sufficient opportunities (Sundar Singh) 38488-
p.47,38493-5. 1 

Transfer!~, effect of (McOona,qhey) 37894-7 (Guil
jo?·d) 40216 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 1:.!9. 

Vernacular, see that title. 
· Factions-Inclination of officers to take sides if they 

had much knowledge of the people, &c. (Grant) 
38113, 38228 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38363-4 ( Blakeway} 
39025-6. 

Importance of free intercourse (Muhammad Khan} 
. 38300 p. 37 (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 (Guilfm·d} 
40295-6. 

Overwork, effect. of (Ganpat Rai) 37662 (Jalal-ud
din Khan) 37740, 37777-81 (Patel) 37786, 377901 
37825 (McOonaghey) 37872 (Archer) 37997 p. 22,. 
38021 (Grant) 38113 p. 28 (Mtthammad Khan} 
38300 p. 37 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. 40 
(Muhammad ·Husain)· 38562-3 (Abdul Ghaju1·} 
38594 p. 51 (Dickie) 38693 (Rawlinson.)- 3876& 
(Blakeway) 38857 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Partap
Singh) 39761 (Shah Din) 3!1832 (Umar Hayat) 
39970 p. 106 (Guilfm·d) 40216 (Broadway) 40354 
(Gurbaksh Singh) 40486, 40490-2 (Pa1·tab Singh} 
40501 (Fateh Ali Khan) 40571 (Muhammad 
Shaft) 40612 p. 129 (Fenton) 40831 pp. 138.,..9 
(R. E. Yozmphusband) 41007 p. 147 (FishrJr} 
41348 p. 163. 

Religious teaching in schools 
As to possibility of drawing up a general manual 

(Guilfo!·d) 40315. 
Reports, returns and statistics . 

Govern.ment of India, demands of-Suggestions for 
reduction (Archer) 37997 (Grant) 38113 p. 28,. 
38128-30, 38276-83 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 
(R. E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 1471 · 

Agricultural statistics and returns (Maclagan) 
39538-40. 

North-West Frontier Province-Interference by 
Foreign Department, instances of undue 
atte111pts to administer frontier in detail 
(Grant) 38123-7. 

Local Administration, views of, .App. III., 
p. 232. 

Selection of persons from whom opinioos were 
asked, opinion in favour of (Gmnt) 38157-
66. 
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Reports, returns and statistics-cont. · 
· Increase in demand for returns, &c. (Hailey) 42006 

p. 191 (Wilson) 42325 p. 205. 
Authorities responsible, see subheadings Govern· 

ment of India, Provincial Governments, &c. 
Opinion against checking demand for reports

Increase in staff suqgested ( Umar Haya9 39970 
p. lOG. 

Overwork of officers, due to, alleged-Criticism of 
statement (Fenton) 40831 p. 139. 

Provincial Governments, increase in demand for 
returns and information (Parsons) 39577 p. 89; 
.App. II., p. 218. 

Pnblic Works Department, utility of returns
Forecast for .stores from England might be 
dropped (Dickie) 38693, 38736-9, 38758. 

Reduction in number and shorteninl:{ of-Opinions 
and suggestions (B1•oadway) 40354 (Haile.'!). 
42006 p. 191 (Wilson) 42325 p. 205; .App. V., 
p. 238. 

Confidential reports on officers in Political Depart
ment, curtailment suggested, App. III., p. 236. 

Double reviewing, abolition of, proposed (Hatley) 
42006 p. 191. 

Index instead of abstract of B proceedings to be 
forwarded to Government of India, proposed 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Trtennial instead of annual report, suggested 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 

Secretary of State, increase in demand due to (R. 
E. Younghusband) 41007 p. 147. 

Residences Qf Government Officers 
Freedom to act within spirit of general principles 

laid down by Government of India (O'Dwyer) 
39096-7. 

· Provincial Government, extension of powers of 
• · llanction, proposed (Dickie) 386931 38708-12, 

38742-5. 
REst-houses 

Construction and maintenance (Parsons) 39619-21. 
Retirement of officers, powers for Local Government 

' to retire, suggested 
Inefficient officers (Hailey) 42006 p. 193, 42289-93. 
Officers of pensionable service (Hailey) 42006 p. 193, 

42289-93. 
Revenue .Assistant 

Appointment by Chief Commissioner (O'Dwyer) 
39121-4. 

Duties and powers (Na1•endra Natl1) 40690, 40696 
(Wilson) 42328. 

Nationality, &c. (Wilson) 42329-30. . 
Status (Narendra Nath) 40680. · 
Tours of inspection (Narendra Nath) 40699. 

Revenue and Financial Secretary and Revenue Com
missioner, North-West Frontier Province 

Powers and functions and suggestions with regard 
to extension of powers (Grant) 381131 38182-3 
(O'Dwyer) 39051-2, 39175-61 39186. 

Appellate authority-Number of appeals in a 
year, character of appeals presented (O'Dwy6r) 
39196-208. 

Appointment, powers of (Grant) 38254-5. 
Revenue Assistant (O'lhoyer) 39121. 
Tahsildars nnd naib- tahsildars (O'Dwyer) 

39109, 39235. 
Delegation of powers to subordinates, opinion in 

favour of (O'Dwyerr39072. 
Posting of tabsildar and naib-tahsildar (Graut) 

38254-5. 
Transfer of · tabsildars and naib-tahsildars 

(O'Dwyer·) 39115-6. 
Wa!da, C~urt of (Sundar Sing!&) 38545-7. , 

Relo.t10ns Wlt~ Local ~dministration (Grant) 38114. 
Term of appom~~ent mdefinite ( Gmnt) 38143. 

Revenu~ ana Judicial Commissioner Baluchistan 
Appomtment, care in selection, .App. n. p. 219. 
Overwork (Archer). 37997 p. 22. 1 

Powers and functions and suggestions with re
, ference to extension of powers (Williams) 

374.23 (Archer) 37997. 
.Appmntment, powers of (Ganpat Rai) 37697 

(Archer) 38095, 38098. 
Influence over departments other than his own 

(Jalal-ud-din Klian) 37740. 
List. o~ del~gations proposed by Provincial .Ad

mtmstratlon, App. ll., pp. 222-4 
Municipalities, control of (Pat~l) 37813-23 

37831-2, I 

Police (Jalal-ud-clin Khan) 37740 p. 13. 
33376 

Revenue and Judicial Commissioner, &c.-cont. 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. •·· 

Posting of 'tabsildars and naib .- tahsildars· 
(McOonaghey) 37961-2 (Archer) 38099. · ·HliOA 

Printing and modifications, &c. of list of 
Baluchistan .Agency, standard forms-Sanction 
(Archer) 37997 p. 22. 

Transfer of officers (McOonaghey) 37903-5, ?7959· 
(4rcher) 38100-1. 

Rewards, pens1ons, and gratuities 
Authorities .. subordinate to Local Governments1. 

extension of powers suggested (Abdul Ghafur) 
38606-7. . . . . . 

Commisaioners (Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 38611-S:, 
38633-4, (Maclagan) 39318 (Partab Singh) 
40501 p. 125 (Narend1·a Natli) 40676 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 192. . . 

Deputy Commissioner (.A.bdut Ghafur) 38594, 
38611-3, 38633-4 (Bla'lceway) 38857 (O'Dwyer) 
39163, 39193-5 (Partab .Singh) 40501 p. 125-
(Narendra Nath) 40676 (Hastings) 4125& 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 192. 

Local bodiesJ. · increased powers proposed 
· (Maclagan) 159251 p. 79. 

Provincial .Administration suggestion, 4-PP• III.,. 
p. 233. ' 

Provincial .Administrations, extension of power~ 
proposed (Muhammad Khan) 38310 .:.. 2: 
(O'Dwyer) 39163-6; .App. III., p. 23G. 

· ~uggestions with reference to assignments of: 
land revenue, jagir grants and life pensions. 

!
Archer) 37997, 38013-5 . (Grant) 38131-2~ 
Abdul Ghafur) 38594, 38595-71 38621-3' 
O'Dwger) 39163, 39193-5 (Narend1·a Nath) 

40676, 40802-6. ' . . 
Zaildars, inamkho1·s and village headm~n-Sugges-. 

tiona to recognize services by grants of landto 
&c. (Hastings) 41256 p. 160, 4133~-3. 

Roads . 
'Distlict Board, powers and responsibilities• 

!
Muhammad Husain) 38577 (Rawlinson) 38835· 

. Maclagan) 39440-4, 39450 (Parsons) 39606-9 
Umar Hayat) 40008-12 ( Goument) 41852-3. 

Metalled Roads · 
Public Works Department, roads in charge of. 

(Parsons) 39607. · 
Sanction of Government of India required for: 

· metalling (Dickie) 38727-32, 38740-1. 
:Method of giving out work in Baluchistan ( Ganpaf 

Rai) 37726-8. · · 
Officers connected with-Question whether Com· 

missioner, &c., or Public Works Officer should 
have power of decision: as to action in case of. 
difference of opinion (Mullaly) 4~939~44. · 

Salt, Baluchistan 
Mamal salt-Government o£ India. Order prohibit· 

ing use of (Williams) 37442-3,37606-13 (At•chet•) 
37997 ; APJ?.· II., p. 217. 

Sanitary Board, Punjab 
Constitution ( Gouritent) 41828-30. 
Functions (Goument) 41831-2. 

Sanitatj Engmeer 
Expenditure-Limit of powers of sanction (Gou· 

-ment) 41836-7, 41893. . 
Municipal sanitary projects-Functions (Goument) 

41833-5. 
Tours with a view to ascertaining sanitary wants. 

of the country (Goument) 41838-9." 
Ranitation 

Attitude of the people-No enthusiasm, maintenanc~ 
not well done (Goument) 41840-2. 

Improvement scheme for municipalities. and tahsils 
under supervision of Deputy Commissbner
Soggestions (Sultan lbrahim) 38352 p. 39. 

Municipalities-Sanitary works nearly all carried 
out by Public Works Department, charges 
financial aid from Government, &o. ( Goument)· 
41866-9, 41882, 41890-2, 41896-8. 

Shortage ~f Engineers .w~th B:Qnitary qualifications
Suggestlons for trammg of men for sanitary 
work, &c. ( Goument) 41872-r81. · • 

Secretariat 
Government of India Ser..retariat, limit to term of 

office desirable (Parsons) 39577 p. 89. 

2M 
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Secretariat-cont. . 
Numerical strength-Opinion against a Secretanat 

being too strong (R. E. Younghusband). 41007 
p.147. 

· Provincial Secretariat 
Accounts-Local Secretariat should be self·con· 

tained (Stracey) 41708 p. 178. . 
Appointment of officers, no rule govermng 

(Grant) 38140-7. . 
Departmental influence, undue predommance of 

(Hailey) 42006 p. 192, 42281-4 ; App. III., 
p. 235. 

Term of service, no limi~ (Grant) 38140. 
Secretary to Chief Comm1Bs1oner of North-West 

Frontier Province 
Powers and functions (Grant) 38113. 
Term of appointment (Grant) 38141. 

.Sessions J ud~e . 
Appellate Jurisdiction (Narendra Nath) 40700. 
Number of in a division, question of (Narendra 

Nath) 40717-8. 
Opinion against giving powers of to Political Agent 
. (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740. . . 
Relations with District ·Judge (Narendm Nath) 

40701-3, 40716 •. 
'Settlement Commissioner 

Abolition of office-Suggestions for transfer of 
·.functions (Wilson) 42406-7. 

Settlement Officer 
Report as a rule sent direct to Commissioner

Reasons, no objection to Consulting Deputy Com
. missioner except the delay (Wilson) 42408-10. 

Shah Din, Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad-Barrister 
at Lahore. 

Evidence 39832-969. 
'Statutory Civil Service 

Revival of as a means of providing positions for the 
ariE~tocracy of India on the Oivil Establishment 
(Abdul Ghafur) 385941 385951 38604-51 38624-8. 

.Stores, purchase of 
· Delegation of pow~rs-Opinions and suggestions 

(Dickie) 38693 ; App. 11.1 226; App. V., p. 238; 
App. Vl., p. 242. . 

Returns, reduction of-Forecast for stores from 
England might be . dropped (Dickie) 38693, 
38736-9. 

'Stracey, Mr. T. P, Russell-Assistant Sem·etary to 
Punjab Govl'rnment in Financial Department. 

Evidence 41708-810. 
Sub-Divisional Boards . 

Powers and functions and suggestions with reference 
to increased powers (Sundar Singh) 38488)?. 47. 

Sub-Divisional Magil!trate 
Appellate powers, opinion in favour of (Muhammad 

Shafi) 40647. · 
:Sub-Divisional Officer 

Appeals from decision: of (Ganpat Rai) 37702 
(Archer) 38053. 

Appointment by Local.A.dministration ( McOonagltey) 
37918. 

Olass of men appointed in Baluchistan ( McOonaghey) 
37916-7. . 

Existed only in the large districts (Sultan lb1·ahim) 
38378-81. . 

Extension of Sub-divisional system--Question of 
officers available, increase of powers, &c. (Mac· 
lagan) 39552-6. 

Powers and functions, and suggestions with regard 
to extension of powers ( Ganpat Rai) 37701-3 
(SuUan Ibrahim) 38352, 38357 (Rawlinson) 
38782-91, 38841-4 (Blakeway) 38915 (Mac· 
lagan) 39555 ( Wilson) 42383-6. 

.Agricultural loans, power to grant ( Ganpat Rai) 
37662, 3?67_0-~ (Archer) 37997 p. 22. 

Appellate JUr1sd1chon (Ganpat Rai) 37701 (Raw· 
linson) 38812 (Shah Din) 398!:14-7 (Wilson) 
42387. 

Appointment, no powers of (Archer) 38104-6. 
Death sentence, power to pass (Sultan Ibrahim) 

38352 p. 39. 
· Jirga, appointment of (Muhammad Khan) 

38315-6. 
Judicial powers (Ganpat Rai) 37701 (Rawlinson) 

38811. . . 
LaiJ~ ~even11e-Suspensions ( Ganpat Rai) 37662. 
Mummpal and Excluded Local l!'unds adminis

tration. of - Existing position, opi~ions and 
lioggesttons ( Ganpat Rai) 37662 37704-8 
(McOonaghey) 37930-5. ' 

Sub-Divisional Officer-cont. 
Powers and functions, &c.-cont. 

Public Works (Ganpat Rai) 376621 31713. 
Selected officers only, granting powers to, opinion 

against (Rawlinson) 38765. 
Taka vi advances (Williams) 37 493-6 ( Ganpat Rai.) 

37662, 37674-5 (Archer) 38005-6. 
Relations with 

Deputy Commissioner (Pat•tab Singh) 40501. 
Kanungo, no relations with (Rawlinson) 38796-8. 
Tahsildar (Rawlinson) 38792-3. · 

Residence in Sub-Division, question of ( Ganpat Rai) 
37689-96 (Rawlinson) 38786. · · 

Sub-Divisional System 
Changes in Sub-Divisions could take place with 

sanction of Local Government ( Ganpat Rai) . 
37687-8 •• 

Number of Sub-Divisions in a District, number of 
Districts in which there were Sub • Divisions 
(Maclagan) 39353-4 (Wilson) 42327. · 

Number of tahsils in a Sub-Division (Ganpat Rai) 
37685-6 (Rawlinson) 38809. · 

Study of Sub-divisional system . in some province 
where it was fully de:veloped, opinion in favour of 
( Wilson) 42388-9. . 

Territorial system as iu Madras "· headquarters 
system · 

Conditions under which Sub-Divisions were a 
relief to District Officer (Parsons) 39652-5, 
39683. . 

No system in North-West Frontier Province cor
responding to that in Madras and Bombay 
(Blakeway) 38915-6. 

0 pinions for and against territorial system (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38382-4 ( Blakeway) 38917 -'8 (Mac
lagan) 39552-6 (Umar Hayat) 40046-51 (Guil
ford) 40335-6 (Broadway) 40399-402 (Partab 
Singh) 40537-9 (Muhammad Shaft) 40643-5 
(Narendt•a Nath) 40691-3 (Hailey) 42006 p.192 
(Wilson) 42334; App. V., p. 238. 

Peshawar District-Charge by Territorial .Areas 
(Rawlinson) 38771. 

Residence of Sub-Divisional Officer in event of 
introduction of Sub-divisional system, question 
of (Parsons) 39684-6. 

Subordinate Officers 
Character and qualifications (Guilford) 40230-1. 
Corruption, see that title. 
Pay, question of sufficiency (Wilson) 42374-5. 

Sub-Registrar 
Commissioner suggested as controlling authority 

(Hailey) 42006 p. 191. 
Sugar indust.ry 

Departmental methods of Imperial Secretariat, 
instance of (Harkishen Lal) 40086-90, 40202-3. 

Sultan Ibrahiln, Khan Babadur Sardar- Retired 
Extra Assistant Commissioner. 

Evidence 38352-95. 
Sundar Singh, Mr.-Pleadm· at Peshawar. 

Evidence 38488-555. 

T. 
Tahsil . S b D' . . (R z· ) Number of tahsils lD a u • lVlBlOn aw mson 

38809. . . . 
Reiluction in area, opm1on m favour of (Sundar 

Singh) 38488 p. 47. . . 
Sanitation improvement scheme under supervtston 

of Dep~ty Commissioner-Suggestions (Sultan 
Ibrahim) ~8352 p. 39. 

Sub-Treasury at each tahsil (Rawlinson) 38816. 
Tahsil Board ' . . . . 

Committees not appointed, but for spac1al mq';lmes 
members of District Board were appomted 
( Umar Hayat) 40026. 

No local boards in connection with taksils (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38377 (Pat·ma Nand) 38435 (Parsons) 
39731-2 (Maclagan) 39380. 

Opinions against (Parma Nand) 38437 (Bla~eway) 
38957 ( Uma1· Hayat) 40038. 

Tahsildar 
Appeals from decision of ( Ganpal Rai) · 37701 

(R'lwlinson) 38812. 
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'Tahsildar-cont. 
Appointment, authority making- Opinions and 

suggestions (Williams) 37482-3 (Ganpat Rai) 
37697 (Archer) 38095, 38098 (Grant) 38254 
(Sultan Ibrahim) 38385 (O'Dwyer) 39109, 39119, 
39235 (Maclagan) 39366 (Broadway) 40354, 
40320 (Partab Singh) 40501 (R. E. Young
husband) 41100 (Wilson) 42392-4. 

Pay ( Ganpat Rai) 37717 (A-rcher) .38097 ( 0' Dwyer) 
39114 (Maclagan) 39364. . 

Posting by Revenue Commissioner (Grant) 38256. 
Powers and functions, and suggestions with regard 

to increased powers (Parsons) 39600-1 (Shah 
Din) 39847. 

.Assistant Collector first grade, powers of for 
tahsildars of first and second grades (Jalal
ud-din Khan) 377 40. 

.Civil, criminal and revenue powers (Pm•1na 
Nand) 38406-8 (Rawlinson) 38810 (O'Dwyer) 
39113 (Pa1·sons) 39673 (Narendra Nath) 
40778. 

Irrigation (Sultan Ibrahim) 38366-7. 
Jirga-No power to appoint (Muhammad Khan) 

38317. 
Land Revenue-Opinion against giving powers 

of remissibii or suspension (Archer) 38003. 
Police (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740 p. 13. 

Recruitment-Class of men obtained, character 
and qualifications, &c. (McOonaghey) 37919-21 
(Sultan Ibrahim) 38389-90 (Rawlinson) 38794 
(Blakeway) 38862 (O'Dwyer) 39110-1~ (Mac
lagan) 39365-8 (Pa1•sons) 39599 (Fenton) 
40990-1 (Guilford) 40230-1, 40292-4. 

.Agricultural aspects of the people, better know
ledge desirable (Shah Din) 39842. 

Language qualifications (Ganpat Rai) 37714-6. 
. Provincial list, keeping tahsildars on - Good 

effect on the Service (O'Dwym•) 39118 
(Maclagan) 39371. , 

Relations with Sub-Divisional Officer (Rawlinson) 
38792-3. 

Stationed at headquarters as a rule bnt went out in 
camp (Narendra Nath) 40781-2. 

Transfer, authority for, &c. (Williams) 37481 
(Maclagan) 39372-3. , . 

'1.akavi 
.Advances 

.Arrangements made promptly and without undue 
formality (Williams) 37495. 

Political officers, powers of (Williams) 37493 
(Ganpat Rai) 37672-3. 

Sub-Divisioual Officers-Extension of powers, 
opinions and suggestions (Williams) 37493-4 
(Ganpat Rai) 37662, 37674-5 (Archer) 
38005-6. ' 

Provincialization proposed by Local .Administration 
(Archer) 38091-4. 

Taluka officers 
Powers-Suspensions of Land Revenue ( Umar 

Hayat) 391170 p. 106. 
·Tarn Taran 

lnc~me of Municipality of (Guilfol'a) 40280. 
Taxat1on 

Municipalities-Pa;>>l:nent of taxes, previous sanction 
of Local Government required, power had just 

. been delegated (O'Dwym·) 39240-1. 
Tenancy Act 

Appeals under in North-West Frontier Province 
. (O'Dwyer) 39196-207. . 
Tours of Inspection of Government Officers 

Attitude of the people ( Uma1• Hayat) 40052-3 
40081-2. ' 

Fin~ncial Commissioner, touring work, overlappin~ 
w1th work of Commissioner &c (lllaclagan 
39271-83. I • 

Office work interfering with tours (Archer) 37997 
ro. 22 (RawliTlson) 38765. 

Relations with the people-Suggestions (Abdul 
Glwfur) 38594 p. 51. ' 

Sm~l~ districts- Deputy Commissioner the only 
ClVll servant who toured, but in larger districts 
_also an Assi~tant C~mmissioner (Wilson) 42331. 

T1me spent 10 tourmg, duration of tours, &c. 
(ltfcCorw,qhey) 37898 ( Umar Hm1at) 40053-4 

. (Guilford) 40332 (Narendra Nath) 40699. 
Towns 

Administration of- Pos9ibility of forming sub. 
committees to as•ist officers in Baluchistan (ltfc 
Vonaghry) 37936-41. 

Towns-cont. 
Land in, exemption from Land Revenu~ Assessment 

and from District Board Cess, Punjab (Maclagan) 
39414-6. 

Small towns in Sub-Divisions · of Baluchistan
Budget (Ga:npat Rai) 37711-12. 

Training of officers 
Existing system- Norhh-West Frontier Province 

(Grant) 38155-6, 38231. 
Frontier work, training for-Suggestions (Grant) 

381q0, 38224, 38233-4. . . 
Revenue training good, but judicial training not so 

good as it should be (Maclagan) 39563. 
Suggestions ( G1·ant) 38273-5. · 

Police School, utilization of (Maclagan) 39565-6 • 
Vernaculars, question of (Macla,qan) 39564 .. 

Transfer of officers, frequency of-Complamts, &c. 
(Williams) 37473-5(GanpatRai) 37662 (Jalal
ud-din Khan) 377 40 (Patel) 37786 ( McConaghey) 
37872, 37891-2 (A1•cher) 37997, 3~063, (Grant) 
38113. p. 28, 38243 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38359-61 
(Sundar Singh (38488 p. 47 (Dickie) 38693 
(Rawlinson) 38765 (Blakeway) 38857 (Mac· 
la,qan) 39251 p. 78 (Pa1•tap Singh) 39761 p. 98 
(Shah Din) 39832 (Har'kishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 
(Guilford) 40216 (Broadway) 40395-8 (Gur
baksh Singh) 40487 (Partab $ingh) 40501 
(Fenton) 40831 p. 139 (R. E. Younghusband) 
41007 p. 148 (Hastings) 41256 p. 159 (Fisher) 
41348 p. 162 (Bate) 41403 (Mullaly) 41909 
p. 186 (Wilson) 42325 p. 2061 App. II., p. 
219. 

Administration-Opinion against system o~ work
ing transfers direct · by Secretariat without 
reference to Beads of Departments ( 0' Dwye1·) 
39124-5. 

• Causes and suggestions for remedy (McOonaghey) 
37980-2 (Grant) 38246 (Sundar Singh)· 38488 
p. 47 (Blakeway) 38857 p. 62 (Maclagan) 
39251 p. 79 (Har'kishen Lal) 40084 p. 111 (Par· 
tab Singh) 40501 p. 125 (Fisher) 41348 p. 163 
(Wilson) 42325 p. ~06. 

.Acting appointments-Suggestions with a view to 
obviating transfers (Grant) 38251-3 (Sultan 
Ibrahim) 38352 p. 40 (Abdul Gho/u1·) 38594 
p. 51 (ParRons) 39577 p. 91 (Shah Din) 39832 
p. 101 (Muhammad Shafi) 40612 p.130 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 206. 

Allowances for difficult or inconvenient districts 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 193. , 

Army Depar~ment, remedy applied to (Dickie) 
. 38693, 38719-20. . 
Continuity of service in one charge, see that sub
. heading. 

, Distribution and posting of sta:fi within Balu-
chistan to be left more to Local Government 
.App. II., p. 219. 

Division of province according to language, cus
toms, and habits of people, officers acquainted 
with division to be transferred as seldom as 
possible (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106. · 

Government of India taking officers for du~y in· 
Baluchistan, &c., and sending new officers re· 
turning from leave, &c. (Grant) 38121-2, 38244 
(O'Dwye1') 39177-83. 

Junior civilians, opinion against posting to large 
stations (Shah Din) 39832. 

Leave, regulation of (Archer) 37997 p. 22; 38064 
(Fateh Ali Khan) 40571 (Fenton) 40831 p. 139 
(Hailey) 42294-8 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

North-West Frontier Provincial Administration 
suggestions i .App. m., p. 235. • 

Pay 
Enhancement of (Patel) 37786, 37825. . 
Opinion against a time scale (Grant) 38245. 

Political department 
.Administrative character of appointments, 

recognition of (Archer) 37997 p. 22 •. 
Reorganization on lines of an ordinary Indian 
Commi~sion (Archer) 37997 p. 22. 

Provincial Service, remedies for transfers in 
(Maclagan) 39251 p. 79. · 

Recruiting, greater attention to (A1·cher) 88064. 
Reserving certain districts for officeril of special 

qualifications (.Talal·ud-din Khan{ 37740. 
Seniority, less regard to be paid to McConaghey) 

37872 (Harkishen Lal) 40084 p.l 1. 
Settlement of officers in India (Fateh Ali Khan) 

40571. 
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Transfer of officers, &c.-cont. 
Oauses a;nd suggestions, &c.-cont. . 
Shorta~e .of o~cers ( Gran9 38250. • 

AdmiDtstratlve ·staff, · mcrease 1n proposed 
. (Sundar Singh) 38488 p. 47 (.Rawlinson) 

38765 (Blakeway) 38857 p. 62, App. II., 
p. 219. . 

Cadre, keeping at. full strength suggested 
(Grant) 38113 p. 28. . 

Provincial Oivil Service, increasing proportion 
. of members on. establishment (Fateh Ali 
!(han) 40571. · 

Uncongenial stations, disregard of desire of 
officers to be transferred from ( Maclagan) 39251 
p. 79 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

Oonditions under which officers' claims to transfer 
were considered (Gl'ant) 38295-7. · 

Continuity .of sorvice in one charge-Opinions ahd 
·. · suggestions (Patel) 37786, 37788-93 (McOon-

. aghey) 37970-4, 37991-3 (A1•chm·) 38064; 
38067-8, 38070-2 (Grant) 38227-8 (Muham· 
mad 'Khan) 38300 p. 37 (Sultan Ibrahim) 
38352 p. 39, 38362-4 (Parma Nand) 38395 
p. 43, 38474~7 (Muhammad Husain) 38557, 
38567 (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 p. 51, R8635-7 

~
Dickie) 38721 ( Guilfm·d) 40328-34, 40253-61 
Broadway) 40354 (Partab Singh) .40501 
Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p. 130 (R. E. Young· 

husband) 41007 p. 148 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 
Appointments of Deputy Oommissioner and 

District Judge, making tenable for a fixed 
neriod (Blakeway) 38857 p. 62, 39007-9. 

Frontier officers (WilliamB) 37472 (McOonagltey) 
37890 (Grant) 38149, 38225-6. 

Minimum period to be laid down for all districts 
(Hailey) 42006 p. 193. 

Delegation of powers-Opinions and suggestions 
(McOonaghey) 37903-5, 39950. . • 

·Districts in Baluchistan, transfers from one district 
'to another (A1•che1') 38081'-5. · 

Frontier ProVInce, question of transfel:' being more 
· harmful than inland (Grant) 38247. 

Oonditions of Baluchistan Frontier vet·y different 
· from· those of North~West Frontier Province 

: (Grant) 38248-9. 
Political· work, officer trained in, · difficulties 

. arising when he was put on, Administrative 
Work (Gmnt) 38150. 

Indian officers, trequAncy of transfers (Abdul 
Gh~fur) 38638-40 (Guilford) 40251-2. 

RelatiOns between Executive Officers and people
Effect of frequent transfers (Patel) 37786 
(McOonaghey) 37872, 37893-7 (Shah Din) 39832 
(Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p; 129. · 

Subordinates . 
Oonstant transfers should be made (Sultan 

lb1·ahim) 38352 p .. 39. 
Practically no transfers, injustice &c. (Patel) 

37786,37826-30. ' 
Travelling Allowances 

Deleg~tion of powers-Punjab Government sug
gestlOns, App. VI., pp. 2421 243. · 

-Perman~nt. fixed travelling allowance, substituting 
fo~ ex,xstmg system, suggested (Michaet) 41253-5. 

Provm01al Government, opinion in favour of ex
tension. 9f powers (O'Dwyer) 39092-5, 39104-8 

·. (Stracey) 41708 p. 177. · 
Treasuries 

Banks at district headquartera, use of as Treasuries 
qu~stion of (Michael) 41227-9 (5tracey) 41728-36: 

Olasslfied accounts of expenditure as well as of 
revenue, submission of...;.Opinion in favour of 
(Michael) 41230-2, · 

Oontrol and management (Blakeway) 38857 
38902-4 (Ha1•kishen Lal) 40112-3, ' 

System of peripatetic audit, application of to 
Government treasuries, opinion against (Michael) 
41192-6. 

· Treasury Officer' · 
Duties and status (Narendra Nath) 40766-8. 

u. 
Umapr H~yat Khan, Lt. the Ron. Maiik-Membel' of 

E 
. utyab Legislative Council &c. 

VIdence 39970-40082. ' 

Uniformity and Rigidity 
Oentralization, opinion in favour of, rather than of 

decentralization ( Umar Hayat) 39970. · · 
Oodes, rigidity of-Local Governments required to

gazette powers to Officers by name (Parsons) 
39577. . . . 

Desirable in matters which were not affected by 
local peculiarities (Fenton) 49831. · 

. Difference between the prov!nces, racial, &c. which 
prevented general rules sufficing for all parts of 
the country (O'Dwye1•.) 39090-108 (Guilford} 
40216. 

9ommittees, appointment of by Provincial Govern
ments to study ·requirements of . Provincer 
suggested (Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 1d6. . 

Interchange of views (Dickie) 38693. 
District Officers, attitude, App. II. p. 218. 
Government of India 

Introduction of measures unsuited to conditions 
-Extension of powers of Government of 
Frontier Province suggested (Abdul Ghafur} 
38594. 

North-West Frontier Province-Provincial Ad
ministration comments and suggestions,. 
App. III., p. 234. 

Orders followed by requests to submit drafts of 
detailed orders (Maclagan) 39251, 39481-2, 
39486-9, 39531-3.· 

Tendt;mcy in direction of rigidity and uniformity 
alleged-Opinions for and against contention. 
(Williams) 37432-55 (Jalal-ud-din Khan} 
37740 (Archer) 37907 (Grant) 38113 p. 28, 
38127, 38208 (Muhammad Husain) 38557 
(Maclagan) 39251, 39484-5 (Parsons) 39577 
(Partap Singh) 39761 (Uma1· Hayat)-39970· 
p. 106 (Ha1·kishen Lal) 40084 (Fenton) 40831 
(Hastings) 41256 (Hailey) 42006 p. 190· 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 204.; .App. II., p. 217 ;: 
App. III., p. 234. 

Remedies suggested (Archet•) 37997, 38016-20· 
(Stracey) 41708 p. 177. 

Waste of time in distribution of useless in· 
{ormatiop, and incess~tnt demand for Reports. 
aud Opinions (Grant) 38113 p. 28, 38128-30, 
38276-83 (Blakeway) 38883-7, 38899-901. 

Police-Opinion against uniformity-Instances of, 
excessive uniformity (Hastings) 412561 41297-9. ·· 

Provincial Governments, tendency towards excessive 
uniformity and rigidity -Opinions for and against 
contention (A1•chm·) 37997 p. 22 (Grant) 38209-10 
(Muhammad Khan) 38300 (Muhammad Husain)· 
38557 (Maclagan) 392.'>1 p. 78 (Parsons) 39577 
p. 90 (Partap Singh) 39761 (Harkishen Lal)· 
40084 p. 111, 401:.!8-9, 40149-54 (Wilson) 
42325 p. 205. 

Unit for adminietrative and for revenue purposes, in 
Baluchistan (Williams) 37629-30. 

v. 
Vaccinators 

Transferred from Oontrol of Sanitary Oommissioner · 
to that of District Board in the Punjab· 
(Maclagan) 39438. . · · 

Vernacular 
Examination-Standard (Williams) 37485-6. 
Number of languages in which an officer should 

be proficient (Parsons) 39577 p. 90 (Guilford)· 
40298-9. 

Qualifications of officers 
Oomparison of past and present, question of 

(Jalal-ud-din Khan) 87764. 
Head of the Province and Heads of Districts, 

qualifications necessary (Patel) 37786 (Muham
. mad Shaft) 40612 p. 129. 

Inadequacy of knowledge of Oivilians (Ganpal 
Rai) 37681-4 (Patel) 37794 (Blakeway) 38857 
p. 62 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 78 (Harkishen 
Lal) 40084 p. 111 (Guilford) 40216, 40297 
(Gu,·baklh Singh) 40464 (Fateh Ali Khan) 
40571 (Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p.129 (Fisher) 
41348 p. 163 (Bate) 41403, 41511 (Wilson)· 
42325 p. 206, 42377. . . ' 

Not necessary that officers should have a know-· 
ledge of the vernacular equal to that of the , 
people speaking it (Grant) 38181. 
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Vernacular-cont. -
Qualifications of o~~ers-cont. . 

Reading and wrxtmg of vernaculars, questwn of 
proficiency (Williams) 3745e-65 (Jalal-ud-din 

' Khan) 37749 (Patel) 37795-6 (McOonaghey) 
37995-6 (Archer) 380:!6-9, 38036-8 (Muham
mad Husain) 38565-6 (Parsons) 39577 p. 90. 

Sufficiency of knowledge-Opinions in some cases 
that a better knowledge of was desirable 
(Williams) 37458 (Jalal-ud-din Khan) 37740 
(Archer) 37997 p.22,38026 (Muhammad Khan) 
38300 p. 37 (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p 39, 
38355-6 (Pm·ma Nand) 38395 p. 43 (Sunda1· 
Singh) 38488 p. 47 (Muhammad Husain) 38564 
(Partap Singh) 39761 (Umar Hayat) 39970 
p. 106 (Broadway) 40354, 40394 (Partab 
Singh) 40501 (Narendra Nath) 40676 (Fenton) 
40831 p. 139 (R. E. Younghusband) 41007 
p. 148 (Hastings) 41256 p. 159 (Mullaly) 41909, 
41945; App. n., p. 218. 

Transfers, frequency of-Effect on qualifications 
of officers (Patel) 37872 (McOonaghey) 37994 
(Guilford) 40297 (Fenton) 40831 p. 139. 

Records-Suggestions (JalaZ·ud-din Khan) 37757-8. 
Relation between Executive Officers and people

Effect of ignorance of vernacular, evil of office 
work being done in English, &c. (Williams) 
37487-:-92 (Jalal·ud-din Khan) 37740, 37748-53 
(Shah Din) 39832 (Muhammad Shafi) 40612 
p. 129. . ' .. 

Time to acquire proficiency (A1·cher) 38068-9. , . 
Training of junio,. officers-suggestions (Blakeway) 

38857 p. 62 (Maclagan) 39564-5. 
Veterinary Work 

District Board-Powers and functions (Rawlinson) 
38845-8. . 

Viceroy 
Appointment from officials in India, opinion in 

favour of (Guilfm·d) 40334. 
Village Organization 

Baluchistan-No village or~anization, tribal system 
took the place of the village (Ganpat Rai) 37729, 
37740 (McOonaghey) 37872. 

Benches of Magistrates, question as to possibility of 
forming and of findmg suitable men (Partap 
Singh) 39819-23. 

Chankidar 
Appointment, authority responsible-Suggestions 

(Parsons) 39658-9 (Hastings) 41281. . 
Contri>l by provincial police, question .of (Hast-

ings) 4128d. · 
Detection of crime - Information given by 

chaukidar (Hasting3) 41284-6. 
Pay (Hastings) 41342-4. 
Pensioned soldiers, substituting for cbaukidar, 

opinions for and against (Parsons) 39656-7 
( Guiifm·d) 40216, 40309-11. 

Percentage of chaukidars to number of houses in 
a village (Hastings) 41334-5. · 

Reporting agency, value of chaukidar as, but no 
saving in strength of police force (Hastings) 
41336-7,41342-7. 

Cleaning of village-Suggestions (Guilford) 40347-
53. 

Education 
Management, appointment of village comxnittees 

-Question of extension of power~ (Parsons) 
39624-8. 

School-house often supplied by villagers (Parsons) 
39624. 

Funds 
Land cess, givi~g each village a share of cess col

lected m dxstrict, opinions for and against 
(Shah Di11) 39878 (Partab Singh) 40554. 

Local Fund cess-Help given to villages for 
schools and roads (Muhammml Husain) 
38572. 

Local taxation, results not sufficient for village 
purposes (Shah Din) 39877, 39920-1. 

Malb(' fond (Shah Din) 39922-8 (Partab Singh) 
40554-5 •. 

Weighment ces'.l (Sl1ah Di11) 39871-4 39913-19 
(Fenton) 40924-8. ' 

Headman 
Each section of a Pathan village had a Headman 

or malik (Grcmt) 38196-7. 
Selec~ed Headman, giving petty criminal and 

pohce powers to, proposed (Muclaga11) 39251 
p. 79. 
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Village Organization-cont. 
"Notified areas," constitution into, of villages with 

a population of over five thousand, proposed 
(Shah I)in) 39832 p. 101, 39864-6. 

Panchayat-Opinions an4 suggestions with regard 
to revival of communal lifa and extension of 
powers of village authorities (Archer) 37997 
p. 23 (Grant) 38198 (Muhammad Khan) 38300 
p. 37, 38324,38334 (SultanJbrahil!t) 38352 p. 401 
38369~73 (.farma Nand) .38395 p. 43 (Sundar· 
Singh) 38488 p. 47, 38508-9 (Abdul Ghafur) 
38594 p~ 51 (Maclagan) 39251 p. 79 (Parsons) 
39577 p. 91, 39629 (Shah Din) 39832 p. 101, 
39860-1, 39879-82 (Ha1'lcishen Lal) 40084 
p. 111, 40212 (Guilford) 40216 (Broadwag) 
40354, 40371 (Gurbaksh Singh) 4,0494 (Partab 
Singh) 40501 p. 125 (Fateh .AU Khan) 40571 
(Muhammad Shaft) 40612 p.130 {Fenton) 40831 
p. 139 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206; App. IC., p. 219. 

Appeals from decision of panchayat, opinion 
against (Muhamma¢ Shaft) 40650 (Wilson) 
4<:!325 p. 206. . . 

Constitution (Sultan Ibrahim) 38352 p. · 40, 
38395 (Abdul Ghafur) 38676 (Guilford) £0326 
(If'ateh AU Khan) 40609-10 ('Afuhammad Shaft) 
40612 p. 130. . . 

Education, disintegrating l.aOuence of modern 
education (Shah Din) 39862-3. 

Efficiency of pancnayat in some of the Native 
States, question of .(Narenclrq, lfath) 40676, 
40789-92 (Fenton) 40933-4. . 

E:x:perimenj; had been tried and had proved a 
failure in ·the Punjab (Broadway) 40403-5 
(R. E. Younghusband) ~1007 p.148. . 

Factions militating against usefulness of panchayat, 
questionof.(Abdul Gha/ut•)38674-5 (Blalceway) 
.38~57 p. 62 (Slw,h Din) 39874-6 (Harkishen 
Lal) 40.212-4 (~il!"ord). 40320..:.5 (Gu1•baksh 
Singh) 40495-8 (Muhammad Shaft) 40648, 
40675, (Hastings) 41256 p. 160 (Fenton) 
40931-2. . 

· Grouping of small villages suggested, eacl,l. large 
· village having a pancltayat of its own 

(Muhammad Shaft) 40674. 
Option of taking case to .regular tribunal 

suggested (Narerul!ra Natlt) 40793-4. 
Patwa1·i, .C?Pinion' against attaching to panchayat 

· in any. official capacity (Abdul . Gha"'ur) 
38689-92, • • ', • • . 'J I 

. Pleaders to be excluded, 'opfnio~: ~n '.favour of 
(Narendra Nath) 40797. 

Powern and functions-Opinions and suggestions 
(Sultan lbrakim) 38352 p. 40 (Parma Nand) 
38395 p. 43, 38443 (Abdul Ghafur) 38594 p. 51, 
38676-7, 38689 (Blakeway) 38857 p. 62 
(Maclagan) 39251 p. 79 (Parsons) 39622-3 
(Umar Hayat) 39970 p. 106 (Guilford) 40216, 
40347-53 (Gurbaksh. Singh) 40499-500 (Mu
hammad Shafi) 40612 p. 130, 40649, 40651-2, 
4U673 (Narendra Nath) 40676140795-6 (Fenton) 
40929-30 (Hastings) 41256 pp. 159-60 (Hailey) 
42006 p. 193 (Wilson) 42325 p. 206. 

Selected villages, formation of panchayat in 
(Harkishen Lal) 40215 (Narendra Nath) 40676 
(Wilson) 42325 p. 206. . 

Police-Non-existent in the Punjab with exception 
of the cbaukidar (Hastings) 41280. 

Taxation for police-Existing position, Local 
Government to fix taxation, suggested (Hailey) 
42058-60. 

See also subheading Chaukidar. 
Rural Courts, experimental introductions, proposed 

-Suggestions as to powers, constitution, &c. 
(Blakeway) 38857 p. 62. 

Unpopularity of any system of village government 
which involved direct taxation (Shah Din) 
39877. 

Water supply (Broadway) 40365-7. 

w. 
Wards, Court of 

Criticism of Government in tho event ·of failure to 
clear an estate, questi'on of (Sundar Singh) 
38554-5 (Pa,·tap Sir~gh) 39806-11 (Muhammad 
Shan) 40697-9 (Fe11ton) 40889-91. 

2N 
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Wards, Court of-cont. · 
Education of Minors (Partap Singh) 39825. 
Extension of provisions of faw to cases of wealthy 

persons other than land - holders, pro.posed 
(Sunda7' Singh) 38488. I 

Improvements and family ceremonies-Expenditure 
li~it for Commissioners and Deputy Com
missioners (Partab Singh) 40501, 40540-2.· 

Income above which estates should be controlled 
by Financial Commissioner (Pa1•tab Singh) 
40501. 

Loan of accumulated saving!!, Opinion in favour 
of (Pm·tap Singh) 397611 39784-5. 

Officers and Authorities connected with, position 
of and suggestions with regard to delegation of 
'powers. 

Commissioner of DiviEion (Sultan lb1•ahim) 38352 
p. 39 (Sundar Singh) 38550-3 (Maclagan) 
39251 p. '78, 39345-9 (Parso1ts) 39577 p. 90 
(Muhammad Shafi) 40613-4, 40619-20 

· (Fenton) 40907-10. ; 
Change proposed for the Punjab not applicable 

to North-West Frontier Province-No Com· 
missioners of Divisions (Sundar Singh) 384881 
38545-7. 

Deputy Commissioner . 
Extension of powers, opinion in favour of 

(Sultanlbmhim) 38352 p.39 (Abdul GhajU7') 
38618 (Maclagan) 39251. p. 78, 39345-8 
.(Wilson) 42325 p. 2051 42335-6. 

Taking over an estat.e, power to give notice and 
· require stay of proceedings;( Muhammad Shaft) 

40612. ' 
Financial Commissioner ( Sunda1• Singh) 38488 

(Pa1-tap Singh) 39824. . 
Delegation of powers to Commissioner or 

Deputy Commissioner, power of (Hailey) 
· 42278-80 (Wilson) 42336-7. 
Extension of powers, opinions in favour of 

(Muhammad Shafi) 406121 40637-9, (Fenton) 
40906. ' 

Opinions for and against reverting to original 
system of Deputy Commissioners, as Court. of 
Wards instead of Financial Commissioner 
(Parsons) 39647-51 (Partap Singh) 39786-9 
(Umar llayat) 39970 p. 106 (Fentun) 40831, 
40887-8, 40894-8 (R. E. Younghu.sband) 
41007 p. 147, 41125-9 (Hailey) 42006 p. 192, 
(Wilson) 42411-7 ; App. V., p. 239 ; App. VI., 
P• 246. . 

Wards, Court of-cont. 
Popularity of (Muhammad Shafi) 4061·7-8. 
Punjab Court of Wards Act applied alP:o to North

West Frontier Province (Sundar Singh,) 38496. 
Rules relating to - opinion against change 

(Muhammad Husain) 38557. 
Taking over Estates 

Embarrassed estates, circumstances under which 
estate could or could not be taken over (Fenton) 
40892-3 .• 

Government decided as to (Fenton) 40904-5. 
Water supply in villages (Jfuhammad Khan) 38339. 
WiJlillms, Mr. A., I.C.S., L.L.N.-Revenue and 

Judicial Oommissione1• in Baluchistan. 
Evidence 37423-661. 

Wilson, The Hon. Mr. J.-Financial Commissioner of 
the Punjab. 

Evidence 42325·519. 

Y. 

Younghtlsband, The Hon. Mr. R. E.-Oommissionel' of 
Lahore Divisiou. 

Evidence 41007-140 • 

z. 
Zaildar 

Appointment of-Existing position and mggestions 
· (Partab Singh) 40501, 40534, 40536. 

Char.1.cter (Guilford) 40342. 
Competition for appointment - No tendency to 

become hereditar J (Guilford) 40343-4. 
Control of-Suggesdons (Partab Singh) 40501. 
Sfatus, powers and functions, &c. (Parsons) 39662-

70 (Guilford) 40341. · 
Extension of duties owing to ovenork of district 

officers (Parsons) 39577 p. 89. 


